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TESTING
DEMAND FOR NAME PRODUCTIONS DISTINGUISHED EVA TANGUAY IN CABARET;
AT im, FLASH ACTS THROUGH
f AISO PLAYING VAUDEVILLE
i

*

$2,500 Weekly in Both, Playing Folie* Bergere, New
York, and Shubert Vaudeville Simultaneously-r-

Big Scenic Girl Act* Being Reorganized to Sell for
$800—Proved Drawing Power the Test of Value

—Freak Acts Abandoned

Opeiu at Newark Next Week
Marshall Questions
Right of Commissioner to
Revoke Legitimate The-

Louis
Producers of vaudeville acta booking through the Keith offices report

$100 PARK STOCK FOR

a demand for but two types of production at present, the $2,500 turn,
which must have a "name" of tested
drawing power, and the production
(Continued on page 2)

f00LW0RTH STILL
WANTS

10c.

MUSIC

price Without Plugging Possible Solution
XL Z. Nutting, the Wool worth
Sraslo buyer and executive, Is still
angling for ten ;ent music with the
jFublishers.
Almost dally he has
been phoning the music men individually, broaching the subject on

the theory that since the wholesale

-

20 CENTS AT AUCTION
Bronx Expo.^Shareholders Call
Meeting for Next Month
Stockholders of the Bronx Exposition Co., which operates the
Starlight Park at 177th street In
that New York borough, have called
a meeting for early next month to
frame a policy for next season.
This announcement comes at the
same time as a sale of the com*
pony's securities comes Into notice
at a record low price.
One lot of
preferred stock changed hands a
few days ago In a public auction at
the equivalent of 20 cents a share,
compared to a face value of $100.
About $20,000 in the company's
securltl s brought less than $460
altogether.
These consisted of
four lots: 25 shares of preferred
stock (par $100) sold at $5; 25
shares same, at $10; two lots of
$2,500 each of 7 per cent gold bonds

of sheet music is down to
11% cents already it will not be
long before it comes within the
seven cent figure to suit the syndicate store company. Acting on that
theory Nutting refuses to take stock
in the publishers' statement that
the ten cent song is a thing of the at $75 and $80 each, and $11,000 in
first mortgage bonds in three lots,
past excepting on one condition.
which brought an aggregate of $255.
The publisher is agreeable to
While these transactions establish
print up ten cent music and sell It
a
perfectly legal price quotation, it
to Woolworth as low as 6% cents
may not represent actual values.
but will not spend a cent in exploiting IL The publishers go still fur- The d->al draws attention to a brand
new method of straightening out a
ther and tell Mr. Nutting he is welcome to pick any song or songs detail of income tax return which
While they nre still in manuscript has been a trouble and annoyance
(and each publisher has a safe full to mai y people In the amusement
Persons who Jiold the
of those In reserve) and the music business.
men will print them up in regula- cluss of stocks known in financial
(Continued on page 2)
tion fashion.
Including a threecolor title page, but they will not
do a thing to "plus" it. That is
COP!
financially impossible nnrt out of the
Question. Nutting, however, insists Walked in Dressing Room, Looking
that the publishers work on ^the
for Cigarettes
>ong;H but does not even guarantee
«« will grant a half million copy
Pittsburgh, Nov. 30.
fener.il order In reciprocation.
A policeman here was su/pended
The Woolworth buyer frankly ad- by the police board after l»e entered
Pjti he is anxious to install the the dressing room of Frances King,
Plislc counters/once n*aln but he appearing at one of the theatres
Ml be given no opportunity if he here, for the stated purpose of seeing
•raista on these conditions.
if actresses really smoke cigarettes.
price

FRESH

i

-—Woods

KUKLUXPLAY

An engagement

of five

weeks at

the Folles Bergere restaurant.

New

License
York, has been entered by Eva Tan'BEHIND THE MASK' guay, to start Dec. 12, at a guaranChanges Tactics in Demiteed return of $2,500 a week,
Virgin Case Brady MeetNext Monday Miss Tanguay will
ing Postponed
open for Shubert vaudeville in NewC. Anderson Wright, Author
ark, N. J., also at $2,500 a week, to
Cast Engaged
play a few weeks In the Shuberts'
atre

—

MANAGERS AROUSED

New York

houses simultaneously
with the restaurant engagement;
The Shubert tour will be Interrupted to allow Miss Tanguay to
complete her Pantages circuit contract that has 16 unfulfilled weeks.
While recently on the Pantages
time Miss Tanguay received $2,500
a week, with pro rata for extra performances. Her highest salary on
order the closing of any theatre York "World" recently, Is the au- the Pantages time was $3,333 at the
other than a picture house, under thor. The Macon Producing Co. is Roosevelt, Chicago, and her lowest
(Continued on page 19)
the statute giving him that power. the corporate title of the producing
According to the story, it was by syndicate. The latter includes two
prominent
producing
men,
reprevirtue of that opinion the Woods
legal forces, headed by Max Steuer, sented in the Macon Corporation by
REVIVING
Through both producers
secured an injunction against Com- proxy.
missioner Gilchlrst to test his au- havir.T shows playing 'n the South
thority In the matter of the Eltinge, from time" to time, the principals
New York^ where the Woods' pro- thought it advisable not to appear
individually in the production of x
(Contlnued on page 15)

A

syndicate of New York theatrical men will shortly placo In reA. H. Woods Is reported to have hearsal a throe-act play based on
been Informed by one of the highest the activities of the Ku Klux Illan,
legal authorities in New York that to be called "Behind the Mask." C,
the License Commissioner of the Anderson Wright, who conducted
city has not the right to arbitrarily the Ku Klux expose xior the New

BUSY

SHOWS ON B'WAY

Ku Klux

"LOVE LETTER" FOR

STOREHOUSE
and

Star

sponsible,

It Is

Boston, Nov.

"The Love Letter"

will

Re~

30.

go Into

the storehouse when It finishes at
Business
the Tremont this week.
has been off ever since the show
Charles Dillingham
struck here.

The failure
believed to have been
top and that John
Charles Thomas, a male star and
not a comedian, can't carry a

has decided

it

of the piece

is

due

to

won't do.

the $3

musical comedy.
It is reported Thomas will go Into
vaudeville on the Shubert time.
Humor has it arrangements to that
effect have been completed and that
he will receive about $2,600 a week.

Pre-

Xmas

piece has seven scenes, among
them one In a cave. C. Anderson

NOW

Held
Said

Been

The

The outbreak In this rxceptlo.
formerly connected
Klux, but after resign- season of revivals in the fall perkd
Is one of the most significant feaarticles regarding the Kian's gen- tures of Broadway.
The season
eral activities, including the charge started off with a trio of revivals
that the Ku Klux is bitterly opposed and there are now in rehearsal no
less than flvo additional revivals,
to Jews, Catholics and Negroes.
The "World" and Hearst papers' all to take to the boards here within
attacks on the Ku Klux were widely a month. Usually the time for such
read.
It Is believed by the pro- presentations
mes with spring, and
ducers of the play that the play there have been but a few as a rule.
can ensh in on the extensive pub- This season eight revivals will havo
licity received.
If the piece goes
(Continued on page 2)
over out of town it, will be brought
Wright

was

with the

Ku

ing

Scale

play.

Opening has been scheduled for Eight Will Have
Btnghamton, N. Y. about Christmas.
sented Before

1

some time ago has written many

into

New York

for

a try on Broad-

way.

make a picture with the same title, "Behind
the Mask."
Among those engaged for the play
It is

also planned to

are
Edward
McWade, Edward
Keene. Frances Pitt, I^avinia Shannon, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Frayne.
There will be 20 speaking parts,
with eight or nine principals.
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DE COURVILLE RESCUES REVUE

IN PARIS

1

E. Q.

WHILE HOLIDAY PLANS PROCEED

r

a
"Fantasia" Would Have Had to Quit Queen't
Bernard
Week Courtneidge's New Plays

M

a:

*

a

NO MIDNIGHT SHOW

KENDREW

FOR LONDON

HOTEL
The Opera baa remounted with
some success "L'enevement au 8erall" of Mozart, which was composed at the request of Emperor Council Refuses to Relent
in
Joseph II for the National Theatre
at Vienna in 1781, to a book supplied
Metropole Case

^ss
1

n

by Bretzner, then entitle "Belmont
t.nd Constance." Mosart made many
:

in

—

—

Shaw's Tea and Toast with the

^B

comic opera,

London, Nov/ 30.
The County Council has refused

the appeal of the Hotel Metropole to
be allowed' to continue its Midnight
short run of "L'Orgie au Harem," Follies being given at the hotel
by
while R. Flateau is preparing his
new revue, due in January. The George Grosamlth and his company
present revue with Reglne Flory,' along the lines made popular by
however, is still attracting.
Zlegfeld on the New Amsterdam
The lease of the- Theatre S.rah Roof, New York.
Bernhardt has been renewed for
Along with others, protests were
eleven years by the Municipal Coun8sf
«
registered by the Society of West
cil, which controls the house, in favor of the famous tragedienne, her End managers, who pointed out
m
aV
svssss
(Continued or page 27)
^that the restrictions governing them
did not apply to hotel proprietors.
BUST REVIVING
They asked modifications in the
(Continued from par* 1)
Frank Van Hoven is at the Orphrules applying to them should the
eum, St. Louis, this week (Nov. 28), been presented on Broadway behotel's appeal be granted.
Resiand Frank Van Hoven Is busy writ- fore Christmas.
exceptional dents in^ adjacent flats also objected,
This
but
It,
will
read
one
No
ing a book.
Frank Van Hoven will write Frank revival activity either indicates that alleging taxis driving away late at
Van Hoven's book just the same. there are not enough good plays night disturbed them.
Frank Van Hoven sails June 7 on within the hands of the managers
The couaell's refusal to relent
the La France.
or there are too many theatrej in means throwing 90 people out of
New York.
work at a time when the pantoLatest of the revivals to be mimes are full and employment
started
is
"The Squaw Man," difficult to obtain, but the manage"Bought and Paid For," "Alias ment hopes the new license order
Jimmy Valentine" and "Salomy will not be enforced till the new
Jane." "The Chocolate Soldier" has year, when they propose putting on
already been announced for the a show conforming to the rule reCentury In two weeks. "The Squaw stricting it to six people.
Man" will have William Faversham
and an all-star casi. Faversham at
HAS ALL RIGHTS
Sailing Dec. 15 from Other, present is appearing in "The Silver
Fox" at the Maxlne Elliott. This
Side— Have Visited All Over comedy
has been doing fairly good Sir John Martin Harvey Acquires
"Joderman"
business, but the Shuberts have
Europe—Also Africa
elected to try the revival, aiming it
London* Nov. 30.
for the Lyric, which has been used
Paris, *Tov. 30.
Sir John Martin Harvey has acfor special feature films in the last
quired the exclusive English speakDouglas Fa., ^iilts and Mary Pick- two years.
"Bought and Paid For" will go Into ing rights to Hugo von Hoffman*
ford will leave Dec. 15 to return to
"Jedermann" after competing
New York, but whether permanent- the Playhouse Tuesday, succeeding stahl's
"Marie Antoinette," which opened in the negotiations with several
ly over there or to come back here
British
and American producers.
which
taken
is
to
be
last week, .but
is not known. Mrs. Pickford, Mary's, off Saturday. William A. Brady had
The Hon. Sybil Amherst and Dr.
mother, now In Paris, may leave a number of plays for production Wheeler have made an English
shortly after the young couple.
this season, but the repeated failures adaptation of the play, which will
The Fairbanks have visited all that have gone down at the Play- see. production in Liverpool after
over Europe, making several coun- house led to the decision to try the the New Year.
tries since returni ng from Algiers old drama, which has the run recSir John Is also arranging for Its
(Africa), where tneTL went from ord of the house.
"Alios Jimmy
inn? iprotUiCtlon next fall in the United
Rome. They found trriBir pictures SilenUpe opens next Thursda;^at re tails io association with an
and personalities better known In
"GelkHn^n^fetmBTican vvdQucer.
succeeding
uaiety,
e
Africa than in Italy.
Days."
In September David Belasco
COMEDY SUCCESSFUL
It
is
reported Mary Pickford opened his season with a revival of
Paris, Nov. 30.
found it necessary to return to de- "The Easiest Way," with Frances
"La Paradis Ferme," by Maurice
fend the second action brought Starr, followed with a revival of
Hcnnequln
and
Romaln
Coolus, got
against her by Cora Wllkenning in "The Return of Peter Grimm," with
the U. S. District Court, New York, David Warfleld.
W. Savage a nice reception at the Athenee,
II.
to determine the amount Mrs. Wil- started
"The Nov. 24. Luclen Rozenberg, back
reviving
similarly
kennlng may be entitled to as com- Merry Widow." All three revivals from his South American tour, is
by Albert
Brasseur,
mission for her services In the mat- remained for limited periods, the supported
ter cf tho Pickford -Famous Players last to leave being* the Warfleld Madeleine Sorla and Edmee Favart.
A
married couple quarrel, the
contract.
piece.
On the road the business of
The first action named a specific those attractions Is reported ex- wife suspecting the husband. She
The
amount. Miss Wllkenning was al- cellent, and in that are beating many closes her door indefinitely.
husband threatens divorce, but he
lowed around $100,000 by a Jury- of the newer offerings.
has
no
excuse,
whereupon
the friend
Miss Pickford's attorneys, O'Brien,
suggests the husband pretend he
Malevinsky & Driscoll, had this
$100 PARK STOCK
has a mistress. The actress so in*
Judgment set aside before the higher
(Continued from page 1)
court. The second action names no parlance as "cats and dogs," and troduced diplomatically reconciles
amount but asks that the agent's for which there is no official market, the couple.
services be appraised.
have bet unable to secure exempaP

Critics

protests
changes, disregarding t°
c* Bretzner, and produced it as a

aft

The next

bill

at the Cigale will be

M'Jk

1

London, Nov.

MELVILLE BROTHERS

30.

Albert dc Courville is to reproduce the revue, Fantaala," at the
Queen's, it cost $80,000, but would
have closed In a week save for this
Meanwhile plans for
Intervention.
holiday productions continue, with
4,

plays being- withdrawn to
for

new

ONCE MORE IN COURT

Lyceum Owners Quarrel Over
Pantomime Solution
make way

1

—

ij

Reached

ones.

It is now announced that Margaret Bannerman will play the leading role In "The Little Girl in Red"
at the Gaiety which would have
been assumed by Fhyllis Dare.
At the Oxford, C. B. Cochran will
produce the pantomime, "Babes in
the Wood," with the Dolly Sisters
in the Mtle role.
Robert Courtneidge will reopen
the Ambassadors, where "Deburau"
has clcsed, with "Clothes and the
Woman" Dec. 7, Iris Hoey in the

London, Nov. 30.
Walter Melville has brought an

gainst Frederick Melville
and Popular Playhouses, Ltd., owners of the Lyceum. The two brothers ire sole directors and shareholders in the company.
The plaintiff claimed an injunction restraining the brother from
action

.

I

I

I

;

the Innocent victim. Is given safely
marriage before the curtain falls
and everyone sings of their hap-

FRANK VAN HOVEN

entering into contracts without authority of the Board of Directors.
The matter had previously been
adjourfled with a view to letting
one brother buy out the other, but
the parties were unable to come to
terms.
The judge said the dispute would
probably stop the pantomime and
hls thougnt8 were all with the disFollowing a
appolnted ch ii d ren.
consultation it was announced the
manager of t he theatre would arrange jor the production of the
pantomime, all contracts already
entereu into to be submitted to him

He with Percy Burton will
produce "The Thing That Matters,"
Britten, at the Strand,
Austin
F.
by
with Arthur Bourchier, Kyrle Bellew and Lady Tree.
A production of "She Stoops to
Conquer" is to follow "Heartbreak
House" at tho Court. Following a
special matinee its author. Bernard
Shaw, had tea and toast with the
He
critics and argued with them.
apparently considers himself and
the play immortal.
George and Harry Foster have and if approved adopted/ He was
bought the touring rights to "The to be at liberty to consult either
League of Notions."
plaintiff or defendant. Counsel said
this was a genuine attempt to bring
about a reconciliation and the acMUSIC REDEEMS IT
tion would be discontinued.
rut of This Comedy Rather Broad
The judge said he hoped the reand Its 8uccess in Doubt
conciliation would prove permanent.
The whole thing 1 probably a seParis, Nov. SO.
quel to the quarrel and suit disThe tuneful music was the only continued earlier in the year.
redeeming* feature of "Celui Qui
Tient La Lampe," a three act
LONDON
operetta by d'Hannewlck and Rex, CIRCUS ACTS FOR
with music by Louis Hillier. The
Agricultural
Hall
Olympia and
action is slid in ancient Egypt. A
Opening Next Month
young merchant, courting his rival's
betrothed, compels this same rival
Two big Indoor circuses will open
to hold the lamp while he takes
in London next month, one at the
the presumptive husband's place
Olympic, Dec. 16, to run to Jan. 20,
with the unsuspecting girl, but she,

lead.

in

'

MARY AND DOUG

BACK NEXT MONTH

*

I

J

and the other at Agricultural Hall,
starting Boxing Day, Dec. 26. The
Olympia show has been omitted for

several years, although the other
has been continued even during the
This lumlniry effusion is well
war. The. Olympia venture is in the
handled by Jane Ader, Yvonne
B. Cochran.
Launay, hands of C.
France,
Yma,
Claude
It is estimated that nearly two
Moriss, R. Delangle, Devere and
American
score
acts will sail to take
Kiel, with the dancer Slavinof, arpart in the two shows. Agents who
ranged by O. Nlel, and Meteyen
handle dumb turns on this side say
conducting.
thzy look for an Improvement in the
American acrobatic offerings as a
BEDUCED RAILROAD RATES result. The stoppage of Imported
Rome, Nov. 30.
acts since the beginning of the war,
Two or more theatrical perform- they hold, has caused a deterioration
ers traveling together on the Italian of the native dumb act.
Once the
railroads can now obtain a reduced home talent gets overseas, the comtariff, which also appliej to regis- mission
will
declare,
they
men
tered baggage. To secure this re- mingle with the foreign turns and
duction a request must be filed a each will get Ideas from the others
fortnight In ad.. .nee with the rail- through making new partnerships.
r ad authorities in Rome, the letter
mentioning full names and addresses
ITALIANS IN PARIS
of performers, places and dates of
Paris, Nov. 30.
birth, and enclosing one photograph
The comedian, Alfredo de Sancof each member of the company. tis, has been appearing with some
Particulars of the tour should be success here at the Maison de
Mated, with dates and places to be I'Ocuvrc in a number of pieces by
played. It is no longer necessary to Ibsen, Maximo Gorki, Asch, Teglio.
register with the police in Italy, and The first performance was by Henri
contrac'-s need not be visaed, but Clerc, a French playwright, and the
they can be shown to consuls when unique experience of the critics was
applying for a passport visa.
to sample a work translated in
Italian and played by in Italian
BAN KITCHENER FILM
troupe before it has been seen in
Zacconi, the Italian
the original.
London, Nov. P.O.
Th»« County Council has banned tragedian, opens at the Theatre des
the fl'm about the death of Lord Champs Elysees, middle of DecemKitchener, but the producer doc lares ber.
he will show it publicly in the "West
Is Old Vic Doomed?
End this week.
London, Nov. 30.
The
appeal
for funds to save the
COMING OVER
old Victoria has met with a poor
London, Nov. 30.
response.
JL ISO
has been
Tommy Dawe is sailing for New contributed. Only
CoMcctions
the
in
York today on the Olympic.

piness.

TOMMY DAWE

theatres

amount

£1!0,000 is

to

£90.

required.

tions in their tax returns for losses,
because it has been ruled that
there must be a bona fide sale of
such securities before losses can be
allowed. In many cases the stocks
are
worthless,
but until
some
method Jof fixing a value upon them
was found the loss was not an ex-

DEMAND FOR NAMES

price fixes values for tax return
purposes. With listed stocks, of
course, the market quotation rules,
although, of course, an actual sale

acts now nearlng the play'ng out of
routes has practically none.
The failure of Rahe Ruth to start

(Continued from page 1)
London, Nov. 30.
act with a small cast of eight, hut
The benefit matinee at the Garpreferably seven or six, including"
rlck
for
"The Painted Laugh"
choristers.
The big "flash" turn*
victims has done something to
with
nothing but scenery and girls,
mitigate their hardship, but any
with unimportant and little known
action against Miss Khyva St. Ai»
principals, and built to sell at $2,000
bans, who made the production and emption.
Several specialists have appeared and over, is through as far as the
disappeared after its first performKeith
lately
in
this
field.
One
office Is concerned. The wanholds
fortance leaving many bills, cannot be
Holders of un- ing of the jazz craze figures more
maintained unless the police bring nlghMy auctions.
her back for Infringing the registra- listed stock may present their hold- or less in this.
In line with conditions above,
ings, which are advertised as for
tion laws, which Is unlikely.
sale at public auction. The sale is George Choos will reorganize three
advertised and offerings listed to of his productions, each formerly
PASSION FLAT AGAIN
comply with the law. The owner is carrying from 12 to 14 people, and
Paris, Nov. 30.
present at the sale in person or by recast them with half that number
The Oberammergau performances representative and makes a bid. If of players. Several other producers
of the Passion will be given In May, this stands, that is the legal price, are considering the cutting
down of
1922, with Anton Lang as Christ, fixed at an open, public sale, and productions to meet
the demand for
Guide Mayr as Judas, Gregor Bcitt- the auctioneer's statement is nc- acts they can sell at $700 to $800
samter, Herod; Melchlor Belttsam- ,ceptablo to the tax collector as a weekly.
ter, John; Hans Mayr, Pilate; An- current price.
If there arc other
Another factor that figures Impordrens, Peter; Sebastian Lang, An- bids against the owner he
must tantly Is that whatever chance an
nas; Martha Veit, Virgin Mary; match or top them or relinquish $800 production turn has
of securing
Paula Rendl, Mary Magdalen.
his property. In any event, the sales consecutive time, the $1,600 to $1,800

Honest and Sentimental
Paris, Nov. 30.
"Cousin Valparaiso," by J. Fonfton
aml Jf>an Kolbe. is an honest and
sentimental comedy which scored
Nov. 26 at the Des Arts.
Morinn
and Fonson and Mmes. Dolmar,
Dloi:donne
Veniat
and
are
in the
About
cast. A poor relative, after helping
his cousin Simon make a fortune,
is ignored and pretends to leave to

Small Chance for Bright Play
London, Nov. 30.
"Two Jacks and a Jill" at the
Royalty
Nov. 22, is a brightly
Nov. 30 (London for New York),
written but unexciting comedy deal- Tommy Dawe.
ing with a missing soldier who
Nov. 30 (New York to London),
finds his wife remarried on his re- Abe Lastfogel (Adriatic).
turn.
It Is well acted, but hasn't
Nov. 30 (New York to Italy),
Cecil DeMille (La Patria).
a big chance.

SAILINGS

i

BENEFIT HELPS

i

must be comphvid before exemption is permissible^

The
its

Starlight property is said by

owners

to

have made money

hist

season.
The securities represent
the equities in a 20-year l»;i.-e on
the ground* and ownership of the
buildings, rides

and swimming pool
built when wages

Join his brother in Chill.

The place was

Returning disguised as the rich
brother he Is treated deferentially,
whereby he becomes able to arrange a marriage between the im-

and materials vere at their eak.
and there have been several changes

peeunious girl and Simon's
who formerly betrayed her.

000.

son,

of

management.

It

Is

said the in-

vestment represents close to $1,000,No dividends have ever been

paid.

anything unusual as a
ox
card has put a dnmorr on the
1

office

h'

pes

of several "freak" attractions, held
n abeyane* | y Keith a- 'its, awaiting the resu't of t!i" P.oth experi-

ment.

big succrss in Europe

HTHS

FAV aJ EL3WS
"MINSTREL SATIRISTS
PLAYING MOSS,
Principal
Direction, \V.

<

8.

KTld.L and
IreultH

llrnne««ey

1

December

jPtrlw.

VAUDEVILLE

1921

2,

BOOTLEGGERS BATTLE
PROHIBITION AGENTS

CONDENSED VERSIONS

ORPHEUM

FAILS TO RECOVER;

AGAIN FOR SHUBERTS
i

««- Continues Along Cana-

DISCOUNTING DIVIDEND VOTE

'

dian Border Line

^

\

lUattsburgh, N. T., Nov. 3*.

K
S\SJ^Z.*SS Z M».«
Circuit

Canadian border continues with unAs in all wars,
abated 'Intensity.
etch fide is constantly devising

B«w methods and adop'ting tactics
one another. The latest
ind most effective method of the
the rum runners
checking
In
agents
to place large logs across the
The average bootlegger will
itMjd.
take a chance by running by the
authorities even if the latter have
their guns drawn, and not a few
ram a enr left astride the
trill
highway. sliouTd it happen to be
•mailer than the machine In which
gey are traveling, but no venturehas so far been discov2me
sp
some spirit
ered who will risk "hopping" the

in all

Loew-Financing of Expansion

of

a

Strain—-Famous

Players

in

Preferred

Moving v Up, Carrying Common Along

,

'^

"^

I

No 8upport

some intercut was busily at
This turnover would be insigwork discounting an ad verso .de- nificant in Loew, but it la remarkvelopment. The wonder is that the able in Orpheum. Inside interests

tightly held.

is

to

The outstanding common amounts
about 550,000 shares and t-ome-

thing like three-quarters of this

is

strong hands of inside
in
the
iments
company interests. There was conThis is an automobile
•leader."
{stood at the name level, and it was siderable short selling in Loew to
Which movtH over the highway this development that turned attenaccelerate the drop from 19 to 10
It is invariably a
Without lights.
tion to the possibility's ol' tin- div- when suspension of dividends was
priced
car.
high
high- powered,
could
idend vote.
while
there
prospect,
i..
Which can be driven with a maxiClosely Held
s -arcely have been any bear operamum of speed and a minimum of
of
by
reason
Orpheum
against
appeared obvious to traders tion
It
BOise, thus accomplishing an apOrpheum. which has had its technical situation. The trading
proach, which is not discernible that when
a short but uninterrupted record of community took the view that when
Until the machine is very close.
payments on the New York the stock broke on Nov. 24 and
Occupants of the "leader" scan the dividend
hoard, got down to a basis of an tailed to recover lost ground subroad on both sides, often with the
somebody knew someallied security which has passed two sequently,
•id of fhiHh'ights and report back
quarterly dlvid* wis and is likely to thing and was turning it to account.
boat" evoryV*'*e\v
to the "l»ooze
days ol business up to
tlve
the
In
must
there
more,
Tho car which Is following pass at least two
miles.
At Vv'ednc day, transactions in. Orpheum
be something radically wrong.
entirely
the "leader" lags or stops
If it docs not receive frequent and
favorable reports.
The driver of
the scouting machine on seeing the
agents attempts to turn around and
return to the main party, if he has
the room and the tim£. In case he
has not, (lie lights are Hashed on.
the car is given gas and it leaps

DANCER SHOT

JCHH

Harry Wallace Reported Dy'ng
Elmira

—Colored

in

Porter As-ailant

Elmira, N. V., Nov :u».
Harry Wallace, a dancer with Elinorc
>rc Pierce and Co.. playing at tin
Majestic here, was shot Wodnesdaj
morning at 4 a. m. by a colored por-

a shot.

like

Log Aoross Road
the agents place a log
across the road, it Is stationed in
such a way that sufficient warning
can be given to the occupants of
approaching automobiles. They are
commanded to stop several hundred
feet away from trie log and then
•gain ordered to halt by agents In
front of the log. In this way innocent parties are saved from injury.
If investigations show the car to
be without liquor, the log is raised
and the machine is allowed to conThe log is acrosB the hightinue.
way for only a few minutes at a
placed
there when the lights
time,
Of approaching automobiles are
Some of the bootleggers
seen.
When ordered to stop step on the
foot board and let the machine run
Wild, thereby damaging the car and
Tery often destroying the illicit
Contents before the enforcement

"When

ter at

a

hotel after

an

PRISON'S

SHOW

Nov. 30.
Convict members of the Mutual
Welfare League of Auburiv prison

Auburn. N.

Y..

ClOSinO

,,-»,.

»

?2 000 PER
y

"LOVC

With
,,

•

Letter," Debuts in Vaude-

Home Town

in

ville

altercation.

the nature of which has not been
divulged.
Wallace is reported as dying by
Miss
physh Ian.
attending
the
Pierce will continue with the act.
playing Blngh imton, N. Y.. the last
half, with a substitute dancer, who
is being rushed on from New York.

AUBURN

£11 t-BERTS AT

Baltimore, Nov.

',)0.

The Shuberts Academy next week
will headline John Charles Thomas.
debut in vaudeville, and
heme town.

his

The

who

t'-nor,

hillii.tflMin's

in

clo-ing

is

"Love Letter"

in

his

with
Ros-

this we, k, i.; to r. ceivo $2,000
Wi-hly t'rmn the Hh liberie for three

t«'U

v.

<

iks
Mr.

in

th«-ir

Thomas

BONDS

H.

V

THE DARK
Act

Gives Full
Lights Out

'

Km-

H

i

1

1

<

•

A

1.V111 •;ir«:e

ing broi.

a Hm.ll

Putnam buildrow one night last
was discovered that are

in the

p jn a

•

hoi,

;i

'iiric

agent had rung

Pair of he. (led dice.

in

a

the

Is

opposition -from
Bros.'
Aldine.
hooked
fhe Shcdy Agency and
playing six acts and pictures twice
Felt

weekly at popular prices.

"AVALON" SUIT DISCONTINUED
A formal order of discord muu:
of the copyright infrinirerrienr. a>,_.r
by O. Jticordi
Co. against Jerome
J. Remick A Co. was signed by
-

&

Judge Knox

In the Federal IdsMct
Court this week. The plaintiff had
charged Remlck's "Avalon " song,
written by Al Jolson and \ jnc»mt
CONOLY'S COLORED TROUPE Rose, was "lifted" In melody from
"Tosca" opera,
which
Joe. Conoly's colored comedians Puccini's
open the season at the Lafayette, copyrighted composition tln-v 4011trol.
Now Vork, Christmas matinee, and
Remick put up a $2"..0O0 hood to
play tie house for two weeks. They
then go to the Dunbar, Philadelphia, stay the Injunction Issued. The orand to Baltimore and Washington der of discontinuance rc>a<cd >•«
t

for a

week each, with a fortnight

in

bond.

Pittsburgh
in the company are LcRoy Brown
("Stringbeans") as Mutt, Taushe A.
Hammed ("One String") aa Jeff,
Louis Godfrey the juvenile, (lussie
lUume the ingenue.

BESSIE BARRISCALE SKETCH

an out
two weeks.

oficn at
in

BUFFALO TAB STOCKS

3

Buffalo, Nov. fle.
^The Fred Vice tab stock compan.v
opened at the Venus theatre Monday with a triple weekly change
policy.
This makes three local tab
stock companies, Sam Miley having
opened recently at the Temple and
the Klite Players at the F.litc, Niagara Falls.

ENGUSH ACT COMING OYER
The Shuberts have booked ah
Knglihh physical culture turn, 'The
Flemings" (two men). It is to open
at the Winter Garden, New York.
Dec. 19, fur tho first time over here.
On the same date and In the saino
theatre. Alice Lloyd will common e
her return American engng< no-nt.

N. C. GRANLUND ILL
Contributions Limited
N'.
(fi-ardund, the u-meni
collection for former professionals
now recuperating at rrprcsentative for the l.or.v {'•<;

Xnus

C

A Xmas

-

•Week w

The rush of producers to organillusion acts based upon "Sawing a Woman in Half" has caused
several accidents, due to tho Incvpericnee of the operators of the
turns.
Ou« ^,ii! is at present confined to
a local hospital, having been severely cut by a saw with several
other minor injuries having been
.caused in the handling of the acts.
ize

& Cordon.
Miss stedman will
of town Keith house

<

INDOOR SPORTS

week

full

Klslcr

through

,

<

•

a

I*.

The Carrlck ha&

the

SAWING" NOT SO EASY

M.m.'Io »Stivlm;i,
the picture prostar, ii entering vaude\ille in
a "single " turn produced by l^owis

.

.

and
The eouplc had been inseparable two-a-day house. O.
new manager.
for veins.

gram

1

fT

Going to Sing for Us in Vaudeville—
No Boxing Exhibitions

sine''.

ration.

t 1

;

WOMAN BOXER

.

MYRTLE STEDMAN AS ACT

dark Monday when defective wiring
or some unknown cause for
the
lights out at the matinee.
The
Upse occurred as the tnnnologi-M
u;is about to go on.
lb
held the entire house throughout
his tnr
nahling the electrician to
ran
w
trouble and r< no ly it.
.

Cincinnati, Nov. 30.
"The Whirl of New York" closed
at the Shubert Saturday. The entire company with one exception returned to New York Monday. They
will rehearse there for a Shubert
vaudeville condensed version.
The exception. Bard and Pearl,
opened at the Palace, Chicago
(Or rheum circuit), Monday In the
Palace's vaudeville bill.

tween

-*-Jgf
Y

t'.rand Rapids, Nov. SO.
1».
D. it., on the bill at the
press here, did his entlr act in the

t

Foster.

way beCessio Itarriscale and the
Keith odlee for vaudeville.
Miss Marriscalo has a dramatic
sketch, with three i»eople, in prepa-

W

-<fJjPP^

With

The new vaudeville tabs will be
staged by Jack Mason and Allen K.

Negotiations are under

"WUHKtit
>$**>

to be revived.

Jeanne La Mar, the woman
featherweight champion of France,
has arrived in America.
She Is
going into vaudeville, but not to
Suddor* Departure .of Wife from give
boxing exhibitions or bag
Whom He Had Been Inseparable punching.
Mile. La Mar is a soubret with
do Caites of the Cait.es Rrothers sufficient knowledge to put over a
has separated from his wife, follow- song; therefore she will try numbers both, in English and French.
ing a visit by her to Pittsburgh
when the act was playing at the
RIVALRY IN WILMINGTON
Davis recently?
Mrs. Caites came on from New
Wilmington, Nov. 3v.
York to visit her husband, but reThe Carrlck here, booked through
mained in Pittsburgh for two days, the Keith Agency
by Wally Howes,
dbappoaring suddenly, leaving a installed
a change of policy .Monnote in which sh said t at she did
day, going into a split week playing
not wish to see him any more, and
six acts and a feature picture three
also left the jewelry which he had
times daily with a Saturday closing.
Kiven her.
The fJnrrlck is the former DockCaite.- has had no word from her
stader house
wan

I

ness.

IN

Condensed versions of musical
productions will be again attempted
by the Shuberts as additions to their
vaudeville features. The first of the
new batch will be a condensed
"Whirl of the Town" that closed In
the middle west laat week.
That
piece will be cut down to the vaudeville size, carry many of its principals and with choristers have a
company of 10 people.*
Other condensations have* not
been as yet selected, but none of
the former group of condensed
pieces that opened with Shubert
vaudeville, to be later discarded, is

(Continued on page

vand*. ville.
e
presented
will

have started rehearsals for their under the personal direction of Lee
annual show, a musical comedy. Shubert.

j%

Stage

CAITES' SEPARATION

THOMAS FOR

C.

T en0 r,

are understood to hold 76 per cent,
of the issue and company employes
and others allied with the circuit
have some of the remaining 25 per
cent.
On this basis the stock that
changed hands would represent
around 10 per cent, of the outside
holdings.
Apparently tho company
did not give the price any support
and all the initiative was on the
selling side. Put the source of selling was a mystery.
The market thoroughly understands that show business is bad
year, and in the case- of
this
Orpheum has the operating deficit
of the six months to June 1 as a
discouraging detail. But this news
was out and discounted in September.
Last summer the stock
made a new low of 16%, but early
in the autumn rallied to better than
19 on the expectation that tho September-January period, the best in
the theatrical year, would go a long

"Cousins," to be given for outsiders
in the prison chapel evenings of
15 P. C. OFFER
Dec. 5-7. S^xty persons participate, BETTY
A lawyer, aciincr for Hetty Pond.
some being old professionals.
The musical numbers have been has .it in out a leiier stating as Miss
Officers can seize It.
chosen from some of the latest sh«.w< I'o'i.i is ntimiM Mom lie- jdugt* and
The runners Jump from the auto- in New York, through special per- owes many people, she would like
mobile and take their chances of mission. Several new singers among to k:a»w if In r creditors will accept
escaping in the woods which bor- the prison population have been as- 15 cents on the dollar for their
der the roads. Running battles in signed solo numbers.
ei;i iins.
Cars between the Invading and defending forces are still a common
Occurrence. "When the former are
being followed at night, one of their
practices is to stop as sudd-'nly as
possible and turn eff the lights.
Tho driver of the car behind
temporarily loses sight of his quarry
and is forced to slam on the. brakes
to avoid a collision.
The suddenness with which he is compelled to
pull up may swerve him into a ditch
or damage his brakes to such an
extent that further speeding is impossible.
While the machine In
pursuit Is coming to a atop, the,
bootleggers flash on their lights
again and dash off into the dark•

TALKED

markets (Stock Exchange and

least

stock could drop ho precipitately.
In the case of Loew. selling in
considerable volume is .understandable, for there are something like
shares of the issue outJ, 000, 000
standing and holdings are widely
distributed in small lots. Orpheum

Mason and

Allen K. Foster to

in sales.

Tax selling us an explanation or
the crash in Orpheum stock went
into the discard this week when the
price failed to recover.
At times
it
was at the level of Loew and
Wall street comment was frank in
indicating belief Unit the dividend
vote of the board early next month
unfavorable.
might
ne umavoriuii*.
"»K™ be
lho <la >
* rom " s ^ott 0,n °<
l
ro Thanksgiving the issue rallied to 16 and then dropped back to
14%. The greater part of the deallegs.
ings were done within a fraction
Manx <>( the booze smupglers
jboth ways from 1.". There were linoperate wiMi what is k.iown as a
when Orpheum and Loew

Next—50

Town"

People—Jack

Consolidated in New York and the
Boston and Cfllcago exchanges)
reached the total of about 10.000
shares, or 2,000 shares a day. This
In a stock which normally docs not
avoragc more than 300 shares a day

to outwit

forward

"Whirl of

JANE
using the

and

*

King's Park Hospital,

New

KATHERINE LEE

climate to improve their
eight holes in two hundred.

i.'.tliiornia

Saciainento and Kiesno, Calif. Ntat

golf.

Week

Tlu-v

(Oec. I)

i««.w

make

York,

is

Wards

Islsud,

being conducted

by

repen t"d (pilte

in

Srii.iitot Hint,

Nat Sobel, I'alace theatre biuhling.
York City.
Tho^c desirous of •«•«( rihuf ing.
iniwaui

ih»*

«.
J

rcuirii

;

J

in

in

i

I-

at S:

dlv.
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tour of V.Uu I'.e'
ei
Keiii Circuit starts !»••
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;he
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VAUDEVILLE
KEITHS NEW HOUSE

ATTEMPTED MURDER AND SUICIDE
"UNDER THE APPLE TREE"

E. F. Albee Gives

December

2,

1921

]

KEITH OFFICE WILL SHUT OFF

OPEN

IN CLEVELAND

IN

Friday,

SONG PUIGGERS' APPLAUDING

105th Street

Personal Attention

Stage Carpenter, Jack Grubb, Shoots Cecile Bartley
of Chorus Girl Has Good Reputation Never
Over friendly with Him Act George Choos's

—

—

H.imilton, Can.. Nov. 30.
Hartley,
of
the George
" Under the Apple Tree,"
who was seriously wounded on the
stage of the Dyric last Friday after-

SMOKERS

Cecile

Utah's Anti-Cigaret

„

t

.

Fairly

Bill

* /%

TeSt Case

EffeCtlVe

|

stalled

I

Salt Lake City, Nov. 30.
to his own heart, firing
Acts coming into Utah and rethree bulleta into himself, inflicting
wounds from whieh he died 20 min- quiring cigarcts will do well to
The
utes later in an ambulance en route bring their own with them.
bill,
passed several
Physicians exam- anti-cigarct
to the hospital.
inlng Grubb'a wounds, following his months ago, and which was sup
posed to have been in effect since
(Continued on page 27)
July, is not actually operative but
it's a long hard hunt to And a to-

Chicago, Nov. 30.
Frisco the "Jazz Dancer" is playing the Stratford, a picture house in
the Englewood section, this week.
He is receiving $1,500 for the engagement and playing two fhows a

Elinore and Williams' Judgment
Kate Elinore and Sam Williams
last week secured a default judgment for $571.70 against Herbert
Lubin arising from a series of notes
totaling $5,000 made out by the fllm
man to the vaudeville team. This
judgment dates back several years,
when Lubin sold Elinore and Willreal estate- for

rooms

son.

from the back-stage privilege in the
Keith house for some weeks past
numerous complaints from artists
they were interfering with
their
entrance and egress from the
Verde Duncan Can't Pay Choristers

STRANDS "DOLLS"

the final touches.
Capaeity ruled at all performances
the opening day. and present indications are that Keith's latest link
the chain will spell prosperity,
\ n

:

represent* two
notes totaling $500 plus cords and
Interest. Some months previous another $250 Judgment was taken
against him by default when Lubin

make good on another

rest

TWO

fore the footlights.

tions to applaud such and such an
their story
Verde Duncan registered at a act and such and such a song.

Several months ago,
ran,

Philadelphia hotel

GIRL WIVES REPENT

Anderson and Jean
Seek Freedom

Pearl

lireichenbacker,

and advertised
The quintet

for five chorus girls.

Jarvis

profes-

known as Nora Anderson,
has brought suit for annulment of
marriage against Leroy Dreichen-

sionally

Kacker,
non-professional,
setting
forth she was only seventeen yeavs
of ago at the time of her marria^
IT. S. Hechheimer is acting for the
plaintiff.

against Kdward Cun
ningham. The couple were m: ried
tin Los Angdes. the bride being sixBrevities')

all

Lillian Bradley Penalized for

ing Obscene

Book*

Show

Charged with booking an obscene
show into a Wea.t 43d street restaurant some time ago. Lillian Bradley
was tlned $200 by Judge Kernochan
in the Court of
last week.
The

General Sessions
booker was given
the alternative of 30 days at Blackwells Island. She elected lo pay the)

"

.

Another annulment action filed
through the same counsel is that of
Jean
Cunningham, professionally
Jean Jarvis (last with "H.-nadway

FINED $200

save one of, whom left
home without their parents' consent,
were promised $5 a week, all expanses, and were to be made stars.
But, after suggesting they come to
Harrisburg, where he said several
bookings were arranged, Duncan
disappeared, leaving the girls with
less than $1.50.
At tho city's expense the late
"Dancing Dolls" were given supper
and put on a train for Philadelphia.

chosen,

Nora

who have acts at the Palace
singing one of their songs to purchase 40 or fifty admissions for the
matinee.
They are distributed to
employes or friends, with instruclishers

30.

Duncan's "Dancing Dolls." composed of five girls under 20, were
stranded here after three weeks be-

!

not binding.

has become a custom for pub-

It

,

1

theatres.

Harrisburg, Pa., Nov.

I

not*.

after

$5 Weekly

Uuhcnstejn claimed that the appearance of Miss Harris was a
i» at Caryn is house manager, and
breach of entrant which she had
made with him. Attorneys for the his genial smile is already infee*
actress claimed that while she was tious.
a divorcee, she was not of age, and
that any contracts she made were

judgment

riot

Separate

periodicals.

arc provided for members of the
orchestra and stage hands, while a
rpecial room has been set aside for
the leader of the orchestra, fitted

ager

notes.

did

or turn.
The practice has become so prevalent that complaint* from regular
patrons
of the house were registered,
The Shubert vaudeville agency is
booked in advance until Jan. 1, with when applause from tho back of the
the exception of a spot here and house continued after the house
three on the bill?.
The condition lights had been switched off at the
was discovered this week when va- conclusion of the turn. In many
cases the opening of the following
rious acts were offered for immeact waa held up, hurting the act in
diate bookings and agents were informed the books were nearly full question and lengthening out the
bill.
up to that date.
The condition reached a climax
Contracts are being issued for
Mon lay, when one of the Keith
eight weeks, except to "names" and
executives walked in to the greeting
"draws'* on account of the congesof unison applause from the minions
tion and the necessity of taking
of one of the most prominent of the
care of the turns holding pay or
popular song publishing houses.
play contracts for 20 weeks out
The house employes have been inof 24.
structed to Interrupt the noise when
Gains in business at all of the
it reaches unusual proportions, and
Shubert stands are claimed at local if this
isn't effective more drastle
headquarters.
A circuit of 25 measures will be resorted to to wipe
weeks is predicted for the Shuberts out the practice.
before the end of the current seaSong pluggers have been barred

tracts Congested

has been carried out back

intent

the actress and the theatrical manbefore the case was to be
heard.

resulting in another action to
recover the amount because of various reasons. Lubin agreed to return the $5,000 to be paid>dT in $250

1

—

comfort, entertain-

.

$.~>,000,

This

the

for

with a music library.
Belated performers hurrying to
the theatre from the depot will be
taken .care of in the kitchenette,
MILD RED HARRIS NOT OF AGE where lunch and hot coffee will be
lioston, Nov. 30.
served. A laundry and sawing room
A bill in equity brought by will handle emergencies in this line.
Ceorgc \V. litibcnstein of New York
The house will play eight acts and
to prevent Mildred Harris, former pictures, inree shows on Saturdays,
wife of Charlie Chaplin, from ap- Sundays and holidays, two performpearing at a local theatre last week, ances other days.
was not aired in court, an arrangeE. F. Albee was here a week prement having been reached between vions to the opening superintending

night.

iams some Canadian

FILLED TO JAN.

stage to the limit.
Smoking rooms, ladies' res* rooms
and lounging rooms are featured.
There aro sixteen dressing rooms,
each fitted with shower bath, three
built-in-wall mirrors and makeup
table. A recreation room for performers Is equipped with pool table,
chess, checkers, newspapers and

bacconist who is taking any chances
with local authorities.
The United Cigars Stores is making a test case of the bill now, but
until there is something definite the
smokers had best be prepared.
The slogan here now is not "roll
your own," but "bring your own."

FOR FRISCO

Orders have been Issued by the
Keith office to curtail the Iiidiscrim*
lnate applauding of acts at the
Monday matinee at tho Palace, New
York, by the representatives of tin
pan alley. They stand back of the
seats on the lower floor and applaud
acts using their numbers out of all
proportion to the merit of the song

SHUBERT BOOKS ALL

ment and safety of patrons, similar

weapon

$1,500

—

While every known modern equip- Only Scattered Openings Rement and appliance has been inmain Play or Pay Con-

f\

On

of Pub*
Houses Go Brings Protests from Patrons
Hurt Acts Opening After Number

respect.
The color scheme is ivory, gold
and rose; the seating capacity is 3,000, and the cost of the building was
over $1,300,000

[

Which Representatives

lishing

theatre had an auspicious opening
here Thanksgiving Day. The consensus of opinion is that the promise
of "the mof-'t beautiful theatre in
America" has tn-en fulfilled in every

OWN"

"BRING THEIR

Excessive Lengths to

30.

Jieautiful. artistic, simple in design, architecture, furnishings and
d- o.ations. Keith's new 105th Street

SALT LAKE

IN

Choos' act

noon, by Jack Grubb, stage carpenter of the act, was reported at the
City Hospital today as not yet out of
danger.
Grubb, who tired three
shots Into Miss Hartley's body at
ulose range, immediately placed the

Cleveland, Nov.

—

fine

The restaurant at winch the
show was given was raided by the

NEW FOREIGN ACT
I

|

French Single Woman Coming
Unannounced

police during tho course of a per"stag' 'organization.

in

formance for a

The Keith office is experimenting
FREEP0RT ROBBERIES
with a new foreign act to this side.
The epidemic of robberies that
is Lillian Typer, a French single
prevailed throughout the theatrical
girl on
n the
the soubret order, who will!,.,,,
at Freoport L ,., Iaflt sunv
open this month, unannounced.
I|M;ri is| roportcd
lu;L omlnK
moM
g more
According to report the act was serious,
with tho Shanoeks as the
booked direct from the other side latest victims.
by Eddie Darling on strong recomAn old man was recently placed in
mendations.
custody. After an investigation It
was revealed that lie had four
youths, under tho age of IS, cxecut*
POSTMAN GIVES UP JOB
Bob Willis, the monologing post- in.; the stealing while ho was at
man, who broke into vaudeville at the receiving end. This attest may
fend to clear up past robberies,
the Fordham, New York, on an
"Old Home Week" 1.111, has decided and at the same time may account
for many articles being r< turned to
to follow the stage as a profession
with proper identificaand has resigned from the Tost^ the owner,
%
Tt

\

CARROLL

$3,000 IN

ARREARS

Kstclhj Carroll, through Kendler
Coldstein, has made motion to
punish Harry Carroll for contempt
of eourt in not paying the $3,000
ha.k a'itnony since accruedr plus
the additional %\M) awarded hhr attorneys as eounsel fee. Carroll had
b.
ii
paying at tin* rate" of $M) and
iSl'Hi
weekly under previous doeision^. pending an appeal from the
$'J"0 alimony award. When that was
athrm.'d last week in tho Now York
Siipivmn Court Carroll found himself to be $3,000 in arrears.
The motion to punish for con-

^
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PAT AND HER PHONY RECORDS
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iU.

'

-

week.

experiment with not
If

i

*
Service.
Willis is the father of seven children. He created a mild sensation
on his initial vaudeville appearance
with dialect stories and songs. He
was an experienced club entertainer

ridge were married at the St. Louis
Cathedral here Monday. Kcv. Father
ville before.
#
Antoine officiating. Buckridge and
Casey have been touring the OrTommy Gray Coast ward- Bound
BELMAR BACK
pheum Circuit with their own revue,
Chicago, Nov. 30
Jule Delmar, after a brief sojourn appearing at the local Orphcum last
A humorist with a laugh of h's in the south, arrived in New York' week. The couple
have been enown passed through here this week, this week. Mr. Delmar will resume gaged some time,
but did not marry
looking like the Pacific Coast.
bin duties in the Keith Exchange because of parental
objection in a
Tlie
eotnhination
was Tommy Monday.
religious way. That point waa swept
ili'-iv.
himself. traveling impersonJoe Woods, who has been super- iv ay by Miss Buckridge being taken
ally.
vising the Delmar books tiring the int-i the Catholic
church jti«t before
hitter's absence, will return to
;<•
bei marriage.
own denk.
Garrick, Milwaukee, Dec. 5
Tin 'Inrriek. Milwaukee, will open
Sues Ke th for Fall

Th
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Not Expected Shuberts Will Remain
Much Longer There

has withdrawn his
VVil'iain Seabury,

it

Tin•

Kali/,
a--;aiast

DAYTON GOING?

tempt has been stayed pending an
appeal by Carroll's attorneys from
whieh denied the confirmation of the reftree's report recommending a reduction in alimony to $50 a week.
.Justice Mulhin's derision,

M

While
last

Henry Needles has give up thmanagement of the strand. Miyonne. N. J., to lake over a new picture house in ITai tf..rd. Conn.

•M

IMiiladelplwa. Nov. 30.
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nx, through her attorney,
'
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5.000 against the D. V. Keith cor-
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Louis

suit for'

.The amount claimed is
gtd injuries suffered as a rea fall in the Riverside theaNe.. York, Mar 'i ^ r 19J1.

for all.
suit of
tre,
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MAY MOVE FROM

SHUBERTS

APOLLO TO GREAT NORTHERN
H^ Woods Will Give Content to Transfer of
Vaudeville—Apollo Costing $225,000 Yearly for
Rent Claim Gt Northern Has Better Location

Likely A.

—

The

Chicago, Nov. 30.
Shuberts are considering

t«nsferring their vaudeville shows
from the Apollo to the Great NorthIt is »aid that A. H. Woods,
ern.
who holds the €huberts lease to the
Apollo, will consent to the shift

claim

The Shuberts

Groat

the

BOOKING CONGESTION
OFF BY NEXT MONTH
Keith Office Expects Normalcy

—

CLIFFORD SAYS

IT'S HIS

Examined In Suit Over Lodge
Brought by Evelyn Netbft

is

"Jam"

band

The

Great Northern formerly
pop vaudeville, losing all
caste among artists through the condition the theatre was allowed to
drift into.
The house was thought
to be about all through when the
Shuberts leased it, remodeling the
theatre and opening it this season
played

The present

activity of the agents

to secure advanced bookings is the
outcome of the present small time

The agents
booking congestion.
have experienced considerable difficulty in holding acts, due to their
inability to secure Immediate time
caused by the overabundance of

material. Any verbal confirmation
by the booking men that they will
use the acts in the future brings a
notification to the acts of the adas a legit stand.
vanced bookings, which gives them
If the Apollo reverts to its former encouragement and the agent the
policy, the Shuberts will continue possible chance of securing time
to hook legit attractions Into It. meanwhile.
Despite the rental agreement they
"made personally with Woods, who
promoted the Apollo, the Shuberts
hold a 50 per cent, interest in it.
William C. Lampe has resigned as Pittsburgh Kidder Joshes "Tickle
manager of Shuberts* Apollo, sucMe" Bunch
ceeded by Joseph B. Maxwell, who
will operate the house until a perPittsburgh, Nov. 30.

LUKE LOOSE

manent manager
-

is

selected.

Pittsburgh. Nov.

30.

The tide that rose at the Shubert
week during the holidays gave

last

Indications of falling this week.

It

wasn't only the reaction from big
business that is hurting th! week
as much as a strong headliner, GerDavis
tho
trude
at
Hoffman,
(Keith**).
As during the holidays
and for two months befpre, the latter Ik se is still at least a 95 per
cent, sell-out on the week.
:

Th« Shubert management
ing

attention
ways, latest of which
bids

in

for

Is

Luke Barnett, local entertainer,
occasioned much merriment among
the cast of "Tickle Me' "at the Alvin
last week.
Appearing behind the scenes as
mayor, he cautioned the girls against
any too bold actions; and later, pos-<
lng as a bank president who wanted
to get his daughter on the stage to
the extent of offering $5,000 to any
one who would accomplish his desire, got a male member of the cast
interested for a couple of days, until the matter was explained to him.

mak-

various

14TH STREET THEATRE

FAYS WIFE BALANCE
Word

reached here this week from
Angeles that the divorce of
Charles Spencer Chaplin from Milnames and dred Harris Chaplain had been
The compe- made final by the payment of $57,000

less
of
weeks with
weeks without names.

making money for both, but
putting the screws onto the pop
houses, which are feeling the pressure keenly.

Los

tition is

to Mrs. Chaplin.

l»

This completes the court order
directing the comedian to give his
former wife $107,500.

The

Cordon

houses

have

been

Spending some real money bolstering
tip the vaudeville end of their bills,
including

Umma

Nordstrom in the
The Lo». w house

Carus and Marie
last few weeks.
is

not

IN ACT

Hobert.
Downing, for the past
decade under the management of
Arthur Aiston and identified with
".Ten Nights in a Par Room.'' has
*nu-v,.,| vaudeville with a "single"
turn

leased to

Jos-.

S. Klein,

an attorney.

downs'* of rich old men along the
route of the carnival.
The girl admits she wrote a letter
to Moore, to Omaha, giving him detailed instructions toward mulcting
a rich business man there, supplying
evidence of relations with the man.
She said she and Moore were aiming
at a bankroll to finance a carnival

Vaudeville acts at the house last of their
half of last week and the house
crew of stage hands and musicians
were offered one -third of their salary at the end of the engagement.
Lewis and Meyers, one of the acts,

own

in

Cuba.

The system alleged to have been
employed was to have the girl go
a week ahead of the show, meet a

man

or men,, involve them in compromising situations, and then furnish the details to Moore, who
claim that after agreeing to accept would come along wtih the show
the cut there was not enough money outfit and "see" the victim. Moore
bi under arrest In Omaha as a reto pay them off.
Tho 14th Street is located near sult.
The girl's statement to the police
Sixth avenue. It is an old landmark that has played various poli- said:
"Moore and I talked about floating
cies during its existence. Business
has fallen off steadily at the stand a show for Cuba, So I suggested
we
get hold of a few rich suckers
traveling
productions
with
and
stock companies as the attractions. and make them put up the coin. I
The latest policy ,was vaudeville thought it would be easy to get
booked by Wlnonah Tenney, an In- some rich men going and then
dependent agency. That was also threaten them and force them by

a

CASTLE

BOOKS

Castle as a vaudeville act. She will
start the tour Dec. 26, receiving
$3,000 weekly.

As Miss Castle will open out of
town, her current engagement at
the Knickerbocker Grille, New York
(cabaret), will end before that time.
She was lately engaged for the
Knickerbocker, and is reported to
have stimulated business there.

H0U0INI BACK
Escape Expert Returning to Vaudeville

With New Idea

The big time via Keith's has arranged to have Harry Houdlnl return to the vaudeville stage. He
Dec. 19, and is reported
returning to the stage with a new
Whether that will be in the
Idea.
line of former escape work by the
expert is not mentioned.
is to start

Majestic theatre scheduled for trial
Dec. 1 has been ordered dismissed
by the Mayor. Mr. Neblett, of the
Censor Board, has resigned his post,
the Mayor ordering that in the
future no arrests should be made on
demand of any member of the
Censor Board without first having
Mr. Belk, the city manager, passing

upon

it.

Abo Wagner has been appointed
by the Mayor to take Neblett a place.
The board Is to elect a chairman
from its members. From all indicaJohnny Dooley Shubert-Signed
tions this ends the fight of Theatre
Johnny Dooley last week signed a Managers vs. Censor Board, with a
decided victory for the managers.
Shubert vaudeville contract.

admitting

that it is fueling the gaff as yet. but
the attendance is beginning to taper
* bit.

K ROBERT DOWNING

14th Street,

the

Denver, Nov. 30.
extraordinary blackmail sys-

distribu-

Boston, Nov. 30.
Th.- type of bills at both the MaJes:
and Keiths are steadily improving as entertainments, regard•

New York, went
hands of a receiver this
week on a mutual arrangement with
the creditors. The house had been
The

into

An

tem has been exposed here with the
arrest of Darline Tweedle, aged 18,
married to a convict, and who has
been the alleged confederate of one
Roy Moore, a carnival concession
manager, in a number of "shake-

The acts on showing that I waa under age."
failure financially.
The girl's husband fs now In San
the final bill were Olivette, Bostln
He Is the
and Vaughan, Lewis and Myers, Quentin penitentiary.
with the Keith office, claiming tho Thomas
and Frederick Sisters, son of a Denver minister. He maract.
The Weber office has since Prince and Princess Zeleeka and ried the girl when she was 16, and
routed the Walton turn, and will McClane, the minstrel.
his father, a settlement worker,
continue to represent it pending an
sympathised with her when she waa
adjustment by the Keith executive.
brought Into the juvenile court aa a
Dorothy Jardon Resuming
delinquent. Burllngame soon after*
Dorothy Jardon, temporarily forced ward got into trouble ani waa conIRENE
to discontinue her vaudeville en- victed. When arrested here the girl
gagements through undergoing an was living as the ostensible "wife"
Paying Dancer $3,000 Weekly
operation on her throat at a Kansas of a wealthy Denver packer, who,
Opening Dec. 26
City hospital last week, has recov- the police suspect, was slated to
ered and will resume playing out have been the next subject of
Moore's activities.
The Keith office has booked Irene her Keith route next Monday.

tion of tickets which admit two for
the price of one. The business last

:

—

Made

RECEIVER TAKES

Lewis and Dody's Aeturn Record
Lewis and Dody played the Fifth
TEXAS CENSOR SET DOWN
Avenue last* week and were booked
for
a return engagement there two
Houston, Texas, Nov. SO.
week necessitated an extra perThe case of the City Censor Board
formance Thanksgiving morning, and a half weeks later.
This Is the record for a return ennot a mean achievement for the new
against Manager Sachleben of the
gagement at that house.
house.
is

Young Girl and Convict-HusWanted Carnival of

—

Own

,

his final week, doing arBund
$13,000 before that, but far ahead of
the two previous legit attractions
there.

GAMT

GETS EXPOSE IN DENVER

BOTH CLAIM FLORENCE

on

CARNIVAL'S "BADGER

In Evelyn Nesbit's suit against
her husband. Jack Clifford (lfontanl) to Impress a trust of his Adtrondacks real estate property, Clifford was examined before trial recently in Plattcburg, N. Y., before Blackmail System by
Referee Pierce.
The examination
Arrests
lasted five hours, during which time
Miss Nesbit's attorneys state, they
Their
secured considerable "interesting"
testimony for their client.
Miss Nesbit claims she advanced
the money to Clifford to build the
hunting lodge. Clifford testified that
it is solely his property, and he
never had to resort to her finances,
at all times being financially Independent and boasting a bank account. Clifford stated he built the
camp for purely pleasure purposes. One-third Salary Offered VauMiss Nesbit's counsel went into dedevillians Last Week
tails as to '.he exact nature of the
advantages such lodge affords Mr.

better located for vaudeto Reign by Jan. 15
Other
ville than the Apollo, a statement
Circuits Reporting
It is their
local showmen disputed.
Clifford.
opinion the Shuberts are feeling the
Slowly Easing
Clifford is at present ensconced
*
oppressive rates under which they
up there on *. prolonged vacation.
obtained the Apollo from Woods exAt the Keith office this week it is
In that
clusively for vaudeville.
agreement they give Woods $150,000 said the booking congestion that had
endured
almost from the season's
that
his
guarantee
and
rent
annual
50 per cent, share of any profit In opening Is now expected to work off Walton Act Booked by Weber After
by
Jan. 15, when normalcy in bookaddition can not fall below $75,000.
Dealing with Bentham
"This makes a total of $225,000 for ings would again rule.
Other booking offices around New
Woods. Based on a 62 -week season
The booking of Florence Walton
H is nearly $4,500 weekly and on a York that have been suffering from by the Keith office has brought out
40-week season around $6,000.
the same complaint are reporting
a conflict between two Keith agents,
Through the high rental, the Shu- that the "Jam" in their bookings
Harry Weber and M. S. Bentham,
was slowly easing off.
money
not
made
any
at
berts have
of whom claim the act.
The booking congestion of the both
the Apollo, though playing to as
According to the Bentham side
high as $16,000 and getting slightly past several week* has tied up
of the story. Miss Walton informed
over $14,000 each for the past two vaudeville, stopped new productions
the Bentham office by telephone she
weeks. They also dropped one week and in many instances preventing
was not satisfied with the salary
to $8,000 when the loss was figured new acts from going ahead with
offered by the Keith people, and
as aneund $6,000.
preparations.
could do better elsewhere. This
On top of the rent there Is the
Booking men of the independent was taken by the Bentham office to
cost of maintenance for the house, small time vaudeville houses have indicate that Miss Walton had Shuadvertising and the salary list of been flooded of late with requests bert vaudeville in mind. The next
the vaudeville bill.
from agents to book acts two or heard of the Walton act, by the
The Great Northern has not been three months in advance, a policy Bentham office, was that it was
able to do much excepting with heretofore never followed by the in- booked in the Palace last week by
Eddie Cantor in "The Midnight dependent hookers, who select their the Weber office.
Rounders." Cantor went to $14,000 bills week to week.
Bentham then filed a complaint

Northern

,-

:

S\

BUSINESS REPORTS DISCONTINUED
Variety's weekly resume in its news columns of the condition
<»f business in the Shubert vaudeville theatres, as reported to the
The Shubert circuit is in its 11th
paper, has been discontinued.
Her* after the condition of business at the theatres as
week.
."ound by Variety's reviewers when visiting tho houses, in New
York city nnd elsewhere, will be reported in connection with the
reviews, unless of extraordinary news interest.
2>

WIRTH with "PHIL"
MAY
HEADLINING THE ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
THE VANCOUVER DAILY WOULD: 'Heavy snow failed to keep
numbers of patrons away from the Orphcum, and they were well
rewarded by an excellent entertainment. Tho spectacular and daring
display was that of May Wlrth and 'Phil.' who gave at galloping speed
an act amazingly circus riding vaudeville which brought a hurricane of
applause for the principals and those supporting them."
VANCOUVER SUN: "Orpheum Vaudeville may come and Orpheum
Vaudeville may go, but it will be hard for Orpheum Vaudeville to imMay Wlrth starring with 'Phil' are the
prove upon this week's bill.
hendliners and offer an entertainment that has no peer In the two-a-day
and
massive,
it yet contains comedy, daring and
of its sort. Spectacular
bizarre features. On Monday night's performance the house rang with
easily
The
Wirths
captured the honors this week
applause.
storms of
large

in their spe«

tacular production.

•

SOPHIE TUCKER LOSING BAND

•

•"

RIVERA OPENING BILL

a new Kelth-Mos*
the Hedfnrd section
three years.. The difficulty is said
of P.rooklyn, was scheduled to open
to have arisen over salary, the boys
last night (Thursday) with the folasking for a substantial increase.*'
Conk, Mortimer and
Miss Tucker il! continue to work lowing bill:
with a pianist in place of the quin- Harvey, drcenlep and Drayton, Four
Mortons. Margaret Young, William
tet, and has cancelled her engagement at the Hamilton, New York, and Joe M.inde!, and Uightner and
It will be a split week,
the week i»f Dec. 12, to break in the Alexander.
two shows daily, six acts arid a feanew routine out of town.
The band is heading for n restau- ture picturi', with reserved seals at
75 cents top. It seats 2,800.
rant engagement.
Sophi" Tucker and her band are
separating after being together for

The

Riviera,

house located

in

VAUDEVILLE

Friday* December

mm

MN

ON VAUDEVILLE

wuwracut*

>?&

CHRSIMAS

INSIDE STUFF

BY SHUBERTS
Cities

M.

S.

Bent ham.

St. Louis (Jefferson),
Springfield, Mass. (Court Sq.), Buffalo (Teck).
The 'week of Dec. 12 the Shuberts
will place a special weekly vaudeville program at Toronto and Montreal, their first attempts in the

The Keith office Is reported considering cutting down the cost of the
Babe Ruth act by substituting a cheaper salaried artist for Duke Cross.
Cross receives $630 net a week, the Keith office paying, with Cross payThe Ruth turn
ing the pianist who is a part of Cross's regular act.
Dominion.
did no more at Cleveland last week than In the other towns, not Increasing the average gross of the house.
is

]f

YEARS AGO

Us* Arsh for
Belmff

Jtaadom Item* from Variety
Dated Dee. 1, 1906.

to

remove

Brooklyn Houses Going Back
to Keith Office

The two Frankenthal houses In
Brooklyn, De Kalb and Halsey, now
playing vaudeville booked by the
Bobbins agency, will return to the
Keith office within the next 10 days.
They were withdrawn several years
ago by the owner. Both houses are
closely adjacent to the new Loew's
Gates, and have been declared opposition by the Loew office for that
reason.

This

is

their posters.

new Loew's
has been postponed until Dec. 12. The house will
play full week vaudeville, the only
Loew house in the vicinity of New
York using that policy.
of the

Newark, N. J

8chiller

Amusement

,

Remaining on Coast

who built up the
circuit from one
week at Augusta, Ga., to its present
dimensions, will remain on the Coast
indefinitely and perform the same
service in relation to the Loew
Western tour.
E. A. Schiller,

Loew Southern

believed to have Inspired
t' the Keith

the return of the houaes

Holyoke Likes Vaudeville Bill
The story Variety had last week of Nora Bayes demanding the ShuHolyoke, Mass., Nov. 30.
berts pay her own etage carpenter his weekly salary, while at the same
The Holyoke theatre, playing a
LeMAntES' GDLL
time paying her $3,500 a week, had another side to it that did not come
Shubert vaudeville bill this week,
out.
Besides demanding pay for the carpenter, Miss Bayes, while in
George and Rufus LeMaire are may take on another Shubert variety
Chicago, told the Shuberts they would have to give her eight tickets preparing to launch a girl revue program for next week.
to New York. Her contract calls for transportation for two others than running
an hour into Shubert
Vaudeville as a permanency in
herself.
Miss Bayes likewise told the Shuberts about the extra fares vaudeville, in the near future.
the house has not been settled upon.
did
as she
about the carpenter's pay that, unless her demand was complied with, she would not appear to finish her engagement at the Apollo,
Chicago.
The Shuberts apparently did not accept Miss Bayes' threat wants in common with the commercial traveler. Mr^Albee's efforts in
seriously, or were Indifferent to what she did, as they did, not listen. She directing the congressional mind toward a sales tax as the income
returned to New York, played last week at the Crescent, and Is this week problem solution has taken many forms in many directions. None of
the aany letters Mr. Albee has written to Senators, Congressmen and
at the Shuberts' Majestic, Boston.
heads of the Administration could be obtained for publication. Each
The cup holders now in some theatres have had a rubber placed on was forceful in its logic, and contained facts and figures that were indisthe handle, making the slot machine noiseless.
The attachment has putable. The Traveling Men's Council 'had been working toward the
same point, and Mr. Albee was Invited to a luncheon to discuss it with
considerably improved the machine.
•
council members.
The council represents 26 associations throughout the country. It was
An outburst of "temperament" among the artists on the bill at the
Princess, Montreal, three weeks ago, led to several "jams" and fist responsible for the referendum vote and passage in New York of the
amendment to the State's Constitution to permit absentee voting.
fights stretching over the entire week.

An

Co.

additional

would take up outstanding

$800,000

Empire
mainlng

circuit stock, and the re*
$100,000 in stock would be
offered publicly to provide new
operating capital.
Colonel Butler;

figured that with the

shows of the

down

to 40 instead

two

NEWAKK, FULL WEEK

The opening

State,

Two

In

posting three sheets advertising the
eurrent bill at the Winter Garden
and 44th Street.
Complaint to the local authorities
resulted in both parties entangled
in the controversy being requested

LOEW'S,

FRANKENTHAL RETURNS

a handsomer theatre anywhere than

B. F. Keith's Fordham, on Ford ham road, Bronx, New York, it has not been as yet noted.
The theatre is magnificent in its construction, appointments and furnishings. No detail appears to have been neglected. The theatre seats 2.400
on two floors, It is nearer to square in its orchestra outlines than most
large theatres that run to oblong. The effect of the theatre from the
first balcony is that of a mosque, through its unusual and sightly ceiling. The dressing rooms are on five floors, reached by an elevatpr. The
elevator seems to have eliminated the mooted question of "star" or
"ground floor" dressing rooms, for artists now like the most commodious
'
in the back stage elevator house.
Chris Egan is the Fordham's manager and has his staff running
like clockwork as he has done in other Keith houses. Mr. Egan also has
something back stage for the artists not reported anywhere else. It is a
list of stores and restaurants in the neighborhood that will allow It
per cent discount to any artist playing at the Fordham during the engagement there.
If there

.,

Billboard

Not on hooked up

Ethel Levey is over here for a vaudeville (Keith's) tour, barring two
months she will spend with her husband at Palm Beach, Last waiter
Miss Levey purchased a home there. Her vaudeville salary this trip
Is $2,500 weekly, as it was last season when she played a few Keith's
weeks. Then the Keith people voluntarily increased Miss Levey's salary
Miss Levey arrived in New York Thanksgiving and
to $3,000 a week.
Her agent, as City (Globe),
opened at Keith's Hippodrome, Cleveland, this week.
Is

19*1

and Shubert offices
T%« opposing burlesque wheels'
a billing controversy were still trying to
reach a truce*
Regular Vaudeville Circuit to this week, when Charles Warren, A new proposition was made bj»
Have a Week's Holiday Bill manager of the Colonial, New .York, President Butler of the Empire to
got permission from the city to use Richard Hyde of Hyde & Behma*
of the Columbia. This plan contem*
The Shuberts have so far selected the arch at Sixty-second street and plated the scrapping of both exist*
five stands for a Christmas week Broadway erected to advertise the ing concerns and the organization'
vaudeville program.
Four are in automobile show, for a poster stand. of a new company to be capitalized
cities that have no regular Shubert Warren plastered the
arch With pos- at $1,000,000. The western burlesque
vaudeville house. The other is Iho
ters announcing the appearance of groups proposed to -give the ea stent
Boston opera house, where the Shuwheel men $600,000 in stock for all
berts operate weekly on their reg- Singers' Midgets at the Colonial this their shows and $100,000 to take up
week.
ular circuit.
the outstanding stock in the Colum-.
The Shubert people responded by bia
The cities selected are Atlantic

So Far Four

Mrs. Ilcibirl sstiiafiiitr, vs ho was Dorothy Granville professionally some
years ago, Is contemplating recital work on the coast for charitable purposes in association with Louise dude. Mr. Schaffner is of Hart, Schaffner & Marks, the extensive clothing manufacturers. The Schaffners divide
their time between their New York and coast homes. Mrs. Schaffner retired from the stage when marrying and has no intention of professionally
returning to It.

always,

Keith's antf ahuberts

2,

=E=E

i-i

circuits cut

of nearly twice that many, each
show would return a net annual
profit of $10,000

and the

$400,000, to-

with

gether

other profits, would
make a return to stockholders of
about SO per cent, a year. Hyde declined to carry the proposal to ths

Columbia executives.

Max Berol-Konorah, president of
the Artisten Loge, the German or*
ganization of performers, was play*
ing Indianapolis.
He gave out a*
statement setting forth that the
Loge had Just completed a three*
cornered International entente of
vaudeville players by ratifying the
agreement already o. k.'d by the
Variety Artists' Federation of Eng*
land and the White Rats of America*

office.

EEVUE

According to the story, trouble started early in, the week between
Lester Sheehan and John Burke, after Burke had accused the dancer
of making noise back stage while he (Burke) was doing* his turn.
Matters came to a climax when Val and Ernie Stanton were on the
stage. Sheehan and Burke mixed it up, and an acrobat on the bill, who
took a punch at Sheehan, was nearly crowned by a chair wielded by
Sheehan. The Stantons came off the stage at the end of their act, finding the fight occurred over noise made back stage. They wanted to know
who started the rumpus. Ernie Stanton threatened that any reoccurrence of the disturbance would be accepted by him and his partner as an
invitation to join the exercise.
At the night shOw while the Stantons were on, they heard sounds of
conflict back of the "one" house drop. Picking it up they revealed the
Ernie- Stanton lee.ned over and
legs of the disputants to the house.
said audibly, "We will be back* in a minute." This stopped the argument.
Richard Travers, the magician, on early In the program, got Into a
battle with the stage manager later in the week, when Travers attempted
to move a table while Sheehan and the "rt>rd girls were on the stage.
The manager, according to report, took a swing at Travers.
Sheehan is said to have remarked, "Don't think because I'm an aesthetic
dancer

sailing

Also

for
It

"homo"

Is

in

a

few"

recorded that an

English act named The McXaugh*
tons (Tom and Fred) was sailing

open at Hammersteln's Victoria
Vesta Victoria (who had
played the Percy O. Williams houses
to

Feb* 25.

the previous season) was returning
to play dates for William Morris.

Hammersteln s Victoria was th*3
center of vaudeville interest.
For
the following week Willie Hammer*
stein had booked a freak bill irf
which there were six single acts:—4
Willie Edouln, Coram, Clnquevalll*
Jack Norworth, Bessie Wynn and
Leona Thurber.

Charles E. Blaney hsd It figured
out that the New York east side
had no home for melodrama between*
the Third avenue and 30th street
and the Thalia on the Bowery and
he proposed to build a theatre on
14th street between Second and
An inside report this week said the Loew Circuit might declare, its Third
avenues (about. where the Jefnext regular dividend. The last dividend date for Loew's was passed
ferson now stands).
under the direction of the banking interests associated with the circuit,
The Loew Circuit has about $1,000,000 of outstanding
it is claimed.
Walter Jones and (the late) Mabel
obligations, it Is said, with a reserve in the banks sufficient to meet it
Hite had been
when due. At about that tine, also, if the story Is correct, the Loew but decided to appearing as a t« am,
separate after com*
people will make an attempt to dissociate themselves from the banking
pleting their route. Miss Hite pro*
connections, to thereafter operate the circuit at their own discretion.
posed
to do a single act and Jones
While business has been good and bad In the Loew theatres, as in all said he would
return to his trams'
others since early last spring, it is claimed there has been no real rea- characterization
and frame a turn
son why the Loew's could not have paid a dividend and no reason now backed up by a
male quartet.
should pass another.
.

why

It

William Morris lost three houses i
he was then booking with vaude- J
vllle:— Olympic, Cincinnati, in which
John Robinson would put stock;!
John J. Ryan's Lyric, Cleveland*
which went to the Sullivan -Consl*
dine route sheets, and Ryan's Ma«

I can't fight."

Jestlc, in Erie, Pa., which was shifted i
to the Western Vaudeville AssocIaVJ

The local manager of one of
these houses had called upon thai
Western Association In Chicago to J
fill in a bill and Morris had filed objections.
A wrangle grew out of
the affair and the houses switched
tion.

are binding.

to

The heading. "Coldln Wins Decision from Federal Judge in Penna,"
ou Page 4 of Variety last week, # could have been quite misleading to
those who did not read the sub-head or the two stories under it, both
pertaining to injunctions sought by Goldln against alleged infringers
The head was written
on the "Sawing a Woman In Half" .illifeion.
after a hasty glance over a wire from Pittsburgh to this paper, saying
Holdin had been granted three injunctions in Pennsylvania. The Pittsburgh wire also stated none of the three applications was opposed,
with the consequent result there was nothing left for the court to do but

the opposition.

M.

S. Bentham offered Virginia
Harned for vaudeville at $2,000. j
The same week Thomas W. Ross

JJ

'

agreed to a route at $1,000.

Even tills long ago Keith snd
Shubert interests were at odds. The
Sunday concerts were the bone of
contention. The Keith people were
alleged to be peeved at the Shuberts because they permitted William Morris to give Sunday concerts In Shubert New York houses,
It was reported that by way of reprlsals the (then) United Booking

grant the Goldin application.
The other story, however, from Kansas City, related that In that
town and before the Federal Court, when P. T. Selblt appeared in opposition to CJoldin's application against Selbit on the same grounds and
Goldin withdrew
for the same act, Uoldln's application was denied.
the charge of infringement when Selbit produced evidence in proof that
r.one of the "half" dlsplayers of the present day had created the trick;
that it was done In England ns far back as 1887.
This explanation is made to set right any of Variety's readers who
may have read the head refined to in last weeks iMsue and not the

Offices was making overtures to
feature acts in the Hippodrome show
controlled by
.Max i.\ Anderson,

•utile article.

performance to be given Sunday evening (Dec. 18)
at the Manhattan Optra House to the National Council of the Traveling
Salesmen's Associations by the Keith office, is the outcome of the communications, conferences and the co-operation of E. F. Albee with the
traveling men's organization.
Both hnve been working for better taxation, reduction of transportation and many other things the professional

was
days.

The owner of a newly opened pop vaudeville house in Brooklyn was
complaining bitterly about business, as the house had not drawn a full
attendance since opening. An agent hearing the wail cuggested "paperThe owner indignantly replied that he did not see why it was
ing."
necessary to paper the house as he had Just had it painted.

Another Shubert legal tilt Is in the offing. May Boley is the aggrieved
party. She has been at her Los Angeles home for the past few weeks
awaiting further routing from the Shuberts.
She holds a 30-week'
minimum guarantee, but has been idle for some time. A provision of
Misa Boley's contract stipulates that, in the event of a contract breach,
arbitration should be resorted to Instead of the courts. Although Miss
Boley has consulted counsel, it looks as if she will be compelled to live
up to the arbitration agreement because of a law recently passed by the
New York Legislature. Formerly, all contractual differences could be
arbitrated with the consent of the courts, but under the new law this
consent Is not necessary, and any arbitration agreements via contract

The

Announcement was made that
Jenle Jacobs, "the English' agent,

Shubert

testimonial

The

BERT

and

Direction

New

Yoik-' this week iXov.

LEO FITZGERALD

—

police
were
"Sundays" closely.

BETTY WHEELER

Next to closing at Keiths Palace,
doing "Jess Dandy.''

ally.

2*>,

i.

watching*

One

the

set of per-

formers who were working the »xand Ilra performances complained th« -v
believed malcontents who did t"
! Continued
on page ifi)
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|
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VAUDEVILLE
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EVEN TOMATO

EXORBITANT COMMISSION

Con Goes to Stage with
Like

Agent Get* 40% of $500 Salary—Act ReUsual Practice Claimed Matter
ceives $300
Courts with More Facts Revealed
* May Get in

A,

matter

now simm-rlng

the courts

is

that

may

of

From now on

ROBBED

weekly
receiving but $300 out of $500
The
her.
paid by theatres for
amount of deduction Is qual to 40
per cent.

Misrepresentation

commission

bitant

The agent,
handles

is

besides exorulso charged.

who ha3 claimed

he

more picture people than

AUSTRALIA

Known

We

go'

up

SO.

PALACE.— Dark

I'm a flrm believer

last

Monday

night to box a tramp for the lightweight championship of Canada for
regular sugar. After gettln off the

noon me and my hitter
have dinner and he goes to the hay
for an hour playln the sheet music
until 2 o'clock when he appears in
the hotel lobby and tells me he has a
yen to see a show.
We toddle out on the main stem
und dive into the first slab we make.
foi
Tomato alnt particular about
his entertainment being partial to
burlesque and plenty ot vaudeville.
Wr settle back in our seats when
the cards cum out for the act and
He's doln an act named
It's Merlin.
"Sawin a Woman In Two'' and is
head inin at this gymnasium.
He's all dolled up in a tux and
spiels about the danger of the experiment ~.nd dont get scared if the
wiw slips etc. wlndin up by askln
for a committee to come up and see
that everything Is on the up and up.
A coupla lants start down the
aisle but 1 had grabbed Tomato by
train about

Minneapolis, Nov. 30.
Bandits stole $3,000 at Pantages
and bound five persons and shot a
policeman at the Orpheum .where
an alarm by a charwoman frustrated their plans and saved $5,000
Boldness and resourcein the safe.
fulness displayed by the bandits it:
essaying so desperate an attack on
and then
ihealre
the Orpheum
doubling back Mid robbing Pantages
has not been mntehed in Minneapolis, police officials declared

anyone else In his line of agenting.
to have sent tfie young
la said
woman to a middle western city to
appear in a small time vaudeville
house with a picture she had played
In to he simultaneously exhibited
Upon arrival the young
/there.
woman was informed she had been
booked only as an act and was to do
Aftei tying the Orpheum employes
The house
14 minutes in "one."
manager informed her the picture to prevent their inte.f.»rencc while
working
on the same they broke
had no been l>r >ked.
combination off tho sa>. but had
The young woman refused to ap- the
not forced an entrance into the
pear without the picture, and restrong box when Patrolman John
ported daily at the theatre. It's the
the- scene. Morn,
outcome of tho matter that may Mcen appeared on
who had been summoned by a charreach the courts. The circumstance
woman whom the robbers overreveal d the agent had chaiged the
down by one of
young woman 40 per cent, ^and was looked, was shot
the
yeggmen. The bandits escaped.
conducting his business of "selling"
The robbery the arm and beat ther.i to the rosappearance." of Moen will recover.
other "personal
trum by six lengths. You ought to
occurred at 7:30 a. m.
picture people, which might also inhave seen Merlins pan when he
Fifteen minutes after the Orclude an act by thorn, on the same
the committee he had drawn.
pip
pheum raid Leslie McMillan, assist- I though he was goln to take It on
basis.
the Pantages. while the lam but I guess 1 e was afraid
manager
ant
of
agent,
somesaid
the
picture
It is
what notorious for the way in which opening the theatre safe was din- o: crabbin ths rest of his bookings
cussing the Orpheum robbery with and decided to stick and go through
he has handled picture people under
press agent. with it.
long-term contracts to him, has told Frank Mclncrny, hcusc
While they were talking a man
his "personal appearance*' clients
got up close to him and in a
entered.
when placing them he could secure
whisper told him what we wou.d do
revolver,
the
bandit
Displaying
a
no more In this way than they usuto him if he left the stage or tried
ally received while playing a pic- told McMillan to open the safe. to frame us.
i

D. O'Hara
Fools."

In

1921.

of the

Next

John
"The Laughter of
Nov.

Fisher was good as Crump.
Paul Plunkett overacted badly. A
dance was introduced by
Hooker, Nugent and Roberts. William Greene out of picture altogether as Cosmo Legallos.
The
mounting Is up to Wllllamson-Tait
standard. The music is very lively.
Harry Burcher produced.
TIVOLI. Business still very big
Hot weather is
here twice daily.
not affecting attendance. Bill this
Field

clever

15.

ROYAL—

"Theodore and Co.." a
musical play in two acts by H. M.

Hawood

—

Business to date* has ter, child performer, did three numPlay Is not set for long bers to big hit. George E. Barnes.
run.
Held together by frailest of late of Barnes and West, flopped
plots,
the piece drags horribly. with old songs and blue talk. Act
Maud Fane as Fudge Robinson was unsuitable even for smallest of
a disappointment.
W. 8. Percy, time. Colin* and John Campbell
just returned from London, Is the scored well with concertina p'aywhole show. Take him out and' the ing. Rosa Alba did three numbers
piece would not last half an hour. to appIuaTse. Marion and Florence
passed with athletics.
Moon and
Morris with talk and dancing were
the hit of show. Les Copey got by
with character songs. Hector St
IN
Clair made big hit next to closing.
Lee Chee Loon and Co.. magicians,
over.

been

fair.

TANGLED RECORD
GREEN-DUDLEY

ROW

closed.
G. O.

Then two more gunmen appeared

McMillan complied
with their request and handed over
The
$3,000, the week-end receipts.
bandits then bound and gagged both
McMillan and Mclnerny and made
^
a get away.
Although the five men who attempted the Orpheum theatre safe
cracking were masked, a description
of their clothing wa*> obtained from
the Ave victims. These descriptions
tallied with descriptions of clothing
worn by the trio seen at Pantages.
Both robberies were planned for
this morning apparently, because of
the heavy week-end receipts taken
in by the theatres.

on the scene.

difference.

LION TRAINER

HURT

Attacked During 8kow, Del
Escapes Serious Injury

Mar

Indianapolis, Nov. 30.

Fred Del Mar, trainer of lions in
an act appearing at the Lyric here
last week, suffered severe lacerations in his face when one of the

became angry while the act
was on and clawed him. Del Mar's
injuries were not serious and he did
not miss any time with his act.
It was the second time he had been
Keen

beasts

IN

Competition

CUBA

Developed

on

Sugar Island

Injured recently, his right forearm
and hand being in bandages at the
time of the second encounter.

The scene of Del Mar's second

CIRCUSES

The

circus season here, which
started off early this i. onth with
fireworks through the competition
between Mrs. Pubillone's show and
that of Santos
Artlgas. is counted
a flop. The latter outfit has sold
its animals to the RInglings, and
the managers are running a revue
at the Pyrate with wrestling and
boxing featured.

In-

almost directly
across the street from the site of
the*
now vanished Bostock too,
where Jack Bonivlta originated the
act which Del Mar now 'j carrying

jury, incidentally, la

&

CIRCUS SPECTACLE AGAIN

The Publliones

circus will cut its
stay here, leaving for Mexico City
at the end of next week and opening it the Nacionale. Dec. 10. It
was to have remained until Dec. 25.

Mtnglings Reported Inquiring as to
Prices
n Costume Contracts

receivership
Orcein,

./ho

suit

was

—

FULLERS. Business good at
this house. Huley and Bert In songs
and talk opened. Went well. Verna

started by Sol
for a time associ-

with Dudley

ated

of the play Rev. Gorman sings two
songs.
The Fullers have mounted
the piece In good style.

in

the

agency

Bain danced her

Dudley in his affidavit states
that last summer he took Green in
partnership, the latter to ,have a
field.

favor.

went
were

for fish cakes.

MISTAKE IN BILLING
FOR BULLS HIDE

Houston. Tex., Nov. 30.
Offers for the Aide of a giant bull
•jephant belonging to Sclls-Floto

The, Shubert paper for the current week's Winter Garden. X»'W
i

York,

vaudeville

bill

included

the

names of Harry and Anna Seymour.
who are at present playing a Keith
The mistake was caused by
route.
the similarity in name* between
W imi Pouring in.
the Seymours and Harry a.nd Anna
Th^ weight of the hide »s 6G0 Scranton, ar, acrobatic team, who
Pounds,
it 1h said that there are
are jn the Winter Garden bill this
••0 bullet holes
to show the energy week. All of the Shubert paper had

Into popular

George, Hyda Scannon, Ada Shannon, George Martin and Percy McKay. Musical numbers are all published hits.

LYCEUM.

"Hush."

—

Alice

Doors."

K. Toung In
Calhoun, "Closed

C.

—

HAYMARKET.
"Sacred and
Profane Love." "A Splendid Hss-

ard." "Deep Purple," the Mollharta,
operatt? singers.
STRAND.— Eileen Percy, "Wlnjs
of Love," "A Splendid Hazard."

MELBOURNE
HER MAJESTY'S.— "The

Fire-

fly."

ROYAL—"Wedding Bells."

KING'S.— "On Our Selection."
TIVOLI.—Claude Dampier, Hilda
Atterboro, Lottie Collins, Jr.; Stuart
Barnes, the Trees, McKay and King.
Nell Flemmlng. Darwinians. Keith

Desmond, Edna and Paul and Davis
and Lee.
PALACE. Stock company.
LYRIC— William Anderson Co.
PERRIOTTLAND—George Marlow vaudeville company.
BIJOU. Wendy and Alphonse,
Norton and Forbes. Irene, Sterdng
and Love, Bob White, Brull and
Hemsley, Glrton Girls. "Lloyd end
Raymond, Laura Guerlte.

—

—

MAJESTIC— Films.

AUDITORIUM.— Films.
MELBA.—Films
ADELAIDE
ROYAL.—"Scandal."
Butt and
Kennedy Rum ford.
Stock
PRINCE OF WALES.

TOWN HALL—Clara

company.
Connors and Paul.
KING'S.
Wades, Newman and Wynne. Carlton Max, Nellie Kolle, .lack and
Mary Graham, Ward and Sherman
Kansas City, Nov. 30,,
revue company.
The "Cutting a Woman" Illusion
PAVILION. — "Serap Iron" and
is certainly being worked overtime
"Foolish Matron* "
here, and as a consequence has lost
MAJESTIC— "The Golden Spare"
all
drawing power it ever might and "Poor Dear Margaret Klrb>\*
have hau. Put ^h simultaneously
at the Pantages and the Main Street
BRI8BANE
week before last it proved a real
HIS MAJESTY'S. -- "Welcome
failure.
The next week the Pan Stranger."
CKKMORNE.- "Town Topics"
staged a burles'iue and called It
ELITE.— Humphrey Bishop Co.
"Chopping a Woman in Two," and
TIVOLI—Wally Held, "Too Much
at the same time some of the resiSpeed": "The Unknown Wife."
dent distri-'t picture houses anEMPIRE. Palmetto, Rastus and
nounced the act as an added fea- Banks. Miller and Ralney, Tubby
ture.
This week at the Century. Stevens. Maggie Buckley, Le Bruns,
American burlesque circuit, the Lilas Blrt. Hal, Vaude and Verre.
"Pace
Makers" are "Sawing a
Woman in Half" and billing It as
NEW ZEALAND
the luiffinal Australian aot.
Auckland

—

'

Tomato knocked his man out in
four rounds at night and we cut up
about $1,200 smacks so you can
imagine what a heart breakin day
that was for me.

\

$250

way

Gus T. Raglus, ball bouncer,
well. Eddie and Flfl de Elsne
liked in new sketch. Leonard

Nelson did three numbers to success. The Gibbon Duo closed intermission. Walter George revue occupy the whole of the second half.
The show is well put on and is
clean entertainment. In spot* tho
action draga badly. Jim Oereld Is
the featured player. Cast includes
Harry Ross. Frank Hawing, Waiter

•

Report Is abroad that the Rlng- This show formerly played Me::ico,
Ung-Bros.-Barnum
Bailey
circus but passed it up last season. There
will return to the big spectacle 4dea were 22 acts In all in the Pubiliones
a-J Its feature display
for the 1922 show, which
was split up, two
All of which brings me back to the
tour.
Agents of the big top men smaller outfits with seve acts each law of averages. Any time any guy
were making inquiries among New going out under canvas. They may
does you dirt, cops your broad,
York costumers for prices on cos- be recalled for the Mexican booktrims you for your Jack or anything
tumes in quantities to indicate a ings. The Belleclnire Brothers are
else, dont go lookin for him with a
slg production.
features of the Pubiliones show as club or knockln him to his friends,
It is three years since the show
last season.
just sit back and .wait for the law
h- i had a spectacle.
of averages to knock him ov«r into
your lap and your all set, for, kid,
,

H—

portraying the leading role is the
attraction. Of the acting, the least
said the better. During the course

Attorney*
Lyman
Hess
and
Charles Kahn. acting for Edgar
Did ley. have filed answer to the

one-quurter Interest. Green promised to place the agency's artists
with all three "Greenwich Village
Fol'ies" shows, it Is alleged^ through
his brother, Morris Green, who is
interested in those productions, put
on by tie Bohemians, I* j. Dudley
avers the arrangement was not
fruitful, and that he bought Green's
interest in the agency for $400 on
Aug. 2, for which he has a receipt.
Dudley states that the money to
buy Green's interest was borrowed
of
motions
the
through
from P. F. Shea, and that he gave
He went
havin us look at the box and at the Green a receipt for $$00, which the
c .clal moment the "woman" was latter desired to show Shea In orled on. It was my ex rib in tights. der to prove his interest in the
She took a look at me and the bat- agency had some value. This reMerlin ceipt for $300 was dated Aug. S, givtler and nearly flopped.
whispered somethin to her before I ing basis for the erroneous prec-uld get close so she bucked up and sumption that Dudley bought but
climbed in the box.
Green for $400 Aug. 2 and sold him
Two stooges brought out the saw the interest back again for $300 on
where
end
the
Aug. 3.
as I edged over to
Joseph E." Shea was associated
the feet was stickln out After gettin my cane in the proper position with Dudley earlier In the season.
in
two.
atched the egg saw her
In April last Dudley
I
purchased
When the two boxes had divided Shea's Interest for $1,500, agreeing
with her head out of one end and in lieu of cash to turn over to Shea
the foet out of the other I turned to the commissions from the Innls
leave the stage first carefully hookln Brothers, O'Donnell and Blair, and
the end of my cane around the ankle Florence O'Denhslvvn as the money
As I walked came due. These acts were placed
of ore of the feet.
toward the orchestra step* the f«ot with
Zicgf eld's
"Follies."
Flo
came out of the box with me on the Zlegfeld required an order from
Dudley to turn over the commisend of the cane. It was a prop.
At the san.e time Tomato acci- sions to Shea, and such an order
dentally stumbled over the half was signed June 30. Dudley alleges
where her head was which opened Green knew all about the arrangeup showln her lyin their doubled up ment with Joseph Shea and that
like a frog. The peasants thought it Shea was present when Green assowas on the level and that a coupla ciated himself with the office. Dudsaps had gummed up the act. They ley and Green became partners
yelled and began throwln things un- June 16.
til Merlin and the dame had to run
The manager
for the entrance.
OVERDOING ILLUSION
closed them pronto for crabbin* his
show and pro rattacd them for the
one frolic. They couldn't get a min- Everybody's 8swing a Woman at
Kansas City Theatres
ute around here if they offered to

work

average aint lost a decision since
Mcthu. alch was a juvenile.
I'm going ^
That's my story ar
t

1

.

t

icU to

it.

Your

old

s:tle

Uickvr.

|

j

—

'

is

It

Co. i.

Circus, which was shot
Saturday
*fter he escaped from the circus at
'Orai
inge. causing quite a sensation,

is

is

fered

Back

Tops

in reality the Selbit version.
several of the acts being of-

in

downtown and suburban

HIS

MAJESTY'S. -Will

;<^

1

*.

i

rd

and Co.

KING'S.— Stock company.
OPERA HOUSE -Maud

CourtMonday. Sam Howe's
Columbia cir- ney and Mr. C, Bert Coleman.
and
Adams
Baron,
Captain
Corona.
cuit offered the Great Leon's "MysHi
lir»
Odlva. Newall and Wiggins. Z"no
P.ailey press staff mxt season, re- tery of Cutting a Woman In Two."
and Don, Ta\ lor and Summers.
taining to his old pM*t after an ab- This makcH the fourth theatre and Edgelev and Da we.
•fjhe citizens in running down the been placed on the boards before the sence of three years. Willis in now numerous picture houses that have
GRAND.— Films.
a8t
STRAND.- --Films.
The best blfl received for n.lstake was noticed, after which a out ahead of David RH:isco's "The featured the illusion in the last
J*
(Continued on page 41)
*•
Diggers.''
three
weeks.
Ciold
hide to date was $250.
change was made.
Willis

V.

|

j

j

|

.

t

to

Willis has iK'cn signr d
nro-i.-Riirntim
(tingling

In-

for

,

The Rev. Frank Goris playing In "The Silence of
Dean Maitland" under the direction
Agent Sketches Strange Ex- of Fullers Theatres. Ltd. The show
has made big hit and Is now In third
change of Cash and Receipts week. The idea of a real parson

man

.

ture engagement The agent meantime, when not dealing with an unsophisticated young woman as In
this Instance reported, collects the
full theatre salary, pocketing the

t

and George Orossmlth
(from the French of P. Gavault),
with music by Ivor Novello and week is not up to standard. Tlvoll
Jerome Kern, was presented at this Topical opened; interesting. Tlvoli
house by Wllllamson-Tait Oct. 22. Girls opened vaudeville section and
The piece was given a tryout in pleased with two dance offerings.
Melbourne some time ago and Just Martini, acrobat, passed. Rene Esgot

Toronto

to

3.

Mountains. Business good.
CRITERION.— "Paddy the
Best Thing."

the world.

in

Boldest Banditry Ever
in Minneapolis

Sydney. Nov.

IIKR MAJESTY'S.— "Maid

law of averages and not batYou know
ting averages either.
what a trlmmln that Merlin tried to
give me by slippin Ginsberg the
knucks last week and takin' a run
out powder with my moll but everything is copesetty now for the law
of averages got "egg In the bag" and
Tomato and me ain't got a sqwack

DAYTIME

IN

Him—

In the

tures,

)•

By ERIC H. GORRICK

Village Cut-ups

Dear Chick:

THEATRE SAFES

booked for personal appearpicture agent,
ances by a New York

Two

Syracuse, Nov.

—

—

a young
woman who has appeared in pic-

^ch

IS

SAWDf A WOMAN

FOR "PERSONAL APPEARANCE"
picture

i

r

i

film

houses.

N««w

Show

at Gayety.

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE

Chicago, Nov. 30.
The biggest Monday night this audience in giving deserved approbahouse has eovn in many a month tion to some of the turns which
and not ut all the regular Majestic were very deserving of it.
audience. It looked and acted more
Miss Davis* closing the first part of
like a Monday afternoon at the Palthe show with her satirical "Castles
ace, its sister house in fact, many
in the Air" should prove to be the
of the Palace regulars were there.
"de resistence" of the ShuAnd it all helped to put over a fast offering
bert circuit. The Yama Yama girl
laughing, dancing and comedy show.
with a novel dance creaforth
Daphne Pollard was the head- comes
tion, presents it in a novel and artisliner, beside putting over the laughtic manner as well as getting away
ing hit. By the time this little star
from the general trend of moderngot through they were eating out
day dance offerings.
of her hand and just refused to say
The scenic flash and the mag'enough.
of Miss
Garcinetti Pros., with their big nificent costume display
Davis'
are worthy of more than passrubber ball, not forgetting the bullas agile
is
She
dog, opened.
When the ball was ing commendation.
prethrown in the audience It stayed today as she was when first
furand
Yama."
"Yama
her
there for the best part of live min- senting
versatility in the
utes, with the audience getting right ther displays her
numother
with
art
terpsichorean
Into the game and talking to each
Jack Barrett and Kmmett
other.
That gave the rest of the bers.
Merrill, who assist her, are capable
bill an intimate start.
good foils
Miller and Capman, in a fast rou- "hoofers," and serve as
the turn.
tine of dancing, were a surprise hit for her in the dialog during
stage
No. 2. The boys are unassuming, Despite a bit of miscuing back varifor the
scenery
the
handling
in
which helps put their routine over,
to
and take nothing for granted, but ous changes, Miss Davis managed
upon
just close attention to their danc- stop the show and was called
for a few words.
ing.
Georgie Price, programed for the
Florrle Mlllership and Al Gerrard. In
Klick-Kllck,
carried the fourth spot, found himself called
scenic end of the show. Miss Mll- upon to fit in the next to closing
with
places
switching
lership was as charming us ever. position,
Gerrard was suffering from a se- Brendel and Burt. Price in his 18
minutes of work easily won his
vere cold.
Charles King and Lila Rhodes, in way.
Brendel and Burt, who appeared
the first talking bit of the evening,
were relished. King's talk is nifty, here in the opening bill with their
with plenty of punch lines. Going revue, offered practically the same
to full stage, he received the able bits as they did then, and pleaded.
assistance of Sidney Franklin, who They are doing a photograph record
played the piano and did a little piece of business where Miss Burt
more talk. The act closed in "one." announces that she will play on the
with heavy applause and a little machine on*» of her own r»»enrds and
speech of thanks. After Miss Pol- will harmonize with it. It appears
lard, Flanagan and Morrison, for- that this idea has been "culled" from
merly Flanagan
and
Edward?, Friscoe, .the xylophonlst. who synbrought the entire game of golf chronizes on his instrument with a
right into the vaudeville theatre. record, instead ox harmonizes, as
Following this
Five years ago this wouldrhave been Miss Burt docs.
Impossible, but with golf getting to "bit" Brendel comes out and anbe a national pastime enough wise nounces he will harmonize, too. with
ones are found in any audience to a record. A blank is then placed
put the act over. Flanagan's com- on the machine, and Brendel gets a
edy sounds ad lib, which helps ma- lot of comedy out of it, turns it
over on the other side, and an operterially in selling the. vehicle.
Marlon Harris, holding next to atic song is heard. With this he
closing, never lost a soul, with the starts mugging and facial imitation.
audience never seeming to tire of But all in all, the bit docs not smack
her peculiar style of delivery. She of originality.
Equilla Brothers have sensational
sang four songs and encored with
risky and strength feats, which give
two more and made a speech.
show a very fast impetus at the
the
Corradinl's Animals, coming on
around 'half past ten, had the ad- start. Phil Furman and Fred Rose
vantage of a well-seated house that were No. S with syncopal bed meltlUB not in a hurry, as there was odies, most appetizing and relished,
plenty of time to make trains and and In an early spot where they
did not belong they made more than
cars.
a creditable showing. Rose does the
ivory plugging, while Furman does
most of the warbling.
APOLLO, CHICAGO
Marie Stoddard went through a
Chicago, Nov. 30.
series of vocal gymnastic effusions
What looked good on papor devel- which she styles -"Kidding the Acoped Into a corking bill. With the tors."
Someone Is .kidded, but
stellar honors invested in Bessie whether it is the actor or not is a
McCoy Davis, indications are this matter of conjecture, for some of
•fcow should give more than the her impressions are realistic while
ordinary satisfaction and at the others are a bit too far-fetched, even
same time be advantageous from the for
Stoddard
Miss
imitations.
box office angle. The attendance at pleased.
the Sunday matinee was somewhat
Opening the second portion of the
light, with evidence In the front of bill was Kajlyama, with his concenthe auditorium that proper dressing tration offering. Kajiyama is a born

—

,,

might have been judicious.

The showman and

middle of the house was packed
solid, with the same scale applying
for front and center. Had this been
done probably an unnecessary remark regarding attendance might

sells

his stuff

in

Randolph
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very well, despite the lateness of the
Loop.

hour.
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Chicago, Nov. 30.
laid claim to

Van Duzen"

"Billy

the fact that he was an aristocrat,
but Jacqueline Malone, who always
wants to know the why and wherefore of thlngH. did not credit him

and showed him up as a
"oil can," to a capacity
at the Palace ^Monday
evening. It seemed as though it was
"The
Suratt night in the house.
White Way." a playlet by Jack Lait,
which is the Suratt new starring
vehicle, based on the snares and pitfalls thrown in the way of the ununsophisticated
suspecting
and
country lass by the city man. Just
with

it

gold-plated

audience

the bare truth in a blunt but dexterous manner is propounded and
done In a manner which will make
Miss
an everlasting impression.
Suratt played the role in most realistic fashion and left no doubts.
Billy Van Duzen, played by Wm.
Hoselle, is a most difficult role, but
not for Roselle. Viola Frayne is a
sweet, winsome little thing, and no
better choice could have been made.
A curtain call and speech were necessary at the end of the act.
Opening the show were Page,
Hack and Mack, with their gymnasfeats
of
acrobatics
and
tics,
strength. Thfc finish, as usual, got
Milllcent Mower, on
the house.
next, did operatic and classic numbers. Gibson and Connelli were in
the trey spot with their comedy
playlet,

"The Honeymoon," by Aaron

Hoffman.

This story of entangle-

ment oh the beginning of a matrimonial voyage is played in most
competent fashion, and every laugh
possible garnered by this couple.
Olsen and Johnson were show stoppers, with their comedy and musical
offering.
The boys fed out everya horde of "low
seemed for a time
dispense enough of
it.
Jay Dillon and Betty Parker,
assisted by Viola Allen, a pretty
little violinist and not "The White
Sister," sailed along over a smooth
sea with their appetizing offering of
song, dance and music. Then next
thing,

including

comedy," and
they could

it

n<jt

came Wm.

Chicago, Nov. 30.
The following are patients at the
American Hospital:
Gypsy Myers (vaudeville), operated for tumor.
Mrs. Eileen Thomas (with "Sweet
Sweeties"), operated for appendi-

ler

Halperin, Eddie Cantor,

Jack

Lait, Billy

KEDZIE, CHICAGO

—

.)

:

.

r?

Individuality!

(vaudeville),
under medical attention.
Mr. B. Jordan ("Tip Top"), met
with an accident, breaking throe
ribs; left the hospital cured.
Miss Calless (grand opera singer).
ui

are

—

citis.

Each design made by us

is

the act buying

specially for

it

medical treatment and im-

proving.

We

do not sell two drops or sets of the same design. In
way von are assured a ereation, and you need never
have a fear that some day you may appear on a bill and
meet some one else who carries the same set as yours.
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UNIVERSAL SCENIC ARTIST STUDIOS,

Charles Nygro (manager of the
"Great White Way"), operated for
tumor; left the hospital..
Robert Stevens (Stevens and Hergenson), ill with pleurisy; cured.
George Hubbard ("One Hundred
Men Wanted"), receiving medical
attention; left in good health.

Sam Tishman, Buddy WalDiamond, Ethel Linton, Eddie Marsh,
Fay Lewis
Jess Fre-mrr AU— A-'-'r. J. J. Npc't, "Tirh" H :~ ;'-V:
ctjii'ji ion.
in fact, any or: c in chow bu«?r.cc-.
J
Nan

Mile.

presented

Gertrude Gang ("Some Show"),
operated for tumor; left hospital in
splendid condition.
Helen Romaine (Plunket and Romain), operated for appendicitis;
HKMnrvTINfi. discharged in good condition.
ItKMODKI.MNt:.
Mrs. Henrietta Qulnlan (wife of
JtKSKTTINii.
HKSH5NS.
Kdward Quinlan of the State-Lake
sih;<;j:stk>.\\s.
Theatre), operated for gall stones;

Goods Reserved on Deposit

ton,

was

who

winged horse and a score of other
equine and canine actors in a pleasing routine which held the house

they

material

The girl flashes four
set in two.
creations and a nimble pair of feet
The man holds the stage with
dances and prose, allowing the girl
to slip into other dresses. The linish
of the act is that botti are arguing
whether the first shall be a boy or
girl, when a stage prop stork is lowered with a grip in his beak. The
hand bag is opened and they bring
out a monkey. The act is far from
a closer, but will be at its best in
the middle of the bill. "Last Night"
and Dunlay and Merril were not
seen at this show.

Chicago, Nov. 30.
stage tears a piece of cloth, giving
This house has been the leader for
the impression Legal has ripped his family theatres in this city for years.
pants.
He remains in a stooped This week's bill is a perfectly blendposition, facing the audience, and ed family offering.
when he does turn his back to the
Booth and Nina, just off the big
crowd he pulls a curtain, hidden in time, gave the show a running start.
his coat, over the seat of his trousers. This act has improved in the last
Scott and Wood make a clean, un- year so that it stands out as one of
mistakable lift of Fenton and Fields' the best novelties on either the big
telephone bit. The words used are or the small time.
It has
been
the same, the style of selling the blended together so that the tricks
piece of business are the same. The work up until the last big feature
blackface of Scott and Wood walks trick, which brings the house down.
across the stage with a telephone in Watts and Ringgold, man and womhis hand, while the straight man is an, colored, have routined a suresinging a ballad. The straight man fire family time act. They harmonstops the comic, Inquiring what he ize Well in. song, with some lively
is doing, and then "the man next chatter
sprinkled with plenty of
door wants to use our phone."
laughs.
Bnrnold's Dogs started the works
John T. Ray and Co.. really a
with a well-trained troop of canines. song-and-dance act but set in sketch
The animals were in first class con- form, did well No. 3. A comedy
dition and worked without a hitch. dance by Ray and the other man in
Donnabelle and Wilson, two women, his company gave them a good endcame through with harmonizing, be- ing. Russ, Leddy Co., in Surgeon
sides one girl playing the" violin and Louder," got heaps of laughs and
the other the piano.
The women made way for Coscia and Verdi. Phil
looked attractive and got jver nicely. Gold In taking the place of the reA combination spot light with the cently deceased Michael Coscia. The
piano and violin bit looked a little act still remains the same, with the
out of order. O. K. Legal, Juggler, comedy work of Verdi predominatopened before a special drop in ing. Goldin follows the foosteps of
"one," with a back drop.
his predecessor with credir.
Legal juggles hats and bric-aThalero's Circus ponies, dogs and
bracs. depending upgn comedy situ- monkey in fast usual animal tricks,
ations to sell his stuff! He uses a more than satisfied the children and
man dressed as an usher to remove most of the grown-ups, and closed a
props and operate props back stage well-balanced bill.
which produce funny noises, according to the trick. The patrons liked
EMPRESS, CHICAGO
him very much. Charles Reader,
xylophone player, played loudly
Chicago. Nov. 30
enough to be heard by the people
With Jake Stenard's Midgets, an
in the gallery, and so loud that the act
on the style of the Singer
xylophone playing was deafening to Midgets, headlining, and Johnny
those in the first ten rows. Accord- Coulon the feature attraction, for
ingly the applause was heavier from the Thanksgiving bill probably one
the gallery. Reader hasn't stuck to of the best shows this or any neighany certain style of songs for his borhood house played.
Evidently
offering, but throughout his work word had gone about In the Engleseemingly striving for volume. Pos- wood section after the Thanksgivsibly in a large auditorium Reader's ing matinee it was a "pip*' of a
style of playing is proper, but here show, for the theatre was sold out
it looked and sounded noisy.
on both of the evening performScott and Wood, two men, one ances, with thousands turned away.
black-faced and the other straight, Due to the length of JJ>e Stenard
did more harmony than talking. offering (New Acts), 40 minutes,
Both have high tenor voices, which the show lasted about two hours
carries the right trick to sell bal- and a half.
lads.
They garnered fair recogniOpening were Paul Armenta and
tion.
Co., man and woman, with gyra*
Turner and Dayton presented a nasties. The man does all of the
sketch of a wife who lies like blazes work, with the woman helping in his
and a husband who knows it. The gymnastic stuftts as well as aiding
climax comes when the man threat- in comedy.
On second were ths
ens to divorce her. and she tells him Popularity Qreens, a quartet of
she has been working in a store in songstresses with a novel routine.
order to earn money to provide for The act opens with the heads of the
the coming Joy of a baby. Both peo- women protruding from slits in a
ple play the characters well, netting drop which represents the musical
three curtains.
scales. The women sing a classical
Fred Lewis goes over according to number, after which one comes out
the mood the audience is in.
Uices herself as 'PopularIf and ii.
they are facetious, he goals 'em. IT ity." She then introduces the "Balthey are a little crabby, he makes lad" girl, th« "Comedy" girl and the
it snappy and exits in a hurry.
To- "Blues" girl, with each singing a
day was one of those "exits in a number of the type they represent
hurry." He scraped up some laughs Then the quartet go into popular^
on his cafeteria jabber, but not songs, concluding with an impresenough to encourage an encore. He sion of a choir and then a quartet
used his "I'd thought I'd passed singing a popular song. This made«
away" but once during this perform- the act a show-stopper, and It took
ance. Fa ye and Thomas showed to several minutes for the applause to*
much better advantage at this house subside before Charles Seamon. "The
than they did a few months back at Narrow Feller," could make his inla neighborhood house.
(Continued on page 21)
The turn
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NOT GIVE HER A DIAMOND BRACELET?
St.,

1921

2,

up something when some one back

Rhea McKee Scott

JEWELRY CO.
188 N. State

WllI.ST

Closing the show
pia

whose

Glenn Coulter (stage manager for
Margaret
Anglin),
treated
for
trouble with his eyes.
.Louis Ellidt (with "Lightnin* "),
Tel. Cent. 1 H91> suffering from paralysis.

Formerly with
Edith Htrlcklund

State- Lake Theatre Building

L.AVAMKIIS

ardous at times.

people

COSTUMES

300-308 State-Lake Building-. Chicago

WHY

have made arrangements with the
using, or else should receive a stinging retort for trying to slip one over
on the original owners. O. K. Legal
uses a piece of business which carries the earmarks of Williams and
Wolfus. Legal bends down to pick

He

St.,

Cl.leago, No*. 30..
The editorial that appeared In the
Issue of Variety Nov. 4, about repeated or lifted material, .akes in
at least two acts on this week's bill.
O. K. Legal, juggler, No. 8, and
Scott and Wood, No. 5. Either they

Callon Is most loquacious with
his English style of humor, somewhat Americanised. Still there are
some of his English quips still left
which the audiences here seemed to
be unable to fathom. His work on
the balancing ladder is Incidental,
despite It becomes somewhat haz-

Du

AT THEATRICAL HOSPITAL

—36

EIA1T0, CHICAGO

yard.

Sully and Genevieve
Houghton in "Calf Love." This is a
gem of an offering, and as put over
by this duo was accepted as such.
Miller and Mack, "The Blng Boys."
a as usual, were a riot with their gro-

HYATTS BOOKING EXCHANGE
Booking Better Tabloids

The
a few "blue" opes aft well.
former can stay, for they are good
find
might
for laughs, but the latter
their way to the vaudeville grave-

has a subtle tesque offering in the next-to-closmethod and manner of work, and ing position. Closing the show was
eases his way through his performance in such a suave manner there
is no apparent indication of exertion
superb manner.

December

Howard's spectacle of ponies and now. has a certain polish to It
dogs, who had a bit of a task In helps carry it over to honors. They
stemming the passing throng, but present a proSe, singing and dan<s
from -"The Whirl did it Just the same.
Loop,
ing "honeymoon" before an artistic

enough.

Bard and Pearl,
of New York," did their talking
routine. There are a lot of* "wows"
in the boys' dialog, some gotten on
havw-tr-elr antecenot have been made by one of the "old boys" which
back in burlesque, where these
acts. There was also a bit of reticence dents
then there a"re
and
from,
came
boys
the
and reluctance on the part of

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO

ELI

Friday,

or effort. The "mob" Just loved him
at the matinee and could not get

CHICAGO VAUDEVILLE SHOWS
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PRESCRIPTION MATINEE

|

LICENSE FEE TO COST ALL

K OF GROSS

to

appeared in the daily papers that, he
would give a "prescription matinee"
on Dec. 21 at tho Cohan Grand.
The invitation, which is extended
to physicians only, says that any
doctor who will present a negotiable prescription for one full pint
at the box office will be given an
orchestra seat. Kerr said that during Christmas week "Tho Bat" and
the members of tho compr.ny are
bound to need a stimulant, so he
figures rather than stand tho "gaff"

—

Whin

.

"•

representative of Alexander Pantages here. The acts before going
to the theatre were told that Hodklns and various Pantages agents
would come to the theatre and aee
paying war tax.
their acts there. Sometimes someKerr was sponsor of the "Give
Overcoat" matinee, where all tho*)'u one came, but the percentage of
.who gave an overcoat for needy ex- routes that were given from this
service men received a seat. More house was very small toward the
than 200 coats were obtained in this number of acts that had been show-

JONESES TOGETHER
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MATCH

NEW TROUSERS

MATCH PANTS COMPANY
W.

CHICAGO

SHOW

incident.
He issued a statement the agent had given the story

business dealings with the
That was not
to Variety.
the fact, as the story was obtained
from other sources, tho matter being
common gossip among all agents in
the city.
Schallman is said to be one of
the best independent *.;jents doing
business with the Pantages office.
At one time he was connected with
the William Morris vaudeville exchange here and he left there to
go to the Pantages office with J. C.
Matthews. During the time he has
been with the Pantages Circuit
Schallman has been the means of
g: ting some of the biggest headliners that played the time.

of his
circuit

TOWN

ing.
There was no financial remuneration for tho acts appearing
here. Some of them were compelled
to pay for the cartage of their baggage to the theatre as well. It is
said that one big act had a transfer
bill of $$.r and that after appearing
twice In mie evening they were notified that Hodklns could not come
out that evening, but he would surely appear the following Thursday.
Thanksgiving Day the manager
of the house calculated
tlwit
it
would be a good idea to run continuum- from noon until mldniglK
and that he would give a big vaudevill
show all day long. Hodklns
got busy ar.d on that day 18 acts
)

CHICAGO

reported to tho manager of the
house. These acts were paired off
Into shifts and at some shows as
many as ten acts appeared and at
other performances never less tlian
seven were on.
After each show
the performers went out front and
asked whether Ilodkins or someone
from his office had reviewed the
show.
They wore told "not this
show, but the next." This answer
was given at each of the perform-'
ancea and at the end of tho day
neither Hodklns or any of tho men

from his

had put

office

an ap-

in

Agent

man

!

manner.

Pantages Wires
Is Not Barred

Chicago, Nov. ,'hl.
Sidney Schallman, the independent agent who was barred from the
Pantages office here last week by
Chas. Hodklns, pergonal representative for Alexander Pantages, for
barring tho act of Slmlol and Tortonl, received a telegram from -Alexander Pantages notifying him that
the floor privileges granted to him
by the head of the circuit had not
been rescinded.
The wire told Schallman that he
was not barred and that he should
show the wire .to Hodklns. Hodklns,
it is said, is bitter regarding the
revelations printed ki Variety last
week with reference to the Schall-

Com-

of ^ailing in the doctor at $3 per
he will give a special performance
and get tho script with the physician

tlu.-

RENT

All

Chicago. Nov. SO.
Patrons of tho .Forest Park the.
at re. a picture house on the outskirts of the city, have been seeing
vaudevillo shows every Thursday
night, with from eight to 12 acts
appearing,
for
the
past
three
months. All of these acts have been
sent to the house for showing purposes by Charles Hodklns, personal

Council was giv>-u to a to dismiss the complaint. The first Harry O. Jones, 20, Reunited With
Chief of I'ollce
let ween
dispute
Wife, Released Under Bail
of the defendants wilt go to trial
and Staters Attorney next Monday before .fudge Heap,
Fitznmriis
None of tin- Ahh-i*- and on the outcome ol litis ease tie
Kol>< n C ;•«•»•»»'.
Chicago, Nov. .'JO.
"
i.?i*n:ii.tie(l un pug
Fl.iviv <>. Jones, 20-year-old son
will
trial of the other defendant.
o? Louis o. Jones, manager of the
depend.
t! ," k.trxlolph theatre, win. was eornA pet i; on signed by I'L'.OaO resi- in
HARPER'S $24,000
it
id to the Psychopathic Hospital
the Second Ward protestdents
(at the instigation of bis father for
ing against the i.pcration of black
Theatre Lcuce Changes Hand*
'an f.xamination as to his sanity,
a n\l
tan cafes war, presenteil to
Bookings Stay With W. V. M. A.
released from the* Institution
d the was
Mayer W. J I. '''it'aripsi :>
.'.ml reunited with his bride of two
City (.'onneii us a jesulr of the iaid
Chicago, N<>\ ::•'.
months, who hail been arrested on
id.
Lev. M. ..ml Max Guldbertf. own- on Shore's establi-hnn
a charge of perjuiy growing out ol
The petition name.s tin- Kntertain- an alleged false' statement whioh Is
ers «i the Harper theatre, l-'iftyand Harper Avenue. ers" (Mub, Suns*-: Club and Paradise paid to have appeared on the marsli-i-et
thinl
dardens as behj- unfit places to riagc license.
have leased the liom'.e to Nonis
These
Walsh \: IModna for five years at a have in this community.
At the time Jom s was released
the
For
places art; all located r^t Thirty- his wife was also released from
rental of $M.00O a year.
good will of the business $30,000 was fifth si reel near Calumet avenue.
custody on bonds of $2,600 to apThe petition cites that property pear before Judge Newcomer Dec.
paid to the (Joldberg brothers.
The W. V. M. A. will continue to values have greatly decreased be- 1!5. County Judge Highcimer orsupply the hoUBc with five acts »»f cause of the existence of these cab- dered the release of Jones from the
vaudeville, which is used on the arets and that it is unsafe for chil- hospital.
Lew M. Cohl- dren to walk on the streets after
split week policy.
The couple who immediately aft<*i
berg. who is an agent on the W. V. dark because of fha-nt.
their marriage eloped to St. Louis
the bookHupervine
will
ihtor,
M. A.
were brought back from that city
ing of acts for the theatre. A fealast week and taken into custody.
ietnre is run in addition to
ture
FRANCHISE FOR KE0GH
The complaint filed against Mrs.
the vaudeville.
Chicago. Nov. 30.
Jones was sworn to by Walter II.
Ez Keogh, ''who has been with Moore. The bride says she does not
Ray West's New Job
the Hurt Cortclyou agency, has re- know him.
r,o.
Chicago, Nov.
tired from the agency and has been
Hay West, treasurer of the A. IC. granted a franchise to book on the
BIG BENEFIT MATINEE
Woods since tho house opened, re- W. V. M. A. exchange.
Chicago, Nov. o<>.
signed his position to take a ]»ost
concern.
At a monster benefit matinee
with a commercial
given at the Colonial theatre. SunNew Shubert Music Head
day afternoon, for the purpose of
Chicago, Nov. 30.
Christmas baskets of
Walter Hlaufuss, a local musical filling tho
World War veterans and their famdirector and composer, has been
The proilies, $6,300 was realized.
placed in charge of the orchestra
gram was promptod and arranged
Your Coat and V«$t With department of the Shubert Western under the personal direction of
headwith
circuit.
vaudeville
J7red Stone, star of "Tip Top," the
quarters 1.. Chicago.
current attraction at the theatre
Bring or Mail Vest or Sample
Har.*y J. Powers donated the house
Among the
to Edwin WcLskopf
for the performance.
Arthur Linick Alone
acts which appeared were Hooney
Chicago, Nov. 30.
and Be*t. Frank Paeon, Ceorge
Arthur Linick has severed his White, Aunt Jemima. Savoy and
ROOM 705
connection with the Blair & Linick Hrennin.
Six
Sisters,
Duncan
Randolph St.
agency, independent agents, and is Hrowu Brothers, Slxieen London
36
V
going it alone now in the inde- Palaces (llrls from '.'Tip Top" and
pendent field.
Hollo Tlmponi, manFred Stone.
ialty.
NOTE: Dress Trousers a
ager of the theatre, was in charge
of the executive arrangements and
IN
the sale of programs.
BETTER THAN THE BEST

tlmo

He

30.

James F. Kerr, manager of "The
came along with a now one Acts at Picture House
last week when an announcement
plain

Pat,"

Existing

Chicago, Nov. SO.
SH0RETRIAL
nniy «-° 8t t no theatre ownan
ChleaKO
Black
Tan Defendants Held in
of
and
managers
ami
era
Chicago
additional $1,000,000 a year came to
resoof
a
Introduction
light with the
calling
Council
City
Chicago, Nov. 30.
the
in
lution
upon the Committee on Finance to
I/.zy Shore, owner of the Enterrevenue
have its Huh-committeo on
tainers' Club, a "Itlack and Tan"
draft an amcmlment to the existing resort, which was raided on the
ordinance providing for a license IV
complaint of the Committee of Fiffor all place.- of public amusement teen, with Shore- and 38 of his emn
and entertainment, exacting three ployes arrested on the charge of
per e»nt. of tho gross receipts of giving a lewd, obscene ami indecent
the amusement plares for a lheiise performance, will be compelled to
This resolution was introduced Mand trial in the- Morals Court on
fee.
by the Alderman from the o4th that charge, according to^ the de"Ward, ami was slipped through at cision of Chief JuMice Hurry Olsen
the meeting during which the entire of the Municipal Court, w^io refused

Alexander

BY NEVER-AGAINS

.

Chicago, Nov.

SCHALLMAN REINSTATED

HODKINS DISCUSSED

Springe Waggish Publicity
8tunt for "The Bat"

Karr

i

Ordinance Proposed
Slipped Through During Police Hearing Would
Cost Managers Additional Million Every Year

Amendment

1

1921

2,

pearance. The performers returned
to the city that night in a body and
held an Indignation meeting in one
of the "loop" hotels where they
voted
Never Again."

M.

A.

SHOW OFF

Marie Dresslsr Couldn't Lose Biswtjr
Sleep Thanksgiving- Day
Chicago, Nov. 30.
.
"
Endeavors were made by the Shuberts to give a special matinee performance at the Apollo at 11 a. m.
on Thanksgiving Day and heavy
newspaper advertising waa .done
announcing the fact,
HowrjV«rv
when tho acts were consulted tfca
first to balk waa Marie Dressier,

who

said she did not want to get
bad habits by having to get up
"so early in tho morning."

Into

Other actji on the bill on learning of the Dressier ultimatum, decided to> rebel also. It is said the
New York office directed the special
l>erformance to be given, not being
l__
aware that Chicago folks tako their
FIRE-PROOF PROCESS turkey at noon. There waa only a
sligh
advance sale for this perChicago, Nov. ao.
The I'.ihric Studios, Inc., have formance and the mon ; was reopened their own four-story scenic funded.
plant at West Van Huren and South
!

NEW

Kedzlc avenue.
In the lire-proofing department an

BECKER BROS.

innovation is introduced.
Linings
are placed in a vat containing a
fire-proofing solution where they
are soaked and then dried and
ironed by automatic mangles. The
executive offices of the concern will
still
be maintained at 177 North
State street.

SCENIC STUDIO
2321 Wabash Ave., Chicago
ALL KINDS OF 8CENERY
I'hone:

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST

"THE

VleTOUr

CHAIR* "PETE"

13th

;i(t

NOW TRY THE BEST

Sot^ros

W. RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO
THE FOLLOWING HEADLIWERS ATE HKRK LAST WRF.Ki

Next Door

to Colonial

Thoatro

30

DOOSTUR9 FOR STEAKS

Walter Brewer. Frmnci* Renaalt, Jack
•limmr Lucas aad Franelaa, Bex

Frank Tan Hoven, C ourtney sutrm,
Adam* aad Vera Thonm* i%n«l Kniuly.
Inalls,

FRED MANN'S

RAINBO GARDENS
—

CLARK

at

LAWRENCE.

Prank VVr*lpliul and

ST.

liiiii.lm

OrHieMrn.

REGIS

516 N. Clark Street

Continuous Dancing
Amateur TllvatgW'ill Ni»«-

HOTELS
CHICAGO

HARRIS BAND WRANGLE
Chiratfo, Nov. 30.

Vaudevi lie.

l\»r\

t
rnlii\
t'ri<lti>.
.

MARION
505

W. Madison

St.

RATES
PROFESSIONAL WEEKLY
Thoroughly modem.
CHANGE

OIT

I>avc Harris and his hand are not
to continue a tour of the Ori heum
circuit, it 1h said, due to Internal
differences in the a^RrcKation. Two
o' the men quit the act when It
concluded its en^a^' ment at the

State-Lake

RATES:

their not

ulttinnt
bath. . . BM.OO anil Tn.on Nfivly fornlnhed.
............
Double, without llath
SlO.r.O nnd * itt.
Convenient to nil theud-rN.
einwle. with llath
lO.ftO and f 12.
Double, ulth llath. . . .$14.00 nrd $10. UO Free rehenraal hall.
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ASKS LE MAIRE TO STICK

YOUR PATRONAGE

PAINTED

A NEW DEPARTMENT
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177 North SUte Street
(Opposite State-Lake Theatre)

CHICAGO

Inc.
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BURLESQUE
PEOPLE'S PLAYING

BURLESQUE FIGHT CONTINUES;

Optional
Philly

Legal Battle Possible Over Haymarket, ChicagoAmerican's Brooklyn Houses Also in Reports
Scribner Returns to New York
The
president of the American.
opinion among the burlesque men
also appears to bo that Herk is not
standing -lone In his attitude. At
the samo time they claim Scribner
is by himself in the executive comThe tlaim Is made that
mittee.
Hynicka and Mack act as ono in

that committee.
While the burlesque battle continues, tho watc N ers-on expect daily
some definite action on either side
that will wind it up, on the theory,
they say, that the present Is no time
for any factions In the show busibow.
ness to fight for anything but more
The American takes the stand In patronage
at the box office.
ordering "riomo Show" into the
Haymarket that Irons & damage's
cancellation is contrary to the con-

and still claimed by
the American to be effective, under
shows play the
American
which tho
Chicago house. This contract calls
for no cancellation, It is tho Ameritract

held,

can's contention, unless the gross
for four weeks on an average falls
eelow a certain amount, the American further claiming that the stop
Mm it has not been reached.
If Irons & Clamagc seek injunctive aid in ousting the American,
the latter will fight the matter out
Sn the courts. It Is understood that
Irons & damage have already arranged to put a stock company in

the Haymarket, beginning Sunday
If the Chicago firm takes this
step, there will be two shows contending for the Haymarket Sunday.
next.

The Haymarket

Is

controlled by In-

allied with the Columbia
Amusement Co., and leased from the

terests

NEWARK

BUSINESS

GOOD FOR BOTH
Cooper's "Beauty Revue" Does

$5,600—"Scandals"

$7,000

The Lyric, Newark, N. J., starting
week as an American wheel

last

stand,

did

with

$5,600

"Beauty Revue."
extra attraction.

Cooper's

The show had no
This

is

considered

a very good week's business for an
American show, Judged by present
conditions

in

tho

burlesque

eld.

The Lyric starts the week on Sunday, and its Columbia "opposition,"
the Empire, on Monday.
Last week the Empire had "Town
Scandals." According to an authensource "Scandals" did about

tic

by Iroifs ft Clamage.
{7,000 on the week. The Lyric plays
The Columbia Amusement Co. was t a 7 5 -cent top, and the Empire at
monthly
regular
Thanksgiving day, rated usu$1.
Its
hold
dated to
(yesterday). ally as a poor one for theatres,
Thursday
meeting
Wednesday it was the general Im- helped both shows considerably, the
pression in burlesque circles the Beauty Revue (American) at the
Columbia faction, headed by Sam Lyric got $1,800 Thanksgiving Day.
Welngardcn's "Whirl of Mirth"
Bcribner, would take steps following
the Thursday meeting of the -Colum- (American) opened at the Lyric
bia Amusement Co. to oust the last Sunday to $1,200 (two perAmerican »hows from the star and formances). Monday the show got
Gayety, Brooklyn; Gaycty, Balti- $500. The Abe Reynolds Revue Is
more, and Crpltol, Washington. Up playing tho Empire (Columbia).
to Wednesday afternoon the American had received no notification the
HARRY WILLIAMS DIES
^Columbia interests, controlling the
latter

four houses mentioned, in Brooklyn,
Baltimore and Washington, desired
In each
the American to -vacate.
Instance there is an agreement
to give
Columbia
the
Whfc h ca.Hn for
the American 30 days' notice if desiring to take tho houses away.
The American, in view of the report the Columbia would take action
on the four houses Thursday, opens
Monday at the Fifth Avenue. Fifth
avenue and Third street, Brooklyn.
The house Is in South Brooklyn and
In a section that will drnw considerable patronage away from the
The American also has two
Star.
other Brooklyn houses lin<-«l up in
Brooklyn, it Is said, awaiting any
The
offensive by the Columbia.
same applies to Baltimore and

Washington.
The American Burlesque Association will hold Its regular monthly
meeting Friday (today). The resignation of Warren C. Irons from the
board of directors will be acted
upon. It is understood Mr. Irons'
resignation will be accepted.
Monday, Sam Scribner returned
from his vacation in the south. The
report among the burlesque people
that a meeting was held Monday

Burlesque Manager Has Heart Attack in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Nov.

30.

Harry Williams,

for many years
of the Academy, Pittsburgh, died Nov. 23 In a local boarding house. Cause of dcatji was believed to be heart disease.

managi-r

Mr. Williams, whose nam** m private life was Harry C. Walker, was
48 years old. He was connected with
burlesque for many years, his father,
Harry Williams, having been lessee
of the Academy In the early burlesque days and for years following.
The deceased was associated with
the Empire Circuit during the period the latter was active.
For the
last two years Mr. Williams ran
concessions at the Gayety, the Columbia house in Pittsburgh. Ho is
survived by a widow and two sons.
Ono of his sons Is assistant treasurer of the Gayety.

Mr. Williams was taken ill suddenly while walking on the street,
Into a house he was passing at the time to rest. The heart
attack proved to be fatal.

and went

between Scribner, It. K. Hynicka
"CHUCKLES" $11,000 DRAW
and J. Herbert Mack, the latter
New Haven, Conn., Nov. 30.
president of the Columbia, and
Coming In here last week as a
Hynicka the circuit's treasurer. The Shubert vaudeville show, for the
three officers compose tho Colum- week only, "Chuckles of 1921" did
bia's executive committee, operating
the wheel. Rumors of tho trend of
the conference were to the effect
that Scrlbner's attention was turned
toward the present condition In
ppUtJcaJ burlesque. It is said that
either Hynicka or Mack claimed the
condition was unwarranted, had no
substantial basis and should not
exist; that competition of the kind
Intended by tho 'American Against
the Columbia could only result in
losses for both sides, with the finale
ef the meeting, as reported, coming
when Scribner was asked what In*
Intended to do shout It.
seem
Each day tho burlesque
to be more strongly agreed the present flare-up in burlesque is the result and continuation of a feud
between Fcrlbner and I. II Tfr.K.

mm

$11,000 at $1 top

is

Jean Bedinl's "Chuckles of 1021"
playing here this week as a. Shu*'

hert vaudeville show.
A No in the
is Bedini's burlesque
Columshow. "Peek -a -Boo."

city
bia)

»

"UNFAIR TO AMERICAN''
Four American wheel producers
were standing in front of the Columbia,

New

York,

Monday

2,

1

1921

BURLESQUE REVIEWS

nigh*,

Columbia Stand
Guarantees "Social

MISS

in

Follies"

Eddie .................... .. .Eddie Green
Will Davis
•
B. Dunne Uoode
Monica Redmond
Molly
Larry La Mont
Wood R. Holmes
.Halite
^.
Deans
Lulu Haxelion
Peter Frailer
Antonio
Eddie Green
Porter
Joa K. Watson
Jake Blotkln
WfU H. Cohan
Abo SUtkln
.

Hank Bnglem&n
Mac Carter

Nifty George

BJddle Cole

Adolphua Souse

Qumle Whits

Persy Hopper

Katharine Murray
Oladyi Stockton
Myrtle Andrews
Joe Murray

Qoofle Ca»torla.....

The People's, Philadelphia, an
"optional" week on the Columbia
wheel this season, is playing an
American wheel show, "Tho Social

GIRLS-DE-LOOKS

N. Y., JR.

Mii.lrim* Cherla

Trlxlo Flirt
Rally Bright
Ji»ok Walllngford

Oppenhelmer A Williams
show at the Olympic Is the old story
of an undressed chorus and an
The most forcible fact that strikes
abundance of spice taking over the
Follies," this week. Hurtlg & Sea- burdeiAf the show for the relief of one after not having attended a burmon, due to play the People's with two uninspired although hard-work- lesque show for a number of years)
"The Grenwich Village Revue" this ing, comedians. The 16 girls play Is that there Is none of that general
week, exercised the "optional" priv- bare legs and undraped, decolletage exodus between the acts on the part
within an Inch of the statute of of the men attending the performilege and turned it down.
limitations.
They shimmy, shiver ances. Incidentally there is an ex"Social Follies," which would have and shudder and undulate the hoy- ceedingly high tariff on the oil that
normally had a lay-off week on its den hip early and late, and for good stimulates may also account for
regular American wheel routing, is measure carry the finish of the show tho lack of noisy demonstration of
(Continued on page 27)
(Continued on page 27)
In the People's on a guarantee, said
to be approximately $1,800.

This

The "So•••

Follies," a Max Spiegel show,
figured to break even at the $1,800
figure. The People's has been very
bad for both Columbia and American shows this season, seldom doing
better than $3,000, and many weeks
cial

Is

HOW

WEEKS OPEN ON

K. C.

FEELS

About Gallagher and Hynicka
Columbia-American Row

COLUMBIA TIME

in

considerably less.
Kansas City, Nov. 30.
Next week, Deo. 5, tho Pople's will
Variety's exclusive story of the
have "Twinkle Toes," and the week Between Brooklyn and Balti- burlesque split caused a sensation
following "Jingle Jingle," both Cohere amo g the members of the
more, K. C. and St. Louis
lumbia shows, and both having
companies playing the opposition
agreed to play the week. The week
houses, as well as with the business
of Dec. 19 has not been filled by any
Tho Columbia circuit has two and staffs of the local theatres.
show as yet, but "Peekaboo" has a half open weeks at present, one
The prominence of George Galaccepted week of Dec. 26.
between Brooklyn and Baltimore, lagher in the new deal Is also of
the latter filled In optionally by Co- more than parsing local Interest.
lumbia shows if they care to, at the He was formerly manager of the
SUICIDE
People's, Philadelphia; another week Gayety here,
appointed a
until
between Kansas City and St. Louis, couple of seasons ago as general
Husb- .4 of Burlesque Woman An and three days between Des Moines manager of the American Burlesque
gsred by Refusal to Quit
and Omaha. The inclusion of Co^ Association. He has always been
lumbus, Ohio, in the Columbia wheel considered a Columbia wheel man.
Syracuse, N. T.. Nov. 30.
this week fills in a lay-off week
his friends here are of the opinWhen his wife, from whom ho had hitherto between Pittsburgh and and
ion that he will cast his lot with
been reparated for three months, Cleveland, Columbus replacing Akthat organization.
refused to leave the "Broadway ron and Youngstown.
Anotnw peculiar angle of the af«
Masqueraders"
company,
with
fair is the peculiar situation of R,
has
three
wheel
American
The
which she was appearing at the
K. Hynicka, treasure - of the Co*
Sampson Theatre, Penn Tan, Augus- open weeks now, one between Kan- lum* la association. It Is stated
tus Brothers, 29, of Woonsocket, sas City aAd Minneapolis, one behere by those In the know that ha
Mass., pulled out a bottle of car- tween Cincinnati and Cleveland, and
Philadelphia and is financially interested 'in some of
bolic acid and mado as if to drink a third between
the American wheel shows; In fact,
Schenectady.
the poison.
60-50 with some of them. It is
He was tripped up and the acid
claimed that at the commencement
spilled over his face. The man was
of tho season he financially assisted
AMERICAN'S
tSken to the county jail, and later
some of the managers on this wheal
subjected to a mental test. When
and took an interest In the 6howa.
Have
Another
May
Report
Syracuse
pronounced sane he was released.
The two local houses are operated
Burlesque House
The Brothers have been married
absolutely independent, tho man*
about 'hree years, and have a child
agement of both doing all possible
Syracuse. N. Y., Nov. 30.
two years old.
The "Broadway
There is a report here that the to get the business.
Masqueraders" is an independent
wheel may take
burlesque outfit, owned by a Buf- American burlesque
possession of the Crescent, now
falo concern, and was broken in at
burlesque plays
Columbia
dark.
The
the Bastable here.
its attractions at the Bastable.
Tho Crescent Is In tho best theat- Taken for Granted They Will Gd
in After
A. T. 8. E. leeting
rical situation of the town, across
1

THREAT-

^n

CRESCENT?

YELLOW CARDS

CHORUS GIRLS FIGHT

•

It lately
the street from Keith's.
Tho International Alliance of
Zona Watonga and Helen Regan, closed as a picture house, and pre- Theatrical Stage Employes' gen*
vaudeville.
pop
had
played
viously
chorus girls with a burlesque show
eral executive board will meet Dec*
at ono of the local houses, came to
6, among the matters to be congrief after a fracas off stage Frisidered being that of tho re-instiday night.
The Regan girl was STOLE TRUCK OF SCENERY tt.tion of tho "yellow card" system
badly lacerated In the melee which
Washington, D. C., Nov. 30.
for burlesque.
took place in the wings during the
Someone stole a whole load of
The "yellow card" goes back
performance.
scenery and the truth It waa on automatically 'unless the burlesque
In the City Court the Watonga here during the past week and II Interests present substantial proof
girl confessed to such vindictive hasnt been located eves yet.
"The of Its Injustice, as claimed during
hatred for her fellow chorister Judge Whirl of Mirth," appearing at the the "open shop" campaign.
The
Lamson advised her to leawe the Howard (colored), waa preparing to burlesque people mua file any rea*
show.
He suspended sentence on leave for the next town and the son or reasons they believe should
her promise to depart for New York- truck was loaded and left standing c. U for an extension* of the three
Saturday.
^
for a few moments in the rear of months' waiver of the yellow card
When the driver re- system, granted at the time* of the
the theatre.
turned the whole business had dis- strike, by Dec. 5. Up to Tuesday
ARREST MAL0NE AND GIRL appeared.
nothing had been heard from the
Kansas City, Nov. 30.
burlesque people on the ellow card
Billy
Malone.
comedian,
and
mattor.
Louise Brandt, chorus girl, with
ILLUSION
It Is apparently t.ikcn as a foreBert Smiths "Oh l»addy," comAlthough 8am Howe was notified gone conclusion that the yellow
pany, playing at the ICmpress, wore
by the legal department of the Or- card will be re-instituted Immediarrested Nov. 25 on a shoplifting
pheum circuit an injunction would ately following the I. A. T. S. E.
charge. A skirt and a pair of silk
_
bo sought to prevent the Sam Howe executive board meeting.
bloomers were found in Malone's
show from
the "Sawing
possession.
He claimed it was his a Woman inpresenting
Two" illusion at the
?
first offense and that he had taken
Gayety, Omaha, last week, the illuConsiderable speculation U curtho things for the girl. They were
sion was presented as per schedule
rent among Columbia wheel show
released on a $000 bond each, in
with no legal interference developproducers as to which of tho seatime for the night performance.
ing from any quarter.
son's crop
Columbia attractions
Tho Orpheum, Omaha, also had the looks best of
oi% form as a possible
"sawing" trick last week.
ACTS
summer show at the Columbia, New
Eva Clark with Charles 11. Sieger,
York, next summer.
two-act.
list of ellgibles narrows down
Kva Miirh-y, assisted by Al Both VACCINATED
PEOPLE to The
three shows, according to the
and the California Hamblen*, conAll of the cast and chorus of tho dopesters, none of which
sisting of 10 pieces.
has reached
Seymour Dancers, five girls re- Jack Singer Show now playing at New York as yeL
cruited from a private dancing the Gayety. Kansas City, last week
were vaccinated, aa a result of the
school.
BURLESQUE CHANGES
Daisy Martin (colored), who has smallpox scare now current In that
Prankle Nlblo Is out of Mlnsky'n
been singing exclusive "blue" num
city.
stock burlesque at the National
bers for the Okch records, will
Vaccination is not compulsory for
Winter Garden. New York, and is
shortly make a concert tour f Bermuda. I'pon her p turn about Jan. show people coming Into Kansas opening as a single act in vaudeville
City,
but many are submitting to this week.
15 will team with Clarence William*
vaoclnation
as
a precautionary
Lillian
(composer) for vaudeville.
Smalley
has
replaced
Teddy Slow ell, with "(Brls de
Max Burkardt, song writer, nml measure.
Helen Lee, from eoiieert, in "The
Looks."
The smallpox situation was reMasque Haiders."
Bonnie T.loyd replacing Lillian
ported as easing up somewhat this
Buys, lie, with 'Trench Frolics."
"Tho Kngn&i-ment," five jw\,|,;, week.
*(Neil McCann. soubret is retirlnc;
song and musieul act, produced by
!{••.> Brod'T.
from the cast of "Hello 1922" Dec. 10.
Jimmy Watts (formerly "Gmn-

Buffalo, Nov. 30.

HOWE SHOWED

SUMMER SHOW

NEW

around show time, when a Columbia
producer passed and greeted the
quartet.
"What's doing, fellows?'
ho said.
Whereupon Rube Bern- wich Follies"), single.
stein replied, "We're picketing the
Columbia I hear it's unfair to the
The Criterion, Bridgeton, N.
American."
Some kfdder, tl at playing vaudeville, will be closed
n»M'n«t, ;p guv.
two weeks to be remodeled.

—

December

AMERICAN SHOW

CALLED "SCRIBNER-HERIT FEUD

Notwithstanding the notification
Served on the American Burlesque
Association by Irons & Clamagc
last week that no further American
wheel shows would be -played at the
Haymarket, Chicago, after Saturday, Nov. 3, orders were issued by
the American Association this week
to "Some Show," scheduled to open
at the Haymasket, Sunday, to proceed to the Haymarket, regardless
ef the cancellation of the franchise,
and unless actually prevented from
playing to %o ahead and give a

Friday,

SHOW

,

"B0WERYS" DID

$9,000

The "Bowery Burlesquers"
.V,

in

at the

Columbia, New York, last week, did
a gross of a little over $9,000.
Imlidnv.
The \V«»ck had
;»

:

?v

BURLESUUE ROUTES
WILL BE FOUND ON PACE

K—•

thirty in Tina

issri:
=2/

December

Friday,

2,

EDi+bkiXiS

1*21
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week of Dec.
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and

voting

contest

the

following

New

York, has

week.

Loew's American,

discontinued the use of a feature
picture for all of the Sunday performances to cut down on the running time of the shows. The American plays three shows on Sunday

downstairs and

N° W T°rk

Wll* V,Ie t,:
la

-

WHAT IS VAUDEVILLE COMING TO?

N0T

"•'

What Is vaudeville coming
much like it.

-

to?

The State-Lake

policy?

It looks

very

a

recent Issue of Variety, it mentioned parodies would soon be
coming back to the vaudeville stage. You certainly started something.
In the laat month or so a flock of doubles, singles and even single
women
ac^s have accepted the suggestion, but some have not
been particular
what parodies they used.
I was the first to use the song and parody Idea, an original
method
of introducing a parody. I have always written my own material, or
wrote it In conjunction with some one. There are a number of acts
that have not alone appropriated my idea but have also taken my
material bodily. One recent case is of a racehorse parody on "Tennessee."
good parody is just as Important to an act as a good story or a
piece of business. In fact it is more so. I do not see why Variety's
reviewers do not give the first singer of a parody credit for first using
it, stating that in their reviews.
They might stop the choosers from
stealing other people's property, as there Is no question about the immense influence Variety wields in matters of this nature.
It may be hard to protect a stage idea, but with your help deliberate stealing of other people's material could at least be given the.
light of publicity, and the originators of new ideas and material protected In a measure from the bare-faced robbery of o:ner people's property.
Herbert Ashley.

A

This

letter

properly should be placed In the Forum, but

it

speaks

of material lifting, that is vital to vaudeville artists, besides mentioning
real solution. That is publicity for the thieves.

The State- Lake policy takes its name from that theatre In Chicago,
where a mixed bill of vaudeville and pictures is given as a continuous
performance at a popular price scale of admission. Included In the
vaudeville are some of the standard acts with a recognized headllner.
Included among the pictures is a feature film. It, therefore, combines
the two drawing attractions of the best vaudeville and the best picturesstandard acts and high-class feature.
The Instance making the "State-Lake policy" stand out Is the Shubert vaudeville opposition. When the Shuberts opened vaudeville at the
Apollo, Chicago, the Orpheum Circuit paid no particular attention. The
Shuberts' Apollo opposed the Orpheum's three vaudeville theatres in
that city. The Orpheum's Majestic and Palace, the big-time houses, at
once felt the weight of the Shubert opposition, and did feel it until the
Orpheum strengthened Its programs at those houses. The. Apollo was the
lowest scaled pf the three, but about 25 cents higher in price than the
Orpheum's other house, the State-Lake. At no time since the Shuberts
opened the Apollo has it effected the business at the State-Lake. Neither
did the opening of two big picture theatres closely adjacent to the StateLake dent the gross of that house. The Orpheum Circuit advertised in
Chicago, when organizing into the stock capitalization plan, that the
State-Lake made as high as $11,000 In one week. That would mean a
gross of over $20,000, probably $23,000 or $24,000.

one on the Roof. what may be the only
One or two acts are eliminated from
each show downstairs in order that
It may be presumed

i

•
i

I

The Orpheum Circuit has 12 or 13 Orpheum, Junior, theatres, as they
are known. The State-Lake Is included In this classification. The Orit Is only vaudevllllans who understand how vital
they may be limited to three per- this material^ lifting is,
those artists Who originate, create or pay for pheum, Junior, plays a State-Lake policy where there is a big-time
formances a day, whieh include? the
their material.
Orpheum in the same city. Lately the Orpheum opened the Hennepin,
If a legitimate author found another playwright had
With a feature stolen his
one on the Roof.
material, a suit in the United States Court would be filed within Minneapolis, as the Orpheum Junior of that town with the State-Lake
used it was found three shows could
The Hennepin has thrown theatrical Minneapolis into a panic.
24 hours after notice to desist had not been observed. But there seems to policy.
be played downstairs and

not
necessitated the dropping of the picture,
so that the house would empty on
time for each performance.
The

be no court for the vaudeville artist.

do more to check act and material stealing than
And more especially since the small time Is so
and there is an opposition big time
vaudeville now, that might permit anything in the lifting line, like the
"Sawing a Woman" affair. That one decision by the N. V. A., that Goldln
William Morris has issued a would be allowed to continue with the act because he had first produced
attempted supervision of lifted
Christmas appeal urgin? the char- it in this country turned the N. V.
Had the N. V. A. known of the fact brought out
itable to buy Adirondack balsam material into a joke.
illusion
was first produced in the 80's
pillows for the wounded soldiers by Selbit In Kansas City that the
in England, it would Have been a better defense for its manifestly unfair
still in hospitals, sending checks to
Mrs. F. H. McKee. Community decision. According to the N. V. A.'s decision that the first producer
Girls' Club, Saranac Lake, N. Y.
anywhere is entitled to playing rights, it is equivalent to saying someone
uang lifted material from a big time act would be justified in presenting
The Playhouse, Hudson, N. Y., it on small time, if the first to play it there.
playing road attractions, will discontinue that policy nftcr this week
Nor has the V. M. P. A. done anything to prevent vaudeville thievery.
due to the scarcity of shows. Split But the V. M. P. A. represents the manager. To the manager vaudeville
week vaudeville will he Installed is a business. It should not be expected a manager is going to run
Dec. 6, with five acts used each half around his theatres or circuit detecting and stopping copy acts or acts
booked by Fally Markus.
using borrowed matter. His business is to secure bills, not to scrutinize
them. The booking men are In the same position. With so many bookThe Minerva theatre, Greenville, ing men and each requiring many acts on many circuits, the last thing
N. J. (a suburb of Jersey City), the booker will think of is stolen material, if he needs the act.
owned by Harry Reisner, installed
vaudeville this week, playing four
The question of lifted material really only concerns the artists and
bills a week one day each.
Five
controlled by the artists. There should be a spirit of brotheracts constitute each vaudeville bill, should be
among vaudeville artists. It may be there, but it's not very promihood
with straight pictures used on TuesThat one thing, spirit', and a feeling of inHowever,
it should be.
nent.
day and Thursday.
dependence, also of pride in their calling and the respect of their fellowprofessionals should be the means of stopping all material thievery.
Burglars made the rounds of the
Many artists who lift material evidently never consider any of these. It'a
offices on the fourth floor of the
true of the newcomers, big and small time, who have gotten
Loew Annex Saturday night and particularly
into vaudeville through certain channels that permitted their limited
gained admittance by jimmying the
talent to ape someone else who Is an artist.
doors to the offices of Fitzpatrlck ft
O'Donnell, Joe Michaels and Max
Yst the copyist Is sometimes accused unjustly. Last week on the
Obendorf. No booty of any great
value was found in any of the of- Chicago page of Variety we read of Dave Harris and the charge he had
copied Henry Santrey, Ted Lewis' and the White Kuhns, The week befices, with Max Obendorfer
being
the heaviest loser, a silver watch fore on the same page Mr. Harris had been similarly charged. Last
paper said Mr. Harris protested at4he Chicago office against the
week's
having been taken from his desk,
with the remaining agents suffering accusation, but the Chicago office apparently could not see it the way
the loss of quantities of postage Harris did. We think that charge against Mr. Harris had no basis. We
can't see where he has copied Santrey, Lewis or anyone else, including
stamps.
the Kuhns, though that he does use the bass viol as the Kuhns do might
if Mr. Harris will admit it or say it was not a coinJoseph Reinitz is suing Edward F. consist of a piracy
vaudeville days it would be but natural for
Berger, Erne Kiraly and Martin cidence. But in these nutty
his bass viol for comedy. And Santrey. Lewis
handle
musclan
to
nut
a
Berger In the New York Supreme
done by cabaret
Court asking $6,000 damages based et al. are doing little, as far as we have seen, that was not
on an agreement of May 23 last, bands long ago, bands and their leaders, baa' to the days when colored
tae
latter day combinations
of
music,
before
any
dance
played
jazz
bands
whereby Reinitz and the Bergers
entered Into a copartneshlp for the came into vaudeville. Therefore, they made that "style of work common.
delivexploitation of JCiraly, a Hungarian If one could do it, all could do It, minus or plus personality and
As well say the first rag combination .In vaudeville had the exactor and singer, in American con- ery.
Tffe
particular
brand
of' music.
that
rights
to
stage
vaudeville
clusive
cert. The plaintiff charges that the
three defendants eventually can- Harris incident is mentioned only as displaying a hasty opinlqn in a
of it,
celled
the contract
made with serious matter, for material lifting is serious, for those accused
Kiraly by the Reinitz-Bcrgef inter- and especially if innocent. Such a charge might pass around all vaudeville*
ests and effected a new agreement
Roof shows on Sunday have a comedy picture and a news reel in conjunction with the nine acts.

Publicity should

anything so far
indifferent

to

tried.

this actor's crime
'

It has "cleaned up" the town, theatrically, with its big pop and continuous
shows at low prices. It has frightened every other box office in Minneapolis, not excepting the big-time Orpheum, although the Orpheum people
deny the big timer has been affected. But it has. The Orpheum Minneapolis is now in the position of having to fight its own sister theatre
to obtain or hold buslnss. If the big-time Orpheum hasn't an extra strong
attraction, the Hennepin steals its business. Not all of it, but enough to

count and

make everybody owning a

vaudeville theatre think about

it.

A

In Minneapolis is a Marcus Loew picture house "and vaudeville theatre.
Marcus Loew is on the coast at present. About a year or more ago he
gave Variety's San Francisco representative a statement saying, if the
Orpheum Circuit persisted In its announced intention of playing the
State-Lake policy in the Junior Orpheums, the Loew Circuit would adopt
a big-time vaudeville policy against it, as a necssary protective measure
The Orpheum has 13 Junior Orpheums,
to the affected Loew houses.
mostly In cities where there are Loew theatres, but Loew is not playing

big time, even at his State. New York, that
is heard the length of Broadway.

is

crying so loud for

it

the cry

Big capacity houses with combination vaudeville and picture programs
Is that the coming vaudeville? Big time does two shows
The State-Lake policy plays four times dally (with acts doing three
shows.) The Loew's State, New York, has the policy but not the act:i.
at 50 cents, top?
daily.

The continusl grind of the continuous seems to follow the State-Lake
houses. They do business all the time. If it isn't going to be 50 cents
top that will draw them In to see a good show, maybe it will be 78. But
the big capacity first, the price next, then the policy, and second Instead of
This season has proven that the show and the price
last, the show.
will do business under any circumstances, If both are right.

]

Circuit might divulge for the benefit of the theatrical
business, in percentages, if not money, just what the Orpheum, Juniors,
have done to the big-time Orpheums so far this season In the matter of
Maybe the Orpheum's financial statement will tell
the gross receipts.
Maybe the Orpheum's abnormal and unexplalnable stock
something.

The Orpheum

drop could find an explanation in

it.

Variety has a stock expert, but whether he has mentioned a comparison
between the Loew and Orpheum stock quotations we don't know. But
we do know this, that the Orpheum Circuit; which has not passed a
dividend as yet, and the Loew Circuit that has, with the Orpheum conceded to be on as sound a financial footing as Loew's, is selling on the

Stock ^r^hangje at the «•—no price T.n«»w'a
being written.

Is

selling,

or

was as

thl* la

There may be always a .field for the best vaudeville at the highest
prices, like Keith's has been giving at the Palace, New York, or the Hippodrome, Cleveland, but the future for the rest of vaudeville seems to be
In the future.

ACTS SHOULD "BREAK-IN"

There are sets preparing for vaudeville and other acts who have lately
gone into vaudeville that are not treating vaudeville managers with fairness. A two-act, man and woman, lately opened In vaudeville after rehearsing for two days. They had never appeared together before as an
act, thej£ did not "try out" In any theatre, nor "break-in" their turn— Just
or opened "cold" after two days' rehearsing.

with the singer.

And that is just where publicity might come in to check lifting
piracy. When Variety started its Protected Material Department, It was
Brunswick. N. J.,
with
the plan as then announced of investigating all complaints of mabeing built by Walter Reade, will
That has happened often enough of late to command attention. It Is
brought before us. We investigated many and gave our cheating, and
open about Dec. 15.
while the circuits that allow of that practice are on'y to
The house, terial lifting
publishing it. But the threat of publishing was more
first called
the Ambassador, will opinion, sometimes
blame, any act with expectations knows better or should know better.
effective when the guilty person refused to omit or delete the ir.uterlal.
Play a pop vaudeville policy.
We were threatened with damage actions and other things always by
8oms circuits have a system under which It would be impossible
Abe Lastfogel, connected with the those who, in that very way, convicted themselves before tho investiga- for anything like that
to oeeur. These circuits realize a break-in period
William Morris offices, sailed for tion was started, for, the innocent do not fear.
is essential.
Some circuits make the break-In period more or less, but
England Wednesday on the Adriatic.
Then the N. V. A. came in and the V. M. P. A. They were going to tho time consumed that way usually works to the act's benefit, as well
He will be gone from this country
smaller houses that secure the advantage of their services or
about a month in the interests of stop it. They stopped nothing, even continuing to make a Joke of pro- as to the
tecting vaudeville artists in their material, the samo as it always has names at a reduced salary. The break-in gives the turn an opportunity to
Mr. Morris.
been. We are for publicity, believing It the only way. The small timer shape up. It increases the percentage of chanco it has of being successful
Leonard T. Meehan Tias given up can scamper through on his nerve if everyone doesn't know about it, when opening in its first regular time theatre.
acting to look after oil •interests at hut he can't gleefully scamper before his fellows on the bill nor the
It does not seem posslblo this cheating could go
Ardmore, Okla.
on without the conHis last engage- house staff nor the. musicians nor the stage hands, if he knows they
ment was with
"Hringing
Up know it. and publicity tells them. These act crooks may be horse th'eves nivance of agents. Any agent who stands for it should be barred from
Father."
at heart, and they know what they are getting away with, but they don't the booking olllce he is booking with.
If tho beads of all circuit* will
want everyone to know it. They would like to pose as a professional, take means to assure themselves that all new acts opening for them have
Mr. and Mra. Harry Von Tilzer but the' nearest they ever get to that is to become a professional material gone through the proper preparatory «tnjj«> the practice will immediately
The new

State,

t

moved

Into New York this week for
the winter.
They are stopping at
the Hotel Woodward.

The Keith Now York houses

will

have their annual Request Week
shows after the first of the year.
The Royal will be the initial theatre to house a "by
popular ballot"
entertainment the week of Jan. 0.
w >th the Alhambra and Colonial
following
Immediately after the
"ronx views Its favorites.

*

thief.

stop.

It's going to devolve upon the artist to protect himself.
How to obtain
co-operation is another question.
When we were investigating those
complaints, Variety carried a printed list weekly of the circuits agreeing
to accept Variety's decision on any copy act or stolen material.
In a
few instances an investigation went so far Variety was compelled to
write all of those circuits of a guilty act, and each time tho circuits refused to play the turn with the stolen material in it. All the circuits,
however, did not agree. Publicity, however, could till in any gap.

As a suggestion, in addition, there is no circuit that should allow a
foreign act to appear in a regular house without that foreign act did
af least three days as a break-in in a smaller theatre, of course, excepting
if the foreigner had been over lure before and is using
the same turn.
This refers directly to a foreign act that landed over here, disregarded

There are acta suffering through stolen material.
if it is

not che-ked.

How

is it

Other
going to be stopped?

a.'t.i

\\T,1

surfer

•

everything and everybody, pleased itself for a few days before the opening,
and then did the biggest flop- on the regular opening day of any act
ever on this side, for the very large salary the act received. It has never
recovered and never can on this side. The impression prevailing now
is. that act would have trouble holding down the No. 2 spot in
a big-t;mc
house at $^50 a week.

—

;
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SMALLPOX SCARE

CASTS FOR COHAN-COCHRAN

C

IN K.

SHOWS TO BE ALL-ENGLISH

Health

Public

December

Friday,

NO CLOSED SHOP

2,

1921

ENGLAND

IN

LESSENS

Official

TO HAMPER COHAN'S ACTIVITY

An-

nounces Check

Big Disappointment to Equity and Other Actors Who
Have Been Seeking Work from Him Through
Meehan Letter Sent to Lucien Guitry

—

•

IMS" EXAMINATION

The George M. Cohan productions
to be done in England under the
management of C. B. Cochran are to
have all -English casts. This, the
actor-author-manager stated Tuesday when he lost his sea legs, having arrived on the Carman ia Monday to prepare for the London invasion the most all-absorbing news
event along Broadway. Mr. Cohan's
statement anent the use of English
players added much of interest to
the situation that has forced Cohan
to change his production activities

MAY CLEAR UP MESS
Show at Klaw Theatre Owes
$3,700—Doing $12,000

1

.-

'

to Plcadllly.

It

Weekly
The examination

was rupt

"Lilies

of

the

of the bankField" corpor-

scheduled for Tuesday was
adjourned for a week, when Arthur
F. Drlscoll, of O'Brien, Malevinaky
&, Driscoll, called in as counsel for
the corporation, will endeavor to
ation

reported that word had been passed
along that if Cohan engaged any
players here for English appearances, Equity would attempt to control any members who accepted.
The decision of Cohan to use English players only was a bitter disappointment to many actors here
out of employment.
It la known that at least 60 players
applied at the offices of John Meehan, Tuesday, asking for engagements in the Cohan productions.
Most desired to go abroad with the
manager and others sought berths
with "Mary'* which it was reported
he would put out here before returning. All were Equity members.
Mr. Meehan may possibly Join Mr.
Cohan In London later, but he is
not at present associated with him.
From the number of actors who applied for Cohan jobs. It Is believed
that had the word been passed to
the agencies that engagements were
open with^ him, there would have
been hundreds ready to accept regardless of the closed shop man-

show that the company is not a
bankrupt, and seek to dismiss the
petition

in

bankruptcy,

^>r

satisfy

any indebtednesses that may have
accrued, thus leaving the corporation's debit ledger free and clear.
The show has been grossing $12,000 weekly anil in all has about
$3,700 outstanding claims.
In the
petition are Included claims by Joseph E. Shea for $800, alleged due
on a one per cent, of the gross claim
$500 due G lady 8 Hanson and $20 to
Stella
Burke.
The corporation's
counsel has discovered Miss Burke

Nov.

30.

Rumor Equity Could Reach Across Sea

Set at Rest
English
Association
Arrival—
Producer
on
by
Has No Affiliation with Union Labor

combat

.

ONLY THREE DAYS

the most satisfactory results. The
on the theatrical business was
general, but was especially severe
on the popular priced houses and
local film theatres. Many were timid
about exposing themselves to the
disease but the majority kept from
crowds on account of sore arms and
sickness accompanying tha vaccination.
It Is impossible to trace directly the amount of business lost on
account of the epidemic but the
are unanimous in declare
j ng
that the last two weeks w^ re
ubout the worst ever experienced in
the city.
No steps were taken to
close any of the houses.
The scare did not seem to affect
the business of the "Bat" at the
effect

Piece at Princess Got Worst

Panning

Joseph Klaw and Kenneth M.
Spence were appointed the receivers
The first Cohan and Cochran last week. The purpose of the exshow for London will tte "The amination is to ascertain the finanTavern." Not one line of the show cial condition of the corporation.
will be changed for the English
(Continued op p e 15)

to capacity at the
with heavy sales

the Miller-Bates
capacity opening
prospects for big
balance of the

ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN,
MAY REPLACE MONTAUK
Brooklyn Legit House Coming

KELLERD CLOSES

Down— New

Orpheum

for

Vaudeville

Reported Disastrous Tour Ended at
Falls

With the expiration
Salt Lake City, Nov. 30.
John E. Kellerd came to grief at
Twin Falls, Idaho, after a series of

of the

Klaw

&

Erlanger lease of the Montauk,
Brooklyn N. Y., shortly, the house
will be demolished as a result of
misfortunes between Wisconsin and the property being purchf.ued by the
the Rockies. Several times during Bailey department store. The latter
the tour Kellerd had been forced concern will erect another large
presentation.
to apply to local managers and in store on the present site.
Another show to be staged there one instance a commercial organizaWith the actual materialization of
\a u new play called "The Pretext," tion to finance his trip to tn*e next the present plans, it will leave
down
a story which Mr. Cohan got on the stand. The Salt Lake engagement \ town Brooklyn With but one legltiboat coming back. It is a sort of from a financial standpoint was a mate house,
Shuberts' Majestic.
"Wallingford" idea, though with the rank failure and but for the kind- The Shuberts
control Brooklyn's
principal character a young man in- ness of Manager George D. Pyptr. only uptown le*»lt h^yse.
the Teller.
stead of the middle :\«?«*«1 origin?
0'£ the
&alt Lake theatre. Kellerd
The
recent purchase marks the
Wallingford. This play is not com- would have stranded here.
second time a former theatre site
pleted,- but could be whipped into
At Twin Falls, according to the has been torn down for department
form within a week. Cochran also report, the Kellerd tour was called store
purposes. The other occasion
"The O'Brien off. How the member^
desires to import
of the com- being When A. I. Namm ejected their
Girl" intact as now showing at the pany fared
Is not .known, but it is present store on the property formLiberty, but that also has not been thought some
arrangements were erly occupied by the Grand opera
made definite.
made for their return east.
hoyae.
Cohan laughed heartily when told
As Keith's new Orpheum, now In
of the reports of Equity possibly a
WHITE PEACOCK" AT XMAS the course of construction, will
attempting to use the closed shop
house
the vaudeville attractions, It
against him in England. "No closed
"The White Peacock," the Olga
shop over there," he said: "as Steve Petrova starring vehicle produced by is possible the present Orpheum
Reardon says 'they're too smart'." the Selwyns will be brought into will bo taken over for Krlanger
Mr. Cohan also said many legitimate New York, opening Christina's Day legit attractions to replace the Monactors in England did not belong to at the Comedy. The piece has birth tauk.
the actors' organization.
control as one of its topics. It will
Cochran spent 10 days with play two weeks in Boston, starting
MAURICE RESIGNS
During Dec. 12.
Cohan's party in Paris.
their talks, they discovered they
Did Not Appear st League's Show
had played on the same vaudeville
Influence Suspected
ASA
..

1

t

—

Buffalo 28 years
time Cochran was
while Cohan
slngi'\«* topical sonr
was appearing with the Four
Cohans.
As reported, Mr. Cohan's admiration for the ability of Lucien Guitry,
whom he saw in Paris, is of the
This week he wrote an
greatest.
appreciation to the French star, the
letter itself being a bit of evidence
The
of Cohan's native modesty.
letter stated that Guitry might not
have heard of him (Cohan), but he
wanted to express his delight at
CJuitry's acting, the finest he lias
ever seen.
bill

together

At

HEYW00D DEAD

in

New

that

YIDDISH OPERETTA
Dan Dody. burlesque producer,
has been engaged to stage the
forthcoming production of "The
Rabbi Told You So," by Joseph
Rumshinsky, at Kessler's Second
Avenue theatre, New York.
The piece, which is an operetta,
will be presented in Yiddish, opening Dec. 26, or thereabouts.

Orleans, Nov.

30.

Asa Hey wood, who formerly propelled Heywood's Minstrels, and left
the show for the oil business, died
at his ranch in Texas the other day,
leaving an estate worth millions.

"Pink Slipper"

Cincinnsti
Cincinnati, Nov. 30.
in

'The Pink Slipper," with Bert
is now to open here next
week at one of the Shubert houses.
The revised version was jointly
produced by the Shuberts and A. H.
Woods.
Williams,

Maurice

and Leonora Hughes
appear in the Actors'
Fidelity League benefit performance
at the Henry Miller last Sunday,
although announced for the performance. It was later stated by
Howard Kyle at the League Maurice
had resigned from the association,
although he was a life member or
the League. It is alleged pressure
was brought to bear on Maurice and
Haghes by members of the Actors'
Equity Association not only to retire from the League's show but to
failed

to

resign.

Maurice's letter of resignation was
received last .veek. In it he stated:
am forced and' compelled to do
1
"The Mirage." with Florence Reed this." When It was known at the
heading, will bring its road t« ir to League the dancer might not appear
a close in Boston this Saturday, in the show he was asked what the
after having" been making jumps trouble was.
Maurice is said to
since September.
have replied:
"I am sorry, but I
It is reported as more than a poscannot help myself. 1 won't dance
sibility that
the production
>f
a at the benefit." lie also is reported
new play by the Selwyns for Miss raying that pressure had been
Reed will take place In the near fu- brought to bear on him leading up
ture.
to his resignation.

FLORENCE REEDS NEW PLAY

Season

"Suzette," described as an "inti- there#
Mr Cohan arrived in New
mate musical comedy," lasted three Yor k Monday wltn hie party. He
days at the Princess. The house verIfle j that he. in association with
was dark- until Thursday of last Chari es B Cochran, would encounweek when "Suzette" arrived and ter no handicaps so far as it Is posthe lights went out Saturday. The Blble for Equity to inflict,
piece got the worst panning of the
_-d
_,.
«.
Cl
°£
season one critic heading his re-™,*™ I "°
.^..J?
Equity's
Equity
^gltoH
theatre.
view, "An Affliction."
„ rk In8 8 ^Ported, hay- Shop," referred to by Equity and
Mwai;(1, P
othcrs
the -closed shop"" has no
!
?
Ing produced the show, though the extra territorial rights any more
Suzette Producing Co. was men
than any other regulations of the
tioned In the billing.
Perkins is association have. Mr. Cochran will
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to be the same manager who
actually do the productions in Lonhandled "The Cameo Girl," which don, and all the rights of an English
was a summer bust in Boston, and manager will attain for the Cohan
Red Clock," which stranded shows in Great Britain.
I "The
where it started, in Albany, .come
Basis for the rumor on Broadway
seasons ago.
was inspired from the fact that sevShubert which turned them away
"Suzette" grossed $3,000 in the
all week.
That the theatre goers three day:; at the Princess, helped eral English professionals are supposed to dominate the control of
are getting over their timidity is by the holidays, but that sum was
evidenced by the fact that the Can- quickly absorbed by the opening ex- Equity. Their power here is much
greater than it possibly could be in
tor show opened

a stenographer in H. S. Hech- Shubert last night
heimer'a office, the latter represent- f«.r all week, and
ing the petitioners. Miss Hanson's combination had a
claim is unknown, although it may at the Grand with
be an assigned debt, and Shea's one business for the
per cent, interest is contingent on week*
the payment of all other debts>

Twin

Equity stand against him here, are
entirely
without foundation, although many actors believed Equity
could reach* across the seas and
hamper Mr. Cohan, following news
last week he would act In and produce "The Tavern" and other plays

it.

promptly obeyed and thousands
were subjected to treatment with

Is

showing. Pima now call for the
"Tavern" to be limited to 10 weeks,
after which Cohan will produce a
revue. If the satire on melodrama!
fcrklch ran for over 30 weeks on
Broadway last season, gets over in
London. It will be put on again later
in the season there. Jt is possible
that one or two American players
wi^l be especially engaged for "The
Tavern" in London,, but that is not
definite. The idea is to cover those
roles with surety for the English

•Reports that there might be attempts to Interfere with the theatrical activities of George M. Cohan
in England as the result of the

"SUZETTE" LASTED

General vaccination orders were
issued to schools, factories and big
The order was
business houses.

date.

.

City,

States Public Health Service Department, after a conference with
local officials, announces the epidemic checked and on the wane.
The disease first caused general
alarm some four weeks ago when
steps were taken by the health
officials to

—

from Broadway

Kansas

of the Health Board of
this city are optimistic regarding
the smallpox situation here and Dr.
J. P. Leake, expert from the United

Members

'

1

salfi

penses.

The manager

desired

to

their

continue this week, but was dissuaded by the house management.

own

land.

There is an. affiliation between
Equity and the Actors' Association
of England, which is the legitimate
organization of actors there.
But
the affiliation is little more than the

GRACE GEORGE PLAY

arrangement calling for an exchange
of*courtesles between clubs. Whatever edge there is belongs to Eng-

CLOSING PLAYHOUSE

lish actors here.

Such profession-

als have the right to apply for protection from the Equity by applying
for a visitors' card.
That permits

—

Unusual Record Revival of
"Bought and Paid For"
them

the privileges of arbitration

and the

like.
It is good for six
The Grace George show, "Marie months, after which time the visitAntoinette," which opened in New ing player is supposed to join
York Nov. 23, will close at the end Equity.
Not alone Is there no closed shop
of this week.
It makes the sixth
play in and out of the Playhouie In English theatricals, but the Actors' Association there has no affilifor the season to date.
William
Brady
may
revive ation with union labor. The Eng"Bought and Paid For," in which to lish association has a labor charter
star Miss George, the presentation granted to it by the Government, as
is
the case with all associations
to be after the holidays.
whose members work.
There is an agreeme.it between
English managers and actors to issue
HELD IN C00LEY DEATH
a standard contract. It is religiously
Binghamton, N. Y., N< v. 30.
John Sap, 25, was arrested here a maintained. Minus any condition as
few days ago. The police say he to who can and who cannot appear
has confessed. .h« was the driver of in productions, finds the conditions
in England of distinct advantage
the auto which struck Poenette M.
over those in the United States.
Cooley, former manage:- of Mme.
Modjeaka and Binghamton theatre There is a recent case reported of
a
woman producer appearing in her
owner, inflicting injuries from which
he died. He is charged with man- own show in London, who was required to Join .he Actors' Associaslaughter.
tion.
Should tha same requirement
Cooley had been deaf for years bo made for
Cohan's appoarance
and retired from business. He was there, it Is known
that hi would not
widely known among
the
theatre
v
object.
He has expressed himself
folk 20 years ago.
many times in favor of an actors'
Sap Is said to have driven away organization that pre tects its memafter running down the showman bers in Q\c matter of contracts.
and was located through Leona
Mr. Cohan will remain In New
Cooper, who had been his compan-- York until Christmas, at which time
lon in the car just before the ac- ho will sail fo.- London
for an excident.
Miss Cooper declares, ac- tended stay s-broad.
cording to the police, Sap was intoxicated. The accused denies this,
London, Nov. 30.
asserting he was driving at 20 miles
It was stated at the Actors' Assoan hour and his lights were on.
ciation it could take no action
The police say Sap has been In against
George M. Cohan,»regardless
trouble four times, once on charges
of any request for such action that
of striking a pedestrian while drivmight
be made. Having no closed
ing in an intoxicated condition.
shop the association cannot dictate
and there Is no immediate expectation of a closed shop movement in
JOHN H. DALT0N
1

DIES

Chicago, Nov. 30.
John II. Dalton, husband of Marie
Dressier, died here yesterday of diabetes.
Miss Dressier, who is appearing on the Shubert vaudeville
circuit, stepped out of the show at
the Shubert, St. Louis, and arrived
here this morning. She was not replaced on the bill.
Miss Dressier was hooked to head
the bill with which the Shuberts
will open the Carrick, Milwaukee,
next week.
Bessie McCoy Davis
will take the headline spot instead.
Mr. Dalton was well known in
professional circles and had been
Miss Dressler'B personal r^presentatlve for stage and picture appearances for a number of years. The
funeral will be held in Boston. Mr.
Dalton's home.

the theatre here.
The musicians' amalgamation also
stated no trouble was In sight so far

as Cohan

is-

concerned.

The Na-

tional Association of Theatrical

Em-

ployes is not afllliated with the international and there is no concern
over Cohan's coming.

The
erly

has
since

Lafayette, New York, forma colored siock house, which
been playing pop vaudeville

September,

'>°<>kings
I

':

office

to

will

switch

its

Dec. 1U from the Sliced'
Tally Markus.

A special midnight show arranged
by Harry Carlin and Da\ld Kalkcr.
be held at Henderson's, Coney

will

Island, Dec. 17. for the benefit of the

x ew York American Xmas Fund

—

—
t

Friday,

December

2,

'*'

LEGITIMATE
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DESPAIRING OF NEW PRODUCTIONS

MANAGERS TURNING TO REVIVALS
Five

—

r

—

PAID ROSEN $350;

Thanksgiving week was all that with $31,000 at the Globe, the prices
being $6 top for Friday and Saturwas expected along Broadway. Four day evenings and three matinees.

GAVE SISTERS $195

"Bombo" went Into the $30,000 division with three matinees also and
$5 charged Saturday night.

CARLTON BUYS ALL

BROADHURST CAU5 OFF

OF TANGERINE' 1921 PRODUCING PLANS
Pays

$125,000

to

Settle Offices Closed Until Prospects

Trouble in Casino's Split

in

Theatre Brighten

Management
George Broadhurst has closed his

—

Old Stage Successes to Be Shown by Xmas Unheard-of Procedure
ihree Houses Dark Thanksgiving Week Leading Attractions Pile Up
Jig Grosses Four Bettering $30,000 Last Week

attrnctiens got $30,000 and better
on tho week, that constituting a
record that even the ChrLtmas to

"

which has executive offices and has retired
been existing between Carle Carlton from the production business for
the remainder of the current season,
and his two partners, J. J. Watts
until such time as conditions
and William V. Faunce, in regard or
Xiie strained situation

to the production of "Tangerine," at
the Casino. New York, was settled
out of court this week by Carlton
purchasing the interest of both for

Watts was not a full
partner in the venture, but was
given an interest on a royalty basis
because of his investment in the
original "Tangerine venture, which
was withdrawn after It had been
$126,000.

change.

KLAW SAYS ERLANGER

Year's business of past sea"Good Morning, Dearie" is the Brox Sisters Go to Court Over
sons has no duplicate. Prices were sec nd of the musical successes to
tried out.
Faunce came into the
Contract
Rosen Antilted for all the successes, and a raise Its scale.
company after this period, and inThe show started
Combination of the holiday and the at $3.50 with $4 Saturday.
terested himself to the extent of
It is
swers Charges
Army and Navy football enthusiasts now $1 for all evening perform$45,000 in the venture.
He was to Asks Court to Restrain exsupplied a demand that spoiled ca- ances.
have paid in $50,000 in all, but failed
-The Wild-Cat." a Spanish
pacity fcr tho good things.
Answering to the Brox Sisters' In- to -furnish the final $5,000 due.
opera that cpencd at tho Park last
Partner from Changing
"not
attractions
the
tov
Bui
Saturday evening, also charged $5, junction suit against Irwin Rosen,
"Tangerine" has been at the Cawanted" tluMe was no "gravy." for the pnm.cre performance only, the defendant illed an answering
Lessees
shows dropped out without however. One attraction, however. affidavit Tuesday afternoon gen- sino for 16 weeks, and the attrac*Thr
tion is one of the outstanding hits
Tl.^re will be four
annour;jcn;ent.
has cut its scale, that being "The erally denying the plaintiffs' alle*
Marc Klaw began another suit in
The tlp- Green Goddess," a long-run melo- gations and setting forth he ele- of the season on Broadway. The
or five depart this week.
profits thus far are over the $50,000
that
bll on the season generally i
drama that Is holding forth at the vated the trio from $35 a week mark. Carlton, who was also inter- the New York Supreme Court last
three houses were dark Thanksgiv- Booth.
to a position in a ested in the original production of week against A. L. Erlanger and
Its scale has been $3 top chorus girls
ing week.
from the start, keeping that price Broadway musical comedy, where "Irene," disposed of his third of the Forsix Co., asking for an acManager;; have awakened to the through the summer.
are now appearing in the that show, after it was a hit on counting of the Forsix's business
It has now they
fact that it is the shows more than dropped to $2.50, the price charged "Music Box Revue."
He alleges Broadway and had piled up a profit during the past two years. The
the public that is the matter with by all the non-musical shows with that when they came from Vanof around $80,000, ^taking something corporation
named co-defendant
Failing to see anything
business.
B.
couver,
C,
unknown
and un- in the neighborhood of $76,000 for with Mr. Erlanger is the actual curtwo
exceptions,
but
"The Circle"
new in right that looks promising and "The Silver Fox."
heralded locally, he promoted them, his end, and u release of the Edith rent lessee of the Fulton and Gaiety
they have turned' to revivals virBroadway's stales for New Year's advanced them from $400 to $500 Day contract for the show, taking theatres.
tually unheard of in the fall. There
Eve have been subjected to a slight and engaged Earl Lindsay to stage her abroad for the London producBoth Klaw and Erlanger are
are nr> lojs than P. o revivals being
change.
The Music Box appears their act. As to the girls' (Lor- tion of tho show.
equally interested in that company,
readied, and all will be on before
the only attraction that has been raine, Kathleen and Dagmar) claim
One of the reasons for Carlton Klaw*s grievance hangs upon the
ChK:'t:nas.
The season opened set at $11 (includes tax). The other that they are infants and want their
with three revivals. Producers are musical successes have decided on contract with Irwin cancelled on meeting the price that the partners allegation that Erlanger Is reported
placed on the property war the Jus- about to purchase the Gaiety propfalling back on the old successes to
charging $5, although "Good Morn- that score, the defendant sets forth tness which the attraction did last erty after the first of the year when
keep theatres from going dark in
Lorraine is the mother of a child of
ing Dearie's" scale is not certain
week.
On the first two nights of the Forste lease expires.
The
the fall, which is the cream period
it
will probably use a $7.70 top. six and that Kathleen is older and the week the show drew $3,000, but plaintiff charges Erlanger with enof the theatrical year.
That he did not took a spurt during the last four tertaining the plan of cancelling the
The dramatic shows will ask $3.60, married also,
Shrewd observation has brought though some are set for
$4 for that know they were minors and never days and piled up a gross of 22,068 company's lease after January and
{
a pertinent fact to attention. There night.
mentioned that fact before.
on the week, with a profit of almost asks that Erlanger be enjoined
have been something like 20 of this
The plaintiffs, who are suing $6,000 on the week for the show.
again
the
Selwyn
"The Circle' 'at
from doing so until lt2i.
season's new shows, which carried
headed the dramas, getting $24,100, through Herman F. Spellman, actone-scene productions and casts
that being claimed the record for ing through Harry T. Hanbury as
numbering under 10 persons. Practhe house since opening. The scale guardian ad litum, state that Irwin
tically
all
such attractions have
was lifted for $4 for Friday and induced them to sign a four years'
been withdrawn. The explanation
Saturday performances and an contract last July to render servfor such an unusual number of oneextra show was inserted Friday ices at $360 "weekly, but that they
set productions is the high cost of
afternoon. Only one other attrac- actually receive $195 a week, Earl
operation and tie high salaries of
Lindsay, the stager of their turn.
tion gave a Friday afternoon mati
actors.
But it is now recognized
nee, that being "Thank You," which 1 $20, and the $135 balance goes to
that a show of that kind must be
got $12,300 at the Longacre in ten Irwin. They are suing on grounds
exceptional in dramatic merit to
has of fraud, misrepresentation and inThis
piece
performances.
stay on the list.
Theatre patrons
out of the cut rate list. fancy to cancel their contract with
appear to have "turned" such of- climbed
went to Irwin.
"Bill
of Divorcement"
ferings by refusing to pay $6.50 for
Late Wednesday afternoon LorLast
the
a pair of tickets or $6.50 In the $18,000 at the Times Square, with- raine filed a reply to Rosen's an- Saturday's
with lifted
agencies.
Such patronage is, after out extra matinees, but
swer, setting forth Nthat the cosFirst
Stars
to
holidays.
the
for
scales
all, the basis of the legitimate runs.
The other musical shows got all tumes the producer furnished them
The "Music Box Revue" led
$14,000; Second, $17,000; Third, $19,287
were cheap, that he had agreed to
Broadway last week with $33,600 that was possible out of Thanksgiv- pay their fares, but did not even
drawn. That a 1.000 -seat theatre ing week. "Blossom Time," with an do so to Jamaica, li. I., where they
could pull that figure within a week extra matinee, beat the Ambassa- played for Fox on the break-in, and
The plaintiff is suing for seven
Was possible through a $5 top for dor record with nearly $24,003 Includes a lengthy statement on
The engagement of E. H. Sot herb
the evening performances, with $6 grossed, which applies similarly for how Irwin invited her to a hotel and Julia Marlowe at the Century, weeks, representing the period they
the pr! j for Saturday night and the "Greenwich Village Follies." ostensibly to discuss business mat- after starting moderately, climbed would have elected to employ the
defendant.
"Sally," sticking '"Tangerine" was better thar $22,000
three matinees.
Girl" ters; that under duress he made steadily, and some remarkable box
to eight performances, was second at the Casino. "The O'Brien
her stay there In order to assist office figures have been attained.
so
and
Liberty
the
at
$20,000
beat
at the New Amsterdam with $32,600.
him In securing his wife's divorce; The Saturday matinee of two weeks
~ the
RESIGNS
*<Good Morning, Dearie" proved it- did "Tne i»erf*>er~"FOOi" at
that when the detectives entered ago was capacity with around $5,000
(Continued on page 15)
self in the musical smash group
she was fully dressed; that she has in the house. Last Saturday afterWalter Rowland resigned as maninstructed Mr. Spellman, her lawyer, noon the takings Increased for a ager of the Casino, New York, last
to take action on this matter*; that gross of $5,266. That is claimed to week. He will enter the mercantile
because of Rosen's character they be a world's record for a production field in Bridgeport, Conn.
It
Is
do not choose to be associated with of Shakespeare indoors.
understood he will carry on the line
Shubert him; that he had spread false reLeft
Couple
Brown- Equity Case Comee Up in 8tarring
Last week the stars played to a handled by his brother, who died
Vaudeville Through "Time Table."
Argument— Decision Indicated
port* as to her chastity and that gross of $24,387, pairing any takings last summer while traveling In the
she is the mother of a five-year- of their former appearances here. middle west. Mr. Rowland has b?: n
Cecil Lean and Cleo Mayfleld, who old child, having been married at The third
Before^ Judge Burr in the Supreme
week's business was with the Shuberts for a number of
$19,287. The first and second weeks! years, managing the 44th Street and
Court, New York. Wednesday, Fred- played Shubert vaudeville for sev- the age of 15.
Argument on the injunction was were $14,000 and $17,000 rospec- the Central for a time, in addition
erick Goldsmith, acting for Cham- eral weeks, have started rehearsals
on a farce which has been set to scheduled for yesterday (Thursday). tively.
to his long service at the Casino.
berlain Brown, applied for a reSothem and Marlowe are playing
music, the piece to be produced by
Fred Kimball is now managing
opening of the default in the matter the Shuberts.
seven
but
performances
weekly.
the Casino, switched from the Lyric.
'DANGER"
DEC. 12
of the Actors' Equity Association
The piece was first known as "The
WMliam Neitzcke, manager of the
"Danger," produced by Carle Carl- There is no Wednesday matinee.
Comedy (now dark), was sent to the
against Brown, Equity's Interest be- Girl in the Private Room." It was ton in Wilmington, Del., last week,
later
put
on
under
the
title of "The is due for Broadway about Dec.
Lyric
12,
ing that of Grace Carlyle, who alThird Party," with Taylor Holmes with the 39th Street mentioned as
leged breach of contract for a and Walter Jones. The musical verthe possible house to get it.
At
stock engagement In Denver for the sion calls for a limited chorus.
MISS MAUDE,
rS
present the William Hodge show is Asks Damages from Maria 8unLean and Mayfleld were playing there, having bee.i moved from thosummer of 1920. The court stated
deliua for Contract Violation
Hentrice M""d." has been signed
by Norman Trevor for the lead in
from the bench the reopening of the the Shuberts vaudeville houses un- Broadhurst to that house about six
der a verbal understanding for time weeks ago.
The Scotti Grand Opera Co., Inc., "The Married Woman'J which was
default would be granted though
and billing. The latter was headIs suing Marie Sundellus, tli»» operplaced in rehearsal Tuesday. Trevor
decision was reserved.
In Philadelphia the
lining only.
atic soprano. In the New York Su- is planning to do "The Montebank,"
"IRENE"
LESS
The contract called for appear- Shubert house ran a "time table"
preme Court for $1,750 damages for by Edward Locke, sometime later.
The fourth company of "Irene" is breach of an express contract which In the event
ancej in a company managed by the week the couple appeared there.
that 'The Married
John H. Mulvill, a- Denver stock Mr. Lean objected to it and left the to be closed and In Its stead the stipulated among other things that Woman"
does
catch
on,
"The
third show will tako up the coast
producer.
Brown was agent for circuit, without feeling on either route, making
in caso of a contract breach by Miss Montebank" will be done at a series
western
the
trip next
side.
Miss Carlyle. The engagement was
Sundelius she "shall pay to the of spooial matinees.
The
openl
^
spring. Tho reason for the closing
cancelled, and the actress placed
company an nmount equal to the date for the former attraction is
of the show Is given as due to conthe claim with Equity. Raymond B.
total salary guaranteed her for tho Dec. 22, at Stamford, Conn., with
hosted booking conditions in the
COAT
Parker, an Equity attorney, handled
season as compensation for damage:* a view to coming in to New York
middle vest.
the ease.
St. Louis. Nov. 30.
done to the company; said amount Christn as week.
Parker was in court
Wednesday, but another attorney
Edna Hibbart. with Uarney Beris agreed upon as liquidated damSOPHIE BRASLAU
Opposed the application.
company,
"Two
Itlocks
nard's
ages and not as a penalty."
Portland. Me., Nov. 30.
Mr. Goldsmith advised the court Away." filed h petition in court ask
The contract in question was ex- Emily Drange Engaged to Lynn
Sophie P.raslau hud $400 stolen
Overman
Parker had stated to him that there ing that the sheriff here he comecuted April 1. 1920, carrying with
jiiom h<r purse during the orjran rehad been a confession of judgment pelled 1.) return her trunk and fur
Kmily Drange, formerly with the
it a renewal option for the fall seacital
at City
Thanksgiving
Hall
given, but that It was later found eoat. wh'eh he aUaihed early i.i tic
son of 1921 for a period ranging "Follies,' 'is reported to be engaged
niirht.
,i)
OUt tho judgment had been obtained W'ek.
Chi'
Julius ll'ifiiiiinn,
from three up to nine weeks as the to marry Lynn Overman, star of
by default.
1>\
divorce
ebaiicd
a
lawyer,
who
paid
to
company chooses to elect. "Just Married."
Brown
$-50
?\ Scotti
Parker List summer.
Miss Drange underwent a sorlous
(OKKKSPONOKNC'K FKON
This renewal option was to be taken
Tin- ap,ent default for Ai.s. Ihbba.t. 1.1 d the
avers ho wes under the impression attachment alle-in^ ;i fro of $1
advantage of during the last July operation six weeks ago r.nd the
the full r ttlcment would be $500, was unpaid.
$1.".)
over
turned
She
month, but on tho month preceding, marriage Is to be consummated as
hut that h" was later informed the to the sheriff, and insisted tl at was
WILL DK FOUND ON PAGE SEVEN the complainant avers, Miss Sun- soon as she has completely re*
full amount
covered.
all she owes the lawyer.
delius repudiated the agreement.
was asked for.

New

—

1

That he is in earnest about his
temporary retirement Is manifeated
by his letting out his son Basil, and
general manager, Louis Cline.

PUNS TO BUY

GAIETY
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SOTHERN AND MARLOWE HANG UP

WORLD'S SHAKESPEARE RECORD
Matinee Grossed $5,266—
Week
Played
$24,387—
Week They Did

a

WALTEB ROWLAND

JUDGMENT ARGUMENT

LEAN-MAYFIELP

SHOW

SC0TTI OPERA SUES

TREVOR

\

LEAD

ONE

WAFTS

AND TRUNK

ROBBED

;•.

;i

,

1

.".

)

AUSTRALIA

\

LEGITIMATE

Friday,

December

2,

1921

j_v:

SHOWS

AND COMMENT

IN N. Y.

"BULLDOG" OPENS

"East

It

Wsst" Gets

WHILE "BAT" GOES ON

vided

Helmont

becoming available when "The
Title" withdrew last Saturday,
after playing two weeks.
"Anna Christie," Vanderbllt (5th
week).

Holiday helped this new

drama

to again move forward In
business, takings grossing $9,000,
which Is another increase of

week).

of

Dogs."

39th

St.

Another two weeks

(9th
to go,

show then going on

tour.
Sucslated
is
attraction
ceeding
"Danger," produced by Carle Carl-

ton.
"Bill

|

Street," National (9th week).
Cut-rating has helped this adaptation from best seller. Agencies
have very little call. "Red Pep-

Week

of

Divorcement"

Times

attraction this month.
"Maria Antoinette," riayhouse

*W

Keen disappointment for
management. Failure to attract
week).

big business led to notice going

end of this week.
Revival of
"Bought and Paid For" announced
to succeed next week.
"Music Box Revue," Music Box
(11th week). With extra matinee
Thursday, $6 top Saturday night
and $5 for other evenings, Broad-,
way's smash attraction went to
$33,500.
That will probably be

Square (8th week). With only
regular matinees last week, the
high for run, except New Year's
English drama, which started
week expectations.
poorly and jumped up with the
week, "Nature's Nobleman," Apollo (3d
leaders
after
the
first
week).
Ono attraction which
malntulned Its excellent money
Adholidays of last week did not aid.
'pace. Gross nearly $18,000.
Box office about $6,200.
vance prices to $3.50 Friday and
Saturday.
"Sally,"
New Amsterdam (48th
week).
Right up with leaders,
"Blossom Time," Ambassador (10th
last week drawing $32,600, wMh
week). Played two matinees, but
no extra performances, Wednestakings hit another record for atday matinee switching to Thurstraction, aided by $5 Saturday
day (Thanksgiving).
night and holiday scale ThanksSolid cagiving. Gross almost $24,000.
pacity except Monday and Tuesday evenings.
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," Ritz
This comedy has "Shuffle Along," 63d Street (28th
(11th week).
held up to excellent takings since
week). Went to new record for
opening.
Last week with extra
house and attraction last week,
matinee gross around $17,000.
getting nearly $14,000 in eight per"Bombo," Jolson (9th week). Three
formances. Two night performmatinees sent the Jolson show up
ances at $3 top; balcony $2.50.
to par wrth the top grosses of last
week. Over $30,000 claimed with "Six Cylinder Love," Sam Harris
(15th week). 2?o extra performSaturday night scaled at $5.
ances last week, but this -Harris
"Daddy's Gone A- Hunting," Plymhit
drew over $17,000. Looks
outh (13th week). Moved upward
planted for season and is among
last week, getting fair share of
top
money
getters of non-musicals.
over
holiday trade, with takings
Played two matinees. "Suzette," Princess (2d week).
$10,000.
Opened Thursday night, last week;
Date for new Den -Ami show not
C ew uniform panning and taken
set, but is due Dec. 12.
off Saturday, lasting three days.
"Demi-Virgin," Eltinge (7th week).
Management fighting license com- Sothern and Marlowe, Century (5th
week). Another week to go for
missioner's reputed order to close;
the Shakespearean stars, who will
hearings
dependent
on
court
be succeeded by revival of "The
show will continue. Three matiChocolate Soldier" by Shuberts.
nees last week with show capacity
throughout week.
Gross over
Great business last week, gross
being $24,387 in seven perform$17,000.
"Dream Maker," Empire (2d week).
ances; Saturday matinee record
William Gillette's personal followat $5,266.
ing providing good draw in agen- "Tangerine," Casino (17th week).
cies.
Last week with holidays
Admission scale not lifted for
gr.3s around $13,000 for eight
holidays, but gross better than
performances.
$23,000 with regulation number of
"Dulcy," Frazee (16th week). Went
performances.
about $500 over hi' h er-oss of run "Thank You," Longacrc (9th week).
# of election week and went to
Won best gross of run last week,
Extra
nearly $12,000 last week.
when $12,300 was drawn. Three
matinee and boosted scale Saturmatinees helped. Show has pulled
day night.
Itself out of cut rates.
"Everyday," Bijou (3d week). Drew "The Bat," Morosco (67th week).
fairly good patronage from the
No extra matinee, Wednesday afholiday crowds last week. Better
ternoon performance being moved
test of the new drama's chances
to Thanksgiving, as with other
will attain with this week's busilong run and most musical atness.

"First* Year," Little (58th week).
With extra matinee totaled fll,400 last week.
Still considered
best comedy in town and cinch
for all season.
"Get Together," Hippodrome (14th
week).
Big house thrives best
when visitors Hood city, as for

Thanksgiving and football game
Takings better than

last week.
$45,000.

"Good Morning Dearie," Globe

(5th

Philly's Holiday

new Mclntyre and Heath
ehow, now named as succeeding

Prospect

tractions.
figure this

Went
fall.

$14,000,

best

Looks good

until

to

sprin,,.

"The

Philadelphia, Nov. 30.

Dillingham's "Bull Dog Drummond"' was this week's sole opening,
with three, and perhaps four, new
ones for next Monday. There hasn't
been a sign of settled run here this
year except for "The Bat," which Is
In its 10th week and is now booked
through the holidays anyway.
The conviction there are no
knockouts in the current list is verified.
"The Last Waltz," at the Shubert, was off a bit the opening night,
but went fairly strong throughout
the rest of the week. Though not a
holiday-football crowd type of musical show this beautiful Straus
operetta went oyer $23,000, with no
extra matinees.
Elsie J an is also did well but not
exceptionally at the Forrest. This
revue was also off at the opening,
but picked up. It has not shown
enough strength to have succeeded
*or more than the scheduled two
weeks.
Frances Starr in "The Easiest

doing good business in
way house
Last year
the Marcus show played the Columbia here and did three smashing
big weeks.

record.
week). Top advanced $4 for all
Last week "The Claw," Broadhurst (7th week).
night performances.
No extra performance, Lut holiday
with extra matinee and $5 charged
draw lifted show up to around
Friday and Saturday evenings
$12,000 again.
This drama has
gross went over $31,000.
landed better than most others,,
"Golden Days," Gaiety (5th week).
but is no smash.
Will go out Saturday, opening on
road.
Revival of "Alias Jimmy "The Great Broxopp," Punch & Judy
(3d week). Little Interest in new
Valentine"
will
succeed
next
Thursday, with several characters
Milne comedy after premiere. Reout of "The Straw" company inported "The Verge," played downLatter show stopped in
cluded.
town by Provincctowr. Players,
Village last Saturday night.
has been offered house.
"Grand Duke," Lyceum (5th week). ".i.e Green Goddess/' Booth (45th
Looks set for run; this Belasco
week). Reduced scale to $2.50.
production
played
to
capacity
Last week was a sellout after
after Wednesday last week and
Wednesday, gross going to $11,drew $14,000. Fino pace at $2.50.
000; good takings
for holdover
"Greenwich Village Follies," Shudrama.
bert
week).
(14th
New high "The Man's Name," Republic 43d
gross for run last week with nearweek). Another failure among new
ly $24,000 in.
Saturday scale of
dramas. Off Saturday. "The Fair
$4 top applied for three performCircassian" succeeds next week.
ances (Thanksgiving, Friday and "The O'Brien Girl,"
Liberty (0th
Saturday).
week). Fnjoyed best business since
"Her Salary Man," Cort (1st week).
opening, going to $20,800 in reguNew John Cort production opened
lation eight performances. Cohan
Monday, succeeding "Only 38,"
show looks good for winter at
which closed well and went on
$2.50 top.
tour.
Latter show had best tak"The
Perfect Fool," Cohan (4th
ings last week — around $10,000.
week). Two matinees. Capacity
"Intimate Strangers," Miller (4th
pace
continued throughout last
week). Billie Burke show enjoyed
week, with extra prices giving atcorking business last wewk. Two
traction
over $20,000.
Thanksmatinees for gross of over $14,000.
giving prices were topped at $3
Not far from capacity.
and
it
was
$4
downstairs
for SatMarried,"
"Just
Nora Hayes (.11 st
urday nix lit.
week). A holdover farce, planted
Silver Fox," Maxine Elliott
in house of low operating expense. "The
(13th week). Management claimed
Should remain until alter New
show doing satisfactory business,
Year's.
but pace not up to expectations,
"Kiki," Belasco (1st week).
New
and closes next week. Faversham
Belasco show, starring Lenore
to
head all-star cast reviving
I'lrlc;
came in Tuesday with
"The Squaw Man," due into the
favorable
reports.
Sueeoeded
Lyric
in few weeks.
"Return of Peter Grimm." started
"The Mountain Man" succeeds Dec. 12.
for tour reaching to coast.
"Lilies of the Field," Kl.iw (9th "The Straw," Greenwich Village.
Stopped Saturday after staying
week). Three matinee.) last week
nearly three weeks. Interest in
aided, though first days off, court
show when known it would be
action of hackers hutting, (in ss
was better than $12,000, best figwithdrawn. Announced for speure since opening.
cial
matinees at Gaiety after
"Liliom," Fulton (33d week). Stood
opening there next week of "Alias
up nicely for long run attraction,
Jimmy Valentine" revival.
takings going to $11,800 last week, "The Wild Cat," Park (2d week).
when one extra matinee, played.
Spanish piece with reputation of

was advertised to leave after two
weeks, but is now expected to stay
three, although the demand is light.
The majority of the critics liked it,
but otherwise opinions of the show
have been unfavorable.
Old New York" has been
light, and "Toto." although
by critics and audiences, has
not done as well as was hoped here.
"Little

running
liked

It has now been decided to cut the
stay of "Face Value," the other Dlt-

open

next Monday, to one week Instead of
three. "Afgar," which almost closed
in Chicago, will come in from Pittsburgh.
"The Bad Man" will come to the
Walnut during the holidays; Skinner and then Ethel Barrymorc play
the Broad, and Henry Miller and
Blanche Bates return in "The Famous Mrs. Pair" to the Garrick.
"Ladles' Night" follows Ditrichsteln
at the Lyric, and "The Passing
Show" comes Into the Shubert Dec.
'

Elsie Janis Review (Forrest, 2d
week).
Slammed by some critics
but drew usual Janis clientele and
seemed better house than last Janis
show, which played Garrick; $20,000.
"Bull Dog Drummond" (Garrick,
1st
week).
Opened with
weather breaks against it Monday,
but without any opposition in legit
houses.
Critics were divided, but
house seemed to like thriller. Men-

tioned for possible four-week run,
but that seems doubtful with no big
names.
More likely to stay two
weeks. "Little Old New York'' went
out lamely.
"Emperor Jones" (Walnut, 2d
week). Big noise at opening, with
most of critics enthusiastic, but not
generally liked.
Usual thing for
numbers of audience to get up and
leave during show. May stay three
weeks despite previous intention for
only two. Booking complication believed cause; $10,000.
"Toto" (Lyric, 3d week).
Although liked, this Ditrl hstein comedy has not caught on very well
little

money

in

Blue" leaving the Colonial to

make

room for Fred Stone and his "Tip
Top" show. The new show at the

wee

SHOWS

ALL

4

'

1

"The Midnight Whirl" opens at
times. Extended run will dig furthe Forrest for a short stay next
ther into pocketbooks.
Monday. The doubtful spots are the
"The
White- He ded Boy," Olympic
Walnut and Shubert in the weeks
(2d week). Catching on and runpreceding the holidays, although
ning
strong, $13,000.
"The Last Waltz" may play through
at the latter house.
"Greenwich Village Follies," Garrick (4th week). Holiday did not
Estimates for last week:
boost gross. Has been doing quite
"The Easiest Way" (Broad, 2d
well without holidays.
Grossed
week). Revival well liked by critics
$14,400.
but house has not been jammed.
About $12,500; satisfactory. Skin- "Queen of Sheba," Woods (2d week).
ner Monday.
Film. Holiday for this continuous
film picked up to total of $12,000.
"The Last Waltz" (Shubert, 2d
26.

Probably made

and "Only" 38"
and "Two Little Girls in

the storehouse,

coming

weeks, as against stays of but two
'
for the two previous attract
no at this house, while ""one is
due to stay here for a longer period.
CHI'S
If he carries through in the manner
he has in past seasons he !s good,
for at least six weeks of very near
New Low Top of $2 Makes Big capacity business. The k y of
"Only 3«" Is indefinite.
Impression
At present but two of the Shubert
housvj here have legitimate attractions, the Plymouth
the Wilbur.
Chicago, Nov. 30.
The Thanksgiving holiday bol- The Boston Opera House is dark
ctered business for all th_ shows, this week, ao it was
t,
"The
"liightnin' "went one befer than all Passing Show*' being routed out of
the others by giving a matinee on town instead of going th?re to
Wednesday, its usual matinee day, close as the plan was, and the Shuband crowding in anotbe* Thanks- ert Is housing "Theodora," the
film,
giving.
Outside
the various
>f
change announcement, for the Colo- for the time beta?.
Business at most of the houses
nial and Illinois, the fact that "Take
*
week,
It From Me" comes in with a new 1.. town was v^ry good
top of $2 seemed to mr
ue big- the shows getting a good play from
gest impression. This Joseph M. Tharl:sglvlng holiday.
Qaltes production held sway at the
One of the sensations of the seaStudebaker two seasons ago, run- son so far is the business of "Two
ning up an envial
score both in Little Girls
In Blue." at the Colonial.
length of run and gross. It is very
likely that the modest top may mean Booked in here as a repeat show,
having
opened
here originally, it
a sell out and a four-week profitable
run. At least, it is
palatable piece has steadily picked up and the busiof news to the theatre-goer.
ness mounts consistently. This is
Istlmates for last week:
the final week.
"The Gold Diggers,* Powers (11th
"The Love Letter," (Tremont. 4th
week), $20,500. Looks like old week) Show
closes
this
week.

HOLIDAY HELP FOR

Circle," Selwyn f!2th week).
Kxtra matinee suddenly inserted
when $1,500 was drawn.
Gross last week with holiday
prices of $4 top Friday and Saturday nights established new record of $24,101 here. That is claimed week). Off at opening, but did niceto beat Tinney's New Year's week ly for week, though not holiday type
of last season, the former house of money-maker; $23,000.

Friday,

is

Hollls is scheduled to stav for four

It

will

30.

to

San Fran-

spite of the out of the
in which it is playing.

$12,500.

which he

Boston, Nov.

The two new attractions that
hove Into town Monday night, "The
Nightcap," into the Wilbur, and

Savoy

in

The

"The Emperor Jones" had a big
house at the opening, but was way
off Thanksgiving matinee and the
mid-week evening shows. A booking complication leaves the length"
of "The Emperor's" stay in doubt.

In

—

Alcazar, a stock house here,
Is playing along to good business.
The current attraction is "Shavings."
The Marcus Show at the

week at the Century
cisco.

Saturday record the show did about

show

Shovtf Buck the Weather
Other Business

Two

Thurston, the magician, into the
Selwyn, got a bad break
om a
Thurston is
two-day rain storm.
in for a two weeks' stay but "The
Nightcap" is Indefinite.
There will be changes of attractions at the three syndicate houses
here next Monday night, "Blood
and Sand," leaving the Hollls to
make room for "Mr. Plm. Passes
By." "The Love Letter" departing

$4,700, and Sacramento was equally
"Aphrodite," which also
profitable.
played the Auditorium in Oakland,
fell down In receipts after a big

Way" revival had a class opening
and fine notices, but business was
none too' good during the week.
Thanks to the holiday and a good

richstein

BOSTON STORM

VS.
10.

Business in California has been
very satisfactory, according to reports from various shows arriving
here and now playing tJ > onenlghters. The "Beggar's Opera" at
the Columbia is doing fair. "Bast
Is West," with Fay Balnter divided
a week between Oakland, Fresno
and Sacramento and got $15,000.
The opening night in Fresno
grossed the show $2,460; two nights
In Oakland at the Auditorium drew

and

Business

Thanksgiving

per,"

up Saturday, attraction stopping

$2,000.

"Beware

"Main

w*»ek).

(8th

This Is Theatre (iuild'8 opening
show; moved uptown, Kelmont

TWO SHOWS OPEN

$15,«Jb in Di-

Ban Francisco, Not.
'Ambuih,"

Tt

i

COAST BUSINESS SPURTS

for ail

concerned. "Face Value," with same
star, opening Monday, will stay
one
week instead of three. "Toto" did

about $11,500.
"The Bat" (Adelphi. 10th week)
came back strongly with holiday
and despite rotten weather breaks
again approached $17,500.
long runs in native land. Opened
Saturday. John Cort show; $,r

>

—

"Only 38" booked

Did $16,200

in.

week.
"Blood and 8and" (Hollls. last
week). Did $12,900 in the first week
which is considered ve y good busin -*s this season.
If a dramatic
show can do b.tter than $10,000 here
this season it is considered fortunate
and therefore the takings of $2,900
over this figure are cause for Joy.
"Two Little Girls in Blue" (Colonial, 4th week)
This is the final
"Tip Top," Colonial (16th week). week fo. this show which grossed
Finished
with
$24,000.
Show $20,400 last week and which is due
leaves Dec. 3, letMng White's to leave here playing to turn a way
Scandals" in.
business. The gross for last week
"Nice People'" Cort (5th week). Is practically capacity at th*» price
Getting good play all around. the show is playing and the local
Francine Larrimore talk of the run is considered
a record for a retown.
peat show.
"The Bat," Cohan's Qrand (48th
"The Bad Man" (Plymouth, 6th
week).
Year's run very near.
What management has been aim- week). Is credited with a gross of
ing at; besides, '.he show has been
doing good business; $14,000.
'Theodora," La Salle (Jd week).
Film. Holiday is responsible for
gross almost doubling; $7,500.
"Woman of Bronze," Princ
(4th

week); $15,800. Decided spurt.
This show will stay here a while
longer.

"The Skin Game," Shubert Central
(4th week). Looks like this show
is going to paste worthy run to
its cognomen; $8,500.

last

$13,000 for last
week
especially good business.

"The

Nightcap"

which

is

(Wilbur,

week). In the last week
Girl." grossed $13,500.

1st

"The

lose

"Theodora" (Shubert, 2nd week).
I^id $9,000

the first week.
^Thurston" (Selwyn, 1st week).
Hasn't played here for several seaf^ns o:.d therefore should draw
well.
"The Mirage" in the secopd
and last week of its stay did not
draw v y h^avy.

"Midnight Rounders," G.eat Northern (12th week). Cantor closed
"Queen
of
Sheba"
(Tremont
run with biggest gross he ever did Temple).
Opened Monday night
at this house, $16,500. "Take It
after "Over the Hill," doing big
From Me" opened Sunday with
business for several weeks.
sell out and good advance.
"Scandals,"

Illinois

(7th

week).

Dailies made mention this show
opened to $4 ton. went down to
$'{.50* and will continue its engage-

ment

at the Colonial at $3; $1G.S00.
Birds," Studebaker (1st

"Love

ACTRESS SUES BLANEY
Alleges

gro.«sing

$11,000.

'

l'ickup

started

end of week and with advertising
and stunts being usnd h.dieations
are that show will pass that 11 ure
second week.
"Inter Madame," Playhouse (1st
week,. Sensation. Ti ket bro'.rrs
can't even get en";,»h to supply

Injuries

Employ Only

week). Did not open very strong

in

Received

in

Their

$10,000 Will Alleviate

Mildred Florence has brought suit
the Now York Supreme Court

ar.ain.st
Inr-..

fo.

The

the

Phm-y Producing

$ in. 000

Co.,

damages.

plaintiff avers that on July
charged for opening performance
•1,
with over $-1,200 in.
19-1
while appearing with the
Plan y st<»ek players at the ProsJew," Knickerbocker
the demand. Announcing limited
(6th week). Moved upward last
per*. Pro? x, Now York, in the prorun; $11.S00.
week, getting $1.1,500.
Another
duction of "An Old Mans Pail'm:."
month will about see this attrac- "Lightnin'," IMaekstone (12th week). the
platform on which she perShow
is
reaping
hern lit of coming
tion out, taking tho road
in at top of $2.50; $22,000.
in
accordance with the
"Wife With a Smile," Garrick (1st
highest formed
gross
of
all.
"bus
n as'
of the p'ay. rnllaps'd,
week). Together with "Itouboucausing her o« n deralde mental
roche," also two-act play, Theatre
Guild's second offering of season
and
odlly Injury.
She adds that
"WE GIRLS'' THROUGH
presented Monday night.
by :.• son there- f she has been deThe Marc Klaw show, "We Girls"
"We Girls," 48th Street (4th week).
prived of (innloyincnt for whieh
Final week. Not lifted for touring. now appearing at the 48th S rcet
he received $lf>0 weekly and inHouse goes dark for three weeks New York, will close Saturday.
It
curred medical hills \\!i a on'.y tlv
"Theodora," Astor (8th week). Film. will not be taken on
the road.
sum sued for will alleviate.

"Wandering

'

:
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-
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TESTING LICENSING POWER
(Continued from page

YOUNGEST OLD MAN

1)

IN

SHOW

SPORTS

BUSINESS

NTI|«

Demi -Virgin," la now concluded to submit the point to the
The argument on the In- eminent attorney.
application came up
Another angle of "The Deml- Fred
McCloy Passes 60th
frjjnesday. and waa adjourned until Vlrgin" muddle cropped up this
Birthday—
Friends Doubt It
week
when
It
was
reported
William
j0gt Monday.
Tae legal light giving the opinion A. Brady had called a special meet'
against the commissioner was Louis ing of the Producing Managers' AsThe Columbia theatre, New York,
Marshall* The facts of the matter, sociation for Wednesday, to confer
managed by Fred McCloy, was a
la almost brief form, are* said to over the matter of the attempted
been submitted to Mr. Mar- theatre closing. The m ;tlng was lively scene of disputes and betting
who decided the commissioner postponed, but Ilrady is reported Friday evening. Nov. 25. It#all arose
no power; that the New York incensed that the 1*. M. A. languidly through Fred McCloy having picked
__
State law allowing him to exercise looked upon a proceeding that en- th&t date for his birthday, and Mr.
aa optional right to close theatres tailed vital -consequences to all the- McCloy declaring he was 60 years
referred specifically to picture the- atre owners, and where the manager of age.
atres or airdomes only, and that the persecuted was one of the members
Tt was the first time on record
Statute expressly passes that right of the P. M. A. It is said Woods McCloy had. divulged his exact age.
only, without the Intention Oi the as a manager and member pays Friends about refused to accept his

Iftnf.
jgaetfcra

"Wee Willie" Kecler, former fam- a sa\ing from his profession, hut
ous baseball star and the idol of his lost it In real estate.
Nothing was known of his Illness
time is the latest diamond player
listed,
making a valiant fight until h~ attended the recent World
against the ravages of tho "white Series, and as the news hit the ears
of his friends it was suggested that
plague."
The former outfielder of the New the Brooklyn team play a testimonial game on the same lines as
the
then
as
York Yankees (known
Highlanders) gained prominence as the Mathewson, but Charlie Kbbetts,
the greatest exponent of place hit- owner of the club, did not see the
ting the game has ever known. He movement in the same light as his
was taken from the sand lots of appreciative brothers across tho
Brooklyn In 1891, at the age of 18, river, consequently the contemand signed with the Blnghamton plated benefit for tho midget out*
club.
Following several successful fielder failed to materialise.
seasons, he was drafted by tho
Brook Jy (Decaturs) club, and after
It Is said that Al Jolson has inLegislature to have the law cover over $10,000 annually in dues and
version of the original date, Nov. 2(j, a season's work returned for more vested a large sum of money in
assessments to the P. M. A. The
Other theatres.
Fred said the birthday cake experience. After his third season conjunction with George II. Malnes
1861.
Woods office is said to be in an at home could bear witness, and that
la the injunction as applied for
in the minors he was signed by the for the purchase of the Hamilton
by Mr. Steuer, the question of the antagonistic attitude toward the he dimly recalled the excitement Baltimore Orioles, playing in the club
of
the
Michigan -Ontario
character of the play does not enter, I*. M. A. at present for the same attending Lincoln's assassination in same company with John McOraw,
League. Maines was formerly presnor will :t e discussed at the hear- reason.
1865.
Still the bunch would not Hugh Jennings and Jess Burkett, ident
of th* league but resigned last
Two members of the District At- accept the statement. One intimate and finished the season with a~bating. The argument will rest solely
year.
torney's staff of New York, each of
lii.s oi' the Licon.se ComUpon tinsaid to Fred he had known him so ting average of 420, second to Burwhom had seen "The Demi-Virgin" long he would give him a little the kett, who hit 436. In 1898 he was
inlSflioio
In weather that invaded New
different times in the Kltinge, exworse of it and say McCloy was 52. recalb * by the Brooklyn Club, and York Thanksgiving and held over,
Woods was hold for Special fus- at
pressed their opinion to & Variety
Others claimed it couldn't go beyond upon the formation of the American the Army and Navy met in their
ions by Chief Magistrate McAdoo an
representative the other evening.
McCloy said if they League joined the Yankees, which
48 or 4H.
the chain- of presenting an itn
Kach said they bad not seen nor weren't kidding him ho felt flattered team he played with at 168th street annual contest Saturday at the Polo
That is yet to go i
jnoral p*ay.
Grounds in a battle which resulted
heard anything In the play they
and told tho bunch he had come to and Broadway for eight years, con- in the cadets being astern of their
trial.
thought warranted tlve official action
1882
as
private
secreNew
York
in
cluding
his
in
1910.
career
rivals at the finish, but coming far
Last v«"\ tlie "Woods ofllce had taken. "In fact," said one, "we
tary to J. 11. Haverly, at that time
Following his retirement, he ac- from being a disgraceful defeat to
decided to oIm'.v Commissioner Cil- thought the play quite stupid."
the most extensive individual oper- cepted a position as scout for Mc- the Pointers.
ruling that "The D.iniohrlst'N
The meeting which William A.
Graw, and resigned that position
Virgin" must be wlthdawn pending Brady called at the' Playhouse for ator in theatricals.
The score of 7 to • about tells tho
j
Later McCloy became identified after one year. He possessed quite tale of the mark of superiority tho
the outcome of the trial on the last Wednesday afternoon for the
criminal o Marge. Woods had gotten purpose of a discussion of condi- with the leading theatrical papers
midshipmen displayed over the repout a i»i.ss announcement to th.it tions in theatricals wan postponed. and associated with important pubresentatives of the land forces.
Of late years McCloy
effect and intended to close the atWhile a dry field might not have
Air. Brady's oilice stated that the licity work.
with
the
Columbia
traction. I'll erring that course than reason for the postponement of the connected
changed the ultimate result, the
miniature deluge was more detrito be 'h.iiued with opposing public meeting was the requests of numer- Amusement Co., doing much to bring
Officials whu acted as they thought
ous persons who were interested the Columbia wheel's moat prom- Manager Cook Will Keep the Wilkes mental to the Army, whose main reliance was French and a recently
was their duty. It was while the asking that the meeting he held at inent burlesque theatre, Columbia,
Stock Opsn
developed overhead attack.
The
action co>-r. -inputted by the Woods a future date so that they could .Vow York, into the limelight o* the
Salt Lake City, Nov. SO.
daily press. Tho persistent plugging
Office was being talked over tb:it make arrangements to attend.
The Wilkes, scheduled for darkness Navy, with a lino rated an the best
l.y McCloy of the Columbia and CoWoods' «•<• ir^el. after a conferem e,
Nov. 19. took an upward slant, and in the east, had no need to worry
It was stated that announcement
during \\ >\i a they were of the opin- would be made of a new date for lumbia burlesque to the dramatic Manager John M. Cooke canceled about a wet field. Tho treacherous
ion lau
men of the New York dailies the closing date, announcing the footing simply put it up to the forV'K^scd by Mr. Marshall. the discussion.
eventually bore fruit until the Co- house will continue the uphill fight. wards to open the way for the backs
although without a to navigate through.
lumbia was recognized as a bur- Incidentally,
leading man (Alexis Luce having
h-sque institution, the word b«rr- been called east by his mother's illIt appeared from tho stands as
lesiiuo Xouud more approval in the ness) the local Wilkes company Is if the sailors' back field had denewspaper oillees and the effect of giving excellent presentations. Eloise teriorated or had been overrated,
(Continued from page 13)
McCloy 's New York campaign found Clement, leading woman, closed Nov. according to their playing Saturday.
and will proceed to Los Angeles, Heralded as possessing three comCohan.
No extra matinees were for the show for the first four its reflection all over the country. 26
McCloy'8 ideas and ideals for bur- where she will appear with tho plete sets of backs the equal of
played by these three attractions. weeks.
Wilkes players in second leads. Miss anything in the country early In tho
lesque
have been a tower of
Sothern ar.d Marlowe went to their
The other attractions listed with strength and advancement to that Clement will be succeeded at the season, they displayed nothing of
local house by Iva Shephard. Others
beat figure at the Century with over them are "Blossom Time" (Ambas- amusement.
of the company aro Verne Lay ton, the consist en power to advance the
$24,300 drawn, including a record sador), "Kl Kl"
(Belaseo), "The
Before leaving Albany, N. Y., Norman Feusier, Claire Sinclair, ball which Penri State and Notre
Dame exhibited in their games here.
matinee Saturday of over $5,200.
Klaw** (Broadhurst), "Tangerine" where he was born, Mr. McCloy Clark Marshall, Violet Schramm,
Huron L. Blyden, director and char- The former's combination of KllClosings this week are "Golden (Casino), "Perfect Fool"
(Cohan), went into newspaper work, doing acters, and Jack Vosburgh, Louise Ungcr, Wilson, Lightner and Knabb
Days," which leaves the Gaiety and
"Demi-Virgin" (Eltlnge), "Dream reportorlal duty up there on the Parker, Mildred Fitzgerald, Leon romped over a field that came very
Trill be succeeded next week by a
"Argus" and "Journal."
Cluff. Lillian Fischer, Louise Franclose to equajlng the condition of
revival of "Alias Jimmy Valentine"; Maker" (Empire), "Good Morning,
McCloy enjoys a wide popularity ces, Fred Manley. Miss Gene Cleve- Saturday's playing surface so far aa
"Marie Antoinette," which is with- Dearie(Globe),
"Six
Cylinder in official and political circles, other land is handling second leads in a
phasing manner and shows much the insecure footing was concerned.
drawing in its second woek at the Love" (Harris), "Intimate Stranthan that attending him in theatri- promise of better things to come.
The Army received the kickoff,
Playhouse, to be succeeded by a re- gers- (Miller), "Bombo" (Jolson's),
cals.
The Columbia has grown to Considering general business condi- and immediately started on a march
vival of "Bought and Paid For"; "Wandering Jew" (Knickerbocker),
be
the
uptown
headquarters
for
proving
a
Wilkes
is
tions
'Thomas
down
the field that came to an end
•The Man's Name," which stops af- "O'Brien Girl" (Liberty), "Grand
rather large coterie of Influential himself a real showman by hanging
(Continued on page .17)
ter three weeks at the Republic, to Duke"
(Lyceum),
"Music
Box citizens who think of no other place on at the present time. Popular
bo followed next week by "The Fair Revue" (Music Box), "Sally* (Amprices prevail, and the season's best
to
each
meet
other
in
evening.
the
Circassian";
"We Girls," which sterdam). "Wild Cat- (Park),
royalty plays are being produced.
•top* at the 48th Street, the house "Bluebeard'a Eighth Wife" (Rita). While no previous announcement of
ORLEANS'
going dark. Last week's three sud- "Circle" (Selwyn), "Greenwich Vil- McCloy's birthday was had, a numMary Ann Bobbins, who closed as "Bab" May Do $9,000 This Week—
den closings were "The Tltlo," lage Follies" (Shubert), "BUI of ber of McCloy's friends appeared to
know of it, stopping at the Colum- leading woman of the Shubert
Lorch Stock Closing
Which was succeeded by "Ambush," Divorcement" (Times Square).
bia FrMsF..^vftD.ia5_.to. ^nnritulate s>*jcw»V.,n.t M'lwaoVeA. joined the Mathat attrition moving up from the
In the cut rates tnere were 18 at"the youngest old man In the show jestic Players at Utica. N. Y., thlf
Oarrick; "The Straw," which left tractions on the board, not
New Orleans, Nov. HO.
counting
week. She replaces Maxlne Flood
"Bab" opened lightly at the Tuthe Greenwich Village dark, "but the two motion pictures, "Theodora," business."
going
latter
second
woman,
the
as
scheduled
which is
for special mat- at the
lane Sunday, but business picked
Among McCloy's callers were ActAstor, and "Our Mutual
to the Pacific Coast
inees at the Gaiety, and "Suzette," Friends/' at the
up yesterday, and it looks as though
Lyric.
The legit- ing District Attorney George Broththe show will do $9,000 on the week.
ft musical piece, which lasted three
ers,
Assistant
District
Attorneys
imate attractions listed were "Nadays aft the Princess. It closed Sat- ture's Nobleman"
Fred J. Sullivan, John Joyce, James
The Theodore Lorch stock/ at the
(Apollo), "AmThe lease of the Westchester, Mt.
urday, and the house la again dark. bush (Belmont),
E.
McDonald and James Donohue: Vernon, N. Y., together with man- Louisiana, has posted notice and
••Everyday" (BiOne house reopening next week is jou), "Her Salary ManJudges
Michael
Blak*,
Francis
X.
will
close next week. Stock has not
(Cort), "We
agement of the Westchester Playthe Hudson, which gets Elsie Fer- Girls"
All the per(48th St.), "Lilies of the McQuade, Max Lavlne and Joseph ers (stock), has changed hands. paid here in years.
guson in "The Varying Shore." This Fields (Klaw),
"Wandering Jew" Schwab; Chief Clerk of Courts Jay The former lessees, Gulmes & centage was against Lorch from the
attraction is reported getting $17,Finn,
Deputy
Police Commissioner Hughes, declined to renew their start. He may hold tho company in(Knickerbocker),
"Thank
You"
Equally
100 at Newark last week.
(Longacre), ''Silver Fox* (Elliott), John J. Cray, Tolice Inspectors John lease, which called for the payment tact in the hope of transferring it to
Strongly was "Klkl H In Washington.
"Main Street" (National). "Just F. Dwyer, Thomas Walsh, Sam Bel- of 16 10 n week for a houBe of 1,000 some other town.
That attraction opened at the Be- Married"
(Bayes). "Marie Antoin- ton and Thomas Underwood: Police capacity. The lease was taken by
"The Three Musketeers." at the
laaco Tuesday and la well thought
ette" (Playhouse), "Daddy's Gone Captain Patrick J. Cray, James N. B. L. Felnblatt, who operated the Shubert, has advertised extensively.
Of.
John Cort's "Her Salary Man," A-Hunting"
Thompson,
of
the
Palais
Royal.
New
(Plymouth), "Suzette"
house before the regime of Gulmes It's in for two weeks and Im- si. triWhich bowed into tho Cort Monday, (Princess),
"Great Broxopp" (Punch York; Capt. Martin S. Owen, James A Hughes. He will take posnesslon ed welL
was liked and the same manager's & Judy). "The
Man's name" (Re- Mackey, secretary of the Fire De- in January. Associated with him in
•The Wild Cat," at the Tark, also public),
"Shuffle Along" (63d St.), partment; M. F. Laughman, former the venture are L. Schwartz and TC.
la regarded.
"The Wife with a and "Beware of Dogs"
Commissioner of Public Works; and Eisensteln, formerly of the Lyric,
(39th St.).
Smile," at the Garrlck, was the
Tammany leaders George Donnellan, Mt. Vernon. The stoe': policy will
Other premiere.
It has a moderate
I'd. ttooth Jack, who b s l>. en on
Daniel Finn and Moe Lazarus.
be continued. Corinne C:intwell
chance, iilong with "Boubouorche"
"HUES" EXAMINATI0W
has retired from the Westchester tour with one of tho "V^icodoru"
(both two -act plays) produced by
and Lillian, Tesrnonde re- pictures, has been engaged by
(Continued from
e 12)
Driscoll.
Now she hap added $U0 Players
the Theatre Guild.
(Jeorgo Tyler to go out in advance
places her as loading womrn.
of Helen Hayes in "Colden I».v.s."
There are several ^closings due Heading the Lilies of the Field, Tne., ^>n to her claim.
is
Herbert
K. Stanton, a downtown
Prior to the bankruptcy petition
next week, including "The Silver
h.'m hecn flaywho
Nancy
[-'air.
broker
who
really
owns
100
Joe
per
cent,
Shea
brought a $540 Municipal
Fox." I»<m\ 20 will see "Danger," at
Henry Savage has accepted, for
ing Rtock on the roast, ha* joined
the 39th Street, succeeding "Beware of the show, but claims only 80 Der Court action against Lilies of the
the s!o<U at the St. .I.ime-i. Ho*ton. production a new musical comedy,
Of Dogs." Cnder the Bamboo Tree," cent The other 20 he had split be- Field, Inc., but this has not been
the book for which wan written by
the Bert Williams show, first called tween Shea and William Hurlbutt, preusud. He claimed that sum on
Zold.-i Sears.
No tltlo has an yet
The reason revolves his one per cent, of the gross reSan Ihego, C.t' Nov. ?,0.
"The Viv.h Slip." is named for the the author.
been selected for the piece, which
fader ;tii agreement be! wen the
Astor instead of the new 49t Street about a loan which Shea negotiated ceipts' interest. Mr. Hurlbutt, the
will have Peggy Wood a* its Star.
theatre.
v\hi!e '"Bed Pepper."
the for Stanton from his brother, Pat- nitfhor of the show, also be yah n management of the Strand Slock
new Me1;if\ri* and Heath musical Hole F. Shea. Stanton had agreed Supreme Court injunction suit <v». here and the Mai sh -Lett h comKm ma Cams Is to leave vaudePiece. tn;.y
name having beer, pany at Kl Paso. Tex., an exchange
.uati at tho National. to give .Toe Shea and Hurlbutt 10 claiming his
a ft W weeks to m irl leThe hooU -.- may be switeheii de- per cent, each, hut has not actually omitted from the advert isi/e^ enti- of players is being made, the sta\ ville
transferred the .Mock as yet. and if tled him to restrain fuitln-1 produc- l<» he for a few weeks in (itch ciiv lc arsa is In a conn
di ima
enpendent ft. the road reports.
titled •The Sett of the Ca-th," a
tt ers proceed t«» any serious exma
tion
on
an
thereof,
hcen
alternating
this
but
I....
'-a
program.
With
'i- u
Belaseo show. K
full l«.-»ii<fh play, which *»,. w;,| protent, Mr. Stanton will contest' these defaulted on.
.?>
Kl." 3,1, d
Alfied
Cross,
has
who
h<
N;mIo
m list of buys, the
10 per ct lit. ileum ions legally.
compli •'
The petitionee iiani.\, V.ito they ing man at the Strand h-i"- i"i duce under her own m.i> i^i-mem
M'-r of the attractions
•rui.'. ••.
which v,
.Mr. Shea rcj.revfiits himself to be
want the control of the s-how out of some month*. fco<>< t" Kl iVe-'-. >v ii!» It wii! he Ik Ji:>!
s are hau^lim? on
;<»•.
the ».,,s
Marie I'oro's, the st.tr, personal rcp- Mr. Stanton's hands, alleging he I'Ycd ICh\ motel, fornw rly :tt tiie iiiuiii
'.'Pprd two score this
week t...
icsentative.
Miss Burke, the oMier knows nothing about show business. Strand hut more- lorrni'; i- T« \.\s
iii"t time this season.
"Kl k.
I'-a Tinv.(s a knockout for the crcditoq, did some Menography work At one time they offered to buy the comes ieie to p. ay lead*.
ili
c e
V II
»"c;. '!<
No
»<'. m"
agencies., aid tne demand this alfor Mr. Stanton one time in Hcch- production on a credit basis, ar.d man l.as completed u Ict
Leon '••! di>n to M IV *e( I'ium'h p- o
traction
imayriiunt at the S
m .
dll» ion
Th" U'h.le I'eiCo. k." on
immediately after its heimer's ofllce ami was given $5 for form a new holding corporation,
••!
•!,<
open in
in ns
alP-ire! <m
he Ma
to
i*
tour.
>c
agencies was terrific. her services, which tdie accepted omitting Mr. Stanton
Mr. llaekett will Join the
The brokers took 350 seats a night with many thanks, according to Mr. Horn the directorial head.
San l'i ancise
sd'vw next Moud-ty at AUooua* P*
r
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He is
his uiountuni hiding place.
followed by the populace, but on
cornering him they do not take him
But on the
because of his grief.
approach of the rural guards, who
<-ov««r 1'im with their guns, one of
the bandit's henchmen, following inFenian did extremely «vi l; ^iih the structions, shouts him dead, and he
sweetflorid part of an ancient but enthu- falls be*ld« the body of his
siastic old flirt, the outstanding role heart.
gill,
gypsy
Dorothy South, the
of the play next to Kiki. to whom
of the women
all £hc others are subordinated to sang tie- role well, but
mother
the
as
principals Vera Ross
the point of cffacvnient.
Kutk.
of the hull -fighter carried off the
honors vocally during a mixed quintet in the ilrst scene of the second
jv.;. a.
.tKTothy South act.
It was in this same aevnu that
V ura lioaa Conchita riouer, the little Spanish
.«Jr:u-*» llamllt'Q
A
1
with a solo
W. II. Thompson girl, won the audience
Ka'titr Anioo.
Sam Ash that was peculiar in delivery and
U.itm

KIKI
..

Jii-a.

.

.

.

Har-ly

M^x

Ki|(">an
Flfi-I'ay
T- Ut

Si.Jn^y

J"l>

Saxon

tvliw'J.-

Ad.-ur-

The

H

.Thotii.i*

li^j'i'

lirul-

-.u:;

.

l*in>C':
l4('l>'llP
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THE WILD CAT

Arinr Ki^trnki
.

.

Klin>;

Thojn;»H M irht-li
H jTTjr Hur^hur.lt

.

.

M

<>r* r.c>'

.<i< Tiruil*'

•ur*
!/••
H> n 1

Mi£n«m lUii.^r

I

Jrtin SC'>tt

Klurln-

The Cook

.

Kiki

Broadway has been

I

'

'.

.

.

.

Jane Kcrrell
Ignore I'.Tir

.

.

!

..Carlos Y.r.arla*

Pl:p)n
Caircl.»
Ilt.l

.

Juan; o

David RcUisco's "Kiki" and Ignore
Clrlc since mid-summer, when the
French comedy by Andre Picard
was produced out of town. Its pre-

Gipsy Dincvri.

..

voice.

M*x Gonzalei

Sam A*h was the heroic bullsinging the role nicely, but
Marion Green
U'onchUi rtqu^r playing it very much In musical
Pilar Torralba
corned v manner. Ills costume must
RuaiHi A»h fhave won ied him. for he was conMarion
McCoSk Uantly readjusting it.

.

G;i>sy

anticipating

.

.

.

.

.l<uuife>

Harnolt

fighter,

t

Sh«;ho: J

A

K'i'vut

S« ;icr.

El PonrtiTio
\lf tuu*:!

i-'ivd
Roger* tJreen. who was Imported from England for "Monsieur Beaucaire" a
John Cort, in association with couple of seasons ago. was "The
interCat/handling the role In his
in
offered
Aaronsohn.
"The
Wild
Wild
First
Alex.
reasons.
variety of
est was the question of what Miss Cat" at the Park Saturday night. splendid baritone fairly well, but
part
going off key once or
comedy
piece
described
seemingly
was
the
The
In
with
a
do
would
Ulrlc
and second what would Bclasco do printed matter variously as an twice during the evening.
"operetta" and as "a Spanish music
The opening performance was
with a light French play.
The answer to the first Is easy. drama." In reality it was a tragedy "cold" In New York, and the company showed this plainly: as a matMiss riric fully Justifies the bright presented in grand opera form.
The general Impression prior to ter of fact, Saturday night's perpromise she gave in the early acts
performance
was
the
Cort
that
Mr.
formance was little better than a
a
having
of
of "The Son-Daughter"
rich gift for high comedy as well as was going to present at the Park a dress rehearsal.
Spanish
revue
such
I
was
housed
Setior Manuel Penella. the authoras
is
enami
expression,
for emotional
dowed with something akin to ge- at the house several seasons ago. composer of the opera, led the or
That
was
distinct
novelty
a
to
the opening night, and his
NeW'chcstra
stage
of
etching
subtle
nius in the
Her Kiki Is a bewil- York, and it did a terrific business, work was as much a part of the
portraiture.
dering, slangy, sophisticated, naive, even though it was for the greater performance as the stage proceedHe was superb In his hanbrazen, vulgar, natural little devil, part presented by a Spanish organ- Ings.
ization in their native tongue, with dling of the musicians and was
at one*? bewitching and terrifying.
The brassy little Paris ch<*ru* girl a few Americans in the cast so that heartily applauded.
From a business angle. "The Wild
waif outgames a hard-boiled man- they might carry sufficient of the
Cat" looks as though it is going to
ager of a music hall In his own tale for American understanding.
office, gets herself Installed in his
But "The Wild Cat" was nothing attract the musically curious, but
home as his mistress and then holds of the kind. It was a Spanish opera beyond that it Is going to be rather
him at arm's length until she has by Manuel Penella. who furnished an unusual question as Just how far
Fred.
wrung from him an admission of both music and libretto. Marie B. its success will go.
love, and has blocked the schemes Schrcd»r furnished the English verof the manager's divorced wife to sion of the libretto, which was ?ung
bring about a reconciliation.
by a company that was in a measure
M»e Wanhburne
All this looks pretty material not picked from the musical comedy A Bri:boy
II. B. Thomas
Burton
to say sordid. And, Indeed, It Is. but stage.
Du.'.ley Clement
-Spon«e" KorrJs
by s*ome trick of magic there clings
It was In
presenting the work Montam* c»r*y an actur
UrtWy Hail
Thomas K Jackson
to the little demon the pathos of a with an American organization that Dick Barry
lldn* Mav Oliver
Cinderella, a pathetic little vixen the management made the mistake. Mr*. so».hi<> reruns
ShepP-y
Ruth
with a headstrong pride and certain Had the offering been made in
A. 11. Van Bur«-n
invincible elemental virtues. If you Spanish by a company of Spanish r.r'or^ Hur.'er. a i:\wyer
W.ll ivmlnr
Gr2T\
can imagin Victor Hugo's prose por- singers it probably would have Urusiiia Will:*, h > sister.
" '" w.r).?\'5
xrUn
-*•
"
V:,n A ,,yn
trait of the Paris gamin and then achieved popularity.
The American
*"X]?'
", v /
translate It Into a comic Gallic cari- public Is that way-give them some- Mr* xw,,,n Xan *«"* ^u,.^ rnr-.ee
cature, you tret a hint of the effect thing that they do not understand y
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NEW

THE VARYING SHORE

"SUN-KISP*

Atlantic City, Nov. 30.
San Francisco. Nov. 10.
Harris evolved from # hls
Fanchon and Marco's revue, "Sun«
usual sphere when he put forth Zoc Kist," came home last week and is
Alkin's new play, "The Varying now settled in the C«. i.tury for three
Shore," for its premiere perform- weeks.
This M 8un-Klst" is by no
ance at the Apollo Monday, pre- means the original "Satires of 1920 "
senting a play destined only for the under which title It was first staged
discriminating theatre patron. It is In San Francisco, then sent on tour
withal the most perfectly staged, and later into the Globe, New York.
acted and written play in the long It Is the same story, but it has accalendar of Harris productions.
cumulated new "pep" and ginger
Miss Alkin's play tells In mono- and a cast of principals that equals
tone the three outstanding periods anything this city has enjoyed in &
in the life of the granddaughter of long time. "Suu-Klst" hits the pace
a Virginia Governor. It marks the at the very opening, swings into a
days of her life with three different speedy, hilarious stride instantly
men, each unsatisfactory In some and goes swiftly from episode to
particular to the fulfillment of her episode.
life's yearning for true love. It marks
Fanchon and Marco are not with
a life of youthful sorrow and middle- the show. Their dancing special <>
aged gayety. It speaks of the fail- ties have been replaced by Layman
ure of dependence on grandfather, and Kling, two whirlwind acrobatic
companion or son, reflected with steppers, who Introduce the fastest
equal emphasis from the butterfly kind of dancing.
spirit of uncertainty that Is more or
Don Barclay, the comedian. Is one
less a feminine permanency.
of those funmakers who scores
That the story ii. told with retro- laughs without any apparent effort.
spect into the career of this charm- On the opening night he kept a
ing attraction for the male admirer packed audience chuckling through
solid hours of foolery.
is a weakness In its general appeal. two
He
Artistically there is no mar. but to works with Dell Chain, who plays
a great number, perhaps a majority straight, and this combination Is a
of the first evening's audience, there happy one. Dell has improved since
was evident distaste for the play as his last visit here, and with a partIt is.
It frankly provided the solu- ner like Barclay is at his best.
Also among the principals are
tion before the premise, the result
before the expectation.
That the several girls who left here with the
heroine was but the fe. Inine toy show, and who have since developed
of man, doomed to plan and be dis- ability of unsuspected merit. Luclta
appointed, to love and be disillu- Corvera, for instance, went east as
sioned, to hope and regret and to a chorus girl and comes back In a
win only to have to win all over speaking part, to which she does
again, was an evident fact from the ample justice.
The same may be
first moments of the first act.
So said of Daisy De Wltte.
each of the three scenes proved
The scenic effects are a delight to
'to be.
the eye, while the musical numbers
Miss Ferguson in Paris was again send the audience away whistling
the imposing "Dolly Madison" in and humming. The cornet specialty
different garb of a later decade. In offered by "Rube" Wolf, the musical
act two she was the mistress of her director. Is a hit.
Among the principals, each of
estate even as in Mr. Bennetts
"Sacred and Profane Love," while whom wins individual applause, are:
Cornish
Beck, the original "Penthe -rirl of the last act was Elsie
Ferguson of the carller»Frohman rod": Hyman Meyer. Klsio Land Is,
Charlotte
Woodruff. Evelyn Gerald,
days. It was a delightful retrospect
on lne varying portions of a most Helen Kennedy. Ellen Kahlis and
interesting career that was quite others.
Roy Wolf is manager, wilh the
sadly marred last year by the mis
nd Ace Berry is ahead.
ore*
stunts
njunc*

Sam

,,.,,,...

i

Century

verted to the dictum of those peddlers of less pretentious art, "The
old stuff Is best after all for a
laugh.*
Bone of the comedy devices are unbelievably ingenuous.
The first act might have been lifted
bodily as a comedy sketch from a
vaudeville bill. The climax of the
second act, In which Kiki puts the
intriguing divorcee to flight by
brandishing a paper cutter and
swearing vendetta on her Spanish

Mood, approaches travesty. Some
of the business between the girl and
the man servant was almost acrol-atic.
One uproarious Incident had
the manager talking through the
telephone to his wife while shouting
at Kiki to be quiet and explaining
with elaborate business of embarrassment to the wife that he was
not addressing her a contrivance
iii<il
has done service time out ot
mind. It would have surprised no
one to see some one sit on a silk hat

—

any moment. The play for laughs
was As candid as that.
Which docs not alter, the fact that

at

the audience found the whole affair
tumultuously amusing. On the returns the. end of furnishing good
entertainment Justified the means.
There could be no question that the
laughter of this thoroughly sophisticated llrst night audience was sincere and spontaneous.

no gift of prophesy to
forecast a prosperous career for the
It

for

c.»lls

The following of
proiluetion.
the st;«r rni'l the producer would inMir" that. I'.ut the piece will attract
n't' ntion and arouse comment aside

now

I'vom

that,

it

is

conspicuously

in

ibe toTMi-al vein and is plentifully
Kiki has a
flavored with spice.
horouL'hly practical working knowledge of the world, gathered in what
may be surmised of her career in
the music hall and lis environs, and
she is a person of breath-taking

i

,.
nnd^ the Americans -followed
._

.

.

|
j

V.'hy John Cort did not announce
presentation as grand opera is
a question. Maybe It was the difference in the scale that the musicians

ndor

N

guessed

There are three acts

to

"The Wild

the presentation being made
in five scenes, four sots being employed.
The first act set and that
of the first scene in the last act are
the
n.r ^ni.-.
same. There
iNtTi-areiiwuinuuirn
are about a dozen
"r P 1
h "2?
-

E
boys and\.l"lM;
about 30
.

girls'

°L&££
The
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Sam
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in the hull rinir. and
<one N at one of the
et rinees to i't rinir.
The hero is
ki >d by the first bu!l he tarllcs.
and the pjri dies of grief, whether
for tho bull-lighter or for her lover,
who is forced to hide, is not made
el-ar.
In the final act. two- weeks
!l!

11

«-.

ii'n.n
v
I

•(•o:i

Hardy played evenly as later, the bandit appears and takes
manager and Ma&iUic dead body of lu> loved one tc

the mueic ball

STS 3a"«K

!

latter'

j

•

IS

splendid comedy bit for a few moments.
Geraldine O'Brien forgot
her origin sufficiently to portray the
period In a Negro servant's life and
Blytho Daly, James Crane, Wright
Cramer and Paul K vert on were all
sufll- :>ntly
perfect as to arouse
comment on the general perfection
of the cast.

YEARS AGO

.

(Continued from page 6)
receive Sunday engagements'
at the bottom of the agitation.

wer«

Jules Ruby applied to New York
License Commissioner John X. Bo«
gart for a license to do business as
a booking agent.

Scheucr.

standby, landed n comedy wow.
The two acts that stood out head
and shoulders over the rest of the
show were "The Minuet," a costume
playlet by Louis N. Parker, with
McKay Morris and Ahna Tell, and
Lord Dunsany's "The Murderers," a
grewsome one acter of the Washmgion Square
ington
oquare Players
1'iayers school
scnool of
or
'•{»«*& exquisitely played by McKay
Morris,
Curtis Cookscy and
^ »,« „„-„it„ v»„ their
to
Robert Vughn.
J*?,/!™"",*?*
Ina Claire, appearing fourth, was

^ ^i^i
were picked for voices, desnite also a <™ e <J
°r
which they get by on looks. They
appear only in the fir,t act. coming Jv e n
on early and singing for upwards
of 20 minutes.
After th«t they are a time.
The story is plausible, and while
not seen again except for a few who
first act there is a straining
work in a mob scene In the second in the
The
this disappears.
effect,
for
act.
In addition to this, there are
natural with the hushorses and carriages used In both comedy grows
return. He is merely a hired
band's
the first and second acts, as well as
employed so an overchapa number of horses In the bull ring husband,
eroned but wealthy girl can get rid
scene In the latter act.
of a troublesome aunt. Through a
The story
is a triangle love affair,
mistake the girl has picked a man
m '; /f
i^ «w
the principals ukilled
writhH a.l-pf
off
^
£ ut who hap .
„
n
h
during file netmn of he piece,
also to be a millionaire, and
The opera opens with the return ,* n circumstanoos
arc amusing when
of the victorious bull-fighter to his „
mWenly she ls confronted with him.
home, where he is awaited by his
author avoids the old bedroom
mother and a eypsy girl sweetheart. The
The hostess at the house
devices.
During the festivities for the home- party doesn't know the girls huscoming a gypsy fortune teller comes band, so when he does go to her
on the scene, and. rending the hero's room there is a scandal. Old stuff
hand, Informs him that there is with the aunt taking too much to
danger from a dark stranger, and drink serves also as a fun -provider
also that he m*y be killed by a bull
in this same last act. but if there
during his next appearance in the are 'touches of ^the amateur in the
Sure enough, the dark writing, there is also a freshness in
arena.
of
stranger appears In the person
the approach that appeals.
§
"The Wild Cat." n mountain bandit.
The producing combination of
He ha«* been the lover of the bull- "Her
Salarv Man" Is said to be the
fighter's sweetheart. In the past he same
as that behind Cort's "The
killed a rival for her hand and was
Wild Cat" that opened at the Park
:.

;

»

—

Cat."

.,•

Th re w.:^ not a flaw in bis three
stage pb tun s- a music bill manager's ollici a drawing room and a
bedroom.-' The last was a poem of
old rose and gold.

.

at.

:

•

!

might ask. There were 41 men In
the pit, and in addition a number
of brasses used on the stage in an
intermezzo and later In the bull ring
scene; bu f as thev were off stage,
their
number
could
only
be

1

r-pirit. and some of the minor peopl.
were for. d. Uut in providing backgrounds Bela.-co \* never at fault.

'

h'.

But it
in thought and word.
hopeless to try to get her down
s?en
to be
She
has
to
be
on paper.
sent to prison. .Escaping, he took
misunderstood.
The pl'iy is plentifully besprin- fo the hills. He informs the hero
led with witty lines of a cynical that he is going to h."ve the girl, and
twist, sin h as 'No woman is worth anyone who comes between them
In
Iht weight in worry," spoken by the must suffer the consequences.
mu«1f hill manager, who is waver- tlio event thar in the next bull light,
ing b"t\\« >-n the life of a hermit and in whieh the hero has engaged to
a re -MMrilia'ion with his ex-wife. ulaught'T f ,N bulls in a single after.And !li' -tin:;in£ retorts of Kiki in noon, he should come forth unve.Tthed. then "The Wild Cat" promruiii-'hTp-e'. way are bombshell-}i« t
The cast is i^ to !;:!! him on th'>ir tic meetann'. ing surprise.
<<f
vtthir y!>ort of ihe H'^iSv-o bland- >.::.
Nt the opening
i'w .• ennd
In
?;e»-s.
Arline Fr<'deriek» as th^
wife scarcely caught the -..:> -,i,<»w>; the h' ro preparing for
s. lierc. In^r
c

Rutherford u western lawvtT who
Sarrfoi tllo accompanist for Mme.
Alma Cluck. Mme. Gluck brought
the play to Mr. Cort's attention and
sat in a box with Daniel Frohman
at the premiere. There were many
other musical celebrities present, a
first night audience able to help the
opening along by its good manners
and good sense.
also helped conThe ..-play waso,.,t,
..
•>*«
tiw„. ley,
a
Mu
"Merably by Ruth
m .,
actress who knows her way around,
uses a charming voice- with discre
tion, draws on a fund of experience
in short,
In putting her part over
a competent player worth while
watching. As the middle-aged millionaire, A. H. Van Buren gave her
rnmnotpnt «unnort Kdna Mav Oliver

•

suit in

applause.

small

timers

in Pennsylvania,
in Lancaster. Psu, on

was convicted

a charge of felonious assault lodged
by Bert C. Weston, who worked in
the act of Eunice Raymond and
company, which had been closed
after its first per forma nco at the
Mozart house. Miss Raymond was
Weston's wife. After the incident
of the closing he became involved In
disappointing to those who know
a
wrangle with Mosart in front of
her capabilities as a vaudeville artist.
Miss Claire d uf but one num- the theatre.
ber,
a ditty from "The Quaker
Girl." and encored
with a brief
Leo Maase, New York manager for
dancing bit. It was quite evident H B. Marlnelli. sailed for Hamburg,
the house expected Miss Claire to Germany
to attend a gathering of
respond to the sincere applause
Continental
managers and
which followed her single number the
with an imitation or two. but none agents. He left Anton E. Johnson
was forthcoming.
Probably Miss in charge of the New York office.
i

Claire disinclined to reidentify herself with imitations since she has
established herself as a legitimate

comedienne.
Janet Beechei
off with a short anno'u^eme^tlha"
the Fidelity League was organized
to perpetuate the "open shop," fol
lowed by the reading of a couple of
poems in Italian dialect. A group
of sings nejft by Walter Mills and
Virginia Bassard, with Laura Sedgwick Collins at the piano*. This was
strictly a concert "act."
It passed.
"The Railroad King," a one-act
playlet of conventional plot and
pattern, was played by Albert llowson. Nell Paul, Ernest Klton. Karl
Gilbert and Marcelle Nelkin. Rather
I.rcd.
lust Saturday.
old-fashioned and stagey dialog and
situations. The company got everything possible out of it.
FIDELITY CONCERT
Alexander Yakovleff, assisted by a
The seeeiid of the series of
monthly concerts to be presented woman dancer, off>red several Rus
an
dances, closing the first half
under the auspices of the Actors' ?|
.,....... last
,...,..
Sun- Ho is of "The O'Rrien Girl." The
.....
".. a held
1'Mdelity
,., .*,«<• was
.„<-,,,_, Leigue
dancing
scored.
Marion Kerby did
day night at the Henry Miller theThe affair shaped very well in the second part with
at re. New York.
irfegro
mammy
stories.
Miss Kerby
'up much better than the opening
conceit held in October, but still appearing in character. Her monoleft something to be desired.
The log was punctuated with plenty of
Ressie
Wynn presented
stage waits, for instance, were un- laughs.
numbers, all .»f
necessarily long and the lights were several concert
badly handed several times diirins: which received appreciation, and
the show
The entertainment as a Robert Maitland scored with a
group nicely suited to his xcelient
whole, however, was pie ising.
May Irwin was una hie to appear Imntone.
due to illness, and Louis Mann subDespite there was practically no
Mr. Mann told several advance sale and Sunday night was
stituted.
dialect stories, getting over handily. rainy and disagreeable the Fidelity
The telephone yarn about the car- League played to about $1,M>0 on
penter fixing the shutter, a Mann the night
Btfi
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Edward Mozart, who ran a chain
of

Jennie Teaman*, daughter of

An-

nie Yeamans, died, and It was recalled that she had been the wife

Char,f " a Mta *«
*
before.
She was one of

? *?»"
the best

J

known soubreta of her day. Fred J.
an<1
Lydla Yeamans TltUS werd
playing dates In England

(The

Lea

late)

Harrison

was

breaking hi a new nxnolog at Bammersteins Victoria the following

Monday
Emma Cams waa rehearsing for a new piece. : er first
starring venture. . . .Joe Coyne sailed
for London to play In a new snow
with

Edna

May

May Howard

opened a stock burlesque venture In
Davenport.
la
Max Anderson
sailed to get European acts for tho
New York Hippodrome
Chevalier

was headliner

at the Colonial,

New

York.

John Fay threatened to sue R. F
Keith for $1,000 a performance ot
"The I'hays." who were doing a burlesque expose of the mind reading
act or Tho Fays.

One P. J. Casey, designated as an
attache of the Morris olHce," Is mentioned as having "attained somo
local fame as an announcer for Ma*
rino. a strong man appearing st
Hammsrsteln's."

Friday,

December

2,

LEGITIMATE

1W1

vt

nm

a solid play. The extension of the
cut
x>t "SinbadZ after It left the general for approval It was
Garden for the Century and later the 44th Street, is explained In the $2,000. Two lawyers who assisted
same way. Patrons unable to buy at the Garden, took advantage of Mr. Bascom claim almost $14,000
the most elastic scale for Jolson In the other houses*
for their end of the work, and the
bill
of former Senator Brackett,
OH LEGIT
who
was s»«d_jto be the Instigator
From London comes a story that George B. McClellan, the producer of and driving
force of the investigaplays there, who has lived at the Savoy Hotel In that city for many years,
tion, has not yet been presented.
moved to the Cecil. He Is an intensely nervous individual and made The bills
* considerable mystery surrounding the disappearance of Wal- has
of four detective agencies
so many complaints to the management of the Savoy they kept conwho unearthed the evidence in the
wfltHeCutcheon from his regular haunts. The Lambs Club has not been
tinually raising the rate for his apartment until he left In a huff. Little
crusade total $31,507.62. An InspecSSad by him for several weeks now and Broadway has had no word things constantly
irritate the manager.
him.
tion of their accounts reveals that

INSIDE STUFF

mm

tftfafdfaf

impending or reported marriage engagement of Marilyn Miller Is
-Jlto have worried Flo Ziegfeld, her "Sally" manager, to the extent
BMfsId Hooded Miss Miller with notes, remonstrating against her marZSm while with "Sally," or If she would marry to do it quietly. Zlegthe box office. The continual noting from her manSa was thinking ofhave
annoyed Miss Miller to the point where she conreported to
._ is
ntted her attorney, asking him to request Ziegfeld to desist his letter
forcing
her out of the cast otherwise.
of
pain
the
on
^rifting
There seems to be the opinion spreading Miss Miller is going to marry
done so already. Jack Plckford Is mentioned as the lucky
If not having

f^

they spent

When

Helen Freeman In "The Great Way" was briefly at the Park,
Circle, which Is 69th street, the house staff thought as the doors
reopened great business was coming their way. Almost a steady stream
of People dropped into the theatre, but the staff quickly tired of telling
them where the Al Jolson 69th Street theatre was located.

Columbus

is newly possessed of a German police dog of mammouth
so "Dutch" the hound only understands German, and Al has
been ordering the dog around in that language. Jolson's most used expression Is "sits" and "retard," both meaning backup and sit down. Also
it costs him $3 a day to feed the mut. Al says if the dog doesn't get onto
fellow.
American lingo, he will have to give it the air. "Bombo," at Jolson's, has
been giving eight performances weekly (except last week, when an extra
When the Ed. Wynn show, "The Perfeet Fool," was brought Into New matinee was played on account of Thanksgiving), although the custom
York It was found that the services of one electrician and an assistant at the* Winter Garden was three afternoons. Equity counted the Garden's
Under the rules of the Stage
property man could be dispensed with.
nine performances as a regular week there, because the custom of the
Hands' Union this could be done, as the crew was hired for the road tour.
the strike agreement calling for eight performances. It
management,
the
and
in
a burst of generosity, decided house ante-dates
The show scored,
is understood that Equity refused to consider Jolson's In the some light,
to five the two men two weeks' notice. When the time came to let them
that, although the Garden shows are to be played there, the
contending
but the union notified the management as the men had worked in town
hands they could new house does not carry with It the custom of the Garden.
It was necessary to retain the same number of stage
dispense with the present incumbents, but they would have to be replaced
Whilo in Paris, George M. Cohan visited the offices of a French barrisby other union men.

Al Jolson

build.

It la

—

ter with
Isolated towns in the south are reported as giving money to the traveling attractions. The Memphis correspondent of Variety says Clarksdale,
Miss- and Jackson, Tenn., gave "The Bat" $2,784 In the two performances,
one In each town, while the same brace of cities in two shows gave the

Mary Plckford and Douglas Fairbanks. They were much amused

at the pomp and dignity that is a custom with all Parisian lawyers. The
object of the visit concerned Miss Plckford mostly. One of her feature
films had been stolen and was being exhibited In Spain.

bial

money

drunken

like the prover-

sailor,

traveling

far

and wide, stopping at the best hoeating like millionaires, taking
in the sights at disorderly houses
and plunging heavily on the horses
and games of chance. One dinner
party at the well known Indian
Hoad tavern in Saratoga will cost
the taxpayers
$1,306.
After a
sumptuous repast, which Inoluded
champagne at $26 per bottle, the
detectives flirted with the goddess
of fortune and lost $636.
In all
nearly $6,000 was lost In gambling.
The operatives bet at all the pool
rooms they could And an took part
In all the games of chance they ran
across.
Bets of from $60 to $800
were made on the ponies, while
sums ranging from $100 to $604
were dropped on games of chance.
One day at the race track separated
the county or the State from $1,386.
It is expected that some of the items
in the bills will bi cut out or the
amounts reduced.
tels,

".

In a pool match to decide the
Jack Mayer, manager of the Liberty, advised Jake Rosenthal, manager championship among the Keith
brokers last week, J. H. Alos and
Among the Americans In Australia are Joe Coyne and William J. of "The O'Brien Girl," that George M. Cohan was welcome to use Mayer's Mark Murphy defeated Arthur BlonThey have written to private office while In New York. Jake said that was alright, but de- dell and Jack Hodgdon, 100 to
Kelly, touring In separate repertoire companies.
8$.
manded to know why ho couldn't use It, too, Instead of the rear office
tfew York, jclvlng their impressions of the country where the scenery
Mayer thought It over and later remarked, Another contest will bo held as soon
sod climate are perfect, but audiences resemble the small-town Amer- which is not so inviting.
as
suitable
opponents can bo formed
for
ican stock clientele, the institution of a room -and -bath is unkpown, and around the front of the house, that the back office was good enough
to meet the winners.
a straw hat Is an appropriate Christmas gift. Business is reported as "that fat guy, Rosenthal."
good, although rumors have reached the exiles that. In the States, "things
The "Wlmpus Quintet," headed by
are not any too good." Kelly has been in the Antipodes seven months.
A manager, laying off, turned down a new job offered him at the BiUv Grady, will go forth to do batHis company is doing "The Sign on the Door," "Scandal" and "Adam Friars last week. One of the producers of a Broadway show, now on tle with John SchulU's "Shadow of
and Eva."
tour, asked the lay-off to take hold of the show and then cut salaries. the Celtics" at Alhambra Hall this
He said he'd rather keep on laying off.
(Friday) evening in the initial basA 'Chicago critic now has his name in the theatre's front lights, for
ketball contest to bo undertaken by
the first time in that town.
The Garrlck did it, "Greenwich Village
the
sixth floor Palace athletes. The
All but two members of the cast of "Afgar" are reported to have
Follies" Is the show, and Sheppard Butler the critic.
His name is in accepted the salary cut proposed by the Comstock and Gest management. game is scheduled to bo called as
lights on the Garrick's new marquee.
It's an old stunt in New York,
Lupino Lane left the show and Guy Collins left last week at Cleveland. close to 6 o'clock as possible.
where they waste so much electricity the house management is often Tim O'Connor replaced Lane, and the latter may
There was much speculation as to
try a week in vaudeville
happy at a chance to reproduce a commending remark. Still it always in New York before sailing for England. George Zorn, the stage manager, the outcome
up to Wednesday, with
suggests that if one critio liked the show well enough to blaze out his
was replaced by Paul Irving, the Equity's deputy with the show. Irving Grady talking his cohorts into beopinion, what did the others think?
Collins was not ing odds -on favorites three itsjsa
Is now said to be doing three roles in the performance.
replaced v Delysla, the show's star, reported to have been brought over ahead of game time, with no takers.
The following is a piece of press stuff the Woods press department here
Most of the wagering took place on
at $2,600 weekly. Is said to have accepted a cut to $1,600.
drew up on "The Demi-Virgin" affair, but suppressed. A substitute
how long the contest would last and
sheet of merely straight matter mentioning the new plays went out
Donald Brian is to have another red head for a dance partner in the who would be. on their feet at the
Monday instead. Variety is publishing it by permission, as Al Woods Shubert revival
of "The Chocolate Soldier." On this occasion it is to be finish. This betting was conversaand Marty Herman, together with the Variety people, know no one reads
Mignon Murrelle. In former years with the Dillingham shows it was tionally done at evens.
Variety anyway, so this will continue to be a secret:
Clssle Sewell, also red-topped, who danced with the "Merry Widow"
It was reported that Ray Myers
waltzer. Besides both being red, they are both of the same type, though will lead cheers for the winning
A. H. Woods Buys Four New Plays
not the same glrL
side, having as his assistant a repUndismayed by the prosperity of "The Deml-Vlrgln," at the
resentative from Campbell's.
Eltinge theatre, A. H. Woods announces the acquisition of four new
At the Automobile Salon held In the Hotel Commodore, there was a lot
The official line-ups were given
plays by famous authors.
Preparations are being made for their
of talk occasioned by the fact that two Minerva town cars that were out as follows:
early production.
on display were tagged as belonging to Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., and Marllynn
The plays include •'The Onlooker" by Eugene Walter, co-outhor
Scbults's Shadows.
2m d£' B Xmlty
F
Mark Murphy
Miller. The cost of the cars Is $13,000 each. Both have the same style Bill Quald
of "The Man's Name," now at the Republic theatre; "Lawful Lara djr
Rovln» P.... John Bchults
S
Ji. £
ceny," a new play by Samuel Shlpman; a new play on the Far East
bodies, though somewhat different in their coloring.
Eddie Resnlck
C
BUI McC&ffery
Harold Kemp
G
Prank la Sullivan
by Somerset Maugham, which the latter, went to China to write espeJohnnie Daly
Q
8yd Silverman
cially for Mr. Woods, and a new play by the celojrated Avery HopSubstitutes for Grady's "Wimwood, which Mr. Woods is determined to submit to an official censor
puses" are Ike Kaufman, J. K.
before putting Into rehearsal.
Burke, Frank Evans, Mike Bentham,
"Since there is no official censor," says Mr. Woods, "I shall have
(Continued from page 16)
Chester Blackwell, Jimmy Dunedln,
to appoint my own. I shall probably select him from some public
holding
enough
15
of
an
penalty
for
edge,
despite
-yard
being
with a
Jack Hodgdon, Phil Offln, Lester
official whose private life I have secretly inquired into and found
a punt and the giving up of the ball outdistanced In the pun Ling, to Walters, Jeff Davis and Eddie
above reproach. If there Is no such official, I shall appoint a private
to their opponents. The Navy then shove across and cash in on the Myers.
"Wild Willie's" Specials,
citizen of high standing.
If even private citizens of high standing
began an attack which resulted, in only opportunity that presented It- who stand ready to replace any of
are found to be no better than they should, I shall appoint myself on
the only score of the game early In self.
the Varsity men who falter, are
the assumption that I'm as good as my betters, and shall therefore
the second quarter, but not before
given out as Geno Hughes, center;
consider my decision seml-offlolaL
Ray Caldwell, of the Yankees, and Nat Sobel, maybe forward; Harry
the Army had held consecutively a
"In any event I must have Mr. Hopwood's new play censored.
yard away from their goal line, and later with Cleveland, has been Burton,
guessing
'orward;
Bill
This young man has already ruined tens of thousands; I don't want
once more before the middles could signed as a member of the Kansas Vidocq, roving guard, and Louis
him to ruin the country. If Mr. Hopwood had not written 'The Demipush the ball across from the half- City Blues, of the American Asso- Spielman, defense.
Virgin* we should never have had profiteers, grafters, crooked poliyard mark. The clan from Annapo- ciation. Caldwell was a free agent,
The remaining men of the
ticians, gamblers, lobbyists, disreputable women and disreputable
lis made a first down by inches on having been released to take over
"Shadows" who stand a chance of
national conventions. I shouldn't be surprised to learn that Hopthe Army's half-yard line.
the management of a team.
getting Into the fray within the first
wood ruined Trotsky. He made them what they are today.
It was a see-saw battle from then
two minutes are Harry
"Walter Shlpman and Maugham need no censors, I think they'll on, with both teams tightening up
Suzanne Lenglcn, famous French Charlie Morrison, Eddio KuIIarry,
Oakford,
come to clean laughs one of these days.''
in defense, following the intermis- woman tennis player, finds herself
B.nny Thaw, Leo Morrison and
sion between halves. French's run in an unenviable position as a result
Paddy
Schwartz.
Whether George M. Cohan returns to London as planned by him and which placed the ball inside the of the resignation of Captain AlArticles of agreement arc: Battle
remain over there, may v oi largely influenced by the attitude of George's Navy's 30 -yard line, near the end bert R. Joannls as vice-president of
mother, Mrs. Jerry Cohan.
The afTection between mother and son is of the final quarter, and succeeding the French Tennis Federation. He Is to be done "play or paj'," no doubling
ideal.
It's improbable George would do one thing that would bring rushes which took the much be- resigned
when the federation posted Time and no hitting In the clinches.
of halves will be four fiveworry to his mother. It's also improbable Mrs. Cohan would bo happy spattered oval to within seven a statement blaming
the United
minute periods, with the second half
away, though her son would be delighted to take his mother with him. yards of a tie score went for naught States Lawn
Tennis Association for only
if called for.
Mr. Cohan likely learned upon returning the anxiety of his mother when a forward pass was hurled and criticism
Tom Campbell,
of Mile. Lenglcn as a rephysical director of Keith's Boys'
It
while away, and her great relief when the cable arrived, saying he was intercepted by the defenders.
sult of her repeated refusals to play
Fund,
will
attempt to keep track of
returning.
While this is purely a personal matter with the Cohans allowed them to kick out of danger here.
His statement that Mile. the
fouls.
and maybe should not appear in print, as it has not been mentioned by and made certain the victory.
was perfectly fit to play on
The playing of both teams was Lenglcn
any of the Cohans, still it displays such an intimate side of two fine
the day she quit half-way through
natures that it will grot'fy the admirers of the Cohans, and more espe- everything that the yearly service her ma toll with Mrs. Molla BJurThe Freeman Bernstein carnival
stands for, including the
cially as George M. Cohan, when In New York, never allows a day to battle
stedt Mallory Is borne out by Jo- company, including 27 people, sailed
pass he does not visit his mother, nor when out of town to telephone her. rough Inside work which became so seph M. Jennings, treasurer of the Saturday from New York for San
There is another matter of his shows that may call for Cohan's evident at one time it brought American association, who says Domingo, where the organization
hisses' and booing from the stands.
presence here for *some little while, now or later in the season.
His
Mile. Lenglcn was frequently seen will get under way the second week
contract for "The Tavern" and "The Meanest Man" calls for at least 50 French, for the Army, was the most dancing until late hours on occa- In December.
The outfit consists
on the field. He
Performances each in this country during this season, If Cohan would outstanding figure
entirely of concessions, the owners
was responsible for both the ad- sions when she declined to play.
preserve his rights. Performances of either in England would not count
of which paid their own transportaopening
under the contracts. None of the Broadway producing managers believe vances of the cadots at the
The recent Investigation of gam- tion and are to work on a 60-50
conCohan win have the least trouble In casting plays. His "O'Brien Girl" and close of the game, also
as- bling and vico conditions In Sara- split of the profits with Bernstein
valuable
more
than
tributing
kaa proven that.
when the company starts to opcrsistance on the defense. Across the toga was a great Jamboree for
Jite.
No acts or free attractions
line Iiarchet, playing his first year lawyers, detectives and court offiBroadway was not fully confident that Jolson's with Al Jolson in
the Naval academy, became cials, the bills Just presented to the were carried, which leaves the profor
Bombo" would get over. But the house Is certainly on the show map,
prominent as soon as he was given Board of Supervisors show. Includ- moter with practically no overhca I
*nd its largely attended Sunday concerts are a further evidence of that
the ball and remained a constant ing court and Jury costs, total expenses.
fact.
Though It isn't directly in the theatre zone, Jolson's is actually a threat throughout the 60 minutes of claims aggregate $7fl,<>-l3.16.
DisP*rt of the Broadway district, it being so easily accessible by subway
John P. Slocum, theatrical manThese two boys had a sweet trict Attorney Wyman S. Bascom
play.
a nd car line.
afternoon of It, both getting bumped of Washington county, appointed ager, filed a petition in bankruptcy
Probably a more important factor in "Bombo's" big business is that particularly hard by the opposite special deputy attorney-g<ner.il by this week, estimating his
liabilities
the masses
never had the chance to see Jolson at the Winter Garden, forces, but were always ready for Ooverr or Smith to conduct the at
$11,683
and assets at $100.
the Da c °ny held but five rows of seats that scaled down from the one more crack.
probe, has a bill of $15,148 for serv- Slocum's creditors, besides numerous
•
hi,gh
k
Priced admission scale. At the new theatre there are 16 rows in the
it was in the lines that the story ices, plus $1,898 for expenses. When
commercial firms, include F. Ray
balcony whi-h are split between #.60 and
was told, with the Navy having he presented his hi 11, to the uttorney- Comstock and Elisabeth Mai bury.
$1. and those seats are getfmp

-Broadway

Whirr

$2,940.
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San Francisco, Nov. 30.
doubt.
With Kitty Doner, sister nose and
nappy
brother Ted headlining: a

Friday,

Deal for L. A. House

Morrisscy and Young", straight
numbers having punch lyrics handled to a nicety. Her matter was and comic, took the show honors
well
all new and away from anything next to closing. The boys sing
together and put over some good
seen here.
They
laughs.
big
for
comedy
Kramer and Boyle, placed just stopped the show with clever
right, next to closing, carried their straight and burlesque dancing.
share of the program through at a
Jack Lyle with a disconnected
smart pace. The laughs got going tramp monolog and parody singing
early and held up steadily. The au- won war favor for his efforts.
dience accepted Kramer's clever
Grace Ay res and Co. took excelblackface
impromptu stuff and lent care of the closing position with
Boyle's fine voice and good straight neat work on roller skates.
Miss
work without enthusiasm.
Ayres, tall and graceful, features
The Doner act went over with a speedy whirls and the falls and comrousing rush with its League of edy efforts of the diminutive assistSong Steps. Eddie Moran was at ant caught on nicely.
the piano. Kitty injected her usual
Tom Brown's Highlanders, a
pep. This with a little singing and mixed sextette, gave satisfaction
perfect
with their Instrumental offering,
much dancing and some
changes of male attire, together finishing on saxophones to good apand
the
plause.
with Ted's clever dancing
Jessie and Hubert reeled off some
presence of Rose, had the audience
applauding all during the act's stay. patter and sang in good style. The
Kitty and Ted,

IVAN CARYLL
San Francisco, Nov.

As

predicted,

Maude

30.

Fulton's
the star

"Sonny" with herself as
in Los Angeles this week.

closed

There was gossip about Maude
Fulton acquiring a Los Angeles theatre In which to atage her new
Ralph Pincus, who with
plays,
George Ebey, of Oakland, was backing the "Sonny" production, made
several hurried trips to the southern city to close the deal, but Indications are that the scheme fell
through. It is said that the Vantages Broadway is the house Pincus was after.
Will Morrisey, now touring Pantages, has given out Interviews
man's whistling imitations found
ready appreciation and the girl's along the route in which he stated
nice appearance and good voice he waa to produce new productions
in Jhe west, and his name is now
rounds out a first rate act.
The Randolphs, a couple of men linked with that of Alexander Panwith ordinary trapeze stunts and in- tagea in such a venture with the
consequential comedy opened.
Pantages Broadway as the theatre
Josephs.
to house the proposed offerings.

LOEW

LOVE

PANTAGES, FRISCO
San Francisco, Nov.

30.

got off to a quiet start at
Pantages. There is plenty of class
but too much singing and dancing
coming together in the* early section
which waa entirely devoid o. comedy, causing restlessness.
A few

walked

out.

Carl Roslnl and Co. topped the
billing with magic and illusions in
closing spot.
While there Is not
much new in the act the shoavman-

Night in Dixie," fourth, was

the r^jat offering of a comedy nature and gave the bill a big boost.
The act features Happy Golden, a
cute little child, and the Mast Kiddies, a couple of dancing girls in
ttielr teens;
Sam Golder and an
unprogrammed man who furnishes
satisfactory comedy In blackface.
Charles Gerard offered songs at
the piano In second position with
hia right arm missing.
His lefthanded j»iano playing won r?..bi? Hit.
A girl In an upper box assists in the

song number.

Chung Hwa Four gathered a

IN LOVING MEMORV
OF OUR DARLING MOTHER

MBS. ELIZABETH GALVIN
Who Passed Away Nov. 19th, 1921.

TWO

TOM

and

J.

Croaaley

Neil eon,

man^

for

a years associated with W. T.
Wyatf
and W. H. Clune In theatrical en*
terprlses in Loa Angeles, dropped
dead at hie home in South Pasa*
dena, Cal., recently, aged 66 y

Kadly Mourned by Her Children

(THB

with lethal drugs were dl«j
covered in the rooms. An invest^
gation of the death was made bj|
the Coroner's office.
filled

SLICKERS)

He waa

born in Edinburgh, Scot*

land, but
age of 21.

came

to

America

at the

HELEN GALVIN

Mrs. Catherine Perry, for 20 yeai
British officer stationed at Singa- matron at Keith's, Boston, died sudShe waa walk*
pore, and by another son and two denly last week.
daughters at school in Europe. His ing In one of the streets in the"
first success came In 1886 and he Soath End district when she was

E.

M. ROBINSON

A BELOVED FRIEND
Who Died December 3d, 1919

Louis Martin, of the Casino r<
taurant at Enghien (near Paris),
who was a founder, with his brother,
n> of Cafe Martin, New York, died of
stader, Billy West and George Prim- heart disease in the railroad depot
rose.
Having studied medicine in at Enghien, France, Nov. 14.
hia early years, Nichols, for a long
period after he left the stage, waa
Qaaton Michel died suddenly in
Eugene H. Roth of the Granada, different theatrical engagements In consulted by professionals. He had, Lisbon, aged 65 years. He held big
It Is said, a larger following among parts
Imperial California and Portala the- the Antipodes.
in the serials "Barrabas,"
professionals than any local doctor "Two Urchins" and "The Orphan,
atres, and Jack Brehaney, local discatering to the profession, although produced by Gaumont.
Responses were made by
tributor.
Speed Demon Fined
he himself held no M.D. degree.
Thomas Nunan, dramatic critic for
San Francisco, Nov. 30.
the Examiner; Judge Golden, C. C.
Harry Willard, the stock stage
Mrs. F. A. Geisea, wife of Fred
Griffin and Irving Ackerman.
The Countess Ducella, wife of manager, died Nov. 9, in Ohio, folGeisea, who handles the booking of
H. C. Bunting of Buffalo, N. T., a lowing an illness of six months.
road attractions in thia section of
the country was arrested in OakD ILL'S
—
land last week for speeding. She
HoffAaron
Show
by
Produce
was released after paying a fine.
Will
man Feb. 5— Repeat Flopped

ahlp and pretentiousness in presentation held interest throughout.

"

son,

plctufe actress, waa found dead
her home in Los Angeles, Nov.
Two vials believed to have be

waa identified with Gaiety musical suddenly attacked with illneas and
comedies In London and with Dil- died before the ambulance reached
lingham shows here. He is best the hospital.
remembered for the music to "The
Pink Lady."
Mrs. Anna Abbott Roberts, foi
seven years connected with the
Agency, died Nov. 24
Amalgamated
"DEL" NICHOL8
Adelbert ("Del") Nichols, retired at her home in New York from a
She is
Syracuse minstrel, and in his day complication of diseases.
one of the greatest masters of the survived by a husband, Walter Rob*
"bones," died at his
lome, 1424 erts, electrician at the Star, Brook"SUN-XIST" EXTENDED
Grape street, Syracuse, N. Y., a lyn.
San Francisco, Nov. 30.
The engagement of Fanchon &. week ago. He had played with
Marco's "Sun-Klst" at the Century Happy Cal Wagner, Lew DockJ. H. Dalton died of diabetes
theatre has been extended from two
Chicago, Nov. 29. The deceased waa
ag
to three weeks. This extension waa
the husband of Marie Dressier. The
*N MEMORY OF
arranged shortly after the opening
funeral was held In Boston at Mr.
and is said to be due to the box
Dalton's home Friday.

FB0M

Show

Ivan Caryl 1, the composer, died
Nov. 29 at the Hotel Ambassador,
New York City, after a sudden Illness begun over a week ago with a
His real name waa
hemorrhage.
Felix Tllken and he was Belgian by
birth. He is survived by his widow
and daughter, wfco were with him

The business was disappointing.
Frank Hill, the manager, has returned to San Francisco, but E. O.
Bonderson, company manager, has
continued his tour, booking a picture at the end, and by an elder
called "Flashes from the Front."

secured a big personal success and
usual speech.
Jack Joyce, a refined appearing
lad minus a left leg, scored a tremendous hit in second spot. He
FEAST
AT
proved himself an excellent dancer
despite his handicap and has a
pleasing voice and smile and a lik- Warring Interests Come Together
able manner of putting over talk'.
at Dinner in His Honor
After stopping the show on ability
displayed and forced to make a
San Francisco, Nov. 30.
speech, he announced he lost his leg
Marcus Loew, head of the vast
in F.ance.
Mrs. Gene Hughes and Co. in Loew amusement interests, was the
"Contented Peggy" the best sketch guest of honor at a dinner at Taitsshe has brought here in years, at-the-Beach here last week. The office showing.
played to perfection, went over for theatre and motion picture men of
a big comedy succesj. Sylvia Loyal San Francisco were the hosts and
and Co., with juggling, some pigeons every branch of the industry was
AUSTRALIA
BACK
and a French poodle, held interest
The dinner served to
San Francisco, Nov. 30.
well In closing spot. A couple of represented.
men billed as "Th v Knight and the further the truce between the variJules Jordan, Robert Toms and
Knane," with Rudolf Wagner clown- f ous branches of the amusement in- Marie Franchonette were among the
ing while the other manipulates terests which at times have been at passengers on the S. S. Sonoma,
cannon balls on his neck, drew ap- loggerheads.
which arrived here last week from
plause as openers.
Joicpha.
were Australia.
toastmasters
as
Acting
They have been filling

made her

1921

Pantaeee Report

HIPP, FRISCO

at llio Orpheum this week, tie
San Francisco, Nov. 30.
show picked up speed early and held
Tho Hippodrome (first half) had
up to the finish, but Mary Haynes
was the real big applause winner of a well balanced show with a g odly
the bill, with exclusive comedy amount of comedy.

announced as having been done by
their parents twenty-five years ago,
went over big.
Vera Gordon in her second week

2,

Off— Morrftey

-bill

A Bowery number i/

December

OBITUARY!

MAUDE FULTON CLOSES

moved his wig. The singing Is well
carried out but the dancing arouses
Josephs,

OBPHEUM, FRISCO

BANTAOBS TttEAT«fi BUILDING

big

hit next to closing with practically
the same routine as last season.

Genevieve May and Co. opened
Miss May assisted by a
male trio constituting a tenor singer,
the show.

and dancer, offered better
class songs and dances with pretentious stage drapes and elaborate

violinist

NEW ONE

K0LB &

RICE and

WERNER

1

-

,

WITH THE MUSIC MEN

San Francisco, Nov. 30.
Kolb & Dill are to open in a new
show at the Century theatre here
Feb. 5 for a six weeks' engagement.
The show is being written by Aaron
Hoffman and as yet has not been
named.
Last year Kolb & Dill decided to
offer *i "repeat'* with the "High
Cost of Loving," which was previously one of their most profitable
vehicles. The "repeat" engagement,
however, did not prove as successful as anticipated.
Some of the greatest of the Kolb
& Dill successes of former years,

when they played
cess,

at the old

New

Gifroy Opens
San Francisco, Nov.

drew a big crowd.
•Ben Bentley, associated with Bert
Levey and stationed In Chicago, Is
to Saw- JYaiiciBco for a visit.
He
will stay a week.
Claire Starr, Ingenue of the Will

King revues, returned to the Casino
Prin- last Sunday after an absence of

were written by Hoffman.
,

FRISCO ITEMS

Bob Harris is the first of the HilSan Franclaco, Nov. 30.
Marquard's Cafe staged a "Mar- ton building group of new publishers
to start actively. He has started
Wednesday
cus Show Night" last
and announced the event with con- work on his first number, written by
siderable publicity. Practically all Joe Rosey and W. C. Polla. .Albert
of the principals in the Marcus Von Tllzer and Neville Fleeson, anshow attended and during the eve- other new publishing combination,
ning offered specialties. The affair will start shortly.

30.

several weeks.
Ruby Lang, who
has been filling Miss Starr's role, is
out of the King company.
Miss
Starr In private life is Mrs. Will
King.

The new Gllroy theatre opens tocostumes showing enough to war- morrow to play combination attracILL AND INJUBED
rant a better spot. Darrel Blair &
When no road shows are
tions.
Co., with songs, piano and special
Frank
Donnelly,
Philadelphia
hangings, met with warm approval available the house will offer pic- agent,
is confined to his home with
when the female impersonator re- tures and vaudeville.
tonsilitls.
The Courtney Sisters were out of
i

FRANCISCO
MEET AND EAT
With DAVE LERNER, ECONOMY LUNCH No. 2
24 ELLIS STREET, NEXT TO CENTURY THEATRE

the

royalties,

and

revolves

primarily

about the cheaper disks that are
being marketed nowadays, selling at
from 60 cents down.

With the expiration of the basio
Company patents some time
new record making concerns
cropped up almost dally, with the

:

Victor

result they undermined the sales of
Fred Fisher states he has the first the standard
makes like Victor, t
"disarmament" song apropos at the Columbia,
Brunswick, et al. ( to a
Washington conference. He calls it -ocnjldc.
~bhj
-exUiitr-xrala
gathered
"Sink Aii Your Ships on the Ocean
by the M. P. P. A. shows that over
Blue."
a quarter of a million of these cheap
records are marketed weekly and
J. Fred Coots, last with McKinley, has connected with Harms on that the record buyers patronize
these, not because of their quality,
the professional end.
which is very inferior, but because
of the price. The industry deduces
Eddie Nelson and "Buddy" Cooper that
such low-grade records cannot
have brought individual accounting
their purchasing clientele, with,
any royalty suits against the A. J. keep
the result it will wean them away
Stasny Music Co. in the New York
from
Supreme Court, asking for a royalty These "canned" music altogether.
people who purchase this
statement on their compositl ns.
Nelson and Cooper co-authored quota of a million 50-cent records
monthly
own cheap talking ma^
"My Gal," and Nelson Individually
and it is not likely they
composed "Pretty Kitty Kelly," chines,
"County Kerry Mary" and other would expend 85 cents per record'
(Continued ot« page 31)
songs In the Stasny catalog, at one
time having been professional manager for the firm.
-M. C. MOOHFR
The plaintiffs HATTIE M008EKaver they received no royalty state"

hill at the Majestic. Chicago,
last week, due to the illness of one of the girls. Roberts ment since
last January.
and Clark, the opening act at the
Aladdin Studio Tiffin
Palace, doubled in their place.
The whole music industry Is look- 368 Sutter St.
Phone Douglas 3074.
Jeremiah Shea, manager Shea's, ing forward to a change in the
busiToronto, slipped and dislocated his ness v/hich Is Just as likely
3AN FRANCISCO'S
to occur
shoulder last week, but is progress- as not within a very few
months. Oriental Show Place and Headquarter*
ing favorably.
It concerns the phonograph record
for the FrofesHlon.
Trixie Hill, assistant treasurer of
the Booth, New York, is recovering
from a major operation for intestinal trouble and appendicitis.

Tuesday of

Room

A SHOW IN ITSELF

Cafe Marquard

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Swain (formerly of Swain and Ostman), Xov
23 in Chicago, a daughter.

GEARY AND MASON STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO

IN

THE8PIAN'8 FAVORITE RENDEZVOUS

DINING, DANCING,

Replaced by Cliff Edwards.
Ernestine Meyers left the bill at
the Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,
Tuesday Bf this week due to illness.
Joe N»«meycr and Co. replaced

BIG REVUE FEATURES

JACK JOY'S POPULAR ORCHESTRA

—SPECIAL— EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT—THEATRICAL NIGHT—

AND OUT

Walter Worms out of tlie Rialto
(Shuberts), Newark. N. J., Tuesday.

ENTERTAINMENT
|

SCENERY BY EDWIN

H.

«

ago,

COFFEE DAN'S
SAN FRANCISCO'S FAMOUS MIDNIGHT PLAYGROUND
Service

and Rate*

to the Protection

HOTEL TURPIN
Near Market, SAN FRANCISCO
One Block from All Theatres

17 Powell St.,

FLAGG STUDIOS

;

LEGITIMATE

II

Friday,

December

St

1M1

BED-SM (HATS
By HELLEE

C

i

1

It

AMONG THE WOMEN

FOREIGN REVIEWS

UYELL

By THE SKIRT

LE VAL L'EVEQUE
Paris. Nov. 20.

The difference in the mentality of
The two repeat turns at the Palace Monday carried off the honors
made good m > threat to eat Thanksgiving dinner sitting up.
two of them. I sat up twice the tame day. While an the French, playwright and his re- again. They were Bessie Clayton and Rne Samuels. If applause is a
Sot only one, but
worth
It. I had company at both meals, but they covered brother, the Alsatian, is ap- guarantee Miss Samuel* could stay on at this house for weeks.
than
A new
more
was
effort it
parent in the new three-act piece of
Of white
not eat with me. They entertained me while I ate aad helped me RutTenach. translated by Leon Mous- gown worn by her was as effective as the one last week.
bands
green
taffeta
the
full
skirt
narrow
of
and
silver.
had
Two huge
Abe Levy, Max Phlon, 8inac, presented at the Nouveau
ignore a pain that resented being defied.
bows of green taffeta were placed one In back and one in front. The
WllUam Mitchell, carving and serving one of the smallest and most suc- Theatre (Musee Grevin).
ever
tasted, sent by Mrs. Harry Houdinl: cake
Ihler Is the owner of a factory long silver bodice had at the corsage a bouquet of roses and a large
have
I
turkeys
culent
Cort, and a mince pie personally des'gned and con- known as the Val l'Eveque, which apple.
irought by Mrs. John
Foe, finished up a meal that convicted mc after many years yields a profit.
Miss Clayton Is showing twb new beautiful dancing frocks. One is of
ducted by Mrs. Louis De
Joyfully he summons a delegation of
The dress shimmered like a
of ghrttoning.
his workpeople to inform them of yellow and pink with just enough gold.
the results, for he has hitherto sac- jewel. The other is of a dainty shade of salmon pink made mostly of
r

Well, I

|

,

rificed his life in struggling to keep
the concern afloat, in which he has
not been aided by his brother Jean.
Agar, a daughter of an intimate
friend of the family, and childhood
companion of the (wo brothers, offers her fortune to assist Ihler. They
are mutually in love, but have never
expressed their feelings.
She is
anxious the hard -working manufacturer should take a needed rest. He
is on the point of following her advice and joining her on a trip when
an old servant asks to be allowed to
withdraw his little capital from the
Arm. This reminds him of his duty
to his collaborators, his workpeople.
Jean likewise claims his part of
the Inheritance, that he may spend
This
his existence in art study.
means bankruptcy for the honest
factory owner. To save the ttituation he insures his life and commits
suicide, intending hfs associates shall
thereby recover the savings invested in his business.
The piece is a violent study of a
Just as I was recovering my composure and enjoying one of Eddie conflict
between love and duty,
Woolfs ludicrous Imitations, I saw tears*, in the eyes of some of those which is told in human language
present. The realization that I hud brought tears to the people who al- without the slightest suggestion of
To relieve the
ways make me happy and had given up dinner engagements to come to immoral intrigues.
For gloomy atmosphere the program
cheer me. made me realize "that I had gummed up the party."
concludes
with
short
play by Ala
once I was glad to see friends leave. I wanted to be alone in my shame
bert Jean. "Les Tourterelles" ("The
and to cry out, which I did until George McMannus, the curtoonist, and Doves")
depicting
two murrled
It was not self-pity.
It was not homehis handsome wife, came in.
couples spending the summer tosickness. I have no heme, r.nd if ^ did I wouldn t have been any happier gether in a country villa. The womor any more comfortable than I am here. But to have so many friends, en disagree and backbite each other,
whom I have known so long and loved so much in my room, all at the the husbands having to support the
same time, and to have had already 20 visitors that day in a room banked incessant grumbling of their respective wives.
The men are close
In flowers that only rco.uircd a horreshoe with the red ribbon readhig,
friends and console one another, de"Success," to make it look like the opening of a magnificent theatre"; to termined their holiday together shall
look at the screen in my room covered with telegrams from nine States, not mar their mutual affection.
Kcndrcw.
all bringing messages of congratulations, love and friendship, just overwhelmed me.

At gix o'clock Irene* Farber, accompanied by her Una nee, Ernest
They round my room tilled
Bouchen, piloted a, large hamper of food.
with mutual friends, enjoying a movie of Wil.iara Hart. I was feasted
ashamed
am
I
to
time
confess
I acted like a cry baby,
this
again, but
ind hereby tender my abject apologizes to Louise Dresser, Jack Gardner,
Allan Woolf, Frances Rock feller King, A. Frank Jones,
Mile. Dazie, Edgar
Miss Farber and Mr. Bouchen for my apparent lack of appreciation for
cheer
me and for chilling what W£s, uu to that time, nr deto
their efforts
It may have been that more to be dreaded than typhoid
lightful party.
malady known as "nerves" or "weakness," brought on by so much hapBut if you ever sit
piness at so many proofs of genuine friendship.
at a wonderful meal of your favorlt'. dishes, prepared by some one
whom you dearly loved, hungry, yet ?ant eO a nltc because the lump
in your throat just would not be washed down even by Eddie Woolfs
finest ale, and the tears fall so fast. that you don't need rait on the celery
f
you will understand bow I
that Frank Jones is try.ng to tempt yo;» to e>i
The
felt Tou will know vou are on a Joy jag and drunic with happiness.
doctors called It hysteria, and wh!!e ailne wa? acute happiness, the phyihough
grief.
Intense
as
ii
weie
of
Ho;>?
as
Volstead
Mr.
sical pain is
will Include that form jf intoxication in his lis* 01 "shult nots." It takes
longer to recover fro n a sob party th*».n i* dors frrnr* an alcoholic debauch.
,

'

COMEDIENNE

I was afraid I would wake up and find it was all a dream, that I was
Paris. Nov. 20.
back in the tortorous braces and casts lying flat on my back staring at
This three-act comedy by Paul
the celling, only not the ceiling of this luxuriously appointed room, but in Armont and Jacques Bousquet, prea ward on the island where, without you all, I would be reposing if I sented at the new Theatre desj
were still alive, which I question very much. It made me wonder what Nouveau tes, will initiate the playI had ever done to deserve it all.
I knew then that the prayers of so goer into the private life of our dismany kind friends were being answered. The whole day was God in- tinguished actresses fearing the
wrinkles. Nicole Valtier Is under 10,
spired and reflected friendship, kindness, loving thoughts and deeds.
but she considers it time to quit.!
However, poor Nicole is influenced
8omeone suggested that all of this attention may be the result of bread by the proposed marriage of her
lover and the return of her son. the,
I had cast on the water. I may have at sometime cast a few crusts, but
latter turning up with a wife and
the bounteous returns have surely been angel cake.
child. Likewise, an ungrateful manager lists a younger woman for the
The doctors have agreed to a truce, and while the armistice .has hot lead formerly iield by Mme. Valtier.
been definitely signed, hostilities have ceased until after the holidays. I But she had taken the resolution toretire at the first sign of maturity,
presume they are afraid of complicating matters with Turkey.
which is forthcoming when the infant arriving from London rushes
I feel sure that the many friends who remembered mc on Thanksgiving Into her arms with the cry of grandflowers, fruit, candy, wine, letters, cards, books or other gifts, will mother! Thus she withdraws to the
Understand how harJ it is for me to acknowledge them personally, and country with her family.
Here the daily existence is lonely,
kindly accept my sincere thanks and grateful appreciation for the many
the sole distraction being tl e visits
remembrances.
of the local cure, who is an amateur
playwright. Consequently, when an
author comes specially to see the
J. Edmund Davis was here today while I was eating dinner.
I was
former
star, begging her to play a
Viable to sit up and the nurse was feeding me. It was a gray, rainy day,
part In his new work, she is tempted
JMtd.the- sight of the glass-feeding tube depressed me. I said, in my most
to accept, particularly as her son is
self-pitying voice, "Oh, I am so tired of drinking through a tube.'*
He as sick of the country life as she.
replied, "You are lucky you don't have to ride in one."
Nicole resumes her triumph In
Paris, but to save appearances her
son becomes her brother, while the
I must prefer the dark meat of the turkey, yet, everyone sends white child is Introduced aa her own. Her
meat. I wonder if Burbank raises turkeys?
cup of happiness la complete when
,
her former lover also renounces his
marriage and begs to be forgiven.
Louis Mann came in while Father Fay, of the Catholic Actors' Guild,
Irene Wells, an English girl, is realwas here. Now Louis is a member of that Guild.
istic as the wife of the son who married in England.
Oabrlelle Dorxiat
Ethel Levey nearly missed her train for Cleveland while delivering plays the sympathetic actress who
messages and packages from our mutual friends in London. Among the fears to grow old, while Cande Is
her fickle lover.
Kendrcw.
parcels was a shawl of a distinctly orange hue sent by Clifton Webb. I
love Clifton's sense of humor, but an orange shawl in a Knight of Columbus hospiital is proof that the world is getting broader.

LA GRACE
Paris,

my

Nov.

asked

Betty Wheeler (Bert and Betty Wheeler) first wore a rather burlesque
type of gown. Of silver cloth it was decorated with many pearl chains.
Tho headdress had two paradises. Her second dress was daintily made,
of pink chiffon over a lacy foundation.

Kate Pullman (with Roacoe Alls) opened in an odd dress of red. The
was panne velvet, the skirt and sleeves of chiffon, widely banded

waist

with white marlbean.
Through the chiffon skirt sequin trunks could
be teen. Rather quaint was a short dancing dress made of black patent
leather.
The skirt was heavily embossed in silver, and the" Eton
jacket was edged with silver fringe. Her final costume of jet consisted
of bloomers and a short bodice, leaving a bare waistline covered with
fish net.

Leila M Intyre In an artistic act (with John Hyams) wore a full-skirted
dress of black taffeta with a large flower design. A leghorn flop hat had
long velvet streamers. Leila Mclntyre was very pretty in an Alice Blue
chiffen dress.

At the Riverside Sophie Tucker walked away with a solid hit
Monday. Miss Tucker is wearing a magnificent ermine cloak. Of the
newest model, the back is shirred at the waist line, while the front hangs
long and straight. A large black hat was of transparent gauze. Underneath was an orange velvet frock cut -up the sides, revealing a gold brocade foundation. The low girdle* of gold had end* hanging below the
skirt.
A silver-and-jet wrap was worn over a black lace and jet
dress.
sides

that Austrian

'

The
hung

skirt

was heavily studded

In large jet buttons.

straight pieces of plaited net.

The low

From

Marguerite Padula was In a black satin dreas made with panels of fat.
Florrie/ La Vere (with Harry Holmes) opened In a pale blue opera
cloak with mole trimmings. 'A black velvet dress had a shell design In
sequins. The dress seemed to be made of ribbon strands caught together
with the sequin edging.
Miss LaVere made quite a «ute boy in a
swallow-tall

suit.

Leonora Allen (with Allan Rogers) makes three changes of costume.
gold net dress had a tiny hip flounce.
hoopskirt drees was in white,
rda k net picked out with a white flower had a blue sequin girdle.

A

A

Pauline Frederick, in "La Tosca," wears but two costumes, both made
Empire. In the big scene, Miss Frederick waa superb, la an embroidered
gown and a coronet of pearls. Her black velvet cloak had a huge ermine
collar. Showing at the Rlalto. New York, this picture ran but SS minutes.
An announcement on the screen told how many of the operas will be
condensed the same way.

"The Oirls-de-Looks," at the Columbia

this

week, feature Jos. K.

Watson and Will H. Cohan, but It shows no wardrobe. The three prinwomen, Qussie White, Monica Redmond and Ilattle Deane, are only

cipal

passably dressed.
Miss White as the soubret's first costume, was her prettiest.
Blue
trunks were worn over a wistaria skirt that stood out In petals. Another
short dress was of pink with a border of blue. Feathers formed a trimming. A white dress to the knees had an over skirt of crystals on net.
Narrow lace ruffles was used entirely* in a short walsted frock.
Hallie Deane showed two velvet dresses made much alike. One was
rose color and the other yellow. The skirts were slightly draped to one
side. A blue skirt and pink top was encrusted with crystals.
Monica Redmond was in silver lace over pink for the opening. Of Miss
Redmond's dresses this was the only one worthy of mention. The chorus
in the opening scene were in \acy frocks, made with the extended sides.
Over red foundations, white fringe was put In in spiral fashion. White
dresses lined in blue were oddly looped over one shoulder.

At the State, the girl of Gordon and Healy was the inevitable bride, first
changing to a black net and green sequin dress. The sides were extended
and hung with jet bugles. A crownless hat of gauze had a double brim.
In the Eddie Heron sketch, one woman wore a very good-looking jet
gown. Made to fit the figure closely, It had a long square train. An
opera cloak was white velvet and black. The other woman was in a pink
negligee.

but too obscure in parts to redeem
the whole. Charles Boyer (so highpraised in Abel Rubl's "Icenlenne" last season), C. Remy, Mines.
ly

Mad. Damiroff

,

Maykianes and

Barre do their best to convince
an. interesting
author.

effort

//

C.

it Is

by a new
Kcndrew.

\
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TAN6UAY IN CABARET

Don't

(Continued from page 1)
week In which she gave
but one extra performance.
Since Miss Tanguay returned to
New York she Is reported to have
again undergone the skin-lifting
process, reducing her youthful appearance to a par with the exceptional operation of a similar character lately performed upon Kdna
Wallace Hopper.
The Folies Hergerc is the cabaret
formerly known as Rector's at
Broadway and 4Hth street. It Is u
Salvin restaurant and is now play$2,721 for a

ing a

list

of

vaudeville acts twice

Advertise
in

,

nightly.

^KIETY

I

who

•*«nuieh

column of last vv»ai.'s Variety cxlo'.h d the
Levy's book. "For the Cood of the, it ice." anything
K;,V ^ ouu * he supplementary.
don't know when 1 have enjoyed
1
i»rf
tding anything so
much as 1 did the humorous and pathetic incidents
fonicled there. They neem more humun and more plausahle to me than
*?? n,e Hurst s "Humorrsqiic." It would even make Henry Kurd ashamed
« Wnu,elf. Thank you, Mr. Levy.
'"•ay virtue

is

t!

(

of Hi

e^itor'al

it

not happy
is
them Mme. Gerard,

at
in

home

a

of

herself to her husband's
friend.
The invalid, when he perceives the situation, dies witli jr-ief.
The author has stud fed his characters through a nruigt>if.\ ing glass;
the audience sees them with the
naked eye, and the effect Is vague.
It is a "strong" play, in a measure,
folly, fcives

ENGAGEMENTS

visits

moment"

the

girdle consisted Of

strands of gold beads.

20.

doctor thin morning if he wouldn't like to have Dr. Lorenz,
The stage society known as the
crap-shooter, to examine me.
It was news to him that Grimace, % the object of which Is to
reveal young playwrights of talent,
we call bone manipulators crap shooters.
gave Its first show of the season at
the Mathurins. "La Grace." in five
Hospital attendants can become calloused and little realize their re- acts, by Gabriel Marcel, a college
toarks may up.se t a patient. Ju.st to prove her statistical mind, the pantry professor, is quite different from
Biald who retails the gossip of the hall, informed me 10 people had died "The Verb to Love." forming the
On this one hall wince Kastcr. It sounds like this was a dyeing establish- evening program at this little house.
A young woman, medical student,
ment.
has married Gerard because she
loves him, well knowing he is conThe couple pass a few
I wish Will
H;iys wou'd gum his stumps with vanilla or some other nice sumptive.
months in the Swiss mountains, preflavor.
scribed for Gerard's cuia^vhere they
are bored to weariness, particularly
"hat siil of yesteryear has not hren thrilh-il by receiving a peppermint as the invalid husband Is not as atc andy heart
wilh reading on. which usrd to say. "Sweets to the sweet," 1 tentive ns the pnssionate young wife
Gerard has suffered 1
Wa* drilled yest< rduy by receiving a gorgeous basket of nuts with a card anticipated.
much and his affection is pure, while
attached,
Xuts to a nut." which inspired me to tell the doctors Sam being more brotherly than otherwise.
Morton's oid story nbou? usi air the beer hot He for a nut tracker.
They He is alarmed at finding the former
had not luanl it.
Put it la.U in your repertoire. Sari. If can pet a lau^h calm betrothed has become a volup011
it
jh
h. s not !o ,t its valiuv
tuous spouse.
When a professor,
I

long plumes.

John

DON'T

Dunsmure. "The Chocolate-

Soldier' (Shuberts).

Ada

Walker,

"Red Pepper."
The CJloria.-i.
Rita
for

ltita

"Little

Summerville,

Summervil!
Miss Raffle

>
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Ada Walker

"Red Pepper."
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l
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CABARET

8TEIN and SMITH

FRANCES DOU2H

DAISY NELLIS

Piano, Songs* Comedy, Tall
14 Mine.; Ono
Columbia (Nov. 27)
Smith, a tall alender man In tux-

Song, Danes, Piano

Pianist

of the high -priced cabarets
•re being surprised through receiving New York City folks as patrons.
Most oL the places have
staged themselves for transients, believing the city customers would be
very scarce.
The city people for

He 'is attired
with the local ing for admission.
searching his in tuxedo, mangy overcoat and
At- straw hat.
premises for liquor recently.
torney Frank Holahan represents
Stein sings a popular song to the
•ne reason or another though know- the defendant.
piano, with exaggerated "nut" deing they will be stung a-plenty,
livery, finally breaking straw hat a
keep going to them, to which the
la Jack Rose.
Crossfire conversaJEAN LA CR088E
restaurant men do not object.
tion
with Smith follows, Stein
8ongs
working
in a French accent for
12 Mine.; One
laughs.
Hazel Allan and Lyons Wicklar.d Broadway
have teamed as dancing partners
A popular ballad, will harmonJean La Crosse, wl h a most pleas- ized, is doubled next, exhibiting
and will henceforth appear as hosts
at the Hotel Claridge.
Miss Allan ing appearance a corker of an un- pleasing voices. Stein handles a
has been at the Hotel McAlpin for named male piano accompanist, and dramatic recitation chorus cleverly,
the past three years while Wlckland a nicely blended list of songs, did getting it across for a serious effort.
served in a similar capacity at the quite well as No. 2 at the Broadway
Smith solos a "blues" comedy
old
Knickerbocker Grille.
The Tuesday evening. Miss La Crosse's number at piano that passes, with
dancers will open in the t-allroom voice was .lightly hampered through Stein returning in false mustache
a cold, but she has range, never s'.ips
of the Claridge this Saturday.
and slouch hat for operatic parothe key and worked a favorable way
dies which they double for a finish.
into the audience.
The ntw proposed Hotel SyraThe pair work hard and have a
under
the
headAlthough
coming
cuse, Syracuse, N. Y., is soliciting
safe frame-up or the three-a-day
aubscriptlons to its stock, to be paid ing of a straight singing turn. Miss houses.
The turn doesn't hold
In installments.
The stock is sold La Crosse shoi.le do on an early enough r.-velty for the bsst houses
at par ($100 a share), and with two spot in the Intermediate big time. With that
kind of material this pait
shares of preferred stock purchased Her appearance is almost a guar- could do
it
con.
one share of common stock is given antee, anyway, for the young woman
without charge.
In the letter of is a very pretty blonde of statuesque
Information, no mention is made of proportions. The pianist is strictly LOU HYMAN
the total capit.
stock of the cor- an accompanist, but of the kind who Monolog
poration, nor of the number of understands tempo, carrying along 15 Mins.; One
Thorns the hotel will have. Syracuse the singer and the orchestra all the 58th 8t.
Sime.
now has the Onondaga Hotel as its time.
The billing outside said Lou Hyleged

police,

interference

who

were

|

'

principal hostelry.
It is commodious, conveniently located, operated ROGERS and ALLEN
(3)
on a metropolitan plan, and has 500 8ongs
or 600 rooms. An addition to the 23 Mins.; Full (Special)
Onondaga was recently finished.
Riverside

TAYLOR

and

BROWN

Acrobatic
Mins.; Full Stage

A mixed

couple

performing

on

rings that has each taking a
1
n at specializing, with the man
.ng somewhat more prominent in
1
th's respect.
Vhe routine is average, and the
up >earance of the duo passes, which
!<:• ves
the method of delivering,
v/'.ih its speed, the principal asset
th.
the turn holds.
.' n
acceptable offer! n^j that cart
fiii in at either end of a bill.
r.-.'ing

'.

Skiff.

So:

and HEALY
and Talk

;

ins.;

One

(8pecial)

8i
y.:

fr

and woman.

i

he the groom.

•',-.

She

bridal

In

Talk naturally

revolve., on marriage and proves lnterc ling, new and funny.
couple

A

split

so.-.--

up the

routine.

The

act

cn.'tloys a special gold satin drape
ban: ig in "one" that adds a bright
ton- ii to the setting.
Ki'f-r-tivc for the pop house bills.
i

Abel

GOr.TON and GATE8.
8:n? rg, Dancing and Comedy.
l". .-is.;
On*.
23d Ct.
15

Mi.\«d singing and dancing team
wJth
he regulation crossfire and
con;e»ly bits, the lat tor. including the
worn:! u singing a number and man
wall: it.-: across stage interrupting,
wt-ni j a different type of comedy
h;it (ii h entrance.
Also burlesque
drama
Both dance acceptably.
Gates v«j formerly of Morgan and
Clnt «•*.
He is a nut comic with style
and n thod that gets over in pop
lion ^
Good d< uble for better type
of n
;]ihorhood louses.
Bell.
i

k

.

i

If

while the actual efforts of
the duo go on to surpass tl e effect
upon the eye.
Six numbers total the regular
routine, which proved to be inadequate for the occasion, the house
calling for encores to the extent of
three. Possessing voices that register as far above the average, the
choice in selecting their songs is
most appropriate and never fails to
*
be c* advantage.
Miss Allen and Mr. Rogers were
visibly affected by the reception at
the conclusion, and could have provided a warranted speech If they
had so desired, lut th» issue was
not taken, which, nevertheless, does
not detract f/om the fact that here
is an act that can go anywhere, be
placed on any bill, and be sure of
providing one of the high spots of
the evening.
Skig.

ALLEN, COLLIN8 and LYMAN
Comedy 8ketch
16 Mins.; One (Special

Set)

Columbia (Nov. 27)

A evival of the former two-act
done by Ed Howard and Searl Allen.
The other two members of the present trio
e James Collin from burlesque and a prett, dark -haired girl
who has appeared in other
Men
vehicles,
the last a matrimonial

One.
31st St.

is

gets

his

stuff

over.

The

fact

of

having been a New York cop,
and appearing in uniform, maker, for
novelty.
Hyman got over handily
at the 58th St.
On form he can
repeat In any of the pop houses.
)

Bell.

QUINTETTE

and

HUGHES.

Songs, Dances, Piano.
14 Mins.;
State.

One and

Full Stage (Cyc).

inated her former too obvlo",* Erin

was responsible fir a recall. Workw ": up to ware the foots, Miss
Dougherty gives her personality
ample time to radiate, backed up by
a dark drapes hanging. An introductory number, followed by a neat
soft -shoe solo and a couple pop
numberr, wisely selected and capa-

Advertise
in

TiKIETY
DON'T

vaudeville;

both

the

Orpheum

Circuit.

Miss Daisy Uvea up to her given
name as a pianist and a looker; a
shy-appearing good looking young
woman who can play the piano, and
does, but uses technique, something

average vaudeville audience
would believe to bo a patent medwhether in execution or in
Other piano players with
technique found faking pop stuff,
the

,

number.
Miss Dougherty is a nice looking,
henna'd miss of vivacious personality who handles her stuff. Interestingly.
She Is set for an ol ly spot

on the better pop house

bills.
I

Abel

MACK

and

LARUE

Roller 8kating
7 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)
23rd 8t.
The main bid for fame that this
particular pair make Is their closing
out trick of the fast swinging of the
girl by the man, who in addition
does a continuous neck twist during the turning. The twist is similar to that done on a trapeze when
suspended by the neclr, but in this
case the support for the neck is
hooked on to a device which the
man brings forth from under his
stiff shirt front. It's a clever way of
hiding the mechanical contraption
and gives no hint of what is to take
place until the trick is actually under way— and it's a whale.
Supported only by her neck, the man
starts after the momentum necessary to get the girl off the ground
by circling until the necessary speed
is attained and she is horizontal to
the stage after which the girl, with
arms folded, begins the twist which
is very near as rapid as that done
by the aerial workers.
The dressing of the stage is attractively set in draplngs with, of
course, a special mat for the skates
being carried. The man Is dressed
in a white "long tall" evening suit
while
his
partner
makes two
changes of costume.
Each take their turn at soloing
with the opening number being a
"double," but it doesn't make much
difference what else the act holds
after the finish is flashed.
They
could come out and do that one bit
of swinging and "blow."
In the
lrltia.1 spot they made far beyond
the usual bid and took three or
four curtains.
That one trick will open or close
a show in any of the big time
houses.
skig.

like the rag players do, or inserting
comedy of some nature into a
straight piano turn, brought them
more money, also steadier engagements. Which may bo a hint or in-

formation to Miss Nellis. It would
be preferable for her to try either
than to continue with the list as
presented by card announcement

Monday

evening.

Other than "nut" comedians and
comediennes in vaudeville, that stage
likely holds more pianists than any.

Even some of the nuts
pianists who received from
$100 to $125 a week, transportation

thing
carry

else.

paid and no commission, not to
speak of no worry. Those pirr.lst*
reap those benefits whether they
can play with technique or not.
But still, there's the Orpheum Circuit, and Daisy Nellis certainly does
look like the act for that circuit's
carriage trade.
8ime.

BURNS

and

KLEIN

Comedy Talk and 8on~t
14 Mine.; One
State

Burns, the straight,

Is

of Burns

and Klssen. Klein is a Hebrew
comedian minus crepe. Both are in
Tuxedo, Burns making a neat appearance.

Opening with a double parody,
follow with crossfire about
topical subjects, getting laughs with
the talk, bright in spots. An imitation of Jolson is worked in by
Klein,
which he delivers a jazz
they

.

popular

song

acceptably.

Burns

solos n ballad, getting considerable
pleasing tenor renfrom opposite en*

applause with
dition.
Klein
trance

.«.

parodies

same song a

la

Matthews and Ashley of years back.
A comedy recitation II announced
by Kle'n, followed by a parody on
standnrls,

delivered silting on a
and taking falls for comedy.
stralr.ing for laughs here It
noticeable, and the bit totally unchair,

The

funny.
An offstage argument is
heard, in which Klein Joins. He announce he is going to clean up. A
broom is thrown out from entrance.
23rd St.
The comedian exits to quell the disA mediocre offering that holds turbance and return abruptly, slidmany reminiscences in its story of ing along stage. The bit Is from
the act.Lss who finally gains ad-. burlesque, but pulled a laugh.
mlttance to the theatrical manager
double song, well harmonized,
by means of impersonating a street terminated. The pair
have a safe
urchin, then later revealing who she three-a-day comedy
vehicle and
is, securing the award of
the star should work into a standard team
part in the new play the manager is for that field.
Klein Is a fair cometo produce.
dian, and Burns a good-looking exMiss Mclntyre, as the girl from perienced straight.
His inclination
the streets, showed average ability to talk on laughs
was probably due
in handling her lines, and flashed a to the
newness of the material.
neat appearance after her change to
Con.
an evening dress. Assisting are two
men. One as the manager, the other

the present turn he is assisted by a

dancer and a male pianist.
act opens In "one" with the
girl walking on to the sound of an
off-stage auto horn and the admonition
"Get out and
walk."
Hughes follows her as the driver of
the car. The act goes to full stage
enclosed by blue cyc; n drawing
room set with a piano. The pair
double a song, followed by kicking
dance double.
"When I Do This"
with the girl stop the piano and
Hughes on floor is a clever idea in
dance pantomime.
Both illustrate
the lyrics with dance steps. A buck
and wing solo by Hughes well executed next while she changes for a
double with pianist.
The girl has distinct vocal limitations but is a good dancer and a
looker.
All her costumes" run to
bare knees. The turn stands up fothe
intermediate
houses mainly
through Hughes' efforts. The production and costumes help as a
girl

The

(3)

A

his butler.
nently.

8ARQENT

Neither showed promi-

and

MARVIN

Comedy Musical
and at 17 Mins. One
intervals succeeds in its purpose, Fifth
Avenue
though not to any particular ex.tent.
A song is also inserted by The ac^ formerly known as the
Miss Mclntyre, and it could be Sargent Bros. The turn has been
passed up minus any harm being slightly altered but adheres in the
The act alms

for comedy,

main

to the former construction.
double song with the inevitable
patter chorus suffices for the opener.
A uke and harmonica double next

A

well played.

The

JEWELL

pair play hand saws followholding the saws between their
knees and drawing a violin bow
aeros«: them, bending out the mel1-

KRAYONA

m

ody.

A bit of conversation for comedy
with ungrammatical pronunciation
followed by another hand an*
double. Seated on chairs a duct ef
steel guitar and "harp guitar ef
8ynco]>:itf>d melodies blending hito
a comedy song doubled to a ••blues"
melody is followed by another duet
of uke ant harp guitar and double
"yodle."
The encore number was
a duet of banjo uke and clarinet.
The pair are clever musicians and
is

|

ADVERTISE

for

bly so'
established her right with
icine,
the customers for her special "Style"
type.

Hughea Is a brother of Johnny MOLLY MclNTYRE and Co.
Hughes (Hughes and Adelaide). 8ketch
He la also an excellent dancer. In 16 Mins.; Full Stage

MORTON

straight

know

ing

-

Don't

too

propagandising, and o. y for the are more concerty, and
one
getaway does She do an Irlt.1* num- thinks of Carnegie Hall when first
hear,
ber, whfch, placed neatly as it was, ing
Miss Nellis play, If they don't

r»geney idea.
A special drop in "one" Is of a
store in Ellensville.
Collins Is down from thj city to marry
done thereby^
a country girl. Allen i his thirsty
Probably will fit In as a fair expal, whom he has dragged along.
ample for the thrice dally, though
Allen meets the girl during ihe ab- sight asset.
there have been many ahead of it
Con.
sence of Collins, and wins her after
better executed and holding a sima' fast flirtation.
ilar theme.
skig.
snd
CO. (4).
Collins returns and upbraids his
former pal, telling him he must be- Songs, Dances and Club Juggling.
snd Co. (1)
clde between him (Collins) or the 15 Mins.; One and Full Stage (SpeCrsyon
cial),
girl.
Allen decides to stlci.
the
10 Min.
."ull Stage
23d
St.
girl, whereupon Collins uncovers the
Two men and two women offering City
contents of a baby carriage he has
Krayona is a male crayon artist
been wheeling, disclosing a case of mixture of harmony, singing, dancemploying a young w.unan assistant
beer.
Allen leaves the glr! and fol- ing and club Juggling.
Act starts Sketches
of the Brooklyn Bridge,
in ono before special drape, with
lows th baby carriage.
The dialog Is bright and well flirtation number, proceeding to Statue of Liberty and the U. S. 8.
"Mary
la ml*'
are mode each in a
handled. Miss Lj .ian a* tin- coun- scries of specialties, which include
separate frame.
The picture.? are
try maid is sweet and convincing. double soft shoe stepping by men,
helped in each instance by special
Allen reads well, getting all possible baton Juggling by one of women]
llghtinr effects. The young woman
out of the lines
Collins is an ex- quartet harmonizing by foui, very
gives a short account of each subperience! straight man and handles well handled, and club Juggling by
ject as her partner is doing
the
his
share acceptably. The turn four.
Rhinestone studded clubs drawing.
pulled continuous laughs at this make splendid flash. The club JugThe turn is carried along speedily,
house am* should be able to repeat gling is fast and accurate. Good th
drawing displays ability, with
novelty turn, that can hold its own tht
around the intermediate cycle.
act in general framing up as
a
in any company.
Con.
Bell.
satisfactory bill opener.

general

You

man

an ex-member of the Police
Department of the City of New
York, describing him as "the entertaining cop." He is a 225 pounder
or more, stalwart, six foot and over,
with a chest development and phyAllan Rogers and Leonora Allen, sique that suggest he ^nay have
with Charles Lurvey at the piano, been a traffic cop. Mr. Hyman at a
are presenting a singing act that guess is about 48 or so, with the
will take its place with any of sim- gray hair that makes for a distinilar type now playing throughout guished appearance.
He wore his
the more pretentious houses. With cop's uniform. His act consists of
refinement the keynote, the couple songs and stories, the latter told in
offer a medley of songs that covers a s. veral dialects. Andy Rice wrote it.
considerable period of time, ranging
A song Introducing an imitation
from "The Sweetest Story Ever of a chorus man, which Mr. Hyman
Told" up to one of the hit melodies said he wished the audience to know
from "Sally."
was only an imitation, after the
Surrounded by an attractive set fashion of other monologlsts doing
placed in "three/' which allows for similar bits, had him executing a
a panel at the back used for the brief bit of stepping. He is assuredcolonial numbers (there being two) ly agile for a man of his size and
done in costume, Miss Allen makes girth, but the chorus man thing
two changes, while her partner ad- might be dropped for another comhered to a tux. There is no ques- edy story, with the dancing bit reHyman has presence and
tion as to the appearance of the of- tained.
fering,

GO ION

Ono

Compared to the act Frances
Daisy Nellis trlet". vaudeville al>o_
edo, goes to piano on darkened Dougherty showed about a year two years ago. then seemed to
drop*
week reserved decision in the case stage. Lights leveal "wing" with u^o, one wouldn't recognize this one out. She isn't a vaudevlllian in her
of Arthur McLean,
proprietor of practical door through which Smith were it not for the artist's person- playing or stage bearing.
Miss
Miss Dougherty has elim- Nellis and her piano repertoire
Hunter Island Inn, charged with al- make; a "nut" entrance after knock- ality.
are

8ome

Magistrate Francis X Mancusio, in
the West Farms Court, Bronx, last

16 Mins.;
58th St.

!

I

Hart

good entertainers. The act Is a novlelty of its kind and fnst enough for
[an early spot on the best of the
I

J

bills.

con

i
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STIRNARD* MIDGETS

IONA WALLACE HOPPER

|

j

I

.

,

HARPER

I

.

The

by strikeouts (for a muff or Inabil- in a divorce action.
offering has sufficient meat to hold
The intruder learning of this of- down an early spot on the bigger
ity to quickly answer), a base hit for
a mild laugh, a two-bagger for a fers to allow the automobile smash- bills. No. 3 would be ideal for an
hearty laugh, and so on. This bit er to escape the courts if her hus- act of this type.
ibrl
holds unlimited opportunities for band will give him certain letters
business and gags.
It might be which he has to be used as evidence
stretched out to cover over some of iu the divorce action. The bribe is Mclaughlin end evans
the remainder of the turn, especially turned down, with the husband ac- Talk and 8eng
cusing his legal opponent of hav- IB Mine.; One (Special)
the singing.
liq- Mth St.
Ames and Wlnthrop wroto "Bits ing been under the influence of botdriving his car, as the
Unpretentious in setting, mountof Wit," according to the program. uor while
tle of whiskey he lias as evidence ing and development, this mixed
If they wrote Mies Harper's recitaauto- team wowed 'em with good, oldsmashed
from
the
taken
was
tion. "How Can I Be Naughty and
mobile.
fasbloned homely humor.
Still Nice?" they might add to the
There is an abundance of good,
value of thst witty little bit of verse
Before a tenement exterior, the
are
The
players
comedy.
laughable
by writing an answer to it for
boy Is ^discovered complaining at
experienced and carry the piece the variegated style of music emaMr. Lane.
corking
The turn opens In a manicure par- along at a fast gait A
nating from within, ranging from
good small time comedy vehicle.
jnachine to piano. The

MODERN COCKTAIL"

"A

(d)

Jan Band Combination
doesn't make much difference 14 Mins.; Full Stage
it
what is said, since the scoring is the Fifth Ave.
This turn may have emanated
laugh -getter,
For big time the turn Is saved by from another colored jaxz turn
called
"A Creole Cocktail/' There
the scoring board. That plays itself
and can't miss. If Lane and Harper are, however, five boys in the band
can build it up they will Immediate- and a handsome high brown gal doly becomo a standard big-time turn. ing the song numbers.
m
The girl was out In one for a proMiss Harper adds something with
"eoekIogued
explanation
the
of
her attractiveness and a rather welltall," which she said wan made up
defined, though possibly coached,
manner of dialog delivery. Mr. Lane of jazz and dressings. Into full,
with
the band In full blast, threo of
is the customary male end of a two*
the men used snxaphones, there beact of this calibre.
t&ime.
ing a pianist and^ drummer.
The
latter's many stunt's caught the atSANTIAGO TRIO
tention of the house almost as soon
Hand Balancing and Dancing
as the girl started warbling "Baby
12 Mins.; Two
While she exited {pr a
Rand."
81st St.
change, the musicians changed InThe Santiago Trio has two men struments, with vlarinet, cr let
and a woman, the latter starting off and trombone the main aids in scatthe turn with a Spanish dance. Im- tering Jazz all over the stage.
scoring board, but with the board

.

mediately following, the

men

in civ-

Back

Mga^u. Hie ^irl certainly
looked nifty for ;t hi^h brown. She
started "Strut. Miss Lizzie," and
ended with tho loosest kind of
Sevenil of the
shimmy shakine.
musician 1 e;«>f into the ^ning, the
drummer darting forth f«>r sunn
others \\en> in con'I'ii"
hooting.
stant. a> lion. aial Lite curtain dropp« <l
a; the lu-minut'- rna»l
a .Mil • 'Me for Ml ejn-Ml-f.
u ':

drrss, do hand lifting, giving
a new twist t familiar tricks. The
woman takes part in this work toward the tlnlsh, being the principal
support when holding the two men;
also holding one of them in an ingeniously contrived apparatus that may
ilian

haw

iMM-ii

The

pi.'inned

ucman

by an

areiiiieei.

u. II with :i
in features
:«.
nn-n
n afly
through their work, which m:i> be
SUtlleh nt to hold th.m i.i the nnen'"^ O"siiio»i on the big time.
Tin
«'*
.in si
iui.--s.es
novelty U» bo a- S HH-.J.
'\'\
lViVt -\ty of tlaueiiig. with
•h'ti!,
i,.
-I...-.-I.
properly CO|.
•

while

4

}t

!:

-'

looks

^iMiii.-di ;ipp< a>';incc

tf"Wns.

thi»

: •

r

i

the talking
tenant emerges, and the boy
Immediately is struck wlfh the now
that is
talk
Flirtation
"Jane."
neither smart nor fly, but very realconvulsed the
It
istic,
ensues.
house.
to a burchange
makes
a
She
lesque Bowery get-up. and the boy
decides also to doll up for that evening's dance, returning in a tight
suit and brown derby hat that productions the lyric of a "Francis
The houseDances" pop song.
rocked after that. It may be that
the patrons, recruited as they are
from a Third avenue district, appreciated this skit to its utmost because it sort of hit home, but the
comedy should wham; 'cm equally
strong most anywhere.
\h»-J,

new
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BENNETT

LOIS

(U

Monolog

Two

19 Mins.; One
Fifth Ave.

(8peciat Curtain).

Fordham.
Josie Heather has a new act for
this season, with the numbers secured probably while Miss Heather
was abroad last summer. His sister. Bobbie Heather, and a male
pianist arc the company.
Formerly a Heather act has been
songs or recitations. Now thero
in by
is cross -Are talk, indulged
Josio as a young woman learning
goli before a special drop and Bobble as the caddie.
The cross-fire
all

a

new "Mary

^as bill' il as u
Niirhtingale."
though
is not so ambitious. She

Bennett

i

picture for a moment or so, now site
Her dialog
is part of the turn.
handling at least says she has been
particularly observant in her theatrical travels, for Bobble has never
talked as much before en the stage.
The Heathers' curtain is a handsonic out and must have been expensive.
ISaeh of the girls makes
rapid changes with Josie into very
pretty gowns. while the pianist
neatly and eeiisibfy whiles away the
*

time 1m t ween changes with his piano
and the orchestra.
The Josie Heather new act will
make he same please nt interlude on
a vamhvllle bill as It has always
i

don".

ttlme.

GEORGE DRURY HART
(3).

I

.•

-

—

|

For tho finals Miss Kennedy bad
"Peggy O'Ncll." which she said was
written for her. By tbe tune she
exited she had the house singing er
whistling with her.
Mlee Kennedy's routine may be a to > Jong,
but it Landed for a hit on sixth, and
there is no doiibt about her taking
a si»ot in the two-a-day as before.
Ibrc.

and CO.

x

"Any Old Pert."
Comedy Playlet.

LOCKETT

and LINN
Daneee and Sengs

FaN Stage

It Mine.;
rage)

1§ Mine.; Full Staue-

(Special Set-

C olew al
t

23d St.

Lou Lockett is l^ack in vaudeville
with a new partner. Miss Lian.
Lockett has .been la producttoaa lor
the past several eeaeona, ceailaw
forth In the two a day once witH
Th» piece carries the Emma H^ilg.
tery flavor.
HU new teammate Is
story of a girl, who meets a
clever

Ceorge Drury Hart is assisted by
a cast of three.' two character men
and an ingenue, In "Any Old Port."
It is a comedy playlet, with a mys-

stranger at the subway entrance,
scrapes an acquaintance, and to tbe
stranger's surprise on arriving at
the girl's borne, the girl calmly informs her father the stranger to Iter
husband. Father blusters when Informed of the marriage, and while
three are ("focussing matter another
man arrives who says he is from
falher'8 bank, and announces someone has robbed safe of $30,006.

^

routines.

returns, the acrobatic feature and
tranger and girl for finish.
Playlet while a bit improbable has speed sending him sharply across.
A song duet about .not being able
sufficient
laughs
carry
to
more than
It along in the pop houses.
Mr. Hart to fool the people always, gave way
plays the stranger with an experi- to a duet stepping number and tho
enced light comedy touch.
Others curtain. Novelty was again presMr. Hart, however, ent for the encore, both members
are capable.
has abilities far above present appearing in masks or "false faces."
This added number was not as well
vehicle.
Belt.
worked out as the material in tho
act proper, and th©^ Lockett and
MILLER, KLINT and CUBY
Linn turn could have closed at the
Hand Balancing and RisUy
first curtain to better purpose. How12 Mins.; Full Stage
ever, the mask idea has possibiliState

Three men garbed in whit* JlunThe new combination is a brightly
open with pyramid formations
conceived dancing Interlude, one
in body balancing, oiw acting as
that belongs with vaudeville class.
nuderstander.
The underslander then does some
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a
dancer, and the aceYi* a
good one, keening away from .groove

An opening song nuraWr in "one"
with lioth members participating.
Mention of a charity baaaar, and a
wish for an inspiration for a stunt
at the affair. He thinks about the
dolls for sale and cra,vea a mystic
power to have them dance. Tbe
girl suggests they team as. dancers.
Into full, as a necromancer, Tx>ck«
Newcomer is detective, and names
ott has another exclusive lyric.
It
stranger as bank robber.
is
a prelude to a novelty stunt
Stranger convinces detective he
which
has
a
little
golden
doll
wigdid not rob safe, telling latter of
recent marriage to banker's daugh- gling upon a small table. Miss I J mi
ter.
Father and detective exit, and reappears from tbe folds of a cabiwoman explains why she told father net attired In Oriental costume,
she had married stranger. Stranger pretty much bare above the waist,
then tells girl he fooled detective, and dancing alone. Off for a change.
and he did rob bank. Father back Lockett with another of the doll
and stranger informs him detective songs has a second miniature doll
was right, and he is man who com- mechanically "dancing" on the tamitted robbery. Father replies that hie, while Miss Linn follows on
can't bo so, as real robber was her toes with a second specially.
Lockett then had his dance in*
caught in cellar a few minutes prebetween ning, "spreading his stuff'' to good
Love
scene
viously.

t*

•

spot for the moment started kidding about the men daddy espeShe alluded to Montreal aa
the Paris of America. For dinner
she had two kinds of meat, as a
rule hot tongue and cold shoulder.
There was, too, something for the
ladles to giggle about with a Mt
of dress talk.
Frances Is off the
short-skirt stuff; thinks some girls
show everything but their ears and
good judgment Talking about operations, she thought if it were not
for the women, *e per cent of the
doctors would be bootleggers.

—

Lit lie Bobbie shows up unusually
well in this act. including the Scotch
dance both sisters do for u finish.
Heretofore Bobbie has been a side

Ii

i

She opens with a rhyme, "Things
Are Getting Back to NormaJ," in
spite of all the blue talk about, ami

cially.

.

ii

band.

sorg.

-

'•

is

it

that made a good opening. A song,
number, "The Rougher You Treat 'Em, the
Sweeter They Are," livened tbe
pace, and Miss Kennedy using a

simplicity"

1'hil

t

chatter is primary,
brightly devised.
Male
nomologists havo found a fund of
humor in talking about their wives
or sweeties. Miss Kennedy reverses
the order by talking about her hus-

semi -recited. 8 ho strictly sang the
"Boys" song and her voice sounded
For an encore Miss
well In it.
Heather did tho former ••wink"

Ki.sley balancing, lying on a table,
with the other two as Lop mounters
iu a thret-hi^h formation, the t .»
mounter doing a hand stand on
second mans feet.
Some head to
two numberhead stunts with two of the memA Japanese 'annher o)M-ned with Imm'h sr»» followed by the underMis- |'.«riuet(. tullouinx hat with a stainler doing n llishy bridge and
brief classical >"M).,.
A t^olo by support ini, other two in a three
a
"Walt- high, with top mounter hand tdandu»
Sii«|.p:r<l an«t Mn
Y.h'."
!>i»lli.M
effort iu ir:£ or htinii to fiM.t.
inn t«»r
A one-hand support of two, usictj
tia
routine. Tic i-oup'i- harmonized
.okilliilly
and iuor< of ir would ad- a brae is next. The feature trick
is a brace lift, of one ri-cliuiru:. other
\..inc<- the turn.
Mis.-: Kennrtt had
standing, on fipparutu.
S'arie,'. both yoiipdtwo i.ili.r wini.
The t<>p
mound tak<^ hl>" p'»-ifion from a.
inc. fre h. thoii;;i« prohal»I.V vnl ex"
'|"li«
M i< -I with [\« ep tr.'ip*'/.'-.
l\
•".•
it !,<•
i!
n
ll.i
...
Tlt-y i.av- an rl
n !:i •:•
f

ussbied by

The

ondary.

and

laugh making with Bobble in a
burring Scotch dialect getting the
laughs through retorts.
The "golf number is tho strongest but a Dickens bit is well written
and philosophical, with Bobble appearing for an instant in the spot as
Oliver Twist, giving a sight to it.
Miss Heather opens with a "Boys"
song that is likely, and closes with

Sheppurd. he accompanying her at th- piano and
also diietling wild Miss l'liinetl in
is

For several seasons Frances Kennedy was standard in the big
houses, offering with success a
routine of exclusive song numbers.
A magnetic personality and a flashing smile were hers then and now.
She has blossomed forth as a
monologlst, and the new style of
turn seems as natural as was the
other.
Miss Kennedy lias just two
song numbers, but warbling Is sec-

is

i<i/

FRANCES KENNEDY

(2).

neis

14 Mint.; One
Fifth Ave,

Miss

and CO.

Sengs.

ties.

Songs and Pisno

"California
her routine

SI

HEATHER

JOSIE

(3)

Singing, Dancing and Circus
Allegorteal Comedy Skit
gj Mint.; One
40 Mlnej One and Pull (SpeoJ
19 Mint.; One and Three
Talk* Picture, Songs
Empress,
Chungs.
American
Reef
gjwbort, Pittsburgh
collected
Jake
Bternard
has
an
St.
The oast consists of the Devil, the
Nov.
Pittsburgh,
midgets— boys, Prlucees of Hall, his prime assistant,
of
Xn old vaudeville question It aggregation
-tlMd indirectly by the return, of horses and a baby elephant—and la and a mere mortal man who brags
jaaa. Wallace Hopper, who opened presenting an offering along the of his immuneness against woman's
and fascinations.
The
caJShubert time here, Monday, after lines of the Singer Midgets. This charms
some turn was not put together, from ap- Princess of the nether regions, blase
an absence from the stage of
Can circus side-show pearances, to openly compete with and bored, la complaining to the
It years.
in vaude- the Singer troupe on the bigger cir- Devil in "one" she is about to quit
jtofr be the main sho
freak bo a headliner? cuits, but probably to be a headline aim because of the lack of excitea
Can
ville?
factor for the neighborhood houses. ment in his domain. The Devil, a
The audience that viewed Miss
Twelve scones are used, with the tall handsome, stately fellow In top
Hopper Monday night might have
hat and formal evening dress, intitan better satisfied had she been midgets doing comedy, acrobatics,
therein
circus
stunts, equestrienne riding, cluding cape, beseeches her to Jiang
and
IgM praised in advance,
around a little aim" something may
Ues the answer. Her type of act, animal taming, magic, singing and
turn up.
decidedly new as to subject-matter, dancing. Then the young elephant
of stunts with
He argues, hasn't he supplied men
la worthy of a spot in vaudeville. goes through a course
pubsuper-intelligent
much
trainers,
too
his
in
a
all
these thousand years for her
get
shouldn't
bat
There Are clever dogs that shrewish amusement, and why shoukl
licity, shouldn't promise so much. manner.
The avowed object is to reveal so also go through tricks. The ponies she quit when he needs her most.
crets of eternal youth, how to iron of the high -school stepping type are Acquiescing to a trial, they exit and
It simmer a also un asset.
a well "hootched" young fellow, also
out the wrinkles, eie.
down to an exhibition of an unusual
The midgets give the appearance in evening dress, enters wflh a
physical state, just as the side- of being quite versatile. When this song about the joys of an "absinthe
.
shows were.
act is in shape through work and frappe."
Devil and Young Man yngsgc in
Instead of revealing secrets, Corah with its rough edges taken off it
jtdums appears in "one" to nn- Hhould make a worthy headline at- talk, and the former perceives here
is the chap to give the Princess a|
nounce Miss Hopper will be shown traction loi- the smaller houses.
Loop.
real thrill.
Ho» arranges a meeting!
on the serpen beforo the facial remat Bar Harbor, which carries tin:
edy was applied; also, during its
This being NdEL TRAVERS, IRENE DOUG- action to three-quarters stage beapplication, :uid after.
fore a seaside scene. The 1'rlncess
show*. Miss Hopper appears, lookLAS and Co. (1)
flapper, Comedy Sketch
and
the
real
nifty
<hic,
of Hades is in bathing suit and the
ing
young man in summer sport wear.
with bobbed hair, knee lengths, etc. 15 Mint.; Full Stage
She attempts a, few preliminaries in
Her entrance is prepossessing. She City
good
fashion,
in
lively
talks
on.
ruiiH
Noel ^Tra vers has »»elecud :i new the vamping line, but he is adamanner, pleasant poise, though she comedy * ketch in whty-ii he is sup- mantly prudish* and, as the Devil readmitted to some stage fright after I»orted by Irene Douglas and a male marked on later feeling his pulse,
the protracted, lay-off, tells about player. Tho piece consists of light 'Temperature is "one-half of one
her doubling friends who fainted comedy throughout, with the story l>er cent."
when they saw the rejuvenation. containing one or two novel twists
Vexed, the Princess comes back
Her song at tin* end is one she sing of merit.
for a mermaid number, discovered
in "Jumping Jupiter," the last show
The opening has a young woman when the huge beach umbrella, on
she appeared in. but this time she entering her home hurriedly with a the stage is rolled aside. She asks
decides rat lu r than sings, and ends bottle of whiskey, which she places him for a kixs and Anally agreeing
rather mildly. A little more pep at on the table. Sae explain:' that sh*
purely out of charity, he performs
th e finish, as she seemed to promise L
t
j|M t drlvon intll :m :Uitomobiu
the task, and according to the
on entranee, is needed. Harrison
land wrecked if. This she has «1lone Princess' past |»crformar.ccs
lie
s band should
have been vamp"d. and
J several times before. H»r hush
enters and she is afraid to tell him stayed vamped.
Instead
>iut no!
LANE and
of th accident, as lie had forbidden she is stunned by the ardor of the
"Bits of Wit." Songs and Talk
her to drive the car. He sees the osculatory
performance and the
One, Two and One »
whiHkey and logins to drink. Sev
Devil enters wondering what the
•1st St.
ri*
'
his spirits risyoung Man has done to her. The
that *' raI shots im taken,
thing
There are several things
finally get- boy explains that is the way the
wife
each,
the
with
ing
could be said about Joe Lane and
ting up sutlleieut courage to tell modern flspper In New York does a
Pearl Harper as a two»act, but as
him of the accident, after which clinch, and the Devil opines that a
a two-a- 1 they have one idea, Iwand
also explains that she has stolen good girl like the Princess of Hell
she
new, that other two-acts will break
tho car she is not safe on earth, and as for him.
tho whiskey from
their hearts over for not having
bumped.
he is going to join tbe Boy Scouts.
it's a baseball "scorgotten tirst.
The owner of the wrecked xnaing hoard, with each of the pair actThe act was a continuous laugh
take
to
threatens
and
enters
chlno
ing as pitcher, alternately, to throw
from curtain to curtain. It is capare
men
Both
court.
to
matter
the
catches
other
over the gaga. As the
itally written and excellently poropposing each other trayed.
or muffs them, the score Is counted, lawyers who aro
casting is perfect. The

lor In "two" with the girl, the manicure and the boy the customer.
It's the usual here, and also much
of the usual In the cross-fire of tbe

.
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BENDER

and

HERR

Acrobatic and Flying flings
10 Mins.; Three

American Roof
Mender may have l*een i\>rno-i \y
and Pender, which premisn

of Regal

Is further ts»rne out by th«» closing
ankle to ankle catch which was a
feature of the old combination, lien<1t acts as the nuderstander In tho
hand-to-hand stidf that progressed
along familiar lines, although met
with ready response. On tho flying
Inns cadi does a little porncthlng in
t

th<
v\ it

wny
h

.\c>

•

«

"

t

.

'a

of lifts

and

twists, flni-hing

ankle c\toh.
plahle turn f"t*

tie

>p'ttei|.

.'iir.

fmo
A hi

bill,
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RIVERSIDE
The

lineup at 96th street for the
•nrreot week brought unqualified
approval from the Monday night
gathering as evidenced by the comment going on as they strolled out
at the conclusion of Johnny Burke's
act, which held back the flashing of
There's
the weekly until 11:12.
considerable entertainment named
per
hips,
with,
me
program
the
On
•nly drawback being that six of the.
eight acts made use of the grand
piano, making It look like a busy
week for the stage crew and the
keyboard. Despite the continuation
•f the bad weather the house was
well populated, though quite some
distance from the capacity mark,
while a bit of Judicious manipulating at the box office would hnvo improved the appearance throughout
the lower floor and the boxes.
Minus any switching in the running order the schedule called for

Sophie Tucker to close the

first half.

Which she did with 10 songs in 35
minutes.
Miss Tucker followed
three successive musical offerings.
probably far from being her idea of
the best assignment In the world,
but the handicap was overcome
within the Initial three numbers.
and four more were added ahead of
the lowering of the "drop" for the
Following came a trio
Jlrst time.
•f encores, the last of which halted
the male population in the aisles
and back of the house before taking
the proverbial midwa; smoke, being
earned and not forced. It marked
the high spot for the Initial stanza.
Herbert and Dare put the evening
nnder way with their hand-to-hand

the

usual run of such

offerings.
They resort to lyrical
recitative announcements to
precipitate the plots of their pantomimic dancing, with a soprano to
fill In between their numbers, which

and

have been carefully arranged. Technically their Hassle dancing Is exeellent and they are pretty In face
and form, but their work seems to
The "mechanics"
lack inspiration.
seem to show through their work.
They were well liked Tuesday evening.

Johnny Burke was moved up from
opening the second half to No. 4.
changing plaees with Creedon and
Davis.
The second half, as originally programed, had three single

it's the way he puts it
doesn't matter what he
They just continue to roar. And with his sure-fire
piano playing the whole makes for
the most certain kind of vaudeville

stuff,

but

over.

It

says onee. he starts.

entertainment.
Valerie Bergere and company In
"O Joy San" closed the first part.
This is the Japanese drama she
originally
produced in vaudeville
some 10 or 12 seasons ago. It has
been brought up to date with witty
colloquial expressions.
If memory
is not trieky, the sketch, when presented a decade or so ago, ended
tragically, with the little Japanese
wife committing sulcldo when he*
husband left her to return to America.
Now it has a happy conclusion
by the husband returning to find his
wife was willing to sacrifice herself
for his happiness, winding up in a
"clinch." It was enthusiastically re-

bouse staff was pushed from "one"
Creedon and Davis, a mixed
to "full' for the remainder of the eoirple. do not stack up to the calievening.
bre of tho
of the bill.
Holmes and La Vcre upheld the Miss Davis remainder
docs not "feed" adepace with their comedy skit, which quately Dan Creedon's "cissy" "nut"
allowed for many a laugh and characterization. In addition, there
strengthened on the bit of stepping Is altogether too much "sameness"
Hiss La Vere offered. Their method in their crossfire routine/ They finof taking bows also registered, ished strongly, however, with a
totaling a score unusually solid. funny travesty dance.
succeeded with
rita Padula
of melodies and added on
Presenting a
one for an encore.
nice appearance, Miss Padula delivered her numbers in * voice
which drew immediate* interest and
was In turn augmented by her ef-

Margu*

forts as h. r

own accompanist.

display of the "Topics"
fHm*£>lit the halves with the Aesop
on it. It appeared
also
Fable reel
as if the patrons of the twice daily
signs of being
agmshowing
bouses
•fed up" on the proverbs and the
"2600 years ago Ae*sop said— etc."
Certain it Is that the operators In
the projection booths are running
the fables off with considerable

The usual

more speed than is called for.
Tho Crelghions re-established

Lew

Brloc's

skinny

make-up

proved a scream before be spoke
and he went right through with a
bang. On the authority of one who
should know, he unbuckled a very
good French accent for a recitation
that language, despite its burlesque Yiddish interpolations.
Juliet has amplified her Imitations
by preceding them with a couple of

in

well -writ ten and well-done character studies, especially that of a New
York shopgirl at a matinee with
two friends. She possesses the gift
of mimicry, and this portion of her
offering scored, as do all such acts.
Again on the authority of one who

should know, she wore an unbecom-

the ing dress.
Dancing McDonalds, with their
ceptrapid-fire stepping, held the house
sucably with their "hick" routine,
nicely
for
ceeded by Rogers and Allan (New variegated so late a spot, with their
styles of popular contied it up with their
Acts). wh
temporaneous
dancing. Their royal
vocalizing.
blue
eyclorama
was strongly conspot
closing
the
Johnny Burke In
trasted with
a beautiful fawn©verenme the lateness of tho hour colored
carpet
most artistic coma
failed
never
that
monolog
with his
bination, which was marred by the
to connect in any instance. Those dressing
of the stage with red velvet
the
up"
"ate
simply
assembled
chairs and a pair of flower stands
••doughboy' 'tales, wlf.i the pia.o bit
used In a previous act.
/olo.
at the finish also taking its share.
It was a tribute to Burko that he
held the house intact throughout
81
the time he was on, despite the. lateHkig.
But a fairly filled house greeted
ness of the hoi'
the 81st Street's show Monday evening.
That's a pretty good sized theatre though, and Its collection of
"Carnival Week" is the headlined patrons could have been capacity
attraction at the Alhambra in the for many another theatre that night.
lights, with a bill made up of nine The bill held the usual Ave acts and
representative acts which make for pictures. Its feature film was "Cona long but pleasing entertainment- flict" with Prisctfla Dean.
As feature turns there were Robsizing It up, of course, from the
viewpoint of the audience. It start- ert Emmett Keane and Claire Whited shortly after eight and the last ney in a comedy playlet, and Joe
Cook.
Miss Whitney is from the
act went on at 11:10.
Pathe News Weekly, following screen and must have been an atafter intermission, did not bring the traction in herself, for she can stand
first act on until 8:30, by which time looking at on the stage.
The Keane-Whitney piece, 'The
the house was fully seated and the
attendance "waited out'* the closing Gossipy Sex." by Lawrence Orattan,
turn, despite the lateness of the hour is as enjoyable a comedy as a vaudefor the conclusion of a vaudeville ville author could turn out or vaudeville would want to discover, In the
show.
Laurie DcVlne, programed as "a legitimate comedy vein. Mr. G ratversatile beauty," lives up to her tan (who wrote and played "3
M."
billing. She opens with a brief plan- some years ago In vaudeville) has
alog and goes into a neat dance; written the "Sex" piece simply and
from that to a combination of class- to the point all the time. Mr. Keane
ical and pop medley on tho xylo- does the rest, aiming everything
phone and wlhds up with clover exactly right, missing nothing, playcontortion work atop the grand ing tho iole of tho gossipy clubman
piano while singing. It Is a good as though he lived it, and there
could not have been a single person
opening act.
Billy Duval and Merle S\ mends In the audience, from adults to chilhave a v*»ry clever routino of cross- dren, who could have kept back
talk, based on a domestic quarrel. their laughter at the pitchy gossipy
With the exception of one or two remarks. "Tho Gossipy Sex" is a
Jokes of ancient vintage, i. e., "If vaudeville cinch, a miniature comhe can eat one I can," their talk is edy classic, so thoroughly enjovable
well written and equally well de- vaudeville would bo safe in booking
livered the wHole thing legitimate the two principals In it for life.
Griff, the Knglish Jester, should
in method, leading up to a sequenMr. Duval should control loim or give Joe Cook that remark
tial exit.
himself In front of the sudlence. Griff first brought over here:
"Is
At one spot in the act he could be there no limit to this man's cleverdistinctly heard in the baleony to ness?" Mr. Cook bills himself as a
remark in what was intended ss "one-man vaudeville show."
He
an undertone to his partner: "You I>1h\h 30 minutes In his own act, then
broke right Into that hiugh."
goes into the turn of Alexander
The alarmeln Sisters have a Brothers and Evelyn who follow,
pretentious
tcrpslchnrcan doing about 15 minutes more. Joe
rather
offering, with an artistic sperir.l set- Cooks nonsensical nonsense Is lnting and presented mmiion h.it differ- feetjo-is. He has the house with him

running order, registering
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He is bouncing a ball with a
ers.
double reverse to it, something hoop
have not been yet able to do.
He has other little tricks other
bouncing ball manipulators never
picked up. It's awfully pretty.
These two booked -together acts

rollers

closing the vaudeville and following*
the Keane-Whitney comedy gave the
81st Street bill a great big laughing

something it badly needed.
Opening were the Santiago Trio
(New Acts), a dumb-act, that got
acts In succession. Burke is known over well enough in the spot, then
as a show -stopper, but as the bill Daisy Nellie (New Acts), in a strictwas !ong th> y took no chances and ly straight piano turn, who got
had him shut off the applause wtih enough applause, whether well disa recitation, enabling him to make tributed or not, and after, Lane and
reasonable Harper (New Acts), a mixed double
within
gttaway
a
bounds. His is tho simplest sort of act, who had one thing in their turn

balancing, which commanded attention and served the purpose nicely,
followed by Dave Roth, who worked
up hie allotted portion to the point
where a short spee?h was in order.
At the Colonial a few weeks ago ceived.
Roth did the same thing, which
Instead o? "Topi<fs of the Day"
leads one to believe he possesses during intermission there was a reel
about as strong a No. 2 turn as will showing
the
v^slt
of
Singer.'
for
be found. He also was the cause
Midgets to Golden Gate Park in
the first Instalment on tho piano, Frisco, Incidentally calling attention
the
of
which particular member
to the eoming^of the act next week.

a quartet

the time, and keeps it* there when
aiding the three-act.
But the heavier Alexander in no
slouch at handling bouncing balls.
What Joe Cook is to single turns,
that Alexander is among ball bouncall

finish,

[at tho

Winter Garden

recently.

As

point

a sympathetic

is

>-pee»-h

at

tbsj

an aver- conclusion.
Dobbs and Watklns should be aa
talent and material that classes It asset to a small timo mm ar.j *t the
as an acceptable No. 4 for the big same tlmo a l'uvuiulj.<. p...:- * the
time houses, but obviously laoklng minor houses on the big circuit.
In the entertainment values it should Utilising a special drop represent*
hold to support Its headline billing. ir.g an apartment with the feeder
La Sylphe and Fletcher Norton as a tenant and the Janitor playing
made an impressive flash with their the comedian, they hand out plenty
h.imlsom.-ly mounted and costumed *>f sure-fire \alk, delivered In rapid
dancing act.
The repertoire in- fashion. While the couple refer to
cluded an Oriental, Japanese, Chi- old times some of the talk is very
nese and ancient Spanish number, suggestive.
Bryant and Stewart appear to
with Mr. Norton reading an introductory for each through a giant possess*complet6 knowledge of what
presently constituted

it

is

age slngJng and piano turn, with

masque. The settings of the last Is wanted, but lack In delivery.
number, "The Last Dance," are Their opening ditty numbers are
massive for a vaudeville act. There not strong enough to hold up right,

Is quite some dialog in this.
It is while the following comedy selecquestionable whether it would not tions via ukelele and camouflaged
bo
better
doi\e
In
pantomime. saxaphones, is overdone. There is
La Sylphe, a supple dancer of the plenty of material in the act, and
modern classical school, displays a with an Improved routino they
number of bizarre costumes, among should And work.
Lock hart and Laddie, an .acrobatic
them a gold -banded union suit,
flesh -colored and the last, word in male team opening In "Oho" with
that held it up.
The mixture of vaudeville and artistry. The act went over very comedy talk and following with a
variety of comedy twists and bends
pictures here at 75 cents lop orches- welt.
tra on week nights should be doing
The honors of the evening went In "three," had no trouble scoring,
the business In this neighborhood, to Green and Blyler, Miss Green and should run any of their reeven with its surrounding picture doing seven numbers, mostly of the spective competitors a close race
and vaudeville competition.
The "blues" variety, which she bandies for superiority, with the exception
81st Street seems to have drawn and so inimitably. Equipped with a reso- o' some on the bigger circuit.
retained a .steady trade.
that
holds
the
nant
contralto
Bimt.
peculiar husky strain, which means
everything to a blues. Miss Green
supplements her vocal qualifications
Though the orchestra floor was
with a natural easy delivery* char- pretty near capacity Monday night,
Cold, damp, dreary weather such
with a distinc- a couple of the talking acts
as that on tap in Brooklyn Monday acterizing each song
flayed
tion that makes it different from to about half of the audience.
night may be great for burlesque
Be*
others, and through that giving cause of the acoustics the rear
and vaudeville houses with an the
seat
her routine a touch of variety.
patrons had difficulty in getting the
established droj. -In -trade, but the
McDermott had a pretty tough patter, and accordingly, as far ao
sleazy drizzle around theatre time
navigate,
monologing they were concerned, those acts
to
proved the Shuberts' Crescent hasn't road
against an xmder- sized audience, were intermission to them. One
acquired a transient patronage of
of
he
pulled Through in good shape. tho reviewers neighbors said:
but
the typo that "drops in" to get out
"He
Mr. McDermott did one parody, the must be good," referring to the male
of the wet. as yet- It was quite evione about the glass eyo In the glass single on the bill, "listen to the apdent that bad atmospheric condiand cork leg on *".e chair, but it plause he's getting," all of which
tions had worked the other way
made 'em holler Just the same. An came from tho down front section
around, which may have accounted operatic travesty
and burlesque 'of the house. What further handifor a considerable number of the
Imitations of Sousa and Creatore caps matters Is that tho audience
less than half a houseful.
leading built up for some excellent is ever transient.
Between acts
But. while the weather alibied the
effects to a great extent by they are entering and exiting
bad business to a certain extent, the comedy
or
landed shifting seats to better vantage
Crescent drawing from many of the the orchestra drummer, also
solidly.
points, and as a matter of fact they
outlying sections, the natives, who
The Gallerini Sisters, No. 3, were more restless than usual at
are a bit shy of riding the B. R. T.'s
heatless rattlers on a rainy, gusty pleased with their varied instru- this performance. A couple of other
evening like Monday, unless there's mental work, the jazz cornetttng comedy Incidentals occurred also
a potent magnet to draw them away getting heavy returns especially. when some of the hasty shifting
from the old gas logs and checker The sisters former!.- made a change males forgot their chapcaux under
games, the lack of a real "name" to abbreviated costumes, carried ex- the seat racks *"d then had 'to redrawing card In tho current Cres- tremely well. The costumes men- turn to the rear section and disturb
cent show furnished the major tioned gavo the turn additional everybody in their hat hunt.
AH
sight
values,
so why not put of this made for noticeable commoreason for the slump.
tion with the result that the show
Lee White and Clay Smith were them In?
Robinson's Elephants,
headlined Jn the newspaper ads,
four In suffered.
The Audrey Munson picture,
their
names
topping
that
of number, do about the same routine
La Sylphe in the electrics on the tricks as most of the other circus "Heedless Moths," was the prime
sides of the canopy, with Robinson's elephant acts, with one exception, flicker attraction, with the Harold
Elephants, the* other feature turn, the "speaking" of the word "papa" Lloyd comedy, "Never Weaken," as
getting the front of the canopy by Tlllle, said by the trainer to be runner-up. Lloyd seems to improve
alone.
The show held nine acts, 101 years old. The word is very with each comedy, and whether It Is
five In the first and four in the sec- plainly brought forth.
The other Hal Roach's direction or the comic's
ond half. An unusual running order stunts Include the Red Cross bit. original vein of business, both defor the first half had McCormack the gingerly stepping across the serve commendation for these sterand Rcgay, a singing and dancing prostrate body of the trainer of one ling comedies that are truly funny
mixed team, opening, and Gaud- of the big bulls, formation drills, in an intelligent yet uproarious
smlth Brothers, acrobats. No. 2, etc.
The pachyderms are a per- manner. The last show, because of
with Gallerini Sisters, Mile. Anna fectly trained bunch, obeying the tho incorporation of the comedy,
Codee and Robinson's Elephants In word of command without the started at 9:20, about 20 minutes
urging
the order named. By all the rules slightest
and
running later than usual.
Brosius and
Brown opened with a comedy cycle
of modern and ancient vaudeville through their tricks like veterans.
the Gaudsmiths should have opened,
McCormack and Regay, opening, act, and being a sight turn, Interand McCormack and Rcgay should got the show started nicely with ested everybody. It certainly is a
have had the second spot. Had this their well-routined stepping, and good opening turn, worth watching.
order obtained, however, It would the Gaudsmlths got as much as any The baldhead-wlgg'ed oonvdlan is a
have brought three acts In "one" one could out of the second stanza funny quirk and secure numerous
successively, with a full stage act with their tumbling and the acro- laughs from some effective "foolish-

STATE

CRESCENT

•

opening and closing the first half.
batic French poodles.
Bell.
Still another Innovation In framing a running order came In the
second half, which had Billy McDermott,
the
tramp monologlst,
Coincident with the installation
closing the vaudeville section, the
News Weekly being moved down of feature pictures on a larger
from the middle of the bill for the scale about a year ago, the orchesexit number.
Bard and Pearl, pro- tra musicians were Increased acgrammed to open after Intermission, cordingly, registering at its highest
were out'of the show (at the Apollo, about thirty-four, but it has graduChicago, instead), Green and Blyler ally decreased to the present numreplacing them. A shuffling of the ber of fourteen. Not only In quansecond half Monday nighi brought tity, but In quality, consequently
White and Smith up from next to the present condition is not only unclosing to opening the seconi half, just to the acts, but wholly unapLa Sylphe, assisted by Fletcher preciated by tho audience during

AUDUBON

the presentation of the feature film.
The exit march is their best asset
now, naturally due to familiarity.
Doris Humphrey Dancers, conboth had a male accompanist and sisting of half a dozen feminine
both had a woman singing. Appear- steppers, work in the closing spot,
ing with but an intervening act, the but were handicapped due to inferior
two piano and singing turns were musical accompaniment, though no
entirely too similar in personnel and fault of their own.
Most of their
make-up to play son the same bill. numbers are of the "springtime."
The typo of songs offered was dif- opening behind eh iff on transparency
ferent enough, but the conflict was for the first selection, later in full
view, following a special gypsy
very noticeable.
Mile, Anna Codee, now the billing number by the presumably featured
of the Frank Orth and Anna Codee one. It should go in the minor class.
turn, brightened up the flray part
The Una Clayton Co. comedy skit
with likable kidding, which gave held down the mlddlo of .the bill,
her an excellent chance to exhibit also utilizing a center panel of
her
acid-proof
French
accent. transparency, with the supposed
There's something more than a boarding room In the background,
mere foreign accent to Mile. Codee. dimly lighted. Tho other half of tho
however. She's a comedienne and company, a tall slender chap in
a good one who gets her vivacious evening dress Is first to enter and
personality across to the last row, after turning on tho lights displavs
scoring comedy points with the a sorrowful countenance, explaining
guilelessnesji of an Ingenue and with his hard luck as a playwright.
As
the force of a low comedian. Frank soon as the idea Is thoroughly conOrth, experienced campaigner, evi- veyed to the audience, Miss Clayton,
dences n this, as in former turns, a as the scrub woman and dressed accomplete knowledge of vaudeville cordingly, started things with her
that marks the successful comic.
comedy talk and actions. There is
Walking on at the llnish of the not sufficient comedy material to
White-Smith act, Mr. Orth played bring out MNs Clayton's qualities.
the piano accompaniment for the She enn stand for more comedy
mateam's final number. Tho interpo- terial, arrangid so she shoulders tinlation resulted in a flock of bows em ire burden.
for
White-Smith.
"Whether they
Frank llurs».
would have finished as strong with- nine pianist, didassisted by a feini
hj s share in the
out Orth'a entry in problematical. fourth Hpot.
lie enters In a pompEach of their prc<cding numbers re- ous manner wearing
one of those
ceived appreciation, but nothing to trick derby
hats, sporting a cane
compnro wl'h

Norton, next, and Green and Blyler
following.
Both the Lee White and Green
and Blyler turns used a baby grand;

—
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the finale.

what was accorded and

all

wrapped up

In

a

tight-fit-

ting
overcoat.
One can't
The Whit -Smith act has been deny English
his
working hard consomewhat reconstructed ss to songs, sistently, efforts,
whleh
accounted for sucis ss d, nlni'f eper.'ng over
here cess voral'y. The only questionable
if

;

ness."

The

mately

on

straight

tho

cjj!cs

legiti-

pygmy and

unicycles, in addition
bicycle trick work.

giant
straight

to

Manuel Romalne an 1 Co the lata sort of twin brother act In
deuced and score.?. Mr. Romain*) sings the old-time songo and
ter

itself,

the boys Jazz the current pop tunes.
For tho farewell the duo don Turkish uniforms, Including fezes. They
looked and acted funny In the cos-

tume, which

is

Gordon

ville.

a new one to vaudeand H*aly (New

Acts).
Eddie Heron and Co. sold
their "Traveling Salesman" farcelet

for heavy applause toll considering
the acoustical handicap*, hut.it was
in no small measure to the featured player's Intelligent showmanship, pitching his vol o -reseendo
and reaching every eorrrr <jf the
house.

due

Ralph Whitehead top^ned.
as

the

musical

comedy

showing signs of
breeding.

Ho makes an

billed

and
comedy

star

mu*ie:..l

excellent

sartorial
appearance in evening
dress, doing songs, storlon, character
work and recitations without resorting to any other change or get-up.
He scored nicely Monday night.
coming back for each encore with s>
sally, "I would liko to do something

hut you know I'm from musical
comedy," and laughed with the audience at himself. He stayed on over

else,

20 minutes, somewhat too long for
an act of Mr. Whitehead's order.

Ho

could

chop some of the fore

stuff to advantago and retain all of
the later songs and poems. These

really scored the strongest.
The 5 Musical Queens sold Jasx

music and songs closing the show.

A

well-appearing

they
quintet,
to mix up their effective
jazz stuff with some pop
vocalizing. They went over with a
bang, although they deserve a better spot than closing.
Tho picture concluded.
Alf-l

know how
brass

BROADWAY
Tho

J Iron d way

Tuesday night was

completely capacity on every
with standees downstairs.

Broadway seats about

floor.

The

1,800 all over.

top Is $1.10 boxes, 83e. orchestra. In scale, therefore, It 1* between
Keith's Palace and Lo«-w's State,
(Continued on j,. g.> 41 )
Its

'•.

<l

Friday,

December

2,

NEW SHOWS

1921

PALACE

personallty,

plus nature's

glorious

a clutching

and vibrant voice
—and a huge success
resulted. Macgift of

from the Alcasar
Tt'fl a Ion* step
Palace (New
to the
/r£ica*o)
don't know
Yorker*
New
Tork)7
luctt about the Alcasar. A lot of
Shlcagoans don't either. It lent—
It used to be a picit sued to be.
StrTshow in the day* when a twoSEer was a "special." All day the

Farlane is a model of stage deportment, dignity without affectation,
punch without strain. Vaudeville
rises to him instanter, and he rises
to It with that Instinct which al-

ways unites the

true artist and the
average audience on first contact.
Jni-Teelers and half-reelere used to He "went" as many a milking,
•End. and during the time It took whining, shameless hick would wish
tat usb In a new film a thin, angular to- "go." and took away his selfnever respect as well as the esteem of tho
Sri with big. bright eyes that
Siamed to tire, despite the SO or 40 patrons.
on
Bessie Clayton's 'wonder act sufstep
out
to
Stiles a day\ used
the apron before the sheet and fered little from the lateness of arrival
lmor from the hegira of dancing
wasn't
She
ditty.
knock out a
The same thrilling
anrtant enough then to have a stage it followed.
herself
speed
and cunning construction
called
just
she
Same, bo

f

»

f /

»
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Actually the best bit Is Elaine, mixed team, created several
redness.
the soldier finale bit, with the laughs, with the male member
string-bean member hopping across planting the humor in expert style.
That His use of the production number,
the stage on the crutch.
brought the trio out for several "Love, Honor and Oh Baby," gathClarence Nord- bows.
ered in several of his best laughs,

apart dragging out the laughs
falls and bends, but at moments
surprises with lighter methods, geting results on some rather human
lines and business.
self

with

Edythe Baker and
strom were on rather early. No. 3.
The beauteous Miss Baker now
sings, talks and dances as well as
doing her li'l piece on the Steinway.
This peach broke In several seasons
back as Harry Fox's accompanist.
Now she has one of her own. She
served a couple of seasons on Ziegfeld's roof, and she brought her airs
downstairs with her. A temperamental little babe, is Edythe. When
she does her high -school dances she
wears the* mien of Irene Castle and
she resembles her even more when
she sings. But when she plays that
piano!
Nordstrom is a pleasant

Ann Ford and George Goodrldge
second

with

Blanche

pleased

on

Merrill's

"You Can't Believe Them."
the principal song number

which

is

in the turn.

Miss Ford, formerly a

"Follies" girl, looked nifty
soubret rig at the finale.

In

her

Chong and Hosie Moey, the classy
Chinese couple, danced neatly and
pleasingly in the opening position
and were rewarded.

—

44TH ST.

—

Ibee.

with a late spot in any small time
the proper position for this
couple. Ernest Evans and Girls, the
bill topper, supplied a bit of class
that blended in nicely with the remainder of the bill. Evans has
played some of the Shubert time
with his present offering, but was
recently sent to the hospital after
an encounter with a holdup man,
which apparently necessitated his
taking the smaller houses until he
can again be fitted in the Shubert
bills. For a house on a par vith the
City the Evans act can be relied
upon to handle headline honors in
capable style.
Innis Bros, revived the comedy,
getting a steady stream of laughs,
with Hanlon and Clifton, strong
men, who sing and dance in addition to the acrobatics, closing the

bill

The thin rain which fell Monday
night didn't hurt the attendance any,
uel*"
singing Juvenile, not soul-stirring, and though they filed in slowly, the
Into
stepped
reviewer
certain
A
but amiable and gentlemanly
A lower floor was nearly filled with
the Alcazar one winter day in 1910
few bright lines would help him a the rest of the house in proportion.
to get In out of the Madison street
lot.
He
comports
himself
with
a
Hetty King was the Shubert headblissard. He didn't want to see anysoothing reaction on an audience. liner, appearing fifth. The male imthing in particular, and he particuThe
act,
altogether,
time,
is
big
a
personator did her naval officer,
larly didn't want to hear anything,
and worth a better spot.
sailor and Scotch characters, makfor he had suffered a few fro! takers
Hart.
The Musical Johnstons, typical ing four changes of costume, look- show nicely.
.in the converted slot machine arold-timers in brocaded monkey Jack- ing immaculate In each. They liked
cades which had become mushroom
ets, whac!:ing away at twin xyloBut he couldn't
her.
Alex Hyde conducted for her
movie temples.
phones, were very Tony Pastor's in in masterly manner. This chap dehelp it this time, for a reel Just
the
second
sector.
Duo,
Beige
a
Considerable difficulty was expecrime
on
girl
Just
a
serves a permanent post.
snapped off and
strong act, with lifting and balancThe rest ot the bill ran as pro- rienced in laying out the current
as he entered a thin, anguar K T \
ing
and
display
of
muscular
supebill at this Brooklyn Keith
week's
flingShe
was
eyes.
who
bright
Bros.,
Klein
gramed except the
with big.
riority, started all this.
moved from next to closing to fourth house largely due to the number of
ing "In the Garden of My Heart."
The
Winter
Garden
orchestra,
led position, changing with Bernard and male turns it contained. As played
This reviewer looked, then lisThe spirit of vaudeville seemed at by Andy Byrne, stood up like a Townes. Just why the switch was Monday night the first half easily
tened, then sat down. Being always
last to have pervaded the former house ailre. What a knockout out- problematical, for the latter pair outdistanced the after intermission
a hound for reviewing himself
abode of the revue Tuesday night, fit this 4s, and what a comfort it had quite a battle in the spot. section, mainly because the Mosrather than the shows he is sent to
when a swift and entertaining show must be to the performers. It surely Bernard and Townes are a two-man coni Brothers, headlining, and the
cover, he likes to make "discovLait.
ran smoothly and fluently for a is so to the visitors.
piano and song team that strain McConnell Sisters, featured In the
eries" and tell of~his emotions and
numerous
audience. Shows like this
valiantly for comedy throughout, billing, were in the early section.
reactions rather than of other peoThe Mosconis closed the first half,
but don't quite make the grade.
oo he wrote a column or so one are pegs upon which to stabilize
ple's,
circuit
the
sort
hand
out
a
that
a
The Klein Bros, got by nicely with with the McConnells No. 3. The
about Rao Samuels and he called
The penetrating damp chill of a conglomerate assortment of "nut" spot was exceedingly bad for the
her "The Blue Streak of Ragtime" run for the money without making
While the Monday evening did not prevent a and assorted gags. The straight latter, and they suffered materially.
after he had sat .hrough throe Alms a run on the bankroll.
Originally programmed to open
and f>ur songs, and she had sung line-up was far from cheap, it ex- goodly turnout and the lower floor, man has improved considerably, but
"Lovin' Rag" as no other human posed no extravagance and no des- though it held some empty spots, is still overworking the prop laugh. the second half, the sister team was
had ever sung it, or ever will. peration to bring in as many people looked as good .s usual here. The At the end of the act the boys an- forced into the early spot on acCharles K. Bray, then chief of the as a house can hold by spending weather called to mind a needed nounced they would show two stage count of their use of a special set
Western Vaudeville Managers' As- more money than a box office can Improvement for the protection of struck girls who had asked them for which would not have allowed time
prob- hold.
patrons sitting on the right side of an opportunity, and trotted out Har- for tho set used by Taul Decker and
sociation, read the column
The Hannefords and Xat Nazarro, the orchestra floor. That part of ris and Santley, two girls who were Co., second after intermission.
ably because he had nothing else to
Alcizar.
the house is in direct line with the on second. . The quartet did a comthe
to
he
went
turns
Jr.,
and
were
only
And
Co.,
the
Sealo, a trained seal, working
do.
That same reviewer is still re- that could be classetl as "big." and entrance.- The curtains above the edy song pulling bum harmony. The without a handler on the stage,
impromptu
qualify
row
didn't
aa
last
bit
rail
do
were
dimensions
not
they
far
from
the
prevent
opened
the show, going through a
the
cold
Monday night he saw a
viewing.
comedy.
hundreds that vaudeville has air making it uncomfortable.
five-minute routine of tricks that
thin, angular girl walk out on the of
and
brunet
Santley,
Harris
and
a
were
learned
carry
The
rest
display
to
expert
training.
Wells.
Any bill holding Singer's Midgets
Palace stage, and on the card at
the side was the same name that largely doubles, including the I?elge is worth while.
Not that the sup- red -headed comedienne,*deuced it to Virginia and West, No. 2, carried
double
a
They
have
good
results.
Kranz
Duo,
Baker
and
Nordstrom,
away
one
of
hits
the
applause
on
porting show
.had been on the card at the Alcazar,
here was unproharmony the strength of the young boy's
repertoire
of
and on the program she was called and White. Leona La Mar and her ductive. Yet it was not until Bert singing
vith
comedy
numbers
and
.straight
dancing.
spieler,
Maxle
and
Georgle,
and
Possibly
this
first
is
the
Vaudeville."
"The Blue Streak of
Fitzglbbon projected himself on
Ragtime had been passed by. The Harry and Anna Scranton.
fourth did the house raise up. Fitz- the comic ad libblng constantly. The big time date for this trio, which
Palace had it on the Alcazar in
The colored boys, next to closing, gibbon, oni of the champion "nuts," girl has personality and ability, but has been a next to closer in the
numbers three-a-day houses for a long time.
use of published
everything except location. Other- stepped a fast course, did Just must be credited with gray matter.' the
wise it was pretty much as it had enough, and quit winners.
Kranz He probably figured his routine that hampers them. They took three The turn depends almost entirely
upon the dancing ability of the one
been that night in 1910, even to the and White worked much longer, but had the hat smashing and the healthy bows In the spot.
Sensational Togo opened with his member.
He is a master In his
storm outside.
held solidly, even through an encore broomstick to punctuate nutty chatfor life on the rope wire. Togo line, but the. remainder of th,e turn
"Rae hadn't been at the Palace In in which Charlie Howard came back ter would not suffice Indefinitely. slide
blindtime
twice,
the
last
does
display
does
not
sufficient strength
it
was
to
burlesque
La
Mar.
It
Both
Miss
the
hat
stuff
and the stick are
more than two years, but she got
thrilling starter to ever gain any great recognia whopping reception, then went the familiar type of ridicule on a out. Lew Fitzglbbon counts as one folded. It made a
evening.
tion
bigger
for
the
in
the
houses.
mind
-reading
better
act,
but
it
was
the
most
important
features
now.
Snappy, airy,
out and earned it.
Torelli's Comedy Circus third was
Harriet and Marie McConnell, No.
punchy, she whizzed through song done than usual, and Miss La Mar, He sure can get music out of his
produced
sloppily
pony
act
the
usual
psychological
ahead,
pulled
to
it
up
a
wTTh
little
their
quiet
singing offering
xylophone.
3,
The
after song and made it hum.
The found the spot much too early for
Fitzglbbon opened with a parody and not belonging on this bill
reviewer wanted to get up and Inspiration. Kranz and White were
padded
with
five
unrideable
mule
many
efficient
rathskeller
singers
their
efforts.
on
"The
These
girls were
Rosary,"
called
Inger"My
himself.
bows
shout and take a few
soll."
H«. mixed up a couple of plants got Its usual quota of laughs easily deserving of a later position,
'Rae made a speech telling New years ago. graduating as a three
York how glad che was to be back act (Taylor, Kranz and White) from "i.ells," but alibied the second, then from the few who haven't seen it for but the peculiar selection of acts
Both have got a laugh from the house, and the the past decade. This turn could made It necessary for them to take
again.
In New the Chicago cabarets.
"Back again!"
York! And the Alcazar closed years developed. White has a suave com- lady who rolled on the xylophone, have closed the bill. The Kleins next, the No. 3 position to give the show
ago. And the reviewer still review- edy style that is a strangle-hold on alluding to her aa "Bozo."
He with Miss King closing the first half. any kind of smoothness. Their seArturo Bernard 1, the Italian pro- lection of standard and operatic
The boys tore the yawned and. nearly slept while at
ing. And "Lovin' Rag" and "In the an audience.
Garden of My Heart" forgotten. laughs out and stormed It with their the
piano
Lew. tean artist, opened after intermission numbers displays discretion, with
accompanying
And the bluo streak streaking, all double singing.
When the plant sang "Rainbow in and copped the hit of the bill with both members well fortified in the
dressed up. Hi-ho, that's the way
The Hannefords, with Poodles, of the Sky" at the close Fitzglbbon his two protean playlets and imita- vocal division. The Brooklyn audiNew Yorkers and New York stars the clown riding and hoke bits all still called him "Mr. Roach." His tions of composers. The use of the ence took to the refined offering,
are found and made.
But they over the stage all the time; the two coin bit seemed unnecessary. Hard- transparent drops to expose the with the early spot its only drawhave to be stars to be found and neat girls and the straight eques- boiled eggs may laugh at mistaking manner In which he makes his back.
made. Anybody might have walked trian boys, all given tone and that sputum, for a half dollar, but It Is changes is an idea the foreigner has
Val and Ernie Stanton, No. 4, got
into the Alcasar but not anybody severe magnificence "of the old distinctly distasteful to the feminine been doing for years. It is sure fire In the first comedy punch.
The
might have walked out and kept on school" by the grande dame mother, portion of the audience. Bert was and proves his legitimacy to the boys started easily, worked up the
waiting until she could tell New registered a half hour of snappy and called on for something extra. His doubting ones who always suspect chatter in their usual capable manYork it was great to be back again, delightful vaudeville.
speech had something for the pro- trickery when they witness an act ner and walked away with one of
and sticking over for the second
The Scrantons closed. This pair fessionals present, since he "hoped of this character.
the
early
hits.
The Mosconis
week, and at the Palace, too.
Johnny Dooley followed with the closed the first half. More w^rk
waa the first act to step on the Variety would say something nice
same turn he showed recently at the appears te be placed on the shoulMiss Samuels started the show stage of Loew's State a few weeks about me."
off.
Leo Beers, ahead. of her, reg- ago. Closing, it might be better not
Just 46 minutes of the Singer Palace, New York, The Madison ders of Verna and Willie as time
istered mildly with material that to take an exit after the introduc- Midgets turn and everything good. Sisters looked cute assisting in two goes on, with both of the younger
had been heard too often and busi- tion in "one," as this break lost them The turn has been out of town so bare-legged costumes. Dooley had members of the family shouldering
ness that has grown too familiar. a few dozen sitters-out. It was un- long that many bits look new. One to work hard to get them after an |it Well, with the capable instruction
Fivek and Jenny opened, sensa- usually unfortunate, wire -walkers of the littlest of the men formerly opening song and dance with the of their two brothers putting them
tional roller skating going _by the opening with double dances right devoted himself to laugh -get ting. two girls. The "acrobat" pantomime well up in the dancing division.
boards to an Incoming audience. after Maxie and George. Then the Now he Is more finished and shines thawed them considerably, and the
The second half started with IrHyams and Mclntyre were third in run-off. Those who had patience in the Chinese magician section. "bare backed rider" with Johnny ving and Jack Kaufman, originally
"Honeysuckle," a telephoned melo- and faith saw the rest of an excel- Also he sang "Good -bye Shanghi" atop a mangy looking truck horse programmed for No. 3, but forced
drama that had the atmosphere of lent tight-wire routine.
excellently. His magical stunts got as a ballet dancer completed the job. later on account of the number of
not being new, yet being touched up
Miss La Mar was amazing. The over so well that in spite of the The dances were applauded. The men in the early portion, the origwith current colloquialisms. It is a "Girl with 1,000 Eyes" would be a simplicity of them the "selling" got act has been thrown together from inal layout having brought tho
former bits that Dooloy did in pro- Kaufmans, Stantons and Mosconis
pleasant skit, never boisterous, and sensation were" she assisted by any- the house.
goes lightly on song numbers. Leila one with appropriate appearance,
These are real little people, most ductions and vaudeville, and while together In that order. The KaufHyams, daughter of the principals, personality and diction. The pretty perfectly formed. The "ladies" were it suffices, it doesn't allow him the man Brothers are using published
gave a refreshing sprig of youth and little marvel is handicapped by an proud to show their legs, and the scope of his former vaudeville offer- numbers and make known the fact
charm to it. The turn wag heartily ungrammatical announcer and con- grace of them in the Egyptian num- ings.
that they have been singing for tho
Barnard and Townes followed. phonograph records. The audienco
taken on sentiment. A few addi- federate, who bawls his cues at her ber was marveled at. The presence of
tional laughs, which will come with too vehemently, and who gives the the dwarf is useful In several ways, The bill was closed by Alfred Naess liked their vocal efforts, with the
continued work, will not be amiss.
air of the side-show tent by his and not the least is the contrast and Miss Slgrld, the ice skaters. bill badly in need of singing of their
Rosqoe Ails, with Kate Pullman, approach, even offering a suggestion to the more perfect proportions of Tho turn consists of double and solo stylo, with the early portion of the
a combination that registered out (after Miss La Mar's speech and the liliputians. The juvenile sing- figure and trick skating backed by a bill having had little vocal work
west after Mldgie Miller left the exit) that the patrons send their ing lead is as accomplished as ever, special drop and tormentors disclos- other than that of the McConnell
Ails act two years ago, hit it hard, wives and friends to matinee to have perhaps more, though he has grown ing a winter scene in Norway. About Sisters.
Paul Decker and Co secclosing the first part. The act was questions answered. She has sparkle, a trifle rounder. The Lady Godiva half the house stuck.
Con.
ond after intermission, with a fast
much too lone, the introductory a genius for the work that is finish looks good formation work.
comedy sketch worked up a series
scene
of hearty laughs and gathered In
in
"one" being extended astounding and baffling, and an ec- The other scenes and bits, however,
through many minutes of breezy centric though terrific stage individ- rate better in general results. The
the proper amount of turns.
Tho
talk that could be knitted up con- uality.
Uut the support smacks of assortment of animals is more
should have been worked in
The City bad a well balanced bill sketch
siderably, and tho unexpected en- ten-twent, and the illusion backilrcs. varied
earlier,
than when tho act first the first half which contained sevas tho late position was excore episode being strung far be- A dainty girl in the audience with showed on this side of the water.
ceedingly heavy for an act of this
yond either custom or requirements. Miss La Mar on 'the stage would That is a valuable aid in the magnet eral standard iicts. Tuesday night nature.
Decker has secured a
found tho lower floor but threeAils carries a good Jazz band and make her a star.
capable supporting company, which
the act has for children. The kids
full,
notwithstanding the inelndes
Charles Calvert, a dancing ban Joist,
Young Nazarro, with the smile of In the neighborhood will probably quarters
Frank W. Taylor, Nina Safact
that
standee
the
ropes
were
in
who scores. Miss Pullman's spe- Charlie King of a dozen years bark, bolster
vllle and Helen Vallely.
tho
Colonial
matinees plaee.
cialty dance cleaned up on her looks and the fleet and adolescent tech- throughout the week.
Margaret Young, next to closing,
Kraynna and Co. (New Acts) had little difficulty
and her sensutlonal twists and nique of Laddie Cliff ditto, warmed
Lockett and Linn (Now Arts)
in establishing
splits.
The boys work inces- smartly closed intermission. The Marled the show at a good clip, with herself, and walked away easily
Ails topped that with his the hearts.
iJancor ami- Green, colored dancing wilh one of
eccentric dancing.
the evening's scores.
Then came a santly and cheerfully and well. His Topics film broke !ter Intermission team,
No. 2, holding up the pace Miss Voting's chorus girl number
long humorous affair about kissing, 'cello solo, as always, got an ova- and the screen was raised, bringing
with a woman plant In the box for tion.
His jazz band was a sweet out Loraine Howard and Verna with the stepping. .The couple are was a bit over the heads of the
Ails and
Miss Pullman Jumping breath, in that it kept Its place and Sadler.
These happy "husband energetic workers and make their Brooklyn audience, but for Broaddown and kissing the leader, which didn't do amateurish dancing with hunters" went over for an easy hit. dance work stand up far above their way vaudeville it should be ImWight well have been cut to half. instruments or nuttisms on chairs. The girls' billing, a "comedy songo- voca'. efforts. Noel Travers, Irene mense.
"Hello, Prosperity" is a
The turn ran more than 40 minutes, Helene. the dancer, retrieved her- logue." is apt and their intimate Dougl
and Co. (New Acts). No. 3, new addition to her routine, w.th
with
minutes' excellent vaude- self with difllcult toe stuff for a way of telling secrets about them- found tho going easy with a laugh- which she gained the biggest reville.
ing hit credited to the sketch. Denno turns. It is a number with an Idea
Ails will find himself a lip- finish.
The dinger in the box (in selves found jolly acceptance.
topper if he sacrifices enough dead- the dark wis a 100 per cent. Hop.
McHevilt, Kelly and Quinn. the Sisters and Co. brought forth addi- that she has placed in use at the
Wood to stay inside .70 minutes, it
Charlie Howard, with his List s*>a- familiar piano movers, fared well tional dancing, the turn consisting opportune time. Morton Jewell and
is a strong
Co. closed the show with a neatly
It
is
son's act cut to a bit al.d some on third. The comedy points arc the of two men and two girls.
act as it is.
*
Ceorge MacFarlane. a baritone, an amusing
new
talk
interlarded, same,
dancing of the nicely framed, displays some clever arranged variety act that held tho
the
but
artist and a stage gentleman of the worked a dangerously sluggish start comedians
found appreciation in footwork and secured the desired house intact.
"fst water, opened the second half, into a comedy hit and a personal equal measure as ever.
Monday evening found the orThe men results from the downtown audi^o .-tailing, no begging, no "show- success. His support is not stellar. have dug up new soldier tunics, ence.
chestra and balcony well filled, with
manship'- Just legitimate artistry, The little jester all but breaks him- loudly noticeable because of their
Comedy developed by Brown and the boxes and luges light.
Hart.
which made it a sensation here
fortnight ago again sent it skyrocketing to a huge send-off.
After which
Bert and Betty
Wheeler, taking no chances on trick
introductions, tore on and went to it
and almost made the house forget
the rest of the show. It pyramided
to a smashing comedy, singing and
dancing triumph, holding in the
mass far past 11 o'clock and taking
enough glory for any act in any
spot. Herbert's Dogs were a pleasure to those who still had an appetite for amusement.
Lait.

what she honestly was^-Rae Sam-
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A B

"Dance Voyage"

Rath Baye
Jahaaea Baker

A

McFarUae A P
Alice De Gormo
Keath'e H. O. H.
2d half (1-4)

Boetock a School
(Otbera to All)

Praaklyn Chaa Ca
CfctcBale

John Steel
•Mre 8 Drew Ca
DaPor Boys
"Mue.cLa.nd'

1

(Others to

Praaklin

|

fill)

,

(Otbera to All)
2d half (1-11)

Symoada

4k

(Others to

Kalth'e CaWaaal

Sophie Tucker Ca
Jallet

Xaifman Brea
Norwood A Hall*
Margaret Paduia
Oleott A Aan
afealova Co x
The Larconlaa

(One

to

•A O Duncan
Cook Mortimer A

A

Mardl Graa

A Dody

lt*S

Nerrett

Klatlnga Co

Stephena A B'deaux
•Gypey Cor! one
2d half

•

Ordway

Dojson
Craig Campbell
The Paynea
(Othera to All)

The Paynes

CABSIB

Chaa Ahearn Co
Lane A Harper

Raymond Wllburt
Craig Campbell
2d half
B A Rolfe Co
Will Mahoney

Ruddell

Dlka
A Donlefn

Unusual
(One ta

2
All)

Jolletta

A Gonne

Joe Roberto
Procter's ltd St.
2d half (1-4)
Babcock A Dolly
Jed'a Vacation
Tennessee 10

Hart A Rose
8 Harvey

W

(Othera to

half (S-7)

Seymour

(Others to All)
2d half (t-11)
f'urzon Ala

The Templetons

Columbia
Creole Paahlon Pi

Ketth'e Hamilton
Valerie Bergere Co

(Cih»-ra to All)

Margaret Toung
•Wife Hunters"

AMOROS

Marry Kahn
Frank Mclntyre Co

BROOKLYN
Buahwlrk

Kam- A Herman
All»-«-n

Morrle
Sternarda

A &

N.T.

A White
P A O Walters

Jean

A Roberta

to

Two

2d half
Sternarda

A Meyrra
A Cwf'd

It

A

Valentine
Bird

1*

fJo'.d'-n

M'lnofo
(Two 'o
I'd

1
fill)

HAG

(One

to

Johnny Borke
Ella Uradna Co

F & H Carmen

ATLANTA

Solly

Ward Co

1^0 He.rs

J Connolly

Kelth'a

v

(Othera to HI!)
Moea' Regent

Carnival of Venice

Orpheum

Morton A Lewi*
(I

II off

It a':

1*

MrWafT* A Tv.wn
Kl Clevo
Little Jim
Tr«>nn'!l 3

E<1 win fj^orgy
Calta Hroa

Krith'a Boro

2d half
Jee Laur:c Jr Co

A A Seymour
Jon To win
P Pr-men A Bro
Santr<«y A Heymnur

H-i

W

P A
(On"

Val'-nCne

to

fill)

IF

v

»antr«-y

MiCornurk A

A Plnvree
A Porter
LaVine A Waltera

Huji

a

Baxl<»y

Park
\

o

11

McTornia^k A
Chaa Ah-nrn Co
M'lnoMo 2
1*

i

apllt)

W

2d half

"Presa Rehfaraal"

M erg a ret. Young

Maryland
Morton

J

,1

«'

A F laher

W

Roy A Arthur
Loyal'a Dogs
Hoyt A Gordon
Murray A dTnih
F Walton Ca

'

/

r-r

Bailey A
Cartmell

Casey

R*x

D«»

Joy's San;tar"m

(Two

to

fill)

Keystone
I-eddy A Leddy
1'aganna
Smith A Barker

Cowan
A Harrla

A Warren

A

Flaher

Kelth'a National

"At the Party"

Temple

(Naahvllle. apllt)

Wm. Penn
M A A Royc«»

A
A

lat half

Dellla
Kialaa

I)<>naon

Co

Fcnton A F.elda
Jack Benny
Whe«N-r A Potter
Foi'd S:a

Rand

Nell A Queena
Joe St Onge 2

Kltaroa
Stratford
3

R«»rri'k

4

Morgan A Moran
Rill

Qenevieve

A

Frenk Brown
Kane Sie

I

1

T-laak
Sullivan A Meyer*
Thornton A C'»fd
I

YOU WANT VAUDEVILLE, MUSICAL COMEDY OR DRAMA

MAX HART
— SEE —

Room

803

Loaw Building

1640 Broadway, N. Y. C.

I -a

O.

Poll's

Cahill

W>»ltri"y

half

r,

j

\.

N.

BEDPD. MASS*
New BedJord

Janet or Prance
Al H. Wilaon
ImhofT Corinne Co

NEWPORT,

R.

I.

Colonial

Lady Oga Towapa
T A F Burns
Oeo A Moore
Blackatone
2d half

Harry Hayden Co
Swartx A Clifford
Weaton Co

("o

r.arinifr

A M
Frank Stafford
Pc»\vera
((Jne to

8

HARTFORD
Capitol

A Hudton

r*o

i

Palace

We.*' on C"o

Francea White
Mavle A George
Lucy Gillette
Walter Weoms
fhaa T Aldrlch
<allahan A Bli«a
Mullen A Conlli
Maaters A K 11' v
Jimmy Huvhi-v Co
44th

Wall. re

fill)

Laypo A Benjamin
A A 1. Bell
F B ('union Co
('

Cook A Sylvia
Homer Miles Co
Smith A Nelman
A Diaz Monkeys

~

JOHN

ST.

Opera Hon a*
Hartnan A Mack
Mullen A Francis
Rich A Cannon
Arthur Whitelaw

Bud

Clayton.

SHTJBERT CIRCUIT
BROOKLYN
NEW YORK CITY

T;tkl
Pi Try

A

& M'r'ne
A Romaine

Opera Honae

2d hair

Jon»-a

Larimer

Blnne A Grill
(One to fill)

En Route "Cp In the Claude" Company.
Per. Addreaai Friars Club, X. Y.

A Weat
Wood A Law aon

Werner Amoroa

M*-iofuna

4783-4

Will 8tanton Co
Howard A I.ewie

MAX

Winter Garden

Mabel Ilnrra
0«j»-u

A IIud«on
Mr A Mra r*«»burn
A Jones

Bryant 7403-04

to All)

Ollle

Murphy A Hewitt
Mr A Mra Coburn

Japa

Henry's Melody

(Two

HALIFAX

Hope Eden
Jim McWilltama
Bobby Folaom

O A M Perry
Powers A Wallace
I'd

Vane

Arnold A Weaton
8 Jaxs Band

U

Wm

Pelaricla 3

P0U*6 C1KCUIT

A

Lyrle

Healy A Croaa

BRIDGEPORT

K<an<-

Co

FI'CHBTtG. MASS.
Sybil

Murphy A White
A Grohs
Id half
F A F Burne

Moore A Jayne
Karola Broa
(Two to fill)

A Moore

M'Cartone

HEADLINING
PANTAGEH CIRC V IT

N.tka«»

Angel A Fuller
Kirksmlth Slaters
(One to All)

2d half

to All)

ROSS WYSE and CO.

2d half

B A

Vane

Sybil

MELISSA

Hippodrome
Hardy Broa

May A C

Perez & MrRuerite

B. F. Ketth'e

A
A

Bare ben

A M'r'ne
2d half
A Sonia

Blackstone

Stara

LOWELL, MAH8.

&

Paul

TEN EYCK and WEILY

YOINGSTOWN,

Green A Burnett
Bill A Blondy

Black A-O'Donneii
A Recorda

W

2d half

Helen Morettl

Samaroff

"Making Movlca"

A P (One

Proctor's

A Hart

Romaiae

Wille

Ryan A Ryan

f;!!mnr»

DETROIT

A

Jarrow

E<ko A Kyao
Mxie Hamilton
Valentine Vox
f'rane

tho M. V. A.

M'Cartone

Geo

2d half
Hayataka Broa
Norton A Melnotte

B. F. Keith's

Qulnn A

LOLI8T1LLE. KY.

to All)

Moran
"Making Movies"
(Two to All)

SYRACUSE

Royal Gaacoynee

Mary Anderson
Reynolda A D'neg'n
Lew Dockatader
Joe Darcf-y

te>

Pauline
Lyle
Virginia
Andersaa A Burt

Polly

Jack Norworth
(One to fill)

A

2d half
Herrls A Wills

Wild A Hill
Morley A Cheale'gh
Arthur Hill
(One to All)
YORK. PA.
Opera House
Weber A Ridnor

Vorrie

Pieraon N'port

Hyman

Hollis 5

Slaters

Smith
McCoy A Walton
Courtney Sla Co
Willie

")

C Ji

LYNN. MASS.

Brookhart
Kirksmlth Slatera

A Wise

F»L RIVER. MAS«.
Empire
Cook A Sylvia
Henry B Toomer Co
Smith A Nelman
A Dial Monkeya

Chong A Moey
Nancy Boyer Co

(One

F A O Waltera
Crane May A C

'

I

N. Y.

2d half
Sherlock Sla A Co
Babcock A Dolly

Jack Ostorman
Muaif-al Huntera

W

B O

/TM

(Two

Olyi

Harry Hayden Co
8wartx A Clifford

The Patricks
Sabbott A Brooka

{

Sharkey Roth A
Kay Hamlin A K
Wylle A Hartman
J/*b Thornton
Ruth Budd
P R'at A Bro

Mme

—

"T

/*

V^t

A Sldell
to All*

Menettl

Helen Morettl

Joe I^iurle Jr Co
Offlcer

Flnhter Co

Will

3

O.
H. F. Kelth'a

Prea.iU-r

F,rn" B t Hall
A J M-ndr-i:

A

>

v

105th St.

Sana'ine

YONKERS.

"d half

Lincoln

Ned Nor-.vorth
Edward Hill
Orefn A Myra
Kary A Eary

BALTIMORE

Will

Mahoney
ehandon
(Two to fill)

»rle

KnlKhta Rooetera
Lexey A 0"Connor

•Tohnnv HurUc

CIRCUITS

COMMIHS,

lat half

man Co

SaniU'

f

Mirminicham

(

B

Proctor'a

Hippodrome
A .Tenklna
A M Morgan

Herrla

Columbia

SCHENECTADY

INDEPENDENT

2d half

Samaroff A Soala

Cortes Slatere
"Telephone T'ngle"

Zd half
A Victor
(Othera to All)

A

Smith
Lady Alices Pets

Terriaa

Ritter

Garrick

Amaranth

"Telephone T'ngle"

Ben Pierco
Chaa Keating Co

Cahill

Hunniford

Morley A Cheal'lgh
(Othere to All)

Ben*

A LaVerc

All)

Toung A Wheeler

(Jack«onviU« apHt)

I

Cortex Slaters
i

Pntnetaa Blffaj.l N. Y.

(

Menettl A Sldell
2d half
Larry Wldener

WILMINGTON

Carmen Ercello
Mason A Gwynno

3

I4R3 B'way

Co

Babe Ruth Co

'lUjoaV

A Mack

Abraham

Bradford

SAVANNAH

fill)

Wldener
A Wise

Hunniford

A Cavanaugh (Two to All)
Henry B Toomer Cn
Patricola
A Weaton
CMBR'GB. MASS. Arnold
Jaa Watts Co
Brookhart
Gerden'e Cent. Saj.
tfiolmea A Lavere
N.

Dummies

W

Masle Hall
Ijirry

Ritter

Doyle

Temple

'l.'n.n

J

to All)

Jack La Vler

ROCHESTER

u

LEW1STON.

JUUAN SIEGEL

DR.

B. F. Keith's

A Rarlck
A Ox

A

St.)

Dent tat

Official

P A M Nolan

V Comfort Co
Adler A Dunbar
D l» H?

CHAS

Prince

(Three to

lat half

A Records

A

(One

Joannya

CLEVELAND

Rowland A Meehan
Potfr A Hartwell
(Two to ni|>

K A

half

Murray Ki». -'fi <.o
Lane A Harper
Claude A Marlon
Nanry Bnyer Co
"Toyland Fnlllea"

2d half

Be trick A Hart

Uvd

Stars

Ha.'g

Joaie Flynn

Polly
Miller

2d half

Junior

Pr;nce

(.Two to All)

HAS
McCool

AID

Olympla

Ward

Harry Layden
Chaa Keating Co
Haley A Goae
Archer A Belford
Allen A Cantor

2d half
Virginia

A

Lyle

Anderson m Burt
Bowman Broa
Baxaban A Grohs
(One to fill)

Grace Huff Co
Barnea A Woraley
Beth Beri Co
(One to All)

"One on Alale"
Bert Walton

(Charlotte epllt)
let half
Hart A Francla
Everett

Homer A Romalnc
M A A Royce

to nil)

2d half
Valentine Vox

Denny A Barry

M'rguerlte

A

Harry B Theater
Wilkcna A Wi^kma

Austin
Max!ne Bros A

A

Jean Graneae

>

Ellsworth

to

Colonial
I.aury

WASHINGTON

Adgement
Perex

Mlll'-r,

Smith
Ricj A Werner

Willie

C Mack Co
(Two to fill

Rao B Ball

(Two

Empire

Four Balliots

Lyric
(Norfolk eplit)
lat half
Pierce A GoflT

Seed

Snlllvan

2d half

ShHdon Brooka

Leona A X
Melva Telma
Kirk A Harrts
King A Irwia
Great Leon

LTICA. N. Y.

ROANOKE

B, F. Kelth'a

J

"MON CHAFBAC

Leonard Co

A Noble
A Price
CHESTER. PA.

fill)

ALLENTOU'N.PA.
Orphrum
Siink^ra A Silvers
Hrennan A Rule

and JANET

;

L'WR'NCE. MASS.

Sq.>

BUea
Hart A Dymond

Street

Ford & Truly
lOranz A Wli!!i>
Bert

M'-lro^-o

Brendel A
I^rd-Ain
Lee White

U

K. v

Leach Wallm

Creacent
"In Arrentina"
Klein Broa

Joveddah d<> Rajah
Harry Hinca
Nat Nazarrn Jr Co
'Jinlrp Mirror"
N'ip A Fletcher

Monks

K^c»c«(t'a
II

A A

Si-ranton

li\I.TIM()KK
Arnrirmy
Jolly Johnny Jones
*Ro!iie

A

Joo Ja'
Vino \

Buddy

Cull' n

-

!'.

-on

"i'i

in pit-

-vie
Vlnie Paly

i/ockford
n

;

Angel A Fuller
Will Stanton Co
Fields A Fink
Binna A Grill
(One to All)

BANGOR. ME.

Big Three
Joe Rolley Co
Courtney Sla Co
Harry Breen
Haveman'a Anlm'ls

Co

Will J

All)

KEITH

F.

Jerome Mann
Musical M'Larrns

Froalci

(Waahington

2d half
Vfsser Co

RICHMOND

CINCINNATI

(One

A

f*a««»y

to All)

Falls

Jack Norworth Co
Win Weaton Co

All)

to

Y.

Haakell
Fr'nklyn Ardell Co

2d half

(Three

Glrard
Korf A Alb aon Co
Redmond A Welle
Malta Bart Co

Cornell

N*»ilaon

N.

I,oney

Weber A Ridnor
Poily Moran

Wheeler
BAB
H A E McConnell

lat half

CHATTANOOGA

I

"Dress Rehearaal"

Lyrle
(Chattanooga apllt)

Valdo Meera A V

Aima

(One to

Faden Trio
Lew Brice Co
Gordon A Ci'm
Four Readinga
(One to fill

Ryan Weber A R

Hayaraka Broe
A Kennedy

2d half

M'l^ellan A Car aon
Newhoff A Phelpa
Three Falcons
Gordons Olympls

Gordan'e

A A O

Norton A Melnotte
Jarrow

Van A EmTson
,

TROY.

Sully

•Two' Little Pals"*

Wardens A La C

(Scollay

t

Van Horn a Inex
Murphy A Hewitt
C Weston Co
Ray Raymond Co

Beetoa

Duval A K
Reddinglon A G

Majestic

Bert Fltxgibbon

KNOXVTLLE

BAR Gorman

Melo<lioua Six

(One

half

Doherty A Dixon
Manning A Lee
Little Revue

Thornton
B^rk A

Rial to
Ilickf'rd

apllt)

S.lver

!

READING. PA.

Halley
Gibson

Ka:ia

>i

Lyrle

j

B«-rIo ^;:rla

aplit)

Willie Rolla
Pletro

B

Conlon A Oil more
Mabel Barra Co

BOSTON

Hlppadroaae

Reno
Hanvey A Francla

•

W

A Hart
TAD
Ward
Bowman Broa

BOSTON—B.

J

3

A Beecher

Spencer
Hlckey

Kane A Grant

V.

A

Canal no Broa

Fall*

Errcttoe

|

Hickman Broa

B. F. Keith's

"Tango Shoes'*
Anger A Packer
Rice A Bhner
(Othera ta AU)

J>

J A N Ohlma
Itappi
Snell A Vernon

FH1LADELPH1A

H

2d half (2-11)

Circus

CHARLOTTE

A

Con ran
(Three

A

1

Auditorium

Preeeata

•

lat

J

"Summer Eve"

2d half
Fr'nklyn Ardell Co
Ix>ney naakell

Laurie

Stanley

Mortona

4

Wilt

AMSTERD'M.

nil)

FAR ROCK A WAT

Keith'*

Praetar*e

Mortoa Jewell Ca
Cook Mortimer A

City

QIKBFC. CAN.

'

Lynn A Loraye

lat half (S-7)
I

Australian Stanley
Leo Donnelly Co
Walmaley A Keat'g
Brownlee'e Pol! lee
2d half
Erford'a Co

Jarkey A B'llle
Chaa Martin

W.

i

Werner Amoroa

Keane A Whitney
Walmaley A K'tlng

"Juvenility"

I

4

I

Middleton A S
Neater A Haynea

lat half

A H'lleter A O Duncan
Keegan A O'Ro'rke (Othera ta All)

(Roanoke

E.m

DREES

Stephena
a

Daly Mark

i
\

Academy

Pearla

Auetrallan Stanley

WATERBT. CNN.

j

I

I

ta "A
Thlt «e*k (Nov. *•). Kelth'a. Warhlncton. n. c.
4

|

Billy Glaeon

.

Fevry Carhart

|

NORFOLK

Sargent A Marvin
(Others ta All)

j

•

A Vincent

Neetor

••Volunt»*Ts"
"Step Lively"

(Richmond

'

AABItated Clfcailta

FJ I JR
FRANKREHEARSAL"

RlaJta
(Knoxvllle apllt)
lat half
Perry Sla
Clifford A O'Con'r

ALBANY

(Othera to All)

A Seymour
P Bremen A Pro
Tvette Rugfl Co
(Othera to All)
Keith'* Jefferson

to All)

Harry Breen
V laser Co
(One to All)

Howard A White
MarahaM A W|I''t«
(Others to

Roacoe Alia Ca
Sidney LandsAeld
Anna Chandler
Arthur Weat

Two

A Nerrett
Morton A White

Santrey

Prank Mcrntyre
Mermein Sie Co
Weber Beck A F
Clown Seal
(One to All)

(Two

Walah A Edwarda

Mack Co

Van Horn A Inex

Arnold

Kitty Frsncts Co

Keith (Western) and

A.. B. r.

1=
I

E:aine Mi»r:dan

GEO. CBOOS

Evs
A Bloom

Borxac

Big Three
Joe Rolley Co

All)

Oliver

(Two to AU)
2d half
Gallagher A Shean
Henry Santr^y Co
Joe Towle

|

2d half

A Lockw'd

Bruwn Gardn'r A T

loleen

Fitch Hinatrela
2d half

Bell A
Sternle

Herman Tim berg

The Wife Hunter

lat

Creole Fashion PI
"Dreaae Rehearsal"
Claude A Marlon

H A A

(Others to All)
2d half (t-11)
Lillian

D

(Othera to All)
2d half (t-11)

apllt)

half

lat

•Morley A Cheel'gh

Onra A Partner
Florence Brady
Lew la A Norton
Brooka A Morgan

Mardl Graa

Spirit

Palace

(Mob:>

McCloud A Norman

J C

Vtrtary

nil)

NEW ORLEANS

apllt)

half

Monks

M.

Gir'.e

Devoy A Dayton
Robt Reilly Co
Thus P Dunne

CHARLESTON

Dave Roth
Lillian Gonne

K»rr A Resign
Patton A Marks

Leavltt

Dunbar

Shapiro

Weber

2

R. F. Keith's

"ProAteering"
A Stanley
Ivan Bankoff
H Wstaon Jr
Sylvia Clark

Wahi-tka

A

Hall

SP*GF1ELD MASS.

A

V

Booking; Earlsialwely with

'

Tranefleld Slaters

Paytan A Ward
T Flynn Co
Stan Stanley Co
Elee A Paulaen
2d bait

Anthony

Spencer A Willl'ms
A Kallx Co

)

Corinne Arbackle
Princtras

JERSEY CITY

Miller

half (S-7)

lat

lat

Folett'a

Ahaa'e

A Brooke

(Othera to

(Savannah

Allen

BIFPALO

Will Morris

and ALLEN
IROADWAY TO TUB ORIENT"
(Othera to All)
Ketta's Fordhaaa
M array Klaeea Co
"Tango Shoes"

(Lou:av::ie split
1st half

Pall'a

Kane A Grant

Dewey A Rogere

CHICAGO

Jo**phme A H'rity

Allen

Moon"

A Takl

Oaaki

Lucille Duboie

The See backs
Ann Gray
Meehan'a Doga

Building

Prlaceaa

Bert Brroll
Elinore A Wlllleme

I

'

Suite

I

A

Rogere
to

Tarn Kelly
"New Producer"

Ail)

lat half

1313 Masonic Temple

fll!)

A M

"Earth

FaH'e
(Wllkea-B're epllt)

,

NAHHVILLE

Handera A Mellas
Marion Harris

i

Jack Hanley
Bernard A Garry

to Mfc*

CAM
Sabbott

AUSTIN

Raymeed Wllburt

wl«en

Ketth'e Preepert
2d half (1-4)
B A Rolfe Co

Spirit Mardi Graa
let half (S-7)

BOB

I

Mosconl Broe
Dooley A Salee
ocjtch I^eds A L

Bessie Clifford

Prank Browne

(Othera to All)
Id half
Marie Caaper Ca
Byron A Broderick

i

Trile Prlganza

(Othera to All)
2d half Ct-11)
Morton Jewell Co
Wilaon Broe

(Othen

A

Rog<' ra

(IT)

half

Comee A Nevine
~Jeds Vacation"

The Patrlcka
Solly Ward Co
Bea M»roff
Chong A Moey
Sabbott A Brook

Laurie

(Others to

W

DeVoe A Statxer

i

Clown S^el

split)
Imt half

8CRANTON. FA.

AGENCY

j

(Scrantoa

Doaegan

Paaleen

(Oae ta

Roy Mack, Booking Mgr.

A Clark

Story

to All)

B. F. Ketth'e
S Lordena
Dancing Shoes
Brent Hayea

|

!

A

Else

ERNIE YOUNG

Geo McFarlanc

INDIANAPOLIS

I

Burna A Freda

to All)

lilt

I

A Sheen

Neilson Co

(Poar

.

TeL Bryaat tel-Sat

Hull

(Two

She ton Brooke
North A Halllday
Wilaon Bros

Harrr Kahne
Unaaoal 2

Broadway

A

Hill

Hill

Willi.

Owen McOlveny

Haxel Croebr
I Kaetha

Alma

JACKSONVILLE

Carrie Reynolds
Fraetar'a Sth Ave.
2d half (1-4)

The Creigbtona

(Three to All)
2d half

All)

••Peaches"

Wm Halloa

Rice A Elmer
(Othera to All)
2d half (S-ll)
Patton A Marke

Dotson
Cooper A Rlrardo

"RuberlUe"

1

A Uckwo'd

Beeman A Grace

'

RUFUS R. LeM AIRE

H

Oliver

All)

HARRI8RCRG, FA.
I

ED. DAVIDOW and

Spirit

Veafta Oonld

Victor Moore Ca

»

I

Proctor'e ftlh St.
Sherlock Sis Co

Howard A Sad Her
Kraa A Riehfleld
Frank Ward
Beagr A Clana
(Two to All)

aald:

UNDER OCR MANAGEMENT

(Othera ta fill)
2d half (1-11)
Cooper A Rlcardo

Wild A

Gallagher

(1-7)

WUaoa Broe

Bob

-ENQUIRER"

(Others to

Sparling

Chaa Martin
Pay tan A Ward

Koban Co
<

A

Kake Japa

Conroy A Tatea
Chaa Ahearn Co

Leavltt

All)

half

Singer- a Midge
Ha try Cooper

Lewie

W

Mamhall A Wlll'ma

<Oae to

ta All)

LAST WALTZ"

PhOa.

A A L Bell
Brow alee Foil lea
L Ordway

Id half

TORONTO

Lee

Kelso

Sheldon Th'm'a

This orderly, the real comedy part,
ia played by Eddie Nelaon. who gets
oat of It all there le In it. and a lot
more than the authors handed him.
He altered horfbre with Mlaa Painter
who was the particularly bright star
af the cast.

'Paul DeVoity Co
let

to 111)

fiil>

McCormack A
(One

<One

THE

Ieleen

Id half

Laypo A
AJf Grant
T Flyna Co

Fraak Stafford

A Chapman
A Grovinnl

Miller
Selblnl

Raymond Bond Co

1st half (t-7)
A WearaV
A B B A Rolfe Co

Weaver

"Jed* Vacation"

Bartoa

O.
R. F. Keith's
Harry Jolaon
Dorle Dancan
-Soul Mate"
Artistic Treat

E. F. Albea
Nlobe
Hobson A Beatty

Fantlno Sis

Lyrle
McDonald Trta
Russell A Devltt
Jed Doaley Ca

(1-7)
Bees'e Clifford

Lerine Co
Paal Hill Co

Craig

4

LAB

1

Heavy Co

Melodioue 8lz
(One to All)

A
MT. VERNON. NT. Ames A Winthrop
B Baker Co
Form an A Nash
B Pandour Tr
2d half (1-4)
Wrn Bea bury Ca
PORTLAND.
Mary Marble Co
HAMILTON. CAN. 8lgaor Friscoe
B. F. Keith's

i

half

let

LaDora m tveckraan
Dallr Kay

A

R. F. Ketth'e
Dreyer
Martha Pry or
t Blee Demona

"Oae on Alele"

TOLEDO.

Hamphrey'e D'cere

A H Brown

Wrothe AT Martin
Adolphus Co

c Kelley

A Rootiey
Herman A Shirley

BOSTON

Long Tack Sam Co
•Percie Haawell Ca

W

White A Leigh
Feber A McGowaa

Clinton

,

Fraetar'a ltMh St.
2d half (1-4)
"Modern Cocktail"

Dal ton
Daral

Dancing M'Denalds
ar^«a>>. n.
, i t
2d half (1-4)

Grace Doro
A Moore
(One to fill)
Keith'* Baral
Beanie Clayton Co
V At B Stanton
Paal Decker Ca

llatrln

W

Gibacn

Morale Sia

Lillian Gonna
Gordon A Gatea
Weber Beek A F
•Cole A Gage

(Sunday opening)

Corradinl'a Animals

•Comeback «"

Turnbull

Davis A Darnell
Mehllager A Meyer
Herbert A Dere

Wilton 81a

Banjioye

A

Johi

GRAND RAPIDS

Carpoa Broe
Lld*ll

Willie Solar

Prank Gaby

Healers
Richerd Keaae
J Velio A Girls

let half

Alex Br<*» A Ere
Joe Cock
Darke A Darkle
Prancee Kennedy
Owen McGiriney

E H

Mre

A B

A Lang

Lyric
(Atlanta split)

Ftatsansa

tteae*

Beaele Browning
Slgaar Frtaeoe

•Frltsl Scbeff
MUler Sla

A

Ines

Roger Gray Co
Hall Ermine

Gilfoil
He rebel

RUUONGRAJf

Lee Beers
Chaadon 2
(Two ta All)

Slat St.

*a

Parlor B'dro'm

Carl Randall Ca

Baby Ed aa
Olaoa

A

Carle

ERIE, FA.

«v

Co

Brfard's

TAD

'

from.

The manner

'

"Juvenility

Grey A Byroa
V. CfTT.
Stanley A Sla
ST..
Aadreai: 22A WEST
Ward
A Meehan Geo
Sawing a Womea
Barton A Sparling
Week Dec. 4—Ta hi !!! at B
Two Little rale"
(Two to All)
MOBILE
I71t GAINES ST.. UTPTLE ROCK,
2d half
Lyrte
Bankers A Silver
(N. Orleane split) Deeman A Grace
2d bslf
Brennan A Rale
let half
J C Mack Co
Ackland A May
P.^e-^M A Hayes
I LaMase Broe
(Two to All)
PITTSBCBOB
Blckford A Rob" la A If Great
Marion Clare
Potter

1921

2,

Jonee A Jonaa
Melefans

2d half

Spencer A Beecher
TraasAeld Sia

Carol raJ of Veaice

with Monday autlttt, when BO!

reek

A Wata'n

Priacet n

Ray Raymond Ca

HUGH HERBERT
$m

Casting M*li»s

4

Abes O. H.
A Hart well

5)

)

— pp llod

auae

th«

for

(DEC.

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

IK
•adicated

RASTON, FA,

December

Friday,

3=

I

•John C Th.miaa
Joe Niem»-> r Co
»

i
!

December

Friday,

MaJestlo

•r^ernVhA R«g*7

5*2. How-Tec
S^neford Family
toilers to flu)

CHICAGO
ApoUo
(Snnday opening)
Oeorge Roeener
Palo * P* let
K De Mft0°
*pnllo Trio

Oallarlnl

Xrmstr

Billy

*

Nanette

Regm

Darrell

CLEVELAND
A Vance

Boatman

1

Bjfoletto Bros
Dolly Connolly

Hopper

A

Wood

Way

Trio

DAYTON
I

Iibrrty
(Sunday opening)

I

Nana

I

Vardon

I

I

MAC

DALEY,

DALEY

and

Comedy and Spectacular Roller 8katere.
Week Dec. 5 Keith's, Portland, Me.
Week Dee. It Keith's, Providence, B. I.
Week Dec. IS—Keith's. Philadelphia.

——

Ed La vine

OeLoral

Mason

Pederson

DETROIT

Shubtrt-Belaseo
(Sunday opening)
Musical Avolos
Ernestine Myers Co
DIcklnaou A D'gon
Adele Kowland
Bert Hanlon
General Plsano

(Sunday opening-)
tew Fields Co
Joe Fanton Co
Belt A Rnsedale
fee* McKay
Fred Allen
Tvette Co

MConnell

S'pson

ft

Jack Conway Co

Eve"
Coley ft Jaxon
Keno Keys ft M

Majestic
Ethel Levey
Cameron Sis
Mr ft Mrs J Barry
Wm Oaxton Co
7 Bracks
Ford ft Cun'ingham
Mabel Burke

Josefson'e

O

Corelll

LINCOLN, NEB.
Orpheum

Canslnoa

Watson
"On Ith Ave"
Bobbe ft Nelson

Margaret Ford
Jack Rose
Dooley ft Storey
Gautler's Toyshop

Mack

Van Cleve

Follts Girls

West

Lang

Harry Fox Co
Flanagan ft M'ris'n
Sarah Padden

Van Hoven
Scanlon Den no

Vernon

ft

Bennett Sis
!

Hughes Duo
Henry Conicy

ft

S

The Setbacks
Page Hack ft Mack

JACK HEISLER
ECCENTRIC DANCER
With B. A.
Representative

ROLFE

ft

CO.

MURRAY PHILLIPS
Rolfe's Musical

Frawlcy

Orpheum

William
Clark ft
Morris
Nlhlo

Shaw
Bergman

ft

Kennedy

ft
ft

Louise

Davis

Wilis Gilbert

(Others to

Co

nil)

MINNEAPOLIS
Orpheum

Campbell

Nazarro Co
Nanon Welch Co

Cliff

EDMONTON, CAN.
Orpheum
(Same

bill
plays
Calgary 8-11)
Worden Bros

Raymond

ft

Stella

Mayhew

Nat Nazarro Co
Fink's Mules
York ft King
Henry Marcus Co

Hennepin

Schr'm

Harry Holnian
Demarest & Coll'tto

Tulinoro Circus

Rockwell

Lorraine Sis
ft Dries

ddle Foy

ft Ford
L «cas & inrz

KANSAS CITY
Orpheum

P * M LelVvcre
Waliarr. (;,,ivln

£»»« Harris Co

TOlcola
** ,|

t

ft

Delroy

ft

n<,sH

Bowers Wi,,,

N|n Halpf rin

J**d

Main

Rodcro & Marconi

Zuhn

Kdlth Clifford
Clioy Ling flco

NF.W ORLEANS
Orpheum
"Dr- hh Rehearsal"

Tolo
Hoi In

tt

•

_

Rev

Taxle

Prank Wilson
Carson ft Wlllard
Tartan

St.

ft ,, oolov
*»rjorle barrack

ft

Sinclair A
Hilton Sis

A Connor
A Moulton
Bertram May Co

Irma

Monte

•

Delyte
1

I

Dura A Fsslsy

A Marmon

HEMMENDINGER,
45 John

John

D

(One to fill)
Boulevard

Bulls

Clark
Long Cotton Co

Mankln

Sally Fields
Oddities of 1921

A

I

2d half
ft

Mclroy

Lincoln Sq.
Stanley Hros
Mclntyro ft Halc'b
Long Cotton Co

L \V Gilbert Co
St Clair Twins Co
2d half
Bellhops

Wahl

ft

3

Francis

Jackson Taylor

I

Greeley Soj.
Hal Stryker
Williams ft Weston
Chlsholm ft Brcen

Moore ft Fields
Tollman Rev
(One to fill)

R

ft

Sis

2

A Wood

Mclntyre A Halr'b
"Betty Wske Up"
Betty Bond
Egor's Ballet Rupsp

Avenue
LaVeaux

B

Raymond

Light

ft

ft

2<1

Adams

ft

Howard
Ash

ft

Norton ft Nlcholxon
Harry I>elf
Grace Duncan

Orpheum

Locw

Melville

ft

Mack ft Dean
Homer Miles Co

RelfT Bros
L'rava Mlch'llna

The McNaughtons
Lord Hubert Co
Helm A'Lorkwood

Poor Old Jim
Small A Sheppard
Saxl Holtsworth Co
(One to Oil)

ft

Zeller

Irene Trevette

Ralph Whitehead

Work A Mack
Itita

Hnl Stryker

Fulton
Cafson Hros

O'Nell Sis

Armstrong A Tj «nn

A

Fuinnan
i

Arehi-r
A Pat r.< k

MAY
FIT

Stato

W
.!•

Shirley

Fenner Co
nnings ft Mozier

M< lody Festival

CLEVELAND

Bellhops

Liberty

2d half

lli-rnian
I'hflord

and HILL
ANY

BILL

2d half
Amle Nelson
Mystifying Music

DeVlne

ft

A

Enael
Leslie

ardell ft Doncourt
Harry White
Darning Whirl

\.

2d half

ft

Williams

The McNaughtons
"Holiday

In

Dixie"

HOLYOKE, MASS.
Loew

BUFFALO

Musical Queens

I'ardo

in ft Healy
Moore A Fields
Tollman Revue
C,.»ril

Co

2d half

Lynch

2d half
Busse's Dogs

Mahoney

ft

Cecil

O Randall Co

Worth Wayten
Dance Follies

Three Cliffords
Du Tlel A Covey
Oualana Trio
Baye* A Fields

A M

Crescent

Obala ft Adrienne
'Manning ft Hall
M Russell Co

Mumford

ft

Stanley

Tom McKay's

llev

2d half

Welna Troupe
Reeder A Arm«lr'g
Hurke A Burke
Hart Wagner A E
"Getting It Over"

HOUSTON, TEX.
Prince

Duo
Mack A CantTetnn
Pescl

B Totten Co
Race A Edge
Francis Ross A

D

OAHLAND, CAL.
State

The Haynotts
Ceo Heather
"As You Like If
Curley Co
De Pii-rre 2

Prow mm Highl'ders
ft Young

Morrlssey

OKLAHOMA CITY
II

Liberty
n.'iymonds
& K Sutton
If

Stanley Tripp

ft

M

Burke ft Burke
Hart Wagner ft B
"Getting It Over"
Adrienne

no

ilea

fliiiiiiilssl

y

rnoae Ceatral Wty
olroults.

A

Nelson
Corrlno

Madison

fill)

McMahon

81s

Al Oamhls
Roatlno A Barrettsj
Alf Rlpon
Beatrice Morrsll C
2d half

Hugh
Bobby

00

O'Donnell
A Earl

A

Hamilton
A Dark)
Five Troubadours

M'llyar

Browning

KENOSHA. WIS,

Mellon A Renn
"Smiles"
2d half

Willie Hale ft Bros
Fred Hughes Co
Kltner A Rslney
Evelyn Phillips Co
Billy Miller Co

Bill

A

Hall

Swan A Swan
Larue A Oresham

LINCOLN, NEB.
Llhorty

Hugh O'Donnell
Hanley ft Howard
Warren

Ev'tt

2d half
Flanders* ft Butler

A Ragan

Bernard

2d half

Five Troubadours

Co

Robinson

Kavanaugh ft
(Two to All)

A Butler
Woman

Flanders

Sawing

Dexter

Cliff

A

O'Brien

Bailey Duo
2d half

Nippon Duo
Thonas Trio
Pompel Quintet
Van A Vernon

Coleman and Ray
Originators and Inventors

ft Hall
OF THB NATURAL WALKINO DOLL
M HusscM Co
Mumford ft Stanl'y
Tom McKay's Ror J C Nugent
MADISON, WIS.
Orpheum
STOCKTON. CAL. "Smiles"
(One to fill)
Joe
Thomaa Baxotet
State
DAVENPORT. IA. Hlgglns A Braun
Mllo A llllnn

2d half
Blcknell
Collins A Dunbar

Columbia

n Sherwood A Br©
Val Harris Co
Hartley A Patters'n
I, Coates A Cr'kJ'ks

(Two

to nil)

A De Voy Co

Bnsket"
G lirockway Co
"Girl In

TORONTO
Loew
Royal Trio

Lehr A Bell
Fortune (Jueen

WACO, TEX.
Majestic
L'aher Pro*

Adam* A Gerhue
i'tnt

>!:.'•!(

Lambert

&:

«'o«

Bally

Cook

SSI-'.LM

(Two

2d half

Knapp ft Cornalla
Chas F Seamon
Adelaide Bel) Co

2

Vernon

ft

Harringt'n
Robert Clarke Co
Great Lester Co
ft

Kenny Mason A S
DECATl'R. ILL.
Empress
Hurio
Gardner A Aubrey
Saxton

A

(One

2d

hiilf

Hamlin A

M.i- K

Itnblnion

Kaviinngh A K Rev

(Tw»

'(in',

ituu'd

ITT

<

I <-

]

1

Llbonattl

Melo Dance
Jennings At Tlowl'd
Five A\alonn

OMAHA.

NKII.

KinprrM
A D'lin.i'

Gurdiiii

Her-. in! "fTOUpe

(Two

to fill)

I'd half
ILinN-y * lltiv.'-iird
Miiek ft Stanton
II A J rh.no

Noel Lestsr C.

to fill)
(

fill)

Orpheum
Valentine A

Farrell

A Kmrna Denn
"•'otton Picker.*"
.Lick Gregory Co

to

OKLAHOMA

Hay

Bill

to fill)

Nathane Bros
Vincent A Gardner

Hoo

Mnrston A Manley

Prime*. Rltl

George Morten
Four Lamys

2d half

Fields

l'inh

You Wish European Kngugeiiients

It

to

"Broke"

Manning

A

A Cranston

Billy Milter

CHARLES BORNHAUPT
\1

St Vitus B'n'atorlum

2 Cliffords

A Knox
B Swede Hall Co

Grace Ay#-rs Co

Olrllo

Bradahaw Co

Leo A Cranston
"Broke"

Lincoln

Kolar

2d half

Hart A Kvans
Jack Lyle

3

A Young

Wheeler ft Mack
Leila Hhaw Co
Robinson McCabe 3
"Dancing Surpriue"

2d half
ft Osal

Murphy A Klein

A

Maurice

K

"The New Leader"

2d half

Harry Bentell
Boyd ft King
"Innocent Evo"
Holden ft Herron

Lloyd

Du Tlel ft Covoy
Oualana Trio
Hayes ft Fields

ft

A

Id half

Dnprss

Milton

A

Grandall's Clreaa
2d half

Lee

2d half

Obala

Foss

A Boys
KANSAS CITY

Bernard A Raga Co
Fred Hughes Co

(Ons

Gray

Grace Ay res Co

4

NEW ORLEANS

Hashl

I

Welsa Troupe
Reeder ft Armat'ng

Loew
Hip Raymond

J

Dancers DcLuxe

Metropolitan
Egor's Ballet ltusse

6

KEMP

Phone: Bowling Green 3100

DeVIno ft Williams
Lockhart ft Laddiu

Heddy

Flshsr

SP'OFULD, MASS.
Broadway

Strassle's Seals

55

A A L Wilson

.lack

J.

Theatrical Insurance
JOHN STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Drown ft Elaine
.Inekson Taylor 3
2d half

Wm

It"

MONTREAL

Donalda
Emerson

LAO

Stetson

JOHN

(•10)

Tho Haynotts
Geo Heather
"As You Like
Curley Co
De Pierre S

ft

ft

The Larconlans
Harvey
"Lata Oo"
Dick

Freds Pigs

Martell Co

BROOKLYN

J Rosen

St.

BOSTON

Lone Star 4
H Oreen ft Beaux
HOBOKEN. N. J.

Lyle

Hyams

Cantor's Minstrels

Fuinnan ft Patrick
Co
Dobbs Clark ft D
Skelly ft Helt Rev

Donald

Pierce ft Dunn
Variety d'Dance

Larsen
half ,
Th'rnps'ns

St.

Jennings A Mclba
Davies Co

Morcy Senna
Wilson

Feeley

King
Haas Bros

Sis

ft

Tom

Dome Co
ft D

Ashley

ft

HAMILTON, CAN.

2d half
J Blondy

White Bros
Belle

Dura

S
Artistic 2

Ubert Carleton

2d half
L noil

(One to fill)
Delancey
The Kockos
Olive Bayen

Mills

L Wilson

ft

Gordon A Jollco
Luclanna Lucca

A Connor
ft Moulton
Bertram May Co
Irma

Phoenix

Straight
Sally Fields
Coslor & Beaaley
2d halt

J

A

(Ona to SU)

aSHlatad

Palmer

A

A

Dillon

Morrlssey

A

Seymoro

Hippodrome

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Rosa

JACK GARDNER

Leila

Hart ft Evans
Jack Lyle
Brown'a Hl'hl'nd'rs

JEWELRY—REMOUNTING—REMODELLING

Oordon

Wanssr

SAN JOSE. CAL.

DIAMONDS OF QUALITY

Minstrel Monarchs

Lutes Broa
(Three to All)

Lubln ft Lewis
Roof Garden 3

N. Y. C.

St.,

JOLIBT, ILL.

Ksnny .Mason

all

L Berman Co

JEWELERS
Tel. 971

Aldan

Intruder**

Flanders A Butlsr
J C Nugent
(Four to til)
Sd half

Wheeler

Sinclair A
Hilton 81s

Inc.

A

Byrd
"The

Weston's Modsls

Gray

Stanley Tripp
2d half

E.

Id half

AGENCT <CHKlAGO>

A Mack
Shaw Co
Robinson MoCahe

A Parti
A Marmon

A

Maxwell Quintet

Josephine Worth Co
/•nna Bva Fay

Booking
>klng wttA Ksltb, W. V. M. A. aaA

"Dancing Surprlss"

Gordon A Jollee
Luclanna Lucca

Julia Bdwards
Vsrdl
Coscia

Holllns 81sters

177 N. Stats St.

A

Mllo

MODESTO, CAL.
Msdley A Dupre
Meryl Prince Girls
Ross A Schaffer
"Kiss Ms Revue"
Id half
Monts A Parti

'

2d half
Bllnn

Artistic Trio

Ireland

Throe

Amsrinsn

Lubln A Aswla
Roof Garden a

Phoenix Trio

A

Whitfield

CHICAGO

L Herman Co

Mills

CAL.

Clark
(Ons to fill) ,
2d half
Hurlo

(One to SID

SAN FRANCISCO

A D

Francla Ross
2d half

Co

Flint

td half
Kellogg

N A S

GALBSBCBO, ILL*

"Pep**

Houston

Buddie Caaaldy
"One Two Three**

Osal

Australlana Delsos

BIRMINGHAM

Lllllo

A

Maley A O'Brien
Kalaluhl'a HWll'ne
2d half
Pescl Duo
Mack A Caatleton
Al Leater Co

Murphy A Klein
J B Totten Co
Rsce A Bdgs

Barnold's Dogs
INO,

A

Hashl

di Milano"

Delyts

Roy co

Cnvana Duo
Dave Schooler

D

Medley A Duprs
Meryl Prince Girls
Rose A Schaffer

W
—CLOTILDE

Virginia Bellas

Mankln

Harvey DeVora
Pedro ft Archer

Palace

DULUTH

Turner Broa
Armstrong A Tyson
Lord Robert
Johnson Bros A J

A

SMITH, Al

Harry Watklns
Dorothea Sadler Ca

Cliff

W

Christopher A
Will J Brans
Lincoln Hl'hw'ym'n
Id half
Zelda Broa

Prlaeoso
Stanley A Blva
Fiske A Fallon

MoCormack A

Leo Sllvsrs
Martin A Courtney
Pearl Abbott Co
Arthur Daagon
Jack Martin S

FINE PLATINUM

ft

ILL.

Nina

Anna Bra Fay

SAN ANTONIO

Hurlfls

Hyams

A

Booth

"Doll Frolics"

2d half

BJpg sirs ssi

Little

Broa

Dobbs Clark

4

Bob LaSalle
Oellis Troupe

Klein

All)

Margaret Merle
Jimmy Rosen C«
ft

CHAMPAIGN,

Ward

ft

Ksefe

Baker Co
W
Australlana Dslsos

A Dance Rev
DETROIT

BALTDfOKE

Bell

Victoria
Busse'a Dogs

Majestic

DES MOINES
Orpheum
Bushman & Bayno

(One to

td half

Cameron & Meeker
The Rockos

Ash

Branson A Baldwin
J Fat Thompson Ca
(Three to All)

Flshsr A Lloyd
"Popularity Qu'aa"

Swan's Novsltys

Donabelle A Wilson
Jack Cass
"Last Night"

Faya

"MtuicUf

Danubea

R A L

Coslor ft Beaaley 2
Harry Franklin
J Grady Co

MILWAUKEE

Dance Fantasies

A F

2d half
Fobs

A

Ross

Hal Johnson Co

Tiller 81s

Thsnks A Kelly
At Tyler

la Vaaderma With the Bhuberts
DtosetkMt JSNIB JACOBS

Harvsy DeVora t
Betty Bond
Brady A Mahoney

Helm A Lock woods

Pete

ft

ft

Dance Rev

Palmer

GALLAJUNl SISTERS

Orpheum
4

Song

VITTORIA—

Brady A Mahoney
St Clair Twins Co

All)

81s

Mr A Mm D Clark
Kane A OaJAiow

Breen

Marie Russell Co

Orpheam

Adama & Urimth
ft

Vlllanl

Edwards Rev
Sandy
Byron ft Halg
Rome ft Gaut
Jack Inglla
Man* A Snyder

Helen Keller
Behechters Ma'klns

Bast

Veronica

MEMPHIS

Orpheum

Time

2d half

Maurice Diamond
Whiting ft Burt

DENVER

ft

O'Nell

A

A
A

Marvel
Casson

ft

Chlsholm

Robinson A Pierce
I Musical Queens
Johnson A Crane
"Cupids Cloae-up"
Ralph Whitehead
The Aroamlths

Wm Ebs
ft

Meeker

F Sheppard Co

Ed Morton
Kara

Ths Sharrocko
Ford Shosaan

Plllard

Stato

178f

Lane
TAD Hall
PAG
Collins A PI Hard

Pierce A Dunn
Vsrlety d'Danoo
2d half

Francla
Bkelly A Helt Rev
2d half
Broalua A Brown
Casson Bros *

Chllcott
O'Nclf/Sls

Orpheum

Avey

Wahl

A

J Blondy

Nail
Hurley A Hurley
Jack Reddy
Gordon A Healy

American

Corlnne Tklton Rev
Billy Arlington Co

Garcinettl Bros
Clare mont Broa

Moran

(Three to

LOR ANGELES

Bevan A Flint
Ward Bros
Gordon A Ford

CITY|

Wm

Cello*
Swift ft Kelly

Mower

MUlicent

RANDOLPH

Jennings A Mslba
T Davies Co

CIRCUIT

Eugene Bmmett
Morey Senna A D
•Let's Go"
Seabury Co

Van

Aerial Le Valla
Carlton A Burke

EHRLICH
THEATRICAL LAW

H.
Phone:

ft Clark
Marie Russell Co
"Betty Wake Up"

at

A

VAC

4

IMTAj

BOB NELSON

2d half

WOODS THEATRE BLDG., CHICAGO

ADDRESS:

Bulls

•

Burns Bros
State Lake
Hal Bkelly Co
King: A Rhodes
Dillon A Parker

BEN

Belles
2d half

Wilson Aubrey I

Vincent O'Donnell

Crescent Comedy
2d half
Little Toshl Co

to All)

ATLANTA

fill)

IN POLITE VAUDEVILLE
HERBIE HEW SON, jt ths Piano)

Uyeda Japa
Johnny Dove
Avery
Barker A Dunn
Timely Rsvns

LOS ANGELES

to

(Terre Haute splUX
1st half
Tllyon A Roger*

Groat Lsotsr

Yoahl Co

ft

(Two

SALT LAKE CITT K A B Koehn

Stats

LEW BROWN.

Al Tyler

PRACTISING IN ALL STATES

White Bros

"Dummy" at Keith's
New York, Thla Week (Nov. Cameron
Virginia

A Day

Song

Gardner A Aubrey
Ford A Prlco
Failaabsrg's Bears

Ray A Fox
Mack A Stanton
Robert Clarko Co

LOUIS

Collins

2d> half

Fries

EVNSVTLLE,

T ft D Lane
P A O Hall

Le Valla
A Burko
Thanks A Kelly

SPECIALIZING IN
HAVE DEVOTED MY ENTIRB CAREER TO THB THEATRICAL PROFESSION.

LOEW

ONE

Ona Munson
The Rectors
Sampson ft D'uglas

(Two

Nice

Kellam A O'Dare
Fred Llndaay Co
Pearl Regay Co
Frank Farron
Bob HI1V
Anderson ft Graves Muldoon F'klin A R
Clifford ft Johnson Ruth Howell 2

Also Throwing ths

Son aw by

Orpheum

Little

Ms Revue"

Cralton

H Smllea Davla
Fred Weber Co

Orpheum

THE ORIGINAL BOX PARTY
Si).

Pltser

Carlos Circus

8 Flaher Co

2d half
"Kiss
Aerial

Four Camerona

Lane

ft

ST.

Stlrk I

Monks

Raflln'a

half,

A

A

Newport

C'lVR KAPIDS, 1A.

t

Musical Rowellys

Garden

Ix>ve

BAH
Kervlllcs

Dayton

SALT LAKE

NEW YORK

Riverside,

WINNIPEG

A La Adella
C 8 Keith Co
Marka

DAYTON

2d half
Ferguson A Fr'ncls

Murray

Larry Harktna

Sis

Berry ft Nlckerson
"Tld Blta"

Fields

Lambert A Fish
Kee Tom 4

A Dunbar

2d half
CAL. McMahon ft Adel'ds
Arthur Lloyd

State

Holllna Sisters

Maybclle Phllllpa
Mils Irene Circus

Blcknoll

Pollyana

Adama A Gerhue
Chaa Mack Co

Kuhn

Collins

E. 8T. LOUIS, ILL.

Dallsy

2d

Byron

SACRAMENTO
Arthur DeVoy Co
"Olrl in Basket"
Oofroth Brfkw'y Co

BEACH,

L'G

Faber Bros

Laraen

Harry Franklyn
Zeno Marlln A C
(One to fill)

Sophie Kasmlr

ft

Wilson

Mlxturea

Playmatea

Warwick
Williams A Brown
Harvey DeVora S

Icel'ders

DeHaven

A

Wilson

B.C.

Rev

Janla

Monahan Co
Marva Rehn

fill)

A Lelght Foley A O'Nell
5 Pioneers
A Dome Co
Tower A Darrell
2d half

Mlllershlp

Ed

A

Harry LaToy
Fox A Brltt

Raymtfnd

Lyons ft Yosko
Mosa ft Frye
Jordan Girls

HOLMES and LE VERE
IN

to

LaVaux

LOUIS
Orpheum
Daphne Pollard

Huckridge ft Caaey
Mel Klee
Anaka Japs

I

(One

Orpheum
Sam Mann Co

Henry A Moore
Wilbur Mack Co
Watta ft Hawley
Sammy Lee Co
Lydoll ft Ma^ey
Clifford Wayne Co

"Fall e£

Wilson

ft

Minstrel Monarchal
Bally Hoo Trio

Mann A Mallory

A

Hong Kong Mystery

Cook

Ford A Prleo
(Ons to SU)

Ethel Oilmore Co

Howards

Flying

A

Swift

Crisis
Baall
Allen

2d half
2d half

Orpheum

ORPHEUM CntCUIT
CHICAGO

%

"NO MORE SALOONS"

LA.

Co
Vernon

Celine

i

The

LONDON. CAN.

Mystery"

DUBUQUE,

H

Prloa

(Ons to All)
Id half

Lyeeusa

Dave Thursby
Waldron A Winal'w

RENEE PIERCE

A

Mann A Mallory
Monk*
CENTBALIA, ILL.

Zlegler Duo
Allen A Moore

O Hand worth Co

1

Wilson

Hong Kong

ALTON, ILL.

PTTTSBUEGH

DeLyoas Duo
Dana A Loehr

|

Blaokwell Co

Barbette

Hanneford Family

W

BOB ROBISON

Bddle Buasell
The Bharracka
Boralnl Troupe

Claudius ft Scarlet
Rlalto
Williams A Wolfua
Princess J Q Tat
La Bernlcla
••Dreams"
Jean Barrios
ST. PAUL

Broa

Johnny Dove
A C Avery
Barker A Dunn
Timely Revue

A

Wilson
1

WESTERN VAUDEVLtXE

Cstland
Chaa Oibbs
Connors A Boyns
Morrla A Shaw
Doraldlna

TJyeda Japa

1

DALLAS, TEX.

Gsrden

Mas Marvin

OTTAWA, CAN.

,

2d half

Leo Zarrell

Jimmy Lucas

WASHINGTON

Detroit O. H.

C

Howard's Ponies

Keeler
Fltxgerald

ft

Lillian

Hbrllck

J

O A L

Byron

BaUew

Carlton

ST.

Dow ling Co

Eddie

Oakland
ft Bar Sis

Will

KANSAS CFTT

"Mixtures"
2d half
Flying Howards

Strand

Fox A Brans
Dance Creations

Strassle's Seala

Qulnnsll

A Green
WUd A Bedalla
Mora A Reckless

i

VANCOUVER,

A

A

Lalng

Nippon Duo^
Toney Grey

Mrs Gene Hughes
Toney A Norman
Dabble ft Oordone
The Rlos

Gibson

Hill

Frank Terry

Clark

ft

Zelayo

iioganny'a Bllp't'rs

W Gilbert
W Johnson CoCo

I

playa

ft

"Innocent Eve"

Carloa Clrous

SEATTLE
Howard

Fresno 1*11)
Lee Kids
Joe Bennett
Chas Harrison Co

Mabel Wlthee Co

Taflan A Newell
-Jack Btrouse

Cupld'a Cloae-up

A

A King
Holden A Herron

Boyd

Loew
Harry La*roy
Fox A Brltt

WASHINGTON

2d half
Preaton A Isabella
Bernlco Barlowo
Fox A Kelly

Harry Beatell

McVleker's

Adsms A Th'mps'ns

(6-7)

Perry

ft

Brown A Blaine

WINDSOR, CAN,

Kalaluhl'a H*Wll'na

A G

Bobby Jarvla Co

2d half

American 4
King Broa

Douglas Flint Co
Maley A O'Brien

Lew Hawkins

"One Two Three"

CHICAGO

Jewess Manikins

Johnson Bros
Murray Voelk

Eby

ft

Lane A Freeman
• Musical Buds

Ben Beyer
M Montgomery
Kitty Doner Co

Orpheum
bill

Phllllpa

Bentley Banks

Al Leater Co
Eddie Casaldy

Jack Symonda

Beaux

ft

L
C

SACRAMENTO
(Same

Bd Olngraa Co

Brown A C/Don'sll
Mattle Llppard
Stone A Hayes

I

Shubert
Arco Bros
Rudlnoff

Kajlyama

Wyde

Broi

Darrell
Colin i's Dancers)
2d half

PORTLAND, ORE. A ft F Stedman
F ft M Brltton
Orphean
T A K O'Meara
J R Johnson Co
Jack
Kennedy
Moody ft Duncan
Margaret Taylor
Ed B Ford
Claude Golden
Lohae A Sterling
May Wirth Co
SIOUX CITT
Dugan A Raymond
Orpheum
Oreen A Parker

PITTSBURGH

Verdi

4
ft

Neal Abel
Rlgga A WItchle
McKay A Ardlna
Juggling Nelsons

A Llndatrom

White
Bernard

Desert Devil*

W

Qulxey

Chestnut St.
"CKuekles of 1121"
Musical Splllers
Earl Rlckard
Olga Mlshka Co
Rial

Whipple Huston Co

CJark

Oautler'a B'klayera

Slstars

Permane A Shelley

Bam Hearn
Edna

Orphean*

MoDermott

B LaBar
Tower A

Orpheum

A Knappe
OMAHA, NEB.

A

Broslus

Ubert Carleton

Marrtago vs Dlv'rea

4

Id half
Stanley A Blva
Flake A Fallon

Co-Haadllnlng with Arman Kails * Co.
Thla wk. (Nov. 28) Shea's, Buffalo, N. T.

Comedy

Crescent

Kos Tom

BILLY GLASON

Fred Weber Co

Q Hughes Co

(Sunday opening)
Santos-Hayes Rev

Rltter

PHILADELPHIA

At*.

Raelld

(Sunday opening)
ponald Sisters

Morrla Co
Fero A Coulter

FRANCISCO

6<*N

Mary Haynea

Musical Rewellye
Pttnsr A Days
H Smiles Davla

Wm

Saw Thru Woman

Jack Joyce

Tbe Pick fords
Johnny Dooley Co
•Eva Tanguay

* Moore

,

Sjmlly

Andsrson A Tvsl
OUls Toung A A

Sylvia Loyal Co

Mile Codes Co

J*"»«»

OAKLAND
Orpheum

Rial to

« A Wellman co

tt). Boaslas ass York. Pa.

Vera Qordon
Kramer A Boyle

Beige Duo
do Oet Bin Rogera
Oaudamltb Bros

J*

Weak (Nsr.

Till

Danubas

4

Margaret Maria

"A MUSICAL COMEDY COMEDIAN"

Walter Brower
Ryan A Lea
Beaala M'Coy Davis
Francla Renault
NEWARK, N. J.

Kor* Baye-

tf

EDDIE VOGT

Garrlek
(Sjinday opening)
Kremka Broa
Selma Braata
thai Davla
Harrah A Roblnl
Llbby A Sparrow
LJora Hoftmai

rOSTON
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NEXT WEEK

BILLS

(Continued from' Page 25)

FEORIA, ILL.
Orphenm
Fields ft Harrlngt'n
Corrlne ft Hoys
Carl McCullough

Hanson ft B
(Two to nil)

81s

ft

Weston's Models
2d half

Edwards

Jalla

Coed a

Verdi

ft

Maxwell Quintet

BAC1NE, WIS.
Rlalto
Marietta's Manikins
Tyler ft St Claire
Bhrlner ft F'sim'ons
Willie Hale A Bro
2d half
Blly
Foster A Conrad

(Two

to All)

Palace
Nathane Bros
Vincent ft Gardner

Knapp ft. Cornelia
Chas P Seamon
Adelaide Bell Ce
to nil)

Fonr Lamyi
(Two to nil)
Colombia
Maurice ft Girlie

Knhn

Slstere

Toy Ling Foo Co
Erneit Dupllle
Mile Irene's Circus
2d half
Swift A Daley
Newport

ft

Vallal

Zermalne

ft

(Two

Stlrk

to All)

Grand
Edward Nichols
ngell ft Marshall
Alex Melford Trio
Watts ft Ringgold
Tom Brown's Rev

John

B

Ray Co
Rev

T.

Llghtelle

Pinto

Boyle

ft

Animals

Morris'

SIOUX CITY. IA.
Orpheaas
Nippon Duo
Carleton ft Ballew
Tony Grey Co
Carlyle Ulackwell

H

ft

Al Fields

Dr Pauling

F

1'ulnier

Capt Hens' Seals
(One to nil)

VANCOUVER,

Majestic
Glocker

Wheeler A Delay
J Singer A Girls
Lewis- A James
(One to nil)
2d half

A M Moore

Jean

MAN

Bergman

A

Rice

(Two

Francis

(One to

Virginia Trio

La

Broad
Co

Billy

Ross
Wilfred Clarke Co
ft

nil)

Paisley

Novelty

J Chase Co

Madam

Howard
Bis

Al Gamble
Roatlno A Barrette
Alf Rlpon
Beatrice Morrell Co

Orphean*

CLINTON, IND.
Clinton
A Scott
h-\i?

?<1

W

(Two

lJernlvi-i

nros

2d half
Bonis'-! ti Troupe
K<ln:i l»«-al

Kins

Hose

Ar

CL'NS

F'Ll.S, N.Y.

Km pi re
Seror

John

M

<£

Biro

(One

ft

to
'J.I

Benton

fill)

half
llros

Ed

Victory
2d half

Lew

Jack

i

THE

1TTTE. IXD.

King

T

Deeds

ft

ft

Hedley

S

GALVESTON, TEX.
Majewtlc

IJberty

bill
plays
Austin 8-10)

Lcs Keillors

Ray Fern

Irvlnp ft Klwood
Morn-ll & Mae
Dcrnlvlcl Bros

ft

Marie

"BlossoniH"

Hamilton
Wilbur ft Manaflejd
Alice
3

TOLEDO

Hjrtey Sisters

Bron son

Edwarda
HOI STON, TEX.
ft

Majestic
Clifford ft Bothwcll

Jean Mlildleton

Chas McGoods Co

R F Haw ley C'o
Hughes & ivbrow

WATERT'WN,

"Little Cottage"
Max Itluoiu

N.Y.

Avon
4

Majestle
Deszo Retter
Stagpole A Spier

A

KitiKiiid
Curlillii

M

Tony A George
LA» ^r'Tj.-r... ~«~

OKLAHOMA CITY
Majestic
(Tulsa split)
1st half
Valentine ft Bell
Llbonatl

Melo Dance
Jennings ft Howl'd
Five Avallons
Majestle

Dancing Kennedys
Larry Comer
Leo Greenwood Co
Gene Greene
"Eyes of Buddha"
Milton Collins

Wlnton Bros

TULSA, OKLA.
Majestle
(Oklu. City -split)
1st half
Artols Bros

Kmbs
Nash
I't-voe

ft

ft
ft

Alton
O'Donnell
Hosford

Howard &

Fields

Jenie Jacobs, the agent, bobbed
her hair this week, giving her office
100 per cent, in the bobbed hair division.
Pauline Cooke and Sylvia
St or ti berg, the remaining two female members of her staff, have
had their locks clipped for some

Kilties
.*

Lewis

half

James ft Kendal
Jap- An -Tea
I>e

Mano

Heed

ft

live

T.ury

Mils, at

I'unlnges

King &• Irwin
Larry Iteilly Co
Dunbar * Turner

to

is

business insurance.

TylxHe
Hall

ft

Si.st.-r.i

MONT.

The Globe, Washington, Pa., opens
the last half of this week, playing
three acts twice weekly, booked by
I'.illy Delanry of the Keith oluce.
Coincident with the signing of
Kddie Miller with Smith and Dale
(Avon Comedy 4) last week, it was
learned from an authentic source
that Frank Corbett has resigned

Kr.tnrH

GT. F'LLS,

ime.

tin-

Harry I.atnour Co
Chie Supreme
Noodles Fagln
7 Tumbling Demons
1

Variety

supplies

you with

Ireland

Florlun Girls
l>ios Ctreus

WIN NIP KG

ota

Subscription

Rock Co

SAN ANTONIO

(5-7)

(Same

Rose

Edna

Tanl ages

le (U\)

nil)

2d half

Ryan Co
Leedom ft Gardner

MINNEAPOLIS

(Ouo

Joe Dekoe Tr

Three Lees

Rlsa

"t

«

Variety

prove costly.

Pantages
A Bennett

Whitfield

Birdie Conrad

ft

M'Orath

request of the circuit, arc printed
licrcwlth in the order of their travel.
Tho Pantages kIiows move over the
Heretofore tho I'uncircuit intact.
tages hills were published with the
cities in alphabetical order.)

(Fuoil.iy opening)
w ;i n Xl S w a n

to

Allen Shaw
"Petticoats"

Wm

MmJvmOo

Reed ft Lucy
De Mario P-lv*
ft

T

WORTH. TEX.

Wilfred Dubois
Taylor Howard A

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

LI

hound

A Scofleld
LITTLE ROCK

L Browning
Gordon A Rica

FT.

ROCHESTER

(The I'antagea Circuit

f>

are

Plerlot

Jos

\rnoU X'Miti.oo

N

Francts

ft

week

Tojcttl

I>e

Moore

Bergman M

Tracey Palmer A
Fred Bowers Rev
Butler A Parker
Tom Wise Co

Co

Lllllta

Junnglelnml Frolics
Bennett ft T.e«
Harris ft Holly
"Clothe* Cl'a Cl's"
Bernard ft Meyers

Mae

to

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

2d half

HI wood

week

Taotagee

Majestic
Sultan

N. Y.
Strand

Vlrtory
ft

tour.

TORONTO

(One to

DALLAS, TEX.

OSWEGO.

Rlalto

ft

on

Ignorance of developments from

HAMILTON. CAN.

LOS ANGELES

EV'N'SVILLE, IND.
Morr.ll

A Smith

Plckard's Seals

"Dixieland"

Futuristic Revue

Columbia

Irvlnjr

Bex

Stein

Carl Roslnl

De.il
Itonlsettl Troupe

La Vino Duo

theatrical affairs while

Baggett A Sheldon
Eckoff A Gordon
S Deslys Girls

R

Chas Gergrd Co

A R

Skipper K'd'dy

Klnkaid Kilties

Renlc ft Florence
Columbia Co

WH'LING, W. VA.

OAKLAND, CAL.

Lyrle
Paulette ft Roy

Carlltta

Kahn & Hoons

SAN FRANCISCO

to nil)

Octavo
Parker Trio

DETROIT

Lew Hoffman
Davis McCoy Co
JAM
Grey

INDIANAPOLIS

Burrell Iiros

Marietta Craig Co
Burns ft Wilson
V Me son au Co

U

Pantagee
Jewell A Raymond
HT'GTON, W. VA.
Margaret Alvarez
Leo FUller
Hippodrome
Stafford A De Roes Lydia McMIUIan
Harmony Four
Lazar A Dale
30 Pink Toes
L Faulkner Co
Tayoma Co

"Nino O'clock"

COI.VMBl 3
Orpheum

ft

Morris ft Adelaide
Allah Rajah Co

Rogers

Moore
Geo
Leonard ft Ifoffm'n

cannot afford to lose touch with

M

Gloria Joy Co

Pantagee
Jones A Sylvester
Genevieve May

J Singer ft Girls
Lewis ft James
(One to nil)

Blssett

A Page
Walmsley A L'ton

ft

Pantagee

Paula

"Yes My Dear"
Bardwell Mayo A

Delay*

ft

MEMPHIS
Pantages
Wire ft Walker
Burns ft Lorrlne

McKlnley Co
House David' Co
Roland & Hay
Sheftels Revue

Harry Antrim

Bell

PROFESSIONALS

CINCINNATI

Lareto
Cuba Quartet

Melo Dense
Jennings A Howl'd
Five Avalons

ACTIVE

Clemenso Sellings

White Black
Jean Gibson

Pantagee
(Sunday opening)

TULSA, OKLA.

•

Laurel
Jan Rubinl

Nell

2d half

LOUIS

Ross Wyse
Pantages Opera Co
Joe Whitehead

S

(Open Week)

The Hennlngs

A

Noon Co

Lee Morse
Arizona Joe
Byal ft Early
Travel

TOPEKA, KAN.
Viola ft Lee Lewis
Austin ft Delsney

Generation

Rising

Empress
King Saul
Ara Sisters

Pantagee
Three Aless
Bernard ft Ferris

Dave Manley

Valentine
Llbonattl

ft Moon
Kuhns

Roue
3

ST.

Chuck Relnner
Johnny Small Co

to nil)

McMahon

KANSAS CITY
Pnntages
Harry Tsuda

Chas Murray

fill)

TTtE HATE. IND. Terminal Four
Jack Dempsey
Hippodrome
Le Gonna Co
(Evansvllle split)
1st half
PORTLAND. ORE.
Howard

W

Prlscllla

B.C.

Pantagee
Conchas Jr

Emma Dean
McCulluugh

Monroe A Mae
Chase A La Tour
Sweatman Co

Bros

Tell

Walters ft Walters
Powell Troupe

TACOMA

ft

Revue

Petite

ft G Aheurn
Heep
Harry Van Tassel

2d half

to nil)

CLEVELAND

Empress

W

to nil)

M

DENVER

Pant ages
Daley ft Her lew

Larry Hat-kins

ft

Kanazawa Bros

Paul Sydcll
Cnrleton ft Belm'nt
Mary Riley

Six Tip Tops

ILL

Hamlin & Mark
Josephine Worth Co
Marston ft Manley
Phlna A Co

Bert

Georgalls 3
Lester ft Moore
Ethel Clifton Co
I

Melodies ft Steps
"Night BoatFoster ft Ray

Slamiu

to nil)

Carunn

Little

Coleman ft Rny
Walton ft Brandt
Kane Morey ft M

3

Violet Carlson

C & A

HA

Hoy*
O'Hara A Keeley
Jerome North

Chody Dot
A Shayne

Pant ages
La toy's Models

ft Parrels
DIoMom Seeley Co

(Three to

BEACH, CAL.

Rekoma

SEATTLE

2d half

Ben Nee One
Saxton

Wheeler

Majestic
Benton Bros

Q

T Hayden

ft

Helresa

to nil)

Pantagee

l.-hukawa Bros

Carl

(One

SALT LAKE

Johnson Fok ft
Glasgow Maids

Ray

Kennedy A Rooney
Brazilian

Pantages
Pederlck ft Devero
Zelda Snntley

Wanzer &

SPB'C.FTELD,

Juanlta Hansen
Ann Suter

SPOKANE

•

gus sun cntcun
ALBANY

Manning A C

Hay don G'dwin ft R
Danc'g Humphreys

Gordon ft Gordon
Fox ft Conrad Co
Blossom Seeley Co

(Three

LOUIS

soula 8)
Class

Paaiagee

Humberto Bros
'

L'G

(3-6)

(Same bill plays
Anaconda T. Mis-

80'TH BEND. IND.
Orpheum

(One

2d half

Jf» Thomas tiaxotet
Hlgglns ft Braua
George Morton

ST.

Lydla Barry
Taylor Macy

(Two
ILL.

Pantagee

S.D.

R Oordon Co
SAN DIEGO

9)

BUTTE. MONT.

The Dorsns
Lane ft Hendricks

Orvllle

BOCK FORD,

(One

Helena

John

plays

bill

Smith's Animals
Craig ft Cato
Pantheon Singers
Benserv A Balrd
Lunatic Bakers
Sampsel A Leonh'dt

Zelaya
Eddie Russell Co
H ft
Sharrock

Ustudy (One to nil)
Kao
SIOUX F*LLS,
•Cotton Pickers"
Orphenm
Booth ft Nina
Noel Lester Co
(Two to nil)
Zelaya
Van ft Vernon
QITINCY, ILL.
(One to nil)
Orphenm
Zd half
Bayard ft A Idea

Charles Althoff

(6-1)

(Same

2d half
Millard ft Marlla

ft

•The Intruder"

narry Bussey

Pantagee

Leo Zarrell Due
(One to nil)

Borslnl Troupe

Id half

Waitlka
Xalatna

Friday,

from the Hungarian Rhapsody for
the purpose of Joining the Avon turn
next week.

special information necessary to
—

>—«•#«

the successful conduct of your
business.
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NEWS OF THE DAILIES
dally

broke when the Rialto,
Havei caught Are Nov. 27

e flfwt

Sw

"The

Of

g»

Seven are dead, ten aeand many others injured
Yale stutaken to hospitals.
by
Kmta distinguished themselves
work. The building Is a conthe
Taft
from
across
Jrted ehurch
inquiries led
Etel and subsequent
£ the arrest of the house manager,

Sw

&

fAwreiu- J. Carroll, and a severe
Building Inspector
lllng of City
The fire is unfoieph B. Austin.
originated back
».ave
rstood to

burned in
t-ee where incense was
nnectlon with the showing of the
The house was
eature picture.

crowded and flames qulekly swept
through the building.

The second disaster occurred in
York Nov. 29 when the parerected American, Bedford
tially
avenue near Parle avenue, BrookFifty workmen were
collapsed.
lyn,
Six dead were rein the building.
covered and as many more are exThe injured
pected to be found.
number 19. Faulty construction is
alleged by officials against RosenMoskowitz, builders and
thal &
owners. The columns, the foreman
to charge declared, did not properly

These partners.
support the span.
and Samuel
Sylvester Rosenthal

Moskowitz, were held without bail,
Moscharged with manslauKhter.
kwitz had left the building only a
few minutes before the disaster. He
declares the plans for the building
were approved by the Building Department in August.

.1

J. Reisler (John the Barber)
Tho layout Is a little different
a separation by his from tho run of the Columbia at- returns are in and counted.
There wero two passages that
who names her sister. Bertha tractions.
Tho "Bankers and Brok- aroused enthusiasm. One was a
as responsible for the family

John
Ip

JR.

GIRLS DE LOOKS

dUaaaterafeatured
newspapers this week,

theatre

*Two

Y.,

(Continued from page 10)
In a "chorus specialty"
number
which must last for 20 minutes and
reaches its climax in a "surprise"
stunt wherein what is apparently
one of the choriHters contrives a
raw bit of business with occupants
(Continued from page 10)
of a stag" box., only to disclose "herapproval on the part of the audi- self" Just at the final curtain as a
ence.
female impersonator.
The comedy is in the hands of
At the Columbia this week Barney Gerard is presenting a corking Eddie Colo, who dresses in green
show as far as burlesque is con- and alternately does Dutch and Hecerned. It has Jos. K. Watson and brew dialect while wearing a semiWill H. Cohan as the stars of "The tramp facial mukeup, and Mac CarGirls-de-Looks," presenting the ve- ter doing an eccentric tramp. Their
hicle with which these two come- fun making is as indefinite as their
although
Cole
dies have been identified for a num- characterizations,
'ber of seasons entitled "Bankers does manage to get a few laughs
with
his
specialty
some
of
tricks,
and Brokers." The general theme is
unchanged after years with the ex- such as paper tearing and equillThe pair work,
ception of tho Hongs and the com- brlstic burlesque.
hard and noisily, but the labored9
pany supporting the stars.
clowning gets laughs only when it
Tho show is lively, the girls are goes into rough-and-Uimble slapgood-looking, nicely dressed, there stick.
Then they laugh upstairs.
is nothing wrong anywhere in the There was not even much of this
book, but still the audience did not Monday night. Colo was once moved
to inquire insinuatingly, "Can you
rave over it.
hear me there over the hill?" when
There were but two outstanding there was no response to some of
hits.during the evening. They were his funnlments.
score by the soubnt, Gusuie White,
Absence of comedy blankets the
and Eddie Green, the colored danc- whole show. Some of the numbers
Miss were spirited In dancing and chorus
ing comedian of the show.
White isi.'t much on vocalizing, but maneuvers, but the house, which
she is a snappy looking plump girl never was really awakened, rewho shakes a mean "Chicago" of the mained listless. Apparently this has
style that is loose on the floor o- the been the rule right along the route,
Broadway cabarets almost any for at the end of ensembles tho*girls
nt ht. That is what got over with and the number leaders trouped off
She started and right back, obviously accusthe boys in front.
working it during the opening .of tomed to taking encores without
Cole did a
the final scene of the first act and waiting 'for applause.
kept it goii
right down to the fin- specialty consisting of three paroGreen scored his dies. He took no chances, walking
ish of the show.
hit in the final scene, a cabaret af- to within three feet of the tormentor
His and then returning to the center.
fair made up of specialties.
bIjw drag dancing w::h some acro- At tho end of the third parody he
batics caught the gallery, and he went entirely off and was not invited back. When a burlesque aucompletely tied up the show.
dience won't fall for parodies the

being sued for

wife,

Katz,

ers" 'portion opens in the brokerage
office of B. Dunne Goodc, played by
Will Davis, the straight man. From
Leon Koblln. Yiddish playwright, that it goes to a scene in "one" on
claims "The Man's Name" is an la pier, and tho close of the first act
altered version of his own "Who Is is on the deck of a steamer Florida
Guilty?" In a suit demanding royal- bound.
In August,
ties from A. H. Woods.
In the act there are seven num1919,

Woods bought a number

f

Yiddish play 3, agreeing to pay 5 per
cent, royalty if produced as written
and 2% per cent. If rewritten. Koblin says he has received no royalty.

bers in the

Watson

first

and

and

last scenes,

with

Cohan

doing their
double specialty in "one" with cross-

and parodies. The three principal women, Gussie White, soubrette; Monica Redmond, ingenue,
and Hallie Deane, prima donna, divided honors as far as numbers are
concerned in this section without
fire

Charlotte Carter, scenario writer,
convalescing at the Hotel Plaza,
York, from the effects of veronal poisoning.
In interviews she any of the trio getting any the best
spoke of an unpaid hotel bill, a of it. The chorus worked hard In
fruitless search for work, an unsuc- every number
and made five changes
cessful love affair and how Mary
in the two scenes.
Roberts Rlnehart had been her litThe
second
act opened at Palm
erary sponsor, dedicating a book to
Is

New

chorus display with
girls appeared in

highly spiced

trouble.

raw

i

'

The

lyrics.

"one" wearing cloaks, and one after
the other held them open, to reveal
a figure in a thin union suit and a
ribbon sash. Some of the choristcrs are more than plump, and the
proletariat aloft found th6 expose
and the barroom lyriC9 that went
with the evolution hilariously funny.
This brief incident, by the way, was
the only time the girls wore anything below the garter level except
•socks. The elaborated "chorus specialty" stuff at the finish, with both
comedians clowning roughly with
the girls, was the other detail the
crowd found diverting. For the rest
the bits evoked thick gobs of si-

MURDER ATTEMPT AND SUICIDE
(Continued from page

bullets entered his heart. Grubb was
45 years old, unmarried, a o.atlvp of
Baltimore, member of the Baltimore
local of tho I. A. T. S. E. (stage

union)
and weighted 830
pounds, with a proportionate height.
It was his stalwart physique that
enabled him to live even for a short
time after shooting himself, according to the examining physicians
called into the autopsy.
Tho shooting and suicide, according to Helen Campbell, a member
of the "UndeV the Apple Tree"
chorus and an eye-witness, occurred at 6 30 p. m. Friday. Miss
Bart ley, also a member of the
"Apple Tree" chorus, remained In
her dressing room at the Lyric after
the matinee, to do some sewing.
Miss Bart ley, requested Miss Camp-

hands

As she

d'd Grubb drew a. revolver
and blazed away. One of the three
bullets fired at Miss Bart It v grazed

her head, going through h< r hat,
another penetrated her in ;< ^tinesj
and a third hit her in the back.
Miss Bartley ran serainiiu; down
the staira as the three sh<v- rang

Mm

out, that Grubb fired into
self,
directly after shooMng .Mi«s Bart*
ley, Miss Campbell calling f>r help.
Miss Bartley Is 21 and a native of
Troy, N. Y* The last few years she
lived in Chicago, her father be«
h*

a civil engineer in th.it city.
She was with the Frank Tinney
show "Tickle Me" last year, and

lng

'
*lned t'\o Choos' act at the beginning of the current season. She it
unmarried.

Drinking Heavily
to remain after the show and
It is claimed by the members
keep her company, Miss Campbell
says, Miss Bart ley adding she feared tho company that Grubb had been
drinking heavily the previous light*
Grubb might harm her.
He was not addicted to liquor orNot Too Friendly
George Choos' producer
Miss Bartley, according to Miss dinarily.
and
owner of tho "Apple Tree" act;
Campbell and other members of the
eompany, had never at any time stated Miss Bartley bore an excelduring the five months she had lcnt reputation The membci s of thfj
known him been on anything more company stated likewise.
The "Apple Tree" act was to hav#"
than ordinarily friendly terms with
Grubb, tho latter being regarded by played two more weeks of the Canathe company as a sort of good- dian time booked out of the Keith'
natured chaj), who would treat the office, having been scheduled to go
It was to Toronto this week, and Montreal
girls to meals occasionally.
stated by Miss Campbell and sec- the week following. The two week*
"Apple
Tree" were cancelled by Choos because of
onded by others in the
company that Grubb and Miss Bart- the notoriety resulting from the
It had been Choos' Inley -'were not sweethearts, nor any- shooting.
thing more than friendly pals, at tention to bring the act in at the
end of the two weeks for re -organ*
any time.
Grubb, however, it is said, did not izatlon.
take this view of the n.rtter. Ho
Lorlng Smith, featured with "Apassumed the exclusive right to Miss ple Tree," stated Miss Bartley had
Bart ley 'a eompany. Members of the requested him to ask Grubb to recompany say Grubb had threatened frain from annoying her recently,
Mis~ Bartley once previously and and he had accordingly warned the
that Miss Bartley feared the man.
stage carpenter to let the girl alone,
As Miss Bartley and Miss Camp- if she did not care for hie4 attentions.
bell came on *he darkened stage This is the second tragedy occurring
of the Lyric Friday afternoon after in a Choos act In the last four
climbing the stairs from the dress- months, a chorus girl member of
ing room below, Grubb was seated Chocs' "Japanese Romance" had a
on a property trunk. Approaching bottle of vitriol thrown at her by
the girls Grubb informed Miss Bart- the wife of a principal while the
ley he wanted to speak to her, fol- company were playing in Colorado^
lowing which request Miss Campbell in September.
bell

W

:

of the legal copyright Is meeting I
The other two men are Joe Mur- with bitter opposition, the majority
ray and Hank Engelman, both doing of authors being, repugnant to the
straight for the most part, although Idea of a government being In a
Iter.
When taken ill she asked that Beach. This ended the "Bankers 4 one contributed a bit of "nance" position to "collect royalties on
Reginald Vanderbllt be summoned. and Brokers." After that there was "comedy In the second act and was works the copyright of which has
responsible for the female imper- elapsed. There will be no objection
She has been on the stage and is a a scene in 'Vme" devoted to a mono
Murray was .severely to the life of copyright being prodaughter of Herbert Flather, ac- log by Watson, and then the final sonation.
scene given over to the spcialtles.
straight in the pieces, and by way of longed. It Js argued a picture becording to her story.
Watson and Cohan carry practi- a specialty obliged with a recitation, longs to a painter's heirs until they
one of those philosophical bits of dispose of it, the same as real estate,
Lorraine
Lillic,
entree?.
hafi cally all of the comedy, laugh afterhile the public has a right to make
brougln suit for divorce in Now laugh coming with their cross-fire catch-can verse, a 14th street version of "Life's a Funny Proposi- free use of a literary work as soon
and
tangled
language
bits
between
York against William H. Llllle, exthe numbers. ^Topical references to tion." So much for the masculine as the copyright falls out. But the
pert accountant, of Toronto.
"Indian guides, etc., get over for a division.
Inheriting tho
With reasonable support the wom- idea of tho State
Clara Taylor, former show girl, wallop. Larry (Skinny) LaMont, en principal would have been ade- rights forever is very distasteful.
doing
secondary comedy, got a few
last week secured her divorce from
they
quate.
But
had
nothing
suffilaughs in his initial scene in the
Lord George Cholmondcley,
"Monsieur de Pourceaugnac," the
ciently distinguished to offset the
first act, but after that lie failed to
dullness of the rest of the perform- three-act comedy ballet in prose of
register, even though bo was given
David Bispham left three-quarters a whale of a chanco In the Talm ance. They worked under tho handi- Moliere, with music by Lulll, has
been revived at the Comedlc Franat the estate he inherited from his Beach scene in a bathing bit. through cap of a chilly audience, but even
grandfather, David Scull, to his getting the soubret's bathing suit at that managed to brighten up an caisc. Raymond Charpentier is rep onsiM e for the Present verxion..
otherwise
profitless
evening.
Gladys
widow and two daughters. The bal- after his clothes had been taken. ". " { Z!~*£m—r-•«*««-*
Biii'npi'uouVTy "mou led, but
wYiich
'-t o. M -y JUtow : s-r.vavjan™ h ft
a WO ? b,t 2"Z m ing
£*¥*
lacks
chic
in
soubrct-Frencl
eouorct
*Tonchy
and
a ecrlain sincerity.
g
15S?u*
ler Ten Eyck.
Ing the first act and a portion of the
dressing and singing and dancing
second, and with Joseph offered a style. She had more snap and viThe French version of 'Mr. HevCharging grossly cruel treatment, series of musical specialties, start- vacity than the rest of the princi- erlcy" wjll
be revived at tho TheBeatrice Carlisle, former Ziegfeld ing with ukes on shipboard, followpals together. She makes a delight- atre Femlna early In December, with
fcenuty, Is suing Robert Leroy Rip- ing this with guitars
nnd finally fully trim and sprightly little blonde FJrmin Gemlcr in the tit?e role.
ley, the cartoonist, for separation slipping over a couple of banjo bits
figure.
Myrtle Andrews is a bruand alimony. Justice Burr awarded in the last act.
nette of about the same dimensions,
PARIS THEATKKS— Ta Passonte
ilr $125 a week and $750 counsel
There la little to choose between a pleasing number leader, but with- <Th. de Paris), Pede (Tlouffes),
sees.
the dressing of the principal girls. out the style of Miss Stockton. JaeQueline and Faisons on lteve
They all look nifty in the most ap- Katherlne Murray is a stately prima (Kdouaid VII)
La Maison do
Louis
Abramowltz, 14-y«.ar o!d proved style in burlesque dressing. donna and displays some exceeding- rilomme (Antoine), I^a Belle de
boy, started
ly sightly clothes, running mostly Paris (Apdlo), Celul qui tient la
fire in tho Jefferson, Tho ingenue and soubret made freThanksgiving evening, to see the quent changes, with the former af- to snug bodices and full tights. One Lampe
I),
< Albert
Le Val de
engines come.
exceedingly wide floppy of white with strings and strings of rEvcojie, etc. (Nouveau Th.), PelIt was quickly ex- fecting
tinguished and the boy arrepted, hats.
For looks Hallie Deane has pearls sets off her Amazonian fig- leas et Mellsando (Champs Elytees),
ure admirably, and another was a Cousin de Valparaiso (Arts). Slcharged with juvenile delinquency.
It over the smaller girls, and as for
voice she had everything that could stunning black knec-lcngth affair of mone est comme ca (Capueines), La
Admiral Lord Beatty wears his bo asked for in the numbers han- heavy Jet. One thing to be thankful Oioiro
Sarah Ii^rnhardt), L'EperShe had the prettiest num- for was that the women principals vler (Ambli'ii), Robert Macalre
jap oh the side of his head, "not dled.
were not drawn into the rough stuff.
pom swank, but because of a ber of the show, closing the first which
(»»orte
Martin), Chcmln do
fit.
was confined to the choris•ump." "if I wear it any other way scene of the last act. In it she was
Dames (Vaudeville). Zaza (Renais« always gives me a violent head- assisted by Will Davis in the ters.
sance),
Amants <(.»ymnase), Lc
Among tho outstanding Incidents
•che," he explained.
choruses, as well aa having the
not enumerated were a comedy Vcrbo Aimer (Mathurins), Peg o'
baeking of the girls.
I.art (Marign>), Around the
quartet with the four men, which My
Al Jolson Is gofhg to appear as
Eddie Green seemed to be on in got some return on its harmony and World In 80 Days (Chatelet), Les
JKhello in a special matinee per- almost all of the numbers, helping none on its comedy.
A colored boy Bijoux Indiscrete (Marjn.l), Manironnance of the Shakespeare play along the chorus work with eccen- and girl Interpolated as a singing cant est un Safyre (Koala), T'occupe
•wing the holidays.
tric stepping, and despite this, when
and dancing specialty and not pro- pas du gosse de la bonno Cluny),
he cut loo«;c in tho final seme, be gramed and a fast rough-and-tum- Hrne.-t et son Ixiupiot U>eJ zet),
*lciard
__
O. Herndon will revlv cleaned for the whole show in the ble dancing "contest" as the finale L'llomme de la Null, etc. (Grand
the
way of applause Incidentally, Wat - of the first part.
Ciilgnol),
^'oinedlcnne
(Nouvcau*• Theatre"
/c*4A.
Theatre ParYsien"
Pari.sien W'matin^s
ft
son tried to bui'd up the epceialty
•my at the Belmont shortly.
tos), .Sin MVfnina), Pit e Boheme
of the soubret in this station wh« n
(Morador), chiii^ctir d».- ehez Maxim*.v il'al.iis Ho;. al), Alain, sa mere
George C. Tyler plans to revive she put over "Dardanella," but seem.''otinlerc), Monet k.i n»aits •'-~o
oaiomy Jane" and "Alias Jimmy ingly those in front had tired of her
Hi.) from pace 2)
(Co
li-y'H Paw, etc. (I)i.nix Masques),
valentine." the latter with H. \\. "grind otiiff" by this time, and ihey
Mnc\ 'a tad Ik Ferine At hence), Bella of
w »rner, Margate Gilmore and Otto did not accord her sufficient ap- son nnd Crandson-ln-law.
plause for an encore, until Wat mom Bernhardt uprr'-cd to an lucres '-o of \ov York
»Moneey), Louis XI,
Warner is also anr.oum »d on
and promised 'hIcmx homine (Odeon), Marriage
tho .--Ta^o started lr for h"r and rmt of 00,000 fran
BL.M]t n Da "Ber Mark," by Cosmo motioned to the audience to Join to sp^ nd half a million fraixs in de '!'«;• rii.i<[ue and repertoire (Opat
«ie
33th Strr. \ prolit \ 2
th»»
th'-atrc.
Mine.
rn «;..;»),, pji ), .m. de Pom c«-au^nac
hi'.ri.
Pot* ;if:.tr lor s«T»u,d ch"i»».- rcib-e»>rr.tin^
ceed
by Carle Carton.
.V|.)r»-?:o
had also olTer* d to b'ase 'Mi' r»'P'T»cur«' iCoinedl Fi .irn'ai: e)
v
ill.
'tin'
but
pr^f'-r^n-'e
ujh
^iven
huM'T.
(oic at OfM-i.i, <;aife, Trianon.
r«i-«
Ccclh
!••)• tro
'•:•:
: iv
to
•e
Hai\''-y
v»
Hartley,
•-:: t.-«l«
«
W\<
,,,.
to
iiiv,»r,t •umiit, who has still
(."olontoii r
\ it nx
nvnc ut Casino
*s from Chicago. \\,h ^! ot .md' -I" '• nioi" \ on ii!»'
M»iV fl"' in :ili
;"\ -vi .ii' li-avr 'O ri)I), so tilv* pt'Odo
Hy wounded !ii
Paris. Ha Tn-Clan, C.it. Rocho• "
— - ''••
n,'i<
TV- v> is i\i| :;hii«1 ,ii)»l •'!•'
Hamilton.
(Kit
•'Moaar',
Alavol.
PI ween ny j;iek C;ubb, anactor in I'-o-tomsng 1* v-r, pi Vy. Toe IS ior at:o a is r«a )y ior live year.-..
I«*<
lt'-rtjere,
Mi' h«'K \ :n '<< ie<;, Ci^r;.| .
1110 company,
whom she had ^irls show a lot of ba< k at all times
trim-**
•»urneu.
PHOtJl: A.M.S- AlbaFiihia, Paris,
The propo«ut ion of «i Frer>'li statesfngoth'-r very we)) Abov»
Grubb then ehot himself. and work topei
man M. ll.nni il. licit the Sta'e ltbldediilo, AlCi'l l.o,i>, I'our Madall things that can be said for and
)•/>, w".iOi I'.a; :», Ai:iiV d^
the control of all lit- inic;,
Sw*ff.p Ham mora toin announces about 'The Cii ls-dt- *'Oh.-." it m'.-t shoold In!:' rit
a, is
1'
ill
:io atid
U6 K ltten." a musical com- be ta 1 Ml.'. :< i«f S V!( ;t). show.
erary and mu steal works after the
•dv Wltn
I.i
''
\vai.s or the en<i
\ p:r .( :•!. of fif'>
Joseph Cnwthorn.
lence.
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Una Tyber, Spadaro, Thro*
Peaux Rouges, Rlstorl and partner,

Pin,

Glnette-Dubreull, Chester Kingston,
Paulo Dorian, the Woodsotis, Au*
gustin and Hartly.
i

#
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CHICAGO SHOWS

Ii.'.-.

have a few rather off-side gags.
Talk of that sort for a neighborhood
audience is somewhat out of place.
They have sufficient smart dialog.
The man has a pleasing singing
voice and rendered several ballads
well received. Just another bit. The
/nip.
Midgets closod the show.

MABRIAGES
to

William Jochlmson, of Ibookiyu,
Marion MVXamara, of Pluln-

fleld,

N. J.

Nov.

24.

i

i

1

i

•

»

•

1

:

#

New

Fay Painter to Lieut. -Commander
Reginald V enable, V. S. N.
The
marriage, announced last w. eW, has
been kept a secret for several
months.
Craco He Marest (Kan

-~

I

1

!

\S

'

•

»

*

«

'

-

>1

.

v

I

office.

i

i

I

I

to

»

'..n,;cr,>

*ol Zancy

City, Nov. 22.
l»esirce Stcmpel (of "The

at

Cbam-

fdon" eompany), Nov. 16, to )Jeu*.
Rufus A. ) 'arsons, in Cincinnati,
where the compauy vas playing.
Tho bride will continue njMi UlO
show for Hie reinamd. r ©r tile

I

f

Leo Feist)

Oklahoma

*>

!

Vaudeville, in Brooklyn.

Casey

to Gladys Bn. Uridge,
Orleans, Nov. 28.
Captain Rufua A. Parsons, II,
United States Army, of Mt. Vernon,
la., nnd Dcslreo Stempel, 21. with
"The Champion," at CInelnoat I. At
a publicity stunt, the bridegroom,
who sat in the audience at th" 'band
opera house, was asked to li-e during a performance.

Billy

•

;

-

(Continued from page b)
Seamon repeated, as f*r
tlal how.
as success was concerned, with hie
talk, songs and Instrumental ization.
Johnny Coulon, with his mystifying
stunt of "Now you can and now you
can't lift me," came next. Aft*u« narrating his experiences in Kurope
Coulon Invited a committee of six
from tho audience to try their
strength. Among them was a neigh*
borhood pugilist, and ho was the"
centre when he first raised John way
o.-rr
hi at!.
When he eooid not
budtfc tho little 110-pounder caused
the panic. The others fared no better.
Coulon made his exit laughingly, with the houso breaking loose.
Sampson and Douglas had the
next-to-shut position. %The woman,
a comedienne of no mean ability,
making her entrance oa the end of
a long ropo which the man waa
dragging along, thinking he had his
dog, started right in and never let
up throughout the turn. The couple

\

.

'

4)

marveled at the fact he did p shed tho man aside, Mis* Ban>y
not die instantaneously, as all three meanwhile starting to move away.

suicide,

;

-a son.

VARfETY

Friday,

December

2,

"VARIETY'S"
16th Anniversary Number

Shoufd Have Your Announcement In
Variety's Anniversary
atre, in all

of

its

Number

is

a

resume of the

will

its

The .Anniversary
*

world-wide circulation, Variety presents weekly

the only advantageous theatrical advertising

an advertiser seeking

real value to

speaking theatrical people of

An

"a

have also other unusual features.
\

With

the-

branches, for the year; 1921 has been

frenzied year for the show business.

Number

It

announcement

will

have lasting value.

that

it

may be

medium

of any

to reach the English-

all the eartlf.

in Variety's Anniversary

The number

will

Number

be bound in order

preserved, with previous issues of the special

edition.

Advertising copy for the Anniversary
regular rates

may

Number

be forwarded to any Variety

at the

office.
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<
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*
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A

f
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VARIETY

CHARLES BROADART

UWMPJWfW*"*

'

I

lrPll»J

.

PRESENTS

FRISCO
(HIMSELF)

THE FAMOUS DANCING COMIC CREATOR OF THE JAZZ DANCE
*

WITH

SYNCOPATED ORCHESTRA

HIS

TOUR OF PENNSYLVANIA, PLAYING LEADING DANCE PALACES IN CONJUNCTION
WITH THE PERSONAL APPEARANCE

IN

^

OF

MR. FRISCO

-n>

A RECEPTION AND BALL WILL BE GIVEN

CORRESPONDENCE
The

under Correspondence
as follows* and on pages:

BALTIMORE
B03TON
BUFFALO
CLEVELAND
DAYTON,
DETROIT

INDIANAPOLI8

KAN8A8 CITY..
MONTREAL
•

•

this

issue

Variety are

of

NEW ORLEAN8

30
37
37
38
36
29
30
36
33
29

.'

DULUTH

»*».

in

cities

35
35
38
37
36

PHILADELPHIA
PITT8BURGH

ROCHESTER

..„

8ALT LAKE CITY
8EATTLE

34

8YRACC8E
TORONTO
WA8HINGTON

34
31

39

Ben Cohen and Ed Frank, of the
Colonial, gave a Thanksgiving party
to the acts last week with George
Walsh as guest of honor. Similar
parties will be given the acts on
Christmas and New Year's eve.

The first vaudeville bill
Bayes as headline act.

and Arcaro and RegaT'TttH

i/ETROIi

under the table herel
George Driscoll, booking manager
Trans-Canada Theat
Ltc'.,
Trans-Canada Theatres, Ltd., conhints that a move is under way to template sending "The Maid
of the
secure one of the leading picture Mountains" on tour again, with Viva
Ambassador is the name selected houses here to play Snub *r. attrac- Daron
playing
the
lead.
Most
of the
for the 3,000-seat vaudeville house tions.
The plan will probably ma- original London company will be
b^lng erected by the Northwestern terialize in the spring.
cast.
Building Corporation in Detroit.

De Courville's revue, "Hello, Can- Lobby
The seat sale for the two weeks'
and Advertising Photos
engagement of the Ziegfeld "Fol- ada," played to capacity business
Clean, clear, brilliant photoi from any
Turing
a two-weeks' engagement photo
lies" opens Dec. 8.
Top prices for which terminated
or cut.
'last
Saturday.
Prompt delivery. Sample orrtT 25 l«
the evenings will be $3.50.
Last
one OIL COLORED, $1.69 delivered;
year $4.
The engagement starts Critics were unanimous in praising 10b,
20x50 in frame, oil colored. $16.00. Let*
Dee. 11. Two matinees will be given the show, although it was admitted terlnr photo*
free.
Sample of t alios
that shorn of Harry Tate rnd his
during each week, top $2.50.
from your photo.
which will apply
"motoring" burlesque,
the
show on orri>r. Poatala$1.00,
up to Ave photos oa

Moore

By JACOB 8MITH

Business at the Temple (Keith's)
is holding up.
One house seems to
at 25-$l, first attraction this sea- help the other from the box office
son to play at less than $2 at the standpoint. Should the Temple or
New Detroit.
the Shubert have an exceptionally
good bill that is drawing heavy the
"Irene" doing big all week at the competitive house benefits by reason of the turnaway.
Garrick. May stay another week.

The Michigan Shubert is closed
week, but reopens Sunday with

this

Vigilantes," film, at 75 cents top.

The Shubert-Detroit has another
food bill this week, really running
a half hour too long. Attendance
has been beyond all expectations
*or u new vaudeville policy under
Present conditions. Emily Ann WellWan and Nonette head, but Clark
,

EDDIE

MACK

The Majestic (Shubert

TALKS:

No. 59

We
ance of

and

WHITE

at

OKri-IEUM.
Players

in

it

not the

first

appear-

clothes are the best values in town.
less and made better than any shop anywhere.
all

^A.*.P.~'V

Artists playing Montreal are getting the glad hand from all he cab-

Onp. Strand Theatre

722-724 Seventh Ave.
Opp. Columbia Theatre

Williams.
Co. in

Feature picture, "The

weeks of Shubert vaudethe serpon. sandwiched
legit "-iate

attractions.

REISENWEBER'S
COLUMBU8 CIRQLE A

58th St.

* ALL-STAR *

I.

«n**awn*>»***»

OSWEGO,

N. Y.

STAGE AND STREET

SHOES
The ingenious and artistic manner in which I. Miller designs
shoes wins the popular and quick
approval of the theatrical profes-

who are discriminating in their choice of footwear.
sion and others

MILLER

I.

1554

Other..
Daring Dinner nmi ttupptr.

FAY MARBE'S
RENDEZVOUS
PARADISE

Broadway

New York
State and

Monroe

Streets

Chicago
ircr/Ss £«rge

t

t*.*-«>««hnwi

1,000

BARBEAU STUDIO

MILLER

VODVTL

SALLY FIELDS A

in

V.

•

$2240 for

"Mary Hose."
Orpheum

AFTER THEATRE NIGHTLY
1582-1584 Broadway

».*-

5,

Majesty's, has returned to his
old job, following a house cleaning
by the new management. The vhole
hoiis^ staff was given notice last
week along with the announcement
of Walsh's appointment.
It Is announofd that the house will play

with

.

In."

CAPITOL.— Capitol Opera

Mftlitly

say.

/-**•

Stoek,

CAYETY.- Mollic
"Rigoletto."
Shiek."

EDDIE MACK'S

That's what they

—

"Kick

of Dec.

appearing at the Winter

EDDIE MACKS

*»*»

Last

fair.

Week

Sir

"SONGOLOGY,"

establishment. They made their showing here years ago, and
have been coming in ever since.

Priced

Business

half of week, dark.
Ruth Chatterton in

ville during
in with the

are happy to aay that this

KRANZ

Harry Lauder.

several

are making
their initial. appearance on the Shubert Vaudeville Circuit.
in their act entitled

By JOHN M. GARDINER
HIS MAJESTY'S.— First half.

showing a slow but steady inALLK.V— Allen Concert Co. Tlccrease eucn week. This week Hath turo, ''Queen of Sheba."
Bros., Ben Linn, Torino and Co.,
ST.
DENIS.— Pop
vaudeville.
Emily Darrell, all previously having Lane &. Whalen: lYo-'ni: Aekland
played the Shubert-Detroit. David and May; Dave ai:d Hughs!.;
Mile.
Nederlander, proprietor, announced Paullette.
this week that at the weekday matinees children accompanied by their
Dirk Walsh, for years treasurer
parents would be admitted free, reof His
gardless of their age.

,

$1.75 for 60

is

KRANZ AND WHITE, now
Garden

vaudeville)

f?

MONTREAL

share honors for applause.

"The Champion" at New Detroit.
Next week. "Bringing Up Father,"

Nora arets— and the odd bottle as well.
They don't have to hide the bottle-

of the

wen!*' Ho.^a

*

carries

Trcducer of Thratrtcat Shoe,

VARIETY,

,

December

Friday,

.

2, Iff]

r

u.
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GEORGIE JOY TAKES PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING

I

THAT

J

Melville Morris «a

Lou Fordan

ARE NOW WITH THE FRED FISHER ORGANIZATION
And Will Be Glad to Have

Their Friend*

Come In and Hear the Ballad Sensation

"WHEN THE HONEY MOON WAS OVER"
Pub. by

FRED FISHER, Inc.; 224 West 46th Street, N. Y. C.

"Jazz Babies" 5 Avenue Detroit
Englewood Chicago.

5— Dec.

(Dec.

•Baby Hoars'

5

12)

Kmprcss Cincin-

12 L O.
•Bathing Beauties" 5 Penn
Jmlt 12 Gayety Baltimore.

ftfttl

bamton

7

Cir-

BlngOswego 8-10 Inter Niagara

•Beauty Kevue"

6

Elmira

6

"Lid Lifters" 6 L O 12 Empire
Academy Buffalo.
"Big Jamboree" 5 Lyric Dayton 12 Cleveland.
"Little Bo Peep" 5 Lyric Newark
Olympic Cincinnati.
"Big Wonder Show" 5 Hurtlg A 12 Olympic New York.
'London Belles" 5 Gayety WashBeamon's New York 12 Empire
ington 12 Gayety Pittsburgh.
Brooklyn.
"Maids of America" & Gayety
"Bits of Broadway" 5 Olympic
Falls 12

Rochester 12-14 Bastable Syracuse
15-17

Grand

Utlca.

Marion Dave 5 Gayety Toronto
Gayety Montreal.
"Mischief
Makers"
5
Capitol
Washington 12 Allentown 13 Easton
14 Reading 15-17 Academy Scranton. Pa.

"Miss

New York

Jr" 5 Star Brook-

lyn 12

Detroit.

Dixon's Big Review

,

5

Garrick St

6

•Ytenlen Frolics" 6 Casino Boston 12 Haymarket Chicago.
"Puss Puss" 6 Howard Boston 15ft Columbia New York.
•Girls de Looks" 6 Empire Brook-, 17 Academy Fall River.
"Record Breakers" 6 Gayety Balti£pi 12 Empire Newark.
-Girls from Joyland" 6 Gayety more 12 Capitol Washington.
Reeves Al 5 Grand Hartford 12
l/Oulsvllle 12 Empress ClnclnnatL
^Greenwich Village Revue" 5 Pal- Hyperion New Haven.
Reynolds Abe 6 Casino Philafcce Baltimore 12 Gayety Washingdelphia 12 Hurtig & Seamon's New
ton.
•Grown Up Babies" 5 Englewood York.
Singer Jack 5 Gayety St Louis 12
fcJhloago 12 Garrick St Louis.
"Harura Scarum" 8-10 Academy Star & Garter Chicago.
Brookryn.
Gayety
12
"Social Follies" 6 Long Branch 6
Fall River
"Harvest Time' '&' Empire Toledo Asbury Park N J 8-10 Van Curler
Dayton.
O
H Schenectady 12 Elmira 13
Lyric
ft3
•Hello 1922" 6 Majestic Jersey Binghamton 14 Oswego 15-17 Inter
BridgePark
13-14
Stamford
Falls N Y.
Niagara
12
IKty
"Some Show" 6 Haymarket Chiport 15-17 Worcester Worcester.
Howe Sp.m 5 L O 12 Gayety St cago 12 Park Indianapolis.
"Sporting Widows" 5 Empire AlI»uls.
•Hurly Burly' 6 L O 12 I^ong bany 12 Gayety Boston.
"Step Lively Girls" 5 Columbia
Branch 13 Asbury Park N J 15-17
Chicago 11-13 Berchel Des Moines.
Van Curler O H Schenectady.
Gayety
5
Players"
"Strolling
Pittsburgh 12 L O.

"Sugar

Plums"

Stamford

5

Worcester Mass 12

Fur Coat*

6-7

Empire Provi-

dence.

5-7
Cohen's
Sweeties'*
8-10 Cohen's Poughkeepsie
Mass.
Springfield
12 Plaza
"Tintr-a-Ling" 5 Plaza Springfield
Mass 12 Howard Boston.
Tlnney Frank 5 Star Cleveland 12
Empire Toledo.
are offering Fur Coat values
"Tit for Tat" 5 Gayety Boston 12
that cannot be duplicated anywhere. Grand Hartford.
call will convince you.
"Town Scandals" 5 Miner's Bronx
small deposit will secure a Pur New York 12 Orpheum Paterson.

"Sweet

Newburg

25% Saving on Purchases Made Now
We
A
A

Coat

OPEN EVENINGS U 10
SUNDAY 10 A. M to
fi

P.
P.

"Twinkle Toes"

M.
M.

5

L O

12

Palace

Baltimore.

THEATRICAL FUR CQ
MARCUS LOEWS ANNEX

To Reach JAMES

MADISON

address him 404 Flatiron Building,

will write my acts
San Francisco.
out there until December 25th. New
open «•
Broadway,
1493
office,
York

\

W. Randolph

Street,

Andre

Siirna
Mr J

Artoia

Baker Phil
Barker (Jranvllle
Barnes Mr O
Bernard Bill/

Mr

Bird

it

Bishop John
Blumeafleld H'man

Ned

Bolls

CHICAGO

NKXT DOOR TO OLYMPIC THEATRE

W

Sheldon Arthur
Bert
Smith Eddie
Schuyler E1Ij»<»
Searla Arthur
Suul

Burr Agnes

Lewis

Thornton Artur

I.es

Tascott

Lizzette Mile

Turner Walter
Turners The
Turner Dolly
Trovato

Love II J T
Lee Bryan

Unusual Duo

Thiess G

Kelly Miss T
Kennedy Molly
Kent Nettle

King Margret
e>

Sam

Cooler Ruth
Conrad Arthur
Conway Hasel
Cornell Frances
Craig Riley

Leonard Jean
Levins £ Walters
Lewis Harry

Dolan Joe

Donsang Minnie
Douglas Harry
Douglas Mrs 8
Dunn Oeo

Du

Vail Helen

Earl Emily
Kdwards Thelma
Kramyi a Carl
Errol

Burt

Faber Earl
Flnnerman Jas

Flnnerman

Willie

Fisher H
Fletcher

Edna
Foreman Madge
Francis Helen

Frank Elate
Franklyn Wilson
CJanea jng-ddy

Gibbons Edith

O I lm o r» H»r«».
liofd smith Max
Gordon Ellne
Gordon Ray
Greene Eve

Hale Eva
Hurrigan William
Harris Meyers
Hayes Sidney
Hayes William
Heather R Mr
Hccney Jack

Marckley Frank
Marshall Lee
Marshe Mildred
MoKelley
R
Morton "Lillian
Murray Mario a
Murray Miss M

W

Lillian

Adams George

Allm Edna
Ambler W C
Austin Hob

M

i

ii

1

M

Mr.«

Hr.idley A C.
Harnett Stuart
M un n J
Huchanun Mollis
I

FILMS. — Garrick.

Zukor* Dave
Neville Otis
Nifty Trio

I

Wood

Lawnon

ft

York

in

Ready

and

"Red Pepper."
Barrymore

For Your Inspection!!

In

THE NEW

bur-

TAYLOR

Makers,"

burlesque.

FILMS—Century, "The Sheik";
New, "Queen of Sheba"; Kivoli, "The
Child Thou Gavest Me"; /Parkway.
"Exit—The Vamp."

TRUNK
at

bill is

house

since opposition began.
Of course
Eddie Leoaard is the same old popular favorite, but he alone is not
sufficient to carry the show, and
divided applause honors with Miss
Patrlcola.
LaVler In his monolog
atop of a trapeze, Niblo in her

SEVENTY
DOLLARS
(war tax $2)

LIGHTER

IN WEIGHT
ADDED CONVENIENCE.
LOWER IN PRICE

aquatic feats, and Frederick Burton's
impersonation of Abraham
Lincoln were the other acts. The
bill Included the Sylvester Family.
Laura and Billy Dreyer. Kenny and

FI*v

Young Harry
Young Wilfred

Send

and Hobson and Beattv.

Byron TVrt
Burns Harry

Academy (Shubert)

Hjiz-I

The

Jules

Cafllnelli

by

first

C.

this

here

C'upman Hurry

KEITH'S 81st St Theatre, N.

l»iiv"cnport

the

opening.

«4lli

St.

Y.,

M

I
I

2fl

F.

Randolph

CHICAGO

St.

Week (Nor. 28)

I'.ujI

|[uu

.it

>N

Don^gan V X Mrs
Davis

M-

&.

i

:,,

Dunbar Ralph

Hurlon Hi* hard
Hirrh Stella
Hlnrk Katherine

Evon \ Clue

Hrrrent Anron

Ffcber

HHl Floniuo

I'r.i tn

Urn M

Kllioit

FURMAN

& Horn u
i

I

y

a

\

• •••:

South America's Versatile Ente rxatnevs

PHIL

FRED

and

THE SINGING MELODY BOYS

,

Writers

TAYLORJBUNK WORKS

W-

"Sallv.

W

l>anWlH Mrs

Dam -ing

since

for Catalog

NEW YORK

21J.

Clnlre Josephine
Clifford Jack
('hue Joshu.i T I>r

W

A.

"all-star hill" advertised

house proved to be one of
the best all around variety shows

Cowles liny

Dixon C

"Wonderful

Patronage fast week very fair*
Prospects are bright for good preholiday business.

Tork Shirley

^^v.-S-rrr-<rt«rfuard'2fet in this

Walters Bob
Wilbur Flo
Wllburn Ruth
Wlltken Justine
Wlllmott Miss M
Wilson Jack
Wolfer Sam

e

Belmont It. Ho
Hobby & Karl
i'iir

Thing"; Lyric, "Conflict"; Lyceum*
"The Sheik"; Zclda. "Disraeli."

Maryland. (Keith's)
By comparison this week's

Corner I.arry

Arlington Hilly Co

I.

Walker Texas
Walker ft Texas
Walker ft West

Milton Ray
McGulrl J 8
Moore J A

O A Y E T Y.— "Mischief

York

ft

Curran

Alexander K T
Aubrey A it

Ibrnard

Marts Eddie

Hollis.

Gene

,Ti-sbI<»

cal stock.

Edward

Unltt

Babies," musi-

Vann Jean Mrs

lesque.

Taylor Laura

Van

JAME8 WATTS

O RAND.— "Saucy

Madam

Vero belle

Morris* A Towns
Morris Johnny

•
LYCEUM.— "The Bat."
PALACE.— "London Belles,"

Thompson CthVne
Thompson Elmer

Mr

DULUTH
By

"Declasse."

Sully Ejtelle

Travers

case.

Vaudeville Leader

FORDS— Ethel

CHICAGO OFFICE
Albert

McXally Ste'n Mrs
McConnell E «& O

Heath

Stephens Harry
Strieker Joe

Toner Tom
Tracey Roy

Wiley, the promoter, who made ths
charges, refused to appear, as did
Albert Buck, who was associated
with Wiley in selling stock in the
theatre.
The finding is not satisfactory, and it is the general impression that the Bar Association
and the gra^d jury may take up the

BALTIMORE

Shannon J Mr
Sherman Dan
Shields Ruth
Barton

Normpn

AUDITO RIUM.— Mclntyre

8chaffsr Lillian

Shirley

Hill ie

Vox Valentine
Van ft Belle

Morgan Jean

Mitchell Alice
Moore Scott

8hlplejr

Councilor

"Tenor"

.T'lc
'Skinny"
Kehors The
Lainpins Mr A Mrs
Lyons George
Le m ley J ark

Leavltt

De Valors Santos
De Viers Win

Shaw Culhns

Howard Mary
Hoy Gloria
Hughes & Mllo
Kalker Mr

The City Council exonerated City
Wilson Carroll tonight
from the charge of accepting money
to put through an ordinance for ths
Boulevard Theatre Co. Edward J.

Smith Dottle
Stafford Edwin
Smith Al
Shaw L«m1r Miss
Sherry Harney J

King I.onita
Kr unison Jr.- sic

Castle Irene

Dare Annette
De lfar Qene
Dennlson Betty

•

G

(;

Bakers." Homer Mason and Marguerite Keeler were seen to advantage in "Marriage." Eddie Dowllng
has a new line of material that
pleased, as did Vardon and Perry.
Lillian Fitzgerald is in need of new
material; her present vehicle just
carries her over.
The rest of the
bill included Rudinoff. in his smoke
etchings; Arco Bros.. Nana and
Alexis, and Pederson Bros.

Ring Blanche
Ruaeell Jack

Harrison

Karmino

L

Holden Jack
Holland Clirls
Horter Kathrv n

Larson Benny
Lavlgne & Lloyd
Leach La Quintan
Leaver Maud

Bolton Helen

t

CIRCULARIZE. INCREASINGLY. 10.000 PERSONS WEEKLY. WHOSE TIME AND
PATIENCE AT A BOX OFFICE LINE IS FIGURED IN EXCE88 OF OUR 8ERVICE
CHARGE OF SOc PER TICKET. ANO DELIVERED. WHEN DESIRED. ANY PLACE IN
CHICAGO. MANAGERS ARE RESPECTFULLY INVITED TO SEND THEIR "SMALL
•TUFF" ADVANCE MATTER TO OUR GENERAL OFFICE— 823 GARRICK THEATRE
BUILDING. FOR MUTUAL BENEFIT.

WE

I

Dowling, and played ably by Mabel
Withee and Co. with the assistance

Fred

Qulntrell

Irene and Mary," a skit by Eddie
of the author, scored solidly.
Roganny's Billposters have improved
on their old acrobatic "Lunatic

Perettos The
Paris Lionel

j

Abbcrta Nat
Adelaide & Hughes
Alda Miss I)

Mrs

II

Pat ton .Tennette

Ollie

4.

C

ft Bryant
Olsmith Mary
One Bennle

Johnson Olive
Jansen Harry
Jarvis

W

Norria Jr

Ott

Hoslc Hillie Ml«ft
Horter Kathryne

Hodges

Newman

ONell Eva

Hendrlrkson Jas
Horter, Robert

Howard Edna

Kelly Fred

Rell

THEATRE TICKET SERVICE
72

May

Foster

Frear Fred

When sendlast for mall to
VARIETY address Mall Clerk
POSTCARDS. ADVERTISING or
CIRCULAR LETTERS WILL
NOT BE ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN
ONE ISSUE ONLY.

I>lrk
Alfreds Ulllle

usual.

i

12 Star Cleve-

LETTERS

Arnold

I

OPENBfENINGS

QTYSEN

LO

of

12

Empire Hoboken.
"Monte Carlo Girls" S Allentown
Easton 7 Reading 8-10 Scran ton
Pa 12 Lyric Newark.
Louis 12 Century Kansas City.
"Odds and Ends'* 6 Empire New•Flash li-rhts °* 1921 " 5 Gayety
ark 12 Casino Philadelphia.
J0maha. 12 Gayety Kansas City.
Kansas
Gayety
6
Day"
"Pace Makers" 5 Gayety Minneof
•Follies
apolis 12 Gayety Milwaukee.
City 12 L O.
Empire
York"
5
6
Century
"Parisian
Flirts"
New
of
•Follies
Kansas City 12 L O.
fdsToland 12 Penn Circuit.
"Passing Review" 5 L O 12 Gayety
•Folly Town" 6-7 Bastable SyrafcUS* 8-10 Grand Utlca 12 Empire Minneapolis.
"Peek -a -Boo" 6 Hyperion New
Albany.
•French Frolics" B Fifth Avenue Haven 12 Miner's Bronx New York.
"Pell Mell" 6 Gayety Milwaukee
Brooklyn 12 Bijou Philadelphia.
Gayety

Billy 5

"Whirl

,

Cincinnati 12 Columbia Chicago.
••Bon Ton Girls" 5 Empire Proviflence 12 Casino Boston.
•Broadway Scandals" 5 Park InlUanapolis 12 (Javety Louisville.
•Cabaret Girls" 5 Bijou Philadelphia 12 L O.
•Chick Chick" 5 Gayety Brooklyn
23 Fifth Avenue Brooklyn.
•Cuddle Up" 5 Star & Garter Chifcago 12

Watson
land.

Gayety" 5 Columbia Fern Hen Co
Floretti Guitave A
New York 12 Casino Brooklyn.
Fracis Mr
Misa
"Kandy Kids" G Empire Hoboken
"Whirl of Girls" 5 Academy Buf- Frances & ftVoita C
15-14
New burg 15-17 falo 12 Avenue Detroit.
Cohen's
Cohen's Poughkeepsie.
"Whirl of Mirth" 5 Olympic New Gabberts The
Glsh Leo
"Keep Smiling" 5 Orpheum Pater- York 12 Star Brooklyn.
son 12 Majestic Jersey City.Williams Mollle 5 Gayety Buffalo Gibson Myrtle
Gardner Frank Co
Kelly Lew 4-6 Berchcl Des Moines 12 Gayety Rochester.
Patricia
12 Gayety Omaha.
"World of Frolics" 6 Gayety De- Grey
Gerber Hillle
"Knick Knacks" 5a Gayety Mon- troit 12 Gayety Toronto.
treal 12 Gayety Buffalo
Hathburn Mai

BURLESQUE ROUTES

I

12

"Jingle Jingle" 5 Casino Brooklyn
12 L O.

of

"SWEET MAMMA"

and

"NO ONE'S FOOL"
This week (Nov.

;

28)—APOLLO, CHICAGO

-dan SAM

KRAMER

"1

%

December

Friday*

2,

VARIETY
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REMEMBER BLONDY!
How I found you four boys in that little
how hard

I

tried to

make

restaurant on Seventh Avenue and
good saxophonists of you? And after the combined

Ad

Shubert and myself rehearsing you day and night, we both gave it
up as hopeless, but were compelled to send you on the road as it was absolutely
impossible to cancel the bookings? Remember what the Baltimore papers said
after your first performance? Wasn't it awful, Blondy! Remember how the
manager asked for his money back? He had not heard you play before he
booked you!! But what could I do, Blondy? I got all the "saxophoning" out of
you possible; that's all there was there wasn't any more! Remember, Blondy,
when you tried to make a record and you could not even play four bars of the
tune, how foolish you felt when I paid you for it? How lucky you are, Blondy,
to have Carpenter and Guderian to help you! Just imagine if you were asked,
to play all alone by yourself what would IKE BLOOM say? Oh! Blondy! see
Paul Biese quick; he will tell you just what to do with your B flat Tenor Saxophone!
efforts of

—

1

—

—

instruments, even if it did take my lawyer five
weeks to get them all back, and I am sorry it was necessary to hold your salary
that length of time. Do not deceive the public any longer, Blondy, by advertising yourselves "FORMERLY COLUMBIA SAXOPHONE SEXTETTE." Tell
them the TRUTH! You are the "Seventh Avenue Saxo"—HA! HA!—"Monists"
—the boys who put the "HARM" in Harmony!
I

thank you

for returning

my

The
Annual
Tour of

Begins

THE COLUMBIA SAXOPHONE SEXTETTE

Metropolitan Opera House Studios

HARRY
MUSIC MEN
(Continued from page 18)
these popular priced phonographs.
For the present the music publishers are receiving full royalty for
all their compositions fror. these
companies, although they are so
for

numerous

It
is difficult to keep
of them, but there is the
danger that royalties will fall off
altogether when the buying public
discovers that the 60-cent article is
•of low standard.
Already the mechanical returns are under par.

track

IN

BOSTON

H&M
Exchanged

HAMSUGARMAN
New

Eaglaad Afeacy

Washington Street

Sherman, Clay & Co. have formally opened their New York
branch offices, located In the Lasker
building. 56 West 45th street, with
Richard J. Powers in charge. Mr.
Powers has heretofore been general
eastern representative with no particular headquarters.
Eddie Van,
formerly connected with Witmark,
is Mr.
Powers* general assistant.
The Sherman-Clay suite is a neatly
designed and arranged place consistfng of a series of studios furnished in taste that Is not the common thing in publishing circles.
While no shipping will be done from
the New York office ( the headquarters Is still In San Francisco), the
metropolitan branch will be an important exploitation angle of the
company, with particular stress on
the professional and orchestra end.

funeral.

M.

BOSTON, MA88.

YERKES

NEW YORK

have connected with the profes- "Knick Knacks," featuring Tom followed by the company 8 ifn day
sional staff of Fred Fisher.
Mr. Howard.
morning. He got $2.60 top here,
Fordan was formerly professional
REGENT— "The Sheik," film feamanager for Shapiro-Bernstein prior ture.
Whether it was Mollio Williams
to Joe Goodwin's return, and Mr.
STRA'ND— "The Sheik,;' film fea- or not, the Gayety theatre had the
Morris occupied a similar capacity ture.
biggest week this season and played
at the Remick song factory. Both
ALLEN—Film feature, "The Bat* to capacity almost every night.
Arms recently underwent a shake- tie of Jutland."
up in the professional department.
MA88AY HALL—Anna Pa,vlowa The Royal Alexandra will be a
vaudeville house for week of Dec
and her Ballet Russe.
12, when the Shuberts present their
Harry Akst, the composer, has
Sir Harry Lauder did a big busi- first vaudeville bill here The Royal
brought suit in the Fifth District
Municipal Court *»ir^lp«t the Aoc*>*n ness at 'ft- Rcya! «Alcx^.vdru. the- Lntuaisj dihldiivo" iruiii other "vaudeCompany for $950 on breach of con- atre last week, having very few ville houses, ao It will be InterestHe ing to note the success of the Inno*
tract grounds. Akst had agreed to empty seats during the week.
record 48 musical compositions for left for Montreal Saturday night, vation.
the defendant, which markets the
2
Duo-Art music roll, covering a
period of two years. He was to get
$25 for playing each composition.
After making 12 recordings he was
let out, and is suing to recover the
.

The Aeolian Cosjnpany is
understood to be undergoing some
balance.

Louis Factory Prices
Trunks Repaired or

St.

453

A.

Freddie Williams, Frnnl; Clark's
"Singing Chauffeur" in Chicago,
died last Friday at the Cook County Hospital. Th* agents and music
men #f the city took care of the

TRUNKS
At

A

Jan*

23

$59.20

judgment was

filed

by

H. M. Denton, the composer, against
Preston Gjbson, the playwright.
Denton sued for $50, representing a
sum due for furnishing music for
one of Gibson's house parties last
season.

Louis Fordan and Melville Morris

and

Internal change in the executive
directorial departments.

TORONTO

PRINCKSS — "Mr.
By."

ROYAL
time."

Passes

Pirn

ALEXANDRA — "May-

Variety's
Publicity

Next. Walter Whiteside in

"The Hindu."

GRAND OPERA HOUSE-' Mutt
and Jeff in Chinatown."
Next,
"Mademoiselle of Armentiere."

UPTOWN—Vauphan Glasr Players in "Mrs.

Wiggs

Cabbage

of the

Patch."

SHEA'S — Clayton

White

Plan

and

(Wucc Leigh

Co. in "Cliorie" and
other high-class vaudeville acts.

LOEWS— Hazel Green and
vaudeville acts. Feature
Without Benefit of Clergy."
HIPPODROME— The

NOW OPEN—THE NEW

IV

SEA GRILL
WEST 45TH
OPEN GRILL.

141-3-5

Broadway aid

ST., Between

live
film,

Variety's continuous publicity for
Berlo Girls.
announceFrances Evelyn WeHs and four players takes the form of
other vaudeville acts. Film feature.
William Russell In "Singing River." ments or cuts in consecutive issues of
WINTER GARDEN (Loew's) —
Film feature, "Way Down East."
Variety.
PANTAGES— Film feature, Chas.
<>thor

ftfc

At.

CHARCOAL BROILERS.

AD Fits, LoUt.rt ud S«a Foods Received h Direct Daily SlipaeeU.
LOWEST PRICES.
BEST QUALITY IN FOODS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
TKI.KPIIONE BRYANT— IttM.

i

Ray
five

in

"Two Minutes

to

Co" and

vaudeville acts.

GAYETY — Harry

Hastings'

1

£. Galizi

& Bro.

Jrratfft Profr«Mon-

An-orrlton Manufacturer* and tt«-

il

palrera.

Incomp«r»Mp
rUI

Work*.

*p«-

The plan

is

figured at the lowest
be graduated to any

and may
amount, but is continuous

rates

publicity.

N*»

Idea patrol rt thlft
kry*.
T«l.:

Fraufcli* S2ft.

21} Caaai 8tr««t
Haw Y«rt CI*

Write for particulars

to

any Variety

office.
MBH^BS
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Friday,

December
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ROSCOE, AILS

'.

HIIM

KEITH'S PM.HCE.

NEW rBHK. THIS WEEKCMOV. 29>
WITH

KATE PULLMAN
ORCHESTRA OF SYNCOPATION
AND

CHARLES CALVERT
THE TWO REASONS

RAY HODGDON
while others are running at a loss

LICENSE FEE

The license fee in force
now graduated from $100 a year to

at present.

(Continue", from pate 9)

men

paid any attention to the read- $1,250, according to the type and
of the resolution, nor was there •eating capacity of the theatre.
a line printed in the daily papers
None of the theatre managers here
regarding the matter.
are cognizant of the existence of this
It is said that an opportunity as resolution, and it Is expected that
the above was being awaited to slip when they learn about it they will
the resolution into committee and. hand together and take step* to
then have it reported out at an op- prevent Its passage. A similar resoportune time when it was to be lution was Introduced in the Coun"steam rollered" through the council cil several years ago, but killed in
*
committee on the protest of the
and become .. law.
The scope of this amendment to theatre managers here.
ing;

ordinance would
would compel some
of the bigger theatres here to pay
as much as $1,000 a week, while
the

present

be drastic, as

!

city
it

picture houses, especially the smaller ones, would practically have to
suspend operation, as a good many
of them are about breaking even

ORPHEUM

"To

(Continued from page

tax

KEENE ABBOTT says:—
"Bessie Browning, with her initial
song number, "An Old Fashioned
Girl,"

a comedy achieve-

realized

i.":

In that phase of her performance
she is whimsically delicious. Then
she is quaint and laughable and at
The rest
the same time lovable.
of the act docs not hold to that
altitude, for after she broadens her
efforts, goes in for low comedy and
wins clamorous applause with her
and submit to this Council an
burlesquing grotesqucriea.
She is amendment to the existing ordireally wasting her talents on vaude- nances to provide for a license fee
ville.
It
is doubtful whether the for all places of public entertainor amusement for all buildAmerican Stage has an actress more ment
ings, tents or enclosures used wholrichly gifted."
ly or partly for dramatic or theatrical
or
operatic
or
vaudeville
performances or tragedies or comsays:— edies or farces, for the exhibition
of fixed or moving
pictures or
VAUDEVILLE
stereopticon views or for athletic
or games or for the exEmma Carus and Bessie Brown- exhibitions
hibition of trained animals or ciring, in two personality skits, prove cuses
or menageries or museums or
the heudlim-is on the Orpheum bill wild west shows, amounting to 3 per
cent, of the gross receipts.
this week.

ANOTHER

CRITIC

ORPHEUM

KEITH'S

81st

ST.

NEW YORK
Next Week (Dec. 5)

;.

Orpheum at

-1%

15

at

l.'tAMHi-

69% 86%
14%

-C%
-S

13

Chlcam

15;

Monday—

-%
-%

THE CURB

Holiday.

straightaway gamble. It is hard to "Tuesday—
Goldwyn
outguess somebody' who knows the
answer.
So the speculation has
about the percentage of flipping a
coin, a blind even chance.
Loew continued within a narrow
range with transactions at a minimum. The stock is In a waiting
position
with company Interests
bought up to their limit and no

A.

public participation.
The attitude
of company insiders would indicate
a buy for the long pull, but developments are still in the distant fu-

600

4%

4%

100

4%

4%

4% + %

100

5

i

5

4%

+ %

RATKOWSKY
IXC.

34 West 34th

Street

ture.

Goldwyn was the only stock that

FURS

n

The Orpheum movement over- will be released to the regular picshadowed all other considerations ture theatres and Is likely to make
in the amusement group, although a big profit. From the action of the
therie was an interesting develop- stock, however, traders do not exment in Famous Players. The com- pect anything looking toward a divmon for the most part held stub- idend disbursement.
bornly cltjse to 70 until Wednesday,
Tho nummary of transariions Not. 24 tc
when It was off more than a point. 30, Inclusive. Is aa follows:—
But the feature of the*trading was
STOCK EXCHANGE
the activity and strength of the
Thursday—
Sales. High. I,ow. Last. Oh*
preferred.
The senior issue broke Holiday.
•
Friday—
away from its long established Fam.
IMay.-r,..11.r>00 70*4 ft*
70
2K
range between 80 and 83 and got
l»- Pf
1,200 87 4 H6
H7 £
2'*
200 14% 14% 14** f £
into new high ground above S7 on Ix)ew. Inc

Just the furs you will see at

all

the most fashionable gatherings
this

winter.

Scarfs,

pieces

Coats,

Dolmans,

and novelty

Coatee

—all at one-third less than

wholesale prices.
Special Discount to the Profession

Furs Repaired and Remodeled

-J

l

the extraordinarily large turnover
of more than 3,000 shares In five
days.
Up until now the price of
the common appeared to fix values
for the preferred, but in the last

vaudeville.

THREE*

Beautify

i

!

•ion" tiavo obtained and rotalned setter part* by bavins
mo eorreet thalr feature! Im-

F. E.

SMITH, M.

D.

347 Fifth Avenue
N. T. City Opp. Waldorf

'

-(

kggHJ

Your Face

Yes auit loek toed to make
•ood.
Masy of tho "Profee-

porfoctlont and remove bfemtahee. Consultation free. Feci
reasonable.

l

I
'

,

|

f

•

FOR STAGE AND STREET AT MODERATE PRICES
STAOHJ LASTS.
GLASSBERG «%isfii%J
oot{ w. 42d st.
Pumps, Flata,

J.

Catalogue

T

»vj

Free

ew York

—

Hox or Hoft
Reliable Mail Order
ttallet*

Toe.

DepU

A BURLESQUE ON THE GREATEST ILLUSION YET PRESENTED

SEBASTIAN MERRILL
SEE THE
NEW ACT

14ft

200 -Orpheum
at 1BH.

Boston sold SO
sold 165 at If.

j moved
on the Curb, remaining Just
about a year ago the company Itself under 5 for the most part. The spe
was in the market as a buyer clal shows of "Theodora" at high
around 23-24 while it accumulated admission scales are being with1
"^flV to r
^.. *t—-cost
to ilz c*"v- ui"a»» »;,"\,iit iuij pic«.ur«sr*wTth a vasT
ployes on the Instalment plan.
prestige and a world of advertising,

formerly at the
Strand, White Plains, N\ Y., has
taken over tho State, Middletown,
N\ Y., which will be open tho latter part of December with pop

IN

15%

2.700
sold

soldW

Saturday—
Fam. Play.-L.. 4.800 70% 69%
Do. pY
500 87
86%
Loew. Inc
500 14% 14%
Orpheum
609 15
14%

.

tight and money rates high.
That
the situation in which the company
finds
Itself
was unexpected is
demonstrated by its rally in October
from the summer low to nearly 20.
Last April It sold above 30^, and

Willard,

"SAWING A WOMAN

Boston
Chlc&so

erators appear to be able to work
Friday—
The real embarrassment of the their will on the stock. Outsiders Goldwyn
Saturday—
who
play
with
it
are
engaged
in
a
Goldwyn
company comes from the circum-

AT
Fred

Orpheum

+%
-%

company

and

m

MORRISON

Fam. Play. -I... 9.400 70% 69% 69% -f %
L>o.
pf
400 87
86% 86% - %
said to be quietly accumulating It, Loew. Inc
1.800 14% 14% 14%
900 15
14% 14%
presumably to cancel the obligation. Orpheum
Boston sold 20 Orpheum at 15; Chlean
Either company buying has forced sold 75 at 14%.
Tuesday—
the price out of control or pressure
Fam. Play.-L.. 8,100 70
69% 69% + %
has been removed. Times Square
Do. pf
500 87% 86% 87
+ %
500 14% 14% 14%
speculators look for a further ad- Loew. Inc
Orpheum
900 15% 15
.
15
+ %
vance In the preferred and are
Chicago sold 200 Orpheum at 14%.
either buying into that issue or are
Wednesday—
Play.-L.. 6.400 69% 68
68% -1
going long of. the common in the Fam.
Loew. he
.. 2.000 14%
14
14
belief that the climbing preferred Orpheum
1,008 15
14% 14%
will carry the junior stock along.
All of this, of course, is unsupported
Thursday—
Sales.IIIgh.Low. Last. Chf.
guessing and surmise. Market op-

field In

exhibitions,

Whereas, The license fees for
places of amusement, especially
theatre licenses,
the city of Chicago, are based on seating capacity
of the theatre; and
Whereas, Too many of the theatres operate continuously and the
price of admission at other places
of amusement varies, making the
license fee as based on seating caa r- 'Vim Just ^az. Jjc^*ar' a
.£?<£iLz~2£££?
places of amusement the total number of tickets sold each day is four
or five times the seating capacity
and pueh places of amusement pay
the same license fee as those who
sell the seating capacity but once
or twice each day; therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Committee on
Finance, .throuph its sub-committee
on revenue, immediately consider

3)

way to restore the balance of profits. week or two the reverse seems to
Some weight is placed on the cir- be true.
cumstance that there is a new comThe preferred had been held down
petitive factor In the vaudeville right along and the company was

regulate stance that business is dull everywrestling where in the theatres and the commatches, walking matches, automo- pany's program of expansion, which
bile faces, bicycle races and all
other athletic contests and exhibi- Involved the expenditure of $6,000,for
new Orpheum Juniors
tions carried on for gain, such tax 000
to be fixed ojj based on the gross made necessary some short term
receipts derived from the sale of financing a few months ago.
The
admission tickets to such exhibi- situation
appears to be about
tions, matches, races or other athparallel to that which surrounded
however,
letic contests, said tax,
not to exceed 3 per cent, of such Loew in June, over-confident expansion at a time when credits were
gross receipts"; and
license,

baseball

TO RECOVER

FAILS

the Shuberts enterprise, but
officials have right along
maintained that this did not enter
into the situation as far as Orpheum
was concerned. Their argument is
that the only Shubert important opposition to Orpheum is in Chicago,
Whereas, The Fifty-second General Assembly of the State of Illi- which is big enough to absorb a
nois of 1921, page 317, section 41, good deal of rivalry. The only other
"Powers of City Councils," passed Orpheum town that has been menthe following:
tioned as a Shubert
stand is
"To license, tax, regulate, sup- Minneapolis, and that is still inpress and prohibit hawkers, ped- definite.
dlers, pawnbrokers, keepers of ordiExpansion Strain
naries, theatricals and other exhibitions, shows an<J amusements, and
to revoke such licenses at pleasure.

and CHARLIE
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"SEE THE EGG LAYING ROOSTER'*
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SYDNEY

—
— Henry

Miller

Blanche Bates In 'The

Famous

„

JHUBKRT.

Kddic Cantor
The Midnight Koundcs "

GRAND.

Mr."

—

GAYET1T.
Snow.

8am Howes

CENTrUY.— "The

Passing

St.

In

am!
Mrs.

New
Re-

EIN

in

Those interested in the question
of prices lor theatrical admissions
are closely w.atching Henry Miller
and lllanche Bates in "The Famous
Mrs. Fair," with th< top pri'c set
at $.'1 for the night performance:*
and $2.r>0 for hoth nrttiiie-y. "The
Midnight Rounders."' with Kddie
Cantor ami Nan Halperin, ran be
reen nights for lU.r.o and at mat-

tired

by

*>usJnt

ihe

10

* e ^0

,...

y,ar

Kviti w'Ui the I'xtra
the w^k's totals
Um>
ThankNgivinc

m.uinee
(erril.ii..

jnatineo failing to get

results.

On-

juriesque flhow that got $«.000 last
JJW, drew half this, htir -Tin* Hat"
'.

ine

227

o

TifMt i

fl

ajt La.'X-

kind* of stunts arc !>>ing tried
popular-prit cd houses to get
business.
was put
Th« lit*-

stage before the audience. In order to make the affair appear risfjtJ^
the advertising carried the line.
"No children tinder sixteen."

appearing in person in five performances daily at
the Ncwm'in this week, and nt the
fj-tyoso theatre Al Jennings make."?
s< v< n appearances.
Har.i

Hhubert

lia

•JR} Orphcum

I

t

for

tin-

PRODUCERS
IF

YOU

WANT—Cleverly

th«rd

is

Hill"
\i

r»>k

You are assured
in

of

Oetr-jit.

was

he'd

het-e.

M

nttliut Bids.
Seattle. Wsth

OOC HOWARD
2'

Md

C

made a

East 6th Street
H n
n e nr•t
i

• .

great hit

in

this city.

The managatnent «f the Newman
theitres and that of the houses conby the Harding interests
staged a pretty little race here
Thanksgiving day. Hoth interests
had operators at the Kansas-Missouri football game at Lawrenee.
Kan., 40 miles from this city. The
game started at 2 o'clock and the
moving pietures of the game were
Oiown in the leading houses of hoth
interests that night.
It is c' aimed
to he a time record.

Rates engagement at the Grand,
opening Dec. 5. in "Wake Up, Jonathan." Top prices will be $2.50.

trolled

rSHORT
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followH
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Drop Curtains and Stage Settings of the

Work— Reasonable

"BETTER

Millor-

THEATRES

ARTISTS
Designed Settings— Highest Uuality

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS

Calif.

ROBERT EDGAR

M,-m

pictures have

ciip n-ity.

offering two
to the owner of the
license, the figures of

nightly
i32?
•womoblle

'Over the

tin*

Bldg.

Baltimore
Q'.«>. Utab_ ..*

over by the "Oh, Daddy" company
the EmpresH. which one night
ndvcrtisW that the entire company
would make up and dress for the

Theda

Los Angeles,
SOO

Hamilton Terrace

All

,

bouse,

X'lfi
noilflay

J^O Kuiter

WORT NATHAN

FRANK FOSS
C*

at

inees for $1.50.
•on,

50
?**< »o^

NEW YORK

,.

AL HOWARD
W. Larnea St*-**'.

Street*. Indianapolis, Ind.
r

.

207 Superb* Theatre Bldg.

BelUn.np Street
Prcvidcr-ce, R.I.

Minn

Paul.

ALBERT LINDSAY
Bldg.. Mfndf &.

to those run
the daily house; advert iscim nt.

which correspond

Street

Marion

B\1g.

Minneapolis. Minn.

Ka\NSa4S CITY
WILL R. HUQHE8

By

j

Lmdlev

AL COOK
1562 Broadway
JACK CROWLEY

Boston, M*««.

H ROSS McCLuRE
Emporium Mercantile Co

ARTHUR WHITE
406

Tremont

2Mi

35 So 9tn Srrcet
Phiiaoeic^a. Pa
JOS. L. MANN
•424 Barth Block
Dfvtr, Colo

I

Thcil-f 81c

JACK LAHEY

EO EDWARDS

QUIGLEY

kmrv Prar6iftcai
a
3

ALL KEYS

IN

witm ark «c SONS

HAGAN
t\8ARNEY
Pjr-.ngM Bldg.
\p8
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SYRACUSE,

SEATTLE
COI.f^KUM.—Norma Talmndfie

in

i

White Mouse."

STRAND.— "The

i

Trail"

Iron

to
j

large audiences.

Business good.

Itiver."

COLONIAL.- "The

J

Willi lie annual contest between the two service iastittiiioni

Infumous Miss

ftevell."

WINTER

GARDEN.— Emmet

t

Dalton. Hole survivor of the famous
Dalton gang, is in Seattle and making a personal appearance all this
week In connection with the showing
of his picture, "Beyond tho Lnw."
CLEMMKR.— "Conflict," with TrisrlHa Dean.

wne heard in reMonday evening at the Metro-

Ja?eL:< Jloifctz
cital

politan theatre before
ence.

a large audi-

having taken place

Saturday bringing the regular football

last

schedule for the season to a close, the various selections for
places on the mythical "all" teams have been gotten under way.

While Variety

will

team,

an* All-Eastern

men

not attempt

whose names

as being those

manner,

to pick, in a definite

mentions the

nevertheless

it

will

following

probably most often ap-

King,

..Left

Navy

Left

End

McColluin, JVim Btate

Tackle

«

P.ricdster,

Army

Keck, Princeton

Wittmer,

Princeton.

Brown* Harvard
Into, Yale

.Left Guard...'

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

•

t

•

#

•

Killinger,

Actresses, 8tagt Girls and Models
for

money
If

rienty

gooJ. steady position,

you

to

cm re. call

729 .S.th Ave..

Penn State

Navy

Bcdenk. Penn State

McMahoh, Penn

State

Tarr,

Navy

Harvard
Wilson, Penn State
Puell,

Left Halfback

Owen, Harvard

Right Halfback
Fullback

'.

Penn State

Larsen,

.

Aldrich, Yule

Jordan, Yale

be earned. Pleasant work.

Center
Right Guard
Right Tackle
•

Right End
Quarterback

Snively, Princeton

HELP WANTED—FEMALE

Baer,

,

-.

Navy
Kaw, Cornell

Bardlet,

between 2-6 P. M.,

New

York, Suite

108.

I

Keith litigation Involving the Keith
enterprise here will see Shuberts introducing vaudovJMo in this city. It
is said that tho Shubert desire to
safeguard its rights in tho Keith

played
here with' the old Salisbury stock
at the Kastable. Verily, times have
changed, inasmuch as l'ost comes
hero this time at S3 per for the
entire lower floor.
Kven the top
gallery is reserved at $1, with mail
orders taken. The I'ost engagement
at the Wietlng is being heralded
with the greatest display of advertising space in the local papers that
has been usrd here in many seasons.
The campaign, it is 'said, will total
l'ost

proposition via the ancient franchise
has been responsible for t". j Shuberts' delay in fulfillng tho promise
'to give Syracuse Shubert
variety
bills.

Henry Savage dropped

into Syra«

cuse on the quiet Friday night
give his "Merry

Widow"

to

the once

He had

wired in advance,
suggesting that he was anxious for
the verdict of Syracuse critics onl
over.

the revival inasmuch as the show'
was first produced here some thir"The teen years ago. When the reviews
Sporting Widows." Last half, "Maid were placed In front of Sayam- Friday night he couldn't believe that
to Older."
they were on the square. In Henry's
K F. KKlTitS Sh'.ed up Mon- opinion,
they were too good to be
day afcrnoon as the best bill that true.
Syracuse reviewers praised
I.m

show opens.

lore the

r.VSTAKLF.— First

1

%
*
According to gossip on the local
Broadway, tho close of the Shubert-

week and

all

uulf of lwxt, with Guy Bates
l'ost last half in "The Masquerader."

m>t

$1,000

pear in print alongside of their respective positions:

Macomber, Harvard.
Jack 'rmpsey, the world's lioavyiiampion, and his trainer,
weigtu
Jack KiNirns, will both appeur in
person at the Pantages this week
at tho head of the vaudeville program.

KTIXC,.— Dark

Some twenty yeurs ago

BLUR MOUSE.— "The Man from
Lost

AVI

Even tho local Hlalto's skeptics art
being forced to admit -that tho Empire Is getting big business in return.
SAVOY.—-"Everything for Sale."

N. Y.

CHESTER B.BAHN-

By

ALL EASTERN TEAMS

KuhIiicss

*Tne Wonderful Thing."
good.

UBEKTY.— "The

5)

half.

the revival as even bitter than .the
original and In one ease— that of
Journal's -the
review
the
wad
penned* by the same man •Isidoi

the house htos ever o.Jered. There's
not a single weak a<*t; every number went over like wild fire at the
first matinee.
The Monday night
house was a big one, due in part to
the presence on the program of the

Goodman, music

critic.

"Business In the local le^it. house!
gives evidence of taking a turn foi
Knights of Columbus girls' drill the better. In the last two weeks,
team, one of the- features of 'The with three dark nights, the Witting
Fortune Teller," recently produced cashed in for $22,000, it is said. Th«
lure.
Tuesday night another "in- drawing cards were Walter Hamp
spirational artist" was added to the den, Mitzl and "The Mer- Widow.
bill in Olive Huth, soprano, of this Incidentally. It is reported on tin
Rlalto that Mitzl went way ahead
city.
of the second Savage attraction.
TEMrLR.— Vaudeville.
STRAND.
Film,
"V'omau's

—

Place."

EBBETTS DENIES

RORBIXS-rXKKL.— "The

—

COHAN'S OFFER
Rumored Producer Would Buy
Brooklyn Club
Charles

short

was

introduced,

be

to

followed

an

tenor, is

.

this or that club in the American or
the National leagues.
Just before Cohan went abroad it
was stated that he had purchased
the Philadelphia National team, but
that was also denied.
Since Cohan's return to this country from England baseball reports
were again in the air, but the Yan-

kee Doodle comedian seems to have
considerable on his mind in regard
to producing In London that will
keep him busy without touching the

MAVIS Talcum Powderso cooling and soothing after

— face

baseball situation.

The Herald 8quare,

powders, creams, lip sticks,
toilet water and brilliantine
all made fragrant with

—
MAVIS perfume
—SP clingingly personal that
at

ii
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1584 BtoUw*
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Land.
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Hu^:Uax\m
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,
Made
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"The One Which
Cosmetic

Sticks."

Stein

STEIN'S

NOW PLAYING

Co.,

"sw

(DEC. 1-4)

HARLEM OPERA HOUSE

Street

OtAMONDS BOUQHt

Cel.

STEIN'S FACE POWDER

and

you do not know the delights of

dboriminstlnc

rich and btmHfml t*\
torn* to
oerry fa itook

LMtflae esi

Ttaa

user.

MAVIS perfume, send 15 cents to
VIVAUDOU, 10V Times Bldg., New

Theatrical itarimdi

eete eoei.

Steubenville.

Ohio, will close at the end of the
current week through poor business.
The house plays Keith pop vaudeville.
It Is planned to reopen Jan. 1.

irresistible

it

NOVEL

—

iaMied

fl

• » *v •--

number

SILVER

pictures.
added at-

traction this week.
The Empire's
a n «MyTl arnnt
^ n o«| T « ar - rif rv>_£
4>>j»4i*i- tliio
iv yt ...Thai
t"Jourg?""3i. is-20 matinees and 15-35 evenings.
Cohan had made an offer for his The Fitzors have Installed John
Wanhopo, local newspaperman, as
organization.
'For more than a year now there advertising and publicity representative, and^ are spending money
have been recurring reports that lavishly in
their press campaign.
Cohan was about to purchase either

Irresistible!
TOILET CREATIONS

a difficult^

COLD am

Fox

for

I

LAST BOW

JEWELR

WAT

Thursday with "Ever Since Eve."
said, will become

owner of the Denerarolis,

Brooklyn Baseball Club,

AH tR THE

diamo:

PLATI

Monday when "Good Women"

The Empire, it is
the local medium
Ebbctts,

Sheik."

EMPIRE. Opened as a picture
house under tho Fizter regime
Thanksgiving Day with "Thunderclap" as feature. Although the picture drew excellent business, advertised week's engagement was cut

U.'iUIUlU

8 or. can 50c

New

York,

Mfr&
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"SOUP AND SYMPATHY''
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our friends in the Profession; Booking Managers and Theatrical Agents

Just to let

know

that

WE SEVER OUR CONNECTION WITH

I

TUCKER

SOPHI

SUNDAY NIGHT

I

New York

(Dec. 11) at B. F. Keith's Colonial Theatre,

We

enjoyed thoroughly the three years we played for Miss Tucker and wish her continued success.
(FORMERLY)

SYNCOPATION

FIVE KINGS

JULES BUFFANO, EDDIE RICHMOND, DANNY ALVIN, IRVING ROTHSCHILD, BOBBY JOBES

Address: Jules Buffano or Eddie Richmond
*•

10 West 50th Street,

Phone

New York

8836

Circle

a

NEW ORLEANS

Shubert-St.

Charles

nounced an incoming attraction.

By O. M. SAMUEL
TULANE— "Bab."

Mobile has stepped
ST. CHARLES— "The with a Little theatre.
week.
Musketeers."

SHUBERT

Thre«

LOUISIANA

—

Lorch

Theodore

ock In "The Lieutenant and

Cow-

>y."

TRIC— Bennett's

had not an-

Coloreu Oarnl-

to
It

the

fore

plain and fancy acrobatics, some familiar to the crowd
and some of such merit and worth
as to bring forth considerable com-

succession

opens this mendation.
Sully and Thomas followed, offering the Jack Lalt brand of main content and assortInspectors here have already been sold to the Jack Lalt line
and were eager and willing to give
vent to their appreciation.

The Grunewald hotel's. "Oriental terial, jich
Room" opened Thanksgiving. It in ment. The
almost as unique as the hostelry's

other famed restaurant, "The Cave,"
pretentious, albut not quite a
though surpassing anything else in
Hugh Herbert, who is accounted
"The a regular visitor, was among friends.
miles.
many
the
south
by
Harry Levy la sinking at the Lib|*rty, and Vernon StileH started his Cave" will ope.i with its annual They liked his manner and method
and came mighty near demanding a
iecond week at the Strand Satur- winter revue Xmas.
speech because of his excellent disday.
atworst
housed
the
The Tulane
His assortment contained
play.
last many laughs.
career
historic
in
traction
its
The Tulane has a musical some
T
u
ebow
"?A...'.'P3.
"h
»e~
*
WfPk.
Til"
AJimtt^iSr&ri ia" ^as ahoiner"to gain
Jllji.
Nutt," suggested from the cartoons
"Dardanella."
During the of Goldberg. The author i John P. instant acclaim. She unwound her
odd bits In such experienced and
Mulgrew, who exhumed for this ef- differential ways that attention and
comedy that interest were her portion to a maxfort tons of nlne-a-d.
has laid dormant for years. If this imum. She had some sob sentiment
one keeps going, anything has a that was grouped to decided adchance.
vantage also.

STRAND— "The Sheik."

H

& M TRUNKS

Eltinge's

AT FACTORY PRICES

From the Following Agents

NATHANS

S.
w Yorlc
liil Broadway,
I th A. T «" N *New
1664
York

SUGARMAN
Boatoa
BARNES TRUNK CO.
™ W. Randolph
M.

«3 Waahln*ton

8t.,

St..

J.
A»*

Chicago

SCHWEIG
Arudt,
M.

232 Fit* A»t.. Plttiburfh

BOOKS
Wl Main TRUNK CO.
St.,

fT-WORTH
»»8

Main

St..

Kaunas City

TRUNK
Ft.

CO.

Worth. Tea.

Berkert filSisel T. Co.

J^*^*Mnuf», m„

1

t

St.

Lonla

I

immediate

appearance

New Orleans has assumed Its was the signal for introductory welThe racing come. While his display proved not
usual winter aspect.
contingent and cold weather visitors so resourceful as upon previous vishelps its, general suavity, perfect poise,
which
are in evidence, all of
business at the local theatres. This and rhythmic grace dissuaded atten"wetthe
city has been pronounced
tion from the material part of his
test" spot on thi* side of the pond. consignment to its projector, who is
with liqi»or at reasonable prices little short of an institution.
everywhere.
Swor Brothers submitted their
Afric lore, stressing its points lanThe good ship "Orphcum" docked guidly, winning applause because of
at the usual time Monday with its the humorous picture presented at
weekly cargo of artistic merchan- first, only to relinquish part of the
dise.
An unusual complement of engendered approbation through
purveyors were abroad to display holding forth too long.
their wares. Skipper Piazza and an
Kate and Wiley were last to step
the down but certainly not least in their
including
crew,
experienced
Orphcum's band, lnul willing as- athletic demonstrations. They difsistance to a demonstration highly ferentiated from the customary in
accredited by the onlookers, who such degree and with such finesse
gathered in lanre .lumbers to bid and skill most persons were loath
welcome, especially to Julian Eltinge. to leave.
who has exhibited in this port to
advantage several times previously.
Tony and
the

were
showing

("Jeorge

gangplank,

first

down

in

rapid

PHILADELPHIA
By
j

ARTHUR

B.

was much

talk at the opening of
The weather breaks were dead
this theatre a month or so ago at against both vaudeville hous.j at
the policy of ordinary program pic- the openings this week, but Keith's,
tures for single week juns, consid- with
"Babe" Ruth on the bill,
ering
the
"class"
locality
and grabbed the edge. Ruth's sketch
patronage of this fine new house. disappointed some, but it drew the
Evidently the Stanley people nave desired line and looks as if it might
realized that, too, as they have now give the house Its biggest business
boosted the top price to 75 cents of the fall. Some of the sporting
and are going to run big pictures writers gave columns of space to
for extended runs.
The papers "Babe's" debut as an actor. He
here gave big space to "Fool's par- was bothered with a cold Monday
adise" and were loud in its praise. night, but got away with what he
The Stanton has "The Quce.i of had to do satisfactorily. Juliette
Sheba" for an indefinite engage- Dika's songs in two languages were
ment, following the nine weeks of well received, and this little come•Over the Hill."
Ihere is some dienne made one of the hits of the
progrum.
Edith Clasper and her
comment on the opening of
.i
feature a gainst s uch °n»»fi sltjriij
3^ partners wer«
*prcrjct ;y

u

cxt>

Mille film and "Tho Sheik" at
the Stanley tho bigger advertising.
"The Sheik," in for two weeks, has
had the biggest houses drawn to the
Stanley this fall.
It looks like a
bonanza for the house.
The films at the bigger houses are
"The Three Musketeers," Aldlne (3d
week); "Tho Sheik," Stanley (1st
week); "Fool's Paradise," Karlton
(1st week); "The Queen of Sheba,"

Philadelphia's biggest film week
a long time started Monday. It
part of what the Stanley Co.
designates as its "Ju>.;:. e Week,"
'and the result Is three big films

'opening extended runs.
"Fool's Paradise" had
I

I

i

Following out its new musical policy, the Stanley will have Wassili
Lops to direct its orchestra week of
Dec. 12. This week Sascha Jacobsen, the violinist, is the musical

BLOOM'S "MIDNITE FROLICS
CHICAGO

its

feature,

following Victor Herbert,
tho orchestra for

two weeks.

Acts and Cabaret Performers

m.
1403 Ilromltvny, New York City
See In for Ulj* Time Restricted
Material. Sketches, Comedy Acts.

WANTED

3lii*leN, fctc.

and Near New York

Build Hooking- In

JACK WHITE ETHEL LORENZ
SOBEL GRAY
PLEA8K WRITR

Acts Rewritten, Itehenrned nnd
Openlnira Arranged.

Address

A.,

J.

New

Variety,

York.
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WARDROBE TRUNKS
rilOXKs FITZROY 3848

fr—

across well. In fact, it is tho only
one of the Shubert condensed musical shows, except the Lew Fields
revue, which has been well liked
here.
Some of the other spots of
the bills were a bit ragged, but
there were no frosts.

rvklvnBLANCHARDc.

first

rlton
showing anywhere at tie
Monday and will be kept at that
house for a number of weeks There

S K. eor.
1

having.

is

who conducted

I

IKE

was
as a whole wa
ideal for the

Dill

is

I

ECCENTRIC COMEDIAN

The

but pleasant,
rainy spell tho city
light,

The Shuberts countered with
Frances White and did well, although they were light in tho balcony as they have been on numerous occasions of latn.
IUcklnson
and Deagon did well. The dance
act of Ernestine Myers and Co. was
Stanton (1st week); "The Cabinet a bit heavy, but tho sincerity and
of Dr. Caligarl," Palace; "Morals," dignity of the performers put it
across.
"The Kiss Burglar," reArcadia; "Thunderclap," Victoria.
garded by some as doubtful, went

J
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KNICKERBOCKER HARMONY STUDIOS U?;VJ.\7~

i""v ViV.

"
VARIETY

Leaving " UP IN

Friday,

December

2,

1921

THE CLOUDS

PATRICIA
WHO CREATED THE LEADING
And Played It

for Eight

FEMININE ROLE

Months

-a

DURING LONG CHICAGO AND BOSTON RUNS
PHONE BRYANT
DAYTON,

O.

Keith's

Keith's show this week Is not
quite up to the standard of the post
two weeks, but fairly pleased the
80% at the 6:30 show Monday.

the film trade It will be necessary to
feature Litter known stars than
are in the cast of the "Sin of Martha
Queed," an ordinary feature picture.

INDIANAPOLIS

4774

the Swanson Theatre circuit,
operating here and at Rexburg.
Idaho. Mayne had been with Swanson for over ten years. He will devote his time to the Arrow Film Exchange, of which he is president.
He will be succeeded at the Swanson

offices by Arthur J. Davis, known in
By VOLNEY B. FOWLER
the lntermountain country as a sucBigelow and
fc pleasing posing act.
"The Right diii' at Knclish's the cessful showman. Another appointClinton are a good singing team.
first
half
and
"Welcome
ment
Stranger"
on the Swanson circuit Is that
Billy Zeck and Gladys Randolph get
The Murat has "La- of R. Owen Sweeten as musical dioff to a good start and then grow the last half.
dles'
Night"
tho
first
rector
half
and
tho
and house manager of the
weaker dropping back on old stuff.
American.
Mlas Randolph looks nice and sings last half dark.

The Four Nightons opened

with,

rather pleasingly.
The company of Evelyn Phillips
Co., four male hoofers of no
ability, threatened to create a
little professional Jealousy, as their
dancing took much better than Miss
Phillips' singing, but she wisely reversed her own clever dancing bit
for the finish, with which she registered solidly. Stuart Casey and his
cute little red-headed partner (M

FROM

of

PARIS!

PAUL de VALT
and
'

Arabian

his

Hcries

Proctor's 125th

St.,

in a spectacular novelty act at
(Dec. 7-3, inclusive). 1

New York

Address

MARINELLI OFFICE I

Frank Cruickshank. general manager of the road company of "The
Right Girl" got some personal publicity in the advance notices as well
as the stars.
Cruickshank is a
former newspaperman and his Journalistic friends treated

The

Dreamland

him

^

royally.

Theatre

Co.,

Michigan City, was incorporated at
pep and personality) made the secretary of state's
office here
the hit of the show.
last week.
Capital is $15,000 and
Joe Dekos and Co. have a very directors. Jacob Wallerstein, Abraclever acrobatic turn, and even if ham Wallersteln and N. N. BernDayton did not like acrobats, would stein.
have been honored with one bow
Instead of three.
The Rev. Wellington C. Hoknes,
pastor of the Universalist church at
8hub arts' Liberty
Logan sport, Ind., started last week
Shuberts' Liberty played to a ca- to supplant his Sunday evening serpacity house Sunday and then mons with motion pictures of a redropped to a mere handful Monday. ligious pature throughout the winAt the 8 30 show Monday there were ter. He filled his church on Sunday
not more than 400 people in the evenings all last winter in this way,
house, while Keith's boasted capac- it is said.
ity at its nine o'clock show.
The fish and game division of theTho vaudeville bill features no
One In particular, with the result the state department of conservation is
local papers gave the Seven Flying using movies in its effort to preDesert Devils headline honors, but serve wild life.
the audience headlined Sam Hearn,
giving him four bows, an encore,
two bows and a curtain speech
Ipretty good for less than 400).
lbs. of

:

SALT LAKE CITY

By NORMAN E. BECK
Those clever Donald Sisters, Fred
SALT LAKES.— Nov. 28 -Dec 6,
Schwartz and Co. and Mossman and
"Bird of Paradise."
Ray were the other acts.
WILKES.—"The Sign on the
If Shuberts wish to pull any of
Door."
AMERICAN.— "Love Never Dies."
PARAMOUNT.—"Exit the Camp."

KINEMA.—"Conflict"
OEM.—"Allendale. Miracle

WANTS CORRESPONDENTS

Man."

BROADWAY.—"Big Town Round-

up.'*

Newspapermen Preferred

Business, which has been off since
the first of the season, took a turn
^-~j£a.± alter ^trt^acc8L^anflJLog.V
Impresarios have taken new heart.

Another manager putting up a real
fight for business Is Burt Meyer, of
Loew's State. Meyer came into Salt
Lake City after six years as Pantages manager in Minneapolis. With
three variety houses plugging for
patronage the picking is none too
good. Meyer's latest efforts to stimulate business is a weekly try-out
night, also the old-time country
store.
Beating the Orpheum and
Pantages to the punch Meyer last

In

J.

I

,

and

* ot. tubes.

H -J*J

lb.

can*.

.

At firat -chit* (tntff^iitt
<« *d d ea It r$ m mu *<-«•>
i

McttssMi

mm

Mr. Stille formerly was
Liberty at Portland, Ore.

/

tl

Fulton Street /

New

Yer*

direction.

//

John Stilly who recently took over
the managerial reins of the Kinema,
is putting it on its feet after several
months of Incompetent management

|

I

Horner, manager-secretary

ment and

I

I

»

or motion pictures:

of the Utah Fair Association, has
resigned following the discovery of
a shortage in the accounts of the
two fairs held under his manage-

[quickly democratises royalty t In*
ataoUy change* King Lear and Lady
Macbeth Into every -day ettisens.
The moat modern make-up remover.
In
«*

L.

with

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
HRRKRBT * MRISRL of 84. Leads
be bought in New York City

Made by

Can now

Prices Reduced.

$55 Up

Send for Catalogue.
Mail Orders Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City
Used tranks and shopworn samples af all standard makes always a* hand.
Taylor,
alurpliy,
Nererbresk. Bal, Etc.
Oshkoah,
Oalbcr,
Bartmaa, Indastraetn,

SAMUEL NATHANS
lt*4 Broadwa?, N. T. CUy.
Ml Sareatta Ave.. N. Y. C.

Phone Circle IMS

m

m

thr east

Bet. B 1st and ItiMmti.
Br*. SSth and ttth Bts.

Roy *•«•
TAKEN IN EXCHANGE

I*tiona Fits

OLD TRUNK8

£%&£»?

in

news-

paper work in such a town,

the

George Mayne has resigned ns
general manager and vice-president

'

you are actively engaged

^

there

is

a proposition that

interest you.

HM

barm

'vaudeville,

lesque, legitimate attractions

week booked a locally produced
"Sawing a Woman" act, which for
three days stood them up.

ALBOLENE

towns playing

Write for details.

will

idiy.

December

VARIETY

1981

2,
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BETTY

w*

PHILIP

Managers

Distinctive

KEITH'S RIVERSIDE, N.Y., NEXT

Not since our shop has been established have we felt
as proud of a new line of designs as those we have just
accepted as being just the proper thing for the smart
and nobby dressers of New York.

They are not only new, novel and
are

of

distinctive

strictly

the

original, but

(DECEMBER

most ultra-fashionable

take as much pride in making a simple dress as
of the most expensive and costly make.

BETTY MARTIN

St.,

New York

City.

Phone

Orpheum

novelty.

Opening in Tuxedo and black eveAfter
some double balancing
ning dress, Moore goes to the flying stunts on the Romans the pair go to
rings for some aerial acrobatics the floor for some acrobatics and
while Miss Martin changes to white lifts. The feature Is the "Seal Roll,"

which is a lift by Moore of a hand*
suit.
She Is a nicely formed to -foot and s roll across the stage
smooth and girlish m figure. while in a reclining position and
Mounting the rings she does a series holding Miss Martin aloft. It's s>
pip.
of swings with a slide to a knee
This pair have the goods and are
hold featured.
a real novelty for either end or ft
Is
spot
in
which
on any of the bills.
Con.
Moore solos a routine

gym

AMELIA CAIRE,
57th

girl,

Inc.
Circle 8840.

Costume and Millinery
'

Wear

Stage

Street

Individuality

Wear

Representative,

LEW GOLDER
3£=9

Our Aim
had been about laughed out and
the best this pair could do was to
keep them coming by the neatness
of their act and their dancing. They
succeeded and in their 15 minutes
found no soft spots and closed

Special Note:

This establishment has no convection xcith any shop operating under
a similar name.

strong.

Imhof and Corenne with comedy,
the Pest House," were a riot
start.
Only an act like
his could have put over any funny
For 20
stuff under the conditions.
minutes he had them eating out of
"In

fcv#

^^• ^^« *^e ^^« ^fc
causes, she having been
health for some time.

BURTON

MAJESTIC—Xady

from the

>

BUFFALO
By SIDNEY

In

poor best vaudeville entertainment here his hand.
at

Neat

John McCormack, singing at the
Music Hall Thanksgiving night,
drew the largest crowd to which
^HUBERT TECK.— "Tickle Me." he has ever sung in Buffalo and one
*lnny show doing nicely, despite of the biggest the Hall has ever
oarp opposition. "May time" fol- seen. The gross topped $7,000. Pavlowa, playing Friday, went near to
JlCTURES.
Criterion,
"Miss capacity, but fell off somewhat at
•hi Bett"; Hipp, "The Sheik"; her two Saturday performances.
>**lness
ponsfble.

with

Ifitzl

Goldej)

Billy."

mostly

re-

Days" next.

—

Strand.
"Child
u Gavest Me"; Loew's "Cup of
pic,

"gll";

•": Palace, "Morals."

Jreatore is bffck as conductor of
Hipp orchestra, after a alxfceks' concert tour with his band.
let or
Herbert will come to the
SPP *s guest conductor for a short
>

Jgagement next month.

brand

& Warner

tL.w«:-*to4y
15

Franklin

H.000.

*

local

are building a
exchange here aZ"
at a cost of

street

Sydney Samson is acting
manager for the concern.

ROCHESTER,
By

N. Y.
8KEFFINQT0N

B.

L.

LYCEUM.—Dark.

GAYETT.

—

Burlesque,

"Folly

Town."

FAY'S.— Picture,

"Po /erty
of
Riches.'
Vaudeville
headed
by
"Beaux-Beaux-Beaux."
STAR.— Picture, "The Sheik,"
I

any price

for

some

time.

The

show, which ran almost exactly according to advertised time table,
did not elose until after 6 at the
Monday matinee. None of the acts
could take more than one brief encore and most of them at the matinee Monday did not. take even that,
although every act would have been
justified in doing so.
Monday matinee and evening the
weather was against a capacity
house. A steady downpour of rain
that had kept up for two days
Hhowed no signs of slackening.
Both shows were well patronized
and a very fair sized line was^at
the box office windows just before
evening curtain time.
The Four Casting Mellos open the
show and in the five minutes this
act runs it goes over very strong.
The woman besides being an excep-

VICTORIA.

—

half,

Harry Hlnes/playlng a fat. spot
next to closing and Just ahead of
Mlaa Bayes, added a dozen mild In-

digo digs, and to hla credit he
canned the bridegroom yarn. He
programmed aa Leon irted with trouble, however, In the
Domqu is up to the general stand- matter of "nance" impersonation*,
ard of her act.
although
brought him the biggeat
Avon Comedy Four closed. Thla laugh of it
the night when a whistle
act was very well placed in closing from the
gallery interrupted him.
position on the current bill.
They
The Leach- Wallln Trio opened *
held the house except for the commuters, who run their lives accord- late show strong, and were followed]
by Nip and Fletcher, who worked
ing to train schedule.
hard, but found the house a trifle
cold. Mme. Everest's Monkey CirMajestic
cus, with its jazz band and ita traProbably Nora Bayes was shipped peze working monkeys, received
Into Boston to hold up the Shubert perhaps the biggest hand of the enend against the whale of a bill tire show. It la a real comedy nor*

Her

pianist,
,

Hoston, the bill was not the 44th
Street show almost in its entirety.
Crescent, the 44th and the Win-

The
ter

Garden were

all

drawn upon and

the arrangement played through In

M

uch sVeeter stil« than many of
the shows which preceded it. It was
an eight-act bill, running briskly
and closing early, w th the pictures
running through the Walkout In true
Doston style, enabling Miss Bayes Est*
r

INERS
MAKEUP

Henry C. Miner,

BOSTON

That the house was glad

HICKS

& SON

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street

M.

Have a little
your friends

—

fruit delivered to your home or
take it to your week-end outing

HOW PLAYING MOSS' BROADWAY,

CO., Inc.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES
1540

BROADWAY

(Loew's State Theatre Building)

HARRY

Doyle and Emily Cavanaugh found ihPmHvns in a vpry
hard spot following Sale. The house
.lames

NEW YORK

STIEGUTZ &

to see

Charlcn (Chic) Sale was evident
from the hand he got when he appeared.
He is using his Sunday
School entertainment on this trip
and it is as big a hit as ever, and
that's saying a lot. For 26 minutes
richly
customers
kept
the
Ive

FIRST, Manager
DOWNTOWN BRANCH:

phone Bryant 2533
43

BROADWAY,

(Nov. 28)

BOOKERS, DROP IN AND LOOK IT OVER

GOLDEN
Direction

ROSE & CURTIS

Inc«

=^

amused.
'

close

1

KEG EN T.—"Ladies Must" Live."
and knows just
PICCADILLY.— "Tho Sting of the Ronality
how to take applause.
Lash.' Second half. "Where Lights
Burns apd Lynn, No. 2,
Are Low "
snappy act in the "nut" comedy vein.

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS

H.

Sybil Vane furnished the bit of
class that the bill needed.
She
scored with each of her four songs
and could have sung several more.

the show without leelng
more than half a dozen from a ca«
paclty floor.
There were several blue spots on
the bill Monday night, including one)
by Harry Ormonde that would never
pass in burlesque. Ormonde is handling the comedy tor the 8cU>Ql»
and Brooke "In Argentina," a peppy
dancing and vocal South American
act, and hla excuse for htu dmjnle
entendre was apparently the Mat
that things were running ragged.
to

booked In by the Keith house. She elty.
pulled them in at both matinee and
Mllo scored aa decisively aa alevening performances in the teeth ways
before and the Joveddah teleof a drizzle. Only the second bal™.n \«aiul **? j" trtr ho" f "oVe»*a*, pathic act, w h ich clo sed the first
"•Kactir **'JBT fr'tlt' t/RffWCn, anupi? ^, up
exactly filled seats.
favorably with the Hope Eden act,
For the .Irst time since the Shu- which played the Keith time here *
have a berts launched their vaudeville in few weeka ago.

"Panthea."
Last This pair work quietly and it Is
"Bringing Hi
In."
difficult to specify just what
RIALTO.— "The Great Moment," rather
their act has .that the audience so
second week.
enjoys.
Perhaps It's because they
never emerge from their characters.
TheCyceum will remain dark this
Anatol Frledland, No. t, is using
week with the exception of the last the same act he showed here before,
two days, while the work of pre»go.
According to her hus- paring the stage to receive the mas- with some new songa, going strong
j?
on "Who." A special drop is used
band, here death was
due to natural Blve production, "Mecca," next week. for the opening of this bit which
is a novelty.
Anatol has a bevy
of clever girls wltn him this time
and Neil Mack, his musical director,
helps mightly in putting over FrledBy LEN LIBBEY
land's songs, old and new, and
Ksith's
as a foil for comedy. The
v *n
| MYNESj BRIEF < asks
The wise followers of vaudeville acting
idea of a girl dressed in football
in town figured from the ads that
costume, even to carrying the footART BOOKBINDING CO.
the bill looked like a million dol- ball, wearing
a chest protector such
All that remained
lars on paper.
119 WEST 42 d STREET
baseball umpires use, is out of
was for the bill to click off as it as
NEW YORK CITY
place in a city so close to the Harread, and this it did, providing the vard stadium.
Countess Ducella, former picture
who died in Los Angeles
«s week, was the wife of Christoker E. Bunting, station master for
jta
Lehigh- Valley
here.
Mrs.
tinting was on the legitimate stage
Wore going into the movies three
stress,

5)

featured the "Windup." It consists
of gripping the lings and winding
the ropes about the anna. At each
forward soraeraautt the ropes make
an additional loop, lifting the athlete up a notch. It'ai flashy and m

Atrial Gymnasts and Acrobats
10 Mins.; Full 8tags (8p**ial)

comparison with any of the New York
shops, and know- by experience that those bearing the
CAIRE label Wear none but the best.
invite

102 W.

and PHILIP

MOORE

we do one

We

WEEK

What VARIETY Said {Week of Nov. 21
When We Played Keith's Orpheum, Bfklynt

some

molds of London and Paris.

We

See Their Act at

to

IRD

W. ¥.

.

i»lmt<
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VARIETY
B. F.

ALBEE,

President

J. J.

December

Friday,

MURDOCH, General Manager

F. F.

PROCTOR,

»

1021

2,

Vice-President

Exchange

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville
(AGENCY)

(Palace Theatre Building;
B. F.

EDWARD

KEITH

F.

New

York)
PAUL KEITH

ALBEE

F. F.

PROCTOR

-r
I

Founder*

can book

Artists

direct

by addressing

HODGDON

K.

S.

The GEO. H. WEBSTER

AMALGAMATED

ORPHEUM am

VAUDEVILLE

MARTIN BECK

Broadway,

301-303 Hulet Block

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Consecutive Rontea for Standard
Acta

PLAY OR PAY CONTRACTS

MORT

H. SINGER
General Manager

President

CHARLES

E.

BRAY

General Western Representative

AGENCY
1441

VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

FRANK W. VINCENT,
GEORGE A. GOTTLIEB,

B.
Sec'y, Treas.

New York

B.

and Counsel

LAZ LANSBURGH

S.

Managers' Booking Dept.

FLOYD

KAHANE,

BENJ.

'

Associate Counsel

8COTT

JOHN POLLOCK,
Press Department

Publicity and Promotion

O. R.

McMAHON,

Manager Auditing Department

THONE BRYANT

BOOKING
New

York,

12

8991

GENERAL OFFICES

WEEKS

Washington,

Philadelphia,

CD
rULLLlx
CI

TI

I

AUSTRALIAN

CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE, MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME

& Shea

Feiber

THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES
BOOKING VAUDEVILLE ACTS

American Representative, A. BEN FULLER
DELGER BLDG., 1005 MARKET 8T.
Phone PARK 4332
SAN FRANCISCO

Suite 912-915—1546

Vaudeville
Managers' Association

John

Nash, Business Manager.

Thomas

J.

Carmody, Booking Manager

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.,

CLEVELAND
By

J.

WIL80N ROY

HANNA —Guy Bates

CHICAGO,

ILL.

BM RE—

—

—

Kahn

Empire

w J his wo*

Joe Fanton and Co. have a cork
ing gymnastic turn that serves as a

good closer.
Keith's 105th Street
capacity house put its O. K. on
the bill here Monday night, awarding first place to Tempest and Sunshine. Jack Osterman a close second
and the others bunched on his heel
Jack Osterman is boosting
stock. He improves rapidly and is

Broadway (Loew Bldg.)

his

of taking care of him
His patter is good,
personality attractive and

on any

bill.

over

with

gets

everything

regis

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

tering.

ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,

Max Junior and Norma Terris
on a strenuous "number consisting
songs, dances and impersonations,
which fully merited the big plaudits
garnered. Their final item of cl
cal dancing is specially attractive.

SAN FRANCISCO

PAUL QOUDRON
EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, WOODS THEA.
week and a big crowd waa on hand
Monday's matinee to offer the
glad hand to Ethel Levy, who has
been away too lone from the scenes
of her former triumphs. In the various numbers Miss Levy proved herat

a high-grade artist. Her
work was varied enough to unfold

self still

I

now capable

self

TELEPHONE BRYANT SAM

and Wilson. Adams and Guhl, Lew
Seymour and Co., Choy Lung Fo«.
and pictures.

Post in "The
FILMS—Allen. "Molly O" (2d
Masquerader." Good business Mon- week); Heights, "Ten Dollar Raise";
day. Next. "Tickle Me."
Orpheum, "Rucking the Line"; CirOHIO.— Zlegfeld Follies. Big busi- cle, "The Primal Law"; Monarch,
ness Monday.
"Stolen Moments."
STAR.— "Harvest Time."
PI
"French Frolics."
American Harmony Quintet five
PRISCILLA.
Raffles,
Marjorie
Bonner and Billy Powers,
and Cleveland boys— are included In the

lacks snap.

A

NEW YORK

The Western
J.

CITY

Baltimore

and intermediate towns

BEN and
john

NEW YORK

(PALACE THEATRE BLDG.,

put over a booze comedy act, "The
Cellar," with plenty of hilarity, Conway's wit and antics being big acces -ies.
A conglomeration of "nutty" stuff,,
um and weak buffoonery marked
the turn of Fred Allen, but the material was nothing to enthuse over.
A real live and snappy twenty
minutes was given by Yvette, as^
sisted by Eddie Cooke and Kine
Clark. As a violinist this little lady
ranks high, while her singing and
dancing won a big hand.
A. Robins, the chap who carries
enough musical instruments (?) in*
his clothes to equip an orchestra,
substituted for Georgie Price. Rob
ins has been seen here before, a
while there is a uniqueness in
work thr t deserves praise, the tu:

CHICAGO

BLDO.,

new male partner — Raymond Wylle

—and

the act is very acceptable,
Marie's comedy being of the boisterous element.
One of the best turns on the bill
is that of Harry Fox and Beatrice
Curtis, billed as "Interruptions."
Fox shows cleverness a* a refined

^^

The McBans open with a g
juggling and hat* throwing act
Dunbar's old time darkies had a
rousing reception for their melodies.
Their voices are nicely blended
their

program

well selected.

is

One of the best "rube" skits t
some time is that of "The &
Boarder," offered by Silver, Du
and Klrby, a trio who know how
deserve
success;
their
throughout is admirable.
Lloyd and Chrystie "•wo Bout*
in

—

AW em

firentlemetr*-r-hft^'«»

Mm«

ref'

** srW a>
TngTaTteTThaT gets results, va.
^Ydainty,
? gives the necessary
the post an easy winner.
Collins. Le Vine Duo, and pictures.
added Steed's Syncopated Septet closes
It doesn't happen often that an touch that puts the act over solidly.
METROPOLITAN.—Ethel Gllmoro
Now
that Keith's newest and most
show with a snappy series of
and Co., Nick Basil and Dick Allen. beautiful house has been opened,
opening turn earns a double encore,
The Fillis Family, w«th their danc- numbers and some good dancing
"The Crisis," Cotton Allen and Mae latest slogan is "Walt for the the but that's what Al Halg and Earl ing and jumping horses, make
a Anna Mae Bell and Ralph HertU
17th
Moore, Zeigler Duo. and pictures.
La
Vere
took
smart
for
their
patter,
good closing number.
house now; that'll be a hum"The Policeman and the Baby,
GORDON SQUARE— Harry Ma- street
whistling and accordion playing.
mer."
feature picture.
son, Owen Twins, Three Robbins,
Some classy Spanish dancing ofand pictures.
Opera House (Shubert)
Starting Dec. 11 Shubert vaudeville fered by the Pllarcla Trio brought
MILES. Andrew Mack, Francis
will bo transferred to the Ohio and high appreciation, while little Viola
After an extended absence* Lew
legitimate attractions will be rein- Victoria brought a big hand for her Fields returned here under the ShuBy COLEMAN HARRI80N
stated at the Opera house. This in- toe dancing.
bert vaudeville banner, and
corA bright return of the wine, wom- dial reception accorded the the
vasion of Playhouse Square by the
PICTURES. Duquesne,
Th!
veteran
an and song days was given by Billy comedian by a good audience was Musketeers'* (9th and last week)]
new
vaudeville
organization
will
CO.
probably mean bigger business for Dale in his sketcfe, "It Happened in reflected in his work at Sunday's Savoy, "Over the Hill" (»th
Paris." Good support was given by matinee, when he
the two-a-day.
1421-23 Third Ave.
presented a con- last week) Lyceum, "Infamous Ml
Bunny Burch and Denton Vane, and densed version of his
NKAll 80th 8TKKKT
"Snapshots of Revell"; Grand and Regent, "Her|
the act went over satisfactorily.
Social Value"; Liberty and Olympic;
19U1."
Mirth
oozed
fron. every
Keith's Hip
A big hit was registered by Artie in the miniature revue, the scene
cos- 'The Sheik"; Alhambra, "After. the
No signs of weakening in the Mehlinger
in his singing of George tumes, settings and effects were Show";
Minerva, "Dawn of the
Keith standard were noticeable this
W. Meyer's compositions, the latter good and an excellent cast support- Kast";
Blackstone,
"Ace
at the piano.
Mehlinger's person- ed Fields, particularly Lulu McCon- Hearts";
Cameraphone, "Invisible
ality wins a host of friends.
ncll and Ruth Thomas. Lew worked Power."
—BUT
AND SELL—
For the Profession
Those perennial favorites, Will M. hard and effectively.
PTAMONDS and PUECIOUS STONES
Cressy and Blanche Dayne, scored
"The Sheik" was booked by two
Do Not Sacrifice Itefore Spring Me
Following close for premier honAmerica's finest designs
heavily in their playlet, "The Man ors
was the domestic skit by Lulu local movie houses without a wo^'
r\\ IIH.lffc.HT 1'KICK
Who Butted In." Cressy's humor is McConnell,
of opposition from censors.
for dining room, bedroom,
"Or
Grant
APPRAISINC! PRKK OF CHARGE
Simpson
and
still pungent and Miss Dayne and
tho Hill," which has achieved
iMdHKST REFERENCES
P nk
library and living room.
Marion Hodges give excellent sup- screamSimpson. This number was a record here at the Savov, moves'
N. MILLER, Room 00.1, Harrlman
from
start
to
finish,
the huport.
National Hunk Ittiildinr.
mor of Miss McConnell was irresist- another Rowland and Clark hot
or CREDIT
.V»7 Fifth Avrnur, Corner 44tli Street
Marie Hartman is back with a ible and the offering registered 10) the Liberty, which is in Kast L.i|
erty, a section where the him
per cent.
The song recital by Vivian Holt not been seen.
and Lillian Ilosednle. was a musical
Advance sales for the holiday|
treat; their songs were well selected
and
their interpretation won luavy week at Hie Sam S. Shubert justi$10.00
fied a sudden arrangement w hereby^
«t*ani*hlp croommodntlom arranged on nil l.lnri, itt Mnla Office
plaudits.
Hljf Rarealnn.
a morning performance van given
Have been used.
a
Prlcea.
llonta are roIii« very fallt nrrnnve early.
Jock McKay, the Scotch "nut." Thanksgiving Dav, which w;i^ wel;
Foreign Money f<w N»>cond Hand Innovation nffd ANo
Kihro
liou K h< and anld.
Liberty Honda bought and aoltl.
wardrobe Trunks, $20 and $26. A fow opened the show with bagpipe playatte'nded. The football folk swarnHJ
^xtra lurjfe Property Trunks.
Also old ing, stories and songy, and his efPAIL TAUSIG A SON, KM I'.aat 14th St., New York,
here and boosted receipts every*
Taylor nnd Ual Trunks.
26 Woat 31st
Street. Helwoon Broadway and £»th Ave.. forts were liberally favored.
where.
rhonei Stuyveaant (1130-01.17.
Now York City.
Jack Conway and Kdward Lvneh
whjfc

',

'
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PITTSBURGH
—

HOLZWASSER &

'
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NEW YORK

FURNITURE

5

CASH

I

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

WARDROBE PROP.
TRUNKS,

(Jeorgc

BEAUMONT
VELVET, 8ILK, 8ATEEN SCENERY; PRODUCTIONS, REVUES
and ACTS: THEATRE and STAGE
DECORATIONS.

STUDIOS

THE STIDIO OF UNUSUAL STAGK 8KTTINGS.

YOU'LL RE FIRST IN IMSUAL KTACiE HKT^NOS NWELtVcREA*
TIONS IN IMQIK FABRIC'*, PLAIN OR DECORATKD IN
NUO-ABT/SyI
i
lSKA * T MKTIIODS. GET OIR 1DKA8
ON
T
Jt%&JVlJP
YOUR
NEXT SEASON'S HTAC1K NETTINGS—80MB A8 ANDARFIOURBH
SIM.** ATTRACTIVE BETH TO RENT— RENTALS APPLYING ONLOW
PURCHASE PRICE.

230 W. 46th

ST., N. Y.

CITY Bryant 9448 ?K„ HO\^

BEAUMONT
COLLEGES, CLUBS,
EXHIBITIONS and WINDOW DISPLAYS,
TO ORDER OR SUPPLIED ON

RENTAL

BASIS.

STUDIOS

Jaffa's

burlesque

stocfc

company which started at his Academy Monday for an indefinite run.
played to goodly returns with indi
cations that the change of polic:
will result favorably to the backers.

"Camille" with Mme. NV/.imova i'
tho underline at the Duquesne, wi
>riginir
"Little Lord Fauntleroy.
billing, held off until holida\s.
'

"The

Merry

near-capacity

Widow"
at

pl.-ned

opening

MundaVj

|

J

December

Friday.

.

VARIETY

1921

2,

39

THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

Operating

Hicks,

eonard

AND

RANT

CHICAGO

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS
date—Within Reach

of Economical Folks)

Located In tho heart of the city, Just
*-. *h. direct sonervlalon of the owners.
close to oil booking offices, principal theatre, deportment store*.

FS&fisw
I**°*t.

off

«.

|

»t

rood ond subwey.

lorreot maintainors of housekeeping farnUbed epertments sperlallsore on the ground dolly. This alone Insvres prompt
L^heltrlcol folks.
[*
and cteenliness.

P^TJ^h.
L

We

&

LIGHTS.
BUILDINGS EQUIPPED W1TII STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC
~~"

HENRI COURT

HILDONA COURT

S41 to t47

West 45th

*

Sit. 114

St.

and 316 West 48th

St.

Phone i Longacro 8830
phone Leasacre S5ev
An up-te-the minute. # new, fireproof
Jnst completed;
A building de lose.orranged
In suites building, arranged In apartments of throe
aiv.u*- sportments
tiled sad four rooms with kitchens and prlvote
u «Z« tw« sod three rooms, with
kitchens, kite hen- bath. Phone In each apartment.
1th and .bower, tiled
every
embody
Tbe*e apsrtments
$17.00 Up Weekly
Ties.
Sis.oo
Vmrr known to modern science. 118.00
monthly up.
r«ckl7 «P* »«5.0«
DUPLEX,

THE

YANDI8 COURT
West 4Sd St.
Phono Bryant 791
four room apartments.
ond
One three
private bath and telerltta kitchenettes,
The privacy these apartments
rii«ne.
Ere noted for Is one of Its attractions.

830 and 835 West 43d St.
Phone Bryant 0131-4383

I41-J47

Three and four rooms with bath, furnished to a degree of modemness that
excels anything In this type of building.
These apartments will neeommodate four
or more adults.

Hotels

Chestnut

B«->t located

tk.tel

bath. $12.00
ltoums with

|K<r

In city.
Httoi: SJngl?, without
wrrk.
Double. $ltf.»>o per oeafe,
bath, $15.00 tingle; ISLOt
Tul<>L>h<>ne!i In all rooms.

prirate

DAVID KRAUSt.

LORRAINE

THE BERTHA
COMPLETE FOB HOUSEKEEPING.

323 West 43rd Street

APARTMENTS
CLEAN AND AIRY.

NEW YORK

CITY

OKPHEIM CIRCUIT ACTS

1IT

J. A. Delhsler, Manager
T< I.-phone: 8uperlor 6314

EUROPEAN PLAN

REX HOTEL

THEATRICAL HOTEL
tniCAGO

062 North Clark 8t.

HOTEL ASTOR
178 N. Clark

IRVINGTON HALL
Phone

Circle

Near Randolph

St.,

SO*

CHICAGO. ILL.

nat*»8 $1.50 Per Day and T*p.
One Block from Palace Theatre.

Private Bath. 3-4 Kooms, Catering- to the comfort and convenience of
the profession*
_
Steam Heat nnd Electric Ltajht - • - SO.30 Up

335 to 359 West 51st Street

Mtr.

HOTELS RECOMMENDED

Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

FURNISHED

PHILADELPHIA.

Sts..

6640

An elevator, fireproof building of the newest type, having every device and
venlenee. Apartments are beautifully arranged, and consist of C. 3 and 4 n
$17.00 Up Weekly'.
with kitchen and kitchenette, tiled bath and punne.
imunlcatloas to Charleo Tenenbaum, Irvlnffton HalL
No connection with any other house.

HOTEL CLARENDON
No. Clark and Ontario Streets. ChlcafO)

FIVE MINUTES FROM LOOP
RATES 3L08 AND I7P
*
w

NEW TREMONT HOTEL
tl-tS So. Dearborn

.

THE ADELAIDE
EIGHTH AVENUE

Chicago

St.,

EVER7THINO NEW AND MODERN
31 JO

and Up.

SAVOY HOTEL

9£0ennd Cn Wtthnnt Both
Wee end Cp With Beth
..*.*• O. NICHOLS, hfgr. nnd Prop.
17th nnd Brendwny.
DENVER, COLO*
.

Hammond and Cafe

Hotel

754-756
HAMMOND, IND.
very Modern. Running Wster »n AJB
One Block West of Broadway
Between 48th and 47th Streets
Rooms—Shower Baths; Rote: $1.2 Sin*
and Five-Room High-Clans Furnished Apartments—
fit
Three, Fo>
Up
ll.Ot
fie;
Doable.
One Minute WolR
~
^^
Fh« t Bryant 8850-1 from Orpheara Theatre.
MRS. GEORGE U1EGEL, Mgr.
Strictly Professional.

^$9.50 Up Weekly
Address All Communications to M. CI.AMAN,
Tamils Court, 241 West 43d Street. New York.
Principal Office
Office In Each Building.
Apartments Can Be Seen Evenings.
•15.00

'~~~~*

*

15th

'double.

Phone t Bryant 1944

(Of the Better

Hotels Catering to Profession

^^^^rToTEX^OL^NNADE

Up Weehly

—

ft

New Parthenon Theatre.
THRO. OU8COFF. Prop.

Opposite

per

w eek

ROOMS

101

up

$6

ta ths Heart of the Theatrical District,

Phones

MARION HOTEL

A,

156 West 35th

t

GRAHAM.

MAJESTIC HOTEL

with Kitchen Privileges.
Blocks from Penn. Station

aJSTSSL*
Greeley 5373-4

MARTIN

St.

HOTEL ARLINGTON
Tremont and Arlington Streets

Manager.

HOTEL

IIRCLE

™*ebl*

REISENWEBER'S

58th STREET
'Phono COLUMBUS 1348
Single Room and Doth and Suites of Parlor. Bedroom and Bath}
light, Airy Room*} Excellently Farnlnhed; All Improvements; Over*
Five Minutes from All Theatres i Low Rates.
looking Central Park

JOLUMBUS CIRCLE

d\

f

BATES:

\

mm

Manager

.

All Conveniences.

ROCHESTER. N. Y.
Up»to-Date European

Mew Berne

—

11.00

UP

for tho Theatrical Profession

HOTEL ALPHIN

207

W.

Vacancies

Now

Open.

40th St.—Off B'way
BRYANT 1477-8

Fhenet

pletes sell-out

bad no

on

effect

this

and Cross walloped over a hit in
tho No. 3 spot in a piano song act

with strong prospects for the
"Little Old New York"

ht.

lance.

that took three bows.
Prosoott and Eden,

dividing top
honors with Miss Hoffman, could
claim a fair share of the heavy draw
•Afgar" opened to a crowded through newspaper answers to all
,house Monday night .tho reaction questions.
Though the turn Isn't
follow Ins; a big holiday week not different from others of !' , kind, It
-saving had any depressing effect. Is well dressed and aprnmnllshiiitho
•4t-e««anssoa**n9*tokvsnv*imesa ^ s^ttun o - •*** "
uriuJociRiOi ot gelling 'qvu gueas-

s*snnoss^s*^e*»en«e\*»

*»

Alice Dclypla, was removed
the billing, ho having: left the

»e

prominence.

ing.

Joe Darcy sang to good effect, but
O'Connor his patter was poor. Miss Hoffman's

ond Tim

recently,

'en

Harry belated

Sir

arrival necessitated

a

slight

ider nasi.

curtailment of her program, but the
half hour she worked produced one
of the finest dancing acta aver
Oavlt (Keith's)
A slightly Jagged performance shown In vaudeville.
Gordon
londay afternoon at th© Davie,
and
Ford
Impressed
Mien Gertrude Hoffman and "Young mightily on entrance, but didn't
merlca" came In from Chicago maintain the Interest after the Hoffshortly before starting time, man piece, and Beeman and Grace,
a smooth-running, lino vaude- good roller skaters, saw many walk
thow that night, both houses out and prompt the question, "Why
ante under capacity.
Tho fact do roller skaters open with banjo,
mouth organ or piano?"

Shubert

\

The

lull

after the storm of

a good

holiday week was very noticeable at
a couple of shows at the Shubert

A

Monday.

Edna

isn't quite the

Wallace Hopper
drawing cord In these

tough Units do bho was when she
shared honors as ingenue for Richard Carle, though she still looks the
part through her wonderful achieve-

«**

of lopping off some 20 or more
years from her looks.
Taflan and Newell started lightly,

ment

BILLY D088
Win

Dtuiss,

Unlet ft,

doing the

"«J«ine

REVUE
Csf«rt ss4 Sets

Mammy.

Can you

George getting his knife
that? Iialdwin Spears

lana fork
In
"» notice.

THEATRICAL 0UTFITTEE8

1

1580

Broadway

BoNPUis Lewis

New York

DAY WITH BATH.
PEB DAT WITHOCTHATH.
—508 BOOMB—
A llta 8t. KAWSA 8

BslttosfS ars.

W%

CITY,

opened by an English act, Jolly
Johnny Jones, doing some bouncing?
on a wire, which, although good,

somehow

failed to gat over, thin; no
being due to the unfunny
comedy preceding his work on tho
wire. Second were Rome and Cul»

doubt,

len,

as

listed

eccentrio

dancers*

They suggested nothing muchi but

they also doubled Into Who Irassear

The

act.

with a
danced grace*

Ziegler Sisters,

young man

assisting,

seemingly
work for them.
but

fully,

was

it

hard]

Tho fourth spot was given to Vino
Temple, two likable people*
but their suggestive finish, the old!
whispering stunt to the girl, this
time instead of thtj slap In tho face
she puts her arms around him, 'hue
making their exiL This ought to
be cut immediately. It killed any*
thing they may have dono h- l«j:o.
Then came Joe .laek-oo. of
course good, always win Ik: u it. lie
has been seen so very in.*' > tim%
He got a dandy recep?i«»-i on him
first entrance and three «ii s il uio
Buddy Doyle in \> ..«« -ufdcs
close.

with acrobatics and good Chinese then next comes Jack Wilson, then
make-up saving the act after a Mrs. Sidney Drew.

superfluous musical opening. Jack
Johnson, Baker and Johnson, with
Strouse had only his voice to recom- their flying hats, opened and had
mend him Monday Afternoon, his every one out front interested right
blue gaga coming in quick succes- away. Second was Boyle and Bension, even to one of his songs all nett, whose dancing doesn't suffer
of which were eliminated thereafter, even after Miss Walton has been
though his etory about his buying seen. Mrs. Sidney Drew in "Prehis girl a handkerchief because destination" was given tho third
Pierce-Arrows take so long to de- spot, and the skit Is a positive deliver was told last week by Jack light, played excellently by Mrs.
Benny at the Davis. Bert Melrose, 'Drew, Thomas J. Carrigan and Mary
with same routine as heretofore, Alden.
also had a bit cut out, where he
Jack Wilson, who has closed
looks up at the twittering bird and*, shows innumerable, was on fourth,
suddenly wipes his eyo.
.•in<l
with fh<* l'-si-' >n •<< <>{ fl irrv
~-"»
.—
»•—*-*»«y —are; ? wvj
v- "&*
i
y
.\;ir"riru" uim
UlM j; :iy >:;».'.. :.•, prorich r-U8t have received inoro ap- ceeded to securo tho hit he always
plause than expected, for they were does. Miss Walton closes the first
n encore. part. She not only displayed some
slow in responding to
Wenrlch's songs are all the goods.
beautiful gowns, but dances with
The Whlpple-Huston act la a gem, exquisite grace. Maxlmilllan Dolin,
except for poor singing voices of with his violin, rendered two solo
during
Miss « Walton's
the principals, which are noticeable numbers
because they insist on displaying change that brought from the music
lovers
burst
earnest
applause.
a
of
them more than expedient
Tho two dancing partners of Miss
Miss Hopper (New Acts) followed Walton,
Leltrim
Leon
and
Alexander
Intermission, and Rlgoletto Brothers
deserve words of praise for
won applause honors on diversity of Vlad,
Swanson Sistere the assistance given their star.
with
offering,
Herford followed interBeatrice
speeding up the turn toward the
Clark and Verdi pulled the mission with three delightful monoclose.
logs,
each
a distinct character in
laughing hit next to closing, and
"General" Ed Lavlne had to contend Itself. Her annual visit to Washrare treat. Then Norington
Is
a
with a moving crowd after 5 o'clock.
man. It Is seldom that an act secures such a reception aa did the
work of this exceptional artist.
Closing was "A Drees Rehearsal," a
clever travesty that is novel in
By HARDIE MEAKIN
treatment and new, too. These two
KeitH>
components wore enough to hold
ft won hearty
every one t,oat*d.
It Is almost an impossible tiling
laughter.
to start a review of the show at this
house this week, it is so darned
Belasco
good. Froru the very opening act to
the closing one each offering fits in
It Is not a good show at tliis iiomo
It can be stated that of
like a glove.
Shubert vaudeville this week.
for many, many weeks there has There ar~ some bright spot*, hut
never been gotten together a bill even these, with ono po^'i ; ^•op(•,•
"i
.)
with such entertaining and unu.°u;il tion, .-;i »il
value.
Mini Millionth .Jilllini" Hu'.'., w\i<f
Topping nil ajM>''"i--e w inn'M-** is review heads tho bill, Is always
Km>l Norman, "Tlie Cnolo Fashion funny, his offering has been seen
Hi* could have been singing hero before, and with tho exception
I'lnt".*'
yet should he have so desired. Run- of his three songs the act was far
ning a close second was Florence from the hit exported.
The dancing is all hunched In the
Walton, with her splendid dancing
and aggregation of assisting artists; first half of the program. The show

—

followed Intermission and w-m
he)
applause winner of tho eo )\'.<v:. His
imitations of oth r - hla-'ki'iH-.. siirs
bro "ht him back repcatnliy.
VInle Dnlv, with ;m .(.•.•.»'npT>'5f#
t

'

.

.

.

.

.

•

'

WASHINGTON

dances, and without
unnecessarily <v<ndii?

IN

CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
VELVET, SILK, SATEENS AND OTHER MATERIALS

ixs
:ij>-

:«

i*

•

1...-,

;;

'

<"•••.

got some laughs, true, s.mo i;oodl
laughs, and they liked hN singlnt:
Ti." girU
of tho Yiddish numbers.
carried are good looking. ;tni it' th*
show preceding could \»- .<>;-.. ered
up it would help this ret.
Rath Brothers, pnijir.-Hnnv -l tm
i

appear next

to closing,

'iii

.p*

i.o:

pear.

Comntock A Gest's pr^-hi- :.»n of
-n lure
"Mecca" is the big nth
i.

this week at Poll's, Indications i».j.nt
to a mighty week.
The National has "T.i"l" »ld V-w
Tork," also proving dr.'i-.\ if... ..i»iiity.
Walter Hampden in .^ii.«i -pea;-«

»

eon plays

V'trn nw
GarrieK. Tlio marked
making

is

n

ranee at tho
Increase In attend:tn<-e on f.uh re.turn of this star provi--*-* tin- \>..i>-r he>
in creating for himself ainoi ^ 'ho

Shakespoa.rean a«-t<»rs.
Burlcrquc "Gold* h C>v»
ety; "Monte Carlo (Jirl..'"

—
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SOME OF THE ACTS WE HAVE EQUIPPED WITH 8CENERY:
SKELLY AND HEIT REVUE, "FORTUNE QUEEN-

W.

46th St., N. Y.
Bryant 2695

City

o

wi^fiii
t

>
!:it
pear.nco that keeps
mi the
sho so rightfully dcs*r\.'^
i»:.i-<
lights
The
n-.crit of her work.
and bodice effec*. should >••/ »lhn1nated entirely and a dr»'ss n'. lli/ed.
Jlmmio Hussey followed. Tho act

DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT

SCENIC STUDIOS
245

HOTEL BALTIMORE
FEB

81.00

ii"-

PjttTe Reno, tho old minstrel boy,
•* Joined Billy Doss and his com-

W.

Only NO TIP Hotel Dining nnd Cheek Rooms In Boston.
CLUB BREAKFASTS, too AND UP,
TABLE D'HOTE DINNER, 81.00.
A LA CARTE TILL MIDNIGHT.
FOR RESERVATIONS, Address
GEO. B. STAYERS, Manager

was a com-

week's opening crowds.
Tremens St.. Boston. Mass.
Jack Hanlcy opened with hokum
ormerly New Tremont Hotel.
Under
w management and thoroughly reno- Juggling, going from full stage to
tsd
and newly furnished.
Special "one,'' getting laughs and the auditss for tbs Profession.
Kooms with ence
in
good
mood.
"Young
ning water and hatha
Ws solicit America"
slowed things Just a little,
four patronage.
Writs for rates.
though clever in parts, but Healy
MRS. M. R. ALPHIN. Prop,

*t.

;

and
that holiday attendance

SSI

1

SINGLE 82.00 AND XV.
DOCBLE 83 00 AND UP.
SPECIAL WEEKLY RATES.

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF ALL THEATRES

HOTEL
BEN DWORETT.
hotel DOUGLAS
ROOMS NBWLT RENOVATED.

INDL

In Every Room
Also
Both. Rots: II. 2ft snd on.
Located In Center of City. Close to AM
Thsstrsn
N. BCOFE8. kLm

Rooms with

is

I

THEATRICAL

HAMMOND,

Running Wster

_83.eO

CATERING TO THE THEATRICAL PROFESSION
EVERY SLEEPING ROOM HAS PRIVATE BATH ROOM

;

NOTICE

EUROPEAN PLAN.

BOSTON, % MASS.

THE HOME OF THEATRICAL FOLK

HATK*
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Two

Newly Renovated,
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Rom

Home
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RAINES aid AVEY
In "SOME SIMP"

and "Sis"

THE
I
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Originator of tha Faka Talaacope
Astrominist.

EARL & PERKINS

Direction

—M1NKHVA

HERMAN—

PAUL NOHER

and Song*

Personality
Direction: AJL

IIILLER'S],4

mm

much

mo

after

BOOTH TARRINGTON'S

la

in "I

GRIFF
X never thought

wai

It

possible to

Booked
Direction,

get

8olid,

Loaw Time

ARTHUR

J.
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SAM HARRIS

Now Appearing
by

CO.,

in a New, Act
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It

A man who gave the name of
understood his visit will include
Dorazio was arrested In
series of personal appearances as Frank
LiOew's.
New York, this week, acan adjunct to the showing of the
cused of annoying a woman. He was
"Sherlock Holmes" pictures here.
sent to the workhouse.

la

a

judgment

default

for $4,782.11

National Exchanges,

Inc.. lias just

week against the increased Its board of directors.
Corporation by The officers now are: Walter L.
Malcofm McLoughlln, who sued on Johnson, president; Hunter Bennett,
a S4.600 note on an assigned claim vice-preHldent; Dale Hanshaw, secof Albert Flower, to whom the note retary; Daniel Kelly, treasurer.* The
was issued. Tha defendant did not board Is now increased from three
file any defense within the allotted to seven members.
The additions
20-day period and judgment for the to the directorate are made neceswas sary by the growth of the concern,
interest
plus
fwM amount
last

Curtis

Sfitered.

Tba

ftsiajeHaf:©

T^rm

in

New

says President Johnson. Distribution is through 31 exchanges in the
York United States and Canada.

handed down a decision last week
affirming a $500 judgment award In

H&LD IN FILM THEFT

favor of Joseph F. Lee, publicity
man, against the American Cinema
Corporation. Mr. Lee originally was
awarded $2,000 as a result of a
breach of contract suit for services
rendered for the American Cinema,
but on the defendant's appeal Judge
Valente held that Lee wus only en
The Appeltitled to rsco»*>r $500.
late Term agreed with him.

San Francisco, Nov.

portions to be dLs- ing of the alleged thefts, asserting
part of the limitations that ho contracted with Kubey for
to him for
foyr J».l!D«Ji.JtaL5flfloirt of '».T>lpt.urr> «hnwl"'.' the the purchase ot
Use
The films, he said, were to be shown
evil effects of war.
in the Orient.
The films, it is charged, were
SrhulUe, who sued the
Ja-Hc
Jester Film Corporation for $2,000 stolen in Buffalo, N. T.
back salary, secured an attachment
agahast the company and took posMacCULLOCH'S CO.
session of somo of its property to
Schultze was
satisfy the claim.
Campbell Max:Culloch has formed
formerly a director and officer of the
Patricia
Photoplayers,
Inc.,
the .It-ster concern.
which organization will become active in the producing field about
Denying the state had a right to Jan. 15. MacCulloch was with the
pet aside her divorce from Owen Triangle
for n number of years and
Moore, .ludgu 1*. A. McCarren. of
counsel for Mary Piekford, filed a prior to that tlmo was associated In
the
legitimate
theatrical field.
brief in the Nevada Suprerie Court
this week opposing the slate attorneys plea, alleging it to be with- First National Meeting in Syracuse
out precedent.
A get -together meeting of the
First
National franchise holders
Four indictments charging grand brought here 60
of those in this
larceny against Jacques Roberto
state.
week
this
were
dismissed
Cibrariu
The eonf<'n-nee was held y«nt< by Judge Muli|iieen in New York.
All were illegal, the court declared. day (Thursday) anil today.
Ho said the testimony against the
defendant given by Frederick J.
Mastbaum on Vacation
Harrison, discharged employee, was
Philadelphia. Nov. no.
largely hearsay, and in effect took
Jules Mastbaum, president of tl.«
the view that the criminal charges
to
affect
civil
brought
a
suit.
Stanley
CV, has gone to Mr
were
Clbrario had sued Patrick A. Powers Clemens for a fortnight's va«atii>:
for $22"., 000, alleging the Inter delivered imperfect film.
the

oanla-d
p. -i
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St-lznick Miiih-d \\'<'tliu>.sday
on the Adrialle for tin- othrr sid«»
on a my^torlotiM mission, to be gomHe wa
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"AU FOR A WOMAN"

MUSIC BOX REVUE

I

WITH A CAST OF SIX THOUSANO

8TKAND SYMPHONY flK( IIKSTB\
Room and Bath. ...$18 to $25 Week With m Cast of Metropolitan FHVorltea.
CARL, KDOUAKUK. Conductor
Room and Shower, $14 to $17 Wk. NJW - NOW ~ NOW -- NOW
TJuuifrc Guild Production
\
f
Suites
to
Week
$40
,$18
TIMl?
Q Cn THEATRE. W. 42d Street
1 11VICO JVd« *Jat». Thsr. (Pes) A Sat.
«*«. w. «f r»ay. E«. im
Fulton
in ion
i
MllU Wf- M8tf

HOTEL JOYCE ALLAN POLLOCK
31 West 71st Street
—"A.Bill Divorcement"—
ia

Mitu
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CENTRAL PARK WEST

With

mmd DREDS do a great act.
Last week at St. I.ouls the doctor told
one of the boys that ha was contracting
tuberculosis on account of being an far
down on tho bill. So the mgr. at Memphis pat them on second, and now the
boys have nice, rosy cheeks
for the
audience gives them the air; tha only
tip they gave me— was
to stay away

—

and

HABRT WEBER

it

responsible

Baggaga

terminal.

men

tewiiiuuTaTTiy *lne

will

be

has

discontinued

CHARLES DILLINGHAM

vaudeville

IDCDTVI
LlOLIxl

Thea, W. 42
Mats. Wed.

f

GEORGE

8t.

Ev. g:»0.

& 8at

To Headers

2.20.

The Arcade, L.ynhrnnk, L«. I., will
start a pop vaudeville split week
policy as soon as renovations ia the
theatre arc completed.
The house
is being increased
in seating cupacily from 700 to 1,500. The vaudeville

will

Thomas

bo independently booked.
F. O'Connor controls the

•#

Sixth Annual

LOTTK and many

FOKINA. CHAB-

other Diternatloaal
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World
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Morton A Flo Lf«|e
Dean in "Conflict"

Big Carnival Bill
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Hall
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The Green Goddess
^

A CO
HOOHI
A OtM.

Hcnrv s.mit^A Band
Vtnntf Usher; Harry
Olliv Tilm
Thr Fox' «ith Harry ( .irey.

Cliiudf
-

HI8

SHI

RILL

Ut Mult
:

"The Perfect FooT

Program

TRIPLE HtAOLINl
FRANKLVN AROFLI
RUTH ROYt; Victi.iA Entnta LntLFIkLO

8treH

Mate. Wed. and St

P.tul

PriKilla

Year"

FRANK CRAVEN

/ARLISS

"Conflict'

ADELAIDE A HUGHES; V#nGOULD: HARRYTlCHCA
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lift*
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A

Dean

1st

Evea
SaL

ED WYNN

E.
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Lllllputlas

KEANE A CLAIRE
WHITNEY: JOE COOK; It".
Harper: Othtn A Pletur*.
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Thank You
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far

WINCIIEIX SMITH

L0NGACRE

THE BAT
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DON'T
ADVERTISE

oil

ATINBRS WEDNESDAY A SATURDAY
50c to $2.50 —no iik.iieb

house.

^RIETY

Cast

GET TOGETHER
FOK,NK

THH SUPKRVIBIOM OF MR. COHAN.

Y..

booked through the Keith office by Billy Delaney.
It haa recently changed^ ownership with no
future policy announced.

With a

CHABLES DILLINGHAM'S

closed.
split
half,

Presents

RECOMMEND

WBJ

COHAN'S

M.

NEW AMSTERDAM

and

Tho house waa formerly a
week playing three acta each

8L

N. T. Favoritsj

house.

Tha Olympic, Wateitown. N.

i

Sat. !:JI

MORTON.

B.

detailed at the

nianager oT"rhe
^Thc

ort> . 8 x th
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Based on a Story by

V!

either

and

Mata Wed. and

1:20.
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O'Brien Girl"
DEEDS "The
THH KNTIRB PRODUCTION UNDBR
21 at)

Eva L« CillicaM

BROADWA*

GLORF
Mi-v/oL,

15

LAST PHODCCTION

Orpheum, Now Orlaana (Nov.

A

SeaiMkrast

'GOOD MORNING
The Dream Maker DEARIE
HOWARD
NKW

IN HIS

llo^on^i

taken care of by

SaL. 2

William Gillette

—

NcGRATH

A

Mniliiw* Wed.

Kveninr*

MH1RATH

from Georgo

Jeaeylt

JANET BEECHER

tLiVIriKC*

lASt week (Orpheum. Memphis)
Reviewed by Waitress
of the Chlaca Hotel.
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For the benefit of artists book'
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"Best afasleal Shaw Erer

and

DAVE THURSBY

W.l

Mali

Hats. Wed. mid Bat. nt 1:18

Kvea. 8:13.

w

YUCAYftR.

Anthony MeOuiro

ERNEST TRUEX

Advertise

piny the new Keith's 105th Htre.i.
accompanied by William Stormer, Cleveland,
Jack Pempsey, who itooks
utudio man, and K. C. Htt «ilt*r, general efficiency expert for the Selz- the house, has requested all agent"
to
notify
acts regarding the pre
Dlck concern.
vailing transportation condition, due
Gilbert Emery, author of "The to tin; fact the M.itiou has several
Hero," has returned to picture act- platforms.
is advised that all
It
ing and is at jtresont a member of acts going by way of the New York
the cost of the I 'earl White com- Central ilne«, en route east, alight
|/any.
at tho lOftth street station, and of.-.-i!
DeMille'R "A Fool's Para- tho I'ennsylvania at the 05th street
i"
Trolley lin"? cmn'ct with
dj<<-'
;in<; a
at the Criterion station.
;

S*y. nl 3:9*

MUSIC box ;ra£a*?Bft

licet

as

scheme be turned over

Wm

new comedy by

WAY F.\H«E

IN

BLUEBEARD*s
8th WIFE

C. II.

Six Cylinder Love
\

TEMPLE THURSTON

E.

ran

Nv.i

U .si. and

Nats.

8:'.M>.

with

—

30.

Charged

with receiving stolen
property, the property being seven
films of the United Artists' Corporation, "valued at $226,000," T.
Shlma, a Japanese, was arrested In
Seattle and brought to San Francisco. Another warrant on the same
charge was issued for Joseph Kubey,
]). W. flrifTlth has written Secrewho Is said to be In Honolulu.
tary of the Navy Denny suggesting
Shlma claims that ho knows noth-

that

SUPERB PRODUCTION OF THE GREAT
<«BND0N SUCCESS

1

IRENE FISHER, At Piano

A

FIFTN.

Wc " "
Sam H. Harris *""RttTANT

LAURIE ORDWAY

Rowland, president of Friday evening. !><-e. ''. Seals will
A.
R.
Metro. ha« rablod the home office bo reserved for the premiere.
ho
la Dec. 3 on the Maurisal
that
The release title for the C;ol«lwyn
tania.
production, tentatively ealle
"The*
Ullly Norwood, English stage and Octave of Claudius." by Kurry Fain,
been
has
selected.
It
to
is
be
ealled
screen player, notable recently for
In It I.on
hia portrayal of the character ofl "A Blind Bargain."
Sherlock Holmes on the screen. Is Chaney plays two leading r-les.

Catherine

/ok akin s

In

HUGH HERBERT

NEWS OF THE FILMS

was entered

*u

5,
Matinee* Wednesday aud Saturday
Jit^l ' is.*
DavM Batatee arts' A. I. Erlssf«r'«

Announces

IVi.:

America next month.
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A VER8ATILE C MEDIAN

r.ves.

to

A

Sat

WANDERING JEW
ELSIE FERGUSON
"THE VARYING SHORE"!
INA CLAIRE
THE

ffellcltar*

coming

M e^T

und
uad

Present,

KNICKERBOCKER 3^/*

Harru.

.

4tth Stj Thurs.

LIONEL ATWILL

44th Htr«et.

W.-*i

u^.,

PlCaasj

S:30.

I

"THE

sldo down.

1HRTII BLUMENTKLD *

Theatre.

•

WEST Wn.

DAVID HKI \M O

Attractiona

m „. m a
FIRST TIME MONDAY. DECEMBER

m...

—

programme up

HARRI8

H.

UlinCAN
nuuoun

men who

could paint a name so fine and
•mall as the nun In the Khubert*' Hilling Dept., Judging by thn way they display my nuiuo on the boards outside the
theatre
RIalto, Nt-wnrlc. N. J., this week (Nor.
II)—on next to closing If you turn the'

NEW YORK—

IN

ANDRB

cinuarter Study by

jSjaj

LYCEUM
L.II/CUIVI

AVERY HOPWOOD

3AM

PAHXO

"FUN AT THE ftUCACafr*
— PANTAOEB CIBCOIT

HORWITZ

THEA.. W. 41d St. s>a • :».
n«U. wed. and 8aL. t 3u.

DEMI-VIRGIN
By

Assisted by

Mils Eliie and Eddy

Freaenta

"KIKI"

in
A

THE

THF rCNNT LITTLB 8AILOB CLOWN

DON'T CARE"

S&'ffi^'Sa

DAVID BILASCO

,

Comedy

Greatest

-THC MOST FAMOUS PLAY

PIPIFAX

HARRY EIDRID6E

like

all.

BELASCO

1M.

"The Intimate Strangers"

LITTLE
eaWf think Shuberi9

BAT.

LENOREULRI
BILLIE BURKE
TIKir* t?
LLIIIIUL
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*

MATI.VU8 TBTJaS.
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FILM REVIEWS
bill with Betty Compson,
another ingenue star, comparison of

ting the

SOCIETY
SHAMS OF ..Barbara

Castletoa

n«]«n I^>rter
gcrbert Porter.....
W * rd

Montacu. Lot*

Hartam

Vlac«y

'.'.V.V.. Julia Swayna Gorton
lS^CT?9°t
.Anne Brody
lUm» Manning. .
....Gladys Peldman
r5e*i»nning Sitter
.

. .

-

the

work

of the

two was

23RD

Inevitable,

lth all of the honors going to Miss
Griffith.
Miss Griffith, insofar as screen

looks and acting ability are con
Edwardi Davli cerned, topped Miss Compson fully
hundred per cent.
a
Gilbert
Victor
She has the role of a society flapper
who has never had a day if
aix-part
Robertson -Cole present a
I
Ma******
*r™,-..
ftf
Society";
Society
care
in, her life. At the time that the
of
"Shams
,betoplay.
story
McNamara,
opens she is in the midst of
Walter
by
darF
cenarlo by Kenneth O'Hara and the season's round of gaiety. At that
Thomas
by
time, however, her guardian Informs
Kry Murlllo, directed
&Wa1sh. It is a pretentious affair, her that her income Is practically
narred by several inconsistencies, nil and will remain so unless a projexcellent ect in Alaska comes through for the
lesntte an admirable cast,
Erection, an elaborate scenlo and estate. The copper mines that they
splendid •hold there have been worked out,
jtitorlal investiture and
but a new
vein
has been. discovered
._
.
..
...
«
A
A
*
The story is somewhat involved, about 40 miles further inland, and if
lealcned to teach a strong moral the managers of the mines can comThe principal situation is plete a railroad to the new fields
lesson.
jar-fetched, if not altogether un- within a set period all will be well
It purports to show that our again. However, a rlva! company is
likely.
lO-cailed society Is not the thing to offering Strong opposition.
it demands a hectic
The girl, showing that despite all
M coveted, asfounded
on true happi- of her society associations she is
ixlstence not
still a chip of the old block, decides
ness and genuine home life.
Tor the proletariat it reveals the to go north to watch tho working of
as the roadbuilding personally, allife
inner workings of social
lomethlng to be avoided Instead of though under an assumed name.
Ming coveted, and by such will be She becomes a clerk in the comalked ab^at, which makes for word- pany's store "in the field" and there
rf-mouth advertising for the picture. meets with the engineer In charge.
Barbara Castleton has a highly
Through her manipulation of one
motional role; Montagu Love is of the rival faction she manages to
lepicted as an Impressive man of see that the Job is completed on
wealth; Macey Harkim. apparently time, personally driving a locomolibertine, is in reality one of tive over the road on a ride to resi
'nature's noblemen"; Julia Swayne cue at the last minute, and when
Gordon is interesting as a hanger- she has saved the day she reveals
>n on the fringe of society, and the her identity.
The love affair that
remainder of the cast all contribute has developed between her and the
good effect.
to the generally
engineer comes to a happy concluWhile the story will not stand the sion In time for the fadeout.
test of critical analysis, the producThe picture Is well directed and
program
pretentious
for
makes
tion
contains a goodly number of meller
Jolo.
picture entertainment.
thrills that will please any audience.
In the society stuff that takes iip
the greater part of the first reel Miss
Griffith does a Salome that is an enCorinne Griffith, with Richard tirely new conception of what the
Travers as her leading man, man- dance is, but as she concludes It
ages to drive home thi* combination with a touch that gets a laugh, It
society and Northwest meller in can be passed up without criticism.'
great shape. The' production is a She does look like a million dollars'
Vltagraph release that was played worth of beauty at all times. Mr.
Travers was a handsome and satis*
(his week as part of a double featFred.
ure bill at Loew's New York. Split- fying lead opposite her.
£*i* Harrington
iSggls Frotbingham

.

.

years with the Fuller circuit, made a picture. No. 2, as a straight
have signed another long-term con- singer with a pianist (New Acts).
tract. The boys do a talking act.
Others were Erwin and Jane Connelly, the Golden Bird, Bert Green
Bbne.
Minnie Everett, producer for Wil- and Will Mahoney.
liamson -Tait, arrived home after a
trip around the world.
She will
ST.
help put on "Babes in the Wood,"
this year's pantomime.
The bill ran with a retarded spark
for the first half, which had the «lx
Spencer Barry has been engaged acts "pulling" all the way, but never
to produce tab revues for Tivoli quite reaching the top and getting
Theatres. Ltd. The first show goes over on to level ground. The neceson this month.
sary power seemed to be there,
though the extended length of time
Tne Cherniavskys. presented by each turn took up resulted in keep"second"
J# & N TaIt have p roV en a big hit ing the performance in
throughout the entire evening.
jn
this city,
For instance, it took Miss Lee
to
Dorothea Spinney begins a sea- (Donovan and Lee) four minutes
number
son here Nov. 6. She will present complete her opening
"pop"
verse and two choruses of a
"The Medea of Euripides."
melody with some additional stepfollowed by DonoPolice help had to be called by ping which was
some more
Williamson-Tait to hold in check van's monolog, thence duo
and an
combining
tne
the enormous crowd waiting to buy patter
Irish lyric bringing about the contlcke ts for the final performance of
That
clusion.
In
all 20 minutes.
oh I^ady Lady." So unruly did
a worthy comedy offering
the crowd become that a near riot the act la
question it topped the
without
goes
cn8ue d.
Women rushed into the remainder of the program for restalls and were bundled out by the
sults—but it seems well within the
police as fast as they made their
bounds of reason to suppose that
appearance,

five
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some speeding up

the routine
would enhance the value of the act
of

<

RIGHT TO STRAND AS

NAME
Mitchell

IN

COURT

Mark Corp. Seeks Re-

straining Order
Schenectady, Nov.

The motion

for

30.

a temporary in-

junction restraining the Schenectady Strand Theatre, Inc.. and William Shirley from using the name
"Strand*' or "New Strand" in connection with the theatre of the de-

fendants on State street will be argued at a special term of Supreme
Court In New York Friday. The
action is brought by the Mitchell
A. Mark Realty Corporation and
the Wedgeway Strand Theatre Co.,
.

Inc.

The Mark Realty Corporation has
a controlling Interest In the Strand
of Albany and theatres of the same
name in Buffalo and In Lynn and

Berg .nl English, doubles for
make for even more solid re- Worcester, Mass. The corporation
Harold Lloyd and Snub Pollard, are and
turns..
now under
a big hit on the Fuller Circuit with
Money
and Chesleigh, following also controls the Strand,
their tumbling act.
the opener, ran for secondary hon- construction on a alto adjoining
ors, with the former gaining the Proctor's In this city.
The Dempsey-Carpentier fight major portion of the responses
Shirley was employed as manager
picture has Just finished a very through her comedy efforts.
The of the Palace. Subsequently Shirgood season in this city. Feature two girls have framed an acceptable ley quit their employ and is now
was shown in three different houses. offering that will undoubtedly conoperating the "Strand," which has
nect over the smaller house route,
An application was made to the though the routine revealed ln- been remodeled.
According to Shirley, In NovemChief Judge in Equity on behalf of stances of letting down which leads
John Charles Leete and others, to the query, Wouldn't the amputat- ber, 1919, he bought the exclusive
piaintiffj in a pending suit against ing of two or three minutes be of local right to the use of the name
Hugh D. Mcintosh, the Harry Rlck- material advantage?
The vocal "Strand."
ards Tivoli Theatres, Ltd., Freder- numbers are well handled, while
ick Ayden and Kate Rlckarda Leete, Miss
Morley demonstrated more
trustees of the will of Benjamin than the average ability for a "gal"
Henry Leete (known as Harry in delivering laughs and making 'em perlmenled with many straight men
since the dissolution of the Conroy
Rickards); Harry Musgrove Is also ( count
named as a defendant. Proceedings
Mack and La Rue (New Acts) put and Le Moire team several seasons
arose out of an application to Chief the entertainment In motion on back, * but he seems set with his
Judge for the appointment of a re- roller skates, after which the girl present partner, Bob Yates, who
ceiver of the rents of Tivoli Theatre duo appeared, succeeded by McCor- dominates his high nasal voice vonnd hotel. -On the application the mick and Wallace. The latter pair cally and his Ignorant darky mendefendants. Hugh D. Mcintosh and drew Immediate attention with their tally and physically. The crossfire
the Harry Rickards Tivoli Theatres, special set of a miniature "Coney" was bright and snappy and pulled
Ltd.. had undertaken to pay to the that had small -sized dummies In steady laughs. They closed in high
plaintiff. J. C. Leete, the whole of action at Intervals until the act favor in the toughest spot on the
the rents then due for the Tivoli went Into "one" for a finish. The program.
Theatre.
After that undertaking ventriloqulstic efforts of both the
Great Koban and Co. (Koban
had been given, it transpired that man and woman are capable of se- Japs) closed In ground tumbling and
prior to the undertaking certain of curing all that is possible out of perch balancing. . The feature trick
f
the rents had already been paid to their present material, which gave Is a head jump up a fttght of 19
Mrs. Rickards as beneficiary in the evidence of needed revamping, the steps by one of the Kobans. The
estate, and the lawyers for the de- main "catch" line now being de- usual sumptuous and embroidered
fendants refused to pay plaintiff pended on having somewhat to do drop is carried.
Con.
rent that had already been paid to with "Union Hill" and being uttered
Mrs. Rickards.
Mr. Browne (for for many repeats.
Hugh Mcintosh and Tivoli TheaMolly Mclntyre and Co. (New
in this city Xmas eve at the G.
(Continued from page 7)
tres, Ltd.). asked the court to ac- Acts) presented a rather drawn-out
H. in Fuller's pantomime.
They were frigid Tuesday night
cept a modified form of the under- sketch, while the Four Pearls closed
Christchurch
Herskind gave the show a smart
his cli- up shop for the night.
Bkig.
Rofe & Co. are suing Fuller's taking, the Judge released referred
OPERA HOUSE.— Sam Stern,
send-off with a well-routined quick
undertaking
the
ents
from
Brothconnection
with
Theatres. Ltd., in
Ling and Long, Richardson
sketch turn. He has a lot of bright
to and substituted a modified form
ers and Cherie, Bessie Slaughter, lease of G. O. H. Case is part heard.
small talk and a facile sort of carof undertaking. The Judge made no
Gardner and Revere, Walter John- Sir Ben Fuller has been at court further order in the matter, except
toon humor, as was demonstrated
each day since suit commenced.
A long bill at the Fifth Avenue in
lon Co.
the drawing of three audience
to direct Hugh D. Mcintosh and the
week,
with
GRAND.— Films.
the first half of this
subjects to whom he later donated
Tivoli Theatres, Ltd., to pay the
A the sketches. Herskind In hie
LIBERTY.— Films.
business good Tuesday night.
The Crystal Palace, movie house, increased costs.
the
back
of
thin line of standees
was partly destroyed by collapse of
antiquated wig and comedy nose
Wellington
rail on floor one, with the upper get-up presents a benign appearance
building next door during big fire
HIS MAJESTY'S. Tilton and here
portions thickly populated.
was
audience
last week.
The
for
all its incongruity. He may have
West, Loader and Laney, Baisden,
rushed out of theatre Just as the
A very good show, got a fast start been formerly of the Herskins, a
Otis
Mitchell,
Captain Winter's
page
22.)
mixed
beautiful
pipe
from
Valjean,
in.
a
roof
crashed
A
(Continued
from
Jean
and
mixed
sketch' team familiar locally
Dogs, Smart Set Co.
organ was smashed to pieces. Dam- with the three theatres within a few team of ring artists. The iftan af- about ten years ago, but Is an effecPRINCESS.— Films.
age runs into thousands of pounds. blocks of one another. The Broad- fects a Chaplin makeup and walk tive single opener for any bill.
Dunedin
Belle and Wood sang and danced
way is B. 8. Moss', Keith -booked. that detracts from the class of the
The long looked for Actors' Award The capacity attendance speaks rest of the turn. The girl looks at- in the "deuce," and fbund+lt tough
PRINCESS.— Peter Brooks, Billy
given
award
The
has
arrived
at
last.
Elliott, Renaux and Arta, Selbohi,
The ante-bellum opening
pretty well for the theatre. Its show tractive in a black short skirted going.
Maggie Foster, Milner and Storey, by the Arbitration Court Is as fol- and scale, for it was predicted the costume and contributes a neck spin number raised expectation for someAlma Roy Duo, Carlyon and Ros- lows
opening of Loew's State would af- from a loop in a special apparatus. thing more original, but the ensuing
not use vlo- fect the Broadway,
1. Employers must
lyn.
eccentric and toe numbers dlsapthen the Shu- Both are expert ring gymnasts.
_
i*
lence or intimidate an employe, or ^VU'/^^b S*"rV«t
QtJEEN'S.— Films.
hSfUy .yftfliRtoV. .tvU
py4i>s>4i tfpM<*n> if i^i—
" rru
M
^•CTr^7ttr*pr-Ciffrcrgii,* \ft mure h. »« but with alf the additional vaude- plus personality and about the best turned dance sent off to a fair single
%vr/t'&:^mfrsr^~~~"~
property.
ville
along the main alley the jazz delivery seen In ages, but she bend. Wahl and Francis showed a
follow such em- Broadway appears to have gone up just managed one bow at the finale. musical and song act that interested.
2. Persistently
Billy Elliott, the blackface star. Is
ploye about from place to place.
Miss Gasper is half of the former Dorothy Wahl's new partner plays
Instead of down.
A big hit in New Zealand.
3. Hide his clothes or other propThe program holds eight acts and Sinclair and Gasper team. She is on the violin, dances and combines
erty owned or used by such emIt singing several numbers that de- both feats in an acrobat io dance
Dot Brunton leaves for America ploye, or deprive him of, or hinder pictures, inclusive of a feature.
may be that. The feature this week pend on double entendre for their number. Her "Paul Revere" parody
this week.
Miss Brunton was a big him in the. use thereof.
is "What a Man Wants." It was not punch.
One, a kid song, having to scored, and the concluding blues got
success in "Oh, Lady, Lady."
4. Watch or beset the house or wholly seen, but the ending brought do with a
precocious youngster with them oft weH. Miss Wahl Is also
other place where such employe* re- no response. The picture's billing a perverted interpretation for the essaying a snatch of stepping on her
Marie
Graham sides o- happens to be, or ie ap- outside the theatre carried no name baby-day rhymes that was particu- own account.
and
Tempest
Browne are touring Tasmania. proach to such house or place.
The larly offensive. The women in the
of maker, director or star.
It remained for Moore and Fields
Their Sydney «eason turned out a
5. Use any threatening, abusive,
vaudeville started on its last lap at hourfe froze up and frightened the to really start something. The tempo
failure.
"Tea for Three," after obscene, indecent or insulting words exactly nine.
stags into silence.
New songs thus far was too eve\i and serene,
opening well, had to close owing to towards an employe, his wife or
"rtrlor, Bedroom and Bath" was minus the navy colors are needed. and the patrons were eager to grasp
poor business. On the closing night children.
the top billing.
The condensation A "blues" number at the finish was any excuse to snap out of the coma.
Miss Tempest hurled some strong
The minimum rates fixed are: has been reduced about five min- a legitimate piece of jazz delivery,
These colored boys dished up a line
remarks about attendance at the Chorus and ballet, male adults, £4; utes In playing time, now doing 30 but couldn't
overcome the early im- of cross-talk that sizzled, and when
audience. The failure of the season actors, male,. £5, 6s.; female, £4 minutes, since first shown, but the pression.
it came to stepping one of the men
!• put down to too many revivals of
158.; Juveniles, male, from £3, 12s. improvements
aren't
otherwise
Bobbie Bernard and Co. were burned it up with neat tap and bu6k
old plays.
6d. to £4 10s.; female, from £2 12s. enough to the fore to mention. The
third,
solos.
McKay's Scotch It«.'vue closed
and
took
one
of
the
hits of the
These provisions of house laughs at silly sallies, and at
6d. to £3 10s.
"Welcome Stranger" smashed rec- the award do not apply to members times laughs heartily. It might be evening. Bob Murphy, the straight, intermission with their familiar act.
One
the girls Is sporting an azure
deserves
of
equal
billing.
His
ords at Brisbane last week.
characThe of Australian Actors' Federation thought the playlet .would appeal
terization is true and clean cut. optical make-up that is horrid.
*how played a six nights season.
receiving by verbal or written con- only to those of the Broadway's calBernard
is
a
corking
Hebrew
William Dick and his guitar scored
comethan £10 per week. ibre of audience, a mixed big and
tract more
Wllkie Bard is touring New Zea- Maximum rate for supernumeraries small-time assemblage, but when it Wian, ideally outfitted with the pres- n bull's-eye hit. Mr. Dick seemed
ent vehicle.
land under Musgrove management. is fixed
Barring the first few to have trouble with the tuning of
at 5s. for each performance is recalled the play had a long run
Company includes Daly and Marr, and 5s. for each rehearsal. In Syd- at $2.5<T probably everyone will moments of hokum dialog, which his instrument, pausing for over a
wighton. Peggy Peate. Suthcr. ney, Melbourne and Adelaide the laugh at one time or another at it. was inserted to allow them to carry minute at a time two or three Infemale, the act Is big time.
stances, which even with the good
Pedro and aPtrini and the Eclairs.
minimum amount to be paid in any hit there are not enough laughs for a Sargent
and Marvin (New Acts) impression he had made at the beweek shall not be less than £2. 30 minutes but still enough possibly,
Nina Gordon, here with -Kellernvin While on train or shin, if the em- with the title, to keep It booked. followed. This pair were formerly ginning almost proved dangerous.
Known as the Sargent Bros, and rate However, It seemed to be genuine,
how, has Joined "Town Topics."
ployer provides for fare, food and The principals are repeating: their
right up alongside of tho Weaver for he broke two strings at the conleeplng accommodations, half rates imitations of Florence Moore and
Bros, and Myers and Ilanford In clusion of his last number. Though
John D. O'Hara opens at J'alaee will he paid. If performances ex- John Cumberland of the original.
jn a new play,
the hand saws. They were he came out with two guitars for
entitled "The Laugh- ceed twelve In vaudeville or eight
A laughing hit of the early pirt playing
big
applause getters here.
ter of Fools."
the bows, and the applause warin other forms of entertainment per came out when Claude- and Mai ion
Cooper and Kicardo followed, ranted at least one encore, he left
week, overtime to he pa'd at rate of appeared. In vaudeville somewhere
getting away to a bang with their 'em hungry.
Charles White, who played in "The nne-twelfh for vaudeville and one- are Claude- and Marion Cleveland
Sign on the Doo*-." returns to Amer••Fascination" (New Aetx). lirady
ether entertainments. maybe at the Broadway this week comedy opening of policewoman
for
eighth
ica this weik.
On the same boat is The award to operate for twelve with tne Ohio se-tion cut off. Tho and salesman. The talk let down a and Mahoney scored their usual hit
Kobert Toms, of the "Llfjlitnin' " months.
These conditions are re- woman of the a< is the act. though trifle in the middle, but picked up with their cross- lire and parodies,
company, and Jules .Ionian, who was garded as farcieal, and have caused the man. for com tasting physically at the finish. The encore clowning although they cut their routine short
with the toy horn and uke double because of the lute hour.
a tremendous sucress here
IJcnder
in "Wei- n
end of comment in theatrical and in character, helps it along
come Stranger."
Mis.; Marion knows how to sell her put them away one of the hits of the and Herr (New Aets) closed, lolcircles.
size and voice, whether singing or bill.
lowed by the Constance Talmadge
B. A. Bolfe and Co.
'ThP r.hio Mountain Mystery" M
Acts) feature lilm.
That with quips and
Atn:l.
Joe Coyne is to do a tiew p'ay s|e:king.
'he ti:;,. of the
Australian h- re in xt menth. 'he title «f whi h s.-in.e natty business stopped th n were the flash and ,the headline
lat'-s!
turn
Picture ,, ,<l,,< f;< n
following.
The
revue
Miss
and
e -n a n;M>un"' d,
Mr. «-l.n\v \\;hen they lini^hel.
a ure o,k n:
l>:is
rot \ i-t
at !'>' « urn
h"S
I'll .111 Heme puirii' eaMe il;.-;..|l
thi
\m U.
Coyne has phiyid in "II s Lady M.^ioa had a new published nurn- brass made good in the >p >t. running long enough io m.ike a toa\h te'l.ri; ot ii"tsafcaiiiM JM
"\ l-'i.'in
)iia mis' Vnferera ...
ut.d
<.,i
.\i
hti<
Nigh:."
Fi hauls."
r M'-'mi Ailams and 0«" a 1. ve •Weeding lv;is.spot for Conroy aid Yates, who people Unckill;' th'W'e. The ll.ili.inS
rid K'eanv o'uried the sh >W
M'-'n
r
,
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PICTURES THAT ARE DIFFERENT

<

PICTURES TO PLEASE YOUR PATRONS

1

PICTURES BUILT FOR BOX OFFICE PURPOSES
CURRENT RELEASES:

"Where Men Are Men"
"Steelheart"
*>

"No Defense"
VITAGRAPH RELEASE
\>

—

priday

DecetfBW

,

% WW

BONNIE BRIER

r~»r

BUSH

usual or compelling from the box
office standpoint.

PICTURES
THE LOTUS EATERS

"The Calf of the

John Barrymora
••
North** Is based Jacques Lenol
Colleen Moore
on the Stewart Edward White story, Mavis
Madge Vanoe
Anna Q. Nllason
"Conjurer's
House," which was Mrs. Hastings Vanoa
Ida Waterman
adapted as a play by Oeorge Broad- The Dean
Frank Currier
Langhorne Burton hurst.
F***;'!'IWichael
••••••..J. Barney Sherry
Jack Cunningham adapted John Carson
Weslejr Barry
the story to the screen and Joseph Jocko
Hayden-Coffln
** X °5 SiwJ .
Mrs.
-.
Henabery directed.
gjlRlSm MacClure..HumberUon Wright
This is offered at the Capitol this
There is a brief prolog, showing
Mac- the manner in which the factors of week by First National. Marshall
a screen rersion of Ian
famous- itory adapted from the Hudson Bay Co. were wont to Neilan directed.
John Barrymore
same source by treat the trade Invaders of their (with his hair curled) stars, and la
JSf nlava
y from the and Augustus territory.
They were usually atMcArthur
tacked somewhere in the uncharted ably supported. The whole is baaed
ihomas and done by Famous Play- wilds a*id left without food or means
i* TLaaky British Productions, Ltd., of reaching the settlements. Usually on a story by Albert Payson TerCrisp,
Donald
hune. Despite these names, there's
ISdirtns direction of
they welcomed death when It overiTanotbsr admirable production in
nothing exceptional to the picture.
ft/^Srvein of sincerity as that took them in the snow wastes. In It alms at satire and falls short of
ifharScotch tale. "Tommy and such manner did the father of the It with the result
it will probably
hero
his
later
meet
years
end,
and
H
its
of
showing
the
ahmI and on
last Sun- the son, following out an oath which satisfy no one. The general public
?£ftlni day at the Rivoli
dissatisfied
will
be
vaguely
by the
he
swore
heard
of
his
at
the
time
he
sort
of
same
the
meet
Sar likely to
Sunday eve- father's death, is also a free trader barbed humor pricking their bubble
lukewarm reception.
of
romance.
down
trying
the
wilds
to
track
in
all
conditions
weather
J3nr with
Jacques Lenol reaches the age of
wnSnat attendance, the theatre was his father's murderer. He is also
early taken in hand by the chief official twenty-five
without knowing a
STthan half filled at thehouses
of the H. B. Co., the same man who woman, due to an unpleasantness in
-how Business in the other
the
into
extent.
caused
his
dad
be
same
to
sent
the
to
not
father's
his
life,
and so when finally
but
waa off,
the he lands from the yacht he has inThe State, for example, with "The beyond, but in the case of
affair develops herited he falls for tho first fair one
younger
love
man
a
sturdily.
drew
Sheik,"
between
him and the factor's
Here Is a situation that seems to daughter, and the girl is the final he sees. This girl he marries, only
to learn his income is cut for marrystandards of
tvDify the artistic
means in saving him. Interesting in ing before thirty. With a dissatisprobably
as
Sheik,"
"The
fans.
film
weak
main
the
in
way,
but
mild
a
fied wife on his hands, he sets out
been
has
trashy a screen story as
when compared to other northwest on* a mad ballooning expedition to
screened by a representative prothrillers.
China and lands on an isle in the
-them
attracts
ducer in half a year,
Jack Holt plays the young hero. Pacific.
bit of detail here alscreening
to the box office, and a
the
who
played
Bellamy,
Madge
leging the over- world winds would
most
and
tenderest
of one of the
ingenue lead opposite the star, had aid a flight to China is a mistake.
beautiful idyllic tales in modern flclittle to recommend her for that The winds blow the
other way,
Noah Beer, and Ed toward us.
distinction
£od &v!
USSStlt
»
*~» v
xsm*,
.
the
easily
were
Martlndale
war<
i
prob
it
deserve,"
they
On this Isle all Is peace and
ernment as
outstanding characters, and the plenty, every one does as he pleases,
ably goes double that the fans get
to walk^ there is no money, and all is pure
seemed
especially
former
The
want.
they
as
pictures
as good
they away with the honors.
and holy. But Jacques longs for
facts speak for themselves
If the rental price Is right the home and his frivolous wife, turnwant "The Sheik" and they don't
that ing an unappreclatlve eye on the
want "Tommy and Grlsel," and picture will Ao for the houses
full week.
cutie in Greek costume close at
probably "Beside the Bonnie Brier do not play productions a
This is scarcely a feature of suffi- hand. So they let him go back. In
Bush."
full week's run.
for
calibre
a
cient
New York he finds friend wife has
The new production deserves a
Fred.
married a wealthier man. She must
better fate. It is a fine translation
choose which husband she wants.
cellufrom the printed page to the
Choosing a third, she elopes, and
Ian Mac^
loid of an exquisite tale.
back goes Jacques to the isle of
character
humorous
Laren's warm
Including
being Charlpy Riley
everything,
of
to
sketches come nearer
Eugene O'Brien plenty
Fawcett
usually
booze.
than
George
screen
Uncle
HI*
alive on the
Nancy Deaver
happens when familiar personages Alice Sanderson
about
Interesting
thing
most
The
D. J. Flanagan
Her Father
of fiction are filtered through the Geoffrey Small
Hantley Oordon this picture is Barrymore and his
•

. •

on's

^jT

\
'
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CHIVALROUS

camera

the backgrounds are

lens:

notably lovely, the picture having
been made in the real Scotch hills,
and the main thread of the story
has been plainly and simply told.

From

first to last the quaint characters are played with utmost sincerity.
There is not a false note in
the production.

The book must have presented an
embarrassment of riches to the
scenario writer. Dr. MacClure, who
was the outstanding figure of the
novel, plays but a minor role in the
film production, a shadowy shape
that must have suffered severely in
the cutting.
Perhaps some day

some one

make another

picture
with the rugged country doctor as
Its central figure.
In this version
there was no chance to stray aside
for Incidental character portraits.
Margaret Turnbull, who made the
adaptation* held closely to the roc
mantle part of the original—the love
story of Lord Malcolm and Flora,
the humble' shepherd's daughter
and the human oddities of the
Scotch village merely passed in silwill

houette.

44
and directed by Mauritx Stiller.
Judged wholly on what was

FOR THOSE

of-

WE

a Hetty Compson produce
tlon released by Goldwyn with Miss
Compson as the star. It was the
Miss
Compson
last
production
producing
turned out with her o\

fered at the Town Hall, Nov. 26,
"Sir Arne's Treasure" is a fine prowell
photographed and
duction,
acted, interesting by reason of its
difference from native output.
It
was offered as part of a specimen
program of an entire everfing's entertainment, which Included scenics,

This

Is

The reason that this was the
production that the star made
the role of producer is easily
apparent to those that view it. It
is without doubt one of the most
incoherent stories that has been
screened in a long, long time.
unit

final

in

educational, a comedy and folk
songs admirably sung by a Swedish
prima donna.
In Swedish communities in the northwest such an
entertainment might prove successMiss Compson has a corkina*
ful, but the remainder of our popu- company supporting her, which inlace would probably regard it as cludes Lon Chaney and others of
tiresome.
equal note, but even they cannot
Sir Halmar, a fiery young man, Is pull the picture through.
IncI*
among the prisoners locked up for dentally the cast also holds Walter.
conspiring against
the reigning Morosco.
king. With two others he escapes,
The three Rossons were a!, j ao«
and Is shown deliberately assassi- tive in the production of the picnating Sir Arno and his entire fam- ture,
one as director, another
ily for robbery.
The mysterious brother in the cast and the third as
treasure chest of Sir Arne is men- camera man.
The experiment of
tioned in the sub-titles, but no ex- shooting the greater part of the feaplanation of its origin is vouchsafed. ture in soft focus did not enhance
Again Sir Arne's wife is shown to the value of the picture.
be a psychic, merely by her having a
The story is laid in a small town,
vision of the Impending murder, with the principal characters being
with no further mention of the sub- the sweet girl, her brother and, fathject.

This

together.
the bookkeeper In the sash
Is a pool room
hanger-on who also likes to play
stud, and the girl just keeps house.
At the opening of the story the girl
is rescued from the swlmmin' hole
tintsi that
liio town
luwn gambler,
and after
by
oy the
Rtiiamur, «uiu
he just naturally sticks around.
The brother gets cleaned in the
Saturday night stud game and then
goes home to turn off his old man
for $80.
That eighty is the whole
story.
As the result of the theft
the father goes blind, the girl get*
in bad with the town folks, for she
Is seen on Sunday to enter the stag
hotel where the gambler lives to get
the dough back, and the boy Is accused of the theft of the 'money

er.

The only member

who

family

escapes

of
is

the
little

Arne Father
Elsa,

grand-daughter of Sir Arne. She is
taken in by a kindly fisherman's
family. Sir Halmar, gorgeously attired, falls in love with her and the
feeling
Ltjeung is reciprocated.
reeiprocaitu.

nigiu
vine
One night

dreams

that her murdered
her to the kitchen of
Next day she haunts
the tavern, where she overhears one
of the assassins say: "Drink, Sir
Halmar; make merry. We are not
at the end of Sir Arne's treasure
yet."
Elsa tells her story to the
scullery woman, who notifies the
authorities; but Elsa repents denouncing the man she loves and
runs to warn him to escape, to
which he replies: M You betrayed
me, giving me no chance to atone,"
and casts her away from him. She
begs him to flee; the police arrive at
the house; Sir Halmar uses Elsa's
body as a shield and fights his way
through them, she being stabbed to

Elsa

sister has led
the local inn.

death.

I

little trio all live

is

factory,

.

the boy

in the end when he is accompanying the gambler and another
hanger-on in the town to turn off
the dive keeper he Is shot and killed.
In the end the sap lover of the
girl, who flopped on her while she
was in trouble, finally wins her
despite the fact that the gambler
who stood the gaff and made it possible for her to win out is turned
down. That part of the picture, at
any rate, is almost true to life*
How often do women turn on the

and

With long hair, it
performance.
The ship by which Sir Halmar
seems. to the observer he must be was to have escaped is the •only
offering a -caricature of the old- type vessel that continues to be Icebound,
Shakespearean trouper, the kind and the captain narrates a superstiwho took himself and his "art" all tion that this Is due to the fact that
«*
e t lrt „.iIf not a caricature. It Is inhabited by an evil-doer.
y,
Sir men that are responsible for their
*J°° C JI?""}
fellA - wl^
C
8
Halmar has carried tha body of the success and pass them up in their
lftow \i;l bVto"^"f real abH.t; glrT to his cabin In the vessel; the hour of need for someone that canS Ellis.
P
Robert
will be missed, and what is offered
not do a thing for them.
Charley Riley (O'Brien) Is a ro- in his place will be Judged with the captain, on hearing of the whole
Trying to make the picture effect
mantic young man with a penchant slight resentment of those who miss affair, has Sir Halmar cast ashore; tive, the director took n chance at
the titled murderer says: "It Is
for helping females in distress* His the expected.
Leed.
shooting everything in sight, even
pay
the
God's
will
that
should
we
uncle, a politician, endeavors to cure
penalty of our crimes," is taken to a burning house to add a little
him by framing up something that
that
away by the police, the sea im- pep to the production, but even
will teach him a lesson he is not
There was also a
mediately opeps and permits the didn't help.
likely soon to forget. The audience, SIR
speak -easy where you could get
depart.
vessel
to
however, is not let Into the secret
"Sir Arne's Treasure" is the picThey are a sad -looking people, "it," but the comedy chances of this
until the finish, which comes as a turlzatlon of a story by Selma
these Swedes, with no Joy in their scene were entirely passed up.
surprise denouement.
The direction was draggy and
Lagerlof, made by the Swedish Blo- faces; but they are most expressive
A dainty miss, fleeing from pur- graph Co. of Stockholm, with Mary In pantomime, so that there Is wearisome from beginning to end
and
it did not move the story for("Sweden's Sweetheart")
suers, makes her way into his apart- Johnson
for fully one-half less
mu.
*«*••.
*
The necessity
ment, remains all night, her sup- and
Lundm as *v
the stars.
Richard. *
^.titles than Americana would ward at all. There was an attempt
posed father arrives in the morn- picture has for its period and locale employ t0 put ove r the same ideas. to get the yarn over with titles, but
ing, points u revolver at him and the Sweden of 850 years ago. It is The conclusion must be arrived at these titles were such that they only
made more of a puzzle of the story
demands that Charley protect the quite possible the feature has been that it is not for us.
Jolo.
(No cut to conform to American regulathan the action itself.
girl's honor by marrying hew
This Is a good one to pass up,
provision is made for the marriage tion lengths and that in the process
seating
a
the
with
house
except
picture
when one can make use of
A
ceremony
After the
license.)
of excision much In the way of ex"wife" tells him a harrowing tale of planatory progression has been de- capacity of OT© opened in Sheep s- the Compson name at a price for a
Fred.
week.
double
feature
last
bill.
brother,
Long
Island,
head
Bay,
her
and
ago
persecution of her
It was made two years
leted.
who was lured into embezzling from
her,*and
marry
wants
to
a man who
Unique*
Unique Creation • • •
Unique Creation • * *
Charley gives her a check for $5,000
Unique Creation * * *
Later
to repay tho embezzlement.
* * *
Unique Creation
Unique Creation * * *
Unique Creation * * *
telegram telling him Creation
he receives
to call at a dilapidated house in the * * *A Unique Creation * * *
Uniaue^Cr*ati<m„!L*.J!L
Unique Cr&ation^+J*_+
Clean, romantic melodrama, culminating in a hoax, is "Chivalrous
Charley," a Selznick picture starring Eugene O'Brien. It was written by May Tully, scenarized by
,agne and dlreCUd by
<
d

^

.

*—-

^r

ARNE'S TREASURE

Posty Macduff and John
Carmlchael
appeared
as
only
shadows of their real selves, but
Lachlan Campbell, the stubborn
father of Flora, was etched in with
a good deal of care.
Played by
Crisp, it is a convincing bit of delineation.
The sceno between the slums, "wijfio *. lid is ho'icJ captive.
dour old man. and his daughter He fights a gang of "thugs," has a
upon their reconciliation was a series of thrilling adventures caltouching moment, a moment of hon- culated to hold any audience spellest sentiment that seldom oemes
bound, Is finally rounded up at his
upon the silver sheet where senti- uncle's home, and then learns of
ment Is too often maudlin.
the deception practiced upon him.
The Scotch locale Is refreshing to
Meantime he Is hurt to find the
Americans, who have about been girl Is a party to the hoax and apfed up on native locations. Some of peased to And she really loves him.
the woodland meadow and village A fine stellar role for O'Brien; a
vistas are very beautiful.
Even in dainty, witching part for Nancy
the interiors of castle, cottage and Deaver as the young miss, with the
'kirk" deliver real, convincing "at- remainder of the supporting characmosphere."
such capable hands as
ters In
As a plain bald story the picture George Fawcett as the uncle, and
"trifling. It Is only itH deft touches so on.
that make it notable. The narrative
The entire production exudes rostructure is Just conventlbnal Eng- mantic action of the ultra-modern
J«h fiction. The lowly Flora falls school, the footage is not prolonged
n
ve wit* the helr of "the castlo one moment longer than necessary
J ,i°,
joik,
who returns her love, while and when the surprise twist comes
w>e scheming Earl
plans a rich mar- at the finish the audience is not anEjage for his son.
The woman the noyed by being fooled. A satisfacJolo.
**« Picks is in love with the village tory program feature.
minister and aids the young lord
le m any trials
to wed the woman
T
•J
oi his real ehoiee.
The time is two
oecades ago, and the period and
Fr;cnU Mnyo
Dr .Tim Ko.-no
piace gives opportunity
Wimlaur
for a touch H«*lon K«'«n«»
!n
ej Picturesque
Oliver Cn-*n
costume. The wed- Kenn.'th Ford
°jng scene at the
Staiihopf Whratrroft
end has the Hobby Thornr»
Hohirt AnuVrson
"
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A
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Triumph of All the Arts * * *
Triumph of All the)
Triumph of All the Arts * * *
in crinolines and the men Tom Amlrrnon
Gordon Sa< UviMc
Captain Blake
Triumph of All the Arts * * *
Triumph of All the Arts * * *
"] kilts, with a small regiment of
Arts * * *
Triumph
Pipers on hand to furnlHh
music for
Triumph of All the Arte
Triumph of All the Arts * * *
jne
An unusually Rood Universal with of All the Arts * * *
wedding,
which
mnkos
th*>
ha PPy climax.
photography of the exceptional sort
jtuxh.
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A

A

A
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not

st,in '«»R series, for while a
hi
lnU'»' <,tJ ting tale of the north*>»,
*»t. It has naught about It uni

credited to L. Ii. Lancaster. Stuart
Paton's story and Eugene B. Lewis'
s enario are satisfactory, and William "Worthington's- direction way
abov the program average. A clean
picture for all classes, it strikes a
Frank Mayo and
high average.
Olla Cronk, she of thenustrous hair
and wonderfully clear-cut features,
lend distinction to the acting, but
the support is all capable.
The story deals with n young
liild
Ins
to
devotion
doctor's
patients and his efforts to hold his
The action moves
butterfly wife.
steadily and with a gathering interest up to a storm at sea. caught
and
considerable •actualiiy
with

A

A

Directed by Burton George, From the
Story by Michael J. Phillips, Scenario
N

by Edward J. Montagne, who wrote
4<
the 'script of A Man's Home.
> 9

•

made very effective.
An unusually good
worth booming.

I'niversal,
l.red.
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ByfiWay of Comment
STARS AND PLAYS
department of Variety the head of a standard film production corporation states, the time has arrived when the patrons
Isf photoplays will no longer pay merely for the privilege of seeing
stage or screen stars unless the play in which the star or stars appear
Is a good one.
In another

Friday,

be working, and gross rentals are In excess of
the original bookings. The same thing Is said to have been the case In
The latest Lloyd
the Triangle reissues of William 8. Hart features.
picture la in four reels instead of the customary two. Exhibitors who
have contracted for the series get the longer production at the two-reel
rental scale.
total of 7,500 prints will

December

2,

1921

1

GREEN LIGHTS TO

LESSEN ALARM
Red Ones Add to Panic, Say

From London comes a story of how nearly Sir Oswald Stoll came to
securing the English distribution rights to Chaplin's latest release, "The
Idle Class."
Sir Oswald had agreed with William Vogel, who handles
the First National output in Great Britain, to pay the latter £45,000
for the rights, and went so far aa to Invite the newspaper representatives and camera men to be present at the signing of the coxitract.
Chaplin himself was there, the cameras focused, and everything made
ready, when word was sent that Emil Wertheimer was at that moment
signing for the picture, paying £50.000. The exhibitors felt this was
a prohibitive price, and held a meeting to boycott the picture. While
the meeting was going on, several of the important exhibitors slipped
away and signed up for first runs.

Experts
i

Harrisburg, Nov.

SO.

Green emergency lights may be
installed in the theatres and picture
houses of Pennsylvania instead of
the red lights at the exits. The

This opinion has been voiced many times since five -reel feature Aim
plays, with stars as leaders, replaced the shorter film subjects. Despite
its acceptance officially by the producing heads of film firms, the stars
still keep coming in Alms.
Stars, on the screen or on the stage are
stars, because of some stellar quality they possess actual or professed.
The flesh and blood stage has quarreled long and profltlessly over the
same question. Arguments pro and con have waged, and the antiOther controversies "have obtained and
star protagonists have won.
The Gunning rental of the Lyric, New York, for four weeks, conthe opposition came out victorious. The hackneyed resort to the Eliztinues to be an unprofitable venture so far as direct returns are conIt's but
abethan, "The play the thing," no longer means anything.
cerned. His first week with "What Do Men Want?" grossed $4,400, and
saying what everybody knows, and many believe.
the second, with Thanksgiving Day in it, was little better. The bill was
switched this week, Gunning presenting "Our Mutual Friend," a foreign.But the very producing managers of stage plays who in the past
have raged moat violently against their domination by stars, proved, made feature, which is doing very little. His tenancy expires after next
when the storm blew over, to be the first entrepeneurs to flaunt again week, when the house ia to be closed to make ready for a big all-star
the stellar pennants. Handsome is as handsome does. To deny that legitimate revival.
many parts in films or stage plays may be aa effectively Interpreted by
players without names is sheer flatulency. To claim that stars of acInside advices from the Coast say, that February 1 is set as the time
cepted qualities, adapted to the interpretation of* complimentary roles when full activity will be resumed in filmdom out there.
While the
roles
merely
to
be
denied
those
because
they
are
are stars, is crass studios are going along fairly just now, nothing is running at full castupidity. Stars are made by roles. But once a star, a certain appre- pacity.
ciable following is automatically established. This following has a box
office value. Its degree will depend upon the vehicle.
One of the old-line producing and distributing concerns is working out
Poor plays are every week submerging gifted stage stars. It has ever a plan to place its exchange managers and salesmen on reduced salary
and
commission on the business done in their respective territories.
been so.
The stellar surprise of a night dies of inanition when no

State Industrial Board of the State
Department of Labor and Industry
now has the matter under advise-

ment.

contended by members of the

It is

board that the red lights at exits
contribute to rather than diminish
the feeling of alarm that is occasioned in time of fire or panic when
the emergency exits are used. The
green light is the familiar safety
light, while the red light is the universally recognized danger signal, it
is pointed out.
W. C. Cronin, chairman of the
safety standards committee of the
board" will bring the matter up for
final disposition when the board

meets

in

December.

MEMPHIS' BAD BUSINESS

Memphis, Nov. 30.
Business has been so poor at the
local picture houses the Memphis
playwright comes along to re-clothe the personality.
The problem is
Enterprises Co., controlling all of
a squirrel's cage; One may keep whirling round and round and get new
The general manager of a large distributing concern ^ias several the best picture houses in town, is
vision for changing judgments suitable for argument either way every
ro-issues which he is state-righting. The re-issues have nothing in com- no w operating one of them, the
time the treadmill stops.
%
mon with the company that employs him.
Bijou, only on week-ends.

The truth is that stars are a positive 4>ox office value at all times,
but that given a poor play, the popularity of a star suffers in the ratio
of the play's poverty.

The average patron of a playhouse, screen or stage, would prefer to
forego seeing a favorite star if the privilege meant being bored by a
stupid play.
,

firm executive in the same statement declares all producing
exhibiting film folk would do well to accept the current general business depression as a normal recession^ signalizing the
law of cycles in trade, rises and falls, and scale their activities, investments and expectancies accordingly.
This is another squirrel's
cage discussion. Like the expert witnesses in court, as many authorities, as a rule, may be produced for or against any fact alleged.

The same

distributing

and

Just About Once a Year
The New York

daily papers unite in calling

piece. This year

"The Bonnie Brier Bush"

is

a picture a master*
the one singled out.

out.
t

V

INSIDE

STUFF-PICTURES
"We

A returning showman from Minneapolis confirms the dispatches from
He aays business was bad
Minneapolis on the film situation there.
enough before the opening of the new Hennepin (Orpheum, Jr.) and that
now it is worse. As business kept getting worse tho houses started cutting down on their shows, reducing the size of the orchestras, eliminating
soloists and with a scant allowance of short-reel subjects. Slaaries were
cut and admission prices remained at top notch in spite of inferior
Advertising was cut to a minimum, the Saturday and Sunday
shows.
display ads being confined to one inch.
of the big picture distributors believes it has all of the trade
papers "tied up" or "sewed up" as far aa their attitude toward it is
concerned. This tielng up process has been accomplished either through
Now
advertising or "buying in" on tho papers, directly or indirectly.
that the distributor has found out how, it is a bit worried over the
others
reads
about
It can't believe what It
position it finds itself in.
in the papers, because it knows how greatly biased the papers are in its
own favor. The same distributer has started after another paper that
it's not going to land.

One

in all seriousness.

Pittsburgh branch

Holcomb turned

all his

material over to the Goldwyn

office.

Pathe continues to put out reissues of the Harold Lloyd single
It is said a
reelers, ami will continue the series for several months.

one of the

story and the beauty of its
Scene after scene is brought
before the eye that seems the living
replica of an artist's dream. If you like)
its

a pleasing story, faithful to life, told
with superb pictorial beauty, you cannot
afford to miss this.*'

—NEW YORK

MAIL

"~S»n~be TTTOWlHHfljhHT II art " Onus ii*i
something different, quieting to
the nerves and harmonious all the way
through.
Delightful, picturesque, ten-

—

picture

f?

ADOLPH ZUKOR 1

der, amiable

presents

to

"THE
BONNIE
BRIER

and

An

eye.

Giynne scoring

The

true.

excellent

sets a delight

Mary

cast,

heavily.*'

—NEW YORK AMERICAN
_

"Excellently

charmingly
photographed, ambling along with th«
tears and rapture of lovers.
Mary
Giynne reminds one of Lillian Gish in

BUSH"
A

the

The

carried

out,

Birth of a Nation'."

—NEW YORK NEWS

Donald Crisp
production

"After reels and reels of dull films and

From the novel by Ian
MacLaren and the plays

maudlin

films, when you are prepared to
curse the screen and die, along comes a
masterpiece like The Bonnie Brier Bush'

by James McArthur and
Augustus Thomas.
Scenario by Margaret

which restores your confidence."

Turnbull.

—NEW YORK GLOBE

-2/

Willard Holcomh returned from the exploitation campaign for Goldwyn's "Theodora" In Pittsburgh tills week with the only set of homemade stills In existence, showing the prize lion stunt of the film In action.
It was found Impossible to get reproductions of the scene in the celluloid where the Hop claws the hero and Is dragged away by the woman
He found a life-si/ed Leo in a
trainer, so Willard had to roll his own.
Pittsburgh window" display of toys brought over by a European toy
maker, and among the choir which sings as part of the presentation he
By
discovered a woman who was the double of the screen actress.
careful posjng and expert camera manipulation the trick brute and the
still
reproduced
the
papers
local
six
and
editors,
the
past
got
woman

this as

settings.

Orphans."
Selling tickets of admission to film houses on credit is a plan in vogue
Middle West, according to Albert L. Grey, general manager for D.
W. Grffith. The exhibitors missed their regular patrons, and on inquiring
the cause were told they were unable to spare the small change. After
viewing the empty seats for awhile, one of them conceived the idea of
extending credit for admissions to their known patrons, taking up
The plan, say the exhibitors, is working out
I. O. l.Vs from the visitors.
splendidly, most of the patrons feeling a sense of honor to repay at
the first opportunity as soon as they are in funds. The piactlce is said
to be in vogue over a territory extending over nine States in the Middle West and part of the South.

welcome

tion inspiring in the simple impressive*

ness of

general welfare work. It la related of Blue that, when he first appeared
In the Coast picture colony, he was the best dressed "extra" around
the lot. Hollywood cowboys might go to church or meeting In bearded
pants and high boots, but Blue off location wore a boiled shirt, a hard
'hat and patent leather Oxfords.
He is, as Jack Lloyd, of the Griffith
press department, subtly points out, appearing as Danton in "The Two

in the

gladly

truly fine things of the year, a produc-

Very few people know that Monte Blue is a thorough blood Cherokee
Indian, and got his foothold in pictures because he was the most daring
of rough riders. Even the Griffith press department didn't know it until
this' week, when it received word the Cherokee tribe had assembled In
Okmulgee, Okla., a few days before, and raised a fund for a drive to
stop the film producers from picturing the Indian always as a villain.
Specifically the redskins had written to Blue, asking him in future to
forego any roles picturing him as a villain. The Cherokees are wealthy
by reason of rich oil holdings on their reservation, and are amply able to
finance any uplift that pleases them. The film drive is only part of their

C£ (Paramount (picture
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AUTOMOBILE ATTA(

GOLDWYN WITHDRAWS

NOT STARS BIG NEED

sale of a motor car by Charles
Walton, picture actor, to Harry L.
Gates, of the Globe Productions,
Inc., is concerned in a $769.71 suit
Walton has started against Gates,

ROAD "THEODORAS"

OF 'PICTURE BUSINESS TODAY

representing two installments due
on notes in payment for the car.
Walton some months ago secured
a $400 Judgment against Gates, also
CJoldwyn Is withdrawing all of the for an installment due, and now has
"Theodora" companies from the the local sheriff out to levy an atroad. The Pittsburgh, Chicago and tachment on Gates' property.
Detroit companies closed after three
weeks in each of those towns; the

—

What His Scouts Teil Him

Be Turned Loose Through
Regular Channels

Will

Zukor Discusses Subject Declares CondiBefore They Get Better—
tions Will Be Worse

Adolph

—Money Tighter

GRIFFITH PICTURE

at the Astor, New York, closes
10, while the company which
in Iioston last week will remain at the Shubert theatre there
until about Christmas time.
At that, there is a possibility that
in Conthe Astor show may be moved to 'Two Orphans"
the Lyric, New York, after next
necticut in 16 Reels
week, but that arrangement is not
definite as yet.
For the last two
Griffith's new production,
weeks of the engagement at the
"The
Astor "educational tickets" were Two Orphans," was "tried on the
distributed about New York, per- dog" in a Connecticut town for days
mitting of a two for one rate of ad- last week. It was projected In 16
mission for the house.
reels before regular audiences, and
It is barely possible that the tre- the effect of each sceno noted as to
mendous flood of protest from the its effects on the fans. On the basis
exhibitors which flooded all of the of these observations it will be cut
local exchanges in the towns where to 12 seels.
"Theodora" was played as an atTha whole production will be
traction in the legitimate houses taken back to Mamaroneck and remay have been the reason for the edlted. Then it will be shown in
Goldwyn decision to turn the pict- two more out of town theatresT*ach
ure loose through the regular chan- showing being followed by more
nels and withdraw the road shows. editing. Then it will come into the
Or it might have been due to the Apollo the first week In January.
fact that the picture may have been At Its first viewing the picture took
discovered not to have a drawing three hours and fifteen minutes.
power that would stand up after the
Griffith, who was on David, Besecond week of its run in the regu- lasco's staff before he became a piclar week stand legitimate towns.
ture producer, is the only film man
At tho Shubcrt in Boston last who follows the stage plan of
week the picture is said to have "breaking In" a production before
dn wn a little less than $9,000. while it is given a metropolitan premiere.
at the Astor, New York, a little
more than $9,000 was the gross.
Jack "Welch, who has been handling the routing of the films from
New York offices,
the Goldwyn
the
company on
finished
with

show

on Dec.
opened

due for an- may consider it a hazardous innoreturn of vatlon for the heads of big organisomething zations at this time to) declare orj
or
normalcy,
things to
have even admit that the depression from
people
of
lot
a
lit it. that
isn't going to which all business is suffering is
*n prophesying,
The not a transient indication, but is insoon.
not
topen. at any rate,
business, like all the other stead a natural, settled recession.
tree of lndus- But that's just what it is, and the
branches of the big
a fresh squint financial patient will Just have to
will have to take
-*
index cards, sales sheets, face the stroke of paralysis he's
accounts and reserve suffered and patiently let time recredits, bank
to weather cuperate him.
resources if it wants
"Everybody in films knows that
financial condiworst trade and
exhibitors can no longer pay the big
coming.
tions that are
prices for big features they paid
A producer, distjgibutor or ex- two years ago, or even one year
largest comhibitor in the fourth
ago.
Everybody In films knows that
will
world
Btrcitl activity in the
wanting to the money that was ready cash
ktrt to do two things if
and mini- down for any sort of film agreement
hunire maximum profit
years ago or even one year ago
mum lots for the months immedi- two
Is now offered Instead often in conately confronting
Have to jam overhead scale down versation or notes. Two years ago
the low tide stage for films set in.
tone more.
Have to make, sell or exhibit pic- The tide is still going out. The
men In Washington handling the
tares that forget all about big name
Peace Conference, with all their
ttart, expensive or otherwise, and
data, arc unable to predict when
offer first, last and all the time from
the return flow will set in.
wants.
public
the
stories
now on,
"The Famous believes that by the
Adolph Zukor said these things
concentration
of producers upon the
to Variety the other day in a decselection
of stories that will Picanfacing
-ere
laration that films
turize regardless of stars and a genother crisis.
••We haven't yet reached the crest eral change of front by distributors
and
exhibitors leveled down to the
of hard times," said the Famous
"Our organisa- present depression, further embar'Players* president.
its exchanges rassment* may be avoided by many
tion's returns from
and exhibitors for the past several in films who were caught in the
complete in- recent irreat slump.
comprising
months,
"The public is nmre exacting in
tensive investigation, brings us up
against two overwhelming facts: its play demands'than it was. Teeming
with human drama's of all sorts,
Money is tight and getting tighter,
and the ebb tide that Ft in a few poignant, startling, extraordinary,
years ago against stars and for as was the war, the struggle edustories will not return.
Prom now cated the public. What had passed
on the story is going to be the as stories of engrossing complication before the war seem empty,
thing, big stories.
stale and uninteresting now with
Big Names
the higher standards for charm,
"Big names that helped bring curiosity and thrills that the war
clamorous
popular
to created."
attention
"films have lost their vogue.
Now,
in films, as in the theatres, it's again
the .day's the thing. Film audiences took a long time to get where
I.os Angeles, Nov. 30.
they're at, tumbling money in at
Raymond McKec has been signed
ibox offices prodigally for years to
by Kcalart for the leading male role
isee again and again this, that or the in
May McAvoy's next starring
pother star of the stage or screen vehicle.

Wm

The

business

is

]

The

turn-over.

other

rr.iM,

The

TRIED ON THE DOG"
Shown

j

i
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ROBBINS ADDS THREE

TO UPSTATE STRING
Buys Interests of Papayanakos Bros, of Watertown
Syracuse, N.

Y.,

Nov.

30.

Nathan L. Robbins, native of Syr**
acuso and controlling factor in the
Robbins -Syracuse Company and the
Robbins
Amusement
Company,
operating picture houses in Syracuse and Utica, adds another com*
pany and three new houses to big
string as a result of a deal closed
for the purchase of the interests of
the Papayanakos Brothers of Watertown.
The deal, involving $260,000, gives)
Robbins the Olympic, the Palace
and the Antique at Watertown. Ths)
former but recently was remodeled
to permit the presentation of vasjde*
vllle.
The latter two are devotef
solely to pictures. The traneacttojt
carried on tinder cover, was n ege*
tlated by Julius Rothsteln. a direo*
tor of the Robbins corporation. The

Papayanakos

Brothers will step
Dec. 17.
Back of the deal was a raco for
the properties, with the Frank A*
Em psall- Morton and Sesonsko in*
terests as the other entry. The lat»
ter have the Avan theatre at Water*
town and have but recently places)
They of*
it on Its feet financially.
fered to lease, but Robbins offered)
cash, and his certified check for the)
full purchase, $250,000, closed the
deal. Robbins also paid cash for the
Eckel theatre and Vinney building

down on

in

Syracuse about a year ago.

,

Wednesday of this W'-ek. Will A.
Page, who has been handling the
the films, will finish
returned from Boston early this week after having put
over the picture there. His advance
work In New York made the picture
stand up as an extraordinary attraction for the first few weeks that
Page Is leavit was on Kroadway.
ing for Cuba on Monday next for a
ten-day vacation. On his return he
may return to the Coldwyn staff to
exploit another of their big foreign
attractions for them.
publicity

for

He

tomorrow

]

COAST PICTURE NEWS

'offered

film

in

Something

plays.

about photoplays, the enchantment
of sccnics involved, the comparatively cheap prices of admission,
kept audiences coming back again
and again to see their favorite
players, irrespective of the merits
of the screen medium in which they
.appeared.
In the early periods of
films, when the rich fruits of the
regular talking stage abounded in
material, und the best dramas of
our time tumbled into the hoppers
of *h3
camera,
prosperity
film
flamed. A great play and a big star
and everybody came.
Things went
en this way for years, but the
growing army of producers gradually bit Into the stored harvests of
precious play material, and then
came observed changes In the quantity and quality of audiences. Business wasn't so good when the star
was great an* the play indifferent,
and when the star was talented but
not of the first class the box office
business boomed when the play wan
great.

"Notwithstanding that many peoaver that the film business
a comparatively simple proposition to master,
the best minds in
Photoplay making and
photoplay
attribution were a long time get«ng at the hard facts that while
w § and little stage stars were
fconey drawers in films
for a time
regardless of their media, the time
Janw when names counted no more
( ne
pla^r wasn't right.
Our instigations aimed at making deductions along these
lines elicited
written an d
voiced opinions from
U m
Playgoers and exhibitors in all
«V
Wrts of tin. country.
These opin>ons represent
h;i!«
signed judg0nt8 c 'ontii
njin K t] 1c conclusions
f
,hr r.unoiiK
r.iyns executives.
ple still
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Betty Blythe has left for Columbus, Ohio, where she will appear at
a special collegiate event given by
Ohio State University.
She will
later go to New York.

Both the Kinema and the California, picture houses, have inaugurated special Sunday morning concerts.
The California has abandoned prologues and special acts in

Rialto. Nev. York, this week
holds over the three -reel version of
"tdi Tosca," 'which Hugo Kiesenfeld
is presenting to the musical score
of the opera. On Sundny during the
second afternoon performance the
combination of the film with the
usual overture music was an -applause winner.
Incidentally, It again gives the
house an opportunity of advertising
a double f"«'^ce b:!V. ai * :^y have
Pauline Frederick in "La Tosca"
and .Tack Holt in "The Call of the
North."
l

O

FRENCH FILM NOTES

Moving pictures as propaganda
Hal Roach and* his wife will ac- for health preservation are to be
company Harold Lloyd on his forth- used at Bordeaux in December.
coming

trip to

New

n e

first

York.

A

Stupendous

The subway has arranged with

A

special invitational premiere of
Bennett's "Molly O" was held
the Mission Wednesday night.
The film is in for an indefinite run.

the exhibitors for a ticket seller of
the company to attend the large
movies during the intermission to
issue tickets in order to avoid the
rush at the subway booking offices
Henry R. Walthall has signed to at the time the places of amuseplay one of the two leading male ment close.
The public can thus
roles In John M. Stahl's next pro- purchase a subway ticket In adduction, 'One Clear Call."
the
halls of tho theatres
vance in
and Important picture halls and not
John Griffith Wrav has completed have to wait at the* station. The
Thomas II. Inee's "Jim," to be re- system was adopted at the Theatre
lcavseil by Assoeinfcd Kirst Vntinnnl
Antoine some weeks ai;o and fonno
Milton Sills, Marguerite de la Motte convenient.
and John Mowers are in leading
roles.
During the week ended Nov. Ifl
there were 3K.M95 metres of films
Will l'liytw ni:ij;.r/inc writer of presented at tho trade shows (com•!« v.
industrial ai
has lieeh sicrned pared with 45.S67 metres the previby Healart to i-o-ope-rate in stories ous week and 27.705 metres for the
with a liuj-ine** an^Ie for lie Real- corresponding wVek of 1920); shown
art stars.
by c, a union t, 5/»a0 metres; Fox.
4.1B0
Paramount,
metre.;
2,050
Charlie Cl apliu his ."-tat t» <1 his
Patho Consortium, 3.750
metres;
)•'fur l'ii •-! N.i ional
'att'St en filed'
metres;
M.S57
Sep-, t,
metres;
Ie:..e.
Phocea. 2.400 metres; Crandeg Pro
duetions. 3.SO0 unties; A^em-c Jen-Arthur V. lle.k. pi rodent of tile erah\ :..«;:» 2 lin-irc.-; Meric 2. <»:',(>
lAih 'a lit) l'ro«iu< ion^. h.is com- metres; llari\. 2.'JI."» neire"--; l-'vin.pleted .if raliireineiii^ fe»r llie Jllmitir.
]'r
A iM ist inues. ;{,S.*i.'i nieir.vi;
<d • \\ li'::lii[« > sl.iniiiK Mi** I'i'inl.
im-li- s.
They y,j!| |t< made mi he line lot J-:.-lair. 2,120

kiss

and

—

last.

their

A

vision of Life at
the Gates of Death

favor of straight pictures and music.

Drama

of the Loves of

the Mighty

Mack
at

it

t

i

None can

forget the force of mob-hate,

mob -love, mob -pas-

production; nor the art the wonderful, indescribable pantomime- of Europe's greatest
artists, backed by players in thousands, and led by Kmil

sion that leaps from this

mammoth

Janniugs, Master of Emotion.

The kind ot picture the public is constantly looking
for— the kind that exhibitors can offer in exclusive
first runs when they hold a First National

FRANCHISE
Beginning December 4 at the

;
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y H,,. TVoady».ir for fur-

of our
play,

Cullen Land is. Goldwyn star, is
passing out the cigars in honor of
a 13-pound daughter born this week.
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to Mart his latest production rotFirst Nut ional. •Pawned." this wcel

Soma pooplu-lxho .story

4>f

Home." ]da\ed

Wll.l. 1IK
i

FOI

M> ON

1VH.K MKVKS'

T^I^N

A NATIONAL

INSTITUTION

DIRECTION

BDWAY

AT A7 V\ ST.
JOS-MJUNKSTB*

There'll be a Franchise everywhere

PICTURES

u

BUSINESS SLUMP FORCES OUT

December

Friday.

1921

TIDE SWINGS IN

WAR TIME SHOWMEN;

ARBUGKLE

THEATRES BUILT AT PEAK PRICES BIG LOSERS

Since He Took Stand

TRI

It

Favort

Comedian

decrease the overhead expense for

—

2,

San Francisco, Nov.

30
theatre operators, in the event
tSJremendous Overhead Charges Make Running Unprofitable No Bayers in the
The tide of sentiment here hu\
the builders do not do this the
swung in favor of Roscoe Arbuckk
will have to remain idle
Market—Costs Must Be Written Off as Losses or Houses Will Revert to buildings
on trial here charged with beS
for the- exhibitors will lay low for
responsible for the death of v2
Promoting-Builders
more than a year after the recent ginla Rappe.

bumps they

received and not take

His unshaken testimony made
remarkable impression in his tw*

on any new houses.

Motion

picture

theatres

of

the

there wero

more than two

score

tho vicinity of houses being offered for sale withtakers in sight.
Greater New York, that were built out
The natural Inference is that the
during tho wartime pe >d, are a theatres will have to revert to the
4rug on the market at present. A builder because the exhibitors now
eport made by one of the members conducting them are unable to
9t the Theatre Owners' Chamber stand the terrific overhead charges
•f Commerce was to the effect that the properties aro burdened with.
variety

ftKffer

in

'

This overhead is the result of the
building
operations
during
the
period when everything from labor
to material was at the price peak.
There is going to be only one out
for tho bullderfl of the theatres, according to this exhibitor.
That Is
for the promotor-builders to write
off a loss on the buildings and thus

The

outsiders who were willing
to pile into exhibiting at the time
when the rsjnning of a theatre was
nothing more than opening the
doors and taking the public's money
are fast quitting.
It is predicted
that next spring will see nought
but the old line showmen operating
about New York.

resulting in the prosecution calliJ
witnesses to offset
noticeably upon special wrJJ
erg for the local press. Harry Mo«
Kenzie, for one, writes:
"It is with no sentiment of dla«
respect to the court or ItH officei)
that I express surprise that hi
should be held."

many new

effect,

UCHTMAN'S FUTURE

STANLEY CO. ANSWERS CHARGES

Dissatisfied

HOTEL HELP TO BE TRAINED

with A. P. Contract—

Going to Coast

OF FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
v0enies Conspired to Monopolize Film Business in
Pennsylvania Famous Players Bought $2,000,-

—

000 Stanley Notes, Paying* in Stock
Washington, Nov 30.
All answers to the charges of the
atoderal Trade Commission against
EXHIBS
sne Famous Players -Lasky Corporation and the other defendants
have now been filed. The answer After Showing "Hill"
They
Of The Stanley Company of America,
Must Pay War Tax
,
Stanley Booking Corporation, and
Jules E. Mastbaum, which answers
Detroit, Nov. 30.
were filed as one, complete the list.
While the 24 Detroit NeighborThey state that the first eleven
hood
picture
theatres
that tied up
paragraphs of the charges of the
commission do not in any way apply with the William Fox exchange in
tr their concerns and answering in the special simultaneous run plan
a general way they tate that they on "Over tho Hill" grossed almost
believe there are 18,000 theatres ex- $40,000 and the Fox exchange obhibiting motion pictures in the tained $20,000 for its share, there
United SLates. They add that tho was a rumblo of discontent Saturday at the closo of the engagement.
affiliation of the Famous Players
It seems that in all 24 contracts,
Xjasky Corporation with other producers was only with such other with the exception of one exhibitor
producers and firms as were willing who spotted it, a rider was inserted
stating that tho admission price
and glad to make this affiliation.
They deny that they in any way should be 20 and 40 cents and that
combined or conspired with any one the Fox exchango should receive 60
to gain control of the motion picture per cent, of the 20 cents and 50
Industry
Eastern Pennsylvania. per cent, of the 40 cents. This, the
."Wcsh-m Now Jersey and Delaware. exhibitors later discovered, left them
In this respect they state:
to nay the war tax themselves.
"We cannot tell what the intention
In other words, the Fox exchange
iof I'ainoas Players-Lasky Corporareceived 20 cents on each 40 -cent

FOX CONTRACT RIDER
LEAVES

i

m

tion

was when

it

lade

v.

contract

With ns by which it purchased from
us S2.oco.000 of notes, part of
which it paid for In stock of Famous
Players -Lasky Corporation. We do

know what was

our mind. The
expansion of our business required
in

largo sums of money, and the investing public was not sufficiently
familiar with tho values of picture
enterprises to make it possible for
us to cut the money from that
Source."
They further state they did not
bind themselves to uso nor sell any
plctur< s of the Famous PlaycrsLasky Corporation. They do admit
though that Mr. Zukor became one
of the eleven directors of their company, not that he asked for such
assignment but because they invited

him.

They n.-fer to the over-production
of pictures and say that there were
not enough houses in the district to
consume all the pictures offered,
adding that there are many other
theatres showing first run pictures
" rt
in the district and that no

SORE

BY FILMS SHOWING METHOD!

Al Lichtman leaves for the coa: t
Sunday for a conference with tinexecutives of Associated Producers.
Inc., relative to a modification or
abrogation of his contract with that
corporation.
He spent the latter part of last
week at Atlantic City with a number of the franchise holders of First
National.
It had not been denied
for several weeks past he Is. slated
to take charge of sales for that exhibitor organization.

Llchtman

is

Chair of Hotel Education Also to Be Established
Cornell University In Pictures Only Right Way
Will Be Shown— No Filming of Wrong

—

I

1

PROPOSED JERSEY LAW

dissatisfied with his

contract with Associated Producers,

MAY CLOSE THEATRES

which still has several ytars to run.
though it contains a cancellation
clause
under certain conditions.
There is also a question whether the
alliance of Associated
Producers

|

Showmen

Building established at Cornell University
and the means of education that art
Code Ordinance

with First National* does not automatically invalidate the agreement,
and, it is understood, Llchtman's
trip to the coas* is to endeavor to
work out some sort of an understanding with A. P., whereby he will
be able to divide his time- between
Its Interests and take over the supervision of sales for First National.
A. P. is practically winding up its
organization with the disposal in
due course, of its original 18 pictures, now being distributed through
First National exchanges. At present, all its new pictured are being
released by First National, under
individual arrangement between the
producers and First National, and
not as A. P. product.
First National has worked out a
plan whereby each of the 26 original franchise holders will spend
two weeks of each year in Now
York, conferring with its respective
During his stay
ticket, while the exhibitor got 16 advisory boards.
cents on each one, tho same holding he will be required to keep his felproportionately true on the 20-ccnt low franchise holders apprised of
the detailed workings of the home
tickets.
office, especially notifying all interested of the conduct of the execuSUIT JUST PUBLICITY
tive committee.

Said United ThreMensd

Him

if

He

PATHE-T.

Showed "Musketeers"

developed

BRONX CHILDREN CRUSADE

.

prletors permitting children to entures outside of their house*.
Tho balance of their answer Is a ter with a guardian continues to
general denial, stating they have keep a close surveillance on local
never been engaged in inter-state picture houses.
Harry Hollub, manager of the
commerce and hence the Commission has no Jurisdiction to take ac- Times. 786 Courtlandt avenue, altion against them. Tiro answer is leged to have violated the law persigned by Jules E. Mastbaum, as taining to children, waived exampresident of the Stanley Rooking ination when arraigned in the MorCorporation, again as president of rlsania court Tuesday and was held
tho Stanley Company oC America in $50 baii fur Special Sessions.

are

be prineb

to

.tcrsey City, Nov. 30.
tion picture camera
ei
The local theatre owners have
Tho various departments of hotel
combined to fight a proposed city service aro to bo filmizcd r.nd ar*
ordinance to be brought before the ranged in pictures of about GOO-foot
ai
Board of Commissioner? Dec. 6, lengths for showing to the person*
w
which calls for several changes to nel of the various hotel establish*
be made in the present building code. ments tho country over.
Thus
The purposed ordinance Imposes staff of newly recruited maids will i
ai
several new requirement* in theatre be brought into the auditorium ofi
tr
building and Jf passed will be made hotel and Instructed In
how to malm ai
retroactive to cover all theatres a bed properly. Only tho
right wif kj
already built which
have been Is to be shown. At first it was under nl
passed under the present building discussion whether or not
the rigW e \
code and fire laws.
and wrong ways should both be
The theatre interests contend that shown, but later It was definitely de- re
L
ft

tho passage of the

new ordinance

cided that the right way only shoull
be presented.
Tho stewards' department
to make tho necessary
changes also be given the same sort of
which include the placement of boll- struction
as well as the purchasi
era, Installation of sprinkler
sys- departments, the kitchen staffs
tems in all houses over 800 seat- the Tont
of house such as clerl
ing capacity, and several
other and bellboys.
radical changes in theatre construc-

will make It neceHsnry for
practically every local theatre to
close

j

,

(

,

tion.

AMERICAN, B'KLYN,

If

lim
Iof

DISAS1

Rescue parties wero

TESTING STATE LAW

search*

still

the tm las- -a-; -the fcJfcgrAaieHMJ
theatre, Bedford, near Park avenue
in.T

Producers Combine) Against States
Brooklyn,
Wednesday aftern
Requiring Local Deposits
with a view to discovering uheth
any further victims remained in
The picture producers have com- [wreck of
the
whl
structure,
bined to contest the constitutionality
crashed in Tuesday afternoon, kl
of a law passed ;n the
Legislatures lng six workmen and injuring nln in
of Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri,
u
West teen, many seriously.
Virginia and New York, and
The actual cause of the disast
have
appointed as the legal committee had not been
determined up
J. Robert Rubin, Metro's
attorney, Wednesday, but four separate
and Elek John Ludvigh, secretary vestlgatlons by
many d
as
and counsel of Famous Players-L. bureaus had been stalled to asc
They in turn have retained Judge tain the cause of the falling r
Seabury as counsel.
The law to girders, which, through slipping
which tho pietuia interests objects of place, crashed through to
provides all moneys collected from floor, destroying one whole sect!
exhibitors by a picture producer
In of sldo wall and completely mini
advance on the bookings of a series the Interior.
of pictures shall be deposited
The American was lo have b
in the
local state banks until the
actual a picture house with a capacity
exhibition of the films.
2.500.
District
Attorney Ha
in
Lewis of Brooklyn ordered the
rest on Tuesday»nlght of S>Ivestsi a?
LOEW SELLS ELSMERE
Mi
Tho MarciiH I.oew Cfrcult has dis- Rosenthal and Samuel Moskowitl
owners and builders ol the Aniert pe
posed of the Klsmere theatre
n the ean. They were charged with nun* *li
Bronx to the I. (J. Holding Co.,
of slaughter and held wi'hout bail.
pr
which a Mr. Ouryen 1 H the chief
Three of tho walls
the theatfl
executive.
The house was orig- the two side and back,of were up. II
inally taken over bv Loew
:m put roof girders in plac
:\nd the roofel In
"f the David Picker chain
of picture at work putting the
top on U ttti

PEACE

|

I

which threatened between Pathe and the Theatre Ownbattle

Chamber of Commerce over the
Harold Lloyd series of comedies
wero booked first run day and date
with the Loew, Fox, Moss. Keith
showing "The Three Musketeers" and Proctor circuits
has been called
with Douglas Fairbanks at 30 cents off. The T.
O. C. C.
and 50 cents. He says he got his Tuesday rescinded al its meeting
tho resolution
Idea for this publicity ctunt from his condemning
the methods of the
contract, one of the first out.
It Patho
exchange which t^ ^y had
did not carry a prico clause which passed
two weeks previously.
Is used in later contracts issued exIn the meantime the Pathc Exhibitors.
change had cancelled the contract
The picture Is playing on a guar- with the circuits
for tho T.loyd picantee plus a percentage.
tures after flie running of the first
of the scries, the "Never Weaken"

The Children Society crusade in
has ever brcn attempted or influence
Bronx against picture proto bear the booking of pic- tho
broug'.

there

pally visual with the aid of the mo«

'

The

Portland, Me., Nov. 30.
Manager Vouchor, of the Empire.
grabbed off a lot of publicity by announcing
United
Artists
would
bring an injunction to prevent him

0. C. C.

New

Fight

Motion picture traiuicg and a *
Chair of Hotel Hdifeation is one of
the outcomes of the lfotelmen'i
convention in New York whl"
closed about a fortnight ago. Thi
Chair of Hotel Education h to t»

ers'

j

<

picture.

The i-iieuilj* discovered that playing the picture day and date they
wcro building up an opposition in
their
tories

own

business in the terriwhere their houses are near
each other and ttwytwerc agreeable
to tho cancellation of the PatheLloyd contract.
The next Lloyd release. "The
Sailor-Made Man." Is to be in four
reels and will be hook.-d in tho op.
n
market.

i

,

i

Loew's p ason for

was

that

it

it

conduct
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of if
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tho
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tie-
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fiiiii d.

Kl.
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STILLMAN CASE PICTURE ba
pre*
A man pnrporl In; (•

i.m.i'!.

i
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,
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when

strurtm-o

was ha idle

ro warrant giving
»•'' >-ary to

and

as an individual.
U. A. Men Go Far Away
"Foolish Wives" Film Is East
Crnffi-.-y Nyo Mark VVhiimg and
Hart Will Rest Till Feb. 1
Carl Lncmndc brought back with John t» l»oinig|iiie 1,-n. this w.-.-U to
William S. Hart has notified his him from the coast the negative of organize olhYe.s
lirounhont
Aus$*cw York attorney that he will con- "Foolish Wives," having taken It tralia Mild New Zealand for C,,i;,,|
tinue vacationing until Feb. 1. when out of the hand* of DIreetor Krle Artists.
he will resume production work.
von Stroheiin, wiio has b» en for
Nye is to ;„• managing director for
Mr. Hart is at present resting at some time at work on cutting the Australia at Sydney;
Whiting is to
his ranch in the hills of California. picture.
h^ exploit.it ion manager and O'DonHe is live pictures in advance of his
The culling ami edilinr; m now oghue g»-re-ral sales manager. They
releasing schedule through tho 1 a- understood to be tho wotU ol Ar- Hail from
Kii-co on tin- Sonoma
Mou* I'lavert-Laaky Corporation.
thur Kipley in the eatL
ll>ec. I.

houses.
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CURRENTS CUT
BY

NORTHERN STORM
Houses Suffer

New England
Heavy Loss of Business

Boston, Nov. 30.

A

storm

which >aged

through

maw England for over 72

hours,

bringing with It
according to
the loss of
locality, resulted In
the picture
to
dollars
Lianas of

Sorting Saturday,
rain and snow,

itr<*

in

cities

PICTURES

1981

2,

47

for at least

"CALIGARI" BARRED

PRODUCERS TAX INCREASED; 10 CENT

Impost on Passes Repealed

entertainment, to which the charge
for admission is wholly or in part
included in the price paid for refreshment, service, or merchandise;
the amount paid for such admission
to be deemed to be 20 per centum of
the amount paid for refreshment,
service, and merchandise; such tax
to be paid by the person paying for
such refreshment, service, or merchandise.

—Vaudeville Performers

Benefited by Revision of Revenue Schedule

and Stage Producers Are Hit
Washington, Nov.

The abolishment

of

the

tion pertaining
per culled from the

cent, tax on free admissions to theatres has now become a law, this
from supplying current.
and towns was agreed upon by the Senate and
all about 40 cities
House confreres and along with
and
condition,
this
Were affected by
other numerous changes in the Revbelieved thet it will be several
t Is
normal conditions are enue Act of 1918, became law when
toys before
President Harding appended his
places.
the
of
some
igain In order in
are, for the signature to the new bill, becoming
The places that suffered
of Bos- effective Jan. 1, 1922.
most part, ten miles outside
The repeal of the transportation
independent electon proper, where
furnish the tax has been freely dealt with and
light companies
tric
defined and no survey of this phase
power. The motion picture houses
and
would draw their is needed at this time. This
In these districts
act will
the city other features of the new
trade from the residents of
manager
the'
of
burden
places have reduce the
or town and few of the
and vaudeville performer while the
any other form of amusement.
increase in tax on corporations will
The cancellation of the power was hit the producing firms equally as
taken as a precautionary measure hard as firms In other fields.
because of the many wires down.
This dropping of the free admisUntil the wires could be restrung, sion tax was accomplished by the
and the danger of pedestrians being simple expedient of omitting paraelectrocuted was past the electric graph 2 of Section 800 of the old
light companies refused to furnish act.
In the old act this portion
power, and shut off the current. stated "In the case of persons (exhouses
picture
motion
the
Besides
cept bona fide employees, municipal
all house and store service in the
officers on official business, persons
districts was cut off.
in the military or naval forces of
west
of
and
north
In the territory
tha United States when In uniform
prevailed. and children under 12 years of age)
condition
the
Boston
South of Boston it was not nec- admitted free, or at a reduced rate
essary to take such action and the to any place at a time when under
picture houses were running. This circumstances which an admission
Is a condition without precedent in
charge is made to other persons, a
this part of the country, for, while tax of 1 cent for each ten cents or
cases
of
Isolated
there have been
fraction thereof of the price so
this nature before, nothing so gen- charged to such othe~ persons for
eral has been known.
the same or similar accomodations,
The Somervllle Stock Company to be paid by the person so admitwas obliged to cancel a perform- ted."
ance on Monday night, as they were
This action was originally planned
without lights.
by Mr. Fordney in introducing his
general
that
the
It is
figured
original bill in the House, but when
damage from the storm would both branches got together they
amount to $1,000,000. The losses to went another step further in rethe picture houses In the places ducing the tax burden on the theatre
affected would of necessity be very goer by removing the tax when the
great, as at least two days and admission charged Is 10 cents or
nights the theatres were dark, with less. This reduction will practically
everything pointing to some of them mean a loss in revenue to the govimaining dark longer, for the storm ernment as there remain but few
ad not abated in some of the dis- theatres even in the smallest towns
cts on Tuesday night, with the whose admission Is scaled as low as
dication being that cold weather, 10 cents.
The cutting out entirely of the
ompanied by high winds, would
llow the rain and snow, causing free admission tax, however, will
run high. A estimate of this has
ore trouble.
The Boston theatres, while not not been made by the Treasury
affected by this particular condition, department.
The five per cent, tax imposed
suffered losses through the thing up
sold other
of some of the transportation lines by the House on tickets
than
at the box office at an irrcrease
running into the city.
of 60 cents above the regular price
was agreed to by the Senate as was
SUEStheamendment of the House that
60 per cent should be charged as
ants Expense Refund for Handtax when the ticket was sold at
ling "J'Accuse"
more than a 50 cent increase. These
Marc Klaw is suing Abel Gance, taxes to be in addition to the regthe French film producer, for $1,156 ular 10 per cent, levied, and is to
such
in the Supreme Court, having se- be paid by the person selling
Tires

l-nies
,

admissions

to

30.

10

BY ALBANY CROWD

NEW LAW

ADMISSIONS FREE UNDER

and towns Just

Uide of Boston, when
condition of the
[wo nights the
prevented electric light com-

41 to 47

is

bill:

VIII.—Tax on Admissions and

Title

"(b) No tax shall be levied under
Dues
this title in respect to (1) any adSec. 800. (a) That from and after missions all the proceeds of which
January 1, 1922, there shall beli nure (A) exclusively to the benefit
levied, assessed, collected and paid,
f religious, educational, or chariin lieu of the taxes imposed by sec- taWe institutions, societies, or ortion 800 of the Revenue Act of ganizatlons, or to any post of
|>

1918—

Induce

Suckno to Withdraw
German Feature
Albany, Nov.

30.

For the first time since picture
theatres have been established la
Albany a feature film was withdrawn from a local house last week
at the demand of movie fans, when
Manager Samuel Suckno, of the
Albany, ordered the German film*
"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," taken
off,
after it had been given two
screenings last Friday.
t
The film originally was scheduled
to be shown at the Albany Friday
and Saturday, the policy of the
house being three feature films a
week, and at times a special la
booked in for a week. When the
Continental picture was screened
for the first time Friday afternoon,
the
patrons showed their dieapproval by walking out in the
middl « of the film, and voiced their
sentiments to Manager Suckno, who
was standing In the lobby, on the
way out of the theatre. Soma
patrons, it is reported, resorted to

the American Legion or the women's
tax of 1 cent for each 10 auxiliary units thereof, societies for
"il)
cent 8 or fraction thereof of the the prevention of cruelty to chilamount paid for admission to any dren or animals, or societies or or
place on or after such date, includ- ganlzations conducted for the sole
ing admission by season ticket or purpose of maintaining symphony
subscription, to be paid by the per- orchestras and receiving substantial
son paying for such admission; but support from voluntary contribuwhere the amount paid for admis- tions, or of improving any city,
sion is 10 cents or less, no tax shall town, village, or other municipality, hissing.

A

be imposed;

or of maintaining a co-operative or
tickets or cards of ad- community center moving-picture
mission to theatres, operas, and theatre if no part of the net earnother places of amusement, sold at ings thereof inures to the benefit of
newsstands, hotels, and places other any private stockholder or indithan the ticket offices of such the- vidual; or (B) exclusively to the
atres, operas, or other places of benefit of persons in the military
amusement, at not to exceed 60 cents or naval forces of the United States;
in excess of the sum of the estab- or (C) exclusively to the benefit of
lished price therefor at sue!, ticket persons who have served In such
offices plus the amount of any tax forces and are in need; or (2) any
imposed under paragraph (1), a tax admissions to agricultural fairs If
equivalent to 5 per centum of the no part of the net earnings thereof
amount of such excess; and if sold inures to the benefit of any stockfor more than 60 cents in excess of holders or members of the associathe sum of such established price tion conducting the same, or admisplus the amount of any tax imposed sions to any exhibit, entertainment,
"(2)

Upon

—

under paragraph

a tax equivalent to 60 per centum of the whole
amount of such excess, such taxes to
be returned and paid, In the manner
and subject to the penalties and lnterest provided in section 903, by
the person selling such tickets;

The film, however, was given
another screening at the scheduled
time later in the afternoon, with
practically the same result aa at
the first showing, aa far aa the
patrons were concerned, the fans
staging a demonstration against the
film this time exceeding in emphasis
that which greeted the first run.
Manager Suckno ordered the film
withdrawn after the second snow*
ing and "Idols of Clay," was sub*
stituted for the night shows
Saturday.

MILLER ROUSED

or other pay feature conducted by Promises Action In Bedford
such association as part of any such
formatory Case
fair,
if the proceeds therefrom are
used exclusively for the improveAlbany, Nov. JO.
ment, maintenance and operation of
The commitment of Margaret
such agricultural fairs.
Ballard, an attractive young woman
"(c) The term "admission" as used of 20 years, who was employed aa a
"(3)
tax equivalent to 60 per In this title includes seats and pianist In a
Saugertlee, N. Y., theacentum of the amount for which the tables, reserved or otherwise, and tre, to 'ie Bedford Reformatory
for
proprietors, managers, or employes other similar accommodations, and
Women without a trial, has aroused
of any opera house, theatre, or other the charges made therefor.
the ire of Governor Nathan I*
place of amusement sell, or dispose
"(d) The price (exclusive of the Miller, who has announced he will
of tickets or cards of admission in
"ascertain the facts" in the case.
excess of the regular or established tax to be paid by the person paying
The Governor said he had "only
price or charge therefor, such tax to for admission) at which every ad- read reports'!
of the release of Miss
be returned and paid, In the manner mission ticket or card Is sold shall Ballard by Supreme Court Justice
indelibly
and subject to the penalties and in- be conspicuously and
Morschauser upon revelations of her
terest provided in section 903, by the printed, stamped, or written on the sentence
by Justice of the Peace
face or back of that part of the
person selling such tickets;
Chldester of Saugertlee
which
to
taken
up
is
be
by Willli
"(4) In the case of persons having ticket
without being tried.
the permanent use of boxes or seats the management of the theatre,
According
to Grant Brinnler of
in an opera house or any place of opera, or other place of amusement, Saugerities,
attorney for Miss Balamusement or a lease for the use together with the name of the ven- lard, the young woman had a disaof such box or seat in such opera dor if sold other than at the ticket greement with her parents because
house or place of amusement (In office of the theatre, opera, or other she refused to give up her position
leu of the tax imposed by paragraph place of amusement. Whoever sells in the theatre. She was arrested on
an admission ticket or card on which
(1), a tax equivalent to 10 per
complaint of her parents, and the
centum of the amount for which a the name of the vendor and price is attorney told Justice Morschauser
similar box or seat is sold fur each not so printed, stamped, or written, the commitment papers were made
performance or exhibition at which or at a price in excess of the prico out befor3 she was arraigned.
the box or seat is used or reserved so printed, stamped, or written
Tustlce Morschauser oontneded the
by or for the lessee or holder, such thereon, is guilty of a misdemeanor, young wor.ian was unlawfully comshall be
tax to be paid by the lessee or and upon conviction thereof
mitted, adding:
"I criticized the
fined not more than $100."
holder; and
method* by which the girl was comReference to section 802 wherein mitted when the case was Lefore
"(5) A tax of 1% cents for each
10 cents or fraction thereof of the the tax on free admissions was dwelt me, and said such practices could
tickets*
any upon in the old act of 1918, in this not go on in this country."
To enable the theatre managers to amount paid for admission to
for profit at any new act all reference to this tax is
familiarize themselves with the new public performance
omitted.
similar
other
reading of the act the following por- roof garden, cabaret, or
(1),

—

A

i

~KLAW

cured

an attachment
for
that
last Friday. The suit arises
from the partnership agreernent and
amount

agreed to handle locally.
June 11.
last, Gance asked
to be released
from the partnership, agreement and
a re-transfer and full surrender
the plaintiff's right, title and invest la this and another picture,

Tenth Symphony," which Klaw was
tlfio to handle
In this country.
The complaint carries with it sevletters written by Joseph Klaw
Gance, agreeing to the French
r
an's request out of courtesy to
and for the sako of future busideallnps. providing, however.
Gance stood for half of the oxnse Involved in the
cutting, relin*,
re-editing and titling of the
Notion, The itemized statement
ows Hugo RioKonfeld having real ved $1,021.40
for services rendered
the cutting nr.d
editing of the pie"* r e and
the Craftsmen Film I^a>!

MRS. JOHN BARRYMORE

WEST COAST ACTIVE
Two Companies

at

Work

in

APPLETON TO

STANDARD TEXTBOOKS

!

.

New Move to

Following Alter-

Further Visual In- usher at the Avenue Theatre here

which resulted in a fight
a man believed to be Arthur Pierce died in a police ambuD. Appleton & Co., publishers of lance on his way to the hospital.
The man was hit in both eyes by
school textbooks, have planned to
parallel their educational publica- the usher, knocked down and badly
tonight,

struction Via Screen

outside,

!

i

J

I

and spellers Is taken as a fu-move toward visual instruction

I

|

:

ther

public schools.

in

The Appleton geography
;

1

,

,

j

in
"'

.

i

I

will

be

textbooks to be
For this purpose certain cr red.
filmed.
travelogue films will be assembled

the

first

a
"

of

library

editing.

the

for

the

purpose

and Author May
Appear on 8c reen

Mrs. John Parrymore (Michael
Strange) may b* seen on the screen
In the near future. She will not appear in the samo productions with
her husband, nor in any productions sponsored 1
the same management.
Jos. F. Oodsol has been trying to
persuade Mrs. Barrymore to appear
in a picture which he has in mind,
but she has refused.

THEDA BABA'S FLANS

cut,

school histories, geographies, rcadeis

:

Women

The
according to the police.
Kansas City, Nov. 24x
accused usher decla.cd the victim
Theda Para, who has been apargument
involved
an
in
becane?
pearing five times dally at the Newwith a womaa sitting near him in man this week, Is going back to the
th° picture house. He was ordered pictures shortly, but
expects to
to leave, and went to the ticket again return to the stage.
Hlie has
window, where he asked to see the been off the screen for a year and a
manager.
half. Her husband-director, Charles
The usher was called, and he told P.r.'.bin, is making plans for a pictthe man be could not c>me into the ure to be made in France.
Miss
theatre If he persisted In creating a 1'ara states that after making a few
disturbance. An argument followed, pictures she will return to the stage,
and the usher followed the man but not In »he sume sort of role as
into the street, where the tight oe- she had In the "Ulue Flame," her

with films of the same for
the purpose of visual instruction.
The move on the part of the house
which has been known for a great
many years as the publishers of

tions

.

(

Man

cation in Theatre

Cleveland, Nov. 30.
Following an altercation with an

San Francisco, Nov. 30.
Things are humming at the Pacific studios, down San Mateo way.
Two full companies are working and

'

*,

DIES AFTER FIGHT
Usher Attacks

Pacific

8tudios

the plant is beginning to look like
a real picture production establishment.
* Isadore Bernstein, supervising director of the West Coast Films Corporation, is making plans for the
filming of "The Scottish Chief," a
spectacle on which work will be
started in a few weeks.
"Wc are getting down to real
peninsula," said
t*>ratories
for
the
titling.
Mr. business on the
w 8 grievance is that Mr. Cance. Bernstein, "but it is going to take
of producing
number
aitnoiiRh having
agreed, has not more than a
*'* the deht.
companies to make San Francisco
Of vital imDit'e- u ,hffr
& Fishel ••* a-ting a production center.co-operation
of
portance is the
I Marc Klaw
business men who have never considered any other connection with
Godeol Roturning
the screen than that of paying at
F. Cndsol. who is at
pr« sent the hox otllce."
Europe. j„ i„
to n-tnn, t«, this
Wry about D oc ir> Tnc <nan ,.,. s
..
Crusader Films is being sue. for
'hat he will 1m
aboard the same $2:'.. 000 by Asta Films, the lattei
,er
which will hear Douglas
alleging the former fall -d to prep in
^nks and M|iry i. i( kforiJ to "Hamlet" properly for the American
shon-s again.
market.

IM

Society

Otis Skinner

of
1

last
Is

about

to

begin

tic-

product ion of hi film adap:a.tion of
"Mister Antonio."
*

I'M

venture.

win

Millon

Itoyle

has

con-

tracted to furnish an original picfur*' story for Famous Players.

lAy*

'

v

<r

il\

j

variety;

Friday,

December

2,

*£

FOLIES BERGERE
December Twelfth

*£

December Fifth

*&
They asked me how

I

did

it.

And quoted the 8cripture Text.
You keep your lights to shining,
I

A

little in

They copied

front of the next.
all

they could copy,

But they couldn't copy my mind.
80
left them sweating and stealing,
A year and a half behind.
I

19^
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LAN NEGRO GRAND
REHEARS! FOR SAYS NEW YORK CENSORS
RUINED LADIES MUST
HOUSES FOR "ORPHANS"

IEF1N1TE

LEGIT
Griffith

BOOKINGS AT SIX

Completes Plans for Opening at Parson's, Plan to Open in February
Keith Office Booked It After Showing Previous to
20—Within a Month Other Open- Support from Interests
Censorship Found It Impossible After Official
Outside Show Business
Are Scheduled for Principal Key Cities
Deleters Finished with It
"Shuffle Along" Convinced
*
A b b i e Mitchell's and

—

Hartford, Dec.
ings

LIVE"

—

After "trying out" his latest plcure production in one of the New
5ngland towns without even billing
U D. W. Griffith Is ahout to anlounce the opening bookings for

Two

Thfi

The

company, equipped with
(Continued on rage 2)

'SITTING"

"Right" Girls Kick to

No

Pur-

pose—Political Pull Seen
"Sitting,"
a practice In vogue
•mong the "dumps'* and "dives" of
*0 years ago. has been
revived and
regaining its lormcr use among
|
*

certain type of cabaret cafe.
One of the most flagrant offends

is

a cafe in Times square where

employed appear twice
(Continued on Page 5)

girls

J.C.

SUGGESTED

Public Opinion in Frisco Strong

Comedian's Favor
New Trial Jan. 9

A

REVIVED

SOME CABARETS

FOR PRESS AGENT
OFTEN

in

San Francisco, Dec.

7.

Several of the Moss-Kelth-Proctor houses have cancelled their
bookings of George Loane Tucker' j
"Ladies Must Live" production. The
consensus of opinion Is that the
(Continued on page 38)

"RUN OF THE PLAY"

FOR R0SC0E ARBUCKLE

Orphans."

first

IN

Other Great Voices Among
Colored People

SYMPATHY EXPRESSED

plan to launch a colored grand
opera company is going ahead, according to a story that says the
promoters have received promises of
support from interests outside of
(Continued on rage 2)

A consensus of opinion of prominent people of San Francisco is to
the effect that a great injustice has
GARDEN STILL "PAPERING"
been done Roscoe Arbucklo through
the disagreement of the jury on his
Despite protestations by Shubert
trial,
charged with manslaughter men of any more "paper" out for the
In the matter of the death of Vir- Winter Garden, New Yon;, punched
ginia Rappe. A new trial has been tickets as usual for that house apset for Jan. 9.
peared this week.
Strong street reports are that the
Coupons in blocks were being ofjury purposely was hung for its dis- fered around. An advertising agency
agreement through the influence of is said to receive 50 pairs of Carthe district attorney's office. Dis- den's seats daily for distribution
trict Attorney Brady and his assist- among
clients, indicating the
its
ants are being severely criticised Garden is seeking new avenues to
(Continued on page 38)
circulate the paper.

Frank Pope Alleges Agreement
With Louis Mann— Refuses

HALT ON BLUE LAWS

Be Dismissed

to

Something new

CALLED BY COUNCIL

for press agents

"am of the play contract.'' That,
at least, is what Frank Pope, former
dramatic editor of the Journal of
Commerce, claims that he holds with
the Louis Mann attraction, "Naa

ture's

Indianapolis Fathers Object fo

Takinq Joy from Life
Indianapolis, Dec.

Nobleman." Pope, under ad-

though he has
th
company's
•

Tope claims

when the

play

to do the publicity for the attraetlon.
After he had been active in tho work

hlblting the use of fireworks except
in public celebrations. The mea-ure
had been pending since last .Ta>.
"You're taking all the joy on' •f
life for the little hoys,"' comment-d

(Continued on page 27)

Councilman

ALLOWS^SUNDAYS

^rformances for Five Weeks,
fraction,

Payment

PRODUCING MANAGERS' ASS'N
— Reported

W.

f'arnofiv

Motion l'icture Theatre Owners of
Indiana, and proprietor of the Crs.vand several neighborhood movie
houses.
"I
sometimes think that we're
going to legislate for the safety <>f

.tal

life and limb until we take all ih««
Joy out of life." said President Ku
:••
fcoll
Willson.
"I believe that
general trend of legisla i\ e
r
on the part of the people i< ac.ain^t
-

Aggravated by Attitude of Association and MemDemi-Virgin"
Matter Among Biggest Legit Producers
bers Over "The
In America

Leaves P. M. A.

I.ouis

"I'm like Mr. Carncfix.
17. .n't
fake all the pleasure out of the
people's
lives,"
said
Councilman
Uiistav H. Sebmidf, president of the

WOODS RESIGNS FROM

A. H.

Any

of 10 P. C.

7.

A sudden and complete halt in the
onward rush of legislation against
personal liberty was called by th"
been dismissed from City
CounclLhere this week when.
service.
by a vote or 6 to 2, and with some
that ae was engaged caustic comment, the town father-came into New York refused to pass an ordinance pro.

vice of counsel, Is reporting for work
at the Apollo theatre every day, al-

t

—

-,.

( |

t

t

this sort of tiling and
a pj >r<
that Sume day there will be ;i

h.i

I

I

lite

UNPRECEDENTED RUN, PHILA.
\V.i:T<t:)i.! 's

to

jJ'e

'hp

Rive Sundav
kind lor some

performance
t

inie

w

it li

the

owners contemplntim: liavni'w temporary onlin;iiin> re-

I'ifthc charity donation does
t too
*"* theatre.seriously the earnings

«

1

I

1

'

1

1

:.il"

\

the rniii|uiiy
in

1

l\

<

;i

ir|"

'"

hav»-

p|ii.i ri in:

iu' ii"i|'ii..i

lii.it

in
tin-

noli"'I

he

I

un

of the piece th^re has been e\t«-nded
beyond Christmas, as origin. i!ly inThis is an
ii'tnli'il,
to n> \t April.

unprecedented engagement
cily.

*n

that

A.

II.

•inn

\\'i

W'ooil.s sent
<1

in-

IVodueing
Wood.,"

tl.iy

as a

in

Ins

i

e

A ^sn 'i.i
means he

M:ui;i^'i's'

wil luliMwa

I

lie'

.on.

of

the

l>an;el
List

will
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FAMOUS AT NEW HIGH OF 73
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FANTASIA" BY DE C00RVH1E

PREFERRED CLOSE TO YEAR'S TOR

Big

Orphtum Explains Patting Common Stock Dividend

List of Revivals Scheduled for

Closings in the

—Necessity

to Stockholder!

Holiday Seasoi

West End

London, Dec.

.,

'

's

REFUSE BERNHARDT LEASE

7.
1

.

—

Maynard

part, sings with big
success, as Mhss El son does a]so in

Shows
Gipsy

to Close

Princess"

the

at

Longest Film Run Expected at

Empire

Till

End

of

January

me

CHARLES BORNHAUPT. now in BRIJBSELS, and a
fine man outside of our business,
sent me to Europe, NO ONE ELSE.
He begged me to go. even offered
me my passage. I opened in Liverbe given credit.

herself should retire.

"The Only Way," at Hie

Strand;

So many people say iU was

that sent Frank Van Hoven to Europe that I want the real party to

1915. Liverpool. I got 1225
weekly. Mr. Bornliaupt said Td get
$500 in a yoar.
In less than six
months I was the comedian in a
London Revue and played other
halls with it; my salary was well
over $500. Now on Orpheum tour
and thanks for English managers
postponing dates, I close State-Lake,
June 10. A wild we<4c with Tommy
Gray. Remember my healthy trunk

Lyceum; the

British ballet at the
London. Dec. 7.
finished Dec* 8.
"Way Down East" will probably
•Two Jacks and a Jill" at the
Royalty should have finished in the hold sway at the Empire until the
same date, but goes on until "The end of January. This will break all
Spreckled Band" can be transferred records for a film run here. It will
be replaced by a musical play.
from the St. James.
"The Three Musketeers" (Fair"Will Shakespeare" at the .Shaftsbury and the Carl Rosa opera at banks) opms at Covent Garden on in my apartment last summer, same
Dec. IS with showing?, twice daily.
thing goes in My Cabin aboard the
Covent Garden are due to close Dec.
1a France. Come one, come all.
10,' while "Ring
Up," transferred
Sailing on La France, June 17.
PAUL
from the Royalty to the VaudeLondon, Dec. 7.
ville, finishes Dec. 17.
Paul Kay sailed Dec. 2 for New
New Productions Due
The production of "Babes in the York to negotiate for the production in London of American suc-Woods" will open at the Oxford,
returns early in the new
Dec. 21, and "Jack and the Bean- cesses. He
year to establish a repertory theastalk," at the Hippodrome. Dec. 22.
will revive "Abraham Lintre.
He
Andre Chariot's, new revue is to
IffiLP
coln'' annually.
open at the Vaudeville at Christmas
time.
STET5EE SAILING
There will be a revival of "CharGeneral European Representaley's Aunt" at the Duke of York's,
Gabor Steiner, the Viennese imtive Coming for Conference
Dec. 9. "The Great Eig World," a presario, is scheduled to sail for
Christmas play, will be seen at the America Dec. 14, bringing over a
Court at Christmas, coincident- wealth of continental legitimate
John Cecil Graham, general Euroally with "The Windmill
Man." material for production in this
pean representative for ' Famous
with Bert Coote at the Victoria Pal- country.
He plans to establish
ace.
A second edition of "The Co- headquarters in New York for the Players, is due in New York next
week for a business conference and
Optimists" opened at the Palace, interchange of attractions.
Dec. 6, and "Blood and Sand" reit is known that the last two
proturns to the New, Dec. 14, followductions in England were financed
FIBMnr
ing Its Birmingham showing.
from New York instead of by the
Paris, Dec. 7.
Balieff* Chauve Souris stays at
Firmin Gomier has been appointed British company as was the case in
the Coliseum till Christmas, and director of the Odeon for seven the past. Famous never got started
"Cinderella" will be revived at the years beginning in March.
in France and there are a couple of

Kingsway,

all

*

KAY DUE HEBE

FRANK VAN HOVEN

FAMOUS' FOREIGN

UNKS OF SMALL

GAB0R

GEMTER AT 0DE0N

Lyceum Boxing Day.

There

will

also be a revival of "The Maid of
Mountain's," with Jose Collins,
at Daly's, Boxing Day, for six

•the

weeks.

TWO

CO.'S ONE
London, Dec.

MUSIC

7.

Feldman and the Star Co., two
of the leading British music publishing 'VMnponies, have cor.-o-Vidated. For some years there was (
fj.

maintained a very friendly workiner
arrangement between the two in the
way of song exploitation, and tb<*
consolidation of both firms is an

outcome of

producing units somewhere in Italy
Gladys Cooper's Marital Rights
making a production apiece.
London, Dec. 7.
Famous' Oerman connection, the
Gladys Cooper has been granted European Film Alliance, made two
a decree against Captain Herbert pictures and stopped production.
Buckmaster, restoring her conjugal These were "The Indian Tomb,"
rights.
The decree must bo obeyed made by Joe May, and "The Wife of
within fourteen days.
Pharoah," a Lubitsoh production.
The studio owned by the Alliance in
Herbert Clifton for America
Charlottenberg (then on outskirts
I,r">/ n n,

Dec

n

•

Herbert Clifton sailed on the OrDec. 6. to open at the Orpheum, Brooklyn, Dec. 19. He rebita,

turns at Whitsuntide to rejpen at
the Coliseum.

this business reciprocity.

No Pantomime

MAETERLINCK REVIVAL
Paris, Dec.

7.

Maeterlinck's
drama,
Maurice
"Pelleas and alelisandc," was given
at the Champs Ely see under the direction of Jacques Hcbc-tot, Dec. 2,
and scored a success. The cast includes Pierre Blanchak and«Mmes.
Blanc and Dabon. It was originally
produced in 1893 and was taken as
the basis of an opera by Debussy.

trading.

Drury Lane
London, Dec. 7.

0*

!>«. ti'kn/

•

ii

independent

llOn* lWi'flg

producers

reiu'Vd

for

to
indi-

vidual productions.

Adolph Zukor recently stated

to

a Variety

representative that he
looked for comparatively little help
from abroad for his productions.

at

There will b^ no pantomime at the
Drury Lane this year during the
holidays, as it is impossible to get
the theatre ready.

INDEFINITE BOOKINGS

on the preferred stock, payable
January 1,' lOtt, to stockholders of
record da December, 15, 1921. No
dividend on the common stock was

1100,000

FOR

6 TIGERS

Paris, Dec. 7.
An American circus man cabling
here for six tigers brought a quotation from a German dealer of
$100,000 for the half dozen cats.

By Wednesday

declared for this quarter.
"In order that yon may be in*
formed as to the present condition
of your company, I desire to say that
the consideration which affected thl
decision of your directors in passing
\
the usual dividend on the common;
stock for the present was the advisability of conserving the company's cash resources in order to
complete our program for the developmcnt of our circuit of theatres.
Moreover/ your directors feel that 1
the retention of cash in our treasury
at this time is unquestionably sound
and good business policy.
|o^000/MW Investment
"As the new theatres now under
construction at San Francisco, Los
Angeles and Oakland, and those Just
completed in Kansas City and Minneapolis, are similar to the State*
Lake theatre in Chicago In plan and

Interest in

While Martin Beck's letter to the
stockholders explained the necessity >of husbanding cash resources
pending the completion of its building program involving the invest-

more than $5,000,000.
Famous at TV/z
By #Tednesday the movement in
Orpheum had' about run its course
of

in the market' and attention suddenly switched to Famous Players
which was in the m!dst of a spectacular advance. It gained three
points Tuesday to 72V£ and continued its upward course Wednesday morning, touching 734. The
preferred appeared to control the
common. There was nothing to ex
plain Tuesday's jump of three points
unless it was the upturn in the pre-

j

top for the year, 90 established in
the advance of last April.
When
the preferred stood at 90 April 27,
the common was at a high of 82,
representing a difference between
the senior and junior issues of H
points, while

the difference

Wednesday
was the 15

this

week

policy, which has shown consistently
J
large earnings this year in the face':
of adverse conditions, we may oxpect that the new theatres will add
very materially to our earnings, as
well as greatly strengthen our cuv
Despite the fact that your
cuit.
company has been entirely wilhout
revenue from upwards of five million dollars, invested in the construction of these new theatres, the
compr.ny has earned so far this year
approximately a million dollars after
all charges and liberal depreciation
reserves.
"With the return of normal conditions and our new theatres opened.
we are confident that tho company
faces a very successful future."
.

Monday from «4'*j to 87!4.
Wednesday at noon the preferred
stood at B$\i, up four points from
last week and within one-half of its
ferred

'

j

!

points be

There were only three recorded
88.
Transactions in transactions on the Curb, two in
preferred increased gradually from Goldwyn, unchanged at 4%fMTs. and
none Dec. 1 to COO Dec. 6 and 800 500 Triangle at 20 cents a share.
Dec. 7.
The mannary of transactions Dec. 1 to 7
One inference of this might be inclusive la as follows.
STOCK EXCHANGE
that company interests are steadily
Thursday—
Sales. Hifrh.T.ow. T/i*t. t'hg.
buying into preferred, while neg- Fam.
IMay.-I... 2.40O 68% 08
68\ - '
lecting the common, whereas in l.o*vr. inc
•*
700 14H 14U 14*
Orpheum
TOO IS
- '*
14% 15
April the buying was in the common
Boston sold :15 Orpheum at 15.
rather than in the preferred.
FridayIn
m\ 6Mi
one case buyers of common took ram. 11a j -J,.. 2.100 SB
Do. pf
1M0 K»«i 84>, H.%U -1%
the initiative and carried the pre- Lor-w, Inc
J..100
14* 14*4 H' 4 — %
1.200 15
14
15
ferred along, while the reverse now Orpheum
HoMon imk) 120 Orpheum at lJi; Chicago
appears to be the case.
sold 40 at 14V
tween 75 and

An unusual
both

this week has been tho
salts on the Consolidated
in

New

York.

SniUMlay

feature of trading in

Orpheum and Famous Players

Fam.
,
j

*>«>•

I'lay.-L.. 1.S00

60% 68% 00

pr

84*4

100

Loew. Inc

u..j,-i>Ui ..loiiuai' tu^y reached a
total of nearly 700 shares compared

with only 300 on the Stock Exchange.
The Consolidated handles
5mall lot dealings in units of 10,
and it goes without saying that a
turn -over of more than twice the
big board dealings is extraordinary.
Famous Flayers also came in for
unusually large dealings on the Consolidated, the Tuesday sales totaling 2.500 shares. It would appear
unlikely that these llgures could be
done in small lots and probably represented the quiet transactions of
some relatively important interest.
Another interesting angle is that
while around 5.000 shares of Orpheum changed hands in the New
York markets, business practically
ceased in the issue in Boston and
Chicago.

*

,-

-

i

SAILINGS

W0

sold

Monday—

Ordinarily dealings in

ISO

Fam. PUt.-L..

an inactive specialty like Orpheum
would be negligible on the Consoli-

I*>.

j

84«i

000 14W

volume of Orpheum
t'hlcago
Exchange

Page 1)
\ Continued from
orchestra, and other augmentation,
opens at Parsons. Hartford, Conn..
Dec. TO. It plays there a couple of
(Continued from Page 1)
days and th»» organization travels
Boston for an indefinite run at the show business. The plan is to
to
OFFICIAL KITCHENER DENIAL
the Tremont, Boston.
finance the project and open it durI/ondon, Dec. 7.
The second equipment opens at ing February or a little later at the
The War Office has issued a deEx-Dividend
2)
Apollo.
New
York,
Dec.
or
the
Manhattan opera house, New York.
nial of the alleged facts in the
Famous Players sells ex -dividend
The promoters are reported to be next Thursday,
Kitchener film ban.ied here because Dec. 30: the third at the Forrest,
Dec. ID. and that
Lord Kitchener was be- Philadelphia, Jan. 9; the Hanna, the whites now concerned in the circumstance may have
8".Jd
it
had some
trayed to his d<-ath by a woman spy Cleveland, Jan. 9; the Pitt, Pitts- management of "Shuffle Along," bearing on the midweek
improvewho wormed information from a burgh, Jan. 1C; Gnat Northern, the all -colored success Harry Cort ment. Apparently the move
in the
has had running at his father's amusement
The producers will Chicago. Jan. 29.
British oltlcer.
leader had no Influence
For he first time In the history (John Cort) C3d Street theatre. The
attempt to tour it by renting halls.
on Loew, which was sluggish fracof picture exhibition, all six com- engagement there is indefinite and
tionally over 14. If rumors of subpanioM re booked for indefinite runs the show is doing around $11,000
Fournier in London
stantial improvement in the hiward
at these legitimate houses, necessi- weekly.
London, D«e. 7.
position of the company aro true,
Arthur Fournier bus b»-en in re in tating a i'hange of route for attracNVgro grand opera has been often the situation is not reflected In the
connection with the production of tions booked, to make it possible for spoken about in the past, but lias market movements,
which continue
musical piny*, but r«turu*«l to Mer- the (iriflith Hpeetacle to remain as never come to actuality. The colored to be controlled
by the consideralong as business warrant*.
ninrdiat"-ly.
lin almost
race holds many noted voices, some tion of how long it will be before
heard in other stago performances dividends are resumed.
Nothing
Wilette
of the past, like Abbie Mitchell's. new on this subject has come to
the surface aside from the vague
It appears the success of "Shuffle
ftiondon to Xi-n Y<>:-].
Dee.
Along'' has convinced the promis- rumors in circulation.
11< i-hert riifton tOihita).
ing barkers negro opera could make
Havre to New York) Mary
Martin Beck's letter to the Or4
J>
money in attracting whites, as pheum stockholders, dated Deo, 1,
Pi. -kford
and Douglas Fairbanks
"Shuffle Along" is doing.
is as follows:
c Paris).

NEGRO OPERA

cent,

the Issue had lapsed. No dealings
had come out on the ticker up to 1
o'clock of that day.

pool— DID NOT DO WELL— but I
Stuck. Gus Sun's managers couldment
the n't lick me, and I stuck. I opened
May is,

"WAY DOVMW EAST" RECORD

the Taylor role.

of Conserving Re.
Holding Around 14

The Orpheum directors Toted to
omit dividends "for the present" -at
their meeting Dec. 1, sad the market
quotations on the common dropped
to 14, its new low for ail time, on
the coming out of the announcement. It rallied feebly thereafter to
a top of IS with gradually declining

Tantasla," under its new till*
"Put and Take," has been re- Council Does Not Want Son and
Partner to Profit Six Years
produced at the Queen's by Albert
de Courville and pot an exceedingly
Parlr., Dec. 7.
good reception. The whole revising
The Municipal Council has reprocess lias been very drastic, but
lease of the
fused
to
prolong
the
the show is now likely to be~a sucTheatre Sarah Bernhardt to Mme.
cess.
son,
Maurice,
Dorothy Maynard, Nellie Taylor Bernhardt and her
and Eric Blore are out of the cast. together with Louis Berneuil, boThe former story has disappeared. cause the unexpired lease has six
Only a few of the original scenes years more to run, and the Council
remain. The inserted features lack objects to Mme. Bernhardt'* two asoriginality, but go well.
Josephine sociates profltinr from a% further exKarle, with only two days' rehearsal tension in the event that the actress

"The

W. L

ST.,

Friday,

FROM

Reopening at Queen's Shows Signs of Success
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SENDING MONET TO BELGIUM
Variety Is advised hy Charles
Bornhaupt, the agent, now in HriMsHs. that anyone sending ironoy to
relatives or
Belgium
friends in
should do so through the medium
of American Express Co. orders or
by draft from any American bank.

The Belgian post office at the date
letter (Nov. 17) was only
paying 11 francs to the American
dollar, about one-third less at that
time tl an the exchange on express
of the

orders would have given.

George Trilling, of the B. S. Mo«
film booking department, has announced his engagement to Mildred
Schlffman.

BIG SUCCESS IN EUROPE

It

T>ec.

KERSHAW

i

.

2

raul Kay.

•

London

to

New York\

GLOBE THEATRE

LONDON

FRANK VAN HOVEN

ICE

I

"Tour directors have this day declared the regular dividend of 2

BUNS

FAY and ELK1NS

"MINSTREL SATIRISTS"
PLATIlfO MOS§, STOMi

a»«l

Principal Circuits
Direction, W. t. HeaBesaer

'

>

Friday*

December

9,

1921

VAUDEVILLE

i

ri'ii

UMBIA PASSES DIVIDEND;

MISSOURI VACCINATION RULE

ON RECORD

ENFORCED ON SHOW PEOPLE

Corporation Passes Quarterly
Has Paid as High as 20 and
No Statement Issued
Yearly
Cent
Per
30

Smallpox Scare and Local Charity Drive Cut Kansas
City Theatre Business Severely
New Order

FIRST TIME
Wheel

Burlesque

Dividend of Jan. 1

—
—

waa issued by
Columbia Amusement Company
corporEuchtng on the matter, that
meeting Dec. 2
lon at Its board
for the
dividend
the
roted to pass
juarter ending Jan. 1.
by people conversant
It is claimed
financial operation of the
irith the
time
HirJeaque circuit it is the first
circuits
n years, if not in the
dividend.
;areer, that it has passed a
While no statement

—

Comes

SHUBERTS POST NOTICE

DAYTON

LIBERTY,

LAID TO BROKEN HEART

WILLIAM HALLEN
Crew

and

Musicians

Two Weeks'

ARCHIE BELL says: Hallen is a
distinctive Comedian who lands hia
stories straight across the footlights with a bang.
You should
hear the way that boy makes an
audience laugh."
Direction

Given

Notice

Dayton, O., Dec. 7.
The Columbia Amusement ComThe Shubcrts will remove their
dividends vaudeville from
pany in the past has paid
Dayton, according
HUGHES & MANWARINQ
the rate of from 20 to 30 per to the two weeks' notice given this
^=
stock.
its
on
annually
sent,
week to the stage hands, musicians
Tbc admittedly light business of and s aff of the "Liberty theatre.
scoured
the theatres, the late start
It was not unexpected.
The liband the
this season by burlesque
erty opened here at a bfid time
general condition that demanded all
through
conditions,
playing
Shubert
protective measures be taken, along
Clr- vaudeville at $1 top, while the
irith the Loew and Orpheum
Strand,
nn
established
pop vaudepUa passing dividends, influenced ville house booked by Keith's, had a Lillian Ross, Non-professional,
the Columbia directors to pursue

Informed Friends She Would
Kill Herself if Husband Did
Not Return to Her
Mrs. Caroline Cora Smith committed suicide Monday, Dec. 5, at
her home. 601 West 136th street.
Her husband is William H. Smith,
known as a theatrical producer.
He staged the "Yip Yip Yaphank"
show and since the war ended has
been engaged in other staging, including vaudeville acts.

,

SUED BY YOUNG

.

conservative course.

The Columbia stock Is not
(Continued on page 10)

|

listed

HARRY WALLACE DIES

scale.
The Liberty lately
its
policy and admission
to 60 cents, but the' change
seemed to have happened too late.
Ira Miller is the Liberty's manager.

60-cen.
altered
scale

.

Shot by Colored Porter in
Elmirs Pastes Away
Elmlra, N. Y.. Dec. 7.
Harry Wallace, producer and
lancer, died in St. Joseph's Hospital
here yesterday, as the result of having been shot Nov. 30, with the shot
alleged to have been fired by John
Shiggs, a colored porter at the Hotel

Actor

Langwell, following nn altercation
over the use of the word "nigger"
by Wallace.
Wallace came to Elmlra last week

dancing act of
to shape up the
Eleanor Pierce and Co. He made a
brave fight, refusing to accept the*
opinion of his physicians that he
could not recover. The officials could
only obtain a statement from him a
few moments before he passed out.
In private life the dead man was

The Liberty, Dayton, Is the first
of the Shubert vaudeville circuit to
Dayton is the smallest town
on the chain, and was »n admitted
close.

business failure from fV^ outset, but

needed to take up contracts* time.
With the addition of other towns to
the Shubert list, following the opening of the season, and with the Shuberts safely protected on artists'
contracts in the form of sufficient
playing weeks to take up those now
outstanding.
Dayton became no
longer necessary.

Chicago, Dec.

7.

Lester Bryant, genera', manager
of the Shubert vaudeville exchange
here, who has a ten-year lease on
the Garrick
theatre,
Milwaukee,

which opened with Shubert vaudeville last Sunday, has disposed of a

Harold Brown Atkinson.
His wife half interest In his leuse to a wealthy
and sisters were at his bedside. The
distiller
of Louisville. Ky.
The
body was removed to. the morgue,
amount paid Bryant is said to have
for a post-mortem examination. The
been about $30,000. Attorney Phil.
remains will be sent to New York
Sultan represented the distiller in
for Interment.
the transaction.
The shooting of Wallace brought
It Is said that the Milwaukee in•ut stories of "parties" here.
Miss terest is the first of a score of
Pterce issued a denial, declaring
projects that this distiller is to beWallace was sober the night of the
come interested in about the middle
shooting.
She said:
west. It is stated that he has di"Taere wore no grounds for the
rected Bryant to get hold of as many
charges made against us.
I have
theatres as possible in this section
never been on a booze party In my
be devoted to Shubert vaudeville
life.
My mother is always with me to
and that the Louisville man will
and she will tell you the same
take a half interest in all of them.
thing. It Is nothing but an attempt
Bryant contemplates signing four
to 'blacklist' us."
leases during the next month for
theatres In the larger cities in the
BOY BICYCLIST KILLED
middle west section.

While training for the

amateur

scheduled for MadGarden, Joe DamaWmo, 17, of 2294 Second avenue,
••nnected with the press departfcycle sprints

&*»

TANGUAV'S CHATS

Square

ment of the Orpheum office, was in•kntly killed as a result of a

esd-on collision with an automobile last Thursday.

Tells Newark Audience About Conditions in the Show Business

Newark, N. J., Dec. 7.
Eva Tanguay opened Monday at
the J'.ialto for the Shubcrts as the
hcadliner of the current bill. Miss

Tanguay drew a fair matinee and a
H0RA BAYES* ADDITION
better house at night. It was conBoston, Dec. 7.
Mra Bayes has made an addition sidered by the Shubcrts as a good
"her act in Jack Bohn. who lately showing. Newark has not been one
Wned it. Mr. Bohn was appearing of the bright spots on the Shubert
MiS3 Lulu P,ett" when Miss vaudeville circuit.
At the evening performance MonJ*y«s played for the Shubcrts in
Miss Tanguay addressed the
ijWcago. The
'Lulu Betf show was day
Instead of the stereoaudience.
and Rohn was engaged for
applause

ut

typed speech of thanks for
Miss T.\nguay plunged right into
conditions 'n the show business.
•""day Vaude. for Waldorf, Lynn
She said perhaps the audience did
Lynn, Mass., Dec. 7.
not know that years ago Klaw &
T
Waldorf Theatre here has Erlanger controlled the dramatic
In/

»• Bayes

WOMAN

"AUgurated
Sunday
vaudeville,
ne Sh ° W bc'S»"nlng at 4:30
'

situation in this country.

—

Romance
Claims $500
Behind Legal Action
Ross,

Lillian

non -professional,

through Kcndler &. Goldstein, attorneys, has started an action to recover $500 from Arthur Lyons, the
independent vaudeville agent. Miss
Ross alleges she loaned Lyons the
money between June and November, 1921. The compjaint was served heart.
In a letter left by the suicide she
on Lyons Tuesday following filing
of notice of suit in the Municipal listed many unpaid bills owing by
Court, Third District, Borough of her she had been unable to meet,
and addressed the letter to her sisManhattan.
Back of the action Is said to lie a ter, Mrs. Jimmy Hussey.
Mrs.' Smith before her marriage
romance in which a prominent cabher proaret actress is mentioned as the real was on the stage, though
fessional
name does not appear to
cause of the action to recover. The
known.
be
agent in question has been active
The girls from Pittsburgh applied
in placing artists in cabarets.

According to close friends of both last summer to Fitzpatrick &
Miss Ross upbraided Lyons O'Donnell, the vaudeville agents, to
and demanded payment of the secure them an act and booking.
money alleged to have been lonned The firm engaged Smith to stage
the turn for the young women.
to Lyons while they were friendly.
Shortly after Smith offered Fitzpatrick & O'Donnell $500 for the
sisters' act. It was accepted. Smith
THREE IN UHIT
is said to have invested about $3,000
Producing Firm's Trio of Turns for in all In the turn, which is now
Economy
playing on the small time around
parties.

New

Then

NEW UNIT SHOWS FOR SHUBERTS
FORMING: TO START DEC. 19

statt d.

Sixteen

New Complete

Bills

Girl Acts or Tabloids to

—

J. J.

Will Be Made Up— 10
Be Placed Upon Circuit

Shubert Supervising Girl Act Productions

The

present

Shuhert \an»lr\

companies

w
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a
this woi'K
mifl
week to ville l' am d Pair ami I'o.\ a
.wars.
bookings for a staiula'.d act for tin- last
HW
Q
fol, owing "personal ap- died Nov. -'• at tin- American lies}}'
Itetra
lhlol,
Death was due to
Ipltal. Chicaeo.
W1m°w UU ms Kh the midwest.
lnii-rmei". «"^ at
was aak.nc $2,000 gastric ulcers.
f*
Wstkjv ff
°r a Uo
»Ncw Haven, Conn.
-people vehicle.
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* te vaudeville

.

1

."•

illr:

tourin.;

as units or in-

traveling togei h>:\ will
he nforni'd. Sixteen new unit Shuf.limvs are to he prcpii'd aril
hei
sent out over the time, startir.t; I
Arthur Klein, tin- Shule it gen1H.
eral booking manager, will Irani"
up the intact show s.
Among the new units or ;uld^d
to them will be ten "girl acts." condensations or tabloids the Shubcrts
intend producing for their vaudetact
t

Ktthlyn for
Kathlyr,

7.

smallpox.

The railroads are empowered to
require a certificate of vaccination
before selling tickets.
The action
of the State Board of Health cornea
,as a surprise as it was thought the
smallpox epidemic was on the decline for the last ten days.
The order means that the members of every theatrical company
stopping off in any part of Missouri
must undergo vaccination, unless
having been recently vaccli.ated.
Theatrical bus'ness has been hard
hit by the epidemic in Kansas City.

Sam Howe's Columbia show

only

did $3,100 at the Gayety here last

week.
It seemed as though u series of
other events had a disastrous result
on this week's business.
local
charity drive to raise $750,009 waa
in full swing all week, and took a
lot of money that might have found
its way to the box offices.
In Convention Hall the National Pcultry
Show had a week's showing, with
free tickets to the school children,
when accompanied by parents, who
attended by thousands. Aa a result
the regular houses auffered. Henry
Miller and Blanche Bates, at the
Grand, In the "Famous Mrs. Fair."
failed to get the expected business
at $3 top. and Eddie Cantor, offering the best seats at the Shubert,
for $2.50, and calllng*attentlon to
the bargain prices, did not stand
them up for all the performances.

A

The Orpheum, with Bujhman and
Bayne as a feature offering, also
suffered, the film atara not proving
the draw that was anticipated. The

popular priced vaudeville and the
burlesque houses also suffered. The
managers are hopeful that the week
was an exception and that business
will soon get back to something like
normal.

PROPAGANDA ACT
"Unseen Hand" Extols N. V. A.
M. Golden, Producer
M. Golden

is

producing a sketch

called "The Unseen Hand." which
carries a story relative to the benefits accruing to the vaudeville actor

through holding membership in tns
National Vaudeville Artists' AssoThe* club house, general
and $1,000 insurance features of the N. V. A. are brought
out strongly In the sketch, which is
calculated to inform the public
through presentation in theatres of
what the N. V. A. does for the actor.
Bobby Clark, a 7-year-old child
actor mill be featured, with a supporting cast including Bob Carroll.

ciation.
benefits

Jack C.ok and

Billie Foster.
Billy
in staging the act.
Neither
Keith office. V. M. I\ A. or

Dugan

Is connected with the production, Golden producing the propaganda playlet Independently.

STATE, NEWARK, DEC. 12
Loews newest theatre, the State
Newark, N. J., will open Monday,
being a full week. This gives the
Loew books three full week stands
In the east, the others being Washington and Baltimore.
The opening bill In Newark has
the
Four Danubes. Moore and
Fields,
Betty
Doane,
Senator
Francis
Murphy and Seaburys
"Frolics"
in
it

,

»

City. Dec.

The Missouri State Board of
Health issued an order this week,
effective Dec. 15, that all persona
purchasing railroad tickets in Missouri for travel within or without
the state must present a certificate
of satisfactory vacinnatlon against

the
N. V. A.

the

i

r

•

unique booking arrangement
has been made by the Shubert
COLORED CANTOR
vaudeville exchange, calling for the
appearance of three W. B. Fried Jewish Negro from Abyssinia to
lander-L. Lawrence Weber producSing in Vaudeville
tion acts to appear In the same unit.
The object of the trio booking is to
Max Lowensteln, of the Wlrth,
work economy in the operation of Blumenfelt & Co. office, has in tow
be
aswill
the turns, as one crew
a colored Jewish cantor, said to be
signed for all three acts, which carry the only one In the world.
David
a carpenter and orchestra leader.
Kohl Is the colored singer, the man
The Frledlander acts for the unit hailing from Abyssinia, Africa, He
are "Cave Man Love," Joseph Neiy- appeared at the -N. V. A. Clown night
mer and Girls and La Sylphe, with last week and is aimed for vaudeIn addition to his vocal abilville.
Fletcher Norton.
ity, the cantor is a remarkable linguist, being credited with 28 lanSHUBERTS HOLD BACK BILLS guages. That feature is to be used
The Shubert vaudeville agency in the planned vaudeville turn.
Recently Kohl gave a recital in
did not send out its week's bills up
It was claimed by the Brownsville section of Brooklyn.
to Wednesday.
Arthur Klein so many last minute He has acted as Interpreter In many
changes were necessary, it was Im- lands. There are about 350 colored
possible to give a complete bill for persons in New York whose religious faith is Judaism.
any house on the circuit.

th ° S1,00,lv
In <-- of

cW

•

York.

A

Shubcrts came along and won their

bookings will be made place. And now in later years when
Vaudeville Kx- it looked as though the Keith ofllce
Now York. The had the same control of big time
DrTv.
P ° Ufy of thlR hou: p ,1;,S vaudeville, the Shubcrts arc again
been plcl
"i"- «
six afternoons and making a linht for their ovn con*v
neSl witl an occasional
Sunday trol in that (I!-. ^ ion. Miss Tanguay
Bnow

.

The Smiths were married in 1918
and were reported to have separated
last summer, about the time the
husband undertook to stage and
manage an act for two young girls
from Pittsburgh. The Wife vainly
attempted several times to induce
her husband to return to her and
informed friends unless he did she
would kill herself. Friends of the
dead woman upon hearing of her.
death said they believed she had
destroyed herself through a broken

act.

o'chv.u

throT I

i

AGENT ARTHUR LYONS

r

the

Kansas

MRS. SMITH'S SUICIDE

the

AT

as Surprise

hills,

i

villi-

Thfse

productions

personully supervised by

will

J. J

be

Shu-

FIVE KINGS FRAME UP
The Five Kings
the jazz live

h«-rt.

of Syncopation,

who withdrew from

the

Sophie Tucker act this week, have
\ille season with intact shows car- framed a new turn which takes In
rying acts that mostly held con- Hatty Althoff and Sister, and Cortracts over that route giving them tez and Peggy, a dance team.
The new combination wasl)ut toWhat
"JO
weeks 'work within 24.
percentage of acts holding those gether by Davidow & LeMalre. It
will
open in Shubert vaudeville
contracts will be held over or have
them renewed for another and simi- Dec. l'J.
lar turn no one In the Shubert booking office ippears to know.
FRANK VAN HOVEN ICE

The Shuh.

rts

opened their vaude-

VAUDEVILLE
McCLOUD

BENEFITS FOR CHARITIES

IS

SCHOOL AT STATE

ARRESTED

FOR ABUSING MANAGER

Friday,

"BENEFITS" FOR GYPPING AGENTS

Ordered Into Custody While

Interests-

9,

II

SHUBERTS' LYRIC,

Loew's Main New York House Used
for Managerial Instruction

The Loew

December

I

WITH VAUDEVILLE

have selected

the State, New York, as a training
school for all prospective house

Shuberts Contemplating

1

managers engaged by the circuit.
New York House, Making ft"
The new men will be sent to the
Another HammersteirVs
State for instruction two or three
Xew Orleans, Dec. T.
weeks prior to a permanent assign"When Jack McCloud reported ment.
They will 'bo familiarised
The Shuberts are
Monday night at the local Palace he with th,e State policy, which the placing vaudeville In contemplatttjj
the L\ ric ejj
was intoxicated.
Stage Manager Loew heads are endeavoring to es- Forty-second street, New
York.
Eddie Mauras informed McCloud he tablish in all of their theatres
Is now under lease for pictures, but
could not appear in that condition throughout the
country.
may
theatre
be
the
withdrawn by
with his act, MeCloud and Norman.
the Shuberts at any time for aa.
droning extremely abusive to the
other policy.
stage manager an<* refusing to deThe size and location of the the.
sist upon request. Manager McCoy,
atre are said to appeal to the

Intoxicated

About of Charitable Affairs with Artists VolWhile Promoters Take Down "Expenses'' Up to $1,000—Two or Three "Pro-

Storie*

unteering,

moters"

•

Named

with

Names Withheld

mm Wk

Tho activity of some vaudeville agents or not. have a list of new
of the theatre isaued instructions
agents and promoters in arranging acts around Broadway :hat are to call
police officer and have Mcperformances for charitable affairs seeking an opportunity to "show" Cloud taken into custody.
IS TEJrTER
their turn.
An
agent or two are
has
attracted
Later when McCloud was sober
attention
toward notorious for keeping a list of this
and
apologetic.
Mr.
McCoy asked
their charitable efforts, with the description, made up mostly of
the authorities to release him.
result found that often the agent acts that have applied to their ofMcCloud was canceled for the re- Jungle Paper Space to Satisfy
or promoter charges the patrons of fice?* for a i bowing. It may be a
mainder of the week, but his partTwo Co-Headtiners
the charities with amounts alleged matter of weeks aft*»r the applicant
ner, Xorman, was allowed to do a
to be "expenses" up to $1,000. has left an address before hearing
single, which he is getting away
Whatever the amount gouged out from the agent, who then informs
The Shubert vaudeville agency
with nicely.
of the benefit by th' agent or pro- it, no matter what manager may
believes it has solved a technical
moter is, it is pocketed by him. have seen the act since calling
billing problem by the style of this
But very recently a benefit of this "this benefit" will have all the big
week's paper for the Winter GarN. V. A. PIMMEBS
character was given in New York managers and
booking men in
den, Xew York, show, where Jimmy
with the agent receiving $000 for front.
Club Writ Dine Any Vaudevtllian Hussey and Francis White are co"expenses" while the volunteering
The gypping benefit handler lias
headlined.
on Monday, Dec. 26
artists did not receive even the .grown to be an irrifa;'«OB to artists
Both stars have contracts st'pucourtesy ef a taxicab coming to or who have been imposed upon for
There should not be a hungry lating that they must be headlined.
leaving the theatre. A liberal taxi- the purpose of helping himself to vaudevillian in Greater New York Hussey was added to the bill at a
cab charge, however, went into the the money pukl out for "expenses." Xmas Day. The National Vaude- late moment due to booking changes
expense list.
While the artists are aware the ville Artists' Club announces it will necessitated by the death of Marie
As a rule, the patrons or patron- benefit accomplishes its purposes serve Xrac.s dinner ^M day Monday; Dressler's husband.
esses of the benefits, lay people, as far as providing funds for the Dec. 26, to any bona fide vaudevilic
Anticipating that a ehoiee beare loath to believe the promoters object of it, they, nevertheless, artist, irrespective of whether he is tween the two would probably be
re gypping them. They see the box hold no brie/ for the gyp promoter J working or laying off, and regard- followed by an outburst of temperaoffice receipts, the artists assembled, who poses as a philanthropist ever less of what circuit or house lie is ment from the slighted artist or a
legal tangle, the Sbubertv divided
with often an overflow of talent, the artists' sacrifice and gratuitous p!u\ing.
with the natural thought there services, while at the same time
Artists are to be recruited by a the headline box diagonally between
must be some expense to a big af- handling the affair for no other Xmas card system which will be the pair in such a manner as to fulfair. In a couple of instances where reason
than to take the "soft available at every V. M. 1\ A. houses fill the letter of both contracts acpatronesses were questioned as to money."
in Greater New York and which cording to "their belief.
The method is an innovation in
the expense charged them for the
Artists have informed Variety will be accessible to any vaudeville
paper for vaudeville hiWa ami nrohbenefit performance they refused to men
of
their
suspicions,
which artist.
ably
establish a precedent that will
discuss it on the plea they were have been verified, with the underA special midnight show, dinner
satisfied.
standing the next time a gyp of and da nee will be staged at the be valuable in future controversies
The men who have made" a prac- this nature is put over on artists, clubhouse the same night.
The if it is sustained as practical.
tice of handling these particular without regard to what benefit It Xmas dinner to the profession will
charitable benefits
have worked may be for, the name of the gypping bo skived in tlie grill room beginout a system. Besides the regular promoter will be published. The ning at 10 a. m. In order to handle
and known acts they approach to names of two or three who have the large number expected the bilappear *for charity," meaning the been successful at getting money liard loom and tables will be
acts shall give their services with- in this manner may yet be pub- utilized.
X. V, A. members will also re- Hr'.iif/
out charge, the promoters, whether lished.
Umxdom Itrms- from Vnrirty
eeivc
a; ds which they are at libIKiUd Bee. 7. 1900
erty to distribute among the pro-

shubert

.

AMENT-PROOf

s»m.

berts for a vaudeville theatre along
the lines that made the old Ham.
mersteln's Victoria famous in its
The Lyric seats about 9*9
day.
with a gallery and balcony, if y^
policy is changed to vaudeville
freak turns and other acts of temporary drawing power will probael
be utilized. It is also reported
Shuberts are "figuring on the
time table Ions (22 acts) bills ei.
presented by William Morris at tin
American on the same street.
1

$2,500

FOR

HOUDIttl

Escape Export Records Top Satan
for His Line

The Keith office is paying Harry
Houdini $2,500 weekly for his rotuta
vaudeville engagements.
It is tfe
highest salary ever paid In vauae*
an act of Houdini's de-

villc for
scription,

an escape

tur.

A' l ^«.

.

vhous salary records In the same bne
are also held by Houdini.
I loud In I starts the return engagement Dec. 19 at Keith's. Boston,
His contract calls for It weeks. At
the exi ligation Houdini will make a
personal appearance at a Broadway
theatre, to be*selected» In connective

with h:s special feature film,
Man From Beyond." It will
exhibit en

Broadway, March

0,

Tfce
first

nest

FIFTEEN YEARS

i

f»

the only stipulation being
they reach the hands of a
vaudeville art: t.

s ion,

th;:t
l«;;i;

iir.at"

-

AiaATEUR SAWING
Minneapo'.s. Dec.

7.

Tiny hive been sawing and cutting wuriinn in half on local vaudc\iiie stages so many times of late
mat the trick is going to be staged
by Dave Swift, amateur slieker, at
an Elks entertainment Friday night.
Sv.il'. doped out lis own paraphernalia and ob'ained a .Minneapolis
girl for the act.
Horace Goblin's version of sawing
a woman in half is playing this

own, making about the sixth time
has been offered professionally
hcie. The act no longer knocks 'em
~<fff~t iic
ht IiTa'*iir"'.»iiliii« aT»'OTls"' ami
•

it

:

j i

r.nw
go*
1

is

a joke

;

among most

thca're

«.

FASHION SHOW AT 44TH
As an

Xew York office as this
being written.
"Tony Pastor,*
"would never permit a dart
colored drop to go up In the in. use.
Members of the Vaudeville Com- The drops
mentioned were vivid blue
edy Club In the interests of encour- and
pink and they were used unnl
aging an active opposition circuit, the house
passed to other coin
discussed as individuals tho project after
Mr. Pastor's death.')
ty's

said,

ST.

act on the program at the
-44: Ii Street
(Shubert) next week, a
Fashion Show will hold forth for
the usual vaudeville period.

of offering their services to Percy
O. Williams before they sought
bookings elsewhere.
Willi:; ms had
intimated that unless a channel of
independent booking at reasonable
prices were kept open to him, he

Alexander Carr had made a all
Toblitski in "The End of the
World." in "Wine. Woman aad
Song,' a show on the Western buras

lesque wheel.
would seek an affiliation with the
Keith interests. Although the matMarinelli cabled from Paris
ter was not acted upon officially by
learn how much Caruso would ttake
the Comedy Club as an organizafor a series of private entertata]
tion, it was reported that the memments in the French capital. The,
bership had tendered their services Xew
York office interviewed Her|
to William Morri*. the Williams
Direktor Conried of the Metropolibooking agent, as individuals. The tan,
who
same proposition was put up to the idea, until appeared friendly to the
the joker appeared that
.White Rats, buj^.tha.t ^rr^nj.T.aticTi a
?^a.:e could b^ had for about,
declined to act on it as an organiza$1,500,000.
tion, leaving the members open to
proceed as they saw fit.
If you wanted to see a:
my body in
\

Edward L. Bloom (now with the
Shuberts) announced that the Cahn

A

Grant legitimate

circuit

in

Xew

the vaudeville division alirr
n*
ifter llsS
p. m. you went to Ziemers on Thiiw
avenue between 14th and 15ti
streets.

Kngland, of which he was general
manager,
would put vaudevilic
The KIcinc Optical Co, of Chishows in Lowell and Xew Bedford, cago, advertised in Variety the sail
It will be conducted by Francis
Mass.,
In
opposition
to William Mor- of projection machines and SLretB»
Hennault, simultaneously with his
own appearance on the Shubert ris allies. The row arose over the sorics.
Biograph,
VitaMelies.
bill there.
Rennault has been giv- fact that Hathaway had started an graph, Pathe and Edison Aim was
ing a Fashion Show in the various opposition to the Cahn & Grant es- offered at 12 c« nts a foot, exceffl
Shubert theatres he has been ap- tablishment in Salem and Morris Edison, Class A, which commanded
THE JOYFTL PEF-TIMIST
pearing In. Mercantile firms in Xew supplied the house. The fight was 15 cents a foot.
York will contribute to the fashion set to open during the holiday week.
For the moment there was an end
displays.
Eva Tanguay was starring in to Sunday show agitation by the
The Sambo Girl," but had broached police. The police department had
DRESSING 100MS ROBBED
SECURES LICENSE TO
SOPHIE TUCKER AND PIANIST the subject of putting together a turned the question over to tho corSyracuse, N. Y., Dec. 7.
Chicago. Dec. 7.
Sophie Tiifkr-r with Al
egel at series of songs and dane?* and re- poration counsel who waa expected
More or 1« ss mj *-*••) y surrounds
Thieves broke into the dressing
the piano will be at the Palace, New turning to vaudeville. The bookers to take until June to study the fl»e
rooms at the Rialto Friday night. the issuing of a marriage license York, Jan. 2 in a new
points of the law before giving i
act.
Miss looked with favor upon the idea.
here to Wilfred Joseph Morin, 28,
As a result four of the acts were vaudeville, and Dora .May Algel. also
Tinker's band walked out on her
opinion and in the meantime tki
ainus their wardrobe >\ h n they 28, Chicago actress. Neither is play- recently, heme the two act.
Williams'
Orphcum,
Brooklyn, theatre men would enjoy immunity
appeared at the theatre Saturday ing this we.k at any
The new turn will break in next was playing a hill estimated to ccst within reasonable limits.
of the lo.al
for the matinee.
theatres. The bride-to-be said that week out of town, then come into •3.600 and the daily newspapers
M. S. Bentham and Jack Levf
Not being able to got apptupi Jute it was her second matrimonial ven- Keirb/a Bv.shwick. Brooklyn. Dee. 2C. published long articles on what they
Siegel is the former paitner and called "frenzied vaudeville."
wardrobe to replace the stolen ture, the first ending in the divorce
The were parties to a hot debate. L**J
property, Donabelle and
Wilson. eourt in Jers« y City three years ago. husband of B»-o Palmer, the shimmy show, which was called the costliest had booked That Quartet (Sylveste*
qmen, ami is now suing -her for a on record, was made up of ChevaI>untay and Merrill. Fred Lewis and
(Continued on page 9)
divorce, naming Jack Dempsey, the lier, at $2,000; Great
Turner and Day ton \v<-.r eompel!ed
Lafayette, at
Aunt
Jemima
Leaving
"Scandals"
pugilist.
tl.800; Billy Cliffcref, $350;
to finish the week in their street
Maude
Aunt Jemima and lur Jazz Bakers
clothes.
Lambert, $230; Linton and Law- BEDINTS "FAIRYLAND" SHOW
will leave White's "Scandals," playrence, $350; Olympia Qunrtft. $250Jean Bcdinl is preparing a *••*
NO
BOOKING
CHANGE
ing in Chii-ngo at present, at the
narber-Ritohie Trio. $250; Krone- show for Shubert vaudeville, to ran
end of two \vcrl(s to engage in some
The Halsey iinl 1 )e Kalh, Brook- man Bros., $250, and Vitagraph
acti
Marie Nordstrom in Rovival
pic- over an hour *itli vaudeville
Keith
vaudeville
dates.
Aunt lyn, onrrolh ,i by II. l-'rankenthal, ture, $50.
tilling in the remainder of the bill
Lynn, Mas*. Dec. 7.
Jemima is objecting to her rut in are still being booked by the John
It will bo cnlJed "Fairyland ••'rellca
Marie Nordstrom has eanoelh-d salary, which practice has )>e.>n Bobbins agency,
and it is declared
Tony Pastor had Just hang a new and enlist many local chidren of e**l
her vaudeville bookings to play the g ing on for snn.e time with the they, will be
continued to be nup- front and back drop
town it plays.
in his Mth
leading role
in
the
revival
of rest of tho "Scand.iN"
«?f, a* a replied from that office. It was stated
Fred Walton has been eng«4r»"
street house.
< William
-Bought and laid For' in Xew sult of which others aNo resigned last week tho
Brodin the
houses were returning piano virtuoso, who
for the leading role.
constituted
York.
the
from the show.
to the Keith office.
Pastor orchestra, stopped in Yaria-
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VAUDEVILLE

1921

INJUNCTION ISSUED
AGAINST BROWN AND

VAUDEVILLE ACTS' PRODUCER

MARKWITH

SUES FOR UNJUST CANCELLATION'

from Declaring Brown Saxophone Six It of
Proceedings Brought
Victrola or Victor Fame
9
In 'Tip Top
by Tom Brown of Six Brown Bros.

—

Chicago, I>tc.

CABARET DOUBLING

—

Lee Robinson Dies Unnerves
Helen Page, of Kimberly and Page

C

Philadelphia. Dec.

'

fhotographs. or

BANNED BY SHUBERTS

7.

Leon Kimberly and Helen Page
in
[arkwltb, restraining them from
advertising, will abandon their travesty skit.
billing,
using
way
*iy
Location," and revive their former
saying that Brown's
sl3r

success, "Spring

>

-

HT

HOT AL0VE IN

EGOTJjpC Rule Against Novelle Bros. EnI

Company

Ihee

records.

accounting of the profits of
Continued on Page 1*)

At.

?,.

The body was cremated* and the
ashes sent to his folks In A lame.
1. 1.

Mine. Besson. with whom he
appeared for several y. ars. was appearing at Keith's during the week
and aided Mr. an
Mrs. Kimberh
until the end.
Cal.

(WILfriddoo BOIS)

WILTON

T.

100

y

Reports of bootlegging operations by professionals on tour, but allegedmore common with stage crews, has led at least one legitimate prolucer to instruct his company managers to permit no persons outside
of the show to travel trunks or packages in the show's baggage car
unless the manager is sure no contrabrand Is concealed.
The manager
ly

he believed it was only a matter of time when the subterfuge
would be exposed, and he did not propose to have his attraction held
up in that case. It is alleged the practise attains to traveling companies
stated,

kinds.

According to stories anent this novel bootlegging idea. Central Western
are said to be the points aimed for. At points where bonded "warekou«es are located it is said to be comparatively simple to withdraw
rhiskey, but the difficulty is in transporting it, since the usual method
I shipment by rail and by motortruck Is precarious.
That the quantity
liquor possibly sent via the traveling show route is not- extraordinarily large is conceded, although single operations are reported sizeable.
One crew member is reported having cleaned up |S00 by bringing
•»»t five wardrobe trunks of boose.
When a show makes a Jump It often occurs that other shows making
•he same point will
Jom with it for baggage car accommodation. Slmwly a vaudeville movemer is sometimes coupled with a legitimate or
burlesque jump.
Under the orders sent out by the New York manner this week, his attraction is forbidden to couple up, because of the
V*k °* persons outside the company concealing liquor in the baggage car.
The story is, that trunks filled with liquor have been easily checked to
stage door of theatres In New York, and disposed of from there to
bootleggers.
This device is reported having landed booze within the
f*fe districts of both New York and Chicago, also the points between
the two cities.
cities

'.

variety's
>r in a

Chicago office, seemingly voluntarily, ells attention to an
Chicago review last week that said Miss Burt's Brendel
•** ihirtj tone tost wijh the victrola was copied after that of Friscoc,
** xylophonist. The Chicago office says the tOne test was used prior
»• Friscoe's use of it, by Tally and Mayo, about eight years ago.
AN..
«at Miss Burt did it four years ago when with a Winter Garden show,
but resumed
it when doing the douhle act.
That should be good news to Adeline Fran. is. wherever she N; and
to those
who knew how Miss Francis felt about the theft of her mat er, al; how
she cried over it; how she lost work over it; how she appealed to everyone
In vaudeville over it. and how she had to leave
ivamiovilb* because
of the theft of her phonograph idea. To see that poor
* lr *it ilown crying, crying while she told of he troubles, and to know
r
^at no one in vaudeville
would
nrotect ion. wo
eive her justice
Ulstiee or protection,
would give
no m.ne
mike one disbelieve all the protestations about the aim to
ntttvt" niaJe'ial than all the printed complaints could do.
Miss
frru
s
<"re-,t.
(| le
idea, even if she did not originate it, and that it
tad
o
in part years before by Kit by W. Crai^. in burlesque. wu>
(
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Grady and Paul N. Turner, the

lat-

ter the Equity attorney, for $ 15,00*
damages.

The action comes as the result of
a letter which Paul N. Turner wrote
to the Loew circuit under the date
of Nov. l. In which the circuit was
asked to discontinue the use of the

Shubert

The Novelle

vaudeville.

(Continued on page 9)

(Continued from page 1)
which holds a contract specifying
conditions between its members anil

and appears

to be genthe resignation of
the P. M. A. was
hrought about through Woods believing the attitude of the Managers' Association, also many of Its
members, was antagonistic to his
interests,
as exemplified by the
Woods "Demj -Virgin" matter. A
report spread Monday Woods would
resign. At the office of the P. M. A.
Tuesday
was denied. A meeting
of the P. M. A. had been net for
Tuesday, but was aijourned. Woods
expected to attend that meeting, it
was reported, and tell the ncmbers
in person his opinion of some of

erally

believed,

Woods from

'.*.

them. Whether he would then resign or not, the report said, would
depend upon what the accused
members stated in reply.
Since "The Demi-Virgin" got into
courts and newspapers the
office has been smarting, according to the stories, over the alleged overt action taken by P. M. A.
members. It is charged several of
these wrote to public officers condemning "The Demi-Virgin," while
avtiovs took an advantage, as they
anticipated, in favor of their own
plays, to protest against "The DemiVirgin" in the hope of securing publicity with their shows mentioned
as "clean."
The Woods office as a member of
the P. M. A. has paid about $15,000
yoarly to the P. -M. A. in dues. It
is among the largest sums, if not
the largest sum, paid by any indi\ idual
producing member. Woods
is among the largest producers of
plays in this country.
Nothing could be obtained at the
P. M. A. offices Wednesday as to
what action would be taken on the
resignation, which was to go into
effect immediately.
At the time of sending out the
the

Woods

Woods

resignation the
players i'» its

office notified

companies

the

of

>

MAY
WIRTH with "PHIL"
HEADLINING THE OHFHEUM

CIBCL'IT
"The offering of May Wlrth opens with a novel setting, the two
equestriennes singing before the horses are brought out, and then they
do all kinds of sensational riding. For the children the capers of a half
dozen human beings undoubtedly have first place on the bill; the adults
will endorse the youngsters' choice, too. for the equestriennes have the
nimblest feet and. with 'Phil,' the burlesque rider, offer a spectacular
entertainment that never gets serious."— SEATTLE "DAILY TIMES."

may be adjusted by a salary
concession covering the period during which they played both theatre
and cabaret, the Novelles being informed they were not entitled to
matter

draw down two

salaries.

GORE LEAVES DIXON
St. Louis, Dec. 7.
Bobby Gore, straight man with
Dixon's big review, playing the Garrick theatre here, came into the
theatre at 7 a. m. today, packed his
trunk and had it hauled from the
No one
house and disappeared.

knew

his

of

disappearance

until

to

Man-

show time and.

aceord'.r.^

ager Dick Zeisler, Gore handed

was

his notice, but

in

not to close un-

'SITTING" EEYIVED
(Continued from Page 1)
nightly.
They are required to sit
around between shows and "entertain" any of the patrons who may
fancy their company.
An espionage system fs in practice that Is as near perfect as possible and Instant dismissal from the
cafe Job follows a report that the
was seen in a cafe outside of
the charmed circle.

girl

The custom is being pruetieed in
three cafes where cabaret shows are
conducted and came to light when
a girl who preferred to attend :i
picture show or go home between
shows was discharged.

The girl asked the manager of the
It is
a week from Saturday.
place If it were 'true she was disThe injunction application argu- thought that Core left the city at char^ed because she refused to "enBessie Baker.
ment was duly held, with decision noon for Chiea^o.
tertairi" patrons of the place and
reserved.
The Woods counsel con- Core's wife, who \\;is tin- Soiibret was given an evasive answer.
closed
in Brooklyn.
tended the License Commissioner with the show,
Harry Kilby double. this afternoon Against this was the testimony of

action.

til

has not the power to arbitrarily
with
close
legitimate
tlu-atr*
i
his pnwer extended by the law only
houses.
The criminal
to picture

1

in

tiie

p|

bU'e'v;

(

it

against Wood* lias been
to
Coneral Sessions.
transferred
where a j'.ry tri il will be h-M some
time in January or IYlu i:,i y. Memwhile tl.e Klhnge is doing e.i p.n-il \
"lie
>emi- Virgin." pi', n
t<>
wi'h
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Chribtmas dinners for the vauo
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day night (Dec. 2C>.
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these conditions usually diesi
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prineinal received her notice.
Most of the high class cabaret
are abo\e su^pir ion and the salaries
of the j;irls ranr^e from $."»0 weekly
upward. The ".lumps" pay $40 top,
shading the usual figures on account of the opportunities developed
for the girl.-i throur:r f!i" 'en'e,r.ari-
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girls

formed her she was to be dismissed
for the above reasons, before the

.

•

Miss 1'rancis did it first in \au.b \ilb differenth
'--. who used the victrola while appearing in • two-man comely
*ttrr
a biir:.'s.|U(\
As a matte> ..f f.t. t, Craig w.l-> on» <>f the show bus,rys v. ii..
M M,ss Francis came in.
was a g <-d eba. done \it>
it
J bit
• 'e Miss 1'ianis,
and the record of the !ir>t lir.n' ^he tv.r did ii
R «'ii
,.
"
in Variety's New Act department.
Vin-'y published some of
'^^kJ. j^Hints, but *die h>*t heart and lost money until she gave
it
^' **.s «»'h5M! to,, light when they just didn't want to listen.
Ironing
* ,iss Krancls
Tally and
lef t vaudeville, at least is not in it now.
Mwere a two-man act, both formerly with the Empire City Quartet.
a

—

WOODS RESIGNS

It is said,

shares of Keith stock recently reported sold by Charles Anderson, then In the Keith office. Is now said to be the property of Lee
Shubert The consideration Is reported as $80,000, and the amount was
mentioned, presumably, from Variety's source, by Shubert himself. It's
the lirst time, as far as known, that an appraisal of value for Keith
stock has been publicly made. Whether this $800 a share is a true line
on the value may be a matter of opinion, since Lee might have been
anxious to hold Keith stock. He is competing with Keith's in vaudeville, and the Anderson stock is backed by vaudeville properties.
Anderson secured the stock through his wife, a relative of the late E. M.
Robinson, a Keith staff man who was bequeathed a large block of stock
the late A. Paul Keith. At the time Anderson, who had been a booking man in the Keith office for several years, disposed of his stock holdings, he left the Keith office.
It has been since reported Anderson, before
selling the shares, offered them to two or three officers of the Keith
•ircuit but could not effect a sale.

1

of the

"Woods, alone, has the same privilege of casting with all non-Kquitys
as he did under the P. M. A. agreement, though the hitter permits of
Kquitys ar>d nons.

ON VAUDEVLLIE

all

owner

known as "Flivveragainst W. C Fields, William

Kquity.

-

•f

Cornell,

vised by Arthur Klein last week
that their engagement was in con- act.
flict with their contract.
The act
In this letter Mr. Turner personwas playing the Rialto, the Shu- ally requested the act be imme~
bert vaudeville house in Newark, at dlately withdrawn from the Loew
the same time.
theatres and that no subsequent
The Shubert exchange informed performances be given.
the turn that it opposed any of its
The complaint in the action asks
acts making a dual appearance Cornell be granted damages to the
when playing Shubert houses unless extent of $15,000 because the comspecial permission was given.
plainant had been promised the enSuch a special arrangement was tire Loew circuit for the turn snd
made regarding Eva Tanguay in because of the letter written to Mr.

wilfrid Dubois

ALF

i

INSIDE STUFF
The

Frank

half of

ing."

THROUGH MY WORK, PRESS i gagement at FoHes Bergere
COMMENTS, AND REPORTS
FEEL HAVE BEEN SUBSTANTIATED IN MY BELIEF THAT
AM ENTITLED TO A BETTER The Xovelle Brothers, appearing
8POT THAN OPENING OR in Shubert vaudeville, stepped out
of the cabaret at the Kolles Bergere,
CLOSING A BILL.
REPORTS SPEAK THE TRUTHl a Broadway cafe, after being ad-

:

sarne vt as 'Six Brown Brother*."
thf act which is appem-ing with
h-ui
Fret.! Stone in "Tip Tcp." nrd
flay^l for the Victor Tn"::.'.g :ia-

Harold M. Goldblatt, associated
with the Frederick K. Goldsmith
office, has started an action on bevaudeville act

Is Calling.*
an act tney own * s
I
Miss Page is a nervous wreck as
Victrola fame, or has played for the
result of the death of K. Leo
I
Victor Talking Machine Com- Robinson, who worked in the
*e
act
ny. as a result of the proceedings with them. While playing here last
„hich Tom Brown of the Six Brown week Robinson complained of a
Brothers brought against them.
small pimple on his upper lip but
''It'j safe to say there isn't s manThis decision was rendered by thought little of the annoyance. He ager in the country who would deafter -bavins
Can>enter
Jtids?.'
continued to play until Wednesday, cry silent act?, if they were all of
Milt *! the complaint made by Tom when
he was removed to the of the clars of Wilfrid DuBois. Duhrawn and reading 'affidavits from Hahncrnan Hospital.
The pimple Bois stands out on his personality,
lomerom witnesses alleging "they was lanced but the inflammation ability and ease."— VARIETY.
xreef deceived into believing that
spread until it reached h's eyes, PUT THIS IN YOUR PIPE THIS
WEEK
Brown's Saxophone Six were the totally blinding him. He d ed Dec.

Jasophp 116

—

Attorney Loew Circuit
Informed Turn Infringed Upon W. C. Fields* Act

'

E.

Wants $15,000 from Defend-

of "Flivvering"

ants, Including Equity's

DEATH FROM PIMPLE

T.

judge George E. Carpenter in the
Court grantnlted States District
a perpetual writ of injunction
L- Brown and Billy
nst

—
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riviera, Brooklyn!

LATEST KEITH
VARIETY'S FIGURE OF 12,000 ACTS
New
EXPERTS
LAYING OFF ESTABLISHED BY

HOOS

Theatre Starts with P
Vaudeville in Brooklyn^.
Intended Films

for

and Picture Slack— Reduced
Count Against Those Seeking Work
Legit

According

figures

to

Bills

City, Kan. (W. V. M. A.),
Electric; split week, three acts.
Springfield, Ohio, Fairbanks; three
acts, split week.
Terre Haute, Liberty; two acts, split

Also

week.

reduced the

New York

City,

Kight acts,

Keith's Jefferson;

ten acts, full week.
Keith's Hamilton; nine acts,
J.,

Proctor's; nine act?,

week.
Boston, Orpheum;
week.
Toronto, (Loe\v);
week.

six

six

Colonial;

Detroit,

week.
Dayton,
week.

Dayton;

Chicago,

six

acts,

Five acts,

split

acts,

Five acts,

full
full

(Loew);

five

Five acts,

acts, full

Indianapolis, Lyric; seven acts, full

week.
Flint, Mich. (B. F. Keith), Palace,
split week, five acts.
Kalamazoo, Mich. (Keith's), Regent; split week, six acts.
Green Bay, Wis. (B. F. Keith's),
Orpheum; split week, live acts.
Oshkosh, Wis. (W. V. M. A.), Grand;
four acta.

Saginaw, Mich. (B. F. Keith), Jeffras- Strand; split week, six acts.
Lansing, Mich. (B. F. Keith), Bijou;
split week, five acts.
So. Chicago, ill. fW. V. M. A), Calumet; split week, six acts.
Chillcothe, Ohio (Keith's), Majestic;
split,

two

acts.

Ft. Wayne, Ind. (B. F. Keith), Palace; full week, seven acts.
Lafayette, Ind. (B. F. Keith), Family; split week, five acts.
Tulsa, Okla. (W. V. M. A. Inter.
Clr.), Majestic;
split week, six
acts.

In this

Chicago, 111. (W. V. M. A.), StateCongress; full week, six acts.
Battle
Creek,
Mich.
(Keith's),
Bijou; split week, four acts.
Pontiac, Mich. (Keith's), Oakland;
split week, six acts.
Chicago, 111. (W. V. M. A), Chateau; split week, live acts.
Bay City, Mich (B. F. Keith), Bijou;
split week, live acts.
Chicago, 111. (W. V. M. A.), Windsor; split week, five acts.
Chicago, 111. (W. V. M. A.), Logan
Square; split week, five acts.
Jackson, Mich. (H. F. Keith), Orpheum, split week, live acts.
Moline, 111. (W. V. M. A.). Palace;
pplit week, six acts.
Granite City, 111. (W. V. M. A),
Washington; split week, two acts.
111.

ity is 2.200. with 1.300 on the orchea
tra floor and 900 In the single bal
cony. The scale Is 25 cents all ov«
the house at matinees and from
to 75 cents at night.
The policy
two shows daily, six acts and featur
picture, with the show ehangin
twice weekly.
Danny Simmon
books the house, in conjunction.wh
the Keith-Moss list, through th

City, la.
la.

(W. V. M.

A., Inter.

week, three acts.
A.), Prin-

Closed.

(W. V. M.

Closed.

Closed.

pheum

same

(Mon.-Wed.),

Muskogee (Thurs.-Sat.)

;

five acts.
five acts,

Wichita Falls, Majestic;
full week.
Okmulgee, Okla. (W. V. M. A., Inter.
Cir.), Orpheum; split week, four

Orpheum;

six

acts,

week.
Marion, Ind.
(Keith's),
split week, five acts.

Kokomo,

Ind.

(W. V. M.

•

real

an

Was

The

Closed.
Closed.

Closed.
Closed.
Closed.
Closed.
Closed.

Closed.

Closed.

Closed.

uled date.
The Riviera will

Closed.

competition for neighborhood business with Fox's Bedford, and Loewl
Fulton is but a few blocks away,
drawing from the same district
The Brownsville section of Brook
lyn, a thickly populated suburb, i
about 10 minutes' subway ride fro:
the Riviera. It is likely the Riviei
will draw a heavy patronage fro
Brownsville, as the Interborougl

(W. V. M.

ington Square;

split

A.),

Closed.
Closed.
Closed.

Closed.

Glens Falls, N. Y., Empire.
Albany (Gus Sun), Majestic.

New York

City (Loew's), State.
Brooklyn (Loew's), Gates.
Cincinnati, Ohio (Keith's), Palace.
Seranton, Pa., Miles.

-

Off until

Xmas.

Off until

Xmas

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Miles.

Kansas City (Orpheum). Main St.
Minneapolis (Orpheum), Hennepin.
Closed.

Cleveland, Metropolitan.
Wheeling, W. Vs»., Rex.
Hamilton, Canada. Pantages.
Little Rock. Majestic.
Oklahoma City, Majestic (Tulsa

Closed.

.

Moherly^Mo. (W. V..M.JL), Grand;
three splits, two acts.
Tarsons, Kan. (W. V. M. A.), Best;
three splits, two acta.

of

New;
New;

New
New;
New;
New;
New;
New;
New;

five acts, split
five acts, split

Closed.

Buffalo State (Loew).
Newark State (Loew).

week.
week.

what might be termed

week,
week.

Five acts,
Five acts,

POU

vaudeville as opposition to
10Poli's in that city next week.
aet bill will bo booked for the first

A

half by an independent New York
agent, with the last half using traveling tab shows. The Jacques has
been using stock burlesque this

('lost d.

s.mnuii.

C!o;;-".!.

It

was formerly an Ameri-

can whre] burlesque house.
Clos'-d.

}

WALTERS' OPERATION
Kx -Senator

Clos.-d

«

Clos.-d.
..

J.

Elizabeth's Hospital, 415
street.

.1.

New

York.

this

week.

51st

Senator Walters

was reported as resting
i

West

Independent Big Time House
Conn. Quits Vaudeville

in

The -Ansonla, Ansonia, Conn has
given notice it will abandon vaudeville with the end of this week. The

easily early

regular

the

p«iforrnJ

the stag*
and Introduced several plclure star*
Irving and Jack Kaufman, and Kos«
coe Alls and Kate Tullman and jaz»
band also entertained.

Tanncn took

ance, Julius

,

St.

Louis

Week Broken Up
St. Louis, V"<*.

The

7.

by

week

of vaudeville
house is a new one practically,
started
opening lato last season, playing the Shubcrts at the Jefferson
wafl
It
independent vaudeville of the better well enough last week.
M'-8
broken
whm
up,
however,
grade, taking any feature turn it
through
trial

Dressier

Henry

Walters,
special counsel for the Keith intervts,
underwent an operation for
Mppcndicltis last Saturday at St.

-1

Clos d

Following

ANS0NIA CLOSING

with

Closed.

Clo

ideal for talk-

ing acts, dialog can be heard distinctly from any part of the house.
The -rchestra has 16 pieces, with
Ben Schwartz as leader.
The opening bill had the Four
Mortons, Cook, Mortimer and Harvey, Joe and Willie Mandell Greenlee and Drayton, Margaret Young

The Jacques, Waterbury, opens

Closed.

•

ar*

and Lightner Sisters and AlexandM

OPPOSITION TO

Closed.

Clo:

rooms

long sweep froir. orchestra rail to
stage does not make tfio Riviera

full week.
full week.
five ac*s, full week.
five acts, full week.
five acts, full week.
five acts, split week.
live acts.

Closed.

CU>

dressing

spacious, the orchestra
holding 36 rows, the soft decorations tend to strongly modify th«
suggestion of space at first conveyed, especially to any one pitting
in the rear of orchestra. While th»

nine acts,
nine acts,

five acts, split
five acts, split
full week.
full week.

the

above the street level, in a building
separate from the theatre, in th«
»-ear of the ctagc.
There ib arfF**
room and special accommodation
for animal acts.
Arnold Rittenbcrg is the resident
manager.
While the auditorium appear!

somewhat

Full week, seven acts.

New;
New;

Cal.. State.
Cal., State.

Oakland.

RartlcKvlllc,

-

New; three acts, full week,
New; five acts, split week,
New; five acts, split week,
New; seven acts, split week,
New; five acts, split week.

split).

Long Beach,
Closed.

t-lo.-. d.

Okla. (W. V. M. A),
Oileon; split week, live act:
ColTyvillo, Kan. <W. V. M. A), Tackrtt; three spilts, two acts.
Joplln, Mo. (W. V. M. A.), Electric;
three splits, two acts.

New.

week.

Closed.

direct

transit.

Closed.

Detroit, Columbia.

into

subway forms a handy means

Opera

week.

week.

split

six acts, split

half, six acts last half.
Richmond, Ind., Murray; three acts,
split week.

Grand

Rochester, Victoria; two acts, split
Closed.

Closed.

Lexington, Ky., Ada Meade; three
acts, split week.
Marion, O., Grand; two acts first

La.,

live acts, split

All

Wash-

nets.

Closed.

This group contains a list of new houses that have opened this season
or houses that have switched to a vaudeville policy.
Keith's Fordham.
New; six acts, split w*>ek.
Moss* Franklin.
i\ew; six acts, split week,
New; six acts, split week.
Brooklyn, Keith's Boro Park.
New.
Watertown. N. Y., Avon; four acts,

Closed.

week, three

Jackson, 111. (W. V. M. A), Grand;
split wook. lour acts.
London,
(Keith's),
Opera
Ont.
House; split week, live acts.
Crawfordsvillo, Ind. (15. F. Keith),
Strand; split week, live acts.
At.hison, Kan i\V, V. M. A.), Orpin um; one iliiv, live acts.
Appleton, Wis. (YV. V. M. A.). Appleton); second half onlv, four acts.
Superior, Wis. iW. V. M. A), Palace; split week, live acts.
Alton. 111. (W. V. M. A). Hippodrome; split week, two acts.
Brandford, Canada (Keith's), Keith's
Temple; split week, four acts.

Lima, O., Orpheum;
wee k.

House;

Closed.

Closed.

Shreveport,

Closed.

come

-

acts,

five

York.

'

Closed.

week.

full

New

of the Keith pe
with a vaudeville and picture polk
made a stage necessary, the bull*I
lng of which held back the openly
for several months past the sched-

Closed.

Closed.

San Francisco, Casino;

Closed.

s Place Corporatla

The entry

A.),

Mo. (W. V. M. A.. Inter. Cir.),
Crystal; split week, three acts.
Pine Bluff. Ark, Loew; five acts,
split week.

Closed.

John

St.

Rivoli,

Closed.

A.),

acts.
St. Joe,

Closed.
Closed.

b
th

the Riviera represent
Investment of approximate!
estate,

includes E. C. Lauder, J. J. Maloi
B. S. Moss and others allied wit]
the Keith Interests. The corporate
has the house on lease from the oor
poration which built it, F. P. havini
leased the theatre originally, lat«
turning it back to the building cor
poration, when the Keith people ar
ranged to take it over. The stagi
was added after the house had prac
tlcally been completed, it being
intention of the builders, with th
picture house Idea in mind, to hav
but a platform, like the regulatio
film theatre, such as the Rialtc an

Closed.

A.),

big time; now combination
from here and New York. %

corporation

$750,000.

Closed.
A.), Sipes;

week.

A

pictures.

Brooklyn business men, headed
S. C. La Vine, built it.
With

Closed.

last half only, three acts.
Victoria, B. C, Pantages; five acts,
full

for

Closed.

split

week, five acts.
Des Moines. la. (W. V. M. A.), MaSix acts, split week.
jestic; split week, four acts.
Clinton, la. (W. V. M. A.), Orpheum;
Six acts, full week.
split week, five acts.
Esterville. la. (W. V. M. A.). Grand;
Saturday and Sunday.
second half only, three acts.
Five acts now; cost of bill cut Hibbing. Minn. (W. V. M. A.), Bijou;
second half only, two acts.
from 13.000 to $1,100.
International Falls, Minn. (W. V. M.
Second half only now.
A.), Grand.; second half, two acts.
Virginia. Minn. ( W. V. M. A.), Lyric;
Second half only.
second half only, five acts.
Cost of bill reduced from $1,800 a Springfield. Mo. (W. V. M. A.), Electric; split week, two acts.
week; now $800-$l,000.
Cost of bill reduced from $3,000 Duluth, Minn. (W. V. M. A.), Grand;
split week, five acts.
a week; now $1,100.
St. Paul, Minn. (W. V. M. A), PalThree splits.
ace; split week, six acts.
St. Paul, Minn. (W. V. M. A.), OrJust this year.
pheum; split week, six weeks.
Freemont. Neb. (W. V. M. A.), Wall;
Now split week.

office.

The Riviera was originally in
tended as a Famous Players theatr

Indiana;

split

Last half only.

Keith
Closed.

Closed.

acts.
St. Joe,

week.

Closed.

bill

Palace Theatre; split week, five

split week.
Hamilton, Ohio, Grand; two acts,
split week.
Marion, Ohio (Keith's), Orpheum;
split week, three acts.
(Keith's),
Mich.
South
Haven,
South Haven; second half only,

'

Closed.

Parsons, Kan., Loew; five acts, split
week.
Okmulgee, Okla. (Inter. Cir.), Or-

week.

split

Closed.

week.

week.

full

and upholstered interiors. The cok
scheme of Ivory, gray, gold and

week, six acts.

split

\

i

Closed.

three splits, two acts.
la. (W. V. M. A.), Majes-

Arkansas City, Ark. (W. V. M.
Rex; three split, two acts.
Minneapolis, Minn. (W. V, M.
Grand; full week, four acts.
group are houses that have closed or discontinued vaudeville. Minneapolis, Minn. (W. V. M.

Buffalo, Lyric; five acts, full week.
Chilllccthe, O., Majestic; two acts,

Eell.ville,

'

full

Closed.

Superior, Wis, Palace; five acts, full

Five acts, split week.

split

acts,

five

McVickcr's
week.

acts,

Kin»

rose gives the auditorium a warmt

cess; split week, five acts.

full

St. Johi

and delicacy that radiate refineraw
and good taste. The seating eapac

Fort Dodge,

full

between Brooklyn and

Closed.

Cir.). Cecil; *nlit

week.

Six acts and feature picture,
week.
Eight acts, split week.

split

week.

Newark, N.

split

place,

located on

It is

Sheboygan, Wis. (W. V. M. A.).
Grand; second half only, four acts.
Sedalia, Mo. (W. V. M. A.), Sedalia;

Mason

NOW

1920

1).

Closed.

tic;

policy since
list is compiled as nearly exact as possible, but
doesn't provide for houses booked through some independent agencies.

(Dec.

ton avenues, in the upper Redfoj
section of Brooklyn.
The Rivta
Is a beautifully decorated theat*
standing out in that respect, even
these days of elaborately fresco*

Waterloo,

or switched to a straight picture

bill

Closed.
Closed.

week.
Logansport, Ind. (Keith's), Colonial;
split week, two acts.
Wichita, Kan. (W. V. M. A.. Inter.
Cir.), Princess; split week, live

tracted through talk of "opposition" and more opportunity.
Below Is a list of vaudeville houses that have closed, changed policy,

a

3

Closed.

Toledo. Ohio, Rivoli; seven acts, full

computed by experts, Variety's estimate of

acts in

The Riviera, the latest addm
to the Keith Circuit's Greater
York string, opened Thursday nj*_

Kansas

Many
12,000 acts laying off in the United States was conservative.
reasons have been advanced for the unemployment among them, the
absorption by vaudeville of the artists released by closings of legitimate
attractions, the slump in the picture industry and the new faces at-

number of
1920.
The

NOW

1920

—Many Reasons Advanced
—
Unemployment Variety Shows Taking Up

Statement Conservative

was

called

away

could secure, and using six acts
hu:-b*B^
each half. This season it started th*» sudden death of her
John II. Dalton
playing a half week only, but conAs
no
substitute
for the he.-wliiaH
cluded to suspend with bad busiwas secured, the Shuberts faihd
ness.
lo<U
The town la about twenty miles secure the line they wero an *rf"
for on the St. Louis house,
from New Haven and the theatre
probably make another test.
represents around $400,000.
John
1

1

Robbins booked

it.

~

FRANK VAN HOVEN

ICE

December

Friday.

VAUDEVILLE

19*1

9,

iTUTTCRINGJlEFEREE

ORPHEUM SEEKING BUSINESS

I

RUMS TOMATO'S

QUITS CONSERVATIVE POLICY

MINNEAPOLIS SHAKE-UP

KICK

WITH SHUBERTS BREAKING

What Happened Would Make

—But Read, Read!

.

Kansas City Offer Free
on Automobile Number Plan Regular
Patronage Suffering from On and Off Season

in
Diiplay Advertisements

—

Tickets

'-

Kansas City, Deo. 7.
The Orpheum theatre, noted for
has Joined the
j tJ canservativencss,
progressives and is going after the
and
advertising
extra
business with
ticket offers. The first depart

Dear Chick:
Before

ACT

used

I

$75 Royalty
Heavy Expense

Accept

Finaiiy

After

'

pair of tickets to the
licen.-e

i,ot

'ind

cd]WiX <""

Battle

FOR

BIG BENEFIT

Looked For

in

—Opposition

Minneapolis, Minn., Deiwar broke out in the
Twin Cities this week.
I. H. Ruben, of Finkelstein & RuTheatrical

CHILDREN'S VACATION

magnates,
theatrical
local
ben,
dropped a verbal bomb Dec. 4, which
Father Kelly's Work Recog- is the first of a series.
make some of their wildest pipes
Orpheum Keith interests will be
nized by Theatrical People
sound like the pieamble to a Farmallied against the combined forces
of Finkelstein & Ruben, the Shuers' Almanac.
A mammoth benefit will be given bcrts ana leading motion picture in-,
1
took T-ima'o up to Lock port
tercsts representing millions of dollast week to box a tramp that I at the Apollo, New York, Sunday
With both sides amply prolars.
evening.
Dec.
in
aid
the
chil18.
of
licked,
could have
My kid was n
vided with finances, a real fight is
dren's outdoor
summer vacation predicted.
great shape so
went out and bet
fum, Mt bllshod by FiUncr KfcUy# a
Mr. Ruben's announcement, most
a lot of jack we would stop this paulist priest. The seats arc scaled
important in local theatrical history,
^j ri
at $5 top. and the entire house has
follows:
They have a rule up here that the already been underwritten by the) "Shubert vaudeville at either the
committee in charge of the affair. new Garrick or Shubert.
star bout, must start at 10 o'clock.
Everything has been donated, In"A complete shake-up of the 'local

Chicago, Dec. 7.
Oliver produced an
"Act
Different" last
tinued daily.
summer at an outlay of $r».000. At
The house carried large displa>
1
papers an- the time of production the concern
notices in the Sunday
was lold that when the act was
nouncing the coming of several picshaped
it won id ho given an imup
artists.
featured
|
ture stars and
Those announced are Virginia Pear- mediate route over the Pantages
The
played aroind
of Circuit.
son and Sheldon Lewis, week
Chicago frem September o NovemDec. 1?: Crane AVilhur and Martha
Mansfield. Jan. 1 and week, and ber before any encouragement was so we got to the club while some
HeVu Keller for week of Dee 2T.. received from the Pantages office. of the prelim kids was w.irmin' the
Carl ye Blackwell is the headline Finally a route was given to the act crowd up. They needed warm in' up.
re for the current week and to open last month at Minneapolis.
fen
for it was the coldest barn
ever
James C'orbett for week of Dee. 11. .Tu.-'t as the art was preparing to
Bu-hnian and Bayne closed a week lea\e for that point Hodkins pent sat in.
word
to
J>uhin
Oliver,
From
;«nd
informnight.
I
went up to the promoter and
at the house Sunday
ing them that the ro'ite had been asked him it' he couldn't get us a
th»- alnive list and the fir in adv.au-e announcements it look:; very switched about and that the act st'\ar.i la a ted dressin' room but he
mue as though the Orpheum peo- would ujHMi in Seuttl" instead of in cracked that I was out of luck,
lie Ofiercd to lend me a kid to box
ple were going ufter the movie fans MiinnaiK)li*i.
\\hen the act arrived at the Pan- Tomato a coupla rounds in the
and their money. The local house
for years enjoyed a regular tages house in Seattle, the manager dressin' room just before
ha-;
c went on
of the theatre became somewhat and I accepted thinkin' it was a
pit "-on age. which was the envy of
with th*» friendly with members of the com- good stunt as Tomato is a slow beal! oilier managers, but
pre-ent "on and off" season it. like pany.
nd in that way was enabled ginner anyways.
I'm.' others, has had
to stand its to
ai
ascertain what the operation
was hang in' around the ring
I
share of the disap|K>intmcnts.
cost of the act amounted to. This about live minutes to ten. countin'
information, it is said. wa< con- the house and figurin' how much
veyed to Pantages. and the latter jack 1 would wrap when the manAUDUBOTTS FIRST
sent a wire to Dubin
nd Oliver, ager of the other fighter climbs In
saying that th* circuit would take the ring with his boy.
waited
I
Advtrtitements Now Shown on the over the act and
pay the salaries, until about a mi: ute of ten for ToMsrqu*^ of the Houce
railroads, etc.. and give the owners mato and when he didn't show up I
of the act a royalty of $60 a week. dashed down to the dressin' ropm to
lor the first .time since the house
At first the boys were incensM over find him stretched out cold with a
has been built. Fox's Audubon, on
the
ctions of the Pantages office coupla strange guys workin* over
Washington Heights. New York, is
land in
immediately called at the local him. They told me the kid, that was
advertising acts on the marquee of
offices
ces of the circuit and mai. en- warmin' him up had copped him on
the house.
deavors for five days in succession the button and I. nocked him stiff.
The flAt half bill featuring
to see Hodkins and remonstrate
My heart almost stopped beatin"
Jimmy Duffy's "Sorrows of 1920"
with him regarding the attitude the for if we weren't in the ring at 10
and "Dillie Shaw Hcvuc" are out in
circuit had taken. But their efforts they could disqualify us and we
lights.
were in vain, as Hodkins could not would lose all the dough I had bet.
The Audubon is situated between
be reached. The boys then wired to I told one of the gilyagos to grab
Mo?s* Coliseum and Keith's HamilPantages, and after message after him under the armr and we would
ton. The house is reported as doing
message had been sent by both par- walk and carry him up to show
big business lately with feature
We done
ties, Pantages raised the offer of them we was on hand.
pictures and vaudeville.
royalty from $60. to $75, which the just this with the crowd wondcrin'
'
was he drunk or what was comin'
producers accepted.
It is said that at this rate the off.
IN LEGIT
When I got him on the stool he
producers will not be able to get the
out of the act come to and seemed all right to
Poodles May Star Next Season for cost of production
go on and this other bhd bein* such
this season.
Dillingham
a set up I figured we had to take
the chance to save our coin that
Pood'es" Harmeford has a legitiwas up.
me play under consideration, enannounce

Dubin

|

—Big

Vaudeville-Tat Garrick or Shubert.

sit

know that those babies wasn't
even steppin" on it.
What's happened to me and my pug would

free

owner cf the
eontaiaiivr the
appearing
those
as
ame numbers
This is eonin the advertisement.

Northwest

got in this rackett

Ruben Declare War on Orpheum

Finkelstein St

7.

I

was the
"ure from its fixed policy
announcement earned under its
offering a
space
newspaper
regular
automob'le

Syracuse, Dec.

around the Vermont Lunch
room listening to Doc Bagley, Eddie
Mead, Henry Tone and the rest of
that mob punch the bug. They used
to relate things that wouldn't get a
rumble arour.d the gong, but now

to

PANTAGES OFFER
INCENSES

I

—

I

I

j

i

,

|

,

.,

(

|

j

J

*

1

1!

I

.

i

.

:

1

cluding services of entertainers.
theatrical map.
Father Kelly started the plan of
"A change in policy at several
giving children of the East Side. Ir- picture theatres.
respective of creed, a fortnight's
"More shows for the same money."
vacation in the country, personally
Beginning the first week in Februbearing the expenses of four kldt
(Contlnued on page 19)
The idea grew until over 800
dies.

were made happy
summer.

A' story
Kelly

Is

in

this

way

last

of how Father
$8 -acre tract up

YOUNGSTOWg CUTS

told

secured a

state for his summer vacation site
He wanted to
for the children.

Hippodronr.e

Top

Vaudeville
Reduces
from S1.28

to t1

»

..
modest little place, was
Youngs town, O., Dec. 7.
asked to submit several places he
The local Hippodrome, playing
had in mii.d. the most expensive of big time vaudeville booked through
which was quoted to him at $22,000. the Keith's office, has reduced iU
A New York real estate operator admission top from $1.26 to $1.
was called in to aid him In conThe Hip's manager, Jack Elliott,
ducting the negotiations. The un- is reported to have said the reworldly priest took the real estate duction brought an immediate inman up to see the owner, and when crease in business.
Previously
the business man got through with buslm
at the Hip had fallen so
the owner the price was cut to low Elliott would nave temporarily
$12,000. and is now the property of changed the policy if it had not been
the fund.
that there were outstanding' play or
Ten dollars will pay for two pay contracts with acts to appear

secure

.

weeks' vacation for a child.

at the Hip.

•

HANNEFORDS

SABL0SKY ANNOUNCES

'

titled

'^Circus

Day s^

whdch_he
season! The
In

proposes *to star "next
Hannefords ploy vaudeville (Shu-

eerts) until April. 1922. after which
they join the Sells Floto show.

Dillingham is mentioned as a possponsor for the legit starring

sible

The Hanneford Family

tour.

appear

in

the

legit

will

with

play

"Poodles."

NEW
9
'

r-

STATE'S

CTST^HL

Loew's State, Newark. N. J., will
Open Monday, Dec. 12, as a full
week, playing five acts and a feature picture.
The house has a caparity of 3,500.

Mr.

Downes, present
manager of Loew's State,
City, will
j

[•

New York

stand.
consists of the

The opening bill
Pour Danubes. Moore and Fields.
Senator Francis Murphy, Seabury's
Frolic and one more act.

FOR VAUDE

San Francisco, Dec.

7.

•Jules
Jordan, who recently returned from Australia, where he has
D *en starring in "Welcome Stranger"
for more than
year, is returning to
vaudeville in 'The Traveling Man."
N*\ .Jordan, accompanied
by his

*io\

left,

here for

An announcement has been made
here by Abe Sablosky, of Sablosky
ft McOuirK of a forthcoming booking affiliation between his circuit
and the Keith booking office.
While the Stanley Company of
America is not directly interested in
the arrangement, the announcement
states, it may be that the Stanley

great then.
I sent Tomato In to stall for a
coupla rounds until he got his bearings and he followed instructions
This other bum was
to the letter.

Company's influence in pictures will
be used to mutual advantage In the
closer business relations.
No date has been set for the exact
time of the merger.

They went along for six rounds
when I told my kid to go in and
It was a 10-round
finish this sap.

so terrible he couldn't have hit Tomato with a handful of buggy whips
anyway so he had no trouble stay in'
away and making him miss.

fight.

New York

last

In the middle of the round
his right and down
Mister Bun. for the slowest

Tomato crosses

assistant

manage the new

JULES JORDAN

asked the referee to
I
Tc!!i -!*k44a^!^!Yi«..^-^-~r-vrl!.ww.vf---w-|iilT had rtaljpeta&r u'lrt no' itfuT~me
ing Keith Affiliation
to shut up and get my fighter out
in the middle of the ring -or he would
Philadelphia, Dec. 7.
disqualify him. The referee talked

goes
count

has been reported in New York
& McCuirk
Keith -Sablosky
(Amalgamated Agency) will go
through Jan. 1. It is also reported
there Is a confusion in the booking
connections of C. H. Miles with the
Pantages New York office and that
Miles may go with Sablosky & McIt has not been stated how
C.uirk.
Miles would stand if the firm goes
with Keith's. The Miles d ssatisfaction has been long cxistant. Pieviotis rumors were of Miles moving
out of the Pan booking office in
New York, h-acuing with others, or
opening his own office.
It

9

tlie

happened

1

ever
for the

This
to.
next four rounds

listened

with the final bell findin' the trampo
on the floor hut the referee still
tryin' to count 10.
made a squawk after the fight
I
that you couid bear in Albany and
what do you think they told me.
referee stuttered. Can you
Tomato told me that the
he was boxin' had a pound o"

The
it.

tie

kid
tea

JANE and KATHERbNE LEE
thought that you would look for their picture, but they play I.os
Angeles for two week's and they have so many dates with film
stara they are up in the air. They left Los Angeles two little girls
and come back Orpheum Circuit hcadliners.

MARCUS L0EW

IS

BACK

EXTRA SHOW WHICH NIGHT?

Midnight shows for New Years
Marcus Locw returned to New
York Tuesday, having completed a Day may be staged Saturday i.^ht

glove: the gamblers month's visit to the Pacific Coast (Dec. 31) in the Keith hou ;«> inhe during which time he attended the stead of Monday. Jan. 2, on account
thinkin'
thing
the
of the holiday falling on Sunday.
wouldn't be in the ring when the opening of the state, Los Angeles.
The Saturday date is favored at
The head of the Loc-w circuit Intime arrived and they could go out
tended remaining in the west a the Keith headquarters, but the deand eollec?
when
stut'er
to
cision has been held in abeyance
month longer, but has returned
The retVtvr didn't
TOPS
he«l»awled me out for askin" bun to New York through important busi- when it was 'pointed out that aet-«
but they ness matters.
fiin'iit
arilourn
playing towns with a Saturday nighr
an
make
ispft
Will I. Wilken. with the |:
closing might have difficulty making
me (hat he didn't stultei all
forces ahead of "The floid >uv:ers." to!d
local
a
seen
he
ttlion
their next stand on ac-ount of the
'the time only
is going in jdvanee of the Kh'."Jing
Sketch Revival by Chas. D.ckson
so
him
made
It
extra show at midi ightthe
iV.or.
on
boy
P.rot.-Darnuni and P.ailey shows
--enter
r
will
Dickson
('has.
he be^ran to stutter.
I'p to Wednesday no decision had
Af:<r tnc ci/cu.; .v.- iso.i e\cit««d that
next > ear.
couldn't coant up to 10 in vaudevi'le with a rewritten version been readied by J. J. Murdock. who
be will again be with the I'.ela^ro That guy
"Imitation
playlet,
do
what
forniT
of
his
but
ring
had
the matter under consideraweeks
a
in
Jn noting his circus en- two
forces.
ra-ket wa ? Love." The sketch has not been in tion.
gagement for the coming spring last you think his outside
car
alea
It
1')
\ears.
for
(VnoJ! lie was a pay in' teller in the local \audevilh
week he was inadvertently iclel
Coji.
cast of four.
VAN
Your old pa
ICE
bank.
to as Willie Willis.
lead

in

one

framed

i

]

WILKEN WITH

'

:

!

Shifting to Ohio

.

I

Ch-N.lmd. D.-e. 7.
Th. >hift of Shubert vaudeville
front •h<> Opera
bouse to the Ohio.
»!"«*
take placi- Sunday. John
Ck
1r
Thomas beads the Ohio's
_
"

ll

>'•»!':

;

first

|»;ij

T 'i" Ohio mm Is
*t«»Ui
»**

seats 1,400.

1

J

«-

,

2.100;

th

.Opera

FRANK

HOVEN

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING

Chicago

December

Friday,

1921

9,

=rc
being led on by Kitty and Joshed in vaudeville which can top this
because she did not know how to one in entertaining value and action.
handle a horse, the mob howled. It is a lively, snappy and whizzy
Their entire routine is composed of affair, that hasn't a draggy moClarke, of course, shines
bits so well blended they make a ment.
For an from among the cast, yet his supmost appealing offering.
encore Fannie acted as understander port really is an added asset.
Morton, the black dot,
for one of the Burns Brothers in a George
APOLLO, CHICAGO
grotesque lifting feat. Next in ap- picked of momentum as ho went
plause were Bobbe and Nelson, with along, and gave a contrast in comrhicago, Dec. 7.
edy from Clarke's act that was welThe current bill is not much of their comedy talk and song.
Charles Irwin accepts Chicago as come. Possibly the Blow start ot
the variety type, as there is an over-'
stamping
ground,
and
favorite
his
Morton s was due to the wealth of
of
abundance of talk with plenty
acrobatics and not enough of song Irwin likes to stamp around as often comedy proceeding. Willis Gilbert
possible.
this
time
he
is
So
and
well-blended
as
Co., two mec and one woman,
and dance to make it a
However, it de- back again with the former Eddie presented their act differently in a
vaudeville show.
offering,
Avenue."
Bordon
"On
Fifth
choicy
entertainmanner.
This act was a
good
very
into
a
veloped
ment in its running order and was Rose Kessner shows to much better suitab'e closer f^r this gocd bill.
much to the liking of the Sunday advantage. Edith La Ros, Eddie
night throng. Emily Ann Wellman Heffernan. Ethel Grayce and Jack
OABRICK, MILWAUKEE
"nil Co. and Nonette divided the and June Laughlin also make a
M a« ,l*».^t»«„
from l^nr.ltal
deviation frnm
capital ohna-lno.
showing
honors,
headline u,.„«
Milwaukee, Dec. 7.
Ona Munson with her "Manly
the "name" bills that have been here
Another link was added to the
Revue" was the other flash offering Shubert
for the past few weeks.
vaudeville
with the opening
Opening the show were Jack and ion the bill. Miss Munson and her of the Garrick
by Lester Bryant
Kitty De Maco. presenting their: aides sauntered through their song
Sunday
afternoon.
This house, logymnastic routine, "The Garden of and dance offering in a most pleascated on second near Grand, is Just
Recreation." This couple get off to in<; style and manner.
around
the Majesthe
corner
from
Opening the. show were the Burns
a very slow start, but once going
they more than please with their Brothers with their comedy equili- tic, the Orpheum Circuit house, and
directly
the
business
and
amusein
numerous feats. In the next posi- brist ic offering. They gave it very
tion were Armstrong and James, good impetus and when Vincent ment lane. The house was formerly
the
Bijou,
which
the
played
Stair
&
who indulge in a singing and talking O'Donnell came forth to render his
for a
fest.
The talk is all of the "hokum" repertoire of melody he found things Haviin combination here and
v
number
of
years
was
idle.
Finally
variety, with an "ole boy" «tuck in all to his liking and had a most easy
here and there, but managed to get task.
Next were Sampson and the owners of the he use decided that
over.
Then along came Pals and Douglas and proved themselves in Its condition it would not be of
value, so they
l'alct with a most versatile musical worthy of the title of "show-stop- much commercial
presentation. The boys seem to have pers."
Closing the show were the stripped the house of Its full equipa faculty of making the folks out Recktors. who held the crowd in !n ment and left only the four walls
Then they began a refront like music, and they reward good fashion with their entertain- standing.
construction of the premises which
them with plenty of it. With acts ing gymnastic feats.
Loop.
culminated with the opening of the
calling out for song requests it
new Garrick that proved to be the
might be a good idea for Palo and
most miraculous transformation the
MTJCKEB'S, CHICAGO
Palet to call out for "instrument"
middle west has ever seen, esperequests, for they certainly have a
Chicago. Dec. 7.
cially in the short time it was acscore of them.
Selbifs "Sawing Woman in Half" complished.
Emily Darrell is still doing eccen- drew
nearly
a full house upstairs
tric comedy with her dog, and from
The theatre is now a two- floor
appearances, even though it has and down. This is the first time the structure, with a capacity ot 1.260
been seen time and again, there is illusion has been offered to small being about evenly divided on both
plenty of amusement and entertain- time audiences here. No doubt this floors.
The lower floor is in two
ment furnished by her to make the house benefited by the two weeks sections, similar to the division
in
Horace Goldin played In Chicago,
audience satisfied and contented.
the Garrick, Chicago.
There are
just
a
block
away.
Closing the first part was Miss
The bill was very good small time no posts or pillars in the house,
Wellman in "The Actors Wife."
and the stage is visible from nil
This playlet is a vaudeville novelty. and each act found the audience re- parts of the house,
including the
Miss Wellman is supported by Rich- jceptive. Hill and Quincll were as- boxes, of which
there are five on
signed
the
opening
to
spot.
The
act
ard Gordon and a competent cast of
has played around town many times each side.
players.
Upon entrance the house gives
Opening the second portion were and has been often seen. The man
Regal and Moore, assisted by Mau- acts as the halfwit, while the girl that Impression of "intimate" anci
coziness
which lends greatly toward
feeds
him
and
door,
specialty
work.
rice Black, in their conglomeration
of song, talk, dance and acrobatics, Lalng and Green, an elderly man instilling atmosphere and environwoman, offered songs and ment which are so essential toward
practically the same routine the and
boys did in "Carnival." The routine stories on the same order and proved the success of vaudeville. The enwent over with a bang, and their 'a good No. 2 act. Babe and Tommy tire color scheme of the theatre is
final gymnastic feat proved to be a Payne took two encores and worked gray and old gold, with the seats In
sure-fire show stopper. Then along hard and well. Tommy played the all parts of tho house iltted in with
came Nonette, with her golden voice violin and danced, with Miss Payne the color scheme.
The stage is not of the hippoand violin. Nonette has been seen doing double dances with her parthereabouts with about the same ner nnd singing. They work in a drome type, but plenty big enough
routine for a considerable length of pretty stage setting that adds at- as well as •'roomy" enough to hantime, but it seems as though she has mosphere.
Twyman and Vincent dle any of the big feature acts in
been placed in the favorite class and earned the applause they received, vaudeville.
Practically all of the
will be welcome here as often as she The woman clouts the man about comforts that appeal to the permay drop in.
every time he mentions the pan- former have been installed backNext to closing was George M. cakes her mother made for him. The stage and include a parlor, where
Rosener, with his character offering, clouting was funny at first, but it the performers may lounge, and
that has an element of human ap- happened so often those out front several shower baths on each floor.
peal and finesse, always making the welcomed the idea of not being in
For tho opening a special train
offering a welcome acquisition to a his boots. For an encore the woman was run over from Chicago, carrystandard bill. The Apollo Trio, with sings, with the man clowning as the ing the various officials of the Shutheir bronze reproduction of Greek orchestra leader.
bert
western vaudeville agency
and Roman masterpieces, closed the
Three Harmony Aces, men. took headed by John J. Garrity. Joseph
show.
Loop.
B.
Maxwell,
who is getting the
all pop numbers as their means of
entertaining. They appear in tuxes Apollo in Chicago into vaudeville
shape,
was
on
hand and directed
and produced some sweet voice
PALACE, CHICAGO
blending. Wild and Sedalia retain the operation of the show back
stage.
The
show
Chicago, Dec. 7.
ran with snap
the same act of a department store
There is comedy, there is song, owner wailing of the woman's in- throughout, and. despite there was
th<Tc is "hoorin' " and there is every- consistency. The man mimicked ani- no previous rehearsal, not a wait
thing of the necessary ingredients mals, closing with a double with the was encountered.
Bessie McCoy Davis was given the
to make a "bang-up* good show at woman in a kid number.
Frank
this house this week.
With the Terry, protean artist, rocked the headline honors, and with Jack BarWatson Sisters as headliners, two house with his work. Terry sugared rett and Emmett Merrill in her dance.
big flash acts. Bobbe and Nelson his offering with humor, mentioning "Fantasy, Castles in the Air."
acand Vincent O'Donnell on the pro- that he directed for the movies. Ho quitted herself in excellent fashion.
gram it can surely be voted TOO per did four characters and as in the Since opening_Jji Chi^fi.r'is..jO\«-'.. piC t
f
T
c< M Ji js!lfiW\'ojQtlay
h. -i-h.o h'vtse
p.Tn'iinr un air TJTur.
SaWrhg n nas been speeded up considerably
was practically sold out, with just Woman in Two," which broke in at with lagging moments and business
a gap h»«re and there on the lower the Chateau, a neighborhood house, eliminated.
Miss Davis evidently
floor.
closed the show. The illusion could has a host of admirers here, for she
Those Watson Girls Kitty and stand much dressing up in stage ap received a big reception on her
enFannie— did everything imaginable poar ances. This company uses but trance and a most tumultuous ovathat would bring a laugh
On the
WO man. two men assistants and tion at the completion of her turn.
opening, with hanny in riding habit an ann(Unrcr The crowd couldn't
There was not a vacant seat in
^m^mm^,____«__ figure out how it was done. Mori
and Reckless Duo and Dave Kindler
were not seen at this show.

the house when the curtain rose f<_
Kremka Brothers to "Initiate" tS
house into Shubert vaudeville. 04
ing through their routine In snap M
fashion they left the house in go<3

CHICAGO VAUDEVILLE SHOWS
MAJESTIC, CHICAGO
Kilnl

Ohirapm. ]>t^ 7.
the intornationally

vey.

L.<

famous comedienne, came to Chicago without any ballyhooing. flaring banners or press agentintf, without anything except her remarkable
style of delivering, her dazzling
"wardrobe and an English repertoire,
offered as only Ethel Levey can offer.
The matinee held a. three-quarters
lauded fi.r fully
filed ho
that
was
ev v Was
?wn
Mi"s IJA\«>
minutes before MISS
tWO mimitM
numbers found
Her
start.
able to
instantaneous approval with the
audience, and yet that which is expected of famous stars did not hapShe did not make a speech.
pen.
The Majestic audiences have a reputation, in fact, a trade mark, of

^m

show appreciation
forgetting to
through applause. Much more so
on Monday matinees. This day they
were no different. Miss Levey's work
did not stop the .show, but she left
an indelible impression.
Wilson Aubrey Trio inaugurated
proceedings with fast and whizzy
bar work, going into "one"
for burlesque wrestling. It did not
seem that this was the opening act,
for the laughs were hearty and attriple

tention fully centered.

The

trio

have

laughable burlesque wrestling stuntsthat are bound to go over, if there
is an audience in the house.

Mabel Burke and Helen

Bell

Rush

in "A Romance in Song." by Neville
Fleeson. have somewhat overstepped
the safety ]ln> in billing, with the
line, "A blending of voices unexcelled."
They open with a special
number before a eye, with Miss
Rush at the piano. Miss Burke
carried the lead in all numbers, with
the blending measuring up to standards, yet not out of the ordinary.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Barrv pre-

sented "The Rube." by Jimmie
Barry. It is a pleasing, excellently
acted vehicle and can always be
depended upon. Both of the Barrys
are worthy of being instructors in

The prestown for

their style of entertaining.
ent act has been around

the past few weeks.

William Gaxton in "Kisses" has
an act that permits Gaxton bringing out the best in him. He knows
the tricks that arouse audience interest and employs showmanly actions in putting over himself and
his act.
The support was all that
could be wished for. rounding out

an entertaining offering.
Ford and Cunningham worked
smoothly and glided into a mild

The Cameron

hit.

Sisters, assisted

by Grant McKay at the piano,
bucked up against a snag,, and were
beached on a sand bar until William
Gaxton, with James Hester of his
company, ad libed. and pulled the
Cameron Sisters through. Gaxton
surprised the audience by playing
the piano and clowning through a
dance, while Hester, an old fellow,
faked a single dance. Miss Levey
followed the sisters.

William Brack and his company
of eccentric artists held the people
quite intact. The show ran on schedule and the crowd had plenty of time
to see this unusual troupe of acrobatic w.onders.
Loop,

BECKER BROS.

somewhere

"The Road to Vaudeville.
Then came the first show stopper
when Ethel Davis stepped

novelty,

1

*

of the bill

out and rendered her exclusive song
cycle. Miss Davis sure puts it over.
She is assisted at the piano by
Fred Rich, who is also the musical
conductor for this vaudeville unit.
Closing the first part was Francis.
Rennault, in a "Fantastic Clothes

Rennault Is certainly
Review."
stepping along at a fast gait. He
has a most elaborate wardrobe and
Is very showmanlike in his display
of it. His impression of Julian Kltinge

is

actually

realistic,

for

he

seemed to have studied every move,
mannerism and facial expression of
this female impersonator and interprets them in a befitting manner.
Rennault was accorded a good re.
ception

the

at

conclusion of

hit

turn.

Ryan and Lee

started off the Secexpress speed.
They,

ond half at
pulled on their bundle of hats,
pushed out their avalanche of comedy and hoofed around in superb
style, making a most meritorious
impression.

Then along came Llora Hoffman
with her classical song routine and
warbled her way prettily into the
hearts of the customers.
Next to
closing

was

the old reliable Walter

Brower, with his humorous stones

and recitations that seemed

to be

tho offering "de resistance" of the
bill.
Closing the show was Sdma
Braatz, with her juggling offering.
There is no juggling feat too diffl.
cult for Miss Braatz, and she executes her work in superb fashion.
And another thine:, on the op< mng
performance she did not lose a single one until her last trick hail eeo
executed.

i

I

i
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I
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FOR ALL COLLEGES
Chicago, D»v.

7.

The Stage Crafters, an amateur
producing organization, have ommlssioned the Universal Scenic Artist Studio, to supply all scenic and
.

;

stage effects which .are staged

I

and

universities

j

for

fraternities in vari-

ous college centers. The scenery is
to be supplied on a rental basis and
the contract calls for a large expenditure by the producing o; sanization.

Tho studios have also clo >d a
contract with the United .^ atc«

i

|

Government

,

men

i

to

instruct

in scenic art

ex-s«Yvics

and wort.

i
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MATCH
Your Coat and Vest With

NEW TROUSERS
Bring or Mall Vest or Sampleto

Edwin WelskoDf

«

MATCH PANTS COMPANY
ROOM

—

34C«

in vaudeville.

In the "trey" spot were Libby and
Sparrow, with their dance and song

'

2321 Wabash Ave., Chicago
ALL KINDS OF SCENERY
VICTORY

.

i

'

SCENIC STUDIO
Phone:

|

stead for Roy Harrah and i, t Q(
Harrah sure has picked
Rubini.
himself a winner as a partner. Kh«
is some girl, looks well, shows well
and plays the accordion well. sh«
also Is a good foil for him with hii
All In all this combination
talk.
allows Harrah to step out and get

!
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States.

Halperin, Eddie Cantor, Sam Tishman, Buddy WalJack Lait, Billy Diamond, Ethel Linton, Eddie Marsh,
Jess Freeman, Alma Adair, J. J. Nash, "Tink" Humphries;
«.
in fact, anyone in show business.

Nan

ton,

Chicago. Dec. 7.
reasons this Orpheum, .lr..
house keeps a steady pace are; The
bills are smill big time, presented
in
a family-like way. and the
American facts a boulevard, which
has heavy tratllc. with a busy business street a few steps away. Tliis
comfy and well constructed house
was more thin three. quarters filled.
Anna Vivian and Co. opened. Miss
Vivian has added a lot of atmn;pin. re
to her sharp sheoting by
rarrying a full siage sot of a fnn>
s-nie. with animal props.
She was
in her hest form and never missed
shot.
I'.esides singiiiLT. her l>e'l
solo Jeft a favorable impres-don.

Two

HAZEL
RENE
— GOWNS —
HATS

.,
::oU-;to*

IHi:\R DiniQII)

HAXKI,

FABRICS

t

i

COSTUMES

State-Lake Building. Chicago

HANOI

S

}
J

Tel. Con*.

I

^ f >!»

Form*rlT with
Kdltli St'rlcklund

SCENERY PAINTED

OUR NEW SHOPS AND STUDIOS IN OUR OWN BUILDING
NOW IN OPERATION

Shirley and llovs in "Her
liirthday Party." j.:<>t away from the
.Line

majority of harmony arts, by having just a thread of a plot around
hep offering. Miss Shirley gave the
hoys plenty of opportunity to hold
the st ige
themselves and make
good. She worked before a (hop of
house with light affects.
a
Mc-

Carthy anil Calo. man and woman,
go through a talk and singing routine, interwoven with a story of a
girl "nutty to go into the movies,"
and a camera man who meets her.
The girl is charming and attractive,
The finish was weak.
Wilfred Clarke, assisted bv Oviro
Menken nnd Co. in "Now What?"
is a comedian of an unusual type, n
master showman and a genuine entertainer.
There arc few sketches

OUR ART DEPARTMENT HAS JUST CREATED A LARGE
NUMBER OF WONDERFUL NEW DESIGNS THAT
ARE NOVEL IN THE EXTREME
Co.MK IN

AM> TALK

IT OVKP.

WITH

Ol

It

I'KoDLVTION DEPAHTMK

THE FABRIC STUDIOS,
177 N. State
Shops and StodloA— SO.

I

Inc.

Opposite State-Lake Theatre
KEDZIE AVENI K and W. VAN BLRKN 8TKK.KI

St.,

EASY PAYMENTS

-

RENTALS

^

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE

Friday.

December

20 WEEKS DROPS

NEW RAILROAD RATE FOR TOUR
OF

Chicago, Dee.

—Open Jaw Rates Also Revised

I

I

running stock at Albaugh's. Baltivarioua liaes.
1. from tbe
more
Percy G. Williams booked
haa been nothing but long daily
Creatore's and Schilyzoni's Royal
various
the
with
eaafereaeea ior him
finally Hungarian bands
Charley Guyer
and
roads,
the
of
heads
traffic
ached and Ida. Criapi teamed up to do an
they approve* a certain rate
tickets
expanded
of
version
the former
trip
covarlng round
n]
Moore's
Guyer and Daly turn
Which Thai! put before them.
make
would
Detroit.
For an entire tour of the Orpheum Temple.
finand
season,
net
the
it was
on
$104, WO
Circuit starting at Chicago
will
Julia
rate
new
Bisters.
estimated.
.Itooney
the
Chicago
Uhing In
of and Jvsie. declined to open the show
be Slf2.fi, against the old rate
ttartticket
in Trenton. N. J., and quit the MM.
flfltt. For the return
ing and ending at Chicago via Du$14S.3aluth the new rate will be
against the former charge of il8*.*7.
The charge for the open
It

:

|

.

Chicago and ter-

minating at either Kansas City or
Omaha wlH be llfrl.sft. Acts that
Bid Grade's gang of Wimpuses.
start the tour from Kansas City and
outside of three members, failed to
complete it at that point will he
appear at Alhatnbra Hall last Friassessed |14i.OT for their ticket, and
day afternoon, but the John Schi:lta
If they desire to make the trip via
the.
Omaha they will have to pay 1161.61. battlers were on deck, with
scheduled contest finally getting
against the farmer rate of $171.21.
On the open jaw plan tickets may under way after Commodore Schultz
be bought from St. Paul or Min- permitted two of bis "Varsity* men
Van- to migrate to th.? opposition during
neapolis to the Pacific* Coast
The commodore's
the festivities.
tages or 1/Oew Circuits included
and returnnig to Omaha or Kansas generosity proved the means of
of bis team, as
downfall
the
first
being
This
the
is
$137.31.
for
City
augmented Wimpus quintet
series of open jaw tickets to be sold the
since the beginning of the war, as staggered off the floor dragging
their sale was stopped when the weakly behind them a well earned
government took over the manage- 15 to 11 victory.
Grady proved to be an energetic
ment of the railroads.
TbaU is now in conference with (if not altogether playing accordleader, extremely
the officials on the party rate tickets ing
to Hayle)
and expects to obtain quick action active in leading his cohorts into
Into
can
go
rates
the
on them so
Outside of a tendency to
battle.
effect at the beginning of the New revert
to a "catch-as-catch-can"
Year.
He also anticipates that method of subduing an opponent, he
measures will be taken by the roads gave great promise of developing
to take off the surtax on Pullman into a basketball player, presenting
tickets between Jan. 1 and March 1. a most enticing athletic figure on a
This Thall says will be a big item court, also developing an uncanny
to the performers.
habit of bouncing the ball into the
Another problem that Thall is dis- basket from various, angles.
the
is
cussing with the traffic chiefs
Other members of the winners
Question of the reduction of the ex- who gained prominence during the
cess baggage charges. He says that
period of play were Harold Kemp
the theatrical
people are those and Paddy Schwartz. Between them
mostly hit by this charge and therethey accounted for 9 points. Eddie
fore some allowance should be made
Resnick aided materially at center,
them.
where he continually outjumped his

Caffery.

man.

YEARS AGO

of halves 15 minutes.
Referee, Tom Campbell.
The losers. Schu lie's "Varsity."
are scheduled to appear against a
team representing the N. V. A., at
Alhambra Hall tomorrow (Saturday) afternoon.
The biggest trade of the season

Murphy was a

Mark

and

(Continued from page 4)
Jones. Prlngle and Morrell) into the
New York Roof show and received

slronk link in the passing game to
Wimpus boys presented.
For the losers, Bill McCaffery
was* the outstanding star, being
responsible for ill but two of his

,

Benthnnj
wa * *l\S. to**^''"-«tfil'»^ .^.<*«p*' A »JSL..ln.cJ.ll?|tlQn
house agent and maintained he was to wander off. over In a corner, to
entitled to a split.
investigate the different "holdE" and
"locks" Grady was breaking in.
Houdlnl did one of his first pub- Schultz
came through with a
lic escapes under water by jumping
basket froiy^ the field to register the
off the Belle Iale bridge at Detroit
remaining two points.
Into 25 feet of water manacled hand
The lineup and summary of the
and foot
Ferdinand Gottschalk game:
commission..

3

..

Grady'*
WlmiMJsea.

STAGE SBOES

AISTONS,
Inc.
WASHINGTON
CHICAGO

decislon

John 8chultz
Hill McCaffery

Newark.

to be staged In
N. J., within the next
couple of weeks, was officially denied from Leonard's headquarters,
following the publicity.

"V,
Charlie MorrUwn
sid Silverman
H
Mark Murphy.
from field,
Scoring
Mc
(2);
Schwartz, (3>: Grady
(2);
Resnick,
McCaffery, (4);

Kemp;

Schultz.

Goals

RT..

HOTELS
CHICAGO

ST. REGIS
.
516 N. Clark Street
mm __

Benny Thaw

— Goals

SEND FOn CATALOO.

from

— Kemp
MARION

foul

505 W. Madison

CHANGE OF KATKM:
.

.

.

*•»!*. with Ruth.

.
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.il-I.OO

WE

fS.OO nnil

SOLICIT

t1».0»)K>

w ly

of paying preliminary
the round
out In a manner to bring
universal satisfaction to the boys
who usually give their best efforts
and save many a card before the
Last
star bout waltzers appear.
week at the Madison Square (.Jarili'ii
Al Walker was knocked out in
Walker had a conthree rounds.
tract calling for $f>00. but was cut
$1N7..">0 because of the rule rating
a preliminary boxi-r's pay by the

St.

Iinll.

YOUR PATRONAGE

CO.

OSTITMITU
TOWN
l«UW^ s
^UJMLS MANUFACTURERS IN WEST
37 N. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO
Cenlral 1801
LARGEST COSTUME
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"THE

Lynn, Mass.. Dec.

acquaintance during the show's stay
in this city.
Working together in
the show business, the couple earned
ffS a week until the season closed,

Snyder testified in court. He said
he went broke in Portland, Me., and
his wife returned to Lynn.
He was recently arrested In Boston when he called for his mail at
the geneial delivery window of the
post office In that city. The case
was continued by Judge Reeve until
January, upon the suggestion of
Mrs. Snyder's attorney, In order to
give Snyder an opportunity to find
work.

CONWAY TEARLE AND SKETCH
Conway Tearle
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EUGENE COX

SCENERY
1734 Ogden Ave.
Phone 8EELCY 3801

CHICAGO
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m rot i»ee«.N«ary for you tt» c.incil your d;ite or sliowincr.
It
b«'cause or <i» la>»d ba^sa^e. oi- if y«Ml baveu't bvvnory.
\V»r«-nt you what you want.
Then if you buy
apply the rental on the cost of the scenery.
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Harry Snyder, whose home la in
California, and who was a meml t
of a carnival show which played
here last summer, waa in Lynn dia5let court today, charged with nontpport of his wife, Artene, a Lynn
girl, whom he married after a brief
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CARNIVAL MAN' S ARREST
Harry 8nydsr Arraigned for None
Support of Wife
,
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(Continued on page 10)
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NEW YORK COSTUME

located on Si. Gathering street in
the heart of the theatre section. Its

Next Door to Colonial Theatre

The system

boxers in

fnrnlf*h«*«l.

«! tlM.OOfr're* r*hrnraiil

contest,

Mo- has worked

RATES
PROFESSIONAL WEEKLY
IThoroa«h1> modern.

SJ?* 1 * t without bath

The American wheel also acquired another new house this week
In Montreal, having arranged to
pmy the Orpheum, beginning with
"Hurly Burly." Dec. IX. Th« Orpheum formerly played stock. It is

champion, and Jack Britton, welter- cally Inferred the act was an intitlehblder.
been fringement and caused the I.oew
have
weight
matched for an eight -round no- circuit to cancel the turn>says Cor-

#

ImmeOiat* Delivery. Single Pair or
Production Ordorn.

W.

.r

y
r

..

<

I»addy Schwartz

EVERYTHING

1*

.

.

in

an Amalgamated property.

lis

City.

occurred this week when McGraw
traded George Burns and Jatcher
Mike Gonzales and $75,000 to the
Sampter and others, and was
Cincinnati club for Third Faseman
billed as the Technical Director.
Heinle Groh. Eddie Rousch is also
Id this production an act was
mentioned as a future \iiant. The
presented embodying substanpassing of George Burns from the
tial parts of the words and busiGiants will be felt keenly by thouness of Mr. Fields' act. and on
sands of fans who have watched his
complaint of Mr. Fields in Trenwork since he broke in from the
ton several arrests were made
New York State League. Burns
under section 28 of the copycame up as a catcher, but was conright act. These cases have not
verted into an outfielder by McGraw
been tried, but without prejuand has always been rated as one of
dice Mr. Sampter agreed forththe greatest all around performers
with to discontinue the sketch
Groh will play
in either league.
and pay $500 damages and
third for the Giants, while Frankie
counsel fees.
Frisch will shift to second. BanI call your attention to these
croft and Kelly will round out one
facts as bearing upon tiie quesof the greatest infield combinations
tion of notice as far as Mr. Corever assembled. Rousch Is wanted
I hereby renell is concerned.
to plug the gap left by Burns' leavquest that this act be withing.
He has been one of the stars
drawn at once, commencing
since "le dissolution of the Federal
with tonight's bill and that no
League, where he played center for
further performances be given.
Harry Sinclair's Newark aggregaYours very truly.
tion.
Burns has been a regular on
(Signed) PAUL N. TURNER.
the Giants since 1913. He came to
Mr. Goldblatt contends, that in
the local club in 1911 from the
Utica club. He is conceded the best this action the letter of Turner inthe Cornell act as preleft fielder in the National League. timated
Groh was with the Giants n 1911, sented was the one which a numfarmed to Buffalo and recalled and ber of arrests were made in regard
Rf^^.^fa.. 1. V~ ...::hor to, bjjt^JLhat Jhis ._act_ ia not the,
,jtr.a^«fj .to.. trv»
McGraw had a surplus of Infield same, according to an examination
of both acts which
talent for trading purposes. Heinic of the scripts
developed into a star at Cincinnati. he has made. While neither Turclients
have proven an
his
ner nor
Current newspaper reports to the infringement in the Cornell act, the
which Turner wrote practieffect Benny Leonard, lightweight letter

Schultz'a
Varsity.

poff

HnroM Kemp
Hill Grady..
Krid<<> Resnick

Herk—Together

H.

J.

—

Attention of Mr. Frey.
Dear Sir:— My client, Mr. William C. Fields, now with Ziegf elds' Follies, requests me to advise you that in the act of
Frank Cornell and Company,
now being presented at the Lincoln Square theatre, a substantial part both of the business
and dialog of his copyrighted
act "The Family Ford" Is being
used. I am further advised that
Mr. Cornell was in a production
of
"Hitchj'-Koo" which was
then being presented by Martin

—

Time

(

15

With

|

York

SPORTS

Mw

Spiegel Goes

—

Jan.

ticket starting at

Max

T.

Chicago small time independent
Also Take Orpheum, MontCriterion, Buffalo
agencies had about 20 weeks to
real
Propositions in Near Future
Theatre
Other
book here unlil the business depression come along this season, and as
a result there Is only eight to ten
w^ka left of the independent
I.
Herk and Max Spiegel took The deal marks the first of its kind
houses.
The booking of these over H.
the lease of the Criterion, Buf- between Herk and Spiegel, and it is
houses is divided between the Billy
falo, this week.
The house, which expected v.lll be followed by others
Diamond Agency and the Shubert has heretofore
been a Famous Play- of a theatre -leasing nature. Spiegel
Family Circuit.
ers theatre, will shortly change its
a Columbia wheel franchise
Due to these conditions existing, policy to burlesque, playing the is
holder, also having a show on tha
several of the small time independ- American
wheel shows in Buffalo. American circuit. The association
ent agents have felt their effect
of Herk and Spiegel is taken by
with the result that during the past
those in the burlesque know to sigtwo weeks four of them have split.
nify
that Spiegel has definitely lined
VAUDEVILLE ACTS
Those who have decided to sever
up with Herk.
their
business relations are the
(Continued from page 5)
The Criterion seats l.SOO, and. beBlair & La nick, Yates & Kramer, Frey of the Loew
circuit, the act sides having an excellent location, is
Holleb & Fine and Hub & Weston. was cancelled.
modern in every respect.
The
Bach partner announces they will
The letter which Mr. Turner wrote Academy. Buffalo, playing tha
.open their own offices and go it is as follows:
American shows, will change Its
alone.
policy. Just what It will play not
Nov. 1, 1921.
Loew'a, Inc., 1540 Broadway, New having been decided, ^he Academy

Against $188.67

was framrng a sxetcti for vaudeville
Chicago, D*e. 7.
in the vein of his character comedy
8am Thall, traffic manager of^th* part in Clyde Fitch's "The ClimbOrphan1 Circuit, haa been dili- ers."
Nance O'Xell and McKee
the paat three
gently at work for
r duc- Rankin were vaudeville possibilities
week* to get the new railroad
in
a
sketch
George Fawcett was
effective
become
conoeaaion. to

BUFFALO AND MONTREAL

IN

Independent Agents Booking
From Chicago Suffer

fe^er Figure Wat $183.33—To Be Exactly $162.39
After January 1—Via Duluth to Be $16839 at

.

AMERICAN ANNEXES TWO HOUSES;

OFF TO 8 OR 10

ORPHEUM CUT DOWN TO $162

J

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING

Cfjitago

1981

9,

UNIVERSAL SCENIC ARTIST STUDIOS,
C26 State-Leke Bldg.
I.
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BURLESQUE

10

Friday,

KAHN DIES

B. F.

CONSOLIDATION OF BOTH WHEELS

upwards

Taking in Best of Columbia
and American Wheels Theatres and Shows
Still Talking It Over

m

9

turn in the burlesque situa- would b,c expected several of the
tion this week was reported as weaker shows might also be discarded. Both of these were matters
looking toward a consolidation of
to be adjusted, according to the
the two burlesque wheels, Colum- story, If the circuits got together.
bia and American.
That report
A couple of the Columbia direccame out following a meeting Tues- tors a.r said to have been steadfast
day morning of the Columbia's in their stand that to combine both
Hoard of Directors, and a report wheels into one circuit would leave
made to the board by President J. an opening for another and opposi.Herbest Mack of the Columbia fol- tion burlesque chain. The blending
lowing u conference held with I. H. of the old Empire Circuit (Western
llerk, president of the American.
wheel) into the Columbia :.nd the
The reported not say all the Co- uprising thereafter of the progreslumbia directors were agreed upon sive wheel were pointed as the logthe merger. It contemplates taking ical outcome of the first burlesque
in the best theatres' and shows of merger, with that result again to
the two wheels, giving the combined perhaps follow. Other directors are"
circuit about 45 theatres, leaving said to have claimed that the supsome houses from both wheels idle, pression of the Progressive wheel
for other policies, probably pictures by tlie Columbia marked the end of
or stock.
In the elimination it
(Continued on pace 17)

The

:

Meeting Called' with Pro Rata
Return of Money Possible
The first directors' meeting of the
Burlesque Producers* Association
to be called since the ending of the
"open shop" campaign laat September was held In James E. Cooper's
offices
in
the Columbia Theatre
Building Monday. Amont, those attending were Harry Hastings, James
E. Cooper, Barney Gerard and John
Jermon. It was decided that notices
would be sent oot to all members of
the B. P. A. asking them to vote on
whether the organization

is to be
continued or dissolved, the sa.no to
be decided at a meeting of the Burlesque Producers* Association called
for Saturday, Dec. 12. Those members who are out of town will be
permitted to vote by mail.
The B. P. A. was organized as a

of the campaign waged by
the burlesque interest's against the
stage hands and musicians' unions
with a view to securing the "open
shop" in the mechanical departments of bur'.esque. It is understood
the B. P. A. has a conslde: ible sum
in the treasury. At the time of the
"open shop" warfare B. P. A. members were assessed, amounts ranging to $1,000 each.
If the organization
is
dissolved the surplus,
whatever it may be, will be distributed :>ro-rata among the B. P. A.
Krt <\ Hunt
Uene Koth members, it is understood.
HoWrt KanriherR
result

BURLESQUE REVIEWS
A WHIRL OF GAYETY
M. Kluejay

I.

Handy

Mickey Mark wood

WalWr

lilut-Jay

A. Wakcm
Klossio Dupont
Ytv»tti-

Itrown

Leon Devoe

Mayne

Harlle

Nadlne

J»\\f)le

Minnie Moonshine

«5rey

May Hamilton

Ixtia Wraith

Penelope De«n

«'o<ton
,VI '<

John Uohrrtan
Marty Wurd
Conrgr Scully

"•nrl
Adolj hus

Charles Eills

This is an Irons & damage production at the Columbia the current
week. It is about the weakest attraction that has hit the house so
far this season.

The book and
credited

.

program-

lyrics are

A.

to

damage,

A.

but

WHIRL OF MIRTH
Silvers Mc'abe
Able lutchlnsky

Mrphisto
Edward Halspy
Frank Harmon
Jack Wise

Orey Hunt

Frank

I<aml»>rt

Robert Sandbera-

Sam Epperson

the elevator boy
Riley, the nlllct-r
fJene.

Miss Sunshine
Mlsa Oolil Top
M4aa Vnnderajoul
Miss D'Jvrkiss

Flo Carter
Lillian

laen

"The Whirl

of Mirth." current at
the Olympic, is the average of the

American Wheel in all particulars
of comedy, production, numbers and
principal people. It has nothing to
mark it for distinction and nothing
to lay it open to adverse comment.
It just delivers the medium grade of
amusement goods at the recognized
scale, satisfies the average of the
14th street clientele and lets it go at
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Krt C. Hunt is principal comedian,
doing Tad with a monkey f ice get
up and the rest of the prop* of a
past generation but no dialect to
speak of. Without the mikcup hemight hnve been a rube or an eccentric. Not that a consistent char-

the dancer, delivering a toe dance
specialty that landed and a tani-

acterization made any difference
cither way. for Hunt has the com-

landed.

Xadine Croy. the second

H

(Continued on page IS)

t

Continued on page

IS)

got slightly less than fit. 000 at the
Columbia, New York, last week.
The Columbia appears to be running along at an $S.000 to $9,000
gait, few shows reaching a $10,000
gross since, the opening of the season.

Rain, formerly driving 'cm into
tho cv,iu?n>»i ;l :l t nv-'inres, appears

have

to

lost

much

of its effect ive-

ness as a box ollire booster this
season, bad weather having hurt
the draw several times this reason
instead of increasing patronage.

um
HAYMARKET
ANNOUNCEMENT
Chicago, Dec. 7.
Warren II. Irons of Irons & Clamege. who operate the Haymarket
theatre, playing
American wheel
shows, announce that 'Some Show,"
the current attraction, will be the
last of the American Circuit attractions to play the house this season.
Rcginnlng next wc«-k a policy of
tabloid musical comedy, with three
acts of vaudeville and feature films,
will be installed -t the house.
It
will he a continuous grind from 11
a.

m. to

Fred Irwin

suit against the
Amusement Co. for $100,-

Columbia
(•('0
damages,

made

a.

the defendant has
motion to vacate the order

for the examination If lore trial of
J. Her'iert Mack and Sam Scribner, the heads of the Columbia Co.
Derision has been reserved.
Irwin wants $100,000 damages on
the ground he lost two franchises

on

the

Columbia

wheel

through

their not being renewed, but granted to ofl»er -.burlesque producers.

FRANK VAN HOVEN

ICE

p.

m.

ENCORES CUT DOWN

IRWIN'S $100,000 SUIT
In the

11

Kansas

Harney

(•<

City, Dec. 7.
raid's policy oi not re-

as

Ballyhoo

American Wheel

Artist with
"Follies"

Montreal, Dec
"The Actors' Social Club," a
•

7
no.

torious Joint at 10 Benoit street, h*
reached its inglorious finish. To
place has been closed by order of

the Superior Court.

wanted

1

'Raffles." a dare-devil, who climbs
church steeples and office buildings
for an outside ballyhoo, has been engaged as an extra attraction with E.
Thos.
Realty's
"Follies
of *Jew

York," American wheel show, opening on the Penn. Circuit next week.
besides
his
dare-devil
stuff,
performs lock-picking and
safe opening tricks, with a challenge
to oj.n any safe presented at the
theatre, or *hat any one attending
a house may designate, the feat to
be done blindfolded.
"Raffles,"

NEW

YEAR'S SHOWS SAT.

Burlesque, like vaudeville, will
generally observe New Year's Eve.
on Saturday (Dec. 31) this year, and
shows giving midnight performance
s
doin g so_« »!
.JS-jj.ur.'^v
rJUriU,
IN
•*» «Mi»»»fa»~->Officially New Year's Day will be
observed Monday, Jan. 2.
ill
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UACK

SHOW

—

Own

C.

10 girls

is

HuQhe

H
j

carried.

The Sims James Trio, with Mollic
Schooler, the prima, are the prinGeorge

cipals.

W. Jameson

The

was increased from
resignation

comedian

houses.

TRALLES, AMER. DIRECTOR

one of the
maining vacant.

ighie Clark, principal

with "Step Lively," playing at the
Columbia, will leave the cast at the
end of to current week.

pla -os

six
still

Warren

of

tin

NEW

1

£C.

T

the
People's,
week.

At present, due

to

Philadelphia,

bad business

at

optional with the
show manager to play there on a
percentage basis or lay off. J-ast
week a Columbia show refused to
[day and in lieu thereof an American wheel show accepted the week.
that house,

it

is

EMPRESS, K. C,
Kansas

NEW

POLICY

City, Dec.

7.

The Empress, for the last two
years has been running musical
stock and tab shows, has changed
to pictures.

Cantor's Stuff in Burlesque

Kansas City, Dec. 7.
This week Eddie Cantor's princomedy scene is the "Life Insurance" bit, assisted by Joe Opp
and Inez Buchanan. At the CenAMERICAN ANNEXES
tury, American burlesque circuit,
(Continued from page 9)
Jim P> iinett, with Ada Lum and
capacity is 1.700. The American has Ray King, with the 'Passing Henot been represented in Montreal view" are doing the same thing, but
this season.
making it several degrees stronger.
A representative of Jos. P. Day,

will

Forest P. Tralles was elected to
the board of directors of the American Hurle.sque Association Thursday of last week.
The American

board

Clark Back to Vpde
Chicago, Dec. 7.

Clark. Mho was a recruit from
vaudeville, will return to that field
via the Western Vaudeville Circuit

produce.

seven,

Show, continuing the season
as its manager, in fact.

it

STOCK

Portland. Mo.', Dec. 7.
The Gaiety, playing tabs, having
found a scarcity, lias organized 'a
vaudeville-musical comedy
stock.
It
opened last week. A chorus of

t

play

!

VAUDEVTLLE-M.

EU3

Xmas

SINGER WITH
The Columbia, New York, will
its New Year's Kve midnight
show as usual this year. The giv- Manager Traveling Witji Attraction
Wife Returning to Stage
ing of midnight shows on New
Year's Eve will be optional with the
Next Monday at Detroit Jack
shows, as heretofore, on the CoSinger will rejoin Jack Singer's
lumbia and American circuits.

give

to

New York realty man, and the
Kelt P.rothers, of Philadelphia, were

re- |,the

cipal

COLUMBIA PASSES

(Continued from page 3)
officials Wednesday.
It is under- on any exchange. It hns been closestood the Felt P.rothers tendered a ly held with few sales made.
The
proposition»calling for the erection last sale quotation of some months
of two theatres in Philadelphia, one ago was $300 a share (par $100>. A

C.

songs o* numbers with the Irons as an Americ ;m
director was
"Follies of the Day" company, un- accepted.
less the demands for the encore
are genuine and enthusiastic, has
been anticipate, with Sam Howe's STONE AND PILIARD
ACT
"New Show" at the Cayety this
The new vaudeville act by P.Ianehe
week, and the >how immediately Men ill. Ceorge .Stone and Etta I'ilahead of (.braid's show >n the cir- lard will play on the Shubert Circuit.
Th
night
the .-how
was cuit and will open Dec. l\ Tho act
caught by a Variety correspondent, is receiving $1,000 weekly.
not an encore was given, although
Stone and Pillard started out n
the applause given several o' the vaudeville a few weeks ago in an
number- would have warranted a act they had framed themselves It
repetition.
did not prove satisfactory.
pea

itftfu~S»fiuf

Mildred Glim ore. its propru ties*
at present „ here on tht
charge of keeping and selling i; quor
without a license, Is missing fro m
company manager and advance Montreal. "The C6unt," as Aim*
agent.
He became an American Leonard was known, one of th«
wheel producer this season through hangers-on around the resort,
was
holding a half interest with Mike succeeded by Valentine, reported
to
Kelly in the "Cabaret Girls."
have come here from New Orleans,
He was connected with the Al where he was equally well known
Woods and Charles Frohman staffs among his set. Valentine has been
during the early period of his career charged with attempted murder and
as company manager, and later was is now out under $2,000 bail.
"The Actors' Social Club'' Is
a member of the office staff of Weber
& Rush. Mr. Kahn managed the be reopened, it is said, by a man
Orpheum. Atlanta, when that house known in the local tenderloin at
played vaudeville under Weber & Slimy Heimy. It will not be conHe was also ducted, however, under the former
Rush's management.
resident manager of the Keith .house deceptive title of "The Actors' So"The Actors' Social
In Atlanta later, also occupying a cial Club."
managerial post at the Bedford, Club" threatened Variety through
its local attorneys for the publica.
Brooklyn, for the Fox interests.
At first Mr. Kah*. managed the tion of an article in Variety of Nov.
T
18 last, givlng^a few unsavory facta
l nion Square for Keith, when that
house played pop vaudeville and irl connection with the resort.
Miss Gilmore is said to have made
pictures.
When the Keith people
gave up the Union Squaic, Mr. Kahn $35,000 there within the past year.
She
was lately convicted on a liquor
established the burlesque stock that
ran there continuously for over selling charge and fined $3,000.
The Actors' Social Club has had
ten years, until the house changed
hands through a real estate deal and many disturbances. The title was
given it by Miss Gilmore. who was
he was forced to vacate.
Mr. Kahn was a member of the formerly in burlesque. The mme
Knights of Pythias, Pacific Lodge of has acted as a lure to the show
Masons, Mystic Shrine and Elks. He
(Continued on page 35)
was treasurer of the Burlesque Club
of America.
He leaves a wife and a son, Edgar.
OPPOSITION!
Funeral services were held Sunday
at Campbell's Funeral Church, New Newark Situation with Columbia
York, conducted by Rab'd Tintner.
and American Shows
of Temple Israel, Harlem.
Burial
was in Cypress Hills, Brooklyn,
The Lyric, Newark. N. J.. In Its
second week as an American wheel
Dec. 4.
$4,300,
stand,
did approximately
with Izzy Weingarden's "Whirl of
ED RUSH ILL
Tho previous
Girls" last week.
week and Initial one for the Lyric
Raising Fund for Former Burlesque with American shows it got $5,600.
Producer
with "The Beauty Review."
The Thanksgiving holiday and the
The Columbia and American cir- fact that the "Beauty Review'' is
cuits, represented by Sam Scribner rated as one of the strongest on
and I. H. Ilerk, in association with the American circuit helped conAbe Levy, representing Sam* Harris, siderably In boosting business the
has started a campaign to raise a opening week.
fund for Ed Rush, former burlesque
.Miner's Empire, the Columbia
manager, who is ill and at present house, had "Abe Reynolds' Review"
In the Metropolitan Hospital, New last week.
It is reported as doing
York.
about $7,500. This week the Lyric
Mr. Rush was of the old burlesque has "Little Bo Peep," the American
producing firm of Weber & Rush.
show, starting off Sunday at a
Both Columbia and American cir- $1,200 pace.
The Empire (Cocuits sent out letters this week to lumbia^ has "Odds and Ends."
house managers, show managers
and burlesque artists, informing
them of Mr. Rush's need.
GUARANTEEING 'TEEK-A-B00'
Contributions to the fund may be
The "Peek-a-Boo" Co. on the Cosent to I. H. Herk, American Burhim'.ia Circuit will receive a flat
lesque Association. Columbia Thern n
-from, T«rnh<» .A- T erm.2Ji_.iQ

with

$9,000 FOR "GIRLS DE LOOKS"
Barney Gerard's "Girls dc Looks"

ous

Square, New York, for
of ten years, until recent-

.

"Raffles"

Floy Ward
Mudaline La Fa ire

proper acknowledgment should be
given to the entire profession. There
isn't a line in the show not frayed
from long usage or a piece of business that hasn't been used time and
that.
again since the days of the turkey.
Perhaps the high light of the perThe cast, with one or two excep- formance
is the monolog specialty
tions, belongs in the same category.
of dene Roth, a spellbinder bit in
The exceptions arc the two principal the topical vein once
identified with
comedians, Mickey Mark wood, a Cliff Cordon.
baggy trousered tramp, and Walter brew dialect, Koth does it in Hebut the dialect doesn't
Drown in support with red nose and matter. The comedy lines are there
eccentric character that was once and Roth's method
of delivery In
called plain "Dutch." This pair could doubly there.
It
was the big apdo something with proper material, plause event of the evening, and
as evidenced by their intelligent properly so. for Roth makes his
handling of the junk they were, al- character real by his earnest style
lotted.
of delivery, ami ** he ma eri.i i,j£ajjj
r
has the voice of the cast and looked
well. She was prominent in leading
numbers, and in a cabaret scene
contributed a worth -while specialty
of piano playing and .songs that

STEEPLE CLIMBER SIGNED

Ia"w Jackfton

CLOSED IN MOI

Ynn

ly, died Pec. 1 from a complication of
diseases at a sanatorium at Watkina'
Glen, N. Y. Mr. Kahn had l.^-n in
poor health tor some time, having
gone to the health resort for treatment several weeks ago. He was 50
years old, and before entering the
burlesque Held had been engaged
in
the legitimate and vaudeville
branches of theatricals as house

Few Managers Reported Agreed Upon Plan DISSOLVING B. P. A.
Most Feasible—Would Give 45 Weeks for
UP TO MEMBERS

First Class Burlesque,

CUV

F.

I nion

ttm:l

All but
as

1921

Kahn, widely known
In burlesque circles, through having Superior Court
Orders Notof>
opc:\.ted the burlesque stock at the

Benjamin

SEEMS LIKELY POSSIBILITY

9,

"ACTORS' SOCIAL

Managed Union 8quart Burlesque
Stock for 10

December

in

conference with American circuit

tho outlying section, In addition small block was sold at that fig»> re
the f>2d Street, which the Felts Later, when the same bid was made
will start building shortly, and an- for other Columbia stock, none was
o:her in the business district, down- forthcoming.
town.
The plan of the downtown
theatre calls for a number of stores
and an office building.
ROUTES
The American also has several
WILL BE FOUND ON PACJK
other irons in the Are for houses
THIRTY
J
IN THIS 188UK
islanding and to be built.
^=
in
tJ

-
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[

^

-
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his theatrical grievances, but doesn't often
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Copies
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WHY PISTOL SHOOTING ON THE STAGE?

BE TOLD

an actor Is an amateur press agent, Variety Is tho first thought
The shooting of a revolver on the vaudeville or burlesque stage seems
Variety seems to be told everything about the Individual, but little
wholly unnecessary. It may have Its proper place in a legitimate play,
about what would greatly Interest other Individuals In the show business. but there appears no reason why a comedy acrobat
or a poor comedian
Which sums up that an actor may tell something about himself or must resort to this sudden noise for a laugh they never secure from It.
If

T«td«-M»rk Rtfflatered
FobllshedWeekly by
•?jaS«-8tT*VKRMAN.

,

iir.-kp™j.'.s^n».hftr

actors s-houll ltncv.\

tell

all

he knows and what

-

Clly

m

Specifically that refers to a report in this issue about a dump In
Montreal calling Itself "The Actors' Social Club."'
never heard of
the joint until about two weeks ago, when a story came in from Montreal, saying the name had been used as a lure for the show people
visiting Montreal; that it was a thoroughly disreputable place and
the police had raided it, arresting the proprietress, who, herself, had
been on the stage.
*

IS
20 Conta

11

We

For the third time since the VolAct went into effect, the

The complaint most often comes from woulen patrons. Their nervea
are shattered by some one with a revolver full of blanks, believing he
is a better fun maker when shooting the gun.
In every varleety theatre
when a revolver is produced on the stage, people in the orchestra, may
be seen holding their ears.
Revolver shooting in a variety performance is so entirely superfluous
and irritating that the revolver might be one of the props permanently
marked off. It dees not help the shooter and it may hurt the box office.
It won't do any circuit ordering it off any harm If they use the fact for

Variety published that story. Two days after the paper was out we publicity.
received a letter from a responsible Montreal firm of attorneys to
either retract or uffer action. The tenor of the original story was such
House's Point, N. Y., has been broken the surface facts seemed enough.
The lawyers' letter suggested the
quantity of liquor Intent of the Montreal resort was to keep us quiet In order that they
into and a large
occurred might proceed with its system of "taking" professionals.
We wrote
stolen. The latest robbery
Tho Reformer's Bulletin, the monthly organ of the Now York Civlo
while the our Montreal correspondent, who Is some little newspaperman himself,
iarly Thursday morning
League, In Its latest eruption sheds a brilliant light upon the reformer's
less
than
an
New
York.
In
own
in
started
investigation
of
our
and
custom officers were on the roads
hour after starting in New York, we located two actors who had been method of coercing legislators by an organized system of nagging. "How
leading out of Canada watching for beaten up In that dump, while our Montre.il correspondent sent in a We Influence a Committee" Is the Illuminating title of
a discussion In the
boose cars. About 30 cuses of liquor icport that was a bear. S'ince then he hlis advbed the place was closed Bulletin.
were taken by the thieves, who made by orders of the Montreal courts.
a clean getaway and left no clues.
"Suppose there is pending before an Assembly Commit tec," says
At the customs house is stored booze
The po.nt is this. Both of the men we located in New York who had Hew o. It. Miller, State Superintendent of the League,
of all kinds, enough to start up a
"a bill that we
invelg'.ed into the place some months ago. kept the knowledge of
been
establiquor
wholesale
wish to defeat.
good sized
interview all the members of that committee. Supthe treatment they had received thee to themselves or. at least, away from
lishment, and at night an ollleer
They knew other professionals were going to Montreal and pose we find that one-third of the committee arc with us and one-third
Variety.
has been standing guard over the
Late Wed- might walk into the same kind of a mess. The least either of them or are against us, and one-third are hesitating or 'on the fence.' What do
confiscated wet goods.
any professional visiting the place and ascertaining Its character (with we do?
let alone the one-third sure to vote wrong and also the
nesday night all available officer.*
Actors' Social Club" In a wet town for a guide) could have done one -third certain to vote right, but we get busy on that last one-third
were assembled a few miles from that
all of the show business
that
Variety,
so
infoim
been
haveto
would
who are hesitating or uncertain. We send a personal letter to all the
Rouse's Point, as a "Up" had been
might be warned against it. In matters of that kind Variety will not good men and women whose names we have in our office from the Assents
received that one or more booze
reveal the name of Its informant if requested not to.
bly districts of this last one-third of the committee, telling them briefly
cars would make attempt to cross
The officers on
their Assemblyman has been interviewed and is hesitating or Is in doubt,
the border liue.
0:1 the same subject Is another •article, also in
touching
matter
Another
office
wont
on this ejucstion, but If many good people In his district will write urging
watch at the customs
While they this weeks paper. It te'.ls of gyVl>'ng promoters of benefits, persuading him to vote against reporting out that bill, undoubtedly lie will heed such
with the flying squad.
their se.vicvs gratis to reputable benefits for charity, appeal, and we
urge them "to so write their Assemblyman."
were patiently patroling the high- artists to give
an expense account to the benefit and colways, the whiskey thieves made the promoters charging up
That is about the
for himself.
money
Expense
the
pocketing
lecting,
robbery
The
fluid.
the
away with
In a further elaboration of the subject It appears that "good bills''
practised upon artists. Not even
was not discovered by the agents lowest form of grafting that could be
benefit relieves the gyp pro- are those that "we request" and "bad bills" ajre those "we oppose." But
upon their return and nothing was that the services are donated for a genuine
the
discrimination in bills is no finer, than the qualifications of the
this condiknown of it until 7 o'clock the fol- moter of his moral crookedness. Players who first surmised
say.ng Something of the suit League's aids among the people. To get on the League's card Index with
lowing morning. Investigation dis- tion existed shou'.d have written in.
the privilege of* bullying Assemblymen and State Senators to vote for
We could have done the res;.
closed that the thieves broke into was going on.
the League's bills. It is not enough to be Just a good citizen. Rev. Mr.
a window of a brokerage -company,
Miller
announces that he wants the names of "the most active influential
But. anyway, the shmv business will live for a long time. And while
which is located in tho customs
submit that this
around it. And while Christian men and women in all the churches."
house building and then made their there is show busiius.;, there will be crook-! in or
is a small minority.
tell
way into the customs house proper, there is a Variety, tell it to Variety, whi.h will alow Variety to
breaking through a door v\*..ich con- it to everybody.
Fcr one thing Rev. Mr. Miller says "all the churches." But he doesn't
nected the offices.
The booze was
mean It. He shows his bigotry in every line he writes. For one thing
stored in the cellar and the robbers
Mi her doesn't want the aid of members of the Jewish church, and he
grabbed all that was in sight, makmakes this evident by calling attention to Henry Ford's anti-Semitic caming no discrimination between the
In the newspapers this week advertisemr uts of a special* picture run paign in an entirely gratuitous puff for Ford's "Dearborn Independent"
good and the bad.
as follows: " 'The man who gets it first shall have me!' sajd the fair in another page of this same issue of the Bulletin, with particular referdancer as she threw her glove into the sacrificial pit of the crocodiles- ence to the Independent's attack on the American Jew. Here is the conThe old phrase in show business famishing beasts waiting for their prey. If you we:e one of the two suitors cluding paragraph of as vicious an
appeal to race prejudice aa could
about "doubling in brass" is exem- what would you do?'
have been penned:
plified by the manager of the New
opera house. Charlestown. W. Va..
That's easy. Lot the other suitor jump In and. when the crocos get
"These very remarkable editorials (the Independent's anti-Semltlo
who announces on his letterhead he well started on their tender task, make off with the gal.
utterances) have been reprinted In two paper-bound volumes of nearly
Is the sole owner, manager, treas250 pages each, and can be secured of the Dearborn Independent, Dearurer, press agent, electrician, muborn, Mich., at 25 cents each. Any one at all Interested In the Influence
sical director, head usher, bill poster
of Jewish life on America can get more valuable facts from these Voland janitor. The boy who rewinds
umes than by reading a scoro of other books."
the films is the bass drummer, the
Letters to the Forum should not exceed one-hundred and fiftft voids.
operator is the snare drummer, the
he signed by the writer and not duplicated for any other paper,
must
They
That attitude helps to define the. Miller concept of "good men and
usher plays the cymbals, the violinwomen." But that isn't all. Miller is shocked to learn that some churches
ist also plays tube, 'cellist doubles
f6r trombone, French
are holding raffles to raise needed money, and he has launched a camhorn with
also had the pleasure of paign against "Crimes at Church Fairs and Bazaars,"
r.nces;
Chicago, Dec. 5.
cornet and the boss himself (K. G.
which he proposes
being treated to a meal at our ex- bo suppress under the New York State penal law. Obviously Mr. Miller
Henson) not only fills the other Editor Variety:
And In return*, for grati- does not approve even of all the mere professing Christians. Once
Variety of Dec. 2. under the head- pense.
positions but plays the saxophone
ing of "Rialto, Chi go," referj to tude (?) he helped himself to some again he says:
and sings baritone solos
"We do not want the names of our enemies. We are
"the telephone bit" used by us and of our material.
not now trying to convert our enemies, but to drill our friends."
also are writing them, and
We
that
it is a "lift"
charges
expresses
Reisenweber's
restaurant
two
sending a telegram tonight asking
floors were sold 'ast week by Louis of Fenton and T iclds' "Telephone
When Miller calls for "active Influential Christians" does he not mean
This "bit" was used by them to take out everything they "rich, gen or mis iogot u "?-Th«» Hencst-JTordi A**-ir:s-t-an*Sr—
Fischer for $100,000. Part was cas.i nit."
-Plainly- that -}^r
Aisli"ei' in Ihe ui-e-u-sir.B bclongi2.„-fr& us. W\»- a*s-a
u.iu *rtie reihUIhtfor
*i'ne Ciiurle^ituw ttTid Suui"I
seciffeu.
the
element of "all the churches" he wants as his lieutenants in his
use
sometimes
purchasers were
Benny Uberall, "World of Pleasure" twenty years received word they
plan of a government cf blackmail by a fanatical minority.
As we
Walter Kaffenburg and John Wag- ago. Jack Carroll, who gave us the our opening and other bits, chang- understand the fundamentals of popular government, the whole people
in session.
ner.
Sophie Tucker Is interested in "bit" four months ago, used it fif- ing at the different showj
hand-picked
the
group
that
comes
up
(not
Miller's
specifications)
to
Before closing, want to thank you
Mr. Carroll was a
the Wagner interests, having bought teen years ago.
columns, elect the legislators who are accountable to the whole people for their
In, and
she may return there as member of Carroll, Keatirg and for the mention in your
assure you the two recent edi- acts and subject to the popular decision at the polls. Miller distinctly
and
hostess or entertainer while also Fay.
By his own confession, his
will not abide by the will of the majority.
Playing around Ne
feel that the publication of torials are takei up seriously by all
York In Keith
scheme is rule by a coercive minority working through a bullying lobby.
vuudeville. Miss Tucker has applied the charge contained in this article the regular professional artists as
something really on its way to acto the Keith office for consent and operates as an injustice to us.
Anyone at all interested in the •influence of self-seeking pseudocomplish something and doing away
i« awaiting a reply.
Scott and Woods.
religious reformers, upon America can get more valuable data on the
with an evil.
purpose
this
sec
oblique mental processes of Miller out of his Reform Bulletin than by
With hopes to
Grand Rapids, Per. 4.
This is "Orchestra Week" at t he
reading a score of protesting editorials like this. The man is infantile
Editor Variety:— Reading current successfully launched.
New Orleans Orphcum, so named
Fred Fenton.
in his self-confessions.
In honor of the theatre's leader, Variety, in the review of the Rialto
(Fenton and Fields.)
Emile Toss 3, who has occupied the theatre, wc note credit is given to
conductor's chair at the old and us on a particular bit which is our
Dec. 5, 1921.
new Orphe :m for 19 years. Conduc- property, and whi-h your critic
have this Editor Variety;
tor Tosao has composed and is play- justfyingly mentions.
the
re nark made
resent
want
to
I
The younger men of the show business Incline toward athletics. It's
ing a march in commemoration of bit with other material, In the New
Variety relative to a good sign. An athletic boy Is a clean-minded healthy boy. He sleeps
*n anniversary, marking many years York office of the Variety Protected in last week's
Material Dept.. and this sort of the piece of business of "pulling the better, talks better and works better. Kspecially is this so of boys atof service.
trick tached, to theatrical office*, where mimt :ii-«» confined during working
publicity In the lone run will prove curtain." I did not steal this
anyone I originated same on hours.
The next semi-monthly dinner to the only remedy to bring this pilfer- from
the Continent with my partner, un•* given a booking man by the in- ing to a stop by the lifting element.'
A theatrical athletic as.-ociatioii Is being spoken of by the boys of tho
One of the team of Scott and der the firm Cook and I.ogol. and I
dependent agents in New York will
used the same trick for the past show business, "hoys" taking in all under 30.
It's a most excellent
nave Jim Sheedy as the guest of Woods, who are the offenders, was
can
and
country
this
years
In
13
sumpast
this
plan, and should he promoted to tho fullest extent by the older showhonor.
The affair will he. held at out of employment
Y.. prove it any time you want me to. men.
N
Island.
Coney
hoys
where
want
a
gym
they
The
can
at
train
and
mer
for indoor and outCavannugh's. Dec. 14. with the comI never had the pleasure of seeing
door sport s.
mitter Including Harry Shea. Alex. while we were engaged at Hendermentioned.
act
you
the
Hanlon. Fred Curtis. Dob Haker and sons there for a week incidently
O. K. Lcgrl
he witnessed some of our perform
Ben. ile IMermont.
The boys of the Keith oflflce lately formed two bn«k«dbaii !":ims. They
practice two or three times weekly and hold a contest game once weekly.
exercise. It's much preferable that the boys should race about on ,
That's
In Washington,
Inn
week
the
Shuffle
at
D. C, the local luisiin ss association does not affect opened 'ast
are department,
nr.d Seventh a floor, using all their muscles, their arms, feel and brain than to spend
in conjunction with their present theatrical conn-ct ions. cabaret on liilst street
tne superintendent
Tho Loow office last year
:iv nu<\ which caters to a white the time pul.ing a rope in a strange gym.
of th» Film MxThe cabaret has a L'H h nl a basketball team, but seems to have p:.sse it up this season. There:
cnange
patronage.
P.uildlng.
awarded
lir.-t
Fraderick Perry and his wife wi'I |ien|.!" revue and a jazz band.
are
Prize t,, Ki,
plenty
games,
of
d«.ors.
boys
of
can play all the while,
In
or
out
the
K M „. |)v,. r> the shipper nrg.iiii/e and train a mush al .»nn d\
cehl and warm weather all lualthful ami all exorcising.
-*«r Ke,i M t> fo| th(l
A theatrical
hv<l r()|M ;ii (v ..| induction
Wnteitoun. N. Y.
it
and eiean.-.'t
Dorothy Wh'.trrorc. w.th l!l..s <>m athletic a.- social ion should (urn out a ii" it -!->okin:* collection of athlles,
shipping mum.
1'elTV plans lo |e|.\i and ilistl'.l-I
- -ador,
.;
the
Nc.v
from
hoys
en
nthee*.
aiding
tli<s.
atoned
:\w
N\\
York
at
.\m'>a
theatrical
T n>"
!'.r his slio.v and tlcii
r.
tl.e
it:'; le> ji.il tie >•' \y. A
"summer camp for ant ni'»lii;.> hook it in th" N01 llnuai N'-w York- York, ", e
al'tC! tin !1.
teld.lV
TI. M d.l >
eo\e;tie
ii
a'hViY
event
Parties v.
ifriwill
Variety
;n\
in
or aioimd New Yorlc
i,,.
i„..xt sumtowns. The IVrrys were m \audc„, u r: ,t, M
mer 111 the
city if ;.|.jiii
im^er fellow.-, on Variety's
\
<l
of it. Tl.i<" or loir oi iii
i.v
>'« ars.
M.iitif. wo.Hs
Al ville for
not only to <l -ii:i.e hut. to take part in. and
iff i;l»e til it kial of -inii
*°"d and <;..., rK ,. Rockwell. The,
Fred Mardo is n >w a- > ite<l
• w:ll alua;. > promote uiiilctica in the show buMiies.s as far as wv may
PaNneis W ere formerly in vaudeeveral members of the cast of with the Winie Amusement Lo. of v.
VIu c as
hie
Le
a
bo.
to
do
Iloston.
«»how
Rockwell
Woods. Their the defunct "Put ami Take"
gtead
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COHAN TURNS "MARY"
BACK TO AUTHORS
BY EQUITY'S ORDERS

ACTOR LOSES WORK

POOLING LEGIT BOOKINGS
BY ERLANGER AND SHUBERTS
—

Next Pooling Place, Atlantic City Cincinnati May "FRIENDLY SUSPENSION"
Follow, Allowing ShubcrU to Play Vaudeville
EQUITY'S NEW STUNT
There Pooling Only Way This Season, Say

—

Legit Managers.

Equity in Independent

Shows

Temporarily Suspended

Tooling of bookings in the smaller
is the point the two largest
bookers of legitimate attractions are
aiming for, for the remainder of the
Reason, according to the signs and
the Broadway showmen. The hookers are the Erl anger and Shubert
offices.
Their first pool was at
Syracuse, where joint bookings are
to be made at the Shuberts' Weitlng.
cities

Formerly

there

were

tw.

CHORISTER SQUABBLE

IN

.

,.

m

-,

,

Money

—

in

'Frisco

Girls

Behind

LOSt

i

Left

legit

bouses there, Erlanger first having
booked the Empire, and after abandoning that house, sending the At-

San Francisco, Dec. 7.
In and camped
a while front and back stage
The next pooling place reported with the Marcus Show. It resulted

Is Atlantic City with the Shuberts
giving over the Globe in that city
Atr the
for the use of both aides.
same time they will take over the
for
Shubert
Apollo
(Erlanger)

vaudeville.

Through the pooling arrangeit is reported the Shuberts
figure on taking their vaudeville
So far thoy have
into Cincinnati.
been hindered in that expectation by
the attitude of Jos. L. Rhinock, who
is interested in the Shubert theatres of Cincinnati and also in the
Keith vaudeville house, as well as
other Keith southwestern theatres.
In pooling for Cincinnati, the Shuberts anticipate thoy will use one
of their theatres as the pool house,
leaving the Erlanger theatres open,

ment,

which

may

play

then

Shubert

vaudeville.
Pooling, according to the Broadway managers, is the only real
"out'' for legit attractions for the
The
remainder of this season.
smaller towns are not providing suffcient business at the box offices
# or two competing attractions.
The
returns have attested to that fact.
In the pooling arrangement that will
eliminate and play but one attraction at a time, there is a chance for
the shows to get some money on
the road, they say.
No dntes are set for the pooling
of the different ci'ies, but such a

)

Trouble marched

method has been already discussed
and virtually agreed upon between
ilie two opposing booking agencies,
a^ording to the story.
It is not so long ago there was a
rabid batt'e on between Klaw &
Kiianger and the Shubert-;. Within
the past two seasons a more pacific
business understanding seems to
have existed.

in a warrant being issued
against Marcus on charges of failing to pay salary to two of his
finally

chorus

The

girls.

trouble started

when

Polly

Lloyd and Trixie Evans missed a
performance and were refused permission by Manager Burlingame to
rejoin

the

formance.

show at the next perThe girls gained the ear

of Marcus and the matter was adJusted, resulting in the two choristers returning. Shortly after Louise
Mense, engaged in Der.ver, and Bebc
Griffin, who joined in Los Angeles,

experienced difficulty with the company manager. "When the show left
here the girls were left behind.

Marcus summoned Miss Mense

to

rejoin.

Misses

Evans

and

Lloyd

de-

manded a full week's pay. When
this was not forthcoming warrants
for the arrest of Marcus were secured here, and the producer returned to this city from Petaluma
to settle the difficulty.
The rases
did not reach court, being amicably
settled outside.

The Marcus Show has been

in

going since reaching San
Francisco, although the reports of
business in the northern territory
were quite satisfactory.

tough

At the Savoy the engagement was
anything but prosperous, and Sam
Grossman, manager of that house,
was an equal loser. It appears
Marcus' contract called for the first
$5,000. but at the end of the week
the total receipts were less than
Marcus spent nearly $2,900
$4,800.

j

BROX GIRLS LOSE

ishly in sensational advertising.

From
The

Angered

at

Poor Pickings, Gunmen

Assault Indianapolis

Showman

Indianapolis, Dec. 7.
A out on the lip of Manager Nilson O. Trowbridge was the only
damage left in the wake of three
masked hold -up men who raided the*
offices of the Murat theatre Monday

morning.
The yeggs dashed into the foyer
and encountered Luther Hall, negro
One robber covered him
porter.
and remained to guard the front entrance. The other two went on into
Mr. Trowbridge's office.

The manager was

sitting at

his

BARRED

Broadhurst Makes Condition "American's'' Can't See Revival

The feud between George Broadhurst and Alan Dale burst out again
this week on the occasion of the
opening of 'Bought and Paid For"
at the Playhouse Wednesday. Tuesday William A. Brady, who revived
the Broadhurst drama, cal!ed up the
dramatic editor of the New York
"American," explaining one of the
provisions for the revival with the
author was that Dale be not permitted to review the show. The request that the critic be not assigned
to the show was acceded to.
The last Broadhurst play which
Dale reviewed was "The Eiton
Case," which opr.n'*d the season for
the Playhouse.
The "American's"
critic was present at the opening. A
request that he be assigned elsewhere came after the critic had been

desk dictating to his stenographer.
One bandit covered
»;race Kline.
Mr. Trowbridge .find Miss Kline
while the third went on into the
box office and held Treasurer Frank
G. Perry at bay. One of the marauders ordered Trowbridge to open given seats. His review was no less
the safe. It was empty. They also favorable than others, the show
"frisked" tho manager, but got only lasting but two weeks.
a s..iall bill.
It was Dale's review of "Bought
Disgusted at the failure, oiip of
Trowbridge and Paid For" wher it originally
struri;
robbers
ihe
opened
at the Playhouse that preMiunrely in the face. They escaped
cipitated the row >>otwcen them.
in an automobile.
The criticism started off with, "Oh.
he gets drunk."

TREVOR PLAY AT PRINCESS

suit

which the Brox

Sisters,

briefly stated:

am

of the opinion that the plainseek to rescind the contract
itiduf with Irwin Rosen a nu elect to
perform under and reap the benefit
of the contract which rose out of it.
Motion for injunction pendente lite

in

his

C0RT-ST0DDARD PIECE

duct ion, '"The
scheduled for the Princess, reopening that house about I>ec. 4.

The

idea, of

Christmas

opening

.lust

\\< <.k.
r

for presentation after the holidays.

The

authors,

who

delivered the
book and lyrics for "listen L*»ster,"
will produce the new ^how on their

jown.

Shows

Take

Public

Pulse with That Result

The
drama

indications axe that melois to come into its own again
the theatre. The pulse of the
stock theatre patrons shows that
they are after the real thrills that
Jtltft-inrltrca giv* ther^?i»4- to thai*
end the stock managers are playing
a string of the thrillers of other
days that have been revamped and
modernized.
Within the last few weeks the
in

season are reported having been engaged. The show is to play eastern
territory, there being a number of
smaller stands that are virgin for
the attraction.
Cohan will sail for London Christ,
mas week. .Though he arrived back
last week, he had wound 'up a number of matters and was ready to return this week to Inaugurate hfaf
production premiere in England. Ho
deferred the sailing date at the request of his mother until after
Christmas day. She is to return
with him, it being her first trip
abroad.
"Air. •ConafT is"

arranging "consider-

able detail for the

London shows

with C. B. Cochran by cable. A final
selection of the house of "Tho
Tavern" has not been made, but it
denied, ..ith $10 costs."
will either be the Garrick or tho
The Brox girls (Lorraine, Kath- Blaney Circuit, which
has eight Apollo, dependent on the attractions
leen and Dagmar) sued to restrain
houses, all in the vicinity of Greater current in those houses. Mr. Cohan
Irwin from collecting his commisNew
York, has been reviving "The prefers the Garrick.
The musical
sions under the contract with Sam
Little Church Around the Corner," revue which will follow "The TavII. Harris, producer of the Music
and in the houses that it has already ern" will be put on at the Oxford*
Box show, th^ir grievance being that
playcd it developed into a bigger according to present plans.
they earn $3"i0 jointly, but that
draw than some of the more recent
Rosen gives them only $195. Earl
Broadway successes that the organLindsay, the stager of their act, gets
ization has been presenting.
"IRENE'S" REPEAT
$20 weekly and Rosen takes the $135
With this trend apparent in the
balance.
stock houses it is the belief that Returning
to Boston, Recast With
Rosen's answering affidavits subnext spring will show that the genSelected Players
mitted at trial set forth that the
eral theatregoing public will want
girls came to him from Vancouver.
melodrama in the regular houses.
"Irene" will play a repeat engageB. C, unheard of and that he element in Boston, opening at the Shuvated them from $35 a week chorus
bert Dec. 26. The booking is for a
girls to a position in musical comedy
"POTASH"
minimum of six weeks, but the enbiggest
in
Broadway's
musical
gagement may be nade indefinite.
smash.
H. Woods, Next in Series, with For the Boston
The plaintiffs sought to have their
repeat the company
Bernard
and
Carr
contract abrogated on the grounds
now playing the Majestic. Brooklyn,
of fraud, misrepresentation and inis being recast, with players chosen
Another of the "Potash and Perl- from
fancy, setting forth In support of
original and Chicago companies
the latter premise that they were mutter" play series of Montague of last season. Also the production
under the legal age of 21 when they Glass, with A. II. Woods again the will be freshened.
executed the contract, although two producer, is due within the near
The Boston company cast will
Its stars may also once
of them are married and T-orrame future.
have Walter Began, Patti Harrold,
is
the mother of a five-year-old more be Barney Bernard and Alex- Hobart
Cavanaugh, Jere PHaney,
child.
Aiso that Rosen breached it ander Carr. Kach of ?ho?e players Flo
Irwin, Erica Mackay, Sydney
by not paying their railroad fares. has declared in the past there would Reynolds.
be no more "Potash" In their reper-

ANOTHER

The contract

is

for four years.

"FROLIC"

WITH ROGERS

Harry Li. Cort and Ceorge W.
Florenze
Ziegfeld's
".Midnight
Stoddard have written a new musi- Frolic" is to go on tour after the
prior to cal show, to be called 'The Girl holidays, headed by Will Rug* rs.
The piece is d» signed with a route laid out to follow ay
get the 1'ptown."

figured to
critics out of the way on the last
of
that week, and to
rights
two
give the house a chance to utilize
all its capacity during the holiday
Is

Stock

toires.

new proMarried Woman," is

Norman Trevor

FOR BROADWAY

Collecting "Commissions"

which Justice Burr
"I

CRITIC STILL

MELLER AGAIN

Court Declines to Restrain Rosen

now appearing in the "Music Box
Revue," began in the Supreme Court
last week against Irwin Rosen, askin extra advertising for his San
ing that their contract with the
Francisco date.
The Marcus Show carries three agent be cancelled, reached a demen ahead and spends money lav- cision against them this week in

YE&eS BEffFttP-MGR."

Harris. The transfer of the prop,
erty to tho authors was virtually
deckled on by Mr. Cohan before ha
went abroad, and it was his sugges-

M. A. Stands by ItseH

tiffs

-

Asbury Park, N. J., Dec. 4.
Editor Variety:
I have Just passed through an
experience I think will be of Interest to your readers, as it shows the
attitude of Equity, the so-called
benefactor of the actor, but sadly

to its authors,

:

for

tractions into the Bastable.

released

and the show
will bo sent out around the holidays under the direction of Sam H.

"Mary"

—

|

,

ShOW

TrOUDle AdjUSted

Send

tion that Mr. Harris be asked to
misnamed.
handle the show for them.
I have been a performer all my
Otto Harbach, Louis Hirsoh and
life, working In all ends of the show Frank Mandel, "Mary's" playwrights,
A new angle of the possible rea- business production, stock, bur- all have an interest, and in addition
son why members of the Touring lesque, musical comedy and vaude- Julian Mitchell and Mr. Harris.
Managers' Association have not felt ville. In past years directed some Tho latter becomes a partner with
the necessity of joining the Produc- of the best stocks; for the past the authors, that the attraction will
ing Managers' Association was sup- five years I have been In vaudeville. come under the protective agreeplied by a legitimate producer this
Early in November, owing to the ment of tho Producing Managers*
week. He stated that information bad conditions end the difficulty of Association with Equity.
given him Is that Equity is using securing a route, I accepted an offer
The arrangement with Cohan
the system of "friendly suspension" from Mr. Neal Benzie, a man I was calls for him to receive nominal rewith members who accept engage- associated with some years ago in muneration, to be paid out of tho
ments with independent shows of stock, to come to Asbury Park and show's earnings. Ho has turned
f kind.
direct a stock he was putting in r
over the production and some acAccording to this source, members the Lyric here.
cessaries for the show. Included is
when informing Equity of the enLast night, Dec. 3, the Equity something like S17,*00 worth of
gagement have been advised to play. representative. Mr. Perry Norman, "Mary" paper for outdoor advertisIt is said Equity then inform? the a member of the company, informed
This paper holds tho Cohan
ing.
member that he or she will be sus- the management they would no name, and will be used without
pended for several months, but that longer work with me, as I was not stripping. It was first planned to
when the engagement is over they a member of Equity. Not wishing send two "Marys" out, but tho
are assured of being in good stand- to cause -ny trouble for Mr. Benzie, authors will confine themselves to
ing by the payment of dues. It is I was willing to accept two weeks' one at this time. The Cohan profurther said that Equity officials notice as per contract, and close. duction program for the season
have explained to members wiling to This the Equity representative re- called for three and possibly four
take Independent engagements that fused to agree to, insisting I must "Mary" companies.
as it is a bad season the friendly close at once, which mei.nt the
Mr. Cohan stated this week he besuspension idea is a perfectly legiti- management must pay me two
lieved the vautho?s were entitled to
mate one.
weeks* salary and my fare to New earnings on the show, since they
By this method it is believed York if they lived up to their con- should not be made the innocent
Equity is able to control the "sus- tract with me. This, of course, they victims of the closed shop principle.
pended" members through the per- did not wish' to do as it meant a The actor-mangaer could have remission to play and in that way the dead loss to them. And, as it would tained
his ownership by playing tho
scheme is aimed to prevent resigna- have been a case of entering suit show for 50 performances this seations. It is possible that T. M. A. against them to collect, I finally
son and then holding it. His high
managers in recruiting companies co.np.-omised by accepting one regard for the writers brought about
are truthful in saying that they are week's salary and closing last night.
the turning over of the play to them.
using no Equity players, and»it exI know I am only one of many
It is believed the authors will seplains why closed shop contracts are who have been forced out of work
cure in profits about what their
not demanded.
by the arbitrary methods of Equity, royalties would have amounted to
One of the leading small stand and possibly many more will pass had Cohan remained in the producproducers stated recently he was through the same experience.
ing field here.
using no Equity players so far as
Tou are at liberty to publish this
The call for "Mary" this week
he was aware. Reports on Broadyou
so
if
found a stage full of responding
way are that many actors aro leav- letter over my signature
Dellbert E. Benn.
desire.
players.
A number of the people in
ing the profession and taking posithe road show casts of "Mary" last
tions outside of theatricals.

T.

WARRANT FOR MARCOS

Benn Recites How Sam H. Harris Will
Show Out
He Was Forced Out of
Asbury Park Company
George M. Cohan has

Dellbert E.

as possible tho "Follies."
Rehearsals started tins week.

closely

The show
series of

will be made up of a
numbers used on the Roof

during the past eight seasons.

his

new

Bernard

lately closed with
play, while Carr has been

in vaudeville.

NEW LEADS IN HARDER STOCK
Ithaca, N. Y., TV,-. 7.
Maria Hoircardi Is the new leading
woman of the Myrtle Harder stock
company.
She sueceed*-d
Myrkle. Victor Browne is »h^ com-

Emma

pany's new leading msn.

SINGERS MIDGETS IN SHOW
T..eo Singer, manager of Singer's
Midgets, lias commissioned <;»>orgc

W. Lederer and Harry B. Smith to
prepare for him a big spectacular
Entertainment for presenting hi*
5

liliputians in

the legitimate houses-

next season.

FRANK VAN HOVEN

ICE

1

Friday,

December

9,

—

.

LEGITIMATE

1921

13

ROME,

FAR REACHING EFFECTS ON THEATRE

TAXES

Two Companies

—An

state

N.Y.; HAMILTON SORE; WOULD
Broadway Will Particularly Note Change Not Com- HELEN FREEMAN IN
prehended at First No Levy on Passes After
TO PAY ALL SALARIES
BUY "DANGER" BACK
Noted
Rates
Cut
on
1
Effect
Jan.

—

—

Producer's "Great
Debts Will Be Met.
She Declares

Actress
Modifications of the new Federal rate agencies themselves continued
forth In exclu- to collect on the printed price.
revenue law, as set
Another application of the changes
last week
sive Washington advice*
have a more far- concerns the sale at theatre box
to Variety, will
of
adoffice
of tickets at less than the
matter
the
reaching effect in
under- printed or face value.
Under the
missions taxes than at first
amuse- new regulations a treasurer may
tood- Although the entire
Broadway
sell
a
lower
floor
seat
included.
to
a patron
ment field is
note the change. demanding balcony location at the
Will particularly
be no tax balcony price by cutting the coupon
Starting Jan. 1. there will
<m theatre passes or free admis- and using a hard admission ticket
at the and collect tax on the price of the
Effective
kind.
any
sions of
will balcony seats.
Heretofore the resame time, cut-rate tickets sold
paid quirement was for tax on the value
amount
the
require tax only on
ticket
reduced
All
of
the
lower
floor
ticket.
The "espatron.
by the
for one" tablished price" regulution for such
plans, including the "two
on
tax
require
sales is eliminated by the order.
system will likewise
paid, reIt was pointed out that the new
the amount of the price
gardless o: what the face or printed regulations would make it almost
impossible to check up on admisyalue may be.
The modification in the admis- sions taxes. The treasury departbrought
was
request for the revision, howregulations
ment
tux
sions
about by the Treasury Department ever, hud already gone through the
revision,
of
sort
conference committee's hands in
which desired some
and by the pimple expedient of Congress and could not be reculled.
eliminating paragraph 2 of section It is probable that a new box office
800 in the revenue law the many form will be issued by the tax colchanges were effected. It is stated lectors, such forms having provision
that no influence was brought to for the tabulation of reduced priced

bear in Washington to bring about sales.
the changes, but the modification
Up to now all passes called for
has long been souglu by certain tax as though the tickets were regutheatrical interests.
larly paid for. The exceptions were,
The changes are most important
for working newspapermen and for
In the matter of the cut rate and
of a theatre or th; manUp to employes presenting
reduced admissions sales.
the play. The,
agement
now the ruling has been that 10 per
of taxes on free admiscollection
cent, .ix applies on the printed
sions was always regarded as open
value of admission tickets, ^regardto leeway and the total amounts
less of whether they are sold under
to reIn other words, involved were not sufficient
the printed price.
How
up.
a $2.50 ticket sold for $1 called for quire accurate checking
to
paid
were
Under much of such taxes
the collection of 25 cents.
of
matter
a
appears
collector
the
the new regulations the same prlcod
ticket requires only the tax of 10 conjecture.
800.
Paragraph 2 of section
cents. It had been claimed the face
as
value tax regulation was unfair dropped out of the bill, read
follows:
for
sales,
When applied on cut-.ate
the tax was actually not 10 per
In the case of persons (except
Until the
cent., but double or more.
bona fide employes, municipal
change of last week the Internal
officers on official business, perRevenue Department maintained the
sons in the military or naval
rule.
forces of the United States
The same application goes for the
when in uniform, and children
"two for one" sales. Under the law
under 12 years of age) admitted
which changes at the end of the
free or at reduced rates to any
month, if two tickets were sold for
place at a time when and under
the price of one, the tax on the
circumstances under which an
printed value was supposed to be
collected.
admission charge is made to
It was known that some
theatres failed to collect the tax,
other persons, a tax of 1 cent for
accepting Instead 10 per cent, on the
each 10 cents or fraction thereof
actual price for which the tickets
of the price so charged to such
were sold. That provoked a differother persons for the same or
ence in opinion, but no new ruling
similar accommodations, to be
Was handed down, though tlie cutpaid by the person so admitted.

"KITTEN" FOR
Hammerstein

Show

SELWYN
in

K.

GREAT NORTHERN'S NEXT
Bert

E.

A.

in "Pink Slipper,"
Opening Dec. 19

Williams

House

'The Blue Kitten," which Arthur
Chicago, Dec. 7.
Bammerstein is producing
and
The Great Northern will hold
Which the Selwyns are interested in, Bert Williams and "The Pink SlipWill o. ->n In a K. & E. house, the per," Dec. 19.
Other legit bookings
•how's premiere being slated for the have been made for that Shubert
Apollo,
Atlantic City, Christmas house. They are subject to change,
week.
It will Jump to Balitmore, however, if the Shuberts decide to
Playing the Auditorium, a Shubcrt move vaudeville from the Apollo to
house. The bookings were arranged the Great Northern.
In that event
by Hammersteln. who objected to the legit bookings will be transthe Shubert's Globe at the shore. ferred to the Apollo.
Some K. & E. bookings were used
A. II. Woods has consented to rejy the same manager for "Tickle lease the Shuberts from the Apollo's
Me" lust season.
rental co-lease for vaudeville.
After
Pittsburgh
the
"Kitten"
how will come into the Selwyn, the
The Shubert ofliec in New York
Selwyns having arranged to move denies any intention of transferring
The Circle" into another house. its vaudeville in Chicago from the
The nuving of "The Circle" is a
Apolio to the Great Northern there
urpri.s,
that attraction having led At the A. H. Woods office in New
the dramatic offerings
on ISruadway York it was said some such suggestnroughi.ut the fall.
tion of removal had been broached
and that they had signified their
willingness to the change.
"H0NEYDEW" TOUR
,

Joseph

Weber is sending out
again,
opening the
Stamford, Conn.. Dec. ;10.
a/>d Playing
the following night
there, coming
to the Riviera theatre.
York, on the Subway tim
the
J***'
following week. After several w •!:.Honeydew"

now

at

•

•

•round \,.\ V York the show M'l.ts
Westward, playing the territory l»<
!* e<,n th " Atlantic coast and Hi
•""b-.Mppi.
The original c;:st is
-

Praetie Ik

intact for the tour.

The company started out eirl.er

n thn s.-avon.
but was oiled In after
a short
engagement in Chicago be-

ause
foad.

ot

business conditions on the

-

Way"

Reports that Helen Freeman, who
produced and played in "The Great

Way," \,hlch recently failed at the
Park, had left the city without settling her affairs were denied this
week. Miss Freeman's personal representative stated the actress-pro-

ducer was

in

New York and would

not leave until the salaries and
other outstanding obligations were
cleared up.
This was verified by
Miss Freeman, who willingly explained the situation.
"The Great Way" was an independent show. It played but one
week at the Park and salaries for
that week were paid.
A second
week's salary was due the company as agreed in the contracts. It
was stated that that money would
be given the players this week. The
delay was cxplained-by the fact that
the show was owned by a corporation and that all the 25 stockholders
had not paid their assessments last
week. Miss Freeman had prepared
to go to the coast, but Is withholding the trip until the "Great Way"
obligations are entirely cleared up.
She expressed her willingness to
pay any deficit herself to protect
the company's second week's salaries.

Miss Freeman says that the only
compensation she received from
"The Great Way" were the favor-,
able notices of her own performance.

Smash

7.

management claiming

$9,000 gross.
the strength of that Marcin says
three more or the storehouse for his

On

play.

The Shuberts suggested the piece
remain at the house the week before
Xmas (Dec. 19), which is an open
week for the Wilbur. Nix, replied
Max. He made Xmas and New
Year's
weeks the consideration,
with the matter now hanging.
The reason for the storehouse finish is that Marcin believes through
"The Bat" having covered all the
other desirable territory, though
not having been here, that the reputed similarity of the two plays
prevents "The Night Cap" following the other.

MADAME" ABROAD

Brock Pemberton Taking Over Piece
—Will Play Royalty, London

Madame"

will

Dec.

Y.,

7.

-

Latter Willing

Clock," which

wound up

exist-

its

ence in this city after an engageCosmo Hamilton, author of "Dan- ment at the Family.
The "Around the Clock" outfit's
ger," which Carl E. Carlton has
It
produced, is threatening action to failure was fairly peacfeable.
stop further productions of the just gave up the ghost and died
when
Manager Stephen Bastable, of
piece because of notices which the
attraction
received in Stamford, the Bastable, Syracuse, declined to
Conn., in which he was ridiculed by play "angel" to permit the company to entrain for Syracuse and
the reviewer.
On the opening performances of keep its Bastable engagement. The
"Danger" in Stamford the author second company to smash. "The
appeared before the curtain and 'in- Broadway Masqueraders," featurtroduce! himself, making excuses ing Lotta, the Wonder Girl, was not
for what he regarded the inadequacy bound for Syracuse; instead, it w. s
of certain
stage properties.
In bound away from that town, where
cpmmentlng on the show, one re- It was born at the Bastable. The
viewer stated that the audience en- company blew into Syracuse after
joyed the performance "despite the a one-day stay at Oneida, and held
stupidity of the author" in making forth at the Bastable for three days.
the apology before the performance. The best thing the show had was
After the notice appeared the au- its moth-worn "patriotic finale."
TJie production managed to reach
thor departed from the show.
Early this week the author, so this city for Its Family date, and
then it happened. After the smoke
it is reported at the Carlton o.Tlce,
away,
James Priddlng.
stood ready to take over the pro- cleared
duction himself and so informed H. "angel" of the outfit, was under arB Warner, the star, providing War- rest on a charge of assault, and also
ner would continue with the show for attempting to beat a board bill
under contract to Hamilton. Carl- at the Hotel Bowman. It took an
ton states that he has spent con- all -day session in City Court to iron
siderable on the production, but If out the difficulties.
According to Priddlng, ho financed
Mr. Hamilton is prepared to go
through with the offer he made of the show and spent 95,000 on it.
$26,000 for the Carlton interest in He claims he holds a mortgage on
the attraction he is welcome to the the scenery and equipment, which
has been shipped to New York.
show.
In the meantime "Danger" has The row centered about six trunks
been playing in Hartford during the which were removed on a search
(Continued on page 26)
early part of the week and opens
tonight (Friday) in Far Rockaway,
going to Providence next week. The
AGAIN
New York opening is set f jr Dec. "WITHIN

To

Be

Revived

March

in

with

Original Cast

VERA MICHELENA'S

Boston, Dec.

"Enter

Rome, X.

Rome

theatrical

Mora

or Nothing

Three more weeks or nothing Is
the cry of Max Marcin, whose "Night
Cap" is now at the Wilbur.
It
opened there last week with the

a

Up-

Outcome

today looms up as the
boneyard up-State. For
a second successive week a travelling "musical comedy" production
is on the rocks here, the "BroadApologizes for Carlton's Pro- way Masqueraders," operated by a
Buffalo concern, following the exduction in Stamford
ample set by the "Around the

22 at the 39th Street theatre.

Wants Three

Cap"

Waeks

IN

THE LAW"

RUN OR STORAGE
"Night

Close

Arrest

of

—

CHOSEN

FOR SHOWS TO DIE

NEW REVENUE MEASURE

IN

N: Y.,

be taken to

London next month by Brock Pemberton, who will present It there in
association with Dennis Eadie at the
Royalty, the opening date being
Feb. 13. Gilda Varesl will feature
the Londor. production, as here, and
one or two others in the show at
present will also be taken across.
Mr. Eadie will play the male lead.

This season will probably estaba record in the number of reput on, the list constantly
IS
growing. The latest to be added is
"Within the Law," which the Selwyns will produce again. The BayReturns to "Follies" Under ard Velller drama will not be offered until March but it will be preSeason Contract
sented with the original cast.
In the show will be Jane Cowl,
Cleveland, Dec. 7.
Orme Caldera, Florence Nash. WilZiegfeld's
"Follies"
is
playing liam B. Mack, Kenneth Hill and
two weeks here for the first time. Dodson Mitchell.
It drew $32,800 last week.. and had
The show was tried by W. A.
a $29,000 advance sale Monday for Brady first, the Selwyns then takthis week.
ing the show and putting it on as
Vera Mich'elena returned to the the first attraction in the Eltinge in
show Monday, her con tribu tion bg-_ LthftJCall nf.iJMJL.......
.....
ing a simple announcement in one
of the scenes. Miss Mlchclcna has
a season's contract with the "FolSEEMAH AREESTED
lies," but was out of the show 10
Oklahoma City, Dec. 7.
weeks, loaned to Oliver Morosco for
H. R. Seeman, manager of a the"Love Dreams.** which had a short atrical compan
which has been
run on Broadway.
playing :<t a local .heatre at El Dorado, Kan., for the past week, was
"DADDY" GOES INTO LA SALLE arrested and taken to Wichita Fall",
Texas, Monday, to answer a charge
Chicago, Dec. 7.
The Marjorle Ram beau play, of forgery. Seeman Is alleged to
"Daddy's Gone A-Hunting," will have forged a check for $1,300 at
open at the La Salle Christmas Wichita Falls several months ago.
He was arrested at El Dorado Sunweek.
day by Sheriff Newt Purcell. The
search for Seeman has extended
<.
HAPPY GO LUCKY," PARK SQ. through several states.
lish

DUTY

TO ANNOUNCE

vivals

•

A

Boston, Dec.
recent

square
ing

is

Xmas

7.

booking

"Happy

for the Park
(;o Lucky,'' start-

AUDREY MTJNSON STRANDED

week.

Syracuse. N.

Audrey Munson

"Maytime" Cancelled
^

at Syracuse

Syrifeusr. N. V.. Dec.

7.

is

D-c.

Y.,

7

marooned

.it

I'eoria, 111., through lack of funds
to leave that burg, according to an
S. O. S. flashed to local friends.

Together wth Frank Curzon, he conThc^jhubeiits Cancelled the fourth
trols the Royalty, an Intimate comHer manager is alleged to have
visit of "Maytime'
to the Wieting
edy house. Mr. Eadie is known In
here suddenly Tuesday. The show fieri the city without Audrey, but
England as an actor-manager. He was
due on Dec. 1"» for three da vs. taking the box office receipts for
drew attention by his direction of
Miss Munson's posing appcararn-o
'Milestones" and "My Lady's Dress."
in a picture house playing her film,
"Smooth as Silk" Stopping
"Enter Madame" opened last week
"innocence."
Ch'cago, Dec. 7.
in Chicago ami is reported having
Taylor Holmes will temporarily
"LOVE BIRDS" WINDING UP caught
on.
scout in ue bin tour in "Smooth ns
Chicago, Pec. 7.
Silk" at Iowa Kails. la.. Dec. 10. He MARGUERITE LEMON MARRIES
Pat Konuev and Marion l'»-n* wi!!
reMirne alter Christmas.
may
Manners'
Play
at
Knickerbocker
'aiis. Nov. L'.V
conclude their eti'*;i!;ement at 'he
l-anii'Mc Ya\ lors production of
Mar^m-rite T.emon, formerly ot the
Stlldch ike.- In a-.- ui "I.iiv'c nods'"
For "Pomander Walk"
n
lieHartley
Metropolitan Opera. New York, and
Manners play
jSaturdty. after a three v.irks
The "Pomander Walk" .'how, due Cuvent f'f.-irden, London, was
The toil:i\V,Ug v\ eek tin eaiiid "Tiie Nation. i| Anthem" will
marIZngC'M< ill
to start rehearsing Dec. Ill, has a
and uo i'i.o the K nalvi i>orker,
'.in Ion
]>':•.
a:
w
ried
VY

w

.

-

i.

»

.

coinpai.y
ad 'e i: et arn to \i V.
India n;, mi. i.he
r.ert Wi.i.M.i.s in "t 'ml
Voi I;,
•
;«>! I«' ^
m r»
Ti
'.a
ltooney and Mjs> I'.ral w,!l :a!.e a
vacation until alter Ni-vv Year'.*,
when tie y may return to vaudeville
Vineeiit
as a double act, using
Lopez' Harmonists with the act.
i
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"Doomerang" Rehearsals Start
l!i
ism stirls rehearsals
immed.a <•'> on a revival of "The
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Victor Jacobi III
Victor Jacobi. the compo-er. Is
confined to the l.c:io.\. Hil! Hospital,
reported to be biliously ill.
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'1 re couple
leu to pi-., tin hoinvTin-;.'
tn* >n
in the 1'iwted States.
will return to live in Paris, where
the bridegroom has a, law office.
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FORCINC CHICAGO RUNS WORST OF WEATHER

WEATHER

TO GET HOLIDAY TRADE LESSENS PHHIY'S

BOSTON

Jimmy Valentine,"* Gaiety "Kiki," Belaaco (2d week). Smash
Willi "Bought anil
of new shows. Jumped to sell-out Arrival of Seasonable Theatre
For" brought back to life at
for
second performance, never
Weather Gives ^Manathe l'lay house, this is forerunner
known for Belasco show. Demand
of flock of revivals, unprecedented
gers Hope
iu agencies best; Lenore Ulrica
in number and thig early in seaperformance as star counts heavwon. "Valentine" opened Tuesday.
ily in show's favor. Got $14,300 in
George Tyler again presenting.
Chicago, Dec, 7.
seven performances (opened TuesThe Rialto was very quiet this
day last week).
"Ambush," Belmont (9th week).
Moved up from Garrick last week. "Lilies of the Field." Klaw (10th week, with hardly a thing to cause
week).
Extra advertising cut commotion. Ideal theatre weather at
Business uptown not strong but
down. Pace is about what man- la^ is making its appearance. The
improvement over Garrick pace,
aimed
agement
for, with last week managers look to hold their producwith last week's takings close to
seeing gross of about $10,500. tions In Chicago at all hazards uj to
95.00*.
Showed climb during
the first of the year. If the attracMay settle for run.
week.
•Anna Christie," Vanderbilt (Ith "Liliom," Fulton (34th week). New tions now In town succeed in this
for
secured
attraction
may
be
they likely will tack on fancy figures
week). Chances of this Kugone
house around holidays or shortly to the Christmas and New Year's
O'Neil drama growing
better.
afterward.
"Liliom"
still making performances.
Last week saw early days $200
profit, with cut rates now imMost of the shows are settled and
better, than previous week. Gross
portant aid.
will prolong their runs so as to get
shaded M.000, best normal week
since opening, and this week "Main Street'' National (10th week). the gravy from this town on there
Has another week to go, then (or two days. Bookings on some of the
should And further increase.
House announced going shows split the two
road.
days.
"Beware of Dot*," 39th St. (10th
"The
into stoek revival with star cast Gold
Diggers" goes out Dec. 24 and
week).
Annual William Hodge
forming, headed by Wilton Lack"Scandals"
will be here just long
.comedy regarded as amusing peraye and George Nash.
enough to grab off the Christmas
formance and better than* his offering last year. Not exceptional "Music Box Revue," Music Box business. "The Follies" and "The
Unwavering call at Return of Peter Grimm" squeeze in
(12th week).
draw here but looks like a cinch
agencies and box office promotes in time to enjoy one holiday's busion tour as usual. Is announced to
*
prediction that ahow will run a ness.
switch to another house here
Last week
solid year or longer.
Dec. 19.
Estimates for last week:
is regular
That
takings
$29,500.
"Bilf of Divorcement/' Times Square
pace now for eight performances "The Gold Diggers," Powers, (12th
49th week).
Excellent call for
week).
Leaves Dec. 24. About
with $5 charged nightly and takes
Knglish drama in agencies and
$17,500. Will finish a good run.
:.i standees.
business continues to stand up
*Tbo White- Headed Doy," Olympic
Apollo
(4tta
Nobleman/'
"Nature's
strongly. Last week Sl*,70O» close
(3d week). Grossed *9,e#eV AdverFour week guarantee exweek).
to dramatic leaders.
Using heavily and may be able to
Show then moves;
"Bteeaem Time,** Ambassador (11th pires Saturday. keeping
stand
an extended run.
that bouse *H
week). Getting excellent support, to 48th Street,
Greenwich Village Follies," Garrick
draw coming from smart music from darkness. Apollo will be shut
(5th
week).
Racing along steadily,
lovers. Last week's gross shaded for changes until "The Two Orgrossing $15,900.
"Scandals" is
week. "Na$19,000, as strong as any normal phans'' opens Christmas
just
half
block
a
from this show.
Nobleman" gross reported
ture's
week since opening.
"Queen of Snoba," Woods f 3d week).
very
low.
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," Rita
Film. Continuous, grinding $.6,700.
New Amsterdam (51st Expects
'•Sally/'
(12th week). Rebound from nolito stand off further bookCompletes solid year next
daya found takings around $13.000 |-^™>
ings
until after the ilrst of the
last week.
Lowest figure since week, with money gross probably
year.
Drop
Broadway.
on
unprecedented
opening but sizeable gross this
"Tip Top," Colonial (17th week).
early last week pulled down gross
season
Left Dec. 3 for Bo? ton. Business
•Bom be/* Jolson (10th week). First slightly, but takings went well over
has been very wabbly the latter
part of last week reported to have S2ft.Q*Q.
part of its run.
Hlippt t down
(29th
Street
C3d
Along."
"8huffie
dropped sharply.
But business
last week.
This show did not
here has been big and J olson show week). For all-colored revue holdcomplete its booked time, and
ing over, this one is a wonder. C Jetie with the leaders.
George White's "Scandals" came
••ought and Paid For,* Playhouse ting $2 top, for over $12,000 kist
into the Colonial from the Illinois
Will charge $1 New Year's
(let week).
\V. A. Brady revival week.
at a new top of $3.
of drama which holds house rec- Eve.
"Nice People," Cort (Cth week).
ord here.
"Six Cylinder Love," Sam Harris
It
succeeded "Marie
Everything running in this show's
Antoinette," expensive production (16th week). Post -holiday slide nofavor. $14,500, sell-cut.
lasting
two
weeks.
Revival ticed here as with other leaders. "The Bat." Cohans Grand (50th
opened Wednesday.
Last week business not up to norweek). No doubt will close its run
•Daddy's Gone A -hunting," Ply- mal pace and around $14,000 drawn.
immediately after the first of the
mouth (14th week). Is through as
Southern mn^ Marlowe, Century
year.
Has broken all Chicago run
far as Broadway is concerned. (Cth week).
Final week, Shakerecords
Ions ago.
0\er $10,000
Leaving next we*k for Chicago. spearean stars having stayed two
claimed (9 performances).
"The Idle Inn." adaptation from weeks longe.* titan )>ookings called
Yiddish, with Ben-Ami, succeeds for. Attendance aimed for month's "Woman cf Bronze," Princess (5th
w- ':». Margaret Anglin praised
lie
l«*.
stay and business dropped sharply
ev»- y where for her performances;
•Dtmi -Virgin," Kltinge (Sth week). last week. "The Chocolate Soldier"
Sl.ViOO.
'raw as strong as house can ac- revival opens rfext Monday.
•-omniodrite, last week's grosi over
"Tangerine," Casino <18ih week). "The Skin Game," Shubert Central
(5th week). Can stand a few n>ore
$lo.oco.
Leader of the $3.50 musical offerings
weeks at the pace it is going.
•Dream Maker," Empire (3d week). this season. Weekly pace of around
Grossed
$6,000.
William (;illctte in new detective $20,000 continues with last week's
drama finding fairly food support, gross $19,900; virtually no drop af- "Take It From Me," Shubert Great
Northern
(1st week). Opened with
with bu«-.ne.<s last week at $11,200. ter holiday for normal week.
a punch and centered more than a
•Duky," lYazce 17th week). Busi"Thank You," Longacre (10th
little attention
on its showing.
nes-< slipped down following holi- week).
Management hopeful for
Considering this is also a comeday, as with virtually entire list. this eomedy, with agencies getting
back ('The Woman of lironze" beLa-t w< k's takings about $9,000, calls for it now. (Jot $7,600 week
ins th" other), its gross of $12,000
won h was under expectation*.
which is claimed to be better than
is excellent.
•Everyday," Bijou (4th week). Will even break.
be withdrawn Saturday. Another
"The Bat,' Oliver Morosco (68th "Scandals," Illinois (8th week).
Moved Dec. 4 to the Colonial for a
disappointing n»-w attraction: flg- week).
Nearly $10,000 last week
ur»il to build.
three-week run. Grossed around
House listed to go and should jump this week, judged
dark.
Klsie Jams and her gang
$15,500.
from Monday ami Tuesday pace.
•Fair Circassian/* Republic
opened with everything in her
(1-::
I«'ll over mysti ry piece figures to
week).
Came in Tuesday, ?;•favor.
1.;;^; Washington's Birthday.
reeding "Tiie Man's Name," n
•T: c C rcl?," Selwyn 13th week). "Love Birds," Studebaker (2d week).
four-p< -rsriii
d.ama that lav*»
Finished weak with an intake of
•'<. proportionate drop
-\«
two
i-ks.
The show ilid not catch
$6,500.
•••-*.-•
^ '"" < i? -- ••"
heip.^.«;j> ou t same
"* i- r st
t ea r/ * T, 1
e 75 9 h
w
on
in Chicago and will leave in
••
'ion -musical attracindications are for second seaanother week.
'
ts".
ore it led dramas.
..
son s successful stay.
"Enter Madame," Playhouse (2d
Normal
CIs
Hroadhurst
(8th
pare of $10,000. which mean* Wi"Tne
week). The star was ill and one
we. k no exception
I >.
L;h*avy night attendance in small
performance was missed, giving
)•«.
1.
an takings went to about
the show a gross of $9,100.
$H.ttin), jn-.veyt ertiss sine.
premiere.
"Get Together." Hippodrome (13th
"Lightnin',"
Illackstone (13th week).
"The Great Broxopp," Punch and
w*»k). Probably lowest week of
$21,000 and scats
till at
a preJudy (Ith week). This new comKt'.'i-on with (32,000 grossed.
Re- edy finding
mium.
support in cut rates, but
ported show can about break even
"Alias
ilsr

Friday, December

Succession

we*.k>.

Boston, Dec. 7.
Getting the break of the first goal
Monday night where weather was
The
the year
caused a wailina; and gnaahing of concerned for several weeks, thi
teeth In most of the legit box offices syndicate honses in town got away
good start with the new at.
here last week.
The oJroost con- to a
tinual succession of storms sent tractions that came In for openings.
only
The
switches in attractions for
some shows which* had been teeterthe legitimate houses were at tho
ing down on the wrong
Philadelphia,
worst weather of
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•Good Morning, Dearie/'

C.lobe (6th

week). Dillingham musical smash.
Business shaping up as strong as
Fred Stone at this house. Looks
easy for balance of season. Drew
$1:9,200 last week, which means
"Dearie"' is par with Broadway's
best.

"Grand Duke," Lyceum

(ftth week).
Getting class carriage trade and
although not among money leaders of non -musicals, should stay
for a run. Cross last week $12,000.
"Greenwich Village Follies," Shub*Tt fl5;h week).
Strengthening
of miuw has' helped, unusual tor
attraction announcing elianges on

there is little call in agencies. House
tiny and only small gross possible.
"The Green Goddess," Booth (46th
week). Certain to attain year's run.
Business last week held up better
than expected, the scale reduction
to $2.50 figured to have aided. Takings around $9,0o0.
"The O'Brien Girl," Liberty (10th

week). The Cohan show should ride
nicely through winter.
Attendance
held up to expectations last week
with gross around $17,000.
"The Perfect Fool," Cohan

FRISCO SHOWS
San Francisco. Dec.

7.

The Georgia Minstrels, filling a
week at the Savoy theatre last
week, drew good business at $1
prices, as did the Harvey Minstrels,
who preceded the Georgia aggregaby two weeks. "The Marcus
of 1921," at the same house
between the minstrel troupes, and

tion

Show
in

(5th offering the snappiest entertainKd Wynn show getting ment that has been at this house
great play so far with 50 extra seats
thi«» tpMson, f**tl way below
o rx
iii.sei ted duMii.siuiis and 3.1 iu "balcony.
(Crossed around $18,000 last pected receipts, and this despite the
Broadway.
Around $18,000 la.*t week, about all house can do at heavy advertising done by the Marcus outfit. The Savoy has been doweek. Will run into late January $2.50 top.
"The Silver Fox," Maxlne Rlllott ing business for dollar shows of
as originally planned.
•Her Salary Man/' Cort (2d week). (Hth week). Final week for this merit, while the $2 attractions h;ive
New comedy getting fair business, comedy, for which a run was hoped. been unable to draw satisfactorily,

wwk).

William Knvorshnm hends cast for
revival of "The Squaw Man" due for the on!i exception thus far this year
Lyric.
"The, Mountain Man' suc- being the picture "Way Down K.ist,"
whi.'h ran successfully for .several
ceeds next week.
"The Varying Shore," Hudson (1st weeks at $2.
we#k). KHie Ferguson under Sam
ing in Jan. 1.
Harris' direction relighted house to go, opening in Philadelphia,
for
•Intimate Strangers/
Miller (ith .Monday.
Attraction en me in with read tour. (I -o-»s last week $11. .'in).
weelo. Billie Burl<»- show holding favorable reports and big business Knga '.lenient disappointing
in tot :»l.
up vi-ry well for thi* house. Last from prembre points. One of the
With a Smile," (Jaiick (2d
we.kn business $12,000 or trifle f'-w attractions this season at $3 we"Wife
1.
With "ftouhnuo: ii;:" h;

ranging

from
$K00
to
SI.' 00
nigh;ly anil a gross of about $8,000
week.
first
Approximates V>u«iiwss of predecessor. "Only 38. " Is
listed for a month with Sam Harris* "Rice to Face," probably com1

better.

I*

come-back

for vtar

who

has bright vehicle.
•Just Married," Nora Bayes (32d
we*k).
Business last week surprisingly good for holdover farce.
Over $£.000, considerably belter
than some new offerings that ave
been hanging on. Two for one
tickets
area.
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that and "The Bad Man," which
opens Christmas Day.
There were three openings this

break for a dramatic show witbeet
star on the opening. Fred Stone
opened to capacity at the Colonhii
with his "Tip Top" show and aT
reody the advance sale for this attraction is in the neighborhood of
$15,000.
This show will draw big
for

at

six weeks, with the
probably goinL **igbt
should be the big money
maker during the holiday *easoa
and at the present time has the ejbj
to Itself for a musical attraction,
there being nothing stacked against
it at either the Shubert or the legiti-

least

run

local

weeks.

It

In the offing there are a couple of

new shows. Petrora In "The Wsito
Peacock* is due at the Selwyn next
Monday night, following Thurston.
Tli is will give the Selwyn the tost
break of the season for a legitimate
attraction, as Thurston's

shew ant
"The Mirage." which preceded it,

did not have the pull to re-establish the house as a theatre for legitimate attractions after the run of the
photoplays.
Both the Boston opera house and.
the Shubert will be dark next week
with the indications being that the
latter house will stay dark until tho
26th of this month, if hen "Irene"
will come into the house. This will
be a return engagement for "Irene?
as it played here at another one of
the Shubert houses two seasons ago
ami left while doing a wha'e of a
business.

week, and they all had satisfactory.
though, in only one ease big. openSkinners "Blood and Sand"
drew a splend.d house to the Broad.
'and the consensus s^*emed to be that
it was a better vehiete for
the star
than "At the Villa Rose,' in which
he appeared here last year.
The
tragic end, however, received some
rather critical slaps, especially from
The Shubert people are planning
the nrst Light society audience.
an innovation to carry the «,pera
"The Broadway Whirl - bad a fine house through the rest of the seahouse downstairs, with a few gaps son, according to 1^'al report nnd
above.
It was well taken bv the this will take the form of a "Winter
critics.
Ditrichstein's "Face Value" Circus." This is something that has
showed promine afte. - bad week never been attempted here befett
of "Toto," but the papers spoke of and whether it will get over -mains
the show as very frothy material.
I to be seen.
As things go now great
[things are expected of it.
Estimates for last week:
"Blood and Sand" (Broad. 1st
Business at all of the local houses
week). Opened to house that showed sot a smash the first
thre«» cars ef
only last three rows vacant. Froh- last week because of
man office is emphasizing appear- It cut into the box officethein Storm
ance of Cornelia Skinner, known style. There was a recover v grand
at tho
around here in social circle* and end of the week, however, and
the
for her work in Bryn Mawr College gross was brought up
to a satisfacamateur theatricals. "The Easiest tory figure, everything considt red.
Way" did nicely with about $13,000
"Only 38" (Tremont. first week).
last week.
Opened pretty fair on Mondav night
"The Last Waltr" f.Shubert. 3d and occupied
the same position as
week).
Looks unexpectedly good, •Tittle
though new Forrest show mav dent Jt came. Old New York" did when
However,
the bed is not so
it
some.
Three-fourths
house 4 warm for
downstairs have been the rule, even the "Littlethis show as it was for
Old
New
York" show
on bad nights, with sell-outs at end and It
is a question as to whether
of week.
$22,000.
it will get over very strong.
'The
"The Broadway Whirl" (Forrest. Love Letter"
1st week).
Well received on all and only did took, the expert* d flop
about
cm
$12,000
the
sides at .pnepinj?.
Is., in for .»?••*•-.
weeks at a bad time, and st ill re- 'h.«i'"w «?efc."VtTflf'~fhe" show going into
storehouso and the star into
mains very doubtful. Janis dropped the
vaudeville.
to scant $14,000 for last week.
"Mr. Pim Passes By" <IIolli«, first
'•Bull Dog Drummond" (Garrick.
In for a live weeks' stay
2d week). This Dillingham thriller week).
is
well liked here and manage- and opened strong with the usual
ment Is running some publicity splendid opening night Hollis theto get it goins- in money swim. A atre audiences, strong on the carbulldog contest with prize for best riages and the evening clothes regalia.
In the last week "Blond and
presented was one stunt.
$14,000 Sand"
did about $12,000. whi- h is*
first week.
"Emperor Jones" (Wahiut. 3d not so bad. and produced a fair margin
of
profit.
week).
flood balcony pliy helps
offset weakness downstairs 'on this
"Tip Top" (Colonial, first week).
one, inexplicably held for a third As was expected, opened to capacity.
week
N< announcement of next Always a big favorite here. Fred
show.
Bad Man" Christmas. Stone should score very heaviiv for
$9,000.
six weeks. The only thing that may
"Face Value" (Lyric. 1st week). react against the show is the $3
Had about $1.2*0 houne at opener top and this *show will prove
and showed promise, though men- whether it is possible these da^ s fee
tioned as flimsy material. "Toto" a show, except the ••Follies," to ask
did about $9,500 for its last w*ek.
over $2.50 for the regular night per"The Bat" <AdelphJ. llth week). formances.
"Two Little «iiiis in
Bad weather hit this long run win- Blue" in the linal week
got away
ner, and it was away eff several with $1C.OOO and thin
figure excepnights, but managed to gross
over tionally good when It is figured the
$14,000 for wci»k.
show had played here four weeks
1
on this, the repeat showing.
«•-»« « A
"The Bad Man" (Plymouth, sixth
MKS C0UTH0UI AUD FOLLIES week).
Has done better than
expected when it came here.
It
Chicago, Do. 7.
did about
The
Mr
N*r-nce Couthoui, "Queen final two $10,000 last week.
weeks
is annouiv »-d for
o liiiMi ,-," will handle tickets this show.
:.'
fer
nilics," which opens
"The Nioht Cap" (Wilbur, second
..'1
heafre, Dec. 25 on week).
Has picked up well «<ince
ri -»ie-»i
arriving
basis.
and grossed $M-t*0 last
Mrs. CouIM| \\ :--.:»d fe Zn«gfeld
week, which is satisfactory.
nttracMl.
i ••-<>
•
Thuriton (Selwyn, second week).
»»n and allow her
Drawing very fair from a <-ir a tele
>:>>:>i
a
s <>
»» !••» tickets, but
on that
to
ings.
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show.
53.SJ would be

commivsion
Mrs. r»umake an out-
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Ziegfi-1,1.

«>f

to

so

niakf \ht profit fruin
She is also handling
ii-K< ts
fi»r the Apollo thratre, th«iiubert vaii(le\rlN' house, and JS
-Ing a 50c. pifmium for them.

I.g'llt

-

Tremont, Hollis and Colonial.
"Mr. Pim Passes By" came ints
the Hollis and registered a
opening, there being about
in the house when be curtain wee
up, which Is considered a very fa»

most doubtfuL
The Shuberts hare one wouM-be mate houses.

record-breaker. -The
which
ha* begun to slide some, but will
continue to realise good money until
after the holiday a They also have
the uncertain "Afgar" coming innext Monday at the Lyric, where
rwtrlchstein failed to
much.
"Hie Last Walts/' ends next week,
and the Shubert will bo dark the
week before Christmas. The Wal*
nut has "Emperor Jones" this week.
but has announced nothing fc rween

'

I.V

With

winner here, opening at

bear office

I

tliol.i

If ,1

1

I

'

17.

the Broad, Monday, for a two weeks'
run,
and Ethel Barry-more in
"Declassee" to fallow bias for three
more weeks. The DUUagbaa* Importation of an English thriller.
"Bulldog Drummond," leaks good
for the Garrick, although four weeks
seems too long to tne wiseacres la
such a season. The Forrest, witji
"The Broadway Whirl,- appears the

'

1

-I

now

pi-'iy.

•i
•

Dec

the before -Christmas slump In the
offing. It will take exceptional attractions to weather the storm.
The syndicate people seem pretty
well provided, with Skinner, always

-

<

Storms Last Stone Opened to Capacity in
"Tip Top" at Colonial, Boston
Openings

of

Monday

•

.

192l1

Week— Three

l*ai<l

J

GRI

9,

*!.e

'

,

\

r,

•»nd

niam.

nlways rnnaln

d« .<...«!

a magician.
"Theodora'" fShubert, third w.ek).
Cro.-scl
about $7. .'.00 la»t week,
whirh is ahfujt $1,000 above the figure it has to make to be a P'Mng
l»rop<»:-it ion for c\crybo<ly.
the final week.
"Queen of Sboba'' »Tr- :•
pie, second wnk).
CfMi.g
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EVEN IN BALTIMORE
Makes Good Its
Wants Good

•Dog Town"
Statement

#
II

Baltimore. Dec. 7.
want to
That Baltimore doea not
town" any longer for New
a
verified
being
producer* U
Yer'
business which
terrifically by the
theatre has been doing
be Lyceum
Lg. th*- past two weeks and this
Bat," .playing a
reek with "The

engagement here.

Offices

Thanksfnring

Drop $2,000

Week—"Kiki"

Below

to $3,000

in

for

Tulane

three

MANN MOVES

REMODELING M0NTAUK
Werba Says No Truth

in

BIRTH CONTROL

ROW

Closing

i-

two weeks'
latter

I*. it

notice after that, the
ire of the contract reins

The Mann show is -::idor
foreso
the management of \V. A. Brady,
who controls the—4Sth Street book.

ings.

The Selwyns were agreeable to
the moving of "Nature's Nobleman,"
as D. W. Griffith asked for the house
for a: least two weeks prior to the
opening there of "The Two Orphans," which is dated for Dec. 29.
Some changes in the seating ar-

The Montauk. Brooklyn, is not to
pass into other hands, according to
Louis V. We: ba, the lessee of the
house.
Mr. Werba has had the
house under lease for several Reasons and his term still has a number of years to run. While playing
the Erlanger booked attractions, the
house lias been developed into one
of the biggest winners on the Subway time around New York.
A report said that the Bailey department store interests were after
the theatre

property so that they

might enlarge their present structure, and that the legitimate attrac-

tions would, in the future, play the
rangement may be made for the O* -**eum theatre of the Keith time.
picture, which- will have a $10 top
Mr. Werba states that, not only
premiere.
have the department store people
Its initial official showing, after not made an offer for ttie property,
the picture *has been cut from 1% bul that there have been no neto 15 reels, will be in Hartford. Dec. gotiations of any sort for the Or2t.
The picture was first shown pheum. He has already had plans
two weeks ago in Norwalk. Conn., ...ade for the remodeling of the inwhere it played for two nights and terior of the Montauk during the
a matinee.
comin- summer.

SYNDICATE S

NEW PHILLY HOUSE

NOW MATTER OF LOCATION

Dec.

»ston.

7.

Peacock" because of its lerth control theme reached such heights today that Supt. of Police Michael J.
Crowley issued orders for a riot
squad to protect the Selwyn theatre

resents ia not insolvent and mored
that the petition in bankruptcy be
dismissed. After listening to argument, Judge Hand referred the ro*t-

1

J

(

Monday

night at the

per-

first

The row started when Olga Pewho is playing Pennsylvania
under the astute guidance of Walter
Duggan, notified the Boston papers
that she wanted to have a mass
meeting with all persons welcome
trova,

who are interested In birth control.
This brought forth nearly 500 letters,
many of them containing direct
threats of stoning, rotten egg throwing, and other methods of keeping
the public away from the opening
performance. One letter of powerful protest was from David GoldsteJn* nationally known.aa.o..Kn»<r,htR

Columbus

lecturer and a religious
Acting for the Boston Society of Political Economics, he
characterized the performance as
(Continued on page 28)

of

Continued on page 2«)

VERDICT REVERSED
Forbes Robertson'*

Aside— New

Verdict Sot

6c.

Tr>il Granted

In Norman Forbes Robertson's
suit for $10,000 damages on breach
of contract grounds againat Charles
Frohman. Inc., as a result of which

he waa awarded a directed verdict
for six cents last year, the Appellate
Division thia week granted the
plaintiffs appeal to the extent of

reversing the judgment and order,
granting a new trial with costs to
Chicago, Dec. 7.
the appellant to abide the event.
John J. CJarrlty. in charge of the
Forbes Robertson was engaged in
Shubert housed here has come forth London, so he seta forth, Nov. 2,
with a new fang led idea which he 1918, for the part of Coale in "Dear
calls the "welfare" department. The Brutus," by the Charles Frohman'
primary purpose of this department company, through its London repis to promote the sale of seats in
Robertresentative, W. Lestocq.
lots at, the

large

Shubert houses to
commercial con-

cerns,

making inducements with

spect

to

son was to receive $400 weekly for
the run of the play, but when he
arrived in New York, Nov. 22, the
late Alf Hayman, general manager
for Frohman, refused to employ

re-

locations without

choice

of the attraction in the theatre. The
idea seems to have caught on here,
and last week Clarrlty was successful in having parties on four different days at the Great Northern
theatre from the Western Electric

Company.

"Take

him.

The defense

It

generally denied the

allegations, stating that Robertson

was given more than two weeks'
notice that he could not enter Into
the engagement. The presiding Justice at trial awarded him damages
to the extent of six cents.

From Me,"

the
being
formance. City Censor John Casey- attraction at that hou.;c Is
pushed forward by the welfare dehas also appealed to the Municipal partment, due to the fact that the
Law Department for a ruling as to lower floor top price is $2.
just how far his authority extends.
nxt

bank-

Field"

Arthur F. Drlscoil (O'Brien, Male-

White deviating from the standard price

agitation against 'The

the

vinaky & Drlscoil) appeared before
Federal Judge Hand to argue that
the corporation which he now rep-

Orleans, Dec. 7.
Minus a legitimate attraction fori
the week, the Tulane took a chance
and booked in a turkey from the
sticks called "Dardanella." It is just
a store show tab with eight chorus
girls and a cast that Is brutal.
The legit houses are going
through the poorest week of the
season.
"The Three Musketeers,"
film, did $10,000 last week, but not
doing much the current term.
The Theodore Lorch stock closes
Saturday. "Wife in Name Only" for
the getaway.
Business remains
light. The Lorch Players have been
booked for a tour of the Seanger
Lorch bought the "Bab"
houses.
from
Tom Campbell.
scenery
Campbell purchased it for a small
sum when "Bab" closed here Saturday.

clubs and
I*.

Attraction

Show Tab

New

Boston Police Called for Protection, May Suppress It
group
Duggan, Agent

The

Lilies of

ruptcy hearings this week brought
to light facta about the inner workings of Lilies of the Fields. Inc, ma
heard before Referee John J. Townsend in hia chambers at 2ft Broadway Tuesday. The preceding day.

SHUBEBT SELLING PLAN

PUT

OVER PETROVA

Report

'The

'TORKET

Without

Obliged to

Dark houses en the road for the A. was advised some five weeks ago
The week preceding Christ mas, brought by Equity attractions could be held

Lou m Mann will move "Nature's
Nobleman" from the Apollo to the
The latter
48th Street. Monday.
went dark last Saturday
lion,
when "We Girls" was withdrawn
and no booking; were in sight before the holidays. The arrangement
with the Selwyns for the Apollo was
for n guarantee for four weeks and

STICKS'

Big Hit

about by laying off of attractions, off for the week beginning Dec. 19.
will be the rule this season.
Re- The concession was .voluntary, and
weeks, unusual In itself.
was
gross
$18.
ports from the road call for the made with the idea that shows
the
week
The first
figures temporary stopping of many major which would have be?n
the
week
last
while
50.
recalled
247
days productions, unless anchored hi the rather than face the pre-holiday
were $14.10«. and the first two
two
for
$2,8S2
limited
showed
lumber
of big stands. That loss, would continue on tour. Apof this week
performances, the advance sale in- I bigger number of shown in the parently
inspired
reports
that
dicating that the current week will latter division will lay off for the Equity had withdrawn the concesweek is accounted for by the rule sion fQr the week before Christmas
week's business.
top
The business at the Lyceum has that calls for full salary, as against found no verification. The P. M. A.
been notoriously bad this season. the custom that permitted half sal- stated its members had been inform
of the lay-off opportunity.
Until the advent of "The Bat" the aries.
Virtually all 02 attractions are
Broadway's list of dark houses
hpu?e had failed to pull anything
under the management of Pro- will count half a dozen or more by
like the above llgures for any atducing Managers' Association mem- Saturday, with little chance of them
traction.
bers and are bound by the strike lighting before the holidays. Shows
agreement with Equity, calling for moving out for the rond from New
LOUIS
no cutting for the weeks prior to York are laying off for the preChristmas and Easter. The I\ M.
(Continued on page 28)
Apollo to Go Dark While Griffith
Prepares for "Orphans," Do 3. 29

booked

was

Lawyers Argue $1 ,000 to
$1,500 Earned WeeklyClear by April

Number Laying Off— New NEW ORLEANS BOOKS

Salary Rule Swells

York Box

^

enow

WILL PAY ALL DEBTS

It

Plays

three weeks'

"UUES" PROFITS

DARK HOUSES ON B'WAY AND ROAD
MARK EXTREME PRE-XMAS SLUMP

AL AAR0FS MUSICAL PLAT
Al Aarons will present a new
music
piece 1/ Fred Jackson. Rehearsals will be called Dec. It. Paul
Linnln and William Daley are writing the score. No cast haa been selected as yet. The title at present
reads "For Goodncca Sake.**

Equity's Special Meeting
Actors' Equity Association
has sent out a call for a special
meeting to be held at the Hotel
Commodore. "Grand Ball Room, next
Sunday, Dec. 11, at 2:30 p. m.

The

COTERIE OF STARS ORGANIZE

COOPERATIVE CO. FOR NATIONAL

convert

Lackaye, Nash, Charlotte Walker and Others Apply
All-Star Cast
for Charter—To Begin with
Jan. 9, for Run, at $5,000 Weekly—ShuberU HAZZABD LEAVES TANGERINE
Dec.
"Trilby,"
26
Jack Hazzard left "Tangerine" at
May Insert Vaudeville There in March
the Casino, New York,, last night.

o Sites Considered

—'Two Orphans"

Philadelphia, Dec. 7.
The surprise of the theatrical
year will be sprung here
officially
within a few days.
The most important phase of the affair is the
Posing of the I :g Forrest, the blgK*»t syndicate house
in the city
0v *r to pictures
beginning Jan. ?.
To rA P acc tne p orrftHti tne S n di.
y
will build a new
J*i« interests
"•use, probably of
such r. character
to take care
of spectacular mu"c*' Productions.
Two sites have been considered
»na options taken
for the new house,

at Forrest

Hansford Wilson replaced him.
Hazzard tendered his resignation to
Carl E. Carlton about four weeks
ago, at which time there was some

ground was made some time ago.
internal bickering in the corporation
It is understood Dillingham has
which controlled the show. At the
signing 1 his desire to come in
same time trouble started back stage
strongly on the proposition, favorwith the attraction, and Miss Saning the Juniper and Locust street
derson was out of the cast for sevsite, the ground occupied by the
eral performances until her name
Kpi-eoe.il academy here.
This site
was removed from the front of the
Continued on page 26
theatre.
She then returned to the

i

*

°"« at Locust and Juniper
streets,
"* other at Nineteenth and Mar"«. both forecast in Varictv several

weeks ago.

show.
40

MISS RAFFLES" DELAYED

The Shubert production,
Miss Raffles," is scheduled
the Astor,

at

New

York,

It

"Little
to open

Dec.

26.

was

to have opened there
next Monday night, but the initial
performance at Stamford, Conn.,
found the show larking to such a
degree two additional weeks are required to fix it up.
This gives the (hddwyn picture.

The

piece

was believed

that the

conedian

vould not hold

to his notice of leaving after Carlton purrhascd the inof the others in the show,
t .rests

until the last minute
stated that he would stick.

and

was

it

CHANGING ROOF SHOW

Cast changes were ordered in the
will rent the Forrest for
new "Midnight Frolic" Saturday,
*° roonthn, or up to the time the
those being Codetta Ilyan, Miller
anufcerts take
over the house in "Theodora," an additional two weeks and IiVles and the shadow boxing
™*rch, and will
run "The Two at the house, after whieh it will un- turn.
Orphans" there.
doubtedly be seen at the Capitol f..r
h.is been given to o ;i<t
Not
The f.ietjt of the case as learned
a two weeks' run.
inof i-ho'.v also.
in tin
ro "i
'MKlllieiul but good SOUiV-S ate
Griffith

** follows:

'' ,,v,,

-N'ixon-'Xirdlinger Intern debating on a site
""" »"-w house. Jules Mast'"'- 'l'i.-i,|,
Mlt of the Stanley Co.)
li
"

S

f'
n
fo

'.' ''

,,f

'

'

M

in!rri st
'

l>c<i.

I

..'j^

1

•'•

'^ .street

»'*

the syndicate

jite,

which would

Ancjlin

Brown's Judgment is Reopened
Supreme Court .linUe r.urr Mon-

.

1

day

granted

the

application

of

Frederick E. Goldsmith in behalf
of Chamberlain Drown to reopen
the default (judgment) of tho latter
in the aetlon which the Equity at-

to his new Stanley theatre. torney. Raymond B. Parker, brought
fctment of the lease of this against the agent.

Run Extended
Chic mo.
1

Fur
in»Mit

1

1

of

Woman

:

•

-

,

"'

,

mii1

time ihe

Margaret Anglm

the National Players he will coAlbany, N. T., Dec. T.
Application was made to Secre- operate in every way possible to
make
the venture a success.
for
Tuesday,
Lyons,
State
tary of
In speaking of the new organizagranting of the articles of incorporation to an association to be tion, Mr. Lackaye stated that the
(Continued on page 26)
known as The National Tlayers, Inc.
Among the incorporators are Wilton
Lackaye, George Nash, Charlotte
MISS HALPERIN'S BUY
Maclyn ArbuckJe, Harry
lker,
Kansas City, Dec. 7.
Meystayer and Edmund Lowe. The
The old fctufr ot otokn Jewels is
attorney is Frederick E. Goldsmith,
back
number,
at lea.
with Nan
a
of New York.
ilalperin, featured here with the
Instead of
That there was an association of "Midnight Rounders."
players formed under the title of losing hers she put over one showing
a
facslmille
check,
paid to a
the National Players led to the
rumors that a number of those who local itore, for $32,600 for new
were members of the Equity were trinkets. The story was played up
leaving the organization and form- in the local press with cutj of the
ing an organization of their own, but check and of Miss Ilalperin, showThe cheek,
in reality the formation of the new ing some of the Jewels.
organization means ;he advent of a for $32,r>00, was drawn on thj Bank
of
Manhattan
County,
itichmond
organization.
producing
ni w
The National Players, Inc., H In Hill, L. I., branch.
he a repertory organization to oceupy the National on West 41st
•HOUSE DIVIDED" IS
street. New York, and produce there
Sacramento. Cal., l>ee 7.
a iMimh r of revival* of great plays,
A new play by Ernest "Wilkes,
s»art in?: with •"Trilby." Dee. 'Jfi.
Th'tse Inti r. ste.l In tie- formation author of Proken Threads," entitled
if
the company are to he active "The House Divided," was produced
p!a\ers in the revival and ne:otii- at th" Wilkes Monday by the stock
i'l
'he ft fli|- til" the - organization playing the house.
h»MS ll \ e
It is a play of domestic life ar.d
Ire With I.'',. Sh.lhelt. \\ h '>:•• Oilier
hd'ils tlie buokirr.; n^re nieut fur the drew one of the biggest houses of
h'oisr.
Th" attr.ietiiMi is to play on the stock season.
Let* Parvln Is managing the thelining terms.
rhc m.i.s has Informed atre for Wilkes.
Augur.tiid

W

1

NEW

i

>.

.*.

7.

t:i^i:;i'-

in

"The

of I.ironze," at the Princes--

theatre, has be «n extended f«»r another six weeks, to February. Thi>
run is only equalled by "The p. it,"
which played there last season
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NathanlsliFrejrer

Aaron Bercbanakjr
Rebecca

.

Masha
line

VARYING SHORE

it

is

or

may

not be.

demonstrably

In the theatre
inferior.

In New York there are perhaps
Hough half a dozen actresses who could
Mario
Margot Hieman have handled two-thirds of this
•
Roger
Harris Gllmore play as well as Miss Ferguson, but
Donald Rcthunc
Tom
who else could have managed all of
l.*rry Sturgn
Charles Francis
The star did the first two acts
it?
Tbc Ghost of Mddar.-.o Lcind
Miss Ferguson only fairly.
She did the last act.
Her
and its last line, superbly.
aot t
Ma.Urn* T.> -irv* s >u.:e. Far;*. Time-1870. lower register, which sho has deGarrvih T—»a<J •%.*}
lhiul Evcrton
Miss
resembles
veloped until it
H<»rb«*rt Kvans
An Kng' *hrtt-ic
Hester.
Gtraidtno O'Brien Barrymore's, was too much with us,
Wordsworth's world, but the
Richard
Ro'.lo Peters liko
I-arry j?;urg *
har'.es Francis
important fact Is not the inadeMadame L-'a.-.i \J-j, - Vr-..tMf)
of Miss Ferguson's comedy
quacies
M.33 Ferguson
method, but the reality this actress
—« « r
•
-a
that sensitive generosity in
leant
to
.'»«"rr
Joe LeLarr*
ri.ve Near New
Julie's character which Miss Akins
Y.'*..
T.m* !N"-y.
Vt-rrton Ba ri
Clyde North conceived
to
be her controlling

rnoLocuB

Sylvia

T<aura

«

i-

»

«

Hes:rr
I-arry

S:ur^

Geraldlne O'Biien
Charles Francis
BIylho Daly-

reIt
fundamental.
aristocratic
quired an all around bodying forth
James Crane of the part to make that charac-

s

Kitty

Jo*

I.-elaii

Tom

Charles Baldwin
Miss Ferguson

Jul.e

ACT

III.

Governor Vo-abte's Home.

Richmond, Va.

Time— 1SI7.

ceeded in a more difficult medium,
but Miss Ferguson did succeed.
In carrying the play she was ably
Maldc) Turner
Norman Houston seconded, first, by Charles Francis,

Geraldlne

Hollo

O'Brien
Peters

Charles Francis
Miss Ferguson

I^arry Sturgls
Julie Vcnable

Ferguson returned to the
speaking stage at the Hudson, New
York, Dec. 6, in "The Varying
Shore," by Zoe Akins.
Presented
by Sam H. Harris and given an
Elsie

satisfactory

production

by him, it gained still further value
from the meticulously careful direction of

Sam

Graham

pervadingly acceptable as
another place, in his novel.
Lennox," the late David
Phillips only partially suc-

Wright Kramer

Governor Vcnahle
Heater
John Harrison
Mrs. Vcnable
William Rlevin*

elaborately

teristic
true. In

"Susan

Forrest,

a deserved curtain

call

who

shared
with Miss

and secondly, by Hollo Peters.

In

the first act Herbert Evans made
an intrusive and drunken Englishman singularly effective. More impressive from fhe very nature of
the part was Wright Kramer's old
Turner
Maldel
while
Governor,
seemed truly the child's mother.
Geraldlne O'Brien made a negro
most acceptable.
servant
maid
Less Important parts were competently handled by Paul Everton and
James Crane, while Blythe Daly
made an appcalingly pretty appear-

Akins.
Miss Akins by her work
here has stepped forward ^nto the ance in the second act.
unoccupied niche of pre-eminence.
Such is the state of the national
literature!
But slighting references
to the low state of artistic imagining hereabouts, do not dispose of Rochf ort

I^ecd.

BLANEY'S STOCK

by any means. They
merely emphasize the fact that what
is important is not her accomplishments, but her limitations.

Pouchet

For those who seek they are discoverable without too great difficulty
in
this
current
offering,
though these limitations do not obscure or lessen its simple, moving
power, its haunting climaxes. It is
a very charming nd beautiful conception borne into the heart on accumulating waves of sentiment, and

Forthos
Athos

this author

Ronlface
IV Artagnan
Taidy Do Winter
De Treville

Fred Ormond
Grant Ervln
Fhll Bishop

Lutha

J. Adlsr
John J. Dillon, manager of the
J. Psul Jones
Jane March "Mecca" company, charged there
was
Stephens
Mary
too much bootleg whiskey floatTlllic Oreenbaum
Millie Beland ing around the Federal capital after
Kittle Nenflc
Mrs. John Neafle
— ..Amelte Barleon Rita Hall, playing Isis In that show,
Milton J. Bernd
George Grcrnbaum
'Sarah Fishman had been taken to the hospital after
Mrs. L'-rsch
Conway Sawyer attempting suicide by swallowing
Mrs. McHugh
Beatrix Loughran poison.
Kdrile Mcllugh
Mr. Dillon declared a numRutgtr B. Miller. District Attorney
Harold McGee ber of members of the company had
Alexander Bolje been taken to the hospital or were
Emil Daub»n>peck
Foreman of the Grand Jury..H. B. Kroeger suffering from booze served at wild
'

Merit pf the

Grand

J'

y. Francis H. Valtalr
^ressma

parties.

i

war. Sergeant York has a mort,
gage on his farm-to meeu

I

Billle Shaw, headlining on the
Keith time, it not tha Billle sha*
named as co-respondent in the dj
vorce suit brought by his wi|

against ^oy Cummings, actor.

Com stock A G?8t propose to
cast their revival of "Experience"
picture stars, conducting a
popular voting contest to decife
which one shall play Passion.
from

Harry Gottlieb
Samuel Elka«, a

9, 1921

.Dosha Rubinstein
Dorothy Sawyer
Esther Stockton

Joe
I sadore
Esther (Mrs. Gieenbaum)

Thomas Bush, an

December

NEWS OF THE DAILIES

HAND OF POTTER

BROADWAY REVIEWS
may

Friday,

J. Adler
Judgment for six cents rendered
Blllie Rudell
in favor of Forbes Robertson, the
James Melghan English actor, against Charles FrohErnest Freeman man, Inc., in a suit alleging breach
Stephen Leach
Before Justice Wagner this week
Dennis Quinn
F. S. Merlin
was reversed by the Ap- Geraldlne Farrer asked that counOfficer Thomas McKagg
John Ferris of contract
pellate Division, New York, and a ter-claims put in by Lou Teliegen
Detectives
McGr.vnahar.
Patrick Barnum new trial ordered. This is, in effect, in answer to his divorce
suit be
Wallsttln
Lulgio Balestro a victory for Robertson, as so small
stricken sout as frivolous and a
a verdict meant nothing.
sham.
With the production Dec. 5 by the
Provincetown Players at their playShanley's, at 117 West 42d street,
It is now announced that Edith
house on Macdougal street. New
York, of "The Hand of the Potter," King as well as George Schiller will was raided this week by prohibition
by Theodore Dreiser, some real ex- leave the cast of "Thank You" be- agents,' who seized liquor valued at
citement was loosed on the placid cause of pressure brought to bear $3,000 and arrested James F. Rowstream of life. Mr. Dreiser is not by the Methodist Church, to which ley, manager; Hugh McLoughlin,
only America's foremost novelist. they belong. John Golden, the pro- head waiter, and John McMurrayj
He knows also how to write a play. ducer, announces he will take legal steward.
Furthermore, the Greenwich Vil- means to hold them to their conThe sons of the late Colonel Colt
lagers,
under the direction of tract.
la.

jlord. ..

.Lutha

Hagar Elkas
Reporters—
Ed.

Armnby

Charles O'Brien Kennedy, have put
on a first -class production.
Why. then, the noise? Simply because of the subject. The play deals
with a Jack the Ripper. His mania
1(9
attacking little girls.
He is
caught. The family's fear that their
abnormal son has run loose again,
the tracking down by neighbors,

newspaper men, detectives and the

have withdrawn their suit

Dalton, manager for
II.
Marie Dressier, died Nov. 29 in Chicago, revealing he had a wife Jiving
in Boston.
In a statement Miss
Dressier said she and Dalton both
Dalton to divorce
begged
Mrs.
had
Miss
him, but she had refused.
Dressier accompanied the body to
Corning, N. Y., for burial.

James

contest-

ing his will. Russell O., the elder,
husband of Ethel Barrymore.

is

The players of the Lyric Stock
Co., Asbury Park, refused to appear
In "Our Little Wife." by Avery Hopwood,

last

week, declaring it too
to the Right" was

risque.
"Turn
substituted.

District Attorney of the criminal
and this criminal, Isadore's (J. Paul
impassioned final soliloquy

Equity announces it elected 45
Mme. Marie Rappold and
new members and seven chorus Lyon both reported robberies Wanda
to the
29, and in its bulletin police last week.
Miss Lyon's lost
mak- reproaches members of a certain was $5,000 in Jewelry
at least.

Jones)

which he complains that the hand members Nov.

in

of the great potter slipped in
ing him, is the play.
It ends in
suicide. It is typical of Mr. Dreiser
that it records facts and lets them
speak for themselves. The final exculpation is not a philosophic state-

a one-eighth deduction asked by a manager over
deputy.
Equity
the protest of an
cast for accepting

Lillian Russell, in an interview,
women against beauty
surgery, saying time should be allowed to take its course.

warned

Fred K. Beauvals, named in the
ment by the author, but a natural
Stillman divorce suit as co-respondreaction by the character.
ent,
wants to write books and pictJohn M. Washburne
So there yon are. According to
Par 8 actors have combined to
T/*o Curley
wild -eyed newspaper men contribut- ure scenarios. He is also busy on
Benedict MacQuarrle
Most
scheme
for establishing a series war on the theatre cougher.
a
Phelps ing their impassioned thoughts to
Victor Sutherland

Grace Hayle

1

Aramls

Billy
coughs in Paris playhouses, they
Thomas H. Clarke print in the dailies, it should never of country clubs in Quebec for the
contend, aro intentional.
Ann Hamilton have been produced. Granted, but benefit of dry Americans.
Dalton
Ada
Queen Ann
Howard Nugent not for the reasons theV offer. This
King XIII
Irving H. Stark, sales manager,
Mario Majeronl is a democracy and it is theoreticalLydia Lipkowska has sued the
Cardinal Richlieu
Walter Jones ly correct to appeal to the mass in- Henry Savage Co. for $26,125, al- last week started suit for divorce
I«ord Buckingham
John James
Seadrlf t
against Edna Wheaton,
naming
Reglna Brown telligence through the stage or other leging breach of contract. She sePage
It was cured an attachment in Pittsburgh George TJffner, film sales manager,
Margaret Correy mediums on all subjects.
Page
Evelyn Cornell done, for example, in "Damaged against the receipts of "The Merry- as co-respondent.
sensitive men will like it and charm- Marie
Alice Lake- Goods'' and in "Mrs.
ing women will cry over it, feeling Jeanne
Warren's Pro- Widow," in which she had been apMary Stewart
their general kinship, as charming Cclest
To the dlspassloncd, re- pearing.
Dinty Moore's at 216 West 46th
Elsa Carroll fession."
I>ady Beatrice
women all do, with its heroine, say- £ady Cecile
Gladys Reynolds garding the prevailing regimentastreet waa visited by prohibition
David Burns tion
ing to themselves: "There, but for Lord Angou
without prejudice, all this
agents
offered
this week, who chargo they
Brady
has
to
William
A.
John
Powers
the grace of God, I go instead of Lord Et lenne
W. F. 8mlth seems a mistake. Facts should be give a benefit with the help of the- were served liquor there.
Ixml Brissac
Julie Vcnable."
Billy Dalley covered, the world ordered from the atrical friends for Sergeant Alvin
John
Julie's story Is simple enough. Albert
Fred Comb* seats of power, with escape from the York, whom Marshall Foch described
Harry \\ alsh world's misery provided by
The directing influence of her life Henri
romance. as the greatest single hero of the
ILL AND INJURED
took hold of her in her teens when
Meanwhile, the acting of the
Last week the Blaney Players at Provincetown Players was very
Henry Bellit, producer,. is seriousin her Southern grandfather's home
presented
here
this
Belascolsm
seen
ly ill at his home, 615 West 150th
he was a Governor of Virgin" i the Yorkville, New York,
good.
The best of it in a minor lesque
and an aristocrat she was betrayed "The Three Musketeers," founded on way was provided by Harold Mc- year or any other year, "The Fair street. New York, from an ulcerated
and rather than marry her betrayer, the Dumas novel and revised by Hal Gee as the District Attorney and Circassian" has the ingredients of stomach,
which condition may
whom she realized did not love her, Briggs, the director for the com- Esther Stockton as Rae. The suave the lot. It wouldn't be so awful necessitate an operation.
were it not so ambitious. But the
stole away, a carefully bred girl, to pany. Of the 29 players in the cast work of Mr. McGee and Miss
Jewell Barnett (Adams and BarStockproducer have nett) is at her
face the world alone. Again, later there were 20 who were jobbing at ton's edged comedy are difficult author and the
home, 8828 Chestnut
striven for a classic and turned out street,
on, she abandons the lover of her the house, the regular organization qualities and rare. As
Kansas City, recovering from
Mr. and Mrs. a weird chop suey
of Omar Khay- a: operation
maturity rather than hold him comprising Victor Sutherland and Berchansky, Nathaniel Freyer
performed last week.
and
Hamilton
as
leads
and
Ann
the
yam,
"The
Bird
of
Paradise,"
solely because her generosity has
Dosha Rubinstein sketched pathetic
Miss Barnett desires that her theat"Mecca," "East Is West," "The rical
rescued him from trouble. Her life Grant Ervln, Benedict MacQuarrle, characterizations, but
friends call upon and comthe
touches its climax, working from Billy Phelps, Thomas H. Clarke. Ada ter all, that are a little kind, af- Queen of Sheba," "The King" and municate
with her at this address.
irritating.
cause to effect, when her record Dalton, David Burns and Walter The major role
"A peck of Pickles."
She expects to be able to reopen in
of Isadore was instands between her son and happi- Jones as the support players.
It is just another instance of ama- the act Jan. 1, when it opens on ths
trusted to J. Paul Jones, an uptown
ness, and the man who has been
Tho Yorkville Is one of a circuit actor, who gave so good a
Circuit
Winnipeg,
perform- teurs too highbrow or too lowbrow Orpheum
at
responsible for her support finds, of six stock houses that are being
monkeying wi th an art _and__a_ .Gaped*,
ance it was generally^declared _nev
after all, lie cannot face the facts of operated under the Blaney managecailiti from "Broad way, using an as- *DTreinesV3o*TfiIncate and* so" elusive
Madge
Major
is in Stern's sani"Tier past and save her son for her ment.
The others are Prospect, In sumed name. He
is from Broadway, and so technical that it baffles ge- torium undergoing t.catment.
by marrying her. Thus at last, be- the Bronx; the Stelnway Ave., Asniuses especially gifted, who devote
cause there is nothing else to Co, toria; Gotham, Brooklyn; Orpheum, where his abilities have been over- their lives to them. "Costume plays"
Vera Sablna, dancer, dislocated
looked,
for
in
this
part with its
she comes to the arms of the one Newark and the Nesbit, Wilkesare
the terror of these. And an in- her knee while appearing last week
raging
rebellion, he left an unforgetwho has always loved her through barre. The Yorkville has a weekly
at
the Fifth avenue. She is recoverterior decorator with what she rethe years. Together they find happi- subscription list of almost 2.000 at table picture of horror his virtue, gards as
a bankroll, leaps blithely ing.
Lccd.
ness as prologue and epilogue show. present, and business last Friday the play's fault.
Saharet, wife of Maxim Plowe,
in where the Shuberts and Erlangers
What is true of science is true of night was so big, In spite of a nasty
was operated on last week.
fear to tread.
drama. Cause is more interesting storm, that it showed that the house
Blanche McKay, of Ray and
Four acts of infantile piffle,
than effect, and by proceeding from was getting a strong advance play.
couched in a conception of the far Blanche Earle, was so badly injured
His Excellency, Prince Mlrza Fatou'lah
effect to cause Miss Akins managed
It was hard to judge the calibre of
Khlan, the Persian Ambassador
east such as one might glean from in an automobile accident at Meada climax unusually moving. Act by the performance of the regular comClaude
King
a trip on a rubberneck wagon .ville, Pa., Nov. 29 the act had to
act she guided as from ago paying pany because of the bill being a cos- Mnu*sa Beg, his astrologer. John
H Brewer through the lower
east side, sur- cancel all bookings indefinitely.
the bitterest penalty through inter- tume production, but their work wag Ismacl Beg, his secretary
Tho wife of Harry Nelms, busimediate maturity to youth with such that they outshone the jobbers.
Berkley Huntington round an obvious and puerile fairy
Robert Fischer story,
repleto - with "Allah" and ness manager of the Belmont, New
tragedy before it. Thus it was as The regulars trouped fast and kept Jonlde?, his Interpreter
Lala, a Negro slave
John
Smith
York,
Is recovering from an operaif she placed before ail of us a child
the show moving, giving an excep- 11. It. If. the Prince Regent. Louis Wolheim prodigal with princes, ambassadors,
imperial klcagl'es, first lieutenants, tion for the removal of a needle
who cried out to us to be saved
tional performance for having put Lord Ripley, equerry to II. R. II
from
her
foot.
Physicians had ata child whom we lOuld not aid. on the pieco with but four rehearStanley llowlett duchesses, lords, soothsayers, slaves,
l/ord Ottery
Henry Carvill butlers and other nobility, and tempted to extract the needle last
That appeal is beyond description. sals.
The
Hon.
Claude
Fuulconhurst.
his
June,
but
failed.
High praise,
It
was tremendous!
The needle since
Victor Sutherland as D'Artagnan
son
Dennis King maudlin and futilo raves from the then
had worke" itself against an
11
but Miss Akins deserves it for
Eihlln Gayer fair Circassian herself.
proved a likable hero and Ann Ham- Mr. Fitzjames
ankle
bone.
the way the technical skill of her ilton gave the role of Constance a Tho Hon. Charles Hill
Harry Green
That central figure was wished on
Miss Clco (Clco and Thomas) was
arrangements, her characterizations, clever Interpretation. Grant Ervln, Capt. Richard \Y Ingham. .Messenger Bellls Margaret Mower. Miss Mower was
Portleight, a butler
Roy Cochran
operated upon last week at the
the incisive curtains prepared an In a comedy role, managed to score James
..... William Nelson a sane and effective brtmet in the
..3ga*hJA6&r!a.
acceptable base for that towering in a couple of_ scenes, whj.je the J n h n ...»..»».._
-SiTtfkrcwd -ifTnrrm**
_..,'.:i! '£it..V.-.«iv.>*h. jt :! ;.t*-. jrav'r*. ,,-ivr/rrn;
'0'h?T»r ~' Welcome
/.sfcri-t y
L\<..; "tii ii«<_ iii At" act jmTO "iJordT'lTuckingham of Walter Jones ""The Duchess of Darlington
Stranger."
Here she Is bedizened Chicago.
Kathleen M*>lony
Leo Singer, proprietor of Si user's
was busy briefly, but sufficiently passed nicely.
with
a
prodigious
red
wig,
I.ady Ottery
bare feet
Ethel Dane
showing the lack of real sympathy
The production, while not elabo- The Hon. Gvor^ina FaulcnhurPt.Kay West rouged and ungainly, pantaloons, a Midgets, is dangerously ill of pneumonia at his homo In New York.
between mother and child so often rate, was most adequate for stock, I.ady Blandish
Nellie Graham-Dent soul, words such as
no human being
Miss Priscilla Hart
Helone Slnnott
Jero Grady, a retired actor and
the cause of these, tragic happen- and fulfilled its purpose nicely.
Margaret Mowor ever uttered, a complexity of na- formerly owner of a stock company,
ings.
The local theatregoers in the Zora, a slave
tures such as no human being ever
If all this Is true of Miss Akins.
Is critically Hi at his home in Lynn,
Yorkville
section
especially
are
Joe Leblang walked out on this possessed, and a naked tummy.
what, then, are her limit.it ions? strong for tho regular members of
Mass.,
having recently returned
Miss Mower is not without charm, from New York
They arc merely part of the fact the company, and each of them was one after tho third act; ho was
he
smacking
his lips.
and has proved before this that she was taken ill whileCity, where
is
woman,
sho
a
and
hence,
that
accorded a reception.
This was
Friars'
"The Fair Circassian"' is a gram- can act more than a little. Nobody Club. For a numberat tho
naturally, to the fore in a feminist especially true in the case of the
Mr.
years
of
civilization.
She sees too clearly. leads and Ada Dalton, who played mar-school effort at an Oriental could act this role, and Miss Mower Grady, in company with his wife,
costume play, written by Gladys is among the last who should try.
Acute angles edge every one of her the Queen.
appeared in a vaudeville sketch enconceptions. She is fooled by none
Tho shining acting light was titled "At tho Old Toll Gate." Later
Elmer J. Walters, who was for- linger, produced by Gertrude Newof this sentiment. She merely states merly on the road back with attrac- ell. Miss Newell is an interior doc- Louis Wolheim, the big, policed he managed a stock company of
it whereas a man and a poef enamtions, Is managing the house, having orator with a Fifth avenue follow- "character" known and beloved to his own, touring the country, in
ored of an ideal would loose such been there for three seasons. The ing. This venture must have set her a few esoteric cognoscenti.
He which enterprise he was very mi<*billowing emotion as to toss minds price scale Is 8f> and f>5 cents for hack some $50,000. Sho rented the plays the notorious prince regent
of cessful.
And imaginations high into the the orchestra floor, with the boxes Republic theatre with a guarantee England during the reign of his mad
empyrean of romance, conquering. and the front of the balcony loges of three weeks, for which she paid father. Wolheim Is delicious. He
A at $1.10 for all of the evening per- $10,000 (real money) in advance. is so truly royal that it Is surprisas Bcnelll did in "The Jest.
MARRIAGES
woman, wisely, perhaps, remains formances except Saturday, when For the three weeks before Christ- ing they let him play it as he
doep.
Hugo Hertz, former manager of
Facts are the whnM' floor \* $1 10. Three mat- mas that isn't such a rough deal for He hits the only honest
wedded to the facts.
keys
in
the
the Orpheum, and Elinorc Daupi>i">*t
facts, all important, like chains upon iness are played -Tuesday. Thurs- the house.
whole delirious mess.
non-professional, in San Fran<is< o.
The play "broke in" in Washingus, but romance in conquering them, day and Saturday-- the two former
The rest is too sad to detail.
Herts Is now emploved In the An\'lo
freeing us though only temporarily, at 35 and
cents top. with the lat- ton, where It got something like
It is Just a misdirected effort by
and London Paris Notional Bank.
wins every prize in tho theatre. ter at the re^ulir weel:-nn:ht se.-ile $1,200 on the week. It will be in some of the many whe
are called
Phil E. Keoler, of "Hubctown '"The question here at Issue is not A four-piece orchestra
also used. luck hero if it lives Its three weeks where so few
are- chosen.
Nobody lies,*' and Thelma Ingle, non-: -whether woman's realism is supeThis week 'Three Live Chests'' is and plays to the rent.
chose these, and their Allah alone fesslonal,
v
of
r'
Danville,
That the attraction
/'red
In
Of all the tragic staggers at bur- can say who called them.
rior In tbt world at large.
Lait,
'Castle, Ind.. Nov. 17:
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SHUBERT CONFLICT

INSIDE SIIIFF

Inside stuff on "Shuffle Alone.** if ever given out should make an
»sting chapter of the stage. This all-colored troupe was organised
much faith in it by the producer*, Harry Cort is oaten ely with not
tha managor. bat ia reported to hare other whitea interested with
while the colored team and stars of the piece. Miller and Lyles, also

i—

an Interest while receiving a guaranteed salary weekly.
Newspaper publicity in the form of reviews gets a severe setback in
"ShunTe Along** opened In May last at the
this show.
the history of
The
Street, a small house with the rent quite probably very light.
production
was broadening out the stage up
of the
latest expense
The
Bhow
depth.
Went
in
in
€0-40
on
feet
a
basis,
1€
the
*e to about
would have taken less then to get the showing. The
rtr getting 44. It
show, though, and when the turn In business
house stuck with the
spilt remained unchanged and Is that at present.
came, the percentage
in New Tori: gave "Shuffle Along" splendid
reviewer
c-ii-v
d»llv
dally
Every
Some raved over the performance, through its oddity. ,,and the.
notices.
"Shuffle
Alone" received as much
im
publicity of|
Aveltr of all-colored.
And the
In bulk as nny New York show could receive.
litis character
lir.-n week, with the notices.
the
The
second
gioss
week
$900
did
trow
maiwsoment held on in hopes, running
H dropped back to $700. The
"Shufflle
Along"
never
but
had
a
$1,000
week
through the summc

M

,

.

After that it commenced to shoot up,
h!t $1,100.
until August, when it
siarted. the management owed the company
nut before the shooting up
the troupe stick in the tough going.
of
Everyone
$*,#*# In back salary.
with the white staff getting, no more.
taking what they could get,
The Wednesday midnight performance did the trick for -Shuffle Along."
professionals, and it is claimed that the actors made
It drew the white

while the midnight showing

the show. They saw it ami
also did something in the draw, and that is still continued. The Wednes$*4 considered had. with
day night performance hist week drew $672, at
The evening performance that night did around $11.$00
business off.
money
to
warrant
its management in
enough
made
weekly, and has
it,

costumes for the gir!s. The original stage production looks as though it might have cost $&©©.
The seating arrangement at the tod Street is controlled from the box
buying a

new

set of

Colored patrons arc allowed in the orchestra, but are so seated
they have one side or one-third of the hourc as a rule given over to
them, with the whites taking the other two-third*. It is seldom through
th** Wok office manipulation the two races are intermingled in the seats.
Among those. Interested besides the Corts is Al Mayer, white, for years
Mayer
a vaudeville agent who later became a vaudeville producer.
when agenting handled a large number of colored acts. It is thought
he suggested "Shuffle Along." Will Vodery, the colored composer and
arranger, staged It. There is much in the performance that was done
h> die many colored shows given at the Lafayette on upper 7th avenue,
where colored shows or musical stork held sway for a long while
a-itltnnt drawing in even the whites of the neighborhood.
office.

Tliere is always a line at the Music Box box office, though the advance
further selling of tickets. Last Saturday, one future
When the treasurer
patron asked for seats for the New Year's Ere.
a youth, also waiting to
repeated the same line "No seats are left,
1923?"
"How
about
out,
purchase, called

sale precludes little

—

The income of Marilyn Miller, due to the success of "Sally" at the
receives a salary of It per cent, of the gross,
with a guarantee of $1,000 per week, is said to be eclipsed by Ed. Wynn
with his successful production of "The Perfect 'Fool." at the George M.
Cohan. Wynn receives a salary, royalty for writing the piece, and is a
partner in the venture, which ia said to be bringing him in a total
something like $3,800 a week net. In addition, he draws royalty on
sale of the music.

New Amsterdam where she
,

t

Whitford Kane is in the ca-'. r.f "The Idle Inn,- which, with Ben -Ami,
Arthur Hopkins will presen' :-t the Plymouth December 19. The piece
Kane is to do a Yiddish character.
is an adaptation from the Yiddish.
Because of that, and the fact he has been identified with the Irish
rai >«•>-.. ,il>rnad

and

her*', lie is

being kidded by his friends.

T.i»' inglorious return of the picture stars to the legitimate this seas«4i Ik not panning out as well aa was expected.
Bessie Barriscale'i retarn came to an untimely end with "The Skirl/' and Elsie Ferguson may
losk back longingly on the fat salary checks that came in weekly under
the fl hn contracts.
._..
_.____.
,
,

OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS

0m "SQUAW MAN"

OHLBGIT

raved a hour

17

,

FACE TO FACE

Courtney Has Rights to Vau-

WHEEL

The Shuberts have received two investments to their vaudeville corthat would allow one wheel
it la raid.
One Is from Joe Leblang. who has invested $100,000, nation
at this time to go after business instead of looking for vantage points
to wage a battle. They likewise say
the logical leader seems to bo Herk,

.•••••»•• •••••••••••••••• uet ty

the Columbia and American combine and neither Mack nor Sfcribner wants the job of looking after
what would virtually bo a brand
new burlesque circuit.
Accounts do not appear to agree
just when the consolidation, if It
Roes through will occur. Some argue
it should be accomplished at once,
while others think it cannot be put
through in a rush; that if it does
eventuate it may be a week, two
or three, before that happens.
At a meeting of the Columbia diif

recjprs.last. week„CThursd.a.y..).

Knglish wouldn't do for Cohan. In fact, he added, if he
three successes, Cohan would probably he knighted.
The
tJalher turned quickly
at that and^ demanded to know if the
•aid Cohan would
bo knifed.

put on two or
never-downed

Knglish actor

George White's "Scandals" has been far under the business mark of
"is previous
Chicago engagements. In the face of adverse conditions he
failed to heed
the advice of reasoned showmen and opened at the Illinois
*t $4 top.
the highest scale outside of Broadway ft.r the season. Though
«>e droppp<]
the price to $3.r>0 and moved into tin- Colonial Sunday at $3
<*P. "Scandals,"
|
according to inside report.--, v.i'l »-e lucky to I. real; e\en
h» Chicago.
To add to his troubles. Wlnt.- i.- :-i:ft'»Ti:"4 with wnf'T on the
nrr wiii^ij
precludes even his moment. 'ha .t;»jnMr.incc in the re\ ..<•'.(

A

tailing Sam H ar;N
aner intuitu; Tanncii
Tannen then went to
''A Perfect Fool." \ ynns show.
'And what do you think, Sam?"
**«d Wynn.
"Julius bawled me out for taking his stuff, as hv says. What
w*uiM ymi df>
7"
lo ft puy ^^ t lrt
-i wouldn't ask him down for ant;,i

st.'trtf-rl

around

this

week

Wynn

licit

had Id VV.vnn

*"'"/- J ulius Tannen.
s eompi.iinl \vaj», that
'•
h's home for
week-ends for consecutive weeks,

T

ov **r

|

t

^eek-end," replied Harris.

Sam White. Eva ?uck and Harrr
K. Morton. Their take-off on the
slow-motion effect In moving pictures was great. Morton had the
hardest task turning a somersault

—

and doing a backward fall at snail's
Other excellent singing and
dancing specialties were presen ted
by White and Miss Puck. Morton
and Esther Howard. Morton and
Zella Russell. Herbert Hoey and
Miss Puck. Nova Dempoey and
Vaughn. The White and Puck travesty on grand opera was clover. OC
the other songs the best worn
"Money." "If What I See Comes
True." "Lovely Ladles." "In the Palo
Moonlight" and "Next Girl I Soar
speed.

"In the Pale Moonlight.'* sung or
Hoey with a pleasing but not orerstrong voice, wan the hit. Taken
altogether tho music was only fair.
Zella Russell is charming as Madame Le Cordes. the Cortuno toBsr*
Spencer Charters, comical aa Joe
Hlgglns, the rube detective from
Brooklyn; Marion Ballon, smile provoking as Mrs. Toober, the talkative
widow, while Hoey aa Jack Newton,
White, as Ronald Curtis. JatnesJ C.
Marlowe as J. P. Rocksley and Eva
Puck and Esther Howard as his
daughter*, and Harry Morton an
Bobby Smith do nice work. Tho
book needs a lot of pruning, as it
ran from 8.M until 11.45. The chorus
is pretty and It dances and
sings Un
to the Shubert average.
Hani/ T. Jferfm.

MOUNTAIN MAN

it

was

(Joeats al Hotol

mountains with crude neighbors
and rough manners. He is captured
by relatives, presented and married to a young thing just returned
from Paris. In his heart he is full
of the manhood of t'.ie open, backed
by the stanch blood of his ancestors.
She is sincere, but coated with the
veneer of the Parisian world.
It is of their courtship, quaint and
unusual; of their subsequent marriage and immediate rupture oret
an unexplained previous Parisian
romance; of the war and its period
of separations, and finally of the
happy ending, that Miss Rummer
has written her tale. Much of th*

ua re

JftaUKlsSan

Betty Sinclair. Mabello

Olson. Madeline Smith, Olaa Homer.
Bert Beat. Paala.Tully. Marlon Shaw.

AaKa Mlramer. Anna Mae Dennehy.
Helen Shaw. Muriel Manners. Betty
Dare. Kay McOauoland. Pan Hoe Rottarwertti. Betty Sfewart, Gladys Dava*
Ann Mason.
Dell Boys... Messrs Fsy. Eaten. Caraentsr,
Forrester.

Atlantic City, Dec. 7.
latest, revealed

Kummer's

Clare

at the Globe theatre last events*,
is a soft, attractive storv
of a rich
young man. brought up ia the

Anna Mae Dennehy
•• amalxlOi

j

story

plaintive,

Is

humor

created

There was only one Caruso; there phraseology
is only one "Babe" Ruth; only one habitues.

Bert Williams. Which explains why
-Under the Bamboo Tree" at ita
premiere performance at the Sam
S. Shubert received Uie favorable
criticism of the newspapers and a
Without Bert
capacity audience.
and his apologetic smile and Pennine artistry this show wouldn't have
a chance.

"The Pink

Slip."

I'liviiiiy

"iA?tf'Uii

It is
Yt'iiiiatJi*

in

which
sto-

hi.->~

reported following the meeting that ring;
rewritten
and with
tour,
a committee had been delegated to changes in the cast.
interview Mr. Herk to ascertain
Cincinnati
l< ?w»t sr»
as
Inasmuch
what his plans were for the future hard hit hy the theatrical slump as
presShuhort.
cities,
J.
most
J.
are
of the American burlesque wheel.
Mr. Mack was at .the head of the ent, intimated other Shubert "iirstniirhts" may be held here.
committee and was appointed a subThe Shuliert will be dark for two
committee of one to visit Herk. weeks after Saturday.
was
It
This Mack did, but with what re- closed all last week after "The Whirl
sult did not become known, though of New York" disbanded.
'Tnder the Damhoo Tree" wis
after the Tuesday meeting it was
said Mack had reported back to the produced hy arrangement with A. If.
and staged hy J. C. Huffman.
board Herk had a definite plan of Woods
The hook ami lyrics are by Walter
cumpaipn outlined that included l>e I.eon; music hy Will H. Vodery;
several new theatres for the Amer- dance and ensemble numbers by
ican wheel in cities that would be .John Iiowr ami Allan K. Foster.
The story is conventional --about a
o[t|»" itimi to the Columbia.
wealthy man dying and leaving his
Nothiiif could he obtained ia the fortune
ou the premises of a sumway of authentic information from iin'i' resort hotel on hii island off
any ot the Columbia or American Sou: hern '.ilifornia. Hireotions for
otlicers.
Kadi maintained silence. finding at .u« contained on a .-dip ot
Airin;as Washington
stating there was nothing to be pink paper.
When (Mr. Willi mis), the negro porter at
Riven out for publication.
the hotel, discovers the slip and
.-mkeil f»oint
blank alx>ut the cirtears it into hits, which he retails at
culating reports, each replied they f?0 per. In the end. by pierijit; toprefened not to answer.
gether the biis, the co-operati\c
<

"Caretais,"*

by

Bather Howard
Harry K. Mortoa
S*a£t.h
Marion Baljpu
Went worth Toober
Nova Dempoey
Boy
PmILao Butterwonfa
Arabella
•

lady.

his best style, and each brought two
or three curtain calls.
One of the best -liked specialties,
entitled "In the Movies." was put on

Bell

M yrt lo

old

Bert replies, and then he takes the
puppy dog to his breast and sings
It a lullaby, in which he sighs. "Bey
ain't much diflTunce twixt you an'
me, puppy dog." That song and the
"Jungle Ball" number, a modem
version of the deplorable incident of
the animals who attended a society
event and lost their effects at the
checkroom; "Cruel Judge Grimes"
and "Gravitation" were rendered in

Mrs.

A llO^ ••••••••#•••••••••••

me

"What were her parents?" asks an
Inquisitive

Mirharla Rocksley

Grace

""wihi'e Collier was playing billiards at" the "Friars this week. An*i>gfisn•ctor with a quiet "package" entered and started chattering al>out George
M. Cohan and the latter's English theatrical plans. He stated Cohan had
a fine chance to land over there. If they liked him. there was nothing?

winded and the hour grows late. Ts
^hear Bert aing that "Puppy Bog"
'number with a mop-headed kiyoodle
tucked lovingly in his scare-crow
arms! "Berenice'* is Just a little old
cur, and three or four people each
give the porter a dollar to drown
her.
(But of course he doesn't:!)

JMilw

according to the report, and the other Al Jolson, also for $100,000. Leblang is the owner of the cutrato ticket omce. Jolson is said to have
also taken an interest in the Jolson theatre, where he is now appearing
*• the star of "Bombo."

of

times the yarn languishes and
threatens to run out entirely, then
in comes Mistah Williams with a
new ball of it— and the spectators
forget that the play is rather long-

UNDER THE BAMBOO TREE

burlesque .penpla. say the
logical solution of the present embrogllo in burlesque is the combi-

become aware

"liekcr."
The plot introduces several love
affairs between young people.
At

l

__The

slip

the fortune's whereabouts.
But
Ananias, beating them to it, locates
the treasure in the stable. It consists of a large
supply of real

CONSOLIDATION

poration;

During the run of "Erminie" at the Park, New York, several months
go Francis Wilson, co-starred with De Wolf Hopper, decided one of
hit (Wilson's) entrances needed working up.
Accordingly Mr. Wilson
arranged with the stage crew the entrance in question should bo preceded with shouts and loud huzzahs. off stage. At the end of the week
the - n-f hands presented a bill for jr.? fi»r ext:a stage work, described
*» "shouting for Wilson entrance."
The shout- only lasted the single
week. According to report, Mr. Wilson was much disturbed that the
•tage hands' union should put an extra tax in for the shouts in view of
the close relations existing between the I. A. and the Equity, of which
*r. Wilson was and is president-emeritus.
Notwithstanding, the $62
**s paid by the management.

owners of the

Atlantic City, Dec. 7.
deville Version
Vincent Lawrence burst forth last
evening in the third of his peculiar
Sam
William Courtney, who closed and staccato melodramas.
the Apollo
some weeks ago in "Honors Are Harris was the producer,
the place and none less than RichEven" is reported entering vaude- ard Dennett and Violet Heming
ville in a tabloid version of "The filled the title roles. "Face to Face"
Squaw Man," the rights for which was the identification name which
he is said to have secured from head<»<1 | be program.
Edwin Milton Roylc on the basis of
In the long career of Sam Forrest
$100 weekly royalty. The Shubcrts as a producer he has probably had
plays as difficult to get across
few
have already arranged for a revival
Of the piece, which is dated to bring as this. Vincent Lawrence was the
of 'The <;host Between" and
author
the Lyric hack into the dramatic
of a short play C.eorge Cohan tried.
division next week, with William
"Face to Face" varies from these
Faversham and a strong supporting plays, only in being more natural in
cast<
its conversations and less violent in
The complication may be straight- its dramatic thunderbolts. The plot
along unevenly, butting Its
runs
ened out by the author this weekhead against obstacles at frequent
Courtney is Faid to have several intervals,
some of them dramatic
times called on the Shuberts in an and some "bad drama."
effort to adjust the matter, which
is a tale of the old triangle,
It
appears to hing-j on whether ltoyle's a rotten husband, a pretty wife and
agreement with Courtney antedates a man of no particular calibre worth
his sur posed contract with the Shu- mention.
Then there is the fine
berts.
The Shuberts claim plans friend who does everything and gets
for the revival have been in abey- to a question mark at the final curnearly two acts of
ance for some time, and that any tain. There aremurder.
Then there
jealousy and a
arrangement between Royle and is another act of ordinary stuff,
Courtney must have been dated making the police believe it is suilater.
Courtney is said to have had cide.
an interest in "Honors Are Even."
Like his previous ventures, Mr.
in which he was starred with Lola Lawrence has a strong idea and he
Fisher. The show was never a real has bespattered it with some plaudraw in New York and failed to dits about things of commonplace
Otherwise his story
consequence.
stand up on tour.
falters along, exciting the interest
at times and again striking the
shallow ground of no attraction to
So far this author
the audience.
has been unfortunate In not being
able to achieve the complete successful play himself—or to discover
(Continued from page If)
the necessary complement in a colburlesque opposition for all times, laborator to his genius. Certainly
that attempt having proven fruit- the novelty of his construction
less to an extent that would dis- methods have an appeal to the procourage any opposition v burlesque. ducer that warrant co-operation.
Last evening found Miss Heming
The suhject of consolidation was
passed over from Tuesday until much more 41nely situated than Mr.
His was a role that had
Bennett.
Wednesday, though It was informlittle variety and every semblance
ally
discussed by all burlesque
of individuality was a tax on the
showmen.
actor. For a man of Mr. Bennett's
From the stories concerning the sterling qualities it was a poor ocproposed possibility came the query casion.
But Miss Heming was provided
as to the directing power in the
amalgamation. The burlesque bat- with a title place that added lustre
change of settle sine* the opep>~ of the season to l.v< reputation, a
ting v.hwh offered a part slightly
that followed the Open shop" failn«.i\ tnaiuiv than is customarily
ure of the Colrind ia wheel with its her Trt. Fwr.oiion snd hysterics were
union <mp!r\T<i as been known to among the generous offerings which
the ins'd.rs to have been a battle Mr. Lawrence wrote into this part.
for control between what are known I/ers was an event fully worthy of
as the Scribner and Herk forces. Violet Heming. It was not a great
It is as well known in
burlesque occasion for her, but a change and
test of the neves failing lustre
that J. Herbert Mack does not care a
which she adds to any part, howat this time to add to his duties as ever immature it may be.
president of the Columbia after his
Bchrucr.
many years of faithful service to all
burlesque, and the Columbia In particulars
Just what Scrlbner's Inclinations are have not been reCincinnati. Dec. 7.
Herbert Hoey
ported. He also has had years of Jack Nrwton
Z*)la Rd*neU
I<e Ordec
Madame
arduous labor In aiding Mock In Ronald C'urti*
Sam "White
Jamea C Msrlowe
building up the Columbia. Herk is J. P. Rsckaler
Eva Puck
Edith Rocksley
a younger man, a glutton for work Joe Hlgglm
Spencer Charters
Bert Williams
Ananias Washiofftoa
and looking for more all the time.

The
the

first

three,

from

spotted

by

with

uncx]>ectf«4

the

mountain

much

the best of
effective

act

is

its

theatrical

noas being more evident and the
principal character of the Mountain
Man occupying a prominent place.
The second act reaches no Important height until the final shift of
the story at the close. In th* finst
seer of the third act the play drags.
while the final nr"ne .r've* >»**. e»M
settler a good opportunity to prepare the way for a very conventional ending.
These scenes will
need the further attention of Miss
Kummer, to the etid of making them
particularly a part 4t one of the
most delightful comedies of the
,

season.

The

credit of ihe performanee fHl
generous part to Sidney i:iackwho previously has been a good
actor, but last evening became :»n
important stage personage.
Lawrence Eddinger as a servant, th*
veteran (reorge Faweott in a picturesque mountaineer role, Grace Deals.
Chester Morris, Fred Kerr and
others aided the performance.
Catherine Dale Owen unfortuin

mer,

nately

was the choice

Miss
feminine

ine.
is

ter

Owen
rol«»s,

for the herois a player of g«ntt»>
wher«» a pretty fai^e

No mat-

the chief requirement.

how much

.shr

may

try.

she can-

not reach beyond this sphere. Mu*
Kummer's play pro\ ides opportunity for much else, and where
these evident places occurred there
it was thaC her
insufficiency stood
forth.

Uchcucr.

U
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COAST BUSINESS OFF

SAN FRANCISCO SHOWS

1

PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING

&an Jf ranxfeco

VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO OFFICES

Road Companies' Grots Bslow Those
of Last Season

HARRY WALLACE

San Francisco, Dec.
San Francisco. Doc. 7.
Hilton Sisters did very well with
Orjihoum this week has a snappy songs in second spot. Their
T'».
pood, fast running entertainment. comedy numbers are effectively deTho bill, somewhat lengthy, con- livered and they were rewarded with
tained much comedy, but the bipgest laughs and big applause.
revards came for singing and dancLuhln and Lewis, a straight man
ing specialties.
and clever blackface comic, gathered
The Santos and Hayes Revue big laughs next to closing for aged
headlined.
Elaborately staged and talk, the blackfacer's snappy ..anc<

it registered a clean-cut
honors evenly divided
Santos and
the principals.
Hayes had the house in an uproar
most of the time and displayed some
Miss Hayes'
K.tigeous costumes.
straight and double voiced singing
stopped the show.
Will Higgles'
clever Russian stepping also gathBobbie
ered big applause honors.
Tremaine ran the leaders a close
second and her clever artistic dances
coupled with her local popularity
scored an individual hit.

up-to-date,

dise" averaged $13,000

and deserved rewards.
Roof Garden Trio, a couple of men
and a woman with comedy and
straight balancing on a globe, aid
incidental songs and dances, closed

among

BACK

IN

ff

"SUN-KIST

Fanchon and Marco Appearing for
Last Frisco

week of the show.
Fanchon and Marco

at the finish. The act has
Eddie Fitzgerald at the piano.
Marshall Montgomery with a production ventriloqulal offering presented in his usual high class manner won from the star: and had the
house with him all the way.

were

next to
to follbw the
nifty

the

FRISCO ITEMS

San Francisco. December 7.
appearance and put over wise maMay Elree and Billie Mason, late
terial most effectively.
O'Donnell.
handling the comedy, keeps things of Tait's Revue, are forming a team
going at top speed throughout and for vaudeville.
dances well.
Jack Wise has returned from the
Galetti's Baboons opened, giving
the show a fast start, the barber East, where he went last year, and
planning to organize a big girl
is
scene getting screams, while Ben
Neyer, closing late, held the house act.
for big laughs with his cycle stunts.
Howard Smith is still manager of
Kitty Donor with her brother and
tho "Bird of Paradise" now on th
Josephs.
sister repeated big.
t

coast.

PANTAGES, FRISCO

Bessie Tannerhill has been added
to the Will King show.
San Francisco. Dec. 7.
At I'antages this week
Nat
Baisden and partner (the partner
"Chick" Haynes and Co. made a
good headllner.
It
packs more being a cockatoo) has returned from
laughs than any girl act seen here Australia and New Zealand after an
this season and has a nifty chorus. absence of several years.
The Kuba Quartet, composed of
Charles Rose is representing the
accomplished lady musicians, offer
classic and
popular numbers on Southern California Music Co. on
the
road.
cellos, flute, piccolo and piano to big
appreciation. The act is suitable to
The
Dan Butler Co.. recently orthe best houses.
In closing position Selbit offered ganized by Larry Yoell, .lack Brown
and
Billy
Hill, has Issued Its first
the sawing act. styling it "Dividing
J
;

a Woman." The stunt is preceded song.
by an announcement that Selbit lirst
Cnrol Roma, song writer, has arpresented the act in London in SepIn San Francisco from New
tember, 1920.
As shown here the rived
York
she is going to make
woman is tied and hidden from view her and saysCalifornia.
home in
during the process of sawing, after

inserting pieces of plate glass steel
through the box. which is supposed
to make it more difficult.
Even ^o
the act failed to arouse interest to
any great extent.
Harry Antrim, appearing fourth,
was received with m.:ch enthusiasm
for his good, all around entertaining qualities and for some talk along
original lines.
His chicken and
pussy cat rag numbers with imitations and clowning won a hit.
Bardwell, Mayo and Benstrom. a
couple of men and a good looking
girl, with neat patter and excellent
harmony singing, went over nicely.
Laretto as a frog, aid^d by lighting effects, contorted in opening
position.
Josephs.

HIP, FRISCO
At

in*

San Francisco. Pee. 7.
Hippodrome lirst half,

Letter

Bernard and Co. offering
"fn-orgo Washington Cohen" proved
a good feature, with Bernard holding up the principal part in good
style.

The

a<t got

big

laughs

all

through.

and Gray, a couple of
appearing girls, started the

Sinclair

n«at
i-

how

in

lively

manner with

bicycle

A SHOW

WHATXL CENTURY

DO?

San Francisco, Dec.

7.

and Rates

opening of the second week,
however, the word of mouth advertising spread to such an extent that
virtually capacity audiences greeted
the production throughout its final
seven days.
An Oakland engagement followed
at the Auditorium and tho opening
night (Wednesday) was sold out.
The other three nights were big.
the

Organist a Feature
San Francisco, Dec. 7.
D. S. Markowitz, of the Rialto,
has brought to this city as a feature
organist Elmer Vincent, long identified with the Jensen von Herberg

WHIRL OF GAYETY

to the Profession

HOTEL TURPIN
Near Market, SAN FRANCISCO
One Block from All Theatres

St.,

the

Is

SAN FRANCISCO'S FAMOUS MIDNIGHT PLAYGROUND

17 Powell

San Francisco, Dec. 7.
first
week of the
"Beggar's Opera" at the Columbia
here business was discouraging. At
During

Curran,

COFFEE DAN'S
Service

—

interests, coming direct from the
being rushed on the new
Rialto, Butte, Mont.
being erected in Geary
Vincent has spent the past twelve
street next to the Columbia. There
years in the straight motion picis much speculation as to the future
ture theatre and in conducting orpolicy of the Century, which was
chestras for the Pantagcs Circuit.
formerly the Curran. It is known
that Curran has retained the Shuberts bookings, which are to revert
to him as soon as his new house is
(Continued from page 10)
completed. When this time coim*s bourine
dance solo containing some
the Century, apparently will be nifty kicking and splits. The toe
without attractions.
dance was followed by a dancing
Harry Baily, manager cf the Cen- specialty in "one" by Scully and Kitury, declares his house is prepared lls, two hoofers who failed to start
This was also followed by
and has plenty of offerings for his anything.
a full stage "bridal" scene containtheatre.
Just what these aro and ing moro dancing and slowing
the
under whose banner they are trav- show up to a walk in the first act.
eling is a matter which Baily reTho rest of the people are mediocre and not up to the wheel standfuses at this time to discuss.
The Century has a heavy "nut," ards. John llohman, tho straight, is
according to report, requiring at evidently new to the cast. He features a prop laugh and several
least $4,000 weekly as tho house
changes of wardrobe. He and Marly
Slnco the Ward (Howman and Ward)
share to break even.
have a
opening but two attractions have talking and singing specialty in
netted over this required sum.
"one" that cops all ancient history
records. Their double singing finish
was stretched out lo dreary lengths.
The aged business of two dancers
IN ITSELF
having a contest and dividing tho
house in half with tho ill take this

Work

night, after

•,

strongly

having

Sunday

street,

.

original stars of this production. On
its return west, Fanchon and Marco
stepped out of the show and put
Layman and Kling in their places.

The boys make a

big revue.

Sachem

an eight months' illness of Bright'i
Georgia Westbrook Swor, wife of disease. He was aged 34 years. He
Jaa. Swor (Swor and Westbrook), was born in Lynn and received his
died Dec. 6 at the Hotel La France, education here. He formerly con*
New York, of a complication of disShe was about 35 years of
eases.
Ood'a Will Be Done.
It la Inevitable
age and had been appearing in the
under last year's takings. The fact act with her husband since they.
E.
that the Examiner here staged a
Whi» Faiuted Into a Clearer rmlrrbenefit
performance for bunch, but has been saddled, with
special
•landing of Eternal Life on
charity at the Savoy during the stay frowsy looking costumes, one or two
December 3d, 1921.
of the minstrels brought this at- changes being atrocious. One of the
traction considerable free publicity most unsightly ensembles was a paHe found happiness in helping
friend or stranger with no thought
and boosted business somewhat. rade with the girls wearing eccenof self reward.
Fanchon & Marco's I'Sun-lCist," at tric creations that looked far from
the Century, has not been up to new.
I.eon Klmberly and Helen rage
the
with
scene
shop
beauty
A
what was expected despite a vigorimpersonating beauty docous advertising and publicity cam- comics
tors who have a machine for manupaign.
facturing dimples started off to ducted an orchestra of his own at
strong comedy tempo, but died the Central Square theatre here. He
aborning. In desperation the fun- is survived by bis widow, Lcona L.
$1,400 FOR EXTRA
makers had to shave the "blue" re- a daughter, Dorothy H., and his pargions to get anything at all out of
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jones.
Aphrodite Bill at 8« n Francisco the lines allotted in this bit.
was a member of the Lynn MuCentury
The f^i^tatlon• , veteran was made He
union, th* Odd Fellows,
almost funny by Markwell, as was sicians'
San Franc isco, Dec. 7.
one or two other equally moth eaten Knights of Pythian and Elks.
During the week of "Aphrodite" bits.
at the Century here the bill for
William Howl and, 45 years, single,
It is a bit and number show, with
extra stage hands amounted to no attempt or pretensions to cohe- of Taunton's Hotel, Coney Island,
In Oakland the extra stage sion or continuity In the manu- died suddenly while unloading bag$1,400.
The funniest scene in the gage 0** the "Tp Top" company in
script.
hands cost the production $1,000.
There is mueh feeling expressed show was a bootblack stand in "one" the yards of the Boston & Albany
comedy business by Mark- Railroad, Monday, at Boston. The
and
some
among theatrical men here against
and Nadlne Grey. The girl
the arbitrary tactics alleged to be wood
body was taken to a local underafter ordering coca cola pulled two
used by the stage hands' unioyi. It or three roars by spilling the liquid taker's ^ending word from relative!
is said the union enforces Irksome
into Markwood's lap as an accom- In New York:
rules at the Savoy, governing the paniment to a funny story being
number of men required for the told bv one of the qunrtet.
Mrs. Ermina Mignatti, mother of
"A Whirl of Gayety" in a season Arnold P: Magnatti, late of Keegan
house and also the conditions under
when the best of the attractions are and Mack, died at Mercy Hospital,
which they must work.
battle at the box
Mrs.
Sprir field, Mass., Nov. 29.
This same difficulty has resulted having a tough
office looks like a mighty risky in65 years old.
in the Columbia in Oakland disvestment not only for Irons & Clam- Mignatti was
charging all its union crew and mu- age, but for the whole Columbia CirFerdinand 8inger, father of Leo
sicians and declaring for an open- cuit.
shop policy.
About two-thirds of a houseful Singer, (Singer's Midgets), died in
witnessed it Tuesday night. Con.
Vienna, Austria, Nov. 23, of heart
He was 64 years of age.
failure.
"Beggar's Opera" Comeback

MEN

Russ Rrown and Connie O'Donregistered
nell
closing, despite

GEORGIA WE8TBROOK 8WOR

•

Week

Arthur Stone and Marion Hayes
San Francisco, Dec. 7.
were a laughing success. Stone's
To give impetus and new interest
rube mannerisms had the audience
screaming quite frequently. Their to their big musical production,
comb and harmonic playing at the "Sun-Klst," now playing at the
finish passed them away nicely.
Century, Fanchon and Marco, who
Mattylee Lippard, looking stun- are filling a special dancing engagening In several costume changes,
ment at the St. Francis Hotel here,
put over a group of songs in great
style, landing solidly with her ab- are appearing personally in the probreviated costume In the saxophone duction during the third and final

number

last

LEE ROBINSON

Josephs.

well.

a week

season but is getting only an average of $3,000 during Its present tour.
It is scheduled to reac'-. the Century
here next week.
"Robin Hood" is reported to be
averaging $8,500 weekly while the
"Georgia Minstrels" at the Savoy
has enjoyed fair returns, slightly

ing at the finish getting legitimate

with

hit

Harry

Business on the road this year
does not compare with that of laat,
according to reports of agents in
"The Bird of Parathis territory.

stunts, the routine including numerous difficult feats nicely executed.

ORPHEUM, FRISCO

were married about 18 years a E0 will be removed to call*
Wallace, producer and The body
fornla for interment.
dancer, died Dec. 6 at Elmira, N. Y.,
through having been shot by a colFrank L. Jones, a member of tha.
ored hotel porter as reported elseorchestra at the Theatre Comique/
where in this issue.
Lynn, Mass., died at his home, 52

7.

WHIRL OF MIRTH
(Continued from page 10)
De Vere. an especially pretty girl
edy knack for burlesque and makes with attractive curves.
"Women
the audience laugh, which is the principals and choristers are notaparamount issue. He does the old bly discreet in the absence of shoulstuff in the familiar way, but he der shaking.
makes it funny by virtue of that
The production is an exceptionally
unexplalnable something that a bur- heavy one.
It has three interpolesque comedian either has or has lated novelties which probably innot. You have to call it personality volve elaborate apparatus.
One is
for want of a better description and an aeroplane number In which Miss
The thick brogue Carter occupies a swing which
let it go at that.
Is going out of fashion anyhow.
sways out over the audience, operRoth, Hunt's side kick, likewise goes ated from a dark stage by means of
light on the tortured pronunciation, the device known as the Cooper
although there Is a shade of it in his boom, or something similar.
Antalk, but the pair do a lot of excelother is a full-stage set of rocks
lent teamwork and put their de- done in profile, which serves for th'e
partment across.
background of a living picture
Robert Sandberg and Frank Lam- called "The Deluge," in which all
bert are clean, straight workers in the girls in pink union suits are
the polite end of the comedy, feed- disposed about the stage. The third
ing the comics capably and giving novelty is a scenic battle between a
tone to the ensembles by their abil- warship and a dirigible, managed
ity to wear good clothes naturally.
on a dark stage, with the war craft
Four women principals are listed, spitting Are and revealing the airbut only two pnter importantly !r»
These are Flo
the proceedings.
Carter, willowy, blonde and a sightly dancer in the legmania and ballet
steps, and Madaline La Faire, a
plump, squab-like soubret who has
the taps and the jazz steps and can
sell rag numbers with the best of
them. Miss La Faire can sing a
Miss Carter talks her lines,
little.
but the two give the numbers a
world of pep and action, a quality
which enters into the type of show
as perhaps its most important detail next to comedy and tights.
Lillian Isen Is a prima donna in
appearance and a striking looking
woman, too. but for some reason she
Is

mute

minutes

until practically the last 10
of the pieces. This is odd,

when she does enter into the
business she displays a smooth style
and makes a capital feeder for the
two funmakers.
It
is a mystery
why she was kept so entirely in the
for

background

all that time
She may
not be able to sing, but she can deal

iilceiy
and <e»-tainly adds
something to the picture even if she

lines

Iocs hold out from tho boys bv
sring ankle-length skirts.
The
fourth member of the feminine division is programed as Flo Ward,
but she could not easily be identified
•

we

was .also lotted out by
lirown and one of the hnot'i is.
The scenery is fair and was evidently the ehief concern of the producers. The show was a secondary
consideration and was fitted to the
scenery. Several of the peoplo and
most of the business were present

she was the little brum-?
put over several neat
during the seeond act. Lu!!.:
Fo\- i* Jilted as raking part in
a specially and is also in th" ru.-:t"r
of chorus girls, headed by Dorothv

the lions ,M- t'latnage attract ion
that played the American Circuit
early this season. It hasn't improved
since then, when it was rated as a
fair attraction on a wheel that is
admittedly not a competitor, from a
production standpoint, with thl> Co-

MEET AND EAT

side" line,

t

unless
trick

'I

that

in-'-s

ship and man-o'-war dimly.
In addition to thesw "surprises."
which are used only for the briefest
instant, the show carries a full complement of scenery. The principal
setting for the second part is one
of the prettiest color schemes s'*en

a wheel show this long time.

in

It

is done in subdued tones of old gold
and is rich in coloring. Flimsy lull-'
let costumes in tho same color key
go with this at the opening for a

striking ensemble.

The dressing

is

exceptionally

in

good taste as far as the chorus is
concerned, but uneven as regards

the women principals.
Some of
their frocks are bright and fi-ch
looking, others look like holdovers

from seasons long gone.
Hush.

Mme. Schumann- Heink's Success
Mme.

S.

San Francisco, Dec.
humann-llcink pack* d

7.

'Ik-

Century

at
her recital Tin -day
afternoon of last week. Many \\ re
accommodated with stage scats.
<
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The chorus

of 18 is a fair looking
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LEGIT ITEMS

BED-SIDE CHATS

AMONG THE WOMEN

mUS EfeVELL

Jeanne Eagles, well-known leading woman, formerly of Kansas
SKIRT
Br
City, where she started in the business, is not married to Clifton
When David Belasce and A. L. Erlanger decided to put on "The Wanglace iB •< AmerloaTa unopit boo* crackers have survived my Webb, professional dancer, as was
,,.<* it would be only In keefto* with our reputation for hospitality reported, according to Miss Eagles' dering Jew** in this country* it was tee bad they did not bring over
Ttecent's
composing
mother,
the
8L
of
who
room
is
visiting
in
that
city.
tMJ»
to
Dr.
the
Lorenz.
Matheson Lang. Mr. Lang gave a much more finished performance in
<0 attend
his eight-seeing tour of America, I have had some "My daughter is not married." Mra London in the title role than Tyrone Power does at the Knickerbocker.
^nd to include me
make-up mea trying to rewrite my spinal column, which acts as Eagles said. "She is now in New
The women for the production m this country. Helen Ware. Thais
rrt*t
While,
ptnwHimiy, iI ae
»»»•. personally.
«rvvb
with pied
do not think this York working on a play with Arthuf Lanton. Adele Claer. Ztelle Bennett and Miriam Lewea compare favorsot wiw
i»««. typo.
were sex
were
it
Hopkins,
teach
our
medical
which
can
will
open
profession
Broadon
abroad
anything,
from
I
feel
ably
with the women of the English cast, although Lllith McCarthy and
w laard
wishes of my friends who want this famous way just after the holidays. I don't Mr. Lang made much more of the scene in the tent than do Mr. Power
I should respect the
know
where
the
this
thriller,
report
scenes
of
originated.
few
*
in which I am featured.
and Miss Lewds.
director to shoot a
will be calls* "And the Patient Lived."
I confess Jeanne was in Europe at the time.**
kna when completed
"A Whirl of Gayety" at the Columbia has aa its outstanding feature
s certain clanishness. While I ohoald like to dress the word up and
"Bab" closed in New Orleans Dec the chorus. There are four principal women and seven men. Miekey
tateat, I suppose that vivisect km of the
disfefe* it as loyalty to home
S. the company that has been preordinary
common
variety
a
Juat
reveal
of
clanishness.
But
Marfcwood is a clever comedian, helped ably by Walter Brown.
feeling win
reasonable to suppose that if we can feed, finance and senting the Mary Koberts RiaeThe opening had the chorus in short dresses of the new tangerine
)t seems only
wodd, perhaps, we could doctor our own sick. hart comedy returning direct to shade. The skirts were edged with mauve acaltopa. Largo hats wero
clothe all the rest of the
New
York
from
this
city.
The
show
best
the
are
in
the
world; we also have the
worn.
Another set of costumes had short skirts of mauve garlanded]
knew our newspapermen
believe thai we have not the beet did rather well here, but the oue- with pansies.
best actors, and I am reluctant to
nig titers offered it little or nothing,
A set of dresses were grey taffeta with a deep border of chiffon.
Yet. I cannot afford to let ray friends believe me narrow o»doctors.
shying from the title, which was
A wedding scene, with two women as brides, had the bridesmaids la
prejudiced, so am bavin* some more close-ups made and am to run off
Remember against the niece, even in New York. green taffeta, made over lace petticoats. Pour flower girla woro short
the inspection of the B*. W. Griffith of Austrian gingery.
is
the
last
often
it
key
on
the
that
the
ring
pink
that
fits
frocks with three rows of ruchings. They carried huge baskets of
saying,
the old
{towers.
Neat week you will read oC my experience and the result of his
lock.
MOrai!APOIXS SHAKE-UP
Pink side pockets draped over short pants was another costume.
diagnosis.
m
The finale of the first act had the girls la overalls. The opening of the
(Continued from page T»
second
net had the 2t girls making their entrance, one at a time, each
an
instance
newepapers,
their
of
efficiency
occurred
our
ary, Fhubert vaudeville will p:ay
Speaking of
My doctor, who is a professor in one either the now Ciarrirk or the Shu- draptd in a different color of chiffon. A poor attempt was made of a
this week that is worth regaling.
trying for tour days to communicate bert. probably at the former house fashion parade.
of our biggest colleges, bad been
The girls looked very nice in orange pants and blouse, edged with parwith Dr. Lorens, whom he had known for years* to ask him to see inc. because of larger seating capacity.
pie.
*liss
Ilex, of the "Journal." came up to If the Shubert theatre
him.
reach
to
unable
but was
-is decided
A cabaret scene found the girls in pink bloomers, ruffled with black
Interview me and* 1 mentioned it to her. She reported it to Arthur Bris- 'upon. Bainbridgo Players will either
lace and chore black skirts. Another set of costumes wero la green with
bane. who immediately assigned a man to see Lorenz at once. Jn four [go to the new Lyric, now showing
violets
for trimmings.
Miss Harley ftlayne, a clever pianist and also a
hospital.
left
Dr.
woman
Lorenz
the
and
the
repictures, or the new Gar rick.
hours after the young
vo*re looked her best in a tightly -fitting jet dress. A headdress waa
Pending
location
porter walked into my room unannounced. sent by Mr. Brisbane. My docof
Shubert 800^
high
composed of
standing plumes.
tor had both written and phoned, but the ex>onej.t of bloodless surgery vaudeville acts Shubert headliaers
Another pale blue taffeta dreas had a coquet feathers trimming the aidea
explained that he never could use a phone and was tot* busy to open will be brought to the
tate (picStunning
and
back.
was a doable srqam gown of silver and sapphire
doctor's
mruest.*
good
old
csmy
The
fourth
received
jturcs)
in an effort of offset the new
mail and had not
While Dr. T.orenr. did not ernmlne me at Hennepin. Junior Orphcutn. They blue. A silver bodice had for its skirt crystal panels over a blue fountate surmounts ull obstacles.
rose
dation.
A.
pink
was
at the corsage.
this call, preferring to wait until later in the wiej; when my doctor will begin p!a> in~ the State and
Xadlne <jrey looked like a rainbow in a chiffon dreas of maay coiora A
could be prenent. it proves the power of the nrv.*s and t'.ie hustlin- qu:«!- j»olicy will continue until the lw>use
mauve dress was cut in long petals, edged in black. A largo hat had a
matter is settled.
ity of our American newspaper*.
There will be no advance in ad- banking, hunch of clurrriea. Miss Grey did a neat toe dance in a bhra
balJet
dress mude over pink. Ribbons wera profusely aaed for edging
mission wie es dw.ing the appearIf
lir.Tcy.
I know why the Lorenx opcrutitM* is ca ted blood '.e-;
A wtvite dress had a dickered border of blue and white. Over a short
becauL-e, aftcr'we have been laid awny an 1 allowed ts v^o'.atc like the L?e ance of Shubert headliners at the
tate.
TJicy will work two a day dress of hanging ribbons a butterfly mantle was draped.
cases do, we are ju^t like turmps c.:u\, as you tan't gri blood out of a
Penelope IJean appeared first in a pink taffeta made with a pplated
in conjunction with pictures.
Nora
turnip, they call it bloodless surgiiVA blue satin had a covering of mauve
i::iyos will open Jan. 1. Marie iJrcs- over-skirt, edged with rucbinga
Black jet and net waa worn with
sler will follow Mid Victor Herbert net with side edgings of A he mauve.
G. Horace Mortimer, without whom Ben Atwell would l>e even busier
soarlct slippers and sloclcings.
is booked for week of .Tau. 17.
than he is exploiting Shubert vaudeville, insists that my friends wnu'.d
Cerise
brocaded
silver
green
in
with
a
feather fan composed another
In St. Paul
I've just looked up that
like a more detailed report on my condition.
The a^me acts will play Capitol, costume.
Webster defines it thus: STATJv-rl am not lying in pictures. St. Paul.
word, condition.
May Hamilton did some acrobatic dancing in gold -colored bloomera
The Garrick. in
EXTERNAL ClRCrJUSTAXCF.S— mine are all internal. St. Paul, will eventually
state yet.
all the
be the home ami sweater to match. A pretty soubret dress waa of chiffon
BRINK INTO AND KEEP IN BODILY HKALTII— -Horace, old friend, of Shubert vaudeville there.
yellow and orange shades. Cerise chiffon over white waa atttl another
you can hardly call my care a coadrtion.
All rumors that the Palace the- costume.
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Our own Ted Lauder obviously knows what I do with fruit that I have in changes are denied by Mr. Bubcn.
At the Winter Garden Tuesday evening. Frances White coming out
more of than I use, so sent a basket large enough for me to provide The Palace will continue under its at 10.55 before a nearly capacity audience, wore a simple dress of apricot
satin made with full skirt and high bodice. It had no sleeves. Brilliant
fruit for six others v.'ho had none.
present policy.
Lncroaehment of the Junior Or- trimming banded the tklrt, criss-crossed the bodice and formed a girdle.
Miss White did her familiar Jap character in a yellow costume. An
house
by
pheum
basket
excavating,
here
movie
into
on
the
end
cor.verted
a
but
leaving
A large pumpkin
a bridge across forming the handle and filled with orchids and small of the business was believed to be Orphan Annie number was done in real Irene Franklin style. In rompers
one of the deriding factors to get her program was completed.
roses, was Mrs. Jerry Cohan's Thanksgiving offering.
Lucy Giflett is still the Dutch girl in a flowered blue dress with plain
local interests to join Shubert forces.
Another theory advanced is that velvet bodice.
It is interesting to note the change of styles in the manner of arrangMasters and Kraft have a nice act. The three girls wear short daning holiday gifts and the novel ideas introduced in artistic decorations. Kinkclsiein & Ruben interests could
were in a brick -color, faced in blue, with a scalloped
Real ingenuity is displayed in the arranging of flowers, fruit and not stand to see the new Hennepin, cing frocks. Two
hem.
One blue dress had yellow and blue ruffles at the back. There
Orpheum
Junior
house,
on
cutting
in
other things.
Years ago a few flowers in a vase were considered quite
two short hooped dresses entirely of mauvt and pink ribbons. A
sufficient.
Now each season brings new novelties that reflect positive their busines-s to such an extent nd were
they decided to enter the vaudeville black net dress had sequin tips and panelled front. Gold-colored satin
•
genius.
was worn with the brick -colored tights. The girls. Renee Braham. Etslo
Held.
"Picture people realize the public La Mont and Grace Masters, but lor one set of tights, wore socks, leavI save all the ribbons that come on flowers Or fruiL
I have the best
today demands a lot for its money ing their legs bare
time rolling them on a pencil to keep smooth and when I just can't stand
and they are setting about to give
Jimmy Hussey and his "Century Revue" pleased mightily. The pirate
the monotony of gray walls another minute, I have these many hued
greatest possible values," Mr. Ruben number was familiarly done in blouses, trunks, large hata and the
ribbons tied on the flower baskets and thank God for dyes that can put
said.
'On our part Shuberts learned flapping boots. All the girls showed bare legs but one, and she wore
cheer into a drab room.
When they have served a while as gloom they could obtain greatest vaude- lights. Gladys James, for a Dixie number, was in black.
chasers for me, I send them to the children's hall.
Many a little girl ville artists by furnishing full seaBeth Stanley and girls all wore short silver dresses with a ruche at
has been cheered up after a painful surgical .dressing by receiving a son of booking. Thus it is imperathe neck.
Pretty ribbon on her hair, sash or doll.
tive that they have more houses on
Baird Leonard's Monday morning laments in the "Morning Telegraph"
have changed the proverbial blue Monday Into one of rosier tint for
me. Miss Leonard and I have many kindred kicks. I, too. have received
letters from the revenue officers reminding me my income tax for 1920
is unpaid and, that unless a check is immediately forthcoming, they will
proceed against me. Wouldn't it be grand if they would get a habeaus
corpus and take me out of here? But our attacks of insomnia behave
differently. She rolls and tosses when Morpheus deserts her. He passes
me up like a white check in a million -dollar limit, but it doesn't mako me
roll or toss.
I hope, when her Chicago admirer sends the box of hair
nets he promised her, thut she will send one to
No, not for myfttlf.
They "bobbed" my hair long ago. I want to send it to someone.
Also note that she is going to purchase books for all of her friends for
Christmas. She needn't send one to me. I already have a book.

ma

The mince

pic

Mrs. Louis De Foe proved conclusively that
family were not in her husband's typewriter.

made by

of the kicks in that

all

their circuit.
"In every city of any consequence
in the United States, at least one
theatre now devoted to pictures
will be turned over to the Shuberts
for vaudeville purposes, and. aa a
result, the latter will be able to
offer performers greatest possible

PERMANENT INJUNCTION ISSUED
(Continued from Tage

inducements," he added.

di-

his

complaint to the court alleges that
damages to the extent of $5,090 was
incurred by him through the appearance of acts presented by the
defendants, which used the billing
of the Brown Saxophone Six or Six
Brown Brothers.
The complaint specifies that both
defendants in the action are residents of Kansas City. Mo., and are

Other Changes
Minneapolis theatregoers are getting their share of personal appearVirginia
ance of screen stars.
Pearson and Sheldon Lewis are
headlining at the new Hennepin,
while Mary Anderson is featured at
the Blue Mouse picture house.
Sch!ek's restaurant, popular with

theatrlcnl folk when the amber col- the owners of two vaudeville acts.
Bob Russell brought the largest pumpkin pie I have ever seen. lie ored fluid flowed freely, will open or musical acts known as "Crown's
*"
bad it specially made after hunting two days for a pan the size he warned. HtHM^&s a vsriwrfc - Art.. •v/t4v-bc Saxophone Six.
furnished by Finkelsteln & Ruben
The moving papers aver that
John C. Fllnn, who helped make the "Famous" famous, remembered houses, according to rumors. Rog- Markwlth worked for Tom Brown
I used to like cocoanut cake and acted accordingly.
ers hotel will soon feature a cab- in his act for eleven years and was
aret too.
paid a salary. That during 191* or
Manager AH Gill la. New Palace, 1!>ig when To|n Brown W as appearMy friends certainly know how to "Say it with flowers." A boa of
"mums" just arrived with a note from Charles Ray. regretting my ab- playrng Loew. will revive amateur lnf? at lhe colonial Theatre. Chi•*nce at the luncheon given to the press in his honor, and assuring me nlght. Amateur stuff drew well at caKO wilh Fred .stone in "Jack-o
the box office last season.
•bey would drink my health.
Lantern, C. I*. Brown was introI doubt if anyone there was as happy
** being present aa I waa at kaowing I was remembered during the
Picture Angles
duced to him by one Al. Sweet, and
festivities.
I will be there in person, some day. after these medical
New developments keep coming at the time C. L. Urown informed
•cenarlo writers reassemble and finish this serial, which seems to be all thick and f.ist.
Rumors are that him thru he was a member of the
tills and intcriora
Joseph Friedman, who successfully circus band with the Sella Kioto
At the time he is said to
offered United Artists' pictures at Circus.
Just the minute I get a column, a lot of people try to rechristen it. Here the Auditoruim during the summer have told Tom Brown that he was
*re some of the names suggested to replace "Bedside Chats":
"Baek- months, would build here sqpn. craxy about the »act of the Six
tear-ol-o-glsts"; "Cutting Remark*"; "Keeking of Operation*"'; "Spinal Friedman Is banking Finke]steii. and Brown Brothers, and that he went
Column."
Kuben in £*t. Paul with the Tower up to the gallery of the Colonial
Theatre every nicht to see the act.
theatre, a new house.
Barry and Fay shook hands in my room last week. Father Fay. of the
Shortly after that meeting Tom
Keith-Orpheum people will build
Catholic Actors' Guild, was making his monthfy call.
While we were a now palatial exclusive movie house Urown alleges that C. L. Brown apdiscussing the possibility of my being able to attend their next festival, and Sobelman and Howe, now allied peared In an act known as the
Father Barry, who for years has had charge of the chapel in the hos- with Finkelstein and Ruben In the American Saxophone Sextette and
operation) of the Blue Mouse here, started playing the smaller theatres
JJtal. came m. After introducing them, I explained I had known another
gfry.and fay. wfio, while not <* tho cloth, were aono the less great are scheduled tb build a new Rivoli in and about Chicago. That shortly
Wlilifafch. I Ta^s hadufclpad
the, «trM «»fh«fthaa greatest of thaahm a fe* doors fa>m their alter that tir a C. Iik .Brown ipro-.
•« necessities, Happloesa,
duced an act known as "Brown's
present location on Hennepin.
i

}

!

1

Saxophone

5)

Urown and Markwlth waa
rected by the court. Brown in
C. L.

«»

\

Six" and represented
himself to agents and managers as

Brown. M
The complaint
charges that he dressed the act in

"Tom

imitation

direct

of

Tom

Brown's

with one black face eomedian.
wearing duck trousers and live other
men in clown makeup.
On information and belief Tom
act.

Brown

al'rges that certain mu lingers and agents in Chicago, after
seeing the C. L. Brown act. refused
to book the act and claimed tnat he
was an imitator and lmposter.

On August
Brown

Tom

21 of this year
rrsrrntes that he commenced

viMHg IriTc-ra'Vfwru *«irtt'u»~ |¥e«>ple. managers and agents in and
about Kansas and Missouri that an
rv.

act

was playing

in

that

territory

and representing themselves ss being the original Six Brown Brothers, that they claimed to have appeared with the Midnight Follies
and made Victor phonograph records. The letters charged that the
act which was known as Brown's
Saxophone Six, were using cuts and
photographs of the original Brown
act.

Brown

also alleges that some tune
Ij. Brown presented
his act
the (Jreat Northern Hippodrome
in Chii'URO, and that through his
agents, Kaglc and Cold -'in it h. promised to refrain from using the t:tla

ago C.
at

'Brown's Saxophone Six* and "Six
Bro./n Brothers" and from using
the costumes, styles and ideas of the

Tom Brown
S.

L.

Oi?t.

and 'red Lowe n thai were
fe* ^on

the ^ttprneya. afpesriaj

Brown.

.

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

20

CABARET

JAME8

Singing and Crossfire

"The Globe Trotter" (Monolog)

One

14 Mine.;

(Special Drop)

23rd 8t.

Two

men,

feeder

and

selves in trim .\s traveling saloons.
One is that for some reason the
drinker might not be able to secure
liquor in a restaurant, and the other,
he prefers his own than to take a
chance on other people's, after
hearing so much about bad booze.
The other side though is another
restaurant man who said if he were
only left alone for a while h could
clean up, meaning no interference
with the traffic.
One restaurant

man

said he had on a Saturday
600 coveur charges, which
meant 600 people in the place. His
gross receipts that night
were
13.400, averaging about $5 per person.
Before prohibition, this restaurateur said, the gross from that
sized crowd would have been $7.0j00
at the least.
This place has an

night

entertainment, and is thoroughly
high grade in service as well as in
prices.

Tho pessimistic restaurant man
made some direful predictions about
the better class places, claiming the

girls

who have been one

important items

in

the

of the

"nut"

revue

for

from

Oliver, as disclosed by
The
crosstalk, is the comic.

the
entertainment,
which now consists of specialties.
Jack Holland and Natalie Kingston fall part way whenever the straight
knocks the comic against it, proremain as the features.
jecting him to the floor, whereupon
Another cabaret has been added he utters the phrase: "Will you
The straight
to the "Loop'' aggregation in Chi- please cut it out."
cago with the opening of the Moulin man wears the proverbial straw hat
inated

Rouge, 416 South Wabash avenue, employed by all straights, removing
aturday night. Vaudeville and it while singing his ballad. Derbies
dancing aro the features with the and silk hats iia\e been utilized for
dance music supplied by the Moulin this purpose, but it doesn't seem to
Rouge orchestra. Albert Bouche is have ever occurred to vaudeville
straight men to ever make use of
managing the establishment.
an attractive 'Fedora'* for that kind
of
work.
CHILCOTT
Animal Act
For the finish the straight throws
8 Mine.; Full Stage
the "nut" into the orchestra pit for
American
a funny bit of business. The pair
are
a cross between big and small
Unpretentious group of trained
dogs with interest centered in a time. They can go down next-toshut in the thrce-a-day and would
number of novelty feats. There are, probably make good in an early
spot
perhaps, 10 dogs of various breeds on some two-a-day bills.
Jolo.
with a tan and black animal, either
a dobeiman plnscher or Manchester CAMERON and MEEKER
terrier, featured in a novelty feat, Song, Talk and Dancing
that of an erect stand on the slack 16 Mine.; One
wire without support.
State
The wire- is rigged across the
A straight and comedian, both
stage and the trainer does a short men, presenting a comedy skit that
routine on it as a preliminary to the has the latter as the stage hand
balancing dog. The animal first bal- who breaks up the other's act and
ances itself on the strnnd, bracing gets his chance to entertain.
itself
against the trainer's knee.
The act runs mostly to not overly
After that it does the feat alone, substantial conversation, though one
after the trainer places its forefeet song is inserted and the finish has
on the wire.
the initial member playing a corA fox terrier does some striking net, with the comedian dancing. It
stands, being thrown into the air proved a fair enough means of terand landing upright on the trainer's minating with average results.
outstretched hands. For the finish,
Inclined to be somewhat lengthy,
the trainer lies along the slack wire, cutting would be in order and posholding himself by the knees and sibly the addition of a regular melarms,
and revolves horizontally ody would help. Holding the next
while two white poodles run around to closing position, the team didn't
his waist treadmill fashion. Monday seem quite capable of fulfilling the
night the act worked roughly in allotment and would, perhaps, find
some of the minor tricks, but the the going easier if placed earlier in
feature stunts went through smooth- th£ running order with their presly.
It makes an interesting novelty
ent turn.
Skiff.
number.
Hush.
last

high-powered expense they arc
under will swamp them if business
drops much lower. Still new places
are opening up, all seemingly prosperous, but all restaurant men say
that competition is cutting into all. GYPSY CORINNE
Yet people continue to play the Songs, Talk and Dancing

HAZEL CROSBY
15 Mins.;

i

piano throughout, the other
handling the major portion of the
song routine, although there r.rc two
the

reported Tait's Cafe, downtown in Frisco, will change hands.
It

is

The new management

is

duets.

said to in-

clude Art Hickman, who will be one
They opened with one of the
of the principal owners in the new double numbers and in attempting
company.
Last week the chorus harmony failed to send it across. It
was a published song, as was the
second, which the well appearing
HENEY, LEWIS and GRAYCE
s raight pot over.
After a piano
Chatter and Instrumental
solo, he again singled, using an old
11 Mins.; One (Special Drcp)
Irish melody which landed better
23rd St.
*'.-^iJ.

Man and woman
drop as

golf,

color, d caddy.

r.--,

cuter through
followed by their
Th< v Uul with him.

.CMV 'i*
,

e>.--V

•\>r*

i

v.r-.-.-*/...-.-^..

The men
n

did fairly on second, with
help from thj harmony try.
J Ice.

alternately going off to change to

evening clothes.
Tln-ir com.-.lv is
a trifle ponderous and the eom.-'dian
is unfunny.
The crux of th lr act is
the playing of brass instruments
Which is intei>p«-rse(l with cro stalk.
Acceptable small-time offering.
•

MOORE

—

and FIELDS.

Crossfire and Dancing.
13 Mins.; One.
Greeley Sq.

Join.

'

EDWARDS

and

BELMONT

Talk
.

14 Mins.;

One

(Special)

125th St.

The crossfire takes place before a
special drop in one representing the
stage entrance of a theatre housing
the 'Scrambles of 1922."
On the
drop

is

painted

a«

(2)

Songs

same places right along. In some 12 Mine.; One
a check doesn't ever seem to run 58th 8t.
under $20 for two,- and more often
Gypsy Corinne is a rather tallish
goes to $40 or more if there are
good-looking girl with lots of pep.
drinks. A party of three* the other
She does everything. Talks, sings
night,
visiting three restaurants,
and dances, and does all with an
without buying any liquor in either, underlying
idea of showmanship
paid a total of $78, plus tips, for
that manages to knock over a score
the trip.
for her on the small time. The billing, "It Happened in a Courtroom."
Cabaret bookings by Billy Cur- is an excuse for her
being on tl.e
tis opening this week incijdc the
stage, but that is all.
Mendozo Duo, Ethel Pyne and
She
slips over a 'little talk at the
Three Dainty Maids, for Shanley's
New York City; for the Rockwell opening of the act, goes after a popTerrace, Brooklyn, X. Y., Gladys ular number right after that, a sort
Wilcox, and Mazette and Lewis; of a tough -gal bit which winds, up
Venetian Gardens, Montreal, Can- with a waltz clog. Then a jazz number, with some stepping, and finally
ada, Marvelous Millers. Chona Paula
and Jean Tennyson; Crown Hotel, a rapgy affair. She makes a change
of costume for the final number, a
Providence, R. I., Farrari and Fanchine:
Beaux Arts, Philadelphia. step showing a bit of burlesque on
Eva Dowling, and Le,)eaax and all the styles of dancing.
Her act is a most a^erpiable
Macchia; Little Club, Baltimore,
I'n I.
Grace Bird and tho Stewart Sisters;' small-time offering.
King Edward Hotel, Toronto. Haeon
and Fountain**; Healy's. Boston, LONG and PERRY.
Mable Blake, Dolly Kennedy and the Songs and Piano.
Brownley Sisters; Claridge Res- 10 Mint.; One.
taurant, Montreal, Fay and Flor- American Roof.
A two-man combination, one at
ence.

poster bearing the

H.

CAR80N

I

One

(Special)

Broadway

A

I.

9,

1921

(2)

•engs

One

14 Mint.;
126th St.

conductor of the
"Globe" funny "colyum"
pair have evidently worked together is said to have written Mr. Carson's
for some time, Judging by the man- new monolog;.
A lot of the gags
ner in which their routine dovetails. sound like Phillips or any other
The drop is worked to apparently column writer,
judging by some of

most the

more than twb years were elim-

B.

16 Mint.;
23d St.

December

SON A MEROFF

OLIVER and NERRET

comedian.

Restaurant men say that despite
appearances there is not the money
In the high-class restaurant business nowadays everyone supposes.
A restaurateur the other day, in
talking about the condition, said the
liquor sale
as dropping so low it
could barely be counted upon. He
excepted restaurants with a large
liquor trade, though expressing an
opinion that few if any had a large
liquor business.
Patrons had developed the habit of carrying liquor
with them until it was seldom any
extensive selling was done by the
restaurants, he said. Liquor drinkers prepare themselves when going
out, if not making it a practice to
carry liquor on their persons all the
time.
The usual water is ordered
with highball glasses, and the fellow with the booze becomes bartender for his table. He advanced
two reasons why people keep them-

» Friday,

Phillips,

New York

On*

Sonla Meroff formerly appeared
with her mother, Luba Meroff, in
in which Ben Meroff

a variety act

was

also Included. Both Ben and
Sonla have lately framed single acta
of their own. Sonla's aong cycle is
said to have been written
by
At any rate, it
the fierce puns perpetrated. Carson Blanche Merrill.
shows the hand of a master song,
sports a mixed tweed suit along
smith.
English lines, a slouch hat and a
A female pianist assists Miss
binoculars case strapped over hfs Meroff. In blue jeans, this
very pershoulder. He opens with a special sonable bobbed hair miss opens
song, expressing his elation on his with a sophisticated kid number
to
arrival back home, that means little. the effect, "I'm going to build
a
The talk after it had progressed for theatre of my own," lyrically decrya minute or so gathers a few laughs ing the confinements of the com-

nicely. The chatter mercial theatre. The son* Is develcarries the audience around the oped with Miss Meroff taking out a
world, Carson touching on each piece of glass, some wood, some cecountry with a few topical cracks. ment, and two or three bricks, these
Some talk about passports sounded being her props for .the erection of
interesting.
The monolog proper her new playhouse.
The second was a bride number.
concludes with a parody on "Araer^
lea" that was a laugh. The encore Her groom is portrayed as the acme
was a topical sdng. 'Don't Say a of imperfection, but since this farmer
Word," panning the local police force has inherited a couple of millions, has
in their tactics of advising the vic- a chronic physical ailment and the
tims of marauders not to say a insurance companies refuse to Issue
word to the papers about their a policy on that account, she taglosses.
It-clicked but is doubtful if lines, -I've been waiting for such a
man all my life." An "Italian Blues"
it will be retained for the out-oftown houses unless the same police number was less of a bore than
many such character numbers get
system prevails elsewhere.
to be with
the average female
Mr. Carsons delivery is aggressive,
single. This Is really a clever
ditty
explosive and a trifle laborious.
with a corking patter. It whanged
However, it all serves to drive the
the house.
lines home. He seemed a bit uncerA Jasz song and dance clicked her
tain of the chatter, but once well
memorized the monolog should in- off a hit. compelling an encore w th
a pop ballad. The Jazz number
terest audiences on the big three a
carries with it a beautiful
abbreviated
day bills.
Ahcl.
gold-cloth costume displaying
Miss
Mcroff's shapely lines to their
utMARTIN
CO. (1).
mo;,t. For all her
soph'sticaton.
she
"Jed's Vacation" (Comedy Sketch).
«" a young miss hardly
eighteen at
15 Mins.; Three (Parlor).
the most. At this rate
she should
23d St.
capture everything in sight
within a
Merc's
a
two-people
comedy couile of years. This
present
turr
sketch that's a corker fcr any bill. >'howman!y
mounted and sartoria'lv
Jed is enjoying a five days'

and progresses

TOM

AND

vacation

when advised that mother-inlaw will visit them on the morrow
he concocts a ruse whereby he can
but

perfect, should find plenty
bookings
on the small big and the
be t th •-..
a day bill.*.

Abr

,

get away for some real rest with
«"d DERICKSON
the boys, but it fails.
Other incidentals occur on this, the first day Singing, Crosstalk, Etc.
12
Mins.; One
of his vacation, starting after he had
Visited a worthless play Just to 23rd St.
With their own pianist on stage
oblige his better half's "highbrow"
tastes. Following thr.t he blurts out nice appearing young woman stalls
that he has decided to have a baby, singing sweetly. She is interrupted
explaining he will adopt a certain by man in dinner clothes. They are
pocr friend s child. That is why, he a smart -looking couple of evident
adds, there are now waiting on the refinement. Man introduces himself
back porch two large crates of toys, by his card as "Charles Derickson
Including the cutest baby crib. For t being developed through chatter
the curtain he receives a phone call that he has followed her about She
that his friend's wife has refused to off. while he sings an Irish ballad
in
part with her baby, even though a tenor voice of fine quality but
not
they cannot bring It up in the best much cultivation, employing clear
of circumstances, and Jed,
very enunciation without any. sacrifice
jnuch crestfallen, complains that to the words. She returns aud they
now he will have to pitch the toys chaff one another.
She sinus
a: C crib into the alley.
The tag- (soprano) an operatic selection with
line is to the effect, "I wouldn't do roulades and
obligatos. rather
that.. Jed," from
his wife.
That crudely executed but well accepted
r.-.ade for a sweet curtain.
.by the small-time audience.

GRAY

nice-looking girl delivering a
trio of melodies before a special
"drop," and having a boy at the
piano accompanying her. The songs
used are of the pop type, though a
medley sounded as if it had been
routined especially for her use.
Miss Crosiby's main asset is her
appearance and the ability to register a high note at the conclusion
of a number. At present, there is a
tendency, on her par;, to also act
the lyries. as well as sing them, and
it should be done away With, for at
one particular period the audience
came pretty close to assuming a
Ho
kidding attitude.
The lines are reph te with laughs confesses it wasn't her act he sought
The act snems to be about set for
a:.: Mr. Martin's s jpporting "com- to Join, but to marry her. so they
the family time, and could possibly
pany" is perfectly cast.
She de- duet, dancing nc^ili therewiur.
take care of an early spot in a
For an encore a travesty operatic
serves equal billing.
Abel.
couple of the larger theatres, but
love duet, jazzing the
melody.
there is room for improvement in
The pair have pleasing personalithe delivery, especially the gestures PARDO and ARCHER.
ties, but their material
"A Will and a Way" (Skit).
is not up to
and facial expression.
Skiff.
their still undeveloped
15 Mins.; Two (Special).
vaudeville
talents. The best they
American Roof.
can
hope for
STEPHENS and BORDEAUX
with their present act Is the threeEddie
Pardo
and
Gloria
Archer,
•'A Boy from Home" (Comedy
' da
a
v
who teamed together in another act.
Jolo.
Sketch)
are now appearing in the former
17 Mins.; Full Stage
skit
used
and
by
Euzzoll
and
BURKE
Parker.
58th St.
It
is
a lively turn, with both Songs and Talk
A man and woman comedy team
15 Min.; One
in a laughable sketch offering that players taking to the material naturally.
Pardo Is doing his own City
is a sure-fire small-time wallop. The
Two-man combination including a
woman is a small-town girl success- style of specialty In the period callvocalizing
straight
and
shor;
ful in a big city.
The man is the ing for a change by Miss Archer.
comedian
He
uses
a
uke
and
then
wearing Harold Llovd
warbles
a
boob hick on for a visit.
He has
Straight man opens with
looked her up at her apartment well suited number. "Just My Type goggles.
for a Uungalow.''
Buzzell formerly an operatic number which is interand, while there is a slight touch
filled the spot with nut imitations.
rupted by his partner, with crossor two of the old home-town stuff,
The
couple duetted twice, the finish- fire talk ensuing.
The chatter is
there isn't enough to worry about.
ing number being a crying blues based largely upon
girls and marThe man works hard for laughs.
that was particularly well handled. riage, and is in need
As soon as .he_eets. n_ ..flash, nt. 't.b*»..
ctf brushing up
~A Wiit ai7UTi'\Vay was" eWective in spots as it causes
the turn to lag.
girl from the old burg he pegs her
on the big bills, and in it Pardo and
For a solo effort the straight has
as a vamp and fights shy. His reArcher are comparatively as valu- selected a standard
curring bits of business with his
ballad always
able for the threc-a-day.
The act sure of returns. His vocaV ability
hat and coat in trying to make a
delivered, on seventh.
Ibcc.
helps the act materially with tho
get-away before he falls becomes
double number and medley at the
funny through repetition.
finish topping the routine
At present, all the act needs is WAIMAN and BERRY.
in
off
Instrumental.
good style. With the chatter imjust a finishing wow. When the team
proved these boys should be well up
get that set they should have no 14 Mins.; One. (Special Drop.)
Greeley Sq.
in the running with the best thrcedifficulty in going along over the
Man violinist and woman pianist. a-day two-man combinations.
small-time routes.
Fred.
Open with duet of operatic and pop.
Ilnrt.
medley. Woman off to change while
DE LUXE TWINS
man
plays "Glow Worm" with rhap- HART and ROSE
Acrobatic

'

.

-

WARDEN

.

names Edwards and Francis. Ed- 10 Mine.; Three
wards and Hclmnnt Is the act's cur- 125th St.
Tho Twins are man and woman.
Colored male team, the comedian rent title. One of the men Is an old
bearing a strong likeness to the Civil War vet and the other docs Their acrobatic stuff, done primarily
comic of the old t< am of Cooper and the juvenile straight part. The rem- aloft from a table, is along familiar
Robin. -on.
Tiny are using a. por- iniscenses of the vet's war exploits lines, although on a par with many
tion of one of the old acts of Comoy in 'CI and other patter occupies the opening acts seen in the local pop
and T,emaire and a bunch of other team's running time. The delivery houses.
They interested here alequally fly stuff. Good straight man is fast and forceful, all of the fine though handicapped by a moving
with the comedian a very good ec- comedy points clicking splendidly.
house, many of whom were coming
centric hoofer.
Sure-fire three-aThe team is good for No. 2 in the in at the time the act started.
<!•> •/»»
Jolo.
pop houses.
Abe\
Abel
•

sodizing

variations.

(The

lad

Songs

fancies himself very much.)
The 15 Mins.; One
lady has meanwhile changed her 23d St.
gown and returns for more duetting,
Two boys and a piano with a conthis time "Home, Sweet Home," as ventional piano act routine.
The
it would be played in different
pianist
is the better finished percountries.
First it is done with chimes former of the duo coming up front

accompaniment, then Spanish in
"fandango" time, Scottish, Russian,
finally syncopated.
Another
medley, during which the young
man gyrates and grimaces. Just a

and

•mall time turn.

/©Jo.

for some telling stuff. His partner
working up front from the start
seems lacking in stage presence and
ease. They get their pop songs over
fair enough.

Thrae-a-dayers.
Abel.

-

]
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NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

1921
FRITZI 8CHEFF.
Com- Prima Donna.

and CO.

(Domestic

QREAR-MARKS

(3).

ff'tfin's.;

tltver

rblch

la

ing Mrs.

It is
actors.
both author and
things, well
of those triangle

^
r

Mrs.

Jndled.

Drew

Tommy Stewart

is

the wife of

(Thomas Carrl-

and CO.

Comedy.

Musical.

16 Mine.;
58th St.

One and

(2).

ROBI80N mnd PIERCE
"The 8aloons Are Closed * (Comedy)
1

Full (Special).

15 Mins.;

One

Scheff.

temperamental

Gertrude Maltland plays the
Mrs. Stewart's abpenchant for practising
normal
planted with the
is
-predestination"
the husband
opening scene when
which
complains he is starved, to
ordained
was
retorts that it
night
certain
a
on
that
rt*ia ago
Mr. Stewike this it was destined
hunand
go
famished
art should be
night off.
gry because it is cook's
Stewart Is impatient with her fashe soon takes
talistic ideas, but
advising her husthe aggressive in
Mrs. Clexinvited
band that she has
the evening.
ton to their home for
angle of
Mrs. Clexton is' the third
has
<he triangle with whom Tommy
innocent
an
like
affair
an
carried on
All that the husband sees In
fool.
her is a •sympathetic" friend, but
she later scorns him for being so
prudteh as not to attempt even to
kiss her after spending $20 for taxi
fare for a ride in the country.
Which plants the fact that Tommy
is Ftill clean and virgin to come bock
to his wholesome wife for the curtain clinch, eventually disclosing
Mis. Clexton to have figured in sevA surprise clieral divorce cases.
•inax occurs when Tommy is about
to leave his^ respectable domicile
with the other woman, driven wild
vby lis wife's sarcasm, boomernnging Mrs. Stewart with a line of chatter that thousands of years ago it
was ordained that he shouM leave
his wife on this night wl.h Mrs.
Clextcn and go out for a devil of a
This doesn't agree altogether
time.
with the disciple of the "Predestination" cult and she agrees to give
It up if Tommy will remain
Meantime the notorious corespondent, having become disgusted
with the way things were breaking
Plenty of action has been inserted
her,
denounces her former into the routine that holds an equal
for
amour as a "poor fish" and takes portion of songs and dances as the
This makes for a "body" of the turn, there being four
the atmosphere.
sweet curtain almost!
Mrs. Stew- of
each. The trio opens with an enart lends the impression sho has
semble number following which
about forsaken her "Predestination"
Lorraine steps forth with a French
but for the taglinc tackles Tommy
version of "My Man" leading up to
anew, "Now don't you think that
an abbreviated Apache dance with
If
is a good thing.
1 predestination
the girl.
Further down in the
[it weren't for"
and the curtain routine Miss Cngwin registered a
[falls on a top-notch comedy sketch.
solo toe-stepp'.ng b't to acceptable
The supporting players are sureturns with the finale having her
perlatively cast and as for Mrs.
and Lorraine dancing upon a glass
Drew she looks younger than ever.
covered platform, which lights from
'Whether it is her bobbed hair efbeneath the surface, while Fitzfect or her wholesome personality
gerald
continues the vocalizing.
or infectious smile, she has the
Closing the show the act brought the
house with her from the first acdemanded
interest from the initial
knowledging bow when she made
flash and carried away the honors
her initial appearance. Big time all
behind a bill that had been a parthe

Woman.

>ther

Threo

American
the dainty little
Grear and Marks personate charBefore a special divided silk drop
Singing comedian of parts and
prima donna of acters
in
"one" a well formed beautifully woman feeder.
not unlike Totash and PerlOn fourth they
other days, is back in vaudeville
gowned
woman
picked
delivers
a
cornet
up a bill singularly devoid of
They are excellent line
with a song cycle and two ravish- mutter.
solo.
She is joined by the other comedy and put over one of the most
ing gowns. Father Time has been readers, although their vehicle, come
f em i. line member of the trio, who is
conspicuously lively interludes in a
lenient with the Scheff figure.
to think of it, is rather flimsy.
As seeking a bell boy. This serves to long time. Turn opens with woman
Vocally Miss Scheff has reached cloaks
and suits manufacturers, who introduce Fred Gray In bell hop crossing stage briskly before street
the stage where she shies off a
They crossfire with Gray drop with man in business clothes
find their competitors are beating uniform.
trifle on the extreme top notes but
pulling laughs by a trick vocal ex- pursuing. They disappear and preretains enough volume in the lower them to it, they open up quarrelling
plosion
that
is sure fire and not
sently are back in confidential chat.
and
bickering,
playing up this situaregisters and showmanship to efFlirtation bit follows with exchange
tion effectively. One of the partners overworked.
fectually disguise it.
expects a buyer from Marshall Field
The act goes to full stage, boxed of amusing talk, mostly a play on
Opening in the house parlor set of Chicago, *and every
time they hear in by a pretty eye. One o! the girls the line. "All the saloons are closed,"
with a couple of special lamps for the elevator
stop on their floor the is at the piano.
Gray does some after the manner of "I'm going away
atmosphere,
Miss
Scheff
sang duo dive into their collective coats comedy business with a huge glass from here" in the Weberflelds bit.
"Somewhere." An opera cloak with in anticipation
of the female buyer's of water as the others piano and Thisjeads to the business of dating
a white ermine collar was discarded arrival. She had promised to look horn duet "Asleep in the Deep."
the gril up for later on, and she is
revealing Miss Scheff in a gorgeous
their stock over at the cabaret party
Back to "one" for a brass num- ofT while the man does a whale of a
white evening gown.
she was the guest of the preceding ber, the girls playing cornets and rag solo with lyrics about "agitated
"Dreaming" followed, well han- evening. While engaged in an un- Gray the trombone to good harmony. papa," with laughable incidental
dled.
While making a change the usually tempestous quarrel a young A bit of business good for a laugh clowning.
orchestra, with August Kleinecke girl enters.
Woman returns In evening dress
The partners display was Gray blowing his face full of
conducting, played a medley of their stock to her for her approval flour, lie solos on the trombone of red velvet for a short comedy
popular and musical comedy hits, a and she dumbly nods acquiescence while the girls change to Egyptian number, interrupted when man redeparture and welcome
.novation when they query her as to their costume where the turn goes back appears in convict stripes dragging
from the piano solos that most artistic worth. One of the partners to full stage and a special oriental a ball and chain with the line "I'm
prima s carry.
takes it on his shoulders to dictate setting. Gray Joins them in comedy back In uniform." Talk switches to
In a red decollete gown Miss a general order for each of the sam- Egyptian costume for a funny dance man-and-wlfe quarrel, the old stuff,
Scheff came back for "Just a Kiss." ples exhibited, and since the "buyer" travesty.
Some dialog anent his but done in a spirited way that
"Silver Lining" next, her on'y popu- dees not object, he tops it all by dance, and back to "one*' for a trio makes It fresh and with an abundance of bright, new talk. The patter
lar number, was followed by a song presenting her with one of their best saxaphone medley well played.
The act is far about the average leads up to another double number
indistinguishable through enuncia- selling samples which she accepts,
exiting to change it in the next musical turn.
tion.
Gray is a diverting on the strain "Man's a convict and
entertainer and an excellent musi- his wife's the ball and chain."
Stepping slowly into "one." Miss rocm.
It was the bright spot.
Sure fire
cian.
Both women are "lookers"
It is obvious that the girl is really
Scheff sang "Kiss Me Again." The
Rush.
She and have considerable wardrobe for any man's theatre.
opening bar of this was the signal not the buyer as assumed.
Miss Scheff turned states she Is a model seeking a display.' The % sets are in good taste,
for applause.
CHARLES
the
whole
act
representing
considOLCOTT
and
MARY
position, but since they do not seem
her back at this in coy reproach.
They liked her at the Palace, es- to require any, she exits with the erable production outlay. It's a big- ANN
and the old one timer for the best of the two-a-day Songs
pecially th" members who remem- new dress on
4
16 Mins.; One (Special)
•
'Con.
bered. The rest of the metropolitan wrapped up. About half the house bills.
Colonial
sensed the twist; to the others It
verdict remains to be heard.
Charles Olcott has dished his fawas the "Surprse" intended. The FRANK SHEPF/ARD and CO. (2)
Con.
miliar pianolog scenario of comic
cast's delivery further elevates its Comedy Magic
opera
to team with Mary Ann. The
15 Mins.; One
value.
LORRAINE, C AG WIN and
name of the lass may not nean
It's a good act of its sort for the American
FITZGERALD *
anything in the ea>st. but from the
Frank Sheppard Is a likeable per- first
Abrl.
thrce-a-day biPs.
Songs and Dancing
entrance Miss Ann demonstratson in looks, and with two comedy
14 Mins.; Full (Special)
ed she was not new to the footassistants delivers a fairly amusing
A production arf that has Ted MASLOVA AND KOBELOFF
lights.
Lorraine and Mis-; Cngwin doing the "Cpcctre do la Rose" (Pantomime routine of talk and simple tricks
The billing had it that Olcott
with cards and mechanical apdancing w'th Fitzgerald a short bit Dance)
wrote all the song numbers, but
paratus.
But some of h'.s side re- Mary
at the piano and offering a vocal 7 Mnt.; Full Ctago (Cpecial)
Ann opened with several vomarks Monday night were distinctly cal bits
selection of medley numbers from a Colonial
from other sources. She
"fresh" i.nd injured what might
trio of legitimate musical shows ho
was
then cued into the published
Michael Fokine presents Vlasta
have
been
first rate low
otherwise
a
announces as having been sung by M.islova and Constantin Kobeloff
"The Olj' Swimmln* Hole" and was
comedy ten-strike.
him in the orig'nal pieces.
off for a change.
wiio, like the choregraphlc master,
Olcott, with the
Sheppard walks on cold and opens
Fritzi

the author of this
one-act comedy sketch In
Lewis & Gordon are presentSidney Drew to vaudeville

Edwin Burke

15 Mins.;
125th St.

Palace.

Three (Parlor).

FRED GRAY

Co. (3)

Comedy Sketch

14 Mint.; Full Stage,

21

j

1

"

i

—

•

Abel.

time.

FRANK FORD and CO.

ticularly

dragged -out

affair.

Scenieally there is no fault to be
found, neither is there anything
detrimental to.be located in the general running order which allows

J3)

Sketch
20 Mina.; Full Stags
8tato

eaeh member to become prominent
with a specialty also combining the
trio for all possible advantages.
Miss Cagwin made her work stand
is her sleep, with her betrothed retiming and providing the usual out through effort, ability and dresswith Lorraine taking the seconding
"Jam" before she is gotten out of
ary position. Fitzgerald, generally,
the room by his pal.
impressed r.s being superfluous to
The cast is acceptable, though
allowing for changes
ome of the screaming and yelling the act though
of costume when signing.
could be done away with. It frames
Summed up the turn should prove

A

bedroom farce, having th:»
of one*of the toy friends
coming into the room while walking
fiancee

up

as- a comedy vehicle of sufllcient
proportionate
play
strength
to
consecutively in the smaller houses
and will probably do so to advantage.

i
'

Despite two of the members, the
firband one of the men, in negligee
and pajamas, respectively, the
*lalog

and action keep very much

this aide
Possibly,

of the blue

line

(except,

and
one instance)
neither censors nor house managers
will have any reason
for finding

kult

in

in

that respect.

Skig.

JOHNNY BURNS
•ong and Stories
»2 Mint.;

One

UfchSt.
Mr. Burns
°Pens with

works semi-nut. He
"Which Hazel" going

Into

some stories about the "old
leading up a.n impression of
jn Irishman, an Englishman and a

man,"

Hebrew rendering "Ja Da." It was
Jell received.
His stuff interested
«roughout, although
progressing
Jtong conventional lines.
The "Ja

° a Impression idea listens familiar
*nd may have been
dono by someone else before
Mr. Burns acquired
''

lh « rights.

tv
"»•

ia R00d
* or an ea rl y
Pop hous^.

s P°t ln

AbeU

capable of fulfilling an early spot in
the larger houses and can top or

any of the famSkip.
department theatres.

split the billing for
ily

•

are doubtless Russian dancers. The
"Spectre de la Rose" is known as
a Fokine conception. Kosloff also
did it. as did Nijlnski when at the
Manhattan several seaSons ago
with the Russian Ballet.
If the
pant okt ime was not also offered in
vaudeville since then, the work of
Xijinskl is to be especially credited,
for the number is still vividly re-

Co. (5)

Song and Dance
Three (Special Drape*)
125th St.

The Crisp Sisters, formerly appearing with Clark and Bcrkman,
The
are' assisted by a male trio.
boys are there primarily for singessays
each
although
ing purposes,
a little dancing. The setting* presumably is intended for an artist's
studio, all of the boys dressed in
smocks, one playing piano, one
sketching at an easel and the third
writing. A waltz number in "Alice
Blue Gown" costuming opens during which the boys use the former
Henry Bergman

catchline,

"Take

he says.

it

Easy, "Winnie." Both the sisters and
the boys make costume changes a
couple of times. Two of the latter also
perform a double dance number in

"When

I

audiences,"

come on they
They ap-

think I'm a good act."

t

—

S. HARVEY and
MADGE ANDER80N

W.

Co. (2).

Dances and Songs.
7 Mins.; Full Stage (Special).
American Roof.
Miss Kingsbury Is a toe artist.
Supporting her aro a young man
who is skilled more in athletics than
in dancing and a becurled lass who
is piano accompanist and songstress.
The opening number was effective, through the posturing of Miss
Kingsbury with her partner, who
was adroit in making the catches.
The boy's attempt at a solo dance
meant nothing.
Miss Kingsbury
singled after making a chango and
won something through her stunt
A specialty by the actoo work.
companist followed, this girl singing "Doubling Back to Dublin," for
which she strummed an Irish harp
for a verse and chorus.
Another change by Miss Kingsbury, the boy reappearing with her
in tux for the finale, a mixed toe
and eccentric number. The turn got

Equllibristic
12 Mins.; Three (Bedroom)
23d St.
The act is billed with Mr. Harvey's name as "assisted by Madge
Mr.
Anderson."
And justly so.
Harvey bears the brunt of the
labors, Miss Anderson doing excellent straight with some rhatter in
surprise at her partner's antics. The
former works "dumb" throughout.
He balances the various props of the
bedroom suite including chiffonier,
bedstead, etc.
Kach of the stunts,
judging from the applause, carries
enough weight to serve as a getaway trick, but Mr. Harvey proceeds
with other Just as difficult each time
for three or four instances pyramiding the applause to a salvo until
with the closing trick of balancing
two chairs with their bottoms feet

*

16 Mins.;

my

always surprise

"I

plauded and laughed and continued to applaud when he missed a
couple of tricks. Whereat he took
offense
and warned that "that
would * • enough." He never got
back the friendship of that audience.
called.
The laughs come from a comedy
In the present hands it is not ef- assistant, an imbecilic fat man who
fective. Perhaps the assignment to constantly rmbles on with a table
close the bill may have detracted. holding apparatus and has to be
But no sooner did Kobeloff leap shooed away. Finally when he does
through the window into the room come c
he stands about and from
of the dreaming maiden than the time to time utters strange, unhout:e started to walk, though it is couth noises between a grunt and a
true that many remained.
The growl, expressing feeblemindedmaiden dreams of the rose, and the ness. His appearance and clumsy
spirit of the flower is supposed to business were effective slapstick asbe reincarnated within the dancing sets. A nice lcoking. youngster of
youth. At ho close he kiss s her, nbout 15 was invited to the stage"
leaps into the darkness and the as another assistant In the familiar
maid awakens.
card tricks.
Rivalry between the
Mile. Maslova's work upon her boob helper and the boy was also
toes was splendid what there was fruitful of laughs.
For the finish
of it.
Her best bit was a double Sheppard goes off and the "sap"
revolution upon one foot with Kobe- aid does one of the mechanical
loff catching her.
Last season she tricks all wrong. Sheppard comes
presented a 10-person dance offering back to do it right for the finish.
The possibilities of laughs He In
which :r.:iy have been too expensive.
The present act has no dancing developing the comedy of the halfwitted assistant and the soft pedal
aids.
"Spec '.re de la Rose" may be im- on Sheppard's polite witticisms.
portant as to names, but appears Troperly worked up, the clowning of
too brief, with too little of the spec- the simp ought to make a whale of
tacular for vaudeville to enthuse a low comedy turn. It is considerover.
S ceial silken hangings were ably short of that in its present
frame-up.
Rush.
effective.
Jbce.

IONE KINGSBURY and

CRI8P SISTERS and

with patter leading to card tricks.

farmer boy get-up. For the getato feet and Miss Anderson p< relied
way, the girls use their military toyaloft, it sounds like a next-to-elosing
costumes as previously done in the
act copping everything in sight.
intermission.
closing
responso
fair
Clark and Bergman act.
The act opened here and is <u?t
The frame-up Is neat and show- Special hangings used downstairs
manly, and should fit in nicely on added a touch of color that was for that position in anybody's theAbel.
atre.
Ibce.
missed on the roof.
Abel
the better small bills.
|

first

exclusive

song,

singled

with

"How's It by You?" a comedy lyric.
Miss Ann returned in an evening
frock, the design of which supplied
a humorous angle for some chatter.
The most generous display of bare
back was constantly shown to the
audience during
kidding.

Olcott's extended
Miss Ann warbled "That's ^

How I Believe in You," but it was
a mistake for Olcott to due*t at the
finish/ for there is no chance for
harmony

here.

Olcott with a moving picture bit
had his best contribution. It was
amusing. He announced Miss Ann
In a special number written by him
around Clair Brlggs' cartoon hero
of the series "When a Feller Needs
a Friend." Miss Ann was out barefoot and in blue denim, with Olcott
duettlng for the exit. The new comM»stion doe? -not makc-goc* the.

A

breezy promise of the opening.
better finish might help. The Brlggs
kid is not as famous as might be
and doesn't call for sympathetic appeal,

nee.

ULI8 and CLARK
Songs
10 Mins.;

Ons

8tate

A

good looking mixed couple denumbers in a confident
Is perhaps too much
emphasized by the girl, though she

livering five

manner that

capable of handling her material
pop songs. What fault is found
is in her delivery. It lies In the tendency she has to "strut" and "Chicago" the songs across, which may
be all very well so far as action is
concerned, but in this enso is being
applied with just a bit too much
fervor.
The songs would probably
gain no more, in returns, by the
elimination of the swaying and the
doing away of the habit of standing with both feet spread unnecessarily far apart, but it would add a
mite of tone to the act.
Both members of the team are
evidently striving for an impressionable appearance, as is evidenced
by the way they dress, and .are succeeding In gaining their point.
Possessing voices that nre well
able to register the popular melodies
offered, the team sailed through to
a dependable response in conclusion. The male member in a tuxedo
appealed to the eye and scored personally with a solo while his partner combined nicely as to voice and
flashed two changes pnopt beeominc.
The act can step into any of the
Lfn-w house* and is a possibility
for the big time, with always that
opening to enhance its value for
class if tho girl will tone somewhat
Skiff.
down her gestures.
is

of

'

NEW SHOWS
CRESCENT

Mr. Hines s still doing his encore
bit, wherein he asks for applause.
doesn't need that now.
Everest's Monks closed with their
funny
Simian
vaudeville
show.
keeping all but a very few seated
until
the monk drummer
had
wh?.nged his fmal bang.
PciL

—

Shu* He

the house, and

THIS

WEEK

was a sweet demon-]

stratlon of spirit on the monoiogist's part when he refused to be
licked.
The comedian succeeded in

Friday,

taken the cream off talking
.singing combinations
Arthur Jarrett and Co., In "Cupid's Close-ups," have a first-rate
pair ha

'.

and

December

the continual entering

J, 1881

and

exitin*

from the restless patrons who

hol

in the same row.
Mr «t
very good show at the
James' support consists of a youn*
torts' Crescent, Brooklyn, this week,
working it up to a response that surprise comedy sketch, an idea couple sitting alongside of his?
together,
put
featured
wall
with
called for one return and is deserv- worth a more ambitious version. It The girl is responsible for all th
plenty of comedy and generally
ing of all th« credit that is his due has genuine humor growing nat- disturbance, reminding herself ever
for going through in an atmosphere urally out of the sure-fire man and and anon, "Oh, George, please get
playing iu a way that gave satisthat would have made many an act wife wrangle and framed in a novel my handkerchief I left In my cost
faction. All of the nine acts listed
Bkiff.
way. The opening in one shows the outside." and "Oh. George, please so
fold up.
have played for the Keith circuit.
wife complaining to a man friend of buy me some candy In the lobby"
Despite the excellence, however, the
the family about her husband's which naturally endears the couple
The
stags
walked
way
a
with
all
Crescent did hut fairly well Tuescruelty.
"Ill tell you just what to the end seat occupant not!
honors
I
day night, about three -fourths of ceived Monday; the femmes rehappened." she says.
Lights are was a laughing hit at this house.
but
wry
little chance.
"Chic"
capacity, with most of the absen"FauntHeaded
by
the
Plckford
Henry I. Marshall and Ina WIN
out.
the
drop
is raised and husband
Sale
and
Friedland
and
John Steel
tees out of the orchestra section.
a hand In copping applause lerey" film only sis acts appeared in and wife are disclosed in their home liams followed with their novel ofFor Its size, 11 men and leader. took
Miss Williams admittedly
with song and with dance.
First the first half bill for the current engaged in a catch as can battle, fering.
the Crescent orchestra ranks as one
Martin and Moore (she of pretty week. The length of the picture with the husband the aggressor. ia a capital mime, but whether it
of the best around Greater New
allowed for an hour and a halt of Back to one and the husband confides was the poor acoustics or otherwisecontour)
opened
up
mildly
with
York. They play the show as it
on the rings, but oh, what a the vaudeville portion which ran to the same third party that it was one could not grasp her lyrics, nor
should be played, never making stunts
along evenly to its conclusion at
sight she
"Here's what Mr. Marshall's either. The veteran
themselves 'obvious or noisy. The No wonder presents in her tights! IS: 15. The house was fairly well all the wife'* fault and
they wanted Moore of
actually took place."
Back to the songsmith opens in the orchestra
leader. William D.
Bart let t. re- her swings. Grace
populated downstairs, but mas off home and the scene Is re-enacted accompanying the vocalizing Miss
Doro
in
"deuce*
frains from three -sheeting himself
put her lingers to use wickedly tick- throughout the balcony outside of with the wife taking the offensive. Williams, following which he gets
to the detriment of the acts, as altoling the old baby grand.
All three meet" again in one. the onto the rostrum for a medley of
And this the loge chairs.
gether too many musical directors babe sure
The show held nothing of the sen- friend tries to straighten out the his former compositions. Miss Wil,
makes the piano conjure
In vaudeville houses have been doup a tune that ssjpnds like a whole sational, and seemed to reach its tangle; husband starts to clean him liams' peppery personality had maing and overdoing of late, not to jazz band.
high point with the No. 3 turn in up. encouraged by the wU'e. and out terially to do with the hit the act
mention the "special" musical diThe Franklyn -Charles Co, for 12 Marie Russell and Sambo. Miss of their common cause the pair are scored. During the progress of the
rectors carried by acta, whose antics minutes
or so then showed thtlr Russell scored with each of her vo- reconciled and go op their way. turn, considerable backstage noiss
In the pit probably started the erase lifts
mixed with some song and cal selections, there being four. breaking into a new quarrel before could be' heard in the front of the.
for conspicuousness that seems to dance.
Goodman (the "Co.") while the conversation drew forth they have taken half a dozen steps. heme, continulug until Mr. Marhave gripped the average house was not Miss
neglected also, accepting some snickers.
To that effect it There is a laugh in every other line shall, about to render a new comconductor.
suite well a neat solo chance. Then f might be well for the turn to eiimi
and a whoop at the finish. Nicely position he wrote, had to shout into
Harry and Anna Scran ton were Chic Sale made each
nate
minute
a
few
lines
of the chatter, as played by the husband, only fairly the wings. "If you'll keep quiet back
up against the usual odds opening, avail for some gag or new
there I'll try to do it."
it is detrimental to the impression
Quip,
That has
a
by the wife and peacemaker.
even more so Tuesday night, strag- Ijne or a quirk. His
protean art a Miss Hussell leaves *ilh bar sougs j AroMttitfc*, man ami woman, with the desired effect at any rate.
glers walking in throughout their ffuite new
and apart from the usual and dressing. The man. Sambo." nest routine on the double trapeze,
Wilson Urothers yodeled and
The
act The wire walking so neatly "heavy dramatic" work.
disported their corpulent selves as
ttnah.
done by this team brought an ap- sense of fun relies not on Mr. Sale's means nothing to the offering and closed.
The Cprewell number was
of yore.
pun tmtis has just about as much to do the
preciative responae. stomping the homely and
and true to life. girl practically doing a 'single' ail
a xylophone imitation of "lack Sny•how with class at the outset, and Each move Ureal
a
laugh, eaeh verbal the way.
dr's
New
York success. 'Frankie**
ST.
It
be
may
th»
raemis of
getting It off at a fast clip.
Nip paragraph whangs 'em and clicks getting more money in
(announced). That sounds as if he
ca Tying the
and Fletcher with their medley of and is sharp as a knife
A nrlegatcd/cumulative program Wilson Urothers mus'. be getting
accomplice,
hut
it
would
'increase iwas presented at the 23d Street the
singing, dancing and acrobatics, secroyalty on the song.
I*er£ormers
ond, also suffered from the late ar- Anatol Friedland* s act
seldom if ever mention the names
scored i*:*
a W
,,<V
rivals, but succeeded in thoroughly bull's-eye.
"The
Holt
m
Jack
picture.
lf«Uure
Hi* "Musicland" skit is
even the woi Id -famous compos[of
.,
The' White Brothers
«m
, „
,
followed
the
pleasing those who were in. the a three -barreled hit; It gratifies
interesting
is
ers. Tlie Crisp Sisters and Co. (New
and screen feature, doin* nicely with Call of the North."
house placing its unqualified en- there's good reason why!
"Topics of the Day" Acts) clored the lengthy vaudeville
melodrama.
He's
dorsement on everything they did. pieked a bevy of girls that must their acrobatic work, while the Vir- continues iu Its efforts to be funny
A Harohl Lloyd comedy
ginia
Belles,
seven
of
Vm.
preSchwartz Brothers struck a soft levy some toll for their efforts (each
succeeds, ami a feature lilm concluded.
ceded the lowering of the sheet and only spnsmodic;tlly
t ,n the f ,rd hoJe with their is a peach!).
and tin re ia the ever-interesting
"Lookers* and» singers for the final showiag.
Toe
four
"try-out" acts in the.
"P°
^
J
5
The
girls
standard comedy turn. "The Broken and some buck and wingers, bru
The variety turns order named, art reviewed in detail
pleased with their instrumental se- Pat he News.
Mirror." The act wears well, the notte* and titions and blondes
(real lections, which u-c arranged alter- numbered fix and ali of them were under Xeiv Acts, wire the l>e Luxe
laughs coming with just as much and bleach). But plen«e understand
reasonably good for that style of Twin**.
Kd wards
and
Ilelmont,
frequency Tuesday -night as they this songwriter Friedland himself nately in rendering "pop" numbers popular -priced entertainment.
G rear- Marks Co. and Sosiia Meroff,
did when the "Mirror" skit was first can strut a wicked Itne of stuff; a and those played in a more serious
They
opened.
Blighty
Girls
Three
the
latter
the
big
hit
of
The
quartet,
vein.
seen around quite a few years bock. thousand songs they say ho wrote
Is in native be.ng forced to au encore, and
one
In all it was a great bill for the are a tiio of Scotch gt.
Regardless of whether there Is a his day. and though you contend for
kilt of a| G f the evening's hiis
wearing
a
costume,
each
State
orchestra, permitting it to cut
Wshouae or s small one in at the one man it's enough, he has a new loose with
First thev harmondifferent clan
P.usiiier-y was about Ihree-tr-a: trrs
the
pep
music
in
a
trio
Crescent, the audiences are usually "Who" song that sorta rings true;
ire. there is a soloist with a regu- capacity, which i.
nst
keeping
a regular vaudeville crowd. They it won more than sufficient response. of acts. The gang in the pit is lation vaudeville vwioe. who turns with the added attraction,inaccording
very near a revelation m these days
know when Ho laugh and what to "Plugged** aver and o'er; they of
side of the house to the v'reet billing, of a "liouble
one
1m
from
ad
her
bad
orchestras, if the way they
laugh at, and almost seem profes- clamored for more; four chorus re.IW.
played Monday night is a regular to the other alternately, just as all of vaudeville show tonight."
sional in the manner that they give peats^ not just merely once.
them do.
They dance highland
the act a shade the best of it as
The second stanza was less a sample.
flings, play drums and prance about
Between
and
betwixt
the
aforeregards applause.
This does not bonanza of variety than was the
more or Ittss amusingly. Gray and
apply to the 'Broken Hirror- turn, first. The two Du For hoys showed mentioned acts were spaced I Mis and Derirkson (new acts).
Gallagher and Sheun were extenbut to all of the acts in general sartorial pobie with their varied Clark. Frank Ford and Co. and
Then came a sketch. "Hono- Thy sively
Cameron
and Meeker uiow nets).
advertised and virtually replaying here.
well
The audiences, in stepping quite
rehearsed.
Children." played by George Sidney
sponsible for an exceptional draw.
b
Skip.
r. wordi» without any semblance Though dudlshty dressed, strutting
some four or five seasons ago. It is The couple
°i
continue to udd and subof .?
"claquing IV appear to have ap- all they possessed, the farewell apa funny piece of sketch writing tract
their numerous comedy ditty
pointed themselves boosters for the plause was much under par. The
and is exceptionally well played for numbers
and as a result hold attenCrescent, a condition arising out preceding act sort of seemed to desmall time. It opens with the chiltion even by those who have witof the fact that the local manage- tract, though the boys' routine is
Attendance was wiy off Mondav dren, son and daughter, grown up, nessed them more than once.
ment has established a sort of inti- neat and bizarre. Mrs. Drews new
discussing the belief their mother
Harry
remarkable menmste relation with Its patronage, act was "meaty" and compact, soon night and *a light audienee was desires to take on a stepfather.
They talist. didKahne.
quintuple mind concenthrough circular isat Ion, acquaint- making way for Mr. John Steel. rather listless. Comedy was fairlv are college graduates, have studied
anceship, etc.
The tenor worked hard and with well detributed. but the absence of anthropology, etc.. and while they tration cfTorts with words and figKlein Brothers, fourth. * were a respectful regard their plaudits ac- dancing worked against a fast show. do not seriously object, insist they ures fairly astonishing.
His work
claimed his sonorous zeal. But the The only stepping of the evening are the
comedy wow. The laughing straight
ones to make the selection was accepted with utmost interest,
th
ca P ltal legrnania of the
man is still ha-haing as heartily as late hour came and 'twas solely to p:Neil
notwithstanding he works on the
«.
TVS ., Sisters.
for
mother.
Mother's
old
sweetNo. 2. That Amerever at the smaller Klein's comedy blame for a little premature walking
same lines as Kajiyama. who has
ht art calls for his answer, they send
ou.. His arden* fervor pleased ev'ry ican crowd are pretty wi e vaudesallies and business, but he
does observer,
her away for a private talk with been before the public for a number
serving as food for much ville fans and a dancing turn alwavs the
It so good naturedly it helps
of years.
rather
man a reversal of the procegets Us Uuo
It was not an eaJ|v
tnan hinders the laughs. It might talking about.
Josie Heather, assisted by John
Abel.
bill to arrange.
For one thing, four dure usually adopted when parents McLaughlin, pianist, and Bobbie
be a good idea for the tailor chap
inquire into the finnmckit status and
or the nine turns were new
to put in a laughing song.
and morals of prospective
Heather, who participates
the
That
their possibilities uncertain.
suits
for
their
would give him a -chance to work
Ralph
comedy golf scene number, made s
After consultation they
Whitehead was next to closing, children.
off any surplus of giggles
favorable impression.
entire
Her
An average running seven -act bill while Johnson
not used
decide
to
turn
him
down
and
go
off
and Crane were secduring the routine. All of the talk that had its ups and downs,
repertoire, consisting of exclusive
to a matinee.
heavily ond after intermission, having
Suitor and mother comedy
landed.
to
song material and with a
It deserved to.
A couple padded at both ends with plenty of rollow the similar
offering of Robi- elope— curtain is lowered to Indicate different costume for
nar «" working.
each number
film, which included what seemed a son and
conscientious
SL-i
pierce, who had drawn a a lapse of seven hours, the old combined
comics,
these Klein Brothers, who rather lengthy feature that stalled substantial
with an exquisite special
couple
return
and
stepfather
score
takes
four numbers beknow their business from the off the vaudeville portion of the pro- fore.
set, makes a favorable bid for the
Probably the shift of any )f the children in hand, threatening to larger circuit.
ground up.
They grabbed off a gram to a later atiurt than usual.
thrash them for wanting to attend
the turns would have involved
a the
Frank Five and George Jenny
f bend » and generally covThe show took its own particular complete rearrangement.
*°_
French Students' Rail. For the
ered themselves with glory.
time getting tinder war an did the
finish the *»h»Mren are sent to bed opened the show, offering a scries
Chilcott's
trained
dogs
(New and
l s
oi gymnastic teats while on roller
1 ** unusual for
house
in
filling
an
up.
but
finished
act
with
ts,
to
old folks go to the ball.
-ti the
. J*"
stop
skates.
~ ma(, ° a satisfactory opener. Oliverthe
It
show closing the first half a wallop in the persons of the song £?
could be termed as a
The O'Neil
and Nerret, and Heney, Lewis fancy
Sisters were a likeable
of a vaudeville bill, but that's
skating combination, but as
Just writers inhabiting the "Trip to Hit- pair of girls with pretty dressing and Grayce (new acts).
jrhat Nat Nasarro. Jr.. did.
they
have
certain
dance extracts In
The closing act was Paul Hill and addition
The land" festival, which held the closing and a cheerful disposition to work
Jazz music. Helene's dancing
to gymnastic routine, the
and spot. The ten boys eased through hard and enjoy the exercise. The Co.. two men, one a red-nosed "legit" couple
chic costumes, and young
will
find
favor
nicely,
in the opening
securing liberal recognition plump sister is a first
Naxarro's
rate stepper with a workable false moustache or closing spot.
*
tumbling, cello playing, singing
and on their melodies of the past and and does nicely with an essay at and misfit dress clothes, the other
Marie
dancing made a splendid combina- putting over a more recent number comedy, while
Gasper,
asunprogrammed.
the two get some ludicrously made up in female at- sisted by
tion of specialties.
a male pianist, almost
The "Saloon" in conclusion that left no doubt as very agrooable effects in harmonv
tire.
Their offering savors strongly perished
song is not suited to Nazarro al- to the final result.
in
the
Condeuce
spot.
wilh their rag numbers.
of the English pantomime style
of sidering the turbulent atmosphere
though he did It well enough. Its
Previous to that Lewis and Dody
Frank Sheppnrd and Co. (New burlesque. They have a keen sense
of the house at that early period*
too sophisticated.
wowed 'em with various lyrics at- Acts), comedy magicians.
of travesty and are
got
a
lot
ludicrously
*he had an impossible spot. As a
A program switch In the second tached to their "Hello" melody, of laughs with their buffoonery
in- funny without being vulgar. Much single Fhe does not seem
half brought Jovedah de Itajah from which is doing for them what a volving a
to be there.
comic assistant playing of their bits of travesty is too subtle
Ted Lorraine, Jack Lsgwin an*
second after intermission to open- similar comedy Bong is bringing in the
half-wit
for
small
bungler,
time
but
assemblages, with Emily Fitzgerald followed Gallagher
the
ing the second half.
responses
to
Gallagher
and Shean— straight worker got into a contro- most of its savoring of the
The "mind
broadest and Shean and
reading" is well done with little
though the latter's alma mater Is in versy with the audience
that the enof
and spoiled burlesquing. This act would prob tire assemblage proved
the hocus-pocus that customarily no serious danger of being eclipsed «he good feeling.
was still in an apEven
at that the ably entertain on any vaudeville preciative mood.
goes with second sight stuff. Jo- by the trio of "Hollos." Neverthe- simp helper made
The trio, offering
'em chortle with program.
Joto.
,a musical adaption of the "Moth
vedah works In the audience, the less the Lewis-Dody combination his grotesque clowning.
and Flame." have exercised excelquestions and answers being speed- tied it up very well indeed Monday
|
Robison and Pierce (New Acts),
lent discretion in the selection ef
night, securing valuable assistance with a rollicking
ily conveyed to and from
the stage.
conversational and
ST.
costumes, while their dance efforts,
with a young woman acting as the from their conversation and ven- singing specialty, picked
the show
in
to the four new acts with emphasis on
medium. The latter 1* a white wo- triloquistic impe-sonation.
the feminine,
np and boosted the entertainment that addition
showed at the Tuesday night stood out with distinction.
The Clinton Sisters were in the average to better than 300
The
man. Jovedah is colored, an East
for the try-outs,
«.i». two acts on the
vocai aotmy
tho regular
.^..la- vocal
rp
ability ofjhe
initial spot, drawing attention with LUnc .bei.nc:.
di*
of
Indian or poss'Hy a native of
the
taller
man die
t
.be-.cv'*dler. — ^omctl.,
c
:>iii
.-.uTv i)«t -ii * ee ft Tcry" fifths
a series of nim Hashes that were is neatly punctuated
pf the French coloni »s. judging
to- noi niewBTTre"" up with~the "stepping
with good
by screened while the
e w J, » hl» n y Burns, a semi- of the other two. However, it should
his accent.
girls made their coimdy numbers and the
?
Usual comedy returns
whole of- »l
nutfr single, who deuced it. and
from Inquisitive ones anxious to changes and. in turn, lead up to fering Jh a solid bit of amusement
the satisfy, for the trio really rely upo*
is the Crisp Sisters
and Co foot work.
know whether their sweethearts each succeeding dance offering. The Locw bills could use a generous other
song
and
dance
turn,
Hazel
closing
Crosby
(New
were true, etc.
Acts) followed; assignment of the same kind.
the
show. The Crisps were last with
Opening intermission was a slight Clark and
"In Argentina." the Spanish sing- thence Newell and Most, who termBergman.
inate: nicely on the strength of their
ing and dancing skit, next,
in the straight turn of the
The
and vocalizing, which allowed for an letdown
four acts that "shewed" took
A lengthy show of seven acts, (he
Five Musical Queens, a simple rou- up an
scoring with the excellent dancing
hour's running time, starting latest Harold
tine of musical selections, all from at
Lloyd comedy. "Never
of Ellsa Delirio and Roberto Me- encore.
eight sharp and
tlr.-ino.
Harry Ormonde is the come- theMcDevitt. Ke'.ley and Quinn found the current pop catalogs, on brasses 9: Of,, making way forconcluding at Weaken." and a Paramount feature
going not easy, encountering a — two saxophones, a
the regular picture the first half. As a vaudedian, working easily and gettirg
trombone
and
opening
act.
Rugene
and Finnev at ville bill it held mainly to laughs
more or less degree of trouble. The cornet— with piano
laughs consistently.
aeeompaniment. that
There is an dancing of the two men just
that is
about The pianlste offers a solo on the alto zontalhour This is a two-man hori- a.
Apache dnnce in the act that makes did
bar combination that has a wants. They what this audience
it.
the conversation being of horn in addition to
are strong for comedy
all of the others preceding it
providing
the few Rood tricks that interested, and
look little use before an audience that
the
Lloyd picture helped along
and the two saxo- though none of them
pale by comparison.
The Spanish displayed a determined front to each accompaniments
are particu- In this particular.
phone girls do two vocal duets of larly new.
The placing of
atmosphere made for novelty, and act and was
The team features its the comedy dim after
particularly oppos d to fair quality.
the third set
I hit
there is nothing flying get -off
the Spanish musicians also added a the idea
somei>uulfs and leaps in the show heightened the comedy
note of interest that counted in the forced to. of wanning up unless striking in the routine to justify the
Johnny Hums (Xew Actsi was fol- strength of the
position
of
program.
starting things afier the lowed by
resti Its obtained.
"One on the Aisle." with \V.
Ibll llallen. next to pluif. blasted recess.
...
Marie Hart and Co, the latter
.
Horry Hines,
H. St. James heading the company! being
next to dosing, did into the same situation ami walked
one of the men formerly in
Johnson and Crane,
Ins usual, doing remarkably well luff after
hi
opining song sur- woman talking and singingman and This is a second eompanv evidently the Saxo Revue that she presented
f<»r the size of the house.
offering
It
isn't rounded by absolute silence.
°£ } h±* c >*ver Paul Gerard Smith for a season or so.
Hallen helped a little, but Robison
The act is a
the >asiest thing in the world to being a "nut" comedian
and sketch,
the first being headed by combination
who
Tierce had covered all the ground
of her wire work and
monologue to a small bunch like his material in an out of delivers
James TenUooke. Both companies music.
the or- in this class of specialty earlier
She
started
show at 8
the
the Crescent held Tuesday ni-ht dinary manner returned
and are on a par In ability, although this o'clock
to slowly, loft little fur subsequent
sharp,
the
second turn.
efforts. is one of those sketches
but Mr. Hines discounted his odds bwt as surely, gain-----favor with the
that vir- Oypsy Corinne (New Actsi. taking
...„ Johnson and Crane would An w»ii
and registered just as strongly as inhabitants by means of his story
tually play themselves.
The lead- up the running at 8:12 and turning
in a clear field, for therein
If tne
ir
the tfmatre
,ng
ing player
metre were parked, an telling. It was an interesting battle aenough
personates,
P*
»«^«* *a itdftU
sedate oM
old la a fair aimed hit.
touch of no^tr ta tu
.ff>v1 Wba
achievement for any monolog man. to watch, that between Hallen and^nd
«*«>*** <* the
Stephens and Bordeaux fn "A TV>y
her prisoner,
.
but
W »» the
w
tuv pivnous
dnviSS fSSi^J
,
aisie seat la row A. has to muirmr
(Continued on >age 26)
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PALACE
M«

billed

neadllner

personality and rheumatic attempts
nt

Keith's

at quixotism.
The old lady's willingness to risk the experiment and

her reasons are not planted conthis week, but 10 standard vincingly',
but are forgotten when
was reflected
EtTminus a "draw"'Monday
the situation unfolds. The act got
night,
Sr the attendance
This
is over hugely.
capacity.
under
BLhtlv
Bostock's Riders closed. The anSJSt" for the Palace, where they
deep nouncement at the opening 6tarted
«^Ully stand them up rows
a
universal walkout, and should
week.
the
first day of
build- have been edited out. The turn got
The bill played smoothly,
on
after 11 p. m., closing with the
wirh comin* ud to a corking show
Chick Sale. "apparatus" of aerial stunts teach^predominating.
ing
the plants to ride. It is staged
after intermission, and Ruth in the manner of
a contest, with a
the hon8S?J next to closing, split
watch
as the first prize. The wincllmbthe second half, each
ner is determined by the applause
having
to
and
class
hit
into the
is offer- of the audience, as in the old amaIK off in a speech. ofSale
rural char- teur manner of holding the watch
55 the same array back,
one over each applicant's head, There
with
SferV as of seasons
country were hardly enough left to applaud.
two slight changes. His
Con.
and
cracks,
JLSn has a few new
quips
Cffgap has one or two new room.
pool
village
iSh^from the
\loing a
S£" 'tubey" player in now
getting his
iSt of a Melrose fall in
A good-looking capacity audience
focused,
rheumatic limbs properly
at the Winter Garden Monday night
to the stool. Sale is
for the descent
followed
a big attendance the same
will
a vaudeville institution, and his afternoon there. It probably made
have a tough time replacing
record
a
Monday for the Garden
They
character studies.
Present
Monday since the opening day of Shubert
went as strong as ever
vaudeville in that roomy theatre.

JZ&

™XJ

%
SUd
2fi

X
S

WINTER GARDEN

song
Miss Roye in the strongest
seasons had
cycle she has shown in
favorite
This girl is a
trouble.
evidenced by her
at the Palace, as
from the
reception, which was free
Her
plugge.ism.
song
of
taint
been alhas
"Cat's Meow" number
the Keith
tered to comply with

5

'

mandate, barring the phrase, but
went over Just a3 strongly as ever.
She has a kind applauue number
the
that landed solidly. The rest of
songs are the same as used at her
with one
last Palace appearance

new

The back settee * filled up closely
No
after the seat sale stopped.
signs were in evidence of "paper"
either in the lobby Just before the
performance or in the looks of the
assemblage. The house stiff said no
paper was out for the night show
other than the usual few pairs sent
to the papers.
With the Jimmy Hussey act and
Frances White Jointly headlining
the draw fell between that couple.

A number

In evening dress attendIt was almost as likely that this 10-act bill, looking in-

ed the show.

one.

viting as a.vaudeville program, had
Fritzl Scheff (New Acts) opened as much to do with the draw as any
a single feature of the turn. Vaudethe second half, passing nicely
well-selected spot.
ville draws its wise crowd.
In the
Carl Randall, sandwiched in be- lobby line for the box ofllce two
copped
Roye,
their
fellows
were
waiting
Ruth
young
tween Sale and
the artistic hit of the evening, as- turn. One said to the other: "This
Porta
and
Clark
show,
doesn't
it?
like
good
a
looks
Dorothy
sisted by
Donn, two charming girls fronj I want to see Jimmy Hussey." The
commusical
all
right,
other
"This
looks
late
replied:
the
Boy."
"Sonnv
edy in which all three appeared. but there's a good show this week
Two of the song hits of that piece. at the Blversldo, too. Chi 1 Sale is
"Peaches" and "Rainy Day." are in up there." (This is Chic Sale's first
the present offerings as is also Ran- vaudeville week In New York for
'derby" hat dance some time.)
dall's specialty
that tops anything seen of its kind.
In entertainment the Hussey act
Randall has an endowed pair of legs gave the most, possibly through its
and shakes a most onery hoof. He length, with Jimmy Hussey the
manipulates a hat while dancing principal
applause
In
feature.
better than most hat manipulators Charles T. Aldrich and Maxle and
can while standing Immovable. The George (colored dancers) got the
Miss most. The latter turn came on at
girls have unusual talents.
Clark is a high-class pianist and a II and worked about the fastest nine
looker with personality. Berta Donn minutes that arc being done in
puts over a ballad classily, and "one."
pairs with Randall in a double dance
Mr. Aldrich appeared after interthat took encores until Ram'.all was
In any other house the
physically unablex to encore.
Two mission.
applause would have stopped the
armfuls of floral pieces were passed
Here, however, it held up
show.
over the lights at the completion of
the show and peculiarly. Following
the turn, allowing Randall to ackbill were Callahan and Bliss,

m

on -the

thanks with a comedy
Thorley the florist.
The first half ran to comedy also

nowledge

who

allusion to

with Johnson, Raker and Johnson
giving things a fast start with hat
manipulation and comedy boomerang hat juggling. Madelon and

Paula Miller. No. 2, passed mildly
with a stereotyped sister art arrangement. The girls do a piano and
violin double, a double song parody
and top it off with some good dancing of the acrobatic variety, featuring splits. The dancing was the big
asset, bringing them back for an
encore in the early position.
Lightner Girls and Alexander Revue, followed

with Winnie Lightner
mugging her way to

clowning and

favor.
Ramona, a dancer in
turn, deserves special mention.
classical bare legged effort and

the

Her
an-

other solo helped the average. The
Prop laugh of Winnie's sister could
be modulated a trifle.
The act is

sumptuously produced, and contains
specialty people of merit in the GofSisters,
Vada Russell and
Harry Jans. The business of describing an
imaginary aeroplane
night, and Winnie Lightner. the
•vlatrix. walking
out and asking
How do you start the blame
thing' recalled Gallagher and Barrets "Battle of Too Soon."
Harr >' Pelf kept things moving
at the switt pace next
with his song
characterizations,
pelf is an ex.J^Ofcf-nred showman, milking the last

gan

•

particle of nourishment from his
•.jwceptinnai material.
The ••album"
.

JJjng ami comedy
tin types of L'O

me

reproduction of
years ago was

Soup" song, illustrating dift
ty,)fM inhaling their liquid
r.^
u
nourishment.
A song punning the
»nen was cleverly pantomimed. Pelf
.

il

u
numbers,
n.

bit of

opportunity

«e

l^ntomim. in all his
away from the
and allowing him .an

getting

usual delivery

f or

characterization

finished strongly.

C,rao '\Huff
-.- in
...
d
do
«°n
•»°nii
C(, y

the
....
J.ewis
... ,, ..lor
iV
production. ••The Trimmer," h\
B. llymer. .-lit-kftl in the com

HieteJ,

.Jft la.ns
situation

.

until

T,, ''l

jnc stnry has
jiuerly

Wo,

'

(|,v

in

-

kieJ"

thi

of
t,,

woman

I«h
i
inauiRe

.,

low stir;. The
author has his

,,

Planted,

t

«jr KP

i

;,f tf r

hut

rolls

up

a

laughs thereafter,
do with a mothi-rlv

wlio enlist*

tic aid

hlondine manicurist to
lrt lti( n Wllh ,„.,. ,;,,.
.

t

i

,

uh

,,Msl,a " (1
<»
'"' ni l, »i«urist s
.

>•*

h.sing

l:is

sweetheart.
11
ah
* Da, Player, is enlisted as tln> jeal"us rival, with
the old man falling
'W'K. hue
an ,| sj,,!;,.,.. The theme
J

'

I

,n
ii-»M
u

*tlon

Jeofail,
jjMUOgut*

«omedv. and the sitM isM Huff .,„ the
gets laughs with Plight

iv " of
fui.i.v
t

i

her sophistication
contrast |0 the old boys

retorts
a *»dej
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are in "one," and start their
turn motionless, in costume, staring
The Garden's
audience.
the
at
stage manager forced them on
They
against Aldrich's applause.
assumed the staring pose and had to
hold it about three times as long as
usual while the Aldrich applause
subsided.
Mr. Aldrich Is doing a neat, clean
and lightning swift change turn
with comedy. His first speech of
"a German acrobat doing an impersonation of," etc., will always be a
laugh for vaudeville professionals.
In protean or lightning changes
Aldrich has them all stopped. None
even commence to enter with him.

His work to an audience is astoundThere is no question of doubing.
ling, as Aldrich is always in sight,
only his feet or hands, while he
uncovers after nearly every change.
caught the house immediately
and cinched his hit when making a
change standing on a pedestal with
no props in sight, merely rolling a
He's a
closed shade before him.
very good showman, Is Adrlich, of
if

He

the finished school.

Miss White was second from closShe may be doing a new act.

ing.

eredited as "a repertoire of late
by Italia rd .Macdonald ami
lianley.- As a single turn in
vaudeville there seems to be something missing about Frances White.
It is

songs

Jimmy

When Miss White was of Hock and
White she looked big. Now there
doesn't seem to be a great deal to the
act excepting the name. Her songs
whether better or worse receive litAlways
tle aid from Miss White.
nn'e.'l. for "*t JPili^O.J'iUire w-.1).i.lo„on
the stage. Miss White when with
Bo k could count that as an ;isset.
Now and alone it looks like a liaShe rlrst sang a "iVrsonbility.
nlity"

Annie.
heid.

'•

number, then "Poor Little
wearing a shawl over her

is a kid sob number but
Miss White just sang it. A Chink
had a comic 1\ ric ihit
brought a couple of laughs. Changing for each of these and with the
It

number

pianist filling in the rather
long w.iits. the turn miihiih need to
drag, but she picked it up again in
.Money in the
kid' dress singing

male

'

Zoo' and •"Mississippi" in th" satincos'ume. again ch mging to a more
dressy child's frck for the closing
a "I'.ahy Show.'* Miss

number about

White finished the finale off w.tli a
dance that seemed to win h< r more
thin anything epe. but even that
could not be .-ailed sprightly-- m« reRunning
ly straight dance steps.
minutes cat tied the turn
through
'-'1

right to 11. uith the limi-c a
restless ihrough the waits at that
The closing change was eshour.
pecially long or the pianist went
through too long a medley. The act
bit

fould end with "Mlsfllsrtp-pi."

The

.

number

didn't sound strong

ORPHEUM

Symonds* idea of a girl in an angry
tantrum is so close to the real thing
Two women top and bottom the
that only an expert could tell tho
right to it, catching the audience difference.
Early this year Duval eight-act bill at Keith's Orpheum,
with their opening double dance. was billed with another partner Brooklyn, this week Gertrude HoffThey have a little talk as breath (Duval and Little) in apparently the mann headlining and Rae Samuels
gainer at times, but have twisted same routine, although the present holding down the other end of the
their routines Into a series of short turn dates several seasons back, and three sheets. Monday night was a
dancing flashes by ea?h, and each the couple probably have reunited. few seats short of capacity. It was
is some dancer.
George is from the Duval is billed as having written a peculiar sort of audience, extendChicago cabarets, according to the skit, and Judged from the origi- ing applause generously enough to
Maxle. who first showed in "Put nal presentation others have lifted whatever struck Its fancy while the
and Take," the colored show that some of his lines. He gets all his different acts were on, but only in
fell down at Town Hall, New York.
material over easily, with Miss Sy- one instance releasing a sufficient
As a dancing, couple they are set for monds a valuable partner.
volume of appreciation to warrant
vaudeville. The program says this
The Luster Brothers, also known an act making a verbal acknowlis their third week at the Garden.
as the Larconlans, opened the show edgment.
The "Atta Boy. Petey," of Calla- with an exceptional contortionistic
Elmer Van Cleve, the xylophonist.
han and Bliss got that couple some- routine. It is out of the ordinary was the exception. On second, he
thing. The house sort of passed up in many ways,
but the finishing feat stopped the show. After hammerthe remainder of their hoke. They is a corker. One of> the men back- ing out a varied rep on his percuswere In a hard spot, though, follow- dives from a high pedestal, breaking sion piano that ran from pop meloing the Hussey turn, that closed the the fail upon a table.
Sure some dies to that standby ace of the xylo*
first part, with its supply of comphone clan, "William Tell," Mr. Van
nervy stunt.
I bee.
edy, songs and dances.
The audiCleve had to beg off with a brief bit
ence seemed to like the idea of "Two
of oratory, the only "speech" of the
Sports from Michigan," but they
night.
He earned all he received,
would only laugh at the "Petey"
The bill ran short and ragged, too, "selling" what in the hands of
dialog, nor did they very loudly apconsiderably switched from the pro- one lacking his showmanship would
plaud the dancing.
routine. With considerable be a conventional xylophone spe-,
The Masters and Kraft Revue was gramed
talent scattered through the show, clalty.
No. 3, rather early for it, but the it was nevertheless jumpy and
McWatters and Tyson, third, regturn did quite nicely there and gave spotty
and did not impress with istered nicely with a mixture of
the bill some speed that it needed. that
singing and travesty bits, the latter
continuous
accumulating
and
Walter Weems with h(s monolog
which properly graded incorporated in a double number,
appeared No. 4, getting some laughs effectiveness
introducing burlesque drama, opera,
and balanced vaudeville registers.
In his pleasant turn.
Mullen and
The Lockfords did less than half ventriloquism, old-time song and
Corelli. comedy acrobats, were No.
dance,
and other equally potent sura
their
act,
for some reason, cutting
2, passing through, and Lucy Gillett
fires.
Contrasting with the comedy
and Co. opened the show. Llplnskl's the entire comedy knockabout scene stuff was a straight dramatic
recland
standing
on
six
about
minutes
Dogs in their Luna Park setting and
tar'on by Mr. McWatters and a
stunts closed the performance, hold- of the toe dancing and semi-acro- doJrole dramatic bit at the finish.
It
batic,
semi-artistic
posturings.
This
ing in the majority at the late hour.
went Just, well enough to have been was a mark of tribute to the team's
Sime.
u substantial foundation for the re- entertaining abilities that they sucmainder of the act, but it never ceeded in putting over the serious
happened. Whether it was pique dramatic bits after the travesty that
Miss Tyson looked
(scarcely likely) or whether the full had preceded.
Sophie repertoire proved too trying for like a debutante in a black -Jetted
is
neighborhood
This
Tucker's stamping ground, for long two-a-day, this turn, an instantane- creation, worn for a pop number,
association with the near-by Rcis- ous and enduring Winter Girden which she singled for a high Ihdl*
enweber's cabaret has made her sensation, Just nicked a weak dent vldual score.
The house was a set-up for
name a familiar one to the entire in the important spot opening InterThe draw Monday doubt- mission, being one of only three acts Johnny Burke's soldier monolog.
section.
Busi- in the second half.
following.
Ho was a continuous
less can be credited to her.
howl from the moment he sauntered
ness downstairs was good better
Kranz and White, following Lee on until he slipped over the final
than lust week, though not actual
gave gag of his routine in that com pell
capacity. The balcony was filled at White, closed the show. This
the 55-cent price and In the gallery it an abrupt and unexpected break- ingly funny piping voice that is an
off.
Though
every
act
had
appeared,
undeniable comedy asset.
Among
for 28 cents, and it was standing
Business generally at the the audience was not counting on its the piano bits following the talk
room.
Colonial this season has been satis- fingers and scarcely noted that the Mr. Burke has an imitation of a
The axoj.hone that Is new for a piano
factory. Sunday night concerts are eighth had come and gone.
said to have been unaffected despite brevity of the bill contributed also act. Oddly enough it did sound like
the close-by Century and Jolson's to this. Nobody reached for a hat.. a saxophone, requiring but little
until the picture she?t was down and imagination to bring to mind the
Sunday shows.
Kight acts in the lineup, but the the news reel, which had been hefrl deep dulcet tones of the reed infor the blow-off, was well on Its strument Imitated.
eleven.
past
If Mr. Burke
show ran until five
With Sophie Tucker on for 34 min- course of service. An act in "one" owns this bit, and we'll assume that
to close, with light comedy and he does, he better
same
for
about
the
Juliet
utes and
protect it imtime, it figured a three-hour show songs, is un'que. Kranz and White mediately or it will very shortly find
or a trifle more. This is supposed had no trouble at all, getting -away its way into the several hundred
to be the finale week with her "Five with their full line of stuff and even piano turns that have taken the
Kings of Syncopation" for the song adding their entire burlesque mind- pick of Will H. Fox's and Chas. R.
star.
The Jazz quintet have an- reading bit with El Brendel as the Sweet's routine of tricks, most of
nounced a parting of the ways. "wiz." Then, after bows and ap- them not knowing or caring whose
There is no doubt the boys have plause, came the anti-climax with stuff they were picking on.
Gertrude Hoffman closed the first
been a valuable part of the picture. the picture sheet, causing a moment
But it was said around the Qolonlal of wonderment, then a general half. Her supporting company inthat Miss Tucker has another band stretch for the winter props and the cludes seven girls and three men,
all league leaders in their respective
ready to go on with her next week. slow file-out.
The Brendcl-Bert Revue was schools of dancing. Miss Hoffmann
Any bill having Miss Tucker can
be said to be well supplied with carded to shut the show. It is re- has three double numbers with Leon
songs, for that ever-generous enter- ported that the principals of this Berte, in addition to the opening
tainer never gets away with less company refused the spot, and they pantomimic dance.
The lighting
than eight or nine numbers. How- closed the first half instead. Tho throughout is unusual, spots focusever, every act in the show this work was listless and went accord- ing tho various specialties from
week had one song or more, except ingly. Brendel's breakaway failed overhead and both sides of the stage
the opening and closing acts. The to punch in the screams as of yore from every conceivable angle. Cosshow ran well enough, but it lacked and of other locations, and Miss tuming that sets forth the dancers
comedy in the right quantity and Bert, who has assumed the affecta- so exquisitely that they appear frethe second section was served with tions of a prima donna at the ex- quently to have stepped from tho
pense of her spanking personality of frame of some rare old masterpiece
a very little.
Miss Tucker made a rich clothes yestcrseasons as a snappy soubret, of an artist's imagination likewise
flash, with the cloak of white fur, never made a grade. Peggy Brown, characterizes the act. The Toy Solupon entrance. Later, when she who was a gasp on the Century dier bit by Ann Corbin and Carlos
lifted her skirt in tho "Chicago" Roof, the nimblest and prettiest Conte; scene dansant, with Cathnumber, she showed the glittering dancer seen in the best portion of a erine Oallimore and Carlos Conte
buckles of garters below the knees season, also failed to make the raft- as plerrette and plerot; some lively
maybe ihe flash Was from sure- ers ring, though she pleased. One jazz and acrobatic dancing by HarThe Colonial chorus woman was shy (there are riet Fowler; a cute pony peacock's
enough diamonds.
bunch tittered at the first blues only eight when they're all there), mirror, a vanity dance by Emma,
number and they were wise to the and the whole revue creaked and Kligge, and solo dances by Ruth
Tagged.
Zackey, Ferrol De Wees and Ernes"Perfect for Me" song, too.
Lbrd-AIn repeated his Winter Gar- tine Anderson all hung up bull's-eyes,
Miss Juliet has her own hangings
now, working in "two" with a pian- den flop, verifying the original the Toy Soldier double and Miss
The billing Broadway verdict that he is a false Fowler capturing the major honors.
ist,
Duane Bassett.
Bob Nelson did well In Miss Hoffmann's Arabian Night's
credits Miss Juliet with conceiving alarm.
the numbers, written by her brother, fourth position, aided by some blue- panto, artistic and picturesque to
lyrics
that
didn't
really the last degree, brought her forward
Harry Delf. Tne numbers referred ish
to accompany the soup bit. which make anyone peevish. That boy has in the light of an exponent of panbreeze and swings a hefty delivery. tomime that places her at the topis the opening and which is made
more important than formerly. It For rapid-fire song-patter he is a most rung of the ladder in that most
That a
has been done by Delf, too. Also siz/.ler. Ho managed to raise some difficult of stage artists.
the shop girl at the matinee, which important applause, which was rare house that held a theatre party of
The Monday night in this house^whlch some 300 and early in the show bad
is made an extended number.
balance of the routine is imperson- in its dozen weeks of vaudeville life evinced signs of not being a regular
confined its
ations, as might have happened at had worked up some enthusiastic vaudeville audience,
an Actors' Fund affair. Miss Juliet's spirit. Ford and Truly, deucing, got applause at the finish to a couplo of
impression of George Cohan as the giggles and good recognition on the curtain calls, meant nothing. Vaudevagabond in "The Tavern" was the stunts of a cute doggio and the ville audiences have been noted, for
Her showmanly way that Ford conduct- their vagaries from time immemofirst of the imitations to score.
rial, and it simply wasn't a dancing
Lenore I'lric bit can be classed as ed his educated partner.
Lee White was the class and tho hunch Monday night, that's all. But
out of date for New York, since the
Be la sco star l.s_ now hailed In a new high jight of the show! .A slow start if the crowd were short on art they
show ("Kiki"). The impression of sPTired some of her admirers. But were certainly long on comedy, for
Belle Baker now shapes up as one tho goods will tell, and it told. This they howled themselves silly over
the wrestling of Little Jim, the
of the most faithful of the entire reviewer had not enjoyed tho pleaslist.
Miss Juliet came down in one ure of seeing Miss Whit* since the trained bear, and an audience plant,
Perry and White days— oh, maybe worked after the manner of the unto kill the wait in setting the final
act.
That pushed her running time 10 years bad;. Tie was charmed to ridablc mule acts. Jim and a pair
find how she had mellowed ami deof plants, closing the show, held 'em
somewhat over the limit.
Charles Olcott and Mary Ann veloped. She is a beautiful and ra- in until the exit march. Anna B« he
(New Acts) opened intermission, diant woman w"ith irresistible man- and .loo and Sherman Trun»-U
there being but two other turns in nerisms and pronounced artistic in- opened.
Paul Morton and Flo Lewis, op- nth it section
Miss Juliet and Vlasta dividuality. She works cleanly and
Maslova and Constant in Kobeloff makes no unethical bids for acclaim. ln* the second half in a 11111*11 al
(New Acts), announced as being The British rave us«-d no rouge. farce, "Broadway Butterflies." kept
Miss wearing a typical grand opera tho house laughing throughout the
presented by Michel Kokine.
Tinker closed intermission, and just makeup, which was different, strik- action of the piece. The act carries
Her closing a set that would do credit to a
.ihead ctf her Were Harry Norwood ing and becoming.
and Alpha Hall, who inserted a wel- number was an honest furore. Clay Broadway bedroom farce. Both Mr.
come comedy interlude.
Smith, her pianist-partner, stood Morton and Miss Lewis are HapThe phonograph favorite*--, Ja k up, too. with pleasant harmony and pily cast, and each handles the
farcical situations in a way to urh.g
and Irving Kaufman, stepped out of with modest, businesslike support.
Leach-Wallin Trio, three sizeable out all of tho comedy in sight. Th*>
tie- gilded talking machine in No.
with a collection of published num- girls in iron jaw and balancing interpolated specialties got over.
bers sung by the brotln rs in and out stunts, opened powerfully and took
Next to closing Uac Samuels rc-

"baby''

enough to close.
Maxle and George,

I

went

next,
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of the record room. They filled the
spot with the "village vamp" number sent across best, and won an
encore. That sounded very like their
duetting for the re oids, announced

as

wiidi.

Billy

Duval and Merle Symonds

quarreled amusingly on second. Miss
"i
•-.?',
i

.

i

•

.

,

.

;

.

<

i

several

curtain

returns.
have closed. % Several

They

should
acts
could have been found on the bill
that would have done well to open.
Tho final trick of the Loach- Wullin
babe* is of circus caliber. It should
not be wasted bo early.
Business was good.
La it.

I
I
I

J
'

i

ceived a reception on her entrance

and wowed cm with six varied
numbers. Her rube number ntt»d
with lyies that held a laugh in every
syllable gave her a splendid opportunity for characterization, at who h
*ho excels. The whole rep ituWtd
with a succession of bangs.
;«,,'••
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V »i»
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,
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NEXT WEEK (DEC

BILLS

12)

ladii ated

en

week

the

for
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seokiag

dlriaioaa. accsrdiaf te

before name denotes act
vaudeville, or uppcaring to

doing at»

NEW YORK

CITY

Kelth'a Falare

Hon Wolrh
Smear's Midgets
Margaret Young
Greenlee ft Drayt'n
frank Wilcox Co
"Trip to Hitland"
•Four Aces
•James Watts Co
to

fill)

Frank Gaby
McWalera ft Tyson
Bessie Clayton Co
Huston Ray
Johnson Baker ft J
Julietta Dika
All)

to

Keith's Royal

Hoffman Co
Jack Ostcrman
Dufor Boys
Via Horn ft Inez
t;

Cooper

& Otto
fill*

2d half (16-11)

fill)

KeHli's Cotonml
Shirley Co
Fritzi Scheff
•Sivor Bros
•Ft ara ban ft Grubs
Vah-rie Bergere Co

E»a

'

McDonalds

(One

nut

Lillian (Sonne

Alhnmbra

"Love Race"

A A

Marge Waldron Co
Harry Tigho Co
2

(One

Oil)

to

Mesa' Broadway
Rae K Ball ft Bio
St T Sablna

F

Ward Co

Solly

half (12-14)

Ce

Geo McFarlane

fill)

Levere
Jack Norton Co
Hunting St Francis
4 Ortona
"Bits

ft

to

fill)

2d half
ft Plec<s"

Black

lac Taarle
YCtaRinga Rnter

9/saaatiae

(S 11)

McCoy

(15-111

(One

&

II

AH)

to

2d half
Alex Bros ft Eva
Joe Cook
(Others to All)
Keith's Hamilton
Trixle Frlganza

Burns
l.eo

Freda

ft

Beers

(Ono

to

fill)

Alex Bros

Kva

ft

Joe Cook

Claude

Marlon

ft

Trennclle

3

W

McCormlck A

Enter

Klutings

(Twa

to All)

Id half

Jack Norton Co
Will

Mahoney

Co

Xurrny

Kiss* n
>!i'I.oughlin A

K

Frances Kennedy
C.lad Moffatt
(Two to fill)

Keith's AIM 9t.
Johnny BurUe
Leavitt ft Lockw'd
Anderaon ft Burt

Tt-mpest

H

O

ft

•Bill

S'nahine

ft

Ellsworth

Blondy

ft

Keith's H. O. II.
2d half <«-11)
Mel.onghlin ft K
".!

fd's Vacation"

i'.»oper
ln!---n

n Mhers

t*V

nil)

hwlf (l'J-H)

1st

l.ew

S:miu"nd«

ft

Mullan«»

l'r;i nl;

i^

Dody

A:

1'nnovan
H^.lford

ft
ft

(Otll.TS to

!.'•

W

llll)

:m hnif (ir.-iR)
ClittJi

(;.>o

Ahearn Co
P Wilson

TU'fl

ft

Janet

fcls

Dandies

Ca

Ernie

Weber
Chans;

2d kaif
ft afoey

M

ft

ta

I

ft

W

fill)

Healy

Cross

ft

IKth

Harat
Ctaadas. Caieenaa
ft

BALTTMOKK

H

Keith's Orpkaasn
Franklyn Chas Ca
Fa*h Plate
Orace Huff Co

(Otkara ta ill)

BIRMINONAM

Creole

K

ft

fill)

(Others to fill)
2d half (16-11)
ft O'Donnell
Walmsley A K'tins
"Modern Cocktail"

Mitchell

Walton

ft

ft Grovlnnl
Brent Hayea
ft Harris

Arthur IIU1 Co
Dave Roth

Ct-rtmell

Hollla
Kdith Tallaferrs

(Twa

ft

to

(Others

fill)

to

ft

Morak

Sis

(Chattanooga

split)

Fargo

White

ft

Stratford

Morgan
Bill

4

ft

Comedy
Moran

Genev've

A

A A
Rice

.

Brunette

ft

Werner

ft

Haskell

I-ioney

Haveman'a Anim'ls

Stewart ft Harris
Albrrtfon f'.»
(TBree
i

Procter'*
O Falls

Green

split)

1st half
4

W

Fitch Minstrels

SCHENECTADY

Academy
(Richmond

Kitaros

D

NORFOLK

1st half
S

Eva

ft

Lewis ft Norton
Brooks ft Morgan

rd >n'f

J

<

N

ft

»

'

LyHe

Me hllnger dk MTrs
P A M Nolan
L ft B Dreyer

P

HEMMENDLNGER,

E.

ft

Inc.

St..

I^arktners -ft Alec
(Twa ta fill)

BUFFALO

Moss' Flstaask
Joe Laurie Jr < a
Victor Moore Ca

FINE PLATINIM

A

{.agarne Sis
Corradini's Anim'ls

bOne

Vaagka

Keith 'a

Oteaen -A

A

Comfort

Jed l>oetey Co

Parker Ce
Johnson

Pasjgy

<«rrrnpal
half (d-ll|
WtillM \irgiuia ft
liana Roberta Ca

to

JEWELRY— REMOiN'4l.\C— REMODEL LINO

Chong A Moey

W

ft

M

Rogers

Sully

ft

Kennedy

(Two

CHARLESTON
;

WilMdn Bros
Yletary
Morten A Je«r*ll Co' "Mart A Fran el
BC'aet ft R»rtck
T.»*o Haley
Bi'ssie <*lifford
1st half
14)
Chas Alu*arn <^a

[n

•Cofl'man ft CarraH
Sabbott ft Xaraak

I'elly

A On
A Bradford

Ernie

X-

Ern>e
Ridnor

(Tin re to

2d half
d*ekerty A I»lion
MaSMIlUg ft Lee

Jt»e

ft

Kol.

Allen
ft

J (Sraneae

?,

Be van ft Flint
Halg ft La Vere
(Others to fill)
Keith's National
(Nashville eplil)
1st half

McCloud

ft

ft

Roaeilnle

LOU

Norm'n

Edwards

I

MAX

WE1LY

a Baifte "Up da the CAeadV* Caiapany,
rrr. Addrcaai Friars Clak, N. i

1.1

,

MASS.

K. F. Keith's
Cahill

Nestor

and

Day no

ft

"Volunteer*"
"St»p Lively"
in

Bobby Folsom
Burt

Wiley

ft

IiOrdens

Creasy

Walsh

Celealal
Gal'eiti

3

Eileen Sheridan

fiili

ERIE. PA.

Miller

TEN EYCK

Terry Uaswsti Co

ft

Weber

AlELISftA

Cs

fill!

2d half

A O Dum-an
J'nn A Val Jeaa
to All)

to

LOIISV1LLIC. KY.
Mary Anderson
Theresa

P\.
Able O. H.

McDaaald Three

2d

fill)

E ASTON.

Devltt

"fivmmlPk"

Ruth Roye
Fnusual 2
(Two to fill)

Belle

Baker

B

ft
ft

Romnine
Haynei

Frank Markley
Lacadar Broa
Lonna Nacentio
Scotch Lads ft L
Wru Edmons Co
(.One

to

dil)

PHILADELPHIA

Jnaie

B Wheeler

ft

Marmein

Sis

B

ft

Mandril

J

N. Y.

Adler

ft

Barry

ft

Dunbar
Lay ton
Co

Dawson

Sla

Lawrence Bros A T

Courtney Sis Co

r.sak

Snell ft Vernon
(iallagher ft Mi^an

Tom

(One

to

One

fill*

Key atone
Romain*

Wm.
I^iidy
hrl.--.-v

t

ft

Lre

ft

i

"Saw

llfivi:

O.

How
i

,t

ft

slate

2d half

Helen Moretti
KHrksmith Sisters

I

JOHN

ST.

Opera Haaae
Al

A Mse

Lore

la

I

Harry Hayden Cs

Mack

ft

L

B.

Colaalol

H«l*y

(JOSS

ft-

Alien

Hart

Cantor

ft

Dymond

ft

Petty Beat ft Bra
Dale ft Burch
"Flashes"
(Others to fir.)
2d half

O.

Ring

ft

Tucker Co
i;roj»
ft

K

flii)

v

K
Robinson
Youth"
ft.

or

Sharkey Roth ft
E Bernard Co
Davis ft Mirrell
Welch Mealy ft

Palace
Gregory

We:d»'ek

ft

Bad Walker
a

(Olliera to
C.»

I.aDue

LaSalle t.ardcas
Kin/o

Chnpins

;.•» w.«iis

Franklyn

ft

Ce-Headllasag with A
a Kalh A Ce.
Tads steak (Dee. 5). SHEA'S. TORONTO

(tine

»..

IJ'»:---

S.s

'r.'

i

In

Fl.-ir.d.-rs

*

f

!•.•;•--

"Itiiffl-s'-

i

Al

It:»\

M»U

James Cullcm

It;

(Others to

II.

fill)

<

:

i

uind

'.r^US

WAYNE.
Paluie

DAYTON
B. F. Keftli'
Clairmaal Bios

'Ill

lil

Clinton

Tor ton
(oth'rs to mi)

V.t..

ft

Yip Yap Y'hankers

DA.NV1LIJ£. ILL.
Trrrara
LaRn.-e ft Lane
gc

M

fill'

DETROIT

Billy (Jcrvcr Rev
Silb^rt ft North

Bigi low
ha hot

W

J

CINCINNATI

id half

Prince

fill)

Archer ft Belford
Four Readings

Arthur Whitelaw
Mullen ft Francis

.Taek

BILLY GLASON

2d half

to

NEWPORT.

Ktrnnd

Wanna n

C o

Jack Roof Cs

'Nat Tat

(One

HAUFAY

y

Devoe g. statf»r
Chas Martin

Bedford

Pfinecton A W*ts*a
Will Stanton Cs
Anthony A Arnold
U S; Jazz Band

Pearl's Gvpsies
I'd half
Sullivan ft Mack
f'aptv.an ft Capi..*ii

Joe Towlc

Laurie

New

"Lovo Shop"

Woman"

r..i.el,.\v
ftr

Carson

ft

fill)

Skatelle
BAH
Shaplre A Jordsa

Majeatlc

KUou
S|»i

Mcl>allen

to

BEDF*D. MAM.

Trovato

Chapman

m; W H WEN,
fin

wood

Wersley

N.

CHICAGO—KEITH CIRCUIT

fill)

IL-c:ovv

T».. to

'lay

A"

A

Barnea

N«Trit

ft

nix n

r-ri:

Palace
ft

(Oaa

CHILIJCOTHE.

Td half

HARTFORD
r

Beflo Girls

Meehan

Onnt

int; a

Soph-e

<

>pirit of Tou'h

Pen
Led. iy

(ill

nrd

half
Rn^ii.son
onion Co

Murphy

M-n.-."

ft

to

Miver

•

\\

Cs

Aatill

2d half
Cartes Sisters

2d hsir

Hart man

ft

*.\i

ft

X

Keed ft tucker
J O'Rourke C>
K'-pe ft Duttmi
io

TmI;I

Dolly

I'd

lay

IToiner

"l-'^'-lh

ft
ft

Phil A. lams

Kane

Arthur

Karola Bros
(One to fill)

Wardens A La C

Hartwell

ft

Palace

Mack A La Ras
Ward

Will J

Chas Keating Cs
Swartift Clifford

Harris ft Wills
Aastrallan Stanley

ft

Beth Berl
M*NCH'8T'R. N. R.

.Trovato

Techow's Cata

Thornton Flynn

Plasa

Gordea's Cent. Ssj.
Gordon A Gates
Chas Keating Cs

Barnes ft Worsley
Beth I'.-rl

(Others to

BKIDLEPORY

Willie Solar

A Nelmaa

mils

ft

"Telephone Tngls"
Gordon ft Gates

Old Rase*'

ft

2d half
Geo D Hart Ce
Kennedy A Berle
La ufa Ordway
•Silver Duval ft K Six
Belfords
Ormstee A Remlg
Danci'g McDonalds F'CHB'BO. MASS.
(Two to fill)
Lyrle
Paul Levan A M
YORK. PA.
Combe
A Nevins
Opera Hours
v -.,..;-..,.„
"Telephone T'ngle"
& silveri
,:

Insurance
NEW YORK CRY

Phone: Bowling Greei 2109

2d half

Joe Roberts

Poll's CIRCUIT

P Valentine
Olcott ft Mary Ann
ft

Puulino

ft

CAMBRT.E. MASS. Smith A Nelmaa
Berls Girls

fill)

D D H?

Dogs

Alf I.ovui's

fill)

KEMP

J.

Anita Diss Manka
(One to fill)

Practae's
20th Century Rer

Wylie

nn Co

to

Paul

JOHN STREET.

"Gray
Smith

Hippodrome
Edward Hill
The Joannya
Richard Kcane
Cook ft Oat man

Harry Br: en

B. F. Keith's

W

l*l>

J I.evoll©

Garden's Olyaipaa
Harris A Wilis
Australian Stanley
Harry Hayden Cs

ford

2d half

Ella Retford

Poller

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Rhea's
Ruasell

McConnell Sin
ft Mrs Coburn

Mr

YOl NGSTOWN.

Alias Juliet

Lillinn Tyber
4 Ortotis
(Two to fil!»

Arthur

ft

Rowland

N. Y. C.

ft

P A

LYNN. MASS.

Foxworth A Fr*ncls
Laura Ordway
McLallen ft Carson
Klrksmith Sisters

B. P. Keltk'o

Roy

55

fill)

Hoffman ft Hughes
Willie Smith

DIAMONDS OF QUALITY

B. F. KaitJt'a

Masiaa Bros ft R
Bskky Paadour Tr
Harry Laagdon
Jaka Atari
Vratke ft Mania

id half
Rolfe's Rc»
Boh Willi*

to

Carnival of Venice

45 John

John

Tel. 971

I

Alien
Virginia

Lyle

(Oae

JOHN

2d half

JEWELERS

I>una

Brown Gardn'r

Maud

Strand

to fill)

vvnw

Rskt Reilly Ca
Tstsa

Be

ft

Sis

2d half

RRYKY-N. MASS. "Love 2dShop"
hair

K Fran«-id Co
Tom Kelly

(Atlanta apt it)
1st kaJf
PalleTa Maaks
He ray ft Day t as

Dooley ft Sales
Carl Randall Ca
(One to fill)
Keith's Rata
4 Mortons
Frances Kennedy

(Two

YONKERS,

Florence Brady

Gibson

Lldell

Lyrle

Rrnest Ball

Avon Comedy

fill)

KNOXVILI.E

DKTBOIT

Bell

1st half

Carpoa Bros

Archer

Duval Ca
Harry Breen

Bljea

The Banjoys
The Comebacks

Hal Kings

Rase Clare

Silver

(One to

(Jacksonville split)
1st half

Palacs
(Mobile split)

Ceo Stanley A

F*LL R'V'B. MASS,

Four Readings
(One to fill)

Pietro

Fields

SAVANNAH

NEW ORLEANS

Black

Selbini

Kenny

A

nlon

Benson Ca
Wheeler ft Potter
Nlobc
"Young America"
(One to fill)

Weaver ft Weaver
Bert Baker Co
Clinton ft Rooney

West
rarraH Rer

Artiiar

F«

A ft L Barlow
Faden Trio

ROBe Clare
(One to fill)

Combe A Nevins

WASHINGTON

Del Us
Klalss

ft
ft

EW1NT<>\. ME.

I

Sis

ft

Uirn

ft

Maaic HaU
Nestor ft Vincent

2d naif

Calanlal
Ladellas

(Two

Jack Benny

Mme

Fantlno Sis Co

Paal Xeecker Ca

to All)

Fr.nsone
Prcssler

Howard

Samnroff ft Sonla
(One to filli

2d half

I

ft

to Dllt

2d half

Kanplre

Kenny

ft

(One

Hart

ft

Stanley

Hart

St

Paul Levan ft M
Arthur Ai-till Co

Ward, lis A La C
Helen Moretti
Fields A Fink
(One to fill)

Harry DeCoe
Rucker ft Winnlfd
F ft O Waltera

ROCHESTER

COLl'MBCS. O.
Bert

Dean

ft

Hickey

Swiirts ft CMffortl
Six B-dfards

Vincent

ft-

Ilickey

G

Vox
Crane May ft C
McCoy ft Walton
Blackstone Co
ITICA. N. Y.
2

I^ater

McCormack
Adroit Rev

245W47tm3T.

Tempi*

Tke Creighlons

Rise ft Taulsea
Scalo

H B

1

B. F. Kelth'a

4

Simpson

SUITE 4 7- ROM AX BLDO

St.

"Shadowland"
Ruth Budd
Mrs E II Turnbull
7 Honey Boys
The Cromwclls
C ft F Usher

J

1st half

•

Y.

Val -ntine

Temple

fill)

(Others to

split)

Melva His
Tecas Comedy

to

TROY. N.

Cordon
Rappi

(Charlotte split)
1st half
Pierce ft Goff

E. MASS.
Empire

A ft L Bar low
Faden Trio

2d half

Gilfoyle

L'WR'NC

CortcR Sicters

half

I'd

Nestor

Bert Fitrgibbons

Be&neke

CIRCUITS

ft

(Two

G

ft

H Wilson
Karolo Brou

Al

St.)

I

The Erettos

Boice

ft

Barry

ft

Paganna

ROANOKE

BOOKING.
WITH ALL

Jenkins
Royal Gaseoynea

ATLANTA

Kay
Hampton ft Blake
ft P

Keith's
2d half ft
Crwlg CampkaR

J

INDEPENDENT

Transfield Sis

till)

"Prolltoenne;''

Ivan BunUoff
11 Wutson Jr Co
Sylvia Clark
Elsie La Bergere

La Rue

ft

Foxw'th ft Fran eli
Harry Hayden Co

i

Olj anplu

IHJoa

P J White Co
Elm City 4

1st half

till

Meoks

35

?d half

Kin-«
Ben Pi-roe
Andre ft Armand
Murphy ft I*ang
P ft J Lev olio
(Two to fill

Preeter's

Kelly

Mack

Rose**
Letria

ft

Die.

Hal

Dancing Roots

Columbia ft Victor
Duffy ft KHler
Bcrrick ft Hurt

CLEVELAND

Hareman'a Aaim'la

McFarlane

Hartwell

ft

Martin

to fill)

Kennedy

Olms

Visker

Potter

Meeh'n

Lyric
(Norfolk split)

Hippadraaao

•d half
W.<- -'u.-na
Brierrc ft King
T«oaey Haskell

K Stantoa

ft

CHAS.J.

Glinore ft Willi'ms
Bailey ft Cowan

"Dancing Shoes"

Lyric
(Rlrsniagham

Rowland

RICHMOND

Herbert's Dogs

IltgTkrca
ff B Taaaaer Ca
loaca ft Jones
Malta Bart C's

BROOKLYN

(One

Carnival of Venice

fill)

Rogers

Bialto

Marshall ft Wll'ms
Casting Campbells
Jennings ft Mar.ler
(Others to All)
Moss' Regent
Da It on ft Crartg
T.IMIan Tyher
Ormsby ft Reatlg
.I'MimncK & Mazier "Castim? Csm
la
(« >;hera to fill)
(One to fill*
2d half

Dunigan

ft

Brownlee Co
to

Old

ft

Howard

i

Denny

Techow's Cats

Jim McWilliams

KeHh'N BaahaHck
Keane A- Whitney

(One

Majeatic

CINCINNATI

ft
ft

Dolly

Keith's Jefleraan

(One

AM8TEBDAM.N.Y. Glenn

"ttusiclarid"

Ames ft Winthrop
(Mown Seal

READING. PA.
HofTman ft Hughes
Willie Smith

Tom

(One

ier

<Twa ta

Norwood ft Hall
The Faynes
Ceo MeFariana
(Two to fill)

ft

Wm

Francis

ft

ft

Gray

Anita

BANGOR. ME.

Four Entertainers
El Rev Siste'.s
Shea 'a
Jack Hanl*>y
Bernard ft Garry

Sd hair

Frnie

« T«

Satljr ft

Moaconl Fsmlljr

V

Marg'rito

ft

Hsnivy

Murphy ft L'chmar
Jerome Mann

Ricardo
•The Storm"Musical Hunters
id hn'r (U-18)
Hallen
ft

•RuJeM

Brown

II

ft

Sanker ft Silvers
Wild ft Hills
K Francis Co

ALLKtrTOITN, PA

W

(orambis

Hunters

Mu.«lcal

Perez

Di-ir

Lloyd ft «'hri?«t.e
(Others to fill)

10

ft

Mttiiv.-iicy

nmr.'

Cooper

2d half

Rtdnor
CTkree to 4IIO

FAR ROCK A WAY

»k Ifrtlmer
Will Mahonry

WaJtaa

-ft

CSMv 4
Bert Pttsgiaboas

A O Dunesa

in*

McLoughlin

B. F. Keith's
Reynolds ft D'n'eg'n
Joe Dareey
Artistic Treat
Leon Varvara
Seed ft Austin
Marion Harris

ft

Cook M'rt'iner ft H
•Marhta Traup Co

Rev

Rolfe

(1?-14>
Howard ft Sadlier
Honor Thy Ch'ldr'n
1st half

Owen

Bra Fay

Nli&K
Daadac Roots

1

B A

Girls

Affiliated Circuits

W

tHirdaa'a Olywipki
(Scnllny Si )
K..o
ft
"Four of I .»"

(Waahtngton

fill)

(l'J-H)

Dick Doyle
Kelso ft Lee

Vac

O'DswmmM MaUa 3art Ca

(Others to

•Ortnsbee ft Reniig
Rico ft Eltiier
(Others to (i!l>

I^lghton
Tjiurle ft Prince

Blackstaae Ca

W
Wkiis

AUSTIN and ALLEN
'BROADWAY TO THK ORIENT *
W

Weber

»

t

hatf

ls-t

'Modern Cocktail"

Lyle
'

Binns ft Grill
Thornton * C'ford
Sargent ft Marvin
H Curt he 11 Co
(One to fill

Baoklag F.KclaaiTcl y v\l«h YY. V.
M. A.. B. P. Keith iWcitrrni aud

ft-

(Others

F. Keith'*
half (H-ll)

"Tango Sho-s"
Anger ft Packer
Eva Shirley Co

Bert

May ft C

Oraae

'

CARRIK

(

Harry Ci-rroll to
Glass
Con in
Dave Both

<at»Hinl
ft
Pauline
Virginia

Paul

('o

Jayne

Gordon's

CHICAGO

Eva Fav

Cooper ft Ricarda
Sabbott ft Braaks'

Jl<rormlek ft
laudo ft Marlon
(Others to fill)
Maaa' Franklia

II.

CHKXTRR. PA.

Kenny

'

Fuller

ft

lifter

JERSEY CITY

Adgr-ment
Devoe ft Statzer

ALBANY

Moretti ft Harris
'Gold ft Kd wards
Besalo Clifford
(Others to 11111
2d hair (15-UO

BOB

ft Leraca
Csatary Iter
ft Hclntyre

Hy asaa

tW m.

1st hair

Kelth'a Ferdhasn

(Two

half

ft

ft

1'
1

Dr'atty

Aft

Ecko

(Two

Building

N. J.
rroelor'*
(ft-ll»
id half

Bloom

Temple

Suite 1313 Masonic

NEWARK.

Keegati ft O'Ro'rke
Berzac's ('ircua

S

I^ord

split)

ft

Hobt«ou

Win Weston

Allen

ft

KEITH

F.

H-V'RIFI.L. MASS.

Clare. 7

ft

C.xv-.-r

Bad Clayton

Keareii

Roy Meek, Booking Mgr.

LrMaire ft Hayes
Oeo Y eo van
Monroe ft »:r:in!

Elnlnc

Slernie ft
Siephetis

BOSTON

Marrolle

1st half
ft

Lew

Donegan

Moore

sj*! t>
(1 .ou is villi*
1st half
l'allet Co

2d half
ft At wood

Claire

of

Weston Co
M'rdl Graa'"

Turk

Prin i*c*»<i

1ill>

(Savannah
Doyle

"Hadrnca

ft

to

ERNIE YOUNG
AGENCY

NASHVILLE

Amide

tdtti

Ths Templetons
(Two to fill)

(others to

Parker

•flagcr

*

(Others to till)
2d half (16-1+1
__
"Modern Cocktail"

TrennHle 3
The Storm"

Holmes

(Others

Kdw Osmonds Cm

Howard

ft Taylor
Val Jean
ft
Chic Sale
(tubers to fill)

Williams

Capm.'in

ft

France"

"Janet
Cecilia
"Spirit

BOSTON—B.

>nn

ft

Abraham Lincoln

•

Wm

(Uthera to fill)
2d halt
'

Miller

Williams Sz Tayter
Hallen

Curzoa Sia
J.ew Cooper
Marshall ft

l-

!T

Id half (I. .-18)
ft 1'raneeB

K

l
«.

Palace

Nakae Japs
Dixie Hamilton

Hunting

Dare
IU>ri«< Duncan
J J Morton

Herbert

Aadltarlam
fill)

Pall'a

Jordan
Oee A Ray Perry
Cealon A Gilanars
Frankle Heath
Frank Dobson 0*
2d half

Erford

Mtppadrasse
Eary ft Eary
"Arabian N'mare"

WBC'ST'R. MABL
CJJir

Dixie Hamilton
"•Janet of France"
"Spirit M'rdi Urai"
.(One to fill)
Plasa
Musical MacLarenj
(Others to fill)

Moran

Polly

Durkln
Roland Travis Cs

Nakae Japs

SPR'GF'LD. MASS.

Honor Thy Ch'ldr'n

F. Keith'*

Key Hamlin

Corinne Arbuckle
Princess Wahletka
Hail ft snaplro

Praetor's
2d half

(Others to

INDlAN.y*OIJS

2d

(Others ta dill

Mess' Celtseasn
Mosconi Family
Norwood ft Hall

The Fnynes

Wilton Sifters
Hamilt'o A- Barnes
ReddinKton ft G

Shobert Vaudeville

ui

Arthur Hill C*
Walraaley ft K'tlac

Raymond Wllbcrt
(Two to fill)

lxt half

Josephine A H'rlty

Lang

Clara Howard
(Others to fill)

TORONTO

D

ft

ERKC. CAN.

t*l

Pals"

Little

Stanley

Daly Mark

Dave Roth

"Two

Wallace

ft

ft

Buhe Ruth
Sybil Vane

half (12-11)

lnt

C Kelley
Herman ft Shirley

Hsdssa

A

BtsTtte

Pairs
(Wllkes-B're spilt)
1st half
Lay po A Benjamin
Story ft Clark
Chic Supreme

W

Cults Bros
Gllfoyle ft

A

Larimer

SCR ANTON, PA.

*0.

TOLEDO.

Demons

Blue
Muller

Clown Seal

Animals
Fabor ft Met Id wan
Field's Ford
York's

split)

Powers
8

Marvin

ft

I

Dare Roth

•I. A Mantell
•Cr.ap Sis Co

Sargent

fill)

B. F. KeRh's
Spoor ft Parsons

B. F. Alkee
El Cleve •
Boyle ft Bennett
Hickman Bros

(

Lyric

Rialla

FRANCES
WHITE

Murray Kiasen Ce

Black

Wells
Finney

Aft

(Others to

BAl

Primrose Trie
Cecil Spaeser Cs

A Takl
Kane A Grant
Thornton Flynn Co
Frankle Heath
"Sawing a Woman"

Frank Mclntyre

Sih

PROVIDENCE

Lloyd ft Christie
"Hits ft Pieces**
eo McFarlane Ca

Ian

JACKSONVILLE

"Wife Hunter"
Lc uiae DeLersaa Co
Joe Roberta
Leavitt ft L'kw'ed
Fern U'.geloar A TL
1st

CHATTAXOOCiA

PRKSKNT

Kane A H-rmta

Rae Samuels "
Raymond Bond Co
Frank Ward

i

^

Pairs
(Scranton splR)
lat\alf

Osakl

O Archer

ft

Ii

Angvl A Fuller
(Otkera to till)

Frunk Wilcox Co

(layman

HAMILTON. CAN.

DAVIDOW and
RUFUS R. LeMAIRE

(1-11

•Willie Rolls
I.ynn ft Smythe

Kay No
Eugene

split)

half

ft

Redman

ED.

Norton Co

Peggy Carhart

Practor'a
2d half («-»l)

lt»t

Zarrell

(Knowille

ft Bene
Sawn

MT. VERNON. N.Y.

F

ft

WILKES

2d half

Hope Eden Co

Caatlng Mellos

kano

Glaaon
Median's Animals
Hilly

Ferlcy'a

Tel. Itryaat 1141-842

Adler ft Dunbar
•Fielding A Ho'm'r
Lawrence Bros
Joe Roberta
Santiago 2
4 Pearls
Proctor'** 5tli Are.
2d half

&

Willi'ma

ft

Armand Kaliz Co

fill)

(Shenandoah

Caaey

Sz

Sn«Mveer

8YRACTSK
B. F. Keith's
Hardy Broa
Yvette Rugel

Frank Brown
I^angford

Id half

Sherwln Kelly
Melofuns
Sheila Terry Ca
Bowman Bras
Fear Readings

Francis Bell Cs

B. F. Kehk'a
Harry Coaper
4

Hewitt

Cecelia Westsn Ca
Phlla Adam* Cs

Jurrow

PORTLAND. ME.

1

IIAZLKTON, r\.

Wright

"Rico Pudding''

Kram<-r

halt

to

I».

Danci'j;
to

*

nn

St..

ft

•Tack

Uelnottc

Dork

2d half

ft Bentley
•"Spring Time"'

Kirby Quinn

Kennedy

Carroll

ft

Rice ft Elmer
Bessie Clifford
(Others to All)
Proctors &Btk

N" ran 'as
•r.abcoc!; ft- Dally

Walsh

Keith's

'

split)

The Sterlings
Lynn A- Loraye
Ccogan

L'tl

(Four

half

1st

fill)

Montague Love

Lyric

(Roanoke

1

Atelnotte

ft

lo

Jack LaVler
Imhoff Conn ft C
(One ta fill)

Priaceea

A

Murphy

Var

lie

1st half
Moll Bros
Morris A Townee

Sis

Venita Gould

(Sunday opening)
The See backs
Tyro
ft Mack
Thoa Holer Co
Ann Gray

Hayataka Bros
Knowleo ft White

(Two

Watson

MONTREAL

fill)

Majestic

V
CHARIX>TTE

Rice -ft Wmer
(Others ta All* '
•d half (fall*
a. asset oas
O-wea McQiven*y
(Other* fo lilt*
Moss' Birirra
••Bits St. r**c*»"
Signer Prtsooe
AUew Stanley

W

•ColTman

B St K Oar man
Valdo Mccrs d

"Jed's Vacation"

1st half (1214)
Wills Virginia ft

(One to

The Faynes

W

A O Duncan
Cook Mrlim'r St H
Honor Thy Ch'tdfa

Otto

Utile Revue

to

O'Connor

ft

A

Pingree
Baxley ft Porter
La Vina ft Walters

n A RBI SRI RO
Norton

Deti

Harry Tig** Co
Redterd A
1st half (1214)
CkicSste

ft Hicarde
Mardi Graa

Spirit

Jeanctte

•Leo Donnelly
to

fill)

C Cameron Co
William St Lusty

Herman Timberg

(One

(Others to

Procter's lteth St.
2d half (8-11*
Oliver ft Nerrett

Wulmsley A Kttaf
Jas Bradbury Ca
•Sid Gordon

Keith's Riverside
Lew Drlce Co
Kin«> ft Herman

tOne

(Others

relative

-turn,

KEITH CIRCUIT

(On.'

the

or reappearing aft-: t absence
where tutted fee the Aret time.

cltjr

Lexey

Hayes

Jean Adair Co

does aat denote

ara printed

bllLi

supplied

offices

Moxgaa
JAB
Patricola

Knight's Roosters

Mrs J Barry

ft

Harry Jolson
Foley ft I-* Turn

acta nor their progra

tioe of

la

from

Mr

otherwise

oat

)

The bills bch.w arr grouped i
from
The manner in which these
l«*i i>ort

wk*a

Isadsjr saaticse,

arltk

1st half

McBsns

Juggling
ri

Rostock's Ucheet
La Pelarica 3

split

9, 1921

Flea MacLarsaai
Donegan A Ailem
(One to fill)
Alf Grant
2d half
SHENAND'ABL PA. Oee A Ray Perry
Sheila Terry Oft
Melofana
Oliver A Nerrtt
Torn A Dolly Ward Frank Stafford 0»
(Uaxletoa split)

Basis

Lyrts
Orleans

(N.

Empress
Burns Bros

VAUDR VILLI THEATRES

IN
houses

(All

P A N

MOBILR

P

CBAND BAPIDS

December

Friday.

Ben Nee

F lenders
I

EmrraiMi

line
ft

ft

1

!'•

I

Ml.

r

December

Friday,

&

Flaherty

Ston'g

W

"On

leasle Miller

Burtons
Ln *& TortODl

FEATURING
THE HOT WONDER

the Level"
2d half

Clalrmont Broo

^JTbot
(One to nil)

Haw A

flnntlagtoa
2d half
penoyer A Danle
jlUott-J'nson Rev

MIDDLETON,

Orpheum

2d half
Flaherty A Ston'g
(Others to fill)

RUton A Lehman
Songsters4 OyP»y
(Two to AID

Bernard Co

ID

OMAHA, NEB.

Hanson A Burtons
(On*

to

2d half
Tearl Gypsies

(Others to

(Two

LANSINO, MICH.

to

(111)

SAGINAW, MICH.

Strand

A Sehman

Bobblni Family

Orpbeom
Howard A Clarke
A A F Stodman
F A M Britton
T A K O'Meara
i

Originators and Inventors
OF TUB NATURAL WALKING DOLL

(Two

to nil)

Clay mo

I

Vlnc't

bill

(One to

fill)

American
(One

fill)

Carlos Circus
2d half

Hippodrome

McNaughtons
Jackson Taylor 3
Jimmy Lyons
Fred LaRelne Co

Eddie Foy
Harry Holma.n
Rockwell V IV:

BIRMINGHAM
HUou
Marvel & Fa ye

m

Sc':

LOLI9
Orphenm

A Emerson

SALT LAKE CITY

Mills

SHUBEBT CIRCUIT

Winter Garden
New York
The Lock fords
Mile Codee

Francis Renault
Green A Blylcr

(Others to fill)
44th Street

Torino

Whirl of

MAY

Chas King
Wilson Aubrey
Frank Wilson

Straesle's

A Moulton

•

B'klayera

Van A
Rlggs

Corbett

Nathans Bros

GeneVve A
MurJock
LAP
Bill

Harry Fox
Sarah Padden
Ford A Cun'ngham
Seaolon Deno A 8
Carson A Wlllard
Bershe! Henlero
State
Mlllershlp

A

Ger'rd

M

A

Scarlet

DENVER
Orphenm
Regay Co
A Graves

Pearl

Anderson

Bob Hall

Ollle

Orphenm

Mrs Oerie Hughes
The Rlos
C Tilton Rev

A

MEMPHIS
Orpheum
Q

Tvel

A A

Young

Princess J

I

Tal

POLITE VAUDEVILLE
HERBIE HEWSQN.at tho Piano
LeRoy Co

LaBernlcla A Girls
Jimmy Lucas

DEB MOINES

MILWAUKEE

Orphenm
Wallace Calvin

Majestic

Wood & Wyde

Edith Clifford

Saw Thru

Woman

Adler A Ross
The Gel lis
Hartley & Pat'erson

DULLTH

Daphne Pollard
7

Wm
4

Orpheum

E«hn A Dries
Pink's Mule s

Mayhew
EDMONTON, CAN.
Orpheum
Blella

plays
Calgary 1&-18)
bill

Sallle Fish-'r

Rellam St O'Daro
DeHaven A Nice
Fred Llnd«ny

Frank Farrnn
Muldonn F'klln A
huth Howell 2
"

M.Vn

•>IPT'0)

Ford

R

St.

III;

,

.-

V «;..-.

'

.

Gibson A Connelll
Adelaide Bell
Paxton gr Farrell
Tyler A St Clair

MINNEAPOLIS

-«n

* F

K,,.^
<<n

2d half

Armstrong A Tyson
Chlsholm A Breen
Small A Sl». ^^-rd
Rose Revue
Weiss Troupo
Oaylord A Langton
Ashley A Dorney
Ralph Whitehead

Wilson A Larson
Delancey St.
Egor's Ballet Russe
Itoeder A Annstr'g
Straight

Small

.fc

Sheppard

2d half

Whfto Bros

Wahl A Francis
Cupid's Close-Cp

Barbetto

Henry A Moore
Wilbur Mack Co
Watts A Ilawlcy
Sammy Lee Co

A Mary
Clifford Wayne
I.ydell

KANSAS CITY
'

Ford

Orphenm

(12-14)

Ash A Hyams

Virginia Belles

Selley Co
Dillon A Parker

A

Wm

Johnson Bros A J

B

Gordon

Cameron A Meeker
1

A

National
Blighty Girls

Howard A Brown
Alack A Dean

>'lllard

(Two

to

Little

BROOKLYN
Whito Bros
Jerome A France
D Burton Co
Betty Bond
Jack Powell i
2d half

The Rarkos
O'Nell Sis

Long Cotton Co
Brady A Mahoney
"Frill

Shop"
Fulton

Tayioi

'i'i

Wahl A Francis
2d half

Reeder A Armstr'g
Poor Old Jim
Ash A Hy.tms
Jack Powoil 6
Gates
King Bros
Burnn A K!e!n
Graro Cameron
Q Hughis Co

2d half
Preston A Isabella
Bnrnlce Bariowe
Fox A Kelly

Fox A Evans
Dance Creations

Comedy

by

Sinclair A
Hilton Sis

4

,

Basil

2d half
Zolar

to

Minstrels

Walsh

Song A Dance Rev

Choy Ling Foo Tr
L'G BEACH, CAL.

2d half

Stato

Pillard

T'yeda Japs

(11*13)

Johnny Dove
Avery
Barker A Dunn
Timely Revue

Australian

VAC

McCormack A

W

2d half

Monte A Parti

Delyte A Marmon
Gordon A Jollce

Dura A

DALLAS, 1LX.

B

Foley A O'Nell
6 Pioneers
2d half

Delyte

A Marmon

—CIXVTILDE
GALLARINI SISTERS

VITTORIA—

"Muaiciste di Milano"
In Vaudeville
Direction:

With the Shnberts

JKNIK JACOHS

Al Lester Co

Eddie Cnssidy
"(jne Two Three"

DAYTON

Gordon A Johce
Luclen Lucca
Dura A Fee ley
2d half

The TIaynotts
Geo lleatlwr
I'ete Cur\fy Cn
(Otll'TB tO

Murray Voelk

A Helt Rev.
STOCKTON, CAL.

Skelly

State

Berry A Nickerson
"Tid Bits"

Arthur Lloyd

Murray A Lane

4

2d half

Lyceum

Lore

Ed Gingras Co
Jack Symonds

A Eby

Lane A Freeman
Musical Buds

TORONTO

PROVIDENCE

Zlegler Duo
Allen A Mooro

Emery

(One

to

R A L

Bell

da Japs
Johnny Dove
Avery
Barker A Dunn
Timely Revue
I'yr

vTiTnrv fin" KVt
Holden A Hcrron

WASHINGTON

2d half

Martin A Courtney
Pearl Abbott Co
Arthur Deagon
J tick Martin 3

Janet Adler Co
2d half

Ernesto
Tall in an A Erwln
Hall A O'Brien
Lurkey A Harris
Royal Harmony Z

WINDSOR, CAN.
Zolar
Hilly

LOI'IH

ST.

D'-Lyons

1

A !*<>< hr
Handworth Co

D.'ina

Basil

Coslar

A

Allen

ALBANY

Lei,n
Sarii

I

m ray

177

N*

Stat..
all

CM

;CTII

Standard Acts

•

'

t.

.1

<•

>'•>

E. ST.

A

F'slm'ns
Misses

Erber's

Rosa King Co
to

Thornton Sis
Alf Rlpon
Austin A Delaney

(ill)

Seven Sweethearts

Chas

2d half
A I.emal
A!axwell Quintet
Cr»Ti t Lester

Seamon
A Nina

F.

Ilooth

(Threo

to

Carlisle.

fill)

KniTii

/(t

Cordon *

*

"nroe Bros

dreenwlch

,::1

!'

mi

Corr.nc

One

y

to

•

I

r.;

t'M.nmhi

r

liarber

&

»

fill)

M Wuhlman
"

>

«a
•ne

-ie

Ctrl'.-

.<

A Ro>s

2d halt

King

,

Ked

n A
K
Ja< ks«>n

.

|

te

I
nil)

LV'NSVILLE, IND.
Grand
tTerre Haute spilt)

:

•

f'o'i.-ihi'M

gers

Rialto

ar'

.

Vill

ELGIN, ILL.

I'nv
I

Mhur'fo

'

St

Kenny Mason A S
LOUIS, ILL.

American

'*orrin<' Co
(J.Mirge Mur'ifi
(Two to fi

(Mllf \Cn

Duolupg w,»h Keith. W:

Majestic

Palermls Circus
Rodd A Fobs
Mel Klee

CHICAGO
Shrlner
Minstrel

Girl"

DUBUQUE. K\.

A Cranston

Swift

JACK GARDNER
AGENCY

"Wonder

2d h-.lf"

Formerly Huppy Jack Girdncr

Pierre A Dunn
Variety d'Dance
2d half

I.ee

Kay

Stanton Co

&

tv*a n ser" «T "PaTin t

S

Claire Vine.-nt ('•

Ebony Four

K<>

7d half
Melford

Empress
Byron A Pr.re
Oardner * Aulrey

A Lusby

GUS SUN CIRCUIT
Clir.y

*»TKC~

"i'xjTiTT*' t

2d half

Grant A Wallace

tuo

BOSTON, MASS.

Hyard A Alden

(Three

2d half

i)

M<lba
Co

Marvel A Faye
Casson A Klein
Mr A Mrs D Clark
Kane A Chidlow
Mabelle Fonda 4

Loew
A Knox
Walsh

Choy Ling Foo Tr

Loew

'

C McCullough Co
(Two to nil)

Strnnd
Silvas

T.es

COMEDY COMEDIAN"

Marston A Manley IKnowles
Knowles A Hurst
L Harklns Co
J T Ray Co
(
"Fat" Thompson"""
Co T. Harklns
_ns A.B.ovs
Alex

Seals

Strasslu's

Summers Duo
Maidie Do Long
A

—

*

Mujcstic
J Blondy A
Ji-nnlngs A
Tom I)avi<s

This week (Dee. S),

2d half

to nil)

VOGT

EDDIE

Lester Co
Eddie Cassldy

Harry Bentell

Scott

(One

2d half
Fraxler A Peck

"A MUSICAL

(11-13)

Good<»

"Summer Eve"
C

fill)

Duo
Mack A Castlcton

Boyd A King

State

ILL.

Empress

Orphenm

"One Two Three"

SACRAMENTO

DECATUR.

Juggling Dellsle
Tilyou A Rogers

"Dreams"
Jean Barrios

Al

Jack Reddy
Molody Festival
Gordon A Healy
3 Walters

"Cotton Pickers'*
(Three to fill)
2d half
Alf Powell Co
Kennedy A Davis
Fisher A Lloyd
"Dreas Rehearsal"
CI Iff Clark
Rowers W'ters A C

CENTBALIA. ILL.

Majestic

Mankln

IA.

The Rosalias

2d half

Cotton Pickers
Knapp A Cornelia
Bhrlner A F*slm'ns
Hlgglns A Braun

WACO. TEX.

2d half

fill)

Columbia
Booth A Nina

Clark
Hanaka Japs

to

to

DAVEPORT,

Clif

Pescl

fill)

(Two

Bushman A Bayna

(One

Gilmore Co

Ethel

Fred Hagen Co
Lutes Rros

McCullough Co
CHAMPAIGN, ILL. Gordon
A Day

"The Crisis"
Fox A Brltt

Spartan

Manning A Hall
Martha Russell Co
Mumford A Stanley
Tom McKay's Rev

J Fat Thompson Co

"Dreams"

loew

6

R'PIDS, IA.

A Vernon

Norris Frolics
2d half
Hill A Crest

*

Goode A Scott
Janet Adler Co

to fill)
2d half
Phillips Co

B

Grand
Monroe Bros
Knight A Sawtelle

Summers Duo
Maidie De Long

PITTSBURGH

(Two

Verdi
Novelty

Kenny Mason A 8

(11-13)

P Seamon
A Rraun

Hlgglns

A

Helen Collne Co
Fields A Harr'gton

Randall Co

A

WILTON

Chas

Intruder'*

Majeatle

Herman Berrens
May A Hill

4

"The
Coscla
Norris

,Cook

M'Mahon A AdTde

Foley

Roller Bkatere.

(Three to fill)
Lincoln
7 8weethesrts
Kltner A Reaney

Weston's Models
2d half
Goets A Duffy
Majestic
Ryrd A Alden

CD'S

Michlellna Co
2d half

Loew
Hip Raymond
Mahoney A Cecil

MEMPHIS
Sis

Stetson
Miles A Co

The Norvellos

Faber Bros
Adams A Gerhue
Chas Mack Co
Lambert A Fish

(111)

Dayton

A

Bros

Relff

Lore

fill)

Pigs

Playmates

Hippodrome

Co

3

Broadway
Fred'*
Melville

Homer

*'i?e'ey

(11-13)

BLTsl-NCTN, ILL.

"Dancing S'rprhte"

Monahan Co
Marva Rehn

Phillips

DALEY

and

Dlreetko. ALF. T.

Shaw Co
Robinson McCabe

Liberty

LOS ANGELES

Majestic
Stanley A Elva
Fiske A Fallon
Flint

Meryl Prince Girls
Rose A Schaffer
Walter Baker Co

Luclen Lucca

Barnold's Dogs

D

Dclsoa

A Dupre

Medley

Metropolitan
Donabelle A Wilson
Jack Case
"Last Night" Co

2d half

MuConnell A Austin

A Knox

Hall

2d half

Cantor's

Wallace
Allen

A Lusby

Goslar

Malcy A O'Brien
F A A Smith
DeVlno A Williams Kalaluhi's H'w il'ns
2d half
Bryant A Stewart
Po«<l l>uo
To|.ics A Tunes
Mack A Castlcton
ralace

F A A Smith
Cantor A Cullen

A
A

Grant

S

SP'GFI'LD, MASS.

Worth Wayten
Dance Follies

Dean

closing show nfier matinee at Lewell,
to middle of bill, also bejdlng third potlUon
at Port' and.

Leila

OKLAHOMA CITY

G

A LaFleur
A Aubrey

RAM

Wheeler

Gray

Kee Tom

2d half

Peras

Gardner

Rored from

A Rlum
A Mack

Milo

The Camerons

Comedy and Spectacular

2d half

M

L Bernard Co
Lubln A I<ewls
Roof Garden 3

Loew

Billy

A

Roof Garden

Bayes A Field
Stanley Tripp A
2d half

Knipp A Cornallarv

MAC

DALEY,

L Bernard Co
Lubln A Lewis

Cliffords

DuTlel A Covey
Qullana Trio

LONDON, CAN.

DeLyons Duo
Dana A Loehr
Handworth Co
O
KHlh'a.
at
Also Throwing the 'Dummy"
Dave Thursby
Washington. This Week (Dae 6). Songa Waldron A Wlnsl'w

LEW BROWN.

V. A.

Lane

ijiM-tn

DeVlne A Williams
Long Cotton Co

(One

If.

(11-13)
Sinclair A Gray
Hilton Sisters

State

Corday Co

Ottilia

2d half
Fiske A Lloyd
Austin A Delaney

Hippodrome

A James

Lewis

Bird Cabaret

Hippodrome
Monarcha

SAN JOSE. CAL.

OAKLAND, CAL.

2d half
Bohemian Trio
"Mixtures"

Minstrel

"Girl In Basket"

A Manlon
Co

Lllllta

ALTON, ILL.

Collins A Dunbar
O Brockway Co

Pierce A Dunn
Variety d'Dance

Helen Miller
Arnold

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

I

Arthur Devoy Co

N. Y.

Caroline

Choy Ko.
Ebony Four
Leon Stanton Co

2d half

2d half
J Blondy A Sis
Jennings A Melba
Tom Davles Co

3

•

Sweatman Co

Avon

2d half

Wigwam

OTTAWA, CAN.

Liberty
Voshl Co

TAD
PAG
Collins

fill)

HOLMES and LE VERE
THE ORIGINAL BOX PARTY
IN ONE

A Clark

A

Dentist 1© tke

VAC

Leo Zarrell

Marlln

Bobby Jarvls Co

CLEVELAND

"Miss Officer"

Hennepin
Roberts

Crescent

2d half
Clark

I

Toney Grey
I. yd la Rarry
Lddie Burrell
L^ne A Byron
The Dorslnos

Loew
Raymonds
II A K Sutton
Bentley Banks A O
I*w Hawkins

"Smiles" Davis
Fred Weber Co

Mil)

to

A

H

Metropolitan

2

KANSAS CITY

A Daye

Pltzer

A Wcst'n
Beasley 2

Williams
Coslar

2d half
Stanley Bros

Coslar A Beasley
Lincoln Sq.
Bussc's Dogs
Ireno Trevette
Morris Co

nil)

Avenue
Armstrong A Tyson

Helm A Lockwoods

3

3

CHICAGO

B

2d half
Irene Trevette

Lamys
Palace

Nazarro
Nat Nazarro Co
Nanon Welsh
Vork A King

(Same

Sis

Williams A Wolfus
Vincent O'Donnell

Cliff

(One to

(One

Phoenix

Artistic 3

MeVirker's
Musical Rowellys

Musical Queens

Greeley Sq.

Bracks
Gaxton

Cameron

W

Ulls

A Moulton
B May Co

Mills

Morris A Shaw
Doraldina

Hodge A Lowell
Grace Cameron

Harvey DcVora t
Petty Bond

BOB NELSON
IN

nervals

Mills
JAB
Fenncr Co

Victoria

A D

1403 B'vvay (Potnaaa Bldar.) N. Y.

2d half

Rose Revue
Mclntyre A Halc'b
"Let's Go"

A Edge

Irma A Connor

/

Tld Bits"

Wheeler A Mack
Leila Shaw Co
Robinson McCabe
Dancing Surprise

Bertram May Co

A Larsen

Wilson

Tabor A Greene
Ashley A Dorney
Margaret Merle
D Burton Co
Morcy Senna A D
Leon A Mitzl

Tottcn Co

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

Brady A Mahoney

Blighty Girls
Taylor Triplets

Lee Kids
Joo Bennett
Chas Harrison
Toney A Norman
Bobble Gordone

A Johnson

Anderson

J

3

Ed Morton

"Indoor Sports"
Clifford

A

flll)

Official

Oddities of 1921

Virginia Belles

to

B

Race

Francis Ross
2d half

Catland
chas Globe
Connors A Boyne

Margaret Merle
Hinkel A May

Eugene Emmett
A West
Burke A Burke
Dance Fantasies
Criterion 4
Clifford A Johnson
Hardy Bros
2d half
LOS ANGELES

J

Stato

Kennedy A Kramer

East

Bobbe A Nelson
Flanagan A
Backrldge A Casey
Frawley A Louisa
P»ge Hack A M
Howard's Animals
Claudlous

Mills
JAB
Johnson Bros

Griffith
Follls Girls

Lake

'

(11-13)

Murphy A Klein

Ul'FFALO

Ralph Whitehead
"Let's Go"
Boulevard

Al Stryker

Adams A

Van Hoven

4

Kuma Co
American

Helen Keller
Schlctl'e Manikins

(One

D

Prince
A Osal

Hashl
Bell

Manning A Hall
Martha Russell Co
Mumford A St'nley
Tom McKay's Rev

Zcller

Lynch A Zeller
Morey Senna A

Sally Fields

LINCOLN, NEB.
Orphenm

Halc'b

Cupid's Close-Up
2d half
4 Bellhops

Helm A Lockwoods
Pardo A Archer

W

HOUSTON. TEX.

Walters
2d half
Foley A Spartan

Orphenm

Shop

Criterion

Brava Mich'llna Co

3

Oddities of 1921
Tower A Darrell

Lynch A

Bros

Orphenm

R A L

A

Phoenix Trio
Artistic Trio

Helt Rev

Empire
Forrest A Church
La Rose A Adams
Jap-An-Tea
Weston A Young
Mooney Circus

Ad'l'de

(11-13)

Murray Voelk

A

W

WATEBTN.

GL'NS F*LL8, N.Y.

Arthur Lloyd
A Lane
^
Berry A Nlckerson

CHICAGO

Herman Bcrrens
May A Hill

Reiff

Mankln

Mclntyre

2d half

A

BOSTON

Al Stryker

Hardy Bros
Kennedy A Kramer

Wltchle
Innls Bros

BLDG.,

2d half
Fred's Pigs
Melvillo & Stetson
Homer Miles Co

Jack Reddy
CITY Cameron A Meeker Melody Festival
4 Bellhops
Gordon A Healy
2d half

Sally Fields
Frill

Shaw

cntcurr

Tabor A Greene
Chlsholm A Breen

Harry Conley

2d half

Clerk A Bergman
Morrla A Campbell

Lillian

O'Nell Sis
B A V Morrlssey

2

Rlalte
A La Tour De Dlos
Circus
A R Hsggerty A Gord'n
Folley A Wood SI*
Monroe A Mao
Dan Sherman Co
Brltt Wood
Fields A Wells
Riff Bang Trio

Murray

178«

Skelly

4

Ardo A Eddo
Mae Marvin
Monroe A Grattan
Wells A Devereaux
All Rajah Co

NlhU

loew
Stato

Ma be lie Fonda

Orpl-rum
B Sherwood A Bro
Rodero A Marconi
Tarzan

Ardlne

NEW YORK

Col'tc

WINNIPEG

SALT LAKE

WEEK

A

Worden Proa

4

Orphenm
WhiMug A Burt

Orphenm
Hughes Musical
Bob La Salle

Ed Leo Wrotho
Law Doekstader
Rolfe'a Music Rev
Fnrman A Nash

RANDOLPH

Casson A Klein
Mr A M.rs D Clark
Kane A Chidlow

Inex

Demarest

Juggling Nelsons
Millard A Marlln

(Others to Oil)

A

T.ucas

PAL'L
Orphenm

ST.

The Rackos

Bert Brrol

Phone:

Bros
Keno Keyes & M

Gautler's

Innls Broo

WOODS THEATRE

ADDRESS:

Wilfred Clark
Robinson

Tho Sharracks

orpheum cntcurr

McMahon A

TOLEDO

Skipper K'n'dy
2d half

Basket"

in

Bang Trio

Biff

Chase

2d half

Garclnettl

and HILL

Seals

A Mae

Monroe

Victory
Paulette A Roy

A Dunbar
A Devoy Co
G Brock way Co
"Girl

2d half
Paulette A Roy

EV'NSVLLE. IND.

(11-13)
Bicknell

EHRLICH
LAW

H.

Bill

McCormack A R

FORTY-NINTH CONSECUTIVE

Lewis A Meyers
Columbia Co

Hippodrome

SPECIALIZING IN THEATRICAL

Rtalto

McKay A

Dee. II—Majestic. Ft. Worth. Tex.
Addreu 229 WEST 46tti ST.. M. Y. CITY.

SAN FRANCISCO

Crescent

HA\l E DEVOTED MY ENTIRE CAREER TO THE THEATRICAL PROFESSION.

Ona Munson

Quixey

Schwarti Bros

CHICAGO

t

"HIghlowbrow"

Milo

McC Davis

Bessie

BEN

A Mack

Miller

Shipper K'n'dy

Mooro

Week

Princess

PRACTISING IN ALL STATES

A Baldwin

Bronaon

Wood
A La Tour
AR

Chase

Tell Bros

HUGH HERBERT

Collins

Ethel Levey

Liberty
Rrlrt

Columbia

Harry Bentell
Boyd A King
Innocent Eve
Holden A Hcrron

ST.

At th* 8hubort booking offico in
Now York Wedneaday at 5 p. m., it
was stated tho bills wara not in a
It was
condition to bo givon out.
then too lata, with Variety going to
preaa almost immediately after, to
gather the bills from other source a.
The Shubert press department
aent out bills in story form for the
Winter Garden and 44th Street, New
York, on Wednesday:

Arnold A Manlon
T RE HTTE, IND.

SAN ANTONIO

NEW ORLEANS

The Norvcllos

Co

tlita

T

A Mae

QAM

A James

••natures"
2d half

DETROIT
La

Al Tyler
"Kiss Mo Revue"

4 Danubcs
Moore A Fields

Irma A Connor

Victory
L'Mvis

Delmar's Lions

Thanks A Kelly

Hetty Doane Co
Senator Murphy
Seabury's Frolics

IIOLYOKE, MASS.
Loew

ROCHESTER

"Nine O'Clock"
Morrcll

Miller

Playmates

x

Orphenm

W

3 Kervllles
2d half
Aerial Le Vails
Carlton A Burke

Lone Star 4
Hu;:el Green Co

Strand
ti.-lon

j

Moore
Geo
Walmslcy A L'ht'n
Rogers A 'Page

State

Dancer A Green
Eugene Emmett
Jewell's Manikins
Burns A Klein
Zeno Moll A C

Turner Bros
B.C.

Call Children

Jinuny llosen Co
Hart Wagner & E

Leslie
D'nco'rt

Fields A La Adella
C S Keith Co
B A H Marks

Loew

OSWEGO, NY.
!

Harry White
Dancing Whirl
(One to All)

Pollyana

Haas Bros
Donald A Donalda

V rmnl A Meyers
"s McGood Co

•'!

I

COLl'MRUS

Time A Ward

M

MO?«TREAL

Lylo

Williams nros
,

Goelet

BALTIMORE

Orphenm

Raymond A

to

J.

l.oew

4

A

Prevost

VANCOUVER,

Jack Joyce
Rater A Knappe

Lyt*»

A
A

•'.othea"

{

.

State

rtayes A Field
Stanley Tripp A

* Young
& Rro

G Ay res
HOBO KEN. N.

Marriage vh Dlv'rce

A Kelly
Patrlcola

Mel Klee

Mary Haynea

MorriPBcy

2d hnlf

Bushman A Day ne

Fresno 15-18)
Vera Gordon Co
Kramer A Boyle

Brown's H'hlandcrs

Rajah Co

Raymond A

Canaka Japs
plays

Silvia Loyal

Lew Wells

All

Sis

Lulu Coats Co
Ward A Dooley

(12-14)

A

Franklyn

LEXINGTON. KT.
Ben AU
Welch Mealy A M

T«m

Orphenm
(Same

2d half
Jarvls A Harrison

Sett's Seals

Swift

SACRAMENTO

Oypsp Songsters

4

J Moore
Frances A Claire

Bennett

Dove Harris Co
Roy A Fox

Jack K^.t.'itfdy
Margaret Taylor
Claude Golden

Rose 81s
Elsa Ford

to All)

116-17)
[3 Cliffords

DuTiel A Covey
Guilana 3

Mae Marvin
Monroe A C.rattan
Wells & Devereaux

SIOUX CITY
Orphenm

2d half

O Ay res

E£ Jania Rev
Josefson's Icel'ders
Sophie Kasmlr

Holland D'krlll Co
Wardell

;

2d hair

(11-18)

Clifford

Lyric
Jvngleland Frolics
lT:irr!s A Holly
>
d Ryan

i

Burns A Wilson
Bonlsettl Troupe

Jim Reynolds

A Young
A Bro

INDIANAPOLIS

Ernest Duplll*

Kramer A Q

Strand

Morrlssey

"NO MORE SALOONS"

Stevens

A C Nathan

Gruetf

Jack Lylo
T Brown's Co

RENEE PIERCE

Most* 4 Frye
Jordon Girls

Toy Shop

H A L
J

A Evans

Hart

AN'il

Lyons &-Yosko

PORTL\ND, ORE.

Coleman and Ray

2d half

Cellos

Gautler's

Jeffraa-Strand
Bijou Circus
"Holly"

L»Roy & Hart

!

Orpheum
Snn Mann Co

Marjoric Barrark
Carlyle Blackwcil
Dooley & Storey
The Canal nos
Jack Rose

A Dean

Itcder

fill)

Van

BOB ROBISON

Trwlng A Etwood
Edna Deal
Bernlvkcl Bros

Loew
2

Bros

Clinton

PAIL

ST.

I

Seals

l'lckard's

Prtsrllla

John A Ella Burke
Prlscilla C'm'dy Co
CLINTON, IND.

Bobby Jarvls Co

2d half
Qulnnell

Laing & Green
Wild * Soda la
Frank Tvrry
Mora A Reckless

fill)

Burrell

Raymonds
H A K Sutton
Bentley Banks A G
Lew Hawkins
2

MODESTO, CAL.

SEATTLE

Orphenm

fill)

IaRom & I-nno
Ben Nee One
Marston A Manley

Dugan A Raymond
Moody St Duncan
Ed Ford
LohHe & Sterling
Oreen & Parker
Santos-Hayes Rev

Monk'ys

Galeltlc's

& Eddo

Ar.lo

A

Hill

Hart A Evans
Jack Lyle

to

'

VA.

Hippodrome
Wilbur A Girlie
Octavo
Herbert Denton Co
Parker Trio

CLEVELAND

2d half

Leslie

&.

Wardell A Donc'rt
Harry White
l>ahclng Whirl
(One to fill)

2d half

Cirund

Johnson

It

Clifford

(11-13)

<

ATLANTA

Dave Thursby
Waldron A Wl'sl'w

Hippodrome

The Huynotts
Jeo Heather
"As You Like It"
Pete Curley Co
De Pierre 3

Burke

A:

Cantor .V I'ullni
(j Saund. r« Co

Orpheum
J

Naples

Ar

(One

MINNEAPOLIS

Hippodrome
•

WU

HTGTON. W.

La Rose A Adams
Jap-An-Tca
Weston A Young

MURRAY PHILLIPS

Representative

FRESNO, CAL.

nil)

Daisy

ECCENTRIC DANCES
With B. A. ROLFB A CO.

Around the Clock
Worth A Willing

I'd liulf

(Sunday opening)

Ben Boy or
M Montgomery

Jeaale Miller

Jos

Lcs Perettos

to

May Wlrth

.

Kitty Doner
Brown A O'Don'cll

Murray

2d half

Doris Hardy Co
5 Musical Queene

Belle
I'urke

SAN FRANCISCO

Matllye Llppard
Htone & Hayes

RICHMOND, IND.

jjUAYETTE. IND
y«w Moro

Ward A Wilson

T.eVeuux

Maurice Diamond

A Mark
Mang & Snyder
Capman A Capman Van Clcvc &. »Vle
Haw A 81s
OAKLAND
Dean
A
Roder

Regent
J Moore
Cltymo
Seals
Rett's
*^
2d half

Warwick
McConnell A A
I lis A Clark
(Out;

Miction Bros

Sullivan

yj

Co

Kara
Wm Ebs
A\ey ft O'Nell

Sandy
Byron A Halg
Rome A Gaut
Jack Inglls

O.

Gordon

KALAMAZOO

(Two

Billy Arlington

i

Orphenm
Gus Edwards Rev

• Sari I A Duray
A Will
Daisy 4k
2d half
Forrest A Church

JACK HEISLER

Colonial

Gaby Bros

1

NEW ORLEANS

81s

Petty Reat A Bro
Thomas Sextet
(Others to fill)

sruNTTCrN, IND.

25

DETROIT

Williams A Weston
Hart Wagner A E
Egor's Ballet Ruase

ROSS WYSE and CO.

Sharkey Roth A
Davis A Darnell "

Yaphankers

IfUton

VARIETY

1081

9,

(]

or.

Paaje 26)

-

--

-

-

VARIETY

SHOW
REVIEWS
Continued from

was a wow with

these in front.

Wild and Hills, a two-man team,
the latter a former straight in Jrarlesque, shot over a cross-fire ttfRc
routine that landed. Wild did too**
comedy, proving an excellent foil to
H|lls' straight, the latter using a
number near the finish that disclosed he was handicapped %j a
cold. The number with its attendant bit of business about the ex-

pressing of a case
exceedingly funny.

\jt

The
and

girl flash was
Co. in "Peaches."

booze -was

Jack Hatlen

The company
held the Ryan Sisters, Kosita Mantillu and Jean Phillips.
Though far
from fast, the act was to the liking
of the audience and the girls all
locked good. There are several good
dancing bits in the act and the Ryan
working as a sictcr act in one
part, delivered nicely.
toob Willis (New Acts) after an

girls,

Introductory number pounded away
At' the audience with Irish stories
fofr 16 minutes and got a fair laugh,
return.

Th*

Sherlock Sisters and Jim
CHntbn in a melange of song?; and
dances in the closing spot were very

mhch

The Chinese number
opening was a little slow but made
a pretty picture. After that the
songs and dances came fast and won
them sufficient applause to register
as one of the hits of the bill.
Jack Holt in "The Call of the
Ndrth" was the feature film, going
oil at 10:15 with the majority stick
ink for it. Business Monday night
waV good on the lower floor, altlmugh the house was not jammed
wjtb. standees at the rear as has
usually been the case here in the
1

Fred.

GREELEY

SQ.

jPretty
good show for Lo-?w*s
fJreejcy Sq. the first half of the current week, made up of six acts
William
illiam S. Hart photoplay featUiv.
a two-reel Christie comedy and a

news weekly.

Hal Stryker, a very much double
jointed individual, opened with a
MiTies of harrowing convolutions.
making for a contortion act that
was mercifully brief.
He has
'dressed" his act by entering in a
dinner coat, hat and cane, discards
all three for his act, and dons them
again for his exit.
He certainly
ran twist himself about, but it hurt
t<»

wuich him.

<\>w

Acts).

Waiman and Berry
t

Williams and Weston, two men,
straight and (Jcrman dialect comic.
have a good routine of crosstalk
huilt on a play upon words, cona n t y
misunderstanding the

•-*

t

1

The straight man recites
wise and chorus of a pop ballad,
and the German follows with a
straight.

a

parody on tho ballad, in the fashion
inaugurated years ago by the team
of
Matthews and Ashley. More
cross -lire and llnish with conversational duct.

Chisholm and Breen, with a neat
special set. present a sketch that
is in reality crossfire, the woman
feeding the man for smart replies.
There is more or less of a plot to
it in
the form of a plea for discharged soldiers of the late war.
They are supposed to have been

The .man
i childhood sweethearts.
returns from tho war to find,
through questioning, that the girl's
father is now a millionaire through
an invention the youth had left behind when he went to the front
The. gills father had formerly been
a Tad junk dealer. The boy is led
to believo he has been "gypped" out
of his rights and that the girl is
married to another. But she has

t

J

•

•

OT ncryiiM

Thomas

3

Jeanne

I.*p»»ti*

Jimmy
'•'ok

Jfc

Purine
C'onraJ

week ar*
not complete. The New York Pan*
taces oflloe declined to »ive out its
offlclel proErams. statinc they w«r«
AffordinE lnformattoii to oppoeltkoa
through

sentative.)

MINNEAPOLIS

"Happy Days"

Oklahoma City

•

<2i>r«!on

J

M

W

NEW PHUXY

An increasingly large number of
know, former
college stars are taking up Wilhat Troops
but some claim they will run big
K A E Kvehn
Howard LaPraace
musical productions and spectacles professional basketball.
a Harris
Cann,
shining
light on the New Ana Bva Pay
there instead of two-a-day.
It is
York University championship five Coscla a Verdi
also a mystery as to where the SynThalero's
Circus
of 1920-21, and Matt Brucker, leaddicate people will house their big
*d half
ing rcorer at Union last seasor.. are Ford a Vric*
J
musical attractions until the new
k
Bl«clow A Clinton
the Ana
house is ready, which, it Is expected, the latest to try their hand
Era
Far
pro game. Both men have joined
will be next Labor Day. There are
"Tho Intruder**
the Mohawk team in the New York Briscoe oV Rauffh
no oth*.' vaudeville houses. Even
State League.
Pete Conlin, all- (One to fill)
the
Metropolitan
opera
house,
alh,e te
QIIXTT. ILL.
ta
n< W
which "hairn^er" proved' succe^ful*
w
?
Tr0y tc
Orpfceom
in the
in this .tae beVauS o(
Peak's nioekh^ads
mC
leagUe
is out. because of the contract of a
Marlonne ft Boys
stock company.
(One to nil)
Ted Kid Lewis won a technical
Another question brought up is
victory
tion mark.

Nobody seems

to

r.

S .^

^T^I^V ^"LS,?

^

~

.

ROME

4 .

,

i

;|

i

I-

A.

M.I

<

1

>\

three

this city.

Little Plpirax

Ltfana

Malon His
Harry Tsuda

Chuck

"Llttlf Cafe"

Riainjr
3

Jt

Itavue

A

f>elroy

I

Rome A Wagner

Co

rasquale Bros

to nil)

Carl Rosin i

Co

HAMILTON. CAN.

2d half

Geneviovc

(Two

to

to

INTERSTATE dECTJIT

Co

Majestic
Wilfred Dubois
Taylor H'ward

Knowles A Hurst
John T Ray Co
"Fall of Ere"

Majestic
Larry Comer

Co

WORTH, TEX.

Gene Green

Majeotie

(Two

Larue A Dupre
Marie Dorr
Alexander A Fields
Hugh Herbert Co

1st half

The Hennlnss
Ernest Hlatt
D Sadler Co
Jo Jo Harrison

Kola Jackson Co

SAN ANTONIO

plays

bill

Austin 15-17)

Majeotie

A Bothw'U

Clifford

TEKRE HAUTE

"Blossoms"
Ray Fern A Marls
Alice Hamilton
Wilbur A M Co
Three Haley Sia
Broneon A Edw'At

Jean Mlddleton

E F Hawley Co

(Evansvlllo split)
1st half
Howard Nichols

Hushes

A Be brow

"Little

Cottase"

"Rubeville"

Max Bloom Co
Pierlot A Scefleld
HOUSTON. TEX.

Wanser A Palmer
The Rectors

Majeotie
Sultan

Marshall

Marks A Wilson

Tracey Palmer

TOPEKA. MAX.

F Bowers Co

Neeelty

Butler

O'DonneM Co
Bobby A Earl

Tom

CITY

Majeotie
(Tulsa split)

(11-14)

(Same

to All)

OKLAHOMA

GALTESTIf, TEX.

"Summer Eve"
Gordon A Day
(One to fill)

Collins

2d half
Rolls A Royco
"Prediction"

3

Lo Grohs

2d h\lf
Watnlka A U'study
Jean Barrios
Tilyou A Rofero

A

Milt

Winton Bros

Sully A Thomas
Julian Eltlaco

Great Lester

w

"Eyes of Buddi.a"

McGrath A Deeds
Elsa Ryan Co
Leedom A Gardner
FT.

sa

A T Dan cine Kennedys

E A B Conrad

Jack Hedley

SI'KI'OFI'LD, ILL.
Majeetlc
Schepp's Circus

Browning:

LITTLE ROCK

DALLAS, TEX.

Kalama A Kao
(Two to All)

A

Allan Shaw
'Petticoats"
Colvln A Woods
Joe De Koe Tr

Pantarea
Saw Thru Woman

flin

Bllett

Pantases
Zara Carmen t

May Co

fill)

SALT LAKE

Henderson

Phillips

H

Pauitafr*
Different Rev
QiKie 4
Oaka A Del our C»
3

2d half
Schepps Circus
Hall A West
Vincent Gardn'r Co

.

3

X.

TORONTO

Moon

4

Lut03 Rros

Enyel

Ralmnlnn
Ha} don IX;*::
4

••••n-'ratios

(J*»rard

Crdit'.u el!^

Chuns Ilwa

A

Maud

The

Burns & I^r.slne
Onoif Ni^lu Nurse

Faatajree

Raymond

(Two

Pantasea
Jean dib*on

Doral Rlair Co

Orphean

E

A Saul
CINCINNATI

lurry Tsuda

Chas

Sis

Gilbert

LOUS

X-

Co

(>i»cra

Baby'cecll

Dram & McNatnara
LOS AM. ELKS

Lulu ( •oaten Co
Mack & Stanton
Kanaka Japs
SO. BEND, IXD.
Al

raniaccH

Ara

Whito Kuhns

Rtiso

Ray A Fox

Lewis

MKMPIfllS
Puntasea
Roas» Wysr Co

Panfasea

SIOI'X FALLS
OrpJieum
"Th* Quest ion"
Ilarr>- ElUs

(Two

Ui.«iu>r

Charlie Murray

Oliv.-r

TULSA. OKLA.
Majeotie

(Oklahoma CJtr
split)
1st half

AT

Desxo Better

A

Parker
Wise Co

Stag-pole

Wm

Jos L
Davis Gordon Brownlnf
A Rica

I

A

Spier

Rock Co

Whitfield

A

Ireland

Three Lees

WITH THE MUSIC MEN
Sid Lorrnlne has oonnooted witli
Wolfe Cilbcrl Co. as profes-

tho I..
sional

•Too Mason is
in the

Harry Link

department. John Harris

managAIs

now

in

professional
is

Snyders

in Philadelphia.

the musir

business for himself in Philadelphia.

John Steel has turned songwriter
In

Pauline Frolich has apain con- Ban
no«-tod with the Shapiro-Llcrnstein are

collaboration
his
hi.s

proU'ssional staff.

After the «„..,,
first of the year the
music publishing firm of Maurice
Richmond. Inc., will undergo- a
change in corporate title to Richmond -Kobhins. Inc., which promotes
Jack
Robbing,
formerly
general
manager, to an equal partnership in
the company.
Dan Winkler is the
t

with the Jack Sin dor

New York

«--o.

manager.

\'r
tho
r

-

.

new general manager of the itiehmond-Robbins company. Maurice
Richmond will no longer be nctiv.M v

#1

I

I

with Jerry Jarniaoeompanist.
Witmarks

publishers.

^'^"ark & Sons have removed

hand and orchestra departto the sixth floor of the Roseland building, where Hilly Rockwell
will remain in charge
of the depart
nn-nt.
The reason for the ciianue
Was necessitated because of requirements for larger quarters.

ment

1
'

Hilly James has severed hi<
nec.tions with the Jack M.lls l

r>;.

associated with the publishing busiMollis
K.
ness but is returning to
Zoeller.
f..rmerh
wholesale Louisville,
has locat«-.l in New
jobbing under the name of
Rich- as staff writer for
Jack Mills.
mond Music Supply Co

<•

v

1

.:

1

Jack Dempsey

ST.

Klo,>

Patricula

Paataceo
Wilson
Oaten A L*e

Schertel'a R»*v
Neil McKinley
Heu.se of I) Rand

half

A

KANSAS CITT

Ahrarn
Be r lew

SAN* FRAXCIHC-O
Pantarea
(Sunday opening)
Mile Paula
Rolland A Ray
•Terminal Four

ji^ii
•

Ku^htoan

'

'

,

M

.•:-

ViT.trr.

Reilly

Walters A Waltero
Carlton A Belmont
Paul Sydell Co

Terminal 4
Broad wny Rev
P Conohas Jr Co

I'-Min- rt Sis <'o

Joss

Mary

Johnnie Rocker Co

Torn I'ntrtcola

.

Rer

Petite

I-a

Powell Tr

Past*****

Dnvo Harris Co

6 Delmar

"Patches-

t

DEXVKE

PORTLAND. ORE. Lew

I.ulu <*oatt-s Co
f<«ift & Kelly

Ki'iiihmI.v
£•
slumes is cm-n to each spring; and fall.
Hurt
Ward &
,,\ C y
dispute in thi* manner: if lu* claims
half
Fscd autos are priced for sale ac- Taylor Mncv &
^he properties as his personal effects
H
the corporation is not responsible cording to where located. A Rroad- "The Question"
Xcluya
for the debts, but if he has turned way mod car place is advertising; a I
Bohemians it N
over those props to the corporation high-powered second-hand car for
M.%I>ISO!f. WIS.
then it is indebted to Mr. Stanton $7,000. The same car a few weeks
Orplieuaa
for the sums advanced.
Referee ago. when in a garage, was offered
Mellon « Re.i»n
Townsend permit ted the witness to by its then owner for $3,000.
Burke it Rfcth
take several days to decide whether
Hick Thomas r<t
Percy Wendell will coach Wil- Sampson & Dowlas
he has transferred the props or not.
Gilbert Co
liams f jotball next year. Tom LawlOne to flin
son, line coach, and Dob Fowler,
id half
HOUSE
trainer, both previously with Har- Hall Si I>e»ter
(Continued from pose 1"»)
Hilly Miller r
vard,
will assist him.
Wendell
deis % short block off the rialto and
Popularity
veloped this year an eleven which J C Xatent Queens
in ^he heart of the hot*M district.
Co
Al present the Syndicate people won the annual games with Wes- Klly
leyan and Amherst, besides trounc- (One to All)
are leaning toward the latter proping Columbia and Union by decis- OKLAHOMA CITT
osition. Plans have been drawn up
ive
scores.
Stories
have been
for a theatre which could be built
1st half
on either site, and decision will be heard to the effect that Wendell The Henaiacs
might
be
on
the
coaching
staff at Krnest Hlatt
made very shortly. The house will
D
Sadlier Ce
probably be a biff on.-, much on the Harvard next fall, but it has been Jo Jo lfarriaon
announced that Fischer would re- Kola
Order of the Forrest, in order to acJackson Co
turn. Another point which is being
commodate the big Zicgfcld and
OMAHA. NEB.
discussed in connection with footDillingham musical shows.
ball plans at Williams is the adTaylor Macy A H
Following the two weeks' run of
"The Wandering Jew," starting visability of introducing th« Har- Keiaya
vard system, which provides for Van A Vernon
Doc. 2$. the Forrest will be leased
24 half
by Griffith at $5,000 a week for the senior members of the eleven com- Kennedy a Burt
ing back the following fall to as- Harry Ellis
showing of "The Two Orphans."
Doll Frolics
Whether the Shuberts will place sist the herd coach.
PEOBIA, ILL.
vaudeville in this house is a Ques-

f OI

WAGA

Orphrum
Roy & Fox

LiWrty

I

I

4

TACOMA

Alton

X CITY.

S Kanaaaka Broo
O'Hara A Neeley

Act Different
Jack Tralnor Co
Harry Van Fet^^n
Johnny Small Co

Daly

M

Jenkins

Rolland A Olsen
Meredith A Sno'zer
(One to All)

a Jaxon

SIOl

Al Shay ne

Chady Dot A

Paurtawoo

(Sunday openinr)
Gladys We 00

Fr:tnli Raffln

Two ka vvanas
MN'OOLN. neb

The Ullf below wen

it.

by wire from Variety's
correspondents, with little time left
to gather them after the statemeat
by the Pantares New York repre-

collected

Hownnl A Ross
Hook Rev"'

half

2.1

Co

Sadltor

FAITA0E8 CIRCUIT

"Storjr

Coloy

D

£o Je 'Harrises
Kola Jackson Os

(The. PantAfea bills thla

Have Maaley

Klly

j

A

Krnba

Krnest Hlatt

Bailey I

Cliff

Gordon A Gordon

% Mitotan

2d half

Arthnr Darid

N* A K Krllorr
V A I, I.. -wis

KKNOHHA. HIS.

R'aaltfa

all)

Warrea ft O'Brien
Pompol Qslatoi
Van ft Yemen

SPORTS

is
as a table. The
the record) at the conclusion of the of
hearings that the show lias been plans provide for an expenditure of
turning $1,000 profit the past three $600,000. and will give this city and
weeks (at one time it cleared $1,500, the "West one cf the most modern
doing a $12,000 gross > and that they speedways in the world. The assohave agreed if the show keeps going ciation is composed of some of the
for a couple of months, it is good leading: capitalists of the city, and
for tliat same profit continually. E. E. Pcake, who has successfully
Their opinion i.s that it will nan un- handled a number of automobile
t^ April or later. The corporation shows will be the secretary. A. M.
owes at the most $10,000, and in two Young, manager of the Los Angeles
month* that could be cleared off. .speedway, will be a director. It is
nt-n". <-! mm-, for about $lb~».000 the intention to hold the first race
i'-»?
U he
into the prod ctiion event next June, with oil: . events

ft

Id half

"ULUHr

only been spoofing him and they go
off to be wed.
A smart little small
time skit. Moore and Fields (New
Acts).
The show closed with the Tollman
Revue, which has a special eye,
.
three women dancers, a man who
sings baritone and a woman pianist
The instrumentalist sits with her
'
back to the dancers throughout, and
as a consequence is unable to keep
over Boy McCormick at St.
time to their variegated stepping. the contract of the new Aldine
pho- Albert Hall,
which is of no mean quality. The toplay house for
London, last nonth in
all United Artistsact is neatly dressed and is a good
contest whieh w:.*.; featured bv
a
pictures.
What
arrangements will Lc .is
small timo offering.
Jolo.
promiscuous u.^e oJ l;..iing
be made in order to let Griffith have
and Hie elbow, according to Jeffery
his customary legit house showing
STARS' CO-OPERATIVE CO.
Farnol,
of the Daily Mail. Referee
is not known.
It is ^en.-rully con(Continued from page 15)
Jack Smith awarded the .Ight to
sidered a two months' run at the
knowledge he possessed of business
Lewis
in the 14th round, fearing
Forrest would spoil "The Two Orconditions in theatricals at this time
McCormick would lose the sight of
prompted him to bring about the phans" for the Aldine, with a scale one eye, which was badly cut from
formation of tho corporation and $1.26 a ;d 99 cents.
the Lewis gloves. The decision was
In the meantime, everything deassociation. There is a number of
not popular, according to the Malls
players without employment bo- pends on the direction the Nlxon- critic, it being the
unanimous vercause high prices In the various Nirdlinger-Syndicate people lean- dict that Lewis was
too rough.
brandies of tbrotriealH make it im- to Mastbaum or to Dillingham.
possible for producing managers to
According to a story printed in
present casts of all-star calibre and
CHOSEN
the Hoston American Tuesday, Fred
exKt.
(Continued from pm-« 11)
Stone, who Is playing the Colonial.
wait
In
a
ant
1m tor
from
paragraph Lackayc
the slat inn u* police
s in the market for the Red
Sox
states there is nothing Hint can pre- headquarters.
baseball team.
It is said negotiavent players from playing and
Another factor w;i. an alleged at- lions to this en!
have In'en going
amusing the public in the event that tack on Harriet Hayes. ,,f MoMon, on between him
and Harry Fraiee,
they care to do so. carrying an in- One of the "Masi|uern.|ers."
she" present owner of the c u b.
The
timation that tho company is in a charged that Pridding had declined story
does not bear the earmarks of
measure to be a co-oprratiw on»v
to give hep Jer trunk. ,\hi'h she being
a press agent yarn, although
At the nine- of Frederick K (lolil- insi-tcil hr-ld h> r p tsiih.i; p, op, rt
no corroboration of it could be oby.
sniith the attorney declined to make When she re]>.. \\,,\ |,, r
demands. tained. Frazee was in Boston Monany statement regarding the forma
slie says the •'aiiKcr ],;: |,,. r j„
t |„.
day
and declared that he had lately
t: •! of the new corporation, and reface.
In
s<'!| -proteet ioii.
>he
-he
(1
received two offers for tho club,
ferred all questions to Mr. L.-ickuye. nut
'.e
n-a il
In
li.ii:.l();i.on which is known to be on the market
The players, it is understood, base It
f.K'e.
CJeorge M. Cohan's name as a postheir claims for assured patronage
«'<-r:i(d
tl;e
;itfi;!c and sible buyer crops up
frequently In
on the fact that they are going to
1
hoiiiiih il
hy

m*

Mcllyar
(Oaa to
[

,

liked.

l>-l*t.

members

1, 19*1

NEXT WEEK

BILLS

of jthe company. He signed
an order by which Miss Hayes secured her trunk and the assault
Similarly,
charge was quashed.
(Continued from Page IS)
Pridding came through for the
Hotel Bowman board bill of sev1st hair
24 half
Two
Kavinu
Win tor Osrdos 4
eral of the players, which he had
Nelson ft Madison
latest was "Mam Street." current. guaranteed, and that charge was Harry Wstaios
"Broke"
Gordos ft Oorm'lao
TOe .house was built by Walter Jor- dropped.
"Fall of *•"
XAcurm, ww.
<dan, of ihe Sanger dc Jordan firm.
Lotta, the Wonder Girl (Mrs. Pinto * Beyle
Lotta Austin Davis off stage), also T Browa'o Rov
PROFITS
held the limelight with her charges FT. SMITH. ASK. Swift ft DaUejr
Georfi Morton
(Continued from page 15)
that two trunks contained her per"Smiles"
2d half
Pridding insisted
4er to Judge K. Henry Laeombc, who sonal property.
'2d half
Valentino * Bell
Maurice ft Girlie
will act as special master at a hear- it was show property and covered I«arry
Comer
Browa'o Tachtin*
ing next Monday.
by his mortgage. Eventually,, this Wlnton Broa
Ktner ft Reiner
Tuesday -fceflor* Referee Town*end feature of the mixup was settled CALESBCBG,
PaJleneer*'* Beam
ILL.
shsring which period Attorney Max and the claimants recovered their
BOCKFOBB, ILL.
Rocfcmore cross-examined Henry R. property.
Winter Garden 4
Stanton, president of the corporaPridding insisted that he was only Nelson ft Madioon
Hall A Dexter
tion, -the Itearing was adjourned to traveling with the company to col- Gordon ft Germ'lne BUI? MJIIor Co
"Popularity Olrls"
Friday on the advice of the referee lect money coming to him. He said Peak'a Id half
J C Norent
who opined on record that to him he had been forced to put up money MarlonneBlockheads
Blly Co
ft Boye
this bankruptcy petition was brought ever since the company hit the (One to All)
(One to All)
2dkaif
for ulterior purpose. It seemed, he trail.
According to Pridding. the
JOLIKT. ILL.
Mellen A Realm
said, that the petitioners are avidly company was recruited in Boston
Barke A Rush
seeking to get control of the pro- and rehearsed there nine weeks.
"New Leader"
IVatailca ft U'atudy
Sampson A Do'arlao
K'alama ft Koa
duction out of Mr. .Stanton's hands.
Willos Gilbert Co
(One to fill)
Mis words were to the effect there
(One to fill)
Sd half
was a back current somewhere, addK ft K Kuhen
ST. LOUS
(Continued from FagcjiH
I.aFrance ft Harris
ing that it would be a good idea for
Cotasabhr,
A mile and a quarter plank s|>eed- W'ilhat Troupe
the receivers. Joseph Klaw and KenFord A Price
KANSAS CITY
ith
a grandstand seating
neth hi. Spence, lo get together with way,
Mann A llullorjr
40,000 and parking spare for 6.000
Ciloae
Maxwell Quintet
all the creditors and do their best
Carlisle A I^mal
to keep the "Lilies" show going, motor cars, arc the plans of the Arthur David
»le«
rullftibera's Dears
rally
ft
I>oyIe
otherwise nobody would get any- Kansas City Speedway Association. I*«»mppi
2d half
Quintet
As a location for this new venture Warr-n ft
thing out of it.
Juggling Desl isles
O'Brien
Thornton Sis
I.
M. Dittcnheefer. attorney for ground has been secured ten miles ('lilt rtitiUr »
% Minatel Monarcha
2
the receivers, told the referee (off from the business district, 150 acres Gonlon d&half
Cleveland A lX»w'ry
Dclmar
which
smooth

give the pdblic a real all-star organisation with the admission price
page 22)
From Home" (New Acts) proved <• $2 top for the entire orchestra.
Thus Car the new National has
bo a corking small-time laugh producing team. The finish could fee net fjaussd a hit. Several attracstrengthened just a trifle.
They tions hare been offered there, but
preceded the Lloyd comedy, which they hare not been a draw. The
<

December

Friday,

Frank allien Is now with
Waterson- Berlin -Snyder Co. in the
the

professional department.

Itingle and J. Fred C«k.!s arc
•ong collaborators.

Nat Osborne has joined the
sonncl of the "Trip to Hit laud

-

.

>

'

v
hi

p- r-

a u
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On November

and held it throughout. Their jazz
numbers earned an encore.
"The Act Beautiful" is indeed that
By J. WILSON ROY
CSood
of
Adelaide and Hughes, than whom
Me."
"Tickle
HANNA
there are no better on the vaudebttalBesB Monday. Next. "Irene."

CLEVELAND

Chancery

—

Shubert Vaudeville transfers from
the Opera house to the Ohio, startCharles
ing Sundav, with John

Thomas and "Whirl

of

way

Bayonne

Owner

Fm* Stone

mensely.

As an eye open« r Kl Ihy Si-ters
a clever skating
Kiiwin
-t.
George won big favor w.ih his .-m.i:
chatter and juggling.
A peppy musicalette was puf over
hy Peggy Parker and her Tour Musketeers, who cut loose with sonic
good songs and dancing, which
brought heavy results.
The act is
•taged very effectively.
Jim and Betty Morgan old favorites here
got to their audience early
.

:>

t

w
...

N'aftleaal

Bank BalMtn*.

Fifth Avert**. Corner 44th Street.

S. L.

& FRED LOWENTHAL
HARRY

Whipple

and

Walter

Attorneys

Huston, with some capable assistants, put over a series of snappy
episodes entitled "Time" in gooa
shape,

This

is

this house:

factory results.
Clark and Vtidi. wop comedians,
A«.C\ed l.ard and got oinnn nsurate
»

or.

l'.i\

Keith's 105th St.
.Induing by th» big houses drawn
to his new rend« zvoiis tin.* bills are
e\ iie.-ntly suited to the taste of pairons, and .Monday night's large an'

<li'-ncc
t

had good cause

fnr gratiiica-

ion.

aeeorded the

medium

through

efficient

three singles,

The

m "AN APPLE ORCHARD"

Hem l"l

**

iw u
x*
^^

'

«<* company at

George Creel spent Thanksgiving
aay in Des Moines with bis wife,
Blanche Bates, who wai playing
ith Henry Miller in -The Kama**
•Mrs. Fair" at the Berchel.
Guest
at home of E. T. Meredith, former
'Secretary
of
Agriculture
under

big plaudits.
Bob Cook and Dot Si rouse, the latter
Our man delighted with u good se- favor,.
The hill was opera* by
hftion of catchy songs. This turn Tartan and Newell, two -versatile
is in good tast
and deserves its men. and closed with KarJtah and
Sara m pa Sisters, a daasiajr aet
success.
There Is little fear of Ned Xor- which played Lo€w'i here boC so
worth, Cleveland boy. losing his long ago.
title as the "nuttiest of the nuts" for
The picture. "The Mystfrkons
some time. His turn was a riot; ho Killer. has no him. star, at note;
ran the seale of "squirrel food" ;ind their £(\vq i? advertised- as an^aM-^tar
had good support from Ev elyn east.

.Wilson.

'

•'

U

Wells.
artistic novelty with brass
robatics.

1

ins

DES MOINES

iii'-

By

urn

l

Dayton's Blue Monday theatre
patrons turned out to till K.Jth's
about 75 per cent at the 0:30 show
tonight, after a capacity matinee.
I^aurel Lee, headliner, begins with
a French numVr in such a convincing manner that she was accorded a
round of applause when she announced in perfect English she
would now do something else.
James and Etta Mitchell open
wirh some fast work on the aerial
ladder while they work, but kill
some time with small-time talk.
Bud Walker had hard sledding with
his monolog. but his good singing
and unusual whistling made many

Dayton.
Jack (Jrecory and Co. closed with
Noveltyland, a classy hoop ju^glin

M:
of

•

<•

thif

in'iisi:
\

al

200

balcony,

Cliaun* ey Olrott

and one matinee

which

biiv."

tr« for «al« or richinrt tn ont of Iinat'l
fftMCBt trowing cltiM of Ahoit 14.HM psputetlMk

•round fioor. M>nilnf 1.100. Bewly «
t«o Klmpltx marlilne*. fully wnilpptd f»r
am; w«t| bookrd up wltb Uf Marl ih*mt. t«#
9rir» $2.00.
Attn Ti»m iml Muflrt) Vomn#*>.
Bmt offrr win take tlala. Owner aurt ii*» Hmm
to oil

biulncn.

w%w Box

VAUOKVILLK'S OlQ.LV Two

ORIGINAL IOCA8
nrtu

t4 Do*.

Week

of

Week

of

Boa

—

K»r.o«o.

NOVELLY DISPLAYED

12— Dolo»cry aa4
It

—Grtclojr

Sq.

P«< 2« -Wotlonal

Hfcectio*

aiad
W.

City.

a

Fulton.

A

Stale.

Gates Ave.

w:ts

consisthig of

*

*..-\ri>K

ArtaBMt

COMEDY RESTRICTED SONGS

MR.

J.

H.

LUBIN

CRAIG
JANE

<

45t.

Piano Aet

REEDER m ARMSTRONG

ALADDIN'S LAr/7"
Coders
New Vark
in

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

drew three n ghts

to staiding room
only at Berchel sat week.
Films
ihi»
w*tfk:
"Vol'aWe
David" at Des- Moimos, ~H+t Soeial
Value' at Strand, "Moonlbgat Follies" at Garden, "Uue Tadla" at

oniy fairly enthusiastic toward only
bill

f»

Rialto has e>osed for two weeks'
Piays pictures uiiitt>r man-

Shubert's
Following a capacity business
.Sunday,
Shuheif's Monday night
'"•'owd consisted of about 400 on:hcsvaudeville

h.is start «~d new poijey
>.ho^vs
«mr"— nhort
in
a**Cs Western
at ure pi** fur**.

onudy, two

repairs,

.

and

>-•

ugement A. H. Blank.

very good show and it *.-«>rm<Keith's here is- pitting all t\vo-a-da\
acts for its thive-a-day hil! j

fair

c

ode ami

A

tra

Si**"' <re-

and Elks MinstreH threr oVjvs

i

aet.

a

DON CLARK

r.EKCMKL. — ~5?roofha«

DAYTON

KUH OF PLAY"

(Continued from page 1)
fo:- several weeks he
was suddenly
•
dismissed and Lee Kugel engaged
o replace him. But Pope and bis
lawyer think that he has a good
chance of collecting on his contract
if he keeps on reporting.
This is practically the first instance where a contract of this na*
ture has been made with a press
agent. There have been season contracts and annual contracts, but the
majority usually carry the two
weeks' notice either aide clause.

Kary and Eary have a clever ami

DALTON
I'rl-.l/s P.oy.-f,

rle

•

WAY

(Dec. 5), E. F.

1

Caits

,

AN UNSUPPORTED LADDER NOVELTY
Coming East Soon—Watch for Us
Representative— H. B. MARANELLI
FRED DeBONDV
Personal i"?epresentativ<

WilL

SlSSEk
lining, another of .w
rooweavs !Ei~i.~??
tare- tColIseum
Brothers put on a most tenors (how manj-ar« there?),
whirlwind dancing act that earns (•eneral
Ed La vine
"plant."

The place of honor is
Ford J>ancers, a eLissy terpsichorean act from start to finish.
Lottie, Johnny and Kdivin Ford and friends for him at the finish.
Kvelyn Bennett are top-notch hoofBlanche Frankly n and Nat Viners, "while William Cutty at the
cent are lot unu*uaj singers and Roval.
piano and in the orehestra pit added their talk needs bolstering up as well
considerably to the big success ot as delivery.
The song hits which
the turn. The settings were good.
they have written were not all
Madame Burnell displayed several recognized
by
Temthe audience.
stunts with electricity, while an ele- pest and Sunshine pleased, although
ment of merriment is invoked their Impressions were of strangers

LIND BROS.

v.-^lJ;

and

MUNNS,
for Tom Brown
P.

to

Eastern

TOP"

in 'TIP

COLONIAL THEATRE, BOSTON

J*

and PRECIOUS STON'ES.
sarriflre B*»for* Bering Me
PAT HIGHEST PRICK
APPRAISING FREB OF PI? A ROB
HIGHEST nBKERE.WF.S
3t. MlIXKR. Rons SO.!.
Harrlnuui

TOM BROWN
BROWN BROTHERS

of SIX

registers

this

:•«•.-

De No*

Machine Company.

the fullest extent, of the law.

the order of the day.

AND REM,—

for the Victor Talkiag

return of

which brought big results.
one of the best acts seen at
the staging and effects
are commendable.
Tameo Kajiyama had a good turn
with his menial possibilities in various twistings, including penmanKeith's Hip
A well balanced bill is se»v»d "1» ship, mathematical problems, etc..
here this week, all ta*t« s beinx a - and landed a winner.
I>or».Tld Sisters have a neat and
tend to sumptuously, and the
ult
reonrded by a large audience at .lever hand balancing and acrobatic
Monday's matinee was all around act, while Sam Hearn scored with
his political monolog and violin
satisfaction.
A cordial welcome was given playing. Mossman
Earl
and Ray Vance
Frank Mclntyre— erstwhile •Traveling Salesman'' — in his one-act farce, havt- a good dancing specialty, and
Higol"tto
Prothers
and Sisters
the
"Wednesday at the Ri:z." The rotund humorist is sen at hi-" i»"st in Swanson drew a big hind for their
program of acrobatics,
this skit. Hi? fun is elean and spon- olaboruie
taneous and he garners conshb rable juggling, conjuring, singing, tlanclaughs; Zip marks the i>ut/e and ing and posing.
Dolly Connollv phased with her
Mclntyrc's personality wns hands
"Bobbed Haired Baby Boy" and
down.
"( It -eenw i.-h
Village* npmbers and
One of the biggest hit.: on th«- bill
ml sang
wa« made by Tom Smirh, a gr-cul ee- perry Wenrirh played
of his
old -time successes,
centric. As an encore he injr.rrd a some
mind-reading bit that sc.icd im- which help»d the act over to satis-

—BUT
DIAMONDS

Brown, Brothers, or in any
Brown's Saxophone Six are of Victrola

Should any other musical act use any advertisement, trade under tlje
name of the Six Brown Brothers, or mislead the public into believing that
they are or represent the Six Brown Brothers, they will be prosecuted to

matinee drew a big
house, and good entertainment was

New York"

—

similar to that of the Six

fame or have ever played

Sunday's

the Plain
Tn conjunction with
Dealer, the two Keith houses are
making an appeal to the public for
old. overcoats for ex -soldiers. In exchange for an old "Bennie" Keith's
is dstributing a r*air of tickets for
either house. There has been a very
he .rty response.

—

is

inferring or intimating that the

iiigh.

as the big numbers.

offered

Brown and Billy Markwith from using
Brown Brothers in connection with any advertising,

of the Six

advertising which

Opera House (Shubert)

the

me against one C. L. Brown and
Brown's Saxophone Six, issued a permanent

lobby displays, newspaper cuts, lithographs er photographs, or any form of

Who would ever have thought that
"Doubling for Ro- Edna Wallace. Hopper would beat
me«": Circle, "After Midnight"; the illustrious Ponee de Leon in his"
Oryheum. quest for the fountain of eternal
Standard, -The Tax";
Heights. youth? Such is the ease, however,
Law";
Primal
"The
Wonderful
"The
Rialto,
and this week the little lady is giv"Wealth";
ing visible proof of her successful
Thing."
search. She is tho same little Edna
The Allen Is running another jazz we knew in the early *90s, so far as
week. This house is bidding high personal appearance goes*, and the'
plastic surgery,
for favor and is doing big b sines*, magical results from
with music as a specialty. Next Sun- give occasion for headline poeitfon.
day Sascha Jacobsen, Russian vio- The act embraces the showing of a
moving picture portraying the oplinist, opens a scries of musical ateration and a song number, but the
tractions.
attraction was
votithfulness,
and

name

the

FILMS— Allen,

big

Illi-

injunction restraining the said C. L.

—
—

GORDON SQUARE American
Harmony Four. Adams and Guhl,
Benaln Sisters and pictures.

at Chicago,

No. 2388, commenced by

suit

Billy Markwith, trading as

ville stage today as graceful dancer?.
( 2d
Their offering is high grade and
•week).
their doll number brought the turn
Revue,
STAR— Frank Finney's
EMPIRE "Follies of New York." to a brilliant finale.
ElElsie
Jack Wilson returns with HarryagTJJS S Gattison Jones,
llettcnd Al Jockey, the Dafeg, Rome Antrim and a couple of assistants.
and Wager, CJrace Valentine, EMxie Wilson gets over all right, but the
act lacks ginger and suffers accordFour and pictures.
PWSCILLA— Electro. Billy Broad. ingly.
La
Tell
Taylor,
and
Brandon
Cortes.
Owing to train delay the Six
Bros~ Romonelll and picture?.
Nooses did not appear at Monday's
METROPOLITAN.— Five Musical matinee.
Buds, Norman Philips and Irene
Next week Valcska Surratt In
Absey, Charles Lane and Jack Free- "The White Way" is scheduled as
man, Jack Symonds, Edmond Gln- headliner.
gras and Co., and pictures.

"FoUtes"

Judge George A. Carpenter,

29th, 1921,

the United States District Court, Northern Division of Illinois,

in

nois,

—

OHIO — Ziegfelu

,
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MILLER

I.

STAGE AND STREET

SHOES

16th Anniversary Number
Should Have Your Announcement In

The ingenious and artistic manner in which I. Miller designs
shoes wins the popular and quick
approval of the theatrical profession and others who are discrimi-

It

nating in their choice o£ footwear.

With

a world-wide circulation, Variety presents weekly

the only advantageous theatrical advertising

an advertiser seeking

real value to

medium

I.

of any

to reach the theatrical

State and

may

Monroe

Streets

Chicago

Number

Variety's Anniversary
it

Broadway

New York

people.

that

MILLER
1554

will be

bound

Worlds

in order

/largest T'oJucer

/

tf

Theatruat Shoes

be preserved.
being presented Lwo afternoons this

(Amsterdam). "Wild Cat" (Park),
at the Apollo.
•Bluebeard's Eighth Wife" (Ritz),
Next week has two new offerings "Circle" (Selwyn). "Greenwich Village Follies" (Shubert) and 'Bill of
listed, "The Chocolate Soldier" beregular rates
be forwarded to any Variety office.
ing revived at the Century, and "The Divorcement" (Times Square).
At the cut rates the attractions
Mountain Man" going into the Kloffered were "Nature's Nobleman"
liott, succeeding "The Silver Fox."
"Ambush"
(Belmont).
which is through Saturday. A mu- (Apollo).
"Every Day" (Bijou). "Her Salary
sical version of "Pomander Walk"
Liliora"
(Fulton),
is
due as a New Year's offering Man" (Cort),
while another holiday card has Leo "The Verge" (Garrick), "Wandering
(Knickerbocker),
Jew"
"Sliver
Fox"
Ditrichstein in
"Face Value." a
show which he had played on the (Maxine Elliott). "Main Street"
road in addition to "Toto."
The (National), "Just Married" (Bayes),
piece Is na.ned as the premiere at- "Wild Cat" (Park), "Bought and
traction for the Shubcrts* new 49th Paid For" (Playhouse). "Daddy's
A-Hunting"
(Plymouth),
Street. That house was car led for Gone
the Bert Williams show "Under the "Great Broxopp" (Punch and Judy),
Bamboo Tree" (first called "The "Fair Circassian" (Republic), "ShufPink Slip") which will be sent into fle Along" (63d St.) and "Beware of
Dpgs" (39th St.).
Chicago first.
of $17,200 last week lead the non- travagant in comment.
Both sides of the theatre ticket
BBOADWAY STORY
"The Fair,
musical shows. The actual drop for Circassian" bowed into the Lyric brokerage field were bewailing the
BIRTH CONTROL
(Continued from page 15)
most attractions was between $2,000 Tuesday, with the critical opinion current week's business. In the ad(Continued from page 15)
Christmas week, und that obtains and $3,000 over the normal pace divided on the show's chances.
vance rate agencies there was little
also for attractions moving from prior to Thanksgiving.
Indications are that three more or nothing stirring during the first "an insult to American decency."
one week stand to another.
The smash of the new attractions houses will go dark by the end of nights of the week, and in the cut
Early in the week, the publicity
Broadway's business rapidly de- is "Kikl," with Lenore Ulric, at the the week. "Everyday" is withdraw- rate market there was a terrific given the topic had attained such
clined last week, and this week finds Belasco. The house sold out for its ing from the Bijou, the attraction falling off in demand on both Mon- headway that Petrova wired a dea further drop. The natural falling second performance, which is rare counting as another disappointment day and Tuesday nights.
fense of the play's legality.
"The
Belasco attractions, and the and the house not assigned a sucoff of last week followed the flood for
Wednesday the advance agencies White Peacock" is booked in to fill
The Lyric, which was to had a little the best of it, with 20 a two weeks' gap in the Selwyn
tide of the season during Thanks- agencies reported the show at top cessor.
giving week, but the changes in demand.
In
five
days "Kiki" have switched from pictures with a shows listed with them, while there time, and will open Christmas Day
gross were violent. One dramatic grossed $14,300. "Her Salary Man" revival of "The Squaw Man," will were only 17 attractions available at at the Comedy
In New York. Under
offering slid off $7,000 from the fig- looks like a filler for the Cort, and go dark for a week or two, the re- cut rates.
the Massachusetts law a single per"Nature's
ure Of Thanksgiving ("The Circle"). is due to leave at the end of the vival not being ready.
Of the new attractions In town formance of any show can be given
That attraction gave an extra per- month, with "Face to Face" suc- Nobleman*' steps out of the Apollo "Ki Ki" at the Belasco and Elsie before
the censor can act, and Mayor
formance, and the gross went to ceeding. Cort's "The Wild Cat" at Saturday and the house goes dark Ferguson in "The Varying Shore"
Peters
reported as being deternew figures for the holiday week. the Park, however, is well regarded, until Christmas week, when Grif- were added to the buy list this week. minate Is
that censorship shall occuf
Its actual drop from normal was and the Spanish operatic production fith's "Two Orphans" picture opens For the former the agencies
took
in
this
case
at rehearsal. The house
there. Tlu "Nobleman" piece moves
about $2,500. as the piece was get- should land.
about 400 scats a night, and that is practicallv sold out for opening
Its gross
ting $19,000 and better.
This week's premieres are fea- into the 48th Street, which went attraction is having the strongest
night.
tured by two revivals. "Bought and dark Monday, and for which no new demand of any of the attractions in
Paid For" opening al the Playhouse attraction is in sight. The Comedy the agencies at present. The Hudwill
remain
closed
until
Christmas,
Wednesday and "Alias Jimmy Valson buy is for 350 seats a night for
the Calety with nothing assigned either the eight weeks with a regular return
starting
at
entine"
"The Varying Shore." Princess or the Greenwich Village. of 25 per cent.
Thursday.
$10.00
which relighted the Hudson with The Astor will be saved from closing
The complete buy list Is: "BlosAlso a Elsie Ferguson Monday, was the by a continuance there of "Theo- som Time"
Blc n^rB^lnn. ITav* br>«»n uned
(Ambassador), "Ki Ki"
f«*w 8<*foinl Hand Innnv.il Ion and Fibre
dora," which was due-out Saturday,
week's
the
opening
of
important
(Belasco),
"Tangerine"
Wardrobe TrunUs. $20 nnd 125. A t*'W
(Casino),
the with "Little Miss Raffles," a musical "Perfect Fool" (Cohan). "Demi-Virofferings,
fresh
extra lar?<t Property Trunks.
AIro old quartet
of
2R West nut agencies reporting a heavy demand, show, listed for Monday debut. The
Taylor an. Hal Trunks.
gin"
(Eltinge),
"Dream
Maker"
Btreet. H"t»wcn Broadway and 6th Ave.,
show
In
need
.'s
of considerable
though the reviewers were not exNew York City.
changing before It comes in, and (Empire), "Good Morning. Dearie"
(Globe),
"Six
Cylinder
Love"
(Harthe picture is being continued, alris), "Intimate Strangers" (Miller).
though without ^he guarantee.
"Varying
Shore" (Hudson), "Bombo"
Grand opera Is off to a flying start

Advertising copy for the Anniversary

Number

at "the week

may

*

Out

in
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WARDROBE PROP.
TRUNKS,
I

.

WANTED

High Class Musical Comedy and Revue People
FOR THE WORLD'S FAMOl 8

The forecasted

injection of fresh interest with the
return of German opera appears to

(Jolson),

ORLEANS, LA.

PERSONAL DIRECTION OF

JOSEPH K. G0RHAM
Winter

In

thf South, and

Summer

CALL REHEARSAL HALL
110 WEST 47th 8TREET

NEW YORK

CITY

in

TU.T

BILLY DOSS

REVUE

#

ROSE & CURTIS

special afternoons.
Forty-secstreet, has the novelty of having
Yiddish drama with "The Pibbuk"

K.

rciiNival of iliur <ifl*Kv>

'.!.(-•

Strar.d Tiir.-itiv

GORHAM

HOTEL ASTOR
NEW YORK CITY

KuiMin^

i"rn:n

to

CHURCHILL BUILDING

teven year*
J.

OR

u»2t«o

JAMES MADISON

the North

for the pant

pal

have turned the trick, and the debut
With Dawson. Lanlfan. Covort and Reno
Jeritzka, a Viennese songbird,
Reno, the old minstrel boy.
says— C'.eorge
was hailed. Broadway predicts a
has
Joined Billy Doss and his comUntil Dcr. 31«t. for exclusive mntori.nl
triumph for her.
to or.W. my a<ldr'V»« Ih I'latinm IluiMpany, doing the Mammy. Can you
Daily matinees are already de- Injr. Snn l-'rnnclaco. Calif. After that
imagine CJeorge getting his knifo
193 Ilroadway, New York.
and fork in that? Baldwin Spears
cided on for the week between
Just out, XzJison's L\d^^i Xo. IS, Ji take notice.
Christmas and New Year's.
Already in line are "The Circlr (Selwyn), "The First Year" (Little),
"Thank -U" (Longacre; the title was
slightly
changed
from
"Thank
You") and "The White Peacock"
(opening the Comedy Dec. L'G). Special matinees have already started,
an oddity between holidays.
"The
Verge." which drew attention down
town by the Provincetown Players,
announce
has been moved into the Garrick

of

ond

Week* a Year Average nook In*

(Liberty).

for

CREATOR AND PRODUCER OF
"The World's Greatest Restaurant Attraction"
"Gorham'a Follies, "Cave's Midnight Frolic"
"The Cave Dwellers," "Gorham's Revue/' etc., etc.

IS

"O'Brien Girl"

"Grand Duke" (Lyceum), "Music
Box Revue" (Music Box), "Sally"

1

HOTEL GRUNEWALD "CAVE"
NEW

at the Metropolitan.

1607

BROADWAY
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RATKOWSKY

A.

ACME SCENIC ARTIST STUDIOS

INC.

L>uunui\ i

FURS
A

COMPLETE STAGE EQUIPMENT

buy advance models

chance to

GENERAL OFFICES

{be most stylish pelts for the

la

coming season at b c 1 o

w

SUITE

the

308;

and DISPLAY ROOMS:
W. RANDOLPH STREET

36

PHONE:

CENTRAL

prices.

CLARK

NO.

1507

PHONE: SUPERIOR
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:
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REMODELED

rCBB REPAIRED and

WE ANNOUNCE
THE OPENING OF OUR OFFICES, DISPLAY ROOMS AND MINIATURE STAGE IN THE
HEART OF THE THEATRICAL DISTRICT IN CHICAGO. WHERE WE EXHIBIT MINIATURE DROPS AND FABRICS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

BOSTON
By

LEN LIBBEY

WILL YOU FAVOR US WITH A VISIT?

SILK

Keith's

The way in which the show shaped
up at Ihe Monday matinee another
act could have been added to the
which Included nino acts as
bill,
stood without straining things
it
any. The comparison with the show
of the previous week was obvious

in

GAUZE
VELVET

act

DIAMOND
DYE

WE GUARANTEE THE HIGHEST GRADE OF
ARTISTIC DESIGN AND TECHNIQUE
AND INVITE YOUR PATRONAGE

SATEEN

at 4:27 the curtain descended
on the last night and the exit him
was flashed. Last week with an

bill the show ran until
Even with the **arty closJng there was a walkout from down
front on the closing act, which tho
performers didn't warrant for a

SCENERY

SATIN

when
eight

STUDIOS and PLANT

and

DISTEMBER

COLORS

6 o'clock.

j

PLUSH

do

disconcerting

this

stunt.

WE HAVE

GAINED A REFUTATION FOR SUPERIORITY
AND HOPE TO ADD YOU TO OUR INCREASING
GROUP OF REGULAR PATRONS

and

NOVELTY

PICTURE
SETTINGS

FABRICS

It

who have to
show so early would have
some sympathy with the acts and

would seem that those
leave a

the rest of the

MOVING

(

minute and which leads to the con-i
elusion that somehow or other Monday afternoon audiences, or some of
them, have got it Into their heads
that it la quite the proper thing to

DRAPERIES

RENTALS-COMPLETE PRODUCTIONS-TIME PAYMENTS

house bjr sitting well

to the rear of

the theatre.
Trixie Friganzi and the Moaconi
Brothers divide the feature billing
with Dooley and Sales and while
Trixie may be a bigger draw in the
sticks than the dancers the audiences at the Keith house know what
is what, as was demonstrated
by
applause.
At the afternoon
show careless work on the part of

the

somebody nearly resulted seriously
One of thv Mosconl
brothers slipped
when he
started a dance and didn't hesitate
to show his displeasure, but in a
nice manner.
Then Verna Mosconi
slid down a few seconds later,
lna
Frederick just launched out in a
dance with her partner when she
slipped
and did not take anv
for four dancers.

i

if rra isei> in a tiikatmc

Kinninp to show its effect.
Down and as -they followed a very strong
stairs the house was lean with the laugh act at the matinee they found
lower boxes all but deserted.
At themselves in a bit of a hole with
their comedy along quieter line*.
th«.' evening show things were better and the house was clos
to ca- In their new position at the evening
show they scored much better.
pacity.
There was but onf change in the
Trixie Friganzi was" there a'l the
running of the show fror.: the way way. She shot her stuff over well
opened, the Kight Hlu* lemons and there could be Just one imit
bring switched from No. 3 position provement on the way she handles
Thnt would be the
to No. 5, wifh T^angford and Fred- her material.
erick, who played the position at cutting of the "blab" expression. It
-the matinee, being shifted to the occurs too frequently and gets tire•

earlier place.

.

chances after that. The finish came
in the closing act when one of the
Scotch girls slipped and went down
before she could recover herself.
While she gave signs of having
wrenched her leg, she continued in
the act, after that number, and evidently did not suffer any serious
consequences.

The house at the

Mondav

afternoon show indicated that the iearness of the Christmas season is be-

Laura and

Billy

Dreyer opened

the show with their dancing revue.
The start of this act is a bit slow
but it warms up as it goes along
and closed especially strong. While
the pair have some sp*»ed. they
haven't enough variety of steps to
earn the many better position on a
big time bill, at present.
Martha Pryor went over big all
the way in her 15 minutes on. She
have a good stage presence ami
while not in the prima donna class
as a 'singer knows how to put over
the syncopated numbers. She mixed
her program up well with Bob
ICJeraghty at the -*>iano being most
dependable. The introductory numbe- of this pair is good. She almost
[stopped the show at the latin^e.
In their live minutes the Kight
[Blue Demons were the usual whirlwind of speed and action. Starting
soon after th/y uncorked <heir
lightning tumbling the applause
kept coming unttf they closed. c .reptionally strong.
I

Burns and Freda had them hang-

After the

Play
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tStON A »«BBINS, INC.

—

wr. ian

i i

kmsii it

Regay, found the house sitting on
hands, and it was only by hercu-

"Smiling

its

lean

Townes

a big hand and announcing on their
bow, "Now, good folks, please stay
tlwit way."
The house took It the
right way and showed a little more
enthusiasm for the balance of the

MAKE UP

Est Henry

C

Miner, Inc.

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
I

•"!

>rl r

»**
,

a*

a.

I

„ " roo "»»»"«1ntlnii« arranued an all Mnea, at Main Office
nont» urr itutntr *««ryy full: nrrunuc cnrl). I'f»rrl«n Money
i^ovht and noltl. 1.11hrrty Bond* boaajaf and sold.

IV\I

I.

TAt

a s()\, lOl KMt 14»h St.,
l*ti©W€T *mr*nMrat 613C-6137.

*|(l

»w

that night.

"Who's Been Around ?" was
number, and although
Jane Cowl in "Smiling Through,"
it made City Censor Casey squirm
a new star in this territory, is playa bit, it will not be touched in Bos- ing to a $3.00 scale and with exsome toward the finish. She took ton, and if it gets by Boston it's ceptional attendance.
a couple of bows but no encore, usually safd for the circuit.
Ed Longlnottl, treasurer at the
which she could have taken without
Tom Lewis opened the second half
stretching things 4iny.
ah«>ad of Bayes, this being a wise Orpheum for the past elght v years,
The show was stopped by the eleventh hour shift, as Lewis would has resigned after * controversy
Mosconi brothers. Their whirlwind not have held them at next to clos- with Max Farblsh, the Orpheum
dancing act, closing with the speedi- ing. Charles Howard and Co. fol- traveling representative, and has
est fiMish a dancing number could lowed Bayes, and the comedy was embarked In the insurance business.
have, was a riot all the way. They novel enough and well balanced
Earle Edmondsen, personal reprewarrant the spot they are holding enough through its sustained "stage
and show absolutely Ho signs of quarrel" to keep them in their seats. sentative of Alexander Pantages,
has
been in the city for several
The Four Paldrens closed to a walklagging in their work.
weeks attending to some legal busiDooley and Sales, always a popu- out, being penciled in instead of ness.
had no difficulty. Torelli's Comedy Circus.
lar pair here,
their strong

'

The wise crackers thought that
is an artist, as ever, at "ad
libhing" throughout his act, doing Bayes would not pull the second
week
despite the fact that she did a
more of it at the night show than
He is also entitled turn-away last week. Monday night
nt the matinee.
only about $200 behind her
was
sho
to beg for applause from the house,
becaus" he knows how it should be previous Monday, and the advance
holding up strong.
was
sale
done, and this cannot be said of
Dooley

many

Ready
For Your Inspection!!

performers.

Scotch Lads and Lassies closed

Last week Keith's was practically
sold out Wednesday for the balance
of the week, and this week, although
the bill is not as 'strong, the same
condition should prevail.

THE NEW

MEMPHIS, TENN.

the show.

By WALTER D BOTTO
ORPHEUM— Vaudeville.
%

PANTAGES— Vaudeville
LOEWS STATE—

TAYLOR

and Pic-

tures.

TRUNK
at

SEVENTY
DOLLARS
(war tax tl)

LIGHTER

IN WEIGHT
ADDED CONVENIENCE.
LOWER IN PRICE

ORCHFMRATION^
i

reading art, as Joveddah last week
same house elt-aned up what
interest there was in
lade
teh-pathy. after Hope Eden
he/ initial coupe about «a month ago
Working without reguat Keith'*.
lar osTuiri's becau^o of a lost trunk.
Miss La Mar got away well despite
ode is much
ihe f.iet that their
more crude in op« ration than that
lie swa-tl.y Jt,vr dda!i la«t
o-*'! by
i

:

w»-t-k.

MP
act,
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TAYLOR TRUNK WORKS

310 W. 44th St.
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KLEIN'S

RESTAURANT

(TIIK ORIGINAL)
642 Smithfield Street, Pittsburyh, Pa.
Tlir j.la.-r ulirrr- vnu ir«
\hr h'.u.n ion!,;np!
V\hfic «;«.,rj."- SiUii' y. lli^ol'T'd Mr of* \>nll, Sofihlo Tu«k»r M\nr*< r S stcra^
<!»itru«1«»
•iirufio Honinsn.
Hoffman. iiUMM"',
z- i'.i< «\ .\ih;i
Nur;i r.i\»^,
I'.iw-', DarJinc
Darling T^>ri^.
T*>ri*. K«t<1i«»
K«l<li«»
anror Al Jnlnon.
r

,

T< rry in \i\< Will Rogers
'if a
Single ]i;id ;o op* n to a
house, and did a di\e.
The

.Artiirr
«<•!?.

F

BGOKBINUIV,

at' the
local
little

Inte

York.

In

bill.

COVERS FOR

M

sick

Is

John McCormack sings at Pantages Dec. 16. The vaudeville show
at Pmntagea will be discontinued, for

Vaudeville and
ing on to their seats from the start.
Pictures.
One of the pair being a local boy.
Majestic
Night
In Honolulu"
"A
LYRIC—
he had plenty of friends in the
Nora Bayes held over in Boston,
house, but the team could get away and held strong, despite the fact and "Boob McNutt," both to fair
business.
with their act in about the same that she offered nothing new except
manner anywhere. They have some a few nifties, which, to tell the
The picture houses here are all
good material and know how to truth, toned her routine up appreThey took a couple -f ciably and should be retained. She without orchestras on account of 10
handle it.
salaries
cent
reduction
In
per
encores and could have taken more. threatened to dock Alan Edwards
At ihe r.ight rhow Burns wan pre- if he really got any thrills trom ordered by the Memphis Enterprises
houses
best
control
the
Co.,
who
all
sented with a silver lovin. cup from hugging her in the act, and when he
"Way Down East." at the
here.
his local admirers.
to
threatened
kiss
tried
to
her
she
minus
'em
away
turning
Palace
is
While the act of Longford and call her son to her rescue. She is
the orchestra.
good
with
scintillates
Frederick
breaking
in John Bohn this week
just
comedy, some of it. however,
for her net, and although ho was
•loo Vion, ahead of Jane Cowl in
on the edge, they did not get over billed he did not show.
as strong as they might have. They
The bill as a whole did not stand
work fast, perhaps a bit too fast. hack of Miss Bayes as strong as
the previous week, although she
needed support more strongly. The
biggest booking bloomer was in
using Leona La Mar in her mind-

INERS

Through,"

and "Musty" Miller took
up his work, coming Into Memphis
ahead of then show.
Atlanta,

that Bernhard and
finally got over, closing to

efforts
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MACK TALKS:

EDDIE

&

of Brendel

Ed Brendel

ing Shtibert't 44th St. Theatre,

off

stage he wears

Burt R«vu«, now playlaughing riot with
is

where tha laughing •rd«,
clothes and

his fall a pari suit, but that's

because

No. 60

EDDIE MACK

are yet to hear of any of our clothes falling apart,
there are no strings to our clothes;

we

or not holding up.

woll tailored; to stand the hardest service.

all

Regarding >our overcoats— the weather is here to
etay and would suggest that you look at our unusual
display

—

moderately priced.

all

722-724 Seventh Ave.

1582-1584 Broadway

Opp. Columbia Theatre

Op p. Strand Theatre
Morton Lillian
Munnon lUrtha
Murruy Marion

l>mlK<» Mrs A
tiotiailly Alb.Tt
1

iiiukI.'im

I »o UK In*
I>u|)pri'(»

r.s

S

W;ilwr

NaBers Urure

M .us A

Nash Mobhy

Val Kmnift

l>u

RETURNING AFTER ENORMOUS SUCCESS

M

Kloy

I'all.'tlo

Fatichtin

Obcrman Mr K
Mr. en Mill
O'ltainey (Jeorgia

LONDON

PARIS

AND

& Htldy

(li'iiaru

Pi-

Fivil
.Mrs J

»

.!.»-»

'

K.lilh
(i. Imore lliimi-y
(ioi-tz (;»»
,
(iiiiiilman (Icrald

(;ibb->ns

"GREETING TO ALL FRIENDS"
"Girls de Books" 12 P.n.pire New19 Casino Philadelphia.
"Girls from Joyland " 1J Empress

BURLESQUE ROUTES
(Dec.

12

19)

L O

19

"Bathing Beauties" 12 Gayety
Baltimore 19 Capitol Washington.
"Beauty Revue" 12 Avenue De.

19 Englewood Chicago.
"Big Jamboree" 12 Olympic Cincinnati 19 Columbia Chicago.
"Big Wonder Show
12 Empire
Brooklyn 19 L O.

troit

'

"Bits of Broadway" 12 Columbia
Chicago 18-20 Berehel Dos Moines.
"Bon Ton Girls" 12 C.isino Boston
19 C.ri.nd Hartford.
"Broadway Scandals" TJ G.iycty
Louisville 19 Empress Cinrinuaii.
"Cabaret Girls" 12 E (> 19 Long
Branch 20 Anbury Park 22-24 Van

Cuiler O II Seheneet;iily.
"Chick Chick" 12 5th Ave Brooklyn 19 Bijou Philadelphia.
12

Cayety

Gayety Toronto.
Dixon's Big Review
Kansas Citv 19 E (>.

12

"Flashlights of 1921"
Kansis Citv 19 E O.
.

12

Mil-

Hose Hurry

Mary

1'onlif k M
Moyt I. oo

P.oth Kdward
Udh'Ji'C Myrd

tin?

N "orns

.

?»ovelle

12

& Monde

Salle

I

Detroit

Century
Gayot<

Mavc'.v P.altiinore.
"Folly Town" 12 F.mpire Albany
19 Casino Boston.
"French Frolics*' 12 Bijou Philadelphia 19 E O.
"Garden Frolics" 12 Columbia NYw
York 19 Empire P.rooklyn.
19

COLUMBUS CIRCLE &

58th St.

Walker Frank T
Warner Dor.s
ms >ean
Wolf H tl Mrs

C Jr
Pros

Walsh

Palermo & Cunlnog

A\ ;lbnr

I'eltz Phil

While Hilly Jr
Wakefield Frank L

I

erettos Th»*

Patten Jeanette
Patton Joan
Quint

rell

tncmt>in<;

NM.I1TI.Y

By

Vork Shirley

L.

N. Y.
SKEFFINGTON

B.

LYCHTM.— "Mecca."
TKMIM.,K.— Vaudeville.
(JAYKTV.- 'Maids of America."
FAY'S.— A Different Kevin-. Hob
Milliken. Abbot and Co., Smilotte.
Tenderhoe. Kisler

Sisters. Chief

Alberts, "From
film foature.

TIIKATRK

r.\RA1>ISK

vaudeville.

VICTOKIA— Vaudeville
tures.

There Was," Regent.

"Maytime'
at the

'is

Lycpum

bookod for a retun.
next week.

I

DIAMONDS
PLATINUM
JEWELRY^
WATCHES,

•<

I

'

,<t

I

::

GOLD and
SILVER
NOVELTIES

I

Theatrical start and
discriminating |wjfif* \%

"

BLANCH

•!!>:.

N>w Vork

llronilwny,

Mnterl.il.

City

*

Time Ilea trie ted
SkrlchM, Comedy Aeta.

In for

lll«

^InKlon,

When

.1

'M

>1

.1 .1

I

'

Hurler PmI»(
Moste iVilho

K

KemllnK for mnll to

Guerrini

^\

I

I

.

.

om:

In

ism ii:

It

Al.l> n

Capps

.Tim

Allen Tominie MiJs
Amaranth ..Mane

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

A ndi-rson N- a
Anderson Will
Arthur Mr D
Asaki & Ta\i

BROADWAY

I

|ti*e«

I'.lan.-he

Meek KddiM- r«eti
It

r -y
i

Thurl a
Harry
.

(jeo
Moiinei-r Milly

phone Bryant 2533
llliOAHWAT,

Moy.-r

IMIie

Ueorge

Mradb-y

Mrown
N.

1584 Broadway
Near 48th Street

hi-i
I

\

Columbui
Avenue

I'halmer T
Clarke Catherine
Cole
lot
'oni'T

<

t

.arry

i'oppe||i-r

Arlhur

Merben

<rsi>

p.

irl

t'row

n

Herb»

Ciishmrin
i

'u! lib. it

.t.i,

i

Sisters

Y.

Culvert

,,

i

hnrle«i

Margerctte

Juliette

P'Orsay Cora
Dobler Lyl«

Franctsca.

Qal

DIAMONDS BOUGHT

GEROL DELMAR

Presents

t

U

Pup.-rf

Decostor ,Q S.iull'i.Defoe Jean
Delniar Helen
D'-lmore (Jeo

Dku
Callahan
-S/

San

•

|

Itll'il

12

nnv

— mi tie

?77.?7«»

Ira
CardifT ll-len

•'re.ri

(Loew's State Theatre Building)

l!i:.\\c||:

I«

•i:o:.|

M. STIEGLITZ & CO., Inc.

FIRST, Manager

niflkc«

tli it

lecouM

THE TIMES
SQUARE JEWELER

the United States.
only
I'lirfrv

''f*

us

in

HERMAN BACH

Co.

The

only.

to

able cost.

ACCORDION
FACTORY

.

1

carry

•

rt

&

and beautiful jevm

come

stock,
make up from their ov«
de*i7fM, fyripinal and
quitite pieces at reason*

Lnrgeit

I.Alt

.

ry,
to§

Tht Leading and

l,KTTKH<) WILL
NOT 111-: \l)Vi:il TISII)
».\
1 1 1 T
ItS
A 11 V I H I I S F. U
llt(

rich

Hathburn Max

VAIMIOTY ndilriM Mnll Clerk
IM»ST< AIIDH, ADVI HTISIM. or

Arrnntfeil.
:

I

Curran Hazel

LETTERS

F-to.

Actn llruMUrn, llehenrned and

ft

l>U\V.\ToW\

pic-

"CaNar.imovii,
mlllc." Star: Monte IMue. "The Kentuckians." and "The ("all of Youth."
Kialto; Thomas Mci^han, A l'rince

1

<

HARRY

ami

—

PICTURES.

(

OiM'iilitu:"

1540

ar.d
l'p,"

—

I

<iee

RENDEZVOUS
IN

(Hound

the

AKCADF Kinsev Stock Co. in
"Fnrle Tom's Cabin."
and
vtork
FAMILY.— Musical

«<:

I

AFTl'.R

M ansfleld

X-

ROCHESTER,

t«»

7:30

P.illy

Zambnun! Then Mli

Fred

l''t

VODVIL
DANCING
FKOM
TO CLOSING

I

'

Wells C
Taris Lionel

1

$2

Mil!<»

,<Cr

I

.1

DINNER

Muro'.d

VatlileV ilie
.euJef
V i-x N'alent ine

r.

t

REISENWEBER'S

& Walkur

Arthur

Valli

Van
Vnn

CN-'il Kva

Savoy Meat rice

Infantas Albert

'"Passing
neapolis 19

Tenor"

\\ illia

HutchcB Flo

feymour Phyllis
Review" 12 Gayety MinSheperd Meloino
Gayety Milwaukee.
19
Gayety
Kolth Kuiffn*
J-hirley Lillian
Peek-a-Boo"' 12 Miner's Bronx Kemp Margie
Pittsburgh.
Simmons Max
Koppler Otto
"Grown l'p Babies" 12 Garrick St New York 19 Casino P.rooklyn.
Skattle Hazel
"Pell Mell" 12 Haymarket Chicago Korn Miss CJ
Eouis 19 Century Kansas City.
Smytho Mrs L
"Harum
Siarurn"
12
Gayety 19 Park Indianapolis.
Southern Jean
Melon
'Puss Puss" 1"»-17 Academy Fall Lambert
Brooklyn 19 5th Ave P.rooklyn.
Sutzman (.'holly
I.atiKford Mrs II
"Harvest Time" 12 Lyric Dayton River 19 Gayety Brooklyn.
I.a Hue Kthel
Reeves Al
Taylor Laura
12
Hvperion New Laurel Stan
19 Olvmpie Cincinnat..
Thompson KIiiit
'•Hello 1922" 12 Stamford 13-1-1 Haven pj Hurtig & S.amon's New Leach La Uuinlan
Thornton Flyer
Leaver Miss M
Park Bridgeport 15-17 Worcester Yoric.
Tisdale Mr
Nathan
Loft
Worcester Mass 19 Empire Provi"Record
Breakers"
12
Capitol
Toner Tommy
.off N I»
dence.
Washington 19 Allentown 20 Faston Lewis Jean
Tracey Hoy
Howe Sam 12 Gavety St Eouis 21 Reading 22-24 Arailcmy Seranton. I.owis Havy
Travels M
19 Star & Garter Chicago.
Reynolds Abe 12 Hurtig & Sea- Lyman Tom
Valentine Mabo
"Hurly Btr.lv" 12 Long Branch mon's New York 19 Orpheum Pat- Lynn & Smytho
York
Van
13 Asbury Park 15-17 Y.ui Curler erson.
Verga Mr
Mark
Mappy
O II Schcn.H-tady 19 Eimira 20 P.ingSinger Jack 12 Star & Garter Chi- Mack Taylor
liamtnn
Oswego 22-21 Inter ago
21
Wagner Mr N
Gayety Detroit.
P.*
Mack WiMard
Niagara Falls.
Walker Dorothy
"Social Follies' 12 Fimira 13 Bing- Many Flo
•Ma:/. Bahi.'s" 12 En-h-wnod ChiWeiss Jess
Manning Mildred
hamton 14 Oswego 15-17 Int
<\igo 19 (Jarrick St Louis.
Wheeler Klsle
Marie
Niagara
Falls 19 Academy Buffalo. Marion Mildred
Whitney Claire
"Jingle Jingle' 12 L O 19 Palace
"Some Show'' 12 Park Indianapolis Marsh
Wilbert
Dawson
May J Mr
Bait imore.
19 Gayety Louisville.
Williams Margie
Meadows Francos
"Kanily Kids" 12-14 Cohens New"Sporting
Willis Mob
Wlflows" 12 Gayety Melntyre James
burg 15-17 Cohen's Poughkeepsie
Willmott Miss M
Mi.lares Jesus
<ston 19 Columhia New York.
19 Plaza Springfield Mass.
Wood Delpha
"Slop Lively Girls" 11 -IS Berchel Miller Leona
"Keep Smiiing" 12 M ijestie Jersev Des
Wollerson C
Mncheli Alice
Moines
19 Gayety Omaha.
19 Stamford 20-21 Park I'.ridgeport
"Strolling Players" 12 Lyceu
Co( 1IIC\(.0 OFFICK
22-21 Worcester Worcester Mass.
lumhus 19 Star Cleveland.
Kelly Lew 12 Gayety Omaha 19
C hae .Tosnua Tolna
"Sugar Plums" 12 Empire Provi- Anderson Lurcille
Gayetv Kansas City.
Aubrey A H
Ccok & Vernon
19 Gayety Boston.
A ilen Kdn.i
"Knick Kiiiclcs" 12 Gayetv BufTalo dence
"Stteel Sweeties" 12 Plaza Spring- Ambler W C
De Verra Harry19 Gayety Roches:. -v.
held Mass 19 Howard Boston.
Arnold Dick
Davenport l'aul
"Lid Lifters" 12 Empire Cleveland
"Ting-a-Ling" 12 Howard Boston Arlington Hilly Co Dancing Howards
19 Perm Circuit.
A us! in Mob
22-2-1 Academy Fall River.
xon C W
"Little P.o Pe.p" 12 Olympic New
sly* Cirls
Tinney Frank 1*2 Fmpire Toledo A bert Hene
York 19 Star Brooklyn.
A da ins ;.«orge
Donegan F X Mrs
19 Lvrie Davton.
Alfreds Millie
"London Belles" 12 Gayety Pitts»:ivis \- Mci'loy
for Tat
"Tit
12 Grand Hartford
burgh 19 Lyceum Columbus.
Dunbar Palph
Hyperion New Haven.
Mraase Stella
"Ma ;ds or America" 12-11 Bast- 19 "Town
Scandals''
12
Orpheum Marr-tt Lilian
Lvon & Clare
able Syraeu^e 15-17 Grand Utica
Harries Stuart
Pate-son 19 Majestic Jersey City.
Li hut
Will M
19 Ian pile .. lhany
'Twinkle Toes" 12 Place Balti- Murton Hichard
Vririon Dave 12 Gavetv Montreal
Hell Jesse
Fro.ir
Fred
more 19 Gayety Washington.
19 Gavety P.urfalo.
Hairnet te
Loe
lern Men Co
"Watson Billy 12 Star Cleveland Much man Mollie
"Mis.-hii'f Maker " 12 Allentown
Fa (bleu Jack
19 Fmpire Toledo.
Ml.ick Katherino
I'raneis & Corinne
13 Eastnn 11 Beading 15-17 Acad"Whirl
of
Gayety"
12
Casino
r. h steila
"ati.-r
& Ilurnett
emy Seranton 19 Lvrie Newark.
Hell I'lorenc*>
P.rooklyn 19 Fmpire Newark.
llorettl Hustavc A
'Miss New York
" 12 Hohoken
"Whirl of Girls" 12 Avenue Detroit Horrent Aaron
stir May
19-21
Cohen's
Newburgh
22-24
Helmont
Melie
19 Fngclwood Chicago.
Cohen's Poughkeepsie.
A C
Cish T.e
"Whirl of Mirth" 12 Star Brook- Mradley
Mall I.eonet
"Monte Carlo C.irs" 12 Lyric
(Jar drier Co
lyn 19 Fmpire Hoboken.
Lenton A- Clarke
Newark 19 Olvmplc New York.
(Jibson M L Mrs
Williams Mollio 12 Gayetv Roch- Lf dalli SafTle
" ilds anrl Ends" 12 Casino Phila(Jabberts The
ester 19-21 Bastalde Syracuse 22-21 I'yrcn Pert
Ctey Pa trie.
delphia 19 Miner's Bronx New York.
P.urns Marry
Grand Ftiea.
Hill June
"World of Frolics" 12 Gayety To- Lailey HiH
Mend ricksiin .Tas
Hvii.YN
ARDcTi. ronto 19 Gayety Montreal.
Claire Josephine
Revue''

'

Q

ss N'.iriuaii

'.'hi

Tt xas

Nash Hobby
Neville Otis
Nifty Trio

•

"Follies of Day" 12 E O 12 Gayety
St Eouis.
"Follies of New Yo-k" 12 Prim
Ci.-.Miit

(>.

(Jayeiy

Mullroy

Hicharils Nellie

/t-

19

.

L

l'J

Hoe Ceo

I

1

Ep"

Cincinnati 19

'Parisian Flirts" 12
Minneapolis.

t'.eo

Klla

X-

\-

Mason Ja'nu^line
Murr at C.'kcli
Moody X- Duii' an
Moore J A

Mr

P.ollo

Thornton A rthur

K \- C.
Tow ii"

.McCntint'll

•

Empire

Cleveland.

"Cuddle

12

Haymarket Chicago.
L O 19 Gayety

waukee

'Greenwich Village
Gayety
Washington

12— Dec.

"Baby Bears"

Makers"

"Pico

Ra\mo:i'l
Ftitford

Tnscott

Morris Johnny
Morri:«

KeiHy

C.

Martz Kd.in-

Frank

Ratlin

Hamilton Marry
ll;irper Fn-d
Hartley Arthur
Mayes Walt' r
Height Foarl

ark

McC.uirl J

Trova to
Turn r Dolly
'I'urner Walter

Milton Hay

Hoys

Purceila

Tr'.ma Norma
T;me Alfred

Mason Jack ie
McNalley S Mrs
Morga n Jean

Five

Arthur

Smith Dott >
Stafford Kdw.n
Seining Gene

Miller Pert

Peterson Will in m
Perry Muster Miss
Pool Jack

Kitdie

St arils

& O

Lee Dry an

Alma

1

Smith

T

Lester Mell

Pope Mr J

('In..*

llopkin*

1

Schuyler Kli^e
f»heMon Art bur
Saul Mert

Laughlin Jack * J

per\ereaux Hilly
IV tree A

Princ^l.?n

Could V.A'.y
Cruf lien
Crant U.!!y

Cray

(J

Keliors Tlie

Lovell J

Mrs
Mrs

Stewart Millie
^ .niniers Duo
Sifilor He illy
ibhaw Millie Coll!n|
Sherry J Harney

1 it.

(3

Lyons tleorge
Lemlev Jack

Parker Polly
Parsons l.urll.i
l'atton Joan
Pay tun Joe
Pearce II

(iannun Flo
danlre-r

1

Hell Helen

sic

Je.»

:ng Lore

l.es

On! way Laura

FndUais John

(•arilrn-r

HohbOis Nylin A R
King Mlanche

Larkin Charles
I.e Payne Ha be

O

'

KliMchiT .CharU »
Krabbito Francis
l-'rani'i-s Milton

Cams

King & Hose

Uelly Fri d

* Wleks
Ktlna

Husiiell Jack
H:ly J.is'-ph

K'

Uol«>n

Kinmy'M Carl

IN

Hussell Juck

Karmino

Nord Mr

KdwanlH Tin! ma

Lush

Kcnnison

Newell Herbert
Nip Tom

Kinily

Karl

Iverson Frlt/.ie

Jenkins Walter
Jansen Harry
Jur\is & Harrison

A VAUDEVILLE BOQUET
With ELSIE

GARDNER,

Direction

Pianist,

and

EDDIE SIMON3,

JOHN BILLSBURY

Violini.t

'
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WOW

The

31

Comedy Song

BE THE FIRST TO SING IT

ki

SAY

LIQUOR

WORDS AND MUSIC BY

BILLY TRACY, EDDIE BUZZELL

JIMMIE McHUGH,
DAVE WOHLMAN
LOOPKNQ

JACK MILS, INC

BI.IHi.

CHICAGO

"

ML' It AT— Dark.

week

for

be-

cause of

Keith's

last

week when

friends and relatives.
resided here.

bill at

the

number

ger's singing carrying the turn over
nicely.
Doris Humphrey, preceding

The^Pitt. closed last
Miss Baker, had been moved from
"Theodora" was withdrawn, was idle seventh position, introduced a novthe current week also, with Leo elty with
a girl orchestra leader, but
Ditrichstcin in "Toto" billed for next otherwise
went over Just fairly well.
week.
Frank Gaby switched spots with
Mehlinger and Meyer 'to appear
Sir Harry Lauder is playing two fourth, registering to good effect,
matinees beyond the usual two at and Willie Solar, well-known here,
the Alvin this week, getting his usual made an extraordinarily go~<l ducer.
near-capacity draw at $2.50 top. Davis and Darnell in
Birdseed''
"Up in the Clouds" next, with Soth- scored heavily in No. 4. Herberts
ern and Marlowe to follow direct Dogs feature a good opening act,
from Century, New York.
while the few that walked out before Herbert and Dare came on to
Local section of the Drama League close proceedings missed one of the
of America gave its first two plays best hand-to-hand balancing acts
of tho season. Percival Wilde's "Con- ever shown here. Miss Daker paid
fessional," and "The Pot Boiler," by a tribute to Sir Harry Lauder in her
curtain speech, the comedian sitting
Alice Gerstenberg.

illness.

Adelaide Wilson, on the
Lyric last week, visited a

BOSTON

—

The Dancing Fords substituted on
at

JACK LEVENSON

152-154 W. 45TH ST., N. Y. C.

PAUL

hou.se the first week.

bill

Manager

PITTSBURGH

Brown's Saxo Sextette was a feature added to the program, which
already included "The Sheik," at the
Ohio this week. T»e photoplay held
on strong in this, its second week.
Throughout seven days most of
them dreary from the weather
packed the
standpoint, the film

Horace Coldln, who cancelled

HALSfiY MOIIR

and makes ready lodgment and released, and the personnel of the capacity houses, but slim openings
and places to prow for the myriads directing force there remains as at pull the gross down. That was the
way last week looked and the way
of germs which are in the air the opening of the house.
the current one lined up. The Davis
wherever a crowd- gathers.
is drawing close to capacity, with
Davis Keith's)
not a week in the last three months
that has failed to come^cloae to sell
Be'.le Dak or was never better than
Monday afternoon. The Mar's big out.
By COLEMAN HARRISON
following here was out in futl force.
PICTURES— Duquesne. "Camllle"; Jamming the house for the Monday
Grand and Regent. "One Arabian night show, with a few vacant rowj
ST.
Night"; Olympic. "The Sheik" (2d in the orenestra in the afternoon.
By ARTHUR Q. SHEEKMAN
week); Savoy, "The Night Horse- On sixth, she made it hard for Jomen"; Blackstonc and Cameraphone. sephine Victor's new vehicle, but
METROPOLITAN.
Hill
Min"The Lure of Jade"; Alhambra and which didn't lose any interest. strels. Band out before each show.
CAPITOL— Pictures.
Garden, "Ladies Must Live."; Ly- Mehlinger and Meyer, next to closG A RRICK— Pict ures.
ceum. "Clay Dollars"; Liberty, "Over ing, suffered little, with Meyer's
well-known pop songs and Mehhn(JAY ET
Burlesque.
the Hill."

INDIANAPOLIS
By VOLNEY B. FOWLER
ENGLISH'S— "Quo Vadis, movie.

the

Professional

AND

of

She formerly

If

Y—

COMET.— Burlesque.

The male dancer, George
went over strong

in

his

Clifford,

eccentric

dance.

Clayton and Lennie present a
travesty on the English Johnnie
that brought lots of laughter, particularly the hat business.
Following was the Hanneford Family, then
the news weekly, omitting intermisThey didn't seem to quite
sion.
"get'' Bert Hanlon at the offset, but
before finishing he had every one
feeling line.
Next was Miss Rowland, followed by Homer Dickinson

and Grade Deagon doing the same
act as when here with Mclntyre and
Heath. It is a gem, though, its value
being enhanced by the remarkable
contrast between these two. They
went over big, as did General Pisa no

wit^ his
of markThe announcement the Shuhcrts manship. demonstration
He held the entire house,
would bring their vaudeville Into the which, incidentally,
came close to
Twin Cities created considerable being complete capacity.
hubbub in the newspapers.
The

press sensed the light expected to
take place in these cities between
Fthel Rarrymore Is the attraction
the Shuberts and the Orpheum cir- at
the
National
this
week in
The organization of a permanent
cuit.
The Minneapolis N ;s car- "Declassee." Needless to say, the
chorus and a permanent ballet for
ried a story almost a column In house is having a big week.
"The
the Circle theatre has been anlength with the heading "War! The- Rose Girl." with Fred Hillebrand,
nounced
by
Managing Director
atrical." etc.
This article was an is at Poll's, and :his offering also
Italph Lieber.
interview with I. H. Rubin, of the is attracting good business.
The
Finkelstein & Rubin theatrical en- Garrick has a new piece, "The
terprises, who. upon his re*urn from Mountain Man," by Clare Kummer,
Sanitary inspectors of the city
New York, announced that he had with Sidney Blackmer as the feathealth department who have been
completed a deal with the Shuberts. ured player.
ii.vestigating' ventilation
Inof
dianapolis theatres have reported
F. & R. control practically all the
that one of the conditions most frepicture theatres in the Twin Cities,
The Cosmos vaudeville bill has
quently found is overheating.
Bein a, left front box.
and othcrV with the exception of the the Century Revue
headlining, while
sides adding to the bills of the thealegitimate, and Orpheum vaudeville
the Strand is featuring the photoVictor Kutson. manager of a film
.tre operators, this is bad from the
houses.
Mr.
Rubin
announced
that play with George
court
on
for
held
was
'exchange
here,
and
Lily Garden,
Shubert
standpoint of public health, Dr.
until the New Garrick, St. Paul, is
A show that started off to only ready* to house Shubert vaudeville, American Comedy I'cur, Mae MarHerman G. Morgan, secretary of the information preferred by H. B. KesCameraphone
vin
and
King
tho
Brothers
ter,
manager
of
constituting
fair results got a fair-sized Monday one Shubert act will be played each
board of public health, said, because
overheating dries up the normal 'theatre, on charges of issuing worth- night crowd in more appreciative week at the Capitol, starting per- the vaudeville portion.
checks.
less
The
mood
Gayety
with each succeeding turn. haps, in Janua^'. A similar proIs offering "London
EecreUons of the nose and throat
nelles." while the Capitol has "The
Arco Brothers did strong-man stuff gram is planned for T'inneapolls.
"Little Old New York" is draw- in the time-worn routine though in
Mischief Makers."
One
of
the
Minneapolis
papers
ing well at the Nixon, which is en- a common ^'»le set in "two."' RudiThe picture houses have the foljoying a generally good season. noff registered mildly. Mile. Nana, ventured the opinion F. & R. were lowing: Viola Dana,
"There Are No
bringing Shubert vaudeville to the
"Golden Days" next.
third, failed to waken the mob to
Villains."
Locw's Palace;
"Way
Twin Cities to coml.at the Orpheum
any great degree with her acrobatic circuit,
Down
Fast,"
Locw's
Columbia;
because
they
built
the
new
rebuilt
Black's, restaurateurs, who
dancing.
Gloria
Swanson,
"Under
the
Lash,"
H«nnepin, which is said to be cutthe defunct Temple theatre into a
Lillian Fitzgerald becan t
Moore's Rialto.
make
Crandall's Metrocabaret, recently went into receiver- them sit up with an original comedy ting in on some of the local houses. politan
is
sho ing Norma Talship, then installed a revue, the song routine and was forced to an
madge
in "The Wonderful Thing."
most pretentious ever staged in n encore. Mabel Withee in her "Sally.
Kdith
Wynne Matthison and
place of the kind hero. Bongiovanni, Irene and Mary," scored the apD.
Charles Rand Kennedy arc giving
heretofore leading cabaret operator
triumph deservedly, with
readings from Shakespearean plays
HARDIE
By
MEAKIN
We are offering Fur Coat values here, looking to his laurels, is plan- plause
Eddie Dowling doing great comedy
here on December 8 under the austhat cannot be duplicated anywhere. nine the installation of a bigger
Belasco
relief.
Yardon and Perry opened
pices of tho Washington Society of
A call will convince you.
revue.
It is a good show at the Shubert
after intermission with their same
Fine Arts.
A small deposit will secure a Fur
bag of singing tricks as nven at the vaudeville house this week.
The
Coat.
Th" Davis management is not l«t- Davis. Boganny's Billposters pot bill plays splendidly. Adele RowOPEN EVENINGS to 10 P. M.
way
ting ah opportunity slip in the
Keith's
three extra curtains, and when Ed- land, looking more charming than
8UNDAV 10 A. M to P. M.
of extra publicity to offset the Shu- die Dowling came back for his sin- ever and displaying gowns that
It would seem that the most imbert Ititr display policy. Much space gle he was greeted with applause. brought
exclamations
from the portant question Monday would be:
was pained in the dailies when Ger- Federsen Brothers In comedy aerial ladies, was the recipient of a big Is Babe Riith, who is headlining
trude Hoffman gave a tryout to nil work saw only few walk out.
reception, this being her home. She here this week, increasing the busiAmerican ballet aspirants last FriLOEWS ANNEX
ness? The house was not capacity,
Sunday ads showed the schedule linished to demands for more.
»0 WEST 46a STREET. OPEN EVENINGS day.
About even as applause winners but it was larger than the last three
of acts, an innovation here that
means little to local followers of was the Hanneford Family, with or four weeks on this same night.
Tern Paltcrson. for a lime on the
wo-a -day.
'Poodles"
securing Ruth's act with Wellington Cross is
Shubert advertising staff, has been
Shubert vaudeville here is settling laughs and thrilling with his work very acceptable; he got a big recepdown to about a 60 per rent, draw, on the horses. Closing intermis- tion on his first entrance; everything he did was liked, and the mind
according to discerning, disinterest- sion they had eight calls.
ed persons.
Performances toward
The Three Musical Avolos with concentration bit went over >ig.
There has been no stinting in the
the week-end u- ually find near- their xylophones opened; the monster instrument of the three aroused bill surrounding Ruth; it starts off
interest as well as the musicianship spicnuiniy with Paul Noian with his
ofc the trio,
This spot was forced juggling, wi.lle Jack La Vler with
Made by IIERKFRT ft MF1SK1. of St. F.ouU
upon them through the advent of his.comedy on the trapeze went over
York City
be bought in
Sailor Bill K< illy, apparently sub- big in the second spot. The dancing
of Marga Waldron with George Halst ituting foi the originally bilhd act
of
"Those Entertainers."
Sailor prin at the piano present a combinaPrices Reduced,
Roilly lacks the old vim and (ire of tion of many merits.
Mail Orders Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City
Send for Catalogue.
tho war davs with his reridit ion of
Harry Holmes anci Florence I^i
HEALTH AMD BEAUTY
l*e«| trunk* and ttliopworn namplrs
"Over There." but landed in the hit Vere have a novelty in "Themof nil Mnnri.iril make* alwny* on liuiid.
"rtmHn, IndtHtrurto. Briber. OhIiIcowIi. Taylor. Murphy. N> vrrbrcnk Il.tl. Kte.
\..rli'no lllsr TJf F.Ur\r\e fahlnrt H»th»
class.
selves."
They earned many laughs,
ai'l t>Mii*h O at
tn t"li* IIP l'ie •VrTt
Trrat«T,,rfii-»]¥
«*/'»!n
Meyers
with
Ernestine
her while Mr. Holmes' comedy methods
ttr.-il
s
soi f ;\<;fnt for ii Si yi
r.T'.r.w
\l»i
n;.'t
daning revue had the third spot. are distinctly original. Babe Ruth
THINKS IN TIIK FAST
This art is put together very well f "lowed and closed intermission.
1MI llrondway, N. Y. City
iU-t. r>\*t wnd V,»d s,r eet*.
Phone Ck-rle
indeed, the dancing of Miss Meyers,
Ml Seventh Ave.. N. Y. <
James Doyle, formerly of Doylo
l»«-t. SHtli and 3!>tli St*.
IMione Flt« Hoy Ofi !0
,op°«
assisted hy Lover Lee ;ind Alice and Dixon, and Kvelyn Cavanaugh
OLD
TAKEN IN EXCHANGE
Weaver, being particularly good. furnish a delightful ten .ninutes.
20b W. 42d St. 0». Riklto Thei.
fl.ght up.
/
'
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j
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Fur Coat?

»

25% Saving

chases

on Pur-

C

WASHINGTON,

Made Now

I

fl

1

THEATRICAL FUR CQ
^—MARCUS

Hanneford

f

I

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

H«M

Can now

New

$55 Up

fifctrl&Uaths\

JOR

SAMUEL NATHANS\M

f «-<

i

*

I r-

•

.'

times squarc;;*;

BEAUTY PARLOR

.

TRUNKS

i

The

u'i.»c. fin

dancing of Miss Cava-

naugh,

Bunpus & Lewis

DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT
SOMZ OF THE ACTS VJZ HAVE EQUIPPED WITH SCENERY:
SKELLY AND HEIT REVUE, "FORTUNE QUEEN"

SCENIC STUDIOS
245

W.

46th St., N. Y.
Bryant 2695

IN

CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
VELVET, SILK, SATEENS AND OTHER MATERIALS

coupled with that of Mr.
Doyle, as well a< th" cleverness of
th" dialog of "Tiie Lchhy," put thern

over.

Miss Patrienla came next, and, as
always, tied up vr :y thing. She got
a dandy recep'mn too on her en«

trance, and ea< h number brought
calls for more.
'"he closing spot
was given to .Tame.H Watts, with his
cl »verly done bit of burlesque, "The

Vamp.

VARIETY
n^v

•\^s

N«Hi

axv*

Variety's continuous publicity for
players takes the form of announcejments or cuts in consecutive issues of

take as much pride in making a simple dress as
of the most expensive and costly make.

wo do one

Variety.

!

comparison with any of the New York
shops, and know by experience that those bearing the
CAIRF«-l~l «—• - ~~~ but the best.
invite

9

The plan

is

57th

St.,

Write for particulars
bill, who two excepcan be asked. The
CanoedHn«." with
exceptions are
Brierre and King, and the Musical
The latter have good
Hunters.
lyceum entertainment, but little else.
The former 1s richly staged, but Is

The current

tions, is all that

,,

lity

Our Aim

&pccm1 Note:

ThU ettaUUhmcnt
a

similar name.

publicity.

Inc.

New York City. Phone Circle 8840.
Costume and Millinery
Stage Wear
Street Wear
W.

figured at the lowest
be graduated to any

and may
amount, but is continuous

rates

102

•

/

They are not only new, novel and original* but some
are strictly distinc tive of the most ultra-fashionable
molds of London and Paris.

AMELIA CAIRE,

1921

Plan

Not since oar shop ha* been established nave we felt
a* proud of a new line of designs as those we have jnst
accepted as being just the proper thing for the smart
and nobby dressers of New York.

We

9,

Variety' s
Publicity

Distinctive!

We

December

Friday,

ha* no connection with any shop -operating undrr

insipid in

lines

and

action.

And

any Variety

to

office.

LOEWS WINTER GARDEN.—
Film featu re.

"Way Down

GAYETY.—Dave

East."

Marion's show,

"The Land of Impossible."
REGENT.— Film feature. "The
Three Musketeers."
ALLEN THEATRE.— Film feature. Priscilla

Dean

in "Conflict."

both players come very near the

"raw"

line.

Loew's theatre have announced a
"Folly
half.
in the price of admission
about the nearest ap- reduction
»5
from
to
35 dents,
including
production
Cothe
proach to a real
amusement
tax.
lumbia has brought here this seaAnd that's said with all due
son.
respect to Abe Reynolds' "Revue"
Pantagea are still handing out
and the other good ones that seat 8 for overcoats for unemployed
Dr*r^c^4^d it
men.
EMPIRE.— Tom Mix's "The Night
Horsemen."
"Mr. Pirn Passes By." with Laura
ROBBINS-ECKEL
"After the Hope Crewes and a capable cast,
Show."
scored a triumph here last week.
STRAND— "The Child Thou Gav- "Maytime,** on return, did only a
est Me."
fair business, people imagining the
SAVOY— "The Caae of Becky."
company had been weakened, but
which was not the case.
Jack Osterman, on the current
Keith bill, struck here suffering
Tom Howard, a new comedian
from a severe cold but went on for with a clever style
of his own,
the Monday opening matinee.
scored heavily at the Gayety in
"Knick Knacks."
Willis Whitnall, formerly assistant manager of the Eckel here, has
Mollie Williams had a three -hour
hooked up with the Fitzer Brothers visit to Toronto Sunday,
when the
as director of publicity for the Em- Montreal sleeper
(ailed to connect
pire. He replaces John Wanhope.
with the Buffalo-New York train.

BAST A BL.E— First

Town."

\v»W O ^ « v*^

^«

>V

s

LYRIC— Bennett's

DETROIT

« v-W

Colored

nival.

By JACOB 8MITH

STRAND— Pictures.

Car- present
routing.
The auditors
seemed to note the lapses applaud-

It's

—

ing but sparsely.
"Irene" remains for a second week
The wire work of the male memat the Garrick. Playing to capacity
Demonstration here Sunday in ber should bring salvos with the
aid
business. Dale Winter getting a lot order to secure funds to rebuild the
of showmanship.
M
Rolls and Royce
^of press stuff. Next. "Tickle Mc.
French opera house. The propo- were in the same boat. The pair
nents of another lyric edifice have
confident and displayed some
"Bringing Up Father." pop prices, secured $140,000 as a starter and were
active stepping, but not with the
opened
big
Detroit.
at
Next, hope to aebieve the difference befinesse to insure plaudits.
"Follies."
tween that and a million, the latter
Norton and Nicholson have polamount considered essential.
ished the vehicle that has served
Mulligan Shubert. "The Vigithrough the years, adding a
lantes,"
picture.
Next,
Walker
Leo Carillo In "Lombard!. Ltd.," them
twist here and a quirk there and
Whiteside.
occupies the Shubert St. Charles
devetailing the business to such adnext week. "Listen Lester" is unvantage the patrons voted it dePictures:
"Little Lord Fauntle- derlined for the Tulanc.
lightful.
"Queen of Bheba."
roy," Ad.tms;
Dave Schooler proved a surprise.
Washington; "The Sheik." BroadManager Jackson, of the Shubert Although headlined, little was exway; "invisible Fear." Madison.
Now It's free candy at B. F.
St. Charles, was III the other day, pected of the pianist, but his revue
Keith's,
During
summer the
Tho opening date for the New and asked Walter Kattman to sug- coming after so many, scored in all house served freetheroot
beer and
Kattman men- parts of the house. Schooler Is
Capitol. John H. Kunsky's 4.000- gest a physician.
free cigarettes in its "star-lit gardoctor
and
his
tioned
his
favorite
playing
in
masterly manner, but his dens." With
seat picture theatre. Is Jan. 6.
the
latter
closed,
the
Jackson remembered the feminine assistants and the general
address.
cigarets are still passed out in the
The Shubert Detroit has another location, but forgot the name. lie suavity and productivity of his smoking rooms, but
the
beer
has
splendid bill and the house was hastened t'o the office of the medico, moment all counted in the triumph. given way to candy.
Briscoe and Rauh were skating
completely sold) for both Sunday but could only think of the location
Another Keith novelty here, the
performances. Lew Fields seems to and the fact Kattman said he was a on thin ice for a time, but thawed "People's University,"
devoted to
favorite.
Upon arrival he found a them after shooting several comedy free instruction
be just what the people want
and free entertainfrosted
class exterior with the bull's -eyes. Rauh was taking things
got away to a flying start
names of three physicians printed for granted at the start and had to ment,
last Saturday when Richard Kean
thereon. There was Dr. Smith, S to work hard to get them from inata series of readings in cosJackson was sure he was not the tention, which he did. When the gave
1.
By O. M. SAMUEL
tume.
fellow. Also Dr. Jones, 10 to 1, who welcome sign was hung out the
SHUBERT ST. CHARLES.— was further away. Suddenly he couple' made sure the enthusiasm
"Three Musketeers."
espied Dr. Johnson. 3 to 6.
That did not wane again. They left at
TULANE.— "Dardanella "
name, too, was a blank, but when their peak.
LOUISIANA. Theodora- Lorch he gazed closely at the figures. 3 to
Toto had them gazing in wonderROY AT, ALEXANDRA. Walker
Stock in "Wife in Name Only."
ment as he revealed the finest of Whiteside in "The Hindu." Next.
5, they sounded so much like those
of a favorite Jackson took a chance. clown interlude.
It
is
1922 and Shubert vaudeville.
And he was right!
given with rare skill. He was the
Princess.— Dark this week
Next
outstanding success of the program week. Ruth Chatterton in "Mary
Manager Leopold has not yet an- remarkable for a buffoon, but in Rose."
this
instance
the
buffoonery
is
art
c:rand opera house. "Manounced any attraction to follow the
Theodore Lorch stock at the Louisi- in the best sense of that much demoiselle of Armentieres."
abused word.
ana.
THEATRE.— Vaughan
AT FACTOR If PRICKS
"A Dress Rehearsal* had many C, laser Players in -"Clarence."
From the VoIIowIb* Agents
laughs to commend it at the end.
LOKW'fi THEATRE.— Film featOftPHKUM— A light show on containing
lines that brought re- ure. Ethel Clnyton in "Beyond."
paper was reported flivvy at the
S.
K made an apt Five vaudeville acts.
matinee, but rearrangement for the peated smiles.
r,31 7th A»f., New York
SHEA'S THEATRE.— High -class
104*4 Broadway. Hew York
night showing worked wonders, the closer because of its oddity and
might
l>p spotted in that posiwell
vaudeville.
_
entertainment providing enjoyment
M.
HIPPODROME
Film
feiture
with a flavor of novelty. The crowd tion, for it keeps the patrons ex453 Waahtna-taa St.. Dootoa
Dust in Fumuni in "The 1'rimal
was large, the house gelliug a bueak pectant.
Law." F;ve vsudeville nets.
through having little opposition in
CO.
I

NEW ORLEANS

I

I

TORONTO

—

—

Helen Fordyce, prima donna of
"Knick Knacks" company, is none
other than 17-year-old Baby Helen
of vaudeville fame.
She is a big
success in her specialties.

Dan

F. Pierce, after
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UPTOWN

TRUNKS

NATHANS

75 W. Randolph
J.

M.

St.

SCHWEIG

fifth A**. Arctd*. 132 Flftk A**.. PHtt»«r|H

an amusement way.

they received for most of their feats,
but could not expect much with the

FT.

Cast

<Mk SfrMt

Kum

City,

«•

TRUNK CO.
WORTH Ft.
Worth. Tei.
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St..
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ri STEIN'S COLD CREAM
16 oz.,
"With the Lemon-Verbena odor."
by Stein Cosmetic Co.,
i Mode
BOOKLR
©TO*
I
%sqvsst

STEIhCS

$1 .00.

New

OS.,

MAKE-UP

C.

VI tlOaUh'Jir.

60c, Tube, 20c.
Yc»k,
Mitt, of
8

Guy Bates Post

-

II.

WARDROBE TRUNKS

Th.ing."

in

'The

V.

St.

Louis Factory Prices

Trunk* Repaired or
Exchanged
M.
II

A
453

SUGARMAN
New

SI

Kojrlsn«l

inst

Ma

-

Good adv.ince sale
KEITH'S— Syracuse Mon-

THE NEW

clos-

ing acts generally as the .-,it». u for
departure, got the mm •>••>.• of tin ir
lives when Steed's Syn.* >p;> ird Septette v*»t£ fhiMlitil.
lis ;i j in danii;
offering, and i.^ fitted for the \iddattraction" honors, at !c:is', on anv

ELL«

i

There's fl.-isli and mi.mi ntn!
melody, nnd some clever s'^pptnv
lull.

too.

the

Mae

l:«.||

l;it

tor

Com in;

\

r

.An'..-.

rrV i. Thar t open.- with an Oin-oiil num'.'
with a special setting, Miss i;«»ll doing a song and dance to the heaMtr;
.'Hiil

K.-ilph

II

i

of the torna and the winning of tie
pipes
Then there's a skip to redrawing room, and the j.tzz come,

•into iU own.

Rfbwmanahlp

Three's a wealth
In

Agency

Washington 8treet

BC8TON. MASS.

vaudeville acts.

qu»M ader."

day matinee fans who regard

IIOTKL NOIlMAXDIi:

Meisel T. Co.

91 O Wanfttnprton

CHE8TER B. BAHN
WIETING— First half, di.-l:;

feature. Nor-

ma Tnlmadge in "The Wonderful
Madame I >oree and other

N. Y.

By

half.

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

I'AN'TACKS.— Film

SYRACUSE,

Cavana Duo deserved more than

Kansas City Trunk Co.
10.21

At

—

Chlraso

the

BOSTON

IN

H&MTRUNKS
SUGARMAN
BARNES TRUNK

managing

Star theatre here for 15 years, has
from theatrical life through
the transferlng of Columbia Wheel
shows to this house. During his
management of the Star Mr. Pierce
was prominent in the work of the
Theatrical Mutu.vt Benefit Association and is a past supreme grand
president. He was very attentive to
the care of show folk who were ill
while here.
retired

ut
its 'construction.

141-3*5
Tin:

WEST
dI'.ht

or:;N <.nnr.

45th ST., Be*. Broadway and 6th Ave.
si t rami *• \kh v»»
ior- in town

t.--

t

.

ii.-,r

bkv.vt

io.'w

ciV\nco\t nnoit.Rit*

h

December

Friday,

-

VARIETY

1021

9,

33

THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT
jjeonard Hicks, -Operating Hotels

AND

GRANT

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS
—

(Of ths Better Class Within Reach of Economical Folks)
the owam.
vwifN. I.oeat*d
I.oeat*<l In the heart of the
Mm~*t •perrlalon
ssmervlslafli of
af tho
th» city.
rlt
Just
«wJm>_ ik.
tha direct
clone to all booking oflftce*. principal theatres, department stores,
/lE^
a«
? m M_lr
MhWIT.
subway.
**!/
and ndwij.
ana
~^ZL*
roao
road SlBMl
•L" MA«1
Mass. MI."
of honsekecplns; furnished apartments spccialltiSssm the largos* maintainorson
tho ground dally. This alone Insures prompt
Wo aro
folks.
a^L theatrical
sad eloanllneee.
STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS.
WITH
EQUIPPED
BIJILDINOB
41X

5,5

HILDONA COURT
West 43th

til to 347

HENRI COURT

kLIaad

and 310 West 4 St
Phone: Longacre SSSO

S12. S14

St*

Phoae Loncaero SS6S
k anUelng de laxe. Jus* completed;
arranged In suites
siseassir apartments
•fltiTtwoajid three rooms, with tiled
shower, tiled kitehena, kltchan-

An

up- to- the

building;,
anil four

$18.00

monthly ap.

SeekJy ap. $«3.ou

YANDI8 COURT
West 43d

14l-t47

minute,

arranged

new. fireproof
apartments of three

In

St.

lp Weekly

$9.30

Tp Weekly

10 i

43«J

ROOMS

la the Heart of the Theatrical District.

Phones

MARION HOTEL

Newly Renovated,
with Kitchen Privileges.

Two Blocks from

(I1UHAM

A.

HOTEL

CIRCLE

COLUMBUS CIRCLE

o\

STREET

'Phone

COLUMBUS

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—

7,

ing.

$10

(.'omj'Iiic housekeepov»iy apartment.
Prop.

1477-8

TO

f 18

STRAND— "The

Imper-

(J:eat

Maryland (Keith's)

Martin Trio, "Bar Nothing'* (film).
Polly,

Loy.il's

ing a Woman,
o.ogy,"
-The

ton

— 'Greenwich Village
Revue" (burlesque).
GAYETY. — -Record
Breakers"
PALACE.

(burlesque).

HIPPODROME.

--

Los

Martin and Courtney. Pearl
and Co.. Arthur Dragon. Jack

GARDEN. — Charles and Helen
Dunham and OMalley, DividJack Marhv, "Jnzz-

Rough

f

Murray and (Jerrish. Alf
animal act. James J. Morwas programed but did not ap-

Arthur.

Diamond" pear Monday evening.

CENTURY.— "C. c t Rich WaliingNEW.— -Way Down East" (film)

\Vith Bath.
Rate: $1.25 nnd up.
in Center of City.
Close to All

'.it.-d

$?.oo

ltl.i;

$.".

N.

SCOPES. Mgr.

HOTEL BALTIMORE

«0

00'

*.«

—M0 ROOMS—

Am. A

Balf.usrt

NO TIT Hotel Dining; and CsMCtl Rooms in lloxton.
CLl B DREAKFASTS. 23c AND t'P.
TABUS D'HOTE DINNER, f 00.
A LA (ARTE TILL MlliMl.llT.
FOR ItESERVATIONS. Address

PER DAT WITH BATH.
DAY WITHOUT BATH.

t'UK

*~.(M>

I2ta 8:..

KANSAS

CITY. MO.

Only

James.
Sir
W;»y not 'but?' M

whimsically.

rcpliod
'

GEO.

PHILADELPHIA
Cy ARTHUR B. WATERS
Tho now picture theatre In Glen-

STAYERS, Manager

B.

which Fred G. Nixon -N lid
former Mayor Thomas B.
and Charles R. Wannemacher and others have part interests, will be open about Christmas. The house will be under the
direction of Herbert Effing.
It is 'he first of its kind in this
district, a purely residential section rt-ar Old York Road.
This is
the first venture into the amusement
field on the part of Mr. Wannemachcr and Mr. Smith, whose term
of oflic
expired here two years ago.
linger,
fcJnuth

Bronze Horse, Jolly Johnny Jones, permanent Shubert Vaudeville house
Borne and Cullen and Vino and here seems to go n -glimmering. Tho
Temple. Business at this house and policy of the New Lafayette haa
at the Keith house showed a big finally been decided, the owners
increase this week over last, when having rejected Shubert and. more
neither house did more than half recently, overtures from the Shea
capacity.
interests. It is understood that the
Lafayette has made a workin^ arrangement with Pantages for timo,
an.l will book its pictures from local
exchange*. The opening it scheduled
By SIDNEY BURTON

BUFFALO

MAJKST1C— "Golden
Helen

for

i*

January.

The Eureka, a

Days." with

Hayes, to polite business.
Old Now York" next.

Academy (Shubert)
John Charles Thomas made his
local vaudeville debut this week as
the feature of a good all-around bill.
John Charles is a nitive of Baltimore and a graduate of Peabody In-

picture hou.se at

40th and Market, is reported to
have been sold, but pending a *ot-

"Mecca," due at the Teck Dec. 12,
SHI DEBT TECK— "Maytime" to has begun its publicity bombardtip-top returns. •Mecca" following. ment. So far tho amount of paid
PIC
THEATBES— Crite- newspaper space consumed surrion. "Bonnie Brier Bush"; Hipp, passes that of any attraction this
"Under the Bash"; Stranc1 "Why season.
('•iris Ixave Home"; Locw's, "Jlearts
Are Trumps"; Olympic, "The BalnThe picture theatre managers of
bow."
Hornell, N. Y. have appealed to tho
police for aid in stopping the activDespite lulls In spots, business ities of stink -bomb
irowers. Conhereabouts is strengthening mate- ditions have become so bad that
rially. Majestic doing banner busi- several houses were obliged to call
ness past fortnight. Last week, with off their performances. Police have
Mitzi, was skyrocket.
Took also been stationed at all theatres to
booming along. Vaudeville holding watch for offenders.
up ste.ulily; pop -price bouses to
overflow. Burlesque uncertain, but
"Jappylrtnd,"
described
as
an
hopeful. Pictures off and on; smaller
Inures suffering. Hipp turning in Oriental extravaganza, will be presented
at the Music Hall Dec. 8, 9
huge houses by lu-avy bookings
which must eut deeply into profits. and 10 with a cast of 600 Buffalo
Neighborhood houses reporting fa- amateurs. It is a benefit performance for the Eastern Star and White
vorahly.
•Bit tie

tlcmcrit the present owner refuses
to divulge the name of tho purchaser or the details of the sale.

TUBE

Films at the larger photoplay
houses this weirk are: "The Shrik,*'
week; "Fool's Parasecond week; "The
Queen of Sheba." Stanton, second
week;
"The Three Musketeers."
Aldine,
fourth
week;
"Camilla,"
Palace; "The Lure of Jado," Arcadia; "Perjury," first week.

,

St;iiil?y, second
dise.'
Karlton,

t

;

(film).

ford" (Him).

»•«

Thtatrea

\\n it.
AND IP.
SPECIAL WKl K1A KATES.
DOt

'

Ul'Hoi-UAN PLAN
HAMMOND. H«D.
j.uiip.nK Water In Every Room; Also

1

Headline honors are given to Florence Walton, who dance* three
The applause hits are
numbers.
Allan Rogers and Leonora Allen and
Waite Hoyt, the Yankee pitcher, assisted by Tommy Gordon. The entire bill is a vast improvement on
last week's and business showed a
marked improvement. The bill includes YVilliam and Joe Mandel.
Claude and Fannie Usher. Boy and

LOEWS

Til ICO. (il'NCOrr, Prop.

MAJESTIC HOTEL

sido in

sonation" (film).

BALTIMORE

Silvas,

mxguc

r
(

Cafe

IN'D.

Running- Water in All
Baths; Rate: $1.25 SinDouble
One Minute Walk'

gle, f 2 00
frutn orphcuin Theatre.
Op|io»lie New Parthenon Theatre.

3S33

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
WEST 48th ST., N. Y. CITY

Vacancies Note Open.

AUDITORIUM.— Afirar.-'
FORDS— Dear Me."
LYCEUM.— "The Hat."

Afcbott

HAMMOND.

1

City

310

W. 40th St.—Off B'way
BRYANT

In

New York

Hammond and

Mixlern.

— Miovrer

11:3

Furnished Apartments
AND ROOMS
1—2—3 ROOM APARTMENTS

ROOMS NEWLY RENOVATED.

Pkooe:

rooms.

Phone

LONOACRE

Phone

Manager

Conveniences.

Z

St.,

SAVOY HOTEL
$\00 end Up Wlthoat Bath
S3. OS and i'p With Bath
U NICHOLS. M«r. and Prep.
17th and Broadw-ajr.
DENVER. COLO.

I'u'i.'ia

RATLS:

Chicago

St..

and Up.

S1.A0

J.

Very
Potim*

EVERY SLEEPING ROOM HAS PRIVATE BATH ROOM

MR8. RILEY.

HOTEL
DOUGLAS
BEN DWORETT.
All

nnd

3

UP

$1.00

THEATRICAL

207

Rooms

CATERING TO THE THEATRICAL PROFESSION

1343

SOL R APTS.
33 West 65th

BATES SL60 AND UP

BOSTON, MASS.

I

22"} 3- 4

FIVB MINUTES FROM LOOP

?l-29 So. Dearborn

WiTHIN WALKING DISTANCE OF ALL THEATRES

SEYMOUR HOTEL
Up-to-Date European

Colombus

Thone:

NOTICE

HOTEL CLARENDON
No. Clark and Ontario Streets, Chicago

EVERYTHING NEW AND MODERN

and Arlington Streets

Single Room and Bath and Suites of Parlor, Bedroom and lint It;
Light. Airy Rooms; Excellently Furnished; All Improvement*; Overlooking Central Park: Five Minute* from All Theutres; I,ow Kate*.

»t.

NEW TREMONT HOTEL

HOTEL ARLINGTON
Tremont

REISENWEBER'S

»«..».«..«

58th

6640

Hotel

St.

Near Randolph

St.,

CH1CAOO. ILL.
Rates $1.60 Per Day and Up.
One Dlock from Palace Them re.

fc

Manager.

CHIC KiiO

HOTEL ASTOR
176 N. Clark

EIGHTH AVENUE

754-756

THE HOME OF THEATRICAL FOLK

LOW RATES

REX HOTEL

THKATKICAL HOTEL

THE ADELAIDE

I'enn. Station

156 West 35th

:

Greeley 5373-1

.MARTIN

Circle

Manager

nos North Clark 8t.

IRVINGTON HALL
Phone

M CIRCUIT ACTS

EUROPEAN PLAN

...

335 to 359 West 51st .Street

OKFIIF.l

Telephone: Superior 63 10

—

Strict. N»w V«.rU.
Office In Bach RuiMing.

\V«t

Apartments Can De Seen Kvcnlnga.

-"week

BY

CITY

Between 46tb and 47th Streets
One Bloek West of Droadnay
Three, Four end Five-Room High-Class Furnished Apartment* $10 I'p
Strictly Professional.
Jilts. (.KOIK.K IIIK4.KK, Mgr.
Plicaes: Bryant 8930-1

Address All Communication* to M. CF.AMAN,

$6

HOTELS RECOMMENDED
J. A. Delhxler.

Private Bnth, 3-4 Roomi, Catering; to the comfort and convenience of
the profession.
Steam Heat and Electric Llffht
SO.SO Up

Phone Bryant 7913
Three and four rooms with bath, furnished to a degree of ntodernness that
Oae three end four room apartments, excels anything In this typr of building.
and tele•Ha iltehf aettes, private bathapart
These
apartments will accommodate four
meats
The privacy these
aaoae.
or more adults.
arsaoted for Is one of Its attractions.
114.00

HOTEL STRATH MORE

LEAN AND AIBT.

NEW YORK

323 West 43rd Street

330 and 323 West 43d St.
Phone Bryant 0131-4203

Principal Offlce— Yondks Court. 2*1

C

Mar.

Walnut at 12th Street*. PHILADELPHIA
Near nil the leading Vaudeville Tlu-.Hrr*.
Beautiful suites r.f two n>oms ami \\uh.
All
rooms li:ive runnina wilor or prlv.itr Inch.
Kates tin .'0 a week and up hlngU-. f.~> kiul
up double.

An elevator, fireproof building of the newest type, having every device and conrooms with kltrhens and private venience.
Apartments are beautifully arranged, and constat of t< 3 and 4 rooms*,
Phone In each apartment.
with kitchen and kitchenette, tiled bath and phone.
$17.00 I'p Weekly.
$17.00 I'p Weekly
Address all communications to Charles Trnenbaum, Irrlngton Hall.
No connection with any other house.
THE DUPLEX

bath.

SSsiTkiisii apartments embody •very
Ssarr known to modern science.

St.

;

APARTMENTS

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.

PHILADELPHIA.

Hts.,

DAVID KRAUSE.

FURNISHED

THE BERTHA

Chestnut

located hotel In city.
Kates: Hlnglr. without
bath. $12 00 per week.
Dout'le. $16.00 per wrek.
Rooms with prWata bath. $1.1.00 tingle $31 00
double.
Tclrphonrg In all rooms.

Schneider, Prop.

Caco. P.

i

HOTEL COLONNADE

*

ISth
Itoftt

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

Phone Bryant 2044

m

Hotels Catering to Profession

•

Chestnut Street (Shubert)
Clark and McCullough ran away
with the Shubert vaudeville hill at
the Chestnut Streen Opera House
<!ilm). stitute, his father being the pastor
this week.
In the revue, "Chuckles
of 1921," they pulled all tlu-ir old
of a local church, and the natives
Beautify Your Face gave the home-town boy a royal relaugh -makers and a lot of new ones
You shM leek food to siaka
nnd had the house begging for more.
He responded gracefully
sooe.
Masy sf tha "Prslta- eeption.
Jack l-Mwards' dancing wont over
Mr.
•iss" have attained and re- by
ringing a dozen encore-.
Shrine.
tained batter part* by having
bigger than his songs, but his ntire
doubt
will prove a big
no
Thomas
ma correct their featural intime on the stage was popular.
uit.
n,
vaudeville
ceases
The
Criterion
new
operating
as
the
asset
to
ser'eotloaa and renova slamUse*. Coatultattoe tree. Fast
Alexander Wolleott of the Times, AVturo nernifrdi's protean stunts,
rest of the bill is varied and a Shea house this week. The new
The
rasssnasla.
pleading, .loo Jackson and Joe Nie- management, under Walter Hays addressing the University Club last while not enthusing the rcgnlais or
F. E. SMITH. M. D. meyers and Girls pressed the head- and the Mark interests, will con- week on "The Theatre,"* told of an the yiy.y. hound.;, were eonsidi-ceil
for popular honors. Others are tinue the theatre as a picture house actor who asked Sir James Birrie top-norch of th'-ir l.ind. Th*» White
liner
347 Fifth Avenue
weeks, presenting a \o feature him in one ot his plays. Way Trio and o-i and M:slil<a
V. T. City Opp. Waldorf Vlnio Daly, Buddy Doyle, Brcnks for several
nnmlirr uf f«-.i.t.iirp. i>»«-tu» <>c includ- H.'irrie irw|UJrr-rl v.-h-it Iho •l»' sjtian were other acts tbit went wll.
ing "Quern ot Sheha" and "Over the mrant by "featured."
"Why," ieKe th's
Hill."' The futmr |«)li.-y of the house
soondrd the actor, "at the etui of
is still undecided.
program
the list of artists on
Without any "Hal..;' Itulh i»n the
and
then
you piine the word 'and.'
bill. Keith's put a-.-ross u bill
mat
As time (lapses the pro -pect of a follow it with ni v tiani'
"'And''" was a corker.
IOddie
L< nn ird
warir.ecl them, and be finally li.nl id
plead recent rccivi ry from toiwilitis
to beg off.
Harriet and Marie .\1<-Conru-M a-: f 'U((l in "T'-i'.ls and
I-'r; !*•."
Their Sings are cla>e t«»
['be
nvy vavi-iv, and si ill !:ier

RIVOLI.— "Tofable David"

BOULEVARD.— Beating
Came" (film).
PARKWAY.— "The Sheik"

(.film).
t
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.
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AND STREET AT MODERATE PRICES
STAGE LASTS.
w 42d
GLA£SRFPn
OOP- W.
Tumpi,
GLASSBERG 225
Catalogue

T

Pre*

dtddtsiej

N •w York

& SON

HICKS

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street

FOR STAGE

St.

r-

'

H.

J.

1 1

Have a

Flats.

Ballets— Ilox or Soft Toe.
Msil Order Dcut.

little

your friends

Reliable

fruit delivered to

— take

to

it

;

'

I

1:

l>c; •(>ri
I

Tie

j
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your home or

your week-end outing
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1
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as are almost
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and
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1
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1

:

many
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of
I,i

:

Ii'iuns

loos*-

ill.

&

Galizi

PRODUCERS
IF

YOU

WANT—Cleverly

THEATRES

ARTISTS
Designed Settings— Highest Quality

Work— Reasonable

iP'llr >»

a A'-

are assured of Drop Curtains and Stage Settings of the

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS

"BETTER KIND"

in

li'.i-'

220 West 46th

ini'.ii

>'nn-

'

-p*-

i.>

Wi.rki.
uatit •»>!

inl

l«l«-a

us.

Bro.
'•

iv

ilr.

Prices— SEE US

dealing with

\'r

(

'm t'.nr-

•

You

•.•.rand

« hi/-

^n»
«l

f

t

krfs.

St.,

New York

Tal
It'j

:

Franklin S3C.

Canal Strsst

See Vsrt

Cit»

w

-

N

VARIETY

34

E. F.

ALBEE, Preside*

J. J.

MURDOCH,

Friday,

General Manager

F. F.

December

PROCTOR,

t, lfttl

Vice-President

Exchange

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville
(AGENCY)

(Palace Theatre Building;
EDWARD F. ALBEE

KEITH

B. F.

New

York)
PAUL KEITH

PROCTOR

F. F.

Founders

can book direct by addressing

Artists

HODGDON

K.

S.

.

The GEO.

AMALGAMATED

301-303 Hulet Block

ORPHEUM

VAUDEVILLE

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
C«M»ae«utlve Route* for Staadari

Arli

PLAY OR PAY CONTRACT8

MORT H SINGER

MARTIN BECK

General Manager

President

CHARLES

E.

manager

BRAY

Morris

FRANK W. VINCENT.
GEORGE A. GOTTLIEB.
Managers Booking Dept.
1

FLOYD

B.

B.
See'y. Treas.
S.

and Counsel

A>soeiate Counsel

SCOTT
O. R.

BOOKING
New

York,

12

Philadelphia,

eees

Press Department

McMAHON.

Washington,

GENERAL OFFICES
BLDG., NEW

CI TI I [7©
rULLLi\

BiadBaBIBIIBIiaiBB

AUSTRALIAN

CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE, MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME

& Shea

Feiber

THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES
BOOKING VAUDEVILLE ACTS

American Representative, A. BEN FULLER
DELGER BLDG_ 1005 MARKET ST.
SAN FRANCISCO
Phone PARK 4332

Suite 912-915—1540

Managers' Association
John

J.

Nash, Business Manager.

Themas

J.

Carmody, Booking Manager

KANSAS CITY
By

WILL

R.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

HUGHES

Broadway (Loew Bldg.)

TKLKPHONK BRYANT

ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,

Fisko

i»

'Wake

1

'

Woman's

l'laco,"

Kaliz and Co.

Royal.
Flight

Victor record makers and

SAN FRANCISCO

PAUL GOUORON
EASTKRN RKPKESENTATIVE. WOODS

Lloyd Garret, last with fJeorgc
White's "Scandals." is pl-iying a Shubert vaudeville, Nora Baycs
L'm. .Jonathan."
couple
of wee*s' engagement at the headlining.
SI 1'R RUT— Junior League FolNewman theatres.
PRINCESS.—Clayton White and
local ca^t.
li<---:
Grace Leigh Co.; Fabcr and Mc(iAYKTV- "Follies of tho Day."
The 'Follies of »he Day." at the Gowan. Four Kntertainers. Mae and
(JKXTL'RY— Parisian Flirts."
Gayety next week, have received Rose Wilton, Mons. Adolphus. Fan"Connict." Liberty; snore newspaper publicity than any tino Sisters & Co.. Willia and liarPhotoplays:
"\ Poor Relation." Doric; "Don't Attraction playing that house this old Browne, Ed. Lee "Wroth j and
Owen Martin. Next week, Arman
Newman; "A season.
KveryihinK."
T.-ll

C RAND— Mrs.

633S

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

laat ae*Ron at the Century. American wheel tiou.^.

now man-

Dorothy MeCord. Cincinnati, formerly ingenue of the Orpheum Playpresented her husband. J. L.
Slattcry.
local
a
newspaperman,
with a daughter on the Sd.

TIIEA. BI.DG..

A controversy which promises to
be interesting has been started be*
twecn local picture house managers,
the press and the Quebec Board of
Censors, following the condemnation
of Griffiths 'Birth of a Nation."
George Rotsky. manager of th«
Allen, had t^e picture booked for a
week's showing, but had to switch
at the last .moment, owing to the
action of the censor board.
The
local press is supporting Rot sky
and clamoring for a change

CHICAGO

in the

censor board.

A

NEW YORK

The Western Vaudeville
5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bid*.,

i
YORK CITY J

Baltimore

and intermediate towns

BEN and
john

carnival and
is

ers,

PALACE THEATRE

WEEKS

his wife;-"
Devenish,

P.

JOHN POLLOCK.

Manager Auditing Department

moNK-nmr.irrr

and

Shaw.

Henry Moss, former
amusement park man,
ager of the Orpheum.

LAZ LANSBURGH

Publicity and Promotion

Broadway, iNew York

KAHANE,

BENJ.

of Loew's.

and

Herald, and J. M. Gardiner, Variety
correspondent.

General Wostcrn Representative

AGENCY
1441

WEBSTER

H.

VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

group of

Man trial

capitalists

arc contemplating (be erection of an
opera house here next season. At
present 01 ratic artists are presented at the St. Denis theatre, the
only available house. The need of
an opera house or concert hall may
be well imagined when the late Enrico Caruso hr.J to give his last recital here in a skating rink, with

sawdust

floors.

SEATTLE
Films:

"The

Sheik."'

Strand;

"Conflict."

held
over.
Clemmer;
"Singing River." Colonial: "Wealth/*
Coliseum; "Woman's Place." Liberty; "The Speed Girl." Blue Mouse;
"Winning Way," Winter Garden.

"Angel Face" was pronounced tho
"maitrcsse" best musical comedy staged in
Doraldina was Seattle and was held over for a few

made her an honorary
of their association.

is now entitled
wear the official "beret" or velvet cap, insignia of tho university.

presented with and

more days.

to

Rene

Castellan!, well-known restaurateur of this city, has joined
forces
with Jacques Bustanoby,

New York,
opened a new cabORPHEUM. — Stock.
Orpheum aret. The and
cuisine is exclusively
Players in "Charley's Aunt."
French.
The
formal opening was
GAYETY. — Tom Howard
n attended by all
theatrical people and

"The Acquittal." at Wilkes. John
H. Elliott, recently stage director for
the Wilkes Players, announces he
has formed an association with
Miss Dorothy Denee Snowden. with
a view to founding a school of dra*
matic art.

Following the Junior League Fol- performers will appear in a joint
A parade was staged here ef mil
1
amateur production, the Stra- performance at Convention Hall on
The artists arc "Knick-knacks."
will have "Miss Lulu V.slV for New Year's night.
r
newspapermen in town. The proj- the boys and girls and their pet.
Fred
Van
vaudeville.
Pop
dogs,
Eps.
"Dance
Frank Croxton.
cats or any other animals they
wfi'l; o£ Dec. 1 1.
Henry Burr, Monroe Silver. Billy Follies"; Geo. Randall and Co.; Hip ect bids fair to be a success.
might own.
It was one of tho
Albert
Mahoney and Cecil,
largest parades ever held tn this
Campbell,
John Raymond,
Fiske O'Hara will be the Chriat- Murray.
Trixie
Friganza gave a birthday city, headed by Jack Dempsey and
Worth Wayten Four.
m is week attraction at tho Grand. Meyer and Frank Danta.
CAPITOL.— Capitol Opera Co. In party here at the Claridge. Most players, appearing at the Pantagos
It has been home-coming week at "Rigoletto";
picture, "The Sheik," of the acts playing the city were theatre.
Ensley Barbour, head of the TJvirpresent and Ti\xie was toasted in
the
vaudeville
week.
second
theatres
for
several
b.oir circuit of theatres, lessee ot
ALLEN.— Allen Concert Co.; pic- real, honest injun Pommery Sec.
the Fmpress theatre, here, left Fri- ef *he artists on the different bills.
Bob
Carleten.
ture,
"Perjury."
of
the
team
Carleof
day for Ruffalo to attend the meetST.
DENIS.
Pop vaudeville;
The Mount Royal theatre, a picin- of minor leapuc baseball mag- ton and Hal lew. is a Kansas City
GO.
product, and the Bennett Sisters Rappi, Snell and Vernon, Summers, ture house, had a narrow escape
nates.
He Is interested in the
from destruction by fire when a
game in several Oklahoma areJ home-town girl*. Both acts are Reno, Three Hussars.
1421-23 Third Ave.
ti«.nal
At
the
9ephenm.
Last
week
three-flat
Xcal
property
cities.
immediately adNEAR 80th STREKT
Abel, also of this city, was on the bill
George Henshall, of the Shubert joining was razed. Onlv prompt
When plans for raisin- JTSO.OWl at the name house, and the previous publicity department, spent a busy work on part of the brigade saved
for the allied chariiies «>f this city week Orace Nelwon. another local few days in the city announcing the the theatre, which was dark at the
time.
were being discussed tin- local thea- -girl, was the headliner there.
advent
of
Shubert
vaudeville.
tre managers sug^wsted that they,
George succeeded in planting some
Victor
Herbert,
the
well-known
benefit
perhuge
a
would promote
Prof. SheffJer. proprietor of Ciros
good press yarns and billing the
formance, with headline acts from coaapoaer and conductor, will be town in good shape.
the most exclusive dance parlor
For the Profession
He will ap..-.._ ,*•** week of Dec. 11was estimated
It
the houses.
all
here,
entertained
Doraldina and
1*e*r
*a
guest
conductor of the orthat the affair would easily drawi,
party
last
America'*
Wednesday
finest designs
evening
John Fiddes. once known .is the Sheffler's famous
around $4.iio0. and with no expense., chestra at the Newman theatre,
violin lead. Wexfor dining room, bedroom*
Scottish -Canadian tenor, has been ler. of New
Th" "drive" 00011011100. however, re-: Kanaa* City a largest lilm theatre.
York,
gave
a concert
anpointed manager of the Holman and Doraldina
on 5. he
proposition
tlir
i.Tli-d
library and living room.
danced. Among those
The "Golem" film, which has oc- theatre.
criiumls that «omr who might "buy,
present were Mr. and Mrs. Frank
tickets for th«- henelit would use* casioned much comment in the east,
or
Saunders (Doraldina). Jack Elms
that fact as an excuse and decline was given a preview showing beB. M. Garfield. Tiuinn;«-r of the
fore tbe members of the local Art Cayety. has
to contribute inure, so the project
been laid up for a' week
Institute
It
ere
this
we.lc.
It
is
The managers,
abandoned.
W! is
with grippe.
however, worked with the committee booked for a run a! the Do: u. thennd "four-minute' speakers were atre
An unprecedented honor was con- AND TOP-MOl-XTKR WITH PLKXTF OF PF.P, a so fi ood C omel ,n.
ciioteil the ]«rivih-^e of «-v««ry liOUHe*
ferred upon DoraMina, the dar.c.j
in tnwn nt ••very performance durby the law students of the l'i«;
state
he week.
in;'.
versite de Montreal (Laval UniverBy JOHN M. GAROINEF
sity).
They
welcomed her
Address
Tie- nianag'-nvnt of the Done ha*
HISMAJKSTY'S Uuth ChaUer- at the collegeoflicially
and with much cere|.. en
for the last week stroncly bill
ton in
Mary Komv
*\o\t Week. mony and singing
748 Seminole Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
of French songs.
in- a motion pi't'tre comedian -'for
house
that
at
app-arance
a personal
n.xt week. S;i'.unliv an announeeTHK NTIDIO OF KNtStAl. STM.K SETTINGS.
was run in the daily pr*«s.
rneiit
comedian was
the
that
>
^
nFAtMONT WAS TI1K. MUST PKBHON TO CRF.ATE A RK\I VM.ir v-rin
n \ Him s. l«ut that he had "an
ALWAYS Will UK A I.KAOKR. KOVKLTY OK< ORATIONS A NlVrNiml
.ni-ick of t< ttip'-i anient" and would VELVET. SILK, SATEEN SCENlies,
1

..
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r

—

M7

HOLZWASSER

&

NEW YORK

FURNITURE

"*

CASH

CREDIT

FIRST CLASS TUMBLER
i

WISHES POSITION;

MONTREAL

salary

I

WILLY SELIG

-

•

;

.1

•'

•

!

t

1

n,.t
.,•.,;

1

i

1

BEAUMONT

:

1

BEAUMONT

1

The annoiinrHtnent
api»ear.
that Mr. IIir.es had phoned"

1

liom New

York.

DECORATIONS.

with
featured
Pin der.
r.0/0"
r.erard'H 'Tollies ofMhe Day" at the|
«

livety

next

week, was

ERY; PRODUCTIONS. REVUES
and ACTS; THEATRE and SJAGE

.seen

hen?

STUD

OKAS ARK

KITFKION-A! WAYS. IF VOt ?M
HHsr
YOVI.I. HK FIRST IN t NISI Al. STAGE HETTINGS IIKUMONT
Km F| T* rift
TONK. OR RINKART METHODS. CiKT OIK lOF.AS A N » FIG i R KS O
TRA( Tl\ K SETS TO RKNT-RENTALS APPLYING ON PI RCHa7e PRIC
t
I

III*

<

i

I

O

S

230 W. 46th ST* N. Y. CITY Bryant 9448

&$*%&&

COLLEGES. CLUBS. EXHIBITIONS and WINDOW DISPLAYS,
TO ORDER OR SUPPLIED ON

RENTAL

BASIS.

STUDIOS

'

_F

riday,
'

December

9,

VARIETY

1981
Roee A Curtis
Rapreaant
Paulina Saxon
•nd "Sia"

RAINES aid AVEY
In "SOME SIMP"

THE
HONEY

NEW YORK THEATRES

Originator of the Faka Telescopa
Astrominist.

KYJM.

EARL & PERKINS

Direction

KIDS

S I24 W. 434
HENRY MILLER
MATISEES TOURS. A SAT.

her ma:

PAUL MOHER

-

^U

lnt«rtalned at Fix Hospitals and Or.k anir «a last week.
"There la a
•"SK
mrness born of pain and weariness In5di the wall* of the Home for Crippled
all the grayChildren, but thla moraine
on the outside, and Indoors all
bmb
of chilwaft brlrht, with the laughter
dren, laughter that rippled through the
varda and washed away dull care and

NEWARK NEWS

Booked

Solid,

vu

WTBelnNBWARK STAR— "Hie

entertain-

ment waa better than a Christmas tree,
better than a circus tent full of clowns."

WIRTH BLUMENFELD
AGENTS

a\

New

CO.,
la

A

ANQER AND PACKER

Room and Bath. ..118 to $25 Week
Room and Shower, $14 to $17 Wk.
.

$18 to $40

MoGRATH AND DEEDS—

Week

like

31 West 71st Street
CENTRAL TARK WEST

BERT

ZOE AKIN'S New

The

Musical Flower Garden

GENEVIEVE

A

Three People

Comedy

Circus

LAURIE

ORDWAY

IRENE FISHER. At Piano

of Metropolitan

A VERSATILE COMEDIAN

Now Appearing

fiAlFTY
umtl

New Act

in a

BIGGEST CAST OF THE SEASON

HUGH HERBERT

Headed by Otto Kroner,
Marg-alo Olllmore,

rlaTftn.

In

MAY TAKE

TRENT, TRENTON

said that the Columbia Burlesque is negotiating with Walter
Reed, proprietor of the Trent, Trenton, for the replacing of his house
on the wheel again, playing last
half of each week only.
If present plans materialise it is
possible that tho Majestic, Perth
It Is

to secure a deputy before
Tuesday, when Sydney Phillips re-

ability

NEW

new blackface

routine.

Mrs. Charles Craig, a member of
The Fifth Avenue seats about
company, is to
1,200.
"The Frolics" did about $800 the William Hodge
Shubert vaudeville at the close
play
•n the two performances for tho
of the Hodge sea n in a sketch
opening day.

written by Phillip Dunning, also a
member of the Hodge troupe.

WATSON AND COHAN QUIT
Joe

Watson and Willie Cohan, co-

starred with "Girls dc Looks," will
dissolve partnership as a team, at
the close of the present season, their
contract then expiring with Gerard.

The team has been together for
•everal years, consecutively with
the

Gerard show.

LEAVES FOR CLEVELAND
'

Chicago, Dec 7.
Harry B. Cleveland, who has been
Producing stock burlesque shows at
the State-Congress theatre for the
Past year and a half, haa resigned
his position to accept
a similar post
*t the

Grand

theatre, Cleveland.

Ruth

Mazctto

and

(Mazuz

Mazctte, a standard team known in
this country a decade ago) sails for
the States from Liverpool on the
Ccdric Dec. 10 to open for the Shubert vaudeville circuit under the direction of Fred Marshall, manager
of tho Nora Bayes, New York.
Marshall is the former manager of
B. S. Moss' Jefferson.
a farcical sketch
"^.lllikins Baby.
by Ernest Howard Culbertson, is to
be produced for the Shubert time by
J ok Morris, of the Shubert offices.
It will have four people.
Jack Powell Quintet.
"The Frill Shop," fashion revue,
with six girls and three, men.
"Jap and Tea," tabloid musical
eomedv. including Herbert (Jerviss.
Irving Obeli, George H. Sinclair and
Judith Pier.
"Tho Storm," about to bo shown
Keith s>, is ;i conin vaudeville
densation of the play of the same
,

'

Cft
TIM17Q
1 llYlEtO OV£»

JENNINGS

WELL AGAIN

Jennings, steward of the Burlesque Club of America, is out of
the Jewish Memorial
Hospital, following a six weeks' stay, during
*hlch he underwent six operations,
*nich havo restored him to good
health.

<•». W. af

Fulton
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•*». E.IIH.
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title.

la

dramatic sketch, with

IN

AND OUT

J.irk Q.storman kft tlu* K«nl»'^.
SvriictiHOi bill Mbmlny, owing to a
heavy cold. He played the two performances that day owing to m-
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LIBERTY Thra.
Mats. Wed.
GEORGE M. COHAN'S
Sat.

10.
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ts

"The O'Brien

Girl"

TIE ENTIRE PRODI'tTION UNDER
TilE SI TEHVISinN

OF MR. COHAN.

NEW AMSTERDAM
,1

LITTLE

Hnirv

by

Srulth

and

WpkI 41th St.
MatM Wed.

Jfe

"The

c ii-liiig.

—

__

Km

s.

F

.TO.

Sat.

Year"

1st

FRANK CRAVEN

By snd With

A T R E
Upmlway ami 4.'il

Slrrct

Mats. Wed. and Sa

ED WYNN
HIS

NEW

BOOTH

\Vp4t

MUSICAL RIOT
~~~~~
i "«tli

Hlrrct.
K' •
nrxl S«»
.

h

:u-.

Wril

Xl:>t'nrr«.

GEORGE

/ARLISS
in

The Green Goddess

SALLY

sKi.nvNs riti:>n-:NTSOMEHSI'T MAPiillAM'S Comedy

ft/r'.T4'.^"Tprn
.10

"THE CIRCLE"
with

th*>

IIMST ''AST

in

AMERICA

MRS LESLIE CARTER
JOHN DREW
E RNEST LA WFORD
CS1FLLE WINW00O
ROBERT RENOEL
JOHN HALLIDAV
THEATRE. W. 42 St.
•

SELWYN

•

MATIVPFS WKO

I'ii r-

Js'irlk."

C^OriAIN

*.?{:

ZIEGFELD TRIUMPH
MARILYN MILLER, LEON ERROL

HOROSCO

'

42fl

£„

ATINKES WEDNESDAY A- SATl'IlPAY
50C tO $2.50 -NO IIK.1IK.K

"Ii-

llrM

48 8t. Kvr-T « 20
Mats. Wed. A; baC

"The Perfect Fool"
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A Comedy
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STAR FEATURE

ST IS K I.

MORTON.

E.

"HER SALARY MAN'

Vaudeville

Great

FORINR and FOKINA. CHARLOTTE and many other International

Tlway. r»0 St. Ev* S:30 Sharp.
Mats. Wed. and Sat. at Z:30.

Pep. Mat.

Show — Every Act

A

TIOWAlU>

thrill^
"THE WILD CAT
Timet,

theatres
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE

WOl,'L "
Bf ',T

Wonder Show

JOHN GOLDEN ATTRACTIONS

THE MtSICAL SENSATION

»-*

i

Sixth Annual

GET TOGETHER

im.ay

DIRECTION JOHN coitr

-

BCIsfCITU
.r r\ci
n1

VARIETY—

of

WE RECOMMEND

CHARLES DILLINGHAM'S

I

"Spontnneou."'

re

a oast

new

in nis

fined.

ll'iK-'l

of five, im-luding the "n:im< v."

&

PARK

were

a Cast of
Y. Favorites

N

William Gillette

During the engagement of the
Mollie Williams show at the Gayety
five of the chorus girls in the troupe
were caught in a raid on a house in
Cadieux street, attending an indeFive or six local
cent exhibition.
men were with the choristers. In
Court
the following
Recorder's
the
all

With

DEARIE'

with

*:»«. sir.

loin.

united.
Colonel Pattee and Johnny R« l>
Co. reorganized and revised version
of 'tho old Soldier Fiddlers. Harlem

ett in a

EfllVlarllVlL

St.

Bet. 2:10

Presents

atara.
st
n"w«y a
Matinees Wril.
40111

The Dream Maker

MA

Opera house next week.
Nina Morris am Norman llaek-

—

or three instances are known
where actors were beaten up in the
"social club." Tho place is located
in the heart of Montreal's tender-

morning

Forty-sixth

Mata Wed. and

1.30.

'GOOD MORNING

THE YEAR"

OF,

Divorcement"

JANET BEECHER

With

Two

in a playlet treatconditions as tiny exist in
Tynan
clay.
present
the
of

will appear in the sketch.
Follette, Pearl and W'icKcs.

424 Street.
Matt. Thar. (Pep) 4 Sat.

Bill of

Eva La Callleaaa

CHARLES DILLINGHAM

THEATRE. W.

"THE GREATEST. PLAY

—"A

4

BROADWAY,
GLOBE— and

Mary Boland
Evenings

To Reader*

"social club."

Brandon Tynan
ing of
Ireland

Cor-

With Jateak taklMkraat

ALLAN POLLOCK

(Continued from page 10)
people, though of late hotel clerks
warned professionals against the

<

Bill

Em met t

JIMMY VALENTINE'
N)W — NOW — NOW — NOW

ACTORS' SOCIAL CLUB

ACTS

The Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn, Fifth
Jos. Herbert, Jr., in musical playavenue and Third street, started as
let with three people.
an American wheel house Monday
Clair Hlbbart and Nat Barton,
with "French Frolics." The opening both formerly with Hi Henry's Minmatinee was light but capacity ob- strels, have teamed and will offer a
night.

D

Theatre Guild Production

'

Paul Armstrong's Famous Flay

'a*aa

placed him.

Charles Calvert, the Jazz dancer
in the Roscoe Ails act, has been out
of the cast since last Friday when
he strained a ligament in his leg at
Alls has
tho Palace. New York.
been introducing Calvert and explaining the nature of his ailment
all this week at the Hamilton, New
Amboy, and Tlainficld, Plninflcld, York*
Yvette Rugol left the bill at HamN. J* Will be utilized for Monday
and Tuesday, respectively, with ilton, Can., Monday on account of
rheumatism.
Wednesday open.

5TH AYE. STARTED

Monday

N

STRAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CARL EDOUAKDBv. Conductor

Favorites.

H'ivay & 46 St. Evs. at 8:1R.
Mata. Wed. and Sat. at 2:15.

t?mjB,DlDr

tained

and BaW

A

R

St

41

Wed.

IRVING BERLIN '8

by

FRANKLIN TRIO

ERNEST TRUEX

We8t < 5tn Street.
Tc i. BRYANT 1470
Eves. 8:15.
Mata. Wed. and Sat at 3:16
"Beat Musical Show Ever Made la)
America."—Globe.

Dancing and Music

Storing;,

Mata.

CHARLES RAY
in "R. S. V. P."

MII^IP D\JA
ROY
ITIUOIV,

Scotch Entertainers
Comedy,

TnEATnET W.

—MARK—

S

MUSIC BOX REVUE
WlUt a Cast

Girls

EDWARDS,

R1TZ

-A National Institution"— B'waj at 47 Si.
Mate. Wed. and" Sat. at 2:t0 Direction
Joeeph IManketa

with

and CO.

"Jazz Nonsense"

LARRIE
CLIFFORD
A
Two

BLUEBEARD'S
8th WIFE

Cylinder Love
Donald Mcdonald ASix
new comedy
Wm Anthony McOulre

MILLER MURPHY

CLAIRE

THE OAT FARCE

IN

Play

"THE VARYING SHORE"
Sam IL Hams tci.'^hyanV'mJl

1

JEW"

TEMPLE THURSTON

INA

Announcea

ELSIE FERGUSON
In

E.

FIFTH.

by

in

Cady and

By

all

good actors do.
They did their best and we crlere their loss with
all our heart and soul.
Because we know. In other towns they knocked

them for a goal.
(Mourners)—The Wonder Girl, Sidney Grant,
Duckrldge and Casey. Alexandria and Ule Olson.
Cameron Rlsten. William Gaxton Co., and Ben
nana. Mgr. Harry Weber. Agent

"lr%

r

there on

ETea. 9:20.

HOTEL JOYCE

SUPERB PRODUCTION OF THE GREAT
LONDON SUCCESS

FIRST TIME MONDAY. DECEMBER

SAM HARRIS

»f

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday at 2:15.
Davis Balaiee as* A. L. Eriaaaer'i

fltrret.

passed away last wrek
In an effort to gain sppUuss and also laufhs

Presents

KNICKERBOCKER^*

SAM H. HARRIS Attractions
Theatre. Went 44th
Hlin<«nN

who

Tbe boys they died a noble death, up
number two.
They bowed to silence with a smile,

—

A New Four-Act Romance

PAUL

Orleans, La.

af

46th St

CIRCASSIAN

Real Vaudeville Novelty

I'lCARD.

"THE GRAND DUKE"

In

Sat.

THE FAIR

to seek.

AND
QUIXEY FOUR ANNOUNCE

Suites

R«MtMkraaee
rlerer set.

:.i».

LIONE ATWHL

"Quaint and engaging and
Times.

u n shopworn. "

DIED

A

•11

Sat.

Kvs. 8:30. Mata,
Thurs. and Sat.

DAVID BELASCO

nrpi IDT \C Mate.
THEATRE
IxrjrUOeLil^
Wed. *

Miss Elsie and Eddy PANLO
"FUN AT THE BEACH"
— PANTAGE8 C1RCI1T —

Joe McGrath & Jack Deeds
Week— Nov. 21 at, 1921

WEST

LfCEUM

AVERY HOPWOOD

By

Assisted by

HORWITZ

J.

Etm.

ANDRE

Chara cter Rtmly by

NEW YORK—

IN

DEMI-VIRGIN

PIPIFAX

Loew Time

ARTHUR

Direction.

A New

|

THE

THE FINNY LITTLE SAILOR CLOWN

DON'T CARE"

in "I

—

A

Pretestt

K Kl

Comedy

.

—THE MOST FAMOUS PLAY

LITTLE

HARRY ELDRIDGE

Rt.

Mata Thura.

,

AL GROSSMAN

Direction:

Greatest

T H^IV*r«
IfJ/N l7 TUBA.. W. 42d8t. Eva 8:30.
P|
*-»*-•
M alg wed. and Sat. 1:30.

Playing Lscw Clreult Thanks ts Mr. Lubia

AND

noOTH TAUKINGTON'S

In

"The Intimate Strangers"

Personality and Songs

The Kiddies "Star"

GRIFF

CLARK

a.d

West 44th

DAVID BELASCO

BILLIE BURKE LENORE ULRIC

—MINERVA

Teui Funey Buoys"

ULIS

BELASCO

Street
2.20.

8:30.

no* oi

M«n.

Nlfhts at
<Pt)P.I

ElsM-tMrty.
sml RAT.

.

PICTURES
of the metropolis
crying: "Save the ropo forjrying two girls
Robespierre. Show my head to the besides
8am Hardy, aa Wallingford, put
people. It Is well worth while."
If he
Replete with romance, the story la across a capital performance. seems
gruesome in the extreme, but aa a can" follow it up, Mr. Hardy
folhimself
a
for
procure
Docens
likely
to
alone.
stands
It
photoplay
picture goers,
of character bits are employed, with lowing among the
He lends
the principals, beaded by the In- especially the fair sex.
imitable Bmll Jennings, proving plenty of personality to the screen,
themselves an assemblage of artists. registers well, and if this work is
This despite their Teutonic nativity, any criterion will make a strong bid
which is apparent in their features, for honors as a light comedian of
and the consequent handicap in de- drawing power. Excellent support
picting the requisite French tem- •has aided materially in putting the
Jolo.
picture across, with Norman Kerry,
perament.
Rdgar Nelson. Horace James and
Doris Kenyon each making his or
her bits stand out a bit more prominently than the rest.
gam Hardy
J. Rafus WalthifffoTJ
There's little doubt this WallingKerry
Norman
'Rlackle" Daw
It's clean.
ford
film will connect.
.... Kda-ar Nelaon
•Eddie J<amb
•••••• Doris Kenyon wholesome, holds plenty of comedy,
Fannie Jasper
...BlUie Dove and with Hardy and his support
Dorothy Wella
..W. T. Haya
a
O. W. Battlea
the best collec....Horace James contributing one of
Hon. Tim Battlea.
viewed,
••••< Jerry Sinclair tive performances recently
Judge Lampton
John Woodford approval is bound to follow, but if
Richard Walla
Diana AU«n there are any more of the episodes
Gertrude Dempaey
.Mrs. Charles Wlllard
Mra. Dempaey
to be tough to
.William Robyna to come it's going
Abe Guntber. ...
Bklg.
Patterson Dial follow this one.
Beasie
Mac M. liarnva
Mr. Dempaey
Kugene Kvilh
Hark Inn
Ballboy
Theodore Wealman. Jr.

aside,

F1LMREYEWS
one thing or the other, preferably
lelodraonn with comic trimmings,
may be the fault of the
it 'IMe

SCHOOL DAYS
Waslay

Sf*»c !)ro»n

.

l*ne iid

II In

Kriciid'a

I

.

.Nrtlie

scenario -writer. 1>erothy Yost. HowHpaMtn* ss* M. *f ftebett d+reeted effectively,
and George dohitelderman's photogabove the average,
"Hkppf raphy tva* 4say
H. OUaaoar •very clear and very charming in its

1».

.Margaret 8*aVM>»
ArUne BUtc kbwm*

Swi. 'heart
Him l»og
Hls»

J.

S(imiic«t

John Galawartkj*
Jerome Patrick

Mr. Ha.llry
Mr. w.illaie
Mis* Wallace

Tha

.

.Krancis X. Comlmm

Wife

lis 'JV:icluT

Th-

. •

CitOTft

Hi* UuanJttin

Hu

.

Queenie Is a little girl dependent
upon her aunt's charity. This same

Eveline Sherman
Arnold Lacy

Va!<>t

to be enorraously

tradt she feeftieves

In "School Days,"
film production based
ville playlet

an eight -reel wealthy. discovering she is only
on the vaude- housekeeper for the eccentric mil-

by Ous Edwards. War-

lionaire,

aimvn Pepper, who

resembles his butler. Quigley: The
aight lie disappears Queenie wins

ner Bros, have turned out a screen
story worthy of a verse creation by
James Whit comb Riley in its spirit,
of spontaneous, sympathetic humor.
It promises to be the making of Its
young star, Wesley Barry, of the
snub nose and opulent freckles, and
the author, William Nigh, particularly, an.; in general of everybody
concerned in its production.

Believing him dead.
his affecHea.
-Quigley assumes his role and marTies Aunt Pansy, but Pepper returns,
unmasks the butler and saves

Queenie from an unhappy marriage.
The- dual role was well taken by

accomplished by a reproduction

is

m

WALLINGFORD
,

•

i

•

•

a a •

•

.

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND

Wilson Hummeil.
William Cnrr
Mr. Quiff*
Two -good -women character parts Walllngfurd'a
Benny One
Valet
got right over in the hands of Aggie
Herring and Lpdia Titus. As the
Taken from George Cohan's legitiyou; : poet. George O'Hara appeared
ime
\o be dating an imitation of Harold mate stage production of the
name. Famous Players lias proLloyd.
Isccd.
duced a program feature of considIfair entertainment only.

picture had an invitation prevlew at the Hotel Astor Dec. 1. The>
title is practically all that survives
Horn the stage piece. William Nigh
and Walter De Leon have wrijton.
an original story around the school
room bit, although the presentation.

The

a
of the act with ten youngsters
singing and dancing specialty, using

closely

|

FOR A WOMAN

,^^

^

n
Jaf
imtiiaa Hoheapterre
#t. Jaat
Caaattta Itaamdotina
9i«o1lle. bta wife

E|n| , Jttnnlnfa

Catherine Reeae
Peter WalUiu
Albert Fenton
Klvln Milton
I.lghtwood
Mortimer
^
Peter Anderson
iJafTer Hexatn
danVr Hexitm'a Daughter. Ka titer ne Caaper
Evan Roatrup
Kogue Hid or hood
Joan Netheraole
"Ma" Boffin
Alfred Milter
erable merit. It includes abundant •Pa" Boffin
Wllken*
Char)**
entertainment, as evidenced by the Mr. \'enus
I»»Ttram Crosn
way received at the Rlvoli, Sunday. ?.[.•£.
Charlt a Witney
Bella

children who appear in the
accompanied by Margaret Sed-

same

Itlm,

Bairene

I

Robert Sholz
Joseph Rumlch
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Wrayburn
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Luther Reed provided the scenario

.

—

"Wllfer

Jobn KaJtesniith

Werner Kraos for the screen version of this
Wallingford episode. He has succeeded in laying out a series of
don as the teacher.
Charlotte Andcr scenes
that
builds
up interest,
Wesley Barry is featured by ar- Yvonne
Delacaft
Maly
rangement with Marshal Neifan. Haratttt de Aechellea
Ferdinand Alter secures all the comedy possible out
Kdooard Wlnteraltln of the story and it closes minus the
The novelty programs for the pre- General Waotarman
usual "clinch" finish.
view describe the film as produced J^awqutar-TrnvHIe. public prosecutor
Frederick Kutan
It's a type picture which Frank
l»y Harry Rapf, and directed by WilH*tajr» Doblln
Henriot
., „
Borzage who directed, has taken
liam Nigh, the scenario writer.
.Hilda Worner
'L4tt*e Dabette.
advantage of. resulting in several
The film is a really notable
achievement in development of effl* acute crisis in the history of additional laurhs through various
feetive, intelligent comedy and gen- prance
17M the days of the bits of "business" before the camera
nine sentiment. These two elements bloody Revolution are picturized in allotted to the supporting cast that
should carry it alone, and in addi- "All for a Woman." written and di- should go on record as on a par with
tion it has extraordinary besuty of rected by DimitrliBuchowetfcki, with the "rube" characters that inhabited
background and TSnill Jannings in the leading role, Griffith's "Way Down East."' Chesscenic
natural
astonishingly good acting by a score produced in Germany under the ter Lyons did the cranking and
or more of youngsters from 8 to 14 Title. "Denton." edited for this coun- turned In a corking piece of work,
years.
try by Julian Johnson, and sub- while Joseph I'rban Is credited as
*
The one jarring note of the pro- titled by Randolph Rartlett. It is having designed the settings. They
duction is a defect in the story. It presented here ly Andrew J. Cal- called for nothing of the pretentious
style until the conclusion. That alstarts in the humble surrounding* jachan aa a First National release.
of a country school and shifts ta
Like its predecessors of German lows for the "millionaire" house
the homes of wealth in an exclusive origin. "All for a Woman" is a party aud*the extreme clothes of the
suburb of New York.' There are two maasrve production, and it is no ex- "hit and run" boys. J. Rufus and«
distinct stories, and the merging of aggeration to ;»o much farther by ••Rlackle" Daw, taking a night view
interest is not well managed. This. declaring it .stupendous.
Countless of the city thev have built up.
however, is a minor shortcoming. experienced at tors have been emThe story, the most familiar of
The tine sentiment, the natural com-, ployed to mm^lc with the mobs to the Wallingford series, is laid in a
edy. and the splendid sincerity of secure "action" sueh as has prob- "hick" village in .owa. where the
spirit that pervades the whole thing ahJy noV eV been seen before in a two promoters migrate, framing a
outweigh any other consideration,
corporation to manufacture car|>et
production
The appeal of the poor country
.,,,,.
|,| Rgl .st
arul most effective tacks which will match the material
orphan boy is invincible. He is a seen-* iM a trial chamber with the covering the Moor. The proposition
sort of twin brother to Cinderella. tribunal in session, giving a "hear- carries Itself along until it looks like
Done by Young Barry, all the in- ing" to four important personages a bad iam f- r the high finance due.
nate pathos and humor of *he char- of the French Revolution who have when the nicks start to come their
acter is realized a hundred per cent. been arrested on warrants. At one way and the ci/iumstances make
Thi-' picture has been drawn by Nigh
end of i large auditorium is the the phoney business deal turn out
i»i
tender spirit of fun, and the judges' 'table, the accused stand in on the level with all the prominent
:i
lireetion carries out the conception a "dock** in the centre, and at the citizens of the town, who were on
ii an appropriate vein of unaffected' other end a high gallery of perhaps the ledger to be hooked, cleaning up
siceiM'ity.
Nothing could be more 1>0 or 60 feet peopled by the prole- and making a hero out of Walling.:n hiii;; than the parting of "Speck"
tariat clamoring for blood.
Close- ford. with he and his sidekick mar;m d h\s dog "Hippy," and the re- ups of the gallery reveal a spontaunion is quite as moving a passage. neity of "action" that is vivid to the
It would be a hard-boiled fan that
verge of uncanniness.
eouhl mi through some of these pasThe story of the photoplay is a
s-mes without moisture in the eyes. phase of the Revolution the tragic
Dut there Is always a sympnthetic quarrel between Dan ton and Robessmile behind the shadow of a tear. pierre, the former the Idol of the
Thh< elusive quality of humor is the people, sympathetic and human,
highest attainment of the picture seeking to end the bloodshed of the
art. and in this picture it has rare guillotine, the latter cold, cruel, imexpression.
placable.
"SiK'ck" is the country orphan
At the opening Danton and Robesboy farmed out by the asylum to a pierre are at loggerheads, the latter
hud taskmaster in The Deacon, who constantly undermining Danton in
overworks and mistreats him. He his absence by intimating Danton
is a mischievous kid and gets himis an enemy of the people, following
self in wrong with the school teacher It
up with such suggestions as *Tf
b> his pranks. The Deacon threat- the Republic is to live, il3 enemies
ens to send him back to the asylum must die."
if lie doesn't attend to his chores
Disheartened
by the constant
and his schooling, but juxt then a thirst tor bloodshed, Danton goes to
stranger appears on the scene to the Palais Royale In search of
"Speck" is invited to recreation; there picks up a griscttc,
rescue him.
lunch in the mansion with the takes her to his home, has her
stranger, who turns out to be his bathed and cleanly dressed against
uncle.
Uncle, it appears, left the her will, there to amuse himself, as
village when he was a youngster, was
the fashion of the times.
deserting his sweetheart to seek Camille
poet.
Desmoid ins,
the
wealth in the city.
He got the shared Danton's
house, and on his
wealth, but now lonely age is upon way home rescues Lucille, the onlyhim and the wealth seems futile. survivor of an aristocratic family.
Therefc re he sends Speck to the He tells her that her only safety
city to learn that money is not all.
lies in marrying a "citizen," and
In town, under the protection of
offers her the protection of his name.
l.'acie's rich attorney, "Speck" comes
Lucille becomes physically attractin contact with fashionable kids who
to Danton through the sheer
snub him properly and make him ed
forci» of b*»r character, and he treat j
\cr.z for 1:1:; old country pain.
her with the deference due a lady.
When the lesson has been driven
the grisette, jealously prohome that education is necessary to Babette,
tests against the homage Danton
making his way in the world, pays
to Lucille, and Danton throws
flRST NATIONAL
•Speck'* runs away from the city,
out.
XTTR ACTION
hack to the simple country, and the Babette
to
Babette
denounces Danton
moral is complete. Upon this bare Robespierre
for harboring an aristosi;.
ton there is built a splendid crat,
and the icy Hohesjpicrrc emstory
structure
with convincing ploys this
as a weapon to build up
Arthur S.Rane
character drawing and interesting a barrier between Danton ami the
incidents that will keep any audience populace, culminating in Danton's
brtstntt
of youngsters and grownups ab- arrest, trial
and execution. Durimr
sorbed.
It's a safe propheey that
the trial Lucille enters the eh.imber.
the picture will develop into a mom
betrays horse!
is seized and ,»1:a»
ottble one of the year.
Hush.
convicted.
the
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Dickens

New
week.

the last
novels.

of

York.

In

its

the fi Imitathe Charles

Is

"Our

Mutual

Wid Cunning is presentFriend.
ir ; the picture, which Is being released by his distributing company.
He has had the house under lease
for
four weeks, first presenting
'What Men Want" and following it
Neither did
by the Dickens film.
much at the box olHce.
From a picture standpoint this
"'

film,

navia

which was made in Scandiby the Nordlsk company, has

some very

It holds
fine points.
presentations of Dickens characters
that are done wonderfully; its photography is likewise good and its
titles make the story an interesting
one- even to those who do not profess to l>e followers of the works of
It is a fairly
the Knglish author.
good program production that will
get past with the majority of film
audiences, but there Is one thing

that might have been Improved upon
from a technical standpoint and that
In spots
Is the cutting of the film.
this feature is very jumpy and the
action naturally suffers.
To those that are devotees of

mm

will undoubtedly
Dickens the
be a rare treat, and the Dickens societies all over the country If gone
after will undoubtedly support the

I.

.

CHARLES

t'

t

Wegg, Mr. Venus and
were given their full
by Joan Netheraole. Alfred
Wilkens. Bertram
Charles
Miller,
Cross and Charges Withey respecBoffin. Silas
"Pa." Wilfer

value

tively.

No credit is given for the titling.
but the work to a large extent was
Roy McCardell in this coun-

done by

He
try.
man and

\i.iii

Simmi IVhp'T
ijui*1«\v
'•'" "*>'

Aaii>"
hi %.

Muiiki'n

Mm.

Ti'.-reiK'i*

is

Now York

a

newspaper

writer of humorous stories
as well as a scenario writer.
-Our Mutual Friend/* while in no
sense a special, certainly gives proof
that the foreign producers can turn
out pictures t.iat for settings and
atmosphere will make some of the

American

film
picture, while

makers

step,

and

this

won't set the world

it

undoubtedly be a money
maker for the distributor and perFred.
haps for the exhibitors.
afire,

will

THE LADY FROM L0H6ACRE
Sir

.William Kuarell

Anthony Conway.

ImiIm>1

.

Molly

.

Kinc JVilm
Count de Fretlaa

This
William

a

is

.Mary Thurman
.

.Sfitry Thurman
. .J«*un
d*» Rrlac
Kr:in-:-!*

Fo:J

Vox

ItiiMAPll

offering with
starred.
Virtor

Rridges* story and Paul SelioiifUl's
scenario give Mr. Russell plenty of
chance to shine, but the offering itself after going three-quarters of
the way loses ground because »t
shifts from melodrama that is convincing to farce that is less so.
George E. Marshall directed competently, though he was inclined to let
the actors assuming society roles
handle those parts in burlesque.
This detracts. Thugs and the wellborn are the same in one respect at
They are natural, because
least:
they *iave no reason to be otherwise,
and naturalness Is as effective dramatically as a ridiculous assumption of false dignity.
Sir Anthony is a young Englishman who rescues a girl giving the
name of Isabel from some foreignLiter
ers who are molesting her.
he learns she Is Princess Isabel of
T.ivadJn, who. to unite the royal factions in her own country and bring
peace, is being forced to marry King
Pedro. In exile the King has married Molly Moncke. the soubret. and
so hesitates also to espouse Princess
Isabel.
Sir Anthony straightens it
all out by substituting one for the
other.
They look enough alike.
Thus he frees Isabel and she marries him.
Mary Thurman assumed the dual
lead, distinguishing the two characters cleverly and yet leaving them
alike.
As de Freitas. Francis Ford
did the most effective work of all.

picture wherever it Is -shown.
A complete cast of the players Is The whole is fair entertainment
Lved.
available for this foreign made pic- for Russell fans.
ture, a fact that is most unusual In
The Common Council of Rome.
itself.
However, there Is no director N. Y.. has adopted an ordinance
..-_._ ._.
for some
......._......and therefore
....... _.~ credit
named
.permitting movies for children on
of the real work in the making of 'Sundays from 2 to 11 p. m.

XR AN
MARK

Broadway

This

U

at 47th Street

the kind of pictures that holders of

Associated First National

FRANCHISES
are offering their patrons on exclusive first runs.

9

1 1 ere s the story of the

young
a

felloxv

mean

who shook

paint brush at an

otherwise

aood ^cani-as

and knocked out

s hashes

'«re e.ill.d

of fun.

for execution- --\Vi-s!errnan. de See'n-

QUEENIE
>n •ni'*

\

1021

the production will have to go with.
out name. Of the leading players
Catherine Reese, aa exceedingly
pretty blonde Ingenue of the Hwed.
lsh type, played the role of Bella
Wilfer perfectly, nd Peter Walton
gave John Rokesmlth a really worth
while characterisation. The comedy
characters such as "Ma" and 'Pa"

;

«

9,

Beginning Sunday, December 11

'

The four comict'd men

December

Friday,

Dosmoulins and Danton. Desmoulins is a physical coward and
shrinks at the ordeal. Duntbu k<ms
to him, looks into bis cys, bra<-rs
his shoulders and imparts to the
weakling the requisite courage to
elles.

Shirley

Manon

OeorRr O'llarn
Wi'Hun llumindl
Wilnon Ifummell
Ajrffii' Herring
Tltua
Selwyntic

Lyrila

When Danton is
face the knife.
coiled Lucille throws herself into
his arms anil ibey indulge in their
DY
As the execuHr^t an«T~fa«d ki..>•.
mixture of farce and melodrama, limners seek to tie Danton's hands
The story Is by Wilbur Pinley Fau- hrh'nd him prior to dropping the
ley, and should have been eltber ;kn :r - on his neek he brushes them
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^^^^^^_aj^^^^^^BBBB^B^B^B^B^BHe^B^HSfe^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^BM«a^B^Bl
B^B^B^bSII^B^B^B^B^bI
Ciarl.saa

i

|

The F ox feature with ^Shirley
Mason starred Is ahofhef"" Irritating

i

'

V

ROB WAGNER; DIRECTED BY CHARLES RAYj PRODUCED BY CHARLES RAY PRODUC
TION8, INC.; PHOTOGRAPHED BY GEORGE RIZARD.

December

Friday,
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PITOU LOSES TO "U"

SffEDISH-BlOGRAPH PLANNING

W

APPEAL ONLY TO SWEDES HERE

NEWS 0F THE FILMS

TITLE DISPUTE

Alan Dale's Play's

Name

Doris Eaton, of the Baton. tthrtem,
late of the Ziegfeld "Follies," h*u*
joined the Fox organization and* m*
playing the ingenue 4n the pkt»«re*
in which
Pearl White le to a*

Not

Made Famous By Him
Ufttfpe Exploitation Idea with Whole Program Unit
The
—Jot. F. Lee to Take Charge of Minnesota Ter- begun
against
Circuit of 30 Days Seen
ritory

Company,
Tba Swedish -Biograph
producing as
walca controls the
in Norfield
exhibiting
well •» the
is about to inwt- ^iii Sweden,

Mm

An
film field.
vito the American
been worked out
origtaai plan haa
of placing
Instead
Invasion.
fee taJ*
with the American. extheir prodact

follow the
feature.

The Si 00, 60* libel suit brought by
(Aa,
the
Anglo-American"
Dvaeg
against the United. Art lata a*» to***
withdrawn. It arose mat of. a* coition in a Fair bank* pecfinra, **Tfce>
cision last week wherein Judge Nut." which facettooaiji wfeawcdvtn
Knox denied the plaintiff's motion the alleged artlne*ak al eee>
qualities of Mrs. WAawlM
for an injunction.
Pitoti sued by ing Syrup, which, i* ntde top the
Ohm deanc aaanfwep
right of alleged priority to tho use drug company.
claimed their remadjr- aesstniaw- no
of th* title, having produ ed Alan
narcotic, producing- sleep emry toy
Dales play of that name, starring the naturu] mean* e>f aiding- chilMay Robson. during 1920-1921. Uni- dren s digestive traaC
versal last month released a "No- deleted the offending
body's Fool" feature, with Marie the action was withdrawn.
Prevost starred.
Pitou's grievance was to the efMarjorie Prevost,. y
fect that a picture under that name, of Marie Prevent.
even though the story be dissimilar, Metro screen pkvjrerv
would tend to deceive the public in her theatrical
She e
believing it to be a screened version Maurice.
of the play.
Universal generally wish to bask 'in tne> ghvry.
her better known
denied the allegation?, stating that by
the play was not extensively proThe Art Brand
duced throughout the country, but
only in tho small towns and never organized last week, «Me Jft
in
New York. Chicago or other at the head.- ta aajcaco fc
produomg. Mr* Baamlt fte>
big titles, adding that the title was
aevted with ttoe> €T.
not "unique" nor "become famous," The new corporation fe-

Mabel Normand starring

There was almost a 100 per rent
turnout of screen celebs present at
the "Writers* Cramp." a lavish entertainment and danco that was
staged by the Screen Writers' Guild
at the Ambassador last week.

exchanges already
bitter through
"Jim," the Thos. Ince production
establishing directed by John
established here, or by
Griffith Wray. was
all over the completed this week with
exchanges
of
Milton
ft scries
company is Sills, Marguerite de la Motte and
coaatry. ths Swedish
John
Bowers
the
ot
section
featured.
The
picture
the
goto* right into
is a great por- will be released by Associated Procountry where there
Scandinavians ducers through Firs: National.
tion •* transplanted
asd operate.
Nils Boveng, the bead of
Biegraph, is now in this
Several showings of the

Swedlsh-

FRANCHISE HOLDESS

country.

Swedish

have been given in New
York The Town Hall has been used
Saturday nights
successive
ob twa
entire evenfor the showing of an
very fair box
ing's program with a
fact that
the
of
view
in
•ffiec return
populathere Is no great Swedish

NAME OWN ORPftES

pictures

&C

First National

bitration

System

lilm production, hollered to be "Atalantia."

aa alleged.

Tho uassing of title to Kastman
Kodak Co. of the Paragon. (J. M. ami
iSen.Jac laboratories was made this
Wieek, coincident with tho paying
mver of a sum considerably over a
0n11)ion dollars.

W. Christy Cabanne has start .?
Work at the New York City studios
his next R-C special. "Beyond

•

•on

4be Rainbow." with an all-star

Friend Betts haa said the Conative

theatre

at

to Charles Kirk, who

Rethesda.
is

now

in

O..

poa-

Clalro Windsor wlli head the east
C -One Clear Call." John M. fttahi'e
jeext' production for Louis T3. Mayor.
iDtfcers
engaged are Henry
h.

and Milton

rWntthall

Sills.

.

KQLAM ABRAM6 BACK
Hiram Abrams, general manager
United Art lets' Corp-., reNew York from abroad
Ho precedes Douglas
banks and Mary Plckford bar a

the

to

The two stars are leavEurope on Dec. IS.

a*aw .daya.
ing

at 120.60*.

for Disputes

Six of the regional boSies of the
National organization have
held get-together sessions following
out the suggestions of the Chicago
gathering ast month. One of the
principal movements was the appointment of advisory boards from
among
the regional sub-franchise
to establish the Minneapolis office
holders, the boards taking over the
of the company and begin a camduties of umpire in disputes and adpaign in their behalf.
justments between the sub-franTo Establish Circuit
chise holders and owner of rights
The plan includes the establish- for their district.
ment of a circuit of houses in the
This function formerly devolved
communities where there is a large
upon the territorial franchise owner
portion of Scandinavian -American
who
was called upon to settle conpopulation and to present in those
troversies between tike exhibitors
houses for one night a week a comprogram, and the exchange. Another step toplete Swedfsh-Biograph
ward the same end is the plan of
beginning with a scenic and going
having each of the original 2$ resifrom that to a drama and a comedy.
A circuit of about 30 days in the dent franchise owners spend two
weeks in turn at the heme office in
vicinity of Minneapolis and St. Paul
be laid out so New York, there to be "contact
it is believed can
point* between all the regional adthat the one complete program can
visory boards and the home office.
he kept working for a month. Three
complete programs have already Regional exhibitors will bring matbeen laid out for the experiment ters involving the organization to
and operations in the west will begin the attention of the resident franchise holder, who will pass the is«ue
with these.
Of all the European picture pro- along to the franchise man then in
ducing countries, Sweden seems to New York.
The reverse of this will be a curhave been the most consistent in
turning out films. They have estab- rent of information and data from
franchise holder in New York
the
in
theatres
lished a
circuit
of
Sweden and Norway and with the to the others of the territorial
backing of the great match trust rights owners, who Mill relay it to'
have continued to turn out product the regional exhibitors operating
them.
The "Washington
year after year for their own con- under
ssmption in addition to the im- (D. C.) body has organized its adthis visory boaid in the form of a cirportations they made from
country, the latter leading largely cuit court. The members will travel
from point to point in the District
te westerns and comedies.
of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia
on a fixed schedule to hear disputes
COAST PICTTTRE
and arbitrate th« m.
Loa Angeles, Dec. 7.
Territories centered in Georgia,
'A Blind Bargain" is tne title se- Oklahoma, Ohio, Michigan, San
lected for the releasing of "The
Francisco, Washington and New
Octave of Claudius," which Lon
boards
Chancy has completed for (Joldwyn. Jersey have elected advisory
In get-together sessions, at which
llelen Jerome Eddy Is to play the their delegates to the Chicago meeth?td in the Goldwyn production. ing made their reports setting forth
Always Warm and Green." an orig- the new system of Intcr-p bating
inal screen
stQry by Gouverneur branches of the company.
First
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reptiles,

leaps the
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with hotfiblt, manrcaling

Caroline "Spike"

•f the
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the savage monsters!

ever screened can approach for iheer

Filmed

at the liafe «f the actors' lives

a hundred amazing
most lavish drama of beauty,

one

e>f

The

Too Three

for the role
his burlesque of

In

San Francisco, Dec.

The

See

Musketeers."

Ella

Hall Is returnii.g to the
J2*en, featured in the lead of a projection being made on the former

wnton

lot

Jean son.
Albert

by her husband,

B.

Emory

greatest

thrill!

And

!

only

events in DeMillc's
love

president of
itafraph, and his wife, Jean Paige.
arrived
from
New
York and
J*»e
w«l remain here through the winter.
Boris May has started work on
thhrd ot her Hunt Stromberg
•JJducriona
for
Robert son -Cole.
***** Myers la playing the lead op-

y

P°8lte her.

itnen show en earth!
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Me*tk* UmIj."
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State, BMyn.,

Shews Pictures

Brooklyn now has a St.v- theatre.
playing pictures, one of that nam*on the corner of De Kalh
Wottf-ntor.
wuh Douglas Marl.ran. JexatfdFranklin
l.a\ iiu;
a\"nnes,
and
**jf been competed and will he reTh'
1.
leased through First National.
Thur?da>. P'<
,oi>ened
J300.«»on.
'house seats :,5^0 and «.*
Mack R«nn#-jT s "Mollv O" suc- Strassburg A !''» »'*•' s or»-ate iV
**<x\i>t\
M ;irv i'i,>ui»-rd in "Lend in conjunction ni:h t«o ..'Icr ;.i?r
*»un:N ioy" at the Mission last
f;:r
'!''
film houses in Pi\n». !'
*e<<k aM
in ^ D
n ,i om j£ ;l territi<'
-::<afei
ir.
ho-. -I-*
•usinr.-s.
The l«j--e prudnction. has 35 picture
York.
H ajl ihe "Woman," is st-ii'.Uuled to Xcw
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predict Ihe most ever-whelming popular
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and will play opposite Wesley
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Studios Corp. conadding another lavg«»
templates
equii»ped
completely
their
stage to
modern studio plant at San Mateo.
Plans for the new stage which it is
announced will be the largest stag
in tho west will bo 140x2*0 feet
with a 35-foot clearance. The stage
will bo erected immediately upon
the completion of the second stage
unit now in process of construction.
Tho proposed stage will be built
with separate foundation support*
for the floor and walls to eliminate
all vibration and win be equipped
with underground tanks fcr water

V*

heart brealnne stiuggle that nothing else

kittigg,

LABGEST HI THE WEST

Rankin has been

Max Llnder

Queen

ii

and enemy

Morris.

•elected

>

JltloWNftrriff. Conred Na^el.
.Julia Faye

NEWS

Thos.

cast.

k

New

Tork.
However, the* scene of the active
operations of the Swediah-Biograph
H to be in the vicinity of Minneapthe
olis and extend from there to
Faclfic Coast, with Portland, Ore.,
Jos.
headquarters.
as the western
F. Lee is going into the territory

tion in

Men's New Ar-

a big European

starred.

Federal Court proceedings
by Augustus PItou, Iik-..
the Universal Film Manufacturing Co. aiiain, over the "Nobody a Fool" title re.su. ted in a de-

—

H. A. Rowland I* on the A«iuii.iiii;i
en route for Nr.v Vurk. du«- home
th« latter part of this wecU. IK- is
bringing with him the negative of
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PICTURES
FAMOUS PLANS CUTTING DOWN

0UHAY TO

FEATURE

$65,000

ALICE

BRADY GETS

NEW

ACTION UNDER

i

picture,

and an

effort is

now

IN

TRIANGLE-AJTKEN SUITS
Court

hel-.g

made

to Ktlll further reduce the cost
to an average of $65,000

A

WAY

Rules Against

Wenig

Hyman

—To Be Examined

WORRYING OVER

Famous

Alice Brady has effected a new
Famous
with
contract
starring
It voids* a previous one
Players.
with the Realart Corp. (F. P. suband provides for Miss
sidiary)
Brady's production activities in the
west coast studios.
The Realart contract almost precipitated a $760,000 breach of contract suit by the star when the producing firm attempted to rescind
Miss Bradyit on the ground that
was getting too thin. "Inside stuff"
to settle
offered
had It that Realart
for a half million dollars, but that
trie star was adamant in pressing
any legal action once it was begun.

-imaterial reduction wax r
Hyman Wenig was questioned
rated with the policy of r.ot p..^.n<;
this week by counsel for the Trif r
the hitherto "fancy" pr-'ocFamous paid S?i5.™o for angle Co. on matters relating to
stories.
conspiracy in certain
the right to filmlze "Experience"* charges of
loans made to Triangle under Harry
last year, whereas "The SI. .':." a
Wenig's apnee, Altken as president.
current filming of equal imr>
plication for an order setting aside
cost $7,500 for the picture r..-brs
examination
previous
order
for
the
Famous undoubtedly set ilie market price on stories, with t^e otn«r was refused.
The examination was informal
producing concerns end.;.o! rr to
matter of the hearing did
'.irn- and the
compete With the refusil
become public. This is thV tlrst
not
tory
ous to pay big prices the
definite move in the $3,000,000 ac-t
market slumped.
counting suit against Harry Aitken,
The
his brother Roy and others.
preliminaries in the litigation had
apHoy
Altken's
by
held
been
up
peal from a Supreme Court decision
sustaining an order for examination
FILM,.
before trial as in the Wenig case.
This appeal was argued Doc. 2 in
the Appellate Division and it was
Association Says "Theatrical expected -that the opinion would be
down yesterday (Friday).
handed
Features" Are Serious

9
Reports of Three Months Shut-Down After New
Year's—Things Bad Enough Now Los Angeles
Generally Off

ON.

THEATRE MAN

;

B'WAY RUNS AT $1.50
TO BOOM FEATURES

t

•

i

!

Bush Building Theatre as Film
Exploitation for Peerless Corp.

i

t

j

•

ACTS 0VERSH/LD0W

SAY DIRECTORS

The Pa via is the tentative name
new picture theutre in the
Bush Terminal Sales Building. New
York. The house, according to pres-

for the

ent plans,

is "to

open Dec.

19.

is

It

to charge a straight $1.50 admission
price a id play film productions for

a run.

another chill.
received
Rumors
there will be practically a closing
Jerry Nines Suspected of Hav- down of all of the big ^Ludios here
for three months after the first of
ing Attempted to Burn New

—Business Bad

the year, while not verified by the
heads of any of the producing organizations, are accepted as liter-

House

ally true.
Minneapolis. Dec. 7
Jerry I lines has been arrested in
During the last week there have
lire
Denver, charged by the State
been constant Mori .-a that the Goldmarshal with an attempt to burn wyn and Metro plants were certain
the new $tJ0,tf0O Orpheum. Pipe- to close down for three months as
wned.
stone, Minn., which he
soon a., the productions now on
The theatre caught fire Nov. 14. schedule are completed. At both
Hines left the town shortly after.
studios the rank and file deny any
Business depression is said to knowledge of such a plan.
have caused the theatre man to
Directly after last New Year's the
run heavily into debt.
studio for the greater par., closed
all production for a time, and while
they have all resumed during the
FILMS
KIDDING
year, at no tim^ has the peak of
production approached the standard
Guricsque t>ne-Riolers Being Pro
yet by previous years. The players
duccd as Satires
have been chopping salaries right
The Storey Pictures. Inc.. is and lef.. and the majority were
willing to take any sort of a posicompleting a series of 12 >ngle reel
tion ab:ut the studios that was ofcomedies that ure burlesques on
fered.
Consequently there was no
big feature films.
great saving by any. and with a
The first two completed are "Ham
new period of shut-down confrontOmelet" and "No. Darn Yeast." the
ing them it looks drear.
latter a story of stilllife burlcsquc.

THE

•

j

I

?

j

i

\

Commercially the town is far below normal.
The big department
stores have laid oft a number of
people, and they have held off buying spring wares. Usually by this
time of the ytur the spring lines
are all purchased, but this season
the traveling salesmen report they
have been unable to sell, the buyers
postponing purchasing until
after Jan.

the

program release requirements.

No

great

Jam

They were married

their meeting,

2S

days after

and the wedding cre-

tion"

A

re-

ated somewhat of a stir in Wash- leased in this country by Famous
fleorge M. Cohan, and thM s":i!:(?n ington society.
Players, might be ti»*d up ley inIs
itermanager for Flo Ziegfe
A year later Captain Turin re- junction, together with several
lie
ing the producing leld
s turned from Prance and naturally ether German-made pictures Marm.in:iging director of the Surac denied the reports of his death. ring Tola Negri.
Producing Co., rhich v.- ill ?Tr "The The two husbands met. became
It gievv oul 4>t" a M;sagn 'rii'Mit beHa't of the Earth" as the initial friends, and then Captain Schul/. tween P.rn Rlutnentiial ami Samuel
attraction.
The p'av was .vri ten began suit for divorce, simpl." re- Rachman on the on ban. .i,.| Famous Players on tie- or h.-r
by Untold Bell Wrir'U. th- n >v«:-:ist. marking "I was a sucker."
I,a>i
Captain Turin is also reported to week Justice finy si-io t. ae ord- r
though tin- plere is not an ad -rota-oVers. have the highest praise
best
lor the to show cause whv a n-eeiv. r shuni.l
tion of one of his
former Mrs. Turin, and in an in- not be appointed. Uw applieatinn
Later a musical play is prope.•!<-<]
Several professional are Inter- terview is credited with saying "I being made hy Attorney Samuel
ested in the new pr nduMng com- can only speak of her with the high- I'ntermyer. who asued the tee.-; \e|
pany. Reported as one of the hief est praise. As for Captain Schutz. for the Hamilton Tlnait
investors is Kmma Cams, v hose I also have a great admiration for whieh
is
handlicg
the
loia'ie n
name spelled backwards |v S uae. him. He appaurs to be a most product.
"
"T'
worthy
gentleman
<^alt
M»>s Cams will app sir In
Famous Players. i,y agi Mieni
of the Karth." as will Stove Ma!?y
Mrs. Turin now lives In Provi- with Messrs. Blumenthal and Itarhdence.
and Dorothy Revere.
jnaa, has first call on a number of
I'raneis

X.

Hope

formal
1

with

1\

•

I

"Those were given
the clothes

,

1

••

)

(

sn.-:y or mi

(Continued from page 1)
censors so garbled the picture it Is
far from being a credit to the creator of 'The Miracle Man."

As seen in the projection room
before it came before the Slate
ensor Board, the picture booker
for
Keiiii ami associated theatres booked the film at a high
rental
and commenced planning
campaigns on a title that lends
itself
easily
for
such purposes.
After the eenrors were through
(

was nothing left to it.
Keith atal I.oew have simultanebooked Douglas Fairbanks'
"Three Mu>keteers" to be shown th*
there

ously

week

j.

i

toi

mal

fin eont.oN
I'nited

in.-

Ffa

product

toi

Stat-s. (\inada. tJreat I'Jrittau,. its Uorn.nioiis and colonies
and
all
the Ffa subsidiaries and af>
filiations.

7.

inued from page
ui the Arhm Me
prosecution.
Public opinion seems to b. all
with Arhiei<le.
Experienced cOorl
reporters and s|.-eial writers at
mling the triul have express. I
h-ni-selves in Arbuekle's favor, sa y
iug tlie presecution's case wa^ th
weakest they ha\e e\er heard.
Reports of large sums of momused by tlie defense are untrue.
'

bull;.

Sells cl.iun. {in- 11am,|
c'orp.
is.,u.-d
aiim^iMu'eiiit nt ;ha t its c»ti-

of Jan.

SYMPATHY EXPRESSED
for

n,,.
t.i

because of

CENSORS BLAMED

Famous

I

The;.

me

ruined." replied Miss

the attorneys the justice took thd
case under advisement.

;

olT-.-t

I

Morton and added that a jeweler
told her the ring was worth only
$4U and the cigarette case was
nickel-plated.
After arguments by

that tlie German concern is now end'avoring to repudiate it
Fred S.
S.dls i>sie>d a statement ;hi* week.
a!!-gmg th- I'dmii.-nihal-kaehmari
eontj-aet
t!.ld
been ea
ehed and
har h.> \\a» authorised
O dispii-e
"I the Aim-re-an rights »< I fa
pro-

Th

San Francisco, Dec. 7.
was filed against It. B.

cigarette case.

Miss N'.gii.
I'luiiK'tuliMl
stated that lie and
Kaehinan
(Hamilton
Theatrical
Corp.) have a six years' cor. tract
with the Iniveisal Film Aktiengeseilsrhaft of llerlin (Ffa) and

i'.t.,n

suit

Kthel Morton, who claims pay du«
her amounting to $210.
Maxon. replying to her suit, says
he paid her in full and in addition
presented her with a diamond and
ruby ring valued at $200 and silver

Hamilton

diKlir.j.s

shot

Maxon. picture producer, by Miss

of

and "The Golem," being

being

WANTS MORE RECOMPENSE

•

HOPE-CARUS PRODUCTS

are

Reports to the eiTcct one organization was to return to New York
and produce exclusively there have
been rife for more than 10 days.

OVER GERMAN MADE FILMS

and Rachman
Players—
A*ked

specials

anywhere about Los Angeles.

•

—

1.

Independent production is entirely at a standstill, and only the
bigger companies are proceeding
with the making of pictures. They,
however, are only keeping pace with

LEGAL PROCEEDINGS START

—

picture players

the craft
ing through the leanest period of
their existence during this year have

The plan i$ to conduct the house
as the exploitation scene for a numproductions,,
ber of inde 4 ?ndent
building up their value so that they
will be available for box office attractions in the houses booked by
Menace
CATHERINE OTRTIS'S ALIMONY the Peerless Booking Corp. That
Schenectady. N. Y., Dec. 7.
organization now controls about ing "Way Down East." Elsie DavThe appeal of Perrit C. Myers? 2,000 days of booking for screen at- enport, formerly of "The Midnight
The picture theatre men <f Minthe
Curtis,
Catherine
of
husband
Rounders." is starred in th comeneapolis have banded aj:Mnst the
tractions.
Orpheum Circuit* whose Hennepin, motion picture producer, from- a
Sharing terms will be the basis dies, which are directed by A. D. V.
a
her
$100
allowing
Other burlesques are to
they say, la invading their province court order
on which the pictures will be played Storey.
be 'Little Lord Pond o* Joy." "Pebecause of the film features which month alimony, was heard at a spe- In the new house.
cial term of the Supreme Court beter's Pants" and "Let Her Rip Van
go into the "State-Lake poV-y."
Winkle."
At the same moment the Motion fore Justice Edward C. Whltmyer
ROB R.-C. SALESMAN
Picture Directors' Association has in this city.
Miss Curtis started an action for
issued a statement protesting that
Albany, Dec. 7.
REDUCTION SOUGHT
Mr. Myers,
"first run theatre mi nacres havo; divorce two years ago.
While driving home in his autoChicago, Dec. 7.
gradually added thcatrhnl features through his attorney, made a mo- mobile
Saturday night, Charles
A meeting was held here last
to their entertainment unMl h« the- tion before Justice Whltmyer to Walder of
27
Fairlawn avenue,
atrlcal entertainment ove- .-'•' flows strike out the clause calling for $100 salesman for the Robertson-Cole, week between the heads of the Mothe featured photodramn of thr pro- a month alimony on the ground that Inc., motion picture producers, was tion Picture Theatre Owners' Assogram. This condition is a '•p'-lous he is penniless, is ill with tubercu- held up at the point of revolvers ciation and the head of the Motion
menace to any further art nrs \ n losis and unable to work and pay by two auto bandits a short dis- Picture Operators for the purpose
the money.
picture production."
tance from his home, which is off of discussing a reduction in the
The defendant contended that he the Albany Country Club road. wage scale of the operators and a
The complaint of the d r~ *tors
comes in a statement si - .1 by had given his wife all the property Walder was compelled to turn over revision of the working time. Peter
President William D. Tr
»f the he possessed, amounting to $50,000, to the bandits $84 in cas!i and jew- Schaeffer. of Jones. Linick & Schaefand that he is now forced to live on elry valued at $1,045.
fer. represented the theatre owners
association, which says
He
"In the first place it is .^tViy im- the charity of his relatives.
After getting all the valuables and Tom Malloy, business agent of
pressing a certain cla-«» of oi r pub- charged his wife with extravagance, the motion picture salesman had the picture operators, represented
the play stating that she lives in luxury at on his person, the bandits made his organization.
lic with the thought tha*
an expensive New York hotel, Walter stand in the road until
is not the thing, but that the trimJ. D. Williams on the Coast
mings are. In other wnrds It 1* where she pays $18 a day for her they had jumped Into a big Peerless
and her yearly, ex- touring car and drove into the city
belittling the impo'tnnr>e of the apartments,
J. D. Williams left Sunday for
photoplay upon which the entire In- penses amount to $lf»,000. Miss proper.
the coast. The nature of his misCurtls's attorney denied these asdustry has buildcd.
sion is not known.
"Added numbers oft^n ta'-e up so sertions and opposed the granting
Metro has taken over the distribution rights to the Mae Murray feamuch of the program tim- t'i* the of the motion.
The new Rogers, Canton, N. Y.
ture. "Peacock Alley."
feature picture Is 'rrre.r »iy the
I pictures, has opened.
MATRIMONIAL MIXUP
projectionist in order to in.i'n^nln a
Tb's works
Boston, Dec. T.
timetable schedule.
grievious injustice to aad en "e and
Capt. Victor A. Turin, formerly a
to author, director and pi- vers.
member of the Russian military
"This custom is in^r a mt the mission, and recently working in
cost of exhibition to sifIi a pr'diihi- films, has filed suit in the Suffolk
,<* nre
county divorce court against his
tive figure that many e:-:h
forced out of business. h\<1 rid^ii-'- wife Nadine, at one time Princess
sion prices are incrco od t'i .•»• h an Najeda V. Troubetzkoy of Russia,
alleging Improper
relations
with
extent that wc lose an lem >.• >r\:
port'on of our Capt. Wallace Strait Schutz. who
but economical
married her in ID JO, believing that
public."
The letter, which has been s-nt to Turin had been killed while lighting
Blumenthal
in
with
the trade press, closes with the ex- before Verdun.
The suit has developed out of a
pression of the op'nlin thu the
Receiver
for
matrimonial
tangle
which
started
Theatri»?•-»
elaborate incidental pro
m has
chance
the
meeting
and
been brought about in sepie cases with
cal Corporation
by mere personal riva'rv between eventually the marriage of the then
managers, and "wc oelievc that princess to Captain Turin of the
Three
extravagant presentation Is futile Imperial Russian Guard.
because it does not Intense th-> at- years later, when she was a RusSome excitement was created these foreign pi DdmUons.
Cross
nurse,
Mrs.
Red
Turin
sian
tractiveness of the motion pctures
and the
was introduced to Captain Schutz early this week over the announce- latter also rnned over to Famous
to the general pub'ie."
in Washington.
ment the foreign pictures, Decep- a eontraet ibey h«»id tor tin services
'

Los Angeles, Dec. 7.
and others of
here who have been pass-

The

ACCUSED OF ARSON

.

t

1921

PICTURE PEOPLE

Her Passes from

Realart to

l.irThere las boon a drast e
tlon in production cost of fciiure.-;
made J»y the Famous P'ayeiH daring
the current season. They an* now
on a basis where they rivcr-i ;e. Including the expensive De.V .!:•• speper
%HT,." nr)
like
cials, something

9,

FILM CONTRACT

Control of

During Past Year Even DeMille Specials Have Been
Kept Within $C 5,000 -No More Fancy Prices for
Stories—$7,500 Bought "Sheik"

December

Friday,

j

<

'••tit

1

)

their handlim;

1

.

|

t

t

'

—
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MOTION PICTURE DEPARTMENT— Pa^es
December

«riday,

•,

36 to 39

PICTURES

1981

T. 0.

WOULD SCRAP NATL ASS'N TOR ORGAMZATHW
OF PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS; MENTION HAYS

CC AND FUJI CLUB
PATCH UP FKHT

Low Standing Feud
Exchanges Were Black-

•e

listing

pmaoters, Led by Zukor, Want Postmaster-General
Danger in Partisan Polias Leader Trade Sees
ties—Brady Doesn't Figure

PtANBT RHIASEB

SELZWCK PICTURES

—

The ion* standing fued

RAKWC ON COAST
Margaret Ballard Paroled— Producing Organisation May
Move to Los Angeles
Unusual Commitment

or at least flicts of interests. The producers
TIM probable passing,
of The and distributors maintain that they
thlNWh reorganization,
Ka2«iJAasocl* tlon of lhe Motion represent the backbone of the in-

PicSfT Industry
tH* Pa»t

S»St

is

In

the

Saugertles, N. Y., Dec. 7.
Margaret Ballard, pianist insledustry and their interest are para- cal motion picture theatre, who was
mount to Its prosperity. For this committed to the State Reformatory
reason they propose to break away for Women at Bedford without a
from the other lines.
hearing and whose case aroused the
The leading producers and manu- ire of Governor Nathan L. Miller,

offing.

week there have

Casmneroua stories regarding the
r^Tw.fci«^'
th« formation of a
the
behind'
___
'power
W
«!Iw oi«aiilxaUon.'

and

in the list of

mentioned as possible facturers gathered late last week at
those thatare
organisation are luncheon in Delmonico's and caniTeads of the new
present Post-, vassed the situation. The meeting
will J.Hays, the
Herbert was informal and was called for
and
General.
master

Commerce.
Hoover. Secretary of
Waters, former head of
Percy
now
and
Films,
General
the
Triangle
the
out
straightening
also

affairs, is

The

principal object was to examine a list of names of prominent

is

two Cabinet members mentioned
might have been in touch with Mr.
Zukor, and this gives the entire
scheme of a new organization or
polititli? reorganising of the old a

cal

aspect

In the industry itself there has
ahvavs been a feeling that the present N\ A. M. P. I. is Zukor-conin the light of the
trolled, and

!

corpus obtained a week ago by Atwi:h torney Brinnier to obtain her re'lease from the institution, to which
tion.
It was held to be desirable she had been committed last July.
that the man selected be a person- with another Saugerties girl, Etta
age whose name would command Beattie, 27. by Justice of Peace Wilrespect throughout the country by liam Chidester of this village. The
reason of his eminence in the pub- girls had been arrested on a techlic eye.
nical charge of vagrancy ^>y Chief
A list of six names was submitted of Police William Richter. their
and narrowed down to Herbert parents requesting that they be
Hoover and Will Hays. The major- committed to an institution where
ity appeared to favor the latter. It they would be compelled to behave.
After arresting tho girls, Chief
is said to have been obvious during
the discussion that William A. Richter had them detained at the
Exchange
Hotel in this village
Brady, president of the existing associaton, was being disregarded. He while he appeared before Justice
was not present and the only man Chidester and informed him of the
engaged in the film business whose parents' request. Without having
name came into the conference in them arraigned or setting any date
this connection was that of Percy for a heaaing. Justice Chidester, it
L. Waters, head of Triangle and is said, believing he was actirj for

an

sibility.

It

In the custody *of her

men who might be approached

mentioned as a pos-

that Adolph Zukor
It is known
within the last
has had conferences
powerful
few weeks with certain
Washington
from
political factors
who were in his New York office.
possible that either one of the

purpose of exchanging views.

the

U

was paroled

attorney. Grant lft. Brinnier; by Supreme Court Justice Joseph Morse hauser at Poughkeepsie Saturday.
The girl was taken before Justice
Morschauser on a writ of habeas

|

offer to lead the

new organiza-

that lias

been raging between the Film Club,
which la com posed of the managers

Los Angeles, Dec €.
It is understood here that, on the
return from Europe of Myron S* link k, the production activities of
Selznick Pictures will be transferred
to the Brunton studios, and that L*.
J. Selznick and his son Myron will
remain here for not leas than three
months, leaving the New York ofUce
in charge of L. J.'s other son, David.
If the venture should prove practical the productions will continue
here permanently.
I*.
J. Selznick
has an- interest in the Brunton studios, having ^akep over a "piece" of
it together with Joseph M. Schenck
and a number of other film produ-

of the New York film exchanges.
and the Theatre Owners' Chamber
of Conunerco looks fair to be adjusted within the next few day*.
At a meeting: of the former held
Wednesday night it seemed as
though the differences between the
two organizations were wiped out
and that the meetings of the joint
committee cf the two to settle differences between exhibitors and
distributors would be shortly re-

sumed.

The Film Club lately adopted a
plan of "blacklisting" exhbitors who
failed to appear before their committee when summoned regarding
a difference with an -exchange* One
exhibitor received 14 letter* this
week from various exchanges informing him that he could not have
an adjustment was made

film until

of the verdict which the Film Club
The first Selanick production to committee had rendered against
•
him.
be made here will probably be 'The
There was a Joint committee of
Easiest Way."
the two organizations in the past.
but the meetings*were discontinued
Mi. Vernon Theatre Fiphting Back when an, exchange manager apMt. Vernon, N. Y., P^c. 7.
pealed from the decision of the comThe attempt by liayor Klncaid mittee which was rendered hi favor
to close the Little Playhouse (pic- of the exhbitor.
reversal foltures)
because < ' alleged faulty lowed and the T. O. C. Ch members
building construct .'on has resulted of the joint committee refused to
in a court fight that promises to sit with the Film Club men until
occupy weeks. 'Meantime there has this was adjusted.
been little change in the attendance
despite the controversy.
cers.

A

SEEIA OWE* IBJU1ED

*

Seena Owen, picture star, had a
First National has taken over for narrow escape from serious Injury
Wednesday afternoon on West' 3*tb
chairman of the association execu- the best Interests of the girls, r.lied distribution the Selig-Rork feature
out papers committing them to the "The Rosary," directed by Bert street, near Fifth avenue, when she
tive committee.
Bedford reformatory "during the Bracken, giving an advance of was c-vshed between two motor
But the conferees werv intent on
pleasure of the management."
$30,00* on a 45-35 basis until the cars.
picking someone with nationally adMiss Owen was stepping from her
Recently AMss Ballard's foster $90,000 has been earned for the
vertised prestige, and Postmaster
mother visited her at Bedford and Selig-Rork people, after which the own car when a passing limousine
Hays appeared] to. All the bill in expressed a desire to take her home. receipts are to be split 50-50.
jammed her against her machine.
this particular. Outside of the DelShe was removed to her home sufShe was told that it would be immonieo conferees it is not definitely possible,
fering from contusions.
but that if she desired
The Hicks Have Daushter
known how the Postmaster-General the girl's case
would be referred to
Paramount
The
this
home
office
would look upon the proposal, but it the State Parole Board.
McRIM VATOETOUTO
week received a cablegram from
has been pointed out that Secretary
Mrs. Ballard returned home, but
Los Angeles, Dee. 7.
McAdoo became general counsel for her health was poor, and she con- Sydney. Australia, announcing the
birth of a daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert McKlm. one of the leading
the Associated Artists several years tinued
to ask for the girl's return, John W. Hicks. Jr.. managing difilms. Is vaudevilling
heavies
in
toe
ago, after resigning a Cabinet post.
saying that she knew her mind rector of their Australian organisa- at the Pantages. He is appearing in
There ia a very definite objection would not be at ease until Mar- tion.
the heavy role of the llVtfe drama
to Hays in the trade
He is the garet was home again. Finally the
of picture studio life, entitled "The
chairman of the Xational Republican girl's foster father consulted AttorBrunton Bound for London
Re -Take,- by Joe Jackson, pubCommittee and his leadership of a ney Brinnier to ascertain what steps
licity man of the GoMwyn studios.
Los Angeles, Dec. 7.
big business would Inevitably force would have to be taken to effect
Robert Brunton is starting for
the film Industry into politics by the girl's release from the reformGeorge Trilling Engaged te Wed
wife.
accompanied
his
New
York
by
arousing the bitter enmity of the atory. Mr. Brinnier, finding that it
George Trilling, of the booking
where
Democratic
opposition.
Playing might be a long time before the girl They are to go to London,
Brunton, who has just disposed of staff of the Peerless Corp, and Milpolitics 'ins alrea«"
cost the picture could be paroled, investigated the
aspirations.
Schiffmaa became engaged.
dred
studios
Brunton
in
the
interest
his
circumstances as to how Miss BalThe picture men feel that with business enough.
The wedding date is set
will look over the field with a Dec. 4.
either of the two big cabinet names
No man in American public life lard and the Beattie girl had been here,
for some time after Jan. 1.
view to producing abroad.

manipulation that is going on behind the present agitation it looks
that no matter which way the wind
blows he will still be the man at
the helm.
Although it Is stated that Mr.
Zukor feW willing to have all the
members of Famous Players-Lasky
who are at present on the executive
board of the N. A. M. P. I. eliminated, or If there was a new association formed have none of them
on the board, his activities in a political way at present Indicate that
he would have an ace In the hole if
he was practically instrumental In
naming the head of the association.
Just what
Mr.
status
either
Hayes or Mr. Hoover would have as
the head of the association is a
question. It does not seem probable
that either would resign his cabinet
position.
That would be. suicidal
for eHUier one of them politically,
and it is evident that both have

head of their industry it is
going to be considerable of a lever
for them in their fight against censorship, both local and Federal. F^ r
this wave of censorship they liave
no one but themselves to blame, for
the steps that they have taken to
keep the pledges thit they made regarding the cleaning up of the industry from the inside more th;»n a
year ago are hardly nori
able from
the product as y« 1.
Incidentally at this «-fico with :i
new association
in
the air" it
Might be well to a«k Just wlnt tinold association ever did?
Wha: became of that self-imposed censorship committee that was to have
members of each producing comat the

•

Wny on it? Isn't it true that it
never held a meeting after it was
formed and .hat it never looK^d at
a single

picture?

Will the proposed

reorganization do anything more?
Those that arc mentioned an
**ing the organizers
of the proposed

this moment represents more eommitted.
completely the idea of successful
party politics than Hays, who pracTOM MOORE ENGAGED
tically
staged and managed the
Los Angeles, D*c. 7.
Harding candidacy.
Almost any
Tom Moore and Edith Roberts
other Cabinet officer would make a
have been secured by J. Parker
better selection than the man upon
Jr., for the initial production
whom the spotlight of a national Rc*i.d,
he will make for release through
political campaign has centered. No
the Associated First .National
one for a moment suggests that
The picture is being made In the
Hays would or could invoke the Thos. Ince lot and Irvin Willat is
power of his political machine in directing, with Charles Stumar at
the interests of a business, but his
the camera.
selection would suggest to the pubThe story ;s by Frank L. Packard,
lic mind an effort to secure to the
and adapted for the sereen by Marc
industry the good will of one of
Robbins.
the great parlies.
Among those who attended the
Majestic, Utica. N. Y, Sold
D'-lmonicu meeting were Adolph ZuUtlca. N. T., Dec. 7.
kor,
Samuel CJoldwyn, Lewis J.
The sale of the Majestic theatre
Selznick, Ralph Kahn. Percy L.
and Orpheum block here will pot
WiitM-s, Cabriel Hess. William Fox.
lie lease of the Robbins
affect
Amusemer.t Co. at the Majestic.

LYRIC,

NEW

YORE, DARK?

The Gunning Corp.
the L\ ric at $4,750 p* r

Exhibitors

nates this week, and the house will
pro'jabl/ be dnrk for one week.
had a
"Our Mutual Friend,'' whit

are Ralph Kohn of FaPlayers,
f
Cabriel Hess
Holdwyn, Saul K. Roger* of Fox.
John M. Qulnn of the Associated

tenancy

of

week termi-

and Lewis In no rarity of
two weeks' run thr re. is understood
*
»»00 a
The producing and distributing to be playing to around
Interests which form the principal day.
elements in the prosit National
Vitngraph was reported to have
Association of the Picture Industry been in negotiation for the house
ap
.eek to sliow one of its
J**nnitrly engaged in the project. for one
The present indicated intention features, with small likelihood of a
' to rebuild the old organization. deal b» ing consummated.
Pathe.

1

.

Dut

this plan is subject to revision
a strong faction is in favor of
^rapping the x ational Association,
pf rsonne
and officers, And
'
hMi!?'
wilding an entirely
new body from
"* ground up.
The present association has beuntv, >ld y because of its many
Aivui
vwlons. The membership
of sup97. accessory and
laboratory men
••topers the organization
by conJ»nce

'

*

Distribution

Terms

I

at

*>ous

a R sociatlon

"Rosary's'*

of

Oreater

New

realty deal involves IZSO.uOO.
tie new realty company
purchaser) is otherwise enjraged in
theatricals.
in

i

COME BEFORE OWNERS'

ASSfl

Picture Disasters of Late Hurt Patronage

Two

Poorest Trade in Six

Down

to

Year*— $400 Normal Grow

$40

The picture theatres in Greater
New York and vicinity are having
the worst business they have experienced In sis years, according to
Willlair. Brandt, .president of the
Theatre Owners' Chamber of Com-

One house manager, in spe.«king
of eof »d-it ion*, stuted that in all the
time he has been exhibiting he has
not experlen««.*d bv.siness as-bad as
that which he observed last week
and the first fev days of the cur
Monday a house in
rent week.
Brook! y i.. whi<h usually plays to
$-400
day drew .; gross
that
or
$300

merce. Two reasons are gl\en for
The first is trc usual
the slump.
Water town. N. T.. Dc\ 7
prc-holiday depression whieh usuThe Robbins Amusement Co v. ill ally hi: the theatre*, and the other of 140.
•perate the \o-al Gl> mpic with picjneatre accidents
ratal
tne two
Is
The Chamber of
tures, discontinuing -vaudeville, it is
whii i> iMM-urri-d !.ist «nk.
now discussing a plan wln-reby
stated.
The Kialto. New ll.-.\en, de- business conditions may be betThe A^o^iated Exhibitors are stroyed by fire Nov. '21, when a tered. That the retail florists asnumber
«f .ives wre lo«t. and the sociation about «;reater New York
nstoir.ir f7Z> a o.iy for the new Io.ir•"ollapse of the Ameriean, Bedford has increased the business of its
r« el Harold L'.oyd comedy. 'A Sailor
Made Man." This plriure is b« »ng aw-i.ne. lirooklxn, in the course of members during the iast year over
released about New York c-n open re.'onsf ru.tion with a nnmber killed $2,000,000 %%iih the employment of
bookings, the circuit booking agree- hat b\^ii« .-< .n ,ill of the neighbor- the slogan
Say It With l-'lmwrs."
ment whi«h the r.mpany b- Id for
s. The I'.rookl
n disaster lias ImI th»- exhibitors to l»'h\\e
hood i'i»»,
fc.i\
the placing of the Lloyd m rJ«
.o to the Theatre'' }>lan
was parti* uia r i\ had f*-r the houses •hut a
ing been canceled.
A comT;,; t
to Wdu'.d n«-t oe a bud o'.e.
A«> erding
borough.
:n
».'. the pubdiscuss way* and menus,
<.-e.ro-.
mittee
to
O
picture
members
of
the
T.
C
Hun'er,
Hnyes
T.
arrived in New York Irom I»s An- lic "know.eOpo t!io same fi»*m of ar- with the power *o lay out a pubHe will remain hiU'Ct* and buihirrs )i;id do-ic tin- lnity e.impuign, i*< b*-ing organized.
geleg this week.
here for at>out ten days, adjusting work on other houweq in the se< tie»n whi«h will conf» r on the poH.^ibillseveral irp-al ma'ters through the
a lot tle^ of various plana and s.'ogan*»
office* of
O H: en, Multvirsfcy * eaused those ttie.vr** to )o«e

Cwnmmc

•
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OWNERS' DONATION

i«-

.

.•*

The Theatre Owners' Chamber

Commerce

The
None

BUSINESS MAKING PLANS

'

of

York,

picture
700
Borne
representing
houses, has voted to donate the
equivalent of the repealed 6 per
cent, reel tax for the first week in
January to the National Associativa of the Motion Picture Industry
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LESLIE & MONACO'S
NOVELTY FOX TROT SONG

FOX TROT BALLAD

:
:

BEAUTIFUL HIGH CUM

THE M0ST7UNEFUL FOXTKOTNUMBER,

BALLAD HIT
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hi/
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BROOKLyN
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KLAW AND ERLANGER REACH

KEPT OUT «F CABAREIS

ITS

BY "REQUESTS'' TO ENTERTAIN

—

Growing Obnoxious Some "HotU" and
Hold Position Through Ability to

practice

*ttottose»"

Upon

Impose

—

Profesison&U Friends

Bad Season,

cesses Again
Tmm practice of calling upon vol"* entertainers from the patof some of tho cabaret* la baV ao obnoxious many artist*
discontinued patronising the
next to Impossible for a proan/ reputation to visit
cabarets in the Times
(Continued on Page 2)

fessional of

W

of the

ONLY NEGRO STAR
TOURING THE SOUTH
Charles Gilpin in "Emperor
Jones" Booked Below Mason-Dixon Line First

—

MES' W00LC0TT
Tho most unusual

IN

PROFESSOR ROLE

years

Is

Will Tell

Students

How

port Plays

Apartment of Journalism of
New York University announces
1

°um

of IB lectures to be deJJjwf on -The Art of DramaUc
«cUin:' during the second
term
jmencing Jan. SO next, by Alex-

**tor Woolcott.

Woolcott

J
««or
T
*

dramatic
Timos.

the

Is

New York

of the

announcement

states profor tho admU .

ton win be mado
t a limited number other than
Krtculated
University students,
jnay be interested in dramatic

Wciim. Application may be
apartment of Journalism,

*/*

***

University, 32
Tork City.

Waverly

made

New
place,

RENT OVER^GROSS
*Q«ten of

8hebaV Light
Woods', Chicago

Week

at

Wbod_I

I'(»x'h

^'o.mIs last week
F "X people are pa vim:
$6,ft0O

weekly as rent

<t»tre

Vturfrvill,

Artiitf

Agency

JKW* Chicago
*

«

tA

A. II
for the

Repre'entative

CARLES YATES
r i

r

i

.

which

sends

last season brought Into the limelight the fine acting of Charles GilThough there
pin, a negro actor.

are several other characters, Gilpin
(Continued on page 2)

FILM'S

—

100 Ventures Fail

AT MOSS' BROADWAY

weak when word
wont down tho Una that Marc Klaw
and A.
Briangar had been closeted

U

New Am-

BUSINESS AT EBB

40 Cents Top from 10
Until Midnight

Legitimate business went Into a
sharp decline starting Monday,
Broadway expecting the drop as
natural with the close approach of
Christmas. The seasonal slump actually began last week, with the
grosses showing a drop of from
$1,000 to $3,000. This week and next
are figured to be the "worst of tho
season." But managerial hopes are
set for big takings between Christmas and New Year's. There are
not tho number of extra matinees
carded as last season. Nor are there
the flock of special matinee performances that attended the Yuleon page 7)
( Continued

MARCH NEXT TO SEE
BUSINESS REVIVAL

sterdam theatre building for mors
P. M. than an hour. Immediately all sorts
of rumors had it that tho former
partners would resume business re.

Tho conference was arranged for
the purpose of endeavoring to clean

up a number of points about which
from 11 a. m. to 12 no definite understanding had been
o'clock midnight, has reduced Its arrived at In the gradual dissolution
ture

policy

admission scale after 10 o'clock at of the firm of Klaw eY rft&nger.
night The regular admission scale Klaw Is still interested in^aK a
for the evening shows is topped at
(Continued on page 2)
70 cents, wblch Is dropped to 40
cents after 10 o'clock, with tho late
comers witnessing only the feature
picture
subjects.

and

incidental

short -reel

JULIA

Tho reduced
having
business.

Tho

house

heretofore
emptied to a large extent after the
vaudeville, tho majority of early
patrons
witnessing
the
supper
showing of the feature picture.

to

Broadway

Play

Will

''Evolution

Drama"— Cast
Scenes

of

— Appeared

The debut, often
as

the

of

Six— Six

Volunteer During

STILLMAN GUIDE'S FILM
Returns

ARTHUR SET

FOR VAUDE DEBUT

scale is reported as
created considerable late

Banker

Is

^

lations.

Moss* Broadway, New York, playing a continuous vaudeville and pic-

Pittsburgh, Doc. 14.

The East End Cameraphone

flutter agitated the-

atrical oirelta thai

in Brlanger's office ln-4he

NEW FEATURE

House Trying MindPittsburgh
Reader, Instead of Singer

Mors than a

Do 10 O'CLOCK SCALE
Sea-

as

War

reported, of JulL.-

Arthur as a vaudeville player is expected to be clinched this week,
when Miss Arthur affixes her sigEncouraging Reports
Broadway is again
earing of nature to a Keith contract.
I lose
appearing all week.
James Stillman, of divorce suit & Curtis are conducting the negoThe experiment Is getting the atTheatrical managers making a fame.
He is on the scene again, tiations for Miss Arthur.
It survey of the general business situtention of all local exhibitors.
but, while not actually on Broadway,
The playlet selected will be called
is the first departure from the cusation during tho last few weeks re- ho is thereabouts.
"The Evolution of the Drama." It
tom of using a well-known singer port they have encouraging results.
Coincident with
the
news
of
will
be In six scenes and rtirry a
circles
there
business
Is
as an added draw.
In general
Stillman's reappearance, the first cast
of six people.
a conviction that by next .March the
motion picture in which Fred K.
entire country will awake to an era
The only previous experience Miss
Beauvals is playing has arrived in
TAX REFUND
of prosperity.
New York city and is now being Arthur has had In vaudeville was
Conference
In
Disarmament
The
Doc.
14.
Chicago,
when appearing as a volunteer in a
Inspected by the State
Board.
War tax paid on railroad tickets Washington, the settlement of the It is in five reels, andCensor
patriotic scene the Keith ircuit disentitled "A
will be refunded by the government Irish question and other world matplayed during war times.
Lonely Trail."
believed,
is
nature,
it
like
ters
of
a
to nil holders of any class of rail-Beauvais is the "Indian Guide" of
will have the effect of loosening up
road tickets used after January 1.
and
tickets money in the United States .is soon Stillman case fame and lie Is feasuch
holding
Persons
marrlad thelf oartiiefi when th?y mm
tured
in the picture which, however,
year
balnnee
for
the
business
should make appWcalion to railroad as the
than In our roatiunea. Someone might
has nothing to do with the noted
pay for your drrulng forerar aftrr
of 1921 in arrived at.
office in the town they are at Januw« gown jou oiua (aoi fM»r*tiUc\li.
Managers believe fliiit given two divorce case Itself.
ary 1 and receive certificate from
James Plunkett, brother of Joseph
the railroad agent, whieh certificate months after the first of the year to
matters business Plunkett, managing director of the
out
straighten
will be redeemable by the govern"Everything in Attire
for the Theatre"
ment. Holders will collect the war men generally and the public as Strand, has the exploitation of tho
IIS Weit let* Street. New Terk Ul*
tax from January 1 on the remain- well will be rrndy to b*»r: n «pondmg film in hand. The picture is to be
distributed
basis.
rights
on
States
a
again.
Urooklct No. 10
money
• • ••
der of mileage has to run.
tho first of the local film houses to
new feature, with
Introduce a
Madame Clifford, a mind -reader,

Managers Investigating Hear

Picture Nears

Release
1

WAR

Chicago. Do-. 14.
"Queen of fcheha"
«hn played to $4,300 rimsm

Williui
im

In

"Emperor
Jones* Into Richmond and Norfolk
}o Re- after tht first of the year. The play
which mads a run on Broadway
Klauber

JT

booking

that arranged by Adolph

son's

Suc-

Touch Record

Admissions Can
$7,500 Each—70 of

Attempt

Ft

Partners Agree About Disputes in Personal Discussion—Gaiety Theatre Wrangle Straightened
Out Spent an Hour in Conference

i

NEW YEARS
Despite

la

SETTLEMENT IN LOVE FEAST

GLOBE $11 TOP

c

MASTERS

B

:

v;:"

KRAFT

ROOK S

-

CABLES" HAHWAY "' °XFOM> "~ ^,. D««*„

VAMETVS LONDON OFFICE

BRISK WEST END ACTIVITY

DEPRESSION COSTING ACTORS

in

Anxiety— More Out

"Little Girl in

Work Than Ever—Hiring

Campaign
for

Easy for Contract-Breaking Managers
London, Dec. 14.
la causing
the greatest anxiety. Almost everywhere there are more players than
ever out of work and there la a
movement on foot by the managers
to break away from the standard
Business

In

London

including

contract

the

Hurt Their

la known some managers are
now paying less than the three

It

suburban theatre la paying Its panchorua two pounds, ten
weekly, covering rehearsals and all
performances.
This is scarcely

tomime

Own

Owing

A

sail

Paris, Dec. 14.
At the annual meeting of the'
Cinema, Artistes of Nice, a resolution was voted approving the proposed Bokanowskl bill to be Introduced In the French parliament this
session, the object of which is to
place an additional war tax on exhibitors not including a certain percentage of French films in their programs.
The various professional groups.
Including the Federation du Spectacle, Society of Film Authors, Actors Union, Stage Managers Association, have issued a manifest read-

delegation of actors

is to

dls-

cuas mattera with the managers,
but the managera seem to have the
whip hand.

ing:
"In

view of the deplorable crisis
French picture industry
caused
by the Invasion of our marMilton Hayes Cannot Bring Over
kets by foreign films, and the com-

DIRECTOR LEFT

of

His Musicians

their

17, but owing to Amertrade union restrlct'ona he
leave bis musical director
behind.
Dorothy Maynard sails on the

ican

must

same

boat.
Jack Morrison, Malsie
Gay, Harry Pilcer, Edith Kelly
Gould, Ewart Scott and the rest of
De Courville's "Pins and Needles"

company

sail early in

the

new

HOEY'S CONFESSION

IRIS

year.

Asks Divorce from- Max Leeds, But
Admits Own Misconduct

AMERICANS IN EUROPE
Peggy Marsh, the screen star, has
reached Paris and plans a continenwhich she will spend
the remainder of the winter in
France.

London, Dec. 14.
Iris Hoey, appealing for a divorce
from Max Leeds, confessed her own
misconduct in the witness box. The
judge used his discretion and
granted a decree nisi.

tal tour, after

Winnie O'Connor, Jockey, who has
been in Spain for some time, ex-

The

plaintiff

was co-respondent

a case some years ago, but was
described only as Mrs. Leeds, an
in

pects to ride in Paris next spring.
He is now in the French capital.
Frank O'Neill has been given the
Merit Agrlcole by the French Government for services rendered in
horse breeding.

Albert

own

troupes, the delegates of
the various syndicates interested in
the making of moving pictures have
decided to organize a defense committee with the object of using all
means possible to assist French film
workers to earn a living in their
own country-"

mania Dec.

actress.

"ORGIE" DOUBTFUL

A

musical

Paris, Dec. 14.
in three

bouffonery

American acts, entitled "L'Orgle au Haren,"
London to play was presented at the Theatre Cigale

Spaulding,

the

has left
a series of concerts

violinist,

in Paris.
De* 10, with doub+ful result.
Two acts pass in Mcsopatamia, the
Veronica Conwlll (dancer) has ar- first the interior of a bar*
and
rived in Paris for the winter, com- second on the terrace
of same; the
mencing an engagement at Ciro's at
lrd a cottage in England.
the end of December. Miss Marie
The story is by Maurlc Rumas,
Chaperon, of Burlington, Vt., is also the music by Zimmerman.
in Paris to study for concert work,
after a tour through Italy.
LawEXTEND EMPIRE LEASE
rence Adler, cemposer, has returned
to Paris from Spain. Miss Virginia
London, Dec. 14.
Nash, "ho was last seen In New
United Artists has extended its
York in "Redemption," Is now in lease of tho Empire so the run of
London. Alice Barney, of Wash- "Way Down East" may be conington, is in Paris, awaiting a de- tinued until Jan. 28.
cision on a play presented to Phyllis
Contrary to tho general impresNeilson Terry. She is collaborating sion the Griffith spectacle will be
in a ballet, "The School of the released to the regular" cinemas imCrinoline," with the musician Eu- mediately thereafter.
gene Gooscns. Miss Florence Davenport, actress, who has been play-

in

<

FAIRCHELD'S BALLET
"Dame

Paris,
Libellule," a

can composer residing here, accompanied at the Opera Comique the
French of
presentation
In
first
Blasco Ibanez's novel 'In the Cat he
dral Shadow" as a three-act lyrical
drama by Maurice Lena and Henry
Ferrare, music by George Hue. The
reception of both these works was
satisfactory.
Italians Play

Zaceenl on«l

opened Dec.
at

1J

Shakespeare
liis
fc.r

the Champs
"Othello."

with

tbujric.-tic

.B*.~.

in

Paris

re;»;pi:-Jtt.

grateful to all the dear people
have been so sweet to me, and

been very wonderful to come
here's the
the old kUl, give him credit and
they did.
God love them all. It
pays to keep the old head away
from the awell. Oh; how I love real
regular people.
All those artists
I've spoken to regarding English
bookings write me fully at once
care Tommy Gray's office. Palace
Theatre Building, or Eccentric Club,

It's all

home and have them say

Ryder Street, St. James. London.
This week (Dec. 12), Palace, Chicago. Then Kialto, St. Louis, and
Palace, Milwaukee. It's been wonI am so .grateful,
thanks,
thanks, and good-bye for a while.

derful.

FRANK VAN HOVEN.
KLAW AHD ERLAKGER

A story without
mounted.
lnallty and a book with little h
London, Dec. 14.
had a mixed reception. Earlier
The Playhouse In Dorking, Kent, the week Yearsely and De
Q..
nearby London, has been taken over
the producers, had been prosecu
by P. T. Selbit, who recently refor falling to pay the entertainm
He will tax on the last week's showing
turned from America.
inaugurate a unique policy there.
"The Gipsy Princess," but pie
It is intended to make the Playfinancial losses on that produ.
house known as a clearing house
and received a nominal penalty.
for English and foreign acts desirIris Hoey's Success
bookings, also to proing American
vide a place for American acts coming on spec here.
Selblt's idea is also to book English try-outs generally, so that English agents and foreign representatives can get a line on turns
which may not be rated as standard. This policy, it is expected, will
provide a means of quick action for
players, since it will attract booking

men

in general.

The Selbit clearing house, plan Is
(Continued from page 1)
in association with Wirth, Blumendozen or more corporations which felt & Co. There is an arrangement
were operated by the former firm between them for the securing of
of K. & E., and In one or two in- material for either side of the water
stances had invoked the aid of the for use in vaudeville, circuses and
court to secure what he deemed sat- fairs.
isfactory adjustments.
For example, when Erlanger and
E. LEVEY'S "BLUEBEARD"
associates purchased tho Gaiety and
Fulton theatre property at Broad- English Rights Secured for Current
way and 46th street, New York,
Nevy^York Play
Klaw, on his return from Europe,
sued to participate in the transacM. S. Bentham has secured the
tion, claiming that as
ho was a London
"Bluebeard's
rights
of
partner in the leasehold, he was en- Eighth Wife" for Ethel Levey. Miss
titled to be permitted to join in the Levey will star in the piece on her
purchase. He claimed he was not return to London, following the coninformed of the proposed purchase, clusion of her Keith vaudeville *our.
though Erlanger had communicated
Ina Claire is currently appearing
with Joe Klaw, informing him of in "Bluebeard" at the Ritz, New
tho proposition and asking Joe to York.
notify his father to put up his check
for $350,000 if he wanted to come in.
The conference last week disDec. 8 (New York for Germany),
posed of this action and several
Louis Spielman (George Washingothers.
Besides the ex-partners ton).
there was present four lawyers, each
Dec. 8 (from New Tork to Lonside represented by two legal advis- don), Mr. and Mrs. Long
Tack Sam
ers.
At a point on the discussion & Co. (George Washington); Dec.
where it seemed as if nothing could 10, Reslsta, Busch Brothers (Olymbe gained by the conference, Er- pic); Dec. 13, Frank and Jen Lalanger blurted out he thought law- tona (Aquitania).
(Reported by
yers were a nuisance. One of the Paul Tausig & Son.)
attorneys, quick to grasp the situaDec. 10 (London for New Tork),
tion, Immediately agreed and sug- Albert de Courville.
Dec. 17 (London for New York)
gested that the principals go into an
adjoining room and talk It over Milton Hayes, Dorothy Maynard
(Carmania).
alone.
In a few minutes the former business associates returned and anARTISTS AND CABABETS
nounced they had agreed upon a
(Continued from Page 1)
basis of settlement.
square section without drawing a

SAILINGS

ONLY NEGRO STAR

TAKEN

KERSHAW

beginning

They gut an en-

Red'* opened at
It la the
well dressed

"Clothes and the Woman" at
Ambassador, Dec. 9, was succes
and Iris Hoey had a big pert
triumph despite or because of

recent divorce suit In which
confessed misconduct
At the Shaftsbury. "Will Soak
speare," the new Clemence
play, has been saved from extlnt
tlon by a newspaper crusade u(

business there

show

will

"Woman

improving.

Is

run some weeks
to

Woman"

Tbi
longer,

at the Glob

finishes Dec. 17.

It will be follows!
by Dion Bouclcault and Irene Vu«
brugh In a new Milne play. "The
Truth About Blayds." Two -m
panles wih be sent on tour.
"Two Jacks and a Jill" at
Royalty finished Dec. 10 despite
statement it would carry on a lit
longer and "The Speckled Ban
moves there from the St. Jan*
Boxing Day.
Revivals
Revivals for matinees only, uv

cludo "Alice In Wonderland" at UM
Garrick and "Where tho Rainbof
Ends" at the Apollo. "The Mia
strels of 1922" at the Philharmonic
Dec. 13, and Renee Mayer and be?
Pierrots at Queen's Hall Boxing
Day are also scheduled.

Bertram

Mills'

Mammoth

World

Circus and Christmas Fair la ett
to open at the Olympia, Dec, It
Maeterlinck's "Bluo Bird" with
the original cast plus Elsie Craven
Is due at King's Boxing Day and
the pantomime "Alladin" opens
matinee season at the Palldium th«
same day.
The new revue "Pot Luck" will
open at Vaudeville, Dec 22. Tbii
is the first show of the new firm oi
Andre Chariot and Paul Murray. A
I

sec<

•

d

nation

of

"The

Co-Optl*

mists" will be seen at the Palis*
Dec. 15.

EEVIVED IN PARIS
Faris, Dec. 11
Souriante Mme. ^eudet" was
Dec. 9, at the Mathuria,
replacing "Verge Aimer," withdrawn
after a, short run. M. Baume* and
Mmes Genlat and Barre were in the

T»

revived,

"Monsieur Cadomat" was

cast.

revived on the

same

also

with SieDanjou. Ber«
bill

ronimus and Mme.
narl proved an indifferent

actOfi

but both plays did nicely.
"Lcs Brigands." by Offenbach,
was revived at the Gaieie. Dec. t%
successfully, and "Cyrano de Betgerae" at tho Torto St. Marti*
Dec.

13.

PILCER RETURNING
Paris, Dec.

14.

Harry Pilcer has been signed by
Albert de Courville to appear in the
New York run of his revue now
touring Canada. The Scall Couple,
acrobats, will Join the revue in Canada.
De Courville himself sailed
for New York Dec. 10.

"PAPA" REVIVED
Paris, Dec 14.
clever comedy "Papa" &T
Caillavet and It. do l-'lers was Revived this week at the VaudcvfllJ

The

to

succeed "Le Chemin de Dames.

BIG SUCCESS IN EUROPE

I

Pari", Dec. 14
Italian company
ten performances

Klyse«\

who

to sudden- happenings I
January 14th on the Olympic.

WOMAN

Dec. 14.

pantomime

ballet by Georges Ix-mierre to the
music' of Blair Fairchild. an Ameri-

'

am

request for a number or hit from
the "host" or "hostess." With the
Keith and Shubert vaudeville circuits on record as opposed to the
(Continued from page 1)
"volunteer" stunts it places the
is on tho stage throughou'.
the play
artist in the embarrasing position
and Is alone most of tho time.
Mr. Klauber decided to take the of having to refuse in tho face of
applause
and requests from the
piece below the Mason -Dixon line
because the negro is not made a patrons who have heard tho anhero in "Emperor Jones," aptly de- nouncement.
Several cases are reported by
seribed as "a study in fear."
The
PINERO'S
PLAY
manager recently went south to artists who claim they were inLondon, Dec. 14.
study conditions. He discovered at sulted after refusing "to oblige."
Owen *,T arcs and A. B. Mayer least one colored organization
One or two who Weakened have had
rehave acquired a new play by Sir ceived the support of
whites ("The time cancelled by the vaudeville cirArthur Wing Plnero, for tho West Smart .Set"). "Emperor
Jones" was cuits objecting to acts appearing in
End.
cabarets.
written by Eugene O'Xeil.
It was
The vaudeville bookers take the
put on by the Provincetown PlayPLAY ABOUT
ers, but she work of Gilpin and the stand the act often develops In the
SPY
oddity of the conception brought the vaudeville houses where a salary is
Paris, Dec. 14.
Cora Laparcerle presented "La piece to Proadway, where it suc- set for it. If the artist "volunteers"
Danseuse Rouge" by Charles Henri cessfully ran first at special mati- at a cabaret where the best he can
Hirsch at the Renaissance Dec. 3 nees and then regularly at the hope for in the form of enumeraPrincess.
On the road this season tion is the cancelling of his food and
It Is a stage version of the author's
drink check, why should the same
book dealing with Mata Hari, shot it has nol had a losing wefk.
Gilpin Is the on!; negro dramatic arflst object to "cuts" or a reducduring tho war as a spy, and went
The actors modesty and in- tion in salary?
for a nice success. Mme. Laparcerle star.
The practice Is mostly blamed on
was excellent in tho role of the telligence were noticed on tho ocdancer and Colin was good as the casion last season of the Drama the "hosts" or "hostesses" who reLeague's dinner to the 10 players tain their posts on their ability to
lawyer.
voted piving the best performances draw "volunteer"
pa.ronage and
on I'roadw.-iy, wi»h Gilpin named their acquaintance umong profesWilette
hi.:h in th" rating, hut
ih.jectod to sionals.
by one or wo flayers also honored.
Variety's
coming
Anniversary
He recently refused the »>fi< r of a Number will carry an article on this
manager to play Othello, stating he subject from Chicago, where this
rial
not believe the public would abuse
first
sprung up in the
''am to see a :u-gro a« tor playing cabarets.
The article details tho
Shakesp. are'* famous .Moor in as- cabaret "free entertainer" from its
ociat.on with whites.
inception uniil the i if.sent.

NEW

ing for the American forces at
Cobjentz, Germany, is rehearsing in
Paris with Philip Carr for the opening of the Anglo-American Little
Theatre, In the Salle Adyar.

I

the

petition created by foreign companies producing in France with

London, Dee. 14.
Milton Hayes sails on the Car-

14,

Has Arrangement for Tryouts Gaiety, Dec. 10.
with Wfrth, BlumeMelt & Co. musical comedy,

Will

,

live on.

London, Dec.

bright times there
brisk activity in the West End
mostly for ho
revivals,
many
matinees.
After several postponements,

Despite

Little Girl in

Invasion

Foreign

It is

pound minimum and at. least one

THEATRE

CLEARINGHOUSE

TO PROTECT FILMS

minimum Fear

also feared they will repudiate payments for rehearsals, but
even If this la done, thlnga are so
bad there will be no difficulty getting people on almost any terma.

SELBIT'S

FRENCH UNITING

wage.

enough to

Red" Doubtful—Irk Hoey** Succ«
for "Will Shakespeare"— Prepi
Boxing Day and the Holiday Demand

London Causing Greatest

of

IA

OPENINGS AND XMAS REVIV,

MINIMUM AND REHEARSAL PAY
Business Conditions

.J

„.

1

GLOBE THEATRE
LONDON

ELKINS FAY and ELKINS

"MINSTREL SATIRISTS"
PLAYING MOSS, STOl.L •*
Principal Clrcolla
Direction, W. S. llennr"***

December

VAUDEVILLE

1W1

16,

FAMOUS SOARS TO

LAUGHS, KISSES AND SNEEZES,

TOP;

79 1-2

NELLIE REVEuVS CUT OUTS

BAR TO CASHING BIG PROFITS
,

frobl<em

Dr. Lorenz of Vienna Says So
Spine—All Jar It—Possible

How

Is

—

to Carry Speculative Gain Into
Looked for Selling and Drop When

New Year
Dealings Were

—Bad

for Nellie's

Book of

"Nellie's

Laughless Gags"

"Ex. Dir." Thursday

"Laughs, kiaaee and sneezes—out, *
says the surgeoa from Vienna, Dr.
Adolf Lorenx, speaking to Nellie
ReveU.
Either Jan Nellie's affected spine, opines the Viennese*
who saw Miss* ReveU last week la
her room at 8L Vincent's Hospital,
New York.
The doctor said other things about
her odd case to the girl of the cot
where she has been for over two
years.
Boms of the things mentioned by Dr. Lorena held out hope
to Nellie, but he nearly ruined what
is left of Nellie by cutting out her
laughs. Next to putting over laugh1

Famous Players common touched
the movement of 79 %
a new top on
showing since
(Wednesday. its beat
peak of 82%
the year's
held
let of holders

HISTORY

last April,

a lodge of
They were

torrow after the close.

for *hey could
a pathetic position,
cash in their large
not very well
giving
p
paper prints without
the tax col grge gobs of money to
they
put
could
neither
c *or
to hedge, bethrough short sal
the bast day
cause Wednesday was
diviquarterl
the
carried
the stock
would novo
dend and a short sale
shar
a
Involved n penalty of S2

In

New York

•

seller.

the

vVednosd: y
looked as though they
selling
short
general
K-ht Join a
movement Thursday morning (the
and there
tfock then being "Ex-"),
The
would be a brisk reaction.
this writing (at the
it

Close)

manoeuvre comes about
Buyers cf Famous from

thl

;

.va\

—

:

f»0 up have
hold on to rave

been compelled to
charges,
the very considerable tax
particularly in the case of those
those incomes, independent of marsuperket operations, gets into the
If they sold a "round
tax dlvisioi.
trade" would be established u.d tl\,e

between buying and sellIf
would be "income."
they could sell short, however, hold-

difference
ing price
'

long stock and putting
independent
ertirely
short deal, there wou-d bt a question whether the purchase and pale
woJd be regarded as a completed
transaction, both operations remain
their

lrj

an

through

(Continued on page 9)

Winner, Starts Tour

Qoulltt, 6- Day

Houses

of Proctor

^Ooullet, winner with Brocco of
thWecent six-day bike race; Eddie
Madden and Clarence Carmen, also

New

spection of the various units

in this

State.

He

tin* enforcement organizabeen completely reorganand scores of new agents are
now trailing bootleggers and other
dry law violators.

tion

said

lias

ized,

"I'm after the big men now." Mr.
Yellowley said' to Variety's correspondent nt the Ten Eyck Hotel
Monday night. 'Of course, we won't
neglect ihe little fellows, hut we're
out for the ones who are backing
the little fellows."
The only comment Mr. Yellowley
made on his observations during his
inspection of the prohibition enforcement agencies across the State,
was that he was convinced the State
is "100 per cent, drier" than it has
been at any time since prohibition

became

effective.

going to be the driest Christmas since prohibition became a law,"
"We are driving the lid
he said.
down, and it is going to stay down.
New York State Is going to have the
driest holiday season in its history.
That is true not only of the Metropolitan district, but of the up-State
territory as well. There Is very little liquor being released now, and it
is harder than ever to bring it over

•own and killed a woman last
Jrtng while driving a motorcar
AI
IN VAUDE
through Culver City, has been continued until next month.
Vaudeville will mark the return
The hushed of the dead woman has been of Al Herman, at Keith's Riverside,
conducting a relentless campaign New York, Dec. 26. Rose & Curtis
ffilnst the vaudeville actor.
are booking Herman.
The blackface comedian has been
Borden, at the time that the acewent occurred, was driving his car with the "Greenwich Village Fol"• about 12 miles
lies"
for three years. Ke turned In
an hour, and the

HERMAN

machine.

JOINING "COMEBACKS''
h Norcross who
i*W*
distinction of

holds the
being the oldest
minslrel and also the oldest
.

J«*4
ll»l

"Jljg Elk, W in do a "comeback"
Professionally on Christmas
Day.
en hc will join
the cast of "The
p

^omebneks" in Chattanooga.
"The Comebacks"
Js a minstrel
imposed of old-time minstrels,
JJj
wnose ng«. K
anR0 between 6.". and 70
-]*]" Mr. Xorcross will top them
11 ln
age. bei nK si.
,.

FRABIT0 SENT TO ASYLUM
VinK

U '"- da v "i^.rvaih.n
*rlod
U in ii,,.
psychopathic v n ,,f
P
'^hital. New Yn.k. Frank
2ih,? Unnwr]
y I'urns and Frabito
h
U

his notice to that show at the Shubert last week. It is said Herman
secured the impression he was being
lost in a production and decided to
again essay vaudeville, for the more
prominent position that will give
him.

UGHT SUNDAY

IN JERSEY
City,

.lersev

Dec.

14.

Sunday performances, allowed this week for the first time in
several years, drew light business

The

in

both the vaudeville ard picture

houses.

Tuesday,
theatre

last

t'<»r

the

Sun-

prrsed until
If allowed the
oppoilunity l«»
Sunday's shows.
not

week.

ov\ m-r.s

prepare

l»r:i li/.ietr

las'.

liiih'

l,

Stats

Kings

i

p

"'

(

'

n

itutio0

to the
lMC ,,,S;,no at

tra 1isf«-i-red
fc
rar
^

|

Bills

ARTHUR PRINCE DUE
The

F.nglish ventriloquist.

Arthur

Prince, is due shortly to arrive in
Xew York as an attraction for Shubert vaudeville

gags herself, Nelll* likes to
laugh. It's about the only enjoyment
she has had in the hospital, that
and listening to what one visitor
thinks of the other.

ing

"ammunition to the opposition."
Miss Revell is undecided. If supArthur Klein said that if possible,
no line on the bills would be per- pressing laughter, she may publish
a volume entitled "Nellie's Laughmitted to become known.
He further stated the Shuberts less Gags" by the Great Unkissed.
Alleges Seduction Under PromNellie doesn't know if she accepts
Sunday
depending
on
the
adare
Both in
ise of Marriage
vertisements and the Monday mat- Dr. Lorens' restrictions on her Inclinations
(that depending someinee showings. Space for the SunVaudeville
day advertisements is reserved but what upon what her own physician
subject to change at the last minute, advises), whether she will miss ths
Laurence Schwab was released with the shows telephoned via iong kiss by those guys who go to the
und-r a $1,000 bond Tuesday by distance at the last minute. Some hospital so often Just to kiss ths
out-of-tiwn managers are miss.
Judge Levine in the West Side Court of the
On sneezing Nellie is abashed.
getting their shows as late as
on charges preferred by Marie Thursday night, which is th-> dead- Up to Wednesday Miss Revell had
tin spar, formerly of Caspar and Sin- line*
Sunday newspapers. received 1,208 recipes how to prefor
vent a sneese. Reading the sneesclair, a sister act in vaudeville, now Some of the insertions are missed,
ing medical hooka she learned that
doing a single act. The hearing is as with the New York "World" last
a
sneese can start from t7 differthe
carry
scheduled for this (Friday) morning Sunday, which did not

—

at

9

Schwab was

m.

a.

Tuesday morning and

arrested
held on a

charge of seduction.
The complainant alleges Schwab
promised to marry her. She signed
a pre -nuptial agreement relinquishing all monetary claims, but insists
that the defendant fulfill the alleged
promise.
Letters from Schwab to Miss Gaspar, which are in the possession of
her attorney, arc expected to figure
in the case.
Schwab holds a producer's franchise in the Keith vaudeville office,
associated with Dan Kussel, the
author in the production of several
standard turns. He was at one time
the personal representative of the
complainant who is now under the
direction of Eddie Keller, the Keith
agent.
William J. Fallon represents Miss
Gaspar.

UPSTATE PROJECT
Build Big
Water-town, N. Y.

Millionaire Merchant to

House

in

Watertown. N. Y. Dec. 14.
Plans for the erection of a new

for the Shubert -Crescent,
Brooklyn.
With the virtual passing of the
Shubert unit or road shows system,
acts are switched around at the last
minute, few turns knowing where
they play the following week until
Friday. They are generally informed
by the manager of the house In
which they are playing.
The policy of secrecy as to the
bills Is a handicap to publicity in
the Shubert vaudeville houses ill
along the line.

ent points ln the system, all ending;
in the same place.
Nellie says she
thinks a sneeze should be stopped
at the source, not at the exit.
la
her perplexity and attempt to prevent sneezing. Miss ReveU sneezed
33 times the same afternoon she received Dr. Lorenz* instructlona
When the dailies and the magazines heard about Dr. Lorenz' nonlaughable-klssable prescription they
all hopped onto the 'phone at ths
same time. The sob sisters of ths
dailies got Nellie first. They wanted
to know about it
How could she
stop laughing? And who could stop
BANDITS
kissing her? Nellie answereth not.
She said trying to tell a gag and
Got $100 From Olympic. Cincinnati; thinking of the cot at the same time
Missed $1,500
had proven somewhat successful,
but listenln to a "story", and thinkCincinnati, Dec. 14.
ing of Broadway and 4 2d street had
Bandits looted the cash drawer at been a flop.
the Olympic of $100. but failed to
Dr. Lorenz advised an operation.
get from $1,500 to $1,800 more from He ajso informed Nellie hex spins
the safe.
should have remained in bed inSam Dawson, manager of the stead of having gotten up with her
Olympic, and Walter Meyers, ad- a few times when Miss Revell tried
vance agent for "Harvest Time," sitting up on her own physician's
next week's show at that house, advice.
were held up by a masked man
Though all the show business
while a confederate rifled the cash claims to be ln a dull slump, Nellie
drawer.
says between writing a column for
One robber took a spool of copper Variety, having the doctors cut out
wire from his pocket, and while his her pleasures and hearing advice
pal stood guard, he bound Dawson from everyone, this promises to be
and Meyers to their chairs. Then her best hospital season.
he cut the telephone wires.

bill

LOOT THEATRE

theatre were announced
here today by P. A- EmpsalU milmerchant and owner of the
Avon theatre here. Associated with
Mr. Empsall ln the new venture Is
ERIE
Charles Sesonske of Oswego, president of the Nova Operating ComShuberts'
Booking
pany, which now operates the Avon, Park Stops
on Last Half Bills
and one of the firm of Morton A

2,500-seat
lionaire

ACTS WILL TESTIFY

OUT

Elmlra, N. T.. Dec. M.
of the acts which appeared at the Majestic the first half
of the week of Nov. 29 will be reSesonske of Oswego, Northern New
The Park, Erie, Pa., which start- called to appear as witnesses at the
York theatrical operators.
trial of John ohlggs, a colored porter
Th*» new house will be three ed as a Shubert split week five
of the Hotel Lang well, who shot and
stories high, with three entrances weeks ago, discontinued vaudeville
killed
Harry Wallace, of the Flea nor
on Public Square and another on last Saturday and will resumed pic- Pierce act Nov.
SO.
The house was receiving
tures.
Franklin street.
The members of the acts were
Construction work will start in bookings from Shubert shows on
served prior to their leaving town
the early spring, and the new house their way east from Chicago.
Only the last half was used for and released with the understanding
will he opened in the fall. It will be
Sundays are not per- they would return for the trial,
devoted primarily to motion pic- vaudeville.
which will come up in the February
tures, but its equipment will he such mitted in Pennsylvania.
of the Chemung County
It Is reported the Park lost $800 session
that legit, attractions can be acCourt.
commodated. The theatre will be on its first bill, and that the loss
The
defendant
is to be brought be$1,000.
split
was
week's
for
last
operated in conjunction with the
fore the Grand Jury next week for
Avon, which will be then used for
indictment,
the Federal auvaudeville exclusively.
NORA BATES' ENGLISH TENOR thorities alsowith
Interested in the ease
Nora Hayes will present an imangle.
on
the
reported
liquor
ported tenor to New York when she

BORDER RULES FOR CHINESE
Detroit, Dec. 14.
The ("hoy Ling Foo troupe of five
Chinese was forced to cancel this

— Lost

in

'The League of Notions"

in

Lon-

don.

ing
is

London and Windsor, Can-

in

to

side of the border.
It
of such person? when
Washington
Canada that

this

required

eri?erii:g

ue a perm't to the local immigrabureau, allowing them to en:er
The
the country at another point.
turn's next hooking is Montreal.
I;s route callb for re-entry to >:o.
I'niied States at Buffalo.
lion

AH members

reappears here next week at the
He is George Kasley
14th Street.

He arrived fiom abroad la^t Monday and mined Miss Baycs in Monada, because of failure to protect
themselves in the inattir of nu inn- treal.

is

-

; ,

Week's

MARIE CASPAR CAUSES
SCHWAB'S ARREST

week

The ordinance
day shows was

-

-

In-

14.

the Canadian border."
Mr. Parsons said that during the
three months Mr. Yellowley has
been in office, but 23,000 gallons of
this week at the Fifth Avenue. The
liquor had been released from bond,
act will be set In full stage, with compared to 400,000 gallons released
the three riders doing sprint ped- during the three months preceding.
dling on contrivances
similar to This reduction in the amount of
treadmills as the feature of the turn
liquor thrown on the market has
The six -day grind, which came to been effected
by curtailing and rea close at the Garden last Saturday
voking permits to wholesale and relight. Is said to have cost the protall liquor dealers.
moters, Tex Rlckard
and Willie
"There is a different class of men
Chapman, $102,000, with the gross
on the force now than there was In
receipts for the week bringing in a
the
early days of prohibition," he
profit of $100,000, which amount ex"There are hundreds of men
ceeds by $50,000 anything the event said.
who formerly received high pay,
has previously brought in.
who are out of work and who have
It was thought that Brocco would
Many of these men are
also be included In the act, but he got to live.
applying for jobs as prohibition
exiled Tuesday.
agents, and consequently the class
of men making up the force Is conEDDIE BORDEN'S TRIAL SOON stantly improving.
Los Angeles, Dec 14.
Mr. Yellowley and Mr. Parsons reThe trial of Eddie Borden, charged turned to New York today, as also
Jlth manslaughter for having run did Agents Einstein and Smith.

reported to have walked

Office

The Shubert vaudeville office wid
Past Season with "Love Birds"
no longer make public itj bills for
(Dec. 12). MARYLAND
week
This
next week, following orders from
E. C. Yellowley, chief of the genTHEATRE, BALTIMORE
Lee Shubert last week
eral prohibition enforcement agents,
It was
stated at the Shubert office that, alis pointing his guns for the "big
though the headline underline f«.r
men" behind the State booze traffic.
other liouses is known to them,
The dry crusader arrived here Monit was
their, intention to withhold
day following his first official inAlbany, Dec.

have signed to appear in vaudefor a tour of the Keith -Proctor
houses, beginning the last half of

is

Booking

structed to Withhold Next

PRIMA DONNA
HARRY CARROLL REVUE

Broadway

D,ull

ville

front of the

ANNE SANDS

forcement Agent Forecasts

fair

woman

Shubert

En-

participants in the long-distance af-

»

AT COST OF PUBLICITY

PROMISED

"It's

GRINDERS SIGNED

BIKE

IS

State's

•

Iupon
At

SECRECY ENFORCED

DRIEST CHRISTMAS IN

LOEWS

L. A.

SPLIT

WEEK

Soldier

Show

Watertown, N. T.. Pee. \i.
Doughboys of the 31th Infantry,
stationed
Madison Barracks,
at
Sacket Harbor, have organized a
vaudeville troupe and
will
tour
through the North Country thi*
\

'.titer.

San Francisco, Dew II
Xew State in Los Angele.-..

Capt. O'Hay Changing Shows
I.oew'a
which opened recently as a full
f'aptaln Irving
Hay has ••'!
week stand pla>ing four shows a '•Th*» Fassing Show of 1920" Oil <\
day. has suddenly changed policy has been engaged aa a principal on
and announced that after .1.1 a. 1 i; •he new Lddie Cantor show, expected to be read; about lob. i«
will play a splii week.
(

>

!

VAUDEVILLE
THEATRE STOCK SALE
PROBE STIRS BALTIMORE

MEETING TO DECIDE WHETHER

COMPOSERS SHALL AFFILIATE

Indictments Predicted As
Outcome of Boulevard

Two

"Slush Fund"

So Few Attend First a Second Is Called— Lyric
Writers* and Composers' League Contemplates
Affiliating with Labor

Baltimore. Dec. 14.
State's Attorney Robert E. Leach
of Baltimore has completed

M*

Friday, December 16, 1921

MONTREAL'S SUNDAY SHOWS OUT;
PICTURES AND

MUSK ALLOWED

Complaints Bring Action from Authorities—In Effect
Around New' Year's Vaudeville and 9urles que

—

Mostly Hurt

in-

vestigation of the stock sales manand promotion of the
Boulevard Theatre, In thla city,
about which, during the last few
weeks, has revolved a series of
scandals growing out of the appropriation by Edward J. Wiley, the
promoter, of nearly $6,000 for •'seeing the theatre ordinance through
the City Council safely."
After Dec. 26 Direct from San
Following the commitment of
Antonio to K. C.
Wiley to Jail, temporarily, for refusing to divulge the ultimate destination of this fund, and later revThe Loew Circuit will drOD tne
elations to the effect that it had Liberty, Oklahoma City; Majestic.
found its way to the law firm of Waco, and the Majestic, Dallas,
Dlckerson & Nice, the grand jury after the week commencing Dec. 26.
began its Inquiry at Leach's Jnstiga- All of the houses have experienced
tion,
in
an effort to establish poor business since reopening early
whether the fund wss used for brib- In the fall.
ery In the City Council to defeat a
With the elimination of the three
rival measure for a similar theatre, houses,
the Loew southern route
promoted by Palmore & Ifomand. will be switched, the road shows
which project fell through.
being routed from Ban Antonio diInvestigation of previous ventures rectly to Kansas City, which necesin which Wiley figure', showed that sitates a three-day lay-off to allow
he had been engaged by Dr. Sehwa- for the jump. Due. to the length of
ber to promote a project on Pennsyl- the new jump, the Loew office is
when allowing acta $10 per person to
vania
avenue,
and that
Schwaber protested against employ- cover the additional fare.
ment of the Dlckerson & Nice firm
The former* Loew route was from
for incorporation drafting, "Wiley
San Antonio to Waco to Dallas, and
insisted, and later, when a fee of
from the latter i>oint to Kansas
$500 was presented for this work, City,
which also necessitated a
which ordinarily costs $25 or $35, lay-off.

agement

A

reorganization mooting of the
Writers'
Composers'
and
League of America (song writers'
union), called last week at the
rooms of the Authors' and Composers* Society, was sparsely attended,
as a result of which another meeting was scheduled for Thursday of
this week.
The songsmllh* are
contemplating affiliating with the
American Federation of Musicians,
the A. E. A. and the A. F. L.
The writers abandonee' pressing,
their claims against the music publishers last spring because of the
depression in the industry, but the
songwriters are serious this time
about eliminating numerous alleged
One demand
evils in the business.
they ask for is an accounting of the
British, French and other foreign
royalties, which they say the publishers always collect but never
The "new
split with tho writers.
issues" an«?le will be dealt with, the
where
forth
that
songwriters setting
a song may sell 800,000 the publisher

Lyric

will

always

deduet

about

one-

LOEW TOUR SWITCH

SEEK CONSIDINE AND

RYAN
New

IN

RUM QUIZ
Authorities

Orleans

Would Question Former
Vaudeville

Men

DROPPING THREE

.

New

,

Orleans. Dec.

14.

In the liquor Investigations being

held in this city- the

names

of John

Considino and John J. Ryan have
Subpoenas were
been mentioned.
Issued for Considine and Ryan, but
aa they had left this city several
months ago. they could not be
served.

Commissioner Craven stated the
presence of Considine and Ryan
would bo valuable as witnesses.
In the investigations it was alleged
Considine and Hyan chartered a
yacht, which has been plying into

eighth thereof as "new issuei*,*' this port, payng a monthly rental of.
stating these were distributed to $1,000. John Considine spent almost
the trade gratis for exploitation a year in this city, and left during
purposes and the writer Is, not en- the latter part of October, lie was
formerly one of the biggest vaudetitled to royalty on them. Tie songsmiths allege this "new issues" list ville men in this country, being one
of the heads of the old Sullivanis ofttimes prodigiously padded.
The writers will claim publishers Considine circuit of theatres in*the
have been holding new manuscripts west.
Commissioner Craven openly alfor two years or longer and that
these might have been put out leged that no charges aro made
sooner and "plugged" had the au- against Considine or Hyan.
thor cared to accept the usual prac"cutting in" some staff
of
tice
TOUCHED FRANCIS FOR $100
writer on his original work.
Francis Renault, the female imAnother clause in the royalty
obpersonator,
was robbed of $100
songsmilhs
contracts that the
ject to concerns that about the Mor.day afternoon while playing his
writer standing lawyers' costs in current engagement at the 44th
case of any legal action ensuing. Street, New York.
The money was taken from his
Aa has proved to he the case, about
lifty per cent, of the song hits of dressing room while ho was on the
brought
stage,
according to the artist. He
always
recent years have
with them legal action, running had two bills, one for the missing
mostly towards plagiarism charges, amount, and another for $1. The
many of them based on slim or smaller bill wasn't touched.
At the completion of his turn at
groundless charges, hut which have
always Involved considerable ex- the matinee he returned to the
dressing
room and discovered the
pense.
theft.
According to attaches of the
house, Renault had two visitors beMARRIAGES
fore the matinee.
Hart to Winifred
S.
"William
7.
Westover, Los Angles, Dec.
Pat McMahon has started rrectlon
Frances Slatchkin, secretary to
Joe Leblang, Dec. 6, at the Bedford of a new 1,500 seat house in Glen
Cove,
L. I.
Cohen.
Milton
to
Mansion, Brooklyn,

Schwaber renewed his protest. He
says that Wiley drew him aside at
the time and said, "Don't be a fool,

Schw.-iher, that $500 isn't only for
the papers; it's to see the ordinance
through safely."
"It goes to show," said Schwaber,
"that Wiley confided greatly in the
lobbying ablll'ies of the firm."

Montreal, Duo.

Tho municipal

authorities

14.

have

put the lid on Sunday theatrical
performances.
Picture theatres will be permitted
to continue Sunday shows, hut the
shows are restricted to pictures.
Songs and prologs will not be tolerated; orchestral tnuxie will be
allowed.
This edict affects moat of the local
theatres, more especially the vaudeville and
burlesque houses.
The
Gayety (Columbia) and the Princess
(Keith's) formerly started the week
Sunday,' while I^oew's, Capitol, Alien

and

other

houses ran

either

pop

or

pictures with elab«
orately staged prologs.
Jules Crepeau, director of munlcip;«
departments, stated to Variety's
correspondent that in view of tot
complaints made by Chief of Police
Belanger, the city administration
had decided to enforce the law and
close theatrical performances Sunday.
v;uicVville

Mr. Crepeau quoted his letter ad*
dressed to the. ^hlef of police on
the subject, which read In part:
"I find that for some time the
local theatres have been open on
Sr.nday as during the week. I do

speak of the moving picture
houses but of the Gayety, Princes*
where they give the same performance as during the week."
Continuing, Mr. Crepeau advised
the chief to take the matter up with
tho legal department, with a view

not

LOEWS. NEWARK
New

State,

Seating 3,000,
This Week

etc.,

Opened

Newark, N. J., Dec. 14.
Loew's State, the newest addition
What adds sensation to the case t,o the circuit, opened Monday evenis the fact that Harry W. Nice, head
ing (Dec. 12). The new house, sitof the firm, and who in the last uated at Broad and New
streets, in
Gubernatorial election was almost the downtown section of the city, is
elected, Is a close and personal advantageously located
for its confriend of both Mayor Broening and tinuous vaudeville and
picture polCity Solicitor Roland R. Marchant. icy. The State is playing
a threca-day vaudeville show with its bills

to prosecution. The practice, stated
Mr. Crepeau, was a direct contra*
ventlon of the provincial statutes.
Immediato
followed
action
the

I

le'ter.

As a matter

of fart, the law has
been in existence for sonic time, but
the Quebec (province) authorities
tolerated Sunday shows, until some]
of the "blue law" advocates brought]
pressure 4 o bear on the city council.
Managers Will be given a chance
to readjust their affairs and the
,

retained for a full week, the latter
an Innovation for a Loew theatre
the finale of in the east.
ordinance will not be pressed for ft
the Althoff Sisters as a vaudeville
The seating capacity, placed at week or two yet.
team.
The girls will dissolve the
3,000, is confined to the orchestra
The majority of the managers wiir
act after the engagement at the
and the balcony, the newest style abide by the law and run picture
44th Street for the Shuberts.
It
of theatre architecture and decorat- programs only. In "he case of the
is tho house in which they made
their
initial
appearance in this ing have been followed. The color Princess, this house may close every
country, appearing there with the scheme is of buff and red artisti- Sunday or possibly arrange for a
picture show.
Loew's will simply
Sylvester Schaeffer act some years cally worked out.
The opening performance was at- cut the vaudeville out of the Sun*
ago.
by
a
number
tended
local, of- day performances and concentrate
of
Hattie Althoff is going into the act
and theatrical celebrities.
on pictures. The Gayety and the
of the Five* Kings of Syncopation ficials
The initial performance included Orpheum (now American Wheel
with the dance team of Carlos and
Moore
Danubes,
Fields,
Four
and
burlesque) will probably have .to'
Inez.
Senator Francis Murphy and Sea- date their opening on Mondays, as
bury's Frolie.
in the old days."
William Downs Is resident manVAUDEVILLE DISSOLUTION
The admission scale Is at
Charlie Olcott and Mary Ann will ager.
dissolve their vaudeville partner- 25-40 at night and 20-25 matinees,
ship, following their engagement at with the logos at night bringing 55
Chicago Agents Object to His. PubKeith's. Philadelphia, Saturday. The cents and in the afternoon 40.
lishing Salaries
rest of the team's Keith route was

ALTHOFF SISTERS SEPARATING
Next week

mark

will

,

.

BOYCOTT CARRELL

canceled by them.
Inability

to

agree,

it

is

caused the dissolution.
Mary Ann was formerly
Donahue, vaudeville single.

"said,

Syracuse, Dec.

Mary

TOMMY TITLE WRITER
Tommy

San Francisco. Dec. 14.
New York humorist,

Gray,

recently spent a week in San Francisco and is now in Los Angeles.
Gray will write the titles for several
moving pictures before returning to

New

York.

MIDGETS FOR THREE WEEKS
Singer's Midgets, opening at the
Palace, New York, Monday, have
been booked in that house for a run
of three weeks.
The act was sent in on the prolonged stay to have it at the Palace
during the holidays.

Maurice Costello

The

in

picture star of

ago, Maurice Costello,

KEITH MANAGERS SWITCHING
W. Dayton Wegefarth, manager
of B. F. Keith's here since the house
opened, goes to tho New York
Keith headquarters, Feb. 1, for executive duties. lie will be replaced
hero by John J. Durnes of Philadelphia, who has been here for six

weeks or thereabouts as an understudy to Mr. Wegefarth, also a for-

mer Philadclphian.
The assistant managership also
shifts.
William M. Ilrown, who has
held that post under Mr. Wegefarth,
and was formerly manager of the
Crescent hero when that house
played three-a-day, left Saturday
for Cleveland where he becomes
manager of the new Keith lOffth
St. house. His successor is William

agents

pamphlet which he sends

to

the-

atres that are prospective clients.

KEITH AGENTS' MEETING
The

Vaudeville

Arti.sts*

Repre-

sentatives* Association was scheduled to hold its first annual meeting
in the Columbia theatre
building
Wednesday. The V. A. It. A. ii
composed of agents booking through
the Keith office.

B. Shaul of this city, a newcomer
in the theatrical field, but well-

Tho meeting was called for the
purpose of adopting a constitution
and by-laws and ratifying the work
done thus far by the temporary

known

officers.

in

loeal business circles.

a Sketch

some seasons

Chicago. Dec. 14.
a meeting of all independent
it
was decided that none of
them submL acts to the C. L. Carrell
Hooking offices. It is alleged unfair
methods are used by Carroll in obtaining acts and objection is made
to publishing salary of acts In" a
At

14.

THAT KEITH STANLEY DEAL

Is appearing
Despite
a vaudeville farce, written by
concerning
•Tack Paxley and revised by Norman
affiliation

many

The V. A. R. A. is in the nature
of a benevolent organization, for the
relief of any member who may need
assistance.

contrary reports
the proposed booking
Alice Lloyd Opening Dec. 26
tho Keith office with
Stadiger.
Ada Carter .. (musical the Sabolsky
HEADLINING THK OEPHKLM tlK< I IT
Alice Lloyd will start her Shubert
& McCiulrk chain, now
comedy)
is
in
support.
The
Joe
The PORTLAND OREGON I AX, by Lrone ('ass ttacr . .
booking in the Amalgamated New vaudeville route Dec. 20.
Miss Lloyd arrived in New York
York agency, and tho other rela"May is youth incarnate. Joyous and bubbling over with fun and laughter Paige Smith office is booking It.
and every movement of her agile body is an expression of vitality, grace
tions to ensue with the Stanley Co. Inst Friday on tho Aquitania, acNancy
Wclford
in
Rock's
Act
eleand
the
Comedy
Phil
Is
clown
adds
rider
beauty.
.
the
and
of Philadelphia, it is said the prop- companied by Daisy llyams, her
ment, it's a most pretentious a«'t all thru, sensational and daring, with
William Rock, who started out on osition remains as it did a month niece.
interest and novelty."
a Keith route several wee»H ngo ago, uncompleted, but going forwith a single turn, his wife, Helen ward.
NOTK. We thank you, Leone Cass Baer, for the 16 inch write-up.
Louis Pollock, an Agent
31 AY WIRTH CO.
Kbey, assisting as his accompanist,
No definite date is set for the
A Loew booking franchise has
Too many details been issued by J. H. Lnbin to Louis
A real good bunch, and a real bunch of good acts leave us here — has added Nancy Wclford to the act, consummation
Ivohsc and Sterling, Kd Ford and wife, Gcrtrudo Moody and Mary Duncan, the latter the daughter of Dallas arc the cause assigned for the pro- Pollock, who
las been an as ei s,allt
Wclford, the English comedian.
Greene and Parker and J. Rosamond Johnson and his 6 Show stoppers.
crastination.
booker in the {Loew offices

MAY WIRTH

with "PHIL"

in

of

.

.

.

—

*

'

*

December

16,
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MANY GYPS AND SHARPERS

UDEVILLE'S

%

m£2

id
^B^H

9

NOW UNDER INVESTIGATION BY

"

V.

M. P. A.

•

#J

M

CUSTOMS RULE SPEEDS STATE-LAKE CUTTING
Two Leading Circuit* Looking Into Report*—V.
Deal in Which Promise Was
P. A. Investigates
EFFECTS OF PLAYERS
ITS COSTLY FEATURES
Made to Exploit Rich Butcher* • Daughter Agent
Two Dancers Lose U. S. Directs Personal Prop- Headlining With Average Acts
filled Letter of Contract
erty Be Passed on Dock
Instead of Features
$5,000 to Producer— 'Phony" Authors Also

—

—

Involved

recent ruling of the Treasury Department, following a long
nder
b€t
E
A,bep
theatrical lambs touched up and palmed off as new. and the customs officials, the cosThe mulcting of
has been
The practise of saving the names tumes and personal effects of the\r vaudeville producers
art if two of acts applying for break -In dates atrical people will be expedited
dtttlopea into a fine
attention
of
and
the
then playing them at "benefits," through the New York customs.
to.
brought
mjm
Managers' Protective revealed in last week's Variety, is The new ruling is set forth in a letthe Vaudeville
also
typical.
to be Investigated by two of ter of instruction from the departAssociation are
ment addressed to the Collector of
agent is in- the leading circuits.
In one an independent
the Port of New York as follows:
paid $50 on an
volved, having been
"Nov. 22, 1921.
agreement calling far $1,000. for
The Collector of Customs. New
which the agent promised an enbutcher's
wealthy
York,
N.
Y.
fagement for a

T

8,000 LETTERS TO

I

«T,

-

Chicago, Dec.

£

New

York Elks Take Care of
3,000 Families at Xmas

producers. The latter has been
a clean bill of health by the
manager*' association after an in-

given

followed an effort
recover his money.
The V. M. P. A. after the inquiry
advtm4 the butcher that so far as
they could ascertain the agent technically had lived up to the letter of
The victim was adhis contract.
The
vised recourse to the courts.
as untalented and
reported
girl is
vestigation that
butcher to

The Santa Claua Postotnce at the
clubhouse of New York Elks No. 1,
on West 43d street, ha* received
around Christmas 8.000 letters from
children and poor families.
The Elks' Christmas charity provides about 3.000 families and 2.000
The
children with holiday cheer.
children go to the clubhouse Xmas
leave
see
himself
and
Day,
Santa
with their presents.
A Christmas Committee of the
Elks has 200 members. The committee gave a carnival the last three
days of last week in the clubhouse

of the

Impossible of exploitation, which
didn't deter the agent from accepting the money.

Another financial tangle which has
just come to light reveals the need
of some kind of a theatrical "blue
sky" law to protect the lambs that to promote the Xmas gifts.
It was
wander into the clutches of the a pronounced success. The carnival
grasping producer.
was under the direction of Chris
in- Mitchell and John Campbell, assistAccording to authoritative
formation, two small time dancers ed by Jack Lewis, Frederick GoldInvested $7,500 with a well known smith, Major Doyle, Sam McKee.
legitlmato and vaudeville producer Jack Boone, William Hartman and
who has been connected with some James Maxwell.
.
special committee of 100 Elks
big productions on his own hook
but who also has been mentioned in investigates all applications from
and the deserving are
various smaller transactions of late. families,
This producer contracted to produce a big scenic and spectacular
dancing turn for the two hoofers for
$5,000 and anythir.g In excess of
that amount that he might need.

According to the information at
producer purchased a secsad-hand set of scenery and really
produced an act fulfilling all the
technical legal requirements of his

hand, the

contract
The act was not found salable
•with the result the dancers lost their
money.
The Vaudeville Managers'
'

Protective Association

*

was appealed

after an investigation admitted that legally the producer was
beyond their Jurisdiction, advising
'•course to the courts for adjust-

recommended.

New

York, N.

Y..

Ga, and that she
preparing to finance his defense.

(Sunday opening)
Donald Sisters

amination of theatrical effects, with
advantage to both the customs and

(Ireen

Mossman A Vance

Rigoletto Brothers

SamHearn
Whipple Huston Co
Connolly A Wenrich
Joveddah de Rajah
Clark & Verdi
Bine Devils

44th 8treet

Majestic

Co.

McCormack & Regay

Kremka Bros

"Broken Mirror"

&

Rublnl
Ethel Davis

Blylcr

Francis Renault

Ryan A Lee

Walter Brower

and you are accordingly
authorized to change the practice at
the actors,

Hcssle
Milo?

your port as follows: Theatrical
costumes and other personal effects
of an actor may be passed- on the
dock, unless an expert appraisal appears to be necessary, in which case

McCoy

Selma Braatz

MILWAUKEE

\)d\ is

GarHok

BROOKLYN

(Sunday opening)
.Del Barty A Jap
Armstrong A James

Crescent
lord & Truly
Hattic Althoff
liert Melrose

may

Kranz

&

&

Emily Darrell
Nonet te

"White

Llora Hoffman

Marie Dressier
George Rosener

A polk) Trio

Chas Howard Co
I-

MONTREAL

our Pauldrens

His Majesty'*

BALTIMORE

Kajlyama

Avollos
Ernestine Myers
Bert Hanlon

Du Callon

Nora Bayes

Johnnie Jones

NEWARK,

fconey probably
represented
eeving, of a lifetime.
A1 ong with the

PHILADELPHIA
Chestnut
Beige

Burt Earle A Girls
Walter Weems
Masters A Kraft Revue

A

shake-up among

f

Tvl ' ,,

'

Jimmy Hussey Revue

Taflan & Newell
Jack Strouse

TORONTO
Royal Alexandra

Nana &

Hoganny Troupe

Emily Ann Wollman Co
Hetty King
Hal Forde & Gitz Rice

Mason Keeler Co
Mabel Wlthee Co
John Charles Thoiua,->
I'Mdie Dowling
If.tr lick

Alexis

Griff

Lillian Fitzgerald

& Sara in pa

(Mark & Arearo
lNrnirdi

S;s

WASHINGTON

DAYTON

l

'

Vine A Temple
Joe Jackson
Buddy Doyle

EUclid Ave.

^

^

Shubert
Brenk's Bronze Horse
Rome A Cullen
VInie Daly Co

(Sunday opening

1

t

A

Bliss
Gillette

PITTSBURGH

CLEVELAND

i

p ^.t«on ajt«r Winding

usually consist:. ...'
l,, *'d
K.'ii;s or son^s.

An other
th
toim of revenue to tinth ° l,rodmin
« of *»<!» «"
•ad th e c
«ninnHsiona accruing from
Mm *
Se ot the «cenery or costUaiS
CT usually
.
second-handed, but

Lucy

McConnell A Simpson
Fred Allen
Joe Fanton Co

,

a

Aldrtch

Callahan

Robins

*•

l

T

Belle Storey

Lew Fields Co
Yvette&Co

suspected of having indulged,
jejiharp practice recently is prom*ed a weeding out of the other
2**Mites of the show business who
**• crept into vaudeville. In this
•*2J°ry are listed the "phony"
**w» of stage material who prey
etage-struck beginners, deeding a largo llrst p. yment for
«elr wares and
guaranteeing the
^eark
an opening, accomplished
..
the aid of a crooked. proprietor
f
»ome hirWway house.
The act
it
usually flowed aftor (hp
lirs
•now
W h»*n appealing to the
•uthor, 11
tola the luttrr suppli'-:
•saterial ;,n,
cannot be re::i>ousih;«,_.
lack oi
tub tit
hi
presenile:
n;lt " ri: » "

Chas

(Sunday opening)

Gen Ed Levlne
Rose Valayda
Jack Conway Co

"ts

PHILIP

BETTY

MARTIN

Liberty

(Sunday

and

tion.

Cooked

cull attention to the

juliil

1

1

1-

-

i

;

i

i

| > i ! ]

i

I

Kick.

i

ill

ZHKler Sisters

Oltfn .Mlshka

I'edei

"WIND-UP";

ours by right of creaDirection LEW GOLDER,

1

l'errv

sen Brothers

i

»

.-

>

Ki.i!s X- I.indst

Wmlon A

A MIDAIR CLASSIC
wish to

i

Shubert -Belasco
S'lndny openniu
S

A o Brother*
Kndinoft
i

«'»'

We

opcim.--:

<

i;;ir

MOORE

St.

Duo

Harper eV Blanks

Apollo

tho

Dogs

Melhurn
George Monroe
Lee White A Smith
Harry Hi nes
Leach Wallin Tris

CHICAGO

for

Correlll

Mr and Mrs

Margaret Parrel I
Brendel A Burt
Lord A in
Nat Nazarro Jr
Bob Nelson

The

*

Llpinski's

Klein Brothers

eeort.

JJ"Jed the producer called
e*see more, and secured it

J.

Sensational Togo

Mullen

Burt Sheppard
Harris A Santrey
Novelle Brothers

was ex-

N.

Rislte

B08TON

*Mer. with his specialised knowledge of the vaudeville markets and
•JPply and demand, was guilty of a
•'each of faith when he took the
•••y for the production. The fact
jjat he economised
on the produc«•» probably could be alibl'd in

& Palet

Palo

Hanneford Family
Clayton A Lennie
Frances White
Dickinson A Deagon
General Pisano

"Assistant Secretary."

DeMaco

Kitty

McKay

Arthur Terry
3

Bthically this was a pretty quesJouuWe transaction, tor the pro-

A

Jack
Jock

Academy

WADSWORTH,

A Moore

Regal

Sin

Sexton & Girls
Maxie & George
Adele Rowland

j

A

Harrah

Majestic

After the original $6,000

12)

DETROIT

O Girls"
rureella Brothers

Torino

"ELIOT

BILLS

(DEC.

Detroit O. H.

"Molly

"The department agrees with the
expressed by you that a
change could be made In the ex-

Is

WEEK

Wintsr Garden

&

14.

last week on a charge of highrobbery, and sentenced to
serve from four to six years Jn the
Western Penitentiary.

NEW YORK
Keno & Green
Codee A Onte Kyra
Hoy Cummings & Co
Club Room Scene
Hard & Pearl
Chinatown Scene

be sent to the Public Store
Duties may be
for examination.
collected on the dock for personal
WALLACE'S SLAYER
which
may
be
found dutiable
effects
Elmlra, N. Y., Doc. 14.
His mother will supply funds for In the same manner as duties are
the battle for life that John Shiggs. collected on the effects of other pascolored, charged with the n.urder sengers.
"It is understood that theatrical
of Harry Wallace, vaudeville producer and manager, will wage In the effects which are to be entered
under bond In accordance with the
Chemung County courts.
Shlggs, who is alleged to have provisions of paragraph 682 of the
list of the tariff act of 1815 will
free
shot down the professional after a
quarrel over whiskey, claimed to be transferred to the Public Stores,
have been from Atlanta, Ga, but as it is not feasible ts have such
the police have since learned that bonds executed on the dock.
(Signed)
"Respectfully,
his mother is a wealthy land owner
at Savannah*

THIS

opinion

Dec.

way

SHUBERT

more
men-

Jail

Pittsburgh,

back at the here

is

tioned by Mr. Albee. that of Mr. Jed
Dooley, no value was specified i the
baggage declaration, and the Inspector evidently acted under the assumption i hat the value exceeded
$100, and therefore sent the trunk
to the Public Stores.

they

Lee Kelly Sent to

Lee Kelly, of Columbus, who gave
his profession as vaudeville actor,
was found guilty In Criminal Court

in charge of excursions, his former specialty at the
big house.

that some change be made In the
procedure-* governing the examination of the baggage of theatrical
people arriving from abroad, whereby they could secure immediate posaea si °n °* their effecta
You report that the present practice is to require theatrical baggage
to be sent to the appraiser's store*
for examination if valued at
than $100. In the specific case

stories
in the

HUQHES A MAW WARING

"S^^-The department refers to
your^Pner.of the 29th ultimo, reCharles Qoettler
porting upon a request of Mr. E. F.
Hippodrome. He Is
Albee,
circuit of theatres,

HALLEN

However, with business at high
ebb again, recently this custom has
been departed from and Just average feature turns are used to head-

ment

"

14.

of

attraction.

president of the B. P. Keith

floor

i.j

H

winning theatre here, has dropped laugh -provoking line than many a
considerably In the past few weeks. comedian does in a whole musical
comedy."
It was the custom in the past
to use
at this house on all bills a big head- —TIMES- UNION, Rochester. N. Y.
line act. a feature act and an added
Direction *

SANTA

FROM POOR FAMILIES

The agent lived up to the letter of

an engagethe contract by securing
meat in a girl act owned and conKeith fifth
the
of
one
trolled by

a

jH

.

WILLIAM
shows at the
"William Hallen. with six
State-Lake, the Orpheum,
Jr.. prise and two songs,
»,«•«,!»••
does more
The standard

line.

laughter.

-

*mm

%flfl

t.

By a

™T?h?

l

Tb?

*'<

mm

White W;i\ Trio
r»»rn».-iine «& Shelly
I'.ediiu'H i'hucklea

J

PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING

VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO OFFICES

Friday,

SAN FRANCISCO SHOWS

I

PANTAGES, FRISCO

ORPHEUM, FRISCO

San Francisco, Dec. 14.
San Francisco, Dec. 14.
Plenty of good entertainment on
The Orpheum this week had another big show, a worthy successor the Pantages bill this week. Mile.
Paula gave the show a fast start,
tc the bills offered hero during the
beginning with dancing and some
last few weeks, setting a mark hard speedy acrobatics.
She performs
whirlwind trapeze stunts for a roust^ maintain.
finish.
ing
May Wlrth with "Phil" and her
Holland and Ray, a mixed couple,
family headlined. It Is a preten- with good talk and a medley finish,
tious and spectacular equestrian got laughs right from the go-off,
offering and scored an enthusiastic deserving especial credit for being
hit.
The appreciation shown for alle to wake up an apparently cold
Miss Wirth's remarkable versatility house.
Leo Sclicftcll's Creole Fashion
bordered on the sensational. "Phil's"
clowning provided wholesome com- Revue, a colored aggregation with
songs, dances and
edy, and his skillful riding had the characteristic
some comedy, did very well. Neil
bouse on edge throughout.
The McKinley
just seemed to fit next to
other members of the family and
nut
the beautiful horses round out a closing, scoring a big hit. His
and
picturesque novelty act in a olass stuff made hirn very popular
is assisted by
helps.
singing
Ie
his
by Itself.
Dugan and Raymond kept the a man in a box in a couple of numhouse laughing next to closing. Sec- bers. The House of David Band
big hit.
tions of their routine got screams. concluding the show was a
Josephs.
Greene and Parker were another big
laughing success In fourth position.
Their clever work in- black and tan

and their snappy material threatened to stop the show. J. Rosamond
Johnson and his Five labored under
closing this late show,
partially successful.
Last year appearing well down the
bill they were a big hit.
difficulties,

and were only

HIP, FRISCO
San Francisco, Dec. 14.
The Hippodrome, which formerly
turned them away, and Is now starting an hour later, at the first show
Sunday was only half filled. The

routine *hat holds little
otherwise meritorious routine. Ed. singing and some talk, passed away
E. Ford registered a wallop in si - quietly in second spot. Betty Fredoiid spot.
He works along original erick and company with a comedy
lines.
His clever demonstration of sketch called "Betty's Mistake" put
facial calisthenics, some good stories it over earnestly and were enjoyed.
and recitations were all well re- Goforth Brockway and Co., a couple
ceived. Lohse and Sterling started of men in blackface' and a girl, bethe show and entertained with some gan well with talk and songs and
neat talk.
Their clever trapeze then proceeded to honk It up to unwork won handily.
satisfactory results.
San toe and Hayes Revue repeated
"The Girl in the Basket" sang
their success of the previous week.
from a basket attached to a crane
Josephs.
Josephs.
in closing position.

NEW

DILL'S

PIECE

—

By Aaron Hoffman Opens Jan.
on Coast

10

Schiller,

an opera singer and Is a sister i
8HF.RRIE MATTHEWSDemougeot. of the Pari!
Mile.
Sherrle Matthews was burned to
She accused her husband
Opera.
death Dec. 8 In 'his room at the
a mistress. Louis Per,
having
of
Mlserlcordia Hospital, New York.
well known In French staff
Some of the dallies in mentioning ron waj
the circumstances of the death said
that the deceased
it was suicide;
IN FOND MEMORY OF
had lighted his cot while In a fit
The other story
of despondency.
was that the cot caught fire as MatGeorgia Westbrook Swor

14.

representing the

New York offices of Loew's, Inc., recently visited the San Francisco offices of Ackerman & Harris, western representatives for the Loew's
circuit of theatres. Mr. Schiller will
visit every Loew theatre in the
western circuit before returning to
New York.

thews was about to light a cigar-;
The hospital officers, presumably through an understanding, confirmed neither atory, though admitting he had burned to death,
from his toes to his eh*, and while

|

A Dear Friend
Mr. and Mrs. EDDIE VOGT

Schiller is Terry
ette.
Turner, of the eastern publicity de-

Accompanying

partment, who is organizing a westdepartment of exploitation.
ern

Tom W. Bally, who has been publicity man for the Casino, Hippo-

In the cot.

drome and Century theatres, San
Francisco, and the State theatre,

Sherrie Matthews

Oakland, will be In charge of this
department. Colin I. Spangler will
take over the publicity work at the
Century while Emll O. Bondeson,
formerly of the Curran, will take
over the publicity for the Casino

IN

53.

He had

MKMOKY

SCOTT

Pierre Fougere, a screen actor,
son of Lucien Fugere, singer of the

Died, December 10th. 1914
Mar Hla Soul Rest In Peace.

Opera Comique, accidentally ihot
himself, with fatal results, In Paris,

CHAS. ROBINSON

OPERA STARTS

Nov.

In principal roles were Florence to pay all of his hospital bills, exRlngo, Nona Campbell, Constance cepting medical attendance, conKamble, Edna Leopold, GiovanniRlbaudo, Marlon Veckl and ArisIN MEMORY
tide Nerl.
of Our Dear Beloved Slater

Georgia Westbrook Swor
Who

who departed

14.

this life Dec. 4. 1»21.
to be forgotten by

Gone but never

An

ordinance to prevent smoking
in Los Angeles theatres is under
The proposed ordiconsideration.
nance waa drawn up as a result of

BERT and

sole composer of the scores of
successful musical comedies,
died Dec. 11 in a New York hospital,

aged 37. He was a Hungarian, but
had taken out his first papers. His
surviving relatives live in the country of his origin.

—

Cerdan, a popular baritone at the
Paris Opera, aged 42, was found

dead

house In Oakland, according to appearances
run. The company will lay
widely circulated reports.
It also
Francisco preweek before Christmas.
is reported he is looking for a site
miere is net for Feb. S at the CenIn
San Francisco, but nothing
tury, where they expect to stay for
definite In this connection ha* yet
Jack Wise Rejoins
iSx weeks.
time in 20 years that

}

Nov.

28.

Lavigne, actress of
the Palais Royal, Paris, died suddenly, Nov. 29. She was a daughter of Alice Lavigne.

Mme.
of the

Dorfeuil, formerly manager
theatre, Pari*

Montparnasse

The mother

of

Abe

Thalhelmer,

the agent, died Dec. 1 In Rochester,
N. Y., at the age of tl. Burial was
from tli family home in Syracuse.

Its Joys.

1

off the

in bed,

Marguerite

j

The

1IS1

many

San Francisco, Dec. 14.
The Roger Mack musical comedy
Kolb and Dill will appear in a new
his death a letter from Miss Bayes
*8unkist* Profits for Vets
comedy being written specially for stock stranded last week at the
arrived at the hospital with $22 in
thorn by Aaron Hoffman. The theme Sunshine, Taft, Cal.
San Francisco, Dec. 14.
cash in it.
The company was under way
concerns capital and labor.
Fanchon A Marco's "Sunkist"
Kolb
The deceased left a daughter,
and Dill have received most of the about two weeks. Several of the played to good business the last Sherrie Matthews, who did not hear
choristers who were returned here week of their three weeks' stand at
script.
Hooking arrangements already in a motor bus unnounced ihey had the Century. The net profits of the jmmm^^mmm^mammmmswmtmm
IN MEMORY OP
completed call for the opening of not received salary.
organization for the last week were
OUR BELOVED SISTER
the show out of town on Jan. 10
turned over to the San Francisco
Georgie Westbrook Swor|
and during this try out tour the piece
Chronicle's Christmas fund for disPANTAGES REPORTS
will play Eureka In the extreme
abled veterans.
Who Pawed on Dec. 6th. 1921.
San Francisco, Dec. 14.
To a New and Glorified Trust; to
personal
northern end of the state. This will
Marco
made
Fancho
and
Pantage.s is going to have a new
Higher Ideals of Life, Love and
be* the first
during the last week's
ber city.

Ith,

and

AMY SWOR

MOTOR BUS

a $2 attraction has played the lum-

Died December

PITZER and DAYE

GEORGIE SWOR

WOULD BAR SMOKING

the decision of the management of tributed by Dr. J. Willis Amey, of
IN
the new Loew State to permit smok- 216 West 72d street, who constantly
Matthews received
attended him.
ing in the balcony.
Roger Mack's Musicsl Stock Strsnds
money weekly from Nora
It Is said that the members of the some
at Taft Choristers Unpaid
City Council are lined up 8 to 1 in Bayes, who had formerly given Matthews a room at her West End avefavor of the ordinance.
San Francisco, Dec. 14.
nue, New York, home. Shortly after

BACK

28.

composer with
Jacobi,
Victor
been at the hospital since last March Frits Kreisler of "Apple Blossoms,"
due to an injured hip. Lately recovering sufficiently to walk about
the corridors, he was not considered
IN MEMORY OF
strong enough to leave the institution unassisted. When taken to the
OUR DEARLY BELOVED FRIEND
hospital George M. Cohan arranged

as stage director.

San Francisco, Dec.

at

Mile. Decker, a young actress, it
reported from Geneva, Switzerland,
to have died at Bellinzona from
blood poisoning caused by a mixture used by her for chapped lips.

ROBERT

of the preaa department for Loew's
State. Oakland.

manager

Nice, Lyons and Vichy before col,
laborating with Rene Chauvet at
the Bordeaux municipal theatre.

OP

and Hippodrome theatres.
Howard Horner will have charge

COMMUHHY

was

been

having

circles,

MY DEAR BROTHER

San Francisco, Dj a^4.
The activities of the San nVclsco
bill balanced well, but not much ap- Community Opera Co. began last
preciation was shown.
week when It presented "Cavalleria
Blckhell started things with class
RusUcanna" and "Pagllacci."
modeling. His work is clever and
Augusto Serantonl conducted at
presented in a comedy way. Collins
and Dunbar, a mixed couple, with a the piano and Aristide 'Nerl acted

Gertrude Moody and Mary Duncan made an excellent impression
with their classy appearance and
good ainging voices, going over
nicely In an Important spot.
The
comedy Is not in keeping with an dancing

KOLB &

A.

B,

16, 192]

OBITUARY

LOEW PUBLICITY DRIVE
Schiller Reorganizing Coast Thoatro
Pr«M Staff

San Francisco, Dec.

December

SWOR FAMILY

Brown, 19 years old, song
and composer, of Kansas
of her father's death until Friday, City, died at the General Hospital
Dec. 9. She had been out of town last
week.
Miss Brown wrote
come out. In spite of these reports,
San Francisco, Dec. 14.
breaking in a new act with her "Dangerous Blues."
According to
Pantages is goint, ahead making imJack Wise, a member of the Will vaudeville partner, Frank Callan. the attending physicians she had
CONTEST OVER $50,000 ESTATE provements to his local playhouse?.
King Co. here last season, has re- A brother who survives is Treat never been vaccinated.
Business In the Oakland house has turned to the organization for a Matthews,
San Francisco, Dec. 14.
In the vaudeville bookMarls Chaney and Jewell Chancy picked up since Harry Cornell, limited period at Loew's Casino. ing business.
Mrs. Grace Belasco- Burns, wife
former
manager
of the Orpheum, "Don't Forget" is the revue which
of Fanchon & Marco's "Sun-Kist"
of a brother of David Belasco, died
were witnesses here in the will con- Oakland, took over its management. will serve to mark Wise's return to
J..
Sai

Billy

writer

CHARLES KENDALL

mother

Marls

of

j

'

and

Mrs. Chaney took care of Mrs.
for many years before her
death.

GEORGIA SWOR

Adams

Hood"
San Francisco, Dec.

$8,000 for -Robin
la

14.

doing about the

same business at the Columbia that
It

did last year, the receipts aver-

aging *u<jut

$6,000.

A SHOW

!

I

Jewell.

"Robin Hood"

Claude

MANAGER

The nephews and nieces oppose
the will, which leaves the bulk of
the $50,000 estate to Mrs. Charlotte
Chaney,

Doc. 3 at her home in Rial, N.
Smith, who was known due to apoplexy,
MARRYING ARTISTE
professionally as Charles Kendall,
Barrett Brandreth, general manSan Francisco, Dec. 14.
Money Waiting for Robert D. Felgsr died In New York City Des. 7 at the
of 44. Deceased waa well known ager of the Carl Rosa Opera Co.,
age
Dan vV. Reardon, manager of the
San Francisco, Dec. 14.
T. St D. theatre at Richmond, anA law firm In this city is anxious among theatrical and vaudeville died in London Dec. B, from pneunounces he will marry shortly after to locate Robert D. Felger, a Jug- people, having been for many years monla.
New Tear's. The bride to be is gler, to hand him his share of an inGretta von Bergen, now 1n vaude- heritance.
ENGAGEMENTS
ville, appearing in Sun houses.
Felger la said to have played San
Orrin Johnson. Mabel Browneft
Diego some time last year.
The best friend and pal we ever] "Careen
Jade" (Hurtig).
Wanderer 8ettles Down
had paesed on Dec. I, 1921.
Doris Kenyon. "The Claw and tbt
She ha* gone from our tight. but|
San Francisco, Dec. 14.
Wing' (Woods).
Rushing New Curran
will live forever In our hearts.
Louis London, who recently reHindu
Tan
"The
MacLaren.
Ban Francisco, Dec. 14.
turned from Australia, where he
(Whiteside).
FAGG and WHITE
Clara
door
The
Curran,
next
to
the
new
Frances
Underwood,
played the Fuller theatres, has
(DltricnMackin, "Face Value"
brought a ranch near Santa Rosa, Columbia, la being rapidly rushed
steln).
will spend the winter to a completion. It is now believed connected with Kendall's "La Auto
Cal., and
Arthur Hohl, "Green Jade.''
the theatre will open in June, six Girl," the vaudeville act.
there.
He was
Molly Pearson. "The Dover Road
months earlier than anticipated.
born In Louisvlllb, 1871.
A wife (McCllntie).
(Dorothy Kendall) residing in DeEleanor Dell, "Blue Kitten."
troit; a son, Douglas Kendall, and
ACTS
two sisters, Florence Smith and
MOOSB1
n ATT IE MOOSKR-M.
Maude Dunn and Marion Curtis.
Mrs. H. M. Price survive.
Francis Donnegan and Amelia
Allen. Miss Allen was formerly in
Louis Perron, manager of tin Aladdin Studio Tiffin
musical comedy.
Sheila Terry and Co.. musical Grand Theatre, Bordeaux, was shot 363 Softer 8t
Phone Donrl"* 3974.
piece, entitled "May and December." dead by his wife. Cabrielle. on the
*
AM
COAMr
,ftrrYA
s
SAN
FRANC,8CO
street
Ada Jaffee and Co. in "To Be or
in Bordeaux, Nov. 27. after
MIDNIGHT
Not To Be," the former James B. a violent quarrel. Mme. Perron was 0r,0,> 31 sho ^ Place and Head-iuarttn
the cast.

test filed by nephews and nieces of
the late Mrs. Rose Adams, a California pioneer.

IN ITSELF

NEW

COFFEE DAN'S

Room

I

SAN FRANCISCO'S FAMOUS

PLAYGROUND

'

Service

and Rates

to the Profession

HOTEL TURPIN
17 Powell

Near Market, SAN FRANCISCO
One Block from All Theatres

St.,

Carson sketch.

Lou Browu

Carson's former

role.

1

will

Ruth and Jack Carroll, In skit.
Jack Macgowan, now a single,

new

du
In

three-act with Eleanor Sinclair

and Billy Holbrook.
Peggy Vane, with Dave Schooler's
act, had an operation for appendicitis at the Touro Hospital, New
Orleans. Monday, Dec. 1L\

SCENERY BY EDWIN

H.

for thf» Profession.

When
MEET AND EAT

in

SAN FRANCISCO
With

ECONOMY LUNCH
24

ELLIS

DAVE LERNER

No. 2

STREET— NEXT TO CENTURY THEATRE

FLAGG STUDIOS

•

December

Friday,

"

.

VAUDEVILLE

16, 1J81

HOLIDAY PRICES SOAR

WELFARE LEAGUERS

MUSICIANS REPORTED

STAGE BRIGHT SHOW

LONGING FOR

££qb1Iju v&tausu.lAS& Li*

HKHER SCALE Auburn

In both cases
that is a sign of the times.
With the opening Monday of "The
Mountain Man." not highly regarded, the count went to 100 new productions this season already, not

Prison Entertainers
Shine in Specialties

Hew York Men of Local No. 802 Said to Be Grumbling at $52—Want 10 Per Cent Increase or Old

Auburn, N.

The

—Waiting for Jan.

Scale

•

Rambles of discontent over the

wage scale of $M weekly
£7 musicians playing In the blghouses in New York
vaudeville
Sme
The
week.
•ere reported this
musicians reported as dissatisfied
lork
New
new
the
of
members
are

•recalling

C.

tures in the production

and the entertainment as a whole was well
worth the price.
The orchestra
gave an excellent program before
the curtain went up each evening.
One of the big hits was the song,
"My Sweetheart of Childhood Days,"

STOPPED, SAYS BOARD

No. s02, Health Authorities Declare It
Musical
Is Under Control
protective Union No. 310. an the
metropolitan charter holder of the
Kansas Citj', Dec. 14.
American Federation of Musicians.
An
be
The rumor the Stuto Board of
The report said there might
which Health was considering the
trouble around Jan. 1, 1022, on
closing
mualcians are
date the discontented
of theatres on account of smallpox
action,
of
sort
same
said to plan
walk-out, unless the was quieted last week. Dr. Cortex
possibly a
Enloe, secretary of the board, deformer $56 weekly wage is granted'
nied It.
Dr. J. P. Leake, United
them.
States Public Health Service, of
Local »02. to which all of the
Washington, says:
musicians playing in the New York
•The danger of the smallpox sithouses now belong, and the Keith,
according
circuits,
uation
In Kansas City has subsided.
Fox
and
t*>e\v
vaude- Before' Nov. 16 there were enough
to a statement given out by a
ville executive thla week, have a vaccination tubes distributed here
•on tract for one year, expiring Sept. to vaccinate the en tiro population.
for the $&2 scale. While certain sections^of the city
I, 1922, and calling
Regardless of any contract that are still poorly vaccinated and
a considerable should come*up lo the standard set
said
might exist it is
number of 802 members plan to by the great majority of the citiiake a concerted demand for the zens, Kansas City probably is the
return of the $56 weekly scale.
best vaccinated city of its size in
Nearly all of the new Local 802 the country.
men were formerly members of the
"The danger now is that the lesson
•Id Local 310. many members of 310 will be lost and by a continued lack
joining 802, as they believed through of regular vaccination another serinecessity, several months ago, folous condition will recur in Kansas
lowing an internal fight In the 310 City within the next 30 years. Reorganization.
It was quite freely
cent successful vaccination has been
reported that a number of these 802
absolutely protective even against
members had planned to follow a this severe form of the disease."
labor union practice known as "borSchool children who objected to
ing from within."
It Is said this
vaccination and were barred
latter element have grown consid- the
from
the schools, will be allowed to
erably stronger in 802 since the
return next week.
latter unfon was organized.

Union

rusicians'

which

Local

written,

Mutual

ancceeded

James

composed
Parlate.

I

!

I

I

Dec. 14.
the

among

1,800

1

EPIDEMIC IN K.

Y.,

talent available

inmates of Auburn Prison was
abundantly displayed last Monday,
Tuesday and Wed ne say nights when
the annual show was staged by the
Mutual Welfare League.
There were many really fine fea-

'

and

sung by
a beautiful
the sentiment exIt

is

lyric, both in
pressed in the words and in the
simple lilt of the music.
Pirlate
was compelled to sing it over and
over until he was the first to be
wearied.
"The Musical Revue of
1921," was a fine series of songs in
chorus and solo.
"Love Is Like a Bubble," was the
contribution of Raymond Sampson
and the M. W. L. quartet composed
of Nicholas Lorenze, John Jeffrey,
Fred Dean and William J. Hertel
gave the Song Revue of 1921 in a
combination of pleasing harmonv.

,TtirtAi«T*«^«*, ——«.»..

NEGOTIATIONS BESUKED
The
i

negotiations

between

the

Shuberts and C. E. Whitehurst for
the taking over of the Capitol, Baltimore, for vaudeville

were renewed

this week. ,The deal had been cold
during the past few weeks due to
the proponed deal whereby
the
houses. booked through the Amalgamated would be switched to the
I Keith
office in a deal involving the
Sablosky & McGulrk houses. Whltchurst plays vaudeville in the GarIden, Baltimore, booked through the
Amalgamated, and would not enter
I into
any agreement with the Shuberts while the Keith deal was
hanging fire. The proposed Keith
deal, if going through, will not inIt is generally believed by many
clude the Whitehurst theatre.
dissatisfied No. 802 men that a walkA representative of the Shuberts
CIRCUIT looked
out in the big-time houses would THIRD TOUR OP
over the Capitol Mopday,
I complicate the musical union situaTwo "single" acts, Arthur Deagon with Whitehurst in conference with
tlon In such a manner as to get the and Jimmy Lyons, began last week Lee Shubert upon his arrival in
I
a third consecutive tour of the Loew New York Tuesday. The Shuberts
f- approximate 10 per cent increase, or
return to the old terms desired.
circuit.
are 'anxious to secure the WhiteI
This means about 140 weeks, hurst house on account of its large
\
seating capacity, which is over
which is considered a record.
3,000, and its location in the busiCIRCUS CLOSES IN
ness section.
The Capitol has a
Fingsr
Losss
Steinberg
Understood Ringling , Has Bought
roof garden.
Artigas' Animals Mexican Tour
San Francisco, Dec. 14.
A. M. Steinberg, Loew's manager
NO PERFECT RACKS
The Publlones- Santos and Artlgae of construction, and his wife and
etrcusea, which have been playing child were injured when a big truck
Kansas City, Dec. 14.
la Cuba recently, brought their sea- struck their auto in Golden Gate
Several physicians and members
son on the Island to a dose, due to Park Saturday, necessitating ampu- of the faculty of the Kansas City
•sandal conditions encountered.
tation of one finger from Steinberg's College of Osteopathy have been
was reported John Ringing has left hand. He was in danger of los- examining backs of actresses at the
r bought all the animals with the ing entire hand.
It
Is
m
local theatres this week.
Mrs. Steinberg was internally in- claimed that there is no such thing
; Artigas troupe, while Mrs- Publl*n*s would make an expedition into jured and the child slightly cut with as a perfect spine among humans,
Mexico with a small circus to fill glass.
and the National Association for the
tut the season.
Preventing of Spinal Curvature will
pay $1,000 to the owner of one if
Reopening Depends on Unions
one can be found.
BATI0HAL CIRCUIT "COLD"
Lynn, Mass., Deo. 14.
The National Vaudeville Circuit.. The Auditorium, dark sin m Nov.
.
*n *"
ACCUSED AS F0RQER
Karted last season by Ray Lesson *•• wUt '•°P« n *» oon
•nd w lch was framed to link a Juatment of wsge scales has been
D. R. Socman, producer of tabownhouse
the
between
number of New England houses, has ***** »*
loids and appearing with his own
show, was arrested Tuesday in Okla' out of existence.
Only three
when noff ot,- homa City charged with forging a
check for $13,500.
a8ked of th
*•*. sad the Holvoke H«w«k« Ma*. A flnal * ectoOB w
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Shubert bookings, though the
***** were not regularly booked
the Shubert office. That policy
1 tW0 weeks
Ea^y this season
-J?"*
*ny Leason houses
were named as
•milatcd with the Gus Sun eastern
cookings, but the arrangement did
not work out
satisfactorily.

™«

beln «

house

.

the notice
»*—posted.

" ng

the

8hake-up

at

clo

vas

Another

Managerial

City
There was another shake-up in
the managerial staff of the City,
New York, last week, when the
house manager, Halllday, together
with several others connected with
front of the establishment, sudHOWARD BROS. AT GARDEN the
denly left.
The Howard brothers, Willie and
At the Fox office no reason was*
will make their first vaude- given for the change.
I*J«ene,
ville
appearance in several years
*"* n tn ey open at the Winter GarrNsw Musical Com«d> Tab
I oen, Ne W York, next Mondav,
hend"11? the Shubert
\
A musical comedy tab company is
bill.
tWO boyH nave n r ° n tract with being organized by So ly Hhaw.
th a
hubert8 nnd have been appear- under title of "1'|>h and Downs of
'iii!!
'eg f
in musical shows.
lltL"J."
Nora Ltnycfl will headline r.rxt
The company to play a N"« u
Wc <* at the
44th St.
England routo will he headed by
-

Shaw and Harry

entrant, opened brilliantly at the "Shuffle Along" (63d St.) and "BeCentury Monday, and is considered ware of Dogs" (39th St.).
the best of the season's revivals
The cut rates have suffered with
bus far. "Alias Jimmy Valentine" the advance agencies and the box
;ot off to a pood start at the Gaiety, ofTlce in the general d r-pro4slon that
with $5,000 drawn in three days. has hit amusements and a mailing
"Bought and Fair For" is drawing list campaign has been pushed to
'The call attention to the seats on sale
fairly well at tho T'layhouse.
Varying Shore" opened briskly at to the regular discount ticket holdthe Hudson la«t week, getting f 16.000 ers, In an effort to boost busin^*
top.
The during the two wcoks hading up to
for Its initial week at
$.'J

ba Irony scale of juices has been or- the holidays.
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ORPHEUM'S COSTLY BILLS

1
\

and DELIRO

IV.'itund doner., with "Ai k»'M ><
Now pl;.i\ii)K Sluil>»Tt Vaudrvlll--.
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compromise

b«tw««'n

Williams and the K'i'li
:nte:»-M.-< p«-.vb-' ed.
fiiiHin «* has
Tin- a n ernent
•nn..
Kn"V> '"•
l.yri«\
fallen off in all the
The
Wliai ; T.no.o the\ d mee. M.lU-l reported to !>•• in the inukuu; had :i»
.Moving
picture
and
vaudeville booked through the KiMi
-li!l. th.righ. w;iii their Apiehe.
That its basis Williams calling oil his
^hpupes
in San Francisco except at closed Saturday.
wr
no h-ilon.- and iuui-h-f;ikcd number
Orpheum, which is playing to
The Lyric ployed ftw iv[. ami should h.i\r tin- f'm* and the purvion Orpheum, Boston, agreeing not to
"J*
sood
business. Expensive bills, how- was a split week, ('losinu r«- ulted is givm it by ihesu South Ameri- enter any towns where Keith was
•T «t\ are
booking ally,
establish* d or had
cans."
being offered.
from continued bad business.

Han Francisco. Doc.

i
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1
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Lyric, Knoxville, Closes
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dered revised downward, the agencybuy taking care of the lower floor.
"The Fair Circassian," which also
bowed In last week, was taken off
from the Republic singe on Saturday. It maintained the astonishing
counting the six revivals.
There record of at least one sudden closhave been 61 out-and-out failures ing weekly throughout the fall. The
and some 20 additional attractionals piece got $1,900 on the week. It
which cannot be classed with the guaranteed $3,300. The house made
successes.
money in the transaction for the
Interest turns to the new attrac- first time in weeks.
The show as
tions which will be brought In dur- supposed to have guaranteed for
ing the holidays and Immediately three weeks, but is reported unloadfollowing. Fron 15 to 20 new offer- ing for the special picture showing
ings are listed to come in starting of "Qet-Rich-Quick Wallingford,"
next week and et.dlng in mid-Janu- which Is showing now, with "Huary. Such a multitude of trys have moresque" added to the bill. A, II.
been made on Broadway this season Wood* will soon use the house for
that there has not been a week since his "Lawful Larceny."
late July that at least* one and genBusiness on the road last week
erally three and four new shows and on
the subway circuit was at
were not brought In.
the lowest ebb.
Several reports,
That may take the edge off the however,
concerned poor plays. One,
surprising bookings that bring four
however, had enjoyed a Broadwsy
new ones in next week, the dullest run.
The best it could get was a
possible, since Christmaj comes on
$236 start in a neighborhood house
the following Sunday
"The Idle of
large draw. Another show sucInn" will succeed "Daddy's Gone
ceeded in getting but $113 In an upA- Hunting" at the Plymouth; "DanState city. Is the south a musical
/ger" is carded tc follow "Beware of
show could reach but $1,900 In a
Dogs" at the 89th Street; "The
half week's showing.
Dover Road" has picked an odd
The agencies got an awful wallop
opening date to relight ti» Bijou
(dark this week through the with- the first two days of the week, and
drawal of "Everyday"), for It will the dump to the cut rates wasbow in with a matinee next Friday, strong. At present tfeere are but
Perhaps as peculiar is four attractions of the 39-odd buys
afternoon.
premiere of "The Married that have the call in the premium
the
Woman," which relights the Prin- places. They are -Good Morning.
cess on Christmas Eve (Saturday of Dearie/' st the Globe; "Kl Kl," at
the Bela-sco." «The Mui'j Sox Re*
next week).
For the holiday week and for early vue and "The Perfest Fool." Of
the
lot the Belasco attraction has
"Face
January there are carded:
opening the new 49th a little of an edge on the other*,
Value."
Street: "Bull Dog Drummond," at which is natural because of it bethe Knickerbocker; "Lawful Lar- ing the last of them to arrive. The
ceny." at the Republic; "Captain box office price for "Ki Ki" is $2.76,
Applejack." at the Cort; all-star re- but the agencies are getting $6.60
vivals, at the National; "The White and $7.70 for the seats. "The Music
Peacock," at the Comedy; "He," at Box," with a $6.60 box office top, 1*
the Garrick; "The Blue Kitten," at also $7.70 at the agencies.
the Sclwyn: "Genevieve/ a musical
Shuberts managed to get a buy
piece is announced, as in "Majar- for the revival of "The Chocolate
of
version
musical
the
Soldier" at the Century, the agenoland."
"Pomander Walk," while a musical cies taking 200 a night for that atpiece is announced, also two revivals traction with a regular 26 per cent,
of all-star complexion. "The Squaw return.
Of the other new attracMan" iR now aimed for the Astor. tions, not a one was bought for.
but i< will not be until New Year's.
There are 20 straight buys runA picture, "Deciple," gets the Lyric ning in the agencies, which are:
"Experience" Is "Blossom Time"
stalling Monday.
(Ambassador), "Kl
also mentioned. January premieres Kl" (Belasco), "Tangerine"
(Caalso include "The Hindu," "Bull sino), "Chocolate Soldier"
(CenDog Drummund," "The National tury). "Perfect Fool" (Cohan)
Anthem," "The Claw and the Wing" "Demi -Virgin" (Eltlnge),
"Dream
and "Little Miss Raffes."
Maker" (Empire), "Good
New Year's Eve scales arc de- Dearie" (Globe), "Six Morning.
Cylinder
cided on and tickets are out, with Love" (Harris), "Intimate
Stran"The Music Box Revue" and "Good gers" (Miller), "Varying Shore"
Morning, Dearie" at the top of the (Hudson),
"Bombo"
(Jolson),
list with $11 for the lower floor. The "O'Brien
Girl"
(Liberty),
"The
Music Box balcony is $5 throughout Grand Duke" (Lyceum), "Music
for that performance, which gives Box Revue" (Muslo Box),
"Sally"
the house a capacity of about $7,600 (New
Amsterdam), "Wild Cat"
The Globe's bal- (Park), "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife"
for the evening.
cony is differently scaled, but with (Jtitz). "The Circle" (Selwyn., and
Additional capacity, its money total "Bill of Divorcement" (Times
Sq).
will approximate the same figure.
On Monday and Tuesday night the
The other musical shows ore, for strongest dump from the advance
the most part, going to $5.60, and agencies to the cut rates was
on
-some of the dramas will get $4.40.
"Six
Cylinder
Love,"
"Varying
"Klki" at the Belasco is now the Shore." "Bombo" and "The Grand
leader of the non -musical attrac- Duke."
tions.
It has been a clean sell-out,
The regular cut rate list itself
from the premiere. Last week the held 18 attractions without the exgross slid past $ 16,000. "A BUI of tras that were dumped to them
Divorcement" figured second at the Those attractions listed are "AmTimes Square with around $14,000, bush"
(Belmont)
"The
Claw'
while "The Circle" in the Selwyn (Broadhurst), "Chocolate Soldier
ran close to that figure. It will be (Century),
"Her
Salary
Man
moved to the Maxlne Elliott Jan. (Cort), "Nature's Nobleman" (48th
9, to make way for "The Blue KitSt.),
"Liliom" (Fulton), "Jimmh
ten."
Valentine" (Oatety), "Wife with a
"Sally" starts Its second year Smllo" (Garrick), "Lilies of the
Monday at the New Amsterdam and Field" (Klsw), "Wandering Jew
looks aimed for the musical record. (Knickerbocker),
"Main
Street'
Though other musical shows have a (National) "Just Married" (Bayer).
longer run record, none has piled up "Wild Cat" (Park), "Bought snd
the grosses as has "Sally."
Paid For" (Playhouse), "Daddy*
Among the revivals "The Choco- Gone A -Hunting" (Plymouth), "The
late Soldier," which Is the latest Great Broxopp" (Punch and Judy).
tide period last year.
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while the Keith side would .»^t<«io
Harlem opera
'.ithdraw the
weeks after they had played In l.oshouve. New York, which vas ir*
opposition to Williams' Alhamhr.-i.
The etlu-r
just around the ccrner.
detail was the entrance of- Willium into (he Keith booking corabln. ioo
Williams declared he had no Mich
intention at that time and had not
M'oni iniied on page 24)
.
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VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING

Chicago

Friday,

Coming way down an tba
offering Is 100 per cent, and one of
the worthy class acta on the circuit bill following Fox et al.. Miss Padand
den
Into the proceedings
songs
pathos
the
put
The little lady, puts
violin numbers over In true show- where the others put laughter. Her
consistently
pathos
la
and
registered.
Just 11 curtain
fashion
manlike
aided by the two boys. Registered call* by actual count were accorded
Miss Padden, rather unusual for a
very big*
Allen had tough sledding in •ketch, especially in thia position.
La Bernicla and Co. had tough going theFred
Loop.
next -to-shut spot following
to close this all-around show, and McConnell, Simpson and Co., and
many
as
deserve credit for holding
his
side
refact
by
evinced
that
EMPRESS, CHICAGO
as they did In their seats at a late marks with reference to the way his
Loop.
hour.
act was being received. Of course
Chicago. Dec. 14.
Though It was the last show of
It was close to five when Allen went
on, but had he put a little life Into the evening, almost a full house was
APOLLO, CHICAGO
his work at the beginning, instead present. It averaged>up to the audiChicago, Dec 14.
of dragging along, the effect might ence's demands and ran smoothly.
However, Dalto and Freese started the ball
Atmospheric conditions inside and have been different.
out were "damp'* Sunday afternoon. when Allen got started toward the rolling with an acrobatic act offered
Outside there was plenty of rain and end of hie turn he fared better, in a different manner.
forest
Inside there seemed to be a lack of especially so with one or two "blue" scene shows a freight car with
enthusiasm. The house was about gags and a parody about a "Girl humorous inscriptions on It referthree-fourths filled on the lower Milking a Cow." Allen remained on ring to it being the hobos' home.
floor with about half of the balcony until the curtain rose for Joseph Tramp crawls through the freight
occupied. It was predicted that Lew Fanton and Vo., to complete the car door and meets the watchman.
Field's "Snapshots of 1921" would performance with a number of sen- They do ground tumbling and table
be a magnet but such did not seem sational equilibrist feats.
He ac- work. The act left a favorable imto be the outcome, whether It was complished one thing for this turn, pression.
The rough stuff of the
the weather that was responsible or and that waa to hold the house In watchman clouting the tramp at the
the fact that evening prices are with his talk while the three boys finish gave it a noisy finish, a little
charged here for the Sunday mati- went through their thrilling routine. hard on the ears.
nee is a toss-up. But it seems as
Loop.
Kenneth Bradshaw, with the asthough the $1 top for the lower floor
sistance of a woman not billed,
here has something to do with the
cross-fired a routine of chatter.
PALACE, CHICAGO
lightness of Sunday afternoon patThey attained their purpose. Lee
ronage, as the Palace and Majestic,
and Cranston passed flip remarks
Chicago. Dec. 14.
the Orpheum Circuit houses, charge
to one another before a bungalow
Arranged
in
"sure-fire"
style
Is
the same price Sunday afternoon
the bill at this house, every act in- drop in two. The man and woman
that they do on weekdays.
formerly lived in the bungalow and
dividually
seemed
to
score,
paving
a
The Fields turn, which closed the
were married and divorced. They
first part, is a big flash offering In rosy path for the subsequent turn, are to take new mates and still live
seven scenes, running about 40 min- and all in all rounded out a good in this bungalow. Several songs by
utes. It is a beautiful sight act and evening's entertainment. The lower the man suffered through him havIs pleasing to the' eye, particularly floor and balcony were filled to ca- ing a heavy cold.
The act has some
the finish, showing the iridescent pacity and there was enthusiasm in matter in poor taste, inviting the
heavy back drop with the staircase evidence to give a show a real sip possibility of some managers filing
from
the start
peculiar fact was
before it. with the girls forming a
objections to lines and situations.
striking picture on the staircase and that there was no comedy on the
Dena Cooper and Co. brought in
the principals grouped In front. But bill until Ford and Cunnrngham a new sketch, disregarding
their old
from a comedy angle the seven sprinkled a bit In the fourth posi- vehicle, "Christmas Eve." It's antion
and
Frank
Van
Hoven In the other underworld
scenes seem to be just "nil." There
story.
The husLulu next spot, of course, let out his regu- band of
Is nothing really outstanding.
the woman is .sentenced to
McConnell, who is featured, prob- lar deluge, which had the audience death for murder,
and the wife,
ably helps Fields to get more real convulsed.
knowing
who the real murderer was,
Harry
Fox,
with
that
dainty,
laughs in the "hat shop" scene than
makes
her
way
with
a detective i.o
are secured through the remainder effervescing and sparkling feminine the
home of the free criminal. She
Beatrice Curtis, held f e
of the act. The low-comedy busi- trick,
makes
him
drunk
and
finally gets
ness in the barber shops, with Fields headline spot, and worthy of it too. his
confession. The detective enters,
doing a "bit" at the telephone and Harry, of course, is an intimate battles
with
the
man,
who
in an atlater maltreating Joe Torpey in the type of entertainer and the folks
tempt to escape is shot. The act
chair, brought laughs, of course. learned that fact immediately after
requires
lot
of
a
whipping
into
shape
But the slopplness of the athfetlc his entrance. The customers en- and then
will
get the Intended
shaving "bit*' does not Impress. Joyed him immensely. They seemed
thrills
from
small
flme
audiences
to
love
his fly talk, his manner of
"The Eternal Triangle*' scenes, with
only.
the American conception of an delivering song and his doting atJesse Block and Francene Dunlop
"English Triangle," and vice versa, tention to his feminine accomplice.
It Just seemed to be grand to all In "Broke" held the next to closing,
are meaningless and draggy.
and
very well at that. * The act is
concerned
and
Fox
got over* with
The "Every Girlie Wants to Be a
really vaudeville and the entertainSally" scene In one with Harry Gar- lots to spare.
ment
is the sort that patrons of the
Herschel
Henlere
"Marilyn
sextet
of
is
back
again.
land leading the
Miller Girls" was well liked. Gar- The reception he was accorded when variety houses find amusement in.
land put over his lyrics and busi- he entered the pit was tumultuous. Block reminds at times of Georgie
ness in a capital manner and the After his business of introducing Price, being a highly acceptable
business of the girls was effective, "Madame Sklddikadinkl," in her Juvenile, who sings well and dances
Miss Dunlop
little portion of the entertainment, in a smooth manner.
too.
Ruth Thomas leads all of the song he grabbed hold of the old ivories, is a lively, good-looking girl, who
numbers and does a dance with tickled and pounded them as they manages to get more than the ordiHerbert Fields in the "Iridescent have not been handled in many a nary value out of her lines. She
interesting
double
Symphony" scene. Fields, of course, day, and clowned along. His re- has several
ward was a prodigious one for he dances with her partner. The act
will draw them in on the week.
opens
in
one
before
a hotel lobby
McConnell Simpson and Co. are stopped the show cold and held the
still doing their old act "The Fam- curtain for a full three minutes be- drop with the man flirting with the
Both are
ily Quarrel," with Miss McConnell fore the Four Lamy Brothers, with girl as she passes by.
garnering as many laughs as ever. their aerial offering, were able to broke. Each tells his or her troubles
to
the
other.
They
complete
go
into
the
evening's
seemed
to
be
a specomedy
performance,
Her style of
cialty song about a want ad page.
This and that was at a late hour too.
just what the folks wanted.
Opening the show were Emile and The man pawns his cane and the
act, second after intermission, was
John Nathane with their hand and girl's garters, and nstead of eating
the "show stopper" of the bill.
Jack Conway and Co. were the head balancing and ground tum- wants to buy a marriage license.
These boys have a difficult If the two-a-day don't grab them,
other sketch, offering Conway's In- bling
toxicating comedy, "The Cellar.* In routine that Is executed in a highly some musical comedy producer Is
the "trey" spot this act gave the competent manner, so much so that going to get them and havs two
show Us first impetus and paved the they stopped the show again with young su re -fire bets. O. at. Legal
way nicely for A. Bobbins to do his their final tricks. "Deucing" it were closed tbe show with hii pantomime
mimicry, with his abundant musicaj Scanlon, Denno Brothers and Scan- comedy Juggling.
props. Robins registered very well. Ion, with a variety ejf •ong and
General Ed. Lavlne opened the dance. After this quartet bad comifffCOUr, CHICAGO
show with his Juggling novelty and pleted their Initial songs they got
then made way for Belle Oliver, a into th^ real substance of their turn
Chicago, Dee. 14*
There was a mighty good reason
singing comedienne who has been with their dancing and had a most
appearing at the "Midnight Frolics" smooth voyage, and, as their prede- why the house was filled* even to
Her cessors, also stopped the show. the very last row of the main floor,
and is doubling this week.
songs are of the popular order, with B. A. Rolfe's Revue of music, song as well as the balgohy. The bill was
Interpolations of comedy business and dance came next. Rolfe has a big time In every sense of the word
talented group of Individual artists and every act was a hit by itself,
added.
Opening the second half was and they presented real entertain- even the opening and closing acts.
Tvette, assisted by Eddie Cook and ment. There are ten persons in this Kawana Duo. two Japs, have a senKino Clark. From a production and act, with each being either an In- sational pedal Juggling act and
presentation standpoint the Yvette strumentalist,
singer
or
dancer. Risley.
It was a good starter for
They all do something and did t

Chicago, Dec.

14.

Good weather, good vaudeville and
a good audience all went to make
an enjoyable evening. Thla house
to undergoing a lot of changes. A
sew musical director and a piano
have been put In the pit. Page,
Hack and Mack gave the bill a
d Lady fast start and with theJr last
trick took half a dozen bows. The

sational.

m

Furman and Nash w
an early spot

to

r

keep

sacrificed
up the fast

•tart the show had. In any other
•pot these two chaps could have tied
up proceedings with their blending
of voices and excellent choice of
umbers. As It was, they succeeded
In taking four bows. Hal Skelley
made himself famous In this town
with "Fiddlers Three" and will never

be forgotten for his work in that
greeted with a recepand an ovation when he got
through. He Is ably supported by
Mldgle Miller and two other goodlooking girls. Miss Miller shared
equally with Mr. Skelley In the ap-

how. He was
tion

and

plause,

rightfully, too.

An

acci-

dent that might have been turned
into something serious if it had not
been for Skelley's level -headedness
occurred
when Skelley's ankle
turned and he Jell over the footlights
Into the orchestra pit As It was.
Skelley leaped back to the stage and
with a bow to his audience continued his number. Very few, even In
the front row. knew that the clarinet player got a badly cut lip from
Skelley's

fall.

good graces.

new

Dockstader, with a brand

Idea and new talk, took his auditors
•ft their feet Dockstader carries an
electric apparatus on his high hat

and a small flash board on his chest,
which he announces as a new wireless, being able to talk to anyone in
this manner. He brings in his national current events, and after taking his due of bows comes back with
elty topics, all up to the minute, with
but one gag on prohibition. Irene

swept

Bordoni
her.

Her

first

everything

before

number, a dramatic

song of Spanish love, showed this
little French star In a new light.
After a piano solo by her accompanist she sings a French song that
appealed even to those who did not
understand the language, through
It* force, action and facial expres*'
This was followed by an
salons,
American light Jazz ditty, Mias Bordoni wearing a ravishing blue brocaded gown that was sensational;
then a request number from "As You
Were." After oodles of curtain^
If Ins Bordoni made a sincere speech
ef thanks.'
Jack Wilson, with the assistance
•f Harry Antrim and Betty Browne,
held the next to shut spot without
the loss of a customer. Wilson's
clowning was fast and ad lib, while
the singing of Antrim tied up the
•how.

Many have attempted "Man-

dalay," but few have ever put this
classic over the way Antrim does.
He was recalled for three encores.

'

well.
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Ford and Cunningham In their YOU'VE TRIED
comedy skit, "Even as You and I,"
came on with the first comedy of
the show and had immediate re-

!\

"THE

MANN'S

RAINBO GARDENS
l

rmiK

Vaudeville Concert."
Miss Butler
opened with a high-class ballad and
then made way t^ allow Mr. Flan*
dera to do a solo on the piano, shs
returns after a change of costume
and does her conception of "Yankes
Doodle" as sung in operatic style]
They close before a special dron
with electrical effects for her rendu
The act can
tion of "Moonlight."
hold Its own on a big time bill

Bernard and Ragen gave

'

husband

w,

Jt*

..

'

'

getting his wife's goat
receiving a note signed

still

through
"Pearl."

Hall and Dexter varied their routine with talk, song and Instrumental music. This is a small time
offering and hurts the rest of the
bill.
J. C. Nugent has had much
said of his style of entertaining, and

what has been said of him in the
past holds gooQ now. The audience
was a wise one and each of his remarks and puns got an over-plenty
Byron
applause.
of
Brothers,
Moanalua Sextette, five men and
one woman, closed the show with
-the men playing Hawaiian and brass
music and the woman dancing in
-

The

native fashion.

crowd intact and
rounded

out

act held the

finished
of

evening

a

well*

genuine

vaudeville.

KIALTO, CHICAGO

j

Chicago, Dec.

14.

Matinee business on Mondays has
been holding up pretty well, the
morning and afternoon shows get*
ting as good a play as the evening
and supper ones. The clientele
seemed te be evenly divided between
men and women, with a small patronage of children.
Ardell Bros, began the fun with a
different line of stunts on the rings.
The brothers present a neat act and
a lively starter for any program.
Ethel Keller and Chums, two girls
and a young man, have a pleasing
offering, and what helps get the act
over is an abundance of youth. This
was especially noticeable as Hank
Browne and Co. were on the same

The fellow Interpolates "mamballads reminiscent of Jolson
nooses
times, while one girl
raggy numbers and the other plays
the piano. The trio are -versatile*
combined with personality.
Hugh Johnstone fooled those present with his magical tricks. Johnstone gets much out of his two chili
plants, rounding out a magical tun
different In many ways. Frank and
Mae Collins confine their ability to
shift

my"
at

Instrumental work, which they handle In an acceptable manner. Tt
vary from a straight musical offer*.
lng the man sings a ballad and comedy number. Peggy Vincent, with

her plant, was the fourth act In one.
Miss Vincent formerly opened Bulging a number, which Is interrupted
by the plant with his boisterous
Now she tells stories with
The
the customary interruption.
routine Is the same otherwise.
Josephine Worth and Co. present-*
ed the sketch Sarah Padden formerly played. "The Little Shepherd
of Bargain Row." Miss Worth works
laughter.

hard and swings sentiment

to suit

herself. She In a worthy successor
to the original player of the sketch,
with a support that was a pleasing

background. Hank Browne and Co*
the com. any consisting of a woman*
dates back a good many years. This

oldtimer seemed still to know
tastes of present day audiences, and
though the stories told were many
years older than most people in I
audience, they laughed at them because of the showmanly manner in
which they were told.

THE RE8T

13th

their old-

time vehicle more life than usual.
The audience devoured everything
as though it were a new act. The
routine remains the same with the

A

Bert Enrol Is one female Impersonator who can always rely on his
voice, whether It be in feminine
makeup or in male attire. But with
all the natural attributes that Errol
baa, he cannot become vulgar and
expect his audience to pass it by.
After having his audience roi>ed, Errol, In
a speech announcing his
ehange from female to male dress,
drops a strap from his shoulder, exposing his chest almost to the waist.
At this a silence fell over the payees
and It was through extra effort that
Srrol worked his way back into their

Lew

ler offered three musical numbers
in fourteen of the snappiest minutes
They bill their act -7
bllL

on the

A

boy*, now do their catch directly
ever the footlights and make it sen-

18, 1921

any bill, and the audience hel
bang the act over.*
Leo Flanders and Genevieve Kv»t„

CHICAGO VAUDEVILLE SHOWS
MAJESTIC, CHICAGO

December

NOW TRY THE

CHAIR" "PETE"

BEIT

Sotero.

Their
encore
business, Next Door to Colonial Theatre
SO W.*RANDOLPH 8T. CHICAGO
which Is done by way of a speech,
THE FOLLOWING HKADLINERS ATP. HFHK LAST WEEK.
with Ford claiming they are marBOOSTERS FOR STEAKS
ried and Miss Cunningham that
Billy Diamond. Et Keongh. Arthur Clifford Ungmr,
Ethel Linton. Ernie Yeas*
they are not, sure dlfl/'wow" th*\ »»-»*
BUlr *nn*.1n. *<*? M»ray gram, ~ Tiafcmm, m^-Uitton Merger.
foms, airiThad not the" couple

sponse.

t

+•

I

••»*•—

i

settled

the issue before leaving the Stage
it is quite likely that there would
have been considerable debate on
tbe matter by the audience.
Van Hoven came next and It must
have done his heart good the way
his dippy offering got over.
Some
Ground Floor of the folks here have seen him before, and others have not, but it is
hardly likely that they will forget
him, as as save them a style of
entertainment which Is out of the
$100
usual vaudevUte routine. Van had
RRMOUNTINO. loads of fan and got a great deal
RRMOPKM.1NO. of it by raising- th„> dust In Danny
RESETTING.
Russo, the orchestra leader's, faco
DESIGNS.
he dragged the "shroud" and
SUGGESTIONS. when the
fired
pistol into the foots. This
seemed to please the house to see
the "obidiahs" get the dust and they

JEWELRY CO.

ELI

Stats-Lake Theatre Building

188 N. State

% KARAT,
DIAMOND FANCY RINOfl,
SRACEI.BTB, WATCHES.
AR TINS, PLACQUES.
W4VAL.IKHS. 8CARPP1NS,
WRIST WATCHES.

St.,

CHICAGO

BLUE, WHITE, STONES,

DIAMONDS

FABRICS

SCENERY

MODERN DESIGNS PERFECTLY
EXECUTED. IN OUR NEW SHOPS

AND 8TUDI08

Just

choice and

Xmas
we

NOW. A

small deposit will get you first
will deliver same any place in the United States.
present

REFERENCES

Pete

Soteros,

Johnny

Byam,

Freddy

Bach man,

Sam

Cantor, Helen Murphy, Win. Flemen, Long Tack Sam,
Tom Brown, Art Uogar, Rocco.Vocco*. Eddie Lewis, Billy
Diamond.

roared.

youngsters

Van has a
who are, adept

of their master,

trio

Tottf orders for fabrics, curtain*, set-

and draper lea are executed In s
department that la headed by a man who
haw devoted thirty yeara to the profession

of

pupils

available

Sarah Pedden and Co. presented ill
the armmetle sketch, "The Cn*r-|l&

-

OUR OWN

ting;*

And probably tney

too, if they djQ not heed the admonition of their master, will strive
to become magicians, "dippy" or
otherwise, but hardly Van Hovens.
For they only come one in a package
and those packages are not often

IN

BUILDING.

Goods Reserved on Deposit
Plok out her

PAINTED 1

In

of cutting- draperies of distinction.

Mr. Crontn'n reputation for expertneM
thla line |« * s wide as the country 1»

l»road.

JAMES

F,

CROKIN

THE FABRIC STUDIOS,
Executive
and Display

Office
aa
*» mam*
n 2, N
STATF SF- CHICAGO.
J,
Studios
and Shops: Bo. Kedxie

Room:

Inc.

(Opposite Htate-IAka Theatre)
Avenue, at W. Van Buren Street.

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE
December

Fridayi

lfl,

-

,
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POOL TO BUCK ASSOCIATION
A

Bryant Approach Carrell, Diamond,
Figure 35 to 45 Weeks of Small
Ashert
and

—

\

Chicago, Dec.

14.

ILL CENTRAL COURTESY

.

of
withdrawal
Baggage Men Urged to Expedite
j^Mj O'Neil from the local
Theatrical Effects
jmtagM office, taking with hint
office the
Chicago
Chicago, Dec. 14.
Shubert
the
fct*

the

iFWIowing

TOMMY GRAY

SPORTS

FRAME SHUBEKT-INDEPENDEOT

geehler

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDINO

Chicago

1921

Jack Hodgdon, teamed with Arthur Blondell in a pool match last
week, denied that A. H. Alos and
Mark Murphy are the legitimate
pool playing champions of the Keith
office as .. result of winning the
contest 100 to 89. Hodgdon's claim
is based on the fact he only teamed
with Blondell. temporarily, due to
his partner, Jim O'Donnell, being
absent He immediately challenged
the winning couple to a series of
games, now in progress. The peculiar part of the contest is that Aloz
has accepted the discarded Blondell
to substitute for Murphy, when the
latter is otherwise engaged.
As a
result of this contest, other agents
of the Keith offices have the pool
fever and are Individually handing
out verbal challenges to one another. The only Keith agent omitted
is Arthur Willie, conceded to be a
money player only, due to ability.

HITS

BEACH AND FIOOR

team

will include Alex and, Jack
Keaton Tells
Hanlon, guards; Al S warts and Irv- Buster
ing Relmer, forwards, and Abe
Acted As PeaceHumorist
will
center.
The
team
Friedman,
also have Willie Fisher as utility
maker

How

*

player.

Loo Angeles, Dec. 14.
Mannie Barkln of the AmalgaDisarmament may be all right—*
mated (New York) office is desirous
and
probably
for tbe nations of
la
of forming a basketball team com-

—

the world, but for Thomas Gray,
prised of boys from theatrical ofOwing to the limited per- humorist. It Is nothing but a meanfices.
ingless word.
From now on he'll
sonnel of his own office, players
have his own methods of settling
from other theatrical offices will be
disputes. Tea, Bo.

welcome.

«.

Gray Is a quiet, unassuming chap.
His friends admit that. He Is a
has read so much regarding disarmament that he was of the
The Illinois Central Railroad is
Trlntz
A
Lubllner
of
^oarttt
opinion that there must be a conits bit toward a "return to
& Bryant have doing
siderable amount of good in It.
lyneei, Beehler
normalcy" of pre-war relations beThat was a pet theory of his. Any*
Srted a drive for additional split tween transportation lines and the
how, it appears,, from the meagre
w$tik houses to receive bookings out profession. During the past several
facts at hand, that Gray came to
Of he Shubert office here.
years the policy of courtesy from
Los Angeles to join the scenario
Conferences have been going on railroads has been almost forgotten.
staff of the Buster Keaton Comedy
for the past few days with BeehIn a notice to baggage agents of
ler and Bryant endeavoring to get the I. C. the following Is found:
lected for the new Loew basketball report brings to light the fact that Company. He arrived Sunday. Not
Carrell. Billy Diamond and
<$. I*
"The attention of all concerned is team, started practice Tuesday for Manager Evers tried to trade having anything in particular to do
Uksher Brothers to cast their lot especially called to the very great games scheduled with the N. V. A. Vaughan before he left the Cubs, he Just naturally drifted beachward
and decided to have the evening
fcrith the Shuberts.
(Continued on page 11)
Importance of forwarding theatrical and Keith office teams. The Loew
repast In a seaside resort.
Carrell, who has had a practical baggage.
Agents should take espeThe sea air was invigorating and
monopoly of tho independent small cial pains to see that theatrical baghe ordered a large meal
He waa
time houses in tho middle west, Is gage is forwarded on the first train,
all smiles.
Nothing to do until toconsidered a most valuable ally by and train baggagemen should see
with
the
and
offices,
morrow,
and
then
to
his
new
Shubert
posithe
that it is not carried past destina(Continued from page 3)
tion.
houses of Asher Brothers, Lubllner tion. Let us all watch this matter
But he didn't know that quarrels
a\ Trlns and those booked by Diaand avoid possible delays, as such Ing uncompleted—one a purchase senting overnight buying orders, but
mond, It is figured that a strong delays may cause loss of engage- still in force and the other a short otherwise the issue was quiet with are liable to happen In beach cafes
sale still uncovered.
generally steady as well as on battlefields or in Consmall
and
turnover
organization coul* be built.
ment and serious loss to performOrpheum gress. If he did, he didn't thlr *: of*
and unchanged prices.
It is figured by the independents ers."
Penalty on "Shorts"
sank Into listless neglect This ap- it At the next table waa a couple,
that with the affiliation of their inThe position of the operator, how- plied to all markets. Boston and evidently happy.
He said eviterests with the Shuberts that they
ever, would be secure. Whatever he Chicago as well as New York.
HANNEY AT PLAYHOUSE
dently, for there waa no reason Ho
Will be In a position to enter into
lost on the short transaction by an
Prices remained substantially un- believe otherwise.
en competition with the Western
Chicago, Dec. 14.
advance, he would gain by an added changed and inclined to be easier at
Association
Milford P. Hanney has been apSuddenly the male escort of the
audevllle Managers'
profit on his long stock, and vice
fractionally under 15.
blushing bit of femininity at the table
d the Western Keith booking of- pointed manager of the Playhouse
versa. Thus he would come into the
arose and so did the young* woman.
cea in point of available time. by Lei. lor Bryant, lessee and manTip on Goldwyn
new year with his profit as repreThey calculate that on the basis of aging director of the theatre.
The Curb was extraordinarily There was a resounding smack Ilka
sented by 79 ft unaffected, and If
*an amalgamation of the small time
dulL
Only 200 shares of Qoldwyn the fall of Carthage, and the young
he cleaned up both deals ;he
hooking interests from 35 to 45
SAM HOWE MANAGING SHOW jgain would go into 1922 Income *iet
changed hands at 4%, although a lady, apparently writhing in pain,
reweeks of consecutive booking will
on the floor, a la CerpenUer.
Sam Howe will join his Columbia turn. However, by selling Wednes- tip was industriously circulated that was
Gray forgot disarmament
be the Inducement held out to the
He'
a movement upward was due In that
They argue that with wheel show next week in St. Louis, day he would penalize himself $2 a Issue. Nothing came to the atten- forgot everything but the desire to
performer.
taking over the active management. share, while on Thursday he wor*
aid
the
lady,
and
this amount of time the better class
perhaps
chastise
give
weight
to
to
or
the
t-ade
tion
still be a holder of record for the
of the small time and even some of
.the man who had given the slap.
dividend payment. It did notappear this view. The company is known
Acme's Mechanical Exhibit
tttVBjnall big time acts can be proHe arose. Walked over to the table
that many longs liquidated Wednes- to have a lot of new pictures, said
and demanded an explanation^
Chicago, Dec. 14.
$ them.
to be of a quality to promise profits,
day,
for
thd
close
was
within
fraca
who Is knqwn as the
ell,
Gray didn't anticipate trouble,
New offices and display rooms tion of the day's high.
but this Is still in the future and is
hvorth af Vaudeville," Is con- were, opened by the Acme Scenic
sufficiently assured to make because Loo Angeleslan*. he hatt
A good dual of the whole mar- scarcely
a necessary ally for any Artists* Studio In the Delaware
been
led to believe, were a docile
a substantial advance justifiable in
Building, S< West Randolph street, ket's strength has been attributed advance.
I combination, as he books more
At lot of things can lot The man asked the reason for
this
to
tax
situation,
which
is
likely
other
endent time than all the
last week. The offices are equipped
happen to film profits before they Gray interesting himself, and when
combined. His houses play In up to date fashion, with a dis- to continue to the end of the year. are collected. Griffith came in for Gray started to explain he waa hit
two to eight acts from one to play of miniature stage models with That being true. It would surprise one day's turnover of 60 shares, at by something he later described aa
ven day engagements. The maxi- the minute details of scenic equip- no one to see a good deal of profit
a speeding locomotive. Down he
8 fiat, fractionally down, an odd
um salary paid by the Carrell ment and Illumination. A. W. Ober- taking after Jan. 1. which should movement in view of the fact that went to keep the lady company.
houses Is below that paid by the beck is managing director of the make for receding prices for the
Possibly not caring for him, she
Griffith's new picture is due to come
tther independently booked houses, concern and M. Content is the busi- time being, in the amusement leader
out in a few days and all the pros- arose, but it took some time for
as well as In the general list The
sot it is claimed that were the Car- ness manager.
Gray to come back.
pects are for betterment.
consideration, of course, does not
rell houses brought Into the fold the
The warring couple left the place*
The summary of transactions Dec. 8 to 15
apply to Loew and Orpheum, which Inclusive
performers might be induced to acand the waiters assisted Gray to his
Happy Six Booked
are aa fpllows:
are still in the low ground that has
cept them at the maximum salary
Chivalry was forgotten. Gray
feet.
Chicago. Dec 14.
STOCK EXCHANGE
which is now paid. Acts playing
was mad. He wanted to finish It
Thursday—
Bales. High. IjOW. Last. Ctar
Max Halperin. through the W. V. obtained since early autumn.
fee the W. V. M. A., or Keith west+1*
74
ram.
Play.
T2*
-L...
J 4 100
74%
then
and
there, but the man who
Preferred Active
A., has booked Harry Terkes'
Do. pf.
200
88 >'—
88.
en offices, are accepting cuts at M.
had felled him had disappeared.
1400 14U U
14* +
Columbia Happy Six Jazx Band,
It may well be that the long ex- Loew. Ino
some of the houses.
"Blessed
be the peacemaker,'*
200 14% 14% 14% + %
with two singers for a six-week en- pected reaction throughout the mar- Orpheum
Friday—
To what extent the Shuberts will
remark.
at the Chicago theatre, ket will be deferred until then. Pro- ram. Play.-L... 4300 T4
gagement
78% 78% - % Gray heard some one
go In on this project is not ascer"Huh," Gray soliloquized. "Blessed
88
88
600 88
Do. pf
the Balaban and Katz motion pic- fessional bears have been hard hit Loew.
000 14% 13% 14% ..
Ine
tainable, but it is understood that
he be, but no more. From now on
200 14% 14% 14% —
ture palace, commencing Deo, II.
a number of Issues, Famous Play- Orpheum
Big Jim Vaughan Is reinstated
by Judge Landls he will be traded
by the Chicago Cubs, according to
word from an official source in the
Windy City. Vaughan was suspended by Johnny Evers before the
fiery Trojan gave up the reins of the
Chicago club.
The charge made
against the big hurler waa that he
to
The
refused
keep
in condition.
The Locw Big Five, the name seIf

man who

I

FAMOUS SOARS TO 71% TOP

'

1

«

Hirsch to Milwaukee
Chicago, Dec 14.
Independent bookers.
Harry D. Hirsch, formerly treasIt is understood that the small
Apollo
and Great Norththe
of
urer
time independents are at present
only holding out on signing up to ern theatres here, has been apee Just what the Shuberts have to pointed resident manager of the
playing
offer them.
The proposed alliance, Garrlck theatre, Milwaukee,
I course, would
render the offices Shubert vaudeville.

He

"French Frolics" this week,
succeeds Frank McAlecr.
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around 50 but its course has been
Chicago sold 120
Monday—
an uninterrupted advance since then, Fare.
Play.-Li... 8000
with consequent punishment of the
8000
Do. pf
200
short sellers, who plunged on the Loew, Ino
Tuesdaybear side at Intervals and had to ram. Play. -I*.. 11 SCO
pf
1800
Do.
cover at a loss.
100
Loew. Inc
All this week the dealings in Fa- Orpheum
C00

f!>.00

shares, but prices have been merely
Major dealings In the senior
firm.
issue have been characterized by
violent advances, particularly when
prices were not controlled by selling
No explanation or
of the common.
this operation in preferred appears
on tho surface.
Nothing happened In the other
It was noticed
.•imiisement stocks.
with some interest thut for five successive sessions Loew was tho first
quotation to come out on the ticker
at the opening, apparently repre-

T4% 78%
88

80

14% 14%

f 1%
+1
..

Supplied

MARION

#

505 W. Madison

St.

YOVR PATRONAGE

i

• e e e • • •

60

The steak waa
his appetite.
In aa effort to reduce the
Btuter Keaton,
swelling.

Plaza,
heretofore a

American
shows but

Week

S

Springfield,

week

circuit,

The first half of the week will retrain open fur the presouL

NEW YORK COSTUME
T C 8T

COSTUMES
137 N.

ma ^fa" ur e°r 3

WABASH

AVE.,

Mass.,

stand on the
play the

will

three days hereafter,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

E

^ we8t

CHICAGO

urnnery for annuil muproduction of

.

HKIJMIT

AND CHOW

Stagecrafters, Chicago

CO.
GOWNS

Central 1801

Rented

to

them

tings used IS their

*«'Herl<. to Earth"
Lr-rtuy Trinx. Inrectof

all

itaffe

many

set*

produc-

tions.

Veraa Meraereau
scenic creations used la the
act of

Ilullt

VICUNA

MEKSFREAU

l'l.AYINO IN

SIIUOKICT VAUDUVIM.fl

UNIVERSAL SCENIC ARTIST STUDIOS,

fiirnlnhed.

• «>«a

carry

used

Springfield, Split

6atee.H1fh.Low. LaeL Ck*.
"" 4% 4% 4% ..
200

Monday-

Griffith

tiU'el

Newly

I'll

lost

The

THE CURB
Raturday—
Goldwyn

Northwestern University

wUh

Strickland

J!S:3S SSS J!3«8 «*.«-•«. «•
.$I4.4>0 nnd UUU.OOlFree rehenreal hall.

to himself.

SOO

RATES
PROFESSIONAL WEEKLY
Thoroughly modern.

1
n^«i!

Id Injur.

man

THREE SCOOPS THIS MONTH

COSTUMES

HATS

M>0)»30h

every

It's

a young cannon, believe me, I will."
Mr. Gray now carries around a
88
..
14% 14% + % beautiful "shiner" as a wound stripe.
Orpheum at 14%014%.
Besides losing his balance Gray
74% +1%

Wednesday—
mous Players preferred has been reManaging "Preach Frolics*
Fam. Play. -L... 16000 70%
800
Do. pf
Lou Rials was appointed company markably brisk. Several days the Iiowe.
Ine
700
manager for E. Thos. Bcatty's turnover was in excess of 1,000 Orpheum
600

*

.

at 14%,

74
88

Rials

&&$ IKE BLOOM'S
MID-NITE FROLIC
i

Chicago sold 80 Orpheum
among them.
Saturday—
The stock never looked weaker than Fam. Play.-!*.. 6300 78%
BOO 88
Do. pf
several months ago, when it stood Loew.
1800 14%
Inc

ers being conspicuous

project, and would be very willing
to make inviting concessions to the

maintained
by the Independent
bookers unnecessary.
It is said
that they figure the offices on a
combination can be operated collectively at a saving of 50 to 60 per
tent

%

In

they are enthusiastically behind the

I

rcn.

626 State-Lake Bldg.
^tw

L. P.

LARSEN,

Mgr.-Art Director

Phone Dearborn 1776

Inc.

CHICAGO
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BURLESQUE

10

FOLLIES OF THE

BURLESQUE REVIEWS

Kansas

When

City, Deo. 14.

you can stand in the lobby

a burlesque bouse as

tfOsrtowntf s cofiid

GARDEN FROLICS
Pick Martin

Txta

Jack Shutta
Joe Lyons
Arthur Tackman
l'earl Hamilton

Mick Bullum

Csnnom

Will

Con Torsion
1,11

Tabasco

Tilly
Uallt

LITTLE

Worken

Lillian

Hebrew
Harry l»«pper

Ike Blum, bis friend and

Tom

Wise,

who

lives

DcsspiU

Widow

Donna Hage
Dot SUwart

Oarden
Twlnklt 8uratts

BO PEEP

Iasy Cohen, a wealthy

Powers

enemy

••

Charles Tays
by his wits........
Charles B. Marksrt

Jones, looking- for more........

Mabel, young and able
Teazle, her friend

Constance Williams
Helen Lloyd
Violet Hllson

Tom McKenna
Irons
Clamage have a satisfac- Freddie, a wise boy
tory burlesque entertainment in the
"Garden VroUcaT organization at
This Is a Rube Bernstein, George
tha Colombia this weak. It starts Gallagher and Bob Deady American
slowly but gathers speed as It pro- Circuit show, and It's at the Olymceeds and turns out a well pleased pic. Tuesday night the house was
audience around It: 30. The opening just under a sellout, with the amadull—a helter- teurs as an added attraction.
Is
exceptionally
skelter, aimless arrangement of unThis Little Bo Peep hasn't lost
directed chorus maneuver! with a any sheep, but was probably a stusuccession of number leaders hurl- dious little mi—, .„.
she has cerfor ~—
Ing over a bit of song and moving I uunly lost her book. The entire two
away. Tha choristers are at first' acta are played In two full-stage
unattractive In limp organdie frocks
| n bit and number fashion,
and the principal women wear! According to the program Rube
dingy dresses, but this is remedied ana Harry Pepper staged the show.
later.
It was in all probability staged from
This part likewise Is a purpose- memory, for the bits are all old
less sketch affair with nothing but friends.
It
crude noise and knockabout.
The production is up to the wheel
doesnt last long, happily, and once average as far as costumes are conshow
begins
the
real
out of the way
cerned, the 16 choristers making
and moves along briskly. Probably about a dosen changes. They are a
the main merit of tha pieces Is that peppy bunch, with several good
all are short mad snappy and they lookers and one heavyweight who
have that first necessity of the type won Instant favor and waa responof show, a spontaneous comedian. sible for several encores when the
In this case It Is Lou Powers, who "wolves" demanded she shim some
plays no particular character that more.
you could Identify by a name, but
Taye and Pepper, the comedians,
His work in do Hebrew throughout/with Pepper
is always laughable.
Scene 7, which Is nothing more than handling the principal portion and
the familiar cafe table stuff. Is as extracting all possible -out of the
clever a sample of bubbling fun as material.
Both of the comics are
tha Wheel can devise by virtue of O. K.
the comic's genuine knack of deft
Tom McKenna, the character man,
buffoonery.
Tha scene must last Is a good performer and made his
15 minutes and most of that period portions stand up. He had several
is without a number and almost vocal solos, getting them over In a
without an entrance or an exit, but deep baritone that landed.
still it made tha brightest portion of
Charles V. Markert Is an acceptthe evening, all due to Powers* style able straight man of enthusiastic
of smooth, unaffected comedy talk delivery and a hard worker.
He
and business
was prominent throughout.
Of the women Constance Williams
Powers works practically alone,
the other man of tha troupe being Is the prima donna. Miss Williams
entirely engaged aa feeders. In this violates all burlesque traditions for
department Joa Lyons Is almost aa prlmaa, being a slender brunet with
valuable aa assat aa Powers himself, a real soprano voice instead of a
Lyons has appearance and a lot of voluptuous heavy with no pipes and
personal force behind his task as plenty of low-cut gowns. Mies Wilstraight man, and ha makes a model liams dresses neatly at all times and
for that sometimes thankless Job. turned in an excellent "souse" charHe haa all the attributes that go acterisation In a table scene with
with tha role, a good front, confi- Pepper.
Helen Lloyd, the soubret. Is a
dence of bearing, an agreeable voice
in dialog and numbers and a nifty first-rate dancer with all around
ability.
She handled waits-clog,
dancing step or two.
Arthur Tackman doesn't figure bock -and -wing and eccentric stepexcept during a specialty, when he ping cleverly.
Violet Hilson, the second soubret
does a whirlwind of an acrobatic
dance and an exhilarating sample of or Ingenue, Is a plump miss with a
strident
voice.
Miss Hilson also
hoofing
as
inthe same kind of fast
cidental to tha show's finale.' Jack switched to male attire for one
double
number
with
Hdlen Lloyd.
opposite
doea
comedy
Shutta
Powers, but does not attain special In which all of the -^principals

&

—

—
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prominence.
There are four principal women,
none of whom achieves anything
distinctive, although they are a likeable quartet, working conscientiously and getting a fair average
of results. Pearl Hamilton la featured In the billing. She is a tall
slim girl with a spectacular kick
and a graceful style in legmanla,
but bar attempts* at descriptive
dancing such as ths St. Denis snake
dance got her little. Lillian Bessant
does just the usual stepping; but
she can get over a "blues'* number
in the coon shouting style that hits
on all six with the burlesque

Her specialty midway of
the evening was one of the applause
clientele.

momenta.
Dot Stewart comes nearer to the
wheel model of a soubret, being of
the plump, cutie-cutie type, round
faced and blonde, and they liked her
immensely even If she displayed no
striking talent beyond a mild voice
and a few perfunctory shuffles.
Donna Hage Is the prima donna,
light in vocal gifts, but with t.i
agreeable, smiling address to the
audience and a likeable style of
handling tha feeder end of the
comedy bits. The prima, like the
straight man, can do a lot to build
up the comedians' "fat" In her hand-

ling of dialog, and Miss Hage approaches this business with a certain grace that is none too common
in burlesque.

The principal women are not
nearly so expensively or flashily
dressed as those of some other organizations, particularly in the early
scenes, but most of their wardrobe
is in

good

taste.

Miss Stewart wore

the
best
looking
collection
of
dresses.
The costuming of the 18
girls also is below the standard.
Some of the dresses were by no
means new and all of them but the

d netted.

The show has a novel opening.
Backed by the chorus after the
opening song and dance Markert
begins to harangue the audience. He
is

interrupted at different periods

from the house by the balance of

who ass planted In
Taye as a drunk, Tom McKenna aa a tough guy in a box,
Violet Hllson as a gabby dame and
the principals

sets.

Harry Pepper peddling peanuts and
candy are the offenders.
The argument finally reaches the
stage where Markert dares Pepper
to come upon the stage. The latter
sings "Stamboola" In the vendor's
togs, but changes Immediately after
to his Hebrew character, which he
retains for the rest of the evening.
Most of the dialogue la reminiscent and In spots dreary and dull.
Many of the bits have been slovenly
produced, seemingly lacking punch
at the finish, which may be due to
the number of them and the shortness of each.
The ones that contained real meat
were milked capably by the cast,
proving they could do things with a
real book.
All of the hoke and
standards were present, aa the
"dope fiend with the farm that
grows the largest vegetables in the
world"; "Where were you born and
why, and the rest of the Insurance
examination"; If it's a boy I'll blow
the horn once, a girl twice, etc.";
"Six and thre« are ten" 'Illustrated
with suitcases), and the "hypnotist
who sends the subject on a mental
journey and can't get him out of
Paterson."
For all that it Isn't a bad show
considering every thipg, for the people are there. In a normal season,
with something to work with, the
present
aggregation
would
do
things.
At present they make a
heroic effort.
Con.

List three changes sadly needed the
IN
OUT
One
attention of a dry cleaner.
would imagine that the production
Belle Baker was forced out of the
was partly new and partly revived bill at Keith's, Washington, this
from a last year investment. The week because of a bad cold. "Marry
same thing goes for the settings. Mo" (formerly "The Wife Hunter')
They are not worn sufficiently to replaced her in the running order.
make them at all unsightly, but they
Carl Randall cancelled his engage*
have not the freshness of a bran-- mont at the Orpheum, Brooklyn, for
new production^. They were well the current week, due to a girl in
made originally, and at that are the act having to attend the rehotter than cheap new material. hearsals
of
Hammersteln'a new
The cafe scene in yellow was a musioal piece now being made
pretty, simple Interior.
ready.
Florence Walton substiThe book has a touch of spice tuted.
Ruth Roye was unable to appear
from time to time, but it is always
funny and never offensive, and those at the Flatbush, Brooklyn, Monday,
two qualities justify any reasonable on a Request Week bill, due to a
amount of high seasoning. In busi- cold. Mehljnger and Myers stepped
ness the show Is conspicuously free Into the vacancy, doubling from the
Ruth,
Orpheum.
from vulrarity.
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DAY

the paid
xm*
out sJid-Vidsr
derful show." "Best burlesque show
I ever saw," "I didn't know burlesque was anything like this," and
various similar remarks, there must
be something to it; but it's just the
line of chatter that was heard at the
Gayety. Columbia burlesque circuit,
last week, where Barney Gerard's
the attrac"Follies of the Day"
tion. Right here I want to say that
of

^
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made a proposition to the chief tbst
New York, Dec. f
if he would give me a guarantee
Editor Variety:—
t
In a review of my act, "The Gos- deliver those girls to their homsipy Sex," played by Robert Emmet in Philadelphia I would pay all
Keane and Claire Whitney, I was penses. He told me he would.
mentioned as author and performer
I paid the sum to the chief sag
of a sketch called Mt A. M."
I saw that those girls were tak«
credit
to
assume
the
wishing
Not
the train. The city of Harris.
to
this
would
if
no
surprise
be
it would
be the show to draw the Columbia, of authorship by silence, I am writ- burg did not pay the expenses,
New York, for next summer's en- ing to say that I was In no way con- went over to the theatre and every,
gagement.
nected with "S A. M."
one of the performers told me that
It Is claimed the show Is the most
Lawrence Orattan.
he was willing to split up ths
expensive on the Columbia circuit
money I had laid out which
and that it has not had a losing!
10.
Dec.
York,
New
amounted
to ft.60 apiece. The man*
week this season. That alone is
ager of tha Majestic, Harrlsburg,
some record. Eleven men and three Editor Variety:
women make* up the principals,! In "Abel's" review of my act at donated the same amount.
which, with a chorus of IS, a large Proctor's 125th Street in this week's (Name of writer suppressed by re*
stage crew and a real director who Variety he stated the "Ja Da" numquest)
A Performer.
doea not act, jumps the salary list
I do aa an Irishman, Englishup much above the average. The
by
New York, Dec IX
production was formerly that of the man and Hebrew has been done
Zlegfeld Follies, new to this part of somebody and that probably I have Editor Variety:
the
country and
to
burlesque acquired the rights to the aboveIn your Protective Material Da*
patrons In general. Opening here mentioned bit.
partment you have notification of
with more advance publicity than
In fairness to me. I wish to in- my doing an imitation of slow mo*
any show of the season, it fully form you I am the originator of tion pictures. I consider I
was ths
lived up to all reports and received singing that one particular song in
first to introduce this.
In Variety
favorable comment and reviews
characters, hav- last week I note that Harry
k.
from all daily papers almost a the three different
ing done It in the act (Meyers, Morton at present with Bert Wil*
miracle.
"Hoso" Snyder, heavily featured Burns and O'Brien) from coast to Hams' show, "Under the Bamboo
as the comedian who never talks, is coast.
Tree"—Am accredited with doing this
on most of the time, but never grew
If Abel has heard it done by any- same trick.
t
tiresome. Sam Green, who works In body else, then I will know that
I realise many minds work in the
most of "Bozo's" scenes, does the captain Kidd has bean resurrected
the same idea Is
channel
and
sam>
falls
to
talking for both and never
Jo hnny
|th hl " plrate8
9 Bum*.
*
apt to be shared at the same time
put the stuff over. Johnny Webber,
by others, but as my first perform*
featured on the billing, Is the third
York, Pa., Dec, t.
comic, and Is doing his familiar
ance and Introduction of this "slow
"hot dog man" stuff, resorting at Editor Variety:—
moving picture imitation" was given
times, not frequently, to the never
I noticed in your last issue an over a year ago (a notice of which
to be forgotten how] he used with article
girls giving me credit a: eared in Variety
regarding
some
the old Rose Sydel show some years stranded in Harrlsburg.
I would at that time), I feel I have a "car*
ago.
Gertrude Hayes, Jr., is also
like
tell you the truth about It
to
nor" and personal right on this piece;
featured on the billing, but the
I noticed five or six girls stand- of business.
honors for pep and looks go to Mae
Dix, a vivacious little blonde, bare ing In the lobby In a Harrlsburg
I think you will agree with me.
of^back and bewitching, with a hotel and heard a conversation their
True Rice
wicked wiggle, used most effectively. manager had left them penniless. I
(True Rice and Flo Newton), J
The bill movee fast and smoothly, went to police headquarters and I
With "The Perfect Fool* \
and Gerard 'e Instructions regarding
no encores unless the applause fully
warrants was religiously lived up to,
many of the numbers being passed,
although receiving sufficient encouragement to give a repeat with
most shows. The chorus is neat
and good looking, especially the
ponies, some of these being just
01 VAUDEVILLE
about the cutest seen here.
"Boso** and Green vrork as tramps
with various changes, until the
finish, when they appear in full
The first Shubert act to play a return engagement will be the Jimmy;
dress, the former In white, with Hussey turn, starting at the Ohio, Cleveland, next week (Dec. 14). Has*
diamond cane, brought tha "Aba" sey holds a 80-week Shubert (production) contract.
He Is engaged indiand "Ohs" from the ladies.
The "Theatre" and "Land of Wed- vidually for the Jimmy Hussey Revue. ,A11 principals and choristers art
paid
by
the
Shuberta,
the
and
act
reported
Is
to cost a Shubert vaudeding Bells" were the big scenic
smashes. The bitter, used for the ville house $8,700 weekly.
finale,
first act
was an interior
church setting using tha entire
An agent In the Putnam building books a bunch of seven vaudeville
stage, the backings being hand- one-nlghters, which is known among actors
aa the "Long Island Death
painted ailk transparencies repre- TralL"
The limit in salary Is $6 per night, or $80 for the week. Thai
senting stained glass windows. The
other, the opening of the second act, applies for teams, who are advised the time Is good for breaking la
showed several tiers of opera chairs, material or new acts. Actors allege the salary la only promised, and that
being the interior of a theatre. Most the agent, who books during the day and accompanies the "road show19
of the company were In the seats aa In the evening, invariably fails to pay the agreed amount, but slips each
spectators.
act a dollar or two at night, saying that la all ha has. Some acts have
Julie De Cameron, prima donna, accepted the "time" because
In actual need of money to live on, and a
scored with several songs, and Bob
line of such acta with claims is the result The agent has been slipTolliver stopped the show with his
ping
28 and 60 cents to claimants.
two-act which played live nights
dance offeringa A taxi bit, strongly
worked up. went big. Considered last week received a total of $8 Instead of the $28 promised. Only
from all angles, it's a whale of a one show a night Is given, the travel between towna being made la
show and a production that most busses when possible. It Is said the agent plays the shows on percentage
managers would have side-stepped, in the various towns. At ons of the stands last week the gross was $11*
with the prospects of a bad season
before thei
It proves, however,
A well-known Phlla. agent haa been favored with presents at Christ*
that Gerard haa things figured about
right, for coming here after three of mas time from most of the acts he represents.
Tha practice la being
the worst weeks In the history of discouraged now, but last season one of his acta who was never knowa
the Gayety. the show got the busi- to be generous, decided to kick In. He bought a box of "rumbles" «
ness, the receipts being the top for kind of cigar that means cabbage. At the bottom
of the box he placed
the season, with the exception of a $60 bilL The agent
received the box, took one look, and tossed it Into
American Legion week, when two the
waste
paper
basket
Later
he
retrieved
it,
and
handed It to tha
extra midnight shows were given.
few days afterward the agent asked the latter how
Gerard calls the bill given by his elevator man.
company "What Does the Public he liked the cigars. The answer waa that the smokes were not so good,
Want?" The show is the answer.
but that it was very fine of the agent to give him the $60 note. The
Hughes.
agent haa a new rule about looking over things arriving at his office.
An actor who knows the yarn explains that the agent now tests the
edges of postal cards to see If anything Is secreted between the front
ILL AND INJURED
"

—

—
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INSIDE STUFT

A

Manager James Pilling of the and back.
Orpheum, Vancouver, is in CaliA manager lately ill at his home was called upon by his brother. His
fornia at Byron Hot Springs re*
cuperating his health. During his brother related of the visit when returning downtown. He said: "
absence here his place is filled by was there In bed with a bunch around him. I waited until they had all
Max Fabish.
gone, and then
turned around and went to sleep Just as I was going
Josef Joseffsson. "Glima" com- to make the touch."
pany, Icelander, suffered a severe
accident in Edmonton, necessitating
An unusual loss In wild animals was sustained by the Ringlingsthe curtailment of his act in Vancouver upon his arrival at the Barnum A Bailey show during the season just closed. The circus was
Orpheum.
loaded with animal features purchased from the Hagenback outfit In
Dorothy Jardon is still recuperat- Germany last year. Of the considerable number
of tigers used, eight
ing in a Kansas City hospital from of the big cats died,
as did several performing lions. In addition, three
a slight operation upon her throat. black
stallions and two sorrel horses used in the formation numbers were
It is not known just when Miss
Jardon will be able to actively con- lost. Adolph Hess, the foreign trainer In charge of the stallion features,

—

tinue her vaudeville route.
Al Jolson, minor operation after
Saturday night performance. Played

again Sunday.

break in substitutes for next season. The Ringllngs partly replen-i
ished their animal line-up from the Santos & Artlgas Cuban circus, who
have sent on two elephants; four lions and three tigers.
will

Young

(Overholt
and
Whether the proposed meal ticket Idea was placed In operation by Equity
bill this week at
due to a heavy cold. appears to have aroused little attention, probably because of the plan
Joe Ryan (Ryan and Moore) un- that a member must sign at the Equity office and again in the restaurant
derwent an operation for appendi- There is, however, a cafe keeper in the theatre, district who has been
citis at St. Raphael's Hospital. New giving actors meals on "tick" for
several months. All that is required !
Haven, Conn., Dec. 8. Ho is re- that the actor sign for the
meal, the cafeman taking a chance on future
covering.
payments.
But it's confidential between him nnd the players themBilly Duvnl (Duval nnd Symonds)
was injured in an auto accident on selves, whom he knows, are having the hardest season In years.
Riverside Drive. New York. Sunday
Recently, when playing Seattle, May Wirth was presented with *
night. A gash in his cheek required
eight stitches.
The team cancelled 25 -pound fruit cake, the gift coming from a caterer who supplies one
immediate time.
of the Western trunk railroads. The confection was passed over the footCharlotte Lewis, wife of Eddie lights with the
aid of two ushers.
Miss Wirth, it happened, was on a
Lewis, Western manager for Harry
von Tilzer, underwent a serious op- diet but called it off. She liked the cake so much that she gave orders
eration at the West Suburban Ifos- for a number of them to be sent to friends in the East. If the caterer'*
pltal Chicago, ^his week. Hep eon- Wea was the invasion of the East with his cakes, he surely hit on a goo*
ditkm Is said to be favorable,
business stunt for once.
Lillian

Young)

left

Brldgeton, N.

the
J.,

j
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ONE QUICK WORKER

CLOSING

Date Possibly April

(Columbia's Official Stop

—
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Good Shows Dropping Behind Heavy Cuts
Prospect To Slice Overhead Way Down

—

in

Y. Provides Transportstion for Stranded People
f

Rome, N.

good shows are not
near what they

tht West The
doing anything

Y.,

Dec.

14.

The

qity charities department was
to come to the rescue of
stranded members of the "Broadway

forced

and the weaker shows are
playing to grosses rolling up a Masqueraders" which went on the
staggering net loss on tho season: rocks here after an unsuccessful two
scheduled plan of days' engagement at the Family
It la likely the
running the shows until May 15 or Theatre.
modified to the
be
will
thereabouts
Departure of James Pridding of
extent of a general official closing Boston, tho "angel,** from this city
of Columbia attractions by April 1. left five women and two men here

should,

Producers operating the heavier
shows are pessimistic, an attitude
shared by the Columbia circuit

penniless.
Tho seven appealed to
the Commissioner of Charities for
assistance, but wheri* the city authorities finally acted, it was only
necessary to supply carfare to New
York for three.
According to the members of the

7
heads, over the outlook for the rest
The early closing
of the season.
plan, if becoming effective, will automatically eliminate extra time,

such as the Columbia shows have
played previous to last aeasonl
Unless the business takes a jump
shortly, the heavier hooked Columbia producers will use the knife unsparingly on the overhead, cutting

company stranded here they were
drafted from the ranks of the unemployed at Boston. While rehearsing, they were given board and a
small weekly salary. On the road,
matters became worse.

casts to a minimum. Seven*
of the weak slater* have already
The prod users with the
this.

down

i

T
JACK JOHNSON StTTUNG

done

A cettlement has been effected bemora expensive shows are taking
the stand they have given the sen- tween Barney Gerard and Jack
son a fair try-out with an expensive Johnson, whereby Johnson agrees to
show, and if business is to be had pay Gerard $2,500 in liquidation of
Judgment o; approximately
It will have to develop shortly or the
$5,000 Gerard haa held against the
not at all this season.
colored pugilist for upwards of
]

B. P. M. A.

seven years.

DISSOLVING

The judgment grew out of a suit
Cach Member Gets Check for $320, Gerard brought against Johnson,
following an engagement of the latAssessment $600
ter with "Follies of tho Day."
The Burlesque Producing Man*
Association voted to dissolve
EGGED OFF STAGE
at the meeting hold Saturday.
Kansas City. Dec 14.
Each member of tho B. P. A. was
A report from Liberty, -Mo., a
given a check for $320, the latter
small town near here, says the "Milrepresenting tho pro rata share of
lion Dollar Dolls" were driven from
each of the associations^ treasury
tho local stage and the performance
surplus.

P. A.
$500 a

during

place

B0UNO BARRED

'

•tarted off fairly, but after a couple
of weeks tho business

sagged.

COOPER TAKES 'SUGAR PLUMS'

COLUMBIA'S LOWEST
The lowest

gross receipts marked

touched by tho Columbia, New
York, since tho hot weather at the
Dan Dody In opening of the season passed away,
to&ar Plums" (Columbia),
Cooper was recorded last week in that
phasing Dody's interest for a
house by "The Whirl of Gayety."
jJJJh consideration.
Cooper has four
The show did $7,700.
Columbia wheel shows. "Sugar
lums" was operated
by Dody on
of the franchises controlled by
$2,300 IN HARTFORD

atnes E
Cooper
#>1
Jje interest held by
-

has

acquired

•ha &

Jermon and Columbia
Amusement Co Interests.
Edd
'.V

Wru lt

Msthews Injured

e

Chicago, I He. 11.
leap over ton girls,
eccentric dancer.
Rloom's "Mldnlte Frolics.
i
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Barney Gerard Also Offers His
Company 25 P. C. Bonus

A group of sportsmen at Lake
Placid are drawing up a list of conditions for a world's amateur skatbo
stage of the Stone Opera house ing championship tourney to
winter's
here tonight, when the Rev. Harry staged at the height of this
resort.
Adirondack
carnival
the
at
Geckle, of Plymouth Congregational
Church, performs the matrimonial The event, which will be known as
Placid Diamond Trophy
the
Lake
rites
for Gertrude J. Davidson,
chorus girl with the Social Follies Championship, has been sanctioned,
northern
sportsmen were inthe
Company, and Claude J. Cole, a
formed this week, by the InternaScranton, Pa., tobacco salesman.
Tho civil knot waa tied by City tional Skating Union of America.
Judge Rexford W. Titus after the Amateur skaters of all countries
couple had secured a marriage will be eligible. Lake Placid is an
license here early Tuesday.
The extremely popular winter resort and
couple met for the first time on draws a big patronage from proMonday, when Cole dropped in to fessionals annually. One of tho
the Majestic at Elmlra to see the favorites at the resort last winter
waa Slgrld Holmqulst, Norwegian
"Social Follies."
President
After the matinee Cole secured motion picture star.
an introduction and Inaugurated a Harding haa donated a trophy to bo
Whirlwind courtship. It was con- contested for this winter.
tinued on the way from Blmira to
this city when the show made the
The demand for hunting licenses
jump and culminated in the trip to in this State waa exceptionally
the City Hall. Billy Bendon of the heavy this season and the State's
"Social Follies is to be best man.
revenue from this source correspondingly large as a result of tho
unusual abundance of game ot all
.
kinds. According; to a report made
Academy, Pittsburgh, Doing More by the State Conservation Commission
the receipts exceeded by nearly
Than Wheel Shows Did
100 per cent, those for the corresponding period last year and were
Pittsburgh. Doc. 12.
The Academy, operated by George larger than for any preceding year
Jaffe, which started the season with since the commission waa estabwheel shows, but dropped out of lished.
the routes several weeks ago, has
"Paddy" O'Connor, former major
been playing burlc3que stock for the
league catcher and at one time
last two weeks.
.The Academy is running along at coach of tho Yankees, will again
a $2,500-13,000 gait since Installing manage the Albany Club In the
stock. The wheel shows ran as low Eastern league next season, he coming to terms with Michael J. Hawas $2,200 on the week.
Among those listed as members kins, owner of the Albany Club,
of the Academy stock are Rose last week, following the latter's reBentley. Harry Morris. Matt Ellison. turn from the meeting of the minor
Pearl Lang and Edna Dean. George leagues in Buffalo. O'Connor took
over the management of the Albany
Brennan Is producing.
team In the middle of the past season, succeeding Joe Birmingham,
former manager of the Cleveland
Indians.
Next season O'Connor
to
Hold-up Men Vainly Attempt
proposes to clean house and will
Force Opening of Olympic's 8afe
endeavor to give Albany a pennant
winner.
He haa already taken a
St. Lou Is. Dec. 14.
step in this direction by purchasing
Hold-up men could not make tied
and gagged Sara Dawson, manager shortstop Walter Shay from the
London, Ont, Club of the Michigan
of the Olympic, open the safe in
Ontarlu League. Al Jolson recently
that theatre Monday morning, when
bought this club. The Albany manthey called there. Tho bandits got
ager
has several deals under con$47 cash, after tying up the mansideration
and will attend the baseager, assistant manager and watchball meetings In New York, where
man.
BInghamton, Dec.

14.

STOCK BEST

DAWSON WOULDN'T

stopped Don, $ by a bombardment of
aseggs, vegetablea, etc., tossed by an
the
unappreciatlve audience.
Tho riot
''open shop" campaign against the
broke out in the second act after
stage unions at the beginning of the
tho performers had cast
one
of
season.
pointed remarks at tho audience
during tho first chapter of the show.
JOHNSON'S
No one was Injured and no arrests
The safe held the Sunday receipts.
Baltimore, Deo. 14.
were made.
Jack Johnson, tho erstwhile champion, struck a anag hero this week,
BURLESQUE UNCHANGED
CUHHINGHAM DIVORCE
whore he is booked at the Gayety
No change of importance occurred
Bvelyn Cunningham waa granted
(American Wheel) as an extra atHarry ("Zoup") in Internal burlesque during the past
traction, when tho local booking a divorce from
oommlssion, of which Fred Shan- Welch In Chicago, Doe. t. Ader & 10 days. The situation remains
much the same, with the former
berger, who controls tho Maryland, Ader represented the plaintiff.
Mian Cunningham haa been a proposal that some means be found
Auditorium and Lyceum, is chairsevfor
burlesque
in
to end what looks like warfare benan, refused tho Big Smoke per- prima donna
Welch is principal tween the Columbia and American
mission to give a boxing exhibition eral seasons.
Jrtth his partners. Johnson la there- corned! -n with one of the Columbia wheels, still given thought by aome
of the Columbia directors.
fore confining himself to training Circuit attractions.
atunts and a short talk.
The main principals to the burlesque scrap, Sam Scribner and I. H.
OPPOSITION
NEWARK'S
Herk, have kept on giving out deWORCESTER OFF
"Little Bo-Peer' did about $4,900
The Worcester, Worcester. Mass., at tho Lyric, Newark, last week, the nials. Scribner denied the Columbia
ever
thought of a consolidated bewops out ot the Columbia wheel third tho Lyric lias had the Ameritween the two wheels, and Herk de»ote : aturday (tomorrow).
"Hello can wheel shows.
is the final attraction.
"Odds and Ends," the Hurtlg & nies the American would consent to
Worcester, which was put in ten- Seamon show at Miner's Empire, such a consolidation.
tative!, as a week stand by the
Co- the Columbia wheel here, did somelumbia circuit about six weeks ago, what better than $6,000 last week.
BABE

members were

Tho B.

sessed

DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR

last chapter in a rapid fire
courtship will be written on the

earlier

Rome, N.

Met "Social Follies" Chorus
Girl Monday; Marriage on
Wednesday

ENCOURAGES SAVING

(Continued from page •)
but that other National League
magnates refused to deal for the
Vaughan is passing the
pitcher.
winter in California, where he has
some business interests, and where
he says he will probably locate
permanently.

The

HELPED HOME

even an
to
point
Indications
closing for. the Columbia
last,
wheal shows this season than
as early
which marked a record,
Business
closings go in burlesque.
part of
continues bad in the greater

SPORTS

STAGE WEDDING FOR

POOR BURLESQUE BUSINESS

MAY MARK EARLY

:i

Kansas City, Dec. 14.
Barney Gerard this week wired
Manager Fred Busey, of "The Follies of the Day," suggesting he advise Jiie company to save. To make
the suggestion "sink in." he said:
"You are further authorised to depoult dollar for dollar In the name
of each member' of the company
making a deposit. In addition to
that I will pay a 25 per cent, bonus
on every dollar the members of the

company save between now and the
close ot the season. This will give
them 2t per cent, on their savings—
the 25 per cent. I will pay and the I
per cent, from the bank.**

Gerard's offer created a sensation
company and the members
in a body to the bank to open
Manager Busey
their accounts.
stood by the receiving teller and as
such member made out their do*
posit slip he added a similar amount
from tho company funds.

in the

went

LEMON THROWING
Amateur

in

Brooklyn House Nearly
Riot

A

rumpus occurred

at the
Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn, last week.
Tho house atarted as an American
burleaquo stand Doc f and decided
during tho week to hold an "Amateur Night' While tho "amateur"
racket was going on some one In the
audience decided they didn't like a
lively

youth warbling a sentimental ditty,
and accordingly aimed a lemon at
Tho latter atopped
tho singer.
singing, picked up the fruit, and selecting tho person In the audience
believed to have thrown tho lemon,
took careful aim and tossed it right
back at the original hurler.
Whether tho return throw of the

lemon missed or scored a bulls-eye
no one present could tell, for as
soon as the lemon sailed into the
audience from tho stage everybody
started talking at once. It began
to appear as if a general roughhouse waa inevitable.

The disturbance was quelled by
the management after a few minbattling.
indiscriminate
of
utes
This week the management provided against possible Interruptions
for "Amateur Night" with 15 "specials."

Avenue did less than
opening week;, lack of
bad weather hurting the
he will have a talk with Manager business. It Is oxpected, however,
Hugging of the Yanks. O'Connor is the house will develop into a good
expected to obtain from Hugglna a stand for tho American.

The

Fifth

$2,000 the
billing and

promise to turn ovei some of the

Yankee

recruits to the

Albany team

next season.

EARLY 2D

SHOW

Aiming ts
Ralph Greenleaf has challenged Columbia Attractions
Mske 2d New1 Year's Eve PorFrank Taberskl of Schenectady to a
Conoludo by 11.45
formsneo
pocket billiard match In Brooklyn,
this month, according to a letter of
In several cities along the Columthe National Recreation. Ino„ of
bia circuit, arrangements have been
Brooklyn. Taberskl haa expressed made by ahowa to give the two perhis willingness to meet the youthful
formances scheduled for New Year's
cue artist, but contends that he Eve, ao as to conclude the second
should have something to say about show before midnight, allowing authe conditions of tho match.
diences sufficient time to reach their
There are a few things about the homes, in the expectation that
proposed match that the Schenec- patrons daslre to see the old year
tady man does not like. Ho believes out and new year in with their
he should bo given at least 40 days families.
to prepare for tho contest and wants
show will start at 7 p. m.
Tho
It to bo tho championship of the
and tho second at 9:30, concluding
LEGS AGAIN
world, so advertised and duly sanc- at 11:45.
Heretofore it has been
Kansas City, Dec. 14.
tioned by the Brunswick -Balke- customary to start the second New
For the first time in several sea- Collender Company and the National Year's Eve show at midnight.
sons bare legs were grx display from Billiard Association.
It Is likely that the plan of runa burlesque stage here this week.
Taberskl, his supporters declare, ning both shows so as to have the
The Century theatre, American has some grounds for
__. his claims,
___.,
second one conclude before midnight
wheel, was* the place and Mabel Lea, having gone through a long list of will be followed at the Columbia,
Charles Robinson's "Parisian championship rratches without a New York. The greater part of the
of
Flirts" company was the first to ap- defeat.
He won the title in 1916. New Year's Columbia performance
pear v/lth exposed and dimpled Greenleaf won the national tour- will be given on Saturday, Dec. 31.
knees. She was quickly followed by neys of tho past three years, but,
tho ponhs and
ho display seemed Taherski's friends claim, he has no
to please the regulars.
GEO. GRAY'S APPARITION
just elaim to the world's championI

I

,

Hartford, Conn., Dec. 14
The Al Reeves Columbian burChanging Houses in Scranton
lesque show touched tho lowest
The Academy, Scranton, playing
gross In years recorded In this city,
burlesque show three days
American
when last week it played at Max
Spiegel's Grand, to a total of $2,390 a week, will be dropped from the
wheel week of Dee. 2G. The AmeriAmateur Night at Gayety, Brooklyn can shows will play at the Majestic
after that time.
The Gayety, Brooklyn (American),
The Aeademy eo-jtrolled by C. 11.
has put "Amateur Nights" In as a Miles will install the .loo I'ayton
regular Thursday feature, under tho dramatic stock the same week.
title
of "Heme Tyh-nt" performances.
Livingston Extrs Attraction
The "amateur" thing is reported Cora
Cora Livingston, the wrestler, has
as drawing very well for the Gayety
engaged
as an added attracbeen
since inaugurated a couple of weeks
tion for two weeks at the Howard
ago.
(American wheel) i.i Hoston, beginning this week. Miss Livingston's
BURLESQUE ENGAGEMENTS Boston
engagement marks her reLillian Fox, "Pell Mell' Co.
f
VMr
mu
year ..s ab
Leo Joelet has Joined "Jingle turn to the stage after a
sence.
linwlO replacing Margie Cates.

—

ship.

Syracuse, N. Y., Dei-

14.

Vanished from Syracuse since
Johnny Wilson got his 335,000 May 11, 1919, when the local police
Tuesday from the Wilson -Downey raided his cafe and made arrests
fight In New Jersey Labor Day. for violations of the State excise
Downey received $25,000 for his law for selling liquor on Sunday.
share about the same time. Wilson George P. Gray, former proprietor
demanded cash for his Tex Rickard of the Bastable Theatre Cafe,
cheek, when presenting It at the turned up here unexpectedly, called
bank, and got a wagon load full of on two former employes, made a

The purse of $60,000 search In the vicinity of his former
was ordered withheld by the New home for members of his family,
Jersey
Boxing Commission, the and then as mysteriously dropped
members of which did not believe out of sight again.
the men had put up their best fight
Gray Intimated to his former asHis next bout will be with Harry sociates that he Is now residing in
Greb at Madison 8quare Garden at Cuba and has a flourishing bar
160 pounds at 2 o'clock.
there. Mrs. Gray has had a standGreb will be favorite, but will run ing reward, of $200 for Information
bills In return.

Into the surprise of his career
"ho makes tht above, weight,

If

leading to the discovery of her missing husband's whereabouts. :

EDITORIALS
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HOLDING BACK THE BILLS FOR NEXT WEEK

I

Wwkty

by

Cllj

II

Washington

•.

1921

.1(1,

^

ONE BENEFIT OF REVIVALS

-__

off

Since Variety inaugurated the trade-paper custom of publishing the
vaudeville programs for the coming week, it has grown .to be accepted.
Foreign
$1
Annual
$7
circuits now send to the theatrical papers typewritten copies of
20 Cents Some
Siutfle Copies
It has also
their bills for next week as then made up in their offices.
grown to be accepted that, where a circuit having over three or four
No. 4
VOL. LXV.
.'*»120
weeks' time, withholds Its bills from free publication, that that Is an
admission of weakness; that those circuits have found they cannot
with their competitors. Therefore, they would fain to believe
compete
Back of the $500 judgment entered last week against George that, by withholding information in this way. they are leaving their
Scarborough, the playwright, by "W. competitors in the dark as to what their next week's bill may be. Which
H. Kirkbride Is an authors' col- is Just as foolish in its way as the acknowledgment of weakness is In
Kirkbride paid that the withholding.
laboration.
ahiount to Scarborough In advance
for services to be rendered In "docThe circuits withholding bills must lose advance billing and publicity.
toring up" a three-act script writ- If the out-of-town houses (away frpm New York) on the circuit do not
ten by Kirkbride titled 'The Talk- receive their next week's program by Thursday of the current week,
ing Woman." Kirkbride sued to re- they cannot advertise those acts, cannot place pictures in the Sunday
eover both the amount advanced editions, and cannot get out billing for advance work. If the circuits
and his manuscript on the ground withholding do send their bills out to Che local managers, but still withScarborough did not fulfill his hold them from the trade papers, they *re only fooling themselves, for
agreement.
the opposition house manager in any city will find out what his opposition show Is going to be just as quickly as one booking office in New
Rita Half, the dancer In the ballet York can find out about another, without depending upon any theatrical
of "Mecca," who tried suicide by paper. The local house manager of the opposition circuit immediately
taking verenol last week In Wash- wires or phones what Information he secures to the home office. If the
ington, was expected to have had Shuberts or Pantages don't know enough about that system to have
sufficiently recovered to Join the Installed it in their own organizations, there Is no time like the present
show this week In Rochester, N. Y.

SUBSCRIPTION

One

,i

December

vaudeville circuits are withholding

Trade-Mnk RcgmUred
mhUttlird

i

There Is as much and perhaps move Interest by out of town mmagsjg
programs weekly for its* showa
Two
in the numerous revivals offered or being prepared on Broadway, as 1*
the following week. They are the Shubert and Pantages circuit!. Other New York itself.
So many new plays have failed and so steady has bee*
circuits have done the same thing, usually the small circuits like Pox's
the dump of new productions into the storehouses that out of town
or the Independent bookers that have been "slipping in" acts they had
theatres
alarmed over the bookings for the balance of the
become
have
promised "protection" to, with a consequent fear if It became generally
season. The rush to revivals puts a sew light to the booking situation.
known what they were playing, they would have difficulty in obtaining
It means that such attractions are a surety for the road, Instead of am
good acts.

Hk/ety
VAK1KTY. Inc.
SIME BILVKUMAN. President
New York
K4 West 4Cth Street

.

Friday,

chance.

Revivals In the past -nave. been made In the spring and almost altogether for the consumption of Broadway. Though tho producer would
have liked a chance at the road In former seasons, the approach to sum*
mer precluded any such move. Pu| on during the fall and winter,
revivals are sureties for touring; The houses of town see a standard
attraction and usually a cast of names, for all Broadway revivals are
for limited

engagements to date.

Six revivals have been staged In New York this fall. According to the
announced plans there will be 20 attempted before spring. Some un-

precedented results may attain, If, as several managers hope, the old
plays are able to connect and remain in New York for more than a six
or eight -wee* period, There is a chance of one or more revivals being
sent out in duplicate or even triplicate, so that the small stands will get
a chance at them. That depends on their success on Broadway. The
small-stand managers will likely welcome the attempt, for any number,
of such houses have been dabbling with pictures between the arrival ef
occasional attractions.

.,

The road tours of revivals will furnish Interesting data. Most of tho
plays, especially the dramas, long ago were made Into feature pictures
and have penetrated throughout the country. Whether the road will
support revivals at $2, after having seen the picture versions at onequarter or one-eighth the price, Is a problem. The producers are counting on the draw of star casts to counteract the influence of prior picture
showings.
1

was a

account

The 8nuberts appear to be In fear of the Keith people obtaining Information about their booking office. Just as a guess, It might be said
that the Keith office probably knows more about their vaudeville busFannie Hurst's scrap with the First National over "Star Dust" opens
iness daily, all things, then either Lee or J. J. Shubert does. Pantages again the sluices, splashing authors and. directors with the pitch of conof late appears to have been doubled up In fright through the Orpheum, troversy. It Is to be hoped that Miss Hurst may go through with her
Jr., houses.
There may be good reason for Pantages to feel that way, announced declaration to enjoin "Star Dust" because, as she declares,
but withholding bills will never help him regain his Western business, it Isn't her story, but another, or, anyway, hers only in part.
George Wirth, accompanied by his
nor make him feel satisfied his Judgment in going South has been vinwife, sailed from Pretoria, South
dicated.
Africa, for Australia last week after
By 'getting a court decision, authors on one side and directors on tho
other will hs/ve something like a sign post to guide them in later relaa trip around the world. Prior to
If there are "leaks" around, don't blame them on the Bills Next Week. tions.
his departure the circus man was
Every practical screen man "knows that film writing is an art;
visited by a delegation of Boers and Locate them, if that can be done, whether in the Shubert or Pantages wholly apart from its fellows of notion's printed page or the theatre's;
received an unusual offer, being In- offices.
spoken play. Films must have Ideas, stories, characters, and dramatists
formed that the Wirth Brothers'
for the regular stage and story tellers for published fiction are tho
Circus would be subsidized if again
screen's logical allies.
brought there. This is believed to
be the first time that the governBut suthors must realize that film directors are first, last and all the
ment has agreed to back an amusetime fllmwrlgbts. No director wantonly departs from an author's pro-

AUTHORS OR DIRECTORS—WHICH?

"party" that brought about the suicidal try, while another was Miss
Hall had had a violent altercation
back stage with a chorister named
Susanne Kenard, a French girL

AMONG THE WOMEN

ment venture.

scription unless advantago Imperatively calls.
ful adherence to the author's original.

By THE SKIRT
The Seamen's

Institute,

street, near the'Battery,
vaudeville two nights a

is

playing

week with

no admission charge for the seamen
making the Institute their home.

The Institute building Includes a
small theatre on one of the upper
floors,
where the vaudeville Is
played, the shows consisting of five
acta booked by Louis. Ha'.lctt.

The Gus Sun

office

|

But directors desire to endure. They are dramatists or they perish*
One bad picture may destroy a director. They sincerely uppralse the
Doris Kenyon, the lead In "Get Rich Quick Walllngford" as a sten- possibilities of an author's story, and, from
the screen medium, sees;
ographer, for the most part wears skirts and shirtwaists. At the very for opportunity to intensify
It without departing from the original theme.
end she Is in a beautiful evening gown of a metallic material made Exceptions merely prove the rule. It may be they
ofttimes think first
with the low waist line. Sam Hardy is so good looking, pictures should of themselves or their reputations,
but the facts remain.
hold him for a long while.
>

Julia Sanderson dresses* her part in "Tangerine" at the Casino very
tastefully.
The models were all similar, Inasmuch as they were full
skirts with girdles at the proper waist line, and plain bodices.
One of
Copcn blue was of chiffon, the skirt being made In loose pieces.

announces that

A
the following houses, listed in Variety last week as closed, are open pretty shade of green net was combined with silver. A white cloth dress
and operating: Orpheum, Lima. O., trimmed in gold and brilliant braid had a cape to match. The three
musical comedy and vaudeville' other woman principals are billed Jeannetta Methven, Lotta Miles and
SSun, Springfield, O., musical comedy Jeanettc McDonald, but I'm sure one of the girls was Audrey Maple.
and vaudeville; Grand, Marlon, O., These three girls wore Bport dresses.
vaudeville; also the Liberty, Terre
The eight wives in one number were in taffeta dresses of several hues,
Haute, Ind.; Temple. Brantford. all made with slightly draped skirts over lace petticoats.
Can., and Rivoll, Toledo.
Katheryn Andrews. La a specialty dance, was a veritable poppy of
black with red edges.
A large Christmas tree will grace
Francis Renault's act at the 44th Street Monday was superseded by
Seventh avenue In front of the Alhambra during the holiday weeks, a fashion revue. The models were of the swinging gait style, as of yore.
with the lighting being supplied by The setting for the fashion revue was a boudoir, showing a prettily-aptho house. Norman Phillips, man- pointed bed.
ager, was Instrumental In pi. "-ting
Clothes for every hour of the day were exhibited, from pajamas to
over the Idea, a'.so being respon- evening gowns and wraps. The styles were up to the minute.
for
sible
securing the necessary perA flano chiffon seemed the most popular. Made very long, the hem was
mit from the Commissioner of black fur. One arm was bare, while the other carried a chiffon covering
Parks.
attached to the skirt. A black velvet street dress with white trimming
was

and was fined

$-3.

The defendant based

his defense on
the fact that he Inadvertently carried it away from tho theatre, as it
was the property of an act.

The Amphion, Brooklyn,

recently
sold by Joe Morris, will play vaudeville ur.dcr the new management,
commencing Monday. Five acts on
a split week will be played, booked

The Amphion, one

by Jack Under.

of the oldest houses in Brooklyn,
has recently played stock and also
a straight picture policy.

The Grand Opera House,
delphia,

changes

January

2.

its

Follies

after

Following that date the

with her shapely limbs covered.
Her first dress of gold glittered with tinsel, tho arms were entwined
with pearls. A brilliant union suit had for sleeves huge bear skin mufTs.
A live monkey was perched on one shoulder. Very daring was a Jet
costume. The skirt wan wired at the hem. There was no lining to the

theatre will play two shows daily,
Willi the bill consisting of 7 acts
a pirture.
The previous sehed-

and
n'

calit d
for
(Juring hours.

tin

»

u

performances

Louis Clinc

George

Is still
In charge of
r.roatlhursi s oilier, ulthoou.li
m-i his producing

manager has
program ha< k

tile

ind. tin. t« ly.

Broadhurst's "i'-ought and

I'aid

Mr.

to communicate with Mr. Bant a can
do so by addressing him at the hos-

Loew's Grand,
Tuck, formerly

pital.

called to
f

|

For"!

Jules

revivi-d

at

r

Atlanta.
its

New York

Samuel

manager, was
by the circuit

another assignment.

Van Cook, former manager

of the Casino, South Beach, Staten
Island, has purchased the Hastings
theatre, Hastings, N. Y., playing
Thomas Banta, a vaudcvi.le a*tor straight pictures with a four acts
f >;• many years, is ill and in need of of vaudeville on Thursdays.
assistance in the Blackwdls Island
Hospital. Any uf his friends caring
Ralph
DeBruler
is
managing

the

1'layhouse undci
the manag.-nient of W. A. Iwady.

is

Every practicsl filmwright knows some of the most powerful stags)
plays as well ss some of the most fascinating published fiction offer
or no material for screen transfer. A situation, maybe two of a
dozen. What avail this meagre substance, where 200 odd Bcreen frames
cry for swiftly active emotion?
little

The records of the quarrel between authors and directors to date show"
a preponderatingly larger number of stories helped by directors than
hurt, and many wholly furnished by directors who let authors have name
credit because a title had been purchased with a story that was found
useless for screen transfer.
Jetted lace, allowing the bare flesh to shimmer through.
Black patent
leather was the fourth dress, hung profusely with flowers.
Needless to

say Miss Tanguay's dresses were of extraordinary heighth and breadth,
One carried a fortune in aigrettes. A gorgeous diamond neckless
alsc worn, with many bracelets.
Bessie Clayton is arousing the same enthusiasm at the Riverside she
did at the downtown theatre. Mercer Templeton, as "Prologue," appears
in tights of various hues, white Jacket and a cape of figured silk.
Guy

Magley was In a violet broadcloth Prince Albert suit. Mme. Juliette
Dika looked very nice in a tightly-fitting Jet gown. At both hips bung
long ends of melinf. A coque trimmed turban was also worn and a staff
carried. A gold-lace skirt had a long-walsted bodicj of plain gold. White
was the last dress. Of solid crystals made close fitting, one arm was
hung with a long panel.
Grace Tyson (with Arthur McWattcrs) appeared first in an unbecoming
gold and black dress.
Miss Tyson looked better in two black dresses.

One

J.

A.

Hutcheson

the Keith
N. V.

Meyer

Is

Interests at

Graiman

representing

Amsterdam,

has

Installed

vaudeville In the Strand. Fast Clifton, N. J., three days a week.

of the soubret type

encrusted in

was

of Jetted lace.

A

long black velvet

was

Jet.

Neither Margalo Glllmore nor Mary Boland could have been pleased OB
the opening night of "Alias, Jimmy Valentine" ut
the Gaiety. In the
second act both wore dresses of exactly the same design,
the only variance being that of color. Naturally the feminine section
of the first
night bunch spotted the fact instanter. The program
credited two different firms as having designed the costumes for
Miss Gilmore and Miss
Boland.

The Garden Frolics at the Columbia Is free from all suggestiveness. It
an all-round clean show, spoiled only by the expectorating
of one of
the comedians. .In summer frocks of different
hues the chorus appeared
first.
They wore large leghorn hats. Pearl Hamilton In Junocsque

Is

Eva Tanguay has never appeared In so much gorgcousness as at the
Bergerc opening Monday night. Miss Tanguay has laid aside the type,
famous white tights and is appearing in bare limbs. I like Eva better rose

Phila-

policy

attractive.

Mr. Renault coming on at the finish of the revue, was superb In a
Kown of gold sequins. Made princess fashion, yards of shaded tulle hung
from the shoulders.
A huge headdress carried eight paradise. The
Kltingo bridal unit at Ion was done in a long-walsted gown, with a low
i-ash crossed In front.
The bridal veil, of lace, hung from a Russian
headdress. A Spanish dress was of bright green, with a wreath of roses
at tho hem. The lace mantilla worn over a huge comb was of gold design on black.
For the St. Denis dance, Renault came on in a black
velvet kimono, edged In ermine.
It was embroidered in Jet and red
stones. The frock was of silver lace worn over long silver pants.
Bessie McCoy (Davis) In a prettily framed act was picturesque In a
chartreuse velvet-* Jacket, worn over a skirt made* harem.
The girdle
was mauve and cerise, from which hung ribbons of many colors. Most
niii'iStrel-like was a costume consisting of red anu white striped* pants and
red coat. A short cape hung from the shoulders. A black patent sailor
was perched on Miss McCoy's head. An old-fashioned picture the dancer
made in a full skirt, puffed at the hips, and a poke bonnet. Copen blue
was the yama costume. A mos perishable dancing frock for the finish
was of silver hanging with tinsel.

Frank Colangeto, property man at
the Jefferson, New York, was -arraigned in Special Sessions last
week charged with having a pistol
in his possession,

Easier by fur the faith-

on South

a high kicker and a dancer of ability. Her first frock was of
A Gypsy costume was of chiffon of several colors with a
A short green dress had a Jewelled top. Mauve
was the color of a taffeta dress draped at the sides. A minstrel suit was
of purple satin with cerise lining.
Donna Huge is a singer above the burlesque average. Noticeable in
Miss Hugos wardrobe was a crystal dress, also
a tangerine satin worn
under a velvet cloak of the same color, with a white
fur neckpiece. An
orange chiffon apron effect had grey chiffon for a foundation
Lillian Blsscnt can certainly sing the •'Blues."
She wore a nice-looking
black dress made with a satin skirt and Jet top. A
pink soubret drcsa had
white hip draperies.
A dress of fringe was of orange and green. A
green veil hung gracefully from the head. A blue brocade
had two rows
of grey fur. Dot Stewart made a nice soubret.
A short rough costume
had a sapphire sequin girdle. Very rich was a short dress
of brocade
with a wide ermine hem.
Still another dress was white
made over
green bloomers. The chorus In a gold and rose
metallic material made
a nice stage picture. Almost all tho changes
were short, with the gir^s
wearing white tights throughout.
A mountain scene was dressed in
ribbon dresses of blue, with range sashes. Yellow
dresses had pieces of
white chiffon hunglng from the girdles.
Is

chiffon.
bodice.

green
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ON "MAN'S NAME" GOVERNMENT MIXING IN

$500,000

"HARD TIMES AND HARD LUCK",

So Says Kobrin, Whs Wants Roy.
atty— Woods Says $26,000 Is Figure

Woods

BURDEN OF EQUITY'S MEETING
Smarting Under Criticism of Members, Call QUICK HOUSE RENTING
Special Gathering—Read "Financial Statement"
OF REPUBUC FOR FILM
—Plead for More "One-eighth" Salaries—Abruptly Adjourns When Old Members Start Ask- Passed to Cosmopolitan in
ing Questions

Hour—Three Weeks

at

$5,000 Weekly
The meeting Sunday afternoon at
tar Hotel Commodore, New York.
of the Actors' Equity Association,
attended by 700 or 800 members, abruptly adjourned after an old member from the floor started asking

(

question b

i

The burden of the meeting was
-hard times and hard luck," the
Equity speakers apparently taking
heart that the Equity
It more to
than
organisation needed money
also had that need.
members
its
that
This led to the old actor inquiring
while John Emerson, the Equity's
president, was making his third or
fourth speech of the afternoon, why
Equity couldn't organize for the
benefit of its indigent members a
series of benefits as it did during
the strike. A large number of actors Just now. said the elderly member (name unknown and not an-

nounced) had no lodgings nor money

NEW YORK CITY
Salary Weekly Yearly Gross

Gilmore

•Paul DulxeJI
Mailing Dept:
fGeo. Trimble, two women, extra boy.
Two cashiers; four clerks
'Gilmore'e secretary; one filing clerk...
Legal Department
Net rent Equity office

$150.00
OOjOO

$7,800.00
3,120.00

180.00
160.00
80.00
150.00

9.360.00
8,320.00
4,160.00
7,800.00
3,500.00
2,500.00
2,600.00

NeCront Chorus Equity
(each)

26.00
216J00

Janitors

Four employes, Chorus Equity
Taxes

Kinksid snd Woods Compromise
Dispute Over Rights

1,500,00

Klnkald, the author of
Clay," will go to London
after the first of the year to produce
his play abroad. A settlement was
effected Wednesday of this week
with A. H. Woods, who first produced the piece In 1917, whereby
Klnkald is granted the British producing rights and Woods retains a
perpetual half Interest In all other
rights, including pictures and stock.
Pa the some time ago made a film
version of the play, but a new filmlzatlon is being negotiated.
The settlement arises from a Federal Court action Mr. Klnkald began
In the New York District Court
Rome months ago, alleging that Mr.
Woods' interests In the play had
terminated. The producer contended
that he mailed a renewal notice to
the author, who is a Louisville lawyer, the question arising whether
the renewal wns served or not. This
settlement, effected through Alfred
Peek man, of House. Grossman &
Vorhaus. automatically discontinues
the lepra action.

$14,404i»

$277.00

and salaries
Department (Lowenthals)

rent

1-000.00

$15,404.00

(No other expenses itemized.)

LOS ANGELES
Rent and salaries
Legal Department
Auditor

$16,120.00
3.120.00
2.600.00

$310.00
60.00
50.00

$21£40jOO

(No other expenses itemized.)

KANSAS CITY
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Delmaine, organizers

TOTAL
15,404.00

"
-

21340.00

"

5,200.00
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RICHARD BENNETT IN "HE"
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of the production his obligations with the performers
on account of the and bought the tickets to take ths
the attraction was doing troupe back to New York on SunIt would be futile 10 attempt to try day.
Rooney accompanied them
and force the issue by continuing to back there and is expected to return
Play.
here on Saturday.
Rooney about ten days ago got
$5,000 for Two Weeks
in touch with Frank Gillmore, of
No sooner had he decided to close
the Equity, and the latter came here
the
show
than Rooney received aa
to see him.
Rooney liid his cards
on the table, told the Equity offi- offer by Ralaban & Katz to play a
cial he was going to quit and that week at the Tivoli, one of their big
Rooney countered
the indications! looked as though he picture houses.
might be placed in a position where' with a demand for two weeks and a
he could not get his people back to salary of $2,500 a week. This was
Xew York.
Gillmore
liked
the granted and he will open at the
frankness of Rooney's statement Tlvoll on Monday and play the foland informed him that as the com- lowing week at the Central Park
pany was an Equity organization and Riviera theatres, twj other of
and that as Koonoy had lived up to the R. & K. houses.
'ii" ohligations with them, he would
Stanley Sharpe of the Shubert
afford him any aid that was neces- oflices came here Sunday morning
sary.
just
prior
to
the
departure of
lie then iti'-tnicicd Fran
Kooney for New Vo-.-k and made
T»are
the loral lv;u.:y rcpresentat \ ** to overtures to him to play the Shuherl
advance any am*. on; that I:<humv Vaudeville Circuit.
Ihioney, howtniu'lil
ri-qui'T to meet
the sa'ary ever, held his arw.ver in aheynnee
»'M
a»nl 'a'i\ the
a i»> ri
le»v. hu-U
Jr. Su'.I.van was here also last week

No
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lOVE

Chicago, Dec. 14.
organization. When the show closed
u
Tho Love Birds," with Pat Rooney found that he had $6U0 after
Rooney and Marlon Bent, closed meeting hie obligations around the
Dec ie at the Studebaker instead theatre and that he would require
of going to play a week on their another $1,400 to square his debts
way into New York, where the show with the members of the company.
was originally scheduled to close.
This amount was furnished him by
Pat Rooney, who has borne the Dare and he proceeded to liquidate

C

$104,336.00

Gross (plus expenses undisclosed)

C'.iinM.o
proi, ,,!,,.. ;

at $2,500

Carl Hunt is getting In readiness
a new musical production to be
called
Hebe of the Boulevard," for
which rehearsals will begin after
the first of the year.
.Mrs.
C. Cushing. the authoress,
has written the hook for the piece
with Rudolph Friml supp\\ in'; the
no Indies.

Annually $61 892.00

*?o

6H

Lends Pat Rooney $1,400 to Meet Obligation to
Company Dancer to Play for Balaban & Katz

1

New York

SHOWS IN

that

ON CHICAGO CLOSING

DEFICIT

;5200.00

$100.00

1

"

The claim is made)
cents on each 12 ft cents
kicked back should be paid the)
Collector, the law being interpreted
to Include such payments.
government

EQUITY FINANCES

Cleaves

CHICAGO

.

Frank Bowers, Collector of Internal Revenue for New York, la Investigating the alleged extra paid
theatre treasurers by ticket agencies. In some legitimate houses the
agencies are- supposed to "kick
back" 12 % cents on each ticket
Through the theatre Itself Is said
not to participate, the Collector, la
a letter to all treasurers, calls at*
tentlon to paragraph four, of section 800 of the Revenue law, which
provides that, where a theatre receives more than the printed prtee)
of the ticket, 60 per cent of such
excess must be turned over to the

"Common

•Paul Outsell, listed for first salary of
.$60 weekly, alee recorded as "Gilmore's
secretary" without specific salary stated,
probably grossing $100 weekly.
tGeorgo Trimble's salary, bulked in
Mailing Dept., believed to be $125 weekly.

.

Walllngford"

P. C. for

AGREE ON "COMMON

11,23240

$61392.00

Chicago
Los Angeles
Kansas City

'

9

Bowers Letter—50
Income Tax

Collector

M

The statement was read as in the group below, by cities where
branches era maintained:

Legal

Quick

"KICK BACK'

It is said that the collector's Inquiry r-as brought about by the
"squawking'* of a broker who was
being investigated by deputy collectors. Agents from the collector's
office have visited several treasurers. The latter have stated they
"ENTER MADAME'S"
do not receive a pro rata amount
for tickets handled or returned by
the agenciea
One boa office man
explained to the agents that he did
receive moneys at times, but that
they were gifts. Asked if he included that sum In his income tax
return, he replied that he did, which
appeared to satisfy the agents.
In only some of the houses Is there
a "kick -back." In the Shubert thecontract, whereupon Miss Newell
atres
the agencies are charged aa
Night
"The
_
Max Marcin's production
t
terminated the
"Circassian" engage- Cap » wI11 succeed 'Enter Madame" annual fee as a concession for han— --*• In doing so she was under no on
ment.
dling tickets. That system appears
j an# j.
to evade the regulation calling for
salary obligation other than last
Lester Bryant, lessee and general 60 per cent, on excess money
week's, owing to the show having
reof the Playhouse, has pur- ceived Tor tickets. In
manager
the collector's
played a week out of town. The
60 per cent, interest in the letter It was called to attention
that
Equity-P. M. A. agreement carries chased a
Marcln production.
the government would be lenient te
the provision that where a show Is
those who filed amended returns,
to be closed within four weeks after
and only a penalty of I per cent
opening, and has played *two weeks
"HINDU" IN CINCINNATI
would be asked. For those whs
during that time, It may do so withCincinnati, Dec. 12.
failed to so file a penalty of
per
out salary obligation for the unInstead
of the Sam 8. Shubert cent wpuld attain.
played period.
Theatre being dark this week, as ex"Get - Rich - Quick
Walllngford"
is the George B. Cox thetakes a record to itself by going to a pected, it
HEBRON'S DIV0KCE
atre, Shubert's other new house,
legit Broadway theatre, after havl.g
Pittsburgh, Dec 14.
appeared In a Broadway picture which is closed. The Shubert has
"May time," which was put in unexA divorce Is recommended in the
house. Last week the "Walllngford"
pectedly.
suit
of
Eugene O'Neill Herroa
film played the Rial to and Rivoli as
Walker Whiteside will reopen the against his wife. Vera Toiley Hera double booking. An endeavor to
Cox
theatre
next
night
in ron, both Pittsburghers, the latter
Sunday
hold it over at either was fruitless,
through previous engagements made "The Hindu." An effort of the Cin- a professional
cinnati Ministerial Association to
She was a member of the Shubert
by both theatres.
close "Ladles' Night," last week's at- stock company here last season,
traction at the Cox theatre, was un- and Is now believed with a New
York show.
CLAY" successful.

salary.

Office

-

B. 0.

|

EQUITY'S EXPENSE SHEET

Twe

Rich

-

WITH

filed

opened Sunday afternoon at the
Republic. New York, without any
Equity wouldn't do that.
There more preliminary
advertising than
would be a howl from the opposia quickly gotten out herald could
tion and Equity managers. But the
spread along Broadway that same Beekman, of House Grossman &
idea is good and I suggest that some
afternoon. The top at the Republic Vorhaus, alleges that Miss Chase
of you actors get together on it."
for the picture Is 85 cents. Added first sold her play to Thomas Dixon
The elderly member said:
to the program this week was an- under the title of "The Reckoning"
"Couldn't Equity call : N e meeting
other Cosmopolitan's feature, "Hu- and that it was not produced until
and after the arrangements have
Dec. 3 at the Republic after a three
been made lend its nam% .to the moresque," formerly shown at the
weeks' metropolitan run. Mr. ReekCriterion where it had a long run.
series?"
The Cosmopolitan film concern man states the play grossed no
The Equity could not be active
which
produced "Walllngford'' rent- more than $25,000 all told.
in a matter of that nature, Emerson replied, whereupon the old ed the Republic for three weeks at
member asked what benefits its $5,000 weekly from A. H. Woods
EXIT
members could expect to derive Saturday night, after one hour of
from Equity, when they were in negotiation. At the time "The Fair Gilds Varesi Closes Chicago Dec. 31
such sore distress. He was abruptly Circassian'* was finishing its first
to Qo Abroad
broken Into by a motion that the week upon the Republic's stage, that
meeting adjourn, and with a rap had been rented by Gertrude Newell,
Chicago, Dec. 14.
producer of the spoken piece, for
(Continued on Page 24)
"Enter Madame," with Gilda Vathree weeks.
resi, will conclude its engagement at
Martin Herman explained the sitthe Playhouse on New Year's Eve.
uation to Miss Newell, telling her
The show will probably return to
they die1 not wish to cause further
New York to enable the star to get
loss by holding her to* the rental
ready for her English engagement.

(Statement of year's expenses of the Actors' Equity Association
read at the organization's meeting, Sunday, Dec. 11, at the Hotel
Commodore, New York.)
It was mentioned that this statement does not include the salaries
and expenses of the SO or 60 traveling organizers, engaged by Equity
nor does it itemize the minor office expenses of the various branches
—nor does it seem to grosa the extra expenses and expenses accounts
allowed its Now York officers and employes in addition to their

Frank

"Get

buy food.
Emerson replied: It's Impossible

to

week

te Leon Kobrin's $12,600
royalty claim, generally denying the
plaintiffs'
the
allegations
that
Woods' production, "The Man's
Name,'* could hare been "adapted"
from Kobrin's play, "Who Is Guilty,"
as charged, for the simple reason
that llarjorls Chase wrote the play
before Kobrin ever submitted his
"Who Is Guilty" to Woods.' Kobrin,
who is a Well known Yiddish playwright, alleges that among the 27
Yiddish play scenarios he sold to
Woods In 1911 under a ten-year
contract was the "Guilty" script,
and that Woods' production of Miss
Chase's and Eugene Walter's play.
"A Man's Name," infringes on it.
He sets forth that the play has
grossed $500,000 and asks for 2ft
per cent, royalty thereon of $12,600.
Woods' reply, filed through Alfred

Officer*,

1
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LEGITIMATE

Friday,

Grossed $13,500, which Is
Uutt waek.
"Nie# PmopW <Cort, 7th week).
In the lon«* run la doing better business, comparatively, than other attract lone on the same order; $12,e00.
•The Bat" (Cohan's Grand, 51st
to week). Its endurance ts remark- "Before
Illinois.

SHOWS
Jimmy

"Alias
<

I'd

week).
Paul

IN N. Y.

lure and

Gaiety
Valentine,'
Kirst of two revivals

comedy
Armstrong
Opened Thursday night
week and figured to draw for
limited period. "Salomy Jane" by
Mime author may alao reach
boards again. Got 53.000 in three
ot

dramas.

It

LINE-UP

should Keep the show

the running
in
$8,000 claimed.

holidays.

after

Belasco (3d week). Sensation of the dramas, with the work
of Lenore Ulric one of season's
Is demand leader of its
finest.
class and is going clean every per-

Belmont <10th week).
Business since moving up from
Gorrick has been much stronger
and the groBS, though not big, is
profitable for this small house.
$6,500 claimed for last week.
"Anna Christie," Vanderbllt (7th
week). Is getting a smart draw.
Last week found but a slight
drop, the takings being $8,900. a
gross profitable for house and at-

"Ambush,"

traction.

"Beware of Dogs," 39th Street (11th
week). Final week, Hodge show
going on

holiday

tour

at
Is assign- d

time.

"Danger" for

next week.
"Bill of Divorcement,"

Times Square

dOth week). A natural drop all
along the line last week, but this
around
got
success
dramatic
That kept it close to
$14,000.
leaders.
-musical
non

"Blocsom Time" Ambassador (12th
week). Slightly off early in the
wee'., but there is no stopping this
Is getting a
musical attraction.
steady carriage trade. Gross last
week little under $19,000.
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," Ritz
(13th week). Last week's takings
also eased down, going to around
$12,000. Like most others, not due
to recover until after Christmas,
with a fair run probable after first
of the year.

«

"Bombo" the Shubert
agencies.
ace in the current list.
"Bought and Paid For/' Playhouse
Opened Wednesday
(2d week).
last week, the revival winning
-ood notices, and le> looks safe for
good business and management
may elect to try for run. Business for first four days indicates
pace of about $7,500 weekly.

on this side of pond, because
of wonderfully sustained box office
paee. Takings around $'_".», 000 last
week.
est

Along," 6Hd Street (30th
week). All -colored revue moved
back somewhat last week like
others, with the takings between
Run throu h
$12,000 and $13,000.
winter indicated however.
"Six Cylinder Love," Sam Harris
(17th week). One of the comedy
leaders;
pace slackened
since
Thanksgiving but is figured for a
seasons stay. Strong play latter
par: of last week brought total to
better than $13,000.
"Tangerine," Casino tlPth week). A
Casino hit, with little opposition
below 42d street and clicking alone

"Shuffle

"Chocolate Soldier/' Century (1st
week's duet of fresh attractions.

Opened Monday

Is third
night.
revival offered within two weeks.
with
Intended,
booking
Limited
new show here probable in February.
"Daddy's Gone A -hunting," Plymouth (15th week). Final week,
show going to Chicago. Succeeding attraction "The Idle Inn."
from the Yiddish, with Ben- Ami;

to line takings at $2.50 top.

Better

than $19,000 last week.
opens next Tuesday.
"Thank You/* Longacre (11th week).
"Demi-Virgin," Eltlnge (9th week)
Listed by critics as one of the best
Farce is right up with top money
of the comedies though business
getters among the non-musicals,
not
of
proportions
warranted.
with pace reporte'd $14,000. ManAround $7,000 last week: not
agement fighting court proceedprofitable for at t met ion.
Sure
ings, probably the result of press
to pick

stunt.

up and

continue for

will

moderate run after holidavs.
"Dream Maker," Kmpire (4th week). "The
Bat/' Oliver Morosco (69th
Has been holding up, with little
week). Leading holdover in point
variance in gross. Last week at
of number of weeks and Is still
around $11,000 considered satismaking money. Las: week over
factory witli personal draw of
Holiday trade sure to push
gross upward again and mystery
play can then coast well into late

$9,000.

William Gillette a factor.
"Diilcy," Frazee (18th week).
Figured to drop off during pre-holiday season as true of most offerLast

and

week's
will

dip

winter.

'The Circle," Sclwyn
With "The Blue Kit

gross was
lower until

second we« k
this comedy success
In

after Christmas.
"Fair Circassian," Republic. Lasted
one week, having closed Saturday
night, although house supposed to
have three weeks guarantee arrangement. "Wallingford" picture
in for two weeks, then a new

the

•

41

1

week).

!i

en"' coming
in January,

move

will

to

the Maxine Elliott where it should
continue well intothe season. Off
last week with gross a little under
$14,000.

"The Claw," Broadhurst <«J.h week).
After November holidays the pace
Woods show. "Lawful Larceny/'
was around $S,000. Went off anlisted for holidays.
Year,"

other $1,000 last week, for a gross

<60ih week).
safely to profitable
business, with the nightly takings
around $1,400, which is virtual
capacity.
Has best, chances to
outlast the list.

"First

able, and Its receipts stand
well; $9,000.

"Woman

Chicago, Dec. 14.
Chicago has on record two shows
Last week it shaded
$16,000, making it he top money- which came back for a second run
Margetter of the non -musical offer- and made good both times.
garet Anglin In "The Woman of
ings.
"Lilies of the Field," Klaw tilth Bronze" has been obliged to extend
Standing up to paying its run more than once, and Is due
week).
Though early i>art of to stay until February. This show,
business.
last week was off with the rest, two seasons ago, had a short
run at
gross went to around $10,000.
the Powers theatre, and left to 1111
week).
<35th
Fulton
"Liliom,"
previous engagements,
Change In plan to send this at"Take It from Me," now at the
traction to Chicago after holidays.
cut
January;
through
stay
in
Great Northern, had an extended
May
rates aiding, with last week tetter and profitable run at the Studethan $9,000.
baker, and on its second try in this
"Main Street/* National tilth week). town 4a meeting with the same sucFinal week here, show laying off cess. Neither of these arc revivals,
for pre-Christmas week and then
but comebacks.
to road, where attraction should
Business fell down this week genprove better draw than on Broadway. House will get revival stock erally, but may pick up with a long
company with low priced top ad- list of announcements of outgoing
mission scale.
and incoming shows. There are few
"Music Box Revue," Music Box (13th shows now appearing in town that
week). A musical wonder with a
are not included in this list. "The
never falling box office line, hut
tickets sold far in advance with Cold Diggers," whose run was exagencies dispensing the majority tended, leaves Dec. 24 and "The
of tickets.
Standing room crowd Return of Peter Grimm" makes Its
bigger last week, gross going to first appearance Dec. 26 at the Powbetter than $29,500;
top is $5 ers. "The White-Headed Bdy" finnightly.
ishes in two weeks.
The Olympic
"Nature's Nobleman," 4S:h Street will then, remain dark for a week
(5th week). The I^ouis Mann show and
then Elsie Janis will move from
moved here Monday from Apollo. the
Illinois to .this house to run for
Will probably be kept going until
after holidays, when new attrac- a few weeks, and, according to present plans Chauncey Olcott will come
tion may be secured.

"Bombo," J olson (11th week). Jolson show getting more than its "Sally," New Amsterdam 52d v eck).
Tuts "second year" in lights Monshare of visitors, as shown by deday. Run figures as one of greatmand from such patrons in

$8.f>00

NEXT WEEK

formance.

days.

ings.

Current Attractions
Survive Christmas— New
List Promising

Little

of $7,000.

Running along

"The Qreat Broxopp," punch and
Judy (f>th week>. Probably making a

play for the

1 j t » 1

•

y trade

«
' :

i

though indications are n
mam long afterward^

will not

Is get"Get Together," Hippodrome 1I61I1
ting cut rate support.
week). Gross for big house continues at comparatively low level, "The Green Goddess,'' LSioth M7th
week). Ability of this melodrama
with last week again claimed to
to hold to $9,000 we Kly gait is
be around* $32,000. Slightly belter
remarkable for a ko!d>\ii of Unearly this week.
kind.
Price now at $_:»(>, ;in aid.
"Good Morning, Dearie," Globe (7th
Will run well Into January.
week). One of the two new musi< al
smashes, running neck and "The Mountain Man," .Maxine Klliott
(1st week).
Succe. «bn "The Silneck with "Music Box."
With
ft

i

«f\tl»> topped at $4. show is
beating
$29,000
weekly,
with
standing loom trade.
"Grand Duke," Lyceum (7th week)..
Continues a good draw, though
slightly off from first, weeks. Last
week's gross la;nied to be $1].S00.
with expectation of continuance'

prieo

i

(

j

March.
"Greenwich Village
until

:

Follies,"

Shubert

i

(l«th week).
Bettering of show
reflected at box ollhe and then-.
was a slight inn-cane (about I'-TiO)

over previous week.
gross shaded flfc.000.

Last Week's
•

3d week).''
last

until

first
of the year and then
"Captain Applejack." a new Sam
Harris production, listed to follow
"Face to race,'' named lor house,
will be rewritten.
"Intimate Strangers," Miller.
f.th
Getting line matinee trade!
w»-»-k).
and weekly business standing up'
nicely.
Off a bit. with others last
week. v. lth talcing good at $11,000.
"Ju-t Marred." Nora Bay. s (33d
week).
"Two for one" cut-rate
fcchane working to real advantage
I

•

j

'

1

1

1

of Bronze" (Princess, 6th

.Philadelphia. Dee. 14
Two houses will be dark the week
before Christmas, a thing that hasn't
happened here in a good many
years.

The "Walnut closed

last Saturday

and will be without a show for two
weeks before the arrival of "The"
Bad Man" Christmas night
Thi
Shubert and "The Last Waltz" part
company this Saturday night. This
show has done nicely, but it was
mutually agreed that the chance of
this hoodoo week should not bt

$5,500.

from Me" (Shubert Great
About $10,000
gross, and a good advanco sale of
the few more week* left of *ta run.
"Elsie Janie end Her Gang" (Illinois, 1st week). The dailies praised
Miss Janis on ber ability as a producer, manager, actress, yet stated
the show wasn't anything without
her. On her drawing power will be
able to get food for the remainder
It

Northern, 2d week).

taken.

This leaves five houses. Of those
the Broad, which off era Ethel
Barrymore in "Deelassoe" beginning
Monday, looks like the winner. They
couldn't have a better show for the
five,

of the run; about $12,000.
(Studebakcr. 3d
"Love Birds'
week). It is said the show grossed

,

HOUSES DARK XMAS?

'

.

.1

I

<

:

ver Fox." Is first proil.ieiinn try
"Greenwich Follies" iCarri k. 6th
of Charles Wagner.
Iirvt Claire
Kummer piece offeied this season. wo*»k). Getting the benefits ot both
Christmas
and New Years.
Has
"The O'Brien Girl," Liberty nith
week). The Cohan's musical suc- plenty of competition, yet grossed
cess holding to good business, with $15,200.
last week again around the $17,000
"Queen of Sheba" (Woods, 4th
mark. Looks good until the earlj
week). Film; $6,000. The f;i.t that
spring.
there
arc so many lilm houses in
"The Perfect Fool." Cohan *8tb
week).
1M Wynn show is still the immediate vicinity playing fealetting the eall v.jh virtually no ture pictures may be one of the readifference in the pace last week, sons this film has dropped.
'vln-n gross was about $1K.J(M.
"Scandals" (Colonial. 1st week
"The Varying Shore," Hudson 2d
wick). Opened Mnartly with the here. 0th week In Chicago).
The
fust v,fc|{ peeing
(j:mss of nearly new low top of $3 allows this show
$H'.. 000.
Show Is $;t top. but bal- to at least keep up its pace at the
cony seale has b« n rearranged
An i'i«ht weeks' buy v\]\ take care
'The
National
Anthem" w ith
of higher pri«rd s. ,n
l.n melte Taylor.
-The Wild Cat," p.uk 4
wok).
Claimed to ha\. r, i\«d r'urward "Wife With a Smile," Garrirk (.Id
week). Will finish out the month.
about $1,000 last week, which is
Next attraction is 'She." wilh
unusual so close to fhrisimas.
Richard Bennett; due Jan. 2.
CroHs better than $ 4.000.
"Wandering Jew," Kni. kn boeker "Theodora."- (Astor
10th
wc«k).
Sth week).
en- more week
J Ins
Film.
Playing pr-recntage and
to go.
Last we«k's gro» s about
tilling gap nn"l !' git mate ;• it ruc110,000.
Jt'cxt atuacviou will be
tion is ready.
i

Xmas" Sets Mark of
Years— New Shows Christ*
mas Day

fairly

SHUBERT BOSTON

:i

the

IN PHILLY

time as Philadelphia hasn't seen thli
favorite since her tour in "The Off
Chance" three or four years ago.
Barrymore will stay three weeks, although she could probably stay
"Under
week.
final
Us
on
but $5.Q00
the Bamboo Tree" opened Sunday longer if the Frohman office so
wished it.
with much publicity.
The Lyric opened with "Afgar*
"Enter Madame" (Playhouse, 3d
Monday and had fair house. After
week); $8,500. Show due to leave this show's none a
too promising sucfor London, and no closing date .ancess in Chicago, everybody here baa
nounced for its Chicago run.
expressed surprised at tho manage14th ment, bringing
(Blackstone.
"Lightnin'"
it in to the Lyric, for
week). This reliable attraction gets the two before -Chris; mas weeks,
the money whether business is good especially as this house hasn't had a
or bad for other shows. Grossed real good money maker all year.
The Forrest keeps "The Broadway
$21,000. and seats still not to be had.
Whirl*' for another week, although
it
has not shown as well as some
oilier musical comedies which this
into the Olympic on Jan. 1.
"The
house has only kept for two weeks.
Greenwich follies" makes room for 3
Money is claimed for all, however,
"The Last Waltr." Jan. 8 at the (Jar'Tho Wandering »;w" comes In
rick.
The lilm 'The Connecticut
Christmas day for two weeks, after
which the house goes over to films,
Yankee" follows the "Queen of
with Griffith's- "Two Orphans."
Shoba" into the Woods, but when
The Garrick *4ia« picked up with
is not known.
Business for the lat"Bull Dog Drummomls, getting very
ter film will decide that. "Scandals" All Takings Off Except Fred
favorable word-of-mouth advertisat the Colonial bids adieu to allow
ing.
This English thriller has the
Stone and Petrova
the annual stay of Ziegfeld's 'Folear -marks of a very real success.
lies.''" After a year and one week in
On Christmas day this houso will
Chicago, '.The Bat" will leave the
also change shows, "The Famous
Boston, Dec. 14.
Business in the legitimate houses Mrs. Fair" coming in for a repeat
Conhan's Grand, Jan. 1, and will be
followed by "Little Old New York." hif the toboggan hard last week, it I^ist year this Henry Miller-Blanche
claimed that outside of Fred Bates show was a winner at the
is
"Take It from Me" at the Great Stone in "Tip Top" at the Colonial, Broad.
Northern makes way Dec. 26 for the where a heavy advance sale was
Christmas will mark the coming
Solhcrn-Marlowe presentations of recorded before he opened a week of 'The Passing Show of 1921" to
Shakespearean plays.
They will ago, none of the houses held up to the Shubert, and "Bed Pepper" to
slay for four weeks.
the Lyric*. The latter will probably
When Elsie the average of the past month.
The indications are that this flop stay only a single week and will be
Janis and her show camp at the
followed
in
business
will
continue
for
the
by "Ladles' Right" The
Olympic, 'The Merry Widow" will
coax attendance at the Illinois. Pat next two weeks and even over the Mclntyre and Heath show figures to
Christmas holiday. The houses got PUll big since it is the only straight
Kooney's "Love Birds" left Satur- another bad break
on the weather musical
comedy (counting the
day, and this allowed Bert Williams here Monday night, it being another "Passing
Show" as a revue) here
in
"Under the Bamboo Tree" to one of those evenings when the for Christmas week.
come into the Studebakcr, although family fireside looks good.
"The Bat" which has sagged a
It
was thought this show would
According to the dope now, the good bit, ts figured to revive after
Christmas
and stick around another
come into the Great Noithern. The Shuberts will have three of their
daily ads of "Enter Madame" read live house.* dark during Christmas month anyway. There looks to be a
Only the Majestic, where good chance for it to pass the "Man
"for a few more weeks only." but week.
vaudeville is playing, and the Bos- from Home" long-run record
tio date has as yet been set for i
Estimates for last week are:
ton Opera House, where the Shudeparture at the Playhouse.
"Blood and Sand" (Broad) td
berts will put their so-called "'winter
Marjorie llambcau. in 'Daddy's circus,'* will be open
week).
Skinner's play is not as
Gone a-Hunting," tenants the La
The syndicate houses in town will Popular as some he has had, espeSalle, starting Christmastime.
This not bo dark nvxt week, as 'Only 38" cially with the society audiences
house has been dark ever since is booked in for two weeks more which always flock to see h!m here,
•Theodora," the film left.
This and "Mr. Pirn Passes By" at the but Ibanex drama figured as good
haves but three shows without any llollis is due to stay for at least money for all concerned. $15,000
"The Last Walts" (Shubert, Kh
Fred Stone is
scheduled changes. "Lightnin' " at three weeks more.
good for a run.
week).
Straus operetta dropped
the Blackstone is good for a long
naturally, but finished with $17,000
38"
"Only
(Tremont,
LM
week).
run yet.
Francine Lnrrimore, in
and
made
money during every week
So
"Nice People," has been doing bet- ner.far this show hasn't been a win- of its stay. Lucky in its musical
-it is reported, and it will end
ter than most shows at bigger its local eiiKagrment
opponition
recently. Last week.
In two weeks.
houses-.
"The Skin Game" is still It is reported that Griffith's "Two
"The Broadway Whirl" (Forrest,
2d
week).
Average revue, rapped
making money at the Shuhert Cen- Orphans" (flint) will come into this
heavily by some critics, but hatf done
tral, and even plays upon the public house then.
rpilte well considering tho season.
with the following line in its ads,
"Mr. Pirn Passes By" (Hollis, 2d
"The Much Abused Succss." Plans week). Got away to a fair start, $18,500.
"Bull Dog Drummond" (Qarrlck,
may change ove.- night though and but suffered with the rest of the 3d week).
Gaining all the time.
because of the poor busiwhat is promised as coming into attractions
English
melodrama favorably renesM conditions.
''hi^ago may not even pass through.
"Tip Top" (Colonial. 2d week). ceived on all sides and with inex*
Intimates for the week:-Was the only show that got by prnsive show, likely to make money
"The Gold Diggers" (Powers. 131I1 Mreng and ••ntcred this week also for house. $13,750.
"The Bat," (Adelphla, 12th week).
week). Getting its baggage ready. doing a i:o<»d liusinens.
"The Bad Man" (Plymouth* 7th Off some, hut expected to recover.
Hcc< ipts dropped down a
little;
and last w««.U). Trailed behind la*t No special exploitation considered
grossed $16, COO.
week and di not register the busi- neeessary yet. $14,000.
"Afgar" Lyric, 1st week). Good
"The White- Headed Boy" Olym- ness of the pa. few weeks. Said to
pic. 4th week).
Got plent;, oi' pub- havi' dropped below first week, clos- opening, but considered doubtful
'Face Value," second
licity al! around, but slipped on its ing weak simply because the run proposition.
D trichstein offering, considered
was extended too long.
intake; $8,000.
"The Night Cap" (Wilbur. 3d and light, but did fairly well. About

<

"Per Salary Man," dirt
Business away off; will

up

week). Slipped to $12,000. Scheduled for a rood run and a very
profitable ona from Indications.
"The Skin Gams" (Shubert Central, 6th week). No one would think
that after being booked to leave
after its first week, it would be possible to hold out this "iong. Grossed

"Take
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a drop from

FOR HOLIDAYS

Ten

M Kiki/'

iast

House

NEW CHICAGO THEATRE

AND COMMENT

December

1

:

1

<

last week),
flowing this week aft«>r
getting belted last week along wilh
the rest.

$1L\ 5 00.

"The White Peaccok" (Selwvn. UP-STATE
CLOSED
week). Sold out for the opening
performance, due to the audacious
Lyceum,
Ithaca, Without Attracpublicity
drive,
and is prohahlv
tions for Month
going to be a runner-up for Fred
Stone's show, different as it Is.
"Theodora" (Shubert). Closed at
Syracuse, Dec. 14.
this
house S'Hurdav night and
The. Lyceum, Ithaca, had Guy
slumped badly on the third week.
V.ates Post Monday night.
It will
"Queen
of
8hebo"
(Tremont he dark for a month, the next atTemple. 3d week). Big business.
traction being Blanche Bing, booked
for late January.
8canlan's New Show Coming In
Central New York houses ar«
"Hearts of Ihin." Walter Scan- finding it more difficult to secure atbin's new starving vehiele, will play tractions. Tho Wieting, with "May
its first New York engagement next
time" and 'The Hindu" cancelled,
week at th.- Shubort-Kivlcra. Scan- has othlng in sight until .Ian. 8,
Ian is appearing under the manage- when "Irene" comes in.
ment of George Gaits. The Biviera
The Bast able, booking burlcSM" 6
engagement is for a single week. for the first half, is forced to take
It is possible the shew may come anything It can get for the last half
into a downtown house later, nego- or stay dark. Home talent and pictiations now being under way to- tures are snapped up to keep the
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ward
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HURLBUT'S SETBACK

A POOL

BOOKING AGREEMENT NOT

One

at

AUDACIOUS PUBLICITY

Court Refuses Author's Demand for
"LiHies' Mas.
.fii.l-e

BETWEEN SHUBERT AND ERLANGER

Kn->x

in

the

local

BOOMS 'WHITE PEACOCK'

district

l«Vde:al Court Wednesday afternoon
denied William IlurUut's prayer
to recover the manuscript of his
"Lilies of the Fields" play, stating that Hurlbut relinquished all
CO.
rights to lega. action when he withdrew his Supreme Court suit In consideration of a receivership for the
IN
production.
Hurlbut, the author.
sought to get the play back from
Lilies of the Field, Inc., headed by
Closed Middle of Last Week at Herbert Stanton, on the ground that
his
contract
has been violated
Receipts Divided
through the omission of his name
from the newspaper advertisements.
Memphis, Dec. 14.
The corporation's counsel. Arthur
The Ralph Dunbar English Opera F. Drifcoll (O'Brien, Malevjnsky *
Co.,
which has been presenting Driscoll) proved that It was the
"Robin Hood," stranded here last fault of the advertising agency that
the author's name was omitted..
week. The company was playing at
Meantime, Joseph Klaw and Kenthe Lyric.
The company manager neth M. Spence. the receivers, are
posted a notice to the effect the per- continuing operating the "Lilies"
formance last Wednesday night show at the Klaw, New York, which
would be the final one and that the Is giossing profitable.
receipts would be divided among
the members after the house share
AFTER REPUBLIC OH 42D
had been deducted. Of tho 66 per
Two theatrical concerns are recent, that the attraction received, ported after the
Republic on 42nd
there was about enough to give each street, each with a rental
proposiof the members of the company $10. tion.
The show had hard sledding for
One of the concerns is said to be
a number of weeks. There is about represented by A. L. Erlanger.
$9,000 due to the players in back
salaries.
Eddie Dunn Remaining Here
Several weeks ago when the comEdward W. Dunn, general manpany was in financial straits one of
ager for George M. Cohan, will not
the members, after it had been imreturn to London with Cohan when
possible to secure any word from
the latter sails, probably Dec. 31,
the home office of the organization
to produce "The Tavern" in the
in
Chicago, decided she would
Crltish metropolis in association
finance the railroading pf the show
with Charles Cochran.
for

I

Similar to

15

Petrova

Show Opens
city in

Time of "Advanced Vaudeville" DUNBAR'S OPERA

New

Building

Invasion—-Obviate*

Theatres

Philadelphia and Chicago Situations Call
Most Attention Rhinock's Interview

STRANDS

for

—

THE SOUTH

Memphis—

A comprehensive booking agreement rather than a pooling arrangeneat, a* reported la said to be made
between A. L. Erlanger and Lee
Shubert. It Is supposed to be very
that attained
like the booking plan
at the time of the K. A E. "Ad-

with each

strongest attrac-

office's

tions.

Several incidents pointing to a
resumption of friendly^ relations between the Shuberts and Erlanger
followed a reported conference in
the latter's homo on Long Island,
Lee Shubert being present with Mr.
Erlanger. It is understood that
some weeks ago Mr. Erlanger was
In conference with a Shubert ally
of prominence but at the time any
proposal for a booking agreement

.

The
vanced Vaudeville" Invasion.
new booking plan will take In such
Chicago and
cities as Philadelphia,
where attractions of
Cleveland,
Erlanger
control
or
Shuberts
either
are to be placed In each other's

By such an was not considered. However, since
legitimate theatres.
arrangement the necessity of build- early this Reason attractions of both
ing new theatres in those cities will sides have been playing each other's
New England
three
houses
in
be obviated.
It is expected to work out along stands.
The Philadelphia and Chicago
economic lines, with bigger takings
(Continued on page 24)
and less waste than by opposing

HANDSOMEST MAN

*CAPT. APPLEJACK"

Chicago, Dec.

Sam

14.

Harris

H.

AT COET
present

will

Jan Is* "Captain Applejack'* at the Cort on
Now Years' Day instead of "Face

Juricn Thayer, with Elsie

"Gang" at the Illinois, is acclaimed to Face," tried out last week, but
by O. L. ("Doc.') Hall, dramatic which a, is been withdrawn for re•
critic of the Journal, to be the hand- writing.
"Captain Applejack" is a current
The
somest man on the stage.
piece
running in London
English
Journal has given the stunt much
under the title of "Ambrose Appletime
publicity and at the same
"Wallace Edjack's Adventure."
seems to be proud of "PocV Judg- dinger will head the cast.
ment.
Harry J. Ridings, manager of the

a few week:; in an effort to get
of the money back owing to

some

PERRY REPLACE8 TREVOR

to

Capa-

Boston
Boston, Dec.

14.

Olga Fctrova In "The White Peacock" opened to a capacity house
a. the Selwyn Monday night, with
one of the biggest advance sales for
the week that has been seen at this
house for some time. All this was
due to the work of Walter Duggan,
the Selwyn press agent, seconded by
Jo« Dl Pesa, the house press agent.
Before this show opened such a
stir had been caused over a pro*
sumably "birth control** piece In tho
show that meetings had been held
In the viy by groups of women, tho
clergy was excited oyer the affair,
and finally the local censors had to
take notice of the matter and view
the show at a private performance)

Monday

afternoon.
Naturally, what

above reproach.

saw was

they

There wasn't a

slngls line of the play cut. There
was no necessity for It.
Mme. Petrova, who got Into town

on Sunday, got away with an additional bit of publicity hy an Interview which went over big in some
of the afternoon papers. In which
she roundly denounced the act of the
press agents, and said that the did
not need such publicity.
But Duggan had done the Job.
The house was sold out for the
opening, without paper, and for the
two weeks it will stay tt promises
to go over big, turning what Is generally a couple of slim weeke Into
winners.

the company.
"Lotus Girl" New Going On
Frederick Perry replaced Norman
The players for the greater part
"The Lctus Girl." which John
have left here, although' Ralph Trevor in "LUIIes of the Field" MonCort
Intended to produce two years
day.
Brainard, who played the title role,
Trevor's withdrawal was due to ago, will be put out hy a private
had to move to cheaper quarters
and wait around for several days the fact that he will open in his own corporation the early part of 1*22.
ROOF'S FRONT AT $5
The authors of the Oriental
Cohan (irand theatre, seems .much
for assistance
from the Actor*' show. "The Married Woman." Dec.
tables on the AmsterFront
row
Equity, which failed to answer his "6. breaking in out of town before operetta are Dr. Irwin Cortland and
upset at the fact that "Doc" overdam Itoof wore raised to $5 per seat wire for help.
opening in New York.
William Cary Duncan.
looked him while choosing.
last week.
The previous scale had
Frank Moulan, who played \h«*
been $4. with the "behind" chairs
comedy role Friar Tuck, managed to
"GREENWICH FRIVOLITIES" at $3. The latter were increased to get money to get away. Lorna
$1 at the same time.
Doone Jackson (Mrs. Ralph DunThe "Greenwich Frivolities," a
bar), who was the prima donna, left
new revue produced by Charles EdHallelujah oiv Park Row
the day after the show closed. Her
munds, started in Scranton, Pa..
Robert H. (Bob) Davis returned husband, who sponsored tho show, is
Monday. Joseph Bernard Rethy au- this week after more than a year's said to be on the Pacific coast.
thored the book and Mr. Edmunds absence as editor of the Munsey
composed the lyrics and music.
magazines.
He is author of sevThe composer-producer and his eral plays and the friend of all
ALICE
Wife are featured in the cast.
authors.
9
Recovered from Injuries Will Re
Considered at
MeetSpeculator
turn for Missed Albany Dates
!

WOODS WITHDRAWS RESIGNATION;
P.

M, A. IN ANTI-SPEC FIGHT

BRADY RESUMES

—

POWER

EQUITY COUNCIL GIVEN

Albany, Dec.

Problem

Managers
and
Unison
Apparent
Action

ing — Necessity for
—Meeting Called for This Evening

14.

Allco Brady, motion picture and
stage star, was forced to cancel her

engagements in "Forever After," at
Albany on Monday and at Glens
Equity's reported claim at Its
Falls on Tuesday, as the result of
being injured when her Packard special meeting last Sunday at the
overturned early Monday morn- Hotel Commodore that A. II. Woods'
organization was out of
Members Seeking Reinstatement Chance for ing on the Albany -New York Post producing
road, three miles south of Rensse- the Producing Managers* Association and would be "100 per cent
Favoritism Causes Worry Indefinite Suspensions laer.
Miss Brady resumed playing to- Equity" from then on. was premaNot Be
Regarded as Friendly
or
day, appearing at Troy in two per- ture, and as a result of the P. M. A.
formances.
Bhe was gives a big meeting on Tuesday turned out to be
ovation on her initial appearance on erroneous. At the managerial meetthe stage at Proctor's there. To- ing Mr. Woods withdrew his resigThe Actors' Equity Association's to exist In tho minds of many morrow she will play In Schenec- nation, tendered last week, when it
current bulletin carries an
an- Equityites as to whether there tady. Friday in Holyoke, Mass., and was generally understood he took
nouncement stating the A. E. A. wouldn't be a tendency to let the Saturday at Northampton, Mass., umbrage at the failure of the P. M.
Council has been empowered to In- member who might be an actor of after which she will return to A, to support his fight against the
and will appear in two presumed arbitrary power of the
flict unlimited money fines on all standing down a bit easier than a Albany
members who seek reinstatement, mere nobody, also seeking rein- shows here next Monday. The how license commissioner to revoke a
originally
had planned to remain theatre license.
after having been indefinitely sus- statement.
idle next week. Kenneth McKenna,
pended because of breaking the
Another Point
At the P. M. A. meeting It was
Equity's "closed shop" rule.
Another point brought up by Miss Brady's leading man, was dis- clearly brought out that the organiAdditionally the announcement carries members who feel that a definite charged from the hospital today.
zation
had not "turned down
Miss Brady's Japanese chauffeur, Woods." A meeting called three
the threat the "Council will not err sum. such as $100 should have been
on the Hide of leniency towards designated
as
a reinstatement known only as HayusI, Is In a weeks ago was to have considered
offenders."
penalty, rather than extending un- critical condition at the Albany the Woods matter, which arose over
This means the Equity Council limited penalizing powers to the hospital suffering from a fractured the court action condemning Woods'
At first "The
eari penalize a suspended member Council,
is that
the Council may skull and a broken arm.
Demi-Virgin" at the Eltlnge.
seeking reinstatement all the mem- soak it good and strong to a mem- little hope was held out for his re- The case Is still pending. There was
at the
authorities
today
but
covery,
ber In question may have earned ber of reputed wealth soeklng reno
quorum
at the meeting and the
while working under "open shop" instatement simply because he has hospital said he has a fair chance Woods case was necessarily put
conditions, if the Council so wills. money, or on the other hand may- to recovor from his injuries.
over. A special meeting was later
The point about tho Equity's an- pass out a minor fine to a wealthy
called,
but ill nee- of Secretary
nouncement agitating the rank and member, or still again if the Council
George
Nicholal caused a postpone"WIDOW" FOB BOSTON!

TO IMPOSE UNLIMITED FINES

On

—

—

May

May

Ale as well

mem-

reverse

the

so desired it could
process and fine a poor memlor a
sum impossible for him to pay.
ness.
It ia genera ily conceded that the
If the Council desires to line on»> Equity's
>lan
of suspending inmember who hns broken the "Hosed definitely, rather than expelllnc out
•hop" rule $l it may do so. On the|rlght a member breaking the "open
ether hand another member who shop" rule i* inspired b\ an mhas broken the same rule. rnav
infractions this
e oHn.iti.'n t.» wink
flnM al ,,,,. ,,is.-,vtion ..f tl
Oi'.m- >eas.in l»pcaus.' of tho bad conditions
rl
$10,000 s!„Hli,|
Hut
existing if; tin slmv. husinfss.
U MlM,
""•tatem,.,,..
while tin- K.|tiir\'.- pl.ni which ha*

as the wealthier

Cincinnati, Dec. 14.

bers of the organization Is its possibility for fivoritism and unfair-

Ralph Soule. who plays the Prince
his
lost
in "The Merry Widow,"
voice while singing at the opening
performance at the Grand Opera
house Sunday night. He was reSoule's
Id ward Eyddy.
placed by
physicians hope to have him in
shape hy ru xl week, when the company plays Columbus and Dayton
en route for in indefinite run in Chieau'o. opening there Christmas week
Colonel Henry W. Savage, owner
of the show, was lure all week helping whip the piece into better form.
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At Tuesday's meeting Mr. Woods,
after withdrawing his resignation,
contended that his case was that of
every manager In New York, for if
the license commissioner had tho
power Indicated, it wan time that a
corrective
regulation
should
be
asked for. "The Demi-Virgin" was
ordered off by the commissioner,
l»ti
an injunction secured by the
manager temporarily at least had
t:. (1 the license department's hands.
The I*. M. A. will act, as si Kgestcd
by Woods, to tent the commission-

is

Following the tender of the Wood
resignation to ths P. M. A., insldo
reports had It that Charles Dlllinp
bam might follow suit, because of
alleged persistent efforts of Florenz
Ziegfeld, Jr., to wean away from tho
-»

-

"Good

Morning

Dearie"

a

show,

number of Its "good lookers'' in tho
chorus.
Dillingham was said to
have registered a complaint with tho
P. M. A~, but there was no mention
of the matter at Tuesday's meeting.
Dillingham and Ziegfeld along with
A. L. Erlanger are interested In the

New Amesterdam (New

York) and

in other

houses out of town, including the Colonial,, Boston. It is also
claimed tho "big three" have not

gone through with a supposed ambitious producing program, because
of a slight feeling between the two.

The claim

of Dillingham, however, in
not seriously considered, since tho
"big three" recently sponsored The
Intimate Strangers" at the Henry

Asked about

Miller.

it

Dillingham

s lid:

?

er's authority.

Spec Problem
believed he will take it to Boston, his home town, after the ChiThe sore problem of ticket specucago engagement, tor the rest of the lating again was brought up for diswinter.
cussion, and the managers again are
It

'

ment.

bent on seeking a solution. It is
recognized that there must be cooperation by all managers owning
theatres in order if any measures
designed are to be effective. A case
in point is the report of a committee
on the proposed advertising agency
plan of the P. M. A. at a former
meeting. The report stated that one
of the agencies had been assured of
business by half a dosen offices regardless of what might happen, and
the committee report ended with tho
comment that if that were true,
there would be no furher use to con tlnue Its functions.

"I'm

much
and

sorry, but it'.s true, not s.i
for Ziggy but for his w iio

child.

ally

we

We

had

As we

like

him person-

did everything to cure him.

h'ni examined by Muldoon.
treated by Dr. Eoivni, etc., but be
keeps on Hying to get away artist*
under contract to Other managers.
Hen an honest man but he will
snitch*''

'
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CLOSING

THE MOUNTAIN MAN
Wellington, a urnnt. .Lawrence Eddlnger
Mary vaug-han
Lucia Moor*
Lulle, her daughter
llarjorle Kummtr
Virginia Delaney
Grace Reals
Aaron Wlnterfleld
Sidney Blackmer
Mllea MoClond. Del'a uncle
Fred Karr
Carey . ...............
Cnester Morris
"Del"
Catherine Dale Owen

a Mountaineer
George Fawcett
Laura Bayne, a neighbor.*.. Marlon Abbott

ffeea.

Stephen Bayne, her husband. Leonard Rowe
General Vertexin
E. J. DeVamey

"The Mountain Man," by Clare
to the Maxlne
New York, Dec. 12, by
Charles L. Wagner, manager of con-

Kummer, was brought
Elliott,

cert tours, who gave the play settings by Robert Edmond Jones that

provoked enthusiasm and a first
night audience that even at first
glance showed itself unusual. The
familiar noise -makers were absent
In their place was installed a gen•rally
discriminatory
intelligence
that appreciated the fine points of

Miss Hummer's edged humor and
saw the charm of the whole, absorbed It, In fact It was pervasive,
but if the first night audience did
this, it saw also the play's faults,
which, happily, thanks to this very
real entertainment's lifting appealing sentiment, should not count too
heavily.

The evening's drawbacks were
due to letting Miss Kummer her•elf and Edward Eisner direct The
conclusion, arrived at reluctantly,
but Inescapable, is that Mr. Eisner
rarely helps as a director, though he
has many and various theatrical
virtues.
At any rate, with the
author he allowed the climax of the
play to be recited in so hurried a
tempo as half to bury it Further-

more, the circumstances were so
Important they should have been
led

up

to.

as successfully east as the others.
Her work in "The Straw," which
Mr. Tyler withdrew recently from
the Greenwich Village, and which is
to be played at special matinees at
the Gaiety, with Mr. Kruger, was
much more suited to her talents.
Others in the revival cast who stood

CHOCOLATE SOLDIER
(Revival)

Nadlna Popoff

Teaea Kosta
Aurella Popoff
Mildred Rogers
M aecha
Virginia O'Brien
Lieutenant Bumerll
Donald Brian
Captain Maaeakroff
Detmar Poppen
Col. Kaalmir Popoff
John Dunamure
Major Alexius Splridlff.John Humbird Duffey
Volga
Felicia Murclle
Nicholas
Victor Vlctoroff

Stephen

Beauton O' Qulnn
J.

C.

MeCcrmack

—

w

JIMMY

much to bring Lauretta
Taylor to the for*
The premiere revival honors were
won by Mr. Corrlgan. with Mr. Kruger giving an excellent Jimmy. Miss
Gillmore did not •earn to have been
that did

ache;

Six People

Be Returned East

'

There really shouldn't be such
Inter-relatlonshlps of the characters,
and this required a deal of explain- things as legitimate or musical comedy revivals. No matter how well
ing.
In the long ago the heir of the done, even when far superior to the
Wlnterfleld estate had taken his be- original, with all-star casts, magnifitrayed sister to the mountains, and cent productions, expensive sartorial
years after her son, mountain born equipment, etc., those of us who reand bred, inherits the vast acres. member the original presentation,
Bringing a clod into contact with and those of us who don't and merecivilisation is an eld story, theatri- ly pretend we do, are so prone to
cally, but Sidney Blackmer s per- heave and sigh and bewail "those
formance was above th* average, good old dayH," when, truth to tell,
unusually successful, and so Miss they weren't so good.
The first revival of this week was
Rummer's plot seemed newer than
Chocolate Soldier," by the
It develops with the "The
It really was.
attempt to bring about a marriage Shuberts at the Century Monday
it
was inevitable what
between Del, bred in a French con- evcaing.
vent, and this young Aaron Wlnter- there wore several in the lobby between
acts
who were present at the
fleld.
She naively confesses it all,
and that brings the two together, initial presentation, and from one
but as they are about to set out on of these is here set down the time,
their honeymoon he learns of her place and part of the original cast,
sentimental Interest In a French with no guarantee of authenticity.
The piece was produced 10 years
artist and captain, and leaves her.
In the last act he returns. An ago in New York at the Lyric,
attempt to prove him illegitimate moved to the Casino and then to the
while he has been abroad at war Herald Square. Ethel Jackson was
comes to his attention, and he goes the prima donna. Jack Gardner the
back to the mountains, where old "chocolate soldier," Edith Bradford
Jess puts him right reunites him the soubret, WIKiam Pruette the
of Col. Popoff and Henry Norman the
with his wife, who, through lo*
Captain,
Slgnor de Novells contis, has remained in America, living
Imply, longing, not for the flesh- ducted.
Those who remember de Xovr.lis
pots of Paris, but for her man.
When the picture people get this, will recall he was a fine mu>:< ian,
what they do to it will be a caution; but It is a safe assertion that Max
but Miss Kummer made It accept- Bendix, under whose direction the
able. In the bare telling It sounds score of the revival of "The Chocolike pretty obvious sentimentality, late Soldier" Is being played, canbut It Is really that rare and com- not be surpassed by any other leader
mercially valuable combination, a of this or previous days. He hoMs
fundamentally appealing story with his men in absolute control and
the talcum of sophistication pleas- evidenced this throughout.
Tessa Kosta, the present prima
antly sprinkled over it.
The acting helped it. In report- donna, can sing and has an engaging this play from Atlantic City, ing personality.
Donald Brian is
Variety's correspondent evidently always Donald Brian. Monday eventhought the Ingenue *.ead, a French ing he was handicapped in his waltz
convent bred girl, should be played in the second act. At the conclusion
in
the manner of a burlesque of the duet Miss Kosta went off and
soubret the popular American idea there entered Felicia Murelle to Join
of anything French. He was mis- him In the dance, evidently unretaken. Catherine Dale Owen's per- hearsed, for they fumbled It frightfully.
She
After getting off to a poor
formance was perfect
what girls brought up in French start the pair stopped, went up
convents are—innocent, naive, never stage, and Brian called out to ^he
saying "Isn't" "wouldn't" or abbre- conductor: "Once more, Max," and
viating—always %i not" "would started off again. Just before the
She has, too, a finale of the second act Victor Vicnot," and so on.
pleasing, blonde, babyish and ap- toroff came on for a Russian solo
pealing loveliness that went for a dance, which seemed to consist prinGeorge Fawcett's cipally of rubbing his velvet troumarked hit
mountaineer and Marion Abbotts sers on th*> floor and elicited no apinterfering dame were also well plause. When even fairly well done
turned characterizations, while Mar- there Is nothing more certain of apJorie Kummer made each one of plause than a Russian danoe.
It
her aunt's lines count Lucia Moore. usually creates what is known in
Grace Reals and the others all aided vaudeville parlance as "sure fire."
Virginia O'Brien scored neatly in
In tho pictures, while E. J. DeVarney as a French general lent the the soubret role and John Dunsmure
whole the public's idea of distinc- was quite good as Col. Popoff. What
heed.
appeared to be the only spontaneous
tion,
characterization of the evening was
that of Detmar Popper as Captain
VALENTINE
ALIAS
Massakroff, the low comedy role. He
"Alias Jimmy Valentine," the first was genuinely funny.
The first act set, Nadine's boudoir.
of two Paul Armstrong comedy
dramas which George C. Tyler is made out of crepe hangings, is an
reviving, drew a capacity first-night artistic piece of stage setting.
The financial success of this recrowd at the Gaiety Dec. 8. There
was no attempt to gather the origi- vival is doubtful. Judged by presnal cast that enacted the play just ent-day standards of musical com12 years ago, but for the revival a edy, it appears old-fashioned.
It
group of names is being featured. Is opera bouffe, and this form or
Otto Kruger Is appearing in the musical entertainment has given
name role that established H. B. way to melodious syncopations,
Warner here. Emmett Corrlgan has plentifully interspersed with comethe role of Doyle, originated by dians and dance specialties. Jolo.

Frank Monroe, while Margalo Gillmore Is playing the Ingenue lead

—Only

to

Los Angeles, Dec. 14.
up nicely were Harold Hartsell,
ie Marcus Show has posted noArchie Curtis. Emil Hoch, Edmund
HenderElton, Mary Boland, Grace
tice of closing, according to report,
son, William Ingersoll, J. J. Hyland,
Edward Wonn, Earle Brown, George to take place at this point following
Farron, Andrew Lawlor, Jr., Lorn a the week's performances commencVolare and John Kennedy.
was ing December 26.
"Alias Jimmy Valentine"
According to the story coming in
originally produced at the Studebaker, Chicago, In 1909, three weeks here, Marcus, the owner of the show,
before Christmas. The show was a has said that as he holds contracts
hurried presentation, being rushed with but six of the people of the
on to fill the void and supply a play show, he will pay only s > fares back
for Mr. Warner, when "These Are
My People," which was a sequel to East. The company is carrying 43
"The Squaw Man," failed. Edwin p^jple. It is expected the California
W. Rose staged "Valentine*' in Chi- State labor law, a very strict one on
cago, but when it was brought to matters of this sort, will be Invoked,
New York Hugh Ford directed for if Marcus pursues his intention.
the metropolitan premiere.
The
The Marcus Show has had an In
piece ran for 20 weeks at Wallack's
laid off six weeks during the sum- and out season. Its creditors have
mer and reopened with an additional been pressing, without much suc22 weeks on Broadway.
It later cess in obtaining payments.
The
reached McVicker's, Chicago, but usual
flamboyant billing matter the
failed there.
"Salomy Jane/V another Arm- Marcus show has formerly depended
strong drama, is slated for revival upon seemed to be of little avail
thlj season. Marcus has been seekafter "Valentine" at the Gaiety.
ing week stands Instead of the onenightera, where his show has a
chance.

planted earlier, but, then, Louka

Miss Kummer had a good deal to
plant The plot depended a lot on

Notice Posted to Close at Los

Angeles

Helen Freeman, Inc., ts being sued
the Third District Municipal
Court by Ely Btrook for $360, representing a balance due for costumes
furnished for Miss Freeman's short*
lived "Great Way" production.
in

BOUGHT AID PAID FOR
Robert Staffer!

James

Charles Rlchman

QlUejr

9.**?' •••••
Vlrslala Blaine
Fanny Blaine
Joeepnlne

>•

DAILIES

ON COAST

William Harrlgan
A)l*n AtwelJ
Helen MacKellar
Marie Nordstrom
Ka? ya Prevon

The psychology of George Broad
"Bought and Paid For,"
has been as utterly destroyed in its
revival as was the case when a film
version was made of "Camille" with
the lady of the camelias secretly
married to Armand Duval. This is
due to the casting of the role created
by Julia Dean, placing it in the
hands of Helen MacKellar.
A couple of seasons ago Miss
MacKellar was almost unanimously
lauded by the critics for her performance of a Canuck girl In Langdon McCormick's "The Storm." She
looked the part and played it to a
nicety, with what was believed to
be a splendid simulation of dialect.
Since then Miss MacKellar has appeared in several other stellar parts
In New York, always with the same
hurst's play,

Mona Caballos last week caused
the arrest of Frederick B. Florian,
broker, charging him with stealing
from her money, bonds and jewelry
valued at $6,126. She had given him
these to buy first mortgage bonds,
was the explanation of the charge,
the truth of which he denied.

earned much more than her brother
as administrator of their father's
estate, will admit. She has received
Hamilton A. Gordon
only $600.
publisher of the song, says he na!
$23,338 to the estate.

Fontaine,
Lynn
featured
\n
"Dulcy," and Alfred Lunt, BlMe.
Hartley Manners has written a Burke's leading man, have annew play called "The National nounced their engagement to marry.
Anthem" for his wife, Laurette TayHaving achieved a start llngly
lor, which will be .produced out of
town by A. L. Erlanger and George novel effect by playing It backward,
H. Harris has decided to play
Sam
C. Tyler.
J.

the last act of "The Varying Shore"
Because of inefficient fire escapes, at the Hudson first to see if the
the police last week closed the Em- public prefers it so.
pire in

New

London.

Alice

Brady

narrowly

escaped

death this week when her motor car
Hoyt. the society overturned near Albany.
woman, will support William Faversham In the revival of "The Squaw
Louise Darcy. described as a
Man."
chorus girl In "Bombo," was takea
to Belle vue Dec. 11, said to be in a
The old Kalem studio at Cliffside, serious condition from taking biN. J., was destroyed by fire last chloride of mercury tablets.'
week.
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fair*
Sir Harry Lauder has sold his banks talked by wireless telephone
Mrs.

Lydlg

Scottish estate to the government to the Babylon station from the
for forestr" purposes. He bought it Paris 250 miles out this Week.
for his son, killed in the war.
David Belasco ».\d spent 40 years
With assets of $2,000,000 and in the theatre last Sunday, Dec. 11,
liabilities of $3,000,000, the American and was the guest of honor at a
Pathe Freres Phonograph Corp., dinner tendered him by the Society
with offices at 20 Grand street, of Arts and Sciences at the Biltmore.
Brooklyn, last week went into the A gold spoon was presented to him
hands of a receiver.
before a distinguished gathering.
Otis Skinner acted as toastmaster,
in his speech Mr. Belasco de*
and
Samuel P. Kennedy (one of the
Four Mortons) has been Indemni- clared It was the love theme that
counted
most in life and in the theafied by an insurance company for
the loss of his newly purchased tre.
of
$5,000 car -stolen from in front
the Colonial on Sept. 26.
BUI Quaid, manager of Proctor's
Fifth Ave., New York, has secured
"Silver Threads Among the Gold" the release of Julius B. Johnston, a
Is in dispute in the courts as a re- convict in the Clinton, N. Y., prison,
sult of suit

brought by Gertrude L.

whom

1

'

I

v
•

he will present In vaudeville.

Danks against her brother, Albert Johnston is a monologist who was
The two are children of discovered by the theatrical man*

V. Danks.

Hart P. Danks, author of th£ song. ager while doing his act for
Miss Danks asserts the song has convicts.

fellow

LEGITIMATE ITEMS
Colin Kemper sailed last Friday
on the Olympic for London, accompanied by Stage Director Fred Wallace, to produce the Wagenhals &

"dialect," irrespective of locale or Kemper piece, "The Bat," there. The
nativity, and giving evidence she is English presentation will be made
incapable of impersonating on the in association with Gilbert Miller,

stage a girl of fine rearing or with who has pre-war standing as a
the natural Instincts of a lady.
manager
"The Bat" will open at
In "Bought and Paid For" the the St. James, London, about Janhusband role, in the hands of uary 15.
Charles Rlchman once more, Is
Ned Wayburn is reported having
called upon to say to her: "You are
a dear, fine, sensitive little woman." entered the agency field. Wayburn
But despite this, she continues to is best known as a stage director.
look and conduct herself like a
"Pitler Patter" closed last week
peasant girl caparisoned in the
Norfolk, after being out 12 weeks.
habllaments of a lady, with the un- The show reported business spotty.
mistakable diction of a foreigner
speaking English with the ponderLieut. Gitz Rice has composed the
ousness of one carefully attempting
to evade a tell-tale accent, very score for a musicallzed version of
much as an elephant tests the "The Third Party," which the Shustrength of a bridge before entrust- berts will'put
into rehearsal shortly.
ing his weight to It For roles patterned along the lines of her per- The piece will eventually be retitled
formance in "The Storm," Miss being adapted from the old Taylor
MacKellar would probably be as ef Holmes' farce of the same name
fective as she was in that venture. which Comstock A Gest sponsored
Her characterisation in "Back Pay" years ago. Edythe Baker and Clarwas identical, and she brings it with ence Nordstrom are cast for
two
her to the revival of "Bought and
leading roles in the musical comedy.
Paid For."
.

m

Charles Rlchman, even in his
Harry Howard is suing the Ritz
heydey never generally regarded as
a great artist, seems to have im- Producing Co. in the Third District

have

beer, mating up the profits that
the show has been showing, and the
players have decided that they
might as well forego a continuance
of the venture.

A matinee premiere Is what New
York is to be treated to next Friday afternoon, when Gutherle McCUntick, former casting director for
Winthrop Ames, presents "The
Dove. Trail" at the Bijou. The play
is by A. A. Milne a. d Charles Cherry is featured.
The reason for the Friday afternoon opening is to dispose of both
the first and second night press lists
and thus have the Saturday matinee
and night performances free.

*kl*in J. Talley, brother of Alfred J. Talley, Judge of the Court of
Special Sessions and a former Assistant
District
will
Attorney,
become associated with the firm of
Frederick B. Goldsmith on Jan. 1.
He will specialize In both Federal

and State Income tax cases as applied to theatricals and general corporation law.

Helen Moller, the classical dancer
Municipal Court, New York, for who startled all New Tork a few
$660, representing a salary balance seasons ago by presenting a series
due for services rendered In the de- of ballet matinees at tho Metropolfendant's "Not Tonight, Josephine," itan Opera house that were stopped
production. Howard was to receive by the police, has returned from
pellent.
Considerable interest was mani- $100 weekly. He worked nine weeks Paris. She now has a studio atop
of the Lexington O. H.
fest in comparing the Interpretation but admits receipt only of $240.
of the role of Jimmy Gilley, now In
the hands of William Harrigan, with
After having the libretto for
Its creator, Frank Craven. Harrigan Charlotte Greenwood's
"Let *Er Go,
BIRTHS
seemed to feel *hat, for he fumbled Letty,"
musical
production
reMr * nd Mrs- Ben Berman. at
his lines in the first act and was
written for the fourth time, the 4their home in
palpably nervous. He regained his
San Francisco, last
composure as the piece progressed piece is again in rehearsal under week still-born child. Mr. Berman
and scored strongly in the final act. Oliver Morosco's direction. George is the professional manager for
Incidentally, it is worth calling at- E. Stoddard Is the latest "book" Remick & Co. at San Francisco.
tention to the fact that Craven was writer to have been called in to fix
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Morey
qulok to take advantage of his suc- up the show. "Let 'Er Go, Letty,"
Stern on Nov. 26. Stern was foris
cess in the part. Instead of wait- the third
of Morosco's "Letty" mu- merly in charge of the professional
ing for similar roles in other plays,
department at Chicago for Jerome
or a revival, he set about to write sical shows with Miss Greenwood in H. Remick.
for himself a few plays In which the title roK
A son wa., born to Mrs. Sidney
to exploit his personality, thereby
Abelson,
enriching himself, not only as an
Frederick Perry went Into the ca*t treasurer wife of Sidney Abelson,
of the Ell Jewelry Co., at
author, but as actor and partner. of "Lilies of the Field'' at the Klaw
their home in Chicago, Nov. 29.
Allen Atwell, as the Jap servant, re- on Wednesday afternoon,
replacing
Mr. and Mrs. George Wong, a son,
peated his former success, and Norman
Trevor, who retired to ap- Dec. l. Mrs.
Marie Nordstrom, many pounds
Wong is Theda Berthinner than when she created the pear In his own attraction, "The nard, playing in burlesque.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Piazza, at their
role of the elder sister some 10 years Married Woman," which ie schedago, Is now much more self-satisfied uled to open out of town early next home in New Orleans, Dec. 2, a
and utilises her vaudeville experi- w ck and then come into the Prin- daughter. Mr. Piazza is manager of
the New Orleans Orpheum
ence by facing her audience and crs.s on December 24.
III"
wife was last season playing the
walloping; over her lines to good
feminine lead with Bnlasco's Tiger
effect.
The New York
The play Itself has bem up-to- "The Storm" that wasengagement of Hose." en tour.
scheduled for
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess, Dec.
dated In some of the lines, the stage
Uie
Lexington O. H. at popular 5, at Omaha, a son. Mrs. Burgeis
settings are differently arranged and
prices
was
has
been
professionally known as Rosl«*
called
off.
the general scheme of revision does
The
not toad to Its betterment. The re- show will close within the next few Qulnn. She retired when marrying
Her
husband
1« a non-professional.
vival was made at the Playhouse by weeks In tho southern .territory,
Mr. and Mrs. Aj*hur Geary, Ve<'
William A, Brady, Dec. 7.
where It Is now playing*. Jumps
-**^
Join.

-proved his interpretation of the role
of the business magnate who is a
beast in his cups, and played the
drunken scene with a faithfulness
that was convincingly vivid and re-

.

12, son.

,

,
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COHAN'S REPLY TO

BED-SIDE CHATS
BT NELLIE BIVELL
But

I

alone*
jjorens says this earth

my

must be minus

my

mirth,

if I

Uagh

laugh I musst

backbone,

thought they
of mine,

had $ done

cuta
then Doc Lorenz

all

INSIDE STUFF

EQ01TT CHARGE

dare not laugh with yon, hart/a wb«r« you must

all

the pruning they could to this old frame

my

laughs out, because

Says Ha Never Promised Any
American Actor a Job
Abroad

ON LEGIT
Ridiculously small salaries, or some of them, are l>elng paid in th*
many revivals around, according to the stories. One actor of prominence in one of the revivals is reported playing at one-quarter of hl«
regular salary.

had an experience last spring when falling down a
her in a physical condition not unlike that which
Miss Lorraine recovered, however, fully*
has stricken Nellie Revell.
regaining the use of her spine that had been Injured. Doctors advised
her to be very careful in future. One day last week, while Miss Lorraine Was rehearsing 1. the new production of "The Blue Kitten." it fell
to her lot to be swung about by two of the men principals. In the swinging, somehow she dropped and landed in a perfect sitting position on
Dazed for a moment. Miss Lorraine shortly jumped up and
the stage.
continued the rehearsal. Later she remarked that in the time it took her
to reach the floor, with the doctor's injunction only in her mind, she
passed a year. No results attended the accidental fall.
Lillian Lorraine

I

have a "Bee Palmer"

spine*

but lie here rigid and still,
•* m\tting standing or walking,
me, and jarring is likely to kill;
iUJt not even laugh as It Jars
on a hard bed of stone, cold and flat,
mortar,
of
coat
dUtttck to a sport
v third Christmas in bed in this harness, what the hell have I got to
laugh at?

flight of stairs that left

Equity issued a statement late
last week to the effect George M.
Cohan was cruel to actors because
he had "led them to believe" he
would engage American players for
his English presentations and upon
his return announced that only English actors would, be employed.
No
one was more surprised at the state*
ment than Cohan himself. When he
started on the trip abroad there was
nothJ
deflnlte about ongaglng in
theatricals on the other side of the
water. There could, therefore, have
been no promise to American players of engagements in England.
The statement really covers an official admission from Equity that it
has absolutely no control of its
members outside America, the state'

all read the papers and know that Doctor Loreni,
examined me last week. He does not
f-jnous Viennese surgeon*
^*— mv doctor's optimism regarding nTy condition, and expressed the
In the wheel chair^have retarded my prog£5ef that my little excursion
to the Poster of parts shell and laid on
JL. and advises I be returned
as we advertising people would say. T.
or,
indefinitely,
fracture board
*
Ymii further notice). He ventures the opinion that an operation would
advisea
it only as an extreme measure, prebut
nedlte my recovery,
age and weight, to continue for the present the
Jin* because of mywhich
I have been undergoing for the past two
mrtrillxation proceea
with certain modifications considerably adding to the severity
7 re. but
absolutely rigid and have been forbidden
remain
Mhe treatment, I must
This* admonition came from Doctor Loreni during the conlaush
referred to all orthopedics as crap-shooters
mltstton when I facetiously
American slang for bone manipulators.
!nd had to explain that that was
heartily.
Doctor Lorenz enjoyed the
laughed
present
She five doctors
laughing and
LkA immensely, but displayed concern when he saw me
Upon being Informed that laughing
tooulred if I laughed frequently.
for
reasons
the delay
the
one
of
was
it
said
was habitual with me, he
vibration disturbed the solidity of the effected
to my healing, as the
He warned me against sneeslng. claiming that It also shocks
vLrtebrae
Now all that anyone who has designs
spine.
the delicate cords of the
in here with a pinch of snuff or a
life has to do is to come

you have
No
* doubt
.

i

on my
funny story and

—Curtain!

The line of ^demarcation between clunishncss and loyalty is so finely
While I cheerfully admit my
drawn that it is somewhat confusing.
preference for home talents or Industry to discredit or fall, to appreciate
He is a tall, sad -faced,
the skill of Doctor Lorenz would be bigotry.
He speaks
blue-eyed, white-whiskered old gentleman bent with age.
English with an accent. Hl9 voice is soft and sad, yet firm, and I found
crushed
obviously
feels
man,
who
fine
old
this
to
out
my sympathy going
and broken at the contrast in the* reception accorded him this trip and
What a fleeting thing Is fame!
his visit eighteen years, ago.

1

The operation advised by Doctor Lorenz,
plaster of paris turtle shell

and stone bed

in the event failure of the
which I am to luxuriate,
shin bone into my spine. I

in

eons 1st s of transplanting nine inches of my
can easily spare the shin bone, for my ankles are much too large anywish-they-hadn'ty" about being
how. But I do feel just a little bit
It reminds me of a song Irene Franklin used
told- 1 lacked backbone.
to sing. "When Your Wishbone Is Where Your Backbone Ought to Be."
*

If people don't stop sending me packages marked, "Do not open until
Christmas," I am afraid one of those tags might drop off and stick on me.
and you never can tell what a doctor will do. I've already had as many
openings this season as the Playhouse has,

George M. Cohan came in to ask me If I knew Ireland was free. What
a chance anyone has of being in a Catholic hospital and not knowing that
Ireland is free.
Especially someone whose history charts, which are
accessible to hospital attaches* read, "Parentage English."
He was
called from
bedside to the phone to receive the news 'of the sad
ending of Sherrie Matthews,
he had taken care of for years. He
left here to superintend the arrangement of the funeral.
The nuns in-

my

|

i

whom

most always are one or two patients here whose
Relieving the poor,
hospital expenses are being paid by Mr. Cohan.
comforting the sick and bury the friendless dead seems about as near
and certainly is
be,
Sghteous as it is possblle for a human mortal to

form

me

that there

Mowing the instructions of the Great Master.

That No. 2 "Sally" company Flo Zlegfeld proposed isn't materializing.
Mary Hay, announced for the second MariUyn Miller role. Is now rehearsing with another show. Zlegfeld also had an "announcement" he
would play another "Sally" company in a Broadway theatre, having
two in the same place (New York). That was pretty old stuff for press
work, but even Variety printed it. The only Zlegfeld show now rehearsing is the Will Rogers "Frolic," bound for the road, opening New Tear's
week out of town and then probably going into Philadelphia or Boston.
ment "explaining** that members With Palm Beach in the offing. Zlegfeld likely switched bothering over
were "informed that they were at a No. 2 "Sally" with his "Sally" in New York a, money -making bearcat
perfect, liberty to take engagements and the London "Sally" nearly as big.
with him (Cohan) or with any other
manager who functioned abroad."
The Treasurers' Club at its annual meeting appointed Joseph BlckIt is charged In the statement that erton, Jr.. as general counael for the organisation.
Mr. Bickerton suc"Mr. Cohan's office** had announced ceeds to the post left vacant through the recent death of A. L. Jacobs.
before his arrival back in New Among the several amendments to the club's constitution is one increasYork that he intended engaging Ing the membership from 150 to 200, with no hew members eligible for
American actors, but that Me. Co- election until the total falls below that number. The increase in memhan "coldly changed his mind on ac- bership was decided on because of the number of new theatres built
count of the attitude of Equity."
since the club was first formed. It' was voted also to establish an enter*
Mr. Cohan has had no office for gency relief fund of $2,000. Members In distress can obtain as much as
months.
What remained of his 1100 upon application to the Board of Governors, who may also apporquarters on 45th»street was moved tion a greater amount in specific cases. The club membership is conto storage prior to his sailing. No fined to treasurers and assistants of New York- theatres.
one represented him here in a business way during his absence outside
Katherine Cornell, whose performance in "A Bill of Divorcement" at
oi" Captain Dennis O'Brien, his atthe Times Square is one of the brilliant performances of the sason. Is the
torney. The statement was sent to daughter of "Doc" Cornell, showman and theatre owner of Buffalo. Miss
the dailies, but only one gave it Cornell's characterization of "Sydney Fairfield" in "Divorcement,* a
r/.uch attention and only two others London success, is her first Important role on this side of the water.
even mentioned it. Mr. Cohan in Miss Cornell is a Vaasar graduate, probably the first college girl to
reply, at the request of the "Times," attain fame on Broadway.
In England she drew attention through her
said:
work in 'Little Women," but her training Is said to have been wfth
Cohan's Statement
~
stock in her native ?lty.
"I will give $100,000 to anyone who
-can prove that I promised a single
The salary list of the all-star cast of the Sam Shipman play, "Lawful
American actor a job abroad. I had Larceny." produced by A. H. Woods, will be $4.(00 weekly, Thla Is
intended to take about 12 or 15 looked upon as very large for a drama or comedy cast without
a star's
American actors back with me. name featured. Usually that type of play runs in weekly salary from
When I got off the boat I was shown $2,800 to $3,500.
a theatrical paper stating that
Equity Shop would be enforced
The dramatic department of one or more of the New York dallies may
against me in London. So I decided
be easily detected as having decided theatrical leanlnge, through the
not to take any chances. However, stories published and
the manner in which they are written. Thla la
I may take one or two back with me.
reported to have come about through association, mostly, though there
"The Equity hasn't a leg to etand has been a suspicion frequently an actual object is being
sought by more
on. My record Is clean; I've been 100
than one writer, while another or two may be using their position to
per cent The only thing I ever square old grudges
or disappointments.
fought against was the closed shop
in the theatre. I have always been
It is not generally known that the reason Max D. Steuer figures so
in favor of an actors' organization,
prominently in the A. H. Woods legal battle with the municipal autborl
but I am not in favor of it when ties over "The Demi-Virgin" is because Mr. Steuer, besides being at to
the actors are corralled and put ney for Mr. Woods, is one of the owners of the Eltinge theatre propert
under the dictatorship of a handful Ordinarily Alfred Beekman of House. Grossman & Vorhaus acts for
of incompetent people."
Woods and Martin Herman in legal matters.
No answer to the Cohan reply was

I

sent out. Cohan later said he had
members they
see spinach I recall Tat Rooney, the third, visiting Irene been told by Equity
JVanklln when he waa quite small and refusing to eat it
He told his hellevcd the Equity statement a sign
of weakness by the organization's
hostess he didn't

Everytime

I

like fern*.

Ethel Levey brought me a picture of herself taken at the Derby with
the Queen Alexandra of England. This is not meant as lese-majesty, but
If Miss Levey wanted to bring a picture of herself with someone else,
I wish she had let it be one of Marie Lloyd,

Babe Ruth donated to the Professional Woman's League the ball that
sMde him famous. I don't know enough about baseball to tell you just
what It was that this ball did toward winning fame for Mr. Ruth, but I
do know that he very kindly autographed it and sent It to me for the
Wub which honors me by making me a life member.

#

..That architect of joy, George McManus, tells us to start the day with
a laugh. What are vou to do if you have a blue law doctor who forbids tions. Equity claimed that 251 members resigned from the Actors' Filaughing?
delity League and joined Equity.
An interne told me he had never heard of George Ade, and a nurse The Chorus Equity Association was
have 5.000 members.
to
aiked me if Irvin S. Cobb was an actor. Babe Ruth came here arid an stated
employee of the hospital referred to him as a runner or something—and Whether that number Is Included in
the total of 11,000 Equity memberI dare not laugh.
ship was not stated.
It was announced that $10,720 bad
;^yish you could have nttended my musical last Saturday morning and
been contributed by members for
pleasure
my
shared
who
jjjltaiessed the enjoyment of the several nuns
when Adele Rowland sang the best repertoire of songs I have ever the unusual expenses of the organiaid. I was moved to inquire if they were not writing better songs than zation—that for carrying out the
ffer before. Louise Dreaser obliged with a lullaby of her own composition closed shop. This money is the one'••afl at my urgent request "My Pal Sal."
Thanks, Louise, dear friend. eighth of a week's salary asJced from
had received any
bltt why that lump in your throat.
Don't cry, dear old Hoosier pal, I will all members who
will both cro back to extra performance pay since the
well again some day.
I am sure of it and we
"The Banks of the Wabash" made famous by your lamented brother. actors' strike. The total of the one*isa Rowland was working two shows a day In Newark, but seemed ei«hth contributions Is said to be
tlad to add to her arduous labor by coming to a hospital and singing far under exnectntions and figures
about 77 cents per member. The
It bespeaks
ttore songs than she would use during her perrorniiine...
Jenic considerable number of high sal*»hsolfisrhnesj. nnd is highlv appreciated by the sisters and myself.
Jacobs, W ho is nbout the busiest person I know, again proved her aried players who are members was
W«»d.-h:„ f ur me by takinc time from her busings to accompany the expected to have resulted in several times the amount received.
»Party.
fri-nd. knowing I
ih- subway took
r.n.adway to the
and
street
fmm One Hundred and Forty -third
The t.-.xj fare
hospital, which is at Twelfth street and Seventh avenue.
£*»t have amounted to several dollars, which she cheerfully paid. She
p.e pan v.a«
The
asked me to have the pie pan baved for her.
duplicated for ten cents.
•Hlnary
1

Human nntmc surelv is a fuiinv
wed hot uppi.-pie, made one. and

thing.

f.-arim,'

A woman

the rush

m

Divorce for

tin

"'

*

variety that could have been

wish someone would Invent an automatic T" crossing "I" «l"»',n j*
w.in
who have to write their column .in longhand

«»« pencil for
people
the l>ad
on their chest-

'

Ethel

McGahan Hale

Uuffalo. Dec.

* taxi

'

A

pool has been started

among

the

members

of the

company playing

"The Varying Shore" at the Hudson, each player putting in 10 cents each
week. The one guessing the nearest number of weeks the play will
remain in New York will win the pool. The guesses vary from 10 to 17
officers.
weeks. As there are 16 players In the show, the amount weekly is $1.60.
At the Equity meeting it was an- and if the play remains for the longest time
estimate by the company the
nounced that 4,000 new members pool will amount to $27.20.
had joined within the past year,
giving the organization a total of
The success In stock of "Three Live Ghosts'' will probably preclude
13,000. Membership figures used a
year ago exceeded that number, al- that show being again sent to the road. The demand for it in stock
though it waa announced that only Indicates earnings of $16,000 for the season to the producers of the comhad resigned from edy. Max Marcin sent the show on tour early this season It was called
16 members
in after a short tour, and it was proposed to send "Ghosts" out again
Equity. Recently Equity published a
20 "defaulting members.** after the holidays. Equity required, however, that at least four weeks
list of
The
that, however, not being Indicated would have to be guaranteed the players for the second trip out.
aa the total who tendered resigna- manager rejected the Idea, but lately in considering a short tour in the

•

i

T

Fthel
.-..

in-.-.s

McGahan Hale,
was granted an

14.

erstwhile
absolute

divorce from her hushand. Gerald A.
The Salallalc,
o' Salamanca.
manca Hotel furnished the scene of
Hale's indiscretions.
Mrs. Hale denies that she Is contemplating returning to the stage.

East, has about decided
call,

A

It

will be

more

profitable not to restrict the stock
out.

which would be necessary should the show be sent

believed to be a Syracusean but operating
confederate, messed up the bookings at the Wletlng
and Bastable. Syracuse, which. If the local Sunday advertisements were
to be believed, read that both houses were slated to play "Lightnin"' the
last half of next week.
It started the Shuberts on a hunt to trace the
perpetrator of the prank.
The Joker waa versed In matters theatrical in Syracuse. All other
Erlanger-booked shows locally have switched to play the Wietlng Opera
House, under Shubert management. But the "Lightnin' " show, a John
Golden production, had a playing contract so worded It was to play thBastable.
A switch was practically impossible and would have cost
Golden about $3,000 to play In Syracuse If he had decided to. After Tom
Kane, in advance of the show, had laid out his Bastable campaign Saturday night and departed for a week-end vacation, George A. Chenet. the
manager in charge of the Wieting, received a telegram slgnd "Jules Murray." the Shubert booking executive In New York, stating. "You plav
'Lightnin" Deo. 22-24. direct from the Riviera. John Golden attraction
hereafter pluy Shul>ert houses exclusively. Apnuonce counteracting Sunday advert ixement of the opposition. Meet agent at theatre Sunday night."
Chenet. at first suHpicious of u "fake," traced the telegram to the McAlpin
Hotel. New York, but. accepting the telegram on its face value, inserted
the Wieting "Lightnin'" advertisements in the local Sunday papers.
practical

with a

joker,

New York

<

Al Jolson .declares he has invested no
ille venture.

money w

ha'soi>\

»>r

in th»- Shul»»*rt

vaudev

Harry Cm t scoffs at the item printed la>.t wccU lh.il his 'Shuffle Along.''
an alNcolored success at the »»:M Street, started olf ley getting $700 gross
He claims that, with an orchestra to pay, it would
in itfc early weeks.
have been impossible to have continued the show, and that if it were
He also says that, while
possible he'd havo 30 companirv out hy now.
the production originally might not hfive cost over $500 (It has since
been renewed), the lowest week since opening" was ilrtt under $4,000.

—
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weeks of the year in ahow business,
and If the "office" can follow it up
the already admitted disaater of the
week before Christmas may not be
such a catastrophe as supposed at

CRESCENT
The Shubert-Crescent, Brooklyn,
packed 'em In Tuesday night, capaolty downstairs and very slightly
Iass In the balcony, with even the
boxes all tenanted. A large theatre
party from the Mid wood -Flatbush
section accounted for the greater
part of the big house, which meant
that most of the orchestra, balcony
and boxes were sold at a rU^o-nt.
But the cut-rate party thing la a
first -rate proposition for u vaudeville theatre that Is building up a
patronage like the Crescent. Practically selling out, even at a 25 per
eent discount, a couple of weeks
before Christmas, Isn't so bad at
that, not to mention the percentage
of new patrons acquired and chances
for adding new names to the list of
regular weekly subscribers.
Adele Rowland and Al Sexton and
Girls topped and bottomed, and
Charles Howard and Co. was the
middle feature. The nine-act show
waa an average affair, playing entertainingly, but holding insufficient
eomedy. The audience, being one of
thoae neighborly suburban homefolks' crowds, reacted readily to
everything, arriving early and eitttng through until the exit march.
Somebody tipped Al White, oMCranz
and White, to the fada and foibles
ef several of the Mldwood natives,
and ha interpolated a bunch of

—

I
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ing citizen's name was mentioned,
after the fashion in which a
eraek about playinp a aplit week in
Paaaaie or the mention of a smalltime agent booking humpty dumpties always gets a rise out of the
professionals at a Palace matinee.
dele Rowland, assisted by Mildred Brown, accompanist, upheld
her headline billing splendidly, second after intermission. The house
evidently remembered Miss Rowland
from previous vaudeville and legit
appearances, extending a cordial
reception on her entrance and refusing to let her off until she had
done nine numbers, including two

much

from "Irene" and "Pack Up Your

Troubles." A character aong, with
a well-delivered monolog bit about
a tightwad, and "Susan," from her
former repertoire, scored heavily.
Mlas Rowland also did a pop number very wen that had been aung
before during the show.
Another unqualified applause hit
were Maxle and Geoxgie, the two
colored boys from the lamented
"Put and Take" show at the Town
Hall.
The lade opened the Intermission, and before they had taken
four steps of their first dance had
the houae with them to a man. One
af the beat two-men dancing doubles
that has crashed Into the big ahow
for, many a season, both natural
stepping demons who work like
chain lightning.
Ford and Truly, the latter an educated fox terrier, made a good opening turn, the dog's "follow -your master" business showing the results of patient training.
Hattle
Althoff and Sister, a singing and
piano combination, were second and
pretty nearly stopped the show with
a routine of current pop numbers.
Bert Melrose, next, with his musical saw and table-toppling finish,
the latter securing the same comedy
returns and registering Just as big
a thrill as It always has. sent the
show along nicely*
Krans and White, fourth, picked
up the running and landed immediately with their tuneful warbling.
A likable, off-handed manner of
clowning between numbers established the team In a comedy way,
Mr. White shining particularly with
the ad llbbing previously mentioned
regarding the Mldwood celebs.
Al Sexton (New Acts) closed the
first half, holding back the intermission, at the insistence of the
house, until he had acknowledged
his applause with a flock of bows.
Charles Howard and Co. were next
with a comedy turn, built to feature
Mr. Howard's souse character. The
Howard act got all the laughs In
sight and then some. The Paldrens,
an acrobatic turn, with two women
understanders, held 'em in with
some corking formations and novelty Jumping.
BcU.

81ST ST.
With the approach of the holidays
the usual "swan song" Is floating
about as regards business in the
houses, but It didn't seem to have
any material effect on this particular neighborhood
house Tuesday
night.
That or the residents, up

that way, haven't heard the melody.
They strolled through the gate, not
dribbled. In a continuous stream to
a total which came near filling the

—

theatre and the houso is no slouch
as to Its seating capacity. The loges
were well filled, upstairs was very
well populated and downstairs, with
a few exceptions on the sides
throughout the last five rows, held
its full quota.
Whether the title of
the feature did It, "What Do Men
Want," can't be stated, but it's a
cinch if such were the case the
house forgot about the film during
two episodes during the Initial half
of the -evening, namely Leavltt and
LiOckwood and Johnny Burke. Anderson and Burt also received their
full share of the enthusiasm though
not quite up to the extent of the
former trio. The six acts shape up
aa probably being one of 'the best
running shows that have graced the
theatre this season, and It should
do business for the remainder of
the week on the strength of the comment it will cause. It's a great getof production and assistants.

The worst
"doughboy" monolog.
grouch in the world would have had
to give in between tbe bouse and
Burke. It was one wholehearted
yell after another with Burke being
forced, most of time, to wait for the
laughs to die down before he could
continue.
An encore and speech
made up the conclusion with the

WEEK

more comedy Incidents

Into

it.

encore.
Norman has gotten down
largely to a routine of published
numbera He hae kept these up to
date, a necessary detail for a ainger
of his calibre. Following the demonstration given "the female Impersonator, D'Armore Franklyn and
Douglas Charles, assisted by Zella
Goodman, second after intermission,
found the spot made to order for
them. Thla comedy acrobatic team

It's

a corking act that has melody, appearance and comedy all combined
with, in addition, that touch of

j

Friday,

The Intermission was filled In by In which the woman aa the undera Tropica" reel, after which "The atander worke. The pair scored to
Creole Fashion** whanged over the the extent of aplrited applause, an
surest kind of a hit The audience unusual demonstration for an openBert and Vera
refused to allow this boy to leave, ing "dumb" turn.
calling him back for encore after Morrissey
(New Acts), with a

latter bit turning into a recitation landed with both the comedy and
physical work, being credited with
with a "kick" at the end of it
Ahead of him came Leavltt and the most spontaneous applause outLockwood, who didn't make it any break of the evening. Dooley and
too easy, with their songs and clown- Sales, moved up to' next to closing
ing, and proceeded to roll up no from a first-half spot, easily held
small item for themselves. The act up the fast pace, walking away with
remains the aame aa when playing one of the comedy hits of the evenMme. Bradna (New Acts)
downtown last week with Leavltt ing.
getting all the value possible out of closed the show to a aeated house.
Bart.
the material while ad llbbing a few

lo-

eals In his orchestra leading bit that
went for a laugh every time a lead-

least for this link in the chain.
Johnny Burke, next to closing,
literally ruined everything with his

THIS

BROADWAY

brightly dressed sketch with Inconsequential song-and -dance Incidentals but having aome rather forced

comedy talk, missed fire. It took
more than mere gagging of the familiar man-and-woman kind to get
over following the sparking stuff of
Rogers.
Tabor and Green, two blackface
singing comedians, picked things up

immediately.
They have a line,
clean singing specialty delivered in
simple, straightaway manner with
swift succession of Interesting numbers little talk, but that amusing,
and some interesting musical trimmings. They get a good opening by
holding the stage for an entrance
while the orchestra goes Into the
[opening bars of a heavy operatic
number.
Entrance of blackface
funsters on top of this gets a sur-

—

|
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prise laugh.
They get down Instantly to a capital "blues" due with
agreeable harmony effecta Both are

December

16, 1921

Will
Rogera followed.
Whitehead, "the musical

Ilalnh

comeJh

etar" according to the billing, topped
and close'!. Whlteh«n«l bn«i Himi.
nated the full dress regalia un<L
while less Imposing in his business

presents a more comfortable
looking appearance. Whitehead hag
suit,

edited a considerable portion of hi*
routine since he first showed locally
at the State theatre some weeks age
and the pruning ia for the better.
Excepting for a*few attempts at ad
llbbing and referring to "my friend

"

Rogers" and the roping comedian's
previous references about Marcua
L >ew first starting as a furrier with
one cat for stock, Whitehead did
very nicely. He presents a good
front and if he would 'only give hla
audience credit for some littlo Intel*
ligence and not pause perceptibly
and at times overlong between each
story, as if to say "Here's plenty of
time for the gag to penetrate, he
should get up somewheres Into a
route between the Intermediary and
the really big theatres.
The Mary PIckford film started at

Abel

9.10.

evening clothes. Straight worker
A fast and worth-while show is off while comedian sits at grand
"class" so many other acta Juat miss.
again proved that the Broadway is piano and tears off a brilliant bit of
It'll hold up with the beat In any of
A fast show at this Proctor house
one of the most Intelligently booked pyrotechnics at the piano. Follows
the houses.
houses of the tlmea
Without a this with unpretentious songs to the first half of the week, appreBill and Blondy opened, being folciated
by the almost capacity Mon*
clutter
of
"names"
to
sink
the
salary
mellow
whistling
accompaniment
off
lowed by Harry and Grace Ellsday evening attendance. All thla
worth, who scored, mainly, on the limit, yet with enough familiar en- stage by absent straight. Creamy
to class aa a full*
needed
show
tertainers
to
give
the
best-time
harmony
with
yodling
effects
for
a
achievements of the boy and his low
fledged big time entertainment
flavor to It, the show has a nucleus rousing finish.
Solid score.
altitude stepping. The girl caused a
just a couple of "name" acta
of
staples
with
In-betweens
of
new
Chisholm
and
Breen
followed
with
besides
few remarks by her clothes
Topping the six -act bill ..___
faces. It Is snappy vaudeville.
their comedy playlet, better in the
demonstrating her ability as a kicker
Ward and Bruce, flying rings and lines than in the acting. Some of Conroy and Tates, although the
with either foot which brought her
attraction, •'What Do Men
flicker
loops
and
good
a
rings-to-perpenthe repartee between the boy and
a nice response on her solo effort.
Preceding
dlcult r-rope stunt for the wind-up, the girl ia laughable, but the pair Want," drew them In.
Tempest and 8unshlne. heading got
this short and unspectacular but play the sketch with a peculiar flat- the "Aesop's Fables" reel was anthe bill, were placed In the closing
business-like turn In all right for ness of ityle that takes away some other exploiting the value of the
anything
made
was
position, which
This
the opener.
Sablna (New Acts) of its snap. Most of the dialog is Prudence Company Bonds.
but desirable by the two preceding twlced
and did handsomely. Mason managed with the man standing firm has effected a publicity tie-up
acts.
The girls opened to recogni- and Cole,
Keith
Moss,
and
local
the
with
one
of
last
season's
stock
outstill
and
the
girl aeated. and
tion on the part of the audience and
standing Orpheum two-act hits, re- there Is no life. They should Invent Proctor houses through which, via
continued with their routine to peated
here.
The
girl Is a whizz aome sort of business, no matter screen and circulars, it is "plugging" 1
It was more or
pleasing results.
and a streak, with looks, manner, how trifling, to give the stage life. the sales of Prudence Bonds.
less of a tight place for the pair, but
Norman
and
Jeanette
personality and figure, combining it The stage picture la extremely atMiss
they pulled out nicely after it was with Ingenuous
talents and bizarre tractive as to the special setting- Brothers opened with a variety turn
over with their experience, having dancing. The
in one-quarter stage with
showing
starting
neat
male
It
works
a
pretty
cottage
surroundaided materially in a situation that up for her and
earns himself an ed by trees and In the distance a a dash of song and dance, and going
would have "whipped'' many another Individual
place in the spotlight. factory town with the mills lighted. to "three" for the rings, physical
turn.
too.
Plenty
An Interesting story is neatly told culture and aerial work. The act is
of bows.
Anderson and Burt proved of maRae and Eleanor Ball, as meri- with utmost economy of time, but a sterling pop house frame-up for
terial advantage to the program
torious and surefire a musical duet the effect is smothered in talk.
that spot, with a try possibly in
with their skit of the honeymoon combination aa there
Sally Fields was the longest sin- some of the small two-a-day thela had the
"crossfire" while reclining midway audience
gle turn seen In a small-time house atres.
spellbound.
Performers
Two new acts followed In
up a mountain In the Alps. The who aay the Broadway is "hard" in some time. She
held the stage the order named: Williams and
conversation registered at all stops and that this outfit sits back for for close
to 20 minutes, and left 'em Lusby and Catherine Cameron and
with the woman predominating In hokum, should see the Balls do It asking for more.
Miss Fields puts Co.
this respect due to being allotted with light classics
and no warped a world of energy into her numbers,
Babcock and Dolly, No. 4, clowned
the major share of the material. efforts. The touches of showman- a little too
much
for
aome kinds of and wowed. When it came to Babr
as
The finish continues to be abrupt
ship designed for vaudeville are audiences, but Just right for the cock's falls and neck aplns they
to the lines rendered, and a remedy keen, Just enough and quite enough. State crowd.
The best of her rou- panicked, and of course Miss Dolly's
should be sought as It permits of a Stopped the show.
tine was a song done in Yiddish abbreviated
and shapely
skirts
letdown after working the altuatlon
Solly Ward has somehow Im- dialect and a whale under her nether limbs kept the stags interBktg.
up for 16 minutes.
proved his comedy-pathos turn rough-house delivery.
This combination has been
ested.
since It was seen at the Palace. If
w «en "The playing the local Proctor houses j
«i» T£a wel1 after
Isn't shorter, It seemed so. At all Frill Shop" went to work.
This Is now for some two or three weeks j
events, It held solidly, got raucous the renamed and boiled -down ver- and certainly has "showed" aplenty
j
The Orpheum uncorked one of lta laughs, kept Its plot sliding grace- sion of a more pretentious girl act as far as the bookers are concerned.
best bills of the season this week, fully along, amused, gripped and which played the big-time last sea- Why they are not playing the reguInto
a sound success. son. It still has a big flash with its lar houses may be only explained by
for which the Tuesday evening au- worked
dience displayed approval of the Kenney and Nobody did none of the dainty setting of a dressmaker's unusual book congestion.
highest order. Business was not of above. Kenney is still back In the salon, its gorgeous dressing and its
Prank Conroy with Bob Tates for
oeven people-a dancing his new partner has a sterling
the best on that occasion, but, re- Tony Pastor days in all his stuff and
gardless of the hick of numbers, the his manner of delivery. It was hard comedian, another man doing the straight man to feed him. So realbouse was filled with enthusiasm pulling all the way, and one giggling modiste who models ballroom frocks istic ia Yates in hla arrogance that
throughout the evening, with prac- girl In a box saved it from utter upon models in sight of the audl- the audience involuntarily feels for
Crisp Sisters, once of
two n annik, ns, a singing and the poor browbeaten Conroy, which,
tically every turn sharing in the disaster.
Clark and Bergman's act, and still VUSt n * B }t r team and
applause.
» comedy of course, sets the duo Just right
i«^i
if ?
It Is one of the
Karyl Norman, "The Creole Fash- using the split wooden -pedestal woman.
smartest For the rest their crossfire, which
uc on tu n * on the * m *H can always be depended upon for
ion Plate." and Florence Walton dancing of that routine for a finish,
H an Interesting
?
time ?2f
and put
shared the headline honors, the lat- had three harmony boys (they look tim!?
finish newness, as with all Conroy offerter act having filled a disappointed like brothers) and a male pianist, to a better bill than the State avYr- ings, whangs and clicks on every
e
caused by the non-appearance of closing the show. The girls worked
point.
For 16 minutes, excepting
Ansa.
Carl Randall. The bill did not run melllfluently, a body-to-body dance
for Yates' ballad solo, the team kept
according to the program, but standing up especially well. This
their audience howling with glee.
proved of a fast nature, getting turn will do for Number 3 on the
The Dancing McDonalds closed.
away early and maintaining the fast good Mils, or can close and hold
dancing
Business was fairly brisk for thp Tt's a good mixed ballroom
Lait.
gait throughout the evening. Laura them In.
although of course the lobby
team,
second
night of thl, flr St half show
and Billy Dreyer started proceedthe
being
of
effect
billing
the
to
Capacity obtained
ings following a short cartoon reel.
the
previous "Man of War of Danceland" is too
n, n
wlth W|U
The dancing couple developed nicely
The duo
!5S * *a actlon Ro & e ™. the extra ambitious for anybody.
and gave the show the desirable
them en does the accepted Jazz, waltz and
J? Creen arawine}
Certainly Loew's State delivers a
8ta- a PP«»red the
push-oft*. No. 2 held Paul and Mae
-step routine, finishing atrona'
full measure of entertainment at firai three
days at this house as he one
Nolan, landing the first hit In the the popular price this week. There first
In perwith some fast spieling.
comedy division.
The Juggling Is plenty of bargain for 55 cents. In 2KLV » Veral 0thcr loca ' Lo «w the- forming that whirling step MWi
Rogers was a distinct hit in
Swede got to the audience-early and this running the film division is exMcDonald assumes the slightly unkept them on edge throughout his ceedingly well varied and effective, Kl°M ° QU i€t Way ^onlcally chew- graceful pose* of thrusting the lower
turn, topping it off with the familiar with the feature an especially inter- ing his wad of Spearmint and wise- part of her body too much forward.
tracking topically on
cup-and -saucer trick, which brought esting romance of the South Seas
several
the better to perform the step, oband universal questions of nathe desired results.
the viously, but unsightly and ungainly
"The Lure of Jade," with Pauline HHHS
The first switch In the bill oc- Frederick; a snappy topical, a Mack 525?I*.*? 6 l ? tuJ e a^ ' appeared when viewed from the front of thd
straight' in his business
curred In the No. 3 spot, with Grace Sennett comedy and a capital anisuit, and house.
She could be Just as •"J}despite his self-deprecatory
Huff and Co. in that position hav- mated cartoon.
refer- tlve and more graceful by straightC 8 8 t0 hl8 Penality,
ing been moved from second after
presentThe vaudeville section contains ed quite
ening up somewhat. Otherwise the
«, ,f
<
a Juvenile
intermission to the earlier spot. The an unusually good arrangement, !!?
appearance.
appellation "neat" sums up their
move was advisable for the good of with Sally Fields in her character
The Weise Trio Inaugurated the terp offering. The feature picture
the sketch, which is the work of songs the high spot of the regular vaudeville with their familiar
AheL
closed.
perch
John B. Hymer, entitled "The Trim- booking and Will Rogers in an and aerial work. The XVeises
are
mer." Miss Huff has a strong com- amusing 15 minutes of his typical billed as late of the New
York
Hipedy vehicle with a good punch. She talk, framed for the particular house, podrome. That Is the house
ST.
for a
Is supported by Enid Gray, Clarence
with a lot of laughing "locals'' about sight act of. this kind, althoagh
Business was somewhat lighter
Bellair and George Connor. Brook- Marcus Loew.
The "personal ap- vaudeville can always use it. The than usual at this downtown houae
lyn audiences have a fondness for pearance" stunt started the vaude- troupe played under the
big top with Monday night.
"What Do Man
sketches, and took this one In the ville portion off Monday night and the Barnum-Bailey show
years ago, Want?" a well exploited feature picright way Tuesday evening. Artie rather killed the regular bill. Rog- and there also proved
interesting.
ture,
and
a
smooth
running six-act
Mehllnger and George W. Meyer ers is a tough entertainer to follow
Gaylord and Lane ton deuced and vaudeville
bill comprised the first
stepped In No. 4 with a fast singing In any circumstances, and as an scored with their familiar
"on
and
half
program.
and piano act, and landed conspicu- "opening act" he set a pace that was
aCt
Following two short reela and an
>*„ the " A PPlo Sisters"
^
ously.
The boys have routined a bound to cause a subsequent slow- ?o
(Seedie
and Corrie),
brodle as Illustrated song, Ryan, Weber and
number of up-to-date popular num- ing up. It was not until the middle entertainers in "one," they
and the back- Ryan (New Acts) opened the show,
bers, strongly put over by Artie of the show that Interest picked
stage
dressing
room action ensues, giving it a corking start with a, fact
up
Mehllnger. To them was credited again. The house was filled down- ^hls act Is fully fifteen
years old, and classy dance routine.
Moratl
an early hit. The original layout stairs by 1.30, with several rows of having been done by several
combi- and Harris (New Acts) No. 2 slackof the show had this team next to standees at the rear.
nations, although quite new to this
ened up the pace to a certain extent,
closing,
from where they were
Rogers, announced by the man- generation. Before Bonnie Qaylord
but came back strongly with the
moved to that position In the first ager, came on Just after 9 o'clock inherited It, Tutor Cameron
first had male member's vocal work,
Addihalf.
Prohibition, he said, bad been a Ldwirds and then
Florence Walton and Co. closed wonderful thing for Loew. Where partner, originally Flanagan for a tional speed waa gained by Haas
being a mixed Roberts and Co. (New Acts) »
the first half. The ballroom dancer all the saloons used to be he has
a team frameup and not a sister com- "Nearly a Hero,"
captivated the audience with her theatre.
a sketch which
He was opening one In bination. Miss Oaylnrd played it displays
speed from curtain to curthroe dancing numbers, with the Newark that evening. Rogers
had with Bertie Heron for a while and tain.
incidental song doing fairly well as to do a shoit act; if he stayed
long also previously with her present
Frank Mullane carried off one of
an Introductory bit. An outstanding Loew would be opening another partner, with
whom she has
hit of the Walton act was the violin house.
For a witty harangue, ap- united. It's a sure-fire score for re- the applause hits. His Irish storlef
the
found
work of Maximilian Dolin. who was parently framed on the minute, pop houses.
a responsive audience, the
to a
house
given two opportunities while the Rogers put over a while of a hit. by
Ashley and Dorney next to fare- high having been worked up with
dancer was making changes. The long odds the cleverest "personal welled
pitch in favor of Ireland
on this four-act bill, their th* news
playing kept the Tuesday night au- appearer" In the films.
reel pictures of the slpning
female assistant goln*
dience In his grasp with the biggest
The Rocklos opened the show- billing "Mile. La Vance."under the of the Irish peaoo document. Mack
applause winnings gained by his proper.
Smooth, novel gymnastic Ashley, as usual, brings in Herbert and O'Donnell (New Acts), next to
the paro- closing, kept the show golni: along
individual efforts. The Walton act turn. Man and woman, the
latter a dies for the getaway. He has
a new the right track, getting their share
has the edge on the general run of strikingly
graceful
worker,
go
turns of this order, the dancing hav- through a simple routine of hand- straight l.an as well as a new of the returns, after which Bcssya
"vamp- assistant The straight is Clifford
ing gone to considerable expense In to-hand balances, not especially
in a colorful posing turn
an acceptable
the way of production and assist
noteworthy for the feats but unique ailxigror. although feeder and good held the Interest with the house rehis ataga presence maining Intact for the last showing
far ta* perfection of acrobatic style
etyle hints
In
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Purqella Brothers, who landed with
their stepping, though two songs
The sho*r this week is food, but were also interpolated in the roufar
more
tine.
been
have
The warbling did not mean
There
i«t great.
assemblages anything, but the "hoofing" was apbooking
nnurlTt
i

i-

i

i

porting players, Including Herbert
Warren, offered a Japanese playlet,
"O Joy San" on third. This turn
may be a revival. Miss Bergere has
had one or two other acts of Japaa*re almost every week; this season, preciated with the finish, both boys nese settings with her role, that of
dinger's Midgets, one of, the won- having their feet chained together, a Japanese. "O Joy San" was writJar turns of vaudeville history, held taking them away well up and giv- ten by Katherine Kavanaugh. The
Salmlrably to close the first siesta. ing the show more than the usual use of slang in dialect Is the outstart.
standing feature. The plot is varied
iThi* drawing card, which had to
The comedy was divided between from the usual formula anent the
after season over
jsraals away season
Keno
and
Green,
Bard
of
the
West
beand
circuits
Pearl
East and West— "ne'er the twain
the minor
time recognition came, is and Roy Cummings, with perhaps shall meet"— for it has the American
f. • big
the
middle
pair
showing
to
line
of
novelty
a
slight
boy stick to his Japanese mate.
a
only
the result not
vigilant advantage over the others so far as
The Swor Brothers, John and Al«f entertainment, but of a
returns
were
concerned.
On
No.
bert, were next to closing with the
progressiveness
which
4
tnd vigorous
the conversation and gags connected blackface routine that John Swor
heaps the kaleidoscopic scenes and continuously,
drawing a response has used with different partners
exhilarating. Nobody
btts fresh and
that was certainly solid.
The pair from time to time. Albert Is tajl,
trtr gaw this act twice and saw en- got a reception later
in the second and therefore resembles Avery and
act.
tIrei y the same
half, when they again appeared in Mack, who were of
John's teamare
artists
folk
wee
the
of
Iffwy
one while the stage was being reset. mates. The routine had the poker
and all are endearing dolls. The
Keno and Green were placed No. 2 bit at the opening, and for it a
all
the
Imhas
donna
prima
little
with their skit and showed enough slight addition may have been made.
portance that Frits! 8chefft plus to demonstrate that they have lost That is with the hands being
called.
Vary Garden, ever had. except the none of their value to vaudeville Albert asks John what he is holding.
Inches. The strutting leading man through having been in legitimate The answer is
"Queens."
"How
The
nobody.
off
to
hat
3%
takes" bis
attractions for the past two or three many?" "One.- Albert says "That's
tiny strong man would challenge years. The act holds a considerable good; I thought you was bluffing
win.
No
to
expect
and
Dempsey
number of laughs, with Keno deliv- me." In story form the bit has been
•freak" temperament here; it Is all ering, besides which a couple of told around, though not acted.
grown up and ambitious, in minia- sosgs and the wild dancing round
Peggie Carhart, concert violiniste,
ture. The showing was a riot from out the turn. The act was worthy of was second. She is a good musician,
Curtain.
Start to

the return.

Kyra, the dancer (New Acts), and
Margaret Young scored a success
and wat plugged into an annoyance. Nanoy Qibbs (New Acts) held the
"Whether it was gratuitous or de- third and fifth positions respectivesigned, it was palpable and shame- ly, with Roy Cummings bringing up
less. Miss Young had done her star the rear and closing the first half.
Stuff and she had received fully as Cummings tore it up with his gyramuch as her work and popularity tions in* on and under the special
warranted, when an incessant hand- drop, being assisted by one of the
Clapplng, following her singing of a girls from the show, who flashed an
published number, kept up and kept especially attractive appearance and
up until ehe sang another song, and dressed the stage nicely for her
even then an attempt was made to partner. It's a corking laugh act
Miss that brought a fitting climax prefurther disturb the order.
Young need feet no gratitude to ceding intermission and had the
those who helped her "stop the patrons steamed up for the later
show." It hurt her, and she should portion.
Following a short display of the
not tolerate it again. She sang her
chorus girl epic effectively, and film weekly, the remainder of the
worked her songs In smooth fashion. evening was taken up by the show
The pernicious claquing alone cloud- proper (New Acts) from 9:52 until
11 o'clock.
meritorious effort.
d
There's a lot of entertainment in
Frank Wilcox, in his populous
"The Whirl" troupe, and particut etch "Sh-h," probably looked to
Sklg.
the Palace as the high spot In his larly so at $165.
doubtful
Tt
is
Vaudeville career.
Whether the farce was originally designed. for such lofty planes. It Is a
Staall-time in-and-out-of-doors vaThis week's show was billed as an
riant of the pop "bedroom" plot of "all star Tuletlde bill." Its cost is
half a dozen years back, and half a probably over the average for the
hundred years back. It was miser- house. Any superiority, however,
ably staged, a backing of a practical was In the comedy values, and two
door being set back of the regular of the laugh-getting turns led in
Palace indoor set, failing to match scoring, one winning Monday night's
the rest anc' all doors falling to work honors with ease. Attendance downwith that reality and plausibility stairs was not quite as good as the
door -slamming hokum de- opening evening last week, though It
It. went on at 8.2Q and two-' was only in the last several rows
I
was lost to thf Incomers, that there were untenanted seats.
the end there was a reason Lewis and Dody were assigned to
ifeentage of sitters and the make pace on fourth.
They did
_ >t a sportsmanlike chance. It thKT In fact the "two Sams." as
Qualified as a fair No. 8 turn.
troy were known In burlesque, came
James Watts (New Acts) opened near stopping the show. The nonIntermission, changing places with sense of the opening section wooed
Eva Shirley and Jo, (New Acts), laughter from the jump, white the
which followed. Both acts hit. Ben ventriloquist Imitation seemed more
werch got a roaring reception than ever faithful and therefore
when he entered, supported on the sure fire. It Is the song "Chera

COLONIAL

f

There was Bockcha" that "helloed" the team
gesture or Into a "wow." It was used in the
word throughout as little as possi- middle of the routine and then at
ble was made of the pitiful neces- the close, where choruses with topsities for the game comedian's hu- ical lines landed in so much succesman crutch and his working on a sion that the Sams marched off and
bench, where Murphy tenderly seat- on again half a dozen times or more.
ed him. There was some two-talk, The lights were finally switched off
~ter which Murphy made exit and and the cards for the next turn in
"elch whanged away at the mono- view, but again they emerged to
range which had for years been tickle with another chorus absurdentitled with him and with Joe. ity. Lewis and Dody have been trythe natural laughs soon mounted ing as a team for several seasons.
Spove the tragedy, and the laughs For a time they split and tried with
Were solid and big. Murphy re- other partners. Reunited they have
sumed and
choruses closed the the best material yet offered by
turn, and Welch was led off to a them, and they now rate as a standIjfraah of applause. He came back for ard comedy act, capable of taking
pne unsteady moment to thank his an Important spot on the best of
supporters. The whole world reacts bills.
to courage. In the amazing Instance
"A Trip to Hltland" followed, closof Welch it rises to heroism.
ing intermission excellently, with a
Four American Aces opened with well routined quintet piano and
"Hitland" Is really
•liar casting, far too early
to be song novelty.
an assembly of 10 entertainers, five
8rJW a handful even. Greenlee melody makers and five lyricists.
}»d
Drayton, blackface singers and
nancers, suffered from the same ail- The concerted playing of the comat Luster Brothers, in extraordl- posers was as good as anything ln
It is certainly not
contortions, novelty steps and its line before.
(for 60 per
»ts and stunts on
high and low appearance that counts
held ln a majority to close cent, of the bunch at least), but naarm

of F»-ank P. Murphy.
no plea for sympathy «ln

—

r

,

!?«•
ana
lived to hear some applause.

tive ability.

The

finale

number was

well worked up from a comedy
In ths act are Bobby
angle.
Jones, Billy Frisch. Bernie Gross-

Lait.
{

WINTER GARDEN

man, Leon Flatow, Ed Rose, Will
Donaldson, Nat Osborne, Otis Spen*The Whirl of New York" cora- cer, Gilbert Dodge and Hal Bruton.
the
Shubert musical piece
jy,
Charles and Madeline Dunbar rech closed ln Cincinnati a fortsumed after intermission with their
£ht ago. holds forth at the Garden
"Animalfunology."
standard
now
the current week framed and The man has the. most expressive
run for vaudeville,
having six acts face of any mimics remembered. It's
»ced in the first half with two
a pan that glows and that has a
[rom the show taking up the mobile quality of particular aid. Hia
na stanza and running eight "torn cat talk" is what landed
autes beyond the hour. As It has
strongest, with Miss Dunbar's clever
Put together, "The Whirl" aid.
There are some lines from
Ud shape up suitably for the Savoy and Brennan, such as "you
1
tvvice dai] y houses, with must come over" and "you don't
EHiT, the
probably
entertainment being a know the half of it, dearie." The
nger draw for the out-of-town act was a deserved hit.
than the dU0 8ituated
Fritzl Scheff, the name attraction,
jRwv
followed. She was in "The O'Brien
U8 neR8 Monday night was close
last summer, but has arrived
Girl"
An?. L
ca l>aclty to be called that, on Broadway via vaudeviljo instead
3 if
H »w°
g»u
there were any heavy sprink- of her better loved musical comedy.
ot "Paper" around it wasn't Miss Scheff looks thin though very
ii
jwtlcoable, though there
A
seemed to chic in figure linos as ever.
me over - friendliness toward change in headdress caught attenh« S
.

m

'Show

if**?* °
fay.

from certain sections.

Permission held plenty

tion,

of

enough dancing and ono
5P* "* turn that totaled nicely as
Jvaluo received. The evening was
under way by the lining up of
l

1

m

TO

and instead

of the black tresses

of her former appearances the color
was autumn brown. Best received
of Miss SchefT's numbers was "Silver Lining" from "Sally." She had
no chance to offer her old time fa-

probably being rou». going through
a number which tined for encore. Perhaps it would
[loed what each would do. The I be safer to Insert them regularly.
schedule started with the
Yajerie Bergfere, with. Are sup*
Principals across the stage at

vorites,

they

19

that, with the dressing toward the
stage.
great, wide gap of c npty
i ats was in the rear.
This house,
though, has 28 rows in the orchestra.

ROYAL

A

The show had Bessie Clayton ln
new act and probably depended

her

upon

that. There's nothing else to
its composition and layout.
e first four turns held nothing but
men. Three of these were single and

explain
\

tip-top

bill of eight acts pulled
aboht three-fourths of a house at
t:
Boyal
Monday night.
The
\
BronVc house is waging a stern bat*
tie for patronage this season, affected by the openin
of tho Fordham (on Fordham road) and the

Franklin, below.

The Royal has 700 seats at night
at 60 cents and is giving the rest*
dents
of the neighborhood real bar*
of singles among them, following
each other, each used a concert gains. The attendance has been improving
steadily, but Isn't back to
grand. That gave the early p;.rt of
two were "dumb"

al.

i

acts.
Two were
In "one," while anothc . couple

the program a peculiar complexion,
relieved only when Miss Clayton
started t
close the intermission.
There are nine
in the Clayton
act and two women. In all there are
24 persons on the Riverside's stage
this week, 20 of them men.
Miss Clayton's now dance revue
doesn't
justify
the
extravagant
claims made for It when first opening at the Palace, New York, but it
is a corking turn, nevertheless. It
gains the most returns toward the
finish with the acrobatic dancing
an J high kicking of the T
pletona,
not overlooking Miss Clayton's fast

m

normal as

sell-out
period.

yet.

Monday was a

sure

shows

one

both

for

at

Gertrude Hoffman Is the headliner, holding the next to closing
position with her dancing act. The
turn is still running about 15 min«
utes too long. It ran 65 minutes.
Thee are several stage waits between numbers that could be ellmi*
nated and two dance numbers that
slow up the act and get nothing.
They are the Dutch dance double
and the grotesque Chinese panto-

mime dance, too aesthetic for ordiThe modern touch of
the jass babies in their ballet costumes was the best liked Aside from
Miss Hoffman's personal triumph*
with Leon Barte. As a production
it's beautiful; as a dancing head-'
line It's slew 1n spots."
Herman Tlmberg took the hit of
the bill ln fourth position and could
have held the after-intermission
ln spot better than Jack Osterman, to
nary mortals.

on her toes. The Magleys are'
but her routine of successive num- nicely inserted, with the bit. of
bers did not work out as well as it their own act scattered through in
might. Willie Rolls made a corking a manner to give each bit more
opening (New Acts). Sonia Bara- v. lue as that than they ever reban and Charles Grohs supplied a ceived as a collection. This brings
dancing finish, holding the house out what a revuo can do. The Magwith few exceptions until the exit leys when last seen by themselves
at the Palace opened tho show and
march.
Ibee.
finish

were

44TH

lost in that position.
this act and at the same

ST.

Now

house it whom it was allotted.
Tlmberg
was probably thought how they had sang. Addled and danced his way
been overlooked. Not the least of into instant favor. He showed good
the Clayton turn Is the selection of Judgment in leaving them longing.
music, whether specially written or
Jack Osterman remained about 10
just arranged. It is always lively, of minutes too long, bulling to two
a fast tempo and' makes the many speeches and an encore after the
minutes of this act pass quickly. extra musicians and sender had setThe turn has been "built up" and tled themselves for the Hoffman
therein lies its rousing applause turn.
The youthful Osterman has
finale.
personality and an oxcellent delivA two-man act and the 1 .ughlng ery, but wears out his welcome. He
success of the performance closed could have taken a couple of bends
the show, quite unusual In a big at the end and departed, but elected
time bilL The act was Kane and to con his way along »or another 10
Herman. They followed the rather minutes. Osterman Is a precocious
lengthy turn of McWatters and Ty- youth with an over-assurance of
son, falling Into a soft spot for their manner that gets on the net yes of
comedy talk. Once they got to the all but the extremely youthful of

Many points of interest about the
Shuberts' 44th Street show this
week. The headliners, Bessie McCoy Davis, Francis Renault and his
"Modes and Models" fashion revue,
for instance, combined to bring out
an audience of class, numbers and
intelligence, the 44th Street holding
one of the biggest Monday night
houses since it started. Then, instead of the regulation silent turn
closing the nine-act show, Milo was
assigned the task of winding up the
vaudeville section, and a Harold
Lloyd picture comedy closed, the
latter a two-reeler called "High and
Dizzy," that simply knocked 'em house,
which they did ln a hurry, t'.ie
off the seats. With the exception of
couple just ran away with the
one or two, it held the entire house laughs.
ln to the final flicker.
Other laughs were gotten by
The show itself was a whale of
an entertainment, moving along at Frank Gaby ln the No. 4 spot, but
an even gait and gaining speed with whether he got them legitimately or
every act until the finish. The big not is a matter for Mr. Gaby to exapplause winners were Miss Davis, plain. His entire opening monolog
Mr. Renault, Green and Blyler and Is an unannounced imitation of Ed
Milo, with all o* the acts going over Wynn, to looks, thai little laugh or
gurgle and vocal Intonation. Later
surely and for substantial returns.
Torino, a Juggler, with a nice- he did the ventrlloqulal finish, that
looking scenic background and a probably being his own, since Gaby
woman assistant, opened. He does has been known as a ventriloquist.
the regulation feats dexterously, In this, with the kid work, he did
building up the coin spinning on a quite well.
No. 3, Lew Brlce, put over a laughJap umbrella Importan'ly at the
finish. McCormack and Regay, sec- ing turn that could have stood a
ond, got over with their nifty better spot, if the bill had not been
dancing, running through their rou- so male unwieldy. Brlce bills the
tine with lots of pep and pushing act as "Stick to Your Dance," an
over a neat hit with the eccentrics expression used by the orchestra
of Mr. McCormack and the kicking musician while he Is singing. Again
Brlce does ft when giving imitations,
legmania of Miss Regay.
"The Broken Mirror" was third abruptly breaking away from them
and came along propitiously with a to step. And Mr. Brice was always
bunch of laughs that gave the show some stepper. Including his imitaa splendid comedy punch. Green tion of the "Spring" number of his
and Blyler following, unreeled six sister Fannie, Lew Brice has laid out
nice amusing routine of entertainnumbers, the first three going nicely
and the last three knocking down ment.
applause returns that held up the
After intermission was Juliette
show until Miss Green was fenced Dika, Miss Dika, with her Frenchy
to return for an extra bow after the accent, has special songs, apparentlights had been out for the better ly written to suit her accent and
part of a mlnuto, and the next act, Frenchy manner.
The songs do
"Modes and Models," was ready to nicely for her, along with the war
take the stage. Miss Green certain- recitative number, but she nearly
ly does things to those "blues" num- ruins everything with a reference to
bers.
The last three songs of the prohibition at the finish. It's just as
routine are featured with a bit of Well for vaudevlllians to forego that
ginger, but she handles It right, liquor stuff for audience's return.
making It funny without being ln Prohibition has been around too
the slightest manner offensive.
long now. A lively pop number Is
"Modes and Models" (New Acts) what Miss Dika needs to get away
was fifth, and Francis Renault, with.
sixth, closing tae .first half.
Mr.
Editing Is the first requisite for
Renault scored heavily with his
McWatters and Tyson's nearly all
falsetto numbers and
showed a new
act Plenty of material and all
dazzling array of costuming, among
the list being a bridal affair for a well done, but just what should be
Julian Eltinge Impersonation that clipped out or down la something a
producer should "judge.
was gorgeous, to use the expression vaudeville
couple are favorites with
of several women sitting around. This
vaudeville.
It's
easier for them
Another "creation" for a Geraldlne
Farrar Impersonation, showing the through that, as they are a tandard
pair
and
act.
""heir blending of
latter as Carmen, and still another,
used for a Ruth St. Denis imper- humor through travesty with pathos
doesn't
jar.
but
there
seems t< be
sonation, the -dance from "Madatna
too much of both. They did well
Butterfly,"
were
especially
atthroughout the long turn, however,
tractive.
Walter Brower opened the second nnd voicM a neat little thanks
half ard monologed his way to a speech at the conclusion.
Opening the show were Johnson,
sizable hit.
Tho clean-cut manner
and excellent d livery that mark Baker and Johnson, followed by
Mr. Brower's work dimply couldn't Huston Ray, a pianist wit
technique. Concerty. without a doubt.
fall with the type of house In Monday night You could scarcely count If a straight piano act of this detwo between the laughs he legis- scription must be used, It hardly
tered, the stuff about the trolley car, seems the favorable turn for the
married life and all the sure-fires No. 2 position. Mr. Ray played and
played, with his "Duo-Art Reprolanding for a wow.
Besslo McCoy Davis next (New ducing Piano," probably a second
Acts) and Milo closing. Milo was concert grand, since the drop went
an unqualified hit, his imitations up revealing tho outlines of another
never going better. The hous- all ln "two." ln the center stage posi.seemed to know him, and he held tion Ray takes on the stage in "one"
with his own big piano, and when
them ln the palm of his hand.
One of the best all-round shows the reproducer shows its view is
tho Shuberts have had at the 44th cut o(T from the entire right of the
Street or any of the other New York orchestra, leaving the act Just a
single straight pianist to half the
Dell.
houses.
house downstairs, regardless of the
novelty the addition of the rcpro-.
ducer may contain. And what ranVt7
be seen may not be believed
If
If the pre-Chrlstmas season hits there are 12,000 acts laying off, 12.0(10
all houses this week the way it did or them will let out a y II when.
Keith's Riverside on Monday even- Seeing this piano playing turn No. 2
ing, there will be plenty of cause for on a big time bill.
And iVm not
speculation as to what next wvek vaudeville as now framed On the
will do.
The Riverside orchestra Orpheum Circuit, maybe, yes.
j
1

-

RIVERSIDE

was about
.

a

half. full,

perhaps not
4»

'

Mme.

his auditors. He is telling a couple
of gags Ben Bernie first released
hereabouts.
bad cold hampered
his singing efforts.
The first half contained most of
the meat. Van Horn and Iocs gave
the show a rousing start with a neat
and flashy double roller skating
specialty.
The boy was the pivot
for some daring swings on the
wheels, with tne girl hanging from

A

his neck by her hands and later
from an apparatus* IPs a pip of an
opening turn.

Harry and
dancers who
got most when
en

fnW

sTjrck io their
knitting. The du Fbrs .are a couple
of clean-cut chaps with a different
style of hoofing, mostly triple time
tap dancing.
The crossfire about

marriage,

and

etc.,

and

single
mildly.

the

double

songs

frequent
passed

They closed strongly with a
routine of dancing ln the deuce
George Choos' "Springtime,**
several new faces In the cast,

bood
spot.

with
held

third position, moved up from closing the first half and switching place

with Leo Donnelly (New Acts), who
closed the first half strongly.
The Choos ^ turn was spotted
nicely and adapted admirably to the
Royal, where they laughed long and
frequently at Loring Smith, the new
comic.
Joan Page, one of the
caught
dancers,
attention
Immediately with her sweet per ,nallty and clever stepping. The cast
has been cut down considerably
since the metropolitan premiere, but
that doesn't detract an lota from
the value of the turn. It's a light,
pleasing diversion for the big time
bills.

Walsh and Bently, two hand-tohand balancers and talking acrobats, closed and held them in well.
The pair are recent graduates from
Con.

the three-a-day.

JUDGMENTS
The
been

following

filed in the
The first

judgments have
County Clerk's of-

name

fice.

is

that of the

judgment debtor; name of creditor
and amount follows:
Catherine Curtis; M~ Murphy;
$198.70.

Dudley Murphy; Community MoI ii;Luie Bureau; coal, $77.20.

tion

Am

Harris- Freich
Inc.)
us. Co*
City of N. Y.; $70.74.
Pantheon Pictures Corp.; Tremont
Film Laboratories Corp.; $818.20.

Broadway

Co*

Photoplay

lnc.|

City of N. Y.; $70.74.

Preston Gibson; N. Y. Edlton Co.;
$86.16.

8«me; N. Trevor;

$1,916.09.

Celtic Photo Plays, Inc.,

Esstman;

L.

L*.

and Cham.

Goodman;

Cosmopolitan Musio Co*

$442.42.
no.; City

I

of N. Y.; $70,74.

Todd

Lord

Barton;

e\

Taylor;

$481.67.

Walter
berg;

J.

J.

T.

Plimmer and Jack Gold-

Brymm;

$952.94.

George Scarborough; W. H. Klrkbritlo; $553.28.

Arion Muiio Co. of N. Y* Inc.;
City of S. Y.; $70.71.
Ai 8eigal; Hotel Sherman Co.;
$121 10.

Capitol Auto Exchange, Inc. and

Lee Kugel;

ano.;

Curtis Corp.;
:il.;

$1,022.20.

II.

Von Bremen

Jesn Schwartz Co*
N.

et

$3,762.44.

Y

;

City of

$70.71.

Paul Arlington,

form

lne.|

C,o.,

Inc.!

Russell Uni-

fl.67r,4&.

h

'

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
CATHERINE CAMERON A

CABARET
pen before due.

had been the that jet black flash of flesh will
plan to start the raiding shortly let them see them an natural and
after New Tear's, with the usual anything else they might care to
It

New

Year's scare sent out anent look at. Eva does look pretty good,
New Tear's Eve. That pub- jet covered. The other was her
licity was thought sufficient to stop song, "She Gets Away With Murder,''
reservations.
taken from her vaudeville act Hiss
As the story went, however, some- Tanguay is famous for lyrically
one in New York asked Washington panning herself, but she never went
for someone to get on the job and as far before as with this roasting
Washington recommended the re- number. After she was through
the song, there wasn't a thing in
turn of Tellowley.
Monday night the revenuers got the world about her anyone could
Healy's, Little Club, and Cafe De think of. She had said It alL
Paris. Tuesday night another list
Then her "Peter Pan 1* song, with
was laid out It to said that evi- a snider-monkey perched on one
dence has been secured over 49 shoulder. The monkey maintained
restaurants and hotels on the ave- Its position and poise perfectly. Miss
nues and side streets of the lively Tanguay's opening number was
district.
The raids were prompted "Hello. Eve," an apt restaurant song
through letters received by the Pro- with the house invited to thus great

boose

•

hibltion
enforcement department
protesting against Its officers going
after the little ones and leaving the
big ones alone.
When the going
after process with the big ones is
finished off. the little ones will
again receive attention.

her. which they did. Thie was followed by another restaurant number
by Blanche Merrill, peculiarly suited

for hlliariry, called

Band of Our Own."

"A Little Jaas
Tho lyric in-

formed those pr ese n t they need not
(Continued on page Sf)

At the Little Club the revenue
agents said they could find no liquor.
It seemed to bo rather dark HARRY PRANK LYN.
wherever they went* as they se- Songs mnd Talk.

cured, all told, IS bottles.
Tom 14 Miner One.
Healy denied he had any further American. Roof.
Harry Franklyn is a clean cut
Interest in tho restaurants hoe ring
his name. It has been known for young chap with a raft of released
gaga;
popular songs all verging on
some time Healy was about to dispose of his restaurant interest, giv- the "blue* 'domains and a Cantor

ing his attention hereafter to realty
matters. Tho Golden Glades, Healy's
top floor of tho fata street establishment, had been arranged between
Healy and some of bin long term
employes, particularly Nick Pronina,
for the latter to take it over. One
of tho floors to to become a billiard
parlor.

The restaurant men

of

delivery that la at least consistent.

He makes one

or two excursions

Into dialect realms with Hebrew
stories that have been around for
seasons, and seems to have wit-

nessed and heard the standard gags
of aU of tho "single'* male* In
vaudeville.

Opening with a pop song delivered
la Cantor he monologs released
gags with fair delivery, using a line

Broadway a

and the avenues are a bit frightened over the report the New York or two of Yiddish, followed by another publisher

number and

several

who cannot bo gotten Hebrew stories, one old enough to
to.
Which man to not mentioned. be new.
Many changes arc to occur In tho He has a frame up of talk about
on tho job

metropolitan circles. It to reported,
with some of the best known agents
who have apparently been going
after a rep, standing in danger of
being let out.

Eva Tanguay started upon a cabaret career Monday night, when appearing after tho theatre hour as tho
star and solo attraction of the Foil es Bergere In the Winter Garden
building. An overflowing crowd attended tho initial performance. It
started at 11: tv and ended at 1:48,
Miss Tanguay making four separate
appearances within that period.
A cover charge of $1.60 per person was tacked upon every check.

Tho

Folios seats around 460

when

crowded. Miss Tanguay had been
well advertised for tho Folios and
tho house management reported
generous reservations for tho first
week of the star's three she Is
booked there for. Miss Tanguay informally stated before going on that
if her restaurant debut proved successful, she might remain In the
cabaret business with the possibility
of a New Tork place carrying her
name in the lights as the permanent star-owner.
The indications Monday evening
were Miss Tanguay will be successful.
Two things in the turn she
did on the restaurant floor should
clinch it
One
gown that wasn't

everything

was a
a gown.

Eva

owns

black
It

Jet

showed

excepting

where the jet hides tho flesh. As a
costume it was a double-barrelled

WILLIE ROLL8

(1).

Roller Skater.
11 Mint.; Full Stage.
Colonial.
Willie Rolls is no tyro. He may
b#> out of a team.
If so he certainly
had the right idea to go it alone, for
in his line he is a wonder. He
rolls
o n witt skates, starting off the exhibition
with
handsprings
over
chairs.
Then comes a series of

somersaults, accomplished with one

hand picking up a

'kerchief at each
Off tho rollers for a
he balances upon a sort of
wooden spade, hopping up and down

revolution.
spell,

steps.

Again on skates, Rolls mounts to
an aerial platform, there juggling
and dancing, also doing tho somersault stunt, which looked a risky
performance. There Is a well appearing woman on from time to time
as an aid In moving props and the
like.
Rolls has a unique turn, one
that will not be likely to be copied
and one that is of sure value in the
orening spo* for the big bills.
/see*.

AL SEXTON

and GIRLS
Romance*
Singing and Donelng

Co. (1)

MA Real Chorus Girl" (Sketch)
17 Mine.; Three
58th St.

The liquor raids this week stirred bear. For those who think Eva baa
up Broadway. They seemed to bap- the finest pair of legs on the stage,

"An

"WHIRL OP

(4)

190,1

NEW YORK"

Production
68 Mlna,i Two Sconce

Aviator**

SO Mine,* Two (Special)
Cres cent, Brooklyn

Winter Garden
The show which closed on the
Al 8exton, a singing and dancing road about two weeka ago in J!
tvenllo of good appearance, la as- spliced into one of the twice
Juvenile
dai
atA<V by
ttw four
fAiiv clever
nlavAP Hani<!n«
arirlm.
unlta now
nnv touring
jju
sisted
dancing girls
units
tOUTlnST the
thfl
In "An Aviator's Romance."
The houses with six acts making up
title would suggest that tho act was first half of tho running order
an
a musical tab, but it isn't An In- the remainder of tho entertauune
troductory song by Jfr. Sexton, who being turned over to -The
Whta
is garbed in white flying costume, In the form of two scenes,
ntm
tells of the different types of girls [songs and six ensemble
number
he has met, the girls appearing sin- which Include a chorus of it i
g rlt>
swer to a belated Invitation from gly aa the lyrics of the number cues Between the settings Bard and Pear]
her sweetie.
do some additional gag con vera
It develops the boy them on.
First a girl In hoopaklrts, next a tlon other than that which
also cared at one time for Miss
thi
Cameron, so, broken up she solilo- western cowgirl type, a winter offer as their act In the earlier por*
sports
girl and "jaas baby" In order. tlon of the evening.
quises almost facetiously that were
this a play, some Prince Charming The first three girls have dancing
The piece has been boiled down t»
fourth a desired length, though
the rourtn
^nton. tne
with «•
Mr. Sexton,
doubles wlUl
would enter at this moment to Invito dOTW
there are
the
Mo
16
re
**»?»* **.
her out to dinner (which she muchl
some places where more cutting
muchly I**? *-.
,
J?*°
girls
in
with
four
girls,
the
different
needs), pay her debts and prove
would not be out of order, mean*
cute bare-legged costume arrange- while carrying the story of
acceptable as a life mate.
the boy
The hero does enter, apologising ments and Sexton together In a whom the girls won't let alone!
for m> mistake to which she retorts number at the finish. One of the being disinherited by his father and
fn kickit is all old stuff.
finally grabbing off a Salvation
But being evi- girls Is particularly adept
dently In earnest she cuts tho fly ing; another stands out with splits Army maid to tho approval of the
acrobatics.
and
talk and Inside of two and a half
family and the lifting of the finanMalvln Franklin wrote the lyrics cial ban for tho finale
minutes, he confesses he la a milli•
act
nery sa le sm a n, presents her with a and Cyrus Wood the music, The
Minus a program (they were not
Shubert produced supplied up to Wednesday)
pretty chapeau. pays off her board is said to be a
It was
It will fit nicely as a dancing
bllL Invites her out to dinner, and turn.
difficult to keep track of the cast
act in the better bills.
BeJL
offers to buy her a new pair of
as there were principals added to
gloves when she remarks her presthose who appeared In the previous
ent kids are too shabby. Encour- JACK NORTON and CO. (2).
vaudeville half.
However, what
aged by this, she pulls a couple Songs and Talk.
honors were won Monday night may
"gold digging" stunts which he 21 Mins.; Full Stage (Special).
be stated as having been "copped*
sotto-vocea are being pretty raw,
Away from the piano routine, in by J. H. Murray aa the juvenile of
but falls for.
"one." Norton has a comedy vehicle the production.
The action at this point begins to assisted by a man and girL which
A clean attractive looking boy*
swing in sentiment against the givee promise of developing Into this, with a voice that threatened t»
chorus lady whose "gimme" tactics a standard act for the more pre- tie It up on his rendering of Kipare far from idealistic, but she saves tentious houses. Hugh Herbert is ling's "Mandalay." He begged off
the situation by confessing she was [credited aa the author.
Ho has with a few words concerning a bad
so hungry she was willing to play turned out a skit particularly suited cold and the number of hours spent
him for an easy mark, but when she to show Norton to advantage.
in rehearsing before the opening
discovers he too was a former amour
The light comedian, for such he matinee.
of her roommate, she cannot do it. gives promise of becoming, has reThe dressing of the act (If such It
She admits it was a dirty trick to tained much of his former style of In to be called) cornea up to stand*
steal her man from her but she delivery unto the mugging and up- ard with the girls in addition work*
could not double-cross anyone In right hair episodes, while between rag nicely In tho sextette of nun*.
that fashion. Tho salesman persists are two pop melodies he put across
it Is a case of diamond cut diamond In a decided manner.
Heralded aa having better than S>
making for a "clinch" finish.
Showing on a second half bill the members In the oast It's doubtful If
Tho character drawings are not act seems in need of some added tho total reaches that high with a
strictly consistent
The heroine's pruning before It will sot This is more conservative estimate placing
roomm a te who Is on tho stage on true of the early portion, or until tho full ejuota at nearer 35. Tat
the rise of the curtain appears the girl makes her entrance. It Is show has been whipped into aa acstrictly demure and lends a similar taking too much time in getting the ceptable second naif for the unit
Impression, so when on her exit, theme under way. Succeeding the It graces and with Murray In there
Mies Cameron employs such terms girl's appearance, tho action speeds Ita bound to hold tho interest at
as "double crossing*' it doesn't
up with, the laughs coming fre- feminine patrons, while tho ghki
true Similarly, a couple of "Johns" quently and not far between Mor- and billing ahould take care of the
were telephoned to for financial as- ton's support la capable of allowing men.
£**y.
sistance.
It Is not therefore likely him to take all possible advantages
the girls would be actually wanting of the script
The result should
for hunger In that case. The »»«* frame up as acceptable to a route RYAN, WEBER and RYAN.
Song* and Dances
chatter listened very rah-rah and on the Iwlce dally.
BTolg.
Min*.;
Drop).
Herbert Hall Winslow Is lobbycredited for the authorship of this
three people playlet In which a
couple of ladies of the ensemble
assume the leading roles with Miss
Cameron handling the sob end of
this comedy-dramalet.
The action Is taken up with a
hotel bill for ISO which the heroine
assumes to permit her room-mate
to leave on her honeymoon in an-

•

|

«

his girl reminiscent of Ben Senile's
cracks.
short recitation with a
comedy punch line "An Ode to An
Electric Light** was his nearest approach to originality.
Franklyn may have reasoned that
by borrowing from the entire profession and confining bis activities
to tho small time, ho would escape
sobby, but it should qualify acceptpiracy persecution. Ho was much
ably for the family houses.
too far down on the bill on the Roof,
Miss Cameron has a tremelo voice
despite the wide selection.
Con,
that could be adapted for burlesque
line reading, her blonde tresses fitMME.
ting more of a comedienne role «i» n
Circus Act.
anything -heavy". Her present di12 Min.| Full Stage
alog, for that matter could easily
(Special Hangings)
be adapted for such purposes and
Orphsum, Brooklyn
the result might prove interesting.
lime. Bradna is offering the same In spots the leading player
does
act lr vaudeville as was used by her resort .o persiflage, but for
the
last seas on with tho Barnum
main the Interpretation Is too adiBailey show. It consists of a routine pose and "serious."
Abe^
of stunts with horses, dogs and
pigeons, with the rider handling the
animals in all the work* which also BERT sod
MORRI8SEY.
includes some flashy bareback rid- Comsdy Playlet
13 Mins.; One.
ing at the start
In addition to her riding Mme. State.

A

Friday, December 1«,

BRADNA

A

VERA

A

drop in one represents a small
Bradna proves herself a capable
ringmaster in handling the animals, suburban cottage surrounded by a
especially with the horses, which badge. Toung man, carrying suitare put through some trying feats. case and golf bag, strolls on from
The pigeons, of which about SO are ona side, meeting young woman In
used, add color to the turn, which in summery frock
who approaches
from the other. Their conversation
all Is attractively worked out
with
white animals used against a black discloses that they have both hired
the same house from an agent
background.
Their squabble over the rights to
Th3 finish has a high wheel cart
being drawn around the stage with the place furnishes the thread for
the dogs and pigeons grouped upon exchange of witticisms, touching
It.
A good flash turn that can close how they will divide the premises,
slams upon the girl's family who are
the biggest of vaudeville bills.
coming, and who will have access
Hart.
to the cellar, with the usual
prohibition cracks. Not especially
JOE ROBERTS.
bright
talk in tho main, but with fair
Banjo.
proportion of mild laughs.
14 Mine.; One.
Man
has
two
songs,
the second a
A straight banjo player. Just the
strumming for three instrumental duet with the girl, and they finish
with a dance. Average arrangement
selections and doing it very well.
In all departments for the kind
of
In an early spot, with nothing preoffering on the small time.
Rush.
ceding him, Roberts tore off a considerable portion of applause honors strong enough to bring him VILLINI BROS.
back for a duo of encores.
Songs.
Roberts presents a pleasing ap- 12 Mine.; One.
pearance, dressed in a dinner coat American Roof.
lie does no stalling but hops right
Two young males costumed as
to work, mixing up the light and Pierota open
with double medley in
heavy melodies in a way which al- baritone and tenor
harmonizing.
lows for an acceptable routine. An "Italian" comedy
song with patMinus the encores the act would run ter recitation followed
by a popuabout 10 minutes.
lar number, also doubled.
A bariReported as being quite popular tone solo of a descriptive
balled folin the middle west, Roberta has lowed by
the tenor handling dracome east to offer his wares. His matic recitation of
same topic. For
ability on the stringed instrument an encore
another double armony
is capable of taking him into the effort
without orchestra accompaniintrrmediute houses with a corre- ment.
sponding timely position in the
Fair voices and familiar framelurger theatres not being beyond up. They
qualify as * light No. 2
possibility.
Skiff.
turn for the three -a- day.
Co*.
'

.

.

.

10
23rd St.

KYRA

One

(Special

Tho former two-act of Ryan sad
Weber Is the foundation upon which

Dancing
16 Mine.;

Two end

Full (Special)

Winter Garden
j

Considerable dancer, this girl,
with many possibilities If she cares
to cut loose
Offering descriptive
dancing In the Egyptian style, she
[held the No. S spot assisted by two
special settings in full stage and by
the chorus from the show, aU of
which built It up nicely for her and
provided a substantial background.
A quartet of numbers made up the
routine, of which the finish, snakelike motions done with her arms,

the present offering of this trio, eonslating of two girls and a man, hi
baaed. Ryan and Weber, mas and
woman, entered vaudeville after aa
engagement la "The Royal Vagabond,
bringing; with them several

from the show, which they have
retained for tho present three-net.
The opening brings forth tho taw
girls In cloth of gold gowns for
double number and dance, with the
boy entering In a French officer's
uniform (a character from the
"Vagabond" show) for some addicane dance hi
was a striking bit of pantomime tional stepping.
Toe preceding minutes of the act then cleverly handled by the blond
permitted of two solo bits by the girl and boy/after which tho brums
girl, while brief dances calling for a Is given an opportunity with a pop
number with a French lyric, ft*
male assistant was the finale
The edge for the finish of the act which she has changed to a short
was somewhat dulled by a mixup in Limb-displaying costume which •*»
cues which caused a wait before the Iowa for some kicking. The latter
lights were pulled, but It failed to outdistances the vocal work, the
Injure V- o real value of the turn ma- number having no great value
hard anno dance by the male"
terially.
Kyra is there with tho gestures member has merit, allowing for •
and footwork associated with her change by the girls to attractive
style of work, besides possessing a gowns for the triple dance finish.
Appearance Is one of the big •*•
sense of showmanship which sells It
apnicely and places her on a par with sets of this combination. Each
pears
well groomed at all tlmae
any of the other dancers, coming
set
an
which
developing
goes
far
in
under the St. Denis
[bits

A

A

classification.

8Mo.

BURNS

and

LYNN

Singing* Dancing,
14 Mine.; Ons
Fifth Avenue

of this order. The dancing is nicety
worked out, with the act In geneaw
framing up as an early spot big*
Hart.
time offering.

Comedy

JOHN

end

BABE MILLS

8ongc and Dances
country bumpkins In their Sunday 8 Mine; One
American
Roof
atore clothea They enter, each carA boy and girl team, the latter es
rying a brass instrument, sing a
comedy number, lay aside their in- a male impersonator that will prove
struments for an eccentrio dance, popular in the small time houses.
pick them up, get ready to play] The duo offer singing and dancing,
which
desist, and do another "nut" song' opening with a double number
They do some "flat" instrumenta- is followed by solo hoofing by the
boy.
later
The
girl
does
ballad
a
tion, travesty reciting, are handed
a
bunch of letters by a stage hand, the act and two double hoofing Wet
supposed to be requests to do vari- finish up the act.
The male impersonation
ous styles of dancing, which they
enough done to fool the pop hL
execute ludicrously.
crowds and the girl by letting down
Finish with duet and more comedy
her hair al the finish gets a laugai
dancing. The entire offering la far
removed from the conventional two- She would hardly fool regular anal*
ences, but two of the Eighth avenue
men comedy turns, and they are a
funny pair. They scored strongly girls at the American Monday nlgat
remarked "what a cute littlo fetter
and may safely be set down as surehe lafire three-a-day performers,
Just about right on early small

Two men,

attired

more or

less like

/ofe.

time

:

December

Friday,

16,

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

1921
:

|l4|

Mlnaj

Palsos

Watts

"One" and Full Stag*

through Watt'a atylc, and,
though subtle and frequently of
double-edged keenness, hits for
Tha dance, which was
laughs.
lengthier, failed to make tha Incline
through lack of novelty.
The comedian wore a grotesque
red wig, streaked with green. He
entered with a comedy-ermine wrap.
When unveiled from this, ha turned
and revealed the black Imprint of a
huge band on bis bare back, and he
turned numerous times thereafter.
Storey did a silly -ass straight, while
Watts wafted In the wows, In a remote way Watts' technique Is suggestive of Bert Savoy's, though it is
never an Infringement. It la effective, so thoroughly so that it amused
even those who didn't "get" it, on
pure high-power low-comedy.
But the dance was not so hefty.
Storey showed with knotted "muscle," a la Collins and Hart, and
Watts, making a change from his
gown to a dancing frock, and then

a

straight

pretty

"Modes and Models" presents 10
in
In
an exhibition of

manikins
-"
women's

clothes. Including the latest street, sport and evening dresses.

Tha gowns are

and constitute a likable sight turn,
aa worn by the manikins, for the
mala aa well as female portions of
an audience.
John Daugherty, a tenor, starts
the act with an introductory bit of
talk and a song In "one." Tha act

If

he?

gives

some

thought to his routine.

MONTE

weighty
Lait*

and CARL.

Musical Novelty.
One.

14 Mine.;
City.

Two men In evening clothes, one
with piano accordion, other playing
a variety of freak Instruments, all
of which make sweet music.
Tha
first oddity la a regulation violin
with Its neck clamped Into the top
of a music stand so that the body
Is In the player's lap.
He fingers
with his left hand In the position
of a either player and his right
hand bowing. This odd position apparently permits of those slurring
effects such as tha Hawaiian* get
from a guitar, an agreeable, haunting, plaintive melody.
They open
with this In violin-accordion duet.
The violinist goes from this to
a similar device, except that the
belly of the violin la cut away and
an amplifying horn such aa that of
a phonograph la attached. This la
done solo. Accordlanlst haa a solo
during which a, singing voice la reproduced
by talking machines
planted

In

different

then goes to full stage, a pretty
boudoir affair, with color schemes
calculated to bring out the full value
of the costumes.
Ths girls also
sing occasionally, but that's not important—It's the clothes that count.
Kuy Kendall staged and wrote
lyrlca for tha act, and Lester Scharff
the music. Helen Santora arranged
the costume displays. Ths girls present a good average as regards

ballerina,]

clowned and got some titters, but
never got his toes Into It long
enough to raise a guffaw. He should
go from the dance (leas of the dance,
too) back to talk, for he can always
hold and win an 'audience with his
smart observations and wide satire.
The aroma of big-time la all over
Watts. He will make himself a fixture In It If he sincerely wants to,

and

furnished by the
hereabouts,

dressmakers

leading

parts of the

house which make the "singer** appear to Jump from lower box to
back gallery.
For the finish violinist springs another freak, an elaborate string device (of his own manufacture, the
player announces), which produces
the effect of three banjos.
Three
sheepskin banjo heads are let Into
a board about the else of the top
of a' typewriter table across which
are stretched two sets of strings,
one set for the higher notes and an
Independent set for the baa.:.
A first rate novelty well worth
exploiting for the popular houses.

Rush.

Tien'*."
18 Mlna.| Full Stage (Special Set).
Royal.
Leo Donnelly, late of legit plays.
Is assisted by Stella Larrlmora
this playlet.
The action transpires
in a black hanging box set.
The
principals are disclosed on a couch
Illuminated by an overhead flood.
Mr. Donnelly, aa a grouchy husband,
enters, and In response to his wife's
suggestions for the evening's entertainment, announces he doesn't care
to see a play, read a book, etc., giving as his reason he Isn't Interested
In Inanimate things, but prefers life
and living subjects for his diversions. He makes the point that life
as it la is the direct opposite to the
stage or book version and offers to

practically

Into

one.

Belh

HANS ROBERTS and CO. (3)
A Hero" (Comedy)

"Nearly

10 Mine.; Full Stage
23rd St.
The present Hans Robert sketch
Is the work of Lawrence Oratton. It
has a husband and wife angle with
a good comedy punch. The wife Is
continually talking of the bravery of
her first husband much to the dissatisfaction of her present spouse.
A burglar scare in the neighborhood
prompts him to fake a shooting with
the aid of the butler. The latter,
making noises outside of the door,
Is shot at by the husband, who Immediately returns to his wife's arms
as a hero for scaring away the supposed burglars.
The butler than
tips the wife as to the frame-up*
with she In turn doing a bit of framing by having tha butler return to
the veranda, after which she shoots,
with the husband rushing In to be
informed that she had just shot a
burglar. He Informs her she shot
the butler whom he had planted
outside the door for his framed
shooting.
The butler walks In,
which brings forth explanations
concerning a real burglar coming to
the door while the discussion Is on.
The husband, firing his revolver
filled with blank cartridges, scares
him away, and goea out tha door
The burglar gone, he
after him.
decides to give the Impression of

18 Mins.j

Ons

23rd 8t.
of this mixed
Is in all probability from the
Co.,

a vaude-

The
terviewer for a periodical.
comedy of the turn is derived from
the interview, the singer being unable to grasp the meaning of the

young woman's questions. The talk
In waitress get-up for
for seven minutes
eome cross-talk, starting with her is carried on
a break, after which a
query as to the dog's sex. He par- without
standard vocal number is introduced
ried "Wait a minute." exited and
by him which puts the act on its
replied "it's a boy."
Some of their feet.
large portion of the early
talk and parodies were pretty bold,
talk drags and several of the quips
hut acceptable, scoring nicely. The
are old.
chatter is delivered at a fast gait,
Vocally the turn has a chance,
mediately

A

the man employing a pronounced
this
Dixie dra«v:. His articulation was

work entirely resting upon the
man. his partner being used only for
though and particularly in the cross-fire talk. No. 2 at the 23rd
the parodies he couched his lanSt. returns were gained with the
guage so that it reached every part singing, with tho remainder of the
of the audience.
act getting but a few laughs here
The team deuced it at this house and there, which simply proves that
although they are worthy of better this operatic singer had better stick
spotting for houses of a similar to his vocal work than try and bePert.
•eTrade.
A ^i, come a comedian.
<*>ncise

^i

Miss
ad libblng and personality.
Lanimore la a charming opposite
and betrays a technical and dramatic education In her handling of
the roles. She Is a beautiful brunet with personality and a musical
speaking voice.
The Idea while not new has been
modernised and will prove an excellent vehicle In the hands of these
two capable people. They are far
above tha vaudeville average In
ability and have been Ideally outfitted.

The turn was one of the comedy
hits of the evening at this house.

Con.

CULLEN

and

CANTOR.

Piano Act.
16 Mine.; One.
State.
different sort of piano act which
progresses quietly and unassumingly toward a perfect score, gathering speed as it goes along. Though
that opening song assuring the
audience that they are not just one

A

Fun Stsgs
AmeHosn Roof
One of tho regulation

with a not unpleasant vehemence. The house liked her. Sablni's
dancing, aa always, hit. There were
two enoore bits, one of them his
dance with a banjo (faked) and
tapering down to a short hokum
hip,**

I

^

type of
female musical acta that have been
In vogue for about a decade In

'The Virginia Belles
vaudeville.
greatly suggest the Colonial Belles,
but they are not as good a musical
organisation aa some of the others
Right now
that have been seen.
what the act seems to need most is
a series of rehearsals that will get
them working together.

(11)

the two violins, cello and
A vocal
piano offer a selection.
number by the trombone player
follows and a concerted number for
the last number, the girls going into
"Carry Me Back" again for the
slow curtain at the finish.
Monday night they did not scorn
sure what they were going to do
next and in several of the numbers
they were all up in the air. When
rehearsed properly they will be good
small time flash, especially if they
add a little pep to their work.
fred.

Spanish

pany of

girl

heading a com-

The other

girl takes
care of the dancing, doing a tango
for one number, while the boy la
not especially prominent at any

three.

time.
Four songs and the same total of
speech.
dances, with tha woman doing tha
Sablni Is a talented performer, but
dancing, making a trio cf changes.
given tp stalling in hi Wop wittwo 8pe0lal
The act to dp#Med
be ,n
char~ back "drops." Miss DeLennar may
* l
acter," but which become handicape
be6n at on6 Um9 connected
after a couple of repetitions. With
wIth another Spanish vaudeville oftaklng up of slack here, this three- fering, In which she attended to tha
act will do for number 1 on tho big vocalizing. It seems aa though she
or anywhere on the smaller mapa had adhered closely to one or two

^^T^J^tS^l

^^

^

^^

Lett.

songs—and one of tha
drops looked familiar.
The act can stand cutting, espeNANCY QIBBS (2).
cially If It le to be allotted the closSonge.
ing spot, as the action displays a
IS Mine.? Three (Specisl).
tendency to slow up, with the house
Winter Garden.
Miss Oibbe, who played •'Cinder- starting to meander durlnj such Intervals.
Miss DeLennar sings In
ella" In pantomime In England, also
native tongue. That makes tha
In "Monsieur Beaucalre" In New her
ct
York, and was connected with the lyrlca vagus and the quartet
melodies are a bit out of proportion*
''Whirl of New York* show, conto those needed.
tinues with the piece in Its vaudeThe girl doing the castanet and
ville form, being alloted a spot In
heel manoeuvring, registered nicely
the first half of the evening for a
with
the turn shaping up as being
song recital, having as her accomacceptable to the smaller houses If
panist at the piano Pierre de
placed right and touched up a bit.
of her former

Reeder, who also offered a violin
selection during a change of costume by Miss Qibbs.

There are two violins, a cello,
Possessing a pleasing appearance
trombone and two cornets, and a voice that registers well, Miss
Later In the Qibbs Is offering a single turn in a
In the combination.
act two trombones are used Instead more serious vein than Is usual.
of but one and double the number In She was well received at the Oarviolins. The seven play "Carry Me den Monday night by a friendly
Back to Old Virginia" at the open- audience. Of the quartet of songs
ing, following with a cornet duet. two are old, having been sung by
A violin solo and then four of the her on the other side. They all
piano,

girls,

CO.

A

Musical

(Specisl Drop).

former Morati Opera

dog that if
be had not lagged so, he might have
become acquainted with the girl and
found out If she had a good job and
.thus marry her.
She appears im-

—

14 Mins.|

A

his

a bewhlakered stagehand who

SEVEN VIRGINIA BELLES
MORATI and HARRIS.
Songs and Talk.

on the flirtation opening is fire talk.
The special drop in "one" repreemployed when the man leading a
The
of a pier.
small dog is seen following a young sents the interior
singer
woman. The latter enters Chllds" man plays a French opera
inan
partner
Just arriving and his
and
tells

latter

A

iation

man

tunity for two versions of "A boy
going to war," "Smoking in the
house," "Husband surprising wife
in love affair with the janitor"—the

e\

Songs, Dsness, Bsnd
(2).
"Castlee in the Air.
21 Mini; Full Stage
Palace
Singing, Dancing and Talk.
Miss Shirley Is no newcomer. She
28 Mins.j Full Stsgs and One (Spewas one of the early jazs-baad
cial).
44th St.
stars, and before that did singles
Bessie McCoy Davis brings con- and doubles. Now she presents the
siderably more than a mere name California Ramblers, and even In
to vaudeville in her present act, this jazs-jaded day the organization
"Castles In the Air."
Miss Davis of nine Is a sweet scent of superior
can dance, she's a comedienne with syncopation. A banjo player, one
personality and she hss a real ve- of the few who uses a pick and gets
hicle. Two young fellows assist her. true banjo rruslc, was a revelation,
Jack Barrett and Emmett Merrill, though never permitted to do any
both clever dancers.
individual work such as Paul WhiteA full stage act represents a David man wisely slips to every member
Belasco greenroom, with silhouettes of his astutely managed outfit who
of famous stars around the walla can do anything more than vamp
Aet starts with two men dancing. till ready. This banjolst is a find,
Miss Davis enters and Inquires what and the whole band is solidly there.
the act Is all about Songs charac- No effort is made by It to freak or
terized by her husky comedy voice, get attention with anything but
and dances, kicking, clog dances and music, the more wonder.
several other styles by Miss Davis
Miss Shirley has almost com*
follow, with the two male dancers pletely abandoned
the rag- style
brands
of
various
filling in with
einging which she used to feature
stepping while Miss Davis makes and which was for years her standby
Included
Is for the punch spots.
costume changes.
She leans
"Tama Tama," which first brightly strongly toward semi-classics and
brought her to the attention of essays what amounts to grand
metropolitan theatregoers.
opera In one number. Her voice
At the finish there's a tableau makea it But her program could
with .Miss Davis at the top of a profitably permit broader variety.
platform, to carry out the "Castles She does not have to "descend" to
In the Air" Idea. Pleasant kidding pop numbers—she has only to reby Miss Davis also, marks a fast I turn to them. Her high notes were
singing and dancing turn that well thrilling, but her lower register not
Withal she imbefits her headline billing In any always effective.
pressed favorably, needing only as
theatre.
touch
of
comedy
and light relief to
The act waa one of the big hits
of the 44th Street show Monday get her over the top aa she would
night. Miss Davis being forced to wish to go, but which she aprespond to a legitimate demand for parently sacrifices, as so many misguided artists do, for what they
BelL
a speech.
conceive to be "class." Vaudeville
Is not concert; vaudeville la a field
SABINA
of amusement and entertainment,
Songs* Dances* Musical
rather than "plane."
28 Mine. | In "One* and Two"
Al Roth, who waa a sensation fn
her act out West, has In the same
The attraction card said merely spirit discarded his shiver, which
healthy girl who waa his top forte, and now does
"Sablna."
looked strangely reminiscent of re- two nimble and telling jass A ^r^%
cent Chicago cabarets, appeared be- but falls to .reach that climax which
fore the drop and started a ditty. he banged over without fall L
Presently the familiar rumpus In the couple of seasons back.
orchestra tipped off that it waa a
Tha Shirley act can go any*
plant act, and when one of the men where on tha strength of that band,
turned his face he was recognisable which doesn't mean that Miss
aa Frank Sablni. formerly Sab in 1 Shirley cant get on without it, for
and Goodwyn and other similar she haa gone along too long and
combinations, coming up out of the stood up too often to need this or
pit to play his steel guitar.
any musical aggregation. Bat If
In this Instance he had another helps her decisively. It looks aa
"Wop" comlo In the trench. Sablni though she will need a headline**
mounted the stage and clowned with salary to carry it, and there are
the woman in Italian dialect, run- many headllners with less than
ning mostly to gypping up the price this turn haa to get over with.
La*.
she waa to pay him. He then did
the Hawaiian strings, after which It
went into "two," and he took the
piano while the feminine member LUISE DeLERMAR and CO. (f).
knocked a couple of songs galley Songe and Dancing.
west.
Tha girl works "from ths 14 Mine.; Full Stsgs (Special Set).

the center of the stage.
presence, showmanship and masketch for the small time that terial and the combination should
will make them laugh all of the carry them Into fast company.
Abel.
while in houses of that grade.
Hart.

ville operatic turn of several sea15 Mint.; One (8pecial)
sons ago. For his present offering
88th 8t.
A Chllds' restaurant exterior the vocal work has been diminished
the use of an abundance of crossby
•erves as the drop setting,
var-

the

prove it.
This gives the couple an oppor-

of those acta is not very necessary,
they live np to their clalia at any
rate, going Into a restricted and
published song cycle that never
missed fire. A new *na ha" song set
them right, Cullen doing the singing and Cantor at the piano also
harmonising. Cantor later handled
a ballad very welL For the encore,
Cullen thanked the audience for
liking an Irish boy. Cantor dittoed,
talon,
stating he's a Jewish boy
having a tussle, and rips off his after a crack that such combination
collar and other clothing, to return cannot miss, led up to CuUen's rento his wife for his just praise.
dition of "Mother Machree" aa a
This Roberts' sketch haa plenty Hebrew
have
might
composer
of speed and several good comedy written It with Its plaintive routwists. It la well played, with the lades and trills. The getaway was
man doing the butler character a burlesque on how a vaudeville
The young woman team handles a flirtation double
standing out.
could work her part up to better number, Cullen during Cantor's anadvantage, with Roberts getting an nouncement donnlnj a couple of
abundance of comedy, although hav- "nance" props.
ing a tendency to force himself to
The boys have appearance, stage

team

WILLIAMS and LUSBY

m

kneels at the girl's feet while Donnelly supplies the lines "Husband
looks.
The turn has a decided appeal for coming home soused" and "A crywomen, and quite evidently is an ing baby," with both under a
excellent draw for the fair sex. It blanket.
The contrast of the popular stage
is played in conjunction with Franand the prosaic
cis Renault's female impersonating interpretation
everyday rendition la extremely
act, which directly followed it, the
funny, made more so by Donnelly's
two turns
blending

The male member
Talk and Songs

BESSIE McCOY DAVIS and CO. EVA SHIRLEY

(1),

•Tie and

tba burlesqus feminine 44th St.

la

In
uality

to

'MODES LEO DONNELLY and CO.

Fashion Revue
25 Mino.| Full Stag* (Special Sot)

tanoersonator who was mada In a
Follies
eoupls of Greenwich Village
working
.hows. In vaudeville ha Is
using
a few
and
With Rex Storey,
minutes of bis typical two-talk and
classical
then the broad farce on tha
dance which is similar to his work
individhad
talk,
The
tha show.

21

,

FRANCIS RENAULT'S
AND MODELS"

JAMCS WATTS and Co. <S)
Talk and Burlesque Danes
In

rrn

Skiff.

BLACK

and O'DONNELL.

Talk, Dances snd Violin.
16 Mlns.; One.

2>d

St.

man and woman team starts
quietly with cross-fire talk, the boy
This

playing a light comedy rube charactei
with his partner a city girL
The talk Is based upon his expert"
listen like specially written numbers ences with his former wife, which
though only one appealed as par- leads up to a comedy number, which
ticularly tuneful.
from general appearances is not new
The response at the conclusion but fits in nicely with his style.
wns strong enough to permit of an
Tho vocal work allows for a cosearned encore. She probably would tumo change by the young woman,
have gotten mor. If tho lights had who reappears for some straight
not been dimmed abruptly.
Miss violin playing which she handles
Olbbs has pieced together an ac- capably
Later wit \ the instruceptable offering for the spot she la ment muted end some nifty dancing
holding and with the looks, sightly by the boy, the couple land solidly,
two-act that starts quietly and
costumes and sweet voice she Is
destined to continue as a singer that builds up as it goes along, making
will please In any of (he twi<o daily la -ure-flre hr next to closer for any
Hart.
Rkiff.
of the, three-a-day louses.
houses.

'

3

T

'

'

VARIETY

indicated

below are grouped la

bills

office* supplied

The manner la which thee* bill* are printed doe* not denote tb* relative
Importance of acta nor tbelr program positions.
• before name denote* act 1* doing new turn, or reappearing after abeenee
tr6m vaudeville, or appearing in city where Hated for the first time.
"~~~~~

•"Marry Me"

Keith's Palace

Beaumont

"Mr A Mrs Coburn

Walsh Reed

!

Clauds

A

Walker

ft

Marlon

Walker
Leon's Animals

Oil)

Keith's Royal

•Margo Waldr n Co A A M Ravel
&owe Feeley
Johnny Barks
Paulsen
Duval A Syinonds
Thos J Ryan Co

The Ncllos

Willie Rolls

Qwen McOlveny

(One

Proctor's

to Oil)

Knox

A

St.

Barry ft I*ayton
Fred Elliott

"Bergman M'K

•Ella Retford

ft

N

2d half

•Wrothe A Martin
Miller Girls

Ray Hughes C*

Holmes A La vera
LaDora A Beckm'n

Billy Kelly

Co

Emma O'Nell

Hal Sprlngford
81ms Jameson t
Glrard's Monkeys
Nakae Japs

(One to fill)
Keith's Alhanabra
Bessie Clayton Co

Jack Ostermaa

Proctor'* 5th ftva.
2d half (15-15)

Kane A Herman
Franklyn Cbas Co

FAB
Carman
Hying Henrys

Kaufman Co
Howard ft 8adller
J

I ft

Peggy Carhart
Richard Carl* Co
Hunting A Francis Jed's Vacation
Fid Gordon
Moss' Broadway
Wells Virginia ft W
Roscoe Alls Co
Bedford ft
McCormick A

W

W

"Jennings A Mazier
Unusual 2
(Others to fill)

1st half

Keane

Whitney
J ft B Morgan
Paul Hill Co

.Moss'

Collseaai
<v£hIo Sales

Felley
Clown Seal

2d half (22-ti)

Mosconl Family

Murray

ft Oerrlsa
(Other* to All)

Id half

Herman Tim berg

Roye
Werner

Cooper

to All)

artha Troup Co
oV Mortlm'f ft H

>ye

Sonne

jadellas
ers to nil)
1st half (19-211

Werner
,Broa
II

Dave Roth
A ft M Havel
Ormabee ft Remlg
DeWlntcrs ft Rom

All)

2d half

Chic 8ales
Billy Olaaon
Canslnos ft Wilk'ns
Sabbott ft Brooks
Aeroplane Olrla
Ceo Donnelly

(Others to nil)
2d half (22-26)

Wm

fill)

ft

Hyams A Mclntyr*
Harry Breaa
4

Ortons

DuFor Boy*
(On* to

2d half

"Tango Shoo*"
Paul Docker O*
Jack Norworth

A NobU

Norton

Will McCart
Joale Flynn

ft Whitney
Vane Co

Beth Berrl C*
Wilson Bros
4 Ortons

Harry Tlghe Co
Eapee A Dutton
"Tb.e Storm"
Valda Co

(Others to

fill)

BROOKLYN

Walker

Keith's' Bnaltwlrk

Tucker

Sophie

Kelth'a Hamilton

•Carlyle Moore Co
Joe Towle

Gertrude Hoffman
Alex nroa ft Eve
Joe Cook

D'Armond

Isabella

Powers A Wallace
Maxlnes ft Hobby
Burke ft Durkln
Klutlng'a Animal*
Anderson ft Burt

Chong ft Moey
(Two to nil)
Keith's JeftYnion

Joe Laurie Jr Co
Hallro

Wm

Keith's

C ft M Dunbar
Downey ft Clarldge

Orphenm

M.irmcln Sis

Frank Gaby
Harry Langdon

"The Storm"'

FRANK
In

Week

Preaente

ELLIS

"A DRESS REHEARSAL**
and Prospect.

Rlvlnra

19)

(l>ec.

(Two

•

Ilrooklyn.

to nil)

2d half
"Pita ft rieros"
Bob Will la

Cook Mortim'r ft
Casey & Warren

Camllla'a Birds
II

(Others to nil)
Mowm' Regent

•L A

Mar..

ell

Co

Huston Kay

Co

to* Mil)

2d half

Wm Fallen

•"Into iha L'.sht"

Th« Kay in
iOthrra

to

a

nil)

Keith's Alat St.

Frank Dobaon Co
II A n Wheeler
Chaa A hear n Co
Geo McKnrlano
Mualcal Hunters
Keith's II. O. n.
2d hair (1T.-18)

Chaa Ahearn Co
Janet Si"
Geo P Wilnon
Dandles
ft
(Others to nil)

Th»*o

lat half

Wm

(19-21)

Edmunda Co

A O Duncan

Van Horn
Bleeds
(Olh<

ri

Johnaon Baker A I
Belle Baker
Keith'* Born Turk

Mnhon<y
Wright Dan en re
Ruby Darby
Will

2

H.arry Tl^-he

(Othrrs

Leo Beers
Klrby Qulnn A A
Mrs Sidney Drew

ft Tn< t
J?ep1ct
to nil)

2d halt (22-11)

l.adelina

Dallas Walker
(Othcra to nil)
2d half
Marahall & Jrn'rurs
Chong ft Mciry
(Others In nil)
Mohs' Flutbuah
Creole Faahion Pi

Raymond Bond Co
Will Mahoney
Ames ft Wlnthrnp
Binns
(One

ft

to

Wayne

ft

Warren

(Others to
lal

nil)

half (19-21*

Paul Nolan Co
Anger A Packer
Joe DoLler
Frank Mullan*
(Others to nil)
2d half (22-21)
Rloa A Elmer

Harry Kahne
Moore A Jane
Orace Huff
"Four of U***
4

Casting Msllo*

A

Beagy

Claaai

Ernie A Brnl*
Conlln A Ola**

Ai

H WU*oa

Fenton

PAW
(One

CHESTER. PA.

All)

PA.

Orphenm

F A O Walter*

Crane May

Dummies

Evelyn May Oo
Redninn A Wells

C

N. Y.

A Meeban
nil)

ATLANTA

Fiahter Co
Smith
Lady Allen's Pets

B

Pis

B

BIRMINGHAM
Lyrle
(Atlanta apllt)
lat half

Weston ft Marin*
Fargo A While
Stephens ft H'llster
Kc'Riin ft O'ltnnrko
Berzae'a Clrrue

BOSTON

i

M

BUoa

CIRCUITS

DETROIT
Temple
J A N* Dim*

5UITE4f7-R0riAxeiDG

El CU'Ve
Wilton Sis

MIlltTHhip A aer*rd
Iturna Urea
Itobbn A Neiaoa

Newhoff A Fhelpa
(One to nil)
2d half

Farth

Shea's

to

Smith

Willie

The Cromwells
Cold ft Fid wards
Hamilton ft Barnes
The Fllvertons
Ray Hall A Bro

Mooa

(Two to nil)
ERIE, PA.
Colonial
Flal«

I.nlltrger*

A E

Mitchell
Walter C Kelly
J

and HILL

FIFTIETH CONSECUTIVE

WEEK

ARTHUR HOROWITZ

Dancing Root*

Paganna

A Wlnlfrd

2d half

Tbe flcebacks
Gertrude Morgan

EAMTON. PA.

Jed'a Vacation

Procter-*

Tr-at"
Marlon Harrla
"Art'st'.e

J J

Seed

Morton

A

Miller

PHILABF.LrniA
B. F. Kelth'e
Fealo

Auattn

A Capman

V A B Stanton

Carpoa Droo

Daly Mark A D
Kaufman nros
Ellaworta
Arthur West
Mlas Juliet

Itsnjoya

II

Comebacks
Mdell A Olbsoa
MorakSls
LOWELL, MASS.

Glrard
Musical Tot*
Beldlna 2

Keith's National
(Nashville apllt)
1st hair

B, P. Keith's

HAG

Marina
Dotson

Mm* Berman

A

Francis
:i

Shirley

Jack L&Vler
O Mack Co
Burt A Rosedale

*>ko

2d half

C'MB'DGK. MASS.

**

N. T.

Ward Co

Claire A Atwood
Smith A Nclman
Archer A DHford

Wm

A llurm'n
E3

Clrard's Monkeys
2d half

SnENAND'AH. PA.

A

F'L RIVER. MASS.
Empire
Geo A Ita© Perry
Nestor & Haynes
(Two to nil)
2d half
ICarola Bros

W

F-CIIBRG. MASS.

to nil)

POLTS CIRCUIT

Lyrle

A Kane
Archer A HHford

Shlelda

Smith A NVIman
Klrksmlth Sisters
(One to nil)

2d half

PoH'a

CIIILl.ICOTIIE, O.
Al

Wlncocke A VanD
Record

A K

Benton Co

MELISSA

TEN EYCK

MAX

and

Rtt*

H. T. A.

tsio

Australian Stanley
"Grey A Old Ross*

A Romalne
A AtwoeeV

Cahlll
Claire

2d half

Frank Brown
"Dalephone Tgle*

Combe A Nevlns

A

nerrl*

to

Wills
fill)

LKWT8TON. Ma%
MnMe Hall
BlU Reno
Cook A Sylvia

Sargent A Marrhj
Swart* A Clifford
Paul Levan A

M

2d half

K arson
Sherman A
Kit

Flora*

Laura Ordway
Dlas* Monkeys
(On* to fill)

A

LYNN. MASS.
Olympm

Gordon**

Karola Broa
Combe A Nevlns
Laura Ordway

Wm

Westoa Co

WEILY

*%--••*•* Z°* ta i>»w Wend*- Company.

2d half

OAR

Porry

ORIENT**

2d half

Foxw'th A FraneR
Mme Reason Co
Frownlee Co
'(One to nil)

M'CHESTER. NJL
Palnro

Weston Co

Chas Keating Co
Arthur Whitelaw
Klrkamlth Slaters

Sis

P Bremen A Bro
Wells Virginia A

Francis

BRIDGEPORT
Market A Oay
Jaxa Baby
Geo Alexander Co

Eaanlr*

Meek A La

BROADWAY TO THE

Mullen

Walton

4

Cantor

CARRIB

Brownies Co
(On* to nil)

Ray Hughes Co
Nakae Japs

(One

Sq.

2d half

"Juvonallty"
Nkwell A Most
Ham Wrlnht

A

A Dymoad
L'WR'NCE. MASK

BOB

nil)

Stanley A Sis
Murphy A White
Blackstone Co

Lorella

Harry Layden

AUSTIN and ALLEN

Proctor's

Byron

Kye

ft

Arthur Astill Co
Foxworth A Fr'cl*
Mm* Bessoa Co

Beagy

McLaughlin &

Strand

A Ma*

(On*

BUI Reno
Cook A Sylvia
Sargent A Marvin

Montagu* Love
(Two to nil)

Bfpthoff

fill)

Central

YORK. PA.
Opera Hoaae

I

to

Pals*

Allen
Chaa Tobias
Anita Dlas* Monks
Lyls A Virginia

J

Cortcz Sla

Harry DeCoe

A Anthony

Swarts A Clifford
Paul Levan A M

Fsra Blgelow

Dancing Tomfoorry
(Ons to nil)
Keystone

Little

Mack A La Ru*

Star*

Jo* Clarkson

Hanvey

o.

Hippodrome
Bl Rey Sis
Patrlcola

Walmsley A K'tlng

McFarlane A P
Sherwln Kelly
Ii A B Dreyer

"Tw*
Miller

BUoa

nil)

2d half

(Washington St)
Hlckey A Hart
Joe Robert*

Maud

Ford 81s
4 Mortons
Gallagher A Shean
Royal's Elephant*

YOUNOSTOWIC.

fill)

Selma Corbett

B. F. Keith's

B A

Astill Co
to flU)

HALIFAX

DeatUt to

BANGOR,

S

Ryaa A Tucker

Allen
Hart.

(One

(Two

to

(One to nil)
Gordon'* Olympla

Gordon** Olympla

WASHINGTON

Solly

KEITH

Al

fill)

TONKERS.

Ace*

Arthur
(Three

(One to

fill)

Herman A

4

BOSTON,

Hickman Bros

Verge

2d half
Eraser A Buae*
Teed* Septet
Murray Bennett
to

2d half
Cortes Sis

Mason A Cols
H B Toomor Co
Tuck A Clair
F.

8q.)

A B

Richard Carls C*
Melofun*
Irene A American I

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

Havemanns Anlm'la

(Two

Plaaa

Andrew*

1495 B'way (Pat nam Blslg;.)N. T»

Anderaon

Co

Il'Tllo Girls

Langford A F'dr'k*
Hgrry^eeh.r';

A

to nil)

Hlghtower A Jeaat

I

Erne A Amerlcia 2
Kane A Crant
Thornton Flynn Co
"Love Carden"
Lew Cooper
Saw Thru Woman
Palara

Carroll

(One
'

BOSTON—B:

Oflcfal

Colonial
Falls

A A G

O

Strand
(Hasleton sprit)

Sheila Terry Co
Exposition 4
• Belfords

Weston Co

(Scollay

A Gay

Market

4

Band

"Arabian N'tmare"

(One to

A Os
Hart A Franc**
SCHENECTADY

Ward

Major Jack Allen
Bebcock A Doli>

2d half

Polly

Malta Bart Co

iM.yciTV

Sabinl
FAT
Barney

Moore'a Band
2d half

Hayataka Bros
Josio Heather Co
Lynn A Smythe
Renee Robert Co

Field*

Da Vax

2d half
A Clause
Ernie A Ernie
Conlln A Ola**
Al H Wllaon

Rucker

Thoa Holer Co

F A O Walter*

BTFFALO

A

Msslo Lunette
McCool A Rartek
Miller A Bradford

Porter J White Co

245W4-7th5T.

Pell'*

Bills

Sulllvaa

fill)

A Pauline
A Mack

Paul

Palace

to nil)

to

Tyrell

Mardl Gra*

B A J Gray
William* A Taylor
Norton A Melnotte

Damn Bros
Anlmls W A M Roger*

(Jacksonville split)
1st half

Richard Keane

Vlaacr A Co
Conn A Albert

Sis

SAVANNAH

NG

INDEPENDENT

(On*

•

W'RCSTR, MASK

I

Luck A Clair

The Crightoan

Corradlnl'a

JfCi

Low Dockntadrr

Able O. H.

Houdlnl
Bert Fitrglhbon
Davis ft Pell©

ROANOKK
(Charlotte split)
1st half
Martin A Boise
J A Q Gilfoyle
Columbia A Victor
Duffy A Keller
Berrlck A Hart

Hegedua

A Cowan

Hardy Bros
Herbert's Dor*
Doris Duncan
Hope Eden

R. F. Keith's

Frank Mc-Intvre
Donovan ft I.n*
Huby Norton

(On*

Mus Par ah ley*

Andrleff 2

T.ornl Art
Mi'oh.'in'a Dnfra

W

P A

Ernest Ball

O.
B. F. Keith's

Pietro

A Moore
Dewey A Roger*
Lloyd A Rubin

i

COLrMBL'R.

Wilhert

1st half

Martin

ROCHESTER

CHAS.J-

Hlckey A Hart
TAD
Ward
Ed Sedan

Lucille

Mme

T.

A Takl

Osakl

Palace

Werner Amoros
Du Bo is
Mason A Cole

split)

1st half

Nlobs

(One to

Temple
Fa at no 81a O*
Weaver A Weaver
Bert Baker Co
Clinton A Rooney

«

Bouncer's Circus

Bailey

Mnrylund

Direction »

M

Murdoca

Wstson Slater*
Avon Comedy

fill)

Lyrle
(Norfolk spIR)

Charles Trwla

BALTIMORE

MAY

A West
Regan Co

to

McConnell
J

Uallot Four

Welch Mealy A
L A J Archer

W

York's Dors

split)

Poll'*

(Scranton

2d half

Mlghtower
Barney Ward
Oliver A Olp
Heney Lewis A O
"Stara Record"

"Dancing Shoes"
Murphy A Lachm'r

fill)

RICHMOND

1st half

Derkln'a Animals

Kenny A Ilolll*
Bert Walton

Carmen ft Eroelle
Mason ft Owynno

II

LOUISVILLE. KT.
Mary Anderson
Kay Hamlin £ K

Dora Hilton
split)

lat hair

Parlor ll'dr'm ft
Alma Nlelgon Co

Academy
(Richmond

Roland Travers Co

105th St.

I.yrio

(Birmingham

NORFOLK

Hippodrome

LAP

(Two

Brown Gardn'r A T

CLEVELAND

to nil)

(On* to

Montague Lore

2d half
A Hartwell

WILKES-BARR*/

Meyer*

SP'NGFI'D. MASS.

Jones A Jones
Malla Bart Co

1st half

Monk*

Frank Stafford Os
Walmsley A K'tlng
Donegan A Allen

Jack Goldle
4 Aces

Moore's

Nerrett

2d half
Casting Campbell
Dixie Hamilton

NEW HAVEN
A

Oil mora

Saw Thru Woman

Mardl Gran

Spirit

A
A

Conlln
Oliver

Sabinl
FAT
Angel A Fuller

Norton A Noble
Will McCart
Josle Flynn Co
Gall Gray Co

Damn Bro*
W A M Roger*

Devoy A Daytoa
R Rellly Co
Thos P Dunn

Nancy Boyer Co
Geo P Wilson

Llbonati

Fronds Co

2d half
Zlska
Carnival of Venice

D D

Potter

B. F. Keith'*

Orphema

Raymond

A C

CINCINNATI

Kelly

Rowland
(Two to

A

Patrice

Fenton

(Mobile apllt)
Fotlet's

Wild A Hill
Crane May A C
(One to nil)

Glbaon A Price
3 Lordent
Healy A Croes
Cresay A Dayn*

ALTOONA. PA.

(One

Colonial

Phono: Bowling Oreen 2100
Paul A Pauline
Jack Ooldle

Cecelia

Peggy Parker Co
Olaon A Johnaon
McDonald 2
Hippodrome

Semon A Conrad

2d halt

Palace

fill)

LANCASTER, PA.

Erford'a Sensation

to Oil)

Kittle

(Others to

Moll Bros

2d half

"Jed* Vacation"
Newhoff A Phalpa

Tom

•

Pollard Sta
Alf Grant

Inc.

St.,

NEW ORLEANS

Vaa Horn A Ines
Frank Mullane

Adgement

McCart A Marrowo
Reed A Tucker
Bobby Folaora
(On* to nil)
Fid Gordon
Grey A Byron

to nil)

(One

Davttt

UT1CA. N. T.

LeVar

to

•0

Poll's

TROT. N.

A Cun'een
A Field*

Barrett

A

KEMP

J.

apllt)
lat half

Bob A Tip
Russell

H

Theatrical Insurance
JOHN STREET. NEW YORK CITY

(Wllkes-Barre

Vaugh Comfort

READING. PA.

fill)

45 John

John

JOHN

TORONTO
Shea'*

v^

PalPi

Ryaa Weber a
Kan* A Grant

I

BCRANTON. PA.

Jed Dooley Co

FINK PLATINUM JEWELRY— REMOUNTING— REMODELLINO
ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Semon A Conrad

Grill
nil)

Keith's fireenpolnt
?d half (15 1H)
Perez A Mnrguerlf*
Lowe Feeley A H

Mosconl Family
Rice A Elmer
•Tango Shoes"
Howard A Lewis

DIAMONDS OF QUALITY

Id half
Alf Grant

MrCnnnell
Aeroplane Girl*

1st half (12-21)

HEMMENDLNGER,

Tel. 971

Gray

Oail

Jones A Jnnea
5 Falcons

Iton

GEO. ('HOGS

E. F. Albee
Samaroff A Sonta
Bender A Armetr'g
Cronln A Hart
8pencer A Willi* ma

r

COvTJsV

EI

PROVIDENCE. RJ. Ths Joanany*

Beeman A Grace

(Others to

WTPRBT,

tdhalf

W. T. Elm City

(Wester*) and

Nenrett

Ryaa Weber a

Fern Blgelow A K
Wlncocke A VanD
Geo Alexander Co

Booking; Kacl»»lvely with

A.. B. F. Keith
Affiliated Clrcntt*

A

OUver

Capital

"Lov* Garden"

2d half

M.

I

ndrews A B'ch'ttd
Lnollle DuBoi*
Rlohard Carl* o*

Dials Hamilton
Sheila Terry Co
Exposition .4
• Belfords

Spirit

CHICAGO

JEWELERS

Co

PAR ROCK A WAT
Keane

B
J.

Wm

Arthur Hill Co
Dave Roth
Black A O'Donnell

Mus McLaren*

l>w. Cooper

Building

Jack" McGowan Co
Lloyd A Chrlatl*
Hallen

Frank Ward

E.

2d half
Visaer*Co
Conn A Albert

Sybil

Suite 1313 Masonic .Temple

Ines

Proctor**

Proctor**

(Two

2d half

Roy Mack, Boohing Mgr.

Herman A Tlmberg
Hana Roberts Co
A Fallette Walmsley A K'tlng Allan Rogers Co
LeMalra A Haye*
Bessie Clifford Co
"Modern Cocktail"
Geo Yeoman
Geo Van Horn
(Otbers to nil)
Monroe A Grant
2d half (22-2»>
1st half (ls-21)
2d half
Solly Ward Co
Cooper A Rlcardo
McCloud A Norman Redford A W
Ben Meroff
Eileen 8herldaa
Wells VlrglnRl A W JAB Morgan
Walsh A Ed warn*
Lewis A Dody
(Others to nil)
"Volunteer***
Both A Cross
Xd half (22-ti)

ALBANY

(Others to nil)

Colombia

A

Hall

City 4

Id half
r'erner Amores

BUoa
C Mus McLaren*
Wood A Lawson

T

ERNIE YOUNG
AGENCY

fill)

Boger Gray -Co
Hall Ermine A
NEWARK. N.

$

Sulllvarn

Proctor'*
2d half (16-11)
Jay Veil* Co
Belle Baker

B. P. Keith'*
Zd half (16-18)

Jim McWUllama

(Other* to fill)
2d half (22-2S)

Jack Norton Co
Morton Jewell Co
Janet of Franoa
DuFor Boy*

Corlo

A Dlaoa

TOLEDO. O.
B. F. Keith'*
Juggling McBanna
Jean Adair Co
Cartmell A Harrla
Mr A Mr* J Barry

(Other* to 511)

"Earth to Mooa"
Willie Smith

Ught"

.

LaMaze Bros
Sternle A Bloom

B A E Gorman
A V
JEB8ET CITT

Howard A 8adllar
Huston Ray

(Others to All)

'

(Louisville split)
1st half

1st hair

Step Lively

Gonne
Lron'a Animals

Moat

to nil)

All)

PORTLAND. ME.

.

3

Manning A Leo
Little Revue

RlaKo
Cavana Dno

Taylor

Marcelle

Lillian

Chong & Moey
(Two to nil)

(TWo

Riviera

Vana Co

ALLENTOWN.

2d half
Billy Board

Dalian

Mom*
Sybil

Paganna
Haveman's Animal*

B. F. Keith'*
Wyatt'a Lad*
Anthony A Arnold
Norwood A Hall
Frank Markley
Dalton A Craig
Lacador Bro*

Princes*

Arcade
(Savannah spit)

CHATTANOOGA

"Dress Rehearsal"
Tracey A MoBrldo

A W
Florence Nelson
Claude A Mario*

Moss' FrankUa
"Juvenallty"
"Into the

Edmunds Co

Bedford

Frances Kennedy
Oreonleo ft Drayt'n

Newell

ft

O Duncan

Co

ft

Rlcardo
Brook*

ft

abbott

Karri ham

frtlm'r

Frank McConaell

A

Edwin Oeorge

NA8HVILLB

JACKSONVILLE

Co
Matthew* A Ay*r*
J Amoros Co

"Dress Rehearsal*"

Bert Brrol

Proctor**

2d half (1B-1I)
Hunting A Francis
Jean A Val Jean

(Others to

Mr* M Morell
Ruth Budd
Halg A La Vera
Laura DeVlne

Colt Albertson

Kathlyn Hoyt

Proctor** ltd St.
2d half (16-18)

Mantell

to

ft

Lewis ft Dody
Margaret Young

The Faynes
tTwo to nil)

(Two

ft

Lowe

Ganslnos A Wilk'ns
Casey ft Warren
Billy Glason
*£<eo Donnelly

Fcjter

(19-11)

A MeD

MT. VERNON. N.T.

B. r: Keith'*

Valdo Meera
Mcl«ean

Blackstone Co
2d half

Theresa A WUey
Joe Darcey
Flatter A Gilmor*

Doherty

I

-

A Rosa
INDIANAPOLIS

Shubert Vaudeville

in

Jack George

Lord A Fuller
Sabbott A Brook*

apllt)

Bobby Pander Tr

"Shadowland*

Eary

*

oaegan^A

A. Lawossi

Sullivan A Mayers
Geo F Hall

Th* Seeback*
Gertrude Morgaa
Fraaer A Bunco
Geo Stanley A 81a

Juliette Deka
Jay Velle Girl*

A

William*

Ross

JOHNNY
DOOLEY

Bro

ft

Davis

to All)

Glenn A Jeakla*
Jack Benny

Clayton White Co
Clinton A Capaello

Loyal'* Dog*

1st half (11-21)

A Norton
A Walkar

B. F. Keith**

A Kenay
Beeman A Oraoo

Tom Smith

Shlreen

Julia Curti**

PRESENT

Chealelgh

P Bremen

Arman K^alls C*
Wayne A Warren
Sidney A Seamoa

San try

(Two

Wood

51m

'

•

Gordon

Sylvia Clark

fill)

1st half

Tot Bryant 841-642

DAVIDOW and
RUFUS R. LeMAIRE

Inman

ft

Morley

Keith's Colonial

58th

to

A

Id half

.

Denny A Barry
I Bankoff Co
H Watson Jr Co

"Juvenallty**

HAZLETON, PA.

ED.

oyal Venetian »

A

(One

STRACTJ8M

PlTTSBUlMJat

Chic Sale

Co

Francis

Kittle

(Shenandoah

S

ft

(Sunday opening)
Jack Hanley
Bernard A Garry

.

Stewart A Harris
Johnston A Mack

Chaa Martin
Tscbow'* Anlmali

Tucker
Bobby Folfom

Honor Thy Ch'dr'n

Evelyn May Co
Redmon A Well*

spit)
lat half

I

fill)

2d half
Kelly

Tom

(Roanoke

Broadway

14*3

Dotaon

A Ale*

Zarrell

Lyrle

Rlcardo

Hartwell

(One to

Reed

F

Qee

l*thail

16, 1921

ISUrocNi

C A J Lewis

Krford'a Sensattea
Id half
Will Morri*

Prince**

Eary

Foftloy**

2d half (22-26)
Drrls Hardy Co

Rae Samuels

A

A

Potter

CHARLOTTE

2d half (22-26)

Conner

Klalr

Rowland A Meehan

Coogan A Casey

Shlreen

A

A Adam*

"Pronteerlng**

Zlska
Carnival of Venice

Loray*

Kramer A

_Dellla

Majostl*

Rice Pudding

Jack Norton Co
Morris A Flynn
•Ruth Clinton
•"Marry Me"
Frank Ward
(One to nil)

ft Carroll
Peaale Clifford
1st half (12-21)
Morton ft Jewell Co
Janet of Franco
Newport ft Stlrk

A

Lynn

Lyrio

HARRISBUBO

Sterlings

half (19-21)

1st

HAMILTON, CAN.

Rya»

.

MONTREAL

Adolphus Co

I

ft

Adroit Rev
2d half

Raymond Wllbert

W

ft

Coffman

Willie Solar

Else

Hoyt A Gordon
Mortons
Cummins A Whit*

I/*ng

Howard

Preasler

Simpson A Deaa
Harry B Lester

McCormack

Wilbur

A,

Wan, P*a*f
Dancing Tomfeol'ry
Fid Oordoa
Orey A Byron
Qulnn A DeRes

Claudia Colemaa

Four Entertainers
Ann Gray

Victory
Pierce A Ooff

B

A

Gilfoyle

Sampson A

CHARLESTON

4

A Elmer

Rice

Cbandon

LlghLnors

Cunningham A
Owen McGlveny

Lillian Steals

Keith's Riverside
Fjitzi SchefT
Dooley A Sales
Carl MrCullough
Dolly Kay
Valerie Rergaro Co
Klla Bradna C*
to

81s

A Ooodrldge
(Others to fill)
Proctor's 123th St.
2d half (16-11)
Jack Norton Co
Ford

Friganza
A Prlcdland Co
Singer's Midget*
• Blue Demon*
Swor Bros
(Others to fill)
Trtxle

(One

"~

Paul Hill Co
(Other* to fill)
Keith's Prospect
2d half (16-16)

1st half

Melva SI*
Texas Comedy 4
Fisher A Hurst

Althea Luca* O*
Spoor A Parson*
Hershel Henler*
Calts Bros
Clara

Ryaa

Roy A Artaer
Primroa* t
vjustOlrla-

Lyrle
Orleans apllt)

(N.

Empreos

otherwl**

not

booking

divisions, according to

*

Clark

GRAND RAPIDS
when

•ram.

KEITH CIBCUIT
KKW TORE CITY Dave Roth

A

Story

)

The

MORALS

.

C A F Usher

19)

VAUDEVILLE TTTEATRE8

IN

house* open for the week with Monday matlr.ee.

CAT!

Craig Campbell

NEXT WEEK (DEC

BILLS

December

Friday,

Maxon A Morris
Frank Brown
Oeo D Dart Co
Mullen & Francis
Herrla
Cliff

A Wilis
2d half

Jordan

Shields

A Kane

The

Mclofuna
"Orey A Old Rose"
(One to nil)

NEWPORT.

R.

L.

Colonial

Chas Keating Co
Arthur Whitelaw
"Tclcphono T'gle"
(One to nil)
2d half

Nestor A Haynes
(Three to fill)

CHICAGO— KEITH CIBCinT
Ma jest le

Abbott
Wright A Davt*
2d half
Pinto A Boyl*
Nifty Trio

CINCINNATI
Palace

Roder

A Deaa

Chaa Frlnk
Harry Haw A •
"Rubeville"
Al Raymond
Belts* Seals

DANVILLE.

I IX*

Terrace

Boa Nee One
Rua* Leddy Co
Bmtn'a A Btdwl*

i.

December

Friday,

—

(Others to til)
td half
FVkJyn A Vincent

Verdi
Catalano Oe
j„- Oraaeeo
-Tepbanhere"
Id ha.lt

Klneo
M'Shayne

Leo Virwi
Hanson A R
Al Abbott

A H'way

(Other* to AH)

A Mack

ialllven

A H

Howard A Atklae

EaRtti

A

00 A
1

LEXINGTON, EY.

»

Bob

Sarah Padden
Rlfgs A Wltchla
Flanagan A M'rls'n

"Hlghlowbrow"
Qulxy 4
"Dress Rehearsal"
McKay A Ardlne
Gautler's B'k layers
Nanaka Japs

81s

A

AOSre*: tit

WftT

CITY.

4

Lamy Bros

W

A

Oenev've

Leo Vanrara

Orphenm

Clsymo
Ovendo Dao
pan Bherman Co
Taylor Hacey A
DUUon A Hilton
Id half

H RICHMOND,

IND.

Nifty Trio
Pinto at Boyls
Corrlne Co
(Others to All)
2d half
Hall A West

A Lehman

WAYNE, IND.

GUI A Veak
"Sawing Woman"
(Others to mi)

Hall A West
"Sawing Woman"
HU1 A Veak

SAGINAW, MICH.

Bert Lewis
Feral's Oypslos

Milton

Ffklyn A Vincent
M'Shayne A H'way

R«J Hoore
A Hilton
(Others to

fl|]>

SHUBEBT CIRCUIT
CLEVELAND

44th Street

EorUd At*.
Qeorgle Price
Vlnle Daly

Hora Bayes

A

Althoff

81s

Joe Jackson

Alf Bezton Co
Bert Helrose
Gee Roeener
fOthere to 011)

Jimmy Hussey Co
Vardon A Perry
Arco Bros

Nana
(Two

to

Clecollni

(Others to All)

Petersen Bros
Joe Boganny Co
(Others to 811)

CHICAGO

A

_____

St.

_.

New York

Whirl of

ADDRESS:

Kelly
Helen Keller
Mel Kiee
East A West
Dance Fantasies

HOLMES and LE VERE
..

IN

___

ONE

Tbrow ln lh# "^"""r" *t the
Eui_h
.
i.
B-rtham
and, Riviera,
New York, ills
week (Dec. it).
by LEW BROWN
>

'

Donald Bis

Boy Cummlnga
Kyra
J Harold Murray

Dally Conley

•jm Hearn

Whipple H'ston Co

Puree) la

Bros
Keno A Green
Nancy Gibbs

SfJ'k A Verdi
^Desert Devils"

man A

Vance

(Two

to All)

ORPHEUH CIBCUIT
CHICAGO

A Hushes

Adelaide

A

Rodero
Tarsan
Lillian

Ronry Sentry Co

Worden Bros

Iccl'ders

Orphenm
Mack A Stanton
Saw Thru Woman
Wood A Wyde
Bob LaSalle

SACRAMENTO
Orphenm
(ltl-21)

plays

Fresno 22-26)
Kitty Doner Co
Brown A O'Donnell
Mattilee Llppard
Stone A Hayes

Monkeys

Nathane Bros
Cook A Vernon

A A Seymour
ma
A Dries

S?^ * At* F« rd
5»oon
Connelll
A Tortort
J****
Dillon A Parker

Follls 61s

Jbe

KANSAS CITY
Mala

Oellls

Prank DeVoe
Moran A Mack
Deso Rltter
"On Fifth Ave"
Gautler's Toy Shop

Jolson

Wilbur Mack

"Bracks

"ore A

Hartley

Williams

Wllaon Aubrey
Wilfred Clark Oe
J^-Jta Gould
JrUllnms A Wolfus
•Arlmore A Huds'n
^. Btate Lake
•osom Seeley Co
woent O'Donnell

?»*• A

Van

Patters'n

A Storey
Alleen Stanley
Canslnos
Jaeh Rose
Pearson A Lewis
6cheetrs Manikins

LINCOLN, NEB.
Orphenm

All)

Pearl Reray Co
Bob Hal]
•Indoor Sports"

DENVER

»

A

Orphean*
Cellos

Dooley

Wlliard

fRxandrta
Others to

St.

Roberts

Orphenm

Wi
Whiting
A Burt
R"ly Arlington

Clifford

A Johnson
A Tvel

Anderson

Kara

Young A A
Saw Thru Woman

Ollie

WmBbs

'

EDDIE
•A MUSICAL

VOGT

COMEDY COMEDIAN"

(Dee. 12 > Gordon's Olympla.

Beeten

Ajer A ONell
JJohon Bros

LOS ANGELES

RAnriee Diamond
*»derson A Graves

DE8 MOINES
Orphenm
Adams a Griffith
•Jjorle Barrack
* Rarx Bros
Bowers W'ters A C

£— Zarrell
Jorrone

A Oliver
A Delroy

*»trlcola

DULUTH

Lydeil

A Macey
Wayne

I

•DMONTON. CAN.
Orphenm
bill

Bberwood

MEMPHIS
Orphenm
Oaa Munson A Boys
Hiller A Mack
Pronson A Bnldw'n
fill)

MINNEAPOLIS
Hennepin
Ward A DooIm
FlsUe A T/oyd
Hlgrlns A Uraun
Wallace Galvln
Dave Harris Co
Gautler's B'blsyers

Ward Bros
Franeeo Kennedy

R B

Juggling Nelsons

A D

RANDOLPH

BLDG.,

(11-20)

I

A

A R

It"

Beasleys
Palaeo
A Francis

Wahl

"Let's Go"
Criterion 4

A Tuneo

Toplce

(Two

H A K

Button
Bentley Banks

A G

Lew Hawkins

Bobby Jarvls Co

Fox A Evans
Dance Creations

to 811)

Warwick
DeLuxe Twins

A

Raymonds

DETROIT

2d half
•wain's Animals
Ines A Hanley

Marco Co
Will J Evans
St Clair Twins Co
Friend A Downing
Loach LaQulnlan I

LOEW

BOB
Ri'.M

.

^Vella A
All Rajah

.

A Dorney

Irene

B A

Blighty Girls
2d half
Obala A Adrlenne
Reeder A Armstr'g
Sossman A Sloane
1

Trevette
V Morrlssey

Id half

Melroy Sis
King A Paylon

Senator Murphy
81s

Co

A

A Goelet
MODESTO. CAL.

FRESNO, CAL.

Lord Robert

(Two

to 811)

Hippodrome
(11-20)
S Cliffords

Los Sylvas
Norton A Wilson
Pearl Abbott -Co
Arthur Deagon
Jack Martin I
2d half

J

A A Keeley

"Honey

le

Strand

Money"

BALTIMORE
Hippodrome

A Hurley
LaRose A Adame

Hurley

Business Is Busln's
Riverside Trio

Hilton 81s

DuTlel A Covey
Gulllana Trio

A

Bayes

Field

Stanley Tripp
2d half
Sinclair A
Hilton Sis

A H

Gray

L Bernard Co
Lnbln A Lewis
Roof Garden

I

L Bernard Co
Lubln A Lew'.*
Roof Garden

Street

I

Leila Shaw Co
Robinson McCabe 3
"Dancing Surprise"

MONTREAL
Loew
Royal Trio
Zolar

A Knox

Zlegler Duo
Allen A Moore

Billy H Hall Co
Lehr A Bell

The

Fortune Queen

Crisis

THE FLEMINGS

Taylor A Francis
Mile Twlnette Co

A A H Royce
Chaa Wilson Co

ARTISTIC CREATION8 IN ALABASTER
AMERICA— BRIEF TOUR— SHUBBRT CIRCUIT
WINTER GARDEN, NEW YORK (NEXT WEEK). DEC. It

NOW

Id half
Frank I* Nlblo
Hudson A Jones

IN

Burke A Burke
Elsie White
B LaBar A Beaux
King Bros

Tom HcRae Co
Rose Revue

LeRoy A Lytton Co
Chas Gibbs

A

Cantor
Frank Sidney Co
Adams A T'mpsons
Victoria
Lynch A Zeller

National

Leon A Mltzl
Frankle Nlblo
Long Cotton Co
Relff Bros
2d half

•'Cupid's

Violet

Taylor

A
A

Tom McKay's Rev

Ash A

II

Close-up"
Sossman A Sloane

IxjIb

Francis

yams

Mile Twlnr.ette Co

Id half

Orphenm

White Bros
Claire DeVlne Co
Pardo A Archer
Moray Senna A D
Q Hushes Co

The RacUft*
Olive Wriest Co
Straight
Small A Sher-pard
Pot Tourrl Co
2d half

Lincoln Soj.
Casnon Bros
Margaret Merle
"Betty Wake Up"

A A L Wilson

A«hl*y A Dornoy
Rolff Rros

D

Amoros A Obey
I

BIJghty Girls

Boulevard
Play A Dunedln

Lynch A ZHler
Manning A Hall
Jimmy Hosen Co
Frank llurtt

Burke A Burke
Ash A Ilyanis
Brava A Mlrhlellna

Queens

Creeley Rq.
Recd'r A Armstr'g

Manning A Hall
Pardo A Archer
Ele p White

2d half

Ada

Jaffe

Co

YlolU A
Mflntvre

hi- If

Leon A M!txl

B

T-ols

A

Saw Thru Woman

BIRMINGHAM
BUoo
Raymond A Lyto
Lillian Boardman
Marriage vs Dlv'ce

American

4

Prevost A Ooelet
Id half
Lea Sylvas

Norton A Wilson
Pearl Abbott Co
Arthur Deagon
Jack Martin S

BOSTON
Orphenm
Busse's Animals
Armstrong A Tys'n

Halc'b

RCCENTRJC
A*

BOLFE A

CO.

NEWARK
State
Lock hart A Laddie

HOBOKEN,

N. J.

A Heasney
A Joeelyn

Harley
Turner

Harvey
CAT
Beasleys
Oaselor

A
Id half
Hodge A Lowell
Renee A Noel Co

Jerome

A

France

'•Oddities of llll"
Sally Fields

lone Kingsbury Co

NEW ORLEANS

HOLYOKE, MASS.

Crescent
Marvel A Faye
Casson A Klein
Mr A Mre D Clark
Kane A Chldlow
Mabelle Fonda I

Loew

Id half

A Larsen

Wilson
Collnl'e

Dancers

Originators End Inventors
OF THE NATURAL WALKING DOLL
DeVlne A Williams
Adams Co
Brady A Mahoney

Phil

Bellhops
2d half
The Norvflios
Hf-mian BtTrrns

May A

11111

Murray VoeJk
Skrl y A Httt Rfv
(One to t\\)

Virginia Bellee
Id half .

Mankln
R a l

n«:i

4

State
(ld-20)

A Blum

Whreler A Mark
I*ella Shaw Co

Blesett A Scott
Irving A Blwood
Bernivlol Bros

A Leo

Meyers

Zlg Zag Trio

A Erwln

H A O

Co

HcMahon A AdTde
Arthur Lloyd

Murray A Lane

A Nlckeraon
•Tld-Blts"
2d half

Summer Duo

AOENCY (CHICAGO)

N

Burns

A Wilson
2d half
A Welser

Arnold A ManJen
Joe Do Koe Troane

Reiser

WT1WWN,

Hary Shea

H.»,

"Clothes"

Maldle DeLong
Lore
Scott

SALT LAKE CITY
State
(11-20)

Delsos

Medley A Dupre
Meryl Prince Girls
Walter Baker Co
Rose A flchaffcr

GL'S FALLS, N.Y.
Empire
Col Diamond Co
Murray I^eonard
Hackett A Beach
Bohemian Trio
Six Playmates
2d half

Adrian
"Corner Store"
Id half

Downing A B BR
Bonner A Po

A

Rloe

Francla

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

2d half

ALTON, ILL.

Monte A Parti
DrLyte A Marmon
Gordon A Jollce
Luclen Lurca
Dura A Feeley

Hippodrome

SAN ANTONIO

Mowatt A Mullen
Valentine Vox Ol

Btaley Burbeek

Sternard'e Mldgeen
Id half
Fraaler a Peek

Jo Jo Harrison
Cliff Halley Duo

Burke A Rush

Bternard's Mldgeta
(Two to fill)

2d half

A Delaney

Austin

Pompeii Five

CHICAGO

ATCHISON, KAN.
Amerlcasi
Orphenm
Dorothy Morris Oe
Gordon A Del mar
Hal Johneon Oa

'

Irma A Connor
Mills A Moulton
Bertram May Co

"Patches"
FAG
Fay
Thomas Trio

S

J Blondy A Sis
Jennings A Melba
Tom Davlea Co

Pierce A Dunn
Variety d'Dance

J TTat" Th'pe/nCb

(Two

nippodrome
A Dunbar

Collins

A DeVoy Co

Brockway Co

fill)

2d helf
Billy Hiller

Odean

Ob
Manlep

Kavanah A A Bar
(Two

BLM'NGTON.

ILL.
Majeatle
Peake's Blockheads

Marionne A Boya
(One to All)

to Sll)

Do Onso Broe
Tyler
Billy

A Bt
Miller

Clair

Oa

J C Nugent

Id half

Banket"

A

Marston

2d half

Nippon Duo

SAN JOSE. CAL.

to

BTL'SVILLB, OK. Bert Stoddard

The Cameroon

2d half

pXon jnquv VITTORIA—
,.«««-.
ep.l.PV Y uoqeprow
CALLARINI SISTERS
Murray A Lane
Nlrkerson
Berry A
"MasicisttT di MUano"
"Tld-Hlts"
,n .)>°^«lo wHh the Shaherbl

I

Harmon A Harm'n

Jark Reddy
Melody Festival
Gordon A Healy
1 Walters

Direction i

I^ola-Senla

CDI

Co

RAPIDS, I A.
MaJeeUe

Palermo's

Canlnee

Kennedy A Hurt
Kennedy A Davis

A Breen

Alfred Powell Co
•Pinched''

Belles

Adler and Ross

F A A

STOCKTON. CAL.
State

Tallmnn A Erwln

A O'Hrl-n

J

Bobbins

Chase
Family

2d half

Y.

Id half

Karvs 00
Agaea Kayne
Hal Johneon On
Rene Keyes A M
Hals A Bre
Willie

Id half

Flanders

A

Chaa F Semen
Yip Yip Yaphankeng
Fred Hagan Co
Flanerty

A

St'l

Pox A Conrad

CENTRA LI A,

Al

N A

ILL.

?d half
S KellOKg

Hamsun

CH'MPAIGN,
Orphenm

BILLY GUVSON

JACOBS

Howard's Animals

Jo Jo

Luckt* A Harris

"jrST SONT.S AND SAYINGS"
Week (Dee. Itth), Keith's Colonial. N.

H A

Grand

(18-20)
Errof.to

Hall

J EN IE

Arthur David
Austin A Delaney

Virginia

CITY

A

Franels
Carolyn
Walters

8 tare 8t
Phono Central
Booking with Keith. W. V. H. A.
all affiliated elrculta.
.
_
Standard Acta Wanted at All

177

(18-20)

Wm

Liberty
Stanley A Elva
F.ske A Fallon

£l« Bag Trio

JACK GARDNER

Wigwam

Chisholm
Dirk

"OJrl In Flasket"

td half

A M
Boms A Wilson
TOLEDO, CL

Bernard

Llletta

A Dunbar
Arthur DeVoy Co

Coforth A Drorkw'y

Francis
Bird Cabaret
td half
M m
Adrian
"Corner Store"

-Clothes''

Leo Politer
Columbia Co

A

»«o A

Wetser A Re
Mary Shea

Oornmbha
Bur re 11 Bros
John A Ella Burke

2d half
Blckncll
Collins

OKLAHOMA

Floras A Dunn
Yarlety d'Daace

Orphenm
Chae McGood Co

Robin«on-MrCnl)e 1
"Dancing Surprise."

Harmon A Harmon

HOUSTON, TEY.

O.

2d half
formtn
5 To< k A Yen Wah
Babe I^aTour Co

Jark Rcddy
Melody Festival
flordon A Healy
I Walters
Prince
J Rlondy A 81s
Jennings A Melba
Tom Davlee Co

SUto
Hip Raymond
Hason A Bailey
Oeo Randall Co

Worth Wnyten

Wm Dirk

COLUMBUS,

Hall A O'Brien
A Harris
Royal Harmony I

1%

Mllo

H. m,.

Wood

A La Tour
Kennedy Co

Luokey

"Girl In

A WelJT^

*^»oaaB Mlssea

Weaton A Yonng
Thomnson-Berrll

2d half

Bernard

•Ardo A Eddo
SP'NGFl'D, MASS.
F A A Smith
Mae Marvin
8 Tock A Yen Wah Monroe A Grattan
Broadway
Babe LaTour Co
Wells A Devereaux M a n n
Chisholm A Brecn
All Rajah Co
R A I„ Bfll

Coleman and Ray

BCFFALO

JACK HEELER
DANCER

Brltt

A

Honroe A Hae
Blng Bang Trio

EVNSVILLE, END.

Maldle DeLong
Lore
Ooode A Scott
Janet Adler Co
Id half
Ernesto

Prlnrees

M Ford A VletenasZ
55»«o
°«WMOO.

DETROIT

2d half

Bthel Oilmore Co

Fox

Clinton
Paulette A Roy

Bennett

(11-10)

Australian

L

Bonlsettl Troupe

Artistic 3

OAKLAND. CAL.

4

Orant A Wallare
Morloy A Chcsl'lfih
Ralph Whitehead

(Two to ni;
Avenue

Rose nevijr
Obals A /dr>r,n»

Fox A Evans
Dance Creations

Phoenix

Presenting

A Cavana'gh

Preston A Isabelle
Bernlce Barlowe
Fox A Kelly

Woode A

Lyrle
Dlosr circna
Tiller Sleters

CLINTON. IND.

skip

Janet Adler Co

(23-14)

A Blum
Wheeler A Mack
Mllo

HAMILTON. CAN.
Ring

A Gray

i6 fill)

American
Grant A Wallace
Williams A Smith
Amoros A Obey

LOUIS
Loew

B*rry

flll-lf)

Sinclair

nOHANAPOUB
g«

Holly

Walmsley A
Prlscllla Co

Moore

T«l»o O'clock"
(Ona to bid

Chase

ST.

4

A

Brltt

Chalfonto Slo

Tallman
Lyto

Prevost

Harry Gilbert

Dorothy Burton Co
Ralph Whitehead
Q Hughes Co
(One to nil)

Tom McKay's Rev

E.

Macks

Sum mere Duo

Boardman

1. Milan

.

American

Grand

A Smith

Tabor A Greene
A A M Royce
Grace Cameron Co
Pot Pourri Co
Delaneey St.

Frank Hurst
Topics A Tunes

2d

Roy A Flynn

Hlpnadromo

Grattan
Devereaux

J^ W

Col

Octavo

Glen A Richards
Molera Revjie
Kennedy A Martin

M

A

Monroe

""t.iymond

111*.

2d half

Wallaoo A Dub*
ValeaUno Vox* Ob
Bert Lennon
Throe Astrsiiaa

Prlsctila

SAN FRANCISCO

A Eddo

Fox's Dogs

CLEVELAND

Foley A O'Neil
I Pioneers

MEMPHIS

"Ruffles"

Bert Lennon
Three Astrellas

"Playmates"

Gutllana Trio
Bayes A Field
Stanley Tripp A

Id half

A DuBolo
A Mack

Harris

State
(11-10)

Honahan Co
Marva Rebn

Cliffords
Dn Tlel A Covey

WILTON

OUS SUN CIRCUIT

Bellhops

Marriage vs Dlv'ce

ATLANTA

Williams

Hart A Evans
Jack Lyle
Ayrea Co

O

T.

Bd Oingras Co
Jaok Symonde

Diamond Co
Murray Leonard
DeVlne A WlllPms Hackett A Beach
Bohemian Trio
Phil Adams
Brady A Mahoney The Gautlero

Id half

Id half

CIRCUIT

CITY

C DeVlne Co
Hart Wagner A E

Musl'-al

fill)

2d half
Busee'e Animals
Armstrong A Tys'n

(18-20)

Mae Marvin

R ORISON

Orphenm

Rey

Hippodrome

Ardo

Xaztaro
Eddie Buszell
Lydla Barry
Lane A Hendricks
Fink's Mules
Beatrice Sweeney

Harry Fox

LOS ANGELES

t

Cliff

LOUIS
Orphenm

Pierre t
Id half

Hart A Evans
Jack Lyle
Brown's H'hl'nders
Horrleaey A You'g
Grace A Ay res Co

ALF

Majeatle
nashl A Osal
Hurphy A Klein
J B Totten Co

Rudill

Helt Rev

to

SYatam

terM^aa^BSRS

Arranged by

Wallace

Panl Lambert
Cooke A Hamilton
Conroy A O'Do'nell

Id half

Clark

Woek DeZ

SACRAMENTO

Pete Curley Co

Id half
Preston A Isabelle
Bernlce Barlowe
Fox A Kelly

811)

2d half
Irene Trevette

WINNIPEG

ST.

Cullen

A

Skelly

and DALEY,

• n<J. 8P««t*cnlar Roller

/

ALBANY

Murray Voelk

4

CHICAGO
Do

I

Co^« d

Fox's Dogs

Herman Berrens
Hay A Hill

Aerial

Halc'b

A

Cassler

Kellam A O'Dare
Frank Fa iron
Huldoon F*kl'n A R
Fred Lindsay

Irene Bordonl

Curtln

W

The Norvelloe

(One

The Haynotts
Geo!Heather
"As Yon Like

1716

DAYTON

Hart Wagner

De-Haven

Toney A Norman
Bobble Gordono
The Rlos
Mrs Gene Hughes
Ed Horton

I

WOODS THEATRE

Fisher Co
A Nice

Bailie

2d half

piayn

Ul.ll)

.Wjme

Jack Joyce
Lee Kids

Murphy A Klein
B Totten Co
Race A Edge

J

Orphenm

Morey Sonne A
Welse Troup*

Silvia Loyal

fOtlj^rs to

Toe Bharracks
Watta A Hawlcy
Jommy I_«« Co

•rbette

Kramer A Boyle
Mary Haynes

The Duttons
Frank Orlunn

Orpbenm
•n'y A Moore

Clifford

Orphenm
Vera Gordon

Clark

A Eddie
VANCOUVER, B.C.

Chas Gibbs

*»» Week

A

Lang A Yernon

Corlne Tllton Rot
Joe Bennett

(One

Seals
td half
Hash! A Osal

Btraasle's

MAC

DALEY,

PROVIDENCE

2d half

Owena White A C
Lane A Freeman
Chapmln A Ring
L'O BEACH, CAL.
StnU

Owens White A O
Lone A Freeman
Chapman A RlagT

WACO, TEX.

Barnold's Animals

EHRLICH
THEATRICAL LAW

Ho

Martha Ruseell Co
Sherman Van A H

Sawyer

Orphenm

Amaranth

Harry Ben tell
Boyd A King
"Innocent Bve"
Holden A Herron

Donabelle A Wlls'n
Jack Case
"Last Night"

McCo#mack A

Ed Glngraa Co
Jaok Bymonde
Doraldlna

DALLAS, TEX.

WINDSOR, CAM.

Gosalar A Lusby
Basil A Allen

PITTSBURGH
Lyceum

4

LONDON, CAN.

Ward A Wilson
Los Perettos

Franels Roes

2d half

Ulls

Innls Bros

2

Ben Beyer
M Montgomery

Ashley

Shaw

Kama Co

(Three to

SIOUX CITY

Sophie Kassmlr

Sts4o

Clark A Bergman
Horrls A Campbell
Nlhla

A D

Haas Bros
Donald A Donalda
Lylo A Emerson
Lone Star 4
Hazel Green Co

Kee Tom

A McCoy

Davis

Turner Bros
Jackson Taylor •
Jimmy Lyons
Fred LaRelne OS

Choy Ling Foo Tr

Loew

Chaa Mack Co
Lambert A Fish

Majeetle

Chapello A Sten'tte
8enator Murphy

I

"Playmates"

Long Cotton Co

Harry Holman Co
Rockwell A Fox
Raymond A 8chr*m
Lucas A Inei
Demarest A Col'tte

Lyons A Tosko
Hoss A Frye
Jordon Girls
Ed Janls Revue

King Bros

Harconl

td half
Fred's Animals
Olive Wright Co
"Straight"

Mclntyre

Eddie Foy Co

Orphenm
Sam Mann Co

NEW YORK

Metropolitan

Mack A Castleton
A Lester Co
Eddie Caesldy
"One Two Three"

OTTAWA, CAN.

Adams A Gerhue

The McNaugbtoaaj

A

liOew
Slgnor Pru:»a- Co

Duo

Monohan Co
Marva Rehn
Foley A O'Neil
t Pioneers
2d half
Faber Broe

Sutton

Gaby Bros
Worth A Willing
Around the Clock

The Rackos

Orphenm

PORTLAND, ORE.

Rolfe'a Musical

Raymonds

t

H A K

Kalaluhl Co
2d half
Peecl

Molera Revue
Kennedy A Martin
Aerial Macks

Franels Ross

TORONTO

td half

SEATTLE

SALT LAKR

THE ORIGINAL BOX PARTY

W

tdhalf

White Bros
Eugene Emmett
Jimmy Rosen Co
Grace Cameron Co
B LaBar A Beaux

Phone:

Margaret Ford

bill

Dana A Loehr
O Hhndworth Co

SPECIALIZING IN
HAVE DEVOTED MY ENTIRB CAREER TO THH THEATRICAL PROFESSION

Orphenm

(Same

DeLyons Duo

Dare Thureby
Waldron A

Oe

81s

I

td half
Stanley Broe
Wahl A Francis

BEN

Harrx Conley
Swift

Theodore

Clark

Kane A Chldlow
Habelle Fonda I
KANSAS CITY

PRACTISING IN ALL STATES

OMAHA, NEB.

Oalettl's

John C Thomas
Rlgoletto Bros

Dugan A Raymond
May Wlrth Co

Orphenm

Amaranth

Dobbs Clark

Jack Kennedy Co
Claude Golden

Santos-Hayes ReT
J R Johnson
Green A Parker

Lillian

Haaon A Heeler
ddle Dowllng
Mabel Wlthee Co

A A F 8 ted man
F A H Brltton
T A K O'Heara

OAKLAND

Stetson

Weiss Troupe
Marie Russell A Co
Gates
Swain's Animals

Hargaret Taylor

Franklyn Ardell
Jennings A Howl'd
Jennings Bros

Detroit
Fitzgerald

Ryan A Lee
HcDermett
The Flemings
Everest's Monkeys
Billy

(Sunday opening)

Hdward A Clark

Libonatl

Josefson's

fill)

DETROIT

Howard Bros

Orphenm

Orpheom
La Bernlcla Girls
Jimmy Lucas

2d half

Dillon

BAN FRANCISCO

Jn Quon Tal

Lohse A Sterling
Margaret Taylor

(Others to nil)
td half

H

NEW ORLEANS

Hoody A Duncan
Bd B Ford

Nash A Thompson

CITY

York A King

Boreonl Troupe

Hart

A M

Orondo Duo

HEW YORK

Bennett 81s

A Lehman

Le Roy
Klnso

aVLlfZOO, HIGH.

Pallenberg'a A'm'ls
Millard A Merlin

Oarclnettl Bros
Blly

Yean Granese

Gypsy Songsters
FT.

W

2d half
Coscla A Verdi
Henry Catalan o Co

Hash A Thompson
Hilton

A

Bill O'nevleve

A

Fulton

Toney Grey

A Renn

Hellon

Hr A Hrs D

Martha Russell Co Bentley Banks A G
Lew Hawkins
Chas Wilson Co
Bobby Jarvls Co
"Fads A Frolics"

F X Bushman Co
Canton A Ballew

Van A Corbett
Nanon Welch

A Hack

Sullivan

DETROIT. MICH.

Bell

PAUL

ST.

Palace.

yjell

A

Monroe Bros

Royco

Furman A Nash

CLEVELAND

"Poor Old Jim"
Tabor A Greene

Douglas Flint Co
Haley A O'Brien

td half
Barrel A Faye
Cassoa A Klein

Richards

A S>
WASHTNGTOH

Glenn

THE BOY WONDER

Barker A Dunn
Timely Bevuo

BROOKLYN
Melville

Buckrldge A Casey
Frawley A Louise
Alf Rjpon

Bdlth Clifford

Tax.

A H

A Edge

I

2d half

Roy A Flynn

FEATURING

Uyedn Japs

A Stetson Johnny Dove
A Langton
AC Avery

Sherman Vnn
-Lot's Go"

Royal Harmony

ROSS WYSE and €0.

CAOO

Liberty

Van Hoven
Stanton Deno A 8
Valentine

oe Fellies

Hlllls

RlaJta

Majeatle

Rolls

A

Handera

La Bernlcla

It. MoJostlo. Dallas,

Gaylord

The Rectors

Eddie Leonard
Ford A Cun'ngham

Wosk Doe.

Oft* ST.. «. V.

Cantor A CnlJen
(One to 811)
Sdhalf
Stanley Bros
Melville

Neal Abel

MILWAUKEE

HUGH HERBERT

UtUe Lord Robert

VAUDEVILLE
HERBIE HEW80N, at tho Piano

All

A B

Hanson

Themes BeXOtOt

BOB NELSON
IN POLITE

Atklae

LANSING, MICH.

-

**.

A

Taylor Maeey

A Wilson
HATTOH* •%

VARIETY

1921

16,

Howatt

•d half

A

Juggling

ILL.

Da Laic

Knuwlpn A Hurst
John T Ray Co
Lewi* A Rogere

Anna Eva Fay

Wohlman

td half
Ford A Price
Cleveland A Dewvv
Follette Pearl A

Anna Eva Fay

Kltaer

A

Rail

Unanta
Burke A Raah

"New Leader"
Roea King t
(Two

(Continued on

ta Bill

pas;'

1

t4)

W

n

-I

VARIETY

24

(Continued from T.ige

13)

.of (lie navel tho meeting was declared adjourned, shutting off all
further talk alonj? that line.
Tlie meeting opened at 2:50 with
3 4 nun and live women on tho platform.
Among the men were Mr.
Kmersi.n,
Frank Gillmore. CJrant
Stewart. John Drew. John W. Cope.
Ralph Morgan.
Kthel I!arrynu»re
and T>ou»thy Bryant were among
the women.
Miss Bryant is the
secretary of the Chorus Kquity. It
was notieeable ar.d commented upon
that Paul Oulzel and Paul N. Turner, the latter the attorney for
Kquity. were In the audience, the
first

time

Equity

among
seemed

they

have attended an

being
without
meeting
honored group
It

the

credence to a recent
report Kquity had approached one
or more theatrical attorneys with
a view of selecting Mr. Turner's
successor.
One theatrical lawyer
when asked If he had been approached for that purpose by Equity
people within the past month replied
that he had.
to give

Mr. Morgan said the total receipts
ball were $1S,000, with expenses $11,000, leaving a net profit
of $7,000.
(Last year the net was
about $20,000.)
A member asked
an itemized list of the expenses.
Mr. Morgan said he had not the list
in detail, but some of the items
were: Supper, $4,000 or $5,000; orchestra (union, one evening), $1,200;
hall, $200; salaries. $1,000.
No other
information was vouchsafed.

from the

point Miss Barrymore
arose from the platform and left the
this

room, without passing any remark,
her departure causing some comment.

$150 weekly. Several of the members seemed to be of the impression
Gillmore
is also drawing a regular
agers' paper" and then proceeded to
salary
as treasurer of the Internadetail information concerning A. H.
Woods' resignation from the Pro- tional or Four A.'s, of which Equity
ducing Managers' Association.
He is an arm, with the treasurer likesaid Woods, In person, had called at wise allowed an expense account l.»
Equity's New York headquarters, that parent organization. Emerson
said he was glad to be away from remarked he would allow Gillmore
the P. M. A., that he always had to tell in person what he did and is
been for Equity and would make his doing for Equity.

Corse Pay ton).

called Variety "the

man-

Gillmore once more took the floor,
saying ho "sweats blood" in behalf
of Equity, works day and night, and
at the same time Gillmore accepted
the occasion to boost his staff and
the "financial statement."
atood that when he recently referred
Mr. Cope had little of consequence
to a P. M. A. manager as being In to say after pronouncing George M.
favor of Equity, he had not meant Cohan "America's best bad actor."
Woods, but that the manager re- Grant Stewart followed, with a ramferred to still belonged to the P. M. bling statement of the benefits
The Authors and Dramatists' Equity derives from its American
ASociety, said Emerson, was swing- Federation of Labor affiliation.
ing toward Equity, and he expected
With the proceedlnga drooping at
before long to see some of its mem- this time. Emerson again took hold,
bers In or aligned with Equity.
to pick up the running, cautioning
Emerson retired in favor of Frank the members to remember the
Gillmore, who said the members did Equity rules and regulations, to be
not appear to understand the work- loyal and steadfast, and mentioned
ings of Equity's closed shop. Actors Equity had expelled 17 "deserters."
did not rush "bull-headed'' into the among whom he said were Helen
Equity shop, said the speaker. They Freeman and Hilda Spong. Emerhad had plenty of time to think it son enjoined the members to stop
over before voting for and approv- criticizing the Equity officers and
ing of it. Reports from San Fran- council.
He stated Equity has
cisco, said Gillmore, were to the ef- 18,000 members, L3.000 on the stage
fect that all of that city was Equity and 5,000 in pictures.
excepting the Maitland company,
While asking for the support of
and a letter received the previous the membership for its officers and
day by Equity from Maitland said said that support should be active
he is now for it.
In the south as well as moral, the old actor reEquity was having a hnrd time es- ferred to asked his question, which
tablishing itself, according to Gill- led to the adjournment.
more, who ascribed a similar condition down east and in the middle
west, all of which he designated as
BOOKING AGREEMENT
"tough."
"That is why we need
(Continued from page 15)
every dollar we can lay our hands situations have called for the most

companies 100 per cent. Equity;
that he would induce none-Equitys
to join. Emerson stated Woods had
persuaded two non-Equity actors
to join Equity up to that time (Sunday).
Emerson wanted it under-

'

on." added Gillmore, referring to the
neglecting to give Equity
the one-eighth of a week's salary

members

they had been requested to do. The
speaker related that 231 ex-Fidelity
members were now in Equity, he
stating that Patricia Collingo was

the last former Fidelity to
Just before the meeting.

come

in,

General Explanation
Emerson at this Juncture again
took the floor, stating that so many
letters and complaints had reached
Equity from' members, inquiring
"Who are the officers? what are
they doing and what are they getting'."' that the meeting had been
called for a general explanation.
The ono-elghth to date hail reached

a gross of $10,720 for Equity, said
Emerson, and $20,000 had been expended
by Equity
in
bringing
Equity troupes back to
New York, ho claimed. "Hut it Is
a bad season and wc need more
moitt-.v ." he added.
fctramled

Tyler

A ft Claw
A sfoMet

•Vew Leaser*
Infield

J PsA

Tsesassss Pel

BM Rattans*
.Phillips Os
(Tms

ts

fill)

cuit.

report.

Grumbling Dissent
A low grumbling dissent seemed
evident among the members and
Emerson again pressed hlrrrself n>
the fore saying Equity had had to
Emerson on Variety
bear an expense of $2,000 in connecEmerson opened the meeting by tion with the Washington measure
stating he would send forth the
on foreign films, with a much larger
usual Equity anthem; that they sum
possibly necessary before the
mustn't believe what they read In bill could
be passed through the
Variety, a statement received in
Senate.
perfect quiet by the audience, an
Mr.
Emerson
said he would like
attitude also assumed by them later
when Mr. Cope alluded to George M. to answer about what officers draw
Cohan as "America's best bad and what they do. He enumerated
actor" (a phrase created by and for some of GUlmore's duties for his

Emerson

16, 1821

NEXT WEEK

BILLS

ditions then were not as bad at now,
a similar arrangement between the
major legitimate offices appear* ft
have been consummated. The difference is that the principals are
(Continued from pace II)
at the Hotel Astor, New York, had
reversed in situation. The 8huberts
been most disappointing, said GillI* Harktas A
were drawn Into the "adraaoad Ottitle
more. Financially it had been the
vaudeville" excursion, which was a ens
poorest affair of its character Equity
loser up to the time the Keith ofhad held. He stated Ralph Morgan
fice bought out the opposition cir- T Brsws's Bev
would road the ball's financial
CTwe ts 1U>

At

December

Friday,

"HARD TIMES AND HARD LUCK"

)

In Cleveland the Euclid Avenue,
which started the season with Shubert vaudeville, has been switched Ross A Foes
Howard A Fields
back to road attractions from either Adler & Rom

Reports that in Cincinnati similar
plans will be carried out are open
The Shuberts recently
to contest.
built and opened two new houses
there, the George B. Cox and the
Shubert. The K. and E. office conJotrols the Grand as formerly.
seph Rh nock's agreement with -the
Shuberts stipulates there must be
no vaudeville played in the Shubert theatres. It is not known, however, if the agreement takes in any
Reports are that
other theatres.
the Grand will be given over to
Shubert vaudeville and that the
syndicate will use the new Shubert
houses for attractions in booking
Shuberts,
the
with
conjunction
which would evade the Rhlnock
I

deal.

Rhinock Interview
Cincinnati dailies were much Interested in the matter. An interview
from Mr. Rhlnock was published
early this week, in which it was
stated that it was improbable Shubert vaudeville would be played
there. Mr. Rhlnock has considerable
Keith interests in the middle west
and although a heavy backer of
Shubert enterprises,

opposed to

is

the vaudeville project, which he
considers opposition to his interests.
There is still pending between the
Shuberts and Ilhinock an adjustment of claims made by the latter.

CINCI'S

Dec. 14.
The Art Theatre Players are now
using the old Lafayette Bank build-

on Third near Walnut

Fits

Weston's Mod«U
(One to fill)
td half
O A II LeFevre
Winter Garden 4
"Tho Intruder"
G Blaokwell Co
Ben Bernle
Willis Gilbert

DECATUR.

Co

IIX.

Two Kawanas

A Rom

Howard

Cleveland A Dowry
"Story Book Rev"

Keno Keyes A

M

(One to All)
2d half
P Rest A Bro
Jim Fulton Co
Popularity Queens
Teea Sherman Co

(Two

to

fill)

DUBUQrK.

IA.
Majestic
CUB* Clark
"Cotton Pickers"
Knapp A Cornelia
George A Cornalla

street.

2d half

McMahort

Rlalto

W

Hulo A Rio
(One to fill*

EV.VGVILLE. IXD.
Grand

Emha A

Alton

(111)

Majestic
Clayton A Clayton
Holly
Helene Collne Co

Norrls Novelty

(One

to

nil)

JOPLIN, MO.
Elect lie
1st half
Hennln*;*

(Continued from page 7)
attention.
In the former city the discussed
the project
with
the
Shuberts have undisputed control, Keith people.
that to be further strengthened
when the Forrest goes to their conThe booking of the Four Mortons
trol in the spring.
As the lease on
tho Gar-rick has but a short time for the Harlem opera house two
ton
for Percy G. Williams, appeared
to run and the Broad Street Is to
be razed, that would leave the K. to establish the principle of the
& E. office without a theatre in Keith bookers that drawing card
Philadelphia.
The plans to build features would be signed by Keith
a new Erlanger house in Philadel- irrespective of their former affiliaphia are ready, but with the booking tions. It had been accepted before
arrangement in force, that hous that, that "opposition acts" were
may not be built. The Shubert "blacklisted." The Mortons were
house will, according to the sup- about to start out In a new musical
posed lines of the agreement, take show, but the premiere had been sit
attractions from both the Shuberts back until the holidays. It was to
be called "Breaking Into Society."
and K. & E. booking offices.
In Chicago the reverse Is the case,
with the "syndicate" houses preCarnival company scandals be^in
dominating. The Selwyns and Sam to break into print.
One Harold
H. Harris are building two theatres Ihishea had booked a show with
on Dearborn street just above Ran- lL',000 of circus acts for a stand in
dolph, and the Shuberts control a Albany for the benefit ot a
New
plot
next
to
the
Selwyn- Harris York State militia organization.
sites,
with plans for immediate When it came time to pay .«alaric*
building drawn.
Information this the impresario wa.s not to In- found.
week is that the proposed new Shu- Tito act:* had beei socMtcil through
bert house for Cliien^o has been Henry Myerhefl' and tin
c A

The
Warren A O'Brien

KANSAS rjTY

to All)

OT. P*LLA. MONT.
Pants e;rs

2d half

Robert A DeMont
"The Question"
Zelaya

LINCOLN. NED.
Liberty

Harry

Dell

A DeMont
Ellis

Allan's Minstrels
2d half
Charles L*»depar

Ray A Fox
Mark A Stanton
Lulu

Orphenm
Walk,

o»

(Two

MIhsouIs 22

ROCKFORD.

.

All)

2d half
Ellis

LOUIS

Bros

SJd

h

Violet

"Prediction"

"Nlfht Boat"

Greenwich Yll'gers
A Rogers

81x Tip Tops

Rev

B

Daniol Finn

2d half

Saw Thru Woman
SIODX FALLS
Orphenm
Cook A Vernon
Kenny Mason A S

Georgia Howard

A Cornalla
BEND, IND.

Orphcum
KitntT A Heanoy
r.arrlos
A Will.

Kp

Howard Ni.-hoN

',;

i

I

;

:;

-\

Hu^li
("«.tm<

i

I'.t'ly

Tn.«n

&

A

Saul

Bronaon A B-lwnHs

Sfhoolcr
\-

t;n

Cei>rKc

l>TO\

i'\\.\
<

I

:> J 1
»,i||

in

t

I

'

iu

,<

Mr

I.

•"

rs

T

(',,

r.-irK.-,-

MnJ^Htic

I:

«v

u\v..

I.

.1'
!•:

ii

an

.i

uKh»-H

"-«>•

H

I

A-

Dnli.>j

«l

-»i-

How

It

M'-Ui-jith

;i|-fl

M-. Hi well

r.i

>«

i

•*

A
Tl'LSA. OKI.%.

MnjMtlc
V^ ilf.-

\.

S> n.i-'Jd

I'iiTlot

<•,,

HOI STO\. TLA.
'I

.t-

Middtr-t->n

f h.«w;.>

"l.ittlf I'nJiiK'"
M;i\ Dlo. :•

>\vr;iir:

'i"!i

'l.l.

HAN ANTONIO

1'4 )

I'.ilm.r \

ll.

'''•<:•!
'

1«<t hr»lf
Roatlno K H.-irrctte
.'film tSfiyer

Clifford

I

'

Mnjestle
(TulMa pplii

p|;i\M

Still ;im
•••.-

>

1

1

OKLAHOMA

>

J2-

Snyth-r

Ray fern & Maris
Wilbur A M«nslield
(Two to n

'Kyes of RUiMha"

MiUeetlc
(.-'lll.i-

"I" i-:.

2d hnlf

Mang &

Mi-i

;>.i\.'

n

Alice Hamlltcn
"BlonsoniH"
2 Ttaloy S'ls

A Nuhi.lHn

\'>rii.ri

A

Majestic
Kelllor.i

T*oi»

llouBhton

T.tiiy

i

<•

Cecil
Sis

Ara

Gilbert

LITTLE ROCK

o Donmll
||y & Frances

>''«!:>•

,

j

Rose A Moon
Harry Tauda
Brant A M'N'mafn
Lyric

t^<' Croha
FT. WORTH. TEX.
MaJeNtle

i

.

White Kohns

CJINCINNATI

Sully A Thomas
Julian Kltingc

•

-\

0»t**s A T^ee
Little. PlplfaS
Melon' Sis
"Little Cafe"

Majestic

rnanaianK fJonlon"
l,ynn.
Mass.
)f
SIK-

t

Loris

T^ew Wilson

DALLAS. TEX.

I

I

A Waltert
Carlton A Belmont
Paul Sydell Co

Ross Wyae Co
PantaRcs Opera Ce

Leruo A Dupree
Marie Dorr
Alexander A Fields
H Herbert Co

Is

I

Troupe
Rellly

Walters

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

Collne Co
Roberts A Clark

Fivo Cranes
Fields A Har'ngton

Pnntasrea
Petite Re\'

Pentoses

Pantasee
(Sunday opening)

H

2d half

M

Jenkins

SAN FRANCISCO Baby

!

i

Woman"

Al Shayne
Chody Dot A

S

Chuck Rlaner.
Terminal Four
Broadway Revue
P Conchas Jr Co

Lang A Vernon

Gillmore. again speaking, read the
i-redcil thf Into Harry H. I-' arrc
•Tinaneiai statement" published on
n.
thin page. He further said that durNat Smith, fornn r rn: na:.:i'r of In
Sutherland, New Y<n
ing the strike the picture actors of culled off.
v. ho
lli'spi-, .In-t-y City, h.i
also lost cornrni>M<Mw
tr.l. -n
Eos Angeles sent Equity $20,000.
Cleveland Opening
f'V.'r
tin'
nianaM'tm a! of
O'
"Most of them are now destitute,"
a ia]
The opening of tho Ohio, the syn l!iiy(;ii;ic, .\'. .1.
said Gillmore, "and Equity must dicate's new Cleveland house,
Harry Knnis (r .v f: // ,,,, \
this
look after them." The Equity's pic- week, with Shubert vaudeville, may ely's Maff>
was iImihi;
sin ],. ;,,.;
William Applsgrto, \v !.o
ture branehes ut New York and in presage plans for the further use in \aiul(\ illc.
\'.iri
Los Angeles were enormous losses of K. & E. booked house* for that ih'iit in Ijt'lMMinri. l.\s corn-span manamntf Mo: s' hnaiUvny Acv
J'a.,
ivpi.T ti.,|
York, has bn-p transh red" h, t,,«
to Equity, he said, but had to be purpobO.
It is recalled that wh«-n
"Harry fOi.nis. single, rinlir.ary.'" In new Khkia,
IhooUkn. Mir.
maintained, otherwise Equity might the K. & E. entered vaudeville the Variety'^
di,,^
report*
from
mm.JVi 'Arnold Hitti nhei .lack MuMo- u
as well abandon the attempt to season was peculiar in that there towns
in
those days "ordinary"
corral the picture actors.
was a shortage of strong attractions covered everything, the report :-:ii"d. •i now addition to the KHth-Mosn
fr»rc«.H. Ims been placed
The Equity Ball held last month and business was off. Although con- belov good."
in fharge of
Hie V, road way.
.

Caruso

MEMPHIS

Latrana
Johnnlo Becker Co

to All)

If

(22-24)

Charlie Murrsy
"Rla's OeneratlOBT

Travel

LaSalle Co

I..,

Pantnses

W

Saw Thru Woman

2d

(111)

Empress

(Open Week)
Jack Dempsey

ia.

Mack A Stanton
Wood A Wyde

.1

to

OGPEN. ITAD

ST.

Sawyer A Eddie

Lloyd

Hun

(One

Mary

PORTLAND. ORE.
Pantasee
"Act Different"
Jack Tralnor Co
Harry Van Fosse
Johnny Small Co
A O Ahearn
Daly A Berlew

SO.

Ann Suter
Kf*nn<'dy A K»on^y
'•nrazllian llriress"

A Rsy

Foster

2d halt

Gamble

(One

Humhr»rto llrnn
Hanwen

Powell

Carlson
Melodies A Steps

Tilyou

A

111!)

Pantos; e«

La

Pantasee
Latoy'a Models

Columbia
Arthur David
Austin A Delaney

ill"

Snxton & Fnrn-11

TACOMA

Great Lester
La France Bros

Hilly Doss

to

SALT LAKE

3 Kanazaka Broa
O'Hara A Neeley
KANSAS CITT

O

FAT
Hayden
T.ihakawa

A Crest
"7 Sweethearts"

"Summer Eve"
siorx cm,
Orphenm

Cliunsj Ifwa Four

Little

Johnson Fox A
Glaagow Maids

E

Hill

Flake

ITCH. CAL.
Hoyt

"Sawlns;

HolllnsSIs

Al

LONG

Curl Rnnliii Co
I>oral IMair <"o

Jerome North

Pantafes
Pederlck A Devere
Zelda Santley

Grand Opera
Wstslka A U'study
Harry Watklns
Chamberlain A
"Melo Dense"

May Co
.".11)

Mannjng A C Coleman A Ray
Hayden O'win A R Watson A Unuidt
Dancing H'phreys
Kane Morey A U
Al Fields
DENVER
Dr Pauline
Empress
VANCOUVER, B.C.

••Patches"

ST.

to

Rrkoma

Clans

Joyner A Foster
Mcllyar A H'mllt'n

Harry

(Two

Ju:inita

Fantasies

Electric

Hylv0H(er

"l>ixleland"

(Others

SEATTIJC

MO.

A

Junen

Clms Horard Co

Pantaces
Smith'* Animals
Crals A Cato
Pantheon Singers
Benzerv A Haird
Lunatic Bakers
Sampsel A L'hardt

2d half

Mayo A B
DllX.O
Sn»oy

Francis

SPOKANE

Buddv Walker
to

>

Harry Lamour Co
Chic Supreme
Noodlea Fagln

ILL.

Harry' Antrim
"Tea Mv P^ar"

S'.Htern

*

Hall

Palere
Raxton A Farrell
T, Harking A Boys
"Smttea"
(Three to nil)

Hally

i

Tyb.-ll*

Fivo Ava'.ona

ST. JOE,

21.

TumMlnjc Demons

I

(Two

plays

bill

Anaconda

Dellsle

L08 ANC>KLEf>
Pantacee
Lnrcto
Cuba Quartet

C»«»iievlev»'

(17-20)
(Siiiif

A Wilolte
A Wohlman

Torn Krowu's Rev
Smiipsnn & Do'gl.if.-

(ill

Olympiu.

4

Halltday

'Flashes"
Lutes Bros

till)

DI'TTE. MONT.
Pentoses

h:tlf

Juffsltns;

to

Creole Faith ion Rer

SAN

A TUrntr

no bar

(One

Scheftel's R«»v
Nell MrKlnlty
I!ouae T>nvld Band

Tlnrdw'll

Cota

Kl

Molirt.iv

Ilro'-

(o

play^

bill

Helena 2ti

Swan A Swan

RACINE. WIS.

Jean
r

"Flashes"
T.iif

(Same

.'.

Kn.-ipp

Co
MADISON, WIS.
('(fates

I'.uddy

(20-21)

to nil)

Roberts A Clarke
Innls Bros

A

4

Holland A Olsen
Meredith A fln'ser
(One to fill)

Marlonne A Boys
Russ Leddy Co

Nathan Bros
Cook A Vernon

A Howard
A Moore

Robert

Mllfo Paula
Rolland * Ray

Oklahoma City

Peake's Blockheads
Jean Barrios

('ax,

Paatates
(SunTlny opening)

Webb

Gladys

2d hslf

Lester

Jess

OAKLAND,

WINNIPEG

Jaa II Cullen
Five Avalons

Globe
Noel Lester Co

Hanley

*

O' Donne II

Rlalto
Creaeent Coined y

CIECTJIT
Three Atexs
Bernard A Ferris
Paisley Noon Co
Lee Morse
Arlsona Joe Co
Byal A Early

TAsar A Dale
Five Patrowara

Norrls Norelty
Nelson A Madison

2d

Cur lisle A Lu Mai
Minstrel Monarcha
(One to fill)

Cagwln

YEARS AGO

Adair
BAB
"Current of Pun"

Mai Johnson Co
Hall A Dexter
Jack Oregory Co

Chas Senion

Howard A Fields
JOLIET. I LI*
a coming production and has one
Orphenm
line, reading, "Oh, yes, really!" DanThe Intruder
zlger is dissatisfied with the part Ford A Price
and has suggested the following line (One to nit>
be substituted: "I'll take the same." Mary 2d half

15

Aerial Rfloneys

Wilhat Troup*

8!*

& Rogers
ELGIN. III..

Under the direction of Verne Fits- FT. SMITH, ARK.
patrlck the following plays are beJele
ing produced this week: "The Con- The HenninRH
Hamilton
stant Lover," by St. John Hankln, Alice
"Blossoms"
played by William Harrison and Vir- Ernest Hlatt
ginia Buchanan; "Madretta," the Lea Keillors
story of a Creole girl, by Stark C.ALE8JUR4:. ILL.
Young, wth Ruth Collins Allen In
Orphean*
the title rol3, assisted by Earle Au K A B Kuehn
A Harris
and Robert Beck; "The Widow's LnFrance
Wilhat Tr
Veil." an Irish play, with Zita Fal2d hair
Alex
Melford t
lon and Viola Krone; "The IntruHamlin A Mack
der," by Maeterlinck, with Ruth Al- (One to fill)
len, Verne Fitzpatrlck, Robert ToepGRAND ISLAND.
fert, Helen Lee, Alma O'Xeil, RobGraybill.
William Danzlger, picture editor of
the Commercial Tribune, has joined
the company. He is rehearsing for

(Sunday openluf)

B

PEORIA. ILL.
Orphenm

Tilyou

(Three to

Beck and Agnes

A Da vies
Allen'e Minstrels
A

td half

RoaUno A Bafts
John Oelser
"Eyes of Buddha"

Jason

MINNEAPOLIS

Troubadours
A Moors

TTTAA, OKLAr
Orphenm

PANTAGES

Kennedy

(One

A

Coley

Id half
Palermo's Canines

Nash A

All)

HtpnoArssas
Msrston A Manley
Billy Gerber Rev

Empress
Ray A Fox
'The Question"
Lulu Coatee Co

Kenny Mason

I

Lester

TERRR HAUTE

OMAHA, NEB.

A Hews*

Hauler

Kin? A Irwin
K A K Kuehn
La France A Harris l.arry Rellly Co
li

Billy Robinson
theatre folk are in a E Phillips Co
The
atmosphere* (Two to All)
Village
Greenwich
2d half
Across the street there is a Syrian
Rillle Gerber Rar
colony and a few blocks away a cat- Coley & Jason

ert

(Ono ts

Browning A Davie
Warren A O'Brlea

2d half

A Lloyd
Gamble

Al

tdhalf
Noel Lester Ce

Two Kawanes
J C Nugsat

OKM'LGEE. OKLA. Abraham Llneola
Howard A Ross

I

Flske

Thomas t

(Oao Is til)
tdhalf

Bar*te

John Qelger
"Eye* of Buddha"

(One

Summer Eve

little

sup factory.

A

Roattlno

OorAsa * d*
P AOPay

Kavaaaaa* A RVtt
Wanner A Palmar

(Two to All)
O A M LaFcrre
QIINCY. ILL.
E. ST. LOHS. IIX.
Orphenm
Erbrr's
Aim
Me ford
"Dreams"
Ilnmlin A Mai U
Cordon A Cordon

2d half

ART PLAYERS
Cincinnati,

ing,

A

Shrlner

office.

Holly

OKLAHOMA CUTT

MoJ^ftl*'
.

((>!vl;ih<»ni:i

& t

C,»nr.id
A |)ni|<i

Hlsa Ryan Co
I."edom A Ciirdii->r

Jack Hedlcy Co

I."'

I».*inrln»r

'

;';)

lt;ilf

K

•

*

1

»

1

l.arry Chiis'T

The

(.eigne-:. »
Milt Collin-*

AVInton Bros

<<: '
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should be well over $11,000.
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surprise of the year la "Bringing Up Father," which did close to
$10,000 last week at the New DeThla tends
troit at popular price*.
to indicate there la a demand for
legitimate attraction* at popular
prices, auch as the public used to
get on the Stair & Havlin time.

The opening of the Capitol is now
definitely set for not later than Jan.
Prices will he slightly higher
7.
than the Adams or Madison. Sixty
cents will likely be the top price for
evenings on the main floor. There
will be a large orchestra and all the
in^n will be uniformed.

KANSAS CITY

DETROIT
JACOB SMITH

By

In

grosa

two weeks.

The

at follows, and on pages:

ATLANTA
BALTIMORE
B08TON
BUFFALO

predicts

$80,000 for

By

WILL

R.

GAYETY.— Marlon's eompany.
peace by sneezing. In police court
he claimed that he had a bad cold.
LOEWS.—Hazel Green and Beau
Judge Fleming also had one, and Brummels, Lone Star Four, Haas
discharged the defendant upon the Brothers, Lyle and Emerson, Donald
grounds that sneezing was a neces- and Donald.
sity.
CAPITOL. Capitol Opera Co. In
"Pagliacci"; film, "The Call of the

—

MONTREAL
By

We

LYRIC— Vaudeville

GRAND—
CENTURY—
OAYETT—

ALLEN. — Allen

GARDINER

Concert Co.;

Seebaclc, Tyrell

—

7la&Sv
UHjM

and Mack.

Orpheum

Players

week) in "Macushla."
Next
week American
Wheel
"Hurly(last

—

THEATRICAL OUTFTTTEES
1580

Broadway

New York

LOEWS GRAND—

The

HOWARD THEATRE—

—

WHEN YOU THINK OF PIANOS
THINK or

his

REEDER '» ARMSTRONG
The Boys

Who

Play

Them

Different,

Comedy

Brooklyn,
(Dec. 15-18)

Fiilton,

Ceeley Square and
York, Next

Week

William*

Restricted Pianologue

recovery-

J.

H.

Upon complaint
ment

Is

II

SHOES
The ingenious and artistic manner in which I. Miller designs
shoes wins the popular and quick
approval of the theatrical profession and others who are discriminating in their choice of footwear.

years old
sporting

I.

In

of the

manage-

MAKE UP

Est.

Henry

C

Miner, Inc.

Broadway

New York

of a picture show, Jerry Kip-

INERS

MILLER
1554

a traveling salesman, was arrested charged with disturbing the

New

.S3SL-

STAGE AND STREET

ling,

(Dec. 19)

LUB1N

pro-

MILLER

I.

circles.

Bookings Arranged by

Mr.

He

and extensively known

Now

State.

veteran

Crovllle,

moter of the National Athletic Club
here. Is suffering from a general
breakdown, and his friends fear for

film,

"What Do Men Want?"

—

ORPHEUM.

SHUBERT—"Mies Lulu Bett."

M.

ST. DENIS (pop vaudeville).—)
ville).
Nora Bayes, Jack and Kitty Ginsberg Troupe, Handley and
Frances,
Arco and Arco, Harcouxt's
DeMaco, Leach Wallln Trio, Tameo
Kajiyama, Palo and Palet, Jock Animals, Student Quartet.
McKay, The Lockfords, Du-Calion.
Jolly Johnny Jones and Co.
PRINCESS.— Arman Kaliz and
Co., Billy Glason, Spencer and Williams,
Meehan's
Canines,
Tom
Hoier, Ann Gray, Harry and Har-

Waik'-r Whiteside in "The Hii.du"
"Welcome Stranger."
Burley."
under"Big Revue."
of at "Michigan -Shubert.
high calibre.
"Flashlights of 1921."
"The Comebacks" stood it was practically a new proHeadlining on last half of bill have
at
•roused much interest and have duction, having had its premiere
Business last week showed a de©sen treated enthusiastically by the some of the smaller towns. One set cided turn for the better and the
•MCS.
is used throughout the three acts, smiles are returning to the local
At the Grand
Film feature, and it is elaborately don<\ The plot house managers.
"The Lure of Egypt," shown in con- is very threadbare. It is Intended Mrs. Flske In "Wake Up, Jonathan,"
junction with personal appearance as an Oriental mystery play. While was enthusiastically welcomed by
jr. Lionel West, Georgia boy, who
has its dramatic and tense her many admirers, and the receipts
1t
the entire week.
J*a small part in picture. Drawing moments, it is by no means the best held up well
amateur proMg. Five acts of vaudeville.
thing Whiteside has done. It may Kansas City 'a leading
League FolJunior
duction.
Over the be that the author, Gordon Kean, lies," at the Shubert the last four
so
story
the
Hill.*
fix
up
able
to
be
will
First three days Mrs. Mary
This
business.
capacity
days,
had
Carr, the Mother in the picture, ap- that it has more suspense throughthe first time this entertaint«ared personally.
out. As it is now the plot is solved was
at a
presented
been
ever
had
ment
almost before it gets under way.
theatre. Barney Gerard's
Mr. Whitesido plays the Indian downtown
big
the
was
Day*
the
of
"Follies
Prince, and has an excellent supamong the popular priced
porting cast, assisted by Sydney noise
BDT. AND 8EI,L—
a
getting
near
came
and
houses
Maurice
DIAMONDS and PRECIOUS b TONES.
Macl>aren,
Ian
Shields,
*>• Not Sacrifice Before Seeing Me
Mavid record at the Gayety.
Sherman,
Grant
Barrett,
Miction
Wood.
PAT HK3HK8T PRICF
Allan, ^t'lni.y a
Welcome Stranger" prlcea have
APPRAISING FRRB OF CHARGE
McClintoek.
been set at $2.50 top. with part of
HIGHEST REFERENCES
the lower floor at 9S. At the ShuN. MILLER, Room 909. Harrlmen
ZiegfeUrs "Follies." New Detroit. bert "Miss Lulu Betf advertises
Bolldlns.
S*7 Fifth
w*S^ilAvenue,
?nmi B*"*
sold out for week. "Special prices for Kansas City, only
completely
House
«7
Corner 44th Street.
Sam 50 cents to 2.'*
Will remain second week.

KEITH'S

JOHN

HIS MAJESTY'S (Shubert vaude-

riet

HUGHES

North."

State and

Monroe

Streets

Chicago
Wtrtfi

J^trgtit VriJuctr $/ Theslriest
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ANNOUNCING TO THE THEATRICAL WORLD IN GENERAL I
.

AND
WILL MAKE A TOUR OF THE ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

IN

THEIR AMERICANIZED SATIRE

tour December i$,
"ii/ucM
ni nr»Lr oiMr'Q" commencing theirtheatre,
I Ht CLAJCK KUNuo
WHt-IN TXJI7
Chicago
at the majestic
And

1921

Closing Their Tour June IS, 1922, at the State-Lake, Chicago

WARDROBE BY MAYBELLE SHOP (LENORE BERNSTEIN)

i

Tanguay retired to her dressing
room for a change to another of
those remarkable costumes she always wears, and a dance was given
by the musicians meanwhile (house
band, not Miss Tanguay's). After
aha did the "Pan" song on her next
Teddy Waldman, her
entrance,
harmonica player of her regular
act, harmonized a little, then an >ther
dance and then "I Wish I Were Able
to Sit at a Table" with "that cosThe wish should find its
tume."
echoes nightly. After the flash. Miss
Tanguay remained away while the
band played, and for her concluding
number, sang "I Don't Care." The
applause was of such tumultuous
proportions Miss Tanguay responded with a versed speech.
The turn may be held down to
not more than two appearances.
Miss Tanguay is really giving one
performance a night in the restaurant, not appearing previously to
12:30. She Is receiving a flat salary

weekly

Shubsrt't
Shubert's closing week is as quiet
their opening, there being no
newspaper publicity regarding it,
nor Is the show unusually poor or
unusually good. They gave three
vaudeville shows Sunday instead of
the customary two (performers receiving extra pay), filling the house
at each evening performance, the
matinee being a little off.
Vardon and Perry, two capital
entertainers with an unprogramed
girl, carried headline honors, with
Pedersen Bros, taking plenty of applause and three bows. Arco Bros.,
Rudinoff, and the Ziegler Sisters
make up the rest of a good bill, and
the picture, "Lavender and Old
Lace," Is a better feature than the
two previous weeks' pictures.
The coming and passing of Shubert vaudevillo in Dayton is an incident but not an event.

it at the finish, the male's dancing
very much liked. Despite all that
almost three went before them. Watson Sisters
cleaned
up in the next-to-shut spot,
months ago is there this week, drawing heavily, aa it is the lone musical and Bostock's Riding School, with
good routine and the old, funny
show. Sothern and Marlowe next.
plant business, closed to a moving

"Up

pear

In the Clouds," billed to ap-

l>o Dltrlchstein in "Toto" opened
the Pitt after it was idle two weeks.
the crowd almost filling the house
opening night.
San Carlo Crnnd
Opera next.

:

Sam
Jimmy

S.

with

the

accordion, and Brother
the wnter-fllled bottles

with syncopated dexterity.
Doc Buker returns in "Flashes"
and found many friends after a
year's
absence.
His
lightning
changes are made with a sanfroid
that seems to kill the effect, as he
w is not rewarded with applause
after each change.
Polly Walker
and Bud, and Jack Tearson came in
for their share during the act.

Shubert (Shubert)
lifted
Shubert

Hussey

slightly better.

Brengk's

an I was

Golden

Horse

opened
two

liked to the ext nt of

Cullen.

Thit

clever

Buddy Doyle

in blackfac*

imitated Jolson. Cantor and Leonard
(at the Davis), all commendable.
Hussey and his gang marched on
for the balance.
Much of his stuff
has been s -"en here before, but that
didn't matter.
His newer songs in
his inimitable dialect will always
win solid laughs, ihe farce fighting
bit with Gene Delmont and a goodlooking flock of choristers were
other good points.

Musical Rowel

I

ys

week (Dec. 12), McVicker's, Chicago
Now Touring Loew Circuit
Director,

aerial ladder of the Ferris Wheel
type; then Petty Reat and Brother,
in moments musical, Miss Petty

drumming

Rome an1

bows.

were bitter than several
recent deucers in this house. Vtnie
Daly was most appreciated in a
Spanish danoe and a song from "La
Tosoa," winning three earned bows
Vine and Temple set 'em laughing
at the go and kept them that way.
Joe Jackson closed first half with
bicycle business
his well-known
'still
fresh enough to take thr.e
steppers,

curtains.

begging off, while ahout four others
were tied for second place.
La Pilarca Trio, opening, danced

.'

ABE THALHEIMER

JOHN

BEN

HYMAN & BERNIE
WRITERS OF EXCLUSIVE MATERIAL
Room

506,

Loews Annex

Bid*., 160

Weit 46th

New York

Street,

City

COLEMAN HARRI80N
PICTURES—Grand and Liberty,
By

REISER WEBER'S
58th St.

house.

business at the opening of the current week with his hrilliant revue.
Monday afternoon was about trtreevied (juarters filled, with the evening

Davis (Keith's)
An especially good line-up
for applause honors Monday afternoon. Eddie Leonard was a slight
leader,
with
his
usual
speech

PITTSBURGH
COLUMBU8 CIRCLE &

Alvln

the

at

noatly before special drapes, and
Jack La Vier did his trapeze hokum
next to goodly appreciation.
But
Keith's
the applause riot started with
-n
There were enough regular Mon- and Betty Morgan touehing the
day nlghters to brave a mild snow- spark. After they took four bows.
storm to All Keith's 75 per cent, at Roger Imhoff in his "Pest House'
the 6.30 show tonight, and they were worked to the same kind of results
well rewarded, as the show is worth at the finish.
Miss Patricola. althe money and a little exposure to ways a winner here, started mildly.
inclement weather.
and wound up to unanimous favor,
Opened by Clairmont Brothers ""enita Gould, switching with IVonwith some very snappy work on the ard In '»«* r>vlr>r of pot«j, <ji»l a

Last Sunday night when Miss
received her first week's
Shubert vaudeville salary of $2,500
at the Rialto, Newark. N. J., nhe
found the envelope shy $125, office
commission. It was just about as
Miss Tanguay was headed for the
Handera and Millis, programed
stage and her turn. She remained "the eccentric pair," are Just that,
Their
in her dressing room until the miss- and they carried the show.
ing money came to her, the singer comedy is skillful pantomime, and
the manipulation of the derbies got
claiming there had been no talk
laugh after laugh. Lots of applause
about 'office commission," s'.ie pre- and bows. Captain Bett and his
suming a direct net booking. It may seals never fail to please.
end her Shubert vaudeville time as
The usual Keith show filled out by
O'Brien
in
"Chivalrous
the matter created feeling, It is Eugene
Charlie."
said, on both sides.
Tangiiiiy

I

Side,

as

at the Folies.

movie owned by Morris Aksel- Daphne Pollard bit, still fresh here,
on California avenue. North and collected three bows. Leonard
was transferred to Rose B. got an ovation at both ends of his
turn, and Stewart and Olive shared
Kelly a few days ago.

rad

By MoLAIN

(Continued from page _0)
bother about the music if the orchestra walked out, as they could
make the jan through their knives,
forks and plates. Quite a number
tried and got away with it.
After the first two songs. Mis*

of $2,r.00

A

DAYTON

CABARET

"Tol'able David"; Duquesne, "Ca,,
mille
Olympic, "Don't Tell Everything"; Regent, "Pilgrims of the
:

DINNER

$2

INCLUDING

VODVIL
DANCING
NIGHTLY FROM
TO CLOSING
7:30

AfTKB THEATRE

Night";
Savoy.
"Primal Law";
Blnckstone.
"Without Benefit of
Clergy';
Dixey (Carnegie, Pa.),
"Over the Hill";
Cameraphone.
"For Those We Love"; Lyceum.
"Garments of Truth";
Kenyon,
"Lure of Jade."
"Golden Days" at Nixon.
Irish
Players in 'White -I leaded Boy"
next.

RENDEZVOUS
IN

JACK WILSON
PHIL BAKER

KANE

Maggio, orchestra contractor here, has opened a booking
agency.

and

DON VALERIO
AND

CO.

(rOBMSBLY BOSA KINO TRIO)

HERMAN

KLEIN BROS.

BOBBE and NELSON
ASH and HYAMS
MARIE STODDARD

McWATERS

and

Successfully Written for the Following

KITTY GORDON

Frank

PARADI8B

Italy's

We Have

EDDIE CANTOR

FLORENCE MOORE
DOROTHY WAHL
VAL and ERNIE STANTON NEVINS and GORDON

ARTHUR WEST
FRANK GABY
CHUCK RESINER
EDDIE and GRACE PARKS

RIVES and

ARNOLD

COOPER and RICARDO
HARRY ANTRIM
JACK GOLDIE

TYSON

Premier Wire Dancer
WITH

THERESA and ESTELLE

In Preparation for Next Season,

Syncopated Miases

•SALLY,

"^

HYAMNS

and MclNTYRE

*""
bU
" A^n'oF VhE ftffig *>
wt.tf oStf"S o£25T
"THE MIDNIGHT FOLLIES." at the Metropole. for Grossmith
& Mdone ilf Si? FrandsTowle
I. PNfmtai A fourth .how for Hoy**, * York., opooin,
Ooc 15. Book by rUrr? vSr£S o»d
at the

ftSS^

^

^t

a

in

new

rn'" °

vehicle

S

'

mu.ic by Not Ayer

® C ° Chran

BESSIE

MXOY

DAVIS

THE FAMOUS "YAMA YAMA" GIRL
IN

a

A NEW DANCING CREATION

CASTLES

IN

THE AIR

NOW TOURING SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE

ff
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Variety's
Publicity
Modes

of the

Moment

Plan

Every production—every act succeed* or fail* accordin* to how much knowledge the producer and the lead*
ing artist* have of what theatre patron* require to enter*
tain them.

Variety's continuous publicity for
players takes the form of announcements or cuts in consecutive issues of

success achieved by AMELIA CA/Jtfi i* the result
of Miss Cairo's faculty for unerringly selecting mode*
that will make the artute appear at her best.

The

CAIRE SHOP now

are evening wrapt, gowns, and
costumes that will please you.
In the

We

suggest an early

imm

*

Variety.

call.

The plan

figured at the lowest

is

and may be graduated to any
amount, but is continuous publicity.
rates

AMELIA CAIRE,
102

'

Inc.

New York City. Phone Circle 8840.
CoMtume and Millinery
Street Wear
Stage Wear
W.

57th

Write for particulars

St.,

(Jolem,"
j

Individuality

Our Aim

Special Note:

This establishment hew no connection with any shop operating under

Shubert Vaudeville
Walter Weems carried off honor?
on the bill at the Chestnut Street
Opera House this week, but Charles
T. Aldrich and his lightning change
specialty ran the comedian a close
second. Both of these acta seemed
to be better liked by a good -sized
first-night
audience
than
Belle

•

a similar name.

GRETMACK
Rose

C.lrl."

Prejudice," pic-

Toes,"

bur-

The

MARY LAND— Keith

vaudeville.
Co. in "Varieties

lesque.

QAYETT- "Bathing: Beauties,"
with Jack Johnson; burlesque.
GARDEN — Wanda .nd Seals,

Harry Carroll and
of 1921" top the bill this week, and
the songwriter, with able ass is tarn
from his "company," holds the lights
spot In a likable manner. The entire
show is pleasing, with comedy and

Foster and Joyce, John Jess and Co.,
& Williams, Tollman Revue.
film attraction, "The Primal Law."

Keene

•

LOEWS HIPPODROME.— Turner

dancing predominating. Doyle and
Jackson Cavanaugh have a good vehicle in
Taylor Trio, Jimmy Lyons. F. >d La "The Lobby," and press the headHeine and Co., film. "Pilgrims of liner for applause honors. Paul
Decker and Co. ace seen in a sketch,
the Night."
—"A Prince There "I Heard." Others on the bill are
the Creightons, Sheldon and Earle,
[Was," Aim.
"The Iron Trail," nim. with Arthur West. Wisser and Co. with
their
trained duck opened and the
personal appearance of Rex Beach.
Chandons Trio, a corking aerial act,
Bros.,

the

fcfc^ JnV^

PHILADELPHIA

BOULEVARD— "Camllle.

ture.

PALACE— "Twinkle

fcfrfl

STRAND —

to Face."

AUDITORIUM— "The

LYCEUM— 'Blind

IVfl

PARKWAY—

BALTIMORE
By

E3 m« S

Storey, billed as headlines
That star, however, drew a number of encores from downstairs, and
her
songs were generally regarded
"The Son of Wal- act closed and held them In with his as well
selected and arranged. Burt
showmanship.
llngfordV Aim.
Earle and his girls, despite a rather
bad
position
early en the bill, were
RPVOLI— "The Lotus Eater," film.
also popular. There was not a great
deal of distinction about the bill,
"Fall of Babylon,"
but it was well liked.
film.
By ARTHUR B. WATERS
frfll

FORD'S— "Face

*L^

biggest houses.
Incidentally
foreign'
picture.
"The
is to be run at a big Stanley
downtown house within a few
weeks.
their

another

McNaughtons,

CENTURY

NEW—

Aldlne, the Felt Brothers' In-

dependent house, has reduced its
scale from 99 to 78 cents, evening
performances, and from 65 to 60 for
matinees. The new scale parallels
the Stanley's, a block away.
The
Aldine's former scale (the highest
of any picture house here) failed to
realize much with "The Three Musketeers," which ran four weeks at
this new house. The last two weeks
were decidedly off, and the management, after a consultation with the
United Artists, decided to fight the
Stanley on its own scale. "Little
Lord Fauntleroy" is the first film
under the new scale.

B. F. Keith's

Ed Gallagher and Al Shean

in

their "Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean
in Egypt" sketch, were well received. Their topical song broke all

ACADEMY—

any

J'ariety office.

REG EXT.— Feature film. "Beside
the Bonnie Brier Bush"; Famous
Regent orchestra.
OAYETY.— Dave Marion's "World
of
Frolics."
with
Sliding
Billy
Watson.
The Sliubert vaudeville company
assembled here under the management qf Bert Llewllyn opened to a
topheavy house at the Monday matinee at the Royal Alexandra. In the
evening the house was pretty well
filled.
Hetty King was installed
favorite with Torontonians, but the
whole bill was well supported. The
wise policy of having well -knows
English acts for the opening bill
brought an audience composed of
mostly old-country people.
Several good advertising stunts
were pulled, one of having Griff, the
B 'tish bubble artist, entertain children at the largest department store,
and the other placing cards on business houses along main thoroughfares announcing the fact that the
place was closed as all hands had
gone to the Royal Alexandra.
Business here opened up with a
full
house everywhere last week
and a turnaway election

night, them

long distance records and brought It ran fair
until Saturday, when the
in every conceivable local topic.
hockey season opened at the Arena
The Courtney Sisters were wel- and put a slight crimp in business.
comed back as old and pleasant
friend*. Their string quartet helped
The decision of the aldermanls
a lot The Wright Dancers, a new executive
committee of Montreal tt
act, seemed to lack some
degree of enforce an old law prohibiting Sunbu to*** Promising. Charlie day performances in any theatre in
HESk
i
Olcott and
Mary Ann were weU re- that city did not prevent the vaudeceived, although she was the
favor- villlans and burlesquers from makite of the two.
The bill lacked a ing a sleeper jump out of here
good dramatic skit of some sort, but
Saturday night, as they figured
the comedy and song hits were
well they were not allowed to work they
done of their kind.
would at least be able to visit a picture show and breathe easier than
they would in puritan Toronto.

PICTURES.—"Ladies Must Live,"
Stanley; "Queen of Sheba," Stanton
(3d week); "Fool's Paradise," KarlShubert Vaudeville. ton (3d week); "Little Lord FauntA tip-top all-around show here this leroy," Aldine (1st week); "Shame,"
week, Frances White holding the Victoria; "Bits of Life." Arcadia.
R T L ALE XANDRA.-Shubert
coveted position. Arthur Terry, a
Q ?
n,
poor imitation of Will Rogers,
Wasslli Leps Is conducting the
opened. The Avolos followed in their orchestra
at the Stanley this week
well known and oft played xyloin conjunction
phone act. Ernestine Meyers, with a 'Ladies Must with the showing of
Live."
Leps is a
AN
company of four, ofTered pleasing Philadclphian
Madcmol 'ell« of Armand very popular „nn?
entlerea/P"~"
"Dance Creations." Dickinson and here.
second week.
Deagon
pleased
with
their
chatter
are offering Fur Coat values as
did Bert Hanlon, despite the fact
that cannot be duplicated anywhere. that
The Aldine now has an orchestra
most of his material Is someA call will convince you.
worn. The Hannaford Famllv, used in conjunction with its organ
A small deposit will secure a Fur what
with "Poodles," closed the first half recitals. J. Frank Merrick is the
Coat.
with a fine equestrian act Clayton leader of the symphony orchestra
OPEN EVENINGS t* II P. M.
and Lennle opened intermission and which has been installed, while and four other vaudfvllteacts pilS
8UNDAV l« A. M to ,6 P M.
made it easy for Frances White to Rollo Maitland and Firmln Swinnen
Seb * Ue
^hc
remain as the chief organists.
Swamp'.'
walk away with the bill. Miss
closed.

to

TORONTO

Fur Coat?

25% Saving on Purchases Made Now

Melville Brown, leader with Daft
Marlon's show, celebrated his 71st
birthday in Tor.mto on Saturday"
last.

We

"^^wa'in

White

THEATRICAL RJIKO

A ES -" The Di *erent *pas charming as ever and "MisLocal picture men express great
?
sis-slppi" is ever new when sung by
d four
? t* Ure other vaudeville acts
MAftCUS LOEWS ANNEX
her. Bert Hanlon and Miss White surprise over the reception of "The i-ntr,
'^-Rich-Quick WaN
ISO WEST 462STRrH 0PB1 EVENINGS sta re an impromptu act of the kind Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" in this city. lin3fl&.
-After a private showing early in the
LOlOW'S.-Ethol Clilmor* and
that the new vaudeville house seems
Co
fall the Stanley people refused to
"r
to foster and the patrons here enjoy.
v -»"devilie
acts
touch it, saying that it was too hor- Him
nim feature
r
V ° thVioi.i
«•""
General F'i>-afii> in iiln ctiicttVb*"0Oliii£ rible
T>i"i
n«.'iliv
for popular favor. During Oc- Stuff."
ttfLLV DOSS HfcVUt
tober Alving Plough, a local newsKW
Wit*
**«•. LanlM*. Cwvt Mi **•
paper movie man and publicity Pifm , "? WrNTER f.ARDKN «»'
'•-<•
»™»
agent, ran an exploitation campaign
l.'rnle Iliatt said that Grant took
for "The Cabinet" at the Bluebird,
Watch for Big Activities Beginning Jan. 1st
Kirhmond.
Harry Watkins says:
a small neighborhood house.
^'fl.'but nut until Delmar promised
All
box-offlee records of this house the
c iitri.ic *9*e-B»si
lnm the r«'st of the time
Bluebird— were broken, and as a re-
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BUCKNER
$100ft00.00

New

Offices, Suite 402,

York State Corporation

1658 Broadway, Cor. 51st Street

REHEARSAL HALL—6th FLOOR— SAME ADORESS
Night Address, Landseer Apts., 245 West 51st
CIRCLE
Comptttnt People

in All

17 3t;

APT.

sult the

Nlxon-Nlrlinger people, who
control a number of West Philadel-

following It up with bookings in
several of their big neighborhood
houses. The Nlxon-Xirlinger propie are also running 'The (Vibinc"
in the 69th street and the s;
;,.i
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WANTED— MAN TO TAKE CARE
OF ONE PONY,
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phia houses, signified their willingness to book the feature.
At this
point the Stanley companv booked
the feature at its Palace downdown

offer to L. P.

Temple Theatre,
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Detroit, Michigan
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Saturday

The Louisiana closed
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after a disastrous season with stock.

Manager Leopold has about decided
pop vaudeville booked through a local agency.

to reopen shortly with
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GETS YOU NOTHING

''UTiy doot you

concerned, but the Palace receipts
are larger, due to a difference in the
admission scale.

SMILE

usual In fine fettle, but sturdy, even
to being tough. Alice Lake in "Over
the Wire'* (film) kept interest at
high pitch.
Irma and Connor
opened, and set about their work
with the Idea Of winning as early
as possible.
They had everything
and tried to get to the audience, but
not with conspicuous success. Audience got the decision by a wide
margin, but Irma and Connor, especially irma, got a splendid rating.

Phoenix Trio sent across

and Moulton, veterans of the,
fame, proved the dark horse, sailing right in, hitting with precision.
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Cunningham
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ROBERT EDGAR

450 Kuster Te-race
Salt

Seattle.

With.

DOC HOWARD

FRANK FOSS

J

turn Is r.nt strong eriough to close
pmall time bills, failing to hold them

the usual singing and dancing
fanfare hurtled together In meaningless fashion which could hardly
Daniels and Walters
spell success.
were the llfesavers with method a
trifle diverse and current patter that
held audience value. They elicited
premier plaudits ami are entitled to

was

the

.i^V***

girls got the most because of their
energy and efforts to please, not for*

wards

Is

using a Broadway drop

work. Mang and Snyder tried
hard closing, but could not stem the
tide of walkout- who will not wait
for acrobats unless tho first two
minutes give promise of novelty or
in his

striking ability.
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getting personal attractiveness.

when White's
evidently painted
"Scandals'' played the Globe In 1920.
He could have struck much more
resoundingly by submerging himself

I

»"lece.
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East 6th Street
Civc-nnati. OHio
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Tir r K 1

Lake Cty. Utah
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spin, here.
turru-d in IiIh famous hoad
Sparse entertainment at the Orwent further as Edwards shot Hilcornet
gold
hi.s
through
pheum this week, with the patrons
tonrs
Three Ranjostls found little re- vcrcd
with a fitruttinj; failing to enthuse particularly. Ous
twelve
sti*u«k
and
sponse. Their Interltido Is bark five
The early part of the act Kdwards and his revue had stellar
finish.
Jjare, requiring modernizing badlv
consideration, but fore and aft, save
and a punch or two.
especial commend:! Hon for awaken*»* playing might have earned needs ppeed
instance of Daniels and Wal- ing interest Just when tho whole
Lldcll and CJihs-nn proved do luxn. in the
wjmethlng with animation n r with
ters, were stretches that iost themwiih
honors
preni;<r
onnnanng
works were skidding. Jack Inglis
jjjne show or novelty in pre.««ntaselves In a vista of nothingness. ran along in the cystumary nut vein,
first minTno comeback minstrels of somethiiiR to share. Their
crowd was average. Van Cleve losing something through employing
Hk
utes did not promise much, hut as The
Ptner day s looked floppy
at the
his mule did not arouse them at
such elevating verbiage as "He gave
the female impersonators got into and
the start. Sandy, from tho Kdwards her a r.ip in the pus' and "Where
their act the result was never in
missed comp!< «•!>• with in the heil is my sailor hat?" Inglis
menage,
utandin^
are
Morcak Sisters
JAMES
gays— douht.
been
paeprion ac- Scotch matter that has
doubled in the Kdwards act and asntlll. Juilgimr from the r<«
17
Sandy was sisted
"*!' r>r(
31 "
for "'-lu* -." mnl<-rinl
I to
rout in". wh:«h is fa- raded here many times.
Mang and Snyder, who closed.
r
n,
afMrosM t* Klatir'-n I'.ulM- corded their
I inu"an
that slipping almost throughout, tripping
music
ntal
ineid*
Kdwards did very well considerthe
and
p r a"tl"' o.
miliar
<«||f.
Affr that,
llati
completely
a Iviu h-r rue ib-y at ing h^ is possessed of few extreme"»3 Y.
llr-aiiway. N»w Vork.
was a detraction because of its tl-j.! »-ii.i tiiatwith
upon
iofli<t«d
lias
b"(
'^it. Mfiflison-a
Thr-ir pr< -s«-nt
The
ly tabnted \oungsters this trip.
Ifudyit So. 1«. |1 hackneyed strains.
the I.ical gang hui:dr»-ds of times
Uyron and Haiir skipped abo-at and
There
warbled, but without avail.
of
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WORSE OFF FOR

Chcago.

de-

WIN

•'-.YOU'LL

For
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NO USE WHINING

ARE YO\J ANY THE

^

Improper approximation of pace Is
ring havoc with vaudeville prowns these days.
That contin>cy practically wrecked an otherPi appropriate show at the Pal*« the first part of the week.
-arpos Brothers, opening, were In
;nd out. They began
slowly, picked
midway, dropped back again and

!

ft-

LOOK BACKSIX MONTHS

'

They earned the applause

cisively.

•

,

•peed.
Mills

finished mildly.
Enough meat
tun,, bui it failed to score

kite

THAT'S IT

<

many

a number of which told.
Their assortment contained an admixture of plain and fancy moves
and one of the members disclosed
some dandy footwork.
Bertram -May and Co. had faced
audiences before. They scored resoundingly at times, but were in and
out, not following up their comedy
properly.
Artistic Trio looked like
«asy conquerors of audience at the
•tart, but had nothing
but early

trophy.

fmt&m

mam

wtule

SAAILE

I

•

punches,

Timing their humorous assaults
nocked out audience cleanly

the

all
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Into the premier southern small
timer, in so far as attracting people

xairly.
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GENEVE

LEO

AND
IN
OPENING ORPHEUM TOUR WEEK JAN.
"Flashlights of 1921' 19

"A VAUDEVILLE CONCERT'
2,

WINNIPEG, CAN.

L O

29

1

BURLESQUE ROUTES

"Follies

1

(Dec. 19— D«c. 26)
••Baby Bears" 19 Empire Cleveland

of

Louis 29 Star

Day"
etc

19

Gayety St

Garter Chicago.

'Follies of Now York" 19 Gayety
Baltimore 29 Capital Washington.
"Folly Town" 19 Casino Boston
24 Columbia New York.

Bt Penn Circuit
^French Frolics** 19 Peoples Phila"Bathing Beauties" 19 Capitol
{Washington If Allentown S7 Gaston delphia 29 Long Branch IT Anbury
29-31 Van Curler O
SchenecPark
S8 Reading St -31 Academy fScranion.
"Beast y Rerue" 19 Avenue De- tady.
Frolics*
"Garden
19
Btaplre
Englewood Chicago.
troit
Brooklyn 24 Empire Newark.
M
Blf Jamboree- 19 Columbia Chi"Girts de Looks" 19 Casino Phila•Ago 99-27 Bervhel Deo Moines.
delphia 29 Hurtlg 4b Seamen's New
19 L O 19 York.
•*BI#; Wonder Show'
tPalace Baltimore.
-Girls from Joylaad" 19 L O 29
"Bits of Broadway" 18-29 Berchal Empire Cleveland.
Pea Moinea 29 Gayety Omaha.
"Greenwich Village Revue** 19
."Boa Ton Girls" 19 Grand Hart- Gayety
Pittsburgh
Lyceum
29
ford 19 Hyperion New Haven.
Cohunpua.
"Broadway Scandals" 19 Empress
**Grown Up Babies" 19 Century'
Cincinnati 29 I* O.
Kansas City 29 L O.
"Cabaret Girls" 19 Long Branch
"Harem Scanma** 19 Fifth A enue
99 Asbury Park 22-24 Van Carter Brooklyn 29 Bijou Philadelphia,
O Schenectady 29 Orpheum Mon- "Parveet Timer* 19 Olympic Cintreal.
cinnati 29 Columbia Chicago,
"Chick Chick** 19 Bijou Phlla"Hello 1922** 19 Empire Providence
fielphla 29 Academy Buffalo.
29 Casino Boston.
"Cuddle Up" 19 Gayety Toronto
Howe Sam 19 Star eV Garter Chi§4 Gayety Montreal.
cago 29 Gayety Detroit.
Dixon's Big Revue 19 L O 29
"Hurly Burly" 19 Omaha Montreal

H

M

Lea Keliora
Lee Bryan

DUBOIS
SWITCHED

'

It is a source of satisfaction
to have been asked to hold down

the fourth spot. Due to illness
an act was obliged to cancel four
days. By no means Is this the
first time I have held down a
better spot than opening or closing.

-Town Scandals" 19 Majeetio BekeO
Jersey City 99 Stamford 27-28 Park
a Hasel
Bridgeport 29-91 Worcester WorcesA Vernon
ter Haas.
Cert Is Bob

Moore J

and intrigued.

duction.

LETTERS

Empire Hoboken.
Rra J
Lyceum Artola
19
Belles"
"London
Aeeki a Takl
Columbus 24 Star Cleveland.
"Maids of America" 19 Empire Basilar Dal
Beaalejr June
Albany 29 Gayety Boston.
Phil
Marion Dave 19 Gayety Buffalo Bloemberx
Boyoe Harry
24 Gayety Rochester.
Bralnar* Ralph
"Mischief Makers" 19 Lyric Newark 29 Olympic New York.
"Miss New York Jr M 19-21 Cohen's
New burg 22-24 Cohen's Poughkeopsle 26 Plaza Springfield.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 19 Olympic
New York 26 Star Brooklyn.
"Odds and Ends" 19 Miner's
Bronx New York 26 Orpheum Peterson.

JONGLEUR

Chrlatlne Mlaa
Call Dorothy

Campbell Bather
Carlton Bthel
Carre tte Baas

"Parisian Flirts" 19 Gayety Minneapolis 29 Gayety Milwaukee.
"Passing Review" 19 Gayety Milwaukee 29 Haymarket Chicago.

L

Da Tie Jack
Dawa Thomas

Casino Brooklyn Defoe Jean
DePalmer Babe
Devay A Dajrtoa

O.
"Pell Mell" 19 Park Indiunapolls

Dobler Lyle

Rep.

"Social Follies'* 13 Academy BufAvenue Detroit.
"Some Show" 19 Gayety Louisville
24 Empress Cincinnati..

falo 24

"Sporting Widows" 19 Columbia
29 Casino Brooklyn.

New York
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The movies have Invaded a Vermont church. For the first time in

Maynard Dorothy
•

Miller Fred
Moffatt Margaret
Marian Billy

ceirito

eels 00$

the history of the state moving pictures were shown last Sunday night
In connection with the regular services of the Unlveraallst Church in
Barre. The trustees have procured
a projecting machine and pictures
are to be shown there regularly.

Morton Clara
Batella

McNeil Dixie
Nea!

Anna Dixie
Nell Dixie
Nlfong* Frank

There are but two road shows out
of Chicago in New England at pres-
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HERMAN BACH
THE TIMES
SQUARE JEWELER
1584
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Maa

JAMES DRUG STORE,

Btwph^n Murray
Stlrk Clifford
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Discount to the Profession
For Immediate Delivery Call Bryant 3517
Vour order from out of town filled tho
aume day received

Austin Hob

Ambler

1880

Carrying a 8tock of the Most Complete snd
Upto-Date Assortment

Stewart Dick

Anderson
Aubrrr A

Inc.

Corner 8th Avenue and 44th Street, N. Y.
CATERING TO THE THEATRICAL PROFESSION 8INCE
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Imported Perfumes and Kodaks Sold at
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gowns assuredly, and from
moment the ladies of the chorus

Babbette, but was so unfortunate aa
Paul Dolly rem per to be suffering with laryngitis, which
Paulyer George
gave ber voice a harsh, rasping
Pattoa Joan
sound and necessitated in the "cutPalermo A Ca niece ting" of ber numbers. She was exPereltoa The
cellently partnered by Allen Carter,
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whose singing was effective. Tom
Pelts Phil
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In pno way it is establishing a record in this section. It is,
the most beautifully costumed show
of the season so far. In fact, its
sartorial display waa one of remarked elegance, which is not an
overstatement in any way. The eye
was continuously charmed, delighted
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With a world-widexirculation, Variety
the only advantageous theatrical advertising
real value to

presents weekly
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an advertiser seeking to reach the

Number
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it
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bound
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Furs Repaired end Remodeled

of aiiy

people.
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in order

preserved.

ASHTON STEVENS,
-said:

ance of her act is much the same.;
She occupied the spot on the, bill
and held it without difficulty, being
entitled to such position.
Roscoe Ails took a big chance in
clowning it so much at the start of
his act, working In one with Miss
Pullman. Some of his lines were
Interesting to those in the know.

I think the

Saxo

As a

result of his start he was
treated to a sisable walkout. The
walkout started when his Jasx band

Advertising copy for the Anniversary
regular rates

Number

failed

to

at the coming and
number

may

be forwarded to any Variety

office.

keep

miracle

up fo* a more quiet
a few seconds. Miss

dancing

cordial reception.

in

December

away rather than bring them In, as ballad suns; by her near the finish
far as the Boston house le con- Cat got the first real hand of the
By Leu LIB BEY
The same weather condi- afternoon. Bamona has a frtiiinVsl
cerned.
Keith's
tions prevailed at night, and while bare-lesgod dance that was seam for
Compared with the shows for the the attendance was better, there was a few seoonds at the matinee, and
month, the bill this week is no standee Jam. The fact that It then the spotlight man switched on
below the high standard that has was the night before the city elec- a light that msde it impossible for
been created, and rather savors of tion, a red-hot campaign being most of the audience to tell whether
the entertainment provided when waged, with rallies In all sections of the girl was bare-legged or not. She
the city, also acted against the had to don fleshings at the rest of
there was no opposition.
the performances. The giggle of the
The first six acts failed to create patronage.
Maxlne Brothers, with their other Lightner sister occurs too frea ripple of enthuaiasm, such as has
and becomes monotonous
quently
characterized shows here, and (he trained dog, opened the show. The
time.
audience seemed to be apathetic, crowd expected them to uncork after a
For 3S minutes Ed. Lee Wrothe
and nothing occurred to awaken something, but their act closed withand Owen Martin ke t the wise ones
out Incident.
them.
Their
Carroll and Gorman are No. X. in the house feeling good.
'Phe house was far from capacity.
couple of boys with songs, one of dialog of race track lingo was a hit
« was another dreary, drizzling day,
•» " this acts to keep Keith natrons them working at the piano, they with those that understood the lanfail to register a sensation any- guage, but did not register with the
Their five song numbers rest. It could not be expected that
where.
are worth hearing, but the boys a Monday matinee house, composed
for the most part of women, could
have no other material.
In No. t the Lightner Girls and understand the chatter. But they
CO.
Alexander appeared. Winnie Light- got the general idea of the thing,
ner and Ramona, a dancer, bold this and it didn't drag.
1421-23 Third Ave.
show together. The men were disNEAR ISth STREET
The Bob Pender troupe were
WlnnleJ-,_ wed from a flop by the stilt walkdisappointments.
tinct
clowns her way through the half ing comedy stuff at the finish. The
hour the act runs, and It was a other material up to this had been
done better by the Eight Blue
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Sincerely,

ASHTON STEVENS.

the exception of the last three rows,
while the second balcony and box

was

negligible.

The bill, not one of any particular
appeal to Boston, got away to a late
house with a limp start and a
ragged orchestra. The audience was
wet and seemed a bit sore at the
weather, and It was not until the
Novell! Brothers in their Addling
acrobatic clown routine appeared in
third spot that the house emerged
from Its apathy.
Brendol and Bert were in good
humor, having their pet spot closing
the first half, and want over with
a crash. Their tw oblg scenes were

Engaged

live

till

March 1922

—
BLOOM

IKE

said:

THE BROADWAY
SAXO - HARMONISTS
IS THE BEST BAND 1
EVER HAD, AND I
HAVE BEEN IN THE

f

comedy.

Marguerite FarreD, using films
during her costume changes, held
up surprisingly well ahead of Breu«->
del and Bert. Burt Shepherd, announced as the champion cowboy
of South America, opened, his routine consisting of snake-whip cracking and the customary cigar and
newspaper spotting and the necktwining stunt with the girl, who
was one of the prettiest unbilled
partners seen here this season.
Rosalie Harris and Pauline Santley
in second place offered a Sam Ward
team act, which they could not handle smoothly, as their double work
was not In unison. The act looked
out of sorts and the two girls will
find stormy bookings ahead if they
work against each other as flagrantly as they did Monday night.
Lord- A! n opened the second half,
and once again there was no evidence of a conflagration. The forthe
But
week.
previous
Demons the
eign atmosphere, seeming to New
flnlah la a strong one.
England as effeminate, and the
Harry Langdon was treading on soprano business taken seriously by
thin Ice most of the time, and it the singer, spoiled whatever chances
wasn't his fault His act depends he had of making himself an Interso much on his quiet humor and esting vocal novelty, and Bob Nelexpressions that a chilly son in closing pulled his biggest
facial
house, such as he was bucking. Is laugh by taking a travesty crack at
Langdon puttered Lord-Aln.
lirble to miss.
Tith his comedy
along, however,
This made a soft set-up for Nat
stuff, and with the automobile bit
Nazarro, Jr., who mopped up on bis
at the end got himself over.
worked for 16 minutes, own, and who could have run longer
Juliet
"Buddy," the
taking a flve-minute encore after without difficulty.
from the pit,
her main bit, which runs for 20 min- singer he is using
coii2,
and should
liuuae
kowktitl
the
Her act is ifOW rigged out
utes:"
the stage with a
pretentiously and is changed great- be worked from
to use
having
instead
of
spot
baby
ly, as far as stage presentation goes,
darkness, with only Nasince It was seen here before. But the pit in
accompanist.
'cello
zarro
visible
as
a
outside of the "soup" number, with
Bob Nelson in closing was a rewhich she opens the show, the balfreshing spot, as he was given a
ccrdlal hand from his ''Broadway
Brevities" work hero last season,
£. Galiri & Bro. and started the minute he set foot
Jrratcst ri ufcwloathe stage. By sheer personality
on
il Accordion Manuand novelty numbers he Veld the
facture rt and Rehouse without the loss of a single
pairer*.
IncompenMc Spe- person until his last encore, when
New he started plugging his own song.
cial Work*.
Idee iwtcntfd thift
A Harold Lloyd comedy closed, this
Mym.
being a new policy, occasioning
Tel.: FrsssHs SM.
Street
much adverse comment, as it
215 Caaal
savored of the pop houses.
Sen Vers Clfr

ill

irresistibly

The first acid test on the local
Shu bert business came Monday
night in the form of a minding
storm, and the value of advance
subscription sale of the same seats
each week was clearly demonstrated.
The house was full with
sale

BOSTON

pianissimo

it

seductive.

commanded a

/

Mejsstio

Out

of

and make

stuff

let

for

Pullman's

speedy

the

Braodway

Harmonists play
with unusual tact, taste
and humor. They have
discovered the long lost
-
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At Ike Bloom's
Midnight Frolic"!
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VARIETY

said:

The dance and show
music was played by the
Broadway Saxo - Harmonists. They specialize in

dance nmsic and

play it so well that the
patrons at times refuse
to get off the floor, and
often hold up the frol-

The sextet is truly
unusual, entertaining

ics.

and a draw by

itself.

CHICAGO
PACKING THEM INI
AND THEN SOMEl
Fred Blond ell John HartCarp en tier, Gusl
Guderian, Chas. Quinn,]

ley, Earl

Edward

Roine.
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President

CHARLES

and again repeated his former sue*
cesses. Mr. and Mrs. Coburn, originally programed for next to closing,

BRAY*

E.

General Western Representative
B.
Sec'y, Trcas.
S.

Managers' Booking Dept.

FLOYD

New York

B.

Publicity

were shifted to third. They present
three sketches within a sketch, all
dealing with loneliness, the last of
the three being most effective, due
largely to Mr. Coburn portraying
again his character of "Old Bill."
Bert and Betty Wheeler were
fourth. The smooth method of Mr.
Wheeler was liked and the act went
over into the hit class. Next was
the act substituted for Miss Baker,

KAHANE,

BENJ.

FRANK W. VINCENT,
GEORGE A. GOTTLIEB,

AGENCY
1441

301-303 Hulet Block

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

circuit

and Counsel
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Press Department
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GENERAL OFFICES

Guy Royer and Helen Ely

PALACE THEATRE BLDG., NEW YORK CITY

WEEKS

in

"Marry

Me." a delightful little musical bit,
exceedingly well done, each member
of the cast fitting In splendidly.
They closed the first part, the Top-

Day (film) was Hashed on,
immediately followed by Miss Ret-

ics of the

New

York,

Washington,

Philadelphia,

Baltimore

ford.

and intermediate towns

CI

BEN and
JOHN

TI

CO

I

CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE, MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME

.

THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES
BOOKING VAUDEVILLE ACTS

American Representative, A. BEN FULLER
DELGER BLDG., 1005 MARKET 8T.
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Phone PARK 4332

Suite 912-915—1540

TELEPHONE BRYANT

Vaudeville
Managers' Association

Bonn

Nash, Business Manager.

J.

Thomas

WASHINGTON,

D. C.
By HARDIE MEAKIN

The outstanding attraction
Week la the appearance of

of the

B. II.
at Poll's

flothern and Julia Marlowe
Advance
In Shakespeare's plays.
•ale enormous, due not only to the
alue of the performances to be
Witnessed but also to the fact that
these stara have resided here for
some time during their periods of
inactivity.

Another production causing: considerable interest is the ndvent of
Charles S. Gilpin in 'The Emperor
Shubert-G:»rrlck.
the
Jones" at
Splendid gathering Sunday night.
ftiid the week should be a profitable
The local critics liked the
one.
O'Nell play and the work of Gilpin,
although not according much praise
to "Suppressed Desires." a satire
used as a curtain-raiser.
The National has Grace La Rue

CHICAGO,

ILL.

For Your Inspection!!

THE NEW

TAYLOR

TRUNK

went over strongly, followed by the
White Way Trio, whom, with their
singing, caused them to receive a

welcome again when appearing

first part and, following the news
weekly, Parmane and Shelley presented their clever offering. There
is no earthly connection between the
trapeze opening bit and the real
musicianship of the two on the violin and accordion.
The boya won
much applause.
The entire show went over with a
snap and ginger that waa particularly commendable, and this aided

up to this homo of Shubert
vaudeville for this week. To state
that the importation was successful
is to put it mildly.
This Sunday
night house was capacity, and after
the first half of tho program was
completed "Chuckles of 192T' came
on
Fvoryone had a grand time.
street,

In

the

admission price.

C.

A.

210

W.

4«th

fit.

a'OHK
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J
I

to the illness of Belle Baker
topping the bill, Ella Retthe English character singer
moved into that position. Going
Into her imitations of well-known
American stars, Miss Retford did
particularly well, especially the one
of Miss Baker.
Phil Roy and Roy Arthur opened.
The breaking of dishes is always
good for a laugh, but as handled by
these two real comedy was created
The second spot was given to Pietro
with his accordion. This artist has
been seen here many times beforo

Querrini

TM

and

pictures.

GORDON SQUARE. — Henrietta
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CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
SATEENS AND OTHER MATERIALS

46th St., N. Y.
Bryant 2695
t
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EQUIPPED WITH SCENERY3KELLY AND HEIT REVUE, "FORTUNE QUEEN"
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Cal.

I>out.

DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT
SOME OF THE ACTS WE HAVE

SCENIC STUDIOS
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Worth. Tea.

Ft.

FOR STAGE AND STREET AT MODERATE PRICES
STAGE LAST3.
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CO.
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Kansas City Trunk Co.
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EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL
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ACCORDION
FACTORY
of

suspended rings, were next, and also

28 F. Randolph St.

<«M«i >Mtt

PRISCILL A.— Lottie Mayer and
Divers, John and Ella Burke. Ethel
Rody, Burrell Brothers. Al Kimble,

Flftk Ave. Arced.. 232 Fifth

I

TAYLOR TRUNK WORKS

M£W
if

for Catalog

Cavan*
Co., Donabelle and WIN
Jack Case, Barnold's Animals,
McCormack and Winchell, and pic-

son,

ford,

Keith's
not headlining, have
even been assigned the closing spot
on the bill, but for true artistic
merit as well as originality in the
presentation of their dunce odering.

ADDED CONVENIENCE.
LOWER IN PRICE

Send

Due

who waa

WEIGHT

IN

METROPOLITAN.—Earl

augh and
tures.

the Marmeln Sisters earned the
honors tonight. They are ably assisted by Ruth Marr, a soprano,

They are

opened* by tho Seven
Musical Spillers, colored musicians
who got fairly good reutrns. This
is the first time within tho
memory
of the writer a colored vaudeville
act has been shown here in A" bigtime house. This act doubles into
the n*>dini ottering.
Enrl Uicknrd
who does a blackface single, stated
he was no relation to tho act preceding, and then went to work, and
with liis style of delivery, suggestive
o. A
.TolnOii, pal over a hit.
Rial
and Mlndstrom. with their eomoily
ofTering and splendid work on the

(war tax U)

LIGHTER

keeping everyone keyed up for
advent of Clark and McCul-

lough, whom, when they did appear,
surely furnished full value for the

is

little

Lifters."

MILES—

William Desmond, Catlane and Welts, Lottie GYoofler, Merriam's Animals, Charlie and Addis
Wilkins. and pictures.

In whose
Interlude
numbers were
heartily received.
The bird dance
Miss Olga and Mishka closed the of these two sisters was a delight-

Belasco (Shubert)

Have a

SAN FRANCISCO

STAR.— Billy Watson's Show.

EMPIRE.—"L,id

the revue.

They have moved the burlesque
show from the Gayety, on Ninth

H.

Billy."

PAUL GOUORON

The Cosmos bill consists of Nan
Trevclyn, Frank and Ethel Hall.
Freddy, Silbers and Fuller. Nevin
and Gordon, Miller Clint and Cuby.
Maxfleld and Drake, Willing and
Jordon, usual film.
Gayety, "Greenwich Village Review"; Capitol, "Record Breakers."
PICTURES.— Palace, "Get-RlchQuick
Wallingford";
Columbia,
"Don't Tell Everything";
Rialto.
"Playthings of Destiny"; Metropolitan, "Her Social Value."

SEVENTY
DOLLARS

OPERA HOUSE.—Mitzl in "Ladf
Good business Monday.
New York."

MM

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, WOODS THEA, BLDO., CHICAGO

trading.

at

J. WILSON ROY
ANNA.— "Irene." Good business

I!

Monday.

ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,

-

Ready

CLEVELAND
By

BERT LEVEY flSCUITS
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

and Hale Hamilton In "Dear Me."
First showing here and it la at-

The show

Sisters.

Next. "Little Old

Carmody, Booking Manager

J.

Marmein

Broadway (Loew Bldg.)

NEW YORK

The Western

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre Bldg.,

& Shea

Feiber

AUSTRALIAN

TULiLiEjIV

Harriet and Marie McConnell,
presented by Hassard Short, offered
their cleverly arranged singing act
that has been seen before, but that
did not mar the reception accorded
them in the least Then came the

IN VELVET, SILK,
r
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December

{Friday,

10,

VARIETY
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

nard

Hicks,

Operating

AND

grant

Hotels

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

Phone i Bryant 1044

HOOSEKEQWG APARfflEKTS TI4F

SH

(Of the Better Close—V/ith in Reach of Economical Folks)
the direct supervision ef the owners. Located In Ute heart ef the city, Just
ilwaaww. •!«»•» to all booking office*, principal theatres, department •tore.,
nLrtlsM lines, "I/' roao ana nowiy.
"iSViV- the largest malntalnere of housekeeping furnished apartments speclnllsWe are on the ground dally. This alone Insures prompt
>__ L, thentrleal folks.

WITH 8 TEAM HEAT AND ELECTBIO

HILDONA COURT

LIGHTS.

HENRI COURT

S12. 114 and llf Weat 48th St.
Ml West 45th St,
Phone i Longaere 1810
Phone Lensjaere 556$)
completed:
Just
An
npfto-the minute, new, Sr
Inxe.
s haUdlng ds
In
suites
building,
arranged In apartments of three
*w*t*r aoartments nrrantred
rooms, with tiled and four rooms with kitchens and private
te^T tweend three
hltchen- bath. Phone In each apartment.
SLihaad shower, tiled kitchens,
5Z1». These apartments embody every
817.00 Up Weekly
science, f 18.00
imrr known to modern
Seakty op* S«.e0 monthly np.
THE DUPLEX

S41 to

YANDI8 COURT

West 43d

180 and 115

Weat 4Sd

$6

PER

WEEK

ROOMS

101

UP

In the Heart of the Theatrical Dlatrlct,

MARION HOTEL

Two

156 West 35th

GRAHAM.

335 to 359 West 51st Street

NOTICE

ROCHESTER,

33 West 65th

N. Y.

—

Up-to-Doto European

fUX)

t.

UP

THEATRICAL

all

ROOMS NBWLT RENOVATED,
Vacancies Mow Open.
Conveniences.

St—Off

W. 40th
Phenet

BRYANT

B'way

1477-8

LOW BATBS
THE HOME OF THEATRICAL FOLK

CIRCLE
PonMrtj

HOTEL

Reisenweber's

COLUMBUS CIRCLE
CIRCLE
Boom and Bath, and

c\

68th 8T.

1881
Suites of Parlor,

and Bath; Light. Airy Rooms: ExeattsaU* Furnished; All Improvements: Overlooking Central Park; Fire Minutes from All

Low

Bates.

Craig and Co., Willy Land, Hite and
Benflow Co., and pictures.
FILMa—Allen, "What Do Men

Want7" Standard. 'The Fox"; Circle,
"Whatever She Wants"; Monarch,
"Lying Lips"; Orvheum, "After Midnight"; Rialto, -PockTBad Boy."
William Desmond* screen star, Is
a monolog at the Miles
week.

putting on
this

the

new house

manager at Keith's new

105th street

W. M. Brown

is

and
ing .
1

I

Phone

Circle

6640

St.,

754-756

CHANDLER

and

BERKELEY

8T8.

U. 8. A.

CATERING TO THE THEATRICAL PROFESSION
Iror ono P* r " on SJ a "d npFor two persons 88 and up. For 8
persona large room, S single beds. 84.60. For 4 persona, extra
large room. 4 single beds. 80/ per day. Parlor. Bedroom and Bath, two persona,
85 and up. No extra Charge for Rooms with Twin Beds.
Every sleeping room has a private connecting bathroom, with Porcelain Tab.
Booklet, map and weekly ratea on request.

City

MBS.

The only No- Tip Hotel Dining and
Check Booms In America,

Club Breakfasts, 25c to
$1 Lunch. 65c

—

LONGACBE 8881
Furnished Apartments
AND BOOMS
1—2—3 ROOM APARTMENT8

house, succeeding W. P. Garyn, who
has returned to
York. Brown
cornea from Syracuse, where he represented tho Keith interests.

New

Walker Whiteside will be seen in
"The Hindu" at the Shubert-Colonial
Christmas week.
This he use has
been dark for several weeks.

818

TO

11:88 A.

818

310

WEST

48th

ST. N.

Y.

8 to 8t80 P.

A

la

10th

hill,

STREET

PHILADELPHIA

Another winner was Eddie Dowdue Jesse], he had excellent support ling's musical romance, "Mary, Irene
from his girlie "trouble makers," and and Sally," a playlet showing the
Ann Lowenworth in the part of the rise of three little East Side girls to
doting mother.
stage fame, and their love for JimA smart, clean, snappy singing my, their old tenement playmate.
turn was offered by Ed Healy and Dowling plays Jimmy well, while
Allan Cross, a pair of boys who excellent support la giv^n b. Mabel
proved themselves good showmen. Withce, Catherine Mulquecn, Helen
Valeska Suratt has mado several ap- O'Shea and Ann Little.
Taflan and Newell open with some
pearances in this city, but her present vehicle, Jack Lait's "Tho White singing and dancing, then put on
Way," is the best she has given here. some clever triple bar/ work that
As Jacqueline Malone, tho worldly pleases. Jack Krouse blackface,
wise divorced who knows how to warbles and tells a tow stories, but
frustrate tho machinations of her his patter Is ohady.
Tho knockabout rumbling offered
former husband against tho innocent chorus girl. Miss Suratt gave by Joe Boganny and his comedians
an Interpretation that brought mer- Is a lively turn, growing from a
smile to hilarity. Every tod. to full
ited commendation.
the act goes over with a
John Steel had a rousing recep- of pep and Lillian
Pltxgerald won
ilp-bang.
tion, and he worthily upheld his repfor her songs and clownutation as a tenor of the first mag- high" favor
is an attractive artist
She
ing.
nitude. He was forced to respond to
Homer B. Mason and Marguerite
a double encore, allowing his audieasy winners with
ence to select his final numbers. As Keeler landed "Married," In which
generous laugh collectors Glenn and their playet.
comedy ran ramclever
and
clean
Jenkins scored strongly in their
Dowling finished a full
railroad depot porter act. Herbert's pant. Eddie
after his work in the
single
as
a
day
dogs was a big closing act and got
over in good shape.
Beautify Your Faee
,

Keith's Hip
Before a large audience at nlotiday's matinee some real vaudeville
was uncorked, and with such talent

Yes nost

leak

fleas'

te

e

~~

KLEIN'S

WARDROBE PROP.
TRUNKS,
JJ«

$10.00

Bargains

rond
w7...*
1
1

Have been need. Also a
Hand Innovation and Fibre

** Tr »»»l<«. 120 and 126.
A few
aitX?
Alao old
5v»i r ***** Property Trnnka
Sf Weat list
Bl£L. ± nd BaI Trunka
Between
*.
Broadway and Ith Are.,
Na- York
"•»
City.
"?

IF YOU

Yon are assnred

Saltlaara Ate.

EDDIE

MACK

St.

KANSAS

SITV,

BOSTON

No. 61

TALKS:

For tho past 60 weeks we have printed the name
well-known artist appearing at a local vaudeville
house who is a wearer of EDDIE MACK clothes. We
can only print one a week, for if wo wore to list all
our customers in ono issue it would road like a "Who's
Who" in the show business. Comedians, tragedians,
acrobats, wire walkers, ventriloquists, and ever
female impersonators wear EDDIE MACK clothes of
stage: in fact, everybody who Is considered welt
dressed, or up-to-the-minute, gets his clothes at
EDDIE MACK'S. This week at the Orphoum, Brooklyn, tho artist sporting our clothes is that inimitable
jester, J. FRANCIS DOOLEY of Deo ley and Sates.
of *

1582-1584 Broadway

722-724 Seventh Ave.
Opp. Cola ml* la Theatre

Opp. Strand Tkeatra

ARTISTS
Work—Reasonable

THEATRES
Prices— SEE US

Drop Curtains, and Stage Settings of the "BETTER KIND" in dealing with

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS

A IBS

and their songs, dances and
went over to big plaudits.
With a liberal Intersporsloa sf
path. j and comedy, Claud and Fan*
nle Usher scored a big hit with their
playlet, The Bide-a-Weo Homo.*
An a funster Fannie rcaisteretl

M. SUGARMAN
MEM

Cleverly Designed Settings—Highest Unality

of

Prep.

HOTEL BALTIMORE
1 * 1 ™ bath.
ewV&JMLRML
82.00
PEE DAT WITHOUT
BATsL
"»
—880 BOOMS—

TRUNKS

RESTAURANT

PRODUCERS
WANT—

Sle; It. 00 Doable.
One Mlnate WnS
from Orphsam Theatre.
OpposUs Now Parthsnon Theatre.

H &M

li

ra

Hotel Hammond and Cafa
DTD.
M HAMMOND.
Very Modern,
Banning Water la AH

IN

1

'

Bath
j£UpWlthesjt
and
With Bath

88.00

_

work by Claud.
Ruth Budd— seen here recently a*
the Keith downtown house repeat*
ed her success. She opened with a
couple of songs, then wont to tra*
peso work, her aerial stunts bains;
graceful and daring. Jim McWilllams pulled off 00010 great "nut"
number noted above. Eddie scored stuff to hilarious
applause. Thhj
heavily with his quips and Jokes.
chap's personality demands results,
A beautiful and classy dancing and he garnered those in abundance.
turn was given by William Horlock His grand opera bit was a scream.
A pretty and effective act was that
and Sarampa Sisters; their movements were graceful and artistic and of Max Tueber'o "Shadowland," la
which
some graceful dancing; and
the settings effective.
posing were done by Chrlssy Bonner, Adele La Loco, Rudith WillKeith's 106th Street
lams, Phyllis Trelegan and Edna
This new house Is earning enco- Smith.
miums for Its entertainment, and
tho large audience Monday night Indorsed the current bill. Premier
honors were accorded to Claud and
Fannie Usher, while Jim McWllllams chased them clos-e to the winning post, with the others all finishing strong nearby.
The Crom wells start the entertainment with a clever juggling act,
in which the woman clown aids considerably,
while Llbonatl
works
hard and successfully with xyloAt St. Louis Factory Prices
phone selections. An Interesting
Trunks Repaired or
talk,
with moving; pictures, was
Exchanged
given by Mrs. B. Hathaway Turnbull. the International humanitarian,
on tho wonderful part played by
New England Agency
dumb animals during tho world war.
453 Washington 8treet
A revival of old time minstrelsy was
MA88.
BOSTON.
offered by tho Seven Honey Boys,

asks

sses.
Maay ef tse "Praf asOh-2 (Shubert)
sise** nave ebtalasd and reThe full house at Sunday's mattalasd setter saris sy aavlai
tkslr tsateral
eerrest
that
evidence
inee was presumably
serfastloas ana rsaevs Men*
John Steel, Valeska Suratt and the switching; of Shubert vaudeville
Mas. Cessaltatlea tree. Fees
Ohio
the
reaseaaele.
George Jeasel it would be hard to from the Opera house to
•ay who really was headliner. Every There seemed to he something more
F. E. SMITH, M. D.
Act went over right; no weak spots; congenial and becoming, in the new
347 Fifth Avenue
•erybody satisfied.
surroundings.
N.
T. City Opp. Waldorf
the
on
are
Ruth Wells and her live syncoSeveral top-notch acts
pated steppers, billed as "Dancing
Shoes," served as a llvoly opener;
»ne boys are Indeed a quintet of
(THE OHIGINAM
Jlmble hoofers.
Saxophone, mandoline and xylophone work put over
642 Smithfield Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Jne Mansfiold Sisters to a big hard;
TTis dare where you get the home cooking!
Verdi, Sophie Tucker. Swanson Sisters,
»ey deserved that favor.
Where Oeorse Sidney. Rlgoletto Bros., Darling
Twins. Eddie Cantor Al Jolson.
Olts-Elce, Nors Bayea
A return visit of George Jessel OertrudelfoEman.
and a thousand other profesalonals eat and really enjoy it.
With his "Troubles of 1920." in which n»ili» Raker Lew Flelda Slaters
-Working
Is a delight when we can get food
said.
of fhe Swanson
aI
we
"»e trials and tribulations of a revue like vours to look forward to every day.
manager are portrayed, met a good
Conveniently located between Shubert. Davis, and Nixon, alao Fort Pitt and
get to Plttaburgh, look for KLEIN'S.
reception. While chief honors were William Knn Hotels. Remember when you

M

and Up,

SAVOY HOTEL
•'••••**

—

18 ta 8:80 P. M.
carte—7 Ai M. te 11:88 P. M.

hut John Charles' Thomas, of
musical comedy fame, was accorded
headline position. His reception was
very cordial and he deserved Jt. His
Beantlful, modern home for Theatrical song9 embraced a wide variety, his
people.
Electricity, Instantaneous hot
water, steam heat, tils hatha. Only one voice was splendid, he was willing
of Its kind la Philadelphia. Mast be seen to respond to all demands, and this
to be appreciated.
Weekly ratea $10.00 ran to a double encore, and he went
and up.
off to vociferous plaudits.

NEAR

AND UP

bit of

M.

THE STANWLX
917 Pine Street

FIVE MINUTES FROM LOOP

while the role of tho dootae?
with a secret of tho past was a flae

Sunday Dinner. $1

CITY

HOTEL CLARENDON
New Clark and Ontario SUsste

easily,

M. to 8 P. M.

Table d'Hote Dinner. $1

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING

Imm,

THEO. GUSCOFF,

DATES*

Complete housekeepevery apartment.
BILET. Prop.

He-

81 .50

mx^m **"~*

In

St.,

tl-tS So. Dearborn St.. Chicago

HOTEL ARLINGTON
B08TON, MA 8 3.,

CHIOaMSi

CHICAGO. ILL.
Rates ILSO Per Day and Up.
One Block from Palace Theatre.

EIGHTH AVENUE

COR. ARLINGTON, TREMONT,

HpTEL

BVBRTTHINO NEW AND MODI

«4

St.

'

NEW TREMONT HOTEL

Between 48th and 47th Streets
One Block West of
Three, Four and Five-Room Hlgh-Claes Fumlahed Apartmente—810 Up
Strictly Professional.
MRS. GEORGE HIEtiEL. MgT.
Phones: Brynnt 8850-1

1478

New York

1

HOTEL ASTOR
ITS N. Clark

SL00

THE ADELAIDE

rooms.

Phone

«%*%«

A. Delhsler,

REX HOTEL

^

Phone

HOTEL
DOUGLAS
BEN DWOBETT,
207

t

BY ORPHEUM CIBCUIT ACTS

EUROPEAN PLAN

elevator, fireproof building of the newest type, having every device and convenience. Apartmente are beautifully arranged, and consist of 1, 8 and 4 rooms,
with kitchen and kitchenette, tiled hath and phone.
817.00 Up Weekly.
Addrees all eotnmunleatlona to Charles Tenenbaum. Irvlngteu
No connection with any other house.

SOLRAPTS.

SEYMOUR HOTEL

HOTEL STRATHMORE
Walaat at 12th Strests, PHILADELPHIA
Near all the Leading Vaudeville Theatres.
Beautiful suites of two rooms and bath
rooms have running water or prlrate
Rates $10.50 a week and up single. $15 a
up double.

CITY

Five minutes' walk to the Theatre and Shopping Centre.
Columbus 1273-4

DAVI0 KRAU8E. Mf*

•I.

An

Manager.

Phone:

St*..
Beat located hotel Is city.
Rates: Single,
bath. $12.00 per week.
Doubls, $10.00 pa?
Room* with print* bath. $16.00
double.
Telephones In all rooms.

Telephone: Superior 0310

IRVINGTON HALL

Blocks from Penn. Station

Phones:

A,

PHILAD

Chestnut

HOTELS RECOMMENDED

APARTMENTS

NEW YORK

^*^^a^*^^a^**^a^%»^sa^^

HOTEL COLONNADE

to the comfort and convenience of
the profession.
THEATBICAL
Steam Heat and Elcctrlo Ltjrht - • - SO.SO Up
081 North Clark St.

Newly Renovated,
with Kitchen Privileges.

c
„.r.1°E",L.
5373-4
Greeley

MARTIN

A

CLEAN AND AIBT.

323 West 43rd Street
Room, Catering

St.

—

FURNISHED

BERTHA

15th

Private Bath, 8-4

St.

Phone Bryant 8111-4208
Phone Bryant 7912
Three and four rooms with bath, furnished to a degree of modernness that
One three end four room apartments, rveels anything In this type of building.
with kitchenettes, private bath and tele- These apartments will accommodate four
The privacy these apart meats or more adults.
phone.
arsnoted for Is ens of Its attractions.
80.50 Up Weekly
915.00 Up Weekly
Address All Communications to M. CLAMAN,
Principal Office Yandla Court. 2.U Weat 43d Street. New York.
Office In Bach Building.
Apartments Can Be Seen Evenings.
141-247

Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

COMPLETE FOB HOUSEKEEPING.

«t_ji«»

gytoeamd eleanJtaees.
ejX BU1XDINGB EQUIPPED

Hotels Catering to Profession,
^"Nsa^Saa^w ^^n

us.

220 West 46th

St.,

New York

i

;

»
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34
Rose A Curtis
Represent
Paulina Saxon
and M 8is"

Rawson

THE
HONEY

RAINES and AVEY

u

Alexandria Theatre

PAUL MOHER

in "I

PI TIM/^P
I llNVSCa

—THI

AL GROSSMAN

Booked

Mis

ARTHUR

J.

By

Sditi

This Week (Dec. 12)
McVieker's,

JACK

DEEDS

7.0C A.KIN'8

H.

Hams

TEMPLE THURSTON

E.

N«w TUy

brtant

i>l-.

v

#

8344.

LAURIE ORDWAY

1T1UJ1V

Agent

IRENE FISHER, At Piano

Eves. 3:15.

DUA

Wttk EMIL

Fulton

la

IRVING BERLIN'S

BURTON

York." Well liked. Turning In anap:>y biifllneHB deaplte shopping
oppoaition. "Lightnln'" following.
SHLBERT-TECK-'Mecca." Season a hig n0 i>e. Smashed into town
with hnokfuls of publicity. Going
on high. Roee Olrl" next
•

PICTl'RES-Crlterlon, "Exlt-the
^ S"^P* "Don't Tell Every.
trand " Wh F Qlrl« Leave
iffiSf
t
;«ome
;

:

Appearing in a New Act
by HUGH HERBEBT

PAUL FETCHING
Bv

DON CLARK

Frederick Parry
B'aray A 4«

gJBRSygSg

Headed by 04ta Kratw, Ksamott CarOlllsaars,

aUry

Present*

TRI OAT FARCE

IN

Paal Armstrong's Famous Flay

BLUEBEARD'S
8th WIFE

JIMMY VALENTINE'
— NOW — NOW

'«"«»

Sat. 2:28

DEARIE' TlrZZZ
INA CLAIRE

Kva. at 8:15.
St.
Mats. M'ed. and Sat. at 2:16.

I.

A Jessie Bonstelle stock Is announced to open at the Opera housa
about New Year's. The scarcity of
attractions
this
year
leading legitimate

«

,

Mata Wed. and

8 SO.

CHARLES DILLTNQHAM

DIOOKST CAST OF THE SEASON

Fay Balnter. former
HMTta C:. a pu„
the
practically assures the success of
ISlDD
lv[U are bel "B featured
pp
«"irea woman at the Princess, will be at winter stock here.
v
heavily
j„ t|, e dallies.
the Berchel three days next week

m

A D w A T
? :? S
and
Forty-slith 8L

'GOOD MORNING

la

DES MOINES

Galllasas

"LILIES of the FIELD" %3SZT

Fruit"-

This woek-H "perio.ml
ances include Doraldina at appearLoew's

Eva

MARIE DORO
OAIFTY
umtl

"THE MUSICAL FLOWER GARDEN"
Permanent Address, 16 Packard Ave., Lymansville, R.

A

Evenlnga

-

I^awyer."

With Jatays SaA^krast

m.

-%**rfx^a#a^
GLOBE

A REAL VAUDEVILLE NOVELTY

»

LILIOMU

TITFA.. W. 4'.thHT.
8:30.
MATS. TIEN, and SAT.. 2:30

a *8.

aatf Bat. at 2 la.

XMAS. asd NEW YEAR'S.

:

u

With a Cast of Metropolitan Favarltes.

Now

ala. Wad.

EXTRA MATS

MUSIC BOX REVUE
A 117
KTLAn

JANNINGS

Theatre Guild Production
£}• •_ •' »•*•»• «w.

•

.

Show Ever Made

9'

in

STRAND HYMPIfONY ORCIIKSTKa
CARL EDOUARDE. Conductor

Tel BRYANT 1478
Mats. Wed. and Sat. at 1:15

•Best Mualr.il

la»tltallaa-— BTway at V, 8t
.Joseph Plunketl

POLA
NEGRI
"VENDETTA

ERNEST TRU EX

with

lo ' , « l

.V>
"J
Dirrctlon.

Mats. WedL •»«* Sat. at SlSS

Awierlea."—Globe.

BUFFALO
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*

Superb psoouction of the great
L0NO0N SUCCESS

A new comedy by Wm. Anthony McGulre

A VERSATILE COMEDIAN

My

£-'

5#
Matlnass WadoaaxUy and SatardVf ft'"
iV
OstM Sstasas sad a. L. f rlaateT'i

Six Cylinder Love

CENTRAL PARK WEBT

8ee

ta

Errs. 8:S0.

31 West 71st Street
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KNICKERBOCKEI

By

HOTEL JOYCE

.Olympic,

Attractions

HUDSON "fK Jhpaiy BS:
FIRST TIME MONDAY. DECEMBER FIFTH.

*<

HARRY WEBER,

"Pans ion

"THE GRAND OUKE"

in

ANO

CO.,

Room and Bath
$18 to $26 Week
Room and Shower, $14 to $17 Wk.
•uitat
$16 to $40 Week

;

HARRIS

H.

ATWE

LIONEL

>•

McGRATH
AND

Lotw'B.

DAYTD BELASCO PrMfats

AVERY HOPWOOD

SAM

Elsie and Eddy PAKL0
"FUN AT THR BRACH"
PANTAGES CtRCUT —

PICASM.

SSZ\ SRFUfeL

"THE

GENEDELMONT

liS

LrCEUM

MfW YOiK—

IN

ANDRS

Chaxactaf Study by

FARNELL ELSIE FERGUSON WANDERING JEW
FLORENCE
THE VARYING SHORE"
ST R A N D
"FOR NO REASON"

JOE

Agent!

By SIDNEY

A Naw

I

SAM HARRIS Announces

down from first spot to
programme owing to full
arrangements before unci
after.
I Winn they would not try
to awell my head like this.
Mo%'od

>

FAMOUS PLAY

B108T

KIKI

OfMtaSt

DEMI-VIRGIN

CLOWN

—

HORWITZ

4

o»vi»

THE

Assisted by

Loew Time

Solid,

IT'NKY LITTLB SAILOR

Ba a* 4 fej»
HUM
nwu "*

tfJU BELASCO

SAT. I:W.

THBA.. W. «ldSL Era- 8:S0.
Mats. Wed. and 8*1. I:M.

talU

PIPIFAX
THE

DONT CARE"

atage

..

BOOTH TARKINCTON'S

la

Flaylss Lsca Clrtalt Tfcaaaa t* Mr. Labia

Direct loa:

*

"The Intimate Strangers"

Personality and Songs

HARRY ELDRID6E

flSoond on

WIRTH, BLUMENFELD A

CLARK

LITTLE

Direction.

Toronto, Canada

16, 1921

BILLIE BURKE LEN0REULRIC

— MINKRVA

Tew Funey Buoy*"

AND

GRIFF

MILLER'S
HENRY
KVIM. • M. IUTI1IB T1HJBS.

EARL & PERKINS

ULIS ai
Have You Seen Griff's
Monkey? He's a Scream

W

Originator of the Fako Taleseopa
Astrominist.

FlE^MAN^T

L-». I.

*

i

NEW YORK THEATRES

1

"SOME SIMP"

In

Direction

KIDS

^uburndale«

>

"v:

Home

^.t

i

December

.Friday.

N)W - NOW

W

THRATftR.

TIMFQ
QiTl THEATRE.
1 llVla^aaJ iJVd*
MaH.

Wad.

Hats.

W. 424 Stmt.
Tsar. (Pas) A Sat.

ft

48

anvl

Sal,

,

(Dec. 22-24) In "East Is West." The
advance sale at $2.50 top Is the
Afu-r seven days of
pre-Cliriat- heaviest of the season. Flske O'llara
tinas clarKnes,. the Teck and
Majea- in "The Happy Cavalier." Berchel.
jt c w,
nave attractive bookings
for this week.
ChrlHtmas week. 'The Rose Oirr*
will hold forth at the
ShubVrt
Instead of following another hSiw
Elbect ft Getchell have announced
week the
j»f vaudeville
reopening of the Princess with
threatened?
>»ln r without Frank Bacon, "Lfcht- the usual stock soon after Jan. 1.
will bow
,U\ for its first introduction
The
house has been dark this seaat the
iIaJo.*Mic.
son, for the first time In the 13 years

ROCHESTER,
By

I

J

v

of the theatre's existence.

Mrs Jennie

(I.

Lanphear. wife of

*^' >yd^Laii|»lie;ir. house stipcrintcndTit Of tii
Majestic Theatre,
4

died

lure

1 >.

FILMS-"RSVP,"
"Virgin

Paradise." Garden;
terious Rider." Palace.

"Mys-

PROVIDENCE,
MATT

Smith with United

Artists.

To: the first time in ft* history,
the Sum ml will play a holdover enSaKemi-iit this week.
Tl
announcement from New
Tori; that the Criterion. Ruffalo, has
1>. .v.,.%*•( by i. i\. ilefk and
Max Spie^.-l for the American burlesqu»- wheel does not como
'tolly
n- a surprise to P.ufTalonians. It has
been known here for some time that
the present American house, the
Academy, has hoen unsatisfactory.
It was rumnrcd srvrral months ago
that a deal was <>n with the owners
of the Olympic to take over that
house for burlesque. As the Criterion is now situated, it is unfitted
for
burlesque purposes.
Famous
•

-i

.

t iv

•

1 1

JANET BEECHER

K0R0SC0

LOTTE

tC94sasnsti

FOE

aadl
IN A. CHARaadl aaaay athar lataraatlaaal

ll^r'HIPPODROME

,

—

THE BAT

FAMILY.— Pop

vaudeville.
vaudeville.
Pictures:
"One Arabian Night."
Star: "Now or Never," Piccadilly;
"Doubling for Romeo," Fay's.

VICTORIA— Pop

JOHN GOLDEN ATTRACTIONS

WINCHEIX SMITH

Stayed hy
tJT Tiaaeti mtm SO

X mat

tale far

A

N«S Year

L0NGACRE &JtfWP*aS

H'wbf a 40tfa Rt KTea. 8 15
Matinees Wad. a Sat. 1:11.

EMPIRE

Thank You

William Gillette

A

The Dream Maker

LITTLF
LL
Ba4
I

I

Smith and Cushiaf.

ateasra

— — —

NEW PLAT

IN HIS

Comedy by

AND

— — —

We,t 44tn «•

Mata w#d

A

r
8fcL

»

•**>

Florence Colebrook WetlUaad on
Story hy HOWARD R MOBTOW.
more, who produced the pageant, Is
DIRECTION JOHN CORT
ltt
OPERA HOUSE— "The Unloved again acting in that capacity for the
Bway.MBt. Era. 1:88 Sharp.
Wife." Apparently a ringer with a Business Women's Club.
By and With FRANK CRAVEN
ATi^IVrV Mata. Wod. and Bat. at f.tS.
"nameless" cast. Running at $1 top
TOE MUSICAL SENSATION
W. II. Robson, of Holley. a proswith daily matinees.
perous retired resident, has purEMPIRE— ".Sugar Plums."
GEO.
M t A T B E
chased
m V*w*ay %a1 T
the
Family
and
Temple
ALHEE— Keith vaudeville.
Broadway and 43d Strut
McKay's Scotch Revue. theatres at Albion, N. Y.. and taken
Times.
Eves. 8:15.
Mata.
possession.
Wed. and 8a..
Martha Russell and Co., Mumfnrd
L
,r
rop. Mat. Wed.
$2,00
nnd ;tan«-y Mar-Ming irA Ii:i!!, Jason and Ilnrrlgan. Foley and SparHaturdar Mntineo Bent Heats St.SS
ton. Film. "The Glory of Youth."
FAY'S— "Rounder on Broadwav,"
l
Went 48 Bt Evu.
B.P KEITH *2?s 'VAUDEVIIIE V*\^IX A THKATIIK.
Bronnon & Rennie; Smlletta Sisters,
8:0. Mata. Wed. & Hat. 2:'J0.
Empire Comedy Three. Adolpiic and
ING
"Hpontatieous, fresh In ita fun — IrrosponMI8
La France's Circus. Film, 'The Devil
MUSICAL RIOT
sil>U«.
Joyous I'arce." Ilramer, ll« raid.
Within."
EVERY ACT
w "« * sth nitMt. K»m. at 8 80.
FILMS— Rialto. "Blind Hearts"
.Mallnpea
A_STAR FEATURE
Wod. and Sat at 2-30.
«.,
rwroA 8tAT8.:
EXTRA
and "The Old Oaken Bucket";
XMAS. ANO NEW YEARS.
0E3SIE CLAYTON with Out A
Strand. "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingwith
Pearl Maala/
RITII
Sllrll KV
Merter A Jam**
Little

Glrla

in

first half.

"Thm

PAPtf

'THE WILD CAT thwhllt •

EMERY—

^;,^

BF KEITHS^

BOOTH

"HER SALARY MAN"

appeal ing

m

person.

D|
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,V* p EST

and
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w
Kr. 8:2«
IRRRTY Tlu
MalH. Wod. &
GEORGE M. COHAN'S
'»-

Bahe Ruth here

this

wtok and. de-

8UN9HINE

Johnny Burar, Laav'tt A Lookwaod: Andrnaa A Burt;
Oths.
lARIa).
What Oa M,n Wan ;

"

HE LOVE
H71«a8k»!
RACE"
LJLLUmJ marga waloroON
A
"T

!

;

CO.:
HARRY TIGHE A CO.. Oths
OfRTRUOE HOFFMAN A CO

HESSIAN TIMBERG.

-Ss-ls|.

OSTERMAN; A
Yen
« A?
GEO. DONNELLY;
4 Olhar*
•

it ',

K
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:

— Harhetl
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Hunlin»
r

l/u»
WHATr
l»l

:

A OHmar Rrvur

Fraarii; Holmtt
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00
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*

-
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Martoa;

coat: Claud*
Alriander Brat.

E»alya:

athi.;

HaralU

Lltya.
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MEN WANT,
A
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aadl
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<2 St.
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/ARLISS

LAST rROIM'f'TION

'

spite reports of srth.teks elsewhere.
local Keith nianuKcineni expects to
el an up.
Ruth was a mernher of
the Providence team before his advent with the majors, and h ih a
large following.

GEORGE

;

Trmplatan A Versatile Saitatta.
Powerful Supaorlna |;i|.

"The O'Brien
f1

F._SI

'

PEi ; V s
I

I

f

>

\

(•!•_

NEW AMSTERDAM
dAT

I

N KS
!•;

\V

Girl"

rnoi>r«TioN

TriF. iiNTiiiK

T

1

NEW

—

and

COHAN

"The Perfect Fool"

MONDAY

ford"

'

Year"

ED WYNN

'

POPT

,

remodel the house makes «ts immediate conversion into a burlesque
The third E F. Albee-Providpnee
or legitimate, theatre extremely un- Journal Saturday morning concert
likely. In location the Criterion is at the Albee last week proved the
an ace, the nearest theatre to the extreme popularity of the Idea by
new Stntler Hotel nnd surrounding Jamming 'em In to the rafters. An
development.
excellent program by three artists.
to

GET TOGETHER
with FOEJITE

Blue" being up near capacity.

and "Dangerous Lies'; Modern. "Star Dust" and "Desert Bloskoiiis"; V'lctory, "Ten Nights* in a
3 'layers spent over $ 100,000 Y<. modelFat loom," with the star. .Inlin Lowing the theatre for pictures.
To ell,

present regular attractions again in
the Criterion would call for an outlay o.' almost as much money In reconstructing the auditorium. It is
understood that a deal Is on to take
in several pieces of the adjoining
property with a view to inert sing
the capr city of the house. In any
case, tho amount of money required

With

Bill

a new one,
playing at $2 top. with a special
The pageant staged In Beptember
two-for-one lure
donday night. at the Rochester Exposition Is being
Ante-holiday business Is good here, repeated the last three days of the
the last two attractions. "Passing week at the Lyceum, dark for the

Show" and "Two

Sixth

"THE GREATEST PLAY OF TNI YEal"

Bill

Broad, Ward and Cory. Stanley and
Wilson, Emll and Wills, Francis
and Wilson.
GAYETY.— Mollis Williams.
ARCADE Kinsey Stock in "Dora

WE RECOMMEND

CHARLES DIUJNOHAM'S

is

MAJESTIC— "Danger."

Thomas Iirady will be manager of
the new Hodkinson exchange. Maurice Markowltz hns supplanted Perce

ia

last

Charlie Chaplin's "The Idle Class"
showing at most of the downtown
picture houses this week.

R. I.
MULLIGAN

J.

L. B.

LYCEUM.— Dark; local afTair
half.
FAYS.—Lew Ross and Co.,

Thome."

Dos Moines;

"What Do Men Want?" Strand;

By

N. Y.
8KEFFINGTON

Ta

ALLAN POLLOCK
—"A of Divorcement"—

KPNKSDAT

Mil

r.\i>i:i>

f'i.||\\

"S.-J'^IV"
* sA

II

•

It

I

•

A V

SOc to $2.50 ->o iik.iii
ZIEGFELD TRIUMPH
MARILYN MILLER, LEON ERROL
it

SALLY

I

The Gree « Godde»»
SKLWYNS 1'MKMFNT
SuMKHHKT MAI'CIIAM'S Com< dy

"THE CIRCLE

>f

wih Km HKST CAST In AMKCI 'A
JOHN DREW
MRS LESLIE CARTER
E8TELLE WINWORD
ERNEST LAWFORD
.

JOHN HALLIOAV

SFI WVN
JULTT
Il>
MATIvriRB WPD.

ROBERT RENOEL
THEATRE. W. 42 9t
NlgMa

Bt

(POP.)

Eliht thirty

and

SAT

r

December

riday,

PICTURES
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FOOL'S PARADISE

LURE OF THE JADE

tatlon of the French dancer'* ac15 years getting hooked up at a
cented speech and a broad burlesque
double ceremony with Philip and
of her ballet about the hotel. The Helen Matbewe.
..France* Heas Mary!
Philip is supposed to be a
A Robertson-Cole feature starring
82S.
''V.v.v:::::STSfS
i*
Miriam BatUsta Fifth avenue aristocrat!
M
be/ enters in the midst of one of Mary liatbewa
At any Pauline Frederick in
Mrs. Mathews. ... M
Maxparet Foster
a rather difthese performances.
Hearing the Mary
,T
Mathews
Bllly" Dove rate, the rest is fair sob melodrama,
,
Mto B ffi2E.Nol..
JtAn Davidson voice, he believes It Is the dancer, Helen Mathews
llsmbeth North competently acted by Huntly Gor- ferent kind of South Sea Island
Fayo
Julia
wife
**•!.« M»
calls
to
*
Arthur
her
and
Bates
William
Jr.
chief
asks
Collier,
cnM;
for a few mindon, Myrtle Naughan and the others. drama by Marion Orth. The smooth
iasaran. Si
Clarence Burton
C. Blllott Griffin
She continues the George Andrews
The sets are the real thing and direction Is by Colin CampbelL
Manual
Guy Oliver utes alone.
Mortimer
-^
Myrtle Maufhan
With its success the Grace
Brill*
Kamuda Fearlea mimicry.
John Brooks
Char lei Craig the photography exceptionally good. Offered at Loew's State first half
Kay
Jacqueline Logan thought strikes her that as the boy Mrs. Reade
Leed.
Vlvla Ogden
Olrda
_
will be blind for life, she will be able Harold Reade
Billy Quirk
of the current week It was disclosed
HunUy Gordon
as a skilfully written and splendidly
to impersonate the French girl and Philip Pleroe
Cecil
the
Alice Vincent
presented
Katharine Spencer
Jesse Lasky
him
acted story that ahould have sure
have
for
her
own.
She
goes
to
Betty
Doris Baton
pool's Parahis shack the next day and tells him
appeal to women.
B DeMllle production,
a
As
Dec.
9.
Helen Hayea
?
Mm&at the Criterion.
...Katherlna MacDonald
love.
Miss Frederick wears a thrilling
of
her
He,
"
thinking
that
it
is
every sense of
Elale Parmelte r
„__...».
An R-C special touring the Loew Bobby
Sineclal" it is that in
the girl of his heart, consents to the
Charles Meredith assortment of bizarre frocks and has
Bates
speaks
it
•S word* as A production
Joseph J. Dowling opportunity for a lot of vivid emomarriage which she proposes. After houses with Blllla Dove, a dark MacGregor
ter
te
«.***«,** acting
this Poll manages to eke out a. live- damsel, who photographs like a Mrs. Van Courtlandt
tional
»^„„ « of
„* the
**,*»**
*„„ kind
she can
is
Hfred. V^
*-;?f>
Qaaton Allegrettl
S:.vina" as an entertainment it
lihood for them by washing, until
make th0 roSghly effective. It's all
It should
and
summer
moon,
satisfying,
featured,
and
Doris
SJnieffully
months later, when a noted surgeon
hectic melodrama, obvious and theDeMllle
that
George Marlon, Jr., Is the author atrical, but it does deliver a
arrives.
She is torn between her Eaton walking away with the comSand "with anything
heretofore as a box office love of the man and a certain edy honors. Some ono should
vote of "The Beautiful Liar," tho latest dramatic "punch" and Its situations
Ji, done
tl
her
selfishness
of
that
to
a
Besides these
love
medaL
as
What
here
she
does
Is
at r
Katherine MacDonald starring fea- develop, plausibly.
is to establish
T he C?lterion run
qualities it has a good .deal of the
whether or not she will take a worth It What the rest Is worth
if that $1.50 top.
ture to be released through First picturesqueness that goes with the
ml Stature, and
is a question.
chance
on
having
him
cured
and
Saturday and Sunday losing him. A cure is effected. At
National by B. P. Schulberg. The locale.
Sumptuously
with $2 20 for
photographed,
It
much of a
TiJhts isn't a little too
tells a hokum story that should production was directed by Wallace
In this case It Is not a deserted
pocket, then the same time comes the- announcefan
film
the
on
2«in
a gusher has been brought in bring In money, but W. Christy Worsley, who has handled the star island of the romantic South Seas,
remain there a ment
fh* Stature should
Cabanne,
peopled
property
adjoining
He
by absurd barbarous nativea
on
his.
the
who
directed,
and
is
the
At regular Broadway Informs Poll he is leaving her, and only person to get any credit, man- delightfully. Miss MacDonald ap- but a big naval base which has its
iXf while.prices
it would surely do
takes up a chase ~round the globe ages pretty much to jaxs up at least pears to advantage, and with the own white society and a hotel of
Aim house
his final effect.
Hither come a
It was hard to exception of a few too many close- some magnificence.
th
cast of to overtake the dancer.
»Fool's Paradise" has a
He catches up with her In Slam, credit his story as It was, but when ups with her staring directly into naval officer and his wife, Capt. and
the production.
-t«r« featured in
he
ended
what should have been the camera, with the eye make-up Mrs. Copley, to meet the vengeance
where she is being courted by one
Mildred
Dalton.
Here serious on a farce note, he went all most evident, there Is no fault to of Sada, now proprietress Of "The
The? are: Dorothy
of the Princes of the blood.
Conrad Nagel, Theodore there is a clash between the two the way toward dragging this ex- be found. From a box office stand- Sea Gull," a tavern and gambling
Harris
Davidson and Julia
Kosloff, John
frivolity of pensive picture Into the second rate point the pictures will prove up to place.
Back In America Sada was
but
through
the
men,
Dalton is the
realization class.
KJi- but Dorothy No
tho average of the regular run of the daughter of an American adone seeing the girl they come to the self.
The
story
for the miral, who had been ruined by the
Isn't
new.
Mary
Intended
of
itar of the picture.
love
features
all
love
is
program
that
her
figure any one
?hV production will
It brings the boy to the realization Mathews has been accustomed to week -stand houses, although it is scandal mongering tongue of Mrs.
are there to
l?a p except as they
a great love in giving up to her kid sister, Helen. nothing startling or out of the or- Copley.
The gossip had killed
She as Poll he has thrown over
support Miss Dalton.he decides to return Finally Helen steals her beau and dinary.
Sada's father and driven her from
^le °f her the past, and time
Patahoull. has the finest
searching Mary comes to the wicked city,
was
story Is that of a scheming the station, a wanderer.
he
The
In
the
to
it.
elnce she enacted £™.|| out the dancer his attorneys had where an old friend lands her a Job hotel manager about to lose his poSada plots revenge. During the
film career
ukon
Evans In "The Hame of thea 1 alar on arranged for an annulment of the' in the chorus. But she's a good sition, and who to save it threatens Captain's absence, she pursuades an
made her
the picture that
marriage to Poll. When back, he girl, and the wicked are hot after to wreck the plans for a charity English remittance man of good
the appear- birth, who la in love with her, to
8t
by discovers Poll has returned to the her till It reaches a point where bazaar by withholding
*The Laurels and the Lady."
cantlna and seeks her there. When only the opportune arrival of a rich ance of a stage comedienne, who trap Mrs. Copley by arranging a
T^onard Merrick, was the story that she notes he wants her, the eternal young man in a llmouslde saves her the social lights at the resort are rendezvous in her (Sada's) bungaMarie
lasted the Picture. Beulah
spurns from unwelcome attentiona
He wild to have In their play. He Is low, where she will expose her to
provided the woman asserts itself and she
Six and Sada Cowan
The boy re- swings a hefty right, but otherwise unable to get the star, but In the the world as a faithless wife. The
Roderiguez.
DeMllle natural- him for
decision. is so gentle and well-behaved she office of the brokers handling his plan goes through, but at the moscreen version. Mr.
this
abide
by
to
fuses
direction of the progo on accepts his attentiona At a bazaar market gambling there Is a girl who ment when she is about to spring
ly handled the
there a When Roderiguez bids him
duction, and while here and
the trap, the victim's son, crazed by
pain of death, he refuses unless the some one suggests to Philip that Is a double for the theatrical star.
of overproduction
suggestion
slight
the result he's playing round a bit strong for
with
Through the work of a book- tropical fever, comes upon the scene
him,
accompany
girl
In
has so much
slips in, the picture
crucial moment, when a man with a fiancee In Europe and keeper in the firm, a canny old Scot and shoots down the Englishman
the
that
at
those Interested
be- that all chorus girls are alike, any- who Is after a free vacation, the whom he believes Is his mother's
Its favor that only
standpoint the knife Is thrown, she steps real
technically and from the
way. He proposes to assure him- girl Is finally persuaded to double betrayer.
Sada, rather than have
time to save her
take notice of tween them in
will
finances
of the
At the summer her vengeance fall upon the guiltlove from the blow, and receives it self and so makes a suggestion that for the actress.
that point.
leads
to the natural would break the heart of any girl hotel she meets with Bobby Bates, less boy, assumes the burden of the
This
herself.
The story^opens In an oil -boom happy ending of the picture.
truly good and pure. Mary's heart a customer of her firm sfnd for crime, and the finale shows her gotown on the Texan border. Arthur
The performance of Kosloff is the forthwith breaks, and Miss Dove did whom she has long cherA'ied a ing into the distance guarded by
Phelps (Conrad Nagel) is dead one that stands out next to that of this part as creditably and with as secret love.
The boy meets and native police, presumably to silent
overbroke. He has returned from
He Is reserved and much reserve as the rest. From her makes love to her In the play and punishment for the murder.
to Miss Dalton.
seas with ocular trouble due
There are a few gaps In the progquiet, but still carries a tremendous depths of despair she Is rescued by later proposes, but at the last minfrom
heart
gases, a wound in his
He's ute she runs away, for the real ress of the story. For Instance, it
force. Conrad Nagel as the boy is Phil's proposal of marriage.
a French girl and both of his oil all that any one could ask for, and to come the next night with the actress arrives on the scene.
does not appear how the boy learns
openThe
lease ventures flivvers.
At the office of the brokerage firm where his mother is, nor is any
the blind portions are very well car- ring, as she tells the girls who take
ing touches presenting the general ried by him.
her along on a rough party (she's he again runs across the girl a few motive established for the shooting.
done.
atmosphere are corkingly
is the one disappoint- always refused before) when he falls days later, and after explanations In other places the threads are not
Harris
Miss
There is the colored wash -woman ment in the cast. Every one ex- to show up.
there is a happy ending.
neatly tied, but in unrestrained
and her bootblack husband, as well pected that she was going to burn
And why did Philip behave as no
Some clever comedy touches In romancing of this sort of sentimenas the two picks of the family riding things up from the advance reports, film hero should T All a mistake. the telling and the Introduction of tal tale it does not do to examine
car
touring
up in a high-powered
but this she failed to do. She was He'd sent a note around, explaining Lincoln Steadman as a former details too closely. It is sufficient
with a chauffeur, although only a Just a supporting player, and at his real fiancee had arrived from vaudeville partner of the actress is that the sentimental appeal is hamweek before they were working at that one without any distinction.
Europe and he was busy explaining well handled as a bit Joseph J. mered home as it Is here. As the
Oil
their respective occupations.
In sets and lightings the picture to her; but Mary hadn't got the note Dowling as the Auld Scot was a presiding spirit of "The Sea Gull"
did it. the same as oil made it pos- excels.
scenes are and so only another girl's interfer- clever bit Wilfred Lucas got all Miss Frederick wears many gorSiamese
The
sible for the Injun to move a player- particularly effective, and one scene ence by fetching Philip helped mat- there was out of the role of the geous robes of an outlandish design
piano Into his tent, whllj his fat
The titling is excep- ters out Needless to say, Philip hotel manager. Charles Meredith, but bizarre grace, and the settings
Is a peach.
squaw rocked herself In front, and tionally good and the suspense in arrived In time "to save Mary from playing opposite Miss MacDonald, ard-exceedingly picturesque.
when she wanted to smoke, removed the story is carried to the last notch a fate worse than death."
was a charming Juvenile lead for ( Altogether a colorful story keyed
her corncob pipe from a Jeweled
Such hokum Is well enough for her.
to the appreciation of the less
In the celluloid.
chatelaine bag.
The sets are rather big and the sophisticated fans, which is to say
staged the money-making purposes, but It is
who
Riesenfeld.
Hugo
Poll Patchouli (Miss Dalton) is
at the Criterion, gave not well enough when the comedy hotel touches the principal scenes the majority. Why the title, Tne
presentation
on
cantlne
in
a
the principal vamp
the picture an unusual surrounding shot into It burlesques its reality that called for an outlay. Nothing Lure of the Jade," does not appear.
the Mexican side of the line, a short
ballet as this ending certainly doea Thepe unsual In photography or lightings,
is Just a label with an Intriguing
hn entertainment. A combination
distance from the boicn town.
musical offering opened the bill. we see a comedy character who has but satisfactory in regard to both sound and has no conceivable bearRoderiguez (Theo. Knsloff) is the and entitled "In a Doll Shop,' and been postponing bis own wedding j of these details.
Fred.
ing en the tale.
Rush.
It is
knife
at
adept
proprietor and an
a score of people in it.
He is in love with his has about
throwing.
be a
It is a genuine delight and will
night
one
vamp,
but
establishment's
draw for children's matinees during
she crosses him when she interferes
In it Vera Myers as
holidays.
With the business of the establish- the
"baby doll" and Ruth Matlock
ment by preventing a wise guy from the "Colombine"
were the outstandgrabbing off a young girl ho has as
figures, even though Mme. \ icbrought to the place, and although ing
Krlgher. a prima ballerina
she flees from his wrath, he sends torina
had the principal role. Friday night
his followers after her.
performance suffered through
<
In making her get-away the first her
This was staged and
<w:
nervousness.
- ~
place she hits is the cabin of Phelps,
cho
A K .. T^aini Zuro
Zurq, the cnoIt is love at first sight with her the
The
^SftJid.
by
being
n
reography
rco
Managing Director
moment she sets eyes on him. In
a dlsElillJUS
ng *' ^v"lv lighted and
cl f,^
*
thls particular scene she Is most
£i„
Dy Herbert
? H
vlnv were by
novelty,
tlnct
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VOQLDT LAQ6KT AMD MOST BEAUTIFUL THEATUE

•
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IOWABD BOWES

convincing, for animal magnetism
15
Just leaps from her eyes as she looks S^i" ^,^.
together with the CriThe
the boy over.
couple of greasers
a
wnicn
try to enter the place,
but are terion Mag^ine
lzn,
gems
on
bit
color
..^ oel
chased by the hero s little Boston
led
iti
Jf
enU
terrier
The girl decides to stay for Chester a ^enlc
v
!• leihCiiea
the nla-ht. hnt «von ihnnirh she con- Riots

A

^^^^Ychcontalned

i^

y

the right to defend

,

sleep on the porch
Poll removes herself to the

boom

CHARMI-Qve
THE LOVE
"The
released

day and

town's only hotel the next

.

.

becomes the girl-behind-the-eigar-

"A man's home

it
is his castle,

the right to drfrvd

Realart
counter of the place.
Her love for
producthe boy is still uppermost, and she Charm." an Klmer Harris
N. Heffion.
has formed an instinctive hatred for tion, directed by
Harv< >
the woman that holds his affections, takr i from the story by
by
she having gathered that there was O'lliggins, put in screen style
latest
tho
is
It
Heath.
such a woman and just who she was., Percy
from the numerous photographs of Wanda Hawley starring vehicle.
Clndprfila
the notod danseupe. Rosa Duchene Tie author employs the
his
for iho working basis of

it."

—

and he has

Tom

idea

(Mildred Harris), clipped from illustrated papers tacked up about his
shack.
Rosa. It happens, is making a tour
of America.
With her ballet she
has been booked into the boom town
and the tragedy of the picture is
Planted on the night she plays. Poll
several days previous in a fit of
pique has palmed off a trick ciger
°n the boy. The night the dancer

»

story.
iev) is

appear ho

is

When

it

fumes

tret

Lewi*

7. Setznich

present*

A MANS
HOME"

_

ending ensue

ihc

giv s off
in:o his e\«s
and injur, tlwni lo *n.-h an extent
he bee„me S loiailv blind later that
evening, wliile in V.i.- theatre.
'oil

sniokp and

Beginning Sunday

she

character,

attracts the attention
causes
o her cousin's suitor. Thisnecessitrouble in the family and
Asby
tactics
tate her chancing
girl
suming the role of a vulgar disman
young
known as a type the
This has the desired *nVct.
likes.
n
*
with the girl leaving »;;»»"«
state oiJ
chap, learning of tne hue
1mpp>
the
and
affairs, locates her

t

it.

leading

OW
P
The s*iavev

the stage door after
•nto the
""»
me theatre.

iightg

his

aunt
being the family drudge for an her
and girl cousin, the latter about

standing before
having seen her
few
Having a irw
ninutos before curtain time, he
takes tho .jgar from hi* i.o.-k.-t and
to

Ruth Sheldon (Wanda Haw-

..

idea of this kind can Imaii-

An

A
ably he relied upon for results.
new angle can usually be devised
to
wher-hy it can he hrouuht up lnand her r.-istjNkm l.iv-r av«- * ated date, as has been done in thiv
The picture his a dnact
>n a hn\.
At the etme'.usion «>f The a a nee
In-''"
PTformanci- Slie
hov :rv japl" 'l wii'n the >t.«r tarrying
< III
she !!•»'
n. »-..«
,n K to grope
rap.'ibly.
itee
he
th>
w
h;-=
ay fi "in
she:
>'
v
Ire. Knil< 1(|
compatMi
The .-as:.
a >i^t hina.
ad h" '•!'
a i"li
n *r n,.,- if
Well rlmsi 11. W I'll ll» dinii
\
she
-l,e.|].< lO O
The l.ew
touehes him again, hi- wi'l l.i'l h-r.
hn:dl<d to a nicely.
<
'( harm"
prn-niMl fe-.|n:e
Din in- tin» n,-xt f- w dn\
'''
is a
l'< 'I
•'«'«
Dec-ore famous locally for her ii
run hold up its. end.

With Harry T. Morey, Kalhlyn Williams, Faire Binncy, Crcrc Valmtine, Mail
Moore, Roland Bottomley.
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PICTURES
challenged him. and walks In on the
scene just In time to save the girl
a heavy who has been trying
Harry Myers to carry her Off. And that night to
Tom M.Oulre top It all off when he retnras to his
jean .aihoun \odge there is his wife, who has fol-

R. S. V. P._.

5^^^ k^
-n

-

.

,,

Benny Finding

Plimpton
Beitr..

_

I

A

feat u rv starring Charles Hay is
his latest.
V. P.. ' is not the least of
"R.
them. Tli«- story is credited to Rob

a

Wagner, directed by Ray. released
First National.
It la not easy to understand how
Wagner, or any contemporaneous
writer, can claim credit for the
authorship of so familiar a story.
but By the same token it is remarkable how so much clean, wholesome
Tta.

and amusing entertainment was extracted from so slight a variation of
plot.

Here

it

is in

i#icliy

Is

Ki«1

much

a Joe

Shor'
Sh.»aJy

Art oonnoiseur tells one (Ray) that
what he needs is living models. He
agka how they can be secured without money, to which the art critic

Evidently this
of the things Mr. Buchanan

<'».•<.•

il

Ivan rhriMie

supervise.

Miss Calhoun,
is appropriate.
youthful. Is well cast, with her cowith
successful
workers equally
Hart.
their parts.

Wallace

this

a

first

the Rlvoll fea-

class offering for

Artist adverreplies they can't.
tise* for a model, promising payand bonus when picture is

soML His childhood sweetheart calls
after years of absence at boarding
He fails to recognize her.
school.
mistakes her for model in answer
ts his "advert" and paints a fine
picture of her without being aware
sjf her identity.
The girl's father gives a reception
la her honor and Invites the artist;
bis friend wants ts go along; there
Is but one dress coat between them,
TiZZZZJ'TZX:
•aid the eomedy arl

C?Ui £%£ iSISiin •ki?rih.
%&£^jL?£iZ£St^ Z+ SJtv

other disports himself at the party,
Only recently there was presented a
two-reel -comedy- with the almost
tdsatical story, but It was unfolded
with the assistance of vulgar horse-

acceptably
'
Lre<L

if they had anything to
do.
reads as though the laughs had
come from the captions, hut the
laughs didn't from those or any.
thing el e.
Aboul the girl in Paris, a rave the
Frenchmen are enthused over. Her
cousiu from America, a studio boob,
is visiting her folks abroad.
He i*
observing the girl to report to heIt

to

grandmother ba^k home. The glr'
knowing hs's gofnjc to report, becomes wild. Smoking cigarettes is
her idea of that, and so it runs.

The mistake was

in

picking

this
si,nr.

story.

Jack Gardner left
Thursday where hv

for

the Coast

will

once more

step In iront of the camera.
Mr.
Gardner Mated before leaving he
might aldo undertake a propos tLn
in musical stock that is now prevalent on the Pacific coast.

JEtE?
?**g

llMSLSffK

it

enough

Madge Bellamy prospector who believes, according all houses. It is clean, wholesome,
Jo* Bennett to the will of
his father, that he is well conceived character comedy
IA* Troll
Claire McDowell
Jane Holder
Winifred Oreenwood its owner. An uncle of ttie girl bv with a society touch. It is knit toKxHriet Whaley
Prank Brownlee a bit of trickery had deprived this> gether und gets to you as a whole,
Dora Boyle*
Jalte Brown youth of his rightful property now with every incident related to the
Sam Cavanuuch
Kred Oamboal in the hsnds of
This is the result,
his own niece whom central idea
Mrt. Cavanawfh
l.llllan Lelgtoton
he has never seen. Uncle requests probably, of having someone of
that she come and live with him in Mr.
Buchanan's ability boss the
A "somewhat different" picture the city. The young prospector also works. Sara Wood directed, hanslory is "L*ove Never Dies," adapted pi 's in
an appearance there and dling the actors competently. The
from Will N. Harben's novel. "The makes known
story Is by Lorna Moon.
his demands.
Cottage of Delight." directed by
The girl seeing that the proper:
She tells of two spoiled darlings
King Vidor. featuring Lloyd Hughes does not rightfully belong to
her. who get married in a hurry and
and Madge Bellamy, photographed offers to give It up. He refuses to
the
by Max Dupont, distributed by accept It. and she returns to the then quarrel temporarily over
advances of a vamp who doesn't
First National. Running 80 minutes.. care of her
three guardians.
A know they have pllsrhted their troth
the spectator is intrigued through thread of a love
story has heen (as they say on the coast). They
wh*t i8 apparently the final "clinch" worked up as the main
idea which are reconciled up at the hunting
is developed with the finish finding lodge of the vamp in the mountains,
*• * U8t the beginning of an absorb- the girl and the young prospector
to which Miss Swan son
(as the
ta*^ interesting and appealing marrying.
This leaves them as wife) proceeded in the most exheart-interest story
joint owners of the disputed prop- traordinary ermine wrap. This was
considerable inirenuitv ha* been erty.
the flashlight of costuming, the sort
e xercl1ed ?n o uttln* ovw Se fact
The picture Is interesting. No at- of thing no one in the'.r senses
hero's mothe? to a^ woman
ih
wlThout likelihSdTf
Jg* {„
Tilly Whaley
Jort Bperson

BMAft

but did

reaching

turing Wallace Reld. Gloria Swanson and Elliott Dexter, but the fact
Thompson Buchanan supervised is
the all -important consideration in

making

do,

"A Parisian Romance" i 8 a Fox
production, aimed for comedy and
boredom.
As the othehalf of the bill at Locw's New York
last Friday what was said a bom
"Riding with Death*' and the New
York also applies to this mlscue.
Marie Prevost is the girl with a
The cast looks good
lot of men.

Baby Oloria Wood
The deBrlac Twins
at

to

A PARISIAN ROMANCE

Cummm

A Paramount

mai

Reld

Gloria Swanaon

Morgan Twins

ODjecUo^onV?^^^^

Si* Z*L2.^£J»?
«^e^,r^r.d
a^ lr^«^ Ufi!y« ftSTSJT JSn
ZSESSL7 -f? %L 5l~» ^ntA

J ohn Trait (Lloyd Hughes) marT »»y Whaley (Madge Bellamy).

l

rl <*

on

son-In-'laWs

hl*

5J5SS,i nf i?aV and hl.^bls^run" take«

wreck en
rout «
_j

ESS? £t»r
2S;y*w^nlnT
Harry
actor, hJtIw
round excellent screen

j
K<,„. d,

•_

he

parentage,

daughter

bi8

home,

John

he » 8 believed to
•«*»;/!««. »t.~ ..i-i*.

-

»k a
^* Sri««£fSi fS m .™*«I.
^^J^I^^^LJ^^IPL^:
J
Z*"££^Z?£
?^J^
*S;
"» t^him. ^v r%7-?«J??h!
SL*" h ""•.-« ^L^I* °\er the
;

Myers, who was the star of "A Connecticut Yankee," and who never
failed to register a hit way back in
the original Vitagraph daya Why
doesn't somebody^make a screen

whirling rapids; John goes to his
star of Myers? He would seem to
rescue; husband No. 2 does not surhe the surest kind of a bet.
vive, and the loving couple are reA first-rate supr^lng cast. In- united.
Although Trott la the hero,
telligent direction, admirable photography, etc.. all contribute to the It Is a question to determine which
generally acceptable result. But the is the "Gunga Dhin" of the tale—
the second husband, who gave up
plot is a ioke. It is Ray and Myers
his life, or the first one, who went
Jot*.
that count.
to his rescue.

An extraordinary cast has been
assembled for the enactment of the
tale.
They are so uniformly excel-

CONCEIT
William
Mr*.

Davidson lent that
H'dda Hopper others to

.William B

f'iombi<».

"roiubi**
Ki'..<ir.nu.
Jcanet te
•

Hunt

C'harlPs

.

.

• • • • •

Gerard

It

is

an

Injustice to the

any individual.
an attractive hero,

feature

Uoyd Hughes

..H.tty Hilburn

is

—

with one criticism he doesn't make
HurUKan up to look older and worn with the
Warren Cook passing of time. Joe Bennett supRed Eagle plies
a fine bit of characterising as
the second husband: Madge Bellamy
This picture is the second release is very pretty as
the heroine and
of the series of specials that are her excellent
pantomiming enables
being markfiiul as the "Selznlck her to express suitably
the emoSix."
Supreme
The story is by tional characterization: Claire
McMichael .1. Phillips, the screen adap- Dowells
work as the Immoral
tation being made by Edward J. mother
Bar be l*» K
Bowles

hv

•

•

•••••

i

,

Maurice Cosfllo

....Patrick

Mclialn
Indian Tr.ip|»-r •.

.

stands out brilliantly, with
Burton George handled the others equally
competent. Photography and direction are all that
could be desired.

Montague.

the direction.
Banff in the Canadian Rockies is
the location where most of the exterior shots of the picture* were
taken.
Therefore the feature contains sufficient scenic stuff to stand
off the admission price.
The story itself fails to stand up.
principally because of the weakness
that there is in taking a cad and
coward as the heroic figure of the
The lact that he is regenyarn.
erated makes no difference to an
audience, the had taste of the early
sections of the story will not wash
out in the final reel with the regeneration sop.
William
Davidson has the role
of the caddish hero. It is a thankless Job at the best, but Mr. Davidson does not add materially one way
or another to the value of the chare-

R

He

Aa

exceptional photoplay.

Jolo.

S*K
SS^orn^
iwy Timmmn
r

i

n

''

lon

,

8!

Thornton

rt

Joyc "

lr

William Russell
Helen Perjruaoa
,
y
i; ;

w i? ^
,

Duicle Cooper
Ch&riee 8p*re
Gerald Prm*

Kate Corbaley is credited as the
author of this Fox feature starring
JMHmm Russell, the screen version
for which was written by Arthur J.
Zellner. Arthur Rosson did the dlmeeting.
The author has taken the
£"*»• -r idea of having the collegebred aon of * rlch contractor turn
°" 1 to bc a weak-kneed individual
wn ? causes the downfall of his
ath ^rs most trusted employe. The
J
,a
tt ®r In orde r not to cause the convictJ on of the son. takes a crime

is

managed

to

in

* Don't

of the others manage to make their
he is unsuccessf-1. and their
taunts drive him to remaining until
ho does get a bear. After the others
have returned East ho remains, and
being unable to get a guide sets
forth alone, becoming lost and finally bringing up at the cabin of a
trapper, who has his late partners
daughter living with him.
The braggart on recovering from
Bis scare due to a night in the wilds
makes love to the girl, hut when her
sTUardlan offers to fight him for the
Sri he welches. He then follows his
loads Rant, only to discover that
One of them has practically alien
ated his wife's affect ions,, hut he is
too great a coward to retaliate.
Later he turns out to he a man
after all. He goes out and takes a
klll

beating from an ex-pug who is runntng a gym, and that one walloping
makes him turn around and lick the
guy that copped his wife, kick him
out of the house and then advise the
Wifo to start divorce proceedings.
But once started he is a glutton for
Punish ment, so he returns to the
r,

new^Krf«r

development

]***n«a.

Everything

from father down will want to see
it Plenty
and humorous situations."
New York Telegraph

—

'•Without reservation,

A J°ve »««»• « brought into use.
^hlch,
in addition to an abundance
of Melodramatic business, tends to
mak * * half-way Interesting pro* ram feat " r« 'or the change-a-day
houses. Russell Is a capable actor

able picture.

,

It s

we recommend it as a thoroughly enjoysmart and smooth and altogether
eirtcrtainiig/*

—New

three stars in one picture is mighty
expensive hut h\
also mtghty nice for the people who
see them.
eiiter!
tamment, bcautituHy acted and subtly
directed."

Kent

— New

-rand picture h\ boon
has boon ottered to Chicago."
"It's a

K.P«"oduction almost entirely. Rus
sell's supporting cast has been well
enough selected for the style of
work demanded of tlum. No great
expenditure has 1m .n made as far as

Eugene O'lh'ien and .F.din Ince. his
director, returned to New York from
„...
Saranac
Lake
«.„.„ Monday.
»„~. .*.«,,.
They
had
A IIU;
»,„ u
been on location there for the past
excell

working

on
Selzaick featura

A SAM Wuo;TRODUCTrns

'

—

Chieatfo ILvamir.rr

ft

FAMOUS PIAYFRS IASKY CORPORATION

£2

nm~*—*.

""•
T

O'Brien'r
ts.

anything
U briiet

(X (paramount Qicture

production is concerned.
It takes
but one reel of this feature to know
what it js all about.
Ilnrt.

weeks

York Tn'bune

a long time since

l,,

two

York World

"Having

for * he ,ine °* worK needed in this
Production, which has nothing in the
way ot opportunities to make the
P'cture stand out above the general
ru
f h,s Productions.
It will prove
mn,7,?
»'y Interesting .'or screen audi* nctk * that clamor for the bromide
'» p h»drumatics.
Exteriors make up

?ftfte\^nav 'Wrr^^
I

Tell

"The entire family
ot truth, good acting

-

1

**

Dexter

-» Gllion

|

a wealthy man who has
purchase everything
that he wanted In life, even to a
pretty wife.
In addition to a cad
he is also a braggart and when he
takes a hunting party to his lodge
In the Canadian Rockies to go after UDOn hi«own shoulders. He Is dlsbear he lets it bo understood that p* 06/^ bu t after being confronted
there never was a bear hunter such ?f Innumerable obstacles clears
as he. The result ts that while all himself when the truth of the afTalr
tsr.

allace JleicL,
Qloria Swanson,

DESERT BLOSSOMS
Stephen Brent
*far x Ralston

r»\4rjin

Hn»i.

sli

oJ?

didn'T*

touches.

enough.

Blllott Dexter
Dorothy
Genevieve Bllnn

Jeaalca Ramary
Mra. Morgan
Cullen'a Niece

at
to
In

Swanson managed them verv w«ii
So did Mr. Relet Mr. Dexter had
little

Pate
Marian Weatoeer
Harvay Ollroy

comedy

by-play,

DON'T TELL EVERYTHING
Oullen

in.

Outside of that, what Miss Swan
son contributed was very much to
This comedy is mostly
the point.

Ki-in
Tammany Young cast

LOVE NEVER DIES

Two indigent young
artists lire in a studio apartment.

a few words:

HS'wSLISfl

Stand lab

—

motoring

Ali«*

jumbU-d affair, but there are some
places where it will manage to get
Vitagraph feature made in the
by In pretty good shape.
In addition to William B. David- eastern studio starring Alice Calhoun,
based upon the .storv by
son there is Mrs. DeWplf Hopper In
the cast as the wife, Betty Hilburn Harry Dlttmar, directed by Edward
Jose.
The
Dlttmar story of a light
as the ingenue lead, and above all
the formerly famed Maurice Costello texture centers around a young girl
in the role of the heavy of the north of the mining country.
She Is the owner of property Inwoods. The latter proves himself
from her father, who. In
still considerable of a screen actor herited
and gets over with a wallop the addition to his realty holdings, bequeathes to his daughter three male
little that he has to do.
Fred.
guardians, with whom she lives in
the old homestead.
The middleaged foster parents treat the girl as
their own.
Her ownership to the
John Tratt
Uoyd HusKea property is questioned by a young

always satisfying, and

the elementary

(Jrors«

8hans Jordan
Andy MacTaviah
Denny Farrell
Rufus Halliday
KutHle Jnekson

make up.
The story

Utt Schu maker

[ianle llt-al^wi.

Rainbow Ha II Ida y

16, 192],

would wear anywhere save
masquerade certainly never

tempt has been made to make It a
It has been produced
big feature.
Cuihoun solely for the houses which change
Jack Itmch their features dally and offer them
William ciroait
which atCharles Kent at an admission scale
Tom O'Mi.'ioy tracts the economical and untieurge A. T-e.«v.«y sophisticated neighborhood fan. The
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Report First National Will Purchase
Coast Circuit

TRADE PAPERS AND THEIR CONTROL

It

is

San Francisco. Doc. 14.
reported along the Kiallo
Dankhen, of the Turner A

STUFF—PICTURES

The collapse of the independent film enterprise at this time uppeare te
come as a result of a general tightening up on the part of the dis-

that Fred

tributors who decline to handle exploitation except on a sure thing basl*
Dank hen circuit, is going to sell his
-MOVIE CHIEFS PLAN U. 8. page news story by
Quinn L. Martin. stock in the First National, and also of sharing terms of 36-65 or 40-60 on the gross, a system which make*
caption on the ilrst
9 was the
the producer the sole gambler and the distributor a go-between who
who covers Broadway for the New York •World," in that that the First National is to take may win but can't
lose.
Such a thing as an advance is out of the que**
the r Joorter
R
Explanations of why this news was over Dankhen's stock In the T. & D.
"^.
hul gday morning. Dec.
form by the trade papers, but circuit. Official verification of the tlon. In the height of independent operations, if a distributor liked a
^n^back were published in editorial
picture representing a cost of $75,000 to 1100.000, the producer had no
same editorials is illuminating, a sentence report, however, is lacking.
l2Si onv examination of these
difficulty in getting an advance of better than $25,000.
Nowadays tho
news atory in the 'World " is more ,0.

COMBINE WITH HAYS AT HEAD/'

I

.

jJnVthls same

even cautioning the trade papers under their conpublic the plan the makers of photoplays in this eounot to make
do for months, have seen that drastic action alone would win back

"Working
1

*

try

siJently,

public and prevent what is considered a
indifferent and deserting
decided to act." This wa9 the sentence.
JS*lFederal censorship, have
their control" Is the meat of that sentence.
"The trade paper* under
sufficient reason for having trade papers under their
Is only one
is for the purpose of concealing their
nature distributors) control; that
and deceiving their customers, the exhibitors, who, by the
*WB trickery
organization
and have not been consulted
thia
are not included in
as Sydney S. Cohen, president of the MoTtaut its plans and purpoeee,
America, and William Brandt, president
Picture Theatre Owners of
te
abundantly clear
I*!h* Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, make
Yo
New
rk "Ti mes."
the
statements given

fPhre

"

£

and the reasons the film makers
The reasons for not consulting them
publications under their control" to print this news
forbade "the trade
supposed
and claim to serve the exare
papers
trade
These
1 terlock
them service (in other words, the news) depends upon
hibitors but giving
-headquarters" (distributors).
^orders" from

beat he hopes for is a deal by which tho distributor assumes the cost of
making the required number of prints and paying for the preliminary
advertising. The distributor takes this investment out of the first money
A Universal with Buck Jones. It
was half the bill at Loew's New that comes In in the form of rentals. The independent producer who
York last Friday, which usually deals with the distributor (instead of handling the proposition as a territorial ono on his own) has other difficulties,
Commonly the distributor
tells the tale of a picture there before it is seen. If a film is worth is selling pictures of his own, and his sales force is required to get behind
wbile at all. this change daily house Xhese first and last, maintaining to the best of hia ability the quota
cant' afford to double it up.
of business edloted to his branch. After he has reached this the inde"Hiding with Death" is a western pendent
picture may have some of his attention, but the distributor**
with a Mexican atmosphere, about
investment
in his own productions must be covered first. Sometime* the
farm,
a ranger, mortgage on the
Mexican villainy and so on. but not sales force pushes a block of four films as a sales unit three feature*
enough for a feature. They could being the property of the distributor and the fourth being an independent
have packed it within two reels. It production handled on sharing terms. How the lump sum paid for the
is tediously padded, with irritating
four features shall be cut up Is a delicate matter pf judgment. If the
stalling.
Some shooting action at four pictures get $250,
the distributor's three films may be declared
the finish and a good fall by Jones,
but Die falling Is all in the film; the worth $200 or more and the Independent film declared in for the balance.
In any event the outsider need expect any unjust favoritism. Altogether
fans will never fall for this kind.
the independent operation is fraught with many trials.
Mime.

RIDING WITH DEATH

—

STRANGER THAN FICTION

MacDonald stars In
".Stranger Than Fiction," produced
by
MacDonald
Productions, directed
wind of this reorganization story, started after it. by J. A. Barry and released under
Variety* when it got
a week before the auspices of First National. The
it, although Variety was "stalled" fo
printed
and
got It,
picture is in the new vein of satire
securing the full story.
and takes as its mark the flamboyant crook melodrama. But the proit wasn't .of any Importance anythat
recognise
should
Distributors
Katherlne

•

At the Metro studios Sunday Christie was directing a production in
which Billie Dove, reputed to be a former Ziegfeld beauty, is being
featured. Miss Dove was in the last Cabanne production, "At the Stage
Door," the featuro honors being given her.
Then followed the recond

Cabanne production with her in It, and the former musical comedy
girl began to develop temperament.
On Sunday she failed to show at
the studio until almost noon, while the director and the company, which
included Harry T. Morey, Helen Ware, Rose Coghlan and Huntly Gordon, among other* high-priced artists, stood about idle. On Monday, however, the differences were patched up and work on the picture proceeded.

ducers display a curious uncertainty
about burlesquing their subject.
Fro:n the fuct that all the satire
is In the titles and not in the action,
Ben de Casseres and Pete Milne have launched themselves in a free^
lately mchtioned lie would like to see one would almost suspect that the
distributor
large
a
of
head
The
lance titling, cutting and editing proposition.
Both Peto and de Casnews concerning his organization in Variety. "It picture was made in all seriousness seres have at various times been affiliated with Famous Flayers, although
bit of propaganda
papers." said he. "and as Variety is and the burlesque came as an afterwouldn't d© much good In our own
the
tho
latter has found its greatest Vogue in the Sunday departwork
of
Just what papers this thought when it was being edited
Independent, news stories In it are believed."
Milne ia a thorough filmster and
It's curious to And the ment of the New York "Times."
oi guesswork and titled.
man meant by 'our own papers" isn't so much a matter
screen action done In a spirit of worked through the various branches of the industry.
after all.
polite comedy while the Interpolated
titles are slangy travesty.
Toward the end the burlesque al-GOOD
most disappears and the film turns
TULLY'S
into a straight melodrama with
papers,' peculiarly 'devoted spectacular "stunts" involving an Guy Bates Post to Star Author Stateriaht Men Predicts Marked Inv
Last week in some of the so-called "trade
pictures," appeared an advertisement an- airship chase with a surprise finish
provement in That Branch
Leaves for Coast
to the interests of motion
Orphans." Variety which discloses that it is a moving
nouncing the release of a picture called "The Two
advertisement. In following this picture story within a moving pictPhil Selxnick, brother of Lewie J.
Tully
departed
Richard
Walton
did not and will not publish such an
ure story. This scheme Is confuspolicy..
and a Staterlght dealer in Ohio,
rule we ere simply being con detent with our
ing to the auditor, who never is last week for the coast, where he
sure whether he should be amused is to begin work at once on the film- predicts a marked Improvement ia
anyone who had or thrilled. Tho melodramatic clithat branch of the film business.
Diligent search by our local staff failed to reveal
If there is a trade paper max is ingeniously managed and ing of "The Masquerador," to be He gives as his reason tho fact that
seen this picturixatlon of "The Two Orphans."
the
up
to
titles
it
and
the
of
"punch"
about
plenty
has
anything
distributed
The
knew
by
First
National.
every worth-while picture being
in town that could vouch for it or
hear from the editor. are all brightly written, although plrturizatlon marks the debut on the Staterighted Is promptly taken la
time the ads. appeared in print we would like to
total
of
fearful
up
a
they
do
take
this
seek no apology from
of the
territory;
If sny thing was put over on ye editor, we
screen of Guy Bates Post, who has 100 per eent.
footage.
investigation.
source, but in proper respect suggest a little household
Diana Masters (Miss MacDonald) played the piec on the legitimate throughout the country.
"What
the
public
wants, Judgingis a society girl with a fad for mak- stage for over live years.
as to the ing amateur Alms. At the opening
by the Staterlght successes at presLacking more authentic information or first-hand knowledge
Post will close his legitimate tour
"Who made she is screening her version of
inquire:
ent." says Selsnlck, "is good melomerits of this particular picture, we are forced to
with herself in the title until the picture is completed, after drama, elaborately produced."
Who directed it and who is bringing it to the public notice, and "Carmen"
it?
part, and her society friends, in- which ho will resume his road tour
whyr
cluding the police commissioner, in for the remainder of the season.
shown James Young Is to direct, with WilFIGHT FILM SETTLEMENT
com- the cast. The screening isaudience
Everybody in the business knows that D. W. Grifllth has just
together with the society
Buckland assisting as art
fred
The quarter million dollar damplay, "The
Diana director.
pleted a picture built up in hft big way around the famous
in Diana's drawing room.
age suit begun two months ago by
Two Orphans," which Kate Claxton presented with distinction upon the says she has made another picture
Tully contemplates two film pro- Fred C. Quimby, Inc., against the
announced the which she will show. What appears
regular stage for a good many years. Variety last week
in future, the sec- Associated Screen News, Inc., and
year
ductions
a
tells
tho
she
public.
ot
urs
as
break
be
a
the
to
to
released
dates and the cities where this production is to be
but if past projection machine operator to start ond one being "Omar, the Tent- George McLeod Baynes, was disBeyond this we know nothing about the Griffith production,
continued last week.
valuable addi- the other film, and a new story be- maker."
The action
experiences are guides it may be anticipated it will be a
gins.
revolved about the sale of the
credit or
the
tion to the gallery of achievements which redound to
The police commissioner is called
Dempsey-Carpentler
fight
films,
to the telephone by headquarters
American motion pictures.
DEFEATED
BUILDING
the defendants agreeing to dispose
reporting tha*. "The Black Heart," a
of
certain
"The
14.
foreign
Jersey City, Dec.
rights, Captain
notorious criminal, has threatened
his version of
It is also known that before he started to make
rob the Masters home that night. I
The combined offorte of the local Baynes being commissioned to
Two Orphans," Griffith, putting aside all technical questions as to legal to
Suddenly the lights go out, and
actually do the belling. He disposed
asked
she
than
sum
larger
a
claims, sent for Kate Claxton and paid her
when they come on again the fash- theatre owners defeated a proposed
Here was a plain case 01 rair ionable gathering has been "frisked." city ordinance for the changing of of these rights for $40,000 to Hymen
for whatever rights she held in the atory.
Winik's organisation, the Western
papers of last Dick, Diana's suitor, pledges that he
dealing.
In return, If the advertisemente in the trade
going to De will run the "Black Heart Gang" the present building code, which Import Co., of London. The Quimby
week are a sample, it looks as if that same standard is not
before the -Board of company, which produced the
brought
was
picdown, and from there the rest of the
•bserved by others in their treatment of Griffith.
..„•,. ,•*
Commissioners at its recent meet- ture, alleged through O'Brien, Malee
film is a crook -detective story done
at least
It is high time the subsidized picture trade papers
ing.
with
serial,
vinsky
lurid
of
a
and
the
style
&
in
Drlscoll
that
they
were
distributor-employer
their trade even if they must protect their
secret
through
trick
entrances
The nc code called lor several worth $250,000, and asked damage*
deceive the exhibitor otherwise.
doors, pursuits through underground radical changes in theatre construc- for that amount.
passages and all the other devices, tion and was to have been made
this
by
him
The defendants generally denied
with Innumerable spirited fights and
Another party who has a moral obligation imposed upon
retroactive to cover the present the charges and countered! med fdr
We-Btepping the rest of the tricks.
trowing abuse is the exhibitor. By what process of mental
theatre Interests in- $10,000.
The
houses.
off upon
to
try
palming
crooks
the
finish
M. L. Malevlnsk y went
At
the
by
business
•ny exhibitor imagines, he is helping hia
And tne escape in an aeroplane. *ick, the formed the commissioners that if abroad to straighten out th " situabis patrons a thing he knows is a cheat passes understanding.^
chief
of
the
plane
would
the
it
into
was
passed
hero,
gets
ordinance
the
dupe
poor
tlon,
the
a
settlement
then being effected
shortsightedness, of it becomes pathetic when you realize
hand- necessitate practically every local with Mr. Win Ik end the Am
and kick »"*'»£ crook, and there is a thrilling
soeiated
•ubsequently finds himself showing the genuine artice,
ha%e to-hand battle in the clouds, during theatre closing while the repairs iScreen News, Inc., com ihiitlng
falls
• scared calf because his business is not what he thinks it should
and
which tho plane takes fire
msde.
being
were
towards It financially.
to the ground with the crook. Diana
been in proportion to the price he paid for the sunject.
has given chase in her own aerowcreed*.
machine
crook's
the
likewise
and
as
plane
business
The neighborhood exhibitor whTklows his
JEWS HAVE DONE
BUT THEATRE PROPERTY
does a nosedive she throws the hero
c "*" t *
by the measure of his fair dealing with his » or ,,,lln ,at
A syndicate of biM»!n"ss men ia
row a parachute and picks him up
f
not krow
Binahamton, N T P»c. 14.
has more sense than to think for a second that his patrons do
Tlii.-r
i/assa^c
no way connected with the film inhr ^fvats in the ai.\
The Kode Co. has just closed a dustry has been formed to
tbe dlffcttnce between paste and diamonds.
is skilfully done' by studio closeproduce
ups of the airship battle and the realty deal by which it comes into and exploit a big film spectacle reIn the olO
heroine in her machine, alternating outright ownership of the A. B. cording the part
Other "Two Orphans" pictures have been made
played
by
Jews In
,"
lp
*
th
stunts
aerial
ml
with cut-in sections of
»«* they were terrible. To revive them now is to ad
Williamson property, which includes the development of the American
J,
Griffith.publn
done for the news weeklies. This
con- nation.
The
theatre.
theaply attempting to steal the fore-clap of the
Symphony
the
thrill.
° delivers a convincing
J*
*»W
The same goes for any .'0™*"*',
8 legitimate film production.
It Is designed to make Hie feature
Even the crash of the burning cern held the house under lease.
wan to
tttemptsTo ring in bV"Two Orphans" exhibit. If the forn^e™
plane is shown in a cut-in and a The house will be remodelled at a Interesting to the general public;
ocrur
had
the>
trade.
** In wrong forever in the American picture
camera record of a nosedive shot cost of $20,000.
not intended as a story for Jews
attempt something like this.
from a falling machine is Introalone.
duced. This same novelty was once
The scenario was written i»y tho
exhibited as part of a "magazine" ALICE LAKE LEAVES METRO
Rev. Joseph Coreos, and it is 'undershort subject. It all ends with the
•WABASH" CAST FILLING
CAPITOL'S 8ELZNICK FLASH
Alice Lake has completed her stood capital is not laekinp for tho
then the
and
embrace,
hero-heroine
Edgar Sclden has engaged \V. J- scene shifts suddenly back to contract with Metro. There will be proper carrying out of the iderThe Capitol, New York, is to have
Edna Diana's drawing room, and It is no renewal of it, according to ad- taking.
• special advertising flash for next Ferguson, Paul Kverton and
support Madge Evans made clear that the wild proceed- vices from the Coast.
week. The
attraction at the houso May Olive;- to
Miss Lake has been with the
Hanks of tho Wabash." ings have taken place in Diana's
«o be tho
FREE FOR CHILDREN
Sclznlck feature, "A in "On the
The Idea
other film production.
jj
No director has been selected for makes an amusing burlesque, but Metro organization practically since
Home."
Jj*j|e
An arrangement
Watertown, N. V, •••-. 14.
King
although
existence.
yet.
if;?
as
the distributor for the Capitol the production
hint that it is a burlesque
some
JJjn
Charles Sesonskc, exhibitor of
«te includes a stipulation it shall Vidor, Jerome Storm and several which might have becu given in the
this
city
and Oswego, oh-; placed
possibilities.
Pend a t eaflt $7 >500 for tho woe k others are mentioned as
aeiion instead of being confined
Next for Hope Hamoton
before tho central teaehfrs' oiganiWork 'on the production is to start entirely to the titles. The scheme
™ special advertising for the enThe Hope Hampton management satlon an offer to give fn-e shows
employed makes for confusion In
early in January.
«*««ment.
the mind of the spectator. Ruth.
has secured the screen rights to for children Saturday mornings. He
The week before Christmas is a
has
Va..
W.
Klkins,
Crittenden
Marriott's novel, "The specifies only that enough parent*
Orph»-um.
The
gloriously bad one and the house
of
Herman Burns, assoeiated with Isle of Dead Ships." Owing to the promise to attend to k**ep order.
been purchased by C. B. Pasooc.
ffect a R aving
the I <u>- Cittndall'h Apollo, MartiiiNburg, W.
compelling
controls
by
who
J5
Pa.,
Somerset.
The plan Is to project picture* of
[many exterior scenes the picture
Jhi
the- Va., has be* n promoted to ;>**>*•distributor to carrv the burden
coe circuit of moving picture
special interest to the youngsters.
will be made in Bermuda.
ant manager.
"trade papers under their control" did or didn't print
way, whether the
reorganization.
the story of the

•
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PICTURES
HAYS HAS DECLINED

R Y. CENSOR SCOUT FINDS
MANY

LICENSE

Mames Exchange
Held

Under

LAW VIOLATIONS

Myers About to Push
Action on Resolution to Curb
Film Politics

Managers, but Exhibitors Are
Agents Investigating
Statute

—

Dec.

14.

all western New York pichouses are obeying the mandate

Not

that forbids the showing of pictures
•napproved by the State censors.
according to a report filed with
Chairman George H. Cobb of the
oanaorship commission, here by
Ansel W. Brown, head of the Albany
bureau, who has been gumshoeing
out west
Brown hits the southern tier on

ADJUSTMENT REACHED

to

him

new

NOW BEING WIDELY WITHDRAWN
9

Washington, D. C, Dec. 14.
Will H. Hayes, postmaster general, definitely declined the offer
of the

Calling in 'Theodoras' Followed by Orders fron*
Fox and Metro—Fight Film Withdrawals—Kicks
from Exhibitors May Play Part in Situation

to act aa head arbiter

association of interests

The
was offered him was
per annum with a contract

of the motion picture Industry.

The road shows of feature Alms
seem about through. Producers may

PATHE DISTRIBUTION

salary that

BY HAMILTON AND

16, 1981

ROAD TOURS OF FILM SPECIALS

Sen.

made
Y.,

December

ASSN. PICTURE OFFER

Southern Counties
Watertown, N.

'

Friday,

F. P.

$160,000

for three years.

FOR

fear retaliation- In a booking way.

VITA. FORECAST

The Goldwyn organisation

has

Hayes rejected the

withdrawn all but one of their
offer with thanks to the representa"Theodora" companies other
Famous Holding 50 P. C. of tives that called on him and person- Change May Come After New the -one in New York, and thatthan
has
Hamilton's Stock
Year—Serial Conflict?
ally placed the proposition before
but another week to go. The comhim.
pany that Is in Boston will finish
It is now considered that it will
Samuel Rachman sailed Tuesday
A distributing combination be- at the same time. The Fox office i
a similar mission, starting today. on the Aquitania, bound for Paris be Impossible for the picture inter- tween Vltagraph and Pathe is in the is calling in all of the "Over the
According to Hill"
air for after Jan. 1.
la practically all instances the blame and then on to Germany, in the Inand "Queen of Sheba" shows,
ests to Induce any of the Cabinet
recta with the film exchange when terests of the Hamilton Theatrical
the plan that has been discussed,
there Is no permit *or a picture, but Corp., after an adjustment had been officials to accent their offer. The the physical distribution of the and Metro, which had a company
the law makes it a misdemeanor made between the Hamilton com- fact that the acceptance by any of Vltagraph productions will be made of "The Four Horsemen" in upper
the New York state, is closing that
for the theatre to show them. Oc- pany and Famous Players over the them would
next
appear on the surface through Pathe exchanges with
casionally a theatre sends In an distribution of certn'
V organization sales managers week.
German picthat
there
was
understanding
an
the
order for a picture for which
supervising.
tures in America.
One of the road attractions that
exchange has not taken out a perA new contract Is understood to between the film men and the Re- The company has during the last
The exchange requires the have been entered into, whereby publican administration balks all few years been turning out a re- has been getting a lot of money
mit.
adin
theatre to pay for the film
Famous retains the American rights such plans.
stricted number of features and around the country is the Dempseyvance and also demands certain to the German pictures, but does
8enator Henry Lee Myers of Mon- about two serials a year.
These Carpentier fight pictured, but all of
guarantees, but It sends out the film not participate id the tritlsh dis- tana, whose resolution before the latter have really been the mainthese have been closed within the
Without the license.
tribution rights. According to the Senate last August requesting an stays of the organization.
last two weeks and scheduled for
When it arrives the theatre owner new agreement, Famous owns GO Investigation of the reported' statePathe and Universal are the only
has advertised the picture and he per cent of the Hamiltpn corpora- ments that the motion picture in- other producing distributing organi- the discard. The constant battling
with the Federal officials in each
arrives
that
does not know until l
tion, with Ralph Kohn acting as terests intended entering politics to zations that are still grinding out
state is the reason for this.
It does not bear a permit.
treasurer. Messrs. Blumenthal and become a factor in the elections of the serial p/oductions.
Evidently the answer Is that the
every candidate, sees no connection
Whether or not the Vltagraph
Rachman retain the remainder.
film shows are doing no better
A cablegram received in this between the statements that brought serials will conflict with the similar road
than
the general run of film houses.
EXHIBITORS
country states that Ernst Lubltsch forth his resolution and the re- product of Pathe is a question, but Also the exhibitor
is howling his
sails this week for America, bring- ported offer of $100,000 a year that with the seriul market far from behead
IMPROVE BUSINESS ing with him the negative of "The has been made to Will H. Hays to ing over-produced there Is hardly a tions. off regarding the tour attracWife of Pharoah," declared by many head an association of picture pro- chance of that question entering in
The chances are that the' withany proposed deal between the two
Americans who have seen it In Ber- ducers.
drawal of the touring shows Is not
The Senator stated that he be- organizations.
FHm Exchange Men Written lin to be one of the finest photoplay lieved
going
to help the regular film house
that such an association with
productions ever made.
business any at this time, for there
a man such as Mr. Hays at its head
Vaudeville Suggested
Is no doubt that the regular film
would tend to improve conditions
as Stimulant
MRS. HARLAN'S ALIMONY in pictures from the moral' stand- N. Y. STATE EXHIBITORS fans are wise at this late day that
pretty nearly all of the so-called
step
of
point.
He believes that a
"big pictures" that play their town
Awarded $100 a Week from Film this kind would be in the right diCONVENE FEB. 14 at
Local film exchange men have
Sues
advanced prices are sooner or
Aleo
§UfO*ho
rection as there is much need of
been flooded with complaints of late
later
going to be shown in the regusupervision and regulation in the
from exhibitors complaining of busilar picture houses at the regular
The separation action begun by films.
ness conditions. In many Instances
Theatre
of
Business
Session
tariff.
(professionally
If anything this should make
Harlan
Florence
"I have no fight on motion picthe theatre men have requested that
for better business at the film
Flo Hart) against Kenneth Harlan, tures,** the Senator stated, and if
Owners at State Armory
they be offered suggestions as to
houses.
the picture star, culminated in a de- they were conducted properly they
how conditions may be improved.
Pro and Con Arguments
cision by Justice Mullan in the New could become a "big factor in eduSeveral of the exchange men have
Albany, Dec. 14.
An argument Is offered in this
York Supreme Court this week, cational work, said Mr. Myers, connotified them the most logical way
Many
film
stars
will
attend
the]
connection that if a picture is worawarding the plaintiff $100 weekly
to stimulate business is to install alimony and $700 counsel fees. Nel- tinuing with the statement that the convention of the New York State thy of a higher price of admission,
way they are now run they do more Motion Picture Theatre Owners in
vaudeville.
why not let the regular exhibitor
son Ruttenber*,, of J. Robert Rubin's harm than good.
In their estimation the day of the office, who represents Mr. Harlan,
this city, Feb. 14, IS and 16, it was get the benefit of itT
That is a
Local newspaper men in ap- announced here
prolog and straight singing acts in will appeal from the decision.
this week by George question that Is going to be pretty
proaching Mr. Hays on his recent
the picture houses has passed and
Mrs. Harlan is suing on the return to the city could get no state- Roberts, a member of the advisory tough to answer, except that there
that vaudeville only can offer the grounds of cruelty and abandoncommittee of the assoelation. Among Is hi.rdly a house where the regular
necessary novelties to help the pres- ment, the defendant counter-suing ment from the Postmaster General them will be present Mary Pickford, patrons will stand for a sliding scale
He Douglas Fairbanks,
gardlng the rumored offer.
ent conditions.
Charley Chaplin, of admissions from day to day. Of
on
similar
grounds.
separation
for a
gave evasive answers, treating the
The action was begun July 25 last, whole affair lightly. He stated that Elsie Ferguson, Mildred Davies, course there are occasions when
Alice
Brady, and Pola Negri
the exhibitor will be able to get
Harlan answering that the alleged he had not seen the report and was
BANKRUPTCY PETITION
The business sessions of the as- away with a boost in prices for a
abandonment was condoned. Inter- surprised to hear that the salary
Btnodict Studios Owes $14,000; Has posing several endearing letters she was to be $100,000. Mr. Hays ter- sociation will be held in the State special attraction, but if he started
Fully 600 members are to switch his prices from night to
$10,000, Say Creditors
wrote him under date following the minated the interview with the Armory.
night It would not be long before he
beginning of the suit His affidavits statement, "Well, I haven't seen the expected to attend the convention.
Tentative plans for the convention began to chase his regulars away
Samuel W. Tannenbaum. as coun- state that his wife deported herself report, and of course there is nothwere made by Albany theatre own- from the. box office.
for the three petitioning credi- in a manner that caused him much
ing I can say.**
ers and members of the association
tors, filed an involuntary petition In humiliation, and was many times in
And even at the advance in prices
several weeks ago as it was felt would the exhibitor ever play a film
bankruptcy Wednesday afternoon an Intoxicated condition.
certain that this would be awarded back at a reduced admission after
against the Hal Benedict Studios,
Mrs. Harlan was the widow of the
Inc., College Point, N. Y.. alleging late Frederick E. Belcher, an exthe meeting at the Utlca session he had once had It at his house at
liabilities
last week. The plans
of $14,000 and $10,000 ecutive of the Jerome H. Remlck
a mon- a stiff box-office scale? That much
WEDDING? ster movie ball at theInclude
assets,
consisting of equipment, Music Publishing Company.
State Armory. Is doubted.
properties, etc.
The producer that shoots an extra
Governor Miller and members of the
The three petitioners are the
State Legislature which will be In amount of money Into the making
"RELATIVITY" IN 600 FEET
Wright Lumber Co., Inc.. for serof
a special that Is a real special in
session
at
that
time,
MilMarilyn
will
and
Pickford
be
Jack
invited
A single reel exposition of the Einvices rendered, and Charles F. Lewis
all senses of the word Is undoubtto the ball.
Rowland Arrives
ler's?
and Albert & Sons, motion picture stein Theory inder the title of "Reledly entitled to something more than
ativity and Reversibility," 600 feet
property dealers.
"8chool Days" on Basis of $250,000 the return that the regular rentals
Motion
for
will bring
a
receiver
was of which ire devoted to a scienand If
Notables of the screen world have
Warner Bros, and Harry Rapf are the picturehim on a picture,
scheduled for Thursday.
tific side of the work of Einstein
Is a real special the
and 400 feet of burlesque have ar- been returning to New York during releasing their film production of playing of it In a legitimate house
rived in New York from the coast. the past week. Richard A. Rowland "School Days" via the Stateright cannot help but enhance the value
TADEES MUST LIVE' TOO LONG The
picture was produced by Jesse of Metro arrived last Saturday after market on the basis of $250,000 ad- of the film for the regular film theThe New York exchange of Favance to apply on
mous i?layers and the Peerless Orndorff under the direction of D. an extended stay abroad devoted to the producers to a split of 60-40— atre.
receive 40 per cent,
There Is a possible solution to the
putting over "The Four Horsemen." of
Booking Corp. both deny that "La- A. Whltson.
the profits after the
The picture is to be exploited
arquestion,
dies Must Live" was cancelled by
Mary PicVford pnd b^r husband purchasers have earned territorial rangementand that Is a pooling
locally and one of the boasts that
their
between the regular loadthe latter because of cuts that were
Douglas Fairbanks arrived Monday vances.
is made in 'ts behalf is that the
cal exhibitor and the producer who
made in the picture by the New
after several months In Europe and
is road showing his film whereby
York Censor Board. The picture critics will be unable to knock the Africa.
Miss Pickford has been
the local picture man Is "in" on the
BARRED UNSEEN
had several of Its bookings trans- picture because the subject will be rather 111 and lost some weight
legitimate house enforcement. There
over
their
heads.
ferred, as It was a lengthy one and
while in Europe. The pair are to
Kansas Clt^ Dc c. 14.
would be considerable detail to that,
would conflict with the vaudeville
start shortly for the coast, where
late.' Clara Smith Hamon's film
but It Is a matter that would be
AUDIENCE AS EXTRAS
bills booked in some of the houses,
Fairbanks will soon start work on claimed to be the story
of her life worth while working out for both
It was said
Miss Flckford's and lovo, cannot be
Jesse Weil, who is handling the "The Virginian."
shown in Kan- sides In the game.
The picture Is to play 19 of the City Line theatre in Brooklyn, is next picture has not been settled sas City. This was the
orders given
Peerless booked houses for a total putting over a nifty stunt tomorrow. upon is yet.
out thie week by Henry Goldman
0TF0BD. MOSS LATEST NAME'
Their return to New York at this city censor.
of approximately 75 days during De- He has the Envoy Pictures Corp. us"I have not reviewed
The Keith-Moss picture house in
cember in and about Greater New ing his house and audience for a time, somewhat ahead of the sched- the film and don't even
know
where
ule
originally
the
planned,
York.
brought
Rush Terminal Building. 42d
a It was to be shown,"
scene in one of their productions
Mr. Goldman street,
between Broadway and Sixth
with a view to showing the picture rumor they hastened back so that announced.
.
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MARY AND DOUGLAS
HERE FOR

—
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ASHERS WANT R0THAFEL?
A report was current early this

week

that Samuel Rothafel,

manag-

ing director of the Capitol, New
York, for Goldwyn, was leaving that
post to accept a similar one with
Asher Brothers In Cincinnati. The
story went to say that he would be
succeeded by Krno Rapee, the present musical conductor.
Persistent efforts to ie;.ch Rothafel by phone Wednesday failed to
locate him.

Miss Pickford could be present at
avenue, now nearlng completion,
the marriage of her brother Jack.
will be called the Oxford.
Up-State Interests Expand
There
had
been
steadfast
rumors
Policy will, be straight picture*
8tar's Own Unit
during the past few weeks that the
Klmira, N. Y., Dec. 14.
at $1 top. Tt seats about 600. OpcpMrs. 'uliet Shelby, mother of
Samuel Carver, manager of the ip'j: will bo about Christmas
brother of "America's sweetheart"
Mary Mile.' M inter, Is In New York and Marilyn Miller,
of "Sally, were Empire and Majestic, Buffalo, and
arranging details of the new pro- to be married,
despite the denials George F. Small, also of Buffalo,
Receiver Named
ducing organisation th t is to pre- Flo Ziegfeld, Jr., has issued
and the have closed an option on a site in
Cuiiverneur. X. Y.. 1 ><•<". '
sent her daughter in i>i«turcs. Miss contracts which he
claims to hold Rath, near here, adjoining the Rath
G. M. Holmes, of this p!a.-»-. has
Minter is now on her final produc- forbidding such a ceremony
Next National Rank. They will build a been named receiver for the G -alyn
tion for the Rea'art and at its con- Sunday is the date which has
been theatre block containing a theatre theatre here,
operated bv Claire
clusion will come east to Join her set for the affair by those who In- with
1 500 capacity.
Will play pie- Carpenter as a picture palace. The
mother.
The new organization is timate that they have Inside knowl- t r
Ut iS *° haA e a sta Se capable appointment results
from proceed«r^r^»«. «#
1 holding
,5.
to be the staf*a own producing isalt <*«!«*•
edge nt
of *h«
the progress
of **,<*
the „„«,
romance. 1 of
road showa
ings instituted by bondholders.
at the house at a later date.
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MAYBE WILLIAMS
HAS SIGNED LLOYD
Went West to Settle N. Y. Exchange

flow—Returning

D. Williams, general manager
of the First National, is expected to
return to New York from the coast
by next Wednesday. His trip west
was with a double object: to confer
with Turner & Dahnken In Ban
Francisco regarding a reorganization of the First National New York
Exchange, and to negotiate with
Harold Lloyd for future releases via
the First National circuit.
The New York First National Exchange is controlled b»* the Western
conjunction
in
franchise holders
with Moe Mark, who holds the New
York City franchise of the associaAt present Ralph Clark, who
tion.
is related to the Western men, Is
the manager of the exchange. It is
believed, however, that he will be;
succeeded on Jan. 3 by Joseph
Ungar, present Associated Producj.

.

ers local manager.
There has been some friction between the manager of the New York

Exchange and the home office, and
several weeks ago Clark removed
a of his private papers from the
office and gave up his home here.
Intending to go* to the coast to be
present when Williams stated his
version of the affair. The papers,
however, were stolen from an automobile in front of Bretton Hall when
Clark's brief case was taken from
the car.
His advertising of the
theft has * rought no result, and incidentally when he put in a bill for
the space used in trying to recover

his lost property he was informed
It
was a private matter and he
would have to stand the cost.

Regarding Lloyd

Zukor Wipes Out Whole Exchange System by Wire

—Metro Retrenching

A highly charged bombshell was
exploded in the film Industry Saturday with the disbandment of Realart
by Adolph Zukor, on 24 hours* notice.
Friday afternoon telegrams
were sent to all the Realart exchanges notifying the employes
their services would no longer be
required, effective Saturday.
Adolph Zukor, when asked the
reason for such a drastic move,
said:
"Economy in handling the
business makes it necessary for us
to combine the releasing organizations."
Questioned further regarding th€ general opinion that Realart was making money, he said that
Realart'8 business was quit*- satis-

goes

to furtner bolster

up their releases
comedy material, and it is

with

fairly certain that Lloyd would be
presented in either four* or five reel

productions with that association.
Their arnngement with tne Educational makes It impossible for them
to release short subjects other than
those that they had contracted for
before the Educational alliance was

made.

Berlin, Dec. 14.
Ernst Lubltsch, the director, and
Paul Davison, the latter the general
director of the European Film Alliance,

accompanied by their wives,
from Bremen for America
Monday.
They will make a tour of the
United State* «tivlylnj film producing conditions there, and it is possible that Lubltsch will direct one
sailed

Picture at the

Famous

Players*

New

York studios.
In
h o

the

official

statement

Issued

was stated that one of the
Purpose of the visit to America was
to

it

bring about a closer alllliation
Players.

w *th Famous

RICKARD DENIES
T<x Riekard has

filed

answer

to

|he rights to the ncmpsey-Carpen»er ph-turcs in the Latin American
countries,
lte-lchlin alleges he was
to

n f own expenses and was
to h.-ive received
25 per cent, commission for his services, hut was not
Permitted to cr mmence his assignment, being summarily recharged

*«

p ;) y

|

July 15,

"It is just

for

Wa

DEFENDS ARBUCKLE

H. E.

8chtnck 8ays Defense Cost Only
136,000, and He Advanced

Owners

a great number of pictures which
will permit of such a move, with
others listed to follow In the general trend toward the curtailment
of Immediate outlay until such time
as conditions change. *
Another report about town has it
that Pathe and Vitagraph ar- working out some sort of a plan to combine exchanges, probably the abandonment of Vitagraph exchanges
and releasing in future through the

Toledo, Dec. 14.
largest meeting of exever held in Ohio, whose
business sessions in Toledo covered
Monday and Tuesday, all southern
and all northern State associations
were united and merged « .to one
large association under .the corporate title of the Motion Picture

At the

hibitors

Theatre Owners of Ohio.
Martin G. Smith was elected
president, and John Kumler elected
treasurer at the concluding session

nd Kumler are
Smith
Treaday.
Toledo theatre magnates, interested
in several large amusement enterprises in this city. The Ohio association will be affiliated with the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
adjourned Tuesday
America.
It
evening to meet in Cincinnati soma
time in January for the election of
other officers and adoption of bylaws ai.d constitution.
Mayor Schrelber welcomed the
motion picture men at the opening
business session in the Waldorf
Hotel Monday. A banquet in the
Waldorf that evening was the entertainment feature of the busy con-

Money

"VENDETTA'S" MUDDLE

ATTKEN REPORTED

PRODUCING IN CALIF.

German 8to ry and
in

Title,

Mix-up

vention.

Addresses at the feast were mads
with Negri, by Sydney S. Cohen, president of
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America; H. M. Richey, general

David P. Howells and Goldwyn manager of the the M. P. T. O. In

San Francisco, Dec.

14.

latest Pola
Negr. production, "Vendetta," to be
seen at the Strand, New York, week
after next, providing the two adjust
Abandoned
Goldwyn claims
their differences.
the "Vendet.a" film Is "Mr. Barnes
by tha foreign
of
York,"
lifted
New
Harry E. Altken, former Triangle
producers and produced under anpresident, is promoting a new film
other name.
nroduclng organization on the
"AL. Barnes of New York" was
pacific Coast, according to gossip originally held by Edgar Selden,
in New York, having abandoned who disposed of the rights to the
the project for a co-operative pic- story to Thomas Ince. After holding the story for two years he sold
ture enterprise in the Northwest.
to Goldwyn, who made it with
it
According to the story in circu- Tom Moore in the title role. The
lation, Altken had made considerable production has not been released.
progress toward capitalizing the
Another possibility is presented
Northwestern enterprise by stock in the picture, for the title Is a lift
subscriptions when banking inter- from the Marie Corelli story, the
ests in New York, whom he had rights for which are held by the
antagonized during his Triangle Cosmopolitan Productions.
operations, interviewed the prospective investors, sketched the business
Hob .rt Henley Is to direct "That
record of Triangle under the. Altken Lass o' Lowrles," Piiscilla Dean's
for Universal.
next
regime, and the venture was called
Roy Aitkcn, Harry's brother,
off.
last reported in Waukegan on a

Angeles, was a recent visitor here.
At the request, of Joseph Bauer,
manager of the Wigwam, Schenck
discussed the business outlook before the local members of the First
of
Circuit
Exhibitors'
National

NEW THEATRES
Beloit,

PROJECTED

visit to his family,

is

said

now

Wenig, one of

Wis.—Belolt Amusement defendants

in

the cothe Triangle-Aitkcn

with the Triangle attorneys to defer
Ave., $200,000.
Charleston, W. Vs.— (Beni-Kedem his examination before trial until
W.
Wenig urged that he
C.
his return.
S.)
Temple. A. A. O. N. M.
and G. W. Rapp. 190 N. State St., had important business engagepresence
Chicago, 111., architects. Location, ments which required his
abroad.
Kanawha St., $600,000.
Clark
N.
155
Blair,
Chicago.— S.
Location, 1732 RooseSt., architect.

Corey),

Randolph

St.,

.of

a

line of "convicts"

doing the lock -step with
a couple of "keepers" in uniform
prodding them In their marching
duties.
I

Men Advertised 30 Per Cent Earnings in Stock
Sales Campaign— Now Operators Say They Can

Film

Afford Higher Scale

PASSION PLAY CONFLICT

D. S. At Lesst Two Versions for Market
ChiOriginal to Be Filmed

Location, Washington Sq.. $1,000,000.

Thefe Is to be a battle in the PasKenosha, Wis.— Wisconsin Thea- sion Play field during the coming
tre Co., W. H. Pruyn, 1228 Michigan spring, when at leasi two versions
Ave., Chicago, architect. Location. are to be marketed under the guise
that they are the Passion Play ot
228 Milwaukee Ave., $300,000.
Marysville, Mich.— (G. Zanfer) P. Oberammergau. Both films are said
abroad and one
R. Rosscllo, Congress Building, De- to have been made
is to bo distributed by Universal
$150,000.
troit, Mich., architect.
by Julius
New York City.— (Coleman Bros.) while the other 4s held
has Just opened an inE. Ue Rosa, 110 W. 40th St., archi- Singer, who
system.
exchange
dependent
beLocation, Burnsido Ave,
tect.
Within the last few months there
tween Jerome and Walton Avcs.
has been word from Gcrmarty that
$600,000.
arrangement had been effected
an
Hyntington, W. Va.— A concrete
by a German dire 'tor to film the
theatre building Is to bo erected
next offering of the Passion Play
here on the north, side of Bridgeduring the coming Lenten season.
port street between Richmond and
This would mean that the original,
Bufflington streets, by Frank D.
which has never been filmed heretoMcQuaid and J. E. Shrlver. The fore will nut be available for discost is estimated at $5,000.
tribution In this country until the
8tstsburg, Va.— The New Strand Lenten season of 1923.
The policy
here opened Dee. 10.
will be straight pictures. The building is 60x195 feet and has a 30x50

Chicago, Dec. 14.
conferences' have
been held by committees representing the Allied Amusement Association and the Chicago Motion Picture Owners Association with T. E.

A number

of

Malloy, business manager of the
Motion Picture Maehine Opcra.ors
union, Local No. 110, whose present
working agreement expire* on Jan.
11.

The picture operators desire the
managers to Increase their scale of
wages in a new agreement 15 per
cent, and to allow the present working conditions to stand.
The owners' organizations,

!

how-

ever, deslro to have the men accept
a cut of 33V4 per cent, in their wages
and get up a different set of working
eondltlons. They object to what are

known it the "Do Luxe" theatres
LASKY SAILS
being compelled to have two motion
Players,
Famous
of
Lasky,
picture operators on duty in the
Jesse
Preston,
The
Tunnelton, W. Vs.—
They contend
J.
F. Graham's new house here, sailed for Kngland on the Oceanic booth on each shift.
departure was a that the theatres do not require two
11 is
opened Dec. 17. The policy will be Saturday.
foot stage.

noctures.

Chsrleston, W. Vs.— The new Caphere opened Deo 12. The louse
was formerly the Plaza and has
John
been altered and unproved.
Firnkoess w'll he the manager.
10.
He was formerly connected with
the Rialto. Louisville.
itol

consisted

It

in stripes

BRINGS UNION PAY DEMAND

Grand

ing
Klafter, 64 W.
cago, architect.

street this week.

THEATRE BOAST OF PROFITS

& suits for $3,000,000, sailed for EuCo., (Goodwin & Block), Cloud
Location— East rope Saturday by an agreement
Stark, architects.

Theatre Build-

BBOADWAY'S BALLYHOO
"The Right of Way," a film at
Moss' Broadway theatre, New York,
sent a ballyhoo along the main

to

be on the coast.

Hyman

Michigan; Dr/ Francis Holley, of
Washington, director of the department of service of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America;
Harry L. Hurttiurt. warden of tha
Michigan Slate Prison; Hon. C. GilRev.
of Norwalk;
Taylor,
bert
Hoppe, chaplain of the Michigan
State Prison, and Rev. C. McLeod
Smith, Rev. Henry A. Arnold and
Mrs. Frank C. Titus, of Toledo. Following the banquet the exhibitors
witnessed the screening of "Fools
Paradise'* at Loew's Valentine.

Film are clashing over the

Joseph M. Schenck, who recently Flotation of Farmers'
bought the Rrunton Studios, Los
Project Said to Be

,

Nathaniel
A.
Rclchlins
$15,000
breach of contract claim, generally
denying the plaintiffs detailed allegations in a brief of two paragraphs reply. Relchlin is suing that
he was unjustly dismissed by Klckard after being commissioned to sell

'

A

Gem
(Pinkleman &

N. Y.

*

Northern and Southern Bodies
Under National Theatre

.

velt Rd., $160,000.
Quincy, III.—

LUBITSCH DUE IN

ALL STATE ASSNS.

one of the many moves
a concentrating of activities and
cutting down of overhead.
hope
the exhibitors will take the hint Pathe offices.
and do the same."
Inner circles have it that the abAsked about the executive staff sorption of Realart by Famous is
Zukor said be would do all he pos- the aftermath of the control by
sibly could to take care of them Adolph Zukor of Famous Players
and believed he would be able to that when Realart was originally
absorb most of them.
formed Zukor owned 51 per cent, of
Famous Players is not the only the company, and designed to utilize
producing organization to make It as the nucleus of a film concern
violent efforts to retrench.
Metro, which he would eventually head in
with its productions eigtot months the event he was ousted by the Wall
ahead of release schedule, will, com- Street interests which at that time
mencing Jan. 1, suspend the making held sway over Famous, and that
of pictures in its Hollywood studios with the gradual recession of the
for 90 days.
downtown interests in the directorfactory until Sept. 1, after which
report has it that Goldwyn has ate of Famous Players, Realart beneither play dates nor ordinary re- in mind the closing down of its pro- came part and parcel of the parent
turns demanded the business move. duction activities, having completed concern.
_

two

reelers for them.
over to the United
Artists, and while First National
has the Keaton comedies they desire

Chaplin

Talk of Vita-Pathe Ex-

change Consolidation

At the New York office of First
National it was stated this week
that they were unprepared to make
any statement whatsoever in regard
to the status of the Harold Lloyd Northern California.
matter.
The comedian's producMr. Schenck denounced the treattions, made by Hal E. Roach, arc ment accorded Roscoe Arbuckle, the
now being released through the film comedian, in San Francisco.
Pathe exchanges by the Associated He expressed absolute confidence in
Exhibitors. Each of' the Lloyd pic- the innocence of Arbuckle of the
tures is paid for at the rate of charge of manslaughter, and stated
$125,000, the distributors taking six that he had advanced the money for
production- a year.
Arbuckle's defense.
It is understood that the come"Wild rumors," said Mr. Schenck.
dian's management is trying to se- "that thousands and thousands of
cure an increase to $200,000 a pic- dollars are being spent in defense
ture, which the Associated Exhibi- of Arbuckle are without foundation.
tors does not seem willing to pay, As a matter of fact the cost of the
with First National reported in the first trial was only $35,000, and this
field to take over the comedies in
Includes the 'amount paid Attorney
the event that an open break comes
Gavin McNab. I ought to know
between Roach and the A. E.
something about this matter as I
The First National will lose put up the money to foot the bills."
Chaplin after he has completed two
additional

OHIO EXHIBITORS MERGE

REALART ABSORBED AS ECONOMY MOVE
BY FAMOUS: OTHERS CURTAILING COST

rather hurried one and those at the
executive offices of the firm in New
York were generally unaware of his
leaving.

Another depart urn for the other
side Was that of
the English film

on Monday.

J.

P.

\\\»iov\

broker,

i

who

ic.'i'

left

operators on duty at the
same time and that an apprentice
could be used in the stead of the
second operator.
Itegarding the settbment of these
diiTt-i i'IIith, neither side as yet has
expressed any desire t" make any
eoMeenvjnriH. and 'ho matter I" pe-»
licensed

as

it

first

stood
opened.

when

the negotiations

There are only 46 per cent, of the
motion picture theatre owners in the
two organizatlont here, while the
la organized 100 per cent,
practically all the vaudeville theatres in the city, with the exception
of the Palace, an Orpheum Circuit
house, run pictures, and the houses
showing film have a capacity of
280,573 seats In all.
In the legitimate group of hour „>s which do not
play film there are 34.244 scats.
With this vast seating capacity
and th« amount of business tha
houses have done in the past three
years the picture operators declare
that they are entitled to an Increase
at this time
nd that there should

union

be no modification in working condlThey claim that th. owners
tljns.
of chain theatres have been advertising I: the daily newspapers ihe
sale of stock and showing, or pointing out to prosp* Hive Investors, how
they can get from 20 to 30 per cent,
return on their money each year.

Under the condition, hey fee. that
the theatre oumrs are well able to
grant them tie' increase.
Another meeting of the committee
ami M. !;<-> u iU t.ike place on SatSehaeffer, of .lone*,
I'.
in lay
.7

Limek and Srhaeti'er, is chairman
of the Joint coinmitttc representing
d'vnfrs.
tli n
» be'M re

I
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WILLIAM

HART

S.

THE CELEBRATED HERO OF MANY A
PICTURE ROMANCE WEDS
WINIFRED WESTOVER
r

All the world loves William

I.

star loves only one,

and

MADAME KAHN

Hart— but,

S.

that

the

famous film

Mrs. William

is

Hart

S.

THE ENTIRE
TROUSSEAU FOR THE HAPPY BRIDE

Wires from William

SUPPLIED

S. Hart,

Mrs. Hart and Sue Westover

Give Details of Great Event

MADAME KAHN
CREATOR

NEW YORK

PARIS
18

Rue dc

la

148 West 44th Street

Paix

UNION WESTI

WESTI

TEL

AMI
wo

w*ynpw.

TEL

YORK
A 46GS

2

NY CJ

*V

J*

50

W.fc

1450

AM

KAHN

MRS. LOUIS

8TH

835 P l)I<C 7 1921

ST.,

B'KLYN

M

MARRIED IN WHITE AT SIX TONIGHT. NIGHT LETTER FOLLOWS.
WINIFRED
LOVE.

i/
Hf5Tf»JII

MQS

UNION

TEL

AM

NL
7

DEC

8 1921

MADAME KAHN
148

WEST!

BROADWAY, NEW

LOS ANGELES CALIF
ST.

UNION

WEST 44TH

ST,

NEW YORK NY

9

LOS ANGELES CALIF

1806 E.

\3

MCWCOM CAMLTON.

RECEIVED AT

RECEIVED AT 313 FULTON
BROOKLYN, NY

L7

RECEIVED AT

1450

YORK
B 247 NY X TH

12

BROADWAY. NEW

WINIFRED LOOKED WONDERFUL IN
WHITE GOWN YOU MADE HER. MARRIED AT SIX AT HOME, REV. DODD

SAN FRANCISCO CALIF

OFFCIATED. LEFT FOR ST. FRANCIS,
SAN FRANCISCO. WRITING YOU TONIGHT. WIRED YOUR HOME EARLIER. WILL YOU SEND TINY BUT-

MADAME KAHN

TONS FOR DARk BLUE GEORGETTE
DRESS AND ROSE AND SILVER
MAKE GREY DRESS 2
GRAPES.

146P

DEC

8

1921

148

WEST 44TH

ST.

NEW YORK NY

THANK YOU FROM MY HEART FOR
YOUR GOODNESS TO MY LITTLE
WIFE

INCHES LONGER. LOVE.

A DEC

12.23

'

ii

i

i

8 1921

SUE WESTOVER.

WILLIAM

S.

HART
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SCREEN'S POLITICAL DEAL
CENSOR BOARD CENSORED

MANAGERS BUSY CONSIDERING

BY NEW YORK EXHIBITORS

HOW TO OUTWIT SPECULATORS
Sbubert and Erlanger
vidual

Group Outnumbered by

—Give Up Joint Office Controlled
—Alternate Schemes Proposed

Managerial meetings, exclusively
working upon a solution of the
jUeket speculating evil which Broadway showmen believe Is one of the
questions of the times,
started last Friday.
second meetwas
held Saturday and other
ing
^settings are continuing throughout
Ihis week.
Determination to effect
Corrective measures Is the spirit of
tht meetings. The Idea of a con-

WOMEN NOW SMOKING
IN CERTAIN

•tooat <jltal

THEATRES

Broadway

Vaudeville

and

ture Houses Dislike Practice

—No

Wrinkle

Using Pictures
for Promotion Work
in

for big corporation advertising by iilms lias conic (•> li«ht.
The present plan calls for a picture
company to bo formed. It will take
s» 'ht-nit*

* contract from tho

firm advertis-potable scrccp
Artists as participants rn Me* picture, with a scenario siiopli< d and
ing,

%

and guarantee

local

:

bowing

r»

t.dlowed

by

a

teneral iv|,.; lS c.
The subj. :« will
•• covered in one reel, with Hi taking, cutting
and titbm, oa amine,
•bout time weeks.
•

The venture is aetealb o eb-r
**7, With the initial "joir ce.i-i t•jjf of the allowing of the workings

*

JJ*

possible.

The theatre men contend that allowing Women to smoke tends to deUpon seeking
grade the houses.
legal advice they have been Informed
that as long as men arc permitted

Is

GUARANTEED RELEASE

* Western mine to sto< khohbrs
Boston and New York.

Despite the passing of the IV. d
K. Beauvals -feature film, "A Lone
Trail," by the New York State Censor Board, the exhibitors of greater

BOOTLEGGING ANGELS'

REACHING BROADWAY

concerned.

Sidewalk smoking between nets by

women

attending

first

nigbt

per-

formances at Broadway legitimate
houses was inaugurated this season.
A proposed ordinance was introduced by Alderman Peter J. McCJuinness of Brooklyn at the meeting of the Board of Aldermen Tuesday (Dec. L'O) prohibiting women
from smoking in hotels, restaurants
and other places of public amusement In New York City. The proposed ordinance calls for
from $."> to ?-_'"i oi 10 days

a tine of
in jail for

violators.

$5.50 for "Danger's" First

"Banger."

Night

opened at the
nigbt. got S.Yf.O top

which

Street last
for the iniiial
unusual tor a
to tilt the price
.°,lUh

New York

NATL CONTROL ANSWER

hind

Some Shows

—One

biggest deal ever nut over between politics and the screen was
this

week

Bootlegging,

America's

members

of the

AT. I\

Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce, but after a discussion of the
film at the meeting of the organisa-

greatest

Wash- under-cover industry, may furnish
ington.
What the Republican chiefs are a new source of "angel money" for
said to have said to the big picture Broadway productions, as did "war
magnates In effect amounts to this: bride" money of the last two sea"We have to sell the four -Power sons back. It is said that one show
Treaty guaranteeing the peace of which reached the main stem but
(Continued on page *)
lasted less than a week had one
backer who profited from bootlegging.
Another show was tried out
recently, and a man known to have
35 PICTURE HOUSES
made money through his case-lot
sales was interested. After taking
consummated

have turned down the
Thli was not an action

collectively as

The

in

tion, Tuesday afternoon, the members individually stated that they

would not play the

picture.
idea that a film production
to capitalize the sensational
advertising that the "Indian guide."
Beauvals, received in the Stillman
divorce proceedings would find the
exhibitors falling over themselves to
book the film was knocked in the

The
made

head by the sentiment expressed by
the majority of those who control
the New York houses.
In taking this attltudo the exhibitors showed that they were fully
capable of censoring their own
one look during the try-out engagescreens, even over the h^uls of the
ment, he remarked "Bootlegging for
State censors.
him."
Still another
bootlegger Is re$4,000 to Eddie Cantor for
ported having been invited to inOne week, Rooney and Bent vest. "He balked, however, when it THEATBE WITHOUT BOXES
The 49th Street tha-Mie, v
h
was explained that a bond might be
$2,500, Tanguay $2,500
required to protect actors' salaries, opens Monday, will be a novelty in
saying that in "his business" no playhouse construction. It has no
boxes.
There are about ?,7> first -el. iss pic- bonds were required.
Leo Ottlengul, formerly manager
ture houses In this country on the
for tho Shubert house in Newark,
order of the Strand, New York, that
VACCINATION
has
been appointed manager of tho
vaudeville
arc gradually assuming a

PLAY HEADLINE ACTS

,

1

j.

NO

new

policy.
in quest inn began to
picture stars for personal ap-

The houses
book
pearances

in

conjunction with their

feature films when th*\v discovered
that the features wre not doing the
business.
The peisonn app«'-'' ranees being
successful the next step was the se"name"
curing of headline- and
vaudeville attractions for a tour of
the houses, in one instance pa\ ing
1

(Continued on

pai,'-

!')

I.

i

niine to this co'inl

y.

Missouri State Board of Health Re
vokes Order Requiring Certificate From Travelers

Missouri
Meal Mi yesterday
der requiring all
State to exhibit a

City, Dec. 21.
State Board of
rescinded its orpassengers in the
certificate of vac-

cination.

The order was
Into formal effect

recent

in "Afgar," has left for
California and will start work Jan. 1
as a film star at the Fox studios on
the coast.
*

TO THE PROFESSION
,2l

Edward Ledger's Estate
London,

I>ee.

21.

I

in

America

local

IMl; ar Ledger, late proprietor and
editor of the "Kra," left 4'O.r

pound*.

who* has been appearing

dian,

_

to have been put
tomorrow. It was

the

theatre.

Lupino Lane on the Coast
Lupino Lane, the Lnglish come-

Kansas

Tho

caused through
smallpox -scare.

Is
It
performance.
B. SHAW'S LAYING OFF'N US
dramatic attraction
'hire tour of
The"long-tallvd-of
even
extent
to that
America by Iternanl Sixiw will not
for an opening performance.
The sale, however, was strong and materialize, lie ha? written a trend
he will iu-vi
the lower floor was completely sold In New York that

before Wednesday.

production.

Case-Lot Money Reported Be-

Legger Shies at Bond

to smoke in certain sections of the
theatre, tho same privilege must be
granted to women as far as the law

FORM

Too Crude a Word for
Agreement —- Interchange

Relief, Legally

9

W
ADS"*IN FILM

—

Pic-

Mldateu ticket exchange conducted
the Producing Managers AssoThe custom of women smoking
ciation has been set aside for other
rns, which it is expected will later while witnessing a performance has
supplemented by legislation,
been constantly on the Increase dur^he first meeting was called by ing the past few months, especially
git P. M. A., but the subsequent
and picmeetings have been conducted by in the Broadway vaudeville
tafltridual members of the man- ture houses which permit smoking
tgra association. It was brought in the balcony and boxes. The cusIn the first session that the
tom has not met with the approval
J*
w* M. A. as an organization had no
theatre managers who have
Jjfht to dictate how its members of the
*• to conduct their theatres, since attempted to curtail It wherever
**• by-laws are expressly clear as
JPposed to any sort of dictation. It
J**A shown, however, that any group
Jf Individuals might proceed as a
«it without official cognizance of
(Continued on page 3)

Hays' Refusal to Head Picture People Reported as
Merely a Gesture "Deal"

of Conversations.

A

A

9

Owner*

by P. M. A.

New

Refute to Play "Lone Trail"— "Stillman Indian/
Beauvals, in It—Decided at Meeting This Week
of the M. P. T . O. Chamber of Commerce

Indi-

B
HI

(SYrrr^

£m*t

site

ROOK S

'•F.rrrytMntt ^n Attire
the
for
Theatre"
Went 46th Htrttt, New Tork Cltj

Brooklet Xo.
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•
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outside looking fn. He was wrltin.
tho pieces on a commlsKlon for Ak*
Leavltt for the Rentz-Santley bur*
lesque show of tho succeeding
the
was
week
The big news of the
seasod.
strike of Variety Artists' Federation
s
t* England. against certain-Jj(#at|i*ef>
One of the first important legal
of the twice nightly ByateftL^.Most
of the manager's right to shift
of tfte acta walked out of-MJBorgw testa
Abney Paynes Empress, Brlxtop an act's dates and cancel when tha
to agree, aopeared
declined
and Walter' Gibbons* 'ttippoaWme. aft
be applied. "That" Quarboth operated by the Brixton Em- about to
signed for the Union
press Theatre of Varieties, LM. tet had been
Per/ermera said tluey objected to Square. New York, for the current
few days before *.h e
a
but
week,
of
being'shfTtcd about at the whim
had been notified that the
the managers and wanted to # play opening
The "County date was shifted to tho Harlem
dates as booked.
Council and the labor unions backed opera house. Jack Levy, for the act,
The turn was cancelled
declined.
the insurgents.
and waa Immediately r< booked for
Percy Williams' Colonial.
They
Milder but similar was the proproposed to aue for the difference
test of the German Loge, which W«a
the
between
salaries
Keith
in
and
holding for the first time its own
This annual the TYilliaras engagements, and
"Dom" In Berlin.
the
open
up
whole
thereby
que**
event took place usually In Ham««,*
na *w *«'
th « k^i*w.
k
°j_
burg. It was a sort of State Fair |
_*f° under
fA * the e trade
rights
former's
performat which all the acts gave
.practice, which had never been folly
ances "to show" for the managera
adjudicated as far as Broadway
at absurdly low salaries. The perknew.
formers' organisation declared the
facilities were poor and the shows
Agreements and truces between
were hurried so that the player
the rival burlesque wheels were atfll
could not do himself justice. Therereported. The Eastern group intifore they put on their own "Dom"
mated that an understanding bid
in opposition to the Hamburg afbeen reached covering billing, ad*
fair.
vertislng fights and competitive bid«
ding for performers. The Western
W. W. Cole, managing the Bar- coterie denied that any formal rati*
num & Bailey Circus, declined to flcatlon of such an agreement had
enter into a "territorial" agreement been signed, but agreed that billing
with the Ringlings and there Was a fights were foolish. Tho Western
prospect of a br :k circu3 fight for managers, said President Butler,
the coming season. The Ringlings would continue to make their
own
had approached "Tody" Hamilton. bids for the players they wanted.
I veteran press agent, to handle their
Barnum & Bailey 'and
publicity.
Sidney Drew was understood to
Buffalo BilJ show were T.ncd up on be in conference with Lee Shubert,
one side and the Ringling show, who wanted to have him appear In
backed by the newly acquired Foreseries of polite comedies modeled

BHnaVBondom

n^Atei

Items

Freht Variety of Dec.

WITH CIRCUS AND PETER PAN

—

Lord Mayor Operi$ Olympia Lillian Leitzel's Sensation—Comment on Lilian McCarthy—"Put and
Take" Closes a Heavy, Loser

UN

'21,

.

London, Doc.

EXPLAINS AUSTRIAN PLAY

21.

The Circus Olympia was opened
by the Lord Mayor of London, Dec.

Millionaire

Why

Bertram Mills has put on a
magnificent show. There are many
16.

fine acts known to America; Including Lillian Leitzel, who created a

of Daly's Veils

Wat

Employed
London, Dec.

21.

lur *ieon this week
millionaire theatre
backer and chairman of the Daly's
company, gave the reasons for

At a press
the New, James White,

sensation.

"Blood and

Sand" at
had a big reception with
McCarthy's daring undress

Dec.

Chairman

Foreign Talent

14,

Lilian
the talk of London.
The "Minstrels of

using an Austrlaa play and leading
woman for a new production. He
said he had been unable to And an
English play or an actress to. follow Jose Collins elsewhere.
Robert Evett leaves Daly's for another theatre shortly, taking Mlas
Collins with him.
White is probably buying Prince's

1922," at the
•WISHES EVERYBODY
Philharmonic, was an ordinary, unA MERRY CHRISTMAS
show.
minstrel
unoriginal
exciting,
'Tetcr Pan" once more is showing In a fine revival at the St.
James. Joan MacLean in the title
role is not up to her predecessors,
but Ernest Theslger as the pirate
to make it a permanent home for
captain was excellent.
"Put and Take," at the Queen's, light opera.
closed Dec. 17. It was a wonderful
No
show, costing 20,000 pounds, but it
Boards
on
Gillespie
FAIRBANKS' "MUSKETEERS"
never recovered from its first failFinancial Readjustment
ure, when it was entitled VFanLondon, Dec. 21.
Lt will be followed Boxing
tasla."
Percy Wanger presented Douglas
Day by the revue, "Splinters."
Fairbanks in "The Three MusketLondon, Dec. 21.
The Irish Players reopen in Ldn- eers" at Covent Garden this week
Tho working arrangement has
don in "Everyman" at the Hamp- with great success. A large orches- been completed between Moss Emstead, Boxing Day.
tra played.
pires Circuit and the London Thea-

MOSS-GULLIVER TOURS

AGREEMENT COMPLETED

—

.

tre cf Varieties Circuit,

Author

AIGLON REVIVAL
Dec. 21.
'L'Aiglon" was

revived at the Theatre Sarah Bernhardt, Dec. 15, folio win, the poetical play by tho deceased po ,'s son,
Vera Serglne now holds
Maurice.
the title role, ably supported by
Gretillat, Jacques de Feraudy, Mmes.
Alice Tissot, Andre Cahuzac and

Cast

"L'Enfant Gatee" (The Spoiled
Child)
opened at the Potiniere,
Dec. 17, for poor returns. The cast
included the author, Andre Luget
and Jane Marnac. The plot shows
an actress quitting a rich protector
for a young engineer, who attempts
to reform her, intending to marry
her, but the actress finds life weari-

Ilaymonde Vat tier.
The famous
piece met with a hearty reception. some and rejoins her
English Opera

MILLER SAILS FOR HOME
London, Dec. 21.
Gilbert Miller sailed today on the
Olympic to present Doris Keane

m

trolling Co., for co-operation in matters affecting the different companics.
No financial readjustment of the
Interests concerned is involved, but
R. H. Gillespie, managing director
of Moss Empires, will join the
boards of the other two companies,
and Charles Gulliver is to become a
member of the board of directors

first protector.

of

in

the star's support.

The Moulin

paugh and Hagenbcck

"Cheri" Does Fairly
opened, Dec. 17, and drew its usual
Paris, Dec. 21.
attendance.
"Vogue" the dressmakers' revue,
is among the shows which have Burton's Option on Miss Kershaw
flopped these critical days. It was
London, P ••
succeeded at the Theatre Michel,
Richard Burton has secured an
Dec. 13, by the long-anticipated option on Willette Kershaw lor a
comedy of Mme. Colette and Leo- new play.
pold Marchand, entitled "Cheri."
The threo acta are well handled by
Kemper in London
a competent cast. It did only fairly.
London, Dec. 21.
Tho plot is an unsavory study of a
Colin Kemper in here to produce
wealthy demlmondalne.
It
deals
with the love affairs of a courtsean's "The Bat" at the St. James' at the
end of the run of "Peter Pan."
son.

tion.

For some time now Gullaver has
been

in control of

Variety Theatres

Circuit, and recently
alliance with the SyndiPrior to that Sir Oswald Stoll was chairman of the
Board of Directors of Gul'.iver's
London Theatres of Varieties Cir-

Controlling

made an

cate Halls.

cuit,

attending the annual meeting

of the concern.

On one such

occasion,

some years

was asked in open meeting
what he did to earn his salary of
1,000 pounds, and replied that he
waived the barring of acts which
Gulliver desired to book at the London Palladium.

ago, he

MHNE FLAT DRAGS

Melvilles to 8ell Prince's
in "Broxopp"
London, Dec. 21.
London, Dec. 21.
London, Dec. 21.
"The Truth About Blayds," by A.
Tho Melvilles are to sell Prince's
Henry Alnley in "The Great
Dec. 20, is a
Globe,
the
Milne,
at
A.
theatre,
which
they
built
in
1911.
Broxopp," the new play by A. A.
An old
brilliant play, but drags
Milne, will follow "Quality Street"
has
won great
man at the age of 90
at the Haymarket.
confesses
the
poet,
but
fame
as
a
IN
work is not his but was stolen by
35 PICTURE HOUSES
him from a frie^I. The acting was
London, Dec. 21.
especially that by Norman Mc(Continued from page 1)
Matheson Lang has entered into fine,
Eva Tanguay her vaudeville salary, an agreement with Mary Moore Klnncll, aa the old Impostor.
$2,500 weekly, and pro rata for extra (Lady Wyndham) by which he will
continue to produce at the New for
CHATELET REVUE
performances.
Balaban & Katz offered Eddie some years to come. "Blood and
Paris, Dec. 21.
will follow "Christopher Sly"
Cantor $4,000 to appear this week Sand"
Fontaines presented his new winbefore Christmas.
After this proat their new picture house, The ductlon the terms of his agreement ter show at Die Chatolet on Dee. IT.
Chicago, in that city. The ShubcrtN being suflleiently elastic, Lang will as a successor to "Hound the World
demurred to Cantor's appearance, probably tour Canada and America. in SO Days." The title is "Jean qui
asking the comedian to appear in
Hit," by 1 Inches Delormc.
It is a
Peggy O'Nell, who will always be children's story, nicely mount'-d.
their
audrville.
Cantor retorted
with a salary demand of $3,000. associated with the enormous success of the Savoy play, is back
which the Khuhcrts passed up. The and is playing to enormous busiAT PRINCESS, LONDON
Cantor show rrnjiojis Dec. 26 at ness on a starring tour of the big
William Morris has secured the
Indianapolis, to be shortly followed provincial cities. She was sent for
by a new production for Cantor by suddenly, crossed on the Bercngaria, I'rinces--, London, for this season's
hud a big reception at the Savoy annual epga;;<'!ne:.t of t'ir Harry
the Shuberts.
The Fame picture firm in Chicago hotel and theatre, and was then Lauder. The Scotch comedian will
rushed down to Manchester to open open there, April 17. The house is
Is paying $2,r.0O to llooney and Lent
immediately.
under the- mana^-inent of Charles
(without their land) this w. k In a
11. Cochran.
Chicago picture theatre, with two
"Abraham
Lincoln"
has
not
more picture \vr|;s for the same broken the evil spell which hangs
DE COURVILLE'S STAY
firm booked by the team, at the $2,- over the Seala. and the marine
house will soon be ready for another
G00 weekly price.
Albert de Courville, due to arrive
tenant — probably before these lines
In New York Wednesday, will reare read.
main in this country indefinitely. It
Wilette
Sir Alfred Putt and Robert Mc- Is said the London manager may
Donald h "Mary" company open at undertake a production or so while
the l'rineo of Wales, lilrmingham. here, besides looking after his theon Boxing Day for a run of live atrical interests In Canada.
weeks, in lieu of pantomime. Their

LONDON

NEW

I

.

LAUDm

|

t

KERSHAW
GLOBE THEATRE
LONDON

other

ompany with

the

same

piece

Blackpool on the same
date. There Is yet no further news
London revival.
suggested
the
of

opens

a
on on the lines of the pla

In which
brother John Drew appeared
management
under the
of Charles

his

Barney Gerard was

on the Frohman.

still

SCREEN'S POLITICAL DEAL

Moss Empires.

England operating from
London, with the exception of the
Stoll circuit, have entered into a
working agreement with regard to
futuro Looking of acts, which will
probably result in a reduction of
salaries through lack of competi-

Henry Ainlcy

outfits,

the other.

circuits of

Paris, Dec. £1.
Rouge Ballroom re-

.^

.

In other words, all the music hall

Paris
London, Dec. 21.
A provincial touring company
playing "Tho Beggar's Opera," left
this week for a month's run at the
in

"The Czarina" for Frohman in New Theatre Caumartln, Paris.
York the middle of January. With
him sailed Basil Rathbone, who will Moulin Rouge Ballroom Reopens
appear

which inCon-

the Variety Theatres

cludes

Paris, Dec. 21.

Paris,

Edmond Rostand's

in

«

«™

FRANK VAN HOVEN

at

SAILINGS
(New York to

IV r.
Paris), Don
Hancock and Russell Mulii
1

1

(Continued from page, 1)
world to the people of the
Boost this- across,
United States.
together with tr : ide: tha: the nation's prosperity depends upon foreign trade, and tho Republican
party will not forget you. It will
sec that those among you who are
making clean .worth-while pictures
do not suffer f.om censorship. "Why
should you worry^about the others."
The offer to Postmaster General
Hays inviting him to bo to pictures
what Judge Landis is to baseball
went according to tho reported program, vith Mr. Hays rejecting the
proffered $150,000 a year. This rejection served notice on the public,

tho

policy, national and international I
held.
It was felt that censorship j
and other restrictive measures had'
put picture owners into a mood to
grarp with the utmost friendliness
'

any hand holding out

relief.

Removing the Onus

The Postmaster General rejecting
a huge salary from these same picture magnates r novod any onuf
attaching to a deal. Conversations
held by picture pec pie with national
politicians would mean nothing more
than that they had convinced these
magnates of tr advisability- of certain
governmental and business
anything
policies.
That lt meai
after requisite publicity had carried more could easily be denied.
"For example," a politician exthe Intention broadcast.
plained, "if a picture executive cams
.

The politicians recognize the difficulties the Republicans will have
to contend with at the coming elec-

tions as the result of dissatisfaction with financial and tax legislation and other problems. They see
further the difficulties that are going
to be made by S, ..ators Borah and
La Follette and their followers de-

claiming wholesale against the failure to do away with arirament.

to

t.c

Ki-publican

man and

said:

i

national chairwill support

'We

if you will promise In
writing to remove censorship,' we'd
laugh at him. Such crudities don't
go among national politicians. But
'.'
some wise fellow puts in an ap-

your program

lot of polihis talk the

pearance and talks to a
ticians,

and

folic -In

screen starts boosting national poli-

cies, why when he comes hack he'll
Third Party Formino
find all doois open and everybody
In addition, they arc faced with anxious to listen."
the attack of a third partj formed
Censorship a De -I
mostly of dlsafrectcd Republicans
It has finally been
le 'lear td
and backed by Hearst and the farmers' bloc, and sure to draw heavily picture executives that censorship

of pictures Is a mere detail, lt can
be made a federal matter with states
out of it, being used liiee the blue
l.iws only against the undesirable.
Oov. Miller, In New York, It !
ointed out, h -"'t so fa clamped
effect.
Wha.t to do about it Is the- que - down the lid too hard.
A by-product of any understandtion. .Secretary of Commerce Herami others have lonr ing between picture people and polibert Hoov
ticians
would, of course, involve let*
foreseen the troubles attendant upon
any eon. ction ».ith England. Ke- ting out employes inclined to give
*
too political a cr.st to vhat gets on
d.ool booi.s
makir
v! -in" tho
England appear in a more favorable the screen. Put more than this. It
to adverse
ould close the scree
light from Kevolutionurv times' on
Picture executives, answerbus been part ot the scheme for stuff.
propa*
ing
over
anyone
trying to put
overcoming this dll ulty, but a'.ndy attacks b.- 'lear.st and lib- ganda that was ag-iinsL their innewspapers have im e o. less nul- terest to sho.v. could hardly be critiot pood
cized if they said it was
lified the good work ia Z' w York.
policy to drag politics into the theIf the screen could be used in a
large way, more could be accom- atre, politics being the- opposition*

from those who sec

in the fouralliance nothing more nor
less than the old bete noir (black
beast) of American polif a an alllanco with England. It Is that, in

Power

—

•

I

••

•

'

l

any other method point of view.
could be done uiekly. Moreover
would. supplement and expand the
IN
work of the majority of the new
papers already busy justifying the
Four-Powor Tr ty. What should
and ELKINS
be dono, Republican opinion agreed
SATIRISTS"
was to convince the dieting ownership of picture production Just
PLAYING MOSS, STOI.L •«*
how much busincpN val'e to them
Principal C'lrrulte
and to the coun:.y Republican
Direction, \V. S. UcnnoMfJ

plished than h
It
it

BIG SUCCESS

ELKINS FAY

"MINSTREL

EUROPE

Friday,

December

VAUDEVILLE

28, 1921

FAMOUS PREFERRED NEAR PAR

MONTH'S SIX BEST SELLERS
VICTOR RECORDS

AS COMMON MAKES DIVIDEND
Almost Only Stock to Move Up During Brisk Reaction—Question Is How Will Tax Situation Affect
Prices After Turn of Yeex^-Loew Weak
PEWNA. CHILD

Famous Players' two stock Issues
monopolised attention in the market
getting to
this week, the preferred
within a few points of par and the
astonishing
'an
making
common
showing by "making its dividend"
touching a new peak
in a week and

Easier

performance- was that on
new top the whole
York market was in process of

a reaction amounting to from two to
four points throughout the list Famous Players and one or two of Jh*
chemical stocks were the only ones
to establish, higher levels during

Inasmuch as the stock carried a $2
dividend up until Dec. 15, and on

when

it

sold "ex.," that

amount was automatically marked
The issue's best price for the
off.
year was 82 % on April 29. At that
time the preferred st0od at 90. while
better than 97 has been done on the
current movement. The spread between the two issues is now double
what it was at the April peak. On
the surface it would appear that
purchases of the senior security on
account itself have ceased, releasing
the preferred to take its course up-

NEWELL

SI.

parents or guardians furnish educational facilities for stage children
the children should be permitted to
act under the terms of the state
child labor act.
The board, however, has decided
that it will enforce the act until
such time as It has formulated a
rule governing all cases "of excepThis will pretional child actors.
vent the appearance of small chiluntil FebruPennsylvania
dren In

71%. of course, repan advance to' 81%.

ary, it is said by the) board, for rulings by the board are not effective
until 80 days after promulgation.

Petitions have been filed with the
board by the following: John W.
Sadler, Philadelphia, who asks exemption from the act for his
daughter. Margaret, a high school
student, to appear In vaudeville as
Mrs.
dancer;
ward.
Interpretative
an
There probably has been a con- Emily Kemble, a vaudeville actress,
siderable speculative play in both, Philadelphia, who seeks permission
the preferred and common, and for her daughter to play in an act
holders likely are discouraged from with her; C. H. McQuade, Philadeltaking profits before Jan. 1 by the phia, who asks that his four small
tax situation, which would require (laughters be allowed to appear with
the speculators to give up from 4 him
12-mlnute vaudeville
in
to 40 per cent, of their gains, ac- sketch.
size
the
of
their
incomes
cording to
and the rate of super-tax assessed
against them. That toeing the case,
interest n6w centers on the probable
action of the stock after the first of
New Administration Tangles Pittsthe year, when market profits would
burgh Managers
be thrown into the 1922 tax returns.
The weight of trading opinion faPittsburgh, Dec. 21.
vors the view that a reaction of
some proportions is almost inevitFor the first time In many years
able sooner or latejr in the new year. Pittsburgh's vaudeville theatres will
The steady advance of the amuse- stage no midnight performance New
ment leader for more than two Year's Eve. Only one theatre, the
j

NO MIDNIGHT SHOWS

.

COLUMBIA RECORDS

and

MOST

"Fancies"

comedy
"On the Lawn."

bert's

musical

of

SEE INVASION
ENGLISH

NOW BY

To Follow Treaty—WouW Get
Friendlier Reception Due

FEMALE BOXERS

An Invasion of this country by
English and foreign acts is predicted by one authority if the Disarmament Conference and the settlement of the Irish question go
through as per schedule.
Foreign artists are watching the
situation carefully.
It is reported
many artists will immediately sail
for this side "on speculation," if the
international tangles are ironed out.

Max Teuber
,

to

Marry

Mile.

La Luce

Max Teubcr, manager and pro«ucer of "Shadowland," and Mile.
Adele La Luce, principal dancer in
the act, will be
married in Pittsburgh tomorrow (Saturday).
The
act in playing the
Davis there this
week.

•••iii

1

t

>
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TEXAS GUINAN

IN

SKETCH

Texas Ctiiunn. the two-gun picstar, is preparing a western

ture

sketch for vaudeville, featuring her
artillery specialties and surrounded
with the atmosphere of a
dance-hall.
It Is said to be a thriller.

camp

mining

Shall

We

Moot Again"

"Blue Danube Blues"
"Stealing"

"Ka-Lu-A"

SHEET MUSIC
"Tucky Homo"
"My Sunny Tennessee"
"Dapper Dan"
"Ton Little Fingers"

TIGHTS OR

a

Troupe of 20 From Berlin Coming
Over Here

ia\-

MAYOR DIRECTS

Maxim

P. Lowe, the foreign agent,
will bring the International Women
Boxers, numbering about 20, to this
country late in February. The aggregation of female pugilists have
been appearing in Berlin.
The taking up of pugilism as a
sport In Germany seems to have

Mayor
Decides
Against Bare Legs

Cincinnati

_

Cincinnati, Dec. II.

The Mayor has served notice on
The foreigners believe that the
American public will be in a lenient developed aa an aftermath of the all resident managers of local
vaudeville
and legitimate houses
mood and that the proceedlnr i now war, and Is due in a large measure
under way at Washington will pave to the fact that the American troops that the regulation against bare
the way to more cordial receptivity on the Rhine indulged in that form legs will be strictly enforced. Tights
The Germans and fleshings will be demanded of
for the invading artist than ever of sport diversion.
taking it up and the development of all visiting artists and choristers
before.
This is particularly applicable to a troupe of women numbering about upon pain of revocation of the thefinglish artists, who think the set- a score all of whom are adepts in atre license.
The sudden announcement from
tlement of the Irish question will the art of self defense, came about
dissipate a lot of the frigidity In through a series of private sporting City Hall la said to have been inspired by pressure brought by the
which they are received In certain events.
portions of the United States.
Just what form of an entertain- Church Federation, which has been
ment flstically the women will be reporting each violation.
The order will affect most of the
permitted to give in this country is
HEART ATTACK
a question. It is certain they will musical comedies that have been
getting
by with the bare legs stunt
not be~ permitted to stage any reguDudley Wilkinson Stricken Wedneslar bouts, but stage exhibitions and when appearing at local houses. A
day Nora Bayes Explains
a general routine of gym work with story is circulating that the Mayor
the boxing including would be able has threatened to revoke the license
At Shubert's 44th Street Wednes- to get by.
of a local legitimate house here that
Wilkinson,
day afternoon Dudley
The importing agent refuses to is to house a musical comedy the
pianist for Nora Bayes, suffered a
say who he is bringing the act over manager of which intends to defy
severe heart attack previous to
-

—

that

it is

tion as

to be included in

a produc-

a novelty.

the ordinance.
Vaudeville acts will not be allowed to appear without tights or

beginning immediately.
Acts appearing locally that have igthe
nored
order have had to secure
the necessary lights ut the last minbe booked on the same bill to allow ute, sometimes securing a set that
them to stage a "boxing farce" that didn't fit, thereby detracting front
they formerly did in burlesque while the merit of the act.
members of Fred Irwin's Big Show.
fleshings,

AILS-HALL "BOXING BOUT'
Roscoe Ails and Al K. Hall may

The

proposition

was made

Keith bookers this week.

to the

It Is

It is

TWO LEGITS

being

A

special set depleting
a gym will be carried with Alia and
Hall and several others doubling
fnto the boxing burlesque in addition to doing their own" acts previously.

considered.

not the first setback he has received due to that
Previously he had suffered a similar occurrence while playing in Chithe A. E. F.

The general Impression being

for.

run a second mat- her, which they did.
Wilkinson's heart attack was
inee performance both Mondays
and New brought about through his having
Christmas
following
gassed while in France with
been
Year's Day.

.

"When

to Treaty

rather

LYONS MUST PAY

MUSIC ROLLS

"Georgia Rose"

We

AND OTHERS

vis (Keith's) will

formal redemption at a premium.
The lower the senior stock can be
forced the
more economical the
operation.
Plainly it is to the infor Absent
terest of the company to discourage Agent Ordered to 8ettle
Act
bull pyrotechnics while It Is a buyer. It is difficult
to see how the preArthur Lyons, the agent, has been
ferred can be held down without
bringing about a parallel decline of ordered by the V. M. P. A. to pay a
of $65 to the Central theatre.
claim
*he common. The only obvious bar
to the company's maneuvering the Jersey City, for misrepresentation
stock lower would be the buying up and failure to produce the act of
°f Practically all the outstanding Nora Jane & Co. after notifying the
preferred by strong interests and house that the act would appear.
Fally Markus, who books the
holding it to compel redemption on
the flotation terms. Since this ls«so house, was notified the act hadn't
and secured a substitute.
arrived
ebvious. it well may be that it already has been done to some ex- When Marcus notified Lyons the
agent said the act was HI.
tent. The preferred carries
an 8 per
An Investigation revealed the act
(Continued on page 4)
had no cognizance of any such booking and had never seen contracts
Kay Lauroll in "Naughty Wives" for the date. An appeal to the V.
A condensed version of "Naughty M. P. A. on the grounds that Lyons
Wives" with Kay Laurell featured. held a Loew franchise and came
» to play vaudeville, opening Jan. 2 under its jurisdiction was made by
»t the Coliseum, New
the Central management.
York.
Miss Laurell appeared in pictures
The agent has promised to pay
•fter leaving the glegfeld "Follies." after Jan. 1. but Markus will seek
M. S. Ilcntham is placng the turn. judgment mined iately.

Q. R. S.

"The Sheik"

As is to be expected. Christmas month brings with It a slump in
the music business that ia felt more by those publishers unfortunate
enough not to have one or two good sellers in their catalog.
Among the songs holding up in popular favor almost on a par with
the six best sellers are "I Wonder if You Still Care for Me"
"Wabash Blues," "On a Little Side Street,' "That's How I Believe
in You," "Yoo-Hoo" ("Bombo"), "Sweetheart," "Leave
Me with a
Smile," "When Shall
Meet Again," "Remember the Rose" and
"Just Like a Rainbow."
On the production music angle, several numbers are selling
briskly, such as "April Showers" ("Bombo"), "Ka-Lu-A"
and "Blue
Danube Blues" ("Good Morning Dearie"), "Say It with Music" and
"In a Cosy Kitchenette Apartment" ("The Music Box
Revue")
"Sweet Lady" ("Tangerine"), "Learn to Smile" ("O'Brien GlrT)'.
and "Song of Love" ("Blossom Time").

errors,

MORRIS A FEIL

Direction:

Tennessee** anal

"Whotl Be the Next One"
"Ten Little Fingers and Toes"
and "Dapper Dan"
"Sally, Won't You Coma Back"

"Weep No More, My Mammy"
"Why, Dear"

"Mai" and

Next Week (Dec. 26), Keith's Alhambra. New York, the fifteenth
week in New York of Hugh Her-

months would necessarily argue a Academy, playing American burpretty top-heavy ^technical position lesque, has announced a midnight
at this time, a bought up situation performance, but the indecision of
that would ultimately lead into profit the city fathers as to which night
taking. The rest of the market went will be officially celebrated has prethrough that process in a minor way vented any advance sale at that
going on, which necessitated the
Wednesday and did something to house*
correct the Ill-balance. There is no
new political administration entire running order for the second
reason to suppose Famous Players goes In Jan. 1, causing the uncer- half of the show being switched
It
culminated In Miss
will not have to do the same, and tainty.
Hotels and cabarets are around.
the longer the climb continues and variously announcing celebrations Bayes stepping before the audience
the higher It goes, the most positive for Saturday and Monday nights, In the closing spot to explain the
Is- the recession likely to be.
while the Academy announces that cause for the delay and her inability
While speaking Miss
Besides these technical consider- In case Saturday night la decided to appear.
ations, there is every reason to look upon the third performance of the Bayes noted the Klein brothers in a
for a decline In the more or less day will be started at 10:80 p. m. box and called upon them to come
distant
than at midnight The Da- up on the stage and substitute for
future. The company Is desirous of making purchases of the
preferred in the open market In its
campaign to cancel this $10,000,000
obligation without resorting to the

and "Learn to Smile"

"Yoo-Hoo" and

A

t

"My Sunny

"Tuck Me to Sleep"
"One Kiss" and
"Just Liks a Rainbow*
"My 8unny Tennessee." and
"Ain't
You
Coming Out,

"Just Like a Rainbow"

— EL3A

WILLIAM—

for the appearancetf>f children under
14 years of age on the stage in
Pennsylvania. Members of the board
have held individually that where

the day of the

that day.

Aflar

The Pennsylvania IndtistriaT Board
will make a ruling at its meeting
in January relative to applications

this last

that session.
.The price of
resents really

Stage Children
February
Harrlsburg, Dec.

on the movement of 79% WednesThe remarkable thing about
day.

New

for

"Wabash Blues" and

Malinda?"
"Canadian Capers" and
"Bimini Bay**
"My Sunny Tennessee" (dance)
and "Mai*
"Sally, Won't You Come Back"
and "Bring Back My Blushing
Rose"
"Say It With Music" and

LAW

MUSIC

IN

"Bimini Bay*

Grant Mitchell and Barney Bernard*
Vaudeville Bound

Two

additional stars of the legiti-

mate stage are vaudeville bound*
They are Grant Mitchell who, until
cago.
a few weeks ago was on tour under
P0RA FORD MARRYING
Up to late Wednesday afternoon
the management of Sam H. Harris
During the coming week Dora la "The Champion," and Barney
three doctors were working over
of
Ford
Sisters,
will
marry
Ford,
the
Wilkinson, but it looked doubtful If
Bernard, under the Dillingham ban-

t
he would be able to finish out the Gustav Schlrmer, the music pub- ner this* season la "Two Blocks
engagement,
week's
with
Miss lisher.
The Ford Sisters have been tourBayes stating she would not appear
Lewis & Gordon win present both
ing vaudeville with their revue. la sketches,
without him.
Mitchell's debut will
Dora Is leaving it this week, Next bo made la "The Future," by Vinweek the turn appears at the Palace cent Lawrence, while Bernard will
ILLUSION with Mabel Ford at the head. Gor- have a vehicle provided by Aaron

EXPOSE "SAW"

Buzz Brainbridge

Announces

Down on

don and West, two boys, dancers,
added t< the company.

will be

Low

Hoffman, also the author of the
last

play la which he starred.

Feat

YIDDISH UNION ACTS
Minneapolis, Dec.

21.

The

An exposure

of "sawing a woman
announced by Manager
Hrainbrldpc of thp Shubert an a
in

half

feature of their

New

Year's

hoff,

eve

show.

Two members

of the stock compa:.y are scheduled to give Shubert
theatregoers the low down on the
illusion, which has been played to
death around here.

Capitol,

Newark, N.

cently purchased by

is

I

J.,

re-

Henry Bank-

former owner of the Strand,

"Bayonne. started pop vaudeville
this week, using English speaking
and Yiddish acts. The house, which
plays a split week, uses five acts,
each half booked through two agencies, the Yiddish Actors' Union supplying three acts each half and Fally

Markus the two American

turns.

CLEVELAND'S VAUDE CATCHER JOHN BARRYMORE IN VAUDE ?
Steve O'Xeil. catcher for the CleveJohn Barrymore. wh) has not apland Americans, will start in vaude- peared on the stage since his joint
ville Jan. 9 at Poll's, Worcester,
appearance with bis brother and
Mass., booked by Harry Fitzgerald. sister in "Clair de Lune," has reO'Xeil will be assisted by his fcwo ceived a flattering offer to appear
sisters, both of the stage.
It will Jin vaudeville, and is reported to be
he Steve's initial footliglu ]•'.. :ice.
s -jeusly couyv',1' r.'»»§ 'be tender.

ANOTHER DOUBLE HEADLINE
Another double headline billing
the diagonally out top box will
appear for the Winter Garden

in

vaudeville Show next week.
The
tops will be Alice Lloyd and Taylor
Holmes. It will be the same stylo
billing as first employed by the

Shubert booking

office,

and recently,

when Jimmy Hussey and Frances
White were the
the same house.

joint

features

in

her Amer-

Miss Lloyd will start
ican return engagement on
the
Shubert date. She is "breaking in"
new songs this last half at Astoria,
Long Island. Mr. Holmes is returning to vaudeville and will again
pre-*nt this monolog, after our ins
t

in

i

»

^

t

1

.
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VAUDEVILLE

PLEA FOR PARDON

1 VAUDEVILLE

Ada

Managers Say They

Box

at

Fail to

Make Good on Stage

— Public

Office

Does

Not

Care

Ma!«' hcadline.-s with jvpuiaf inns
in

ore In

very

time

the

)»-«i

little

vaudeville

«lr;irn:i

r

t

demand

for

season,

this

field

i<*

or

New

for

big

During the
than heretofore.
two weeks the Keith circuit has
had Beveral "names" offered and
.urned down that have held considerable drawing power in the b-pit.
Offers by agents in some Instances
to shade salaries of tlie |ej»it peopie have met with the answer the
male headliner for vaudeville from
had turned out to be a
'.he legit
loss

pa.«t

"Mop." both on the stage and at the
ere scary
box olTiee and managers

past.

The throwing together of a catch
as catch can vehicle, with a poor
act resulting, accounts for one reason why the vaudeville managers
are wary of any legit headliner of
either sex. The feeling against the
male hvadllners, however, is deeper
seated, and the vaudeville managers
claim the public does not
ant

— liRNKVfc

I.FO—

FLANDERS and BUTLER
in

TOURltyO
Dlrectl**:

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT.
BURT COBTELTOU

ENTIRE VARIETY BOX
IN

TORONTO

Hetty King, Headlining, Does
Big Business
Nora Bayes
at Montreal, Contrary

—

Toronto, Dec.

The

entire vaudeville

21.

program

Chicago, Dec. ui.
Rasputin, who ha* had u varied
career from song plugger to aide-decamp to Frisco and then "laugh
claque" for "Affar," which played
at 4 he Studebaker,
be hovering over his
standing in the theatrical field.
Rasputin, wb* has achieved con*
hera, recently

seems

to

slderable

what ha
through the stunt he
put over with Morris Gesl when the
dons by the actress was that 26 latter designated htm 4s the "of.
years ago when she played -New ficlal" laugh claque for "Afgar,"
Orleans with a theatrical troupe she feels that the management of the
met George Fa hey, said to be the Palace has cast reflections on his
son of a rich and prominent planter. reputation and ability through
de*
A whirlwind courtsh'p followed and prlvlng him of the privilege of enthe two were married. In less than tering that theatre when he
has
a year a baby came, named Clifford, purchased a
ticket of admission.
and tnen occurred trouble between
He claims that several weeks ago
husband and wife. Taking her baby
with her Ada Clifton went to Chi- he went to attend the opening matcago and back to the stage, placing inee performance as the guest of V
her baby In an orphan asylum. This wealthy St. Louis
Woman, when ad*
did not suit the actress' mother-inmission was denied, due to the fact
law, and she asked to be permitted
that Rasputin was with' her. The
to take the child to New Orleans
and rear it. To this the actress manager. It is said, told Rasputin
that he was acting in a loud and
agreed.
Seven years later. George Fahey, boisterous manner and was injuring
the theatre.
her husband, died.
That was the
Rasputin was lnccrsed, and 'innlast she heard of her son until not
«n« d Jtt««Jy »<** the theatre, tearing
ing an advertisement Clifford Fahey
his bushy mirc?llei hair, to nu. ry
placed in a theatrical paper soon

"A VAUDBVI1XK CONCERT"

HELD OVER

them.

for

Orleans, Dec. 21.

Pleading for a pardon for the son
she had not seen for 24 years, Ada
Clifton, actress, made a dramatic
scene before the State Board of
Pardons, holding a session In this
city.
Her boy had been implicated
In the murder of a prominent Shrincr of this city and gave the evidence
that convicted the real culprit, the
mother, statin* he should be shown
mercy because of this fact.
The story told the Board of Par-

of them, unless proved successful as
vaudeville drawing cards in t"..e

even recent

Eccentric,

Asks Judge to Sue

First in Cell

"Hundred Grand"

Them

rained

GATED AT PALACE

IS

24 Years, Rasputin, Chicago

After

Clifton,

Saw Son

Decemfctr 23, 1921

AFGAR'S LAUGH CLAQ

MOTHER'S DRAMATIC

MALE HEAWJNERS FROM LEGIT
NOT WANTED

?ridajr,

at

the Royal Alexandria, playing tnere
laat week as the first *of the Shubcrt
vaudeville shows to reach this city,
has been held over at— the same

notoriety, "anfl

calls "fame/*

house this week.
Hetty King heads the bill. It is
reported that the Alexandria did
between $13,000 and $14,000 laat
to the office of Judge Cavanaugh of
large and unexpected after his arrest 17 months ago, askweek, the
the Circuit Court, who has manigross causing the holdover decision. ing* for information as to his mothfested a keen interest in the career
er's whereabouts. She came to New
of Rasputin.
Orleans and for the first time since
Montreal, Dec. 21.
According to Rasputin, he said to
The Shuberts* first local try at he was a cooing baby in her arms the Judge: "You know. Judge. I
gazed
upon her son in a prison cell,
vaudeville last week, with Nora
have
become a well-known charac*
Bayes heading their bill, met with sentenced to the State penitentiary..ter in thls community, one the com
bad results here. The show never for a long term. Ada Cliffords plea 0™nlty
.
CSn be prOUd Of. NOW, tl?i
fArmorrvtorh^r^vho.
takon
mercy for her boy has \ux>n
been taken
did start anything at the Majestry's. for
under consideration by the Board of afternoon I went to th-j Palace theIt is said the Shuberts will take
atre with a very prominent woman.
one more try here with "The Pardons who will render a decision When we
got to the door, the manshortly.
Chuckles of 1921" bill.
ager said. *We do not want RaeJ

MAY WIRTH with "PHIL"
t

Headlining the

Orpheum

FAMOUS PREFERRED NEAR PAR

Circuit

Second Week, Orpheum, San Francisco
DAILY NEWS: "May Wirth is the most scintillas*

(Continued from page

S. F.
slur in
She is versatile, for she sings nicely. But
this galaxy of brilliance.
when she is flying around the ring on her horses, then sha shines with
effulgence. 'Phil' gets plenty of fun from his clowning."
8. F. EXAMINER:
"Nothing in the entertainment line seems im-

)

SOUTH AFRICA
Nov.

Ol'KllA

3,

HOUSE— Urahum

J

921.

Moffat

Co. doing good business with Scottish plays. Nov. 3, "Don't Tell."
TIVOLI.— Good houses at this variety hall! Week Oct. 2« bill not too
strong.
Steller Shantatt. dancer,
local turn; Maidlc and Gent, comedy
act, fair; Elsa Parties, vocalist ; Dale
and Williams, goo*-; Elfiott and
Brunt on, juggling and vocal; McArdle and Donald, comedy act; Fox
and ClarlTc? dancing. Week of Nov.
-'.
Dale and Williams, corned v act;
Elsa Parti ss, vocalist;
Vox and
Clarke, dancing; Elliott and Brunton, juggling and vocal; M'lijie mid
Gent, comedy act; Stella Shantall,

dancer; McArdle and Donald. Scotch

comedians;

Jewish players, under dire lion of
African Theatres, Ltd., open a short
return visit at the Opera House,
Nov.
14.
Plays
will
include
"Madame X," "Fooled Men," "Blind
Love," "MInkle, the Cook," "The
-j

Capetown

White Slave."
Muizenberg. .. popular seaside
resort near Capetown. Is to have a
City.
It Is expected to be

White
opened

this

month.

Switchback

railways, skating rink, concert and
halls, American dodges, are
listed among the attractions.

dance

HIS MAJESTY'S— Chu Chin
Chow," rapacity; must vacate Nov.
19 for Horace Hodges' company.

24-26,

tme hall. Oct. edy;
"Her Kingdom of Dreams," bert
l»i

Anita Stewart; 27-2U. "Mandarin's
Gold." Kitty Gordon; Oct. 31-.\.»v. 3,
"The Idol Dancer," Clarinc Seymour

and Richard Rarthelmess; 4-.V "TinTest of Honor," John Barrvmove; 7,

"How Could

You, Jfun'.'"

Mary Pick-

ford.

GRAND.— Oct.

24-25. "The CounCharming," Julian Eltinge; 2*\"Help! Help: P»ilk-.-:'" George
29,
""/alHh; Oct. 31 -Nov. 2, "Peppy J'-.illy." Dorothy Glsh: 3-5, "The Adventurer." William Farnum.

tess

felt

Here

3)

cent,

prominent society people have
been treating me' wonderfully, and
when I go to a vaudeville house

point decline, without much indication of a rally at the close.
The
weakness was attributed to the

are not so
in the. list

they slip me the 'grapes.'
passing of the quarterly dividend by
"That is pretty rough on me,
Loew'a Boston. This New England Judge,
and I must have my revenge.
concern has no connection with
Sue them for a 'hundred grand.* I
Loew, Inc., listed in New York, and
need It, and it will teach them a
the company was prompt in pointlesson."

ing that out, but the damage had
The Judge asked Rasputin why
been done.
The public took the he
had been gated.
passing of the dividend as a bad
"Well, it is Just this way, Judge.
omen. This is the first break in the
When
I went over there last week
Boston company's dividend record.
they had a couple of real funny acts
Three months ago 25 cents was paid
on the bill, including my old 'patron
on the $25 par shares, and before
Such holders find the stock a highly that the rato of 50 cents a quarter saint,' Frisco. Naturally I had to
laugh, and I laughed out loud. It
desirable Income proposition. It is was maintained.
believed that not a few longs, anxCurb dealings were at a minimum. seems as though one of the women
ious to take advantage of the new Goldwyn changed hands just under in on act became frightened at my
high price, liave put through short 5. and D. W. Griffiths was 8. The laugh, and just broke down and
could not go ahead.
Well, that's
sales to «.ven up until the end of single Griffith deal may have been
a not
my fault; she should have been
the year. The question is what will sharshooter's operation.
It would
more
hardened
than to get stage
they do in January. They can either appear that, with all the financial
deliver their long stock against the difficulties Involved in the big new fright. But what is a fellow going
short contract or close out either of production pas and done with, the to do when he hears a good joke,
the trades. Cdvering the short and impending premiere of "The Two but laugh at it?"
"Well," replied the Judge, "but
carrying the long stock would, of Orpha.s" would offer strong possicourse, bring about an advance while bilities for a brisk advance instead you might restrain yourself."
"Constrain myself, whatever that
sales of long stock and the continu- of the reverse.
ance of the short deal would bring
The summary of transactions Dec. may mean. Judge." replied Rasputin,
"how can I, for I was built
pressure to bear on quotations.
15 to 22, inclusive, is as follows:
for laughing purposes, and I must
Orpheum was quoted in some of
STOCK EXCHANGE
live
up to my reputation.
You
the records th's week as low as 12%,
Thursday—
Salen. 1II k 1i. Kow.Last. dig.
know my reputation must not be
"!*\
but tlie Orpheum people insist that' rum. Flay-f,.. 17.0O0 77
76 - "i
!>•>.
Pf
impugned
1.000 »P.
H3\j
01'« 2
by
giving
Tlllle,
'the
me
this was an error.
The quotation Ixiev.. Inc
1,900 M"«£
14
14 - % one up and
two down.' What will
800
board in the Hotel Astor did not Orpheum
14%
15 4
Boston rn'.d :U)0 Orp!i ur. ^ H'.fcll^. \i (Jordon Thorn and the re at of my
record It, but several of the mornFriday—
big
Hociety
friends
think when they
13.000 7714
ing papers did and no correction ap- Fam. Play-I
tX>Pf
2,.-i00 01
»"-'
ns%4 1% hear 'Rasputin waa given the gate*
peared. The trade in question was I.'jcw. Inc.
400 14Vi
foj- laughing out loud?
They can't
TiOO
the only one of Monday. The last Orplw»um
1;,%,
UUi- Vi kid
l.Vfc
UoB.on
around with Rasputin, who is
Orpheum :it l.-tffliriV
*' ri»|.
previous quotation had been 15 even caifo sold sold
100 at l.V
the official Jester to the .society
Haturdny
and the priced hat came out TuesPlay-L
'>>->
77"4
7«tt
77V \\ swell* at the Chicago opera comday and Wednesday were back at Fam.
I)o.
Pf
::on 04 (,
041,
04«i 1% pany
performances in the Audithat level. It seemed fair to assume I.OTW. Inc.
1-1
- «i torium."
Monday—
that the quotation was an error In Fam. I'lay-l
1.Y100 7N'w
7d
',
7^4
D->.
pr
the records or a chance transaction
WX1 O.V..
04
«»»A 1
"
I*o«-\t,
Inc.
13-t*
."..400
14
TEMPEST-SUNSHINE SPLIT
that did not represent actual trading Urphfum
13V100 11:";
\'2%~ 2',..
1- -4
opinion.
Ponton Mild .VK) Orph»um .it
Nothing appeared to acTempest and Sunshine ;»'z.;in have
-"*
Tu»'p(lBy—
count for such :t drop.
separated.
I\*m. 1'Uy-r,. .. 0. UK) 70S
?
70
Lncw's tared badly this week.
!)>».
pf
1.300 !»7
Marion Sunshine will open in At07,%
07 j
Loew,
nf
?.00<>
II
14 4 1;
lantic City Monday wiiii S'!\vyn*.
Orph> u.n
L»00
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Whitman, the dancing
EMPIRE.— Week of Oct. 31, R. A.
ami Courtney, Roberts, protean actor,; Torn B amore, comedian: Ted and Peg, com-

ALHAMHRA —

I

I

press with

\

Johannesburg

violinist;
Harvey
act.

musical

waa a woman whom

wanted to immy importance, and they
go and pull the Tillie, one up and
Wednesday it opened nearly a point two down
on me/ Here you and
net off and touched 13 fiat, a full
other

cumulative dividend, and there
many 8 per cent, yielda
as there wen. It would
not be unattractive as a definite Inpossible these days. The new headline act at the Orphedm Is one that vestment, except for the risk inmight be looked for in the four-ring circus. It's a pretentious Bpectacle volved in so speculative a business
showing a feature that has been the feature of the 'B'ig Top,' and its as film producing.
greatest drawing card, May Wirth.
The Wlrths offer an act that is
One element of strength in the
unique in the two-a-day. Not only do they indulge in sensational riding
but present a spectacle which is bizarre and contains plenty of comedy. situation surrounding the common
May Wirth springs a surprise In being the possessor of a very good voice. is the fact that it has an unbroken
Her riding and stunts are superb. 'Phil' supplies the comedy."
record of dividend payments and
many holders are carrying the stock
MEKBV XMAS TO ALL
»
\
purchased around 50 and 60 where
it
pays from 12 to 16 per cent, a
rich yield for a permanent thing.

By H. HANSON

pntin In the house.' M
"Imagine. Judge, bow

K uming,

comedian; Herand Jackson; James Teddy, jumping; Jack Brickley, contortionist; Joyce and Shields, comedy.
STANDARD. —Leonard RayreVs
company supporting Freda Godfrey
and Alfred Paumler, staging "The
Midnight Wedding." Business satBilly
Bros,

isfactory.

1».-|

«

.

!

.

'.i

I.'

l

1

Sir

Frank

I

Benson,

the

S!ud:e-

spearean actor, and his coinpaify"
have b««en. breaking records at JMnbnn and Maritzburg. Natal; also
and Kimborley.
WOLFRAM'S.— Oct. 24-26, 'The Ifloeinfontein
The African Theatres announce a
Charnings"; 27-29. 'Women's Weap- Christmas
panto,
"Red
Riding
ons." Ethel Clayton; the Dempsey Hood," to open
in Johannesburg and
and Brennan tight also: Oct. 31 -Nov. tour
the .country.
Conningsby
2. "Mary. Find the Gold," Betty BalBriorly, principal comedian; Ethel
four; 3-5. "Tin* Splendid ;t.»niar».e " Di.nsley, principal
boy, and oth^r
starring the late Enrico Caruso.
ariistes leave England Nov. 17. The
following plays have been secured
Barah Sihia and company of by the African Theatres for pro-

(iuctlon

in

"Polly

"Tiger Rose," "A
ment," "The Sign

"Woman

to

"Hulldog
a Past "
of Divorce-

"The

Hill

on

Woman,"

the

Door,*

11 aid."

i>.».

Playpf.
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Kitten."

A septet of songwriters v. PI si.irt
a li'inting trip Friday to last over
Ihe liMlidnys.
They a»- A\r\. :erln'r.
f'.'M.r^o
Irving
fSershwi.-i.
Cneyar. Isidore Corshwin (known
n-A Arthur Francis, the lyr'.c writer).

1

MS

1?.
'

SlI^H .It

-

!»7

.

Tliun=d.4>

"illuc

l.V.4.

;

-

1.

I.("'w, Im\
'Mpii.'ijin

"Welcome,

Naughty Princes"? "
"Irene," "Oh! oh! Delphlne." "Tlie
LiMtle Dutch C.lvV and "The Soufh-

*n

Fnm.

with

Stranger," "The Safety .Match." A
musical comedy company sails In
February to tour South Africa, pro-

ducing

Ilc.ilon sold
WVi.'iu-S'Ihv

South Africa:

Drummond,"

1

1

IV-

_"))
,

i

Harry Akst. Milton Ager and Nat
AbraniHon.
The party will 1»° 'he
guests of Abmmson'.s fathu- at ili'-ir
Hunter, N. V., shooting lodge.

H

'

Friday,

December

VAUDEVILLE

23, 1*21

I

SMHfT POP VAUDEVDIE
CONTEMPLATED BY SHUBERTS

SHUBERT
THIS

NEW YORK
Wiilie &
Ciccolini

Additional Circuit of 10 or 12 Houses Planned for
January Lyric, New York, Principal House of

—

—

New Chain Two
Timers to Be

Winter Garden
Kugene Howard

j

Nana
Mabel Wlthee

&

Girls
44th 8treet

Nora Bayes

Policy

Joe Jackson
Georgle Price

Al Sexton

Lillian Fitzgerald

Bernard

& Townes

Tarlan & Newell
Jack Strouse
Horlick & Sarampa

MILWAUKEE

Mel-Burns

BOW-V.OW

*Nree

WANT TO TELL TUB WORLD THAT
—SAM
KATE—
I

ELINORE and WILLIAMS

salaried vaudeville acts as special
attractions for the film*.

floo::.-.

men

Crescent
Burt Shepherd
Harris A Santley
Novelle Bros
Marguerite Farrell
Lord-Ain
Bob Nelson
Hanneford Family^

"DOO" Langaarp)

(Translated from

j

•

BROOKLYN

— BOW-WOW
— BOW-WOW

DOW-WOW

W

i

Jock

Hattie Althoff
Apollo Trio
Musical Johnstons
Go -Get -Em Rogers

.

4'

Garriek

Bert Melrose

The L'hubcrU contemplate an ad- Pantagcs Chicago booker, had .-:t
va-ideville circuit to be the Pantages Chicago agency to
cciupoeed at the outcet of ten or league himself with the Western
twelve thsatres, playing a combi- Shubert offlc \ removing at the same
nation vaudeUlle and feature pic- time some of the houses (outside
The pop the Pan time) the Pan office had
ture bill at 50 cents top.
to be distinct from the booked.
It was then anticipated
circuit,
Shubert bis time chain, will be O'Neil would alsa swing the Arher
New
York,
the
Lyric,
Brothers'
the
Chicago
and outlying picheaded
ture theatres Into the Shubert office,
<!?nd street theatre of the Shuberts
Lyric ser.'a 1,900 west.
Tho j theatres u::o high
It is claimed the

House

Co

Eddie Dowllng

George Roscner

ditional

&

Mason Keeler Co

McCormack & Regay

—

19)

Vardon & Perry

Detroit Opera

Pederson Brothers
Burt Karle

BILLS

(DEC.

DETROIT

Ryan & Lee
Everest's Monks
Billy McDermott
The Flemings

or Three Present Shubert Big
Converted Six Acts and Picture

WEEK

McKay

Emily Darrell
Joe Fanton
Fred Allen
Yvette A Co
McConnell A Simpson
A Robins

Whipple Huston A Co
Ed LaVine

General

NEWARK,

N.

J.

RiaKo
Chuckles of lltl
Musical Spillers
Earl Rickard

Alfred Latell
will
Permane A Shelley
While the Shubert staff
Will Have a New Act Next Season
J & K DeMaeo
The Asher Brothers are looked
Rial A Llndstrom
not divulge the -ames r? cities tr
by
Written
ROGEB
OfHOFF.
White Way Trio
BALTIMORE
hrough
towns to be iiirludcd in the Shubert upon as u Coldwyn ally
Academy
(Joldwyn
being
intrrcste"
ia -iiro
PHILADELPHIA
renins
pop time, they state the
of their houses.
Equllli Brothers
Chestnut Btrast
date will be possibly Jan. 2 or 9.
Mullen & Corelll
It
is
MANAGERS
BUST
also h ild Finklestein &
'Whirl
of New York*'
th?
.1
that
if
Shuberts
Tt i? rep
Josephine
Davis
PITTSBURGH
Rubin hold a First National fran(Continued from page* 1)
tart the pop houses as at present
Olympia Desvalls
Shubert
.".:e
on chise for parts of their territory.
Chas T Aldrlch
Intended, the circuit wi
Ernestine Myers
Through this, according to report. the P. M. A. and thereafter those
Belle Story
immediately the present big time
Aleen
Bronson
their own
tlu» ShubertH
in New York have managers who control
Callahan & Bliss
hottses playing Shubert vaudeville
Musical Avolos
made a cpnneclic with Goldwyn houi.e3 and other members started
BOSTON
Arthur Tarry
at Newark, N. fl.. Baltimore und
to work on the problem themselves.
or
the
First
National
or
both.
Lee
Majestio
General Plsano
In future exchange It
Plttsl urgh.
Shubert is u Goldwyn stockholder.
Because of the restriction against
Clayton A Lennie
Torino
that where the pop time
Is raid
It was at his suggestion/ according dictation, the much considered plan
Three Chums
Broken Mirror
Etund c*ves promise of taking care
Marie Stoddard
Francis
Renault
to
story
the
at
the
time,
for
that
Oolda
general
ticket
clearoffice
or
of more expensive bills, it v.- ill be
Gaudamith Brothers
Frances White
w>n
bought
ing
in
house
for
the
control
of
controlled
the
by
the
P.
A.
M.
removed from the p. p to the big
Krans
White
&
TORONTO
Capitol, New York. The New York was tossed aside. It developed that
time circuit of the Shuberts.
DuCalion
Reyal Alexandria
The policy of the pop show is to connection made by the Shuberts. aprrt from the Erlanger and ShuTogo
Hetty King
a feature, it is claimed, is for the purpose of bert office*, there were a greater
V,2 five or six actr r.nd
CHICAGO
Forde A Rice
of
houses
individually
securing pictures and houses in con- nunr.L.r
Apollo
besides smaller film, with the perClark A Arcaro
owned
and
operated
on
Broadway.
formance continuous from an early Junction with the vaudeville projects ]
Bernard!
Donald Sisters
Neither of the majcr offices wao
of the Shuberts.
*
Emily Ann Wellman
It has not been r.aid
Mossman & Vance
dally start.
I'p to date Finklestein & Rubin represented in the meetings, but the
Frank Jerome
RIgoletto Brothers
how many performances the acts
group of individuals believe that one
Rlttley A McCree
Dolly Connolly
will give, but it is undi stood the have not used Shubert vaudeville as
o/
will
in
the
to
both
later
join
plan
Hearn
Sam
WASHINGTON
M
Shuberts intend to play tome of a regular entertainment, but have
'
limit tickets to 5° cents over the
Blue Devils
Shubert- Belaeco
understanding
Shuwith
an
the
their principal acts in the smaller
Clark A Verdi
box office price.
Beige Duo
houses. The Shubert acts as a rule berts they will take any single vauJohn Charles Thomas
Gallarlnl Sisters
hold contracts calling for twice deville headjlner any week it may
Joveddah de Rajah
House Managers
Ernest Evans
bo open,* as an added attraction for
dally shows.
CLEVELAND
The Pickforde
It Is claimed there are 26 indiThe only theatre on the time their film theatres in St. Paul and
Euclid Avenue
Mile Codee
the
house managers in
charging over 60 cents will be the Minneapolis, giving such a turn a vidual
Walter Weems
Jimmy Hussey Co
Finklestein & P. M. A., and it is those members
Eddie Nelson
Lyric. Its scale will go to 76 cents week in each city.
Arco Brothers
who
are making the effort to cruBrenck's Horse
Rubin
are
have
Informed
Rudlnoff
said
to
top at night.
successGriff
Vlnie Daly
The Academy, Baltimore-. Hialto. the Shuberts they will pay as high sade the ticket matter to a
ful issue. The system of "buy-outs"
Newark, and Shubert, Pittsburgh, as. $5,000 a week for a special atthe meetings to be
was considered
playing the Shubert big time since traction.
one of the factors that made for
that circuit started, have not given
AGENTS' BENEFIT
excessive premiums. It was frankly
any s'gns of "getting over solid" In
LITTLE BILLY GRIEVES
recognized that the public Itself was
the vaudevi'lo sense.
of Artists' Reps. Assn. Paying Sick
Given
Souvenirs
They have
Managers
House
Little Billy has withdrawn from responsible for the continuance of
been mainly held according to reInstruction
Benefit, with Life Insure nee
"gyp" methods, yet with some atports through being week stands and the cast of Charlotte Greenwood's
new
starring vehicle "Let 'Er Go tractions believed to have fared
taking "• the c ntracted time with
The
Vaudeville Artists' Repretendered
was
A courtesy luncheon
Letty," now in course of rehearsal badly because of the "Juice" exacts.
sentatives Protective Association,
tracted by the smashes, tickets for
The ~ Shuberts closed two pop by Oliver Morosco, and scheduled which are "hot-housed" through to the managers of the Keith, Moss composed of Keith and Orpheum
and Proctor houses at the Hotel agents, has fixed
vaudeville houses of their own last to open Dec. 26 at New* Haven.
weekly dues at $1.
Master Gabriel succeeds Little brokers, the managers aim to elimi- Claridge Tuesday afternoon.
Saturday at Dayton, O., and the Mawith initiation fee at $6. The orpossible the "gyp"
Billy, the latter retiring because of nate as far as
jestic, Detroit.
Dayton was look. 1
B.
S. Moss acted as toaatmaster. ganisation has arranged to pay a
selling.
upon as impossible and the Majes- inability to rehearse owing to the
A concrete plan is expected to re- Souvenl. plaques were given out, sick benefit of $25 weekly, and its
ties location was against t'-it the- illness and recent death of his
sult from the deliberations now pro- purporting to outline the purpose of members will be covered by a $1,000
guardian, Jcre Grady.
•tte» they said.
life insurance.
In the event t.hat a
Some system of bonding the get-together
ceeding.
There will be three special vaudeThe souvenirs, beautifully embel- member is 111 for over 10 weeks his
all agencies on the basis of a guarville road shows sent out by the
LT0NS f SUIT SETTLED antee not to sell above the 60-eent lished, read: "Courtesy Is kindli- case will be referred to the Board
Shuberts next week, with a possiThe $500 suit which Lillian Ross premium limit is aimed for. The ness habitually exercised. Civility, of Directors for any addltioi al rebility ot shows in the same stands
began in the Third District Muni- factor of "digging" in the 60-cent courtliness, graciousness, the mark lief desired.
tor New Tears week.
The association will hold at least
At Springagencies for resale at excess prices of good breeding. Due consideration
neM, Mass., % a unit headed by cipal Court, New York, against Arono benefit performance, or possithur
S. Lyons, the agent, was ad- Is considered one of the most diffi- for others and a proper elegance of
•^Chuckles of 1921" will be offered.
bly two, annually. The first of these
cult angles of the problem. It Is to manners.
At Hartford a new unit topped by Justed last week out of court
benefits is scheduled for after the
be put up to the agencies who may
Rules
Wot» Bayes will be the attraction, through counsel* Lyons agreeing to be called on to check up on all
holidays.
wWfr Lew Fields will headline the settle for $226.
1. Loyal service is respected; be
are
which
them
sold
by
ticket*
Edgar Allen, the Fog booker, was
now opening Monday at the Globe,
willing in serving.
called In to act as the disinterested Anally delivered at fancy prices. By
BAH ALL SUNDAYS
Atlantic City. It will be the second
polite
all,
2. Be
to
especially
each theatre keeping * tab on the
third party.
New Haven, Dec. 21.
•* the Shubert road shows presented
locations given each agency and the women.
Sunday
afternoon performances,
Hartford.
The unit sent there
latter keeping track of its sales, the
S. Bo patient, gentle and considGUS
RETIRING
whether
of
a
benefit character or
Jfouad Thanksgiving was moved to
managers hope to trace down the erate with those under you.
not, are banned in this city.
New Haven for a week and then
New Orleans, Dec. 21.
diggers and gyppers.
Do
not
4.
laugh
or
jest.
Chief
at
defects
of
Police Smith made this
Gus Edwards announced here he
Jjnt back in the regular Shubert
and faults of others.
order plain when he caused the New
booked houses.
Before Public
would retire from the stage at the
Haven
Elks benefit vaudeville per5. Show deference to the tick, old
for vaudeville appearances end of this season and shortly thereIt is not hoped that this system
n!?****
formance at the Palace theatre last
«! week were made to a number after open in New York City the Gus will
be immediately productive of and afflicted.
week to be called off. The Elks had
"featured players In Shubert mu- Edwards School of Applied Stage results, but once started the man6. Observe quietness at all times.
booked Will Rogers, Al Hermann
teal attractions which are laying Arts.
agers plan to lay -the campaign be7. Do not Judge others too hastily.
und an all-stur army.
for the week (pre-Chrlstmas).
fore the public. The object of that
'. Reserve decision until you have
J«
Only
two turns were used, Willie
NICK NORTON ILL
One result heard both
W /v.iri u^ tw>-*old
sides of a discussion.
and Eugene Howard going into the
Accordii
to ndvic
from St. hoped for Is that a patron paying
Winter Garden bill, and Kddie Ncl9. Let your discourse with busiexcess prices will report the matter
Petersburg,
Fla., where Nick Norjn. who is in "The Last Waltz,"
ness men be short but comprehenton is 'or the winter, as usual, the to the theatre for which the tickets
5*«*d
In
the
Shubert -Belasco. veteran manager is i'! down there call for, giving the name of the per- sive.
Washington.
The
son from whom purchased.
10. Repeat only the. good you have
He is 'i»w 7.
It has been
expected the Shuberts
There is nothing reliably reported tickets would then be traced back heard and forget all else.
*°lild arrange to
form some kind as to the extent of Nick's illness, but to the original ageney, which would
11. Learn to smile — a smile or a
a chain to embrace the. theatres
be called on to seek out the digger. pleasant word always
it is believ.l to be serious.
"carries on."
J*
"uuhave
been gathered for Shubert
Such a campaign, too, would be
1L\ Chcerfulnesi
is
contagious.
vaudeville by LeHter Bryant and
proof to the public that the sub"ave Reehler, acting in the middle TEARLE AS A JOINT BOOKING scribing managers did not paitiei- strive to make those around you
happy."
west Messrs. Bryant
to
understood
Conway
is
Tearle
pate
in
the
gyp.
and lV»hlei\
n *ve made
Chicago their head- he seeking vaudeville engagements,
The assumption by the public at
be present is that the theatres and
preference
to
J«arters operating from that point expressing
a
BELLE OF
NEXT
** »he west.rn
Shubert vaudeville hooked on tho fame bills with his managers do not gain extra prollt
":•'' i
girly induction**
^Proser.tativf.s.
They had secured wife. Adele Itnwlaud, who is pi tying by the oxees.s prices. The managers
In S'mberts haw in nrnd for
"'present Milwaukee stand the lor tl.e Sh'ih'ils.
their
say thai if their pending plans macaud'-wlle may be called "The Belle
•nuhens ;,,<• playing
ture and tiie situation is explained,
their big time
of
«ows ,n. i., st(l |.
irro.dway."
Medbury
in His Own Act
It
will
be
another
those theatre interests not partici|ya „; i„.|,i tho
* aa
« f"r that aousc when he and
John I'. Midhuiy, the eondie Ini pating in the meetings to control s.ene from "The Whirl of New
Veil;,' the closed Shuberts' orlgi»WI»Ut l.tely came to N-w York of a humorous
<>lumn for a New
the ticket will be forced to come in
'^ a conference with the York evening daily, is to cider One of tho big (Inns is known to i.'-'ly revived " elle f New York"
R
That f >»^-> «'"«'«-- resulted vaudevd!" with a girl partner in charge concession fees from the that has so far contributed one turn
In th
the Chicago
agencies for the privilege of selling t<» the Shubert bills.
men taking the \wst- an art written by himself.
In the "Belle of Broadway," BrenTho humorist will continue his tickets, and for that reason in said
"£ reiu-r-Hontallon.
1
Wpek jt was reported in newspaper work after his entrance not to be participating in the ticket del and Burt will be featured, again "Paae* on Earth, Oo»d Will to Man'
\ltHi*
••ttety
going over the Shubert circuit in It.
control movement.
L i, at
Dtroction:
j lmmy oNeil, the into vaudeville.
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VAUDEVILLE
CLOSING MAJESTIC

PANTAGES' SECOND STRING SLAP

The Shuberts closed two of

The
vaudeville houses Saturday.
Majestic, Detroit, and Liberty, DayMajestic
ton, were the theatres. The
[was the second house of the £huIt played a pop
[berts In Detroit.
vaudeville bill.
The Dayton house had looked lma bigI possible since its opening as
timer and did not better when

The
a
fc*

to

first

changed to a pop

the newspaper adFor a number of
vertising angle.
months, while operating as a tab
did not carry
Empress
house the
any advertising with the "Star" and
"Times," the leading dally papers.
"William Hallen shines like a diaA few weeks after Pantages opened, mond
He is a rare
in a coal pile.
that house also discontinued Its
who offers a series of
comedian
advertising with the same pa. -rs. stories that are clean and yet reThose interested in the affair are
htti'i V funny."
now watching to see what action
-PITTSBURGH DESPATCH.
the Orpheum people will take. It
Direction:
Tammen,
claimed that If Bonfils
e\
the
operators
of
the owners and
Empress are out to make a fight on
the Orpheum and the Main Street
(junior Orpheum), that the Or-

Kansas City, To. 21.
gun in what promises to

strictly local,

royal between the
battle
Vaudeville Interests of this country
Will be fired here Christmas Day
irhen the Empress opens as the first
Pantages second string
•C the
The theatre Is owned by
Rouses.

is

WILLIAM HALLEN

& Tammen of Denver who
•wn and operate the Empress, that
elty. and who also own the Denver
*Post M and the Kansas City "Post."
The Empress here has been conBonfils

it

&

trolled for several years the Loew
Interests, but was operated under a

sub-lease by companies playing
stock musical comedy and tabs.
Bnaley Barbour, of the Barbour circuit, was the last to operate it. The
lease under which Loew kept control expired Dec. 15, and the house

HUGHES

Sixth in City

plan

was Fsiber

A

Policy

Has Worked Well at
State, Newark

Policy

.

neapolis, and that the
under consideration.

MANWARING

FOR LOEW HOUSES

continue to run the advertising for
the two houses In the Kansas City
"Post," a Bonfils & Tammen paper.

The Empress as a vaudeville
house will make the sixth theatre
devoted to the class of entertainment in this city. The e are two
Orpheum houses, Loew's Garden,
the Globe (playing Western Vaudeville Managers' Association acts)
and the new Pantages.
Pantages
Inverarity,
Duncan
will
manager at Calgary, Albe
have the mand/ement of the Pantages, Kansas City, pending the recovery of Manager Grant PemberThe latter has been very HI
ton.
id pictures at for a number of weeks, and while
will play vaudeville
He
he has been^ discharged from the
popular prices, continuous.
stated independent bookings would hospital Is still very weak and will
be secured, unless arrangements not be able to get on the job for
were made with Pantages to fur- some time.
nish the show. He also stated that
he had suggested to Pantages that
the Pantages shows be started on
TAKES TO STOCK
the circuit here instead of at Min8hea Moke Change
With Opening of Opposition House

South Bend, Dec.

That the

full

week

policy

may be

favored in some of the Loew metropolitan houses came to light this
week when It was learned that the
State, Newark, was showing excellent results under the straight week
policy.

contract at $40,000 per year rental
and 60 per cent of the net profits.
The present Orpheum house passes
to the Palace Theatre Corporation
which also controls the Oliver the*
atre.

ROME,

N.

Y. VOTES

FOR SUNDAY SHOWS

LIKE OLB TIMES!

of

• Jacob Hendsesman, formerly of
Chicago, represented the Palace
and Martin Beck,
Corporation,
Mortimer H. Singer, Marcus Heiman and S. B. Kahane, the Orpheum
circuit in the negotiations.

Mayor Signed Ordinance Despite

Opposition

CIRCUS BILL

by

Churches

Shuberts

Playing

Nsxt Wsek

Rome, N.
Sunday pictures

in

T.,

Dec.

All-Circus
in

Sill

Boston

21.

Rome were

authorised when Mayor O.
Arthur Mickle signed the ordinance
allowing the showing of pictures In
local theatres Sunday afternoons
and evenings.
The Common Council "passed the
buck" to the people, but the Associated Church Council obtained an
Injunction and the question was removed from the voting machines at
Petitions from
the last election.
3,000 persons brought the Council to
ordinance.
pass the
For the first time since they were
built the Strand and Star were open
finally

It was said providing business
Sunday.
held up in the Newark house and
warranted the action, that next season may see three Loew theatres
AGAINST FOX
in Greater New York operating
under a similar schedule the State, 8hubert Office Informs Acts Fox
at 46th street; Victoria, on 126th
Not on Its Free List
street, and the Metropolitan, Brooklyn.
The proposed amalgamation of
The State, Newark, opened Dec. booking interests between the Shu6 with the full week policy Installed. bert and Fox vaudeville has grown
has
I so cold the Shubert office of late
been informing its acts applying

—

21.

The new Palace, under construe-,
tion here at a cost of $860,000, pasted
to the control of the Orpheum circuit last week in a deal with the

1

pheum management would hardly

taken over by
Louis Levand, representing the
owners.
All kinds of rumors were current
as to its future policy; some had
It as a popular priced home for
melodrama, while others, supposed
to be on the inside, reported it
would be opened as a stock burlesque house and that a business
staff had been engaged.
Mr. Levand, who managed the
Denver Empress, playing Pantages
informed
acts, however, personall
a Variety representative the house

Takes Indianapolis Palace on
Lease and Sharing Terms

The Shu- Palace Theatre Corporation.
The
Orpheum circuit holds a ten -year

policy.

berts played the Liberty under a
60-60 arrangement with Its owner.
The Shuberts* big time house,
the Shubert-Detrolt, continues the
\ udeville policy In that city.

FULL WEEKS HERE

was Immediately

OPPOSITION HOUSE

their

I

Begin Christmas in Kansas City with Reopening of Empress— Cluxton Says It Will Be
One of String of 16— Sixth in K. C.

War

if
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ORPHEUM ABSORBS

Shuberts Stop Vaudeville at Second
Detroit House

AT LOEW AND ORPHEUM JUNIORS

December

Friday,

The Shuberts * re giving a midwinter three-rlnt indoor circus at
the Boston opera house, Boston,
The billing has II
next week.
clowns. The week is to have the
usual circus ballyhoo with a sawdust lobby, red lemonade and all
the usual circus features.
Acts announced are the Hanna*
f~rds, Robinson's Elephants, Leach*
WalUn Trio, the Scrantons, Seven
Blue Devils, Arco Brothers, Joseph
Fanton and Co.. the Plckfords, Jolly
Johnny Jones, Kerenke Brothers,
Four Paulins, Llpinsky's Dogs,
Everett's Monkeys, Novelll Brothers,
Rath Brothers, the Gaudschmldts, Tre volt's Circus, Olympla
Desvall, Petersc. Brothers.
"Poodles" Hannaford will be the
principal

clown and assisting him

be Spader Johnson, Kenard and
Hart, Eddie Nemo, Hart Brothers,
Joe Mack, Billy Rice and Jimmy
Nelson. The aisles of the theatre
will be worked by the white-faced
boys between all the acts.
The show will play for $1 top.
Its total cost is under $6,000 for the
for permission to play the Indeweek's
successful in
salary.
If
pendent time when laying off on a
Boston it may travel over the ShuShubert contract that the acts may
bert regular vaudeville time.
play any independent houses excepting on the Fdx circuit
In the Fox theatres, of the past
EVANSVILLE
week or so there have been a couple
of .Shubert acts, in both cases 8plit Week of Orpheum, Jr., Vaude"breaking In."
villa Can't Stand Poor Businses
When the Shuberts and Fox were
about to affiliate, the Shuberts conChicago, Dec. 21.
sented to their acts appearing In the
The Grand, Evansville. Ind., playFox houses. Learning It could se- ing Orpheum, Jr., vaudeville on a
cure the turns desired. It Is said the split week basis, five acts, closes
Fox booking office did not see the next week.
will

Act at Wilmington Wonted by Two
Cluxton, general manager
Houses
New Brunswick, N. J., Dec. 21.
for Alexander Pantages, when seen
that
state
With
the
opening
announced
for
to
hesitate
here did not
Wilmington, Del., Dec. 21.
the house would be upplied with next Monday of the new Walter
The Lamplnia played the Garrlck
acts by his company, and added Reade vaudeville theatre here, the
(Keith)
house her the last half of
of
first
the
be
Grand
opera
house,
the
vaudeville
would
that the house
some 16 theatres to be known as the stand of Felber & Shea, will go into last week, opening Dec. 15, although
billed
by
both the Garrlck and the
He said stock, it is now reported. The
Pantages second string.
that the plan of starting the reg- Grand seats about 900. Its manag- Aldine, which plays Shecdy booked
ular shows in here Instead of at ing firm does not believe It Is vaudeville.
Lamplnis is reported to have verMinneapolis, might be arrange \ equipped In capacity sufficiently to
Mr. Cluxton declined to give out the compete with the much larger and bally agreed to a four-w-sk tour of
"second
the
other
more
modern
Sheedy booked houses.
Reade
theatre.
the
where
Alt
cities
The vaudeville eclipse of the Wilton, the Keith agent, signed the benefit of an affiliation at that time,
string" houses would be opened,
The theatre Is said to have en»
Representa- one of the reasons ascribed to Fox countered such poor business, no
saying he wanted that Information Grand will leave the Rivoll (Shus- act for the Garrlck.
to come from Mr. Pantages, but terman) In competition with the tives from both houses met the turn finally backing away from the Shu- alternative was left.
at the station and asked for the bert connection.
that all arrangements had prac- newest.
Frank McCoy and Forest Winant baggage checks.
tically been completed for a numHISSCHFIELD TAKES ANOTHER
anwill handle the new stock.
It inber of the houses, and the
The Gcrrick and Aluine have been
LOOKING OVER 0RPHEUMS
Milton Hlrschield, of the Amalganouncement would be made very cludes a number of well known waging a local booking war for pamated Agency, has purchased the
He did say that, in his legitimate names. Mr. Winant will tronage. Both houses advertise a
shortly.
Chicago, Dec. 21.
opinion, the second string would be play leads, with Ethel Ramey op- 44 -cent top for night performances
Mort Singer and Frank Vincent South Broad Street theatre, Trenoperated in practically all of the posite him. Philip Tead /il be the with 22 cents at matinees.
of the Orpheum circuit wo.a. here ton, N. J., and will play vaudeville
regular Pantages towns, and some Juvenile, and Mabel Montgomery
today. They have made a swift trip booked by Harry Padden, of the
new ones. Also that when a sec- character woman. Also in the comover a few middle western Orpheum same office, commencing in JanuPAN'S OFFICE CONFUSION
ond string house* was opened in a pany are Robert Bishop and Helen
towns, looking at the theatres, also ary.
The Amalgamated is at present
new town that as soon as business Keck.
at the site for the ne.v Orpheum at
Chicago, Dec. 21.
booking vaudeville in the State
The opening attraction will be
would warrant it the house would
With the departure of Jimmy Omaha.
having
Street
th atre, Trenton, and will
be switched to the regular Tan time. "Turn to the Right." Winant
It Is said this is
line with the
O'Xell from the Pantages booking
use the new house to show acts for
Mr. Cluxton was here for some time played a lead in the original cast.
office In this city, the Pan routing desire of Martin Beck to have his
Pantagi
in charge of the new
principal booking men become more the other theatres on the circuit.
books seem to be In a turmoil.
house, detained by the serious illUp to today but two ac's have Intimately acquainted with all Or- of Four acts will be played each half
SOLD
CITY,
HESPE,.
JERSEY
a split week.
the
regPemberton,
ness of Grant
been placed on the bill that should pheum houses, to the coast and
The Hespe, Jersey Cit; .as pur- open next week at Minneapolis, to back.
ular manager, but left Monday for
Ban Francisco, where the final plans chased this week by Frank G. Hall, start the circuit. Noodles Fagan
Mr. Singer is the Orpheum's genB0R0
IN FOX OFFICE?
for the opening of several of the owner of the U. S. theatre, Hoboken, had been the headliner of It but eral manager. Vincent is its bookThe Iloro Park, Brooklyn, will
with
out
worked
locul
will
be
Hespe,
Charles
II.
a
houses
Dr.
from
new
dropped out yesterday.
The two ing head.
discontinue Keith vaudeville Dec. 24
dentist.
The house was erected by turns so^far booked arc Zara CarMr. Pantages.
and may bo placed on the books of
Dr. Hespe and Lacked by local capi- men Trio and Burns and Wilson.
Many Angles
the Fox office. The house has been
Twice Daily at Grand, Philly
tal.
Up to the time of its sale it
booked by Keith's since its opening
Locally the vaudeville fight is
A change of policy will hv Inaug- some
failed
(to prove a moneymaker
had
months ago.
creating intense interest in tiuaturated at the Jran
opera house,
~
v. ith it.» sriiuM' lion- v 'audi'* iiic 'policy.
ALONE
B. S. Moss took ever the house on
tne
ot
a'Ocouiit
"ricai ciic7V?T"bif
Philadelphia, beginning Ja... 2.
The Hespe will continue pop
an
seno
arrangement
Is
It
angles.
The
different
with the Bevy
former
vaudeville
agenting
many
The house remains a full week
vaudeville under the Hall manageBros., the owners, with Dan Simfirm of Freeman & Levy has been stand, b
cret that there is Intense feeling
will play seven acts
bills to be booked through
ment,
the
mons
supplying the split week bills.
dissolved with Mike Levy returning twice daily instead of five acts three
between the Pantages and the
Walter Plimmer office.
The hous will revert back to the
to Chicago.
Loew factions. Through his control the
times dail. as at present.
Levys. The Lc y 8 own the Bedford,
Charles J. Freeman is continuing
of the lease of the Empress Loew
Ralph Conlon of the Keith office
Brooklyn, booked by Fox.
the business in New York at the books the Grand.
Jeff Davit Assistant to Simmons
kept Pantages out of this city for
Increase in busirewhich
former fifth floor same address.
the last couple of years,
Davis,
Joff
ness is the reason for the change in
HOLMES RETURNS TO SUN
sulted in the latter building the new- hooker of the Keith office, is now aspoluy.
house on Twelfth street, a block sistant to Danny Simmons, who Musical Stock at Long Branch, N.J.
Chicago, Dec. 21.
from Locw's Garden.
hooks the Keith -Moss houses in adIt is stated that Coney Holmes,
The Palace, Long Branch, N. J.,
Managerial Switch at Crotona
The Orpheum interests feel that iditinn to others. Davis began his
head
of
the
family
department of
formerly the Liberty, has been purFox's Crotona, Bronx, has under- the western
the Pantages policy of two houses duties this week.
Shubert vaudeville ofchased by Robert Sterling and Sam gone a managerial switch.
system.
is a slap at their Janior
fices, who came there from the Gus
II.
(Jrlsman.
The house disconManager Shafcr is out with Moe Sun agency, is
When it was suggested Mat ihc
to return to the Sun
tinued Itr, pop vaudeville policy Blum, subbing temporarily.
Head Usher Promoted
Empress, playing vaude\ille, would
local officer again.
will
Wednesday
and
start
musical
a
assistani
Frank Jones j.s now
be more opposition to the Pantages
cotnedy stock, .commen.-ing Satur123th street
than any other house, as it is lo- manager of Proctor's
Singer's Midgets Moving
Split Week at Middletown, N. Y.
formerly the hea usher at day.
cated immediately across the street, He was
The stock organization will chance
conOwing to K' ith's Hamilton, New
e
ami should not
Middletown, X. Y., Dec. 10.
Mr. Levand replied: -Wei], ,vhat of the house
its
bills twice a
week with the York, requiring a headline for next
The State, vaudeville, with a seathave the house juid are futed with Frank .Jones of the Keith
it?
pieces to be staged by Frank Penny, week. Singer's Midgets, at tho Pal- ing capacity of 1,500, will open P'C
staff.
olli-e
Why
vaudeville
play
to
goin,
who will also play comedy leads ace. New York, now in its second 2i>, with a split week vaudeville polshouldn't Pantages or any other
Adelaide and Hughes start an with Hilly Force. The company will week, will not complete the three icy of four acts booked by Fally
circuit book our acts ami g» t ih«
include eight priming and eight weeks booked there for the act. It Markus.
at
iituit tour Jan.
rpheimi
booking commissions
chorus girls.
goes to the Hamilton next week.
Fred M.llcr la the house manager.
Another incident with the i£ht, Omaha.
J.

J.
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DISC MUSIC RECORD

'OPPORTUNITY WEEK* WILL GIVE

TRY-OUT ACTS

ON VERGE OF PRICE CUTTING

TIME

3 DAYS'

MAKERS

*
I
i

*"

and Proctor Houses
Acts Claim Best Showing

M__________i

Innovation in Smaller Keith

Around New York—
Cannot Be Given

in

of Intermediate-Priced Record, Reason
Unsatisfactory Returns to Publishers Several
Smaller Concerns in Difficulty

'

Influx

One Day

—

i

i

___

i

gfl|

The smaller Keith and Proctor
vaudeville houses around Greater
New York are to Hare an "Opportunity Week/' It is said, when one
try-out act will be added' to each
the full
half's bill, to remain (orterm of the

half.

i

i

KTTTY GORDON JUMPS

TO COAST TO OPEN

ORPHEUM BOOKS "RINGS
OF SMOKE" AT $3,000

i

|

Playing

Orpheum

Circuit for

have been
try-outs
10
Replacing
-*•
*
placed on the program for one day
only, to give as many performances
Vera Gordon
for.
called
as the policy of the house
Turns are raid to nayo objected to
rinjA DONNA
Los Angeles. Dec. 21.
HAKBY CAftSOLL MEVCK
this system. alleging the one day
The local Orpheum this week has
not sufficient, through
Past Beaaon with "Lov* BlrUs
v.-as
trial
This vrMk (Dec. It). B. P. Keith's.
nervousness or otherwise, and that Kitty Gordon for its headline. She
"Philadelphia.
casc'.i them
all the managers did not
jumped here direct from New York
MBKKV XSAS TO ALT.
that single day.
and is presenting her new act of
The "Opportunity Week" may \.e six people, singing and dancing. The
continued If providing promising
The try-out net will be last time Miss Gordon played here
matevjnl.
added to tli* regular bill. Increasing Jack Wilson was on the same bill
and appeared in her act. The five
FIRST
the customary number of acts by
peop o now In the Gordon com pan y
one.
look to be all new, as is the turn,
FY neptrant* for time are approved
to have tried out in New York
by the booking men. engagements
Florence Lloraine Warned Not
w °
°
oivAn tn
m <n i»i»
act on regular
the art
to th«»
e siven
will
Mi-.. Gordon is on the Orpheum
to Leave/ Theatre—Wanted
m:i\
for 10 weeks, replacing Vera Gordon
Something to Eat
(no relative), the picture actrecs.
n PLAY
who has secured leave of absence
PAY"
for that fieriod to make a feature
Tho Florence Lloraine sketch si
lllm.
Fox's City was cancelled after the
Lucille Chalfcnto Consults Attorney
When 34n;borts Lay Hsr Off
Mondsy matinee. Tho munagement
claimed the act was not up to
Lucille Chalfonte and the ShuMiss Lloraine says she
standard.
berts up to Wednesday were still
negotiating the possible settlement Acts Return from Santos and Pubil- was warned not to leave the theatre
lonej
Circuses
their
contractual
differences,
of
after the matinee when attempting
which threatened to result in a legal
The last of the American turns to go out to a restaurant.
action until the Shuberts took the
An employe of the house ran after
which went into Cub* to join the
initiative in opening negotiations
for adjustment out of court.
Miss Publllones and Santos & Artigas her and told her it was against the
Chalfonte holds a 20 weeks' play or circuses have returned. Both shows, rules to leave the theatre until after
pay contract for Shubert vaudeville. which opened a week apart in Ha- the supper show. She paid no heed
After completing
______ week vana, closed after less than a month
^ her fourth
The island is so to the warning and continued to the
In Holyo*X Mass., she was informed*) of operations.
"You lay off next week" (a week b*dl Jr h,t °y the slump in sugar that eating place, returning in plenty of
I there was no prospect of - successtime for the "supper show."
ago).
ful tour.
The act has been seen by the Fox
Miss Chalfonte consulted Alfred
Returning
performers
report
that booking head on several occasions.
Beekman of House, Grossman &
Mrs.
Pubillor.es
had
in
mind
the
Vorhaus, her attorney, who was prepared to file suit Saturday if a set- project of taking her outfit into
tlement was not reached. Miss Chal- Mexico and it may be on the way
KENT'S
Former 1;-

Rooney and Bent to Be Again

Weeks—

Featured in Revived Act
Joe Sullivan's Act

ANNE SANDS

Chicago. Dee.

The

'

CANCELED AT OTY

SHOW

AFTER

'

%

OR

BACK FROM CUBA

fonte's salary claim for the 16
weeks totals over $13,000, her prime
grievance being that she has two
specialty artists assisting her whom
she must pay salary while laying
oft. Ed Sherman, her business manager, advised the Shuberts that one
of Miss Chalfonte's company, a musician, was supposed to have gone
with Freda Hempel in concert, but

that she signed him for 20 weeks
en the strength of the Shubert contract, play or pay as was her agreement with the vaudeville managers.

by this time.
There is 'little likelihood of the
big Havana Park opening. It was

set to start the fall season in the
middle of October, but the circus
people prevailed upon the management to defer the opening on the
ground that it would put the circuses and park into opposition.

Now that tho circus engagement has
flopped, it appears probable that the
park concern will .wait the return
of better times.

"BLACKHAN0"—OUT

SOUTH AMERICAN PLAN

Requests Utics
Manager to Remove Reference

Itslisn

Promoting Commonwealth
Venture on Sharing Scheme

flblsy

Walter Sibley the carousel man
Is framing a troup for \vth _* lerica to be operated on the commonwealth plan.
Each of the concessionaires is expected to contribute
$1,001 which w.
be put into a pool
for transportation and preliminary
expenses.
Profits are to be distributed pro
rata from the net earnings after all
costs have 1
the
n
jet.

When

tour

is over, it is proposed to cut
up accumulated profits if ther* are
any and liquidate the enterprise.

In the Latin American countries
the currency is in denominations of
mflreis at the rate of about 10 for

an American

cent.

With depre-

Delegation

From Turn

REED—YES OR NO

vaudeville,

Aug.

las

Newark. N.

24

at

the

State,

J.

Mr. Hanuss: k is a midget and
acted ok a topmounter in Nazarro's
Ho alacrobatic act for a time.
leges that througr Nazarro s carelessness and negligence as an "understander lie sustained a frac lured
skull and other injuries when he
missed catching the lopmonn'er in

i

•<

Mm

i

1

standard makes. And some do not
even pay royalties on time or de-

Giving Away Ticket.. !' -state in
fault altogether.
Return for Clothes and
The publishers
have stopped issuing contracts far
Vegetables
their songs to these unstable concerns. -Two of them lately were
Syracuse, N. Y., Dec. 21.
Theatre patrons in Central New forced Into bankruptcy.
Recent. dsvelopments have caused
York can turn in most anything at
the publishers *l*o to become cauthe box office these days and get a tious.
Four record makers are in
pair of tickets. B. F. Keith's here an-

nounced this week that all persons
appearing at the Saturday matinee,
Dec. SI, with an old suit, an old
overcoat or discarded shoes, would

receiverships.

YALE'S VAUDEVILLE

draw two seats for Jan. S. The old Collegian Diteh
clothes and shoes will be turned over
Favor of Specialty
to veterans' organisations here for
relief of ex-service men.

SHOW
m

%\\\

under

.

OEAW FROM ACCIDENT

Kent, through Attor-

IN

GRIP

accident happened upon

6ideshowman 8eheenberg Gets

— Brings Theft

in Bills

Billy

'

'

BOOSTING BUSINESS

.

INHERITANCE

'

fi

bo weaned away from
It is, the former act featuring the
muslo altogether.
couple, which has laid dormant
There are indications of this In
since Rooney and Bent went with
the
royalty statements tho muslo
their show, "Love Birds."
Carlton
Hoagland. who produced the turn, men have been receiving. The new
disposed of it this week to Joe companies which off hand appear to
Sullivan, the New York agent. Sulli- be an asset to tht music publishing
Industry, meaning mors royalty Invan booked r. with the Orpheum.
come, etc, arc otherwise. They
record the hits first and market,
them first, "killing * the sales of the

A

MIDGET CLAIMS DAMA0ES

-

record, may
that form of

New Haven, Dec. 11.
At Elmira the Lyceum theatre,
Yale university is going? in for
Manager Howard Bradner, vaudeville production. The dramatic
offered free admissions in return for association very recently staged an
the donation of pumpkin, squash or eight -act variety show at Fraternity
some other \egetables to the Sal- hall, whereas in other years ShakesANSWER
The produce was pearean repertoire seleeted bits from
vation Army.
Charges Misrepresentation by Jos. used to supply the Christmaj the classics and occasionally a farce
into
baskets
sent
the homes of the was the extent of the collegiate acE. Shea in Counter Claim
needy by the Army. Spencer G. tors' endeavors.
William Kent has filed answer to Sladdin, of Famous Players -Lasky,
However, .this season a wealth of
Joseph E. Shea's $2,000 suit, counter- co-operated with Bradner in putting good specialty material has been
stunt.
the
over
claiming for $2,600 damages, setting
unearthed at the university and the
forth that Shea wrongfully induced
Wilmer and Vincent used a staid theatrical ventures of the past
Kent to join the Anna Held, Jr., similar stunt at the Gaiety, Utica, gave way.
Charlie O'Hearn,- star
act. "Assorted French Pastry," on to secure toys for the Utica Rescue football
quarterback and hockey
the representation the act was Mission, which handles relief work player, was the headliner in "origYoungsters inal songs and trick piano plavimr."
booked solid from Jan. 10 to June in tho pent-up city.
1, 1921, at a salary ranging from
bringing a toy to the box office The show was a huge success
the
Previously
$1,800 to $2,000 weekly. Under this drew free tickets.
In addition to being Yale's most
arrangement Kent would have netted sunie house gave tickets to boys versatile all-around athlete, O'Heurn
$500 weekly salary. His agreement and girls who presented phono- is the champion Jazz piano tlcU!*r
with Shea was to receive half of graphic records, the latter going to of the university.
the act's net profits after expenses the orphan asylums of the city.
were deducted, other than Miss
Held's salary, commissions and railWITHOUT- A HEADLDTER
road fares.

yes or no for Florence Reed
seemingly with tho
answer left to the managers. Miss
Heed has a sketch by Kdgar Helwyn
the Keith office wants, but cannot
protnne Heed an opening before Jan.
3 °. i' i3 raid.
This will be to. late
for her, a ecc riling to the story, as
a triel;.
1r has
One is
had other oficrs.
from tho ShubertH for vaudeville, if
Lee Kohlmar's Sketch
fcho
W j|| j,pp ear n the Shubert
Lee Kohlmar. « lui has 1» n dihous, s i) a tabloi
of "The Yellow
I'nivcrsal. is reTicket.
A. H. Woods has consent- recting picture^ for
lie will he
ed that
S
iced may utilise the turning to .vaudeville,
presented in a skeleh h\ Lewis &.
P.lay for vaudeville purposes.
by George
is
set
The
Gordon.
It is Just an likely Miss rtecd may
Jessel.
un o a leg it pieco.
It'«

in

31.

made a

apolls.

A

tained

FLORENCE

Circuit

salary

neys Davis
Davis, generally
Utica, N. Y., Dec. 21.
denies all of Shea's allegations, stat- Anna Little's Fractured Leg Brings
The management of the Gaiety ing the act was not at all booked,
Complications—Was SO Years of
that
today
requested
(Keith's)
and asks for $2,500 damages by way
Age
Marino and Verga. an Italian comedy of a counterclaim.
turn, cut out of the act a "blackPittsburgh. Dec. 21.
Shea
in
his
complaint
terms
hand" letter used by inference in it.
The death occurred yesterday at
Kent's services as "unique" and
delegation from the local Italian charges the comedian with a
breach the St Joseph's Hospital of Anna
population appealed to the manage- of a written contract after
he had Little, ago 60, resulting from comment for the deletion, saying It cast expended $250 for author's royalty plications following an accidental
a reflection upon their nationality.
fees to William J. Hurlbut who fall on the stage of the Shubert Dec.
It's the first time an objection has wrote
the act, and about $2,000 5, while she was appearing with the
been Interposed against the stage other expenses in producing It.
Mabel Withee act.
The act complied with
material.
There is a Are escape in the
request.
the manager's
Withee turn. The deceased woman's

retained
has
Hanussek
exchange the ratio is higher Kendler A Goldstein to represent
and for six bits U. S. one can have
him In a damage claim against Nat
* hatful of paper bills.
Nazarro for injuries alleged susciated

Orpheum

booking this week
when engaging "Rings of Smoke.'
with Rooney and Bent, to tour the
Orpheum, opening Jan. 15 at Mlnne-

$3,000

The "mechanical" situation as far
as the phonograph records are concerned, is causing the music publishers considerable Interest these
days. It looks as If the disc record
people are about to engage in a
price-cutting war as a result of
which a number of now companies
are coming Into existence. Most all
are intent on marketing the popular-priced record brand, ranging In
price from *t to tff cents, with ft
cent* the medium between the two.
The standard record sells for IS
cents.
The new records detract
from the sales of the standard
makes because of the low retail ngure
In the end the buying public,
|
disappointed with the popular prioed

It

it.

SAWED" TOO MUCH

Chsrge

<<<

Cincinnati. Dee. 21.

Kitty

Pes Moines, Dec. 21.
White, with "Sawing a

Claiming lie had been robbed of
Woman in Half." at the Orpheum
$2,500, George Scboenberg, a sidehere last week, became tired of
show-man, of this city, caused the
being "sawed In half twice tally,
a rret<t and indictment on a charge
got into a row with her manager.
robbery, of
of
Harry Williams,
Will lirennan, and carried the matsaloonkeeper at Seventh and Center to the local municipal court.
tral avenue; William Cox, bartender,
Kitty charged that Brennan swore
and Peter Keit'enbeiger, former
at her, disturbed her peace and
saloonist.
quiet, and planned to drop her from
Srhoenberg said that when Ms tho act at the end of the week,
vliow went on the rocks in Cincin- leaving her In Des Moines.
—
r»*centl.\. he mortgaged his
ii.i
Sara Goodwin, also in the set, apli'Tllanre. wlrch he had not as yet
peared as witness.
received, to g't
lie $2.r>00 and put
Judge W. G. Bonner fined Un-n\
and ten-dollar
the money in
nran $15 and costs and told Thomas
bills in a grip, after which he wont
manager of the act. that
Marquise,
saloon.
to visit friends .it Williams'
Next day. he says, at * a. m.. he the girl should be allowed transwoke up in a rooming hoir.e and the portation to New York. She left
the show.
money was missing.
I

i 1

i

1

t

I

i

*

,

.

Cincinnati, Dec. 21.
death of her mother
in
Chicago, Marlon Harris, the
headliner at Keith's, was compelled
to leave the bill today. It was too
late to send in a substitute, so Manager Ned Hastings, who believes in
honest advertising, put a sign outside announcing that Miss Hunis
would be unable to appear. Keith's
hsd audiences at that.

Owing

to the

LOUISIANA'S

New

LOW

Orleans, I)-c

2

1

W.

C. "Billy" Senior, of St Louis,
has taken over the management of
the Louisiana, formerly Pantages,

and opened it Sunday with vaudeville and pictures at a lower scale
than that obtaining at other theatres here. The initial program includes Great Reno, Aerial Schqpns,
Colvllle. and
Pasha Brothers. The feature picture
was Hope Hampton in "Love's Pen-

Dardanella Sisters. Art

alty."

SHOWMAH ELECTROCUTED
New

Orleans, Dec.

21.

George Briant, of High Springs
Fla.,
was electrocuted at Baton
Kouge, La., Dec. It. while playing
with the Gray United Shows.
Briant became entangled with live
wires and was burned to death almost instantly. He had just written
and mailed a letter to his mother
stating he would be home for Christmas.

i
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is

a

Mack
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classic
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and When they develop a natural- time It was seen. Thep ope before
ness and ansa they will be ready for a special street drop showing
i

Chicago, Deo. SI.
Mighty fine vaudeville for the first
of two holiday weeks. There were
no names on the bill which would
cause a run on the box office or
even threaten to be a banner week.
This fact may reflect back on the
small attendance on this Monday
matinee, and Judging from the way
the tickets were sold a light patronage may have been expected. The
centre rows were solid with about
seven rear rows empty. A side
aisle on either side was one quarter
filled, while the extreme aisles were
vacant altogether.
With two sketches and two singles
on the same bill it was entertainingly laid out, and at no time was
there a lull in spontaneity on the
audiences' part, and at no time was
it felt as though this fact made the
bill draggy.
Venita Gould registered
the most solid hit, forcing no less
than ten characterisations, much
more than is in her time limit. At
that she followed a hard spot, inasmuch as Wilfred Clarke was on
third with his comedy act.
Miss
Gould bills 12 character impersonations, but. did two that were not on
the program.
The novelty of her
routine was her Daphne Pollard
mimicry. Possibly no other person
offering different impressions of

musical

bigger stuff.

"Timely Revue" olosed the show.

The revue

is

presented

in

four

with two men and three
women. The basis of it is the devil
comes to earth for an Inspection and
calls a vamp, telephone girl and
scenes,

with

Miss Daley §
nam* on It and an automobile accestou/y store, with Fred Swift's
name on it. Swift has a number of
different sounding horns about his
person which he manipulates to produce humorous music. Misi Daley,
assists with her neat appearance
and instrumental playing.
Corrlne and Company gave class
to the bill with a beautiful stags
store

Ponch, their musical director, durseashore "Lorelei" to his assistance.
ing the interludes rendered solo
The other man Is the sap In each
What should bo a whale of a show. numbers which met with approcase. The scenes change to let each
If It were properly arranged, proves bation.
of the devil's assistants demonbe-out
ran
dragged
to be somewhat of a
Closing the show, which
strate their work. The act ran with setting which is a colorful
affair, but through no fault of the yond the usual hour, the Gellis, three
picture
many rough edges. Uyedas and in itself. Miss Corrine has the
Parisian
instance
this
to
be
artists. The bookers In
ground tumblers, said
Dove not seen at this show. sistance of two other Juveniles, asJohnny
Loop.
should bear the brunt. They tried products, held the crowd.
one
Loop.
fellow playing the piano and the
to give the patrons a great big flash
other alternating between violin
with the result four big full-stage
APOLLO, CHICAGO
playing and dancing. The violinist
turns followed in sequence that
ACADEMY, CHICAGO
was handicapped %jy a heavy cold.
proved detrimental to them. In the
Chicago, Dec. 21.
21.
Dec.
Chicago,
There
is a thread of a story around
lineup Dillon and Parker were cast
bill
Quality and quantity on the
much
changed
hasn't
The clientele
the dancing of Miss Corrine. which
for the "trey" spot, too early for this week.
John Charles Thomas
and the people who came to this takes shape as a dance flirtation
them; Gibson and Connelli, next, seems a most appropriate headllner,
oldest W. V. M. A. house are of a The opening song by the violinist
should have had that position to get and from indications should draw a
mixed bunch, very strong in their and Miss Corrine waj totally inthe comedy and speed of the show large number of society folks. SurBusiness has audible even from the third row.
likes and dislikes.
going, and the Gibson and Connelli rounding him is a good, consistent
The
this piano player was lost completely.
been generally good and
spot should have been alloted to vaudeville show, which runs with
whose
sixth,
of
a house was
show three-quarters
Rlggs and Wltchie, on
rapidity and builds up as it goes
George Morton, who might have
position In turn should have been along.
present. Peterson Trio opened with been expected to
get a good hand,
They are two just got by with his
given to Dillon and Parker. As long
strong Jaw work.
monologue and
Thomas has selected a very good
as the bookers had overlooked the repertoire,
women and a man. 'The man, in foolery. He never seemed
ballad, comedy, and the
to be able
ave
"one"
might
acts
in
that
the
comfact
clown make-up, handles
to get started, and -then resorted
sang
He
"Pagliacci."
from
prolog
to
been useful, the short waits that
edy. There wasn't anything to mark the old stuff of kidding
with the operatic
the
people
were encountered would have stood seven numbers,
its
this turn from the average of
just comlnr in, springing a few
to impress best with the
anyway and the show would have seeming night
comedy
while
pantomime
type,
the
risque stories and handing out i
audience, which filled
Sunday
lot
bad a much better Impetus.
of the clown was Just looked at. of shop talk, mentioning
Among
the theatre -to capacity.
"The DelHenry Santry and his symphonic other numbers were "The Lost Kiss," stars has attempted Daphne Pollard. Zanita, a single woman, varied her man time was all applause."
etc.
liners
on
harmonists were the top
"For You Alone," "Mother of Mine," Miss Pollard's recent appearance at routine, offering vocal, violin and Shop talk in a neighborhood house
the bill. It was a welcome home and "Stratford Fair." All his songs the Majestic made Miss Gould's im- bird Imitations for her share of of this sort is out
of place.
entertainment. She wore one good
tor Santry and his band. After re- went over to acclaim. He is assisted pression much more appreciated.
Klnkaid Kilties, four girls
sponding to Innumerable curtain at the piano by William Janaushek.
Adelaide and Hughes, seventh, looking dress. Her material would three fellows, are a good Item. and
preceded
who
Seymour,
Anna
calls,
be bettered by improved arrangeThe
Dolly Connolly, with Percy Wen- ranked second in hits, although every ment.
routine of the company consists
Bantry's act with her brother Harry,
of
the piano, contributed addi- act left an indelible Impression. The
same out and clowned, mugged and rich atvocalization
Murray and Ferguson, man and Scotch songs and dances, closin*
famous
mechanical
zipalmost
worked
fared
dolls
and
tional
with
a
"Scotch Jass Band" of bac
sang with Henry to the delight of
woman,
weren't
able
to
much
get
as well as Thomas with the audi- plly. The act was flashily costumed, attention. The
and drums. They worked bethe audience.
woman enters sing- pipes
Miss Connolly had a rather well staged, with a beautiful eye.
ence.
fore a solid 8cotch
The Harry and Anna Seymour hard handicap to overcome, being
Wilson Aubrey Trio opened the ing and is interrupted by the man. with an artistic purple colored dron
drop in front
They
cross fire, do dou.le numbers
skit, sixth, got over in handy style. next
in line after Joveddah De doors with their comedy gymnastics
vl 1 Va
Opening the show were Booth and Rajah's mind reading. Her start and wrestling. The act was slow in and finish with a number that isn't
strong
enough for
closer.
Four
Nina, compelled to perform to the was somewhat slow, but the audi- getting at them, but got howls on
But those that ence warmed toward her. Wenrich, their burlesque wrestling.
Edith Stoppers, two men and two women,
Incoming throng.
AT AMERICAN HOSPITAL
came early saw something worth of course, was called upon to sing Clifford deuced it. Miss Clifford danced and sang. One girl did a
while. Next in line was Nada Nor- the choruses of his numerous hits. sang her special songs with a catchy single song while the other offered
Chicago, Dec. «.
a
toe
dance. An eccentric dance is
She
ralne, a double voiced singer.
The following are patients at the
Clark and Verdi were delegated interpolation that caught on with
was not programed, as she was the next-to-closing position, and those in front. She clothes herself executed by one of the men. Doubles American Hospital:
and
quartet songs and dances do not
rushed in to replace Harry Jolson, with their dialect comedy got over in a becoming manner, wearing two
Mrs. I. I. Stary, Bonlta theatre
gowns. The program called for Roy allow much encouragement for the
who refused the "deuce" spot in sure-fire fashion.
Four
This act has tried (pictures), operated on.
Opening off stage, folks were under
Sam
Hearn with his political mon- Ingraham, who assisted in writing out inSteppers.
Maudie Armstrong (Mrs. W1U
almost every tryout house in
the impression that a heavy reso- olog and fiddling also contributed Miss Clifford's songs, at the piano,
nant baritone was singing, believing liberal comedy, in the fourth posi- but in his place was an attractive town and for every circuit, but noth- Armstrong), underwent operation*
ing seems to help.
blonde.
Wilfred
Clarke
It to be Jolson, and naturally when
with
his
Doing
nicely.
Hearn
tion,
procedlng Thomas.
Hal Chamberlain and Tivlan
she appeared singing the last few has a sure-fire line of talk, built on company of four drew six curtains.
Marjorle Smith (Harrison Dean
lines of the song there appeared to a similar structure to the monolog His "Now What" vehicle has been Earle are two individuals who should Show),
operated on for blood poibe a doubt in their minds whether of the late Cliff Gordon, and prob- playing in the Orpheum Jr. houses soon hear the call of big time. They soning.
Then ably by the same author. The as- around and proved as much a treat have a breezy vehicle from the pen
it was a female impersonator.
Mrs.
Charles
Dale (Waterson, Berof
for
the
John
when
she
small
time audiences as for
tn her subsequent number
Hyman, billed "His First
sortment of his routine is most
went from one range to another timely, and at the same time is terse the home-like Palace patrons. Miss Lesson.- The curtain rises on a lins & Snyder), critically ill, operaduring revee rendition the belief of and snappy, somewhat unusual for Gould was sandwiched in between beautiful setting in about one and tion for tumor. Recuperating.
the audience was strengthened in present-day monologists. His violin two sketches and made way for Wil- one -half, with a back drop that
Ed Walker (advertising man for
this direction, with many opera playing is the same as he has done bur Mack in "Two Is Company.*
Wto|
rt
>Blackstone theatre), being treated
5S5R tl»«>u**H
The sketch has more of a musical the center.
At previously in vaudeville.
glasses being brought into play
F
Chamberlain
start* *«..
„.
starts
for -u^.
rheumatism.
the conclusion the folks were left
Opening the show were the Donald comedy atmosphere about the work their pleasant offering with a song
Agnes Wineman (Harrison Dean
pondering, for Miss Norralne walked Sisters, with their hand -balancing of the cast and the theme of the and
then Joined by Miss Earle
off.
feats.
The girls have a routine play, than vaudeville. The distinc- who cross-fires with snappy chatter Show), under medical care.
Jay Dillon and Betty Parker, as- which easily rival those of their male tion was most welcome. Elinore and the theme of which is her teaching
Mrs. Joe Rome (Rome and Gault,
sisted by Viola Allen, came next competitors.
A number are most Williams' new version of "Wanted him how to dance. Miss Earle plays vaudeville), suffered nervous breakwith their song, music, dance and difficult and were executed in a most A Cook" is spicy and vaudeville-like. the violin, doing a classical
down.
number.
Gordon and Ford came on late and Both have voices pleasant
comedy skit and made a most favor- simple manner without effort, winto listen
Gypsy Myers (vaudeville), operDillon
certainly ning the girls a most generous batted a high percentage. Gordon's too, appearances
showing.
able
agreeable tc the ated on for tumor.
should be content with the pair of amount of applause. "Deucing" It Hebraic mannerisms, brought many eye, and showmanship
which
marks
sparks
Gleen Coulteer (stage manager
of laughter that ignited with them for the
"pippins" he is working with. It is were Earl Mossman and Ray Vance,
bigger things in vaudeseldom they come two In a package. with a smattering of song and an Miss Ford's vocal efforts. It was a ville.
for Margaret Anglln). treated for
real
for
first
test
and
the
any
Gibson
Connelli gave
act to occupy the
abundance of eccentric dancing. The
Clemens, Belling and Co., two men eyes. Improved.
next to shut spot on this bill, and and one
comedy wallop to the show with the boys got along nicely.
woman, with dogs and a
Mrs. Henrietta Qulnlan (wife of
Aaron Hoffman comedy playlet.
Next came the Rigoletto Brothers Gordon and Ford passed it in great bucking baby mule, have a circus
Edward Qulnlan, of the State -Lake),
The Honeymoon." Its story of the and the Swanson Sisters in magic. style, Larimer and Hudson, bicyclists,
that is somewhat out of the operated on for gall stones. Left
trials and tribulations of a bride and Juggling, posing and singing and were meanly treated, as the crowd ordinary.
act opens In full hospital in good condition.
groom is well threaded and abounds dancing. The brothers are again do- got up and walked, even ran out. showing a The
special drop depicting a
with., plenty
of good wholesome ing their needle trick, and it seemed It still seems that even program hill.
Miss Caliess (grand opera), under
A
wagon
Is
shown making its medical
ughs.
treatment.
to be quite mystifying.
The girls mention and slides asking the pa- way from the top of the nil! to the
In the middle of the bill were delivered their vocal numbers in a trons to remain seated have had no va,,ey
and
u "baches
valley
.'
Williams and Wolf us. Their brand most pleasing manner and danced effect upon them. Larimer and rx.j«-.
Hud
r6aI
Is pushed on
of entertainment is 100 per cent.
to favor.
The encore which this son have an act worth full a«en- !v
ASSN. GETS SUN HOUSE
Tumbling, tricks and
Katherine quartet do w!»* the mrrykey la Just tlon, but only received a hurried •the stage.
Ralph
Rlggs
and
Humorous stunts round out this act
Wltchie, who followed them with as big a laugh-getter today as it exit.
Chicago, Dec. 21.
whirh
can
close
almost
any
show.
their artistic scenic dance produc- was when first done.
It proved to
The Crystal, Milwaukee, which
tion, "Dance Idylls," have probably be a show stopper.
Had this act
has been playing six acts a full
McVICKER'S, CHICAGO
one of th« best flash dancing acts been switched around to open the
EMPRESS, CHICAGO
week, booked by the Sun a ;udeville
seen at this house for some time, second half of the bill instead of
Chicago, Dec. 21.
exchange, Is switching its booking
of
Each
their
for
duo.
especially
a
Perhaps it was the small attendChicago, Dec. 21.
Joveddah De Rajah, the show would
-,
fJ
The nfiresides
numbers is staged in production have been much faster than on the ance responsible for the draggy
at home proved a affiliations to the Western Vaudegreater
drawing
fashion with the proper scenic at- opening night.
manner in which the show ran. The
card than a good ville Managers' Association, where
mosphere and embellishment preDe Rajah, assisted by Princess Dil1 was 'ar *ro|n an inducement for vaudeville bill. The weather was the same number of acts for the
Their "Pierrot and Pier- Olga, with their mind reading, man- attendance. Fitzgerald and Ander- raining, cold and windy. The bill
vailing.
same length of time will be booked*
aged to hit a good stride with cueing son were sacrificed in the opening would have proved a good draw
This man and woman com- under favorable circumstances. In
perfect, resulting in the act getting spot.
the starting spot was the Condax
Holeb Agenting With Kramer
over in better fashion than similar bination danced and sang in a man
*>
ner that merits them a better
turns have here.
,
Chicago, Dec. 21.
2^oth e^,,, nan d-to-hand gymnasts,
The Seven Blue Devils, probably than opening. The woman held up The brothers have a good line of
Lew Holeb, an independent agent,
one of Slayman All's troupe of the turn with her singing. Palmer tricks, but seem to put stress on the
Jack
whirlwind acrobats, were carded to and Houston presented a most un- difficulty of the stunts they do. The formerly In partnership with
Immediate Delivery. Single Pair or
"shut" the bill and did so in mag- satisfactory offering, of which head closing trick, that of one of the Fine, is now the business partner
Production Orders.
nificent fashion, holding the house or tail could not be made. The old brothers bending over a chair and of Sam Kramer.
BEND FOR CATALOG.
practically in its entirety until the man character was poorly handled, raising his brother from a handThe firm Is^o be known as Holeb
while the woman's singing was only stand position, got thorn deserving & Kramer, and will book with the
conclusion of their turn.
Loop.
fair. Neither seemed to possess any applause.
14 W. WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO
independent circuits here
marked talent.
Donahue and Patrick are talkative
Mystic Gardens has been equipped acrobats. The talk proved
Just Inwith a beautiful stage setting. The cidental, meaning little.
Considerman sells his tricks won whl'e the ing th^t they had J U »L fuiiowea
two women who assisted were an act quite similar they got mild an
inasset. The act only has three stunts terest.
If the talk were strengthin it now, and the patriotic finish ened there would be
good pronpects
has been done away with. Goetz for them. They made
way for Swift
SOC-30S Statt-Lake Ballaln*, Chicago
1734 Ogden Ave.
Tel. Cent. 18t>l> and Duffy gave a little of every style and Daley, who have been
making
of entertainment in vaudeville. Nat
Phone 8EELEV 3801
frequent appearances in
IBKNB DIBIQIK > Formerly irlth
urany
enou e h. they only -truck ah Thei* uKSTSSS"
HAZEL
Edith 81 rick In ml
(
n qu all,
Th
*»«<*
'*
Prove, a. antlrtaTnlnK a. ihe flr»t
"if™*'
.
YA*k: EBNEST KVANB
quite well, and
sing
acceptably.
YOU'VE TRIED THE RE6T
TRY THE BE»T There is much In their present act
which could be put on the shelf.
ST.
Both carry personality and show- 516 N. Clark
Street
Madison St
505
manship.
Next Door to Colonial Thestre
Tlnlma sang, told stories and
SO W. RANDOLPH 8T„ CHICAGO
played the violin. Sh.> bIhrs best of
THE FOLLOWING HKADLIMOHS ATK HKRK LAST WKEKi
CHANGE OF BATES
Thoroughly modern.
the three. The character stories Hhe
BOOSTER* FOH STEAK*
Slnurle* without hath... I8.0O
ID.OOiv.wi.
#...i.k^
Wl7 ,arB
" ?
Barry Fox, Ford and Cunningham. Jurk Wilton, Florrle Mlllerxhip and Al Crrnrd, told were not sold in good form. Donhle, wlthont Math.. fiO.BO and
and
..
«12
oo
Thelma's big draw is vocalizing. Blnicle, with Bath
Frank VanHoven, Fran ky and Uuixr, and Th« t urn front*.
flO.50 and *ia.oo Convenl «' nt <° a 11 < brn tr«*
Chicago, Dec.

21.
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omedy
coon

woman

11

- 'revue
koua different chapters

.should stick to

Van and Carrie Avery offered a
^kit.
They got minh out of
The man blacks up and handles
It.

•

j

I

very effectively, while the
portrays "Madam Sirloin, me-

ilium." a

mind

reader, in a

humor-

ous way. The act has been and still
is a standard small tinier.
Barker
iiul Dunn, two num. sang published
-.umbers.
Both have clear voices
Mid \\wy work on the order of Van
and Schtnck. They work very hard,

.

.
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YOUNG'S

O'NEIL QUITS PANTAGES;

TO RUN SHUBERT BOOKS
Frlarm," a.
The
for the Inmonthly pamphlet lasued
of the
amusement
formation and
nembers,
has
traveling
many
itub's
the current
story ?
bt following
Menke),
kldFrank
gu« (edited by
the ••squawkers** in the club-

Schultz's Varsity took placa at Alhanabra hall last Saturday, with the

house:

having a tendency to drag toward many quarrels with Charles Hodthe end, so far as the spectators kins, eastern personal representative for Alexander Pantages. stepped
were concerned.
Preceding the game Ray Myers out of the position of booking manobliged with trick shooting of bas- ager at the local Pantages office to
kets at various angles from the become general western booking
floor, one of which threatened to manager for the Shubert western
put Ray away in the hospital- for vaudeville agency.
It is said thrt O'Neil, who had
a considerable period. Even more
important, it endangered his. derby been acclaimed as an indis; jnsable
figure
hat worn throughout the exhibition.
with the Pantages office could
Statements from Mr. Myers, follow- not tolerate interference in the
ing his final shot and taken while booking. Despite a telegram which
he was In a reclining position, were Pantages sent to (TNeil telling him
to the ^effect that basketball should he was in full charge of the local
offices, O'Neil claims he felt that in
be *'.%_ fair game to watch."
The game showed flashes of ap- justice to himself and the persons
whom
he was called upon to do busipreciable action, especially during
the' first half. The later period dis- ness with it would be best to abplayed considerable slowing up on dicate.
Hodkins has taken charg of the
the parts of the players. Meredith
and Melville stood out prominently local Pantages offjee and has moved
for the N. V. A., while McCaffcry into the inner offices formerly ocand Schwartz did valiant service for cupied by O'Neil. where he will
take over the job of booking acts
the opposing side.
here.
No successor has as yet
Line-up and summary:
appointed in the place of
N. V. A.
Schulta's Varsity been
McCaffcry O'Neil. It is said that an independCJrifflth
F
Darnel
Vrster
V
KuHarry ent agent formerly connected with
C
MdviUe
Schwartz the Fantages office may get the post
G
Curtis
Silverman or
Q
Meredith
that Pantages may bring a booker
CJoalB from lieM— Meredith (3). Vester (4).
Robertaon (2). McCafTeiy ('•). Sthwartx (4). on from his New York offices.
Melville,
Curtis,
Silverman (•»). Darnell (3).
banquet was tendered Saturday
A
Substitutions—
(irimth, KuHarry. Thaw.
night to O'Neil by 35 of the indeR< bertBon for Vester. r-'chultc for Fchwmrtx.
Schwarth for Darnell. Tylane for KuHarry. pendent agents who did business
Thaw for Bchulti. Referee— Tom Campbell. with him in the Pantages establishTime of
Tlmekeeivr-Charlle Fre« man.
periods— Three 8-mlnute and one 15-mlnute ment.

the
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Heaven Help Us Now!
it boys— don't miss
Tbe Squawkers' Tournament.

Don't miss

be staged early in January.
outcome is at fever
and
pitch— with Friars Bob "Rowe
led In the betting
BUI Weiler coui
Friar Saranoff
favorites.
mm slight
who are conhas many backers
wails of the
tenor
the
that
fident
him first laure!s
fiddler will gain
laments,
baritone
over Rowe. of the
world's
and Friar Jack Mason,
champion among the gesticulating
Interest in the

Ho

galloper."

who can squawk

the real "dark
Las many supporters.
is

The Squawkers' Committee has
the

under consideration
ptlar Travers Vale.

The

office

Result of Disputes with Hod-

gaining

Who Now Takes

kins,

way of exceptional playing by
either of the teams, with the game

Place'

Chicago, Dec.

the

Jimmle

O'Neil, as

zl.

a result of his

]

It!

It'll

squawkers.
But Friar Cortez,
In eight languages,

boys from the Keith

a 86-24 decision over the club
members.
The contest revealed nothing In

entry

of

latter In-

he is a &!mon pure amabut the chnncfcs an that he
'of profesbe barred on acco
sionalism as was done In the case
Bernard.
of Friar Sam
Friar Willie Collier, one of the
early entrants in the tournament,
has withdrawn so that he may serve
Because of
as one of the Judges.
years of experience in high and
lofty squawking, Friar Collier is
Many
considered an ideal Ju<J-e.
experts acclaim Collier one of the
most wonderful squawkers of any
sists that

teur,

will

era.

The most recent odds on the outcome of the tournament are as fol-

period.

"The State Athletic Commission <( ORPHANS" AT 6T. NORTHERN
out is weeding out incompetent Judges
Chicago, Dec. 21.
out and referees as fast as possible. We
Bill Weiler
Feature pictures will again be
out folly realize the importance of first8arl Saranoff...
Northern theatre
Great
seen
in
the
out class arbiters to the successful
Travers Vale. ... 2
here when D. W. Griffith's road pro1-5 conduct of boxing in New. York
Frank Menke.... 2
'The
duction of
Two Orphans" will
2-5 State."
13-5
Leo Conski
begin an indefinite engagement here
1-5
This statement was made Monday
Jack MaSon. »,.. 2
after Sothern and Marlowe have
4-5 by tfne of the commissioners, in rc3
Armand Cortez.
completed their four weeks of
4 r 5 prf to a' query as to what, action
Monroe.
3
fi-5
Shakespearean repertoire.
4-5 th% conjittilsslon had taken in fegard
9-5
Payne.... 3*
2
1
Axeman. .. 5
Iq'.jomplalrits made about the calibre
6
2
1
Nat rh
of ""the men rendering decisions.
APOLLO'S DOUBLE
.'"Critics seem to overlook the fact,"
i
1
7
lie Mayer.....
Chicago, Dec. 21.
7-5 the commissioner said, "that a ma3
Manning.... 8
Two shows are carded at the
7-5 jority of the judges and referees
IT. Rosenthal..
8
3
Shuberts* Apollo for New Year's
now acting hold licenses from the eve. The- scale will be $2.20 that
Franklyn Ardell. 10
4
2
2
4
old boxing commission for a definite night instead of the usuai $1.65 top.
10
Ben Moseley
2
Bob Cannefax... 13
5
term, and cannot be removed exThe show at this house closes on
6
cept for downright Tncompetency. Saturday and arrangements have
Jack Pulaski.... 15
3
4
Just what constitutes incompetency been made with the railroads to
Steve Reardon... 20
8
4
is not an easy matter to determine.
Fred Block
20
8
provide, transportation going east
Opinions as to the work of officials and west three hours later than
The Loew office basketball team at a bout differ as widely as they usual.
has issued a challenge to Schultz's do about the color of the moon; one
Varsity for a series of games, best group will toll you the decision was
two out of three.
The managers Just, while another group will officiating. A poor report means
Will probably get together this week shout 'raw.'
that the man will not be given furfor definite dates as to when the
"Partisanship, a big factor in
assignments. I believe that
mit art popular ther
contests will be held.
It was gen- making the paddt
most of the criticism has been
erally thought the teams would meet and interesting, affects the Judgagainst the judges. Refdirected
around the latter part of January ment of men and causes them to
erees, In the main, appear to satwith the games to be held on a neu- see a fight through colored glasses.
isfy the fans and sport writers."
tral court.
Another defy has been The athletic commission is striving
"The commissioner smiled when
received from Philadelphia t
the to do the square thing by all conhow the athletic body felt
asked
fchultz players with tho boys from cerned.
Many of the licenses are
toward the new union of boxers.
the Keith theatre building .n that now running out, and none are re"We have no objection to It/' he
city being particularly anxious to newed for officials held to be incomdeclared, "if, as has been stated,
book up with tho New York repre- petent by experts. Then, too, u-e
the purpose Is to promote the Insentatives.
aro laying off men whose work has
terests of boxing. I understand that
not proven satisfactory. A deputy
committee representing the orThe postponed basketball game commissioner attends the bout and a
is to call on the athletic
ganization
between the N. V. A. and John reports on the Judges and referees
commission, and we will, of course,
be glad to receive the deputation."
That complaints have been made
BETTER THAN THE'BfcST SHOW IN TOWN
about the new wrestling rules, particularly tho one allowing the rolling fall, was admitted by the com6-5
6-5
8-5

.

1-5
1-5
2-5
4-5
4-5
6-5
4-5
8-5

.
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SHOW

I

RAINBO GARDENS

[CLARK
l/nirik

at

Continuous Dancing— Vaudeville,

LAWRENCE.

iVratDhm

find

Amut.-ur

KmIiiIio Orch»-»en4.

Tlieutrlt-ul Nitr

JEWELRY CO.

ELI

St.,

CHICAGO

KARAT, BLUE, WHITE, STONES,

$100
TINH.
I.INU.
•IMi.
;

\s

Tl'JNS.

Pick nut h.'i- Xnias present NOW.
choice and we will deliver sumo
hi-:

Soteros,
C*ntor, Helen

Diamond.
-

'*•

pounds at 2 p. m., Hilly
an open letter denies that
Denny is a welterweight and says
he will not flight for Kiekard on account of personal reasons. (Jibson
al: o stated that Leonard was to box
a lightweight in New York State at
the light-weight, and that h" would
box .Tack Hritton at some future
date for the welterweight title. This

!••!•:

A

sinrill

<T.

any place

posit will
in

tin;

I

icro
g«-t

Mt<

yjii
1

!-''..

fii \

iU:3.

UKNCKS

Johnny Byam, Freddy Bachman, Sam
Murphy, Wm. Flemen, Long Tack Sam,
Tom Brown, Art Ungar, Rocco Vocco, Eddie Lewis, Billy
*
Pete

Replying to a local sporting exwho asserted editorially that
l?enny Leonard would not fight for
Tex lilck.ird because he couldn't
port,

Member

C.ibson.

.Jim r.U'kley
(.'owner's old

new

club

Jim

('off roth

were angling

Chicago, Dec.

f<-r

-

bringing liquor to the Actors' Equity

m

I

CAPES FOR TJSHEBETTES
Chicago, Dec. 21.
Manager Will Singer of the State
Lake, theatre has taken cognizance
of the cold wave which
hitting
here, and is providing his usherettes with capes to keep them warm.
These capea are similar to those
worn by the midshipmen at the
Annapolis academy and are of the
same color, navy blue, very smart
in appearance.

CABARET GAME LAWS

of contrabrand liquor. He intimated
in the event his client Is found
guilty, he will carry the case to
the Supreme Court to test the
validity of the act.

L-

-

'

'

-

CEDAR R APIDS POLICY
8hows

Popular

Four Days,

First

Legit Rest of

Week

Cedar Rapids,

la.,

Deo. 2L

The

Majestic, one of the outstandV. M. A. strongholds, has
changed its policy to vaudeville the

ing

W.

first four days of each week and
road shows the other days, effective
Jan. 1.
Vaudeville business has been off
about 35 per cent from normal this
year. Manager William Slattery decided to give vaudeville of the accustomed high grade part of the'
Week rather than cheaper shows all
the time.
His first legit bookings
axe "Take It from Me" and MiUL
The Majestic is a famous house
and a great favorite with performera, having for years maintained a
two-a-day policy, paid full salaries
and extended unuflual courtesies to

CONSIDERABLE BOUGH HOUSE
Chicago, Dec.

21.

There was considerable "roughhouse" at the "Professional Night"
stunt at the States restaurant last
Thursday with the consequence
there will be no more professional
night events scheduled here. There
were a score of agents on hand who
did not like the idea of the event,
so they started clowning % to such an
extent that the acts which had been

asked to were unable to work.

will sail for England aftor
tpe holidays to arrange a bout with
Beckett, Stowwaid, or the winner
of the Carpentler-Cook affair, which
will take place Jan. 12, at Albert
fillet,

Hall,

London.

-

acts.

-

*

The

cost of the show averaged
12,400, making the entire "nut" for
:

the house over $4,600 weekly, which
the prevailing patronage made pro-'

though Slattery tried valiantly to go through.

hlbitive,

CUT SALAAY $75
Chicago, Dec. 21.
Belle Oliver, who is appearing at
a local cabaret, was booked into the
Apollo theatre for the "deuce" spot
last week.
Miss Oliver was to get
$225 for the engagement with the
provision that she carry a piano
playor.
No accompanist was in
evidence, so Manager Joe Maxwell
pruned her salary to $150.

J

3
s
CO
<

>

dCME SCENIC dRTI5T STUDIOS

1
a
SUITE

90S.

M

W. KANDOipn

ST.:

Phone

CENTKAL

4.3i

CHICAGO
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL OFFRB

$235 ONLY
WIRE
WRITE
PHONE

GOLD GAUZE DROP 21x4*
K% FULLNESS INCLUDED

M*)C AMI V
f&JJ URL I

WITH BEAUTIFUL PAINTED LESIONS

.

THREE MONTHS TO PAY FOR

Willi''.

WRITE
PHONE

^
*T

WHEN BETTER SCENERY CAN BE MADE
WE'LL BE FIRST TO MAKE IT!

BARGAINS

'

In

.ill

colors including gold gauze drops

On

the Installment Plan

$230.00
The export advice

of

L..

P.

LARSEN,

your service

16 years In the business,

is

at

free.

Siogel

for a site for a
Madison
tlio
rival

Moran,

.

,

Chicago, Dec. 21.
United States Commissioner Lewis
F. Mason has issued federal warrants for the arrest of Karl and
Emil Eitel, owners of the Marigold
gardens and Randolph hotel, charging them with violation of the migratory bird act.
The warrant was Issued as a result of the seizure of several wild
ducks in the kitchen of the Marlgold gardens.

UNIVERSAL SCENIC ARTIST STUDIOS,

;i\ y.vei^lit

pu-

Inc.

326 State Lake Bldg.
Phone Dearborn 1773
L. P. LARSEN, Art Director, Manager, CHICAGO

You can

himself.

Frank

.

.

at the Marigold Gardens, with 10 trial (today) Friday.
principals, 24 girls and a jazs band.
Morris Leonard, Manson's atUnder the agreement Young is to torney, told the court he did not
stand the entire operating expense think the Illinois search and seizure
of the establishment, which seats
taw was being ^eens trued In the
1,500, and is to be reimbursed by a
proper light by the police, as it was
gate charge Of $1 a person. It fs
hot intended for the purpos'o of
figured his gross intake should run
searching and arresting the conin the neighborhood of ;7,500 a week
sumer, but for the purpose of curwith the operating expense in the
tailing the manufacture and sale
vicinity of $5,000 a week.

and

Kiekard is the only
S<|uar«' f;.H'd«*n.
New York Ki;it" pii'inotir in a position to h.-indlc either of tN» above
matches unl'-ss (Jil.»si»n piomoti-s
'In

21.

Under the conditions of the ball at the Congress Horel, was arYoung agreement the ice skating raigned before Judge Philip Prindfeature is to be eliminated and the ville in South Clark Street Court
floor taken up. Young will produce
and after entering a plea of not
a revue similar to the one he had guilty, was ordered to appear for

store,

to

Digger"

Ball— Held

at Equity's

there.

in

tint

"Gold

of

Charged with Having Liquor

tainment with an ice skating ballet

133

confirms Variety's story of a month

Goods Reserved on Deposit

INVOLVES DAY MANSON

'doc Kirs.

iCihson

188 N. State

BOOZE ARREST

Day Manson, juvenile with "The
downtown section and Molr has been Gold Diggers," who was arrested
offering a semi-vaudeville enterlast Saturday night charged with

missioner.

Ground Floor make

•Ute-Lske Theatre Building

Vz

L*«r> IVidSsI

The rules were drawn
up by Chairman William Muldoon,
an eld -time wrestler, and probably
will imt be changed unless he so

CHI'S

Chicago, Dec. 21.
Ernie Young Is back in tfie "loop"
again with entertainment.
He
signed a lease with Harry Molr of
the Morrison Hotel whereby he
takes over the Terrace Gardens in
that place for one year, beginning
Jan. 1.
The Terrace Gardens are
known as the show place of the

FRED MANN'S

.

REVUE

.

lows:

Bob Rowe

J^P

6tands to Make $2,500 a Week with
Terrace Garden Show

K-

and apply the rental on the
purchase price

rent from us

.

1

&an

VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO OFFICES
10

PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING

Jfrancfeco

Friday,

3^C

9C

THROUGH MGRS' CONFERENCES
House Managers in Meeting in San Francisco Agree
Fractional Points Removed
to Reduced Salaries
All Week Stands
Route—
From Western

—

Sun Francisco, Dec.

Aa one

DUNBAR SELLS "ROBIN"

21.

of the results of the con-

Disposes of One Company to Manference held here last week by Loew
ager Dixon Business Bad
theatre managers of the coast, called
together by £. A. Schiller, the Ix>ew
San Francisco, Dec. 21.
general representative, the managers
Ralph Dunbar, who has been sendaccepted cuts in their salaries rang- ing out several "Robin
j&" coming from 10 to 30 per cent
panies, has transferred the Pacific
The meeting lasted two days. Fu- coast organization to Mr. Dixon, the
ture plans for the circuit were talked manager of the company which

—

H

over. Later Schiller announced that,
for the present, no changes were in
believed In locontemplation. It
cal theatrical circles a reduction in

played the Columbia, this city. The
was recorded in Los Angeles
and caused much speculation here.
It is believed to h ve been actuated
the Loew operating expenses is an by the fact that some of the other
objective, and that all of the moves troupes fared badly in a financial
decided upon at the meetings were way.
along economical lines.
Holland, in advance of
J. J.
Since the arrival here of Schiller, "Robin Hood," resigned and his
there has been an upheaval in the place has been filled by W. B. Reylocal Loew offices and a general re- nolds.
organization of the circuit, resulting
in the dropping of all one and twoPADEBEWSKTS NUT
night stands.
Under the present plans the fuSan Francisco, Dec. 21.
Tgnace Paderewskl has abandoned
ture Loew shows for the Coast will
be fraired in New York, and after his previously announced plans to
playing Minneapolis and St. Paul return to the concert stage and inwill Jump direct to Seattle, W:.jh., stead will devote his entire attention
to fill the Coast time. This system to his California almond ranch.
is aimed at eliminating expensive Paderewskl at first Intended to reside trips which acts have been sume his playing to raise funds for
obliged to undertake, often with the his native land, Poland.
loss of time.
Spokane, Yakima,
Walla Walla, Wash., and Modesto,
MINSTRELS QUIT COAST
CaL, will be dropped because they
have been using acts for less than
San Francisco, Dec. 21.
a split week.
Harvey's Minstrels arrived in
Loew executives here announce Stockton, Cal., for a week's engagethat future bills will travel intact ment, but by Thursday night deand in a direct route, giving them cided to depart silently.
The troupe jumped direct to Ariin all about ten weeks. All salarycut weeks are to be eliminated, as zona and will make for the east as
every house is to be on a full-week fast as it can. Business during the
five days in Stockton was said to be
basis.
awful.

U

San Francisco, Dee. fl.
The Orpheum got away to a good
start Sunday. The show contained
more comedy acts than usuaL.and
JERE GRADY
the after-piece presented by memJeremiah (Jere) H. Grady died
bers of the bill at the end of the
program gave an already strong Dec. 14 after a*- illness of several
months at his home, 11 Beach
comedy show a riotous finish.
Joseph E. Howard and Ethlyn street, Lynn, Mass.. at the age of
Clark, headlining, held fourth spot 66. He sensed his end, and shortly
for more than twenty minutes to before passing away dictated the
enthusiastic appreciation. Even had following letter to the "card room
they had no revue splash, tbey members" of tho Friars Club:
would have been as popular as ever.
Dec. 8, 1921.
The medley of* Howard's past successes and Miss Clark flashing a
To the Men in the Card Room:
new gown creation for each chorus
I can't mention you all; those
Howard was
stood out as usual.
who wrote me letters, I thank
compelled to make a speech. Jack
those who didn't I thank
them,
King at the piano displayed a
them just the same. I want to
powerful falsetto while giving his
say, "You will see me no more."
costumed impression of Kitty Gordon.
Yoft are a bunch of good fellows and the card room is the
Al and Fanny Stedman, next to
closing and following heavy comedy,
prize club.
proved among the most popular,
I don't want you to gr'eve for
scoring heavily with their explosive
me, because I have got it on
style of nuttisms.
Claude Oolden
you: I hav a ticket, a parlor
also counted strongly in the comedy.
car and am going right through,
His entrance as the supposed plant
with a good line of comedy talk acspecial.
I don't want you to
companying his skillful card stunts
think I'm slighting anybody, be-

sale

helped him, with the assistance of
throughout.

FAKM

LOEW TIME FOR LEVEY
Los Angeles Hip Becomes Full
stead of Split

Babette

Week

San rrancisco, Dec. 21.
The Hippodrome, Los Angeles,
which has been playing Loew bills,
will be booked entirely by Bert
Levey after Jan. 1. The Hip was
a split week house and a policy recently adopted called for the booking of one-half of each week by
Bert Levey an* the oth«.r half by
Loew. This plan will remain In
force but one week and hen Levey
will take over the
using six acts for

bookings entirely,
a *•-'' wee'
Modesto, formerly a Loew two«aays stand, also goes to Bert Levey,
as will Santa Cruz.

his duties are being taken care of by
Max Fablsh. Pilling gave up his
position at first temporarily because
of ill health. He found the California climate so improved his condition that he decided to remain.

Scale,

San Francisco, Dec. 21.
International Theatrical Association, an organization of producers and managers, has appointed
Fred Giesea regional director for
northern California and Nevada.
His duties will be to adjust any differences that may arise between
companies or stage crews.

FOR AUSTRALIA

San Francisco, Dec. 21.
Louis Bennlson is here for a brief
sojourn
prior
to his departure for
San Francisco, Dec. 21.
Many complaints have been voiced Australia, where he Is to be start. 1
here by theatrical companies who for a year under the direction of
charged that the transfer concerns J. C. Williamson, Ltd.
were "holding them up" in the matGail David Stricken
ter of rates.
San Francisco, Dec. 21.
One concern, the Morton TransGall David, manager of tho Ukiah
fer Co., cut the price and the others
quickly followed suit. The result is theatre, was stricken with apoplexy
that a 25 per cent, reduction on bag- and paralysis and Is reported to be
Follow Suit

gage rates

is

now

In force.

In

a serious condition.

—

A SHOW IN ITSELF

COFFEE DAN'S
SAN FRANCISCO'S FAMOUS MIDNIGHT PLAYGROUND
Service and Rates to the Profession

HOTEL TURPIN
17 Powell

Near Market, SAN FRANCISCO
One Block from All Theatres

St.,

|

near

Philadelphia*

Belored Husband

LLOYD MELVILLE BINGHAM
Christian)*, Norway.

»i«d In

J

Deo. 22, 1915

AMKLIA BINQHAM

I

Daly company and the Boston Museum stock. She retired several
years ago.

ANNA LITTLE

.

N
Little, aged 50, died Dee. If
at the St. Joseph's Hospital, Pitta*

Anna

burgh, as the result of a:, accident
Dec. 5 at the Shubert theatre in that
city, when she fell on a fire esejtpe
in the act of Mabel Wltfiee and cam*
pany fracturing her leg, from which

thing.

complications led to her death.

many years mn«
for David Belaseo,
died Dec. 18, after a lingering hi*
ness at his New York City homaj
Louis Maurice, for
director

slcal

room who were always so

gentle. Kind and o*iiging. God
bless you all.
Your friend.
J ere Orady.
Finish.

I

PANTAGES, 'FRISCO
San Francisco, Dec. 21.
Pant ages was off balance this
week, with too much singing and
not enough comedy.
Individually,
the acts reached a high mark.
Paisley Noon, with Julanne Johnson and Co., topping, presented the
classiest dancing act seen here in a
long time. Noon shows to excellent
advantage both in singing and
dancing, and Miss Johnson and a
quartet of girls are good steppers.
"The Dream of Love" dance, with
William Arthur at the piano fading
in and out of the picture, is nicely
carried through. The act is richly
mounted and deserves greater appreciation than it received.
Lee Morse and Byal and Early
were the heaviest applause winners.
The latter, on next to closing, went
over big with comedy numbers. The

man has a
the laughs.

The

Rest

the

j

died at the Edwim

MEMORY OF

IN

My

I want everybody to read it.
This also goes for the boys in

and

Home

She wae §7 and had an
18.
peered In support of Forrest, Cush*
Barrett,
and
with the August!*
man

trying now to rcako up my
to send it to; I think
send it to my Max Hart,

am

J

Dec

and

pleasing voice and the
comedienne s eccentricities supplied

NAME ARBITRATOR

TRANSFER RATE CUT
Ons Concern Lowers

Ada Gilman
Forrest

I will

repeated

also

f

He was born

in Brusael
Belgium
to thi« country 35 years

and came
ago.

Frank and Milt Britton were
heavy applause winners in second
Dr. Herbert Lee Constable died
spot, and Tim and Kitty O'Meara,
Mr. Grady had been on the stage
with Ross White at the piano sing- since 16, playing in the dramatic after a heart attack, 3ec. 19. He
was well known on Broadway and
ing introductions to their graceful
and well-presented dances, opened field and vaudeville. Of late years for his charities. Starting life as a
the show in fitting jtyle. A Bowery he was associated with Little Billy, newspaper man, he was 55 years'
dance and some fast ballroom and
old.
jazz stepping received hearty apOUR FRIKND AND PAL
plause.
The after-piece consisted
William Crockett, father-in-law
of a series of burlesques on melodrama, the Florodora Sextett \ etc.
Georgia Westbrooks Swor of David Flncstone, manager of the
Ambassador, New York, died sud*
The melodrama bit drew a scream [WHO DIED DFSCRMBER
6th. 1921.
and had to be repeated.
Josephs.
denly Dec. 13 at his home in Bogota*
You will live in our hearts always.

San Francisco, Dec 21.
James W. Pilling, Orpheum manager at Vancouver, has resigned and

MORS.

Dugan

I

mean a

thirty

ADA OILMAN

mind who

well.

PULING LEAVES OBPHEUM
In-

this letter don't

Jack Kennedy and Co. in "A Golf
Proposal" had third place. Kennedy
was at h's best, and with the assistance of a capable company the
sketch registered big laughs all
through and finished strong. May
Wirth with Phil rnd Her Family
proved an exceptionally popular

Thomas
Raymond

vous breakdown. He was a
second degree Mason.

cause I know everybody in the
card room is a dear friend of
mine; and to whom I address

an excellent straight man, to keep
the house laughing and interested

holdover.

23, 1921

OBITUARY

OBPHEUM TRE3C0

SYSTEM FOR LOEfS ON COAST

December

Her Scotch number

*H
Am «-«^i«ii«
them
especially.

hit

Miss Morse, bubbling over with
and wearing a simple

personality

dress, canght on strongly with songs
in various voices. Including a keen
bass. She displayed marked ability
with jazz blues at the finish. When

—L.ILXJAN
JACK—
B AXLE Y and PORTER

who appeared with him

in

New

Jersey.

Delia Godfrey, 40, died of heart
disease Dec. 10. In private life sh#

vaude-

ville
sketches.
Both men were
greatly attached to each other. In
1893 the deceased married Frankie
Carpenter, who survives.
Other
surviving members of the family include two brothers of the stage,
John B. Grady and James Grady.

v

"•

Blanche Knodle.

The mother of Fred R. DuVon,
slstant manager of the Orpheum*
Galesburg,

111.,

died Dec.

19.

father of Dot and Al Keefef
died Dec. 11 at his home in Phila*

The

delphia.

CAMILLE SAINT-8AEN8

The mother

of

Marion

Harris)

Camllle Saint-Saena, the French Dec. 17.
composer, died suddenly in Algiers
Dec. 16. He was 86 years old. An
ILL AND UTJUBED
accomplished pianist at five, he
lived through three generaUons of
Yvette Rugel has been forced t*
music lovers and was praised by cancel two weeks of her time be«
Wagner and Liszt, who called him cause of an attack of rheumatism*
Syracuse and Cleveland are the two
the greatest of French composers.
datea called off.
His music for the opera "Samson
oamson
Harry Van Clove, who has beta
an d Delilah
Dpin-ih" is
i. best
*--• known
ana
over appearing in vaudeville for many
here.
years with his mule "Pete,* compelled to cancel his entire Orpheum
tour. He is at Saranac Lake, N. x*
JOHN C. FISHER
where he has been ordered to remain
1

i

John

C. Fisher, 67,

for

company

an

indefinite period.

manThe wife of Al Lewis (Lewis and
ager of the Irl
Players and proGordon) was suddenly taken ill with
she is fitted with a proper routine ducer with Thomas W. Ryley
of appendicitis in the Commodore Hoshe should be heard from in the best "Florodora," died Dec.
17 in Chi- tel, Atlantic City. She was removed
houses.
cago of heart disea ...
Born In to a hospital and operated, on, and Is
Thre. Alex held Interest opening
Louisville, he shared a million with convalescing.
the show. Their balancing feats, in
Elmer Rogers, manager of the
which strong jaw work is an im- Ryley as a r-sult of their joint venportant factor, is showy and well ture. Recently he suffered a ner- Palace, New York, is confined to tato
home in New Rochclle, N. Y., with
presented.
Bernard and Ferris, a
pneumonia,
Ed Rcnton, of the
couple of men as chef and waiter,
Keith office. Is substituting during
did well with baritone and falsetto
Rogers*
_
illness.
singing. Arizona Joe and his comFlorence Timpoinl was operated
pany are an aggregation of cowboys,
»t
San
F.anclsco.
appendicitis
Dec
__
upon
Dec.
21.
17
for
_
a blackface comic and a couple of
Kenn lt
M»»
"] Dailey, formerly with Bert Stern's Sanitarium, New York.
women.
act made a lively T
_ The __
closer.
Rope spinning~~and fancy w«**' t^-i?* for u Wenatchee. Timpoinl came north from Chattathre€ nooga. She was reported Tuesday
riding provided eood
rldln*
good entertainment theatres
^^tha^to*
doing nicely.
and aroused much appraufce.
Josephs
The Garrick, a Bert Levey vaudeIN AND OUT
ville house in the Fill nore district
Johnny Burke left t'.ie Palace, New
has announced a reduction in adHIP, 'FRISCO
York,
bill Tuesday, with Kane ana
mission from

FRISCO ITEMS
[

I

San Francisco, Doc. 21.
Tho Hippodrome first half had

ra her fair

Duo

15 to 10 cents.

Herman

a

L nesby 8m ith " Venture
San Francisco, Dec. 21.
Irvine: Linesby :md Milt Smith,
advantnge.
Maidio De Long folformerly
associated
lowed with character songs, and did
with John Macwell, h a r baseball number scoring Arthur in the MarArthur theatre.
f

opening

bill.

spot

aerial feats,

Su:.«r.?Ci

with

their

which showed

fcftd

Burke was

good

as usual.
Lore, billed as the C.irl Mystic
Marvel, answers questions blindfolded in an acceptable manner.
Some of the answers appeared too
serious for vaudeville entertainment
and the man gathering the questions
lacks showmanship.
Goode and Scott, a couple of men
with a crap-shooting
tfl blackface,
opening and employing material
f-om standard
blackface
teams.
natuniUy pot big laughs.
Janet
Adler and Co., playing musical instruments and singing some songs,
closed the show.
Josephs.

SCENERY BY EDWIN

-

i

trapeze

to

substituting.

doubling from the Royal (Bronx)
and "found 'the connection too oil*
Moult

H.

Oakland, are venturing into producing on their own and are sending
out "Are You a Mason ?'' to play
through the northern territory. The
show will open Christmas Day.

When

MEET AND EAT

in

IIATT1K M008EB-

Aladdin Studio Tiffin

ELLIS

BfOOSSB

Room

[Mione Dooglai S»1*»

S63 Hotter St.

SAN FRANCISCO'S
Orient;.!

Show Tlace and Headquarter*
for the Profession.

SAN FRANCISCO
With

ECONOMY LUNCH
24

-M. C.

DAVE LERNER

No. 2

STREET— NEXT TO CENTURY THEATRE

FLAGG STUDIOS

.

Friday,

December

BURLESQUE
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"PASSING BUCK" OYER

COLUMBIA'S REPRESENTATIVES

11

HAYMARKET QUITS

CHICAGO'S

MONTREAL'S ORDER

GOING OYER COMPLETE CIRCUIT

Trying to Define Sunday Performance Allowable Managers Say They Will Play

AMERICAN WHEEL FOR STOCK

—

John G. Jeraton and
spect Columbia's
tions

Tom Henry

Delegated to InCities, Theatres and Attrac-

May Be Irons

A

—Room for Improvement of Business

& damage's Reprisal in Factional Row

—Refused to Permit "Pace Makers"

Montreal, Dec. 21.
lively session of "passing the
buck" is in progress here just no /,
with the various theatre managers
lined up on one side and the municipal authorities on the other.
The whole" question resolves itself
into whether Sunday vaudeville and
dramatic shows will be tolerated or

CINCINNATI OFF
Columbia Amusement Co.
BURLESQUE SHOPPING
%
week its proposed plan
American Losing Empress in JanuIts
of
survey
thorough
Columbia's Boot Businsss on Week
of having a
ary No Substitution
whether the* official ban stands.
and theatres reEnd Tsksn as Indication
cities attractions
represen"We intend to run Sunday shows
ported upon by traveling
Cincinnati, Dec. 21.
The burlesque men deleBurlesque patrons are "shopping" as usual," say the managers, to
tatives.
I Frankel, picture exhibitor, ownJohn G. Jer- for shows even more keenly, this which Jules Crepeau, municipal ofgated to the duty were
Both are season than last, according to re- ficial, answers: "You know what the ing a string of film houses in the
ion and Tom Henry. ways,
going ports from various wheel cities. law says; do what you will but be Middle West, has purchased the
now on their respective
each This was brought to light by the prepared for ensuing consequences." Empress from the Amalgamated
separately,
circuit
over the
un- Burlesque Enterprises for $200,000.
jemalns
situation
"The
fact that the few Columbia shows
with a diviHion to cover.
Crepeau to a The Empress, which plays the
The objective of the inspection is that are doing business this season changed," said Mr.
believe
"I
representative.
Variety
American wheel shows, will disconconnecpoints in
gather their biggest returns the last
to locate vantage
that last Sunday marked the end for tinue with burlesque the latter part
burlesque that four days of the week.
tion with Columbia
types of offerings. If we are of January when it will be' renoto Columbia
are to be recommended
A show opening Monday is ap- some
Any parently
going to tolerate Sunday theatrical vated and re-opened as a picture
fcoadquaite/s in New York.
sized up by the "patron
the
by
noted
in this city, they must house.
productions
improvement
room for
critics" and word of mouth adverThe Empress was operated as a
Inspectors will be acted upon by the tising as to its entertaining value be shows specially adapted for SabColumbia officials in the expectation either makes it or breaks it as far bath showing. Shows carrying any vaudeville house by Sullivan & Conto
obredound
consider
will
we
that
feature
single
sldine several years ago, and by
such a follow-up
as the box office is concerned.
jectionable will be instantly banned. Marcus Locw more recently. It was
the benefit of the Columbia theatres
Another thing that has attracted
"We must have clean shows on formerly a church. *
and shows through the box offices,
the attention of the wheel officials
offerings will be
The American wheel will not reMr. Jermon is of the burlesque Is that the. burlesque-going public Sunday and all
producing firm of Jacobs & Jermon. seems to be "wise" to the bad shows, subjected to a most rigid censor- place the Empress in Cincinnati, at
wish
to be hard on least
burlesque
do
not
ship.
We
a
been
has
Henry
for this season. The week will
Mr.
picking the best ones unerringly show people, but we must consider
manager for years, and more lat- from week to week.
be filled In another' city as soon as
the public feeling and realize that a suitable house is found.
terly assistant to Sam A. Scribner,
the legitimate week-day business
general manager of the Columbia.
will suffer if the public gets up in
DE ROTHSCHILD'S PLAY the air over the Sunday shows."
YEAR'S
DOUBLE
Apparently the problem tiarmws
FIGHT FILM EXTRA
Hires Theatre and Presents It Him- itself down to "What is a Sunday
"Grown Up Babies" Joins Big Reself
Success Doubtful
Two American Shows Are Playing
show?" Here comes in the disview in Minneapolis
the Pictures
cretionary powers of city hall cenParis, Dec. 21.
sorship of all types of burlesque and
Minneapolis, Dec. 21.
Baron Henri de Rothschild hav- dramatic offerings. Just how the
"Puss ru.-s." Hut-tig & Sciynon's
"Grown Up Babies," an American
American wheel show at the Gayety, ing taken the Gymnase, presented whole regulation will finally work
Wheel
show,
will work with "Big
Brooklyn, this week, has tne Demp- his own play, "Liorsque Ton Aime," out only time will tell. and there
ey-Carpeniier fight pictures as ad there Dec. 14. It did only fairly. are few among theatre owners or Review" company here in frolic New
Year's
Eve
at
Gayety. "Grown Up
as
the
duke,
Calmette
as
Arquilliere
added att. action.
even patrons who car^c to prognos- Babies" closed Kansas City on 17th
The Howard, Hoston. another the brother, Norman as the lover ticate.
and
have
been
ordered to report to
American wheel stnnd. had the fight and Jane Prevost were in the cast.
B. M. Garfield, manager of the William Koenig,
manager, for
The plot deals with an aged but Gayety, ran his show as usual last special rehearsalshouse
films last week, playing to over
of miJnight show.
doting husband who knows his Sunday, but In a lengthy coin$12,000.
This will follow big review company
young wife has a lover, brt feigns munciation to the pres*. stated that for week stand.
ignorance until the wife displays this Sunday he would close the
COLUMBIA'S MOTION DENIED unhapplness because the lover in- house or adapt his show to the
A good HABTFORD HITTING ON LOW
Justice "Wagner last week handed tends marrying a rich American. municipal requirements.
down a decision in the New York The husband interviews the lover, deal of misunderstanding about the
The Grand, Hartford, Conn., a
Supreme Court denying the Colum- begging him to continue to make edict resulted in a loss of business week stand on the Columbia cirbia Amusement Co.'s motion for a the wife happy, offering to facili- to all the houses involved. It was cuit,
touched a new low-water
there mark
that
further bill of particulars in Fred tate a divorce permitting him to commonly advertised
»for wheel show grosses last
Irwin's $100,000 damage sWt ngainst marry the duchess, but the lover would be no shows and at the last week when it did $1,600 with "Odds
the burlesque circuit, stipulating the hesitates. The wife, hearing of the minute, the advertisements were and Ends."
The Al Heeveg show
Columbia is permitted to renew its duke's generosity, repents of her switched to announce a Sunday the week before did $?,300.
motion, if It chooses, after Sam infidelity and returns to the hus- show as usual.
In the meantime, the law stands
Scribner and J. Herbert Mack are band.
against Sunday performances. The
examined before trial.
managers have decided to carry on
The latter previously moved to set
BURLESQUE CHANGES
until they're stopped— and city hall
aside this examination, which was
Bobby Gore Jumped the Nixon officials, major and minor, are busily
denied.
Irwin claims damages on the "Big Revue" show at St. Louis and engaged in "hanging the dog" on
ground ho was defranchised by the was replaced by Joe Freels. Gore's the other fellow and shifting the
Columbia Amusement Co. for two notice did not call for his leaving responsibility.
until Dec. 17.
of his former productions.
Between 75,000 and 80,000 persons
The

-tartod this

to

Open

at

Their House Last Sunday

—

—

NEW

—

^

Chicago, Dee.

21.

The Hay market changed its policy
Sunday from the American wheel
burlesque shows it has been playing
heretofore to a combination of stock
burlesque, tab, pictures* and vaude-

running continuously from
m. to 11 p. m. Frank Damsell's
"Pace Makers." tho American show
routed to open at the Haymarket
Sunday, reported, but Irons a
Clamage, the management of the
Haymarket, refused tp permit It to
open. Irons a Clamage bad previville,

11 a.

ously canceled the playing contract
it 'held for American wheel shows
two weeks ago, but "Some Show**
opened as usual, through Irons A
Clamage rescinding the cancellation.
Last week Irons St Clamage sent
another cancellation notice to the
American Burlesque Association, effective Sunday, Dec. 18. The American applied for an Injunction
seeking to restrain Irons & Clamage
from ousting their shows. It came
up Monday, but was postponed.
The entire company of "The Pace
Makers," which is laying off here,
Is
reporting to the Haymarket
dally, pending a decision on the Injunction.

The American Burlesque

Association sets forth the claim that
its contract with Irons St Clamage
calls for the weekly gross to go
below a stated figure before Irons &
Clamage can legally stop playing
American attractions at the Haymarket, the American further contending that the weekly gross has
not gone below the figure named.

The Haymarket

is

controlled by

a

corporation or syndicate allied with
tho Columbia Amusement Co. The
n.Dve by Irons St Clamage to oust
the American shows Is generally accepted In burlesque circles as a re-,
taliatory

measure

maneuvred

by

Sam

A. Scribner against I. H. Herk,
president of the American wheel, in
the personal feud between them,
which has been waging for several
months, and which has taken on the
complexion in some c ties of a battle
between the Columbia and

American

circuits.

BURLESQUE REVIEWS

SPORTING WIDOWS

WEEK

OPEN COLUMBIA

BIRTHS

In addition to dropping the WorWorcester, Mass., the Columbia circuit also has discontinued
playing the Stamford, Stamford,
and the Park, Bridgeport, Conn.
Bad business caused the withdrawal of burlesque.
The week will remain an open one
cester,

bn the

Columbia

wheel

for

the

Mr. and Mr*. Lloyd Harrison, at

home in New York city. Dec.
The father is a
daughter.
vaudeville agent connected with the
Floyd Stoker office.
Mr. and Mrs. Cullen Landls, at
Long Beach, Cal., Dec. 3, daughter.
To Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Beatus,
their
13,

Washington, son.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Frederlckson,
home in Galesburg, 111., Dec.
The father .'s of the
15, daughter.
stage crew of the Orpheum, Gales-

In

at their

present.

BURLESQUE CHANGES

burg.

Mr. and Mrs. George Rose, at their
bur- home in New York City, Dec. 18,
have joined Gus Hill's col- daughter. The father is a member
ored "Mutt at<d Jeff."
of the vaudevil> team of Spencer
Fletcher and Mundy, from "Hurly
and Rose.
Russell

and

from

Lillian,

lesque,

Burly," n ncvv vaudeville act.
Phil Ott and Nettie Nelson
burlesque for vaudeville.
i

have

left

ENGAGEMENTS

Bert Jonas has secured a vaudeville net for Dan Coleman, the bur.*®. ?Q.' l,

S'.

$35
I.

Lon Hawaii, "Let

'Fr Go. T.etty."

Arthur West. Zicgfeld -Midnight

ro 'ne J j:j n

J

Frolics" (road).

MATINEE AT PEOPLE'S

H.

Ilerk's "Jingle Jingle"

had

a record low gross for the matinee

Peggy Nealon. Zicgfeld"*
night Frolic" (road).
Edith Cordon, replacing
Clilyn, in J-ouis

•t the People's. Philadelphia. Friday, Di-e. i«;.
The attraction did $35
for the as'trrnoon.

COLUMBIA'S

$6,800,

The "Garden

LOWEST

Frolics." the Irons

ClamatM attraction at

tin-

"MidAllyn

Mann's show.

MARRIAGES
Karl

II.

Maync

non -professional,
Dec. 1!).

to Hazel Tuxhury,
Lynn, Muss,
in

Montreal, now American
Tho Orpheum, Montreal, started

& Orpheum,

Columbia

last wr« k. pl.-iyt'd to $6.s'W». the lowest W(k!y moss for tin- ln»iivt» this

off

season.

be

an

ns

American

Monday with -Hurly
a

full

wheel
Hurly."

stand
It will

week on the Anvrican

route.

Bernstein

Has

Empire,

Cleveland

'Bulu " i:«Mustcin, American circuit producer, is temporarily handling tinUmpire. Cleveland, the

The Columbia
Gayety

American wheel house
Bernstein took over the house this
week, relieving Billy Hexter, the
jtonner incumbent.
Bernstein will
l*«*sin

untilf a BU£pe!ispf) V^erured.Jli
l

in

shows

p'ay

tin*

patronize the vaudeville, burlesque

M. T. Ileal (Safe, but

and other dramatic shows .Sundays.

Full»*r l'roonea

Doctor

l»f»;»»»ni

Iiihun.-i.

(His Friirvl*
(A.nd he

<J

M

.

to

.

lioli
.

MONTE CARLO GIRLS

Al K. Hall

Htartzman
Mni-ty

May

Hotel Clork

Kid WIT. a Fighter
JaeK Hull. Ilia Manager

Helen itcimtiom t>olly J«'ol|lea
Muida Money....
Ima Nut (Crazy, but Cute). .c;ortru<Ie Be^Js Hell Coy
May Wallace Mitts SniileM
Ima Mtuher
l>i'k Jackaon Misa Fewclothea
I'll
I'oote (A Toot)
Light Dame (A Drug Clerk). .. .Fred Kteger
Ed Caaaell
Wakera (A Guard)
Tom Sullivan's

NEW

l/ou Mnrnhall

Joe

Sonify

Arthur Lining
Sara Hyatt
John Hudgina

ACTS
Ji'Hdle Me 1> maid
Ifal«n I>a«vn
Elizabeth Murray will shortly return to vaudeville.
attraction in two
The Bothwell Browne bathing act
acts and six scenes is at the Olympic
is to be revived, scheduled to reThe Jacobs & Jermon show at the this week. The show
qualities as a
open about Jan. 9. The turn will Columbia this week is an organiza- real burlesque
aggregation, having
not deviate from its former routine tion of specialty people, and it fol- a capable
cast, plenty of sure-fire
and will carry a company of 15 in- lows that the pieces depart some- hoko and comedy
and 16 peppery
cluding the Brown Sisters.
what from the succession of com* shimmying choristers.
Negotiations are on to once more edy-bit-and-number, as the wheel
The
produotlon,
scenlcally and
frame on act for vaudeville featur- entertainment usually goes. Thbj sartoiially.
Is up to the wheal's
ing Loretta McDermott and Eddlo offering Is bright In mounting, but
average.
The
strength
of the show
Cox. Their last appearance, in the it has not the sure enough burlesque
lies in the comedy bits, which have
twice dally houses, was with Frisco. flavor. For one thing it is conspicubeen
well
produced
picked.
and
Coliact,
at
Lelghtons,
new
The
ously free from spice, and for anTho first act Is in two full .-la go.
seum last half.
other thing there is not a word of sets and a comedy boxing bit in
comedy
Co.
In
Jerome
and
Nat
dialect, If you except a minor bit "one," nicely handled
by Joe Stansketch with Helen Courtney, Laure toward the finish la which Bob
ley,
the principal comic, Arthur
Hill and Jack J. Lyme.
Start zman
works blackface and Lanlng, tho straight man, ami John
D'Lyle Alda Is framing a produc- talks darky. No spice and no diaHudgins, a colored chap, who blacks
tion musical act for vaudeville.
lect.
The entertainment must up in addition. Stanley and leaning
Alex Carr is readying a new act.
strike away from tho beaton path.
Leo Kolmar will present a new Almost necessarily it is not very stage a burlesque boxing bout that
Is as funny as any similar bit in
vehicle for the twice daily houses strong in comedy.
>>u rlc 5£j u c
snort ly.
burlesque standInstead
of
these
Tho first scene Is a hotel interior
The Sewell Sis'evs, Ci> y. who bys they offer a fast and varied which
serves to get the piece underwas witli Donald Lii.in lor 4 years, succession
numbering
scenes
of
way.
Tho last scene in the ih st
and Georgia, of the recent "Buddies"
several
company, are framing a new act be- eight and all short, with a wealth part is "Chatham Square," Intropictures
and
stage
duced
striking
by Sara IrVatt, the prima
ing written by Neville (;i«>asou and
dressing, ns well as 18 donna, in a "cop" number with the
Al Yon Tilzer. The opening date iH of sightly
wheel
the
above
well
choristers
choristers
in uniform, drilling uniHarry
set for Mt. Vernon Dec. L'_\
average for looks, although display- formly. This number Is followed by
Weber will handle the booking.
ing no noteworthy enthusiasm in a scream In tho comedy line which
tleir work.
Is a
holdover from last Reason,
MARIGOLD DISAPPOINTS
Al K. Hall does principal comedy, leaning as Officer I log an has a
playing no particular type of char- funny 10 minutes as a) pugnacious
Chicago. !)•"•. -1.
Fdward IVusnn's "Mark/old H»- acter unless it would classify as ec- cop who bruises the shins of Stancentric, but his low comedy clown- ley (Kid Biff).
Hudgins ("Hot Dog
vue" has not proved t.» \> the wining gets laughs and without resort Sam') complicates matters for Hi If
ner the pioduccr eoun;<d en. Busi- to extreme horseplay. Hall has de- by steaming tho cop up with asalo
ness since its in'-<-|i, >i»n ha* beer. veloped a lot of tricks of his own remarks, attributed to the pug. Ho
Victor such as queer grotesque poses in his pets a real old-fashioned belting
way off with i'aul l'-ir:-\
Orchestra net bi-iruj ](>"!%• d upon absurd flapping clothes and his lean from the law. The business is parcountenance lends itself to queer ticularly well handled and a real
with the favor |>i •<!.< <-d.
To stimulate ha-in« ^* litre- >n lias giimacing. There Is nothing par- comedy contribution.
ticularly unctuous about his work,
Another bit that isn't new but was
put "I'';>n1'., Ssncopatiil .'< <-'•!>' in
but it serves its purpose.
He at well handled was "Tho Cheaters'
as nn added attra*. ti'»ns for the least doesn't monopolize the stage, Club," with Lanlng as the dealer
),\\t
over- everybody has
rn.iM i<
dance periods,
a chance, and the re- giving the chumps the works with a
come the initial inifu»s-.on made sult is a fast moving and interest- trick table playing tin* shell game.
It was worked up and worth while.
by tho show.
ing performance.
The second act was a full sage
Hall's real hit wag his dancing
A gate charge of $1 per pei son Is
1 1

j

.«-

:

Montreal.

f

\\

BURLESQUE ROUTES
WILL BE FOUND OS PAOM

fWRTY

IN THIS 188UK

t

made

here,

which Benson

gets.

(Continued on Page 29)
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Merry Christmas!
Sherrie

Mattoon,

Matthews was
HI..

April

4.

1S68.

BY NELLIE BEVELL

born

.".

from the taxation of Methodists."

;

l
•

,*

..

A FRIEND'S GREETING
to be the aort of friend that you have been to me,
I'd like to be the help that you've been always glad to be;
I'd like to mean as much to you each minute of the day
As you have meant, old friend of mine, to me along the way.

Uke

I'd

.

This maudlin gospel-monger takes in a lot of territory when he defies
mandates of Christ on one hand and insults a vast Industry of decent
I'd like to 6o the big things and the splendid things for you,
American men and women on the other. There have been enough scandals
To brush the gray from out your skies and leave them only blue;
in the ministry of late to make it tactful, at least, for the loud-mouthed
I'd like to say the kindly things that I so oft have heard,
cloth -wearers to be not too specific in naming whole professions for their
And feel that I could rouse your soul t»e way that mine you've stirred,
billingsgate. There are thousands of "actresses" whose morals are at least
as pure as Mr. Crafts', and whose minds are far cleaner and whose
I'd like to give you back the Joy that you. have given me,
Christianity is vastly truer.
Yet that were wishing you a need I hope will never be;
I'd like to make you feel as rich as I, who travel on
industry."
that
Is typical of the
As for fighting "the whole picture
Undaunted in the darkest hours with you to lean upon.
wholesale, unreasoning and arbitrary spirit of professional reformers,
who indiscriminately pick "spots'' to glorify themselves, shake down mis- I'i wishing at this Christmas time that I could but repay
guided supporters who think that by giving to such blatant nonsense they A portion of the gladness that you've strewn along my way;
may buy their way into heaven and nullify their commercial felonies, and And could I have one wish this year, this only would it be,
who would destroy a city to get their names in the papers.
I'd like to be the sort of friend* that you have been to me.
the

No.

VOL. LXV.

BED-SIDE CHATS
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'

El'HSCRlPTlON
Annual

23, 1921

1

President

FIMK FII.VKK.UAN.

the very eve of Christmas, a world-wide holiday in recognition of
Jesus Christ, one blasphemer who calls himself not only a disciple byt a
spokesman of the Good Samaritan, spews forth a mesa of slander, intolerance and venom. Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, head of the International Reform Iturenu, on behalf of 'the betterment of mankind, announces "legislation so it will be impossible for actresses to pet rich men's sons drunk
and marry them before they get sober," "a fight to the finish against
the motion picture industry." and "an amendment to the constitution
prohibiting' giving to Catholic and Jewish Institution* money derived

December

in

lie died

New

York, Dec. 8.
Ho entered the show business at the
age of 17, Joining a circus and appearing as a tumbler and general
utility performer, working in the
concert as a song and dance man,
etc., in accordance with the customs
of the day with small touring tent
He Joiner*. Gorman Bros.'
shows.
At for Crafts' ambitious and seditious constitutional amendment, he
Did you ever think something, yet could not find expression for your
Minstrels In 1889. It was with this overlooked the negroes in his Ku-klux fanaticism*
If ever there was thoughts and suddenly you hear or read your exact sentiments «xtroupe that he formed a partnership an un-Chrlstian expression, that one hits the shining mark.
pressed by someone else, and say to yourself, "Why could not I have
with Harry Bulger, when Matthews
.thought of that?" That's Just how the above poem impressed me. It Is
and Bulger sprang into existence.
The holiest way in which Christians could celebrate the birth of Christ in a book of poems sent by "one of my boys" written by Edgar A. Quest,
Matthews and Bulger continued would be to throw Into the garbage-pile such leaders as Dr. Crafts.
whose verses have helped wonderfully to fortify me (or my tedious task,
with the Gorman Bros, show for a
I start each day with a poem and a prayer of thanks for my friends
year or so, later Joining Billy Casand my eyesight that I can enjoy good poetry. I have had to go several
ea<l s Minstrels, with which they
days without food, some without water. But none, without a prayer or
pioneered through the Black Hills
a poem. The above verses echo my heart's innermost feelings and I
and other remote western territory
submit them In all sincerity.
via the stage route of the time. The
team entered variety next. While
By
Well, I at least will not do the old stunt of sending presents I cant
they were playing foi Harry Davis
Or giving away some*
afford to someone who has more than I have.
at the latter's Fifth Avenue Museum
thing
I really need myself to someone who has no use for it. I have nothin Pitts' irgh. Tony Pastor caught
ing to give. But I know I will have a Joyous Christmas even though I
the act and engaged them for a date
Lionel Barrymore In "The Claw," at the Broadhurst, has never done
at Pastors, New York. They played better work. The play doesn't seem to have caught on, but anyone in- broke my parole and am remanded to bed and must eat my third Christdinner in irons and concrete. I have a Christmas present such as
mast
other
with Harry Kerncll's and
terested in good acting can't afford to miss Mr. Barrymore as Henry
*
Tiffany could not provide for his most extravagant customers. I have
variety combination road shows of Bcrnsteik's hero, Achille Cortelou.
the assurance of the word "friend" means more than six letters. I have
the 1896-1891 period. In 1892 organIrene Fen wick, opposite Mr. Barrymore, was perfect as the scheming
more definitions for the word than Webster has. » have the proofs of
izing their own show under the title
wife. Only one gown, worn in the last act, wasnvorthy of mention. Of
more beautiful friendships than I ever dreamed of. I, who am so unof Matthews & Bulger's Company
pink brocade draping the flguiv in long, straight lines, the long, flowing
In 1893 Matthews and
worthy, whose cynicism in the past deprived me of the real pleasure of
of Artists.
sleeves were chiffon. In the first act Miss Fen wick was in copen blue
in
Bulger were with Jim Corbctt
some friendships through my suspicion of the motives behind them. But
skirt made in three flounces, with shoulder straps worn over a white
"Gentleman Jim," later playing in
two years In bed watching the world go by I have scrutinized it pretty
"Rush City," the latter made over waist. A blue and tan cloth dress was for the second act.
Being no longer able to put things over I neces*
closely as it parsed.
into a musical show in 1894, consarily must think things over. And as thinking is about the only thing
"Lillies of the Field'' at the Klaw, starring^ Marie Doro, is another the doctors haven't forbidden I have been doing
stituting their first starring vehicle.
a lot of it. And have
Jake Litt starred tthe team for two "Gold Diggers," but not so entertaining. Josephine Drake, with another been thinking how much better off and happier I am than I was before
years in "At Gay Coney Island" In "fat" part (like Jobyna Howiand's), was most amusing. Miss Doro's clothes I was forcibly enrolled for membership in this university of hard knocks
1S93, and in 1897 they were starred are all made to the ankles and of the straight lines with long hanging in which I a.n taking a post graduate course, and in which I have learned
by Dunne & Ryley in "By the Sad draperies. Her first dress wis of palest tan chiffon with a brown girdle. many lessons that I could not have learned in health and prosperity.
Sea Waves." Rose Melville, Inci- A brown hat with feathers and a velvet cape of the same shade were
I have learned not to be suspicious of friendships, and that while one
In the second act a brick-colored cloth followed the long may prove insincere that one good one makes up
dentally, played the rube kid char- also worn.
for several bad- onea
acter ^n "By the Sad Sea Waves." straight lines, and an evening gown of flame-colored chiffon was worn
I have learned that th«^ natural tendency of human nature is to be kind
which later developed Into htr Sis in the last act.
%
and helpful.
In 1897
Alison Skipworth, as a middle-aged, woman of the half -world, was the * I have learned that the world is not as
Hopkins characterization
selfish as the cynically inclined
the team appeared in George Ade's splendid actress she always is.
The gowns worn by Miss Skipworth would have us believe.
at
'Frisco
"Night of the Fourth" in
were decollete, one of brocade and one cloth of gold. Miss Drake was
I have learned that most of us get all of the consideration we are
the California theatre. They starred mostly in negligee. One street dress of blue velvet was trimmed with entitled
to and sometimes more aa in my case.
In "Night of the Fourth" for two squirrel. A large hat .was trimmed with feathers.
I have learned that for every kind deed one dpes, one reaps a thousand
Mr.
In
1898
following.
years
Cora Witherspoon was a well-groomed woman In her three dresses, of in return, and that every loving thought aen. out collects flocks of others
Matthews was stricken with paral- ihe most part chiffon made with the long waistline.
to bring back.
ysis while playing at the Park theaI have learned that the world's greatest gift is love.
Not the kind of
The stroke prevented
tre, Boston.
Newspaper women from the dallies and trad€ papers were the guests love that makes us want to Jump from here to Denver to eat dinner with
any further appearances of Mr. of Anna Steese Richardson at a Selznlck luncheon at the Pennsylvania
the
object of our affection, or buy them a Rolls Royce out of our Ford
Matthews in public.
la: t week.
It was a private showing of Miss Richardson's picture, "A income. But love that totally eliminates all hatred, Jealousy, malice, reMan's Home," now at the (^apitol. "A Man's Home" is a big title for a sentment and makes us more tolerant, conslderato and kind toward
an
anFlying
Circus,
*
The Friars'
picture; it could be dealt with from so many angles.
Miss Richardson each other. Love Is the poet's word for friendship.
nual event in which the members has made the wife strong instead of the man. Grace Valentine in a crook
I have learned that the people who used to sign themselves "Friends*
tour New York and rope off space role proved the most interesting of the cast, although Harry Morey does really
meant it, still mean it and are my friends.
at various prominent corners to give splendid work. Miss Valentine dresses the part neatly, but not gaudily
an outdoor show for the New York Claire Binney showed a few nice frocks of the simple one-piece model.
The
tuition for my scholarship In this school was paid in blood, tears
"American's" Christmas poor fund,
and scars. The courses are long, tedious and painful. But the results are
netted more than $1,500.
The black-and-white scene in the last act of "Good Morning Dearie," very gratifying, and I have made
every grade, have not flunked oa
at the Globe, is the most artistic thing seen in New York in many moons.
a single exam.
I have learned my lesson well and would not exChria Christopher Is confined in The large chorus of girls are in black
velvet extended skirts with white change my degree
fop
one
from
any
other
college on earth. And if .this
Cook
the tuberculosis ward of the
waists. Perched on white wigs are tiny black chapeaux. Oscar Shaw's
mental, physical and financial suffering was the price I had to pay for
County Hospital, Chicago, 111., and number, "Aolahol," done with the girls, will long be
remembered. "The the restoration of my confidence
In humanity and my outlook on life towould Uke to hear from his friends. Danube Blues," sung b. Mr| Shaw and Louise Groody,
is the only other
day, I am still ahead of the game and am guilty of profiteering. And I
number of note. The rest of the music is mediocre.
am
absolutely sincere in saying this is the happiest Christmas of my
Colin Kemper will stage "The Bat"
But the entire show spells class. Ada Lewis is very funny as a dress- life. I have
learned the difference between charity and friendship. I
In London, after which it is to be
maker. Miss Lewis looked especially beautiful in the

from burning,

in

AMONG THE WOMEN
THE SKIRT

produced

under

his

direction

In

Paris.

Tim

Kirby, formerly of Kirby and

Rome and Jimmy

Dwyer. formerly

vaudeville with Eddie Borden,
have become associated with the office of Harry A. Rome, the agent.
In

The Englewood, Englewood, N. J.,
under the management of Sam
Perry,

is

playing vaudeville three
five ants on

days a week, playing
each bill one day each.

Walter Reade will open the new
New Brunswick, N. J., Dec.
with a Fpllt week vaudeville
policy booked by Kally Murkus. The

Capitol,
26,

hou.-e Keats

i!,800.

Ben Bernie,
Webei

's,

recent host at Rcisenvaudeville
for a tour of the Or-

has re-entered

black-and-white know the

scene. Miss Groody wore but one real dress. In the last act her frock
was crystal on net done in a point design mounted on pink. Miss Groody
danced as entrancing as ever. The Sunshine girls were lovely in short
pink chiffon frocks, having a huge bow at the side. Manikens dressed
the stage in many styles of gowns. Noticeably was a white shawl having
chenille fringe over a silver dress.
Marie Callahan does some clever

dancing with Harland Dixon.
Elenora Hughes, with Maurice, danced divinely
spotted in brilliants.

The bodice was

In

a white net frock

silver.

numbers at the Columbia Tuesday went over with a bang. The
show was "The Sporting Widows." Al K. Hall was a prime favorite.
Helen Renstrom, Mazic Wallace and Gertrude Beck are good-looking
girls of the blonde type. The chorus in all the numbers were especially
well dressed. A huge bridal number with the entire company in white
made a great picture, as did an oldrfashioncd scene with girls and principals in hoopskirts. The second act opening found the chorus in really
stunning model gowns of every conceivable design
Miss Helen Renstrom in a long white and gold brocade with blue
feather trimming couldn't have chosen a more becoming costume. Her
other dresses were a white dress with white net sides, a pale blue taffeta
draped over lace petticoats. A white net skirt extended at the sides was
worn with a short black velvet jacket. A small Jet hat bad a long end
All the

If there

full

meaning

of "Peace on earth, good will

toward man."

was as much

forgiving at Christmas time as there is* of giving
we would not need a disarmament conference.
I wonder if Max Hoffman and Sam Bernard remember that twentyseven years ago this Christmas we were together at the Olympic in
Chicago.
I wonder if the Eight Berlin Madcaps remember
the Christmas tree Mr.
Murdock dressed thirteen years ago for them. Their first Christmas in

America, and at which one of them met and later married George Mc-

Kay and
I

now of the team of McKay and Ardine.
if Grace LaRue recalls the dinner she
and
homo twelve years ago this Christmas.

Is

wonder

Keenafi*s-

I

had

at

Frank

wonder if Lillian Russell remembers that eleven years ago I ate
Christmas dinner at her home, and was the only one of the large party
present who was not a relative.
I wonder if Mile. Dazie remembers our first
meeting in Chicago thirteen
I

years ago this Christmas.
^
I wonder if Jack Lalt remembers the Christmas story
ho gave my show
that year, even if we did have to set fire to the Christmas tree to get It.
I wonder if Hoywood Broun recalls that nine years
ago this Christmas
we both arrived in Detroit, but with opposition attractions. He. in advance of "The Daughter of Heaven."
I.
press aventiiiK the "Passing

Show."
hanging over the left ear.
I wonder if llimh Dillman, now the husband
of Marjorie Rambeau, reMazic Wallace's first dress of orchid with puffs at the hips and a blue
members that fourteen years ago this Christmas he ate at the table
girdle was very handsome. Another dress was of black tiimmed in brilwith
Emily
Lytton,
now
of
Leroy
&
Lyiton.
and the writer in a boarding
liants and Jet fringe. Blue feathers trimmed a short pink dancing dress.
house on 44th street eonduei.fl by :i sifter of Jennie Melville, uf Melvillo
H. B. Marinelli Is arranging a Gertrude Beck wore many lovely dresses. One a soubret dress of solid
Jet was very gorgeous. Gicm chiffon, feather trimmed, was also lovely. and Stetson, both of whom were also present.
British tour for the "Trip to 1
commencing,
act
around Orchid silk was gold trimmed.
land"
Dr. Ixuen/. 'forbade me to laugh. Then George S. Kaufman. Marc ConKaster time. The "Hitland" turn is
Nora Bayes at the 44th Street is showing a beautiful steel gown and nelly and Irwin Cobb all three came in the same day— 'Taint fair.
composed of ten songsmiths.
a number of gorgeous feather fans, l>ut no act. Miss Hayes' songs are
There is but one real number, about
Billy Atwell is booking the Sunday not up to her usual standard.
Dr. Lorenz did warn me against laughing and sneezing, but he said
concerts at the Fifth Avenue, Brook- Sampson. The two fellows with ber don't mean a thingnothing about kissing. Believe everything else you read in Variety but
Mrs. Mel-Burnc (in a comedy with Mr. Mel-Burne) wears a negligee that. And to prove my contempt for those orders I have
lyn, which plays American wheel
a piece of mistleof shaded purple chiffon.
burlesque shows during the week.
toe over my bed.
Al Sexton's girls, four in number for the last dance, wear rose silk
One. girl looked nice in a boy's Western
The Capitol* Newark, formerly the with gold lace flouncing.
With all my heart I wish everyone of you a Merry Christmas. I hope
There was an old-fashiored hooped you all have a splendid dinner, cat it in health with someone you love,
Metropolitan, has installed two acts costume in white with red boots.
and If you get the wishbone let your wish be .hat 1 will soon get welt
of vaudeville played 6n a upllt week. tkirt and a soubrct costume made entirely of tiny mauve ruffles.

and signed

pin-urn circuit, opening
Week a I Minneapolis.

Christmas

1

i

r

,

LEGITIMATE
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Friday,

December

28, 1921

IS

CIRCUIT

36 CITIES
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SUSPENDED CHORUS GIRL

STAIR

POOR REPORTS ROAD

DESPITE

&

FINED BY CHORUS EQUITY

PROFITABLE FOR GOOD SHOWS
IDEA AGAIN

Marcus Show Member, Desiring to Return to Equity,
Years' Average
Gui Hill Figure* on Stands Only Drop Is Below Last Few
9
Informed She Must Pay Two Weeks Salary or
"Irene" and ZiegRecord—
"Declasse"
"Bat"
and
as Far West as Minne$80 and Annual Dues Chorus Talks About It
apolis—Scale from 25c. to
feld "Follies" Supreme Among Musical Attractions
$1
Houses Would Be
Available Through VaudeChorus people In New York, memConsistent failures on the road
BARGAIN FINE OF 25c
ville Pool
IGNORANCE IS PLEA
bers of the Chorus Equity and
and continual reports

—

have been talking this week
a for-

others,

over the "fine" imposed upon
mer chorister of the Marcus

—

NOW ALLOWED

Show

by Chorus Equity. The fine amounts
to $86, equivalent to two weeks' salary the young woman earned by
working in the Marcus Show, and

"Equity"
tion

EQUITYS

Announces Reducfrom Former $1

$6 for yearly dues.

BY

NEW ROUTING SYSTEM

L

A.

ERL ANGER

—KlawS*>|3£ £ SESSSS^Sfe
money on

Says He Knew Naught
Plans for the proposed "Dollar
Circuit" for pop priced road shows
have matured to the extent that the

feld's Injunction

of

Says

was decided upon by the |
Everybody
Equity's council, has reduced the combination wheel idea, which if
Equity Council, it is said, after an
Knew of It
application had been received by amount of the fines instituted last instituted will be operated along the
Equity frt m the Chorus Equity to mon dl and calling for a fine of $1 lines of the old Stair & Havlin cirbe informed as to procedure in the per montn f or e very player not pay- cuit, appears assured for next seaMarc Klaw and Abraham L. ErThat there is a public for langer were recently examined bematter. The young woman wanted lug dueg on the date ftp eclfled. The son.
to be reinstated in Equity after fl||e has been reduce(i to 25 cents "dollar shows" was forcibly brought fore trial in ,the $36,000 suit by
to light last week, when Gus Hill's
having been suspended from the per month#
It is believed the reDavid Gerber and Dittenhoefer &
The

fine

|

J

Chorus Equity following her accept- duction followed the hint the fines
ance of an engagement with the could amount to the total of the

Marcus Show that

late in the

left

New York

yearly dues, viz $12.

summer as a non-Equity

Equity

troupe.

in

its

monthly

current

monthly brouchure again publishes
*aving the show the choru blacklist of "defaulting managers"
ister retur. ed to New York, going
is
to the Chorus Equity and saying and "denertlng members." There
no change in the names of the manshe wanted to rejoin it.
agers whom it alleged owed salaries to players, nine of the man-

When

.

"Bringing Up Father" grossed $9,600
in Detroit
Gus Hill, who has the organization plans in hand, figures on having
theatres in about $6 cities, with the
farthest western stand at Minne-

apolis and embracing a territory
that would take in Norfolk in the
south and Montreal in the north,
with New York having a couple of
houses, and a like number in Chi-

agers being charged with having
cago. The "wheel" will have about
stranded companies.
36 weeks of time.
Several names are added to the
Miss Ellsworth Objects to Statement
These houses would be scaled at
list of players not in good standing,
He Laid Them on Table
from 26 cents to $1. As regards
most known to have sent in resig- theatres, Mr. Hill claims to be in
Editor Variety:
nations because of their opposition a position to secure as many as deI have read your article In today's to the closed shop policy of Equity. sired,* having already entered into
Issue regarding the closing of the The players' list was dubbed "De- negotiations for several theatres
Pat Rooney company, in which it is faulting Members" last -month, the now playing vaudeville. The general
stated that "Rooney laid his cards- change
"deserting members" plan in the event of the proposed
to
on the table.*4
probably following reported legal dollar circuit acquiring houses now
I desire to refute some of the steps by some of the ex -members
playing vaudeville in a city where
statements therein, especially the mentioned. At least one of the lat- the three leading vaudeville elrcuite
placing of the cards on the table. ter is known to have taken the mat- operate, would be fofthe vaudeville
There is due me two full weeks' ter up with her attorney with the interests Involved to pool the two
alary and incidentals. I am pre- idea of securing a retraction. She remaining houses, the three also
ferring charges against Mr. Rooney, stated she had paid her dues and
sharing in the profits accruing from
through the Equity, for treatment her resignation had been sent in
rental of the third.
unbecoming an Equity member and while she was in good standing, so
With the removal of one of three
as a Commonwealth member. With- that printing of her name as a decompeting vaudeville houses in
out consulting Equity members he faulter waa misleading and incities where in some instances the
brought on six new chorus people jurious.
entire three ate either losing money
when our salaries vere unpaid, and
or sailing close to the wind, it Is
as we were playing on the Commonexpected business would naturally
wealth plan we were entitled to be
"WALLINGF0RD"
be increased for the two vaudeville
consulted.
No statement of the
houses remaining.
financial condition was ever subLeaves Republie Abruptly After
The Dollar Circuit line-up of
mitted
the company, though, as
First Week
shows would hare approximately
Commonwealth players, we were endramatic shows for every mutwo
titled to bo kept informed.
In my
The Republic, on 424 street, will sical show, that Is to say. a musical
disagreement In Detroit, Just before
probably be dark until Jan. 2 when show would come in about every
Chicago, Mr. Rooney assumed a» dicA. H. Woods is to open the Sam three or at times every four weeks.
tatorial attitude and, without any
Shipman new piece, "Lawful LarThe shows would rotate the same
consultation
of
Commonwealth ceny," at that theatre.
as the custom followed by the wheel
members, I left the show, paying
meeting Is
"Get Rich Quick Wallingford, a burlesque shows.
my own fare to New York.
The statement that Rooney con- Cosmopolitan picture, started Last scheduled for the latter part of the
sulted Frank Dare, of the Equity, is week at the Republic, with the week, at which a name is to be seguaranteeing
the lected and plans for incorporating
erroneous. He (Dare) took the box Cosmopolitan
management
for
three the Dollar Circuit formulated.
office over on behalf of the Equity Woods
Saturday night the
organization, and I am informed by weeks' rental.
authority that they have over $1,800 film doped, and Monday opened at
Loew's
State, New York, as a feaworth of unpaiu bills against Mr.
$1.50
Rooney. If this is "laying cards on ture film.
the table,'* I should exceedingly dislike to play poker with Mr. Rooney.
CARROLL IN JANUARY
Grace W. Ellsworth.
The Earl Carroll theatre at 50th
street and 7th avenue is approach- Revival of "Rose of Ghetto" to
GEST'S EXTRAVAGANZA
ing .completion.
It
is
timed for
Be Called "Rose of
opening
late in January. The house
Morris Clest haa a new extravawill
seat
little
ganza up his sleeve.
a
over
about
1,000,
During his
Heart"—Goes on Jan. 9
recent sojourn abroad he acquired evenly divided between orchestra
the dramatic rights to "1,000 and and balcony floors.
There will be
One of New York's lowest -priced
One Nights," never before produced. no boxes, but that space on either
James L. Shearer has been com- side on the lower floor will be legitimate attractions Is set to open
the Lexington, New York, week
at
missioned to do the score. Shearer novelly used.
play \ a top of
is a newcomer to production work.
James Carroll, brother of Earl, of Jan. t. It Is to of show may be
He is. a cousin of Billy Guard, of the will manage the house, with Bud $1.50 and the title
Whatever
Heart"
Metropolitan opera house.
The premiere "The Rose of My
Ftobb. the treasurer.
play is a revival of
has not been finally the name, the
attraction
"The Rose of the Ghetto,* written
"BACK PAY" STARTING OUT chosen, though Alia Nazimova in a by Edward B. Rose, who will reis mentioned.
The A. IT. Woods* production of new attraction
vamp the piece into its revival form.
"Back Pny" 1h in rehearsal thiM
The Lexington has been taken by
week, with Helen Ma -T'ellar again
the promoters for four weeks, with
BUDS
CALLS
In the lead.
the intention, if It gets over on the
Its first starling points
Baltimore, Dec. 21.
*ill he the theatre of the subway
East Side, to shift the piece into a
played
who
Bennett,
Richard
circuit aronn 1 New York.
Broadway house at a slightly inKurd's theatre here last week, gave creased scalo.
a call to some society buds who an"Girl from Greenwich Village"
noyed the audience with their
"BOOMERANG" OFF
Ous Hill's "Boob McNutt" show chatter. At the close of the first act
has called o«T !'.e
David 7
Is undergoing a course of revision,
Renin tt walked to a prop telephone
The F jmerang, t >
*'hlch Includes a change of title to and spoke into the receiver as fol- road tour of
•The Girl from Greenwich Village." lows: "I am going to ask the young have started after the holidays.
A company had been recruited for
The change of name becomes ef- ladles to come on the stage, so they
the piece and a route laid out.
fective, Dec. 26 at Newark, O.
may be seep as well as heard."

ROONEY'S CARDS

j

OUT

A

TOP ATTRACTION

DUE AT LEXINGTON

NEW

i

'

attractions getting real
tour as on Broadway.

As one showman points
business

in

general,

or three seasons, is

road

out,

while

below the standards of the

much

last

two

profitable

still

good offerings. Non-musical
shows, which were able to draw
$17,000 to $18,000 weekly last season, are now getting around $12,000.
for

Fishel against the Zlegfeld Follies, The latter figure is profitable for a
(he, for legal services rendered by drama.
It is the potential profits)
the attorneys in connection with the which are being missed, for there
Equity strike in the early fall of is no actual loss of such attractions.

Erlanger

1919.

knew

testified

he never

Zlegfeld had started injunc-

tion proceedings against the Actors'
Equity Association until a few days
before his examination in this present action.
Klaw testified everybody in show business and many
laymen knew of this through published reports In the dally and trade

papers, and that at the managers'
meetings which were held daily, and
at which Erlanger was always present, these suits as they cropped up
were discussed in detail.
Both Klaw and Erlanger own a
half interest between them In the
Zlegfeld Follies, Inc. The examinations were hjfld before Maxwell
Rubin, the referee, who signed his
findings Saturday and dispatched
them to the Boston judiciary department, where the action was begun by the filing of an attachment
on the "Follies" receipts at that
time. The defendant has posted a
$86,000 bond to indemnify the at-

"Bet" end "Declasse"
Bat,** with seven companies
is doubtless leading the entire field, with estimated profits of
$16,000 weekly.
The mystery play

"The

playing

is

still

on Broadway, well into its
while the Chloago
year's run at

second season,

company completes a

the end of the month.
As an Instance the business of
"The Bat" in three towns may bo
remarked on.
In
Baltimore in
final of a three weeks' enits
gagement,
the
attraction
drew
$16,039, making the total for the
three weeks $47,400. In Pittsburgh
a two weeks' engagement got $43,000
for the show, and Cleveland for the

two weeks previous gave It $42,000.
Those are actual figures, and they
do not lbok as though business was
bad.

The individual dramatic leader is
"Declasse." which did $24,981 at the
National in Washington two
weeks ago. It is playing $3 top.
tachment
Probably the only other non -musical
Messrs. Dittenhoefer, Fishel & attraction getting the same admisGerber are issuing a commission to sion is "The Famous Mrs. Fair," to
.the leading theatrical attorneys to~ fine business. Its week of Dec. 4, in
act as experts on the value of legal St. Louis it grossed $18,000.
services.
Attractions like "East Is West,"
and "Abraham Lincoln," are finding
the box office pace changeable, but

14TH ST. STOCK

Equity

Interested

in

Klein's

New

Company
Joseph Klein

Is

organizing a stock

company

for the 14th Street theatre,
to open In January.
Klein installed a company at the
same house early In the season
which closed with salaries duo the
players for which a settlement has

New

New

have averaged $12,000 and $11,000
weekly, respectively, which means
both are getting neat profits right

"The Gold Diggers" has beeni
a big success in Chicago and thecal
the first of the two "Light nln'"'
companies has lived up to expectations, earning a profit of from $6,000
to $7,000 more weekly than in New
York, while the only company is
making a series of repeats in the
Eastern one night stands to great
takings. "The Bird of Paradise,"

along.

York,

not been made.

Equity Is preparing an action
against the manager, it is said, and
will endeavor to secure $600 claimed
due members of the former company to bo taken out of tho proceeds immediately after the opening of the new organization.

My

DOWN

of bad or
spotty business in the hlrterland
has established the season as being
way off form. But the road Is not all
bad nor are all attractions failing to

'UNLOVED WIFE" AT

playing its eleventh season, is running $2,500 under the weekly average
of last season, but has picked up 4t
per cent, over the pace of the early
fall and Is again winning.
"The
Masquerader" has been out for IS
weeks, averaging better than $10,000
weekly, which Is said to be profitable.
It closes this week and will be made

into a feature picture. "The Woman
$1
"The Un- in Bronze" Is a surprise winner and
getting more in cmcago tnan it
is
loved Wife" produced by George
Gatts opens Dec. 26 in Toronto. The could draw in New York.
"Emperor Jones" has not had a
new company has been routed to the
Another
coast, playing at $1 top, the same losing week on the road.
show
that Is making money on the)
employed
with
the
policy being
other companies with special mati- road is "Miss Lulu Beit," which,
nees for women only In some towns. though a prize play, could not
create a Broadway 'demnnd.

The

third

company

f

•

WARNER AWAT TWO YEARS
The return of H. B. Warner to the
legitimate stage is his first appearance in that field since he left the
management of J. D. Williams during the run of "Sleeping Partners"
at the Bijou, New York, a couple of
seasons ago.
At that time Warner was enjoined
from playing in New York and, in
addition,
Williams
started
suit
against him for breach of contract.
His present engagement is under
the management of Curie Caiiton in
"Danger."

.

Among
Among the

'

Musical Shows
musical shows Zleg-

feld's
"Follies" is the individual
leader and is playing to remarkable
business in the miihiv west.
In
one stand it played to »:ter than
"Tip Top" started off to
$45,000.
big takings in Chicago and, though
the closing weeks there were off,
should find soft going in Boston.
Mltzi in "Lady Billy- is getting
i

$17,000 and over right along, and
"The M«-rry Widow" between $le\000 ami $17,000, which is probably
not ii]> to expectations. "The Rose
(Continued onpa^je %i)
,
.

.
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UNA ABARBANELL'S

MET, MINNEAPOLIS,

BUSINESS BETTERMENT NOT REFLECTED
IN

Dearth of Road Shows
Northwest Soft for Brainbridge Stock

January—Where Bookings Are SEVENTH CINCINNATI
THEATRE IS ROBBED
Resumed Resident Managers Are Demanding
Idle,
Shows
Disregarded—
35
Old Guarantees Be

Many Houses Dark

in

18 Houses Cancel Pre-Xmas

Week

will re in!H the
Apollo during the week al.<o. Fritz
Lleber is the holiday card at the
Lexington with a repertoire of
Shakespeare. The Manhattan will
the prc-Christmas week is unprecea four weeks* series of revivals
dented. One of the big booking ot- start
include "Uncle Tom's
will
that
Jiei-a is reported to have 35 regular
"In Old Kentucky" and
Cabin."
attractions idle until Monday, 18
other old timers. The revival entheatres booked are dark, Including
preIt is gagement at the Manhattan
half a dozen on Broadway.
the annual advent of the Chiclaimed that about 50 per cent, of ludes
cago Grand Opera Association at
those shows would be open this
that house.
week if the old rule of half salaries
Only one new attraction chanced
for the week before Christmas had
the going early this Week, "The Idle
was
been permitted. A concession
opening at the Plymouth TuesInn"
but
lay-offs,
no
of
rule
made in the
orstipulated full salary Is demanded day. The National Players, an
of all-stars, will take
ganization
in case the week is played.
for reNational
possession
the
of
The pre-hollday darkness lias vivals Friday night, with "Trilby"
been discounted, but prediction of the first offering. Thursday was the
conditions on the road Is not optipremiere date of "Danger" at the
mistic. A general business improve"The Dover Road"
39th Street;
ment noted in the mercantile field bowed in Friday afternoon at the
lias interested big producers, who
Bijou, while "The Married Woman"
now expect a gradual betterment in took Saturday evening for opening
amusement business. Demands for at the Princess.
attractions from the road, however
Indications are not for the usual
do not reflect that opinion. The out- exiting of attractions immediately
of-town managers are puzzled over after Christmas, the reason being
the apparent dearth of attractions that most of the current lists are
after the holidays and have been new productions to be tried. There
sending in queries about bookings. will be a number of changes, howHome houses have not been assigned ever, and unless a general spurt at
an attraction for New Year's week the box offices comes after the first,
and more dark houses are possible January will probably sec a conthrough January than usual.
tinuance of the rapid changes that
Many shows in the group of at- featured the fall. "The Verge,"
tractions sent out in the fall and
which drew attention downtown and
called in are listed to tour again,
which has been playing special
but managers in recognition of conmatinees at the Garrlck. moves back
ditions are asking for modifications
Provincetown Playhouse next
House guarantees that to the for regular presentation and is
of terms.
week
were exacted for important stands then slated for Broadway.
The
outside of Mew York probably will
Greenwich Village theatre Is dark
be forced out. One manager conand no bookings are in sight. "The
templating sending one of the closed
Dlbbuk" at the Jewish Art theatre

Though expeet«-d laying oft of attractions and consequent darkness
of many theatres in big and small
cities throughout the country for

Orphans" picturo

;

'

shows into Chicago made it a condition that the house guarantee first
asked be disregarded.
Bookings will light all #but one
Broadway house late this week and
next. Unless a last-minuto booking
materializes, one 42d street theatre,

(Madison Square Garden)

is

^m

^

performances

will

be

a'

Christmas slump of last week and
"The Music Box Revue,"
"Good Morning, Dearie" at the
Globe; "Kikl," at the Belasco, and
"The Perfect Fool." at the Cohan,
maintained a capacity pace. Even
the leading holdovers, "Sally" and
"The First Year" slipped on the toboggan, registering the lowest gross
sjnee opening. Both hav*. been here
over a year, and both are figured to
come back for continuance until
spring. Last year both had the protection of agency buys, but at this
>i«»Bc .u" liie runs, noth are mostly
dependent on the box olTlce call. The
average drop in takings was $2,000
this.

the

women buying

Go Under the Hammer
Chicago, Dec. 21.
who appeared la

Llna Abarbanell,

Minneapolis, Dec. 21.
The Mat, Minneapolis' only legit
house, wnl be dark during the holidays except for two days, which

"The Merry Widow*
"Mme. Sherry" and "The Princess,"
lead

the

of

to have her

mak-

marionette

is

home

j

In

I

J

I

.

I

m

|

the building.
This is the seventh theatre to be
robbed this season. The Orpheum
and Boulevard (pictures) and Olym-

and Cox were robbed in daylight,
and the Empress (burlesque) Family and
Royal, both pictures, at

pic

night.

Is "Up In the Clouds." The scale for
Houston, Texas, Dec. 21.
$2.50 top, but in
Theatre here was the attraction is
western stands a $2
opened Dec. 15 with three on-eact some middle
much success.
"The Famous top was tried with
plays.
It seats 200.
week, at Zanesville, "Clouds'*
Mrs. Fair" will be given next month Last
night (two permatinee
and
a
In
with Mrs. March Culmore heading
The
formances) grossed $3,200
the cast.
southern company of the "Greensuranother
is
Follies"
wich Village
prise and to date is over $20,000
ahead on the season.
"Irene" is actually the leading
musical winner on the road anl
takes first place among the musical
Its star, will open Jan. 2 in Syracuse. attractions,
as "The Bat" doet
Following ftio piece will play three among the dramas. There are three
days In Rochester, and a week in "Irenes" out, Broadway's musical
Buffalo, after which it will open at record holder Is playing repeats and
the Olympic, Chicago. The star is holdover dates.
In Brooklyn the
reported as having supplied t'.e piece lengthened its engagement to
financial backing for "The Salt of six weeks.
the Earth."
There are any number of dramatlo
attractions traveling along between
Fred Jackson's forthcoming musi- $7,000 and $8,000 weekly. Getting a
cal piece. "For Goodness Sake," be- 70 per cent, share, they are making
ing produced by Al. Aarons. will money In spite of the fact that their
have the title changed before open- potential profits • had been figured
ing.
Rehearsals are scheduled for much higher.
Dec. 19. The piece will break In out
of town.
Members of the cast in- Lindner represented Miss Segal.
clude Marjorie Gateson, Jack Haz- Miss Segal is also suing the Wilnerzard. Fred and Adele Astair, Helen Romberg Corporation
for $1,1W,
Ford, Charles Judels.
representing a .alary balance due
one of the
in
for services rendered
Wilson Collison. the playwright, company's prematurely defunct muThere became due to
is embarking in production on his sical shows.
own and is putting on "Desert her two weeks' salary at $750 per,
Sands," whicn he wrote. The au- $350' of which was paid in installthor is best known as a farce writer, ments, but another $100 check came
but the new piece is a melodrama back "N. G," which proclpLtated the
which is expected to be ready after legal action.

The

Little

1

LEGIT ITEMS
"The Verge," originally produced
at the Provincetown theatre, Greenwich Village, with Margaret Wycherly as its star, and at present playing matinees at the Garrlck. New
York, will return to the former
house for two weeks commencing
Dec. 26, after which it will be
brought to Broadway.
It will be
the first play to have a re' :rn engagement at the Greenwich Village
theatre, the customary run of a
piece produced by the Provincetown

show at the Shuberts for mornings Players being two weeks.
and "Hanky-Pankyland" which will
have two weeks on the Century roof.
"The Passion Flower" opened
New Year's day lists "Up in the strongly at the Columbia, Frisco,
Clouds" to retrieve the Lyric from Monday. The show wis booked in
pictures, while a new attraction will for two weeks, but was immediately
succeed "Ambush" at tho Belmont. offered an additional two weeks.
The business in the agencies, both The Columbia was minus an attracadvance and cut-rate, was 70 per tion for New Year's week, and it is
off for the first three days of likely "The Passion Flower" will
cent,
holiday following. The same thing
night was par- accept one of the extra weeks
goes for Christmas day, which will the week. Tuesday
ticularly bad, but Wednesday mati- offered.
be eelebrated on Monday, showmen
picked
up
in the cut rates, with
nee
believing the Sunday rest will net

That, too,
big matinee gatherings.
applies to New Year's day, likewise
celebrated on Monday.
Only the four leading attractions
In town were unaffected by the prc-

Effects in Evanston Residence

in

Evanston
invaded Friday (today) by auctionhave been allotted to Anna Pavlowa eers to settle the accumulated debts
Robbers Discuss Cleaning Out This is the first me in the history of herself and husband. Edward
of the theatre that It has not housed Gold beck, a writer.
They are said
Shubert Next
a good attraction during the holi- to owe $4,000, which was a mere
days. Robert Scott, veteran man- pittance In Miss Abarbanell's triCincinnati, Dec. 21.
ager, says lawt year he had to close umphant days.
The same gang of bandits that the eaaon in March, and now the
In their petition to have the sheriff
proposition confronts h}m three sell the property in the home of the
robbed the Olympic (burlesque) last
Inability
of
week and recently looted several months earlier because
Qoldbeck's the creditors assert the
get attractions*
picture houses, today bound and
mode of living was too expensive for
Manager Buzz Bralnbridge of the income of the couple.
gagged workmen and stole $1,400
They
from the safe of the George B, Cox Shubert stock, continues to take ad- charge that Miss Abarbanell has a
atroad
of
Inability
the
of
Memorial Theatre, the new Shubert vantage
lavishly furnished apartment In the
legitimate house here.
When the tractions to visit the Met by offer- choicest resident section of Evansthieves departed they were ing New York successes not played ton and that she and her husband
five
heard to discuss Brians for robbing here by touring companies. "The invariably
taxicabs
used
while
the .Sam S. Shubert theatre next Detour" is playing this week. "The others who owed less rode among
holidoor, but so far they have not pulled Hero" will be offered after the
straphangers.
the
days.
off the job.
Among the articles which are to
The closing of the Lyric, a Fin- be sold are Persian rugs, a RemHouse Manager Edward Rowland
Rubin holding, last brandt painting, several by other
declared he believed the robbers kelsteln &
knew the combination
of the str >nj week is an important development masters, a collection of copper and
__
The
affairs.
box." which' he" 'says" la" *abso"l*uteiy i« "local theatrical
silver p-ate, handsome draperies and
V*
burglar proof when locked. James LvrIc b >' far °} de ?i ,lhe ^rV?
furniture.
18
__
V. Spoon, who became treasurer <**• was bulu ,n w "' .f^ltf
it Zo
renin id lt
*o nouse
«»** rebu,ld
Sunday night, and his assistant. * RubIn may
If It
vaudeville.
Shubert
stock
or
Victor Berry, assured Rowland that
ROAD PROFITABLE
will
they had locked the strong box. cannot be rebuilt practically it
(Continued from page 13)
Rowland says that, as in the case of be converted into office buildings.
time man- IGlrl," which drew but fairly in New
the Olympic, the robbers seemed S. L. Rothafel was one
house when It played York, has surprised by consistently
familiar with their surroundings. ager of the
At least one
profitable business.
The Cox theatre office is located in pictures at the 10-cent scale.
new show which has, not played
an upper floor in a remote corner of
New York Is a hearty success. It
Houston's Little Theatre Opens

ing presentation of a record success
in Yiddish, it having passed its
100th performance.
Aside from the extra performances
to be given by the regular attracChristmas tions next week and the Manhattan
revivals, the only special holiday

however, will be dark
week. It is the Republic which went
dark Monday after the withdrawal
of a film features which took the
house upon the one-week showing
of a new play ("The Fair Circassian.") The house is. regularly listed for "Lawful Larceny" New Year's
week.
Saturday night Is doped to be
much better than the usual Christmas eve, because of the two-day

HOME SOLD FOR DEBT

DARK FOR HOLIDAYS

IMMEDIATE FUTURE OUT OF TOWN

u

strong.

Arthur G. Dela mater is now con"Lassie," and has opened
offices on Broadway, planning the

Twenty buys are listed with the
strongest demand continuing for the
four attractions named las', week,
"Good Morning, Dearie,"
"Klki,"

trolling

production of several new plays.
Mr. Delamater may also present a
%

"Music Box Revue" and "The PerThe complete tuy list
fect Fool."
"Blossom Time" (Ambassador). "Kiki" (Belasco), "Tangerine" (Casino), "Chocolate Sol-

revival this season.

comprises

The complete cast for the musical
"The Blue Kitten," which Arthur
Hammerste!n will open at the Apollo,

Fool"
"Perfect
(Century),
(Cohan), "Demi-Virgin" (Eltinge),
"Dulcy" (Frazee), "Good Morning,
Dearie" (Globe). "Six Cylinder Love"
Strangers"
"Intimate
(Harris),

dier"

Atlantic City, next week, is Joseph
Cawthorne. Lillian Lorraine, Robert

the
holidays.
Among Collison's
pieces
are
"The Gir! in the

"The Love Nest," a new musical
Limousine," "Up in Mabel's Room" piece produced by DeVere & At her
and "Getting Gerties Gaiter," h- ton opens Dec. 26 in Maryland for a
acting as collaborator.
tour of the one-night stands. The
1th a
piece has been organised with
Just Because" is the title of a non-Equity cast, tho producers not
play with music that is to be pro- Dein « member* of the Producing
duced by the Just Because Co.. Inc Managers' Association.
of which B. I). Berg, a former vaudeGuHtav BlunVi East- West Players'
ville producer is the general man
er *
ager. The company was formed this organization will present a reP
week. HekMi S. Woodruff and Ann to5rc Program of four one-act piajs
for one Performance only Jan .it
Wynn
'

Woolsey, Douglas Stevenson. Marion
Sunshine,
Dallas Welford.
Jean
(Miller's), "Varying Shore' (Hud- Xewcombe, Victor Morley, Lorraine
O'liyan. the latter a sister of
O'Brien
(Jolson's).
Manvillc,
George Le Solr, Carola General ORyan, wrote the book and
son). "Bombo"
Duke" Parson, May Kitchen, Betty Barlowe lyrics. Madeline Shepherd composed
"Grand
Girl"
(Liberty),
Hevue" and Bill Hawkins. Leon Errol is- the score. The production will
Box
"Music
(Lyceum),
be
(Music Box), "Sally" (Amsterdam), staging the show, written by Otto placed in rehearsal within thr next
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife* (Rltz), Harhach, William Cary Duncan and few weeks under the direction of
"Greenwich Village Follies" (Shu- Rudolph Friml from the original Osear Eagle.
bert), "Bill of Divorcement'* (Times French farce "The Porter at Maxfor eaeli week, that meaning grosses Square).
im's."
Tho "Kitten" comes to the
Carl Hunt, formerly a company
of around $4,000 under the normal
In tire cut rates 19 attractions Selwyn Jan. 9.
and house manager for the Shuberts,
pace, while business fur this weex were listed Wednesday, and where
has
entered the production Held on
llguied to be 50 per cent under. the usual price of seats on sale for
The musieyl version of "Pomander his own. His first try will be "Bebe
Som exceptions noted a decline of that night at reduced rates is gensmaller percentage while others fell erally the cheaper priced seats, this Walk." under the title of "Marjar- of the Boulevards." a play with
land," produced by Russel Janney, music which will he put on after
off more precipitately.
week the best in the houses were
Several matinee premieres are offered, the majority of houre* hav- will open Jan. 2 In Providence. The the first of the year. Mr. Hunt has
carded for Christmas afternoon, ing orchestra locations offered. The cast Includes Peggy Wood, Mary applied for membership in the Producing Managers' Association.
Monday, including a revival of "The shows on sale were: "Ambush" (Bel- Hay and Lennox Pawle.
Squaw Man" at the Astor (dark this mont), "The Claw"' (Broadhurst),
"The Salt of the Earth," a westVivien Segal secured judgment
week with withdrawal of the film, "Chocolate Soldier" (Century). "Her
"Theodora," last Sunday) and "The Salary Man" (Cort), "Dream Maker" ern comedy drama by Harold Bell for $516.70 this week
..Inst the
produced
Wright,
by
the
Surac Pvo- Dislocated Honeymoon Corporation,
White Peacock" at the Comedy. At (Umpire),
Nobleman"
"Nature's
r
clog
Co.,
with
Emma
as
Cams
controlled
by
night "Face Value" will open the (48th Street), "Llllom"
Edgar MeGrcgor,
(Fulton),
which
produced
new 49th Street and 'Bulldog Drum- "Alias Jimmy Valentine" Mlaiety),
"A
Dangerous
mond" will succeed "The Wander- "Wife With a Smile" .derrick). (Bayes),
"Wild
Cat"
(Park). Maid," an ill-fated musical show
ing Jew" at tho Knickerbocker. "Lilies
(Klaw). "Bought and Paid For" (Playhouse), last April.
Field"
of
the
The judgment repreLater in the week "Captain Apple- "Wandering Jew" (Knickerbocker). "idle Inn" (Plymouth), 'Great Brox- sents a balance of one weeks salJack" will succeed "Her Salary "Mountain Man" (Klliott). Soldier opp" (Punch & Judy), and "Shuffle ary, Miss Segal having been enMan" at the Cert. Griffith* "Two 1 Show (Manhattan), "Just Mankd" 'Along" (63d Street).
gaged fpr a .leading role. J.. Lewi*
j

'

I

1!

Auditorium

l
thc Metropolitan
l
Tho repertoire has been changed
.

sinec the East-West Players' stay
at i he Princess some weeks ago.
The plays are St. John Irvine's "The

Magnanimous Lover." "The Wonder
Hat." a harlequinade by Ben Hecht
and Kenneth Sawyer Goodman.
"The Little Stone House." by
George Calderon, and Alice Gerslcnbcrg's satire, "The Pot Boiler."

-

"Lilies of thc Fields" wranbetween the holding corporation
bankruptcy
and
tho
petitioning
creditors, including Joe Shea and
the author, William J. Hurlbut. has
resolved Itself now into a ser.os of
conferences between the latteT and

The

gle

I

Herbert Stanton, president of Lilies
of the Field, Inc.
Stanton has offered to give them the piece if they
will assume the $27,000 liabilities

1

outstanding against the corporation.
This Shea et al. have refused to do.
Stanton has two new pieces he >*
readjr to produce as soon ns the
JJlLes" .muddle is cleared up-

—

,

December

Friday,

'
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JOL MANNHEMER AMD

:

WILSON
NEW MANAGERS ASSOCIATION
WITH MEMBERSHIP OF UOO

EQUITY'S BALL PROFIT

FOR NEEDY ACTORS

WATERTOWN

IN

Mannheimer

Charge

in

of

Three Houses, with Dr.
Wilson Directing

_

$20,000
from

Reported

Realized

Chicago

Affair at

Chicago, Dec.

Absorb* United SEVERAL OLD PLAYS
Managers' Protective Assn. Lee M. Boda, Gen- LINED UP FOR REVIVAL
Ligon Johnson, Counsel P. M.
eral Manager
Four-Week Revival Run at
A. Still Handling Play Piracy Question
Manhattan
Xmas Week

Watertown. N.

International Theatrical Association

—

—

Dec. 21.
The Olympic, Palace and Antique,
recently acquired by the Nathan
Robbing interests of Utica^also 4bnt rolling Syracuse houses, will, be in
charge of Sol Mann.elmer, formerly
of
the Shuberts.
The Olympic,
which will be renamed the Robbins-Olympic, is dark this week for
renovation.

—

—

Keep

Will

Critics

on Move

The International Theatrical As- the

latter divisions having their
born of the national own organizations, so that the Insociation,
ternational is entirely an organizamanagerial convention in New York tion of legitimate interests,
which
absorbed the Unit- nclude stock, opera and repertory.
last August, has
Association
")ne of the biggest fields for memed Manager*' Protective
ership is in the small stand group
which for many years was the llnl:
jf the Central West.
between Broadway and the out-ofMr. Johnson's intimate knowledge
town managers. The I. T. A. haa of labor conditions within the thetaken offices in the Loew building atrical field and his accurate tab on
and will bo In full operation by the State and Federal legislation perLee M. Boda.'n taining
first of the year.
amusements led to his

theatrical man.
and an official of the new organi-

wealthy Columbus

bo general

sation, will

manager and

active head of the organization department, also having charge of the
association's accounting

department.

to

being identified with the L T. A.
from it- Inception, and he acted in
an exjptutiv* capacity in the settlement of labor disputes in several
cities before accepting the International poat.
There are still some
labor matters which have not been
settled by the local committees of
the organization. All §uch matters
are to be handled by Mr. Johrson.

L/gon Johnson has accepted the
pout of general counsel for the International, the post being similar
to his position with the U. M. P. A.
The Producing Managers' AssoBy resolution the IT. M. P. A. has
been declared officially dijFc.vcd. ciation has absorbed some of the
:
loss
l
M. T\ A. functions, including
due
of
income
to
in
drop
The
members co-incident' with the for- ->luy piracy. A special committee
reported
been
investigating
mation of the I. T. A. foreshndowed has
the passing of the long useful man- cases and at lea^t one conviction
The withdrawal was secured during the fall. It. was
agers' association.
of burlesque managers from the U. recognized the M. P. A. as a body
M. P. A. made for further depletion of producers was more directly conof membership. Due3 have teen re- cerned in the piracy department.
funded within the last six months Mr. Johnson, who Ii a specialist en
and the collection of such moneys copyright law, has also been invited
entirely stopped.
to act as general counsel for the

j

.

•

,

Six

thf* allegation it was fraudulently
executed. They set forth that of their
$350 weekly salary earned Rosen
Montreal, Dec. 21.
kept $135 and paid $20 to Earl LindSix English chorus girls now in say for services rendered" In staging
Montreal, w-ho are awaiting word to the act. leaving only $195. The court
join "Pins and Needles" in New held with Rosen,
whose affidavits
York, are receiving weekly salary set forth he had elevated them from
from
Albert
de
Courville.
It
a week to a Broadway musical
i'.\~>
amounts in gross to about $250 a hit.
Herman F. Spellman nego-

NEW HAVEN SHUBERT
House
to Reope:
Closed During Rialto Fire Flurry

Two New York Publishers Involved Expect "Letty*
Over

It

New Haven, Dec. 21.
Shubert theatre remained
dark this week, after announcement
had been made through the local
newspapers by the Shuberts that
the theatre would be closed indefiThe controversy which has
nitely.
been raging between police, build-

Roth & Altman. attorneys, have
been directed by Edward B. Marks
(formerly of Stern A Co.)
j begin
action against Leo Feist, in a dispute between tha two firms over the
publication
rights
to
"Blossom
Time,' 'which the Shuberts produced
and is now at th Ambassador, New
York. Both publishers went after
the music.
From the facts it appears that Karcxag, a Vienna publisher,
did
business with each.
Marks avers he sent a representa-

The

Vienna

as having
with Feist.

a

consummated

Feist.

named
deal

"Blossom Time" was known in
Europe as "Drei Madel Tiaus." Its
melodies for America were adapted
from those of Franz Schubert and
Heinrich Berle by Slgmund Romberg, who through under contract
with M. Wilmark & Co.. was released for the assignment.
"Song
of Love" is said to be the biggest gagement of "Two Little fiirls in
seller of the "Blossom Time" score. Hliic," booked for Pec. 15, 1G and 17.
That the show's music consists and that of Leo Ditrichsteln in
In part of Schubert folk songs which
"Face Value," billed for Dec. 24.
ere without copyright may compliHowever, as the theatre investicate
the
action.
As "Blossom gation flurry, which followed the
Time's sf'oro hac been A !yi*t ion- Itial'o the i<< Iwm -omlntr more reaized, the legal action will attempt sonable, tin- Sh'.berts will probably
to establish a claim for royalties reopen
Christmas
theat:
the
for Marks.
week,
Cilhei-t & Cilhorl. atttorneys for
new Chariot I" Cn-.-nwood
Tin•^'•••t.
claim tho Marks agreement show. la-: T.r <;.», Lett;..'' is hooked
W:is Nlini",a»--d hv the Viciinii puh- lor that d.iie and. So far as (ill he
1

'
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was set aside.
Though slightly

CENSOR CASEY BUSY
Boston 8olon's Winkless Eye on
"Afgar" and "Gold Diggers"
Boston, Dec. 21.
"Afgar" and "The Gold Diggers"
are both in the hands of City Censor Casey, with every probability

different In pracgirls in

a claim of chorus

tice,

Ziegfeld's

"Follies'

'

for

an

extra

performance when the show recently
played Pittsburgh (Thanksgiving
week), also baa been held valid.
The manager set forth the coun-

;

i

terclaim that "Follies" girls were
paid a bonus, since their weekly
salaries averaged $50 per weeks the
lowest chorus salary being $4$
weekly. That counted in the highprfced choristers getting $60, $76
and in one case $100 weekly, and
therefore the girls were being given
more each week than if hired for
the $85 minimum plus an eighth for
extra performances, rarely given by
the •'Follies."
Equity held that the bonus, as expressed by the amount more than
the minimum wage, could be removed at any time, and held out for
the letter of the strike agreement
calling for an extra eighth.
It is
said that six members of the "Follies" chorus belong to the Chorus
Equity Association and filed the
claim, after an Equity official made
a special trip to the show.
Mr. Zlegfeld when notified that
the one-eighth must be paid the
girls who filed claims, ordered that
all choristers be given an eighth extra
for all extra performances, including the one in contest.

"The Gold Diggers" will get
by.
"Afgar," which is scheduled
for the Wilbur next Monday night,
is expected to
trike rough sledding,
as Casey is said to have caught tho
that

CHEESE CLUB DISSOLVES

The Manhattan Cheese Club, Inc..
a social organization composed of
went theatrical newspaper men, was

.

show at the Central before it
out of New York and to have taken
exception to both costume, situation
and

a meeting
Board of Directors Oct. 24.
legally dissolved at

tional Vaudeville Artists where the
club had a luncheon privilege, pay-

"MARY" STARTS DEC. 26
The

company
management

of

first

under the
of
ris will open Dec. 26 in
N.

Norma Brown

J.

of the

The money in the club treasury
was disposed of by sending a check
for $500 to the sick fund of the Na-

lines.

1

"Mary" ing outstanding indebtedness, and
dividing the remainder among th*
59 members in good standing as of
June 30, 1921. Each member re-

Sam Har-

Plainfleld,
will play the

title role.

ceived $16.85.

The Harris

office
contemplates
sending several additional companies of the piece on the road, but
will wait until the first has gotten
under way and business conditions
Improve to a certain extent out of
town.

KID SHOW ON CENTURY ROOF
The "Greenwich

Inc.)

will

place "Hankey-Pankeyland" on tho
Century Roof next week, with matinees dally.
Special morning performances also
may be given, as the production will
be in the way of a play for children during the holidays.

"CZARINA" NEXT AT EMPIRE
In

Village Follies"

(Pohemlans,

producers

"Czarina"

Jan. 19 at the Apollo. Atlantic City,

The Shubeits have Peggy Hopkiu under tho management of Charles
under engag* ment to appear in a Fndiman. Inc.. and plays Washingnew French faree now rehearsing. ton week of Jan.
MENKEN HEADING 'BEAUTY"
Th" show is due to open on P. roadThe pleee will probably follow! Kllhourn Cordon is readying a
way, .Jan. LT
William (Jillett*. in "Tho Dream second production, due for presentaMiss Hopkins recently secured a .Maker" ,it the Kmpire shortly theretion after the first of the year. Tho
settlement <>f about $700,000 in Ivv
lie.-.
show Is an adaptation of Ethel M.
l.lny< i-l divitfeb action
hll.- band's
_
"Beauty and Mary
K ol y s novt
The amount in< Ui'h d
I'll.

.

I

11

.

I

fL'im.fioa

.|

j

Chicago.
propel ty

valued
in

'-.i.-'a.

$r»00.m»0
at
X<» alimony

an-l

wa-

ranted.

NEW

TlVUT MUSICAL
TbTTTCTnAT

rnurnv
COMEDY

P.lalr."
,

t

hook being made
by <)wen 1)uvis

the

lIay ffirm

In

o

.

Jean Schwartz, and Charlton AnH» |.-n Menken is named !« h« ;.<l
hews, the pi wrifch* have col- th* east,
lahorated on a new mi :ical com-}
Isi ny
Vv w 1,l, l1 lH lo
;'•
fund
w***- benefit jan. 20
actors'
*
*
"
v
v
;!
/Tr
i
!;,
duced shortly, lhlly Jerome
did the
;

-

I

contracts for choristers, providing
that the contracted salary attained,
regardless of tho number of performances, was ruled out The contention then, that the girls were
paid more than the minimum scale,

j

Doris Koane opens

PEGGY HOPKINS IN FARCE

Xmas Day

at Capitol

'.r.

''

, ,

-

•

"(Jrecn Jade." by I'.roughton Hal!

Dean

"3torm" Closes

K.-o|-

of

were with de Cour-

salary.

"Green Jade''

lii-kiT.

Willie.

hecn (hunt;

not

at

Zarioscille.

Entertainment Committee,
fair's chief promoter.

half dozen

"Hello, Canada," revue, but
the show three weeks ago in expectation of going to New York.
Some hitch arose the girls do not
understand, causing them to remain
here meanwhile regularly receiving

arbitration board of the Pro-

Association*
Managers'
ducing
Equity has again ruled that choristers must be paid one -eighth salary
for extra performances regardless
of whether they be paid over the
miniuum scale. The matter first
arose when the Shuberts' "rider"

vllle's

THEATRE

ar for the payment of $1,000. and a further payment of $1,600 on the day the show
was produced.
A confirmation of that agreement
is claimed to have been received
early this year. When Marks' representative returned to this country the advance of $1,000 was held
up upon the report Karczag had

call:

also
done business with
Felix Myer, representing the
publisher in New York, is

The

FOR CHORISTERS
manoe Pay

The

the settlement out of court
which took place Saturday.

left

mem-

"Follies" Girls Receive Extra Per*

tiated

Three of the young women are
ing inspectors and the fire departstunning looking, of the decided
ment over the inability of the lead- English type. They are called "The
ing theatres of ihe city to conform
Three Genadicrs," as they are alto the very drastic building laws,
ways together.
brought about the action of the
Shuberts.
After a careful inspection of the
PRINCETON'S
Shubert, the fire marshal and chief
building inspector are said to have To Build One on the Campus
complained that the theatre was
8hows from Broadway
shy three buckets of water on the
stage and found fault with the, locaPittsburgh, Dec. 21.
Soon
tion of the dressing rooms.
Princeton University" will soon
license
theatre's
the
after their visit
start the erection of a first class
was revoked by Police Chief Smith. theatre on its campus. The annual
the licenses of Princeton Day, celebrated here MonSimultaneous!
the Palace and Bijou, vaudeville day, developed this fact when one
houses, and the Olympia, a h.gh- of the faculty, Prof. R. Heermance.
class picture house, were revoked. addressing the banquet, announced
Thcpc theatres, through their coun- that the funds realized from the
sels, applied for injunction to re- college theatrical production staged
strain
the police from stopping here the same day would enable
performances, and the injunctions building operations to be started.
wero granted in the Superior Court.
He further explained that the
Attorney Jacob Goodhart. counsel theatre was one of Princeton's prinfor the Shubert interests here, ad- cipal needs for years, if only to keep
vised the Messrs. Shubert against students on the campus. Many first
such action, and the closing order nights of legitimate productions
was Issued from the New York of- would be staged in the Princeton
The order cancelled the en- theatre, he said.
fice.

tive abroad and in March, 1920.
made a contract with the Viennese

music people,

week.

Congress Satur-

and that the sum

-"

1-8

The Brox girls originally aued
Rosen a month ago to have their
contract with the agent abrogated on

Canada Re
Though
Not Working

Girls in
ceive Full 8alary

$20,000

bers of the association.
Besides the dancing, an entertainment was given, participated in by
many of the professionals in town.
Frank Bacon was chairman of tha
ball committee. During the evening
he Introduced Lissie Evans to the
assemblage as one of the oldest llv*
lng actresses.

revue.

English

ball at the

be used to assist needy

will

BR0X

LUCKY CHORUS GIRLS

P. M. A.
is ex nee ted that the I. T. A.
The U. M. P. A. offices on Fortyhave n membership 'of around
the
1,200 upon the opening^of the exec- fifth street will be given up at
of the month and the office force
end
utive
offices.
For the present
vaudeville, burlesque and picture probably fused with the InternaInterests are not eligible, each of tional.

in Litigation

Equity

day was

Christmas week figures as one of
It will be reopened Christmas Day
the most lively sessions for the with pictures and musical novelties.
metropolitan critics in years.
In the entertainment being under the
addition to the new productions direction of Dr. J. Victor "Wilson,
Fritz L'.eber will appear in six dif- formerly of the Strand, New York.
ferent Shakespearean plays, and the 'A 15-plece o"chestra will be conManhattan will begin a four-week ducted by Pat Conway, who has
revival series of old-time plays, that been leading the orchestra at the
include morning performances.
Robbins-Eckel. Syracuse.
The Manhattan will have for its
The policy of the Palace and An
dally matinee and evening attraction tique have not been announced.
next week "Uncle Tom's Cabin
though it is understood they will
The morning performance starting continue with pictures.
at 11 o'clock Monday will offer "LitAll three houses were recently
tle Red Riding Hood."
Thursday a purchased from the Papayanakos
different morning show will be put Brothers.
on, it being "Cinderella,"
It will
mean a total of IS performances for
the week, with the same company
SISTERS SETTLE
nLav n in all. For New Year's week
playing
the regular attraction will be "In Rosen Takes Cash for Contract—
Old Kentucky." For the first two
They Get Another with Harris
days of that week "Snow White"
will be 'offered in the morning.
The Three Brox Sisters, now apOthem Interests are planning for pearing in the Music Box Revue,
old-time revivals on Broadway. Doc hove adjusted their contract with
Ward intends presenting "Ten Irwin Rosen, the agent, whereby he
Nights in a Barroom" and "La Belle leleases them from a four-years' exMar e. Casts of well known play- clusive representative contract in
ers are intended for the revival flock consideration for a cash settlement.
which now includes "The Round- The sisters have made a new conup."
tract with Sam H. Harris and Irving
Berlin for their appearances in the

It

21.

It was announced here that the
amount realized from the Actors'

*

will

"BLOSSOM TIME" MUSIC

Y..

the
'

<>.,

Ui-f. J

I.

"The Storm" closed here Satur1 1
was a Geo. p.roadhur.
show.
day.

the af-

Zar.ecville

produced in Wafchingloe
Christmas Da\. The piece was tried
out in stock in Dayton, O., last summer. Jules Hurtig la making the
will

he

presentation.

1

1

l

,

i

hvjrs.
Dr.

-•

Andrews has

also written a
new musical play, as yet untitled.
for which Hyron Cay is doing the
score.

I

J

The ant.nal New York hen, Jit of
the Actors' Fund will be held at the
Century. Jan. L'0.
Preparations are now golny foiard for tho event,

U

LEGITIMATE

16

1

SHOWS INN.

Y.

AND COMMENT

CHICAGO SHOWS KEEP

BACK HOLIDAY PRICES

Friday,
Olympic in two weeks and plays a
Business has
week's engagement.
been Just fair. The star's drawing
power a great help. "The Merry

Widow" succeeds Janis.
"Under the Bamboo Tree"
debaker,

week).

1st

— This

December

23, 1921

BRIGHT HOLIDAY

HOPES IN PHILLY

<Stu-

musical

comedy grossed $17,000. The cast Ethel Barrymore's Business—
contains some well-known Chicago
Alias Jimmy Valentine," Gaiety (3d "Kiki," Belaseo (4th work).
Newcomers "Bat's" flan
celebrities, who are getting much
attractions
dozen
hall
Advance
than
more
Started off well; though
Fear to Announce
week).
space in the dailies. With less work
were not affected last week and
...en off with approach of
edge
and
very
little
about
it
said
it,
in
Sales
demand
Great
one.
was
this
holidays, this revival figures to
Philadelphia, Dec. 21.
sneaked in and looks like a hit.
agencies continues and capacity
draw briskly for moderate run.
With two houses dark and only
"Enter Madame* (Playhouse. 4th one show hitting on all
business last week, gross again
Cast billed over title.
cylinders
• Chicago, Dec. 21.
week).— Finishes the year, and "The the before Christmas slump
beating $16,000.
Ambush," Belmont (11th week).
has
......
Pre -holiday slump hit Chicago Night Cap" follows it. "Madame" reached its limit here, with the
Theatre Guild attraction which "Lilies of the Field," Klaw (12th
usual
week). Expected slump of $2,000 last week with a solid whack. It show slipped down to $8,000, and bright hopes of a busy holiday week
iree
moved up from Garrick
hard
that
even
connected
so
Chican
and
hold
this
others
with
pace
for
the
balance
was true here as
weeks igo. Around $5,000 last
in the offing.

No Town

in

—

Seasonal Slump and

t

1

grots went to $8,000 or, slightly cago's favorites like "Lighinin'," of its run.
Barrymore's
Ethel
"Declassee"
"Lightnin'"
(Blackstone.
better.
Has chance for run after "The Woman of Bronze," and "Nice
16th opened the Broad with a bang on
People," not only failed* to maintain week). Partly a surprise and part- Monday night, and ought to
holidays.
just
gross, but dropped a few ly expected that this show would about be a complete sell-out during
"Anna Christie," Vanderbilt (8th "Liliom," Fulton (36th week). Cut their
Every attract! n got drop in gross. The drop amounted Christmas and New Year's weeks.
rates have been particularly valu- thousand.
Good business expected
week).
bumped,
but
some
were
almost
to $2,000, rounding out a gross of
able for this attraction, which reLast
The other four houses look only
with adverit of holidays.
$19,000, but
easily go back to so-so. although "The Bat" did not
cently apportioned allotments of ruined by the meager intake.
week takings were not off in same
tickets to Public Service agency
fall anywhere near so low as exThe holiday line-up consists of $20,000.
ratio as other dramas. Drew betAnnouncement for coming attrac- pected last week, and may pull
and that shou!d prolong run five dramas, Sothern- Marlowe preter than $8,000. less than $1,000
"Zlegfeld Follies" at the through
month or more beyond holidays. sentations,
the
present
"Return
seven-day
under normal pace.
of
Peter tions:
Colonial,
Dec. 25; "Daddy's Gone stretch without falling under $12,000.
Grimm."
"Daddy's
Music
Box
Gone
Box
Revue,"
A
-Hunt"Musio
"Bill of Divorcement," Times Square
Last week in general was sad in
(14th week). Only variance here ing," "The
of Bronze," and A-Hunting." at the LaSalle, Dec. 25;
Proved class last
(11th week).
coujd be in the amount of stand- "The Skin Game."
The first two "Merry Widow," at the Illinois, Dec. the box offices, but Skinner's "Blood
week but standing up better than
25; Elsie Janis moves from the Illi- and Sand" held up the average.
ing roftm sold. One of the select are new arrivals in town.
other dramas. Percentage of drop
$1,500 was pulled in daring
unaffected
pre
-holiday
few
by
average
the
of
was but 50 per cent
Managers have been keeping the nois to the Olympic, same time; About
Sothern-Marlowe," at the Great the middle of the week nights, with
slide and last week was normal, holiday scales to themselves, and
for others. Gross around $13,000.
capacity Friday and SaturNorthern.
virtual
Dec.
takings
again
reaching
."Return
26;
of
$29,500.
Peter
no announcement has been made as
"Blossom Time," Ambassador (13th
week). Abcut $2,000 off last week, "Nature's Nobleman," 48th Street to what prices the holidays will Grimm," at the Powers. Dec. 26; (day. At a $2.50 top this house can
about
"Little
do
$16,000, and Skinner in his
Old
New
York,"
at
Co-;
the
(6th week).
Business somewhat bring. And so the week has not
that leaving attraction well above
better here than at Apollo, where offered much in the way of encour- han's Grand, Jan. 1; "The Night- last week came pretty close to
Figprofit line, with $17,000 in.
which
is remarkable concap,"
$12,500,
at
the
Playhouse,
Jan.
1:
it played first four weeks.
Tak- agement for any show. The delay
ures big holiday business.
ings approximated under $4,000 on in the holiday price announcement Chauncey Olcott in "The Ragged si .ring the time.
•Bluebeard's Eighth Wife," Kits
Broadway Whirl"
"Afgar,"
"The
Robin,"
Olympic,
Jan.
1;
"The
Last
week. Should get a break from may be due to a fear on the part of
$10,000 last week,
(14th week).
at the Garrick, Jan. 8; "Mary and "Bulldog Drummond" had no
holiday trade.
business easing off another $2,000.
managers of a scanty attendance if Waltz,"
success
but
the last-named
uch
Rose,"
*
with
Ruth
Chatterton,
at
the
New Amsterdam (53d the prices asked are too high.
Cinch holiday card. After first of "Sally,"
Tt is openly
Illinois, Jan. 16; "Mr. Pirn Panses looks like a real hit.
week). , The 52nd week was lowyear show's strength will govern
stated this same melodrama can
Estimates
By,"
the
for
Week
at
the
Powers,
Jan.
16;
"Blood
est gross since opening, business
length of continuance time.
and Sand," at the Illinois, Feb. 5; return here another year and play
(Powers',
"Tho
Gold
Diggers"
naturally
falling
off
at
this
stage
"Bombo," Jolson (12th week). Call
to a month's capacity business, and
of the run so close to Christmas. 14th week). Leaving In time to "The Easiest Way," at the Powers,
for Jolson show has fallen off in
its success in New York is everyProbably another drop this week avoid being too hard hit by the Feb. 20.
agencies during past three weeks.
where predicted.
The nost enClaimed to have crossed
but holiday sr.le is excellent and slump.
Box office draw strong though
couraging thing about its present
smash ought to regain great pace $14,000.
gross off from pace of first two
run
is that it has held up consiststarting Monday.
months.
David Warfiold in "The Return of
ently despite the slump, and the
'Bought and Paid For," Playhouse "Shuffle Along," 63d Street (31st Peter Grimm,'* opens Dec. 26.
management claims a small, but
week).
All-colored show claims
(td week). Business for opening
"The White- Headed Boy" (Olymregular, increase night after night.
not to have been affected in last pic, 6th week). The show s>ayed
two weeks not as strong as ex"The Last Walts' closed a little
two weeks as much as other at- over a little too long, with a decline
pected.
This revival will, howlamely, but was well liked here, and
tractions, with the gross last week
ever, get better test after next
at another time of the year could
in gross. The dailies gave it plenty
stated to be over $12,000. .
week. Holidays assuring it prosprobably have played six weeks to
of space at first and the height of
"Six Cylinder Love," Sam Harris this show's success occurred two Openings Postponed to Get
perity temporarily.
(18th week).
leading comedy weeks ago. Left Dec. 17, grossing
The Christmas layout, while not
"Chocolate Soldier," Century (2d
Better Break in Boston
success but has felt depression, $6,500. The house will remain dark
so pretentious as last year, has five
week). Though credited with beas have most of the non -musicals. for a week, and then Elsie Janis
openings on Chrlstmae Day. They
ing best of revivals this season,
Gross last week figured around moves here from the Illinois.
include everything from revue to
attraction got started in dullest
Boston, Dec. 21.
$12,000, with return to normal
period of fall. Is not expected to
"Greenwich Village Follies" (GarFor the first time in several sea- spectacle and from satiric comedy
after first of year, meaning sea- rick, 7th week). Reaching
remain over six weeks. "Rose of
Only Barrymore and
the point sons past Christmas week finds four to drama.
son's continuance.
Stamboul" has been ordered in rewhere artificial stimulants are be- of the local legitimate houses closed, "The Bat" will ride through until
hearsal to succeed it. $14,500 last "Tangerine," Casino (20th week). ing used to strengthen the gross. all of them Shubert houses
after New Year's week.
inciThis is the leading $2.50 musical Felt the slump
week.
The Garrick has "The* Famous
to the extent of a dentally.
Every Shubert house exshow, figured in receipts. Off with
"Demi -Virgin," Eltlnge (10th week).
drop of $1,200. Finished the week cept the Majestic, which is housing Mrfl Fai1r" booked for the two hollrest last week with the gross a
day
weeks only. Except for Miller
Doing big business with unlooked
vaudeville, was dark at the beginto $14,000.
little over $17,000.
for publicity through legal mat"Queen of Sheba" (Woods', 5th ning- o! the week and all of them and Bates, the company is much
"Thank- U," Longacre (12th week).
changed
from that which visited the
ters putting it In li-nelight. Slipped
will
reopen
with new shows on next
Title
shortened from
"Thank week). Film. Sent out an S. O. S. Monday afternoon.
Broad here last year for a profitable
bit last week but sure of big holi/
You." Comedy looks like typical for the immediate booking of "A
run.
new
wrinkle in publicity this
day business.
Not
since
the war started has such
holiday card, which accounts for Connecticut Yankee." Business fell
"Danger," 39th Street (1st week).
Press work a condition existed here, due mostly year is that Mr. Miller has placed a
daily matinees next week. Tak- off to almost nothing.
sort
of
ban
photographs, and inon
First dramatic offering by Carle
to
the
fact
that
business at the local
ings last week, under normal, with of the "Yankee" film aimed to apCarlton and his second production
peal to the youngsters, as it is an theatres in those years was so good tends to have drawings of Miss
about $6,000 in.
Bates
and
himself
for newspaper
of season. Opened Thursday.
that
it
was
good
business to remain
Bat," Morosco (70th week). adaptation of Mark Twain's book.
"Dream Maker," Empire (5th week). "The
"8candals" (Colonial, 11th week). open, even if a let-down in busi- layouts.
Management is figuring on conThe
will
have
Personal following of William GilShubert
"The Passness
had
to
be
overcome. But so
The slump smothered business,
tinuance
until
late
February.
lette factor in keeping new defar this season business has been off ing Show of 1921" for an indefinite
About lowest gross since opening and it is doubtful whether it an«l
tective piece at profitable though
run,
but
one of the
that
only
is
the
as
there
was
a
good possibility
$10,000.
White's
show
last week, yet mystery play be- touched
not big pace. Around $10,000 last
of it dropping way below par for holiday shows coming in for stays.
lieved to still possess a profit kick. makes way for Ziegfeld's "Follies,"
week. Should round out expected
has
"The
Bad
Garrick.
Man"
at
the
this,
credited
properly
with
being
which is due to
Christmas
booking here and pull strongly on "The Circle," Selwyn (15th week). night. The Follies open
definite time, but its run will
show Is limiting the poorest week in the year, with no
Slipped down, with gross last
tour.
Wanderprobably
be
"The
the
limited.
possible
exception
of
"Holy
week around $11,000.
Will be its engagement to eight weeks
"Dulcy," Frazee (19th week). Probing Jew" comes to the Forrest for
it was decided to keep all
moved to another theatre after against a past annual run of ten Week,"
ably under $8,000 last week. Contwo weeks only, and "Red Pepper"
the houses dark.
holidays, "The Blue Kitten" get- weeks. It comes in a top of $3.85
sistent money maker but felt prewill
at the Lyric for the same
week nights, with a matinee top of in As a matter of fact the darkness time.play
ting the Selwyn.
holiday slump like others. Rates
There was even some doubt
lie 'four Shubert houses was not
Claw,"
Broadhurst
(10th $3.30, and no price given for holirecovery after holidays and con- "The
about
such
this
Mclntvre and Heath show
a serious proposition as it
week).
Exception to rule last day, Saturday and Sunday shows.
tinuance through winter.
might appear on the surface. "The Deln E ke P* here for more than one
week, in that business did not
"Nice People," (Cort, 8th week).— Bad
*"
•First Year," Little (61st week). Off
e«
k
because
Man"
of the desire of the
had Just about milked the
take further drop. Gross went to Has been doing capacity quite
k several thousand last week, gross
York
local patronage dry after a stay of management to get Into
$7,000, which is no better than steadily and felt the clump severely.
B being lowest since show's opensoon.
seven
However,
weeks,
a recent announce"The NightcaD" had
even break.
No doubt will get back to its for- been in for three
Ing.
(Corresponding week last
ment
by
Woods
"Ladies' Night"
that
weeks
and
those
r
year had the support of the "The Dover Road," Bijou (1st week). mer stride within the next few behind this show wouldn't take
this will come to the Lyric Jan. 9 seems
This new attraction selected odd weeks
agency buy.) It should recover
week without
extra one and pre- to mean that "Red Pepper* will stay
opening date, premiere Friday
"The Bat" (Cohans Grand, 62d vious booking an
and follow $10,000 pace until
didn't
allow for that, till then. None of the houses will
afternoon of this week.
week). Makes a solid year for this and both the
next spring, with next week ashave any extra matinees except
Shubert and the
sured for big takings via daily "The Great Broxopp." Punch & show, making but one change in Opera House were dark, the Boston Christmas and New Year's days.
former
Judy (6th week). Extra adver- theatres, formerly playing 36 weeks for a week
holidays.
"Welcome Stranger (announced for
and
the
latter
for
longer
tising
tried,
with
agencies getting at the Princess. The gross doesn't than that.
•Get Together," Hippodrome (17th
So actually the Shuberts the Garrick with no date mentioned)
moderate call, which was aid to warrant staying over the booh 1 did not
Big house fell off after
week).
shut off any paying engage- is the only other show underlined.
cut-rate
sales.
date for departure, which is the ments but Just postponed
Thanksgiving.
This week saw
the openEstimates of the Week
better attendance, with
school "The Green Goddess," Booth (48th week after Christmas; $8,750 on the ings in their houses over
a week.
"Declassee" (Broad, first week)
week). Went off $1,000, drop be- week.
holidays starting, while next week
All the syndicate nouses were started with a whoop and looks good
ing less than for most of dramas
the
usual
Christmas clean-up
"Woman of Bronze" (Princess, 7th open this week, although
business to continue so, slump or no slump.
and total going to around $8,000. week). This week proved the ex- at neither
looks sure, though lower admisthe three was above Figured a complete sell-out (hiring
Now pointed to remain until late ception to success it has been en- the averageofexpected
sion scale this season will keep
for this week
the holiday weeks. In for only three
winter
down gross as compared with
joying. Dropped to $10,000, with a
to the draw on Monday! weeks
Skinner did splendidly dur"The Married Woman," Princess good chance of holding out for its according
other seasons.
night.
The Tremont, wh*re "Only ing two weeks' stay, getting be(1st
week).
New
comedy
pro•Qood Morning, Dearie," Globe (8th
booked time.
38" closes at the end of this week tween
$12,000 and $13,000 last week.
duced by Norman Trevor; has odd
week). One of season's two mu"The 8kin Game" (Shubert Cen- will house a film, Griffith's "Or"Ths Broadway W'lirl" Forrest,
premiere date of Saturday night, tra), 7th week).—Getting a good phans,"
sical
smashes and rates with
for
a
stay.
third
week)
has not set any bridges
•
Christmas eve.
highest in demand at agencies.
play from all type of theatre goers.
"Only 38" (Tremont. 3rd and last afire, but returns seem to have
Extra prices and performances "The Mountain Man," Maxine El- Originally claimed to be suited only week). Business off last
week
satisfied
in
which la
management,
liott (2d week).
Came in during to the highbrow, and making a company with all the
next week may result in new
others.
taking show down south after run
dangerous
pro-holiday
period. grandstand play
house: record. At $29,000 last week
"Tip Top" (Colonial, 3rd week). here. Did about
to cater to every$18,000.
Management claiming run In one. Grossed $5,000.
It was capacity.
Business fair last week. Will over"Bulldog
Drummond" (Garrick,
sight,
with post-holiday going
"Grand Duke," Lyceum (8th week).
"Take It From Me" (Shubert Gt. come the handicap of the Christ- fourth week). Looks as if Dillingsupplying the answer. Comment
This Belasco production has been
Northern, td week). In the face of mas season better than any other ham has winner here. Many like it
In dailies was not in accord.
pulling good business since openconditions and handicaps is doing show In town
better than "The Bat," and word -of ing and though not among the "The O'Brien Girl," Liberty (12th quite well. Show is standing up
"Mr. Pirn Passes By" (Hollis, 3rd mouth advertising has boosted its
to
week). One of winning musical
smashes is to be counted one of
reek). J«ist «tuout holding on, wait- attendance
v/ther**
in
alt^ndftjiifc
turn moss.
each week despite time
shows topped at $2.60. A moneywinners to date. Between $10,000
repertoire follows ing for the hotter break.
of year. Did about $14,250 last week.
maker from the start. It should be Sothern-Marlowe
and $11,000 last week. Normal
h it6
6 00
in two weeks. Rumored that D. W.
Selwyn.
"Afgar"
(Lyric,
second week).
in
running until Washington's
pace is around $12,000.
?n,7!^
,
? B " R,neM
Griff th's "Two Orphans" film sucthat Lukewarm reception and generally
Birthday or later.
"Greenwich Village Follies," Shubert
L*»
iT^i*
th «?" ide Publicity' slammed hard by critics
y
ceeds
Sothern-Marlowe
date.
the
With
(17th week).
Another month to "The Idle Inn," Plymouth (1st week).
SftiJt«
S?-m
llIty of the 8how being .heavy
"Elsie Janis and Her Gang" (Illioverhead must ha%o lost conOpened Tuesday, being Arthur
Show has been much imgo.
»,
ordered off' K
by the
censors did not slderable money $12 000
nois,
week).
Switches
to
2d
the
proved over early performances
Hopkins' third production this
hold up after the first of the we*k,
"The Bat' (Adelph'l, 14th week),
season.
and has held to margin of protlt
Show taken from Yidaccording to report.
Entered th,e Despite story about stay to April,
Last week taking* were
dish, with Ben -Ami starred.
lately.
Dog Drummond," English melo- second week wobbly With
the rest of generally figured here that show will
drama, produced here by Dilling$16,000, that being $2,000 off from "The
Perfect Fool." Cohan (9th
week,,, which gives house about
even break. Will probably bo replaced after another week.
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previous week
week). One of demand leaders in
ham, succeeds next week.
apencle*. with last week's draw "Wife With a Smile," Garrick (4th
"Her 8alary Man," Cort (4th week).
Final week for this comedy, which
not affected, gross holding to
week). "Another week or so for
Sam H. Harris
around $1R,000 again, capacity
showed little.
attraction,
coupled
this
with
again takes house next wr^k with
srait.
"Boubouroche," also two -act play.
Applejack,''
London "The Varying Shore," Hudson (M
"Captain
Next offering is "He Who Got
week).
show, cafled "Ambrose AppleSlapped."
This new drama with

jack's Adventure" there.
"Intimate Strangers," MilW

'7th

drop

was

week).

Last

week's

which was about decrease
shows.
non-mu.s:cal
most
for
Gross around $9,000.
"Just Married," Nora Bayea (34th
week). Management s claim this
farce would continue well Into
winter has held good thus far. Is
popular cut rate attraction now.
$2,000,

them
"Queen
ple.

of

Sheba" (Tremont Tem-

4th werk).

Still

going strong

leave about

when

It

will

the

first

of February.

have broken long-run

record here; $13,000.

FRISCO BUSINESS BAD WITH SAVOY STILL DARK

|

"Theodora," Astor. Film suddenly
withdrawn Saturday after playso,> nn rt we ek picked up slightly.
ond week, with pace around $1.",House dark this Manager Grossman May Give the
ing 10 weeks.
"The Bird of Paradise" at the Cen000
week, but gets legitimate attracUp
Lease
tury got $7,000 the opening week
on
Property
"The Wild Cat," Park (5th weolO
tion next week, with revival of
but fell off considerably during the
Dropped T>ff $1 100 Inst week,
The Squaw Man."
second.
whirh was less of drop along line. National Players, National
(1st
Han Francisco. De". 21.
The Savoy
has been
Gross claimed to have bettered
week). All-star stock with policy
Business is off generally in and for a number is dark and
It is reof weeks.
115.000.
Is expensive to operate.
of revivals and moderate admis- around
San Francisco.
"Robin ported that Samuel Grossman, the
"The Wandering Jew," Knickerbocksion scale. Opening today (Fri- Hood during its first week at the
manager. Is contemplating giving up
er Oth week). Final we%lr. "Bull
day).
Columbia played to $6,000 b*t on h:e lease.
Klsie Ferguson claimed to have
held up exceptionally well for s» r-

'
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Shrik

Start
JSlMikltn
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•

Jultot

grLfl Matdwi

B*

s£aM*t4«a
•STh Maiden
£££ Maiden
ZtMBth Maiden

•

Woman
87
SSoA Woman

Brennon

*

^Mtb Woman

Mfta Woman... •
Merchant

1 Merchant
ES-"
Merchant

Merchant
Merchant
Math Merchant
gtrtath Merchant
li

Wetler Three

Alice Kleeier
iP*!- * *fc«*r
Albert
Shirley
Bllmabeth Hunt

this transplanted

and translated Yiddish love drama
may make it, for Ben -Ami here
tears in as a wild lover such as the
State has never ae^n before. He oil
out manhandles the bride, of his
rival limb from limb, and frankly
threatens to do that* too. And he
And the curtain goes
gets her.
down on them In the dead of night
.n an eerie woods, her wedding dress
rent to strips and rags, the mauled
1

moaning

Indlapapolis, Dec. 21.

Lyons and Eddie
was a riot, while "The
Musketeers" was another

number getting big returns.
The only trouble with the show

at his feet

Wow!

Bronx

Opera

was

Hous:e

selected by Thurston, the magician,
for the week before Xmas.
From
the Monday night indications, it
was not a bad choice at all. The
house is scaled at $1.50 top for the

The Wednesday mat

25 -50c.

is

and the Saturday mat up to 75c.
Monday evening the Opera House
had about 80 per cent, capacity.
exchange
ticket
Some
system
and kissing
seemed to be working, and for the

the "information and belief' phraso
in the complaint. The judge held he
either did or didn't, and told him
to say so.

;

OUT-OF-TOWN

benefit of future business for the
orchestra icats held a large proportion of youngsters, who greatly liked
They will he
the performance.
Thurston's l>est advertlrement.
Thurston, a smooth-working magician, makes a spe?ial play for the
children. He gives them magic that
mystifies and makes them laugh.
Ip fact, the Thurston magic show
probably hold* more comedy, either
tcrr.tlc.
the tricks or the audience and
'1 he two earlier acts
w rre rep'et^ from
jometimes both (through the comwith an opulence of realism in at- mittees) than any single wholedetail
of
Russian
mosphere and
the
evening magician has been able 'o
Jew In good circumstances —his su- produce.
daughter
Fnd*r(r;i Going
Th<> cast bold Fay Mar be, Law- watchman and forced up the hands
Dan Kiley'n aunt
perstitions, his emotions, his nobiliI.Ida Kane
of Thomas Maher. Pearl Courtrlght,
The Bron:: knows Thurston, and Judy.
Hrcsy Kiley. Dan'a alatnr. ..Olive Meehan rence Grossmith, Henry E. Dlxey,
ty and his meaner streaks. To non- likes him.
John
Matthews, house
Seated about were sev- Earl of Bray
Pack Ripple David Qulxano. Barnett Parker and cashier;
Jews it may become tiresome in eral women, who informed each Captain Danforth
and J. L. Falconer,
Cloy Cody Frank Green, but over them shone manager,
spots, for the "action" moves slowly
auditor.
Falconer
:is just putting
other of what was new in the perVivien nc Segal. She proved a foil
at many times. But one who knows formance, mentioning at one time:
This is Walter Scanlan's second for the excellent "silly" comedy of $10,000, Including the Sunday reRussian Jewish life is entranced by 'That's the same cabinet he had season as
ceipts,
into
the
safe.
This the
a star.
Laid Season he Mr. Gros- smith, the villain purposes
the multitude of faithful touches.
last year."
appeared in "Hearts of Erin." This of Mr. Quixano and a contrast to burglars took, overlooking a roll of
It
took months to prepare this
$2,000.
The
four
employes
had been
in
the
year his piece is "Irish Eyes." While the care-free overtones of Fay
To know what is new
play and it must have cost a for- Thurston slow would eome only the current
locked In a closet, but broke out.
engagement at the Shu- Marbe.
tune. As an artistic success it was from
The
thieves,
meanwhile,
had
gone
watched
each
having
bert-RIvlera is the first week in New
him
The tale delves in an dout about
assured before it began, and that It season. His "Sawing a Woman in York, the show has
been out since an English gentleman, played in the! down the fire escape from Room 304
may be a financial survivor in this Hair' (Halves), however, must be September. "Irish Ryes"
it
window
l
opening
on
the
1
was written usual droll type by Mr. Grossmith/
desultory season became a lively new, aa it is a this season illusion* by Edward Rose, who frankly fashThere is an amorous tale with a crowded balcony and past the carpossibility
with that astounding over here. Thurston handles it very ioned It to exploit Mr. Scanlan's gay enllVener Impersonated by Fay riage starter, whose suspicious were
third act, which revealed the vast
well, without a comparison possible, ability as a singing light comedian. Marbe and a femlnlno thief who aroused, but who ran after them too
faith Hopkins had in Ben -Ami as a since the others have not been seen. George Gatts sponsors the produccomplicates the tale as Vlvlenne late. They got away in a waiting
high-strung actor.
He makes the "sawing'' a trifle high tion.
Segal told and sang it. There are taxlcab.
It would be a great Barrymore
Mr. Rose has utilized the familiar many touches that add a very broad
dramatic in a couple of spots once
role—for either Barrymore.
Marilyn Miller has again denied
Ben- through a scream from the girl in cut-back idea of pictures in putting
to the story, but never transAmi nets it as well as either could. the box and again by a scream from the play together. The action starts spice
gress the proprieties, and plenty of she Is married or Intends to marry
Whether he can sustain that idola- a woman in the audience, who is led in New York, present, cuts back to speed and constant action provided Jack Plckford or anyone else. She
trous draw that Jack Barrymore out of the theatre by a couple of Galway, Ireland, of 20 years ago, by
will devote herself, she says, solely
the dancing numbers which
to her career..
puts back of a venture is problem- men.
and a final scene has the action back Julian Mitchell has drilled.
atical.
Barrymore is a theatrical
The Thurston company Is a good- in New York aguin. There are no
Mr. Caryll's music is of his best.
miracle, and even Hopkins caVt ex- sized one for a magic show. There redcoats, hard-hearted landlords nor In dance music
In a symposium in the "Herald
it will long occupy
pect to pick strangers who can turn
are four or five girls, two or three politics, as in the old-fashioned Irish an important place and satisfy Sunday, various theatre men and
water into wine. But Ben -Ami reg- stage assistants, besides the people plays of this character, but there those who are seeking the tunes representative citlsens agreed that
istered a mighty impression Tues- in front. A musical director Is car- are a couple of comedy Englishmen,
that can be whistled and which hold censorship was not the remedy for
day night at the Plymouth— weight- ried.
conditions In the theatre.
both opposed to the hero (Mr. Scan- no difficulties of extraneous jazz
ier, probably, than in "Samson and
Thurston starts off easily with Ian) and both quite easily bested by in fact. "Little Miss Raffles" might
Delilah," which was technically a some light matter, running the show him, which after all is but another be judged an example of success
A pair of mlsmated gloves was
far greater play.
in three parts, and In the first using manner of using the old, sure fire without this type
of passing or the only clue left by the burglars
.Eva Mac Donald as the leading a Icvitatlon bit that is worked into situation that Irish -American audi- "passed" musical tempo. Scheucr.
who robbed the Capitol Sunday.
woman displays suppressed power. a disappearance for its finale. This ences have applauded way back as
She is no Ben -Ami nothing dy- is made to look big and important. far as the days of Billy Scanlan, and
namic about her Just a nice lead- Though levitatlon may be one of the progressively as each Irish ringing
ing woman.
Louis Wolhelm. who most familiar of a magician's list, comedian has presented it.
two weeks ago played the Prince of Thurston does this with so much
The plan of having the Irishman
Wales, created the father of a girl— showmanship it gets everything put it over on the Englishman is
a Jew with whiskers revealing no there is in it out of it. The topping just as good a playwriting device
mean range and again standing up off with the disappearance of the for Irish plays today as it ever was.
like
the natural, strong, broad
medium (Fernande Myro) brings The audience at the Riviera Mongauged player that he is. In the re- laughs as well as applause. A com- day night was just as keen to sec
A rather unique arrangement Is Seattle and Lewis has returned (o
mainder of the hefty cast there were mittee of 25 or 30 was on the stage the rollicking Irish vocalist, knock to be tried in Philadelphia by his horde In Piovldence. R. I. Miss
no outstanding personal surprises.
conclusion Monday night, the everlasting daylights out of his Frank Fielder's stock players at the Margaret Marriott, leading woman.
at
Its
The whole matter now rests on the Thurston handling them as well as two English adversaries, in their
opera house when has left for a six weeks' vacation in
Metropolitan
reaction which that Hottentot love he did the rest of it.
battle of wits, as other audit. ices
scene will echo, the exact degree of
Thurston's appearances and dis- have always been to see Chauncey they return there Christmas day San Francisco.
the undoubtedly important triumph appearances are made to look much Olcott, Andrew Mack. Fisk O'Hara Lor
a twenty-five weeks' stay.
of Ben-Ami and the effect of the better than his light work. He does and others accomplish the same Throughout Christmas week two
T. Daniel Frawley* wfio has been
Jewish on the romantic Inclinations some simple palming of cards and thing in much the same way.
)
different shows will be offered.
directing the Wilkes Stock Co. at
of Gentiles. The last of these seems gold watches (the latter Instead of
Any other title would do as well
One, "Zaza," will be given at all the Stone, Sacramento, is reported
the most "open."
The play itself evening performances and on Monhas what he calls as "Irish Eyes."
If the non-Jews half dollars);
to be organizing a new company to
are as deeply moved by this as they "aerial
catching means nothing.
filled with
early,
It
is
fishing'
would be were the characters not articles in a net; switches a duck conventional speeches and the action day matinee; the other, "Teas of the make a tour of the Orient. Henry
will
be
given
every
Jew« "The Idle Inn" will be a great and rooster In cages, uses a rabbit Is of the ultra-sterotyped sort. The Storm Country,"
Shumer, former stage director at
I^ew York success. If not, the rest for extraordinary effect for the chil- Irishmen in It are of the stage type afternoon, beginning Tuesday. The the Alcazar, has replaced Frawlcy
will go with the whole venture to dren, and goes to the finish of the purely, talking as no Irishman ever company management figured that In Sacramento.
the scrap heap. Jews for sympathy first part with a laugh bit from talked except In the pages of a novel
'Zaza," while giving big opporand for comedy have become recog- another committee.
or in a play written usually by tunities to the star. Mae Desmond,
Anonuncement was made by the
nized as theatrical standards; Jews
In appearances "The Vampire" someone who has never been nearer would not be a good matinee drawas heroes in love have yet to make (program marked "By arrangement to Ireland than South Brooklyn or
management of the Auditorium.
ing card, and In order to catch the Lynn, Mass.. which is playing stock,
their place and show their pace. with Mr. Bolkc") is his best piece of Bridgeport.
TYiP nnly rnprnhpr nf ho rnmpany women and children during the the Autorium Players, that the the*
He?n!et was & Dane a;.d was ac- work. Thurstor* s^y* ho will make
claimed; Othello was a Moor. Romeo a woman out of a hank of hair, etc. to muster a convincing Irish brogue holidays they put the "Teas" play in atre would close following last Sat*
«n Italian. Isaac is a Jew. Will the On an open frame (tripod) with a is Scanlan himself. He has personal- also, which means that the stage
urday. The reason for the sudden
public be catholic In its attitude?
plaster bust ho builds up in woman's ity, a winning smlie and a fine tenor crew will havo their hands full.
closing is said by Edward Heffejrwearing apparel, to the wrap and voice, the latter his best asset and
I, nit.
Miss Desmond bus been severely man, an official of the company
hat, from which steps forth a young one Jhat will suffice to carry him
being threatened with appendi- operating the
playhouse, to have
woman. Another appearance is the along as an Irish singing star as ill.
recuperreplacement in place of a large cabi- long as he cares to remain in that citis, and has been reeently
been due to labor troubles.
IT
in
Atlantic City after her
lioness
ating
field.
Mr. Scnnlan has developed
iron cage with i
"Ain't It the Truth?" Is one of net of an
Some comedy is secured remarkably as a light comedian in short season In Schenectady. She
those soldier revues that flourished Inside.
Harry Jackson, formerly of the
the last few year*.
His perform- has .announced that she will posiduring the war, but this one, pro- along with it.
of the second part i.; ance in "Irish Eyes"' brinks out a tively be in shape to play the two Forbes Players of Yonkers snd one
opening
The
duced at the Manhattan opera
house
genuine sense of humor and realiza- roles planned for her when the com- of the real old timers of the thethe
to
mystifying
house Dec. 19 by the World War made
deluge of silk, all drawn lion of the character mined at.
atrical world, will succeed Danny
Veterans for n week's run, lias n through a
The production has obviously been pany's s"eond engagement of the Bagnell as director of the Westup Into the air and then deposited
more serious purpose.
The pro- into a huge vase, from which a built for the road. The tiivt set. a \ i'.ir lore starts.
chester theatre (stock) in Mt. Verceeds go for the benefit of veterwoman emerge-;. There is parlor scene, shows sign- oi wear
ans now destitute! The very tute- young Vanishing- l/ol\.' after which It should have a citing. The sernon when H. L. Feinblatt takes over
"The
Baby
Sam:,Co., musical stock, the house Jan. 1.
ment Is shocking. In this, the rich- comes
Other changes
ir
is
s
rnu
that
atom
m:olond
l
''no
the "Saw in-." -nd
est country in the world, veterans
n'kiriK in the show il^eit .mil the has opened an Indefinite engage- will be made and will ho announced
in ?ii fe ta
the spirit cabinet for
who fought Its battles are destitute lions" and <oine<l\ from another |i;.-t «<«r. This is an «'xi»-rior. of a ment 't he Grand, Minneapolis.
later.
and must appeal to private charity. committee.
li'l. tied
coita^c. win., li carries a
Thur>ion inake-j iio
'•nd the fact is made mtieh of in «Mairns on tie- spii itu.i list ii- poi ion
r.-K*-*' i"n of i.-al In-li atmosphere.
Advices stale that Claman and
th:s revue where we are shown the
hisli
f»>-.-pite def<<ts
:> es" may
A shtkciip in the Empress stock
i-ht nuinl <m
Th«« thirtl part has
Recruiting officer'*: uppeal with the bearing lilies .suu^stink; int...
Mi. S<anlans p i.o;:al abil- of Vancouver, on its fifth year in the Ilrouson opened in a stock engagejl. \»\
it> will <arry it alon^ ;.nl it should
assurance jobs will be waiting, and inK manic. ui it was not -in.
ment at Phoenix, Ariz., succeeding
In. use resulted In the resignasame
later the men sleeping in a park
Th" Thurston how ha; be.-..i.i" <!o bushes*, at the popular juiced tion of Yaughau Morgan, heav>. and (he I'.aiuhiidge Stock Co.. which
without the promised jobs.
established as a. road at iraet ion. v.-al*\ cither in New York or on
Allyn Ijcwls. character.. Morgan is roves on to Tucson after compl ding
If* a good entertainment, too.
That it is so well planted eomes to! the road. Mr. Scanlan i* worthy of
rj weeks* engagement In Phoenix.
now with the ^Vilk<*M Players in
BW/.
'•'hose in It are all professionals otid
the fore te<t it is now out, in this a better vehicle.

This is said to be the piny In
wb ch Arthur Hopkins first saw
3en-Ami. in the Ghetto, playing it
It is easy to
In the native jargon.
conceive how Hopkins foresaw i.i
vibrant
art.st a
;hc brilliant and
po.?ntiaI star for all peoples. Ben*
„%n\i is luminous, different, sure, insj cut, powerful and a -sizzle with
rnriurotisna. As a fierce lover he ij

LITTLE MISS RAFFLES

IRISH EY

.

L

State Supreme
Court reserved decision on the appeal to have set aside the divorce

|

Thurston engagement, with Saturday night $1.50 all over the orchestra.

i

New York

,

THURSTON,
The

After hearing extensive argument
for both sides, the Appellate Dlvi-

slon of the

Mercedes Leigh, the actress, now
granted Frank J. Gould from his
The city of Indianapolis may have wife, Edith Kelly. In argument it Mrs. Marion McAllister Smith, has
brought
was
a $200,000 suit for
its own municipal stock company developed that Gould's Income
1700,000 a year, and that $100,000 a against Bishop Shlpman and others,
next summer. Mayor-elect Samuel year had been allowed by him to saying they conspired to spread the
Lewis Shank, who takes office Jan. his wife for personal expenses. report she had been In prison In
Judge Jenks, for Mrs. Gould, said France.
2, announced late last week that he
Intended to have the Board of Park her salary as an actress was only
Margot Asqulth, wife of the former
a week, and she had to buy her
Commissioners organize such a com- $175
own gown 8, and should be allowed British Premier. Herbert Henry
pany to .go from park to park pre- $5,000 for counsel fees.
Asqulth, will begin a lecture tour
senting some of the old time fahere Jan. If. Her recent book -of
Artie Kaufman, American light- reminiscences created interest, and
vorites, such as "East Lynne."
He said that he was going to have weight, is being held in Paris she has long been a prominent social figure.
G. Carlton Guy put at the head of charged with being a pickpocket.
the company. Guy, who has had
In hex suit for divorce against
Frank Melville, booker of circus
his own repertoire company on the John Cromwell, Marie Golf charges acta, returning from
Europe, deroad at times and who played the him with being caught In the Emlared the Germans wanted as much
title role In the road show of "Abe pire hotel with an unknown woman. for their acts to play here a week
as they get over there for a year.
Martin," which traveled out of InI.ou Tellegen's reply to the charges
dianapolis last season, is a close
brought
against
him
Geraldlne
Mrs. Aime Crocker Gouraud has
by
friend of the mayor-elect.
Farrar in their divorce suit was been sued for $100,000 for alienastrieken out by Judge Wagner as tion of the affect lens of the husseason. Thurston is agreeable, with frivolous. "On Information and be- band of Mrs. Elizabeth Schill. It is
a style of his own; never forces lief" Tellegen declared he did not stated that this man Bruno Schill
himself, seems to time everything commit the acts of watch she com- Is a fugitive from justice, which
This was a paraphrase of created the idea he had eloped with
just right, and does give a genu- plains.
Mrs. Gouraud. Her attorney, John
inely Interesting and amusing exC. Oldmixon. was arrested charged
hibition. That magic is ever magic
with forcing Mrs. Schill to sign an
and will continue to keep its hold
application for dismissal of the suit.
could not be better expressed than
by the youths present at the first
On the eve of the presentation of
performar.ee. To children magic is
"Salome'* for the first time in seven
like the circus; they want to see it.
years Mary Garden was taken ill.
and they make their parents go with
She had previously postponed two
them.
Write.
Atlantic City, Dec. f 1.
other operas, but rumors got around
"Little Miss Raffles," "a play with she
had been compelled to cut pormusic." as the program says, is the tions of "Salome"
at the command
joint work of Guy Bolton and Ivan of th» baekers
of the Chicago Opera,
EtUrn Dro»l>
Caryl), who provided very pleasant of which
Oliv
she is the director.
•lolin Brady
Charltx V
l>inglc music, and Clifford Gray, the writer
I*unt>. a huller ami old Irish
of Its rather saucy and individualVtl-er
Urnnrlt R. Finn
Burglars entered the third floor
Dun UHey
Mr Smnlun istic lyrics. The Rjece came from office in the Capitol theatre
buildShane O'Brien
Albert West the French of Gerbldon and Armont.
ing. New Tork. Dec. II, tied up the
Kolhlcffn Barry, the Karl s
It was at the Globe hist week.

pulled his strong
burlesque Apache

*««*M Wakefield

Frohmun Foiter

The ..final act of

ni* knees.

by Edith Thayer,

Gregory Bobbin
Boris Welner

vifth

girl

Some remarkable

Is the else of the Manhattan.
It
JHen Larned is half lost there, but it will serve
..Maud Sinclair
a
useful
purpose
if
it
draws
an
anOertmde Mann
Lacy English swer from the government or the
Uonel Hogmrtb Red Cross as to why veterans of
8tanley Howlett
the world war are destitute.
I. ..Henry 8harp<
I.erd.
Anton Urubman

5Srd Woman

—

1

.<KUe

JSSth Maiden
•

singing

HL
aTZi
/T VrS:

*

The idea was

members.

by Harry Olsen.
was done
Bailor Jim White
**S-i:
man stunts and a
•.•-*••• B^ol««r"
^5?
M«r«ar»t Fareleigh dance by John L.

IMH6

SHOW HEAD

conceived and the play staged by Indianapolis to Have ReperPaul Blaufox. The story and lyrics
toire Co. Playing in Parks
were by Jude Brayton, the music
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NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

It

Six years ago Eddie Cantor and AI Lee were booked for the Majestic,
When arriving at the theatre they were Informed by ManHigler they would have to open the show. Last week in Milwaukee
reappeared, as the star of "The Midnight Rounderm," In a legit
During the first performance a large basket of flowers went oyer
tho footlights for Cantor, with a card inside, reading: "A lot of success
and boat wishes from the manager who made you open the show at the
Majestic,"

Milwaukee.

a news despatch from that
York Herald. Miss Palmer talked to a reporter
•bout her husband, Al Siegel (now pianist with Sophie Tucker), and
Jack Dampaey. Miss Palmer traveled a part of the Pontages circuit with
the abow beaded by Dempsey. When Miss Palmer left that ahow, Derap•ay amid aha had been irregular at performances. In Chicago the girl
amid aba dJdnt cars to say anything about Dempsey, though she added
aba oould amy enough when the case came up, probably referring to the
alienation suit started by her husband against the champion for $250,000.
Bat Miss Palmer talked freely about her husband, Siegel, alluding to him
ma m "cheap piano pUyer," claiming to have scars all over her, presented
by bar husband In beatings, and she added, "I don't know why I married'
him. I picked him out of the gutter. I married him at midnight on the
impulse of the moment. I guess I felt sorry for him."

Palmer

la

eity aent to the

back

Mono legist
One
18 Mine. Ono (Special Drop)
Broadway
Lew Welch waa last seen around Colonial
Ho la a Wayne mnd tbo Warren Lis '„.:..
In m three-people sketch.
brother of Ben and has boon Iden- was m combination of several seamammon Ruth Wmrren wma
tified with Hebrew characterisations sons. Lmst
in burlesque and vaudeville for sea- In tho Ardoll turn, "King Solomon,
mister,
than with Wmyne,
Jr."
Her
sons.
The present vehicle Is In the retired from tbo stage mnd mmsrled
nature of a political harangue which mnd Ruth Warren recently formed m
allows Welch to touch on many two-met with Wayne, Their now oftopical subjects. Most of the talk is fering, "Tho Loot Cmr,** by Paul
bright and though there are many Gerard Smith, Is admirably suited
14 Mint.;

ON VAUDEVILLE

in Chicago, according to

New

familiars In the routine, m goodly
portion of the talk la new or reconstructed.
Welch wears m loose fitting busi-

fedora hat and crepe hair
For m finish he
humorous recitation
semi
does a
parodying ne or two of the standard
recitations.
This bit is weak and
needa rewriting.
With his present equipment Lew
Welch should keep busy in the in-

ness

suit,

for his character.

termediate houses.
No. 4 on this bill.

WILSON

and

He

McEVOY

Two

member

teams, each with a

of the

tame name, appearing on the
by a Western

io bill in Detroit recently had been promised routes
crlcult, and were notified to report in Chicago, upon the

-..

troduco Mlaa Nlolmon mfter
the
dancers stop m bit to tho accompmnlmont of three female musiciann
Ho la "keeping company" with her, who are atanding in line,
instead of
or It's tho other wmy around. They dressing tho stage.
have been to m dance about eight
The met Is m dance revue after
mhes from town mnd m trolley car Misa Nielson's
opening song, deiiveffect Is the prelude to their enered In clemr soprano voiee.
trance running after it They miss it -surprises
by her too mnd acrobatic
and that starts an argument. The work In solos,
showing everything
drop shows m glue factory and an in the routine
with several "flash"
ex-undertaking establishment. Nei- stunts of her own,
one of which was
ther has anything to do with the a hopping split t:
at la origin <l.
chatter, but establishes the locale as

Tho

did nicely m "dump."
She removes her shoes, saying she
Con.
has danced too much, and he pans
her for dancing with a lot of "Iron

principal

and

DORNEY

ORM8BEE

and HEMIQ
Songs, Piano and Violin

Comedy Sketch
It Mima. | Three
American
Herbert Ashley, of the old team
and Ashley, has
of Matthews
teamed up with Joseph Dorney for a
laughing
capital
turn In which is
employed a woman billed as 'Mile.

La Vonce."

All three enter at once,

14 Mint.;
23rd 8t.

One

The rest of the cast are capable
the boys qualifying as a
pair
standard hoofers plugging In of
the
waits between the star's
appearances. The women musicians
handle a trio musical number
satisfactorily.

Miss Nielson Is unquestionably
the most remarkable dancing
discovery In a season where
dancina
acts are almost ms
numerous as
ny-off*. ghe can follow
an> woman
in the show business
and will
any spot on the biggest of the hold
bills.

-—___^_
FID

vocally
proficient and equally aa satisfactory musically. Opening consists of
double violin work of short duration,
followed by a double novelty number which gets the turn under way

good

tbo two men from one side, and the
woman from the other. They go into

in

your place on
declares Ashley, glimpsing
her back, bare nearly to the waist,
"because I ace you have the first
half open."
Tbo girl replies haughtily and the
argument continue i with Dorney
taking the girl's part? This exchange of repartee continues for

boy, allowing for a costume change
by his partner. Two numbers of
this style together tends to slow up
the turn, with the girl picking It up
nicely with a vocal and violin bit in

style.

The male member next introduces
m wrangle, the two men claiming it a ballad with his partner accompanying
him on the piano, the
la their place on the bill, and the
woman declaring it is her spot on couple finishing the number together
the bilL She is strikingly dressed vocally on the long piano bench.
in black velvet with extreme decol- Another quiet number follows by the
letmge.

the

"It can't be

bill,"

some time and makes good laugh-

which she

registers.

A double novelty song displays
value with the
ledley of popular
numbers of insufficient strength as
the closing vocal work. A fast restricted number at the finish is Ji\
that this couple needs.
The boy
should drop his dramatic gestures
in the early part, as they are un:

ing material.
Dialog leads to a
tenor solo by Dorney, with a parody
reply to the sentimental lyrics by
Ashley, doing, of course, his familiar Hebrew characterization of the called

for.

A bit more speed and this couple
Several more parodies are inserted here may be good for the bigger bills.
Hart.
while the girl is off. There is more
talk having to do with marriage and
the girl asks which candidate could MILLER, KLINT snd CUBY
offer her most.
It turns out that Acrobsts
Ashley has a wife and family, so 12 Mint.; Full 8tsge
she choses Dorney, and they go into Columbia (Dec. 18)
Three men in an Interesting
a song built on the Lohengrin wedding march, also parodied afterward routine of hand-to-hand and acrobatic lifts with one acting as under
by Ashley.
The talk Is witty and amusing Ktander. Some Risley stunts with
and the parodies are delivered by the underHtander on a table for two
Ashley in his sure- fire way.
A high lifts follows. A three-high
thoroughly amusing turn by capa- with the top mounter doing a head
stand, all supported on the bridged
ble, experienced entertainers.
body of the understander, was the
Hush.
prosperous middle-aged type.

,

The Five Kesths, who

recently

completed a 10-wceks' engagement
mt the Hippodrome, New York, sailed
for Spain, Dec 10, where they wlil
Jstn the Parish Circus In Madrid.

-"•

—

-

"

best of the Risley contributions.
The feature is a "one-arm" lift,
but the understander holding the

others aloft on an apparatus.
topmounter geta his position

descending from m timpano.

good act of

its type.

The

It's

by

Con.

GORDON

Violinist
12 Mins.; One
Fifth Ave.

Fid Gordon is the former
violin
leader of a Jars band
which appeared in vaudeville in aup^ort
of a

ingle

woman.

connection

in

That
all

vaudeville

probability

prompted the present act
As m
ingle Gordon has sidestepped
tho
violin work to a large
degree, having replaced It with gags
and chatter which fall abort.
The opening
haa a man wearing a long,
wig carrying a violin, walk black
to the

center of the atage, with
Gordon,
neatly clad in a dinner
coat and
gray trousers, following i
nmediatey after. The flunky hands over the

distribution.

clean
Con.

»

^

(Special Drop)

Man and woman team

changes,

perfect elevation.

S2«

ASHLEY

makea two

stopping the n-t cold on each
pearance with unusual dancing
tal
ent.
One bit waa tho boys doing
solo buck and wing eteps,
which
Miss Nfelson imitates on jier
toes.
She has a plasUc pair of ankles
and

125th 8treet
Janet Childs has been doing this
^
Ume nt t0 GordOD who b«-in«i
"single" since leaving a girl act. of forth
'
£1 H X few
,
spur notes upon it.
TAYLOR TRIPLET8
which she was the principal.
The wig and sour notes are
Athletic Novelty
Opening in "one" special divided
the
first attempt
10 Mins.; One snd Full Stage
at comedy, with a
silk drop Miss Childs sings a deAmerican
P°.P number folio, ing. The
scriptive song, followed by three
Three husky young men in short character numbers with a change chatter 1 8 then brought into play.
running pants and white gymnasium for each. The changes are made by Weakness marks it from the start.
shirts come tumultously upon the Miss Childs backing into full stage A standard number, fiddle gymnasa
stage la "one," and without prelim- where she Is surrounded by a black
Bon * °y * man «
I k
1? .*
inaries burst Into song.
Nothing cyclorama. Her changes are made a box finish out the turn.
Gord
° n doe » not possess
could be more startling. The song In semi-darkness with the house
a vaudevl
over, one (they look so alike they foot-lights up, back of which Miss ville offering at the present time.
must be brothers) announces a Childs is revealed in neglige between
Ihirt.
dance during which wlN be illus- the switches, and assisted by an intrated in poses the various blows visible maid. At the completion of "THE 8TORM"
(5)
and defenses used in the manly art. the change an overhead flood re- Melodrama
They step a little In unison and on veals her standing on a platform 27 Mine.; Full Stajje
from
which she descends into "one"
a music cue two fall Into still poses
(8pecial Settings)
while the" third announces "Demp- for the next number.
Jefferson
The changes are the most novel
sey's lead for the head," etc. They
Condensed version of the |»!a\ by
Miss Childs
hold it a minute and resume danc- part of the offering.
ing.
All are off and the full stag* doesn't get the lyric § across and Langdon McCormack, which George
should watch her enunciation. The Kroadhurst sponsored a couple of
Is disclosed with a prize ring roped
las! number was a "Rube" gossipy season'a back.
The author is preoff In the center. Announcer makes
affair topped off by a mild dance.
sentlng the vaudeville adaptation,
known they will give an exhibition
The
vrtually
songs
are
the
specials
big.
but
not
punch act of the
of boxing with a simulated knockA cast of five appears in it.
out at the finish. They go through strong enough to lift this artist £u
above the three-a-day. An attempt The full length play had possibly
certain brisk maneuvers with the
in
the
method of making the one or two ether characters addigloves and for a finish show a pantomime knockout, a mild enough af- changes slows the act up. Miss tional.
Childs reciting the introduction to
David and Burr wore former pals
fair.
the next song while in the dark and and partn-is
in their forest exNovelty Is a mild term. Polite
making the change.
ploits near Calgary,
Ringing and dancing can't be reconCanada, but
Tho act was mildly received at Manet te, the French
ciled to the rough stuff and vice
maid, came bethis house.
tween them, which resulted in bad
Con.
versa. If they want to give an athbiood. This situation
letic exhibition they might work up
is planted up
8TUTZ BR08.
to the climax, when she
that with parade and ballyhoo. With
must chocse
Novelty Acrobatic
the one who she ild ri. !c hi* life
a flavoring of comedy that sort of
7 Mins.; Full Stage
fighting
his
-.vay back to Calgary for
specialty might be made to go. The
Americsn
more supplies through a raging
song and dance In the connection is
Two stocky, powerful men have forest fire.
all out of order.
Duve is a weakling and
They need the ad- worked out a brand
routine of a coward and he schemei
vice of a showman.
The present hand-to-hand feats, new
so that
using
a
stageBurr
should
be led to believe the
act won't do anywhere.
Ruth.
ful of paraphernalia for the purpose. girl
sent him away. For the punch,
Many of their formations are sen- I and It sure
's a k. o., the forest fire
PERCIVAL QIRL8 (2)
sational.
scene is shown with Its elaborate
Song* and Dancss
The understander lies out straight J effects, falling
trees, blazing brush,
9 Mins.; One snd Twe
on a pedestal, with the mounter do- etc.
23rd St.
ing a handstand from his insteps.
That
scene alone can carry the
Sister song snd dance team acro- It is as though the
understnnder act around, but the cast in addition
batically Inclined with a jumbled was the board of a see-saw
and the Is sterling and of a "1 _itimate"
routine which fails to develop the mounter doing a handstand
on the grade. The** girl personating Man-,
natural assets of the girls.
short end.
ette does not suffer in the compariBoth are capable acrobatic dancAt one side of the stage there is son,
proportionately, with Helen
ers, but In sdditlon are attempting an upright holding
one end of a MacK«»r?ar, the original,
in the stage
juggling and vocal work, both of slack wire. The understander
holds Play. And t'.ie men are perfect. Aa
which are detrimental to the turn. the other end in his teeth and
other- Injun role
..
"<l
squaw part were
The singing should be curtailed to wise while the partner performs untwo good bits of character work.
a large extent and the juggling supported handstands on the swayTh#"act Is due to play a couple of
eliminated entirely.
ing strand. Interesting, novel
With a rearranged routine these tine, but handling of props rou- werks locally and then start on an
slows Orpheum tour at a reported salary
mis ses can satisfactorily span any
ntwhmt ' •**•« •Poner than of
H-??!
$2,000.
It
should score anyof the three a day bills,
Mmct.

comedy

At least ono vaudeville executive has a sense of humor. Though admitting business was about as bad as it could be, he enjoyed himself this
week looking over the receipts of two years ago when big grosses were
a weakly event.

bill in their

..

to them.

moulders" with square haircuts,
also saying he came along as her
partner and not her manager. He
18)
makes a crack about her father,
A special drop showing exterior alao
who, If he had one more hair on his
of street with business structures is
cheat,
would have to live In a tree.
the basis of this talking turn. A
transparent arrangement shows the She replies that one more remark
like that and she'll knock him so
interior of offices of an advertising
cold she'll be able to walk home on
concern and a newspaper office.
Two phones are visible. McEvoy the ice.
Some of the talk was a little
as a reporter goea to wire to relate
his troubles to his pal, an ex -re- rough, but most all of it is funny,
and
cutting needed will probably
porter, who has quit scribbling for
not remove the real laughs. Miss
the "you show me'* racket.
Hia pal is unsympathetic and kids Warren's song, "I Never Knew,"
him for laughs. The talk is bright with a comedy finish, was well
and snappy. McEvoy explains that placed. And the battling dancing
they are going to cleanse the office finish was worked up skilfully. He
and he expects to be fired. He goes is supposed to teach her the "Chiinto
a long-winded explanation, cago," reading instructions from a
which was good for a big laugh correspondence lesson. All the book
when Wilson lays down the receiver said was necessary for that number
and walks out, leaving the news- was to grab your partner and wait
paperman still explaining to the for the music to stop.
empty air.
Miss Warren looked too good to be
Crossing the street, Wilson ar- hidden in a big act like "King Solorives at hia friend's place to catch mon" and with Wayne finds opporthe tail end of the explanation, tunity for free rein for her native
which brings them down into "one" comic cleverness. Wayne fits to a
before the drop for some more tee, so the new act should secure a
crossfire and comedy songs.
rating of standard. There is plenty
The dialog Is mway from the of fast material— in fact, ap much
beaten track and la punctuated at that a minute or two can be cut
to
satisfactory intervals bv laugh get- good purpose.
ibee.
ters.
Both men are capable artists
and clean-cut chaps, with likable JANET CHILD8
deliveries that enhance the value of Character
Songs
the script.
15 Mins.; One snd Full Stage
At this house they took down one (Special 8ot)

completion of
the Detroit engagement, for further instructions.
The booklLg office
in Now York meantime had decided to drop one of the acta and notified
its Chicago representative 'to that effect
The man of the act to ha^ve
been dropped appeared first mt the Chicago office and aent in his name
without mentioning the team ume. The office man not being mwmro
of tbo similarity of names in the two acta, informed the caller that his
met was to start over the time immediately, and produced r Jlway tickets
for tbo team to make the next jump. The other act appeared at the
office somewhat later, after the other team had already boarded the train,
to bo Informed of what had happened, the boo' ng representative going
through much explanatlc.
The New York office when notified as to
what had happened, wired to allow the act, which secured the tickets, to
continue over the time, with the other team released to look elsewhere of the hits of the

18)

u uu> a Aii artist costumes
sine
introductory song before divided
•Uk drop. Tbo song, "Bohemia?
carriea m studio theme.
Tbo met goes to m full stage box
mot depicting artist's studio
wit
easels, etc
At tbo back la a curtained miniature stage used to
x

Whether the Shuberts will play vaudeville in St. Paul and Minneapolis Columbia (Dec.
asiiimi to depend upon Finklestein & Rubin of that city, who control the

The Shubert acts holding contracts for 20 out of 24 weeks are figuring the possibility of being held over on that time. The contracts carry
an optional clause for another 20 -week term, without previous notice
up to* shortly within the expiration. The Shuberts have been running
vaudeville 12 weeks. Some of the acts started the second week of the
The Shubert booking office has not yet
circuit, others the third week.
determined which acta may be retained. Neither is it certain how many
houses there may be on the circuit when the 20 weeks run off. As new
houses are opened, present acta will likely be continued to fill in. With
tbo formation of the new Shubert unit bills, it will become necessary for
the booking office to decide what turns are to be carried along in them.
The now units may start out Xmaa week. Up to date the Shuberts are
safe on their 20-week contracts. Besides the permanent theatrea on
tbo circuit, they have played shows for single weeks, and they have
helped to take up overlapping time.

23, 1921

cial Set)

Columbia 'Dee.

Comedy Talk and Bongs
14 Mint.; One (Special Drop)

picture bouses there. Until F. & R. can give the Shuberts a house in
either town, the Shubert feature acta, or some of them, may appear, one
mt a time, In the firm's principal picture house, as an added attraction.

December

ILLY WAYNE mne) RUTH WAR- ALMA NIELSON and CO. (5)
Dance Revue
REN
18 Mins.i Ono mnd Full Stag* (k.
Tho Las* Cmr» (Skit)
* y9p%n

LEW WELCH

INSIDE STUFF

Friday,

I

HumK

1

wbhrOft

-i

Fridav,

December

8S,

AND MRS. COBURN and

Hit

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

1W1
BD LEK WROTHB and
OWEN MARTIN (1)

CO.

_*

.

"Now"

Cobnm made
Mr. and Mrf Chajlea
debut at
Aelr Broadway vaudeville
a novelty
St Palace Monday with
combines three differvenlelo which

Twe

•

Sketches In one.

The

offering is

and whatever
2J Q^orge V. Hobart,
Sortoohilnge there are mustbe laid
tithe author rather than to the
•Lyera, Mr. Hobart at least showed
good chooser, for the
that be was a
fjaTsklt of the three the players
fared has the Wllkle Bard scene

Watchman,*
entirety and even

Night

"The

fLttUed
praoticaDy in Its
possible
t» the title. It is hardly
piece of lifting has
thlti "flagrant

Fifth Ave.

Iliehard Carle has retur/fbd to
vaudeville after a lapse of several
years with a bodge podge comedy
act in which ho is supported by Dan

by two young men, Gil Squlr.es
and William McLeod. Tho latter, in
addition to acting as a dance partner, also vocalises, and while he
doesn't create any furor, he doesn't
do any particular harm. But Squires
is the boy of the act.
He Is an
eccentric stepper of the loose variety that is going to make a mark on
Broadway. Undoubtedly Miss Beri
and he will be meat for some musical comedy producer before many

.

Then comes "The Night Watchman." In this Coburn does his "Old
of "The Better' 'Ole," and it
went over with a bang. It is the
street excavation, with Coburn as
the watchman. Two of the boys are
with him on the scene, and finally
Mra Coburn appears as the sassy
Bill"

v

i

chorus girl. The business Is Identical with that of the Wllkle
Bard act
to the tearing up of
the picture of
"the missus." Coburn has
a song In
this that he puts
over with effectlvsnesa It is this one skit
that is
worth while and which puts over

numbers
programec
were
dropped from the offering Monday
night at the Palace as a tim* saver its character, which was strikingly
for the chow. Then came a vocal reminiscent of the old Winter Garnumber by McLeod, followed by a den following, undoubtedly brought
wonderfully clever Oriental dance out by the presence of the favorite
by Miss Beri. Squires with his spe- pair.
cialty filled in next, and all three
The Howards are announced for a
were on for a fast finishing number. single week, having hopped in to do
For regular bills the act is deserv- vaudeville for their managers, the
ing of better than dosing the show Shuberts, the seven days before
two

the act.

Mr. and Mrs.

Coburn deliver from
« acting standpoint.
Assisting them

re Harry MacNaughton and Lark
Taylor,

both doing well in their respective bits in the
three skits.
Fred.

PAUL BURNS and Co. (2)
•T° ;. Bttt lr or Worse" (Oom.dy)
i

8tafl * (8pecial 80t)

!

Srd 8t

jaugning purposes.

acter around
*s

developed.

in

exclusively for
It brings forth

a Dutch boob char-

whom

all

MEEKER

.

pretending fright.
Cameron does a comedy bit in a
comedy soldier uniform which

Dixon did in the O'Connor-Dixon
turn.
The shirt-tail bit from the
old Cameron and Flanagan "In and
Out" Is injected here with a brief

...,-.

A monk
is

impersonation by

Cam-

followed *-by his eccentric

dance to Meeker's clarinet accompaniment. The turn la a hodgepodge of old bits and older dialog.
Meeker is a satisfactory straight.
With the present vehicle nothing
better
than Intermediate
house
booking can be expected.
Con.

MLLE. TWINETTE CO.

(S)

So/iga and Dancing
14 Mins.; Full (Special)

The madam,

the remainder of tho company, consisting of a piano player and two
alfavor
dancers.
Between each song a
Baroness*
the
testants for
ternately dance and sing, the maid dance maps out the regular routine
telling one the object of his affec- with the pianist also getting a
tion prefers dancing and the other chance to predominate through the
The Baroness medium of one medley of "pop"
she likes singing.
makes some four or five striking melodies which he took care of
costume changes including an ante- nicely.
The other three members all make
bellum affair with powdered wig,
and a Spanish costume for a violin two changes of costume during the
running time with i!.e dancing duo
and castenet dance solo.
The offering is handicapped be- offering an acceptable quartet of
cause of its loose construction and numbers and the madam vocalizing
disconnected presentation, although for a similar total incl .ding the
containing sufficient "meat" in any combining of the efforts of the comshape to get it by in the pop houses. pany for the finale.

Ahoarn and Peterson as the con-

Should

BUD HEIM and LOCKWOOD
TERS
Song am Dance

SIS-

16 Mine.;

The scene Is in the office
marriage license bureau.
A couple combination has dressed up ofTerir.tj
hofnr e the commissioner to
scure a license. In the questions considerably, althougn still retaining
so.ne featr >.s of the old act. Before
Ke<1
u *s brought
light the a specal modiste drop In "one" the
^man has appeared tobefore
him trio
in
a nonsensical,
igages
everal times before and is
now re- though funny money changing bit
ceiving $soo a
week alimony from in which the glr'
dressed alike,
*-er former
husband.
bcllove them
The omcer immediately "makes a lead the audienco to
Helm's an 'cs also revolve
twins.
P'ay" for her by
ridiculing her in- abou that premise, In which he actended spouse, and finally lands,
cepts money from ono girl and re* urns
"f»«i the over his job to the other turns It to another, believing her to
w
intention of marrying at be the one ho
.ok tho lucre from.
once. The supposed
boob Increases Some four minutes of this money
100 ° f llconsc
1
to $10. changing business is engaged in.
!!"
* from
whi
wn, °h the former office 12
incumbent the action going ;..» three-quarters
calks at, with the
girl objecting as stage before a special diapcs sitting.
ne does, not thinking
she is worth the gii
hair-ribbon getin sox an
v»at amount.
Tho boob wins his up scoring with a
1 number. Helm
1 an
,ho
*
lrl
returns
to
him.
P
broadens
his "nut"
stage
i"
at thl:,
This vehicle brings forth a steady
work with his i rr trk walk fwhlrh
tream of laughs with Burns getting ho almost overdoo at times) leadJjHich out of the big part.
The girl ing up to a ragtime mruriage getnils the bill
with the additional man away, further enhanced by a final
overshadowed by the other two.
head -spin stunt by the male that
A skotrh that is ready for the No. wowod.
«Pot in the two-a-day houses.
It's a flash for the pop houses.
Abel.
A'hh a g
'

'

woman.
The Carle

vehicle Is not a big time
headline, which might? practically
eliminate It from two-a-day consideration on account of the salary
needed for It.
Hart.

prove

a

fair

KNOX end INMAN
Song end Talk
16 Mine.; One end Two (Special Set)
58th

St

Man and woman,

the former doing
blackface and the gal a "hlghbrown"
The setting is a cottage exterior

with a practical door. The man as
the piano bill collector enters on his
bicycle by means of which he makes
his collection rounds and demands
his ill-fitting sleeve.
the weekly installment on the
The first portion was the conven- "planner" from the girt. Some comtional cross-fire, Eugene making the
edy talk ensues, she complaining
ramrod-splned straight man of
the Instrument is no good anyhow,
orthodox vintage and Willie, in
which is the cue for a curtained
eccentric smooth-faced Hebrew, doportion of the cottage drop to rise
ing the low rejoinders for heavy
laughter.
This was followed by
Willies Imitations, a Yiddish Lauder

and

legit medley being
spots. Opera harmonics

the

disclosing the Interior in crosr- section.

and

He tackles! the grand
ticklee forth a couple

high tunes. The

piano
nasty

girl essays a vocal numwith light ber displaying good enunciation and
burlesque finished it, with the house
a captivating personality.
clamoring for more. Nobody ever
The action returns to "one" for
doubted and nobody need doubt now
that the Howards are headllners for some flirtation talk, the bill collector reminding himself he has not
anybody's vaudeville.
Willie Howard 'and Eddie Cantor as yet collected the seven weeks'
arrears.
He whispers to the girl,
are the nearest rivals to Al Jolson
she nods her head, he grabs a kiss
in the field of nfale character enterand tears out the slip of paper On
tainers of star luster.
Jolson has
them both handicapped because he which her indebtedness Is annotated
has the most "soul," and that is the and bicycles off.
The girl whose personality is not
biggest thing there is— to sell or to
have; Cantor has the most per- unlike that of Alice Brady's (to resort
to a facial comparison) is best
sonality;
Howard has the most
talent; he can do anything and do described as to appearance as being
everything brilliantly. No audle/ice vivacious and Warm even in her
can withstand him, and such a gingham get-up. Her line reading
trifling matter as switching
the can be coached up a little; she seems
environment about him or the sup- weak on It. The boy doing black-

port around him is minor. He is the
same Willie Howard In this Winter
Garden that he was In the old .Winter Garden and that's s'flciency.

—

sings with

(Special Sot)

<, Cass
L5urt, Tom Fadden and
Betty Pierco.
The scene is in the office of an
insane asylum with the comedian
one of. tho foremost "nuts" of the
institution.
He Is clothed in tho
customary purplo suit with white
spats and follows a routine of his
familiar quips and chatter with the
other members as foils. One number Is used by Carle and Miss
Pierce*
The remainder consists of burlesque comedy. Some of the comedy Is productive, although the major portion Is tlmeworn.
The title
is
based upon the rolled-down
stockings
worn by the young

Lait
herself,

Pull Stags

Moy"

Christmas, while their show is suspended. They are no tyros at the
business, for they have done specialty work these many seasons, and
most of it on the stage where they
came back. They appeared at exactly 10:30 and ran an even half
hour, doing only a mite of the vast
fund of material and the versatile
range of specialties Willie has up

American Roof

acter.

.

ii

and

Talk, Songs, Piano, Dances
16. Mins.; One
Columbia (Dee. 18)
Tudor Cameron Is the comic in
this vehicle, which has been playing
around the smaller circuits for some
time and which bears a marked resemblance to the aot of O'Connor
and Dixon. O'Connor is a former
partner of Cameron.
Meeker is the straight. Ills opening song Is interrupted by Camerpn
as the house porter toting a bucket.
Business of grabbing a piece of
slippery soap Is worked up for
laughs, followed by a ladder Juggling stunt of Cameron's.
A girl
"plant'- in the first row walks out,

a plump maid char-

,

!

value in
Fred.

will deliver

Comedy

eron

ppear

"

CAMERON

voice.

Full Stage

One end Three (Special)
Bud Helm, last of Helm and Lockof a wood, now the Lockwoods.
The

of tho action

it

another spot.

piece of crossfire, Cameron handling
a "dame" contribution in falsetto

(4)

The Baroness Rouskaya is featuraed on the annunciators inside
She Is assisted by
the theatre.
Ahearn and Peterson, formerly a
two-man act in vaudeville, and
"Mercedes." The act is a hybrid
affair consisting of *lts and solos
by each with an attempt at some
story plot with a thread of talk
about the two men being "wild"
about a certain girl, the bitter the
The fourth member,
Baroness.
Is

and

position

Abel

Aaron Hoffman is the author of
mis playlet built

™Jl Burns

ioee.

Song, Denes, Musical

"Mercedes,"

like its old self through the
turn-out for the Howards than,
probably, any time since it became
a vaudeville stand; not so much in
the magnitude of the audience,
which was almost capacity, but In

act opens with a pretty dance
arrangement for the three. The next

i

'.

more

The

1

One end

25 Mins.;

One

—

moons.

hep to.
Wrothe, as an Innocent with a
roll being touted to the wise end of
Tragt : Farce-Comedy by George V. the pony game, ha worked out
Hobart." Of the three the comedy Is new comedy side to his janitor.
a laugh score
the only bit that lb really worth They started getting
when the tout explained about one
whiTfc, and as that is not original
*
and
with Mr. Hobart, one might as well horse getting "shot (with hop)
the best
dismiss the other two with a brief was sure to win. One of
laughs
entrance
of
the
with
came
are.
ibey
what
of
description
At the opening the Coburns are a six-footer, whom t^" tout whispers
come-on
will
thwl
discovered discussing three acts all to, explaining
bearing the title of "Loneliness" make a bet and thai they'll "cut
janitor
that have been submitted by three him up between them." The
is und 'he
authors. One has treated the theme asks* who the stranger
"What
the
a
It
is
Jockey.
says
tout
as a tragedy, the other as a farce
and the, third as a comedy. Mr. Co- hell does he ride, elephants T" a
burn suggests that her husband Wrothe's comment. Another scoring bit was the "information" that
out.
read them and the lights fla
The action of the,/lrst skit is laid a lot of smart guys have put "a
"oh the nose" of
In a public park. A man who has lot of fish" tight
had wealth has lost his all and his a certain nag.
friends have deserteu him. He takes
The turn could have ended with
a seat on a park bench beside a the clean-up made ly u»o janitor
hobo, who panhandles his last money when the winning horse was defrom him. Along comes a former clared disqualified and the come-on
girl friend, and after she professes
copped his bet. The track talk is
With the act runfriendship even though he is broke. the big asset.
She wanders off with a chap to dance ning overt" *e, a pruning of thj
at the Little Club. So there is noth- opening section should work to ading |eft for the principal character vantage, even to the cutting out^of
except to blow his brains out. which the recitation, if that can be dona
he does for the finish of th sketch. Wrothe and Martin make a strong
It Is entitled "The Prince of Good comedy team, one that looks under

16 Mins.;
68th 8t.

sprite that offers a tcrpsi-

sisted

2he combination of the three skits
the program as "A
Is described on

"COLUMBIA REVUE"

a corking looking

Is

repertoire coverinr everything except toe dancing. She is as-

the act really got* into gear. To
the average vaudeville patron there
Is much of the track lingo that is
new; slang that only the regulars
I*the paddock and some others
who can't make the track, but get
theirs from the city bookies, are

the wire, with the changes,

(4)

Placed to close the show, following a silent posing-acrobatic double
of the class accepted as a closing
act, the Howard boys had an extremely unusual vaudeville situation in hand. Had it been a turn of
less certain standing, the experiment
might have been illuminating, and
But the
oven possibly historic.
Howards, of course, are surefire in
any spot anywhere, and, above all
places, In the Winter Garden.
The boys came "home" but home
had changed some since they had
seen It last. To be sure, it looked

erosity.

:ond has a hypochondriac
Inclpal character. Its title is
Ick Man." He is treated by a
loctor who is taking all his
and telling him that he has
nu ue ills of the medico calendar.
Finally the wife disguises 'herself
and Impersonates a faith healer and
brings about a cure,

RICHARD CARLE and CO.
"The Roll-Top Stocking"

Winter Garden

Beth Beri

with the "Janitor Hlggina* start,
but with the main id a looalled at
a race track. V.'ith him was a man
and woman. Ills new support has*
Owen Martin, formerly known In
burlesque circles as director as well
as player. An additional player is
used for blta
Martin, a neat straight in spotless flannels. Is excellent as a tout.
The bit In front of the tenement
house ran so-so. It was when the
pair got going at the track that

Fellows."

HOWARD

Palace

(SpeoUl

was Just recently that Ed Lee dancing
Wrothe offered about the same turn chorean

permission of
beta done without the
Mr/Bard. and to avoid creating an
yroneoos impression in the minds
It might
ef the vaudeville audiences,
It well to give program credit to
his genthe English comedian for

WILLIE and EUGENE
Songs and Talk

(2)

30 Mins.;

It

!

end CO.

and* Dances
11 Mins. Full Stage

(Skit)

23 lalna.1 One and
Drops)

P*i««*

[at

BETH BERI
Songs

,--

*

19

DOWNEY

and

CLARIDGE

Songs, Cycle, Panto and Roller
Skating
15 Mins.;
Jefferson

One

(2)

and Three

(13)

face is good. Whether he Is really
colored or not makes for a putxle In
that he does not remove hie black
gloves even for the piano work. It
is surprising he can perform at the
instrument with them on, and they
look like heavy cotton ones.
The
combination Is set for an early spot
Abel.
In the three-a-day.

MARTHA THROOP

(2)

The woman opens with a pub- Songs
14 Mins.; One (Special)
lished number In "one" which, conA neat looking miss, with a bit of
sidering she Is a cylist, was very
well delivered. To "three" for some personality, offering four songs plus
bike work making way for her male two changes of costume, assisted by

He> vocalizes off-stage, a girl pianist who secures one op"The Curse of an Aching Heart" and portunity to specialize during one
appears tramp for a laugh. His of the intervals. Miss Throop, at
panto work was funny and well present. Is lacking in a definite
executed, although not unlike sev- method of delivering her melodies
not having been
eral of Joe Jackson's bits, including and Impressed as
lights for
the stooping to pick up what looks on the other side of the
time. The act
of
length
any
great
enough like a coin on the floor. A shooting
in
position
tho runmiddle
held
a
with the crackers bit made for big laugh re-

vehicle in lta present place,
act showing enuugh with its "Hash"
set and
qualities of four peopl
costume? to draw attentlo in the
thrice daily houses added to which
the ability displayed * will also aid
materially.
Skiff.

partner.

ning order.
Replacing the minuet lyric would
help, while the initial ditty which
is a medley selected from legitimate
attractions would bo of more value
taneously.
In its curIf speeded up somewhat.
The act Is entertaining throughout rent form tho act should fit in nlcethe small big lv foe an
| and should not miss In
.cajjy snqt_.QP. the smaller
COOKE, MORT'MEP. and HARVEV time houses ot tile JeueryUn grade.
bills, aliowlng for a quiet Interlude,
Bicycle Basketball
Abel.
with Miss Throop giving promise
9 Mins; Full (Special)
of being able to develop if she will
Two boys on bikes assisted by a TAYLOR and FRANCIS
improve In her delivery.
Skiff.
girl performing as announcer and Talk and Songs
referee who stage a contest with a 21 Mine.; One
.

large

BALDWIN, WESTON

inflated bail manoevered by
of sticks carried In one hand

American Roof
8ongs
A mlxrd t'uo offering a rather 15 Mins.; One
the players with the "baskets"

means
of

turns finishing strong for his solo
with some work on a falia way bicycle. His partner came out for the
getaway on rollers vocalizing simul-

rather high

being placed

at each

side of the stage.

The game
representing

is

played with the

New

mm

York and Prook-

lyn, tho girl al.so acting as score
keeper with part of It being carried
on in tho dark by means of the
phosphorus ball with the lighting

of tho "bats' and baskets. Minor
bits of comedy are worked into tho
u.

routine with the finish coming whe.i
both men take "falls."
The affair should do for the Intermediate houses as a closer though
some cutting down as to length
would be of advantage both In
maintaining the Interest and as to
tho impression left
Skiff.

weak routine so far as their conversation is c ncerned, with most
of the
length in the appearance
of the girl, a snatch of dancing done
by her and a little assistance offered
by her partner.
Neither possesses a noteworthy
voire, with the talk coming more
under tho head of puns than anything else and a superfluous number
of them.

QORE

8tste

Following a special opening num-"
her in which the three men Introduce each other Individually, the
trio go<"s into a fast pop routine disharmony.
playing
well-blending
They dress ne tly in triplet grey
suits.

The

fl»st

two numbers whang

the house strongly, but there seems
to he a let dow- after that, as they
The
en. ploy less far* Mar songs.
closing "blues" number was too even
In melody to Interest and the lyric
hrodled altogether as far as being
under too is concerned.
All considered though the trio
should make it handily in the pop

Tho act should ordinarily run
about fifteen minutes, hut tho ilnal
six were taken up by a re( itation.
dono for an encore, whU h somewhat
wore out the welcome extended. Tho
t lrn will fit In
tho smaller houses
so long as tho "gal sticks. Hkiff.
houses.
'

and

Abek
1
;

1*1

\

THIS

so

ALHAMBRA
week's

Alhambra frameup

This
has everything, fast dancing being
anding feature, with ascend-

itn outst

ing values of clean-cut specialty
material from .beginning to end.

There

is

plentiful

eome

comedy,

novelty and enough singing t« c-nrry
the entertainment. All in all, one of
'he happiest lineups 01 an eight -act
bill that has come to notice in a
long time.

Top honors

departments of
class entertainment, of course, go to
Bessie Clayton and her 10 assistants. This is the last word in sublimated dancing and musical proin all

WEEK

stage in Colonial dr.«. It maybe
fine for the small time, but it drove
this A. K. out of the theatre.
The show (vaudeville) started
with the King Brothers in a lift
turn, with two or three new tricks.
The last, a flying catch, was made
through a couple of paper frames
and over four chairs. The first miss
was a stall, but the second miss
didn't look that way. TJiey made it
on the third. It's all right as an

worthy response when the attendance was considered.
Showing No. 4, or next to closing,
were Bert and Betty Wheeler. The
former worked it up nicely with his
clowning and remarks delivered from
a prone position, to a solid finish,
which allowed for ample reason to
return for the mind-rending s« ance.
Miss "Wheeler, as usual, scored with
her appearance and continues to do
a valiant straight.
Frank Dobson with his "Sirens"

opener here.
Devlne, a good-looking
Claire
blonde with a male pianist, was the

closed the initial half of the evening,
sufficient entertainment.
(Jetting away to a slow start, the
tab built up, as it went along, curtaining to appreciative applause

providing

of four acts in a row in "one."
She did 15 minutes with pop numbers, ending with a blues, making
a rather nice No. 2 for this grade.
first

Friday,

*jW

December

23, 198J

jut «£tion of the Hn«j. 1»
some, and while good for some
Bareback riding,
laughs here, isn't meaty or clever circus ring, clowns, prancing steed*
They dltt well at this nasts, whips crackingacrobats gym*
material.
hou~o with an act Just about built out staccato reports and anaDnta
in a mann2
for the acoustics.
that conjured up visions of silk
The Unusual Duo, a pair of male hatted ring masters—
big
top atmo.*
roller skaters with some dangerous phere, lots
of it— nothing lackhT.
looking body swings, closed the except pink lemonade
and
sawduS
show before the feature picture. to make it perfect at
the Shuber*
This pair work hard and have some Crescent, Brooklyn,
this
week
ThZ
One with Hannafords • and Bob
flashy looking spins.
Nelson
ankles locked around the neck of
N-lTev.^
?ne -ivoVT.
one remained for the picture.
nl * ht
° f the nlne acts listed, fog.
Con.
were sight turns and another cam*
partly within that category
ThI
other four were singing acts
nJ
girl acts, sketches or monologist?
Not
good
a
arrangement from a vaNot a thing new to the regular
vaudeville audiences, but still a riety standpoint, and not playii*
show the first half that is bound any too well, but the circus flavor
to please the malorlty of consistent should help the matinees this week
patrons. The regulation eight acts, —It's a dandy entertainment for *
with Lewis and Dody and Keane kids at holiday time.
The orchestra was a row op •*
and Whitney splitting the headline.
Jammea lower floor short of capacity and the bato^
There "wa.

rST

CRESCENT

I

%£&1S*-JHX£S^

STH AVE.

Dobson
over.
all
working not with usual After were Hart, Wagner and Eltls,
getaway
retarded
vigor, hence the
a three-act two men and a womand the necessary additional labor an. The men crawl on the stage, or
When dance on. on their knees, to the
to overcome the beginning.
Dobson is "right" the act registers
There is more fast, all the way; when he's not it's an "Humoresque" melody. That looked
vaudeville.
spontaneous entertaining In this pe- uphill grind that seriously impedes good, but then the turn commenced
The
to slide and never stopped.
riod than moat bills get across the tho playlet.
Skiff.
hat,
,
menn opened ,in
n tux
U and straw
footlights in a whole evening. The
8e'foV
ev"nin/d™
rXne"n
to
!ate
K
act starts faet and gets faster as it
1^'ogresses, coming to - peak of acA theatre party did the trick-^
later" used a telephone book a bit
tion in the whirlwind dancing of
there's a big one scheduled even
their usual quota.
"The Storm," a condensed version of business first done in burlesque.
fJuy and Pearl Magley near the finnight this week, excepting Saturday
The Clown Seal, a clever applica- and Sunday. That theatre
Ashley and Dorney, with a young
McCormack's meller,
ish, with a speed demon finish of all of Langdon
part*
concerned. Miss Claytop holds the topped the show the first half, and woman, were the next three-act of tion of the natural traits and tricks thing seems to be a Brooklyn prod,
The turn of a seal adapted for comedy pur- uct, native of the soil, like
laurels of the ragtime steppers for whether it was the fact the neigh- the same composition.
budfc
refinement of technical style and bors had gotten wind of the spec- when getting down to the straight poses. Lowe, Freely and Stella Jn dancers, hicks and rubber plants
class of presentation, both individu- tacular effects entailed in the pro- and parody singing got in strong the second spot, both acts pleasing It put the Brighton over for
George
duction, or whether it was- Manager with the house. It was pretty light the audience to a certain degree.
lly and as a producer.
Robinson this summer the
The first wallop came with the est the beach has even seen tough*
Jack Osterman, who came No. 4 Gorman's circus lobby display of a before that. It's the Herbert Ashaudit
instead of the programed position o^ woodland interior, the gate receipts ley style of following the straight advent of Jim and Betty Morgan apparently has done the same tor
The loges version with a parody that sends with their combination of popular the Crescent.
opening the Intermission, Is in a way were almost capacity.
songs and the raggy piano stuff folto make an individual niche for him- and boxes were populated to the over any act it seems he is in.
Burt Shepherd caught a fairly
The straight singing member of lowed with the violin and blues. The
self in the two-a-day. It is a nov- highest tiers plus a solid orchestra
the Ashley turn had to be followed act was a sure enough hit with well settled house with his inter*
elty to find a monologist of his years attendance.
esting whip manipulations. A girl
with
womsingle,
a
Frank
Hurst,
by
The
show
itself
played
perfectly,
those In front.
with his easy poise and certainty.
assistant, who holds papers, cigars
The woman player was
Ills great appeal is his youth and and those with a little knowledge of an pianist.
Robert Emmett Keane, Claire and other articles in her month
clean cut appearance, and he does stage crew work marveled at the the best pianist on the bill. Hurst Whitney and Co. in their sketch of- while Shepherd cuts 'em In
halt
well to mould his talk, as he does, fast striking ^of "The Storm" set to sings pops and ballads, using his fering pulled a laugh here and there, flicks off ashes, etc., with his
on youthful lines. The breezy chat- make way for the last full stage introductory stuff about himself and the audience for the greater part whip, talks occasionally. She long
owns
ter about the girls coming from a turn with but a short 15-minute of- his past to open and close, as he did not grasping the playlet when it a quaint foreign accent,
and she's
It's
likable youngster takes on a special fering in "one" in which to do it. when starting out as a single.
first opened. Keane is far and away decidedly pretty.
There age fir
angle of interest. The best of the The flash act carries with a preten- time he forgot about it, for audi- the best in the act. Miss Whitney greater possibilities for
comedy,
well
did
quite
Hurst
have.
ences
tious
forest
fire
effect
which
in
the
monolog Is that which puts him in
proved herself an excellent foil for however, in that accent than
a dejected light. The loveable young- prop trees crash across the stage with his regular songs, but not so the light comedian whose work in a cured at present, and they can
be
with
"Moon"
a
finished
well
when
he
into
the
log
certainly
cabin,
and
it
ster is the one who doesn't have too
grcat measure reminds of Edwin realized by the simple expedient of
easy success with the girls, and he requires efficient work to clear the number as an encore he said had
Stevens
in "The Devil," done in a having the girl talk more, announo*
Cook,
his
Mary
written
been
by
stage
closing
for
the
cycle
act.
does well to hold to the attitude exlighter vein.
The husband of the ing more of the whip tricks than she!
"croon
'Moon." "soon,'
As to the audience itself, one can- pianist.
pressed in his line, "Every time I
is now doing or possibly through,
meet a girl on Monday she has a not help comment on its orderly de- and "tune" have ever seemed the cast did not stand comparison conversational exchanges with
with
the
Mr,
other
two members, parbirthday Tuesday." Most of Oster- portment. To think of some of the main Ingredients for Joe Howard's
Shepherd. Plenty of thrills in Shepticularly
after
Keane's
clever
perworking
in
still
They
favorite.
are
"yeggs"
this
house
drew
the
once
man's talk is In this vein, and he
herd's
whip
stuff,
fine
a
quality
of
formance.
should develop that style of ad- change is nothing short of marvel- rhyme if not in harmony.
showmanship marking everything
Then camo the "Topics and
Lewis and Dody, playing a return he does.
dress, leaving the wise stuff to the lous. After cordially applauding the
others. His one song at the finish management's wishes for a merry Tunes," a Victor Hyde productron, date, were the real hit and pracHarris and Santley, No. 2, in a
to.
him away to hearty applause. holiday season the audience was in that looks good on the production tically stopped the performance.
He could have taken a couple more excellent humor and everything end and appirently was expressly Were they -prepared to remain on sister turn, pop songs blended tin
The Aeroplane Girls were built for small time. The other acts the stage for an hour with their gether with a well written Intro*
bows, but Judiciously declined. Alto- went.
and rhymed interludes
gether a worth while even quarter royally received with their aerial were not seen.
"H*llo, Hello, Hello" verses, the ductory
whirling trapeze and "iron Jaw" sixThe State is charging 65 cents top audience would have been willing to brightened up the second stanta
of an hour.
nicely.
floor,
balconv
The
the
blonde member has a
minute offering. The prop planes in the loges on
listen. They were laughs from start
It re.iains in naming the high
deep toned voice with an inflection
from which the duo perform their where smoking is permitted. The to finish, even though a number
:ghts of the show to record a riotous
of
that oddly recalls Ethel Barrymort*
stuff are propelled by electricity, last vaudevilles-show starts at 8 55,
laughing 20 minutes for Eddie Kane
their gags were based on "blue"
Why not a number travestying Mlas
and Jay Herman, who clowned it to and the whirring of the practical with the feature a*aln to follow,
end at stories.
Barrymore's famous "There Isn't
uproarious laughter next to closing, propellers, coupled #ith the military making the final performance
Margaret Young had the next to ~any more"? All of the five num«"
orchestral
midnight.
tempo,
makes
for
a
specfollowing the Clayton furore, having
tacular
effect.
It's a big and handsome house, closing spot, coming direct from the bers were handled as doubles, all
been moved down from two before
Palace.
Seemingly Miss Young Is
Intermission.
Here is a vigorous Joan Gerenalne, No. 2, a statuesque L,oew's State, at "the corner" of all ill advised as to dress. A bine'; excellent scheme, taking away the
sample of intelligent low comedy, blonde, displayed a mellifluous con- the United States. It does look as costume would be more befitting monotony of the ding-dong alter*
natlng of doubles and singles, with
with its fast exchange of absurd tralto with a polite song cycle of though it needs a show almost as
her personality than the gold af- the running off and on eliminated
Sime.
"nut" chatter and the swift extern. the better class that was well re- big as It Is.
fair with violet shoes and stock- and making for speed.
ceived. Charles and Madeline Dunstuff at least, much of it sounds
ings.
She did very well with the
Novelle Brothers next, white-faced
?xtem., such as the crack of Kane's bar followed with their barnyard
numbers at hand, although one does clowns with acrobatics while fld>
when a top loft interrupter, broke imitations, the cat flirtation for the
getaway
scoring
wonder
the
best.
what
her
dling
The
insequel
and the "loving birds" whisto
"A
DisIn. "Sound your A," he directed the
A typical thrce-a-day vaudeville
trombone, and then on the note ad- sistent applause warranted an en- bill at this house this week. About appointed Chorus Girl" would have tling bit almost identical with the
core,
but
they
way
seemed
unprepared
been
had
it
in
been
which* Arnaut Brothers do
in
the
hands
of
a
vised the disturber to try it again,
three-quarters of a houseful at the cleverer lyric
writer who might have both. The comedy smacks strongly
capitalizing an obstacle. The Greek for it. Billy Hallen was No. 4 with 8:15 show Monday night.
a
"nut"
routine
that
depends
more
of
the
made
regulation
a
classic
of
it.
Continental brand
waiter in Kane's hands is especially __
,_
Sherman and Rose, a small time
Ag u „---. 4ll- _ «, m *^i«i *«
Juvenile in appeal and foreign 111
funny, even after the others have ° n ™ 8 f el vne£ y *Jf n
Closing the show Lou Lockett and
L
nft dancing team, opened. The act cardlnk
1 perche<* alof
conception
but
it
brought enough
peddled it, and their "nut" talk is \™1%' ^v,
?
j ries a eye. The man is the stronger Miss Linn provided the entertain- laughs to balance the excellent turn*
capable of7 t?
being
swayed and
/ and
»™„«imr
•ronuinMv amusing.
genuinely
ment. There is considerable lack"eagle-rocked" plus a unique stut- half of the combination, most of the
bllng.
Willie Rolls, In an interesting tering, explosive manner
solo and double dances running to ing in the act for a real fast bilk
of telling
Marguerite Farrell made the song
Nllcr skating novelty, opened the his "Kelly" stories all summed up Russian, at which he is an adept. even though it contains a different score
an even ten for the first part,
idea from the general run of acts
They started things nicely.
ihow, followed by Peggy Carhajt for a perfect score for Mr. Hallen.
starting with a Kentucky number
to
Introduce
with her violin specialty second.
Helen Moretti next with a song
the dancing efforts of a and
"The Storm" (New Acts) was folsuccessively
offering a French
Miss Carhart's offering is severely lowed by Joe Laurie, Jr., assisted by cycle, Including semi-classical, pop team. With work it will undoubteddialect, English comic, that wound
straight,' presented In unpretentious his "parents."
The house ate up and operatic numbers, caught on. ly whip itself into shape, and then up with a bit of sentiment sung hi
style and making its sure appeal en- that father and mother
stuff and The boys on the shelf gave her the early on a bill it will get over in plain U. S., and two current pop
tirely on the score of musical ex- Laurie
was unanimously voted a hit. whistling encores, for whclh the more speedy company.
songs.
A change of wardrobe for
cellence.
Her playing o£ "Mighty The old couple make excellent ap- Broadway Is becoming famous. If
In the film division the Harold
Lak' a Rose" becomes a delicate bit pearances and look good enough to they like you upstairs here, you're Lloyd comedy, "Never Weaken," put each, with moving pictures carry*
Ing descriptive titles and scenes of
of musical eentiment.
She loses be his or any nice young man's papa in. Miss Moretti was whistled to over a flock of laughs.
Fred.
Miss Farrell's costumo changes
something after this, however, by in- and mamma, and the audience was an encore, and responded with an
Ailing in what would
have been
dulging in pompous technical fire- very gullible Monday
operatic selection. She has a strong
night. Dowstage waits between. It was rathef
works.
soprano
voice
of
considerable
range.
ney and Clarldge (New Acts) closed.
ST.
hard
to
get
but Miss
'em
started,
Rudell and Dunigan, in special
Hunting and Francis In "The
Harold Lloyd's "Never Weaken"
The 23rd Street increased its first Farrell gathered momentum as fhi
Photo Grafter" sustained the com- and a Corinne Griffith feature com- songs and dances with considerable half
went
each
along,
with
building
up
bill
from
the
customary six acts
edy running. Their lines might be prised the flicker entertainment, comedy interpolated, landed strongly
song, and she went over the top
burnished up, but the business Is showing in the order named at the third. The girl has personality and to eight and billed it as a Yuletide with flying colors
finishat
the
Festival.
From
general
appearances
looks well In two changes.
The
amusing and the agreeable singing end of the vaudeville.
Abel.
Closing the first half were the
male is an efficient comic, handling Tuesday evening the former policy
of Corrine Francis and the stepping
a "boob," "rube" and "wise" char- was acceptable, as the additional Hanneford Family, Including the inspecialty of Tony Hunter lift the
acts failed to draw any added at- imitable "Poodles," who worked the
acter,
making
changes
for
each,
offering into the clever specialty
while the girl carried the lyrics. The tendance, with the lightest attend- house up to fever pitch with hli
class.
Osterman, next, sustained
The first-half bill at Loew's State comedy is a trifle rough, but all ance in some time prevailing on dare-devil riding, risky tumbling
the pace, and Frankly n, Charles and
that had him escaping the feet of
held two or three good small-time right for the bunch.
Two of the that occasion.
Co. put an appropriate applause
turns out of a total of seven or eight songs sounded special.
Perclval
Sisters
(New Acts) the horses by a hair's breadth, and
period to the half.
or more.
The feature. "WallingLew Welch (New Acts) followed, opened the show, getting it off to a unctuous clowning. Some of the
Miss Clayton and her energetic ford," was the only item billed in the doing well in the spot with new and good start, with
Ormsbee and Hemlg latter is familiar, but it's all sure
aides picked up the show after the front lights. It may have been re- old material In
his monolog. Welch (New Acts), No. 2, deserving of a fire in "Poodles" hands. The pick•Topics" and Kane and Herman sponsible for the draw Tuesday is doing his Hebrew character.
later spot In this company on the ing up of the imaginary nickel, with
performed the feat of holding up a night, though the house was far
Roscoe Ails and Co. next. Ails strength of their turn. Paul Burns tho wiping of fingers Is still respot that would ordinarily have from filled, up or down. But it's a and Kate Pullman got a raft
of and Co. (New Acts), No. 3, pro- tained among "Poodles' " comedy
been an anti-climax. It remained big house so big that personality laughs in "one" with their kidding, vided
a corking comedy punch, get- routine. It's not only nasty, but obTor Fran:, and Kthel Carmen, hoop on the stage falls to penetrate to th* which **^s been worked
The others of the family
to such ting more rr.il npplause than Is gen- solete.
up
lOilcis, to close the show. They did rear rows of the orchestra.
Its a point of efficiency it all sounds erally credited to a sketch at this uncorked some nifty solo and en*
only about seven minutes, but that acoustics are excellent and the sight ad lib. and there Is no surer surc-flro house.
semble riding feats that landed. The
was exceedingly fast work and kept range the same, but from the or- stuff in the game. The house rocked
The fast gait was kept up by act held back the intermission, SCOT*
most of them in.
Hush.
chestra's rear the performance be- at the fly chatter. Ails gets hit often Dave Roth, No. 4, with his imper- ing a whalo of a hit that forced
comes a matter of material only. when he backs up against the drop, sonations of musicians and dancers. "Poodles" to a bit of encore clown*
That personality so valuable to a also sure -lire hoke. Miss Pullman This single topped off his turn with ing and a word or two of spoken
vaudeville artist stands here in is sweet looking in her black and some fast dancing, which brought acknowledgment.
ST.
81
*
Following the News Weekly ana
only about two-thirds down.
silver jazz costume and flashes a him into the hit column.
Howard
An average five-act line-up play- stead
And the State's orchestra of 18 nifty dance of splits and acrobatics. and Sadler, following, had an easy Cartoons, Lord- A in held attention
ing to a half-filled house about sums
with
his triple-voiced singing spepieces.
They aro playing for a The dancing finish with Ails, the time landing their songs and inciup the impressions Tuesday night small-time bill all the time. Many
and the hoofing musicians, who dental chatter. The girls are ap- cialty, lie was In splendid voice,
lel't.
The show ran along evenly, a good act in a house of large senle girl
the
higher tones resounding with a
step out of the jazz band, put them parently well known to the 23rd
neither taking the heights nor de- has had to watch
They took the hit Street audience, that gave them at- full soprano quality und with but
itself being buried over to a speech.
scending to the depths, with George by a much smaller and ever yo much of the bill.
the
very
slightest suggestion of fal*
tention from the start.
McFarlanc the outstanding figure on poorer band. In "Topics and Tunes,"
Harry Tighe followed, opening as
Xo. 6 proved too heavy for the set to. Had he been singing behind
tlio program when he came forth in
a
screen
monologist,
singing
near the ending of the vaudeville, a a
two songs in dancing team of Weber and Ridnor.
it's an even bet all of thoee
the center of the running order, nice little girl came forward
ragged voice and monologing through the male member being In the house that had not heard him
to sing ;i
leaned against the piano and crooned "Sweet Sixteen." She
lr.ve
his
affairs.
before
about
phrase it t
Ills two girl greatly hampered In his dance imwould have accepted the vohimself into a couple of encores. stilt herself, and it was some phras- assistants join him later in
some personation, due to tho use of calizing unquestionably as that of*
With the number of patrons present ing!
Hut the orchestra stuck it trio numbers and kidding with George White and Pat Rooney im- woman. He did one number In Ens'*
it must have been more like singing
out. That "Topics and Tunes" might Tighe at the piano. The shorter girl personations by Dave Roth earlier lish. announced as his first attempt
in a parlor than anything else to
be a good small-time turn. Itcll said is dressed atrociously.
Neither of In the evening, both of which he in that language, and handled «
McFarlanc and it was a most suc- it was last fall, when it was llrst the costumes looks big iimish and
does and announces in the same beautifully until nearly the final Hnj
cessful musicale.
produced. He sat through the en- should be replaced. With the pres- manner.
when an unfortunate slip on a try
Previous to the singer were placed tire act. It starts off with a re- ent material Tighe can't expect anyLloyd and Christie with a fast line for an extra high one inserted »
the Musical Hunters, opening, fol- written lyric to the "Glow Worm" thing better than the pop bills. The of chatter had little difficulty in slight defect, whi h let him down *
lowed by Charlie Ahearn's troupe melody, then the "Sweet Sixteen" girls are good vocalists, but their scoring, with Do Witt, Burns and not'h or two that somewhat diminthat livened it up. The act con- thing, then "Dear Old Gal," then efforts at comedy fail. The "slang" Torrence with a fast tumbling rou- ished his returns.
tinues to hold much action and pep, "Annie Rooney," or something like song with the girls interrupting at tine dossing the show to a seated
A&ed .Bated, assisted by K'" ,c
with the conclusion bringing a note- that, with the six people on the the end of each line for an'explana- house.
Hart.
ltinucd on page 29)
42,000.
duction for vaudeville. Thirty-five
minutes of whirlwind stepping, fascinating jazz music and not t. spoken
word! Here is one instance where
the half-hour limit doesn't apply to
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PALACE

next-to-closing act (in "ene").

The

Judaing from the business both
and nU£t ^tho Palace.on
every indication
wonday, there
a mistake to hold otot
Sit it
as th* headact
Midget
IK Singerthat house, especially
for
iinir^at
week before Christmas. There
the act la a
I. no questioning that
mirtty one, both as a box office
Sr?w and a stage entertainment, but
One week at
not for the Palace.
hit house is about all that it could
position
headline
the
in
as
up
•tand
from the box office standpoint. At
town
the
out
of
and
houses
JSJer
two-week stand is the trick with
it goes
as
up
bullda
it
and
turn
the
.ions, but the Palace is not "local"
"neighborhood." and the Midgets
played everything else in town before going there.
from a booking
Undoubtedly,
otandpoint, it was figured that Mr.
Ind Mrs. Coburn (New Acts) and
Trixle Frlganza would draw enough
to gloss over whatever deficiency
there might be through holding over
the Singer act. This, however, was
not the case with the two Monday
performances. At the matinee there
were about Ave rows empty, and at
the evening performance it is possible that the box office chopped,
for. while the last four rows were
solid, the next six were scattered
with big Vacant gaps at either side,
gtlll this is the week before Xmas.
However, capacity is so continuous
at the Palace that when it is not
there the reason is looked for.
At the matinee the show ran late,
and for the evening performance
there was a switch In the running
order of the bill, with Mr. and Mrs.
Coburn going to closing the first
part and the Singer act opening the
This, with cutting,
second halt.
managed to get the final certain
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ST

was

44TH

prove that* that wasn't enough of it
the number serves to bring down
the final curtain. A little bit of too
much. It was forced, and noticeably
so, by Friedland with his talk.
Incidentally, he or his lyric writer has

—

—

of

wow-'em

comics turned

In

little
the first

night

A long leap was made by Harry
Holmes and Florrie Le Vere. sent
from No. 3 to nex to closing and
there cleaning up. It was about an

Next

to closing the

w

izing is intelllglb*
His forte is
knockabout flat-foot hoofing. Rogers
even break for the evening's honors opened the show, and a more strikbetween that duo and Billy Wayne ing comparison could not be made
and Ruth Warren (New Acts), who than that between his lyrlcizing
opened intermission with a laughter and that of the headllner. He has
winning skit, "The Last Car." Both a funny personality, but It gets him
comedy acts had the men folk pick- nowhere and never will until he
ing on the women, but there was no can learn to land the words of his
conflict in any way.
The velvet ditties. Musician Johnstons enterdrapes of Holmes and Le Vere's skit tained in their usual manner with
held a laugh, for on the material Is their xylophone playing.
painted "murals" of two of the
Mr. and .Mrs. Mel-Burae enact a
world's fattest nudes hiding among
farcical sketch in an original stage
the flowers. In the box section of
setting, depicting a sleeping porch

—

the turn there are several new
laughs. Holmes' lyric with the bass
viol is a corking bit of humor. His
"system" of taking bows is tickling,
too.
He Carries his partner on and

each time bending lower and
staggering on with a dummy
which he tosses into the aisle. There
was a third comedy act in the going,
Ed Lee Wrothe and Owen Warren
(New Acts), which worked up into
a good scoring No. 3.
The class end of the bill was carried b. the Kaliz act and Ella Retford. No doubt about "Temptation"
being too long running for the second section, and it was rightly
off,

finally

One may
sounded as American.
have been "As Loi ; as You Wear
and th< playing is never im- a Smile,*' which had chatter between
portant and at times much too long verses, and the other was "Casey."
at once, and devoid of entertain- The impression bit was used for the
There seems an effort to finale, Marilyn Miller being retained,
ment.
make the girls versatile, and in the also the Chaplin bit and Belle Baker,
effort thero is considerable faking the Lauretta Taylor bit being out
of instruments, notably a violin, There wasn't a trace of dialect for
which one fc.A saws with her bow the Miss Baker number. Miss Retfor many minutes without any per- ford has a charming personality,
ceptible fingering. Earle's banjolng perhaps no better shown than in
De- the speech of thanks for her warm
is fair and his comedy is nil.
spite much hurrah in the get-away reception.
The uppe. part of the
boil.
a
medley, it didn't come to
house whistled its plaudits, so her
Billy McDcrmott kicked a goal initial try at the Colonial is to be
with his customary run of stufT. counted a success.
The crowd took to him on sight and
Madelon and Paula Miller, a juveHe worked nile
stuck right with him.
sister duo, won something on
easily and ad llbbed fllppnntly and second.
One sister at the piano
on
left
He
had them every second.
and
the other with violin was the
viclie high wave of a substantial
opening layout, tho peppy style of
Winter
the
that
tory, proving also
The sisters
the girls counting.
Garden is O. K. for punchy comedy danced '-/oil at the clos*». getting reof the bull's-eye class.
out for
them
brought
that
turns
Everest's monkey circus got a some encore stepping.
••pot, too. being third and getting
opened,
Rockman
and
La Dora
awav with it nicely and noisily. their
routine being largely upon
Anybody who knows bid vaudeville
flashed
Doia
u
Miss
La
webbing.
can see through the backstage mc-

Beth Berl (New Acts) closed the
snow. The act was cut considerably
and did not follow the program, but
>t showed up
as an offering of merit
n nd not of the
typo that should be
practically
*Pot of the

wasted

in

the

bill.

I

closing
Fred.

WINTER GARDEN

ehanics, but 1o th* fan who buys it
an in- is a marvelous exhibit of simian reMm<\ Kverest tot>k two
of extraordinary vaude- Jinement.
ville interest is being worked out in bows bv ample request.
the Winter Garden this week. It is
and (Miss) Uillie
MeCoimaek
Joe
"oubtful whether the arranger of lb-gay deuced and sang and danced,
tho bill had in mind a test of •ol.loe is no John and 1'illie is no I'-arl.
—- would have
revolutionary a step.
........ and
worked
«"•»-« bard,
»-»
They
•* j
Hut here is
y»«it ho has done:
He has put a done better had they not sung songs
Epical closing art (full stage) ftext Their acrobatic dancing, single and
to closing and
closes with a g^at double, was hard and mechanical,

An experiment

(at

least

novation)

I
i

»

—

.

*

form, but she
nnturally possessed of

peachy

is

not

so

a singing
warbling in the air
besides
helped,
than
detracted
rather
Both members
is not original.
it
close,
the
webbing
at
the
working on
the orchestra using a melody from
and
Sidney
Revue."
Box
"Music
the
.
«
1A .
a short and fairly eft
Soman with
rou^
balane.ng
hand-to-hand
feetlvc
voice.

The

.

tine, closed.

.

.

,

I

Paul Morton, Flo Lewis and Oo^>
"Broadway Butterfly" closing the
half easily gathered applause
and the comedy honors of that eee.tion. , This couple have a fast and
furious bedroom farce that abounds
with laughs and Is bolstered strongly by special numbers. The bill was
In need of a strong comedy feature
at this juncture, with the couple
easily carrying away honors In that

an apartment building. It Is effective, even if ho one ever saw such
a thing as part of the equipment of
a Riverside Drive apartment duelling. The man plays a husband returning home after a night out, very
much under the influence, and gives
a legitimate characterization, which
The dialog Is
is fed by the lady.
punctuated by a lot of sure-fire gags,

tion,

making their first reappearance in
two years around New York, were
a laugh clean-up from the panto
poker game at the opening of the
act to the comedy light and stepping
at the finish.
Thoy have dug up a
couple of new similes in their gags
and these were laugh wallops.

girl.

of

spotted at night. After some stray
fumbling at the start, that included
tampering with the light cues and
several of the girls stumbling over
the wavy groundcloth that is so
prepared to make it easier for the
barefoot dancing, "Temptation' settled down to good flash entertainment Of theTeminine aids Hazel
Webb first drew attention as "extravagance," and led one of the

dialog

A

.

best for a three
entire act lacks novelty or distinc-

Swor Brothers,

the big time programs. The supporting cast includes Herbert Warren, Jason S. Kinslow, Violet Barney, Effle Bordine and Harry M.
Smith.
Miss Barney Is a stately
blonde admirably cast in an unsympathetic part
DoUle Kay, No. 4, with Phil Phil*
lips at the piano, blasted away with"
several published numbers that filled
the bill nicely In the first half spot.
Miss Kay has retained an old number here and there with the songs,
however, neatly knit together, with
which a generally good Impression
corking novelty number
is made.
used for an encore Is the outstanding hit of her present routines. Applause greeted this hard -working?

Fred Rogers, blackface dancing
comedian, is a. unique stepper, but
not a word he utters while vocal-

except
Nona became Noona And tune was comedy of a long bill, and,
few minutes of
by that same stretching of for the Howards'legitimate
comedy
operetta's prettiest numbers.
Mr.
only
the
gagging,
poetic license Barcelona must have
the Kaliz with "Lovely Ladies" had the
become Bar-saloona, and in these in the show. They proved that
Renoff,
E.
isn't a hard house other most likely song.
Garden
Winter
prohibition days that seems to be a
alibied; first as Adam, looked like a cave
matter for Mr. Volstead to take up. for laugh stuff, as has been
The six girl* that Friedland Is using it's all right for all right material n in and used his strength in the
people. classical dance with Vivian Laland.
right
the
for his chorus are not quite up to punched home) by
familiar Katherine Barnes as "intoxication"
those that he had with the offering Not a giggle was lost in the
for a was lively, and Florence Browne
hit
it
and
a year ago. Fair results were ob- Ryan -Lee routine,
One of the perfect acts in was very effective as a temptress.
tained by the offering despite the wallop.
Others in support were Marjorle
"one," this.
Plugging.
Laura Land, Dorothy
Ciccolinl opened the second por- Sweetser,
The first laugh of the show, and
out
set
matter
Kendall and Klosane Furukawa.
program
His
incidentally, the hit of the first part, tion.
com- The feature of the supporting playdeveloped with the appearance of all the six great grand opera
Johnny Burke in his "Drafted" mon- panies of which he was top tenor. ers are the number of girls who desemi-colo- liver in a dancing way, and some of
olog. He had the audience laughing He appeared hatless, in
He pleased, but did them have tiny -costumes. One of
all the way, and his piano playing nial costume.
He used some Mr. Kaliz's scenes lost something
at the close had them asking foe not thrill much.
that because of the use of ragged -end
more. Applause stopped the show make-me-come-back politics
he never learned in any of those six straw hat.
until a speech was made.
having
even
organizations,
Instead of closing intermission
Closing the first part the Coburns opera
frantically Miss Retford was moved down to
presented a novelty in "Loneliness." the leader motion to him
while No. 6, and there the English girl
Singer's Midgets opened the sec- and beg him pantomimically,
She first appeared last
ond half and the efforts of the the orchestra wao playing his next landed.
no spring, and was booked back for a
diminutive players were rewarded introduction, forte. Ciccolinl is
tour which started last week. Miss
with frequent applause, with laughs helpless stranger in vaude.
Burt Earle and his eight musical Retford has retained style of roubeing plentiful at several points
down half No. 1. This is a tine, though there are perhaps sevthrough the act.
To those that girls letflash
and noise, suitable at eral different numbers, two of which
hadn't seen the act it was a com- lot of
-spot, because the

open.

Katharin Kavanaugh playlet,
"O Joy San." This Bergere offering
Is up to a par with her previous
acts and proves sufficiently entertaining to hold its own in any of
the

—

toona;

bination of a Uarnum
& Baily
Circus and the "Follies."
Trixle Frlganza, following the big
act, proved a "big" act in herself.
She got a number of laughs with
the allusions she made to the preceding turn. Her numbers were received with open arms by those in
front, especially
the "You Never
Know" iyri C( y.hlch was used to

topped off with a dance which
gained all of the attention the spot
could demand.
The sketch position No. 3 was
handed Valerie Bergere and Co. In

to closing, the turn being brink of seriousness she switches to
assigned to close intermission. At her exceptional sense of travesty,
the matinee there were five acts in low comedy or farce, as the occasion
the first section and three in the demands. The act is a conglomeraIt was made four and four at tion of diverting nonsense.
last.

this field lean to when
they get half a chance to exercise
it, in place of that feverish "action"
when they are buzzing away in a
scurry against the odds to stop the
This helped them imstampede.
measurably toward getting home the
There
impression they piled up.
are probably many other "dumb"
acts' that could do it if given the
same break.

pair

acrobatic routine with several corking tricks.
They easily brought
forth applause in the early spot,
paving the way for Willie Solar, No.
2.
Solar used two restricted numbers and his monkey song, tho latter

was next

artists of

after the first verse It was necessary to dig up a rhyme for tune, so

The boxes and logos
were filled to a greater extent Monday evening than any other section.
The Chandon Trio started without the customary short reel picture
used before the acrobatic turn. The
Chandona, consisting of two girls
and a man, have a cleverly devised
holding up.

ST.

fault to be

COLONIAL

They are very strong and
very well known. However, mightn't
the audience, have remained in for
any Important olio double in that
spot?
Reversing the two last acts has
this advantage:
It lets the show
off with a bang.
One famous and
successful booker has frequently
said that if he has a great next-tocloser he has a great show, because
the audience walks out (probably
on the closing act) satisfied. This
way he can get in any value the
closer may have and still send his
houso opt cheering.
The main
reason for walkouts on final acts is
that they are uninteresting; it isn't
the running time. The same people
don't walk out before the last of
legit shows or pictures.
They remain as long as they are held.
The closing act has no value at
all, or it has some value; if it has
none, It should die out; if it has
some, that should be utilised. The
Flemings, a white-art posing male
double, turning into a neat handbalancing and turnabout lifting routine, was placed ahead of the Howards. It drew applause and scrutiny
and concentration such as, it may
be safely stated, it or no other silent
act could attain one position later.
Thus it goes in as an additional
item of weight on the bill. Otherwise it would be "just one of those
acts." a tragedy to the performers,
close.

to work out a new wrinkle
Ryan and Lee had laid it down
In handling rhymes.
There is a
if the audinumber early in the act regarding pat for whoever followed did,
for this
"Nona of Barcelona." Somewhere ence remained, which it
character

managed

The only

found with
the bill this week is the absence of
Nora Bayes should prove
novelty.
a sufficiently potent headllner, but
the light house Monday night did
not evidence drawing power. It Is
the pre-hollday week, and Miss
Bayes not so long ago was at the
Winter Garden.
Miss Bayou is, if anything, as good
Any perever, if not better.
as
An exceptional vaudeville show,
for over
easily one of the best here sipce the former who can entertain
hour
is an
of
three-quarters
an
start of the season and a surprise,
assistants
since It graced the boards the week artist. She has two male
besides
pianist, and they are all
a
before Christmas.
It
could ride
Allan Edwards sings
nicely as a holiday bill. While the competent
la Jack Norworth that is, he innews weekly was being projected a* a
in the same manner, but there
woman patron was taken very ill, tones
but was assisted from the house the resemblance ceases. The other
has a well -trained voice with
wit:,
little
commotion and few man
fine natural quality, besides being a
people aware of the incident Atcomedian. Miss Bayes Is aptendance on the lower floor was not clever
on lyrical enunciaas good as last Monday evening, the parently a "bug"
tion.
In a class by herself in this
approach of the holidays probably line, she either selects her assistants
affecting the box office.
On form
this facility or has the
patronage should build during the because of securing such results
knack of
week.
from them. Her numbers are well
Considerable switching at night chosen, with a leaning toward draworked out for the best results. matic melodic concordance just a
Arman Kaliz, with "Temptation," leaning, never a toppling over the
was moved up from seventh, which boundary. Directly she Is on the

down at 11:20 Monday night.
a bagatelle to audiences. And the
The Eight Blue Demons opened Howards (New Acts) didn't lose a
The Browne Sisters with ac- soul, either.
fast.
cordions managed to get enough apThere was another element in this
plause to warrant the two bows show:
Ryan and Lee, a durable
that they took with their neat speand
standard next -to-closer, precialty.
ceded
Flemings. It would have
the
with
his comAnatol Friedland
been a regular running show had
pany was on at about 8:20, and the
Howards
not been there at all,
made two or three references to the but short one
Isn't that a
act.
fact that he was on too early in the
the hcadliner or
take
hiyich
to
fact
That
his
act.
show during
"name"
act, with established draw
didn't' interest the public at all. The
and set it, instead of a
turn developed into a plug for a new and hold,
quiet number, to keep the
song which Friedland has written. weak and
crowd
at the last?
displayed
drop
on
the
The title is
The Flemings worked easily and
in "one," a verse and a chorus are
dignity which
done by the leader of the act, then with that studied
there is a violin solo of the* chorus,
followed toy another chorus sung by
the leader; and then the orchestra
plays it as dance music, and Just to

SI

Study and develop-

reault in this instance, at ment may make
them; now they
perfect attention for the lack poise In their dancing,
which is
advanced closer, whereas It would their asset; their singing
is hopeless
probably have played to receding and should be*
Immediately
abanbacks and half the house helping doned. Pedersen
Brothers opened
the other half on with wraps, and with ring
tricks, very difficult, very
the retarded pre-flnal b*»ld every- excellent, very
good for the position.
body in and got close attention, rem
Lait.
calls and everything that went witff
its merits.
It chanced that the
Howard brothers were slated to
least,

£

.

but effective.

WEEK

THIS

bee.

in

first

line.

A

"Topics" and cartoon reel followed the Intermission, with Carl

McCullough reviving the Vaudeville.
boy started
This well-groomed
slowly, but built up strongly aa he
finishing
with
a cleverly
along,
went
written and handled telephone bit
In the
morsel
neatest
waAha
which

turn. Tom Elliott Is In support ef
McCullough as a piano accompanist,
going through his work In a capable
manner. The second half got a good
well perpetrated start with the McCullough act,

but they are so
they get over.
Hattie Althoff, with her sister at
the piano, sings a number of ditties
in the kind of voice that appeals to
vaudeville audiences, and as a result she scored a neat hit Al Sexton and four girls, reinforced by a
special eye, sings pleasingly, dances
with each of the cutely costumed
maidens, and the act finishes with
Al and the girls doing a musical
comedy ensemble "number." He Is

an easy, graceful, modern stepper,
and the girls do their part.
International NeWs Weekly separated the two parts of the show, and
Bert Melrose took up the task of
amusing, with his clownish antics
and clever balancing, finishing with
He came
his table rocking stunt.
back in "one" for a bit of instrumentation on a saw to enable the

Nora Bayes, who

setting for
lowed.

fol-

which mado way for Frltsi Soheff
with her routine of voice displaying
numbers. The "chanteuse comlque"
(program line) retains her famous
"Kiss Me" again, which can be Invariably relied upon by her for results.
Several standard numbers
preceded It Monday night, and also
the "Silver Lining" song from
The uptown audience ap"Sally."
proved of this single from start to
1

finish.

The comedy and applause hit of
the evening occurred with Dooley
and Sales next to closing. They
were the first to secure applause
upon the flashing of the cards, and
from then on walked right through
the audience, mowing them down
Mme.
with laugh after laugh.
Bradna with a snappy circus turn
walkfew
closed the show with but
Hart.
outs.

George M. Rosener, next to closing, must have realized there was a
goodly sprinkling of the profession
present, for he opened up with such
technical references to the business
as "62.G0 for the last half," and
landed a few giggles. His "Anthology of an Old Actor' must be good
entertainment, for he was healthily
applauded for his efforts, and made
which he stated It was
a speech,
"too damned much trouble" to get
Ho
spent fully two minact.
new
a
utes with his speech along these
adding that all that was
lines,
necessary for such a turn was
"Madison's budget, a red nose and

m

a

lot of gall."

The hour was

11:10,

with the last act, Apollo Trio, waiting to go on. Fortunately, the Apollo
people are well worth while or their
turn might have been spoiled by
the remarks of their predecessor.

What was

left

of the assemblage

remained seated for the

finish.

Jolo.

RIVERSIDE
The current week's show

the

at

The

uptown

Broadway

in tho vicinity of the 00s
largely from a theatrical shop-

houses

draw

ping clientele. The show shoppers
pass up nnd dwwn before the theatres in tha. locality a ndy inspect the
bills at the various hocuses. I'm. illy
picking out the one which suits
them.
The general Impression Is
that they curtail the dinner hour to
take the Broadway promenade to
look over the show bills.
Monday evening found business
comparatively light at the Riverside.
Attendance at this house has
u iy
been off
a large d«T.r<-<- i!"part -of the wick for sunn- lime,
t

Willi

the

«

•

Saturdays

and

It'll be tough sledding for the first
and second half shows If the initial
evening of the week Is any criterion
as to the attendance that can be ex-

/

|

pected.

For those who remained away it
be said that there is no need
weeping on their part, as the
bill gave evidence of havhalf
first
ing been booked In with an eye on

may
for

the proverbial pre -Xmas business.
Taylor and Francis (New Acts) on
fourth gathered unto themselves
what honors were donated by the
The remainder
meagre throng.
came very near turning it into what
is sometimes called "one of those
things."

Grant and Wallace opened, with
Williams and Smith following, who
offered a couple of songs and some
stepping, of which the footwork of
the malo half received what little
Ambros
recognition was granted.

Anni- and Obey, succeeding, passed along

Riverside is billed as an
versary Program with no apparent
reason for this style of bill, as tho
layout contains a name headllner
and several standard acts which,
collectively, furnish an entertaining
program, a condition rarely existing
with the so-called anniversary bill,
rosslbly it being tho week before
Christmas was tho cause of the
switching from the regular billing
policy, as tho time table method
draws a certain number of bargain
hunters.

AMERICAN ROOF
The open season for shopping put
a dent in tho American patronage
Monday night. About half a house.

quietly despite the woman's efforts
at comedy.
Minus any semblance
of personality or appeal to an audience it might prove of advantage to
the act if she would omit the comic
antics and adhere to a straight
routine. Mite. Twlnette (New Acts)
accompanied? by a pianist and a
mixed couple of dancers ushered in
the wait between the two stanzas.
Comedy made up by far the major
portion of the second period, with
Lawrence and Beasley putting It
under way. Both boys tried hard,
but seemed to continually Just miss,
with tho result being an outburst
that was far from being uproarAl and Mary Royce talked
ious.
their way along, which eventually
led into a boxing contest between
the two, preceded by much display
of tho figure on the part of the
woman. It got little in the way of
returns and could be eliminated
without doing material damage.
rharllo Wilson was next to shut
Ho was
with his "nut" offering,
decidedly shy of any substantial returns until lie went to the violin*

Scndnysiiaugh

closed.

iikig.

VARIETY

Yl

December

Friday,

23, 1921

-^-

NEXT WEEK

BILLS
The

week with Monday

tli*

according to booking

In divisions,

offices supplied

from.

The m.innc/

which these

tn

bills

are printed

does not denoto the relative

nta nor their program positions.
name denotes act Is doing new turn,

tsnpor; in.-e of

before
or reappearing; after absence
vaudeville, or appearing In city where listed fur the first time.

•

from

KEITH CIRCUIT

KEW YORK

CITY

Proctor's 125th St
2d half (22-25)

Keith's Palace

Dot son
Muller A Stanley
Lowe Fee ley A 3
Doris Harly Co

Drew

lfrs Sidney

•Mabel Ford Rev
•Al Herman
Mehlinger A Mey'rs
Ethel Levey

A A M Havel

(Two

to

Homer

Co

half (26-28)

1st

Keith's Riverside

20th Century Rev
'Gertrude Barnes

Harry Watson Co
•Al Herman
v
Lelghtners A Alex
Canninn Bros A
Trlxle Frlganza

A Jayne

Moore

Joe'Towle

W

Peggy Bremen Co
(Others to All)
2d half (29-1)
Van Horn A Inex

Klrby Oulnn A A
Maxine Bros A B
Keith's Royal
Bello Baker
Colly Ward Co

A Dody
Brown Oirls
"Hazel Haalam Co
(Others to

All)

Mth

Proctor's

•Val Harris Co
Baraban A Grohs

Keith's Colonial

(Two

Mack A

Hoffman Co
Leo Beers

2

A Marg'rlte
Sylvia Clark
Henry & Adelaide
Poll Dasaln Circus

Bryon

St.

F A

to All)

M

Ben Meroflt
•Van Horn A Ines
•H Corthell Co

Valentine
Melnotte Duo

Santiago 3
Muller A 8tanley

HUGH HERBERT
Week Dos. 25-Malertte. Measles. T
Astra* 2» WEST 4tte ST.. N. V CITV.
:

Sd half (21-1)

Edmunds Co

Mabel Burke Co
Harry Tighe
Hyama A Mclntyre

Ryan A Ryan

oys

(Others to All)

fill)

Proctor's 2*4 St.
2d half (21-25)

id half

^oe LOTrle Jr

Wm

Edmunds Co

M A A

Clark

Frances Kennedy

Bradna Co
(Two to All)

Lillian

Keith's. Fordtiam
Sybil Vane Co

Clauds A Marlon
Redf>rd A W'ch'ter

Mclntyrc

Leon's Ponies

AH)

2d half

Frank Ward
Lewis A Dody
Rlalto's Look
Rice A Elmer
(Others to All)
2d half (29-1)
"Build Own nomo"

All)

Moss' Franklin
Courtney Sis Co
Hallen
White & Leigh

Wm

Bernard A Garry
The Faynes
(One to All)
Keith's Hamilton

(Two

A

Wallaco

Will

Mahoney

A

Keith's Jefferson
Blslng A Paulson

(One

to

Ruby Darby
Ormsbee A Rcmlg

Keith's lluHhwIck
Roscoe Alls Co

(Two

Pieces"
All)

imOOKLYV
Besslo Browning
Valerie Bergere
Bert Fltxglbbon

to All)

2d half

Bud Snvder Co
A A L Belle

Scotch Lads

M

P A

& L

Nolan

The Faynes

Cahlll

(Others to All)
Moks' Regent
Bud Snyder Co
Marshall A Wms
Alma Nellson Co

Conlin
Musical Hunters
Keith's Orpheum

Week
Week

Baltimore,
York.

Winifred

i:<l

half

IIatr> l'.if
Klstr.

f^

Paulson

Vokes * Don
•Ormsbeo A ltemlg

(Two

(o All)

Keith's Hist St.
Billy (Jin son
Rogers A Allan

Howard A Lewis
"Marry Me"
Robinson A Tierce
Diaz Monks
Keith's

II.

O. H.

2d half (22-25)

Dave

Hot h

•'Marry Me"
Morgnn A Binder

Ford A Goodridge
•"L«.«t Bet"

DcWltt Burns A T
(Two to fill)
(20-28)
Pl»rcs"

1st half

"Bits

A

Claude.

Lew

A Jenkins

A Marion

Kit ford
OMtertnnn
P<'gKy Cnrhart

*

I'.Iue

A Terrl9
Hr-nmn A Itulo
Parlor Broom A B

Junion

I.

Belle

half

Alma

Wm

Ni'llnon
Hiillen

A

W

A M

(One

HA2LETON, FA,
Feeley*s

Rowland A Meehan
Weber Qlrls
(Two to All)

Klale

2d half

Victory
Crutchfleld

Crane

May A O

Willie

Smith

(Two

to All)

Co

"The Storm"
Sabbott A Brooks
Frank Browne
Keith's Greenpolnt
2d hnlf (22-H)

(OthrrB to All)
2d half (29-1)
Shields A Caverly

Carroll

Pollard Sis

Paul Hill Co

A Gorman

AP

Pearson N'wp't
Healy A Cross

JACKSONVILLE
Arcade
(Savannah split)
1st half

Casey

A

1

MT. VERNON.N.Y.

Zarrell

to All)

A

Fink

NASHVILLE

A., B. P.

Koltk (Western) «n«

Berlo Qlrls

A

Patrice

BEADING. PA.

J.

Visser Co
Oeo P Wilson
Faber A McGowan
(Two to All)

Ruth A Cross
Frank Hartley

Chong A Moey
Dolly Dnmplln
Jack Norton Co

Morgan
JAB
Lewis A Dody

2d half

(26-28)

Edmunds Co

PA.

Ball
Lorraine

D D HT

York's Animals

Hippodrome
A Caron
O Dudley Co

to

fill)

•Greenwood Kids

Lyrie
(Norfolk split)

Beeman A Grace

Williams A Taylor
2d half (29-1)
Williams A Taylor

Ray

(One

RICHMOND

Tom

Carle

Kelly

Lewis Hart Co
(One tn nil)

Roger Gray Co
Hall Ermine A

»

Murray Bennett
ALTOONA, PA.

A

Allen

Ander

t

(One to

Weston A Marlon

A A M Havel
Harry Breen
7

to All)

2d

Moore A Jans

M A

LANCASTER. PA.

All)

2d half

C

N. Y.

(Ono
X.Y.

A

split)

1st half

Mlllership

Annette
Hans Robert Cs
Edwin George
to All)

SAVANNAH
BUon

Kennedy A Boris
;The Crclghtons
Great Leon

Simpson A Dean
Harry B Lester

McCormlck A
Adroit Rev

Mortons
A Z 4(Two
to All)

split)

Florence Brady

lOttth

Lewis A Norton
Brooks A Morgan

L<Mlt]y

Proctor'e

Jeromo Merlck Co
Frank Markley
The Melofuns
"The Love Shop"
(Two to All)
2d half
Alf Grant

McCarthy A St'n'rd
J Slivers A Duval
I
•i

NO

M OKL

Strand

Anger A Tacker
Te chow's Animals
(One to fill)
2d half

Levlne Ordway

Duval A Symonds
(One to All)

LOUISVILLE

Leon Varvara
J#an Adair Co
Briscoe

Maryland

Mary Anderson
Kenny A Hullia
Ruth Budd

A Rauh

COLUMBUS.

Sealo

O.
B. F. Keith's
Reynolds A D'neg'n

HAG Ellsworth
Valeska Suratt Co
Gallagher A Hhcan
(Others to All)

AD

Julia Curtis

Street

Laura Devine

BALTIMORE

Dancing Shoes

SHEN'NDOAH, PA.
Wllllo Smith

Samson A Delilah

Dan Fitch Co

I

SCHENECTADY

Girard

McCart A Marrone

RENEE PIERCE

Hnio A Bro
Four Bards
Conroy A Yates
Jack La Vier
Doyle A Cavanaugh
Williams A Woifus

A Eva

Oer'rd

Semon A Conrad

Willie

t

A

(Jacksonville split)
1st half
Pierce A Go ft

Hippodrome

fill)

I

Burns Bros
Bobbe A Nelson
Thos Holer Co
Andrleff Co

Itevue of Revues

4

.

Halg A I*aVere
The Harringtons
Fisher A Ollmore
Richard Kcane

Jim McWIIliams
Jean Grancse

Keith's National
(Nashville split)
1st half
Follett'a

ROSS WYSE and CO.
FEATURINO

TUB BOT BONDER

Brown

,

International

CTardn

r

Rev

2d half
Maurice A Mora

Eugene

Toll
A Statzer

DcVoe
Kane Sis

Sheila Terry Co
Anjcel A Fuller
8

Pletro
Hose Ituds

Bowman

Bros
Arthur Astill Co
Mibel Berra Co
Richard Carle Co

Krnio A Ernie
White's Rev

-

S

YOUNG8TOWN. O
Hippodrome
A LaTour

Foley

Ballot Trio

A Cowan

.

Ann Gray
Jay Velle Co

<

.

t

I

LEWISTON.

C'MBB'OR. MASS.
Central Sq.
Sully Rogers A 8

Ramsdells A Deyo
Arthur Whltelaw
"Sawing a Woman"
(One to All)

A

"Grey

Wm

Old

Rose'*

Slsto

Herrls

A

Wills
2d half

Joe Allen

Norton A Noble
Geo Drury Hart
Smith A Nelman
(One to All)

Arthur Whltelaw
Harry Haydcn Co

LYNN, MASS.
Gordon'e Olymple)

Major Jack Allen
Smith A Nelman

A Francis
"Juvenility"
2d half
Sully Rogers A S
Mullen

Chas Keating Co
Miller A Anthony
Frank Stafford Co

and HILL

Raheork A Dolly
Marvin
(Two to All)
F'L RIVER. MASS.
Empire

L A B Dryer

Rohn A Bohn
Barnes A "VVorsley

Karola Bros

Nfirpnn*

Nerrltt

2d half
Dixie Hamilton

Oonn A Albert
"Two Little Pals"
to All)

HARTFORD
Capitol
Gerard's Monkeys

M'CIIKSTKK. N.H.

'

Renee Bobert Co
(One to All)
I'd

half

nomer Romaine
Cook A Sylvia
<Xr

Andrew a A Bl'rh'tc
Lucille DuBols
F X Donegan Co

(One

A Atwood
Combe A Nevins

Gordon
Gates
Brownleo Co

Plaza

A

A Mack

MERRY XMAS TO ALL

Geo P Wilson
Jed's Vacation
Faber A McGowan

Oliver

Strand
Hayataka Bros
Archer A Belford
Swarts A Clifford
'Four of Us"

MAY

Royal's Animals
2d half
Visser Co

Ballsy

I

Empire
Hinkle A Mae
Chas Keating Co
Nestor A Haynes
Four Readings
2d half
Karola Bros
"Four of Us"
Archer A Belford
Johnny Elliott Cs
(Ono to AH)

Eugene A JeanettS

BROCKTON. ME.

2d half

Opera House
Chong A Mocy
Dolly Dumplln
Jack Norton Co
Redmon A Wells

LTVR'NCB, MASS.

Music Hail
Maurlcs A Mora

to Ail)

Major Jack Allen

YORK, PA.

IN POLITE VAUDEVILLE
HERtlE HSWfON, at the Piano

A Kokln
Norworth Cs

Gallettl

A T| Ned

A McCurdy

Leon'a Ponies

BOB NELSON

A Marrone

Primrose

j
.

Mosconl Family

All)

2d half

McCsrt

Lunatic Chin
2d half

Ryan Weber A R

Wm. Penn
Roy & Arthur
to

N. Y.

A O Duncan
Roach

(One

Wills

Claire

Proctor's

.

Jeanette
Old Rose"

A

2d half

Rolland Kelly Co
P A M Dale
•Rose Girls A Bro
Merldla'a Pet«
(Others to All)
2d half

BRIDGEPORT

Keystone
Watson's Animals
Marie A Marlowe
"Nobody Home",

(One

Harry Langdon

A

Slsto

Herrls

B. F. Keith's
Luster Bros
Kaufman Bros
Anderson A Burt
V A E Stanton
Bryan A Brodcrlck
Margaret Padula
Bessie Clayton Co

YONKEKS.

A

"Grey

Wm

POLTS CIRCUIT

(Ono to All)
2d half
White's Bov
OrcVn A Burnett
(Ulnars to nil)

Monks

Dovoy A Dayton
Robt Rellly Co
Thos P Dunn

Crano May A C

A Bingham

Plsano

*

Kit Karson

2d halt

Wilton Sis

BOB ROBISON

CLEVELAND
.

(Richmond

Per

Grace Nelson
Udell A Gibson

ATLANTA

,

BUon

N. Y.

Klfksmlth sisters (One to All)
2d half
Hayataka Bros
H Inkle A Mao.
Lois Bennett Co
Swarls A Clifford
"Sawing a Woman*

Tyrell

BANGOR.

Wise A Wiser
A Mulcahy
Polly Moran

Temple
Olms

fill)

CINCINNATI

All)

"Th« Love Shop"

to

It. F. Keith's
Miller A Capman
Herliert's Animals
I'antlno Sis
Jas J Morton

2d half
Valentine Vox
Wilson A McAvoy

Hoyt A Gordon

fill)

St,.

ffrftalal

Clare A>. Atwood
Combe A Nevlas
Miller 4k Anthony

OAR
Perry
Will Stanton Co

Oibson

allien

Cleve

HAVERHILL

Howard

Sherman A Pierce
Oeo Drury Hart
A Berth
Lawlor Tiern'y A D Jackson A Holt
Laura Ordway
Wise A Wiser
A A M Lorella
(Two to All)

JAN
El

Academy

T.oifly

A

International T

81s

Colonial

ROCHESTER

Bac Samuels

Colonial
Martcllc Co

Ernie

Interniitlonnl

Rial to

(29-1)

(One

to

H'llster

B. F. Keith's

4

half

A

Raymond Wllbnrt

A Clark
Ben Meroff
Cornell Leona

Krnio

PAW LeVar
Somon A Conrad

'Mysterious OUletts

A

Potter

•Not Yet Marie"

Montgomery A

Malta

A Rubin
Wanda A Seals

NORFOLK

(Ono

A

Wheeler

UTICA

Lloyd

PHILADELPHIA

Girls

A Bolden
3
Gallettl A Kokln
Roy A Arthur

lodges

Brown

Big city

Primrose

to nil)

Own Home

(One

A White

Berzac'e Circus

(26-28)

Comobacks
Morak Sis

2d half

Bell

A

Inc.

St.,

Keegan A O'Rourke

•Build

Cotter

Wild A Hills

to

Mack A La Rue
fill)

Raymond Bond Co
to

St.)

McCoy A Walton

B. F. Keith's
2d half (22-26)

1st half

Adgement

Orpheum
A M Rogers
Al H Wilson
Jimmy Hodges

(Two

(Washington

2d half

Murray dirle
Oeo 8tanley

Allen Co

Chas Tobln
Bcko A Kyo

i

Otympm

Gordon's

Berlo Sis
(Charlotte split)
1st hslf

Maud

8q.)

Hlghtower A Jones
"Spirit Mardl Ores"
"Four Aces"
(Two to All)

Reed A Tucker
narry Haydea Co
Barrett A Cunneen

Martin A M~*ee
Laplne A Emery
Mary Marble Co

B

Strand

Selma Corbett

(Dee. 9e), Keith's 81st

(Scollay

Proctor's

Olrls

HALIFAX

-JUST SONGS and SAYINGS'*
WISHES ALL A MERRY XMAS

Week

Commodore Tom

CanflelA

KEITH

F.

BILLY GLASON

TROY. N. Y.

ROANOKE, YA.

(Mobile split)
1st half

All)

"Country Village"
Gordon's Olymple

Thalero Circus
Stsed's Septet

1st half

Edmunds Co

Fargo

Gypsy Meredith Co

CHESTER, PA.

W

to

B

2d half

Carpos Bros
Banjoys

2d half
The Patricks
Barton A Sparling
Kittle Francis Co
Mantell Co

I

Inez

<fc

Renee Roberts Co
(One to All)

Bell

Martin A Jargle
Jean Oermalne
Barber of Seville

Stan Stanley
Janet of Franco
Greenwood's Kids
Beeman A Grace

JERSEY CITY
Coffman A Carroll
Roth Kids
Frank Mullane
"Not Yet Marie"
Frank Ward
•Van Horn A Inez
(One to All)

Rlalto

LnMaze Bros
Sternle A Bloom
3

Nossee
(One to

Cunningham A

A Barnes
A Bro
A Cagwln

Redmon A Wells

Stan Stanley Co
Janet of Franco

Stephens

Norton A Nobis
Cortes Sisters

Boston
Lucy Bruch
Bender A Armst'ng
Berk A Swan

Tho Cromwells
Gold A Edwards
The Flivertons

*

Trovato
Norton A Mel not ts
Angel A Fuller
8 Lunatic Chinks
Plaaa

BOSTON

Shea's

Hamilton

"Trip to Hltland*
Singer Sisters

BOSTON—B.

TORONTO

Majestle

Proctor's
2d half (22-26)
Ben Meroff
Solly Ward Co

A

Meyers
Jayne

Wright A Gayman
•Spirit of Youth"
Kelso A Lee

Story A Clarke
J C Mack Co
Clinton A Rooney

Harry Laydcn
Eary A Eary

*

A

Josle Flynn Co
2d half
Lucille Du Rots
Oliver A Merrltt

Weaver A Weaver

Sullivan

Pell
Miller Girls

McRae

6

Roosters

Lexey A O'Connor
Hayes A Plngreo
Baxley A Porter
Lavlne A Walters

45 John

Paul Burns Co

CHATTANOOGA

ALLENTOWN,

i

Anlmaav

WORCESTER

Moore

spilt)
1st half

Affiliated Ctrcmlto

(One

A Dog

Bart Co
2d half

(Wllkes-Barre

Pinkie

Lane A Harper
Adonis

A

Exposition 4
Saranc ff A Sonla

Boolcta* ExclaslTely wltk YF. V.

M.

Princess
(Louisville split)
1st half

Leo Haley

Sullivan

Kane Sisters
Frsnk Mclntyre Co

CHICAGO

1st half

Jack Goldle

8CRANTON. PA.

Hoyt

Dewey A Rogers

Co

Toyland Follies

WASHINGTON

Reed A Tucker
Jerome Merrick Co
Tho Melofuna

R

split)

Keane A Whitney
Walmsley A K
Weber A Rldnor
Klutlng's

Poll's

Sis

(Others to All)

2d half

Flejds

Co

dleresford

Malla

Bceman A Gracs

Wm

O'Donnell

Mabel Berra

Building

FINE PLATINUM JEWELRY— REMOUNTING—RKMODELLINO
ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Pinkie

H

Temple

Suite 1313 Masonic

Jim

(Others to fill)
Id half (29-1)

N.

A

Aust Stan Stanley

Roy Mack, Booking Mgr.

Wilson Bros

NEWARK.

Bl'ch'te

PA,

Fell's

(Scranton

Little

Ryan Weber A

AGENCY

W

Wells Virginia A
McConnell Sis
Harry Tighe
Magna Dancers

Townsend

WKBS-B'BS,

Albert
Pals"
2d half
Devoe A Statser

ERNIE YOUNG

A Chaplow

Barney Ward
Sheila Terry Co

Honey Lewis A
Fern BIgelow A

A

Cortes Sis

DIAMONDS OF QUALITY

A Gordon

Dlxla Hamilton
Markel A Oay

Black

Bros

td half
Oerard Monkeyg

BUo«
Cloud A Thunder

Josle Flynn

Lillian's Animals
lat half (26-28)

Bowman

NEW HAYEN

Oonn
"Two

A Van D

Flnlocks

Jayne

Dufor Boys
North A'Halllday
Janet A Franco
Morton A Jewell Co
Jack Norton

John

Tel. 971

Stars Record

A

Andrews A

JEWELERS

Raymond Bond Co

Miller Olrls

Moore

D Humphrey Co

Foil las

Oeo Alexander Ca

Proctor's
2d half (22-26)
Stan Stanley Co

Janls

FoU
Toyland

Cloud A Thunder
WIntrocke A VanD
Oeo Alexander Oo
8tars Record

TOLEDO. O,
B. F. Keith's
Reckless A Arlsy

LeCardo Bros

WATKRRUBY

Q

Jb

Sd half

Lane A Whales
Frank Markley
McCoy A Walton
Murphy A White
(Two to fill)

QUEBEC, CAN.

Palace

Rice Pudding

A

McDonald

Co

rthur

2d half

Tlmberg Travesty

•

A Meyers
Frankle Heath
"Trip to HftlaneT*

.Ward
Jon Barney
AsUll

McCarthy A St'n'rd
Dancing Shoos
(Ono to All)

S

L

Cleg*>

Jack Ooldle

Sonla

Heney Lewis

Lynn A Smyths
Young American
Herman Timbers;

NEW ORLEANS

The Sterlings
Lynn A Loraye

Kramer

Devltt

HEMMENDINGER,

E.

Proctor's
Murray Girls
Geo 8tanley A Sis

Hoyt

M

A

Wylle A Hartman
The Joannys

Coogan

A

Russell

A

Sa^anoff

Pershing
Alf Orent
Nevtns A Oonld

Burns A Lynn
Mme Beeson
Lausanne Sis
Langford A FMr'ks

Dummies
Vaughn Comfort

-

McKee A
Sullivan

Christie)

Loyal's Dogs
Craig Campbell

E. F. AJeee

Chandon

Princess

A

Lloyd

PROVIDENCE

MONTREAL

>

Shadowland

Hanvey A Francis

(Sunday opening)
Harry LaVail A Sis

1st half

B. F. Keith's

Page Hack

JAB

Meehan'a Animals

W

SPRINGFIELD
Fern BIgelow ftf
TTqvata
Morton A Meinetsj
Exposition Pour v
Frank Mclntyre Oa
2d half

Wlntrocke A VanD
Harry Beresford
Jack Norworth
Mai la A Bart Co

B, F. Keith's
MltehoU
Denny A Barry

PORTLAND. MB.

Mason A Owynne
Flshter Co
Ben Smith
Lady Alice's Pets

Wm

INDIANAPOLIS

II

4

Rogers

to All)

Sis

Stanley

H (Birmingham
1st half

(Othrrs to All)
Moss' Flat bush
"Dress Ri hesrsal"
BIgelow A Clinton
Dooley A Sales

•Mao West Co
Rice A Elmer

Cook M'rtirper A II
(Others to All)

A

Lyrlo

Cook M'rtlrner A
2.1

W

CHARLESTON

Co

A

Valda Co

SYRACUSE

Harry Joist*
PAul Decker

B. F. Keith's
sSpencer A Wms
Lyrlo
(N. Orleans split) McFarlane A P
Sherwln Kelly
1st half
Carmen Brcello
Franklin Cbas Co

Knight's

2d half

Honor Thy Ch'dr'n

Mahoney

A A

Vacation

A) II Wilson
Royal's Animals

J A O Ollfoyle
Williams A Taylor Columbia A Victor
Little Jim
Duffy A Keller
McConnell Sis
Derrick A Hart
Moss' Riviere
2d half
Stewart A narrls
Frltil Scheff
•Johnston A Mack
Vokes A Don
Colt
Albert
son Co
B A Rolfe Co
Matthews A Ayers
Joe Laurie Jr
Ladora A Beckman Jos Amoros Co
(One to fill)
CHARLOTTE '
2d half
Lyrlo
Courtney Sis Co
#
(Roanoke split)
M'DevItt Qu'n A K
lat half
(Others to AH)
McConnell A West
2d half (2»-l)
Jos M Regan Co
Joe Towle
Princeton A Wats'n
•Oreenwood Kids

(Ono

Demons

A hearn Co
Keith's Boro Park

('has

Will

Jed's

Lorraine Sis
Pressler

Murphy A White
Saw Thru Woman

Kll.i
•Tnej;

I Ladellas

l'ijop« r

Corthell

McLaughlin

AMSTERDAM,

Wrothe A Martin
GI fin

.v

•H

(One

MAX HAYES

Frank Mullane

Amaranths

Jimmy

Ms.

2—Celosial, New

Direction:

Iiuck<T

DALEY

and

26— Maryland.

Das.
Jan.

A Romalne
A Glass

"Muslriand"
Bert Errol

MAC

DALEY,

(Others to All)
Sd half (29-1)
Stan Stanley Co

Ryan A Ryan

Orpheum
Lowry A Prince
Rice A Werner

'Bits

4 Ortons

John Steele

Commodore Torn

Colombia
Vane Co
"Tango Shoos"
Ladora A Beckman

fill)

1st half (26-28)

Aeroplane Girls
Meredith A Bro
Dotson

Sybil

2

to

Majestic

8anker A Silvers
King A Wise

Hurt A Rosedale
Walter Kelly

Moaconl Family
Wilson Bros

(One

FAR ROCK AWAY

Willie Solar

HABRISBCRQ

Shea's

Frank McConnell

Morgan A Binder

O

Midgets

Fields

Bobby Pender Tr

ALBANY

Ford A Goodridge

Bernard A Garry

A

Fenton

BUFFALO

Rev

20th Century

Big City

'Pedestrlanlsm"

Bwor Bros
White A Leigh

Mower

Mllllcent

Xflhrsr t

DOUy Kay

MOBILE

fill)

Id half

The MoBsnjsa,
wfllsbn

to

Rowland A Mesa'a
Harry Carroll Co
Weber Olrls
2d half
(Two to nil)
F X Donegan Oo

Billy Dal

Paul A PaUllne
IT S Jars Band
Maxon A Morris
Dalton & Craig

Little

ProAteering

Johnny Burko
Coradlni'a Animals

Kathryn Hoyt
Princeton A Wats'n

Muller

1st half (26-28)

Frltzl Scheff

Powers
Unusual

Gonne

•Florence Nelson

Bradna Co

Rey Sis
Jack Hanley
El

Irene Castle

A Caverly
"Dress Rehearsal"

Margaret Toung
Marvel Co
Dave Roth

ros

•8h!reen

Qulnn

Mabel Burke Co
Princeton A Wats'n
McLaughlin A B

Wm

A W
HAMILTON, CAN.

Harry Kahne
(One to All)

Moos' Broadway
Tlctor Moore Co

CoOseans

Harris

Sharkey Roth

B

1st half (26-28)

Tucker Co

A

Cartmell

A 8ENSATION
Shubert Vaudeville

in

Murray A Oerrlsh
Harry Breen

Clown Seal

A North
La Bergere

8ilber
Elsie

BOB
NELSON

Co

A Z

Cornell Leon a

Bob Willis

Blly

PRESENT

Dogs

Mosconl Family

BAP

GRAND RAPIDS

Bryant S41-S4S

DAVIDOW and
RUFUS R. LeMAIRE

A Bro

Cunningham A
Toung America

to All)

Tel.

ED.

Herman Tlmberg

Ben Welch

Singer's-

Dorothy Earle
Carnival of Venice
Bert Baker Co

Lyrlo

Alfred Gbulett

Casting Mellos
Aerial Valentines

to

Morgan
Hampton A Blake
Kane A Herman

Empress

Dale
Proctor's 5th Are.
2d half (22-25)

Keith's Alhambrm
Creole Fashion PI

(Two

Broadway

1409

Bis

Meridln's

Arman A Kails
Burns A Freda
Newell A Most
Murray A Oerrlsh

to

1

Colonial
Potter A Hartwell

(Two

a*

.

Jed Dooley Co
Peggy Parker Co
Olson A Johnson

ERIE, PA.

JAB

Rlcardo

Kelly

Lewis Hart Co
(One to All)

B. F. Keith's
Willie Rolls

McLean A McD

l«ane

Rose Girls
La del las

•4

Peres

(Others

A

Tom

Rule A O'Brien
Grace Huff Co

Keith's Prospect
2d half (22-26)

Cooper

Lowry A Prince
A Werner

Rice

to All)

Chic Sale

&

Chesl'gh

A

2d half

B A E Oorman
A V
BOSTON

W

C King A Rhodea
EASTON, PA.
Able O. H.
The Patricks

Murray Bennett
Mantell Co

Valdo Meers

A Marlon

2d half

O

llyams

A

•Morley

Dixon

Manning A Leo
Revue

(29-1)

Mr A Mrs J Barry
Kltner A Rcaney
Imhoff Conn A C
Gone Greene

Sparling
Kittle Francis Co

Little

P Bremen A Bro
Claude

A

Doherty

Aeroplane Girls

Leon's Ponies

Thos J Ryan Co

to

J Maadell

Barton

1st half

Morgan A Binder

"Tango Shoes"

Johnson Baker A J
Marmeln Sis Co

ihle

Lyrie
(Atlanta spltl)

W'ch'ter

•Dan Coleman Co
•Weber A Elliott

Edna Dreon
Roach A McCurdy
A O Duncan

Marcelle Fallette

(One

A

Ivan Bankoff Co
Nlobo

Lewis

7

Holmes A Lavers
Frank Gaby

(One

Id
Redford A

Lew Cooper
Seamon A Roehr
McCormack A

6

Sis

The Mellos

fill)

BIRMINGHAM

half (2G-2S)
otson
1st

2d half

Royal Venetian

Ames A Wlnthrop

Mme Herman

W

Bessie Clifford

below are grouped

bills

Tempts

-

when not otherwise

matlr.ee.

riTTBBUEOH

B. F. Keltfc*

Norwood, A Hall
Anthony**' Arnold
•••
Clifford Jordan

DETROIT

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

IN
open for

(All hou'ics
tndlr.U. ,1 )

LOWELL

Buckrldge Casey
Three Lor dens

(DEC. 26)

Black A O'Donnell
Richard Carle Co
Frankls Heath

FTHIIRG, MASS.

future
Lois Bennett Co
•

Telephone

Cordon A

2d half

The Balking*
Tyrell

H;>ikinn.i

rook A Sylvia
Sargent A Marvin
Babcnck A Holly

Homer

Bornrtlne
2d hnlf

* Hart
H gr
La C
A Haynes
Bohn A Bohn
TTi.Mw-y

Ward

||

to

All)

M.ick

NEW BEDFORD
Gordon'* Olymple
2d half

Four Readings
"Juvenility'"

(Two

to

All)

NEWPORT.

R.

Hlokor A
Brownleo

ITnrt
('o

2d ha.f

Mullen A Fr.incls
Ramsdells A !»'>'•

CmCAOO—KETTH

CIRCUIT

cnn/r.icoTnE, o. Wright A Patis
Majestlo
Ay Abbott

I.

Colonial

Nestor

(One

A

Kutcr Trio
Barnes * Wnrnley
Klrksmith Sinters

Lyric

The

T'ngle'
Gat« 3

2d half
Pinto A Boyle
Nifty Trio

•

I

—

n

December

Friday,

VARIETY

83, 1921

...

rs

IL'MZOO, MICH.

ClNCLNBAYI

A X
(Other* to fl)l>
half

muTf Haw A Mi

M
OTondo Duo

1

Howard A Atkins

Baits Seale

A H

Taylor Mtoey

BANVILLB,

LABSTNO, MICH.

NOO Os*
So» Led** <*
B#*

Howard

A

Atkins

id half
Kelson A Madams

(Othora to ail)
Id half
PVklyn A Vincent

bonder

MoBhayno A

•msrson

A

•facial Doatls* to

DR. JULIAN

Vincent

Reoer *
&***** Brink

B'ldWIn

Klnao

Mark! A Wllnon
airt"

(Othora to

DAYTON

Boa

Fresno 21-1)
Santos-Hayes Rev
J R Johnson Co

A

Parker

Lohse

A

Sterling

(Two

to

Groan

DoHavon A Nice

Kellam A O'Dare
Prank Farron
Mnldoon F'kl'n A R
Fred Lindsay

fill)

(Two

LOUIS

flllX.

All

A
Detroit

B

Genevieve

Nifty Trio
Pinto A Boyle

Rosellos
Alleen Stanley

Conine A Co
Claymo
Ovondo Duo
Pan Sherman Co

A Hilton
2d half

Dillon

Hash A Thorn paon
HUton A Lehman
©ypey Bongatero

WAYNE, END.

IT.

A West
QUI A Veak
"Sawing- a Woman"
(Othera to

Marx Bros

(Two

A Lehman
Nash A Th'ompeon

A Crest
a Woman'
A Veak

2d half

•flawing-

GUI

Bert Lewis
Fearl Oypsiea

T J Moore
Dillon A Milton
(Others

orpheum

to

fill)

Kuhn A Dries
Ernest Ball
Bostock's Riders
Rolls A Royce
Harry J Conley

Orphensa
Doner
Brown A O'Donnel
Kittle

Stone

A Hays

Gallette'e Monks
Ben B««yer

M Montgomery

Vera Gordon
Mattylee Llnpard

"Hlghlowbrow"
Polo CO

Orpheum
Sarah Taddcn
Senbury
Flanagan A M'ris'n

Wm

Tom Smith
Byron A Haig
Clara Howard
Barbette

Clsrk A Bergman
Morris A Campbell

Tarran
Rodero A Marconi

Silvia Loyal

The Rectors
(Others to

nil)

—CLOTILDE

VfTTORIA

Nlhla

Rev

Al

MINNEAPOLIS

Lako

State

Blossom Seeley Co

B A

Rev

Rolfe'e

Hershel Henlere

A Cun'ngbam

Ford

Wilfred Clark
Alexandria
Joe Mel via

Orphenm
Palenberg's

Tork

Rev

d
Morton
Toney

A Norman

Sophie Kassmir
Howard A Clark

Avalons
Rasso

LOEW
NEW TORK
State

Sherman Van A
A Sullivan f'o

H

Jas Thornton

BBS MOINES

4

McKay A Ardlne
Gaatler's Toy Shop
Joggling Kelsons
"^Current of
•Two to fill)

BDMONTON. CAN.
Orphenm
(26-28)

plays

bill

Calgary (21-1)

Nazarro

Cliff

EDDIE

8smmy

Sis

Lee Co

A

Carson

Geo Morton
Watts A Hawley

Ward A Dooley
Hall A Dexter
"Smiles"

(Two

to

fill)

NEW ORLEANS
Orphenm
Ona Munaon Co
Miller A Mack
Bronson A Baldwin
The Duttons
Joe Roily Co

A

**bo

Hendricks

•Jnk's Mules
(Others to fill)

Bala

St.

indoor Sports"
Ltrry Comer
»*ne M shall A

w

was Edwards

C

A

Fords

Trsland

Orphensa

Adams A
•wift

•len

A

A A

Griffith

Kelly
Keller

Bel Klee
Oance Fantasise

"**h

A

Olive Wright Co

to All)

2d hslf
Broslus A Brown
Frankle Niblo

M Hamilton Co
Sherman Van A H
Downing A Bunins,
Lincoln Sq.

O'Doanell

*>»e ta All)

1JKCOLN, NEB.
Orphenm
Jkltlng a Burt Co
Arllngtoa Co

g

Wm Eho
t*9 A OMsfi

•ebon Bros
/Uariea Diamond

Bell

Rev

Olive Wright Co
Martha Russell Co

Ralph Whitehead
"Oddities of 1021"
Greeley Sq.
Les Perettos

Orphenm

Mumford A Stanley

Burke A Burke
Musical Queens
2d half
Fred's Pigs
Chas Gibbs
Bennett A I/ee
Roberts A Boyne
Cullen A Cantor

Tom McKay's Rev

Orphenm
Mannlklns

Hob Hall
Pearl Regsy Co
Moran A Mack
Anderson A Tvel
Clifford A Johnson
Roberts

A

Clark

Delancey

Herman Berrens

M

Hamilton Co
Ash A Hyams
Melody Festival
2d half

Flying Howards
Kennedy £• Kramer
Criterion

PORTLAND, ORE. A A M
Orpheum
Eddie Foy

A

A

Romax

Holtsw'th Co

(One

to

fill)

Boulevard
Weiss Trio
Claire DeVlne Co

Sossman A Sloane
Roberts A Boyne
Criterion Four
Brosius A Brown
2d half
Les Perettos
Mumford A Stanley

D

Avenue B
White Bros
Henderson A H
The Celebrities
Grace Cameron

Denno

Sis Co
to All)

(One

2d half

F A A Smith
Tock A Wah
Chlsholm A Breen
The

to

7

Miles

A

Co

Klein

Virginia

Belles

BIRMINGHAM
Bijou

A A Keeley
Harry Gilbert
"Money Is Money"
2d half
The Anselsmiths
The McNaughtona
Herbert Denton Co
J

Bryant A Stewart
Jackson Taylor 2

BOSTON
Orphenm

F A A Smith
Tock A Wah
Chlsholm A Breen

Wm Dick

White Bros
Henderson A H
Grace Cameron
Denno Sis Co
B1 FFALO
State

Haas Bros
Howard A Brown
I,yle A Emerson
I. one Star 4
Haxel Green Co

CHICAGO

fill)

BROOKLYN
Metropolitan

Amoros A Obey
Relff Bros

LeRoy A Lytton Co
Elsie White
Tom McKay's Rev
...2d

hslf

M.Mcker's
2

Raymonds

H A K

Sutton
Bentley Hanks A G
Bobby Jarvsin Co

(Two

to

fill)

CLEVELAND
Liberty
Preston A Isabeiie
Bernlce Barlowo
Fox A Kelly

Jack Reddy
Walter Fenner Co
Morcy Senna A D
Rose Revue
(One to fill)
Palare
Ulls A Clark

Fox A Evans
Dance Creations

Cupid's Close-up

Playmates

Brava A M!« hiellna

Foley A ONell
I Pioneers

(Two

to

fill)

2d half

Lockhard A Laddie
4 Brown Girls
Mack A Dean
(Two to fill)

2d half

Monahan A Co
Marva Rehn

DAYTON
Dayton

Monnhan Co
Marva Rehn

Fulton
Swain's Animals
Frankls Niblo
Hudson A Jones

Playmates
Foley A ONell

Ralph Whitehead
Dance Follies

Faber Bros
Adams A Gcrhue
Chaa M Mack Co
Lambert A Fieh

2d half

The Raekos
Rhoda Bernard Co
Burke A Burke
Small A Sheppard

AGENCY (CHICAGO)
in

Phone Centra) 114
with Kerth. W. V. M. A. and

thing

St.

all affiliated elreutta.

OKLAHOMA CITY
Harry Bentell
Boyd A King
Innocent Eve
Holden A Herron

HOLYOKE, MASS.

Burns

Celebrities

(One

Jack Russell Co
Arthur DeVoy Co
Janet Adler Co

Hippodrome

I Pioneers

2d hslf

Kee Tom

Zelds Bros
T A A Carter

Dorothy Burton Co
Moore A Fielda
Fred Gray S

CLEVELAND
Metropolitan

Marco

A

Kuma

Oa

Co

Seals
2d half

A

J

Prince

2d half

4

Goelet

KANSAS CITY

S Hall Co
Fortune Queen

Macka
Lambert

Glenn

A

Arthur DeVoy Co
Janet Adler Co
2d half
Ernesto

Tollman A Kerwin

A

Murphy A Hewitt

A

J

fill)

Stato

Mack A

Castleton
Al Lester Co
Eddie Cassidy

Marry

"One Two /hreo"

Wm

LONDON. CAN.
lioew
Camilla's Animals
Herman A Briscoe

Mcintosh Co
2d half
Reflow Co

A

A Donalda
A Shaw
L'G BEACH. CAL.
Donald

State

2

Fits

Darwin Co

Salle A Robelea
Tripoli 2

2d half

Kennedy A Nelson
Dugal A Mary
Rawles A Von K
Mills A Smith
LaSova A Gilmore

Msrrls

LOtiS
Loew

ST.

Faber Bros

(25-27)

A R
A Hamilton
Eadie A Ramsden
Conroy A O'Donnell

DuTlel A Covey
GulllanaTrlo

A M

A Gray

Hilton Sis
Lester Bernard Co

Lubln A Lewis
Roof Garden t

LOS ANGELES
Hippodrome
(26-27)
Sinclair A Gray
Hilton Sis

Lester Bernard Co

Lubln A Lewis
Roof Garden I
2d half

A Blum
Wheeler A Mack
Leila Shaw Co
Mllo

Majestic
Revolving Collins

M«r a be A O
A A N Delmont
Leonard A Blossom
Reba Traeey
Wick man A Ward
Elliott A M'Donald
Knight A Gail
Yodrllng Webbs
Meehan A Margie

CLEVELAND
Moore

to All)

MEMPHIS
Loew

Bmbe A

2d half

Lowla

Chamberlain A B
Billy Does Revuo

Starnad'a Mldgoto

(Ona to

C'D'B R'PIDS. IA.

M

Ollroy Haynea A
Brneat Hlatt
Starnad'a Mldgeta

4

Cafe"

DT/BOQCTB, IA,

Ward Broa
"Dreams"

td half

Van

Poi rail
Oardner A
"Pinched"
Alfred

Cellos

K A B Kuhn

'BBOAPWAT TO Hftjagglg
Bmma

Rap A

Chaa Seamon

Dtaa

Wills Gilbert

Co

A

Conrad

RayAB

Haaley
Tllyon

BBS
XanofsT
^
"Melo Daaoa7

A Howard
A Bogera

Tha Hennlnga
Blllj Oorhor Revno

Folletto Pearl

Thomao

CHMPAIGN.

Ed Glngras Co
Jack Symonds
Chapman A Ring
Lane A Freeman
Musical Buds

WASHINGTON
LaRose A Adams
"Business Is Bus"

Riverside 2

Saw Thru Woman
WINDSOR. CAN.
Loew
Hlte A Reflow Co
Donald

of Buddha
BLGIN, ILL,

ILL.

Norrls Novelty

<Two

B

Chamberlain A
A Jason

Coley

to All)

td half
Mellon A Renn

Nugent
Doo Baker Co

J. C.

(Two

2d half
Berry A Mlao
Robinson
Melvln Bros

2

(Three to

to

fill)

EVNY1LLE.
Haute spttO

(T-rre

All)

1st half

CHICAGO

A Gordon
A Wall

Gordon
Daniels

American

Minstrels
Great Lester
"Mystlo Garden"

Cliff

Morris A Shaw
2d half
Camilla's Animals
Herman A Briscoe

Clinton
Zlg Zag Trio
Welser A Reiser

Maud Ryan
2d half
Ford A Victorlne

Milt S

Orphenm
Paulette A Roy
Monroe A Mae
Chase A La Tour
"Clothes"

kip Kennedy A R

DETROIT
Colombia
Harris

A

Holley

Jolo

Clark

(Two

to

John Gelgcr

fill)

Empress
H'ward A Sltem're
Francis Owen Co

Anna Eva Fay
Maxwell

A

Minstrel Monarctai

(One

HOLMES and LE VERE
THE ORIGINAL BOX PARTY
IN ONE

2d half
A Dust

F'nlm'ns

JOHN

J.

t

Ben Nee One
Yip Tip Ysphankofo

KEMP

Theatrical Insurance
JOHN STREET, NEW YORK COT
r!<une: Euwiihc Gr*«ii 2295

Harper

G'D ISL'ND.

2d half
A Story

F A C La Tour

Dooley

Norrls Novelty

(One

to

Lutes

Kedzle
Bros

All)

Emerson A

KANSAS CITY

Howard A Ross
La Bernlcla Co
France A Harris
Hubert Dyer Co

I,a

2d hslf

A

Rog'-ra

O Swayne Gordon
Larry Harklns Co
Lincoln
Dal^y A Shfviin
Cleveland A D'wry
Larry Hnrkins
Marston A Mnnly
Borslnl Troupe
(Ono to fllM
2d half
"Mjsdr Gard'-ns"

Ltddy Co
Bob I. a Sal> Co

Great Lester

(Two

to

fil!)

DAVENPORT,
Colombia

Globe
Harry Ell.s
Kennedy A Burt

Mack A stanten
(One

Loos Bros
Tllyou

MaJeatlo

PAP
Houlton
Oeorgla no ward
Five Cranea

B

WILL ALSO THROW THE DUMMY
Xmaa Meek (Deo. 241). at Keith's Royal. K A B Kuben

MERRY XMAS

Am

to

Rlnehart

Venetian Gypsies

55

Rev

A ScoSolA
GALESBCBG. YJLI*
Plerlert

Carlisle

Oskomon
Anna Eva Fay
7

B Llghtelle
Milt Collins

Orphan na
A La Mai

5

Al Abbott
2d half
Adler A Clark
Shrlner

A BothwoB

ClIfTrd

Borslnl Troupe

A Donalda

'OH

1

J C Nugent

Two Kawanas

H

A

Trio

Sd matt
Watte A Rinceld

2d half
N A S Kellogg
Corlnna Co
(Othera to All)

(Ona to fill)
FT. SMITH,

TORONTO

4

CABRIB

AUSTIN and ALLEN

Rum

M. Y.

fill)

td half

Rose Kroaa Duo
Cook A Booevero

(Three to All)

De Dlos Circus

Prls.lllrt.

(Two

TJLa%

A Avap
Alton
A Roger*

Balnea

2d half
LAM
Hartt
"Pinched"

Bernard A Meyers
Haggerty A Gord'n

2d half

W

DBCATVB,

A Mack

Fits

CLINTON, IND.

Olio

Frisco Co

Cleveland A Dowry
"On Fifth Ava"

Alex Melford g
Edith Clifford

Mcintosh Co

ALBANY

George

ILL.

Majestic

Winter Oarden
SAB
Rosa
"Little

fill)

Darwin Co

Salle A Robeles
Tripoli 3

Robinson McCabe t
"Dancing Surprise"

Los Sylvaa
Norton A Wilson
Pearl Abbott Oa
Arthur Daagon

BLM'GTON,

to

2d half

Leo Zarrell Dae
Gardner A Aubrop

"Summer Bva"
Sampson A
La France Broa

gus sun ciEcrrr

2 Cliffords

(Two

Roberts A Demont
Dena Cooper Co
Joyner A Foster
J A J Olbooa

T Brown

Strand
Hurley A Hurley

(26-27)

McKenna A

(26-27)

Loew

SACRAMENTO

Duo

Dell

Bill

Balllnger

McKenna A

Bellhops
2d half

to

A

Cooke

Wm

Armstrong A Tyson
DeVine A Williams
Brady A Mahoney

(Two

Russ Leddy Co
Chas F Seamon
Bob La Salle Co

Orpheusa

Richards

Kennedy A Martin
Molera Revue
SAN JOSE, CAL.
Hippodrome

Margy Duo

Emery
Busse's Animals

Johnson Bros

Kalaluhl Co
2d half

Sinclair

2d half
Aerial

Chalfonte Sis
2d hslf

Les Perettos

Douglas Flint Co
Maley A O'Brien

•

Stato

Wsrd A Wilson

Kuma Co

Bayes A Field

Harmony

STOCKTON

Lyrenm
Gaby Bros
Worth A Willing
Around the Clock

4

Loew

Stanley Tripp
2d half

Royal

O'Brien
Luckey A Harrla
Royal Harmony 6

Zolar A Knox

Stanley A Elva
Flake A Fallon

Hlte

Tallxnan A Kerwin
Hall A O'Brien
Luckey A Harris

Hall

Royal Trio

PROVIDENCE

Marriage vs Div'ce

Peacl

ATCHISON, BAN.
Jess

(26-27)

Maidlo DeLong
Lore

Tot ten Co

Loew

Raymond A Lyte
Lillian Boardman

A Howe

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

Ernesto

P1TTSIHRI.II

Ardo A Eddo
Mae Marvin
Monroe A Grattan
Wells A Devereaux
All Rajah Co

A

B

Billy

Bellhops

HOCSTON. TEX.

Prevoit

Hamilton

Summer Duo

Oaal

A D
OTTAWA, CAN.

2d half

American Comedy

A

A Ramsden
A O'Donnel)

All

A Belmont
JAB
Burke
Howe

Leo Zarrell Co

A Richards

(26-27)

Race A Edge
Francis Ross

Busses Animals
Armstrong A Tyson
DeVlne'A Williams
Brady A Mahoney
4

A

Hashl
J

Johnson Bros

Macka

2d half
Balllnger A Rlch'ds

Strassle's

Murphy A Klein

Murphy A Hewitt

4

DETROIT

Loew

Slayman
Nord

V. T.

Majestic

Lambert

A Young

Jaaaology
"Nine O'clock"
2d half

BOB

Maidie De Long

Pot Pourrl Dancers

Homer

Aerial

Mullen

Weston

C

A Adelon

Anger

H. ¥.

ATOM

A

Earl

Chalfonte Sis

Nickerson
Basket"

Summer Duo

Bldg.

BALTIMORE
Alvin A Alvin
Mclntyre A Halc'b

OSWEGO,

(26-27)

Conroy

Liberty

Wake Up"
Ash A Hyams

Faxl

A

"Girl in

Phono Bryant 1067

"Betty

Hippodrome

Eadie

McMahon A A
Berry

Co

VYITBTOWN,

Arnold A Manion
Joe De Koa Troupe

Murray A Lane

NEW YORK

2d half
Bentell Bros
Grtndeii A Esther

SAN FRANCISCO

Cooka
.

INDIANAPOL18

Grattan

Kennedy A. Martin
Molera Revue

Stato
(25-27)

"Corner Store"
Adrian
Bird Cabaret

fill)

Lyric
Francis A Wilson
Carolyn
Walters H'kina A

Hamlin

Rajah Co

Glenn

OAKLAND. CAL.

245 West 47th Street

Tabor A Greene
J'mmy Rosen Co
Y^ilson A Larsen
Q Hughes Co

Dobbs Clark A
(One to fill)

4

(Three to

A
A Devereaux Rossow Mldgeta

Wells

2d half

Suite 417,

A Eddo

Ardo

All

Arthur Lloyd

Greene

Mabelle Fonda 4
2d half

Monroe

Raymond A Lyte
Lillian Boardman

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS

A Scenes
Orphenm
Leon A Mllzl

A Fayo
A Klein
Mr A Mrs D Clark
Kane A Chldlow
Mae Marvin

Crescent

J.

BOOKING WITH ALL

D

Swain's Animals
Ulls A Clark
Ashley A Dorney

Tabor
Songs

Princess

Vardo A Archer
Hart Wagner A B
Lippel's Kutie Kids

OFFICES

half

2.1

JACK GARDNER
M. State

A Young

Marvel
Caaaon

Stato
Mllfer Kiint A K
Wahl A Francis

Marriage vs Div'ce

Armslr'r;

Formerly Happy Jack Gardner

Worden Bros

Kervilles
2d half

SAN ANTONIO

NEWARK

2d half

Weiss Troupe
Marlon Sumner
Lord Robert
A A L Wilson

American Comedy

Colonial

Domarest A CoTtte
fill)

4

Royce
Wilson A Larten
Musical Queens

Harry Holme
Rockwell A Fox
Raymond A Bchr'm
Lucas A Ines
(One to

St.

Animals

Fred's

3

Grace Ayres Co

Norton A Wilson
Pearl Abbott Co
Arthur Deagon
Jack Martin t

Wm Dick

The Raekos

OAKLAND, CAL.

Jack Kennedy
May Wlrth
(One to fill)

Lyndal Laurel Co

2d half

Small A Sheppard
Ashley A Dorney
Sail Holtsw'rth Co

A Helt
2d half

The Haynotts
Geo Heather
"As You Like It"
Pete Curley Co
Hart A Evans
Jack Lyle
Brown's H'hland'rs

Prevost A Goelet
2d half
Les Sylvas

Originators and Inventors
OF THE NATURAL WALKING DOLL

Kennedy A Kramer
Rhoda Bernard Co

F A M Britton
T A K O'Meara

CHICAGO

Chas Delghan
King A Rose

Llletta

Stato
(26-27)

Fox A Brltt
Ethel Gilmore Co

A Josglyn
A Cantor

Cullen

2d half

CHAS.

Coleman and Ray

Skelly

SALT LAKE CITY

NEW ORLEANS

A & M Royce
Morey Senna A
Hose Revue

LaBar A Beaux
K'sle White

fill)

VOGT

Schllct's

?»le Toung

to

Viet or la
Tiling's Seals

OMAHA, NEB.

[Sandy
Whitfield

Sally Fields
Leon A Mltzl

Kawana Duo

Dugan A Rsymond
A A F Stedman

a Speera

•hitpolo

Herman Berrens
Renee-Noel A Co

Renee A Noel Co
Chas Gibbs

Claude Golden

KANSAS CITY

2d half

France A Jerome
Frank Wilson

(One

{*Ola Barry

A R

Walters

R A L

Moore

Crisis

1786

Turner

Wilbur A Girlie
Morton Bros
Willing A Jordan
Jimmy Lyons
Fred LaReine Co

Willnrd

Handera A Minis
The Grills
(Two to All)

"A MUSICAL COMEDY COMEDIAN"
Jhit Weak (Dae. If). Home for Ymas.

odlo Buzsell

Russo Ties

Ben Bernle

Saw Thru Woman
Van Hovn

Orphenm

Walter West
Long Cotton Co

Sossman A Sloane
Skflly A Heit Rev

Palare

DCLCTH

Kawana Duo Evans A Dean
Snyder A Molino
Grlndell A Esther
Topics A Tunes

Frank Mansfield

Fun"

BUlard A Marlln
Dare Harris
Teney Gray Co
"press Rehearsal"
lanes Bros
Gaatler's B'klayers
La PUarlea 2

Hudson A Jones
Harvey DeVora 2
Jas Thornton
Melody Festival
American

3

Watson

Blackweli

2d half
Mitchell Bros
Mason A Fletcher

Sally Fields

Bryant A Stewart
Jackson Taylor 3

National
Stanley Bros
Ree»ifr

Walters

Frank Mansfield
A A L Barlow

(One

RANDOLPH

BLDG.,

CIRCUIT

CITY

A Ballew
Buahman A Bayne

Mnjcotlc
Irene Bordonl
Venlta Gould

The

f>

Carlton

MILWAUKEE

Neal Abel

(Same

A King

Zlegler 2
Allen A

Scarlet

.Toseff son's <"o

Sharracks

Bennett Sis
(One to fill)

Bobble Gordons

Qulxey

Bears

2

The Rios
Mrs Gene Hughes

Carlyle

Cornelia

York A King
Alexander A Roas
Howard's Ponies
Lang A Vernon

eme A Qaut ,
DBNVEB
Corinne Tllton
Joe Bennett

Knapp A

Wood A Wyde

Bros

Halts

Hennepin
Nathane Bros
Margaret Ford

A

riaudius

Amoros A Obey

nil)

WOODS THEATRE

Orpheum
Wohlman

Cameron Bis
Lydell A Macey

"MmMtcirt* di Milano"
WHh the Shaberts.
JKNIB JACOBS

(One to

DeLyons Duo
Dana A Loehr
O Handworth Co
Davo Thursby
Waldron A Winsl'w

EHRL1CH
THEATRICAL LAW

H.

Wm Gaxton

Moss A Frye
Jordan Girls
Lyons A Yosko

Downing & Bunins

tl

Loew

WINNIPEG

Orphenm

Sam Mann

C

Variety Four
Jack Reddy

Rtatto

2d half

4

fill)

2d half

Loew

J.

TOLEDO
Johnny Singer Co
Mowatt A Mullen
.Irene Meyers

Jack Case
(One to fill)

Comedy

(One to

MONTREAL

B Sherwood Co

SAN FRANCISCO

GALLAR1NI SISTERS
la YsnieolBl

Shaw

Lillian

A Knappe

Janis

B.C.

Orphenm

Kids

"has Harrison

Kd

The Anselsmiths
The McNaughtona
Herbert Denton Co

N.

Rowollys

Crescent

Timely Revue

Allen

"Inspiration"

Blssett A Scott
Bernivici Bros

Fred Weber Co

A Dunn

2d hair

La Rose A Lane

Hlpnodromo
Walmsley A L

A Daya

Pitxer

Morrlssey

VANCOUVER.

Kramer A Boyls
Mary Haynes

MEMPHIS

Cos Edwards Co

Abraham Lincoln
Frank De Voe

[

•

A

Choy Ling Fo Tr

Grand

Phone:

Orphenm
T.ee

A Lusby

Gosslar
Basil

VAC
Barker

Victorlne

Tiller Sisters

HT'GTON, W. VA.

Loew

A

A Welle
Haggerty A Gordon
Fields

Leonard A Blosa'm
"Act Supreme"

PAUL

ST.

T*BJB H.TE, 1B1V

Ford

McCabe A O

Olio

Douglas Flint Co
Maley A O'Brien
Kalaluhl Co

Musical

fill)

SALT LAKE

Hitter

LOS ANGELES

Harry Fox Co

ADDRESS:

Jnok Joyce

cntcxriT

CHICAGO
Bddle Leonard Co

to

Big Frans Co
Davis A McCoy

Robinson's B'hoona
2d half
Revolving Collins
Al A Nan Delmont

2d half
Stanley A Elva
Flsko A Fallon

2d half

Uyeda Japs
Johnny Dove
Avery

Loow

SPECIALIZING IN
HAVE DEVOTED MY ENTIRE CAREER TO THE THEATRICAL PROFESSION.

Bowers Wters A C
SAGINAW. MICH. Geo
Dtuneral
JenTra^Strand
Hartt

MINNEAPOLIS

HAMILTON, CAN.

HOBO KEN,

BEN

Orpheum
Wallace Galvln
Patricola A Delroy
Mehlinger A Meyer

LAM
Klnzo

A Ford

"Money B> Money'*

PRACTISING IN ALL STATES

4

fill)

"Girl In Basket"

ATLANTA

fill)

Hill

Milton
Hall

GAM

PAUL

ST.

(Others to nil)
2d half

A H

Taylor Macey

B Frederick Co
G Brockway Co

Irene Trevette

J A A Keeley
Harry Gilbert

DeLyons Duo
Dana A Loehr
O Handworth Co
Davo Thursby
Waldron A Winsl'w

A Dunbar

Collins

Harvey
CAT
Dance Follies

Canalnos
Jack Rose
East A West
Lefevro
Ross A Foss
Fisher A Lloyd
Pearson A Lewis

Nippon Duo
Dezo Ritter
(Others to

Blcknell

Zeller

Morris

Adams A Gerhue
Chas Mack Co
Lambert A Fish
Kee Tom 4

2d half

Shaw Co

Robinson McCabe 9
M Danclng Surprise"
2d half

fill)

A

A Ward JAB Burke
All
A McDonald Slay man
half
A Adelaide Weston2d A Toang
Knight A Gail
Jaaaology

Wichtnan
Elliott

(21-ST)

A Blum
Wheeler A Mack

Gates

Lynch

ECCENTRIC DANCER
B. A. ROLFB A CO.

Mllo

Leila

Marital 4% ShlrUy

A LacnarS

M'llroy

OL'NS F*LLS, N.Y.

With

"Oddities of 1921"
2d half
Ul log's Seals
Reeder A Armstr'g
"Poor Old Jim"

Palermo's Circus

Gordon

to

Octavo

JACK HE1SLER

I

FRESNO. CAL.

Walter Fenner Co
Murray Voelk

Orpheum

Edith Taliaferro
Henry Santry Co

Hanson

W

fill)

SIOUX CITY

H A A Seymour
A B SlO
T Bracks
Barry attiuo Co Sullivan A Mack
Vincent O'Donnel)
CO
OeeaCS*
Vacara
Loo
JCAB
A Wltchle
•YapbankerB"
B Genevieve A W Riggs
* Id half
(Others to fill)
2d half
Rbtfto
Solilvan A Mock
Coacla A Verdi
Henry Catalan* Co Van A Corbett
Leo Vaeara
Hanson A B 81a
Jean Oeanfae Co
Clifford Wayne
AJ Abbott
A Tortonl
BICHMOND, IND. Chabot
Thomas Baxotet
Sandy
„

A.Vardl

O^eU

to

(Two

Co

A Downing

Loach LaQuinlan

Id half
Stevens A King
Relff Bros
Mysterious Music

Balllo Flahar

Moody A Duncan
Ed Ford
ST.

St Clair Twins

PasouaJe A Powers
Aanlo Nelson
Serving 2 Masters

Mack A Dean
LA Bar A Beans

(Same Mil plays

,

Tuneo

Friend

t.

Jf .

A

Topics

EG EL

31

14SS B'wap- <Pwt»avan Bid*. )

H

UVTNGSTON, KT.

. A*

H.

tkvo

IA.

to All)

2d half
Charles Lederer

Ray A Fox
Allan

Mins'rels

s

Lulu Coat'

s

Co

KKNOSHA.
Virginian

France Owen Co
Boi.hv
Kit ly

Van Hora
TToo
:<\

Trio
half

May K) duff
G Swaxito Gordoa
Hallid y A VTlllette
LINCOLN, NEB,
Liberty
Hel*ne Collne Oa
Georgia Howard
Five Cranea

(Continued OB FBi

24)

'

VARIETY

H

Friday,

ALMA

December

23, 1921

and
IN

BOHEMIA'

i i

DAVENPORT DEMOCRAT

BALTIMORE AMERICAN

(May

(Dec. 20, 1921)
Individual honor* of the program must be presented
to Miss Alma NelLson, who appears with a supporting
cast, consisting of two young men dancers and three
Thetr number is labeled^
girls, who form aa orchestra.
••Bohemia/* during the course of which Miss Netlsoa
provides some of the most sensational dancing witnessed here this season. Miss Neilson performs the
modern day eccentric dances as gracefully on the tips
tf her toes as the average dancer in soft-shoe fashion.

2,

BALTIMORE SUN

LEADER

and

(Dec. 29, 1921)

1921)

Alma

Neilson, a toe dancer of rare ability, is
introduced. The Columbia has had other dancers of
talent, but never have we witnessed such an exhibition
on a vaudeville stage as that offered by Miss Neilson.
And the reception she was given will never be forgotten by the elender little dancer if she lives to see the
day she has Broadway eating from her hand. In the
middle of her first number the house broke out and declared their approval with thunderous applause.

Miss

NEW YORK TELEGRAPH

in a dancing act, couw
also gracefully carry off headline honors. E. D.

Alma Neilson and company,

»

and Dave Rice, members of the company, gave admirable demonstration of eccentric and soft-shot
dancing, but Miss Neilson proved herself to be one of
the most graceful toe dancers aeen here in many a
Then to show her versatility she gave the
.moon.
audience a treat last night with her contortion dances.
The orchestra accompanying the dances is composed of
women, and they proved themselves capab!e musicians.

CINCINNATI TIMES-STAR

By BAM McKF.K
(Dec.

By PAT BEQG8

19, 1921)

Alma Neilson and Her Dancing

Keith Vaudeville Review

Artists Score in a

Greenwich Village Scene

remained for the big. smashing hit of the vaiideseason to be made last night at the Lucerne by
Alma Neilson. who was featured as the glii on lie;*
Hhe was more than that—it looked to me like
u»p?.
t-he had in her dainty body a thousand highly sensitized steel springs of super-grade and a dissection oi
her muscles would reveal the purest of para rub'>o
She danced on her toes with all the grace and sslull
that Ht'SHie Clayton ever mustered, and besides
did a lot of acrobatic contortions in terpslehore that
He.isU- has overlooked putting into her repertoire drr(Inner.
it'^ a lon^ carecM' as America's forenmsi 1;ul\
It

A combination of colorful scenes with a happy
blending of melody, dancing and snappy dialog pleased
two big audiences at the Columbia Theatre's special

\

Sunday shows yesterday.

Alma Neilson and company "stopped"
with a scene in the Bohemia of Greenwich
"This is no time for weal or woe in
studio when we are changing night into

the

show

Village.

an

artist's

day," was
the vocalised introduction.
Two singing and dancing "artists" were liked. Miss
Neilson scored in ballet numbers, high kicking and
acrobatics.
So persistent was the audience at the
matinee in its enthusiasm that Miss Neilson, in responding, injured the ligaments in her ankle.

ill--.-

.

:--,:i

•

NEXT WEEK
(Dec 2S-28)-B. S. Mow'

(Dec,
Direction

LEW GOLDER

—
WEEK

BILLS NEXT

Follette Pearl

Thomas Trio
Grand

(Continued from Page 2S)
Howard & Field*
(One to All)
Kenny Mason it 8
2d half

Staters
Volenttne & Bell

Doc Baker Co

•Broke"

Edith Clifford
Ales Melford t

Billy Miller

(Two

to

Capps Family
Al Ktpon Sz Jlggs
Evelyn rhilllps

MADISON. WIS.
Orphrurn
Lewis & HendTs'n

Rlnehart

"Coltoii

Yip Tip Yaphun'.icrs

HollMny
Bid

Den Nee One
2d half

(una te

Mont

AL-

I .a

K-

Marshall

Nash

St

K'Tio K'-ycs A2d half

Circus

Craii'l:iU'8

OKI \IIOM\ CITY
Orplirnm
I.'-

ft

W:irr.-M

*

Brow

>

.a

I

Franco

KOCKFOKD.

T'avN

R

rii'nj

& l.a Mont
& Marshall

rtiallo

OKMIIXiEF. OK.

Kniri-l

Orpheuin

lf'-nry

Cr>nd;»U'» Circus
2d hair
H'lllday & Willetto
Sid I*ewis

Ilanako Japs

KmprrM

Bay

Harr'gton

Frnest Hlatt
V.nnpell Five

Moore Co

I.rxter

Kola Jackson Co

Manlcy
Btuart Cirin Co
Rosso w Midgets

half

•Jd

TIanl.y

& Howard

2d half

2d half

(Same

Ciklahoiua City

(24-27>

F'LLS, MONT.
Pantages
(^7-JI)

4

Rolland it Olscn
Meredith St Snoo/.'r
(One to nil)

(Sam* |>M1
Anaconda

E Adair

Missoula

Swan

it

p!?.ys
lm,
2!»)

Swan

El Cot a

King

Trwln

ft

Larry Reilly Co
Dunbar A Turner

(One

to

fill)

Pemi-annual dividend at the rate

PER CENT.
FOUR
annum
per
%:, 000

on

all

deposits from

If.

entitled thereto, payable
and M ft or January Kith, !»**.
l»etMM»lts Made Oat or Before

to

on

January 13ih
will draw Interest
BANKINC.
CHART. IBS BOIIK.

(IROK'iE

T.

from Janaarr
Sec.

ft

—

Bti* AND SELlV—
1'IAMOKDS and PBECIOUS STONKR
Bo Not Saerlflce Before Seeing Me
PAT HIGHEST PRICE
APPRAISING FREE OF CHARGE

HIGHEST REFERENCES

1st

1IY MAIL
President.

CONNRTT.

fr

N.

Treas

Ml

O

FAT
Hayden
Ishakawa Broa

MILLER. Roaaa MS.
Natlaaal

Harrlaaan

Bank BaUdlng,

Fifth Aveaae. Cataar 41th Street.

(Two

to nil)

Carlson
Melodies A Steps

"Night Boat"
Foster

A Ray

Heiress

OAKLAND, CAL.
Pantages
(Sunday opening)

Thrw A less
Bernard A Ferris
Paisley
I*ee

Noon Co

Morse

Arizona Joe Co
Hyal A Early

Scheftel'a Ri v
N-il McKinl.y
House David Cai-I

Majeetle

(Oklahoma City

Powell Troupe

Mary

Whipple Houston Co

ST. LOI'IH

Emprewa
La Petite Be-.Rellly

Waltera A Walters
Carlton & BHmont
Paul Sydell Co

MEMPHIS
Pantagea
Lew Wilson
Oatos A F^oe

to All)

CHICAGO
Apollo

Lyric
Chnrlie Murray
"Rising GeneraCii"
Int.-

Kuhns

l!i»ae A Moon
Brant A M'Nrfinara

JAMES MADISON says—
Until Dee. .list, fur exclusive material
to order, my address is Flat.ron Build'"*• *» n Francisco. Calif.
After that.

MS* Broadway. New Tork.
Just out, ifadiaon'a Budget So. 18, $1

Detroit O. n.

John C Thomas

May Witho? Co
Lillian

Fitzgerald

Eddlo

Dowling

A Srinpas

Horlick

Jack Strouso

Mnson A Keeler
Tallan A Ncwi It
"Girls"

(Two

to

Knrlid

(;"orge

Sis

Ave.

Pamey

A D'gon
LaSylph A Norton
Joe Noimeyer Co
Clayton A I/ennle4
Arthur Perry
Dickinson

arrangement.
Mr. Fisher merelj
apprised Harms of the similarity.
an-' they altered the arrangement
as requested.

Joseph Meyer, the San Francisco
songwriter,

Whipple HuhIoii

Moaaman A

who

arrived

in

York recently, has placed songs

New
with

several publishers.

REISEN WEBER'S
COLUMBU3 CIRCLE A

58th St

$2

IKCLUDINQ
C"o

Clark A Verdi
"Desert Devils"
Van.-.

PHILADELPHIA
Cheat nut St.
Lord-Ain
Johnny Dooley Co
Lee Whit» Co
MIL' Codee <'o
"In Argent .n:i"

VODVIL
DANCING
MflllTMr FROM
TO M.OMS*
7:8«

AFTER THEATRE

RENDEZVOUS
IN'

FARADIPE

GrllT

(Otlurs

lo

till)

PITTHBI BGII

nil)

_
CLEVELAND
™"

Fred Fisher denies any previous
reports that have been circulated in
"tin pan alley" circles to the effect
his firm Is suing Harms, Incorporated, on the ground •'Ka-Lu-A." the
hit
of "Good Morning, Dearie,"
which Harms la publishing, infringed on the Fisher "Dardanela

Ham Hearn

|

Co.

Motzan'i

Otto

DINNER

Bigoletto Uros

Hoffman

over

Love"

Gcorgle Price

Donald

taken

nil)

Dolly Cnnley

Job Fantnn Tr

(Two

to

Jimmy Husscy Co

Vvotte
Gallon
Llora

mth»r*

has

"Marie," which the composer "started" Individually before turning It
over to the publisher.

Fred Fisher has returned from
extended rest at Saratoga Springe.

DETROIT

Robbinn
R»gal A Moor?

Malon Sister.-*
Harry Tsuda

CINCINNATI

I

Du

Little PiplfaT

"Little Cafe"

Hamilton

Toto
3 Haley Sisters
Bronson A Edw'ds
(One to nil)

SHUBERT CIRCUIT
NEW YORK
"Cave Man

'

Winter Garueri
Taylor Holmes
Alice Lloyd
Clark A Ariaro
(Others to nil)
44th Street

W

split)
1st half

Alice

LeGrohs

Jenkins
i Kana/.nka Bros

T.

Majestic

Sully A Thomas
Julian El tinge

KANSAS CITT

LOS ANC.ELKH
Pantagea
Mile Paula
Holland A Ray

TCLSA. OKLA.

Larue A Dupre
Marie Dorr
Alexander A Fields
Hugh Herbert Co

Caruso

Rica

HOUSTON. TEX.

Rekoma
O'Hnra A NVel. y
Jerome North

A

Gordon

Jack Hedley Trio

Empress

Pantagea
"Sawing a Woman"
Al Shayne
Chody Dot & M

Majestic
Sultan

Palmer A T
A T Tracey
Fred Bowers Bev
E A B Conrad
Butler A Parker
McCrath A Deeds
Tom Wise Co
Elsa Byan Co
Leedom A Gardner Joa L Browning

DENVER

Little

BAN ANTONIO

bill

Wilfred Dubois
Taylor Howard

nil)

WAG
Daly A Berlew

Chuck Relaner
Terminal Four
Broadway Rev
P Conchaa Jr Co

Lea Keillors

Kennedy A Rooney
to

"Blossoms"

Browning A Davla

plays
Austin 29-1)

Ann Suter
(One

The Richmond-Bobbins Music

The Leroya
Warren A O'Brien

(26-38)

(Same

a new "California" song he wrote,
he may publish himself, individually.

Majestic
(Tulsa split)
lat half

Majestic

Humberto Bros
Juanlta Hansen

Coloman A Ray
Walton A Brandt
Kane Morey & M

(Sunday opening)
Jack DempBey

Con Conrad has several connec*
Sunshine Music Co^
which he. Al Jolson. Benny Davis
and Buddy DeSylva organized. The
arrangement was amicable and the
Sunshine Co.. which Is publishing
tions with the

OKLAHOMA CITT which

GALVESTON. TEX.

(29-11)

Brazilian

Princeaa J Q'n Tal

2

Barry A Whltledge
Greenwich Vill'g'ra
Wanser A Palmer
Jim Cullen
Uekcll Dancers

Pantagea
Chaa Oerard Co
Doral Blair Co
Chung Hwa Four
Carl Bosini Co
Genevieve May Co
(Two to nil)

Tip Tops
Travel
(Open week)
"Act Different"
Jack Trainor Co

S-'ix

Hughes Musical
Taxle

SALT LAKE

Pantagea
I* Toy'a Modela
Violet

Majeetle
Clifford A Bothwell
Jean Middlcton
"Little Cottago"

Max Bloom Co
A R Lady Tsen Mei
A Houghton Pierlot2dA Scofleld
BEACH. CAL. Sully
half
David Schooler Co
Three Begala
Hoyt
Tony A George
Hughes A Debrow Jolson's "Bombo" score, will still
Jones A Sylvester
FT. WBTH, TEX. Fr'klyn Ardell Co continue in business, with Harms
(Senevieve May Co
as selling agents. Conrad announces
Mack A Maybelle
"Dixieland"
Majestic

Pantagea

Johnson Fox Sc
Glasgow Maids

LITTLE ROCK

Majeetle

L'C

Pantagea
Pederick it Devere
Zelda Santley

MUSIC MEN

DALLAS. TEX.
Hugh O'Donncll Co
Connolly A Frances
Norton A Nlchols'n

Harry Antrim
"Tes My Dear"

OGDEN. IT AH

I^ngana

IllTTE. MONT.
Pantages

"Current of Fun"
Lazar St r»«le
Five Patron a rs
<iT.

plays

bill

Helena L'$)
Gladys Webb

Savoy
Larelo
Cuba Quartet

TACOMA

RAN FRANCISCO

Pantagea

SI Weet 31th Street
118TH HEaH-ANNXAL DIVIDEND
Tho Board of Trusteea has declared
of

Al Fields
Dr. Pauling

pantages CHtctnr

Aerial Kooroyg

NORTH RIVER SAVINGS BUNK

Manning St C
Hayden G'wln St B
L>anc'g Humphreys

Clasa

Harry Van Fosrfen
Jonnny small Co
Aheara

Browning A Davis

H Carman i
WINNIPEG
it

B.C.

Leg Keillors

"••Blossoms"

MINNEAPOLIS

E

Pantagaa
8mlth's Animals
Craig it Cato
Pantheon Singers
Bcnzerv St Balrd
Lunatic Bakers
8ampsel & Leonh't

VANCOUVER.

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

Bardwell Mayo

SEATTLE

PORTLAND, ORE.

The Le Bays
Warren & O'Brien

{Sunday opening)
"Dlfforent Bevue"
Jewell Maniklna
G Saunders 3
riurna it Wilton

"Mclo Danse"

"The Question"
Joyner it Foster
J & J Olbaon

f.in

PsatafM

Columbia

liave

a

to

2d half

S

ST. LOl'IS

ILL.

Broa

Clark

(Two

& DeMont

Mack & Rtanton
(Two to nil)
TULSA. OKLA.
Orpheam

Orphenm

Cliff

Dell

St

Harvey Ellis
Kennedy St Burt

L & M Haiti
F & G Fay

I

Orphean
THe & Tide
Flanders * IJutlor

West"

BKND, IND.

SO.

11
V- »
b«4 llau

A V Doherty
Kenny Mason &

Gcrm'ne

PEOR1 A,

2d half
Fitzgerald & Carr'll
Ketim-dy Sz Davles

T,

i

it

Itobcrt

Lulu Coatee C«

to (111)

im naif
TIelene !"•»! i»«* Co
Howard A Kiolda
Kalnma * K"'»

Cordon

Fo*

St

KA>'.
Novelty

Jesa

G»'iia'ne

Hen Marks
"Wonder Girl"

Electric

TOPEKA.

Ross & Fuss
Fisher & Lloyd
Is

aplit)

W

8hattuc»
At Abbott
Jim Fulton Ca
Harry Haw Co
Popularity Queens
Teas Sherman Co
Sc

Cordon
"East

Harry Lamour Co
Chic Supreme
Noodtea Fagln

Rev

SAN DIEGO

Tumbling Dcm'ns

Tybelle -Sisters
Hall it Francis

Pantages

lat half

Juggling r>.-c!i<e
Al Abbott

MO.

ST. JOE,

Chas L*degar
Cook & Vernon

(EvansvlUc

Lloyd

St

7

lllppodroaas

t'earson & Ltw;s Co
Gordon & Ford
(One to All)
S'lX FALL8, R.D.
Orpheuiu

CJarcinctii

Lewis Sc Henderu'n
"Cotton rickers"

Van & Vernon
Bohemians & B
OMAHA. NKB.

(One

Mourn

K-

Namon & Wrlch Co
Fiirmnn & Nash

Dancing; K.'nrv'dys
Milt Collins
IVlnton Uros
2d half
Cordon it Del mar

A-

ILL.

Palaee

KrMtors

Fields

Co

nil)

T'RK HATE, IND.

E

Creole Fash'n

Pantagea
ILL.

Majaallo
Rosa Kreaa Duo
Harry Berry A Misa
Daniels A Walters
"Story Book Rev"
Bill Robinson
"Sawing a Woman"
2d half
Balnea it Avey
Emus St Atton

(One to

Fotta

&

fill)

Dave Manly
it Jason
'Hawing a Woman"

The Canstno*
Jack Hose
"East Is West"
it

to

Coley

Bozellaa
Alleen Slanl. >-

Fisher

M

H'rrls

Si

Dernlcia

l.a

O'Uririi

Sz

Two

Boss

'

•"Hlos.'o nt

L.es

>"-**

«

1

Kmerson

Kt hair

The

1

1

I A.

Canines

a

O & M

Uros
Boss
B'ldw'n

Citrclnetli
\> ;t rd
&

CITY.

Orpheam
Falermo

2d half
Tie Fcvre

Blalta

Ford it Price
Mellon St Itenn
Itita Could

Moore
Welch Co

4-

Furiu.tn

fill)

RACINE, WIS.

id half

Rlalto

St

St

Minatrel

JHanako Japa
<One (o till)

Henry
Nainon

La Mai
Monarsha

Carliale

J.MVI!.

Xntc'-l

HOIX

Duff

St

Co

Jo Jo Harrison

fill)

QIINCY, ILL,
Orphenm

I*lCk«TH"
& Wlllettc

(One

McMahon

2d half

HPOKANE

'Buberllle"

SrB'OnBLD,

Monroe Bros

Palermo's Canines
Cook it Vernon
Fields & Harr'gton
"l>rcaniH"

W

A

.!(»»•

HhulHTt
Dnvids

phine

Belle Storey
Chan T Al 'nc!»

Callahan &

Frank

MIi-h
Jeroin*-

Bert Karle Co
Bquillo Bros
Alfred Naesa

(Two

to

till)

Co

Gymnast

Notice

—C.IH a for
«•

rern*n\r*A *** *
till* art
al*
few teetb h»n«-«: "••
age. weight aa4 height.
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,
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WARNING TO MANAGERS AND INFRINGERS:
..

publishing herewith a verbatim copy of the PERMANENT INJUNCTION granted by Judge W. H. S. Thomson and Associate
G. Orr of the United States Federal Court, restraining and forbidding the duplication in any form of Horace Goldin's creation,

am

I

Judge

L.

WOMAN

SAWING

HALF"

IN

This is done to give it every available means of circulation and to serve due notice that Mr. Goldin's previous warnings,
by Federal Court decision* will be rigidly defended and every offender punished.

This

is

now

sustained

the far-reaching, permanent and perpetual injunction:

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
HORACE GOLDIN
IN

1

vs.

\

JEAN BELASCO

J

No. 550

May Term,

1922

Sitting in Equity

PERPETUAL INJUNCTION

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
To
his servants, agents

Jean Belasco,

and workmen.

GREETING:—
You and each of you are hereby strictly commanded and enjoined, permanently and perpetually, to forthwith desist and refrain from directly or indirectly
showing, exhibiting or performing or causing to be shown, exhibited or performed

upon the stage of any theatre an
"Dividing a Person

Two"'

in

the theatrical-going public

act

known

act or the

may

as ("Sawing a

address

made

in

Woman

in

Two")

connection therewith

;

or

that

not be deceived by the similarity of form and ap-

pearance, thinking the same to be the act and exhibition of the plaintiff herein,

and further from doing any
act or address

is

other

act or thing calculated to induce the belief that the

thifti plaintiffs.

defendant Jean Belasco as well as

This permanent injunction to apply to the

t<f his agents, servants, representatives or

em-

ployes.

Witness the Honorable the Judges of the District Court of the United States in and
for the Western District of Pennsylvania, at Pittsburgh, this 5th day of December, A. D. 1921 and of the Independence of these United States the 146th.
,

J.

WOOD CLARK,

Clerk.

(SEAL OF THE UNITED STATES COU£T)
Certified

from the record

this 7th

day of December, A. D. 1921.
J.

WOOD

CLARK,

Clerl;.

TO MANAGERS AND PRODUCERS:
Managers

COPY ACTS,

WHO PRESENT OR HAVE ALLOWED

TO BE PRESENTED

in

their theatres

INFRINGEMENTS

or

damages and will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. They
are equally responsible with the offending infringers, and none will be allowed to go unpunished. There can be absolutely no
excuse or defense for any manager who plays or permits to be played any infringing act hereafter.
are liable under this decision to heavy

TO MANUFACTURERS OF ILLUSION ACTS:
Any

firm or individual

who

assists directly or indirectly in the

material to be utilized in this connection

is

manufacture or construction of any paraphernalia or

likewise liable, and will be prosecuted.

TO ARTISTS AND PERFORMERS:
No
who
will

consideration will be shown, and any person directly or indirectly showing or performing or causing to be shown, or
has already publicly exhibited imitations of the above mentioned vivisection mystery, under any title or subterfuge,
be forthwith prosecuted.
(Signed)
BENJ. H. GIFFEN,
Attorney for HORACE GOLDIN,
Curry Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

NOTE:—TO FELLOW ARTISTS AND MANAGERS:
should be extremely thankful to receive information either by mail or telegram (at my expense), which would give the names of
IN HALF," or similar advertised acts (other than the four acts, prewhich "SAWING A
and booked by H. B. Marinelli using the Horace Goldin name) that have already been shown or are
announced to be shown, so I may be able to prosecute and proceed against them immediately.
I

WOMAN

the managers, theatres, towns, in
sented personally by Horace Goldin

ADDRESS COMMUNICATIONS

H

B

.

MARINE.LL

Sole and ExcluMive Agent

247 West 47th Street.

NEW YORKCTTY

I

-

-

VARIETY

TENTH AND CHESTNUT

Friday,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

STREETS

December

23, 1921

8-STORY FIREPROOF

PHONE

EVERY ROOM

IN

WIRE FOR RESERVATIONS

RATES:—$12 PER WEEK AND UP

IN THE HEART OF
THEATRE AND SHOPPING DISTRICT

CORRESPONDENCE
Th# citiaa under Correspondence
as follows, and on pages:

ATLANTA
BALTIMORE
BOSTON
CLEVELAND

in

in is

issue

of

Variety are

NEW ORLEAN
OKLAHOMA CITY

34
33

which used the Klan expose here,
gave Wright a column and his picture on Satu/day. There's more than
passing interest in the Wright show
here, inasmuch as this cltV was
headquarters for the Tri-K of the

34

North, a Klan organization which
pre-dated the Atlanta (Oa.) outfit,
and which sharply challenged the

S3

o!d

26

latter's

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
SYRACUSE

28
27

DETROIT

KAN8AS CITY
MONTREAL

^
"

the

of

of the "People's I'niver-

sdty," the free

By

CHESTER

N. Y.

forum sponsora^l here

by Keith's, was increased this week
34
26
when the theatre tied up with the
32
34 TORONTO
Rochester Eastman Conservatory of
Music. As a result, students from
26
34 WASHINGTON
the latter will come here for public
appearances at Forum concerts. The
director of the Conservatory was tl.
Ftaeman and Alma Grace, down for personal guest of W. Dayton W»'ge-

BAHN

B.

B. P. KEITH'S— Apparently figuring that business would be off anyway and that it would therefore be
a waste of money to bring in topnotch headliners this week, Keith's
offers one of the least attractive
bills of the year. Clayton White and
Grace Leigh revive "Cherie" as the
headlines but it's only fair. White
mumbles his lines to such an extent
that the folks In the loge can catch
about half. Miss Leigh is altogether
too affected. The two best acts on
the bill are the Bob Pender Troupe
and Jack Benny, the latter pulling
one line that was so good that it
was "out" after the first show. Benny recalled his last visit her as" to
the Temple "the place where the
strongest man gets the best seat."
Jack, along with Clinton and Cappell, whom he followed, were also
guilty of pulling in local color for
laughs. Poor old Liverpool. Rochester and the Onondaga Hotel, all had
to serve this purpose. Clinton also
warbles a song urging freedom for
Ireland, rather in Questionable taste
after recent developments. Wayne

local

The

the other. The act is a little long
trimming down would aid the
general impression, besides adding
speed and balance.
Franklyn Ardell, stunned by the
censor at Memphis, was permitted
to shoot his sallies at will.
Nothing in the act that regular places
would style risque, but in the small
burgs you never can tell. Here they
ate up the wise comedy and begged
for more.

to entertain at the hospitals for
children met with instantaneous approval.
Clotllde and Vlttoria Ga!larinl
"Musiclste de Mllano" (to
quote the program) scored with
their musical instruments, looked
exceedingly well and with their floal-i
number earned liberal a p la use.
Walter Weems is just as effecth
as ever, wonNihem right from th
start in spite oT^fend entranc. ai
when bringing his baritone on put
himself into the hit class. Closing
the first part was Ernest Evans and

manager

t

John Shiggs, facing a first degree
murder charge for the killing of
Harry Wallace, vaudeville producer
Jimmy Lucas and his assistant,
Williamr.. Drag out the blue ribbon, and actor, will have a preliminary
dust it off and pin it on the new hearing before Recorder Otis Gard- Francene New. work very hard and
Mollie Williams show; it's the best ner at Elmira today (Wednesday). were rewarded for their efforts.
thing that the Columbia Wheel has Attorney Mlehael O'Connor of El- Lucas was untiring, doubling in the
Francene is quite a
offered here to date. And the old mira will defend the negro, who shot closing turn.
wheeze "musical show" works double Wallace during a quarrel which pre- looker.
Three Regals concluded conspicuin describing the attraction. There's sumably started after both men had
ously here in an act surpassing the
a score that would grace many a been drinking.
best ever offered by the late Paul
$2.50 revue, and the production and
Conchas and one that belongs third
cast fall into the same category. Flo
on the average program. The trio
Ziegfeld would turn green with envy
offer the last word in iron Jaw work
if he .<-aw Mollie's chorus this year,
By O. M. SAMUEL
and held them to a person.
and that's penned on the level.
SHUBERT-ST. CHARLES -I.cc
Shapely and young, there's oodles
of talent to back up the flash. Mol- Carlllo in "Lombard!. Ltd."
Nothing flashy about the enterTULANE— Dark this week.
lie's new dramatic sketch, "The SigLOUISIANA— Vaudeville and pic tainment at the Palace the first half,
nal." 4s sure-fire.
All in all, it's
just an average show that held suntures.
some show, and the boys at the CoLYRrC— Bennett's Colored Carni- shine one minute and clouds the
lumbia have a real treat la store.
next, with naught (o Indent the
val.
Last half, dark.
memory upon departure. Follette's
WIKTIXG— Dark all this week. STRAND— "Ladies Must Live."
Monks did very well at the outset.
Next week, all week, "Behind the
Loew's held four rows of standees The Simians worked in ripping
Mask." To follow: 2-4. "Salt of the the second show Sunday afternoon, form Tuesday night, striking uni-

BA

ST

A II L E— First

have

bill is

I

of Keith's, at
the Boston Symphony concert here.
farth.

Mile. Codee the Shuhcrts
valuable vaudeville asset.

iind

I

the closing spot, were off the bill,
due to Beeman's illness. Mr. and
Mrs. Gordon Wilde, thadowgr.phcrs, substituted.

act.
It brought forth much lai
ter tonight as well as numerot
calls, the final one being given
to bringing on a number of
members of other acts. KverythI
these two did was well liked and

opened by the La BeL,
Duo, who do some exceptional ham
balancing, which couphd with
good appearance put them over wel*
The second spot is given to Griff
received fine consideration for their with his bubbles and doll.
They
right matter and not as much for liked his easy manner and his offer

X-K-K.

The scope

32

name

to <he

right

minutes were the best, the crowd
showing Inattention toward the end.
If the vehicle were kept in even
tempo the happy results would
probably obtain throughout.
Princess Jue Quon Tai proved the
applause hit. not as much because
of the Princess, but through her sister, who. Introduced In a subsidiary
way, swept everything before her.
The act ran 26 minutes, with encores demanded, which tells a story
in itself.
Jennings and Howland

»

SYRACUSE,

RECENTLY OPENED
BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED

DOUBLE WITH BATH, TWIN BEDS

half, Mollle

"Wedding Bells." The act
makes a good appearance, the dancing of Genevieve McCormack being

girls in

the outstanding hit of it all.
Eddie Nelson, who but recently
was here with "Sunkist," would cr.n«

-

i

NEW ORLEANS

—

Earth"; G-7. "Lassies";
week, "Irene."

for full

with about a thousand persons wait- versally. The clown ape was hiting outside for the third performance ting on all cylinders and eventually
to begin.
That is the usual condi- earned for the act premier plaudits.
and Dayton elicited but
tion on the Sabbath, when all New Devoy
East.*
Orleans
proceeds
The turn is
to get into some minor consideration.
Panther's
theatre, and Loew's is especially talky and lacks the punchy matter
Cub."
favored. The program proper was dialog always requires. Then, again,
liOP.BlNS
"Pride of Pos- a clean, little entertainment, minus it is not scaled properly. Instead
of
ses ion."
any particular Hashes, but with all ten, twenty, thirty, forty and up to a
the ingredients of entertainment. hundred, It starts at twenty, goes to
Syracuse folk who have been The feature picture was Constance forty, drops back to ten, jumps
to
Lhangiug crepe on the local theatrical Binney in "Such a Little Queen." fifty, goes back to thirty, and
then
fseason, alleging that tho high tariff Marvel and Faye were liberally re- simmers down altogether
J at the box office for legit attractions warded for their contortion
Robert Roilly, with Irish lore, apwork at
was killing tho show business here the start. The pretty eye carried pealed to the Celtic patrons.
His
[will have a chance to back up their was an asset, but the stage dressing interlude Is very Chauncey
Olcott
argument next week, when the Wie- held an item that jarred, a bare with the laddie, his colleen and
the
ting offers "Behind the Mask." tho kitchen table, that should be draped. rest of it. The Palace cop
voted It
Ku Klux Klan piece by C. Anderson
the best act that has played the
Casson
and
Klem
did
nicely,
secWright, who "exposed" the Klan
ond, and might have achieved more house. Thomas Potter Dunn, the old
some weeks ago. The Wietlng will had
"prop" smiles been dispensed timer, unearthed enough of the
have a $1.50 top for the piece, and withthe
altogether. In point of ability sure-fire gaglets of days agone to
for the firbt time in recent years
He had that about
the accompanist was esteemed in insure esteem.
will offer gallery seats at 25 cents.
greater proportion than the singer. going back for more chalk and the
Moreovei, the Christmas (Monday) Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Clark were an other husband arriving home early,
matinee will be at $1 instead of easy success
through their knowl- putting his arms around wifey and
night prices. Wright is in town. edge in
shooting comedy lines prop- having her ask for two quarts of
called here by a rearrangement of erly.
They got laughs without milk and a pint of cream. Dunn.
bookings. Wright says thai, the Shu- straining,
and kept within the pic- Drown. Gardiner and Traham held
bertii intend to play the piece over
the class of the show with smart
ture at all time.<
The Herald.
the Subway circuit.
colorful
dancing
and
Kane and Chidlow wore the hit. dressing,
enough
modernity to ensnare heart
next to closing, with bright matter
i« st
approbation.
that landed all over the house. They
do just enough and do not smother
9.

EMPIRE— Salvage."
SAVOY— "Dawn of the
STRAND— "The Black
'

GREETINGS

-ECKEL—

of the

1

Jr.

A SON

:

1

POWERS
and

VERNON

WALLACE

themselves with bows. The Mabel
Fonda Troupe made, an apt closer
lor small time.
It
would seem
hackKi'ound of sonic kind would aid
the effect of the gray employed in
costuming. Vaudeville of the future
KOing to pay more attention to
har -kgrounds. lor they comprise an

JOHN T.
MURRAY

i.»

essential detail too long neglected.
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Selasco (Shubert)
a short bill this week final
curtain being down at 10:40. hut it
contains much that is good as well
as much that it but fairly amusing.
Mile. Anna Codee with Frank Ort'i
slid left off the hilling Is headlining
and playing a return engagement as
well.
These two are offering a new

BOB')

PLAYING ORPHEUM

D. C.
By HARDIE MEAKIN

It

doo

JONGLEUR

WASHINGTON,

;i

fi( 0s

(WUfrid

.

MAUD
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REEDER » ARMSTRONG
Presenting Their Unique Piano Novelty

.

nil

LOEW'S

STATE
1697

New York

RIVERSIDE

NOW
(22-25)

Personal

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS
1580
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City

Direction:
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National,

New
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NEW YORK

KEITH'S RIVERSIDE,
CHRISTMAS
siderably improve his offering if his
routine was laid out to better ad-

vantage; as it is now it is so very
choppy, having the stage at the
close of every number and until
going into his dancing not faring

ture for the children in "Bernlce's dock have eccentric and unique
Christmas," which had its opening steps that put them in the front
at the Tuesday matinee.
Charles rank as dancers.
William and Joe Mandel kept the
B. Hanford, the Shakespearean actor
now residing here, is appearing in house in a>. uproar with their burlesque acrobatics. They are a clever
it, as well as Frederic J. Haakin, a

3.000 of these, according to authentic
reports.

Keith's

around good show at
Keith's this week and looks to bo an
particularly well.
expensive one in the supposedly
Brenk's Golden Horse in posing worst week in theatricals. The hit
came close to receiving the greatest went to Gallagher and Shean with
amount of applause of the evening. their song.
They put in a verse
The lighting effects, the lady work- about the District and its disfraning with the horse and the manner
chised citizens that caused a nearin which it was all done ^places this
of applause.
Next was riot
act on a plane of its own.
There was still another who
Pickfords.
Mile. Codee and then the
Into that hit class, too, 1).
walked
the male member of which does
Appolon, in the support of the Ford
some very good juggling and acro- Sisters. He came out unassumingly
batic work and succeeded- in holdwith his mandolin and then demoning the greater portion of the house
strated that there is real music in
seated.

The house tonight was not quite
as last Sunday, but still was
filled.
The Veterans of For-

to large

almost

Wars are

selling tickets tor the
matinee performances of this week,
already having disposed of nearly
eign

It

an

is

all

SHUBER T -.COLONIAL— Dark.
Walker Whiteside

Next.

the average.

"The

in

Hindu."

The bill was opened by Mme.
Herrmann in magic; very accept-

Ohio (Shubert)
If the bard of Avon's well-known
query, "What's in a name'.'" was
intended for Shubert patrons, then
the large audience at Sunday's matNames
inee furnished the answer.
like Jimmy Hussey. <ieorgie Price

STAR— "Golden Crook."
EMPIRE— "Baby Bears."
MILES — Thurston and

spot were Blanche
and .limmic Creighton. mildly interesting, although finishing fairly well.
The Ford Sisters were liked.
Leavitt and Lockwood found a wel-

Second

Marlowe,
Bayley and Patsy, Wellington and
Sylvia, Colvin and Wood, Sutter and
Dell, and pictures.

—

Reody
For Your Inspection!!

PRISC1LLA
"Broadway Flirts."
Octavo, Harris and Hawley, and and Joe Jackson mean something to
vaudeville fans, hence the owners
The Four Mortons closed the fust pictures.
Lyna Tyber, styled as a
part.
M E T R O P OLITW— "Tick Took of these cognomens were largely reFrench soubret, was liked.
Revue." Worth and Welling, Ward sponsible for the opening success of

THE NEW

come.

Fur Coats

After <!allagher and Shean. Fihoda's and Wilson, Les Pierrots, Tom and
People started to Joe Gabby, and pictures.
two elephants.
walk out, then sat down again. WithSQUARE— Merrlam's
out a word of direction the two ani- Cats and Dogs. Lynn and Una Wesmals went through a routine really lev, Variety Four, and pictures.
25>%
remarkable. It stopped the show in
F LMS
A e n, "No Woman
tin closing spot, a broad statement,
Knows"; Stillman, "Man. Woman,
but the applause lasted even after Marriage"; Monarch, "The North
news Wiid's Malice"; Rialto, "Charge It,"
NTe are offering Fur Coat
t-alues the lights went out for the
Ci/.le, "A Pair of Silk Stockings";
cannot be duplicated anywhere. weekly.
for Orpheum, "DiariO of Star Hollow";
has
arranged
Bobbins
.Manager
A call will convince you.
laiiilanl. 'The Fox."
Rmall deposit will secure a l-'nr the matinees this week a special fea-

the current

—

1

Made Now

1

1

bill.

Although Hussey and his Century^
revue headlined the premier Shu-*
bert vaudeville hill a few weeks ago,
his return was marked with enthuJimmy puts in
siastic plaudits.
some good work, and satisfactory
support is given by Eddie Hlckey,

GORDON

Saving on Pur-

chases

1

Lou

Kdwards, Gladys James and

I-b-th

Stanley.

The

TAYLOR

TRUNK
at

SEVENTY
DOLLARS

prize ring stunt

with Gene Delmont is a scream.
Georgie Price .scored with his impersonations, joked some, saiiK a
burlesqued selected p«»<ms,
little,
Kaith'a Hip
ami aiiogeiht-r Went over Pig.
\\ iii o mere have been numerous
Nana and Alexis nave s< \ a
top-notch bills at this house in the
pam few weeks, wo have no hesi- whirlwind dances, while Kudinoff
tation in appraising the current offerings at 100 per cent. With such

;

I

Coat.

OPEN EVENINGS to
SUNDAY 10 A M m

WARDROBE PROP.

M.

lO P.
K P

M

and]

whistling.

CLEVELAND

this instrument.

able.

smoke etching

pleased with his

Arco Brothers put on some ath«
letic acrobatic bits as an openar.
Vardon and Perry stirred up thing*
merrily with their rube and Scotch
Washington newspaper correspond- team, good showmen, and had no impersonations. They are a couple
of
good entertainers, but their
ent, supported by pupils from the difficulty in scoring heavily.
Grace Nelson proved herself a "chicken" encoro could be cut with
King-Smith Studio of this city.
advantage.
.selection
good vocalist, but her song
Joe Jackson, the tramp cyclist,
did -not reach her audience to the
although here a few weeks ago, albest advantage.
fulfilled all ex- ways gets the glad hand. Why not?
Four
Avon
Comedy
By J. WIL80N ROY
pectations. Entire act deserved its Joe is an artist with an act worth
while.
HANNA— Dark. Next. "Maytime." cordial reception.
OHIO— "Little Old New York." The Balliots closed with an at- Vinie Daly was in good favor with
Packed house Monday. Next, "Wel- tractive equilibrist ic and weight h r Hongs and fiances. Taking everycome, Stranger."
manipulation act that ranked above

j

I

(war tax It)

i
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Kitty did her
part well.
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MACK TALKS:

December

83, 1921

No. 62

In linn with our iittln talks nnoh week this one is rifht
from thn bottom of tho heart. Whothsr you buy your

clothos in Eddie Mack's or not, at a tima lika this,
makas not tha slightast difference, Sa hsra goos:

it

A MERRY XMAt
'•

bend.

THE 16TH

AND

ftfske-vp cornea off
slssoet •» easily ••

HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO EVERYBODY IN THE SHOW BUSINESS

In

Midsummer Night *•
Dresa. when you

231'

—

P. ft. Of courss, ws always look forward to you becominf ono of our stsady customers.

ALBOLENE
Cat! right into the grease and
does the skin good instead of
harming it, preventing make-up

722-724 Seventh Ave.

1582-1584 Broadway
Op». Straa>« Tkeatro

Ops>.

Colnmoln Theatre*

ANNIVERSARY

poisoning. Has practically superceded the sticky or watery oldfashioned creams.
In 1 and t et. tube* for
the make-up box Alan
.

S

in
lb. and l lb. tan*
for the dreuink table

At

all

drujrffi»ti

ana

dealers

Sample ft ec on irqne»t

MtttttHi IMIMS
.li n

r

Ctumutt

Htmtmk

thing Into consideration, Yinie
some" stepper at that.

Is

Keith's 106th St.
Community
feeling
spreading
around this new house that augurs
well, and If we may judge by the
enthusiasm of the large audience of
Monday evening, the standard of entertainment is eminently satisfac-

and Lynn Cowan are

Bill Bailey

old favorites;

their offering is al-

ways high grade, and now Estelle
Davis has become entitled to share
hi the welcome, for she helps considerably in rounding out the turn.

Boston in the dim past at the hands
of 'Bob" Larsen. was booked in for
the week before Christmas, together
with the annual Christmas tree and
Meehun's J>ogs for a holiday atmosThe house waa a heavy
phere.
turn -away, the matinee business being due mainly to the Christmas
tree, which was a hobby of the late
B. F. Keith, with a mechanical toy
or a worth-while doll given to every
child who would step on the stake.
The matinee did not wind up until
6 o'clock as a result.
Houdini is working 37 minutes,
and featured his Chinese torture
rack, which is introduced by pictures, and his Hudson River immersion stunt, using a glass tank. He
was given a whale of a hand when
he stepped out well timed from the
films, and his entire routine ran with
The $1,000
old-time smoothness.
reward to any person who could
prove that respiration was possible
in the tank while he was freeing
himself is about the only novelty
that was plugged in the publicity, a
without breaking jail, being
thrown into the Charles River,
locked up in insane asylums, monkey cages, etc.
modest novelty on the bill drew
considerable money, it being the
logical aftermath of the newspaper
contest conducted by the Boston
Telegram during Eddie Leonard's
engagement, promising a vaudeville
appearance to the best imitator of
This cpntest boosted
Leonard.
Leonard's business, and the winner,
a likely looking lad named Joe
Rubin, wad given eight minutes, fifth
spot on the bill, and a satisfactory
check this week by the Keith house.
He used two of Leonard's numbers
and a popular one. and stood up remarkably well, receiving a rousing
sympathetic hand. He will probably be given a few splits to see
whether he can continue to come
along.

Bert Walton had a good number,
recital of his love affairs.
With
the aid of a couple of assistants in
the boxes, Walton gets over nicely.
"Tailor- Made" was a clean, clever
in

by Lou and Jean
songs and dances. This

offering

turn has finesse, is beautifully
staged and costumed, and earned
big success.
Dora Hilton
Cleveland girl
iscored heavily with her selection of
aongs;
her pleasant personality
helps wonderfully.
Thalero's animals make a lively
opener, and Welsh, Mealy and Montrose put on a rough and tumble
turn that brings some' laughs.
Billy Bouncer had a good closing
act that got over satisfactorily; a
bouncing contest adds zest to the

—

—

•>

bill

and never showed in snappier form
locally. Her last vaudeville booking
in Boston was not up to her normal
standard, but there was no question
about getting across Monday night
although her last number and l><last costume were in the nature of j

A

a

Archer

after intermission in a nine-act

ton

straight.

NUMBER

few weeks before.
Frances White followed Du-Calion

far different change from the olden
davs, when he could not play Bos-

Pap and snap permeated the act. and
heavy plaudits resulted.
Kenney and Hollis, in a harumscarum boisterous turn* ran in high
favor with their skit Kenney haa
some new comedy and knows how to
put It over, while Hollis is a good

and classy

because tho other four Shubert
houses were all dark and there was
no other place fo\the free list to he
billeted.
But the fact remains the
Majestic was true capacity, with a
heavy turn-away, and a whale of an
advance sale. Certainly the business waa not due to the fact that
for the first time the Shuberts
booked "repeat" acts in Boston, both
Buddy Doyle and the Senatorial
Togo having played this house a

i

|
\

!

let-down, being, if anything, th
weakest spot in her routine.
Harry Kranx and Al B. White, in
next to closing, were the only indigo
spot on the bill, working fast, loud
and rough, and being apparently
unconscious or indifferent to the
fact that City Censor Casey was
jotting down plenty of innuendo
patter. It was the sort of stuff that
Boston likes in New York, but which
It squirms under In a family theater
In Its own homo town. Tha "laying
off Xmaa weak" contingent of professionals also gasped a trifle when
White panned his partner for shouting at "Mr. Shubert's customers/'
"Don't you know that is rough

OF
I

t^mh

he demanded. "Where do
think you are at Keith's?
Don't you know you are being paid
real money these days ?
If you were
playing Keith's it would be different.
You'd have a right to holler

stuff?"

—

you

J

\

then." It didn't go over, any more
than did "Ain't nature grand?" ami

a

men

lot of similar stuff offered

'

than effectively.
The act
would have stood up better anl
stronger without this blue streak, as
the team has plenty of material that
is good family theater stuff, and th.farther they play out of New York
comwith
a
farce,
Mclntyre
Frank
the less popular the streaky stu.'i
pany of Ave, ran remarkably clean will be.
for a drunk and a girl in a hotel
The Sensational Togo opened, th<
suite, although the comedy honors city censor again barring his feature
went chiefly to two old-time acts
slide from the balcony to the stage.
•umber.
Donovan and Lee in their old spot Harper and Blanks, a colored team
in fourth and Bert Fitzglbbons in with
an especially prepossessing
next to closing.
woman, worked hard with little sucBceman and Grace opened in a cess, followed by "The Broken Mirwell -camouflaged skating act, fol- ror." billed as being presented by
By LEN LIBBEY
lowed by Mason and Shaw and Mee- its creator, the Fre'd Schwarz Co. It
Keith's
han's Canines. Ruby Norton, billed was the old pantomimic stunt, well
*r
Harry Houdini, whose most ef- ahead of Houdini, handled her spot dorie but with a superfluity of Lonfective exploitations occurred
in effectively,
using no high-brow don music hall patter which went as
numbers and a number of striking flat as a headwalter's feet.
costumes. Practically every numBuddy Doyle as a repeat went
ber was exclusive and yet worth across far better than on his apSenna,
at the piano, pearance a few weeks ago with th<>
Clarence
while,
34th Street
being credited on the program. Hussey revue, when it was almos:
Davis and Pelle closed, the evening impossible to tell when he was on;
walk-out being heavy but the matl- daily and unofficially impersonate
nee holding strong for the Christ- Jolson and Leonard. He has th.-'
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M.iybe

it

White was

becau.se Francos
featured. Maybe it was

was

FURS H &M
IN

A chance

buy advance models
in the most stylish pelts for
the coming season at below

BOSTON

to

the wholesale prices.
Special Discount to the Profession

Furs Repaired and Remodeled

TRUNKS
At

St.

Louis Factory Prices

Trunks Repaired or
Exchanged

M.

impersonations,
and
apparent:
nothing can disturb their relative
order, as when he called for requests everybody called for Jolso;
and he gave Cantor. Again he caiici
for names and after everybody
again called for Jolson he g »ve them
Leonard. If he must save Jolson for
his sure-fire encore (which it i?>, the
best thing to do would seem to be
to add a comedy, touch to it instead
of just bulling his way through.
Francis Renault closed the first
half strong. Du-Callon. after intermission, received the most spontaneous hand of the nlsht with his
English chatter, and was a real novelty, being far from played out locally.
Torino closed, being helped
by an exceptionally well -handled
appeal by Kranx and White, in next
to closing, asking the house not to
walk out on the juggler.

•

December

27, at

Noon

The Anniversary Number
as the usual weekly issue,
•

20

The Anniversary Variety
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SHOW REVIEWS

v

BACK TO MY FIRST LOVE

(Continued from pago 20)
VAtB, featuring Mr..Latell'B dog
iootrBonation, next and pleasing as
Bob elson. next to closing,

of pop songs, and HerI a cycle
£it Hew.son at the piano. Mr. Neland. deUvery that's
method
a
has
bis own, and he swept 'em off
across five in a
pufitjng
feet.
their
row and eachvof them a wow. His
ovation, and he
an
approximated
Gt
uxned it. A speech and numberless
no Jockeywith
callcd'for,
all
tows
During t&fl course of his valetajr
he was a
said
Nelson
Mr.
dictory
Brooklynlte and had been trying for
He's
fourteen years to get there.
;

i

there all right.

De Maco

Jack and Kitty

Keith's Vaudeville

closed

staged ring act,
witit their prettily
thewhqle house sitting through the

routine and extending not only atappreciation.
tention but plenty of
.'
Bell.

(XMAS)

NEXT WEEK

58TH ST.

Palace,

.'*

Keith's

New York
New York
,

This Proctor house Is* celebrating
Tuletide holidays with a festival
It includes an eight-act
all week.

vaudeville bill each half, two acts
more than are usually booked at
thls«theatre. Because of the lengthy

AS EVER, YOUR

vaudeville section a short O. Henry
film and the usual news and animated cartoon reels comprised the

Peggy Bremen and

flicker section.

with

opened

Brothers

OWN

acrobatic

This sort of entertainment was introduced locally
by the Three Bremens over 10 years
ago. The team productions Its stuff
.•with a pretentious "Inferno" setting and a couple of super-hokc
stunts on ladders.

all

effects,

••magical"

whtrh,

of

coupled with the man's colorful
Mephistopheles get-up, makes for
an effective opening turn. Knox and
Inmnn (New Acts).
Morley a»d Chesleigh showed a
different sort of sister act idea, mixing the straight stuff with considerable comedy ami hoke. It clicked
In every detail and scored in Its enMiss Morley is of the Mortirety.
ley Sisters and fofmorly with the
"Mimic World tab. She is a facile
low comedienne who makes the
most of her business.
Miss Chcsleigh is a worthy opposite, although
her "Forty Years" topical number
can stand improvement. Somehow,
for all its catch in ess
and topical
1

'

verses, it doesn't register.
bia Revue"
Acts).
if

New

"Colum-

Lay ton. a couple of
Sears-Koebuck clothes,
in. and after fifteen min-

Harry and.

taps

in

staggered

walked off with a neat score,
doing everything from song to roller
utes

embracing dance, hokum,
low comedy, nut. some more low
comedy and other hybrid bits, ""hat
big boy took a couple of wicked
falls that
tickled the customers.
It's a good knockabout act that can't
miss in the family houses.
skating,

Owen

Mcf'iivnev's

protean offer-

HERMAN

acU was
Whoever arranged

doing the "Bill Sikes"

ing,

loyally received.

—

this excerpt
from "Oliver Twist"
wisely took advantage of all the
mellow points in the piece, producing a corking
meller sketch for
vaudeville that grips on Its story
•lone, which, with the protean Work
•f the star, elevates the offering into
truly big time.

"The Black Laugh The Assassin of Grief and Remorse"

'

To Broomstick Elliott

may

be ac-

DIRECT FROM THREE YEARS WITH

corded the hit honors of the show.
His broomstick instn.montalizing to
the zobo accompaniment for the jazz
band impression sounded surprisingly like a whole Jazz band jazzing
head off
Elliott is inclined to

enthusiasm run

his

!

Mm

away with

some of the incidental busiis far from the best of

In

ness that

"THE GREENWICH VILLAGE FOLLIES"

t**te, particularly in that unintelligibberish "song," and he was
met with a marked silence at that
Point His knockabout antics otherwise are sure-fire laugh getters for
anybody'* theatre.
Bergman, McKcnna and Nicolay
closed.
This a song and dance

gent,

revue that

seemed to be running
may n:lvo born chopped
because of the late hour,
although it ran some 10 or 11 mlnII

iff'
possibly

Routed Through

ROSE & CURTIS for Entire

Keith Ci rcuit— Sailing June 3 for Europe

Jtes at least.
McKonnu, the male
Jiepper, looks like a recent addition

the

combination, the act being
formerly as P.evgman. Murand Nicolay. He is a corking
dancer who could hold up
jn musical
rom (lv nuitp rnsih Tno
<1,,,M "
tho "Snapshots of
itVi..
«<l number. "Every Cirl Wants to
a S^lly." to whieh thev d-im-A
~« in "st.,p time" for the fare- Stanley identities his with the red
"•eewell to rousing applause.
The nose and baggy trousers
"»«nne is along familiar lines, like
lining is an experienced straight
inany other sin
h acts of its tvpe. al- of the old school.
He has a hoarse
U s,, <»ild find pb-ntv of book- -peaking voice, but made his Otllcer
inJ
"ss m the intermediate house.-.
most important
the
of
one
Ilogan
A bcl.
contributions. He also stood out as
manipulator.
shell
the tough
Sara Hyatt is a nice looking binMONTE CARLO GIRLS
She sang well in
net prima donna.
(Continued from Pagt id
number, a semi-classieal. but
(trie
with the
dillleulty
have
to
seemed
r°?f gard-r," set with Eon Marand
tt " as
^Idie Leonard. Edna Jaice more prosaic stuff. Edna Luce
and
soiibiet
the
McDonald,
Jessie
l
llrn Pl
J( "' ^taiili-v in a
Mftv
rounded out a competent
*y wait/. ,i OLr .,,,,,
m ,,, k :lri(1 wing ingenue, principals.
of
cast
"Jjne as George Whit... nnd .John
Several of the numbers were pood
„"!»> as the late George Walker,
and iin at,,, ln
- :lie act with Hever jazz for legitimate recalls
Jj
tempt at novelty was evidenced
led by Miss
Anot| r "stopper"
Kuth."
Came
"Along
was' a piek out
M<d)onald. had the chorus in base>r
Wllh Ul(
il i^t-end
girl ad
hbbln
representing the different
n
'"'^'i ^' the apidau.se ball unies
thrmURn
bit; league clubs, with the principal
"nuttin K " and kgomani.i.
T
of Swat." Prop base"Sultan
the
as
,,r:r,
"'l lls
>'aH up to snuff.
8Uni°
tn " ciiinic. work i hard and balls were tossed to the audience,
haJi,
Sidles the fat bits intelligently. which the girls endeavored to sock
*i« Is
«. a versatile ehap.
Lou Mar- whop the boys returned them.
peeond comedy, helped his
"The Monte Carlo Girls' is n good
usU.
Partnf r wlthoil t being allotted laughing show and real old-fash|jn4B v
V|F|JU|
A capacity house
opportunities
IUII
for anything ioned burlesque.
IbJifcL.,
Jd feeding^ Roth do ececntrlc waited for tho amateurs Tuesday

«ow n
JJ»

Merry Christmas and Happy

Jjy
?ccentric

New

Year

to

Those Concerned
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meters; oifTTcuTt' of classification. night.

Van.

SPORTING WIDOWS
(Continued from Page 11)*
specialty done as part of the musiturn of a quintet of lour girls
man playing brasses with a
They
great swinging rag style.
couldn't get enough of this number
and Hall did no less than four encores Monday evening.
Startzman had the full stage all
to himself for his specialty, blaeklng
up before the audience ,ticl doing
thiec ja/.z
numbers in minstrel
dress.
1 fe
otherwise played the
cal

and a

r-eend crnfdy role, tramp i!i makeup, but sans the usual ines-y clothes
He has an
and untidy business.
agreeable voice and knack of coon
shout

ilig.

Marty May

is a distinctive straight
the essentilas that go to
the type-youth, good singing voice

with

nil

and some

little

ability in stepping

pecialty was a singing and
His
talking turn with May Wallace. Unwoman routine
arid
usual
with May getting a lot out of his
arc three
'1'here
playing.
violin
other principal men in the outfit
notable principally for their singing
They came together about the mid-

mm

dlo of the evening in a trio, and
throughout their voices added a
good deal to the musical quality of
t

lie

en

strong
Tho show id particul i.
voices.
Even the souluet, Gertrude Heck, has melodious pipes in
addition to the requisite curve s and
undulations, youth, pn tty face and
eye-iilling clothes that mako the
perfect ensemble s ore for tho fem...

In

inine mainstay of the

merry-making

troupe.
hit the vocal works of the
organization belong to Helen ltenstrom. a soprano who is all to the
(P-r -.Idi'i
and who earns a notable
I

•

an air
ings.

little in

the lead.
effects

Is an
mounting
for
what
amounts to a medley of the old
songs The stage is Bet in a winter
scono wit*- a cottage, open us to tho
front, and within the girls in crinolines and tho men in the colonial
costume.
Fred Steger and Mi s
Konstrom led the number, wh.eh
had the scene all to itself and last, d
probably ten minutes
Another striking stare pifture

elaborate

mbles.

by wearing
for
appropriate to her surroundMost singers of her grade

distinction

with Miss Heck a

Tho show has several
away from the usual. One

herself

would demand all sorts of dignity
and would resent the interference of
the comedians during her solos. Not
so
Miss Renstrom.
During her
prinejpal solo. "If You Only Knew.'
Hall clowned all over the stage and
there was laughter.
But she wis
smiling good nature, and she trot
four eneores on the number for her

all

was

the ragtime wedding, with a
of buffoonery by Haii as trie
bride and the chorus tocc d out
lot

m

a wealth of white satin and lace
against old drap.s. an ambit ous
bit of staging for wheel pur p'-s. s.
Peacock AllejT was another se«-ne
that called fur elaborate dr-.-ss n;r.
although the ev<!iing gnwu-* wo? u
here did not look brand new. Tho
finale is a comedy race tiok incident worked up wll f nI laughs by
-

Hall.

The numbers and

tic specialties
are the strength of the show, with

teamwork May Walaee j*
thud
womart piineipal, a pretty blond- the comedy less a f at ure than the
and an animated number leader. All average, but ail rounding Into a
tiiree wear sumo attractive froefks, satisfactory entertainment.
Hush.
t

1 k

'-

<
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PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
MK»KI<
HERKKBT *

Made by

af St. Levis

Can now be bought

New

in

Send for Catalogue
Mail Orders Filled F. O. B„ N. Y. City
1/aed trunks aad shopworn nwpiw of all standard makes always oa haad.
Murphy,
Nararbraak. Uoj, b^
Hartman, Indaotraoto. Bolber. Oakkaak. Taylor,

Showing

SAMUEL NATHANS

In Exclusive Collection

OLD TRUNKS TAKEN

FASCINATING

When lending for mall to
VARIETY nddrcoo Mail Clerk
POSTCARDS, ADVKRT1S1NCJ or
CIRCULAR LETTERS WILL
NOT BE ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN
ONE ISSUE ONLY.
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GOWNS

j

Adumn

Hughes E

Frank

Andernon William

Hunter G<
Hyland M

Anthony EinnuU
Asbury Hill

STAGE AND STREET WEAR

Ilaker Phil
Itaker Stanley
Hang-ors Four

!

AMELIA CAIRE,

\

W.

102

57th

Barlew Jnn»»
Barnes Gertrude
Itanium (ion
Harri'tt Anthony

Inc.

Phone

City.

Relmont Jose
Horry An-

Circle 8840.

Hownian Urns
Moyne H;i-/>1
Hruwn Ad.
Hruwn A
Hudrcan .lohn

:

Costume and Millinery
Stage

I

Wear

Wear

Street

!

!

!

Individuality

Our Aim

%

This establishment ha a no eonneclion with any shop operating under
a similar name.
/

Schenectady

2

Orpheum Mon- Reeves Al

L

26

Empire Brooklyn

2

O.

"Grown Up Babies"

ark.
"BiMiily

Revue" 26 Kuglewood
Chicago 2 Garrick St Louis.
•'Big Jiimborn" 25-27 P.erchcl Des
Moines 2 Gayety Omaha.
"Dip Wonder Show" 26 Talace
Baltimore 2 Gayety Washington.
"Bon Ton Girls" 26 Hyperion Now
Haven
Hurtig & Scamon's New-

2

Gay-

ety Indianapolis.

"Harum Scarum*
delphia

Park

26 Bijou Phila-

Long Branch
Van Curler O

2

5-7

Asbury

3-4

H

Schenec-

tady.

L

O.

"Sporting Widows" 26 Casino
Brooklyn 2 Empire Newark.
"Step Liv61y Girls" 26 Gayety
Kansas City 2 L O.
"Strolling Players" 26 Empire Toledo 2 Lyric Dayton.

"Harvest Time" 26 Columbia Chi- %
"Sugar Plums" 26 Grand Hartcago 1-3 Bercher Des Moines.
"Hello 1922" 26 Casino Boston 2 ford 2 Hyperion New Haven.
"Sweet
Sweeties" 26-27 New LonGrand Hartford.
29-31 Academy Fall River 2
"Howe Sam" 26 L O 2 Academy don
Gayety
Brooklyn.
26 Gayety Buffalo.
''Ting a Ling" 26 Gayety Brook"Hurly Burly" 20 L O 2 Academy

'1

York.

"Bits of Broadway"
2 Gayety Kansas City.
"Bowery Burlesquers" 26 Orpheum

Omaha

Paterson

>

LO

26

cinnati 2

Majestic Jersey City.
"Broadway Scandals" 26 L O
Empire Cleveland
2

2

"Cabaret Girls" Orph.inn Montreal

2LO.

lyn 2 5th Ave Brooklyn.
"Tinney Revue*' 26 Olympic Cin"Jazz Babies" 26 Century Kansas
cinnati 2 Columbia Chicago.
City 2 L O.
"Tit for Tat".:; Miners Bronx
"Jingle Jingle" 26 Gayety WashNew York 2 Casino Brooklyn.
ington 2 Gayety Pittsburgh.
"Town Scandals" 26 L O 2 Empire
"Kandy Kids" 26 Howard Boston Providence.
2-3 New
5-7
Buffalo.

Academy

London

"Chick Chick" 26 Academy Buf-

Avenue Detroit.
'•Cuddle Up" 26 Gayety Montreal
2 Gayety Buffalo.
Dixon's Big Revue 26 Gayety Minneapolis 2 Gayety Milwaukee.
"Flashlights of 1921" L'6 Gayety St
Louis 7 Star and Garter Chicago.
"Follies of Day" 26 Star and Garter Chicago 2 Gayety Detroit.
"Follies of New YDrk" 26 Capitol
Washington 2 Allentown 3 Easton 4
falo 2

Ijjall

Capitol Washington.

1 >.t.

;

i

.i

1

•»'

I

"vi

>u
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Makers"

"Mis. hi'f

AT FACTORY PRICKS
From the Following Agents
S.

NATHANS

r,:».l
7th Arr., Npit York
KKil llrondway. New York

SUGARMAN
45:t Wo»hingnn
Boston
BARNES TRUNK CO.
75 YY. Handolph
M.

St.,

St.

J.

M.

Chicago

SCHWEIG

Fifth Arc. Arcttft. 232 Fifth Ave.. PitMburgh

Kansas City Trunk Co.
11-21

Cart

lit*

Street.

Kiiteae City.

Mt.

WORTHFt.
TRUNK CO.
lOtt Main
Worth,

FT.

Tex.

St.,

Herkert

& Meisel

• 10 YVn (Sine ton

T. Co.

St.. St. I.onla

I

verso n Frit/. e
I

& Harrison

Kenniaon

Newport Harold

New
Nye

N

Olympic

26

New

York 2 Star Brooklvn.
"Miss New York Jr" 26 Vlaza

Springfield 2

"Monte
Brooklyn

Howard

Carlo
2

Boston.

Firls"

L'6

Star

HOLZWASSER &

CO.

1421-23 Third Ave.
NKAR 80ih STl'.KKT

A Wicks

Lester Bell
Ijemley Jack
r.eslie Ethel
Leonard Al

McDougal Mse

"Parisian Flirts" 26 Gayety Mil2 Ifaymarket Chicago.

"Passing Revue"

26

Haymarket

Chicatro 2 Park Indianapolis.
"Peek a Boo" 26 L O 2 Palace
Baltimore.
'Pell M<'!I" 26 Gayi-ly Louisville
2 Empress Cincinnati.
"Puss Puxs" L'6 5th Ave Brooklyn
2 Bijou Philadelphia.

sxie
St<>lla

Habson Jack E

Moody A Duncan
Mack Al
Mason Jackie Miss
Murray Helen

BPifiSr"

rw;ti0M

y

Walsh Ed
Well

Sam

Went worth Marion
Westerman Jsirk

H

220 W.
St.
Bryaat toll

V/«rner Horls
Wolf II C Mrs

Wilbur A Mansfield
Walker Fnv»k
While Hilly Jr
1

Zambounl Theo Mrs
\

DR. PRATT
(40 West 34th

St.)
(Thone IS IVnn)

WATCHES
GOLD and

Weymnn Rrure

Wlllard Joe
Wilson Charlie
Wilson William
Wollerson C

SILVER

Wooford Harry

Worth Grace
WorthTgCn Miss

NOVELTIE

W

OFFIC'K

TlUatriool $tar$and9tk

Reoudry G^rie
Helmont Helle
Heken Theo

rich and beautiful I**
ry, torn* to ut M009*
wo carry in »too*,

ducriminating

Hall Leone: te
Rell Florence
Harrett Lillian
Hlrch Stella

makm up from U*Wf*

HERMAN

Mn rumor; is*

Chuo Joshua Ioina
Curran Hazel

A

Coscia
Clifford

Jack

Claire Joseph! no

Conk & Wrnon
Hob

Durant Hobby Mi- S

&

.lan.-s

BACI

THE TIMES
SQUARE JEWELE1

Verdi

1584 Broadway

Curtis

DeCuu.s y

6t»faTfJ

*
design*, orvinal and
quitiU rite** at r*>**
able oost.

HarneH Stuart
Hurton Richard

j

Near 48th

Street

iAMQNDS BOVGHt

STEINS HAIR COLOR

For the eyebrows and eyelashes.

Made
n

CREDIT

'::.-,•

L

STUDIOS

Williams Dean B

DIAMONDS
PLATINU»
JEWELRY,

by

Stem

K MAKE-UP

Cosmetic

STEIN'S

New

FOR YOUR ACT-REVIEW OR PRODUCTION— WE MAKE 8PECIAL 8CENERY ANn
STAGE SETTINGS ON A RENTAL BASIS. ALL RENTALS APPLIED TOWARDS
PURCHASE PRICE. SEE US FOR NEW IDEAS, CREATIONS ANO SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR NEW SETTINGS. VAUDEVILLE, PRODUCTIONS. THEATRES ETC
SILKS, SATEENS, VELVETS, ETC., AND SCENERY IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

GREAT SAVING
•

..

KfUUUUUII

A
Complete with mirror and brush, 75c
Co.,
York,
Mtrs. of

NOVETY
SCENIC

MiSi

Hilly

gt:ii:..iiiiiuj;tifi

For the Profession
America's finest designs
for dining room, bedroom,
library and living room.
or

J

Wyn

—
11

EyolldS Youthilles

FURNITURE

CASH

Walsh

A Mrkh'm

Wallace Grace

Calvert

nradley A C
Hurnette it L-e

Hraase

Indianap-

waukee

Albert Cori'1

Hlack Kath.-ririe
Herrent Aaron

Empire Toledo.

"P:n.»» Makers" 26 Park
olis 2 Gavetv Louisville.

Arnold Hilly Co
Anderson Rhea
Adama George

Mae

Ward Sum

Marston A Manley
ManloF Dave

Walker Joe

Madclyn
Roy
HnrrlHon Mrs L

Alfreds Billie Miss
Armstrong Will n
Archibald Jack

Ilnrold

Thayer Ralph

Hal.j

Aubrey A H
Anderson Lurcillle

Van

Wilson

Wade John

Hall

Austin Hob
Allen Edna

Vaudeville Leader
Vert Hazel

Whitfield

McNally S Mrs

Louis

Harry

Yclfair.-

Voi Vulfc'nl.ne
Vardon * Pcrrf
Van A H-ll-

A G

J"^,°et

Hagan Catherine

Ui'll Ji

Alfred
Thornton Arthur

J< -?aio

Mitchell

Leilia

Talbot Ada
Taylor Margaret
Taylor Phvlli*

Gardner Flo
Gehrue Margie
Olendenning Peggy
Qrahain Rathburn

Huchnnan Moilie

NEW YORK

1

Time

Romer

Spingold Frances
Stearns E M
St George Georgia
St John Dolly
Stone & Hayes

Forbes Sid
Frnnees Milton
Frank Joe
Franklin Fa ye
Freeman Margaret

H & B

Turner toliv
Turner Walter

Richard* Pauline
Rlvoll Caesar
Robinson Ghlta
Robson Rid
Roeber Gu*

Shaw Winn
Sohmer Kdward

Hilly

H-jbble

K.i

Tenor

LeRoy Mervyn

Schubert Hugh
Sedley Roy

Fisher A Phllllpa
Fliashlnek S
Floyd Walter

Ifavard Oraen

Lester

Rosenbluh

D

!>i-Mie

Sharro.-ks

Lyons George
I^oes Mary C Mrs
Lea Kcliors The
Lark In Charles
LoVere Vesta

'

Newell Claado
Newell Herbert

Fornnndew Dorothy

Arnold uick

Gt'.ifid

Utie.-i.

Smith

Sherry Harney J
Searlis Arthur
Smith Edd.e

Horter Rybl

.

2

2"*4"

& M TRUNKS

><

King A Hose
King Mick
Kolama Mrs

Tim
Murphy Don

dence

"Whirl of Mirth" 26-28 Cohen's
Newburgh 29-31 Cohen's Pough"Little Bo Peep 26 Empire ITohokeepsie
2 Plaza Springfield.
ken 2-4 Cohen's Newburgh 5-7 C Williams Molly 26 Empire Albany
hen's Poughkeepsie.
2 Casino Boston.
Reading.
"London Belles" 2G Star Cleveland
"World Frolic" 26 Gayetv Buffalo
"Folly Town" 26 Olumbia New 2 Empire Toledo.
York 2 Empire Newark.
"Maids of America" 26 Gayety 2 Gayety' Rochester.
"French Frolics" 26 Long Branch Boston 2 Columbia New York.
27-28 Asbury Park 29-31 Van Curler Marion Dive Lfi G;iycty Rochester

H

Sherrard 1>.-1 \V
.'haw Hiin.- Collins

k
Hammond
liughes Duly J
.1

Tozart Arthur
Tel ma No: irt.i

Mulligan

Cecil

Hiilie llln

IMa in

Siaffv rd

Hathburn Max

Kins? Loreltu

Morton Sonya

"Twinkle Toes" 26 Gayety PittsHarvery Jack
Harvcr
"Keep Smiling" 26 Empire Provi- burgh 2 Lyceum Columbus.
Watson Billy 26 Lyric Dayton 2 HaywardZclla
Jessie
2 Gayety Boston.
Helman Marcus
Kelly Lew 26 L O 2 Gayety St. Olympic Cincinnati.
"Whirl of Gayety" 26 Casino Honlere Mrs H
Louis.
Hill Clay
"Krtick Knacks" 26-2S Bastablc Philadelphia 2 Miner's Bronx New Howard Myrtel
Syracuse 29-31 Grand Utica 2 Em- York.
"Whirl
of
Girls"
26
Garrick
St.
pire Albany.
CHICAGO
"Lid Lifters" 26 Gayety Baltimore Louis 2 Century Kansas City.
River

Sailor Ri-.lly

Sl<nvjry

Karmlno G G

The
Millie

Davis Helen

Frllette

Rush II >|. -n Hell
Rone MiK'Oi)

Uttfe Joe

Farlardeau Miss

U.iUe

Hlani'lie

Roai.ru Aulie

Morgan

Nabers Bruce
Neal Walter
Kelson Eddlo

Fields

Ring

Model! Mr*

(Sutler Jeanett

A

Ray nor

Snow

Morris Rlida
Morris Hay

Fcntell

T

Dolly
Pat ton Joan
Prince Al

Jenk.us
Jansen Harry

Coombs Roy

ROUTES

Canlaes

Paulyer Ge«)rso

W.ilt' r

Mil lards

"Record Breakers" 26 Lyric New- Deans Phyllis
"Garden Frolics" f 2« Empire NewBl/kLESQUE
DeMar Rose
I
ark 2 Olympic New York.
ark 2 Casino Philadelphia.
DeRay Mia* L
"Girls de Looks" 26 Hurtig & Sea- Reynolds Abe 26 Majestic Jersey Dike Juliette
City
2
L
O.
mon's New York 2 Orpheum PaterDelnnbough Grant
(Dec. 26—Jan. 2)
Singer Jack 26 Gayety Toronto 2 •Donia Marie
son.
Gayety Montreal.
Dooley Johnny
•'Baby ISrars" 26 Pcnn Circuit 2
„ "Girls from Joyland" 26 Empire
"Social Follies" 26 Avenue Detroit Duffy James
Gayety IUiltimore.
Cleveland 2 Pcnn Circuit. *
Dufor Tiros
2 Englewood Chicago.
"BatlMiiR Beauties" 26 Allentown
"Greenwich Village Review" 23
"Some Show" 26 Empress Cin- Dyson Hal
27 Eusion 28 Reading 2 Lyric New- Lyceum Columbus 2 Star Cleveland.

&

Paletnii)
1'aul

Ht-ndi'lckd.m Jas

Jarvls

Meredith Floreiu-o

Mr K

Peltx Phil
Pat ton Je^nelts
PervttoM The

Rog.er

Shayne

May I>oris
May J

*

Lee

Howard Kdna

Marshall Eddio

Clinton Hert
Collins Will
Cook A Sylvia

Crisp

treal.

I1u<l

Mary

A

Jlmmv

Hoale Millie
Harrln Joseph

,i ii

Mark Mr A
Mark Taylor
MiDeimott Hilly
McDonouKh Kthel
MeMeal KstelV

Crowel liable
Culver Smell*

O H

.1-

>•

T.orraiiK-

CopelUo Arthur
Cormician Rose
Coughlln Francos
Cornell George

ON'ell Eva

Hullbert Gene

l.opsl'

n©

A

Olsmlih

Leonard

A- Willaid
Great

q

<$•

li

Nifty Trio
Norrln C Jr

Oliver

Kloter Minie

Lloyd

Carroll Albert
Ca.ney Stuurt
Castle Iriti"
Clair A Alwiimt
Clifford .Tfane

:

Special Note:

A

Olsh Leo
GUI June
Grey Patricia
G randy Lee Mrs
Genung Gene

l.e6ter

Hryant Walt, r
Burns & Wilxm
l>j ron &. I.an^don

Frear Fred
Foster May
Franots A Corrlne

Graham

>tu

Nash Kenneth K
Neville Otis L *

Kennedy Hen
King Hetty

C

.T.i<

Kay
Murphy Gens

M._

Gannon Hetty
Gibson M L Mrs
Gilbert Dobby
Gabberts The
Gardner Frank Co

Mi.*s

Mason

Milton

Moore J
Elllail Will

Ftrris

Kirkpati-ick

Harry

McConnell Kd

Deslys Girls

Keller Harriet
Kelly Dan
Kelly John
Kelly John
Kelly Theresa

Kingston

Huy

Itarrott

Keardsh-y

New York

St.,

o

Kaufman Raw ley
Raker Onus

!

Martz Eddie
McGuirl J s

Morgan Jean

Dancing Howards
DeVerra Harry
Dunbar Ralph

Florettl

Nuk

Hufford

Cliff

Albright

!

FOR

Slat
6*1 Ktroota,
Bet. Satk and 3»th 84a,

Gustavo
Faddon Jack
Fern Ben Co
Ford Blsa

Huber Chad

Ackorinan Sanity

Be£

EXCHANGE
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Danlap France no
Davis A McCloy
Donovan F JC Mrs
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1864 Broadway, N. T. City.
531 Seventh Ave.. N. Y. C.

of

f

Ciiu

$55 Up

Prices Reduced,

Now

York

I

^

I

piiaavj

NOVELTY
SCENIC

STUDIOS
220 W. 46 St
Opp. Kemirkl

Friday.

December

28,

VARIETY

1921

WISHES

THE
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W9

I
*

0Ltttv Christmas;
an&

%

Happp, ^Prosperous
Jteto !?ear

m

VARIETY

32
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

GRANT

*

•

LORRAINE

CHICAGO
i

HOUSEKEEPINC APARTMENTS

We

COMPLETE FOB HOUSEKEEPING.
323 West 43rd Street

.

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM

II

EAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS.
and 810 West 48th
Phone t Longacre 8880

S41 to 847 West 45th St.
Phone Lang-acre 8500

Slf. 814

St.

An np-to-the minute, new, fireproof
A bnlldlng de luxe. Joat completed;
elevator apartments, arranged in suites building, arranged In apartments of three
nil four rooms with kitchens nnd private
af one, two and three rooms, with tiled
bath and shower, tiled, kitchen*, kitchen- bath. Phone In each apartment.
These apartments embody every
ettes.
$17.00 Up Weekly
luxury known to modern science. $18.00
weekly up, $65.00 monthly op.

THE DUPLEX

YANDIS COURT

Is

one af

more

or

Its attractions.

Up Weekly

$8.50

—

$6

PER WEEK
UP

101

ROOMS

In the Heart of the Theatrical District,

MARION HOTEL

Two

SEYMOUR HOTEL
ROCHESTER,

33 Weil 65th

N. Y.

—

11.00

t,

Phoae

BRYANT

LONGACBE

NEAR

Beautiful, modern home for Theatrical
people.
Electricity, Instantaneous hot
water, steam heat, tils baths.
Only one
of its kind In Philadelphia. Must be seen
to be appreciated.
Weekly rates 110.00

Relsunweber'a

C0LUMBU8 CIRCLE &

58th ST.
'Phone CIRCLE 8888
Room and Bath, and Bultes of Parlor.

ll*«ln>oin

and

up.

REGENT.— Film feature, "Enchantment"; Lyona Hunt, soprano;
M. Leonida, dances.
ALLEN.— Film feature. -A Certain Jtich Man."
STRAND.— Film feature* "The

and Hath. Light. Airy Rooms; Kx-

celltutly PurnJsliedj All Improvement! : Overlooking Central 1'ark; Five MlnuU-i from All

Theatres; liow Rates.

Barricade."

TORONTO
—

.

GRAND

,

LOEWS.—

Vaudevlllians are so used to using
a two-cent stamp on letters that

when they play Canada they

forget
that three-cent postage Is necessary
to c.-irry a letter to the States or
Canada, nnd many letters are returned
for
insufficient
postage.

Variety has remalled the letters
with the required stamps that have
been noticed.

BEAUMONT
With Dawsan, Lanliin. Oovart and Rent

Ernie

Iliatt

snid

that Grant took

Harry Watkins says:
Yes, but not until Dclmar promised

VELVET, SILK, SATEEN SCENERY; PRODUCTIONS, REVUES
and ACTS;

Atfa the rest of the time.

THEATRE

and

8TAQE

DECORATIONS.

Richmond.

1

18 to 8:80 P. M.
to 11:30 P.

U U

1

U

i

i

_

C UK AGO

HOTEL ASTOR
178 N. Clark

St..

Near Randolph

St.

CHICAGO. ILL.
Rates $1.60 Per Day and Up
One Block from Palace Theatre.

HOTEL CLARENDON
No. Clark aad Oaterlo Streets, Chicago

FIVE MINUTKS FROM LOOP
BATES $1.00 AND UP

HOTElT

St..

Chicago

NEW AND MODERN
$1.50

and Up.
'

$».0d and Up Without Bath
$3.00 sad l'p With Bath
J. O. NICHOLS, Mgr. and Prop.

DENVER,

17th and Broadway.

COLO.

Hammond and Cafe
HAMMOND.

IND.

Running Water
— Shower
Baths; Rate: $1.2$
Double

tn

All
Sin-

One Minute Walk

$2 00

STS.

THEO. Gl'HCOrr,

Prop.

HOTEL BALTIMORE

DAT WITH BATH.
WITHOUT BATH.

$3.00 PER
$2.00 PER DAY

—300

An. A

Baltimore

ROOMS—

12th 8:..

KANSAS

CITY. 18.

S
Fifth avenue.
tions for

Is

closed for altera*

two weeks.

8am 8. 8hubert
Shubert business was Just fair
Monday afternoon, a trifle off after
an unusually good end to last week.
Ernestine Myers and Co. headlined
after John Charles Thomas had been
promised early in advance, and wtth
Aloen Bronson in her "Late Again *
1

skit divided chief honors.

Miss Myers' Oriental dance istho
and was the ApHer combination of the
hit.
modern, along with the classic, gives
best of her seven,

M.

plause

Monday matinees were very .and

PITTSBURGH

„" & —««

,

Business was jumpy the past
ROYAL. ALEXANDRA.— Shubcrt week, as the weather was changevaudeville (second week), headed by able, and rain drove people Into theHetty King and Emily Ann Well- atres Friday and Saturday nights
man.
Next, "Irene," with Dale Instead of shops. Ruth Chatterton's
second appearance here in "Mary
"Winter.
I'lUNCESS.
Dark.
Christmas Rose" drew well. Shubert's initial
vaudeville bill at the Royal AlexWeek, Marie Ix>hr.
OPERA HOUSE.—Film, andra did well, and Hetty King,
male Impersonator different from
••From the Manger to the Cross."
ri'TOWN— Glaser Players in "A others, and Emily Ann Wellman's
act, "Tho Actor's Wife" (the only
Pair of Sixes." Next. "Penrod."
SHEA'S.— Vaudeville, headed by American act on the bill), were
Peggy Parker and "The Four Mus- favorites and were held over for another week, as were the acts of Bert
keteers."
HIPPODROME!— V a u d e v 1 1 1 e Clark and Flavia Arcaro; Bernard!,
headed by "Danring Shoes" and four and atord and 7 .ce, new acta added
Film feature, Buck bolng Frank Jeromo and Rippiey
other acts.
and MeCreo. Tho houso was adJones in "To a Finish."
Vaudeville, headed by vertised "dark" for this week, but
Choy Ling Foo Co. and four other owing to the attendance Friday
Film fea'ure, C!ara Kimball night keeping up to capacity it was
acts.
Young In "Tho Forbidden "Woman."' decided to continue vaudeville anL.OEWS WINTER GARDEN.— other week. Hurry Llewllyn. manFilm feature, ''.Wjjjiy Down East" ager of the company, is none other
than Coco, in "The Mikado," the
(fourth week).
PANTAGES. —Vaudeville bill. Gilbert and Sullhan opera, as well
Film ft;iture, "A Wife's Awakening." as appearing In other operas.
GAYETV.— Joan Pedini's "Cuddle
The "Irene" company, to play the
Up."
Royal Christmas week, are laying
off this week in Toronto.

BILLY DOSS REVUE.

BERKELEY

U. S. A.

For onc P prson $* * n <*

carte— 7 A. M.

~

iiii

Three
the turn the right flavor.
Chums, opening second half, were
Co, t$>e honor spot when the another well-liked article, their harlightly
attended,
tho
Chrtstmasi singer was unobtainable,
mony before two special drops scorshopping affecting business, but the!
ing.
Arthur Terry, emulated Witt
night performances were about the
Sothern and Marlowe opened at Rogers in the starting spot, and
opening average.
the Alvln to fair results after a good Three Musical Avolos ran from
sale In advance.
Four plays are classical to Jazz on their huge xyloMario
being distributed over tho week phone, taking three bows.
"Last Waltz" next.
Lo, with two female assistants, all
comely, used two pretty setting! in
By COLEMAN HARRISON
John P. Harris, head of the Har- their "Porcelains," and garnered *
Pictures:
Grand nnd Liberty, ris & Davis theatrical
Marie Stoddard
enterprises trio of curtains.
"Lotus Eater"; Regent and Savoy, here, a few days ago
and
took title to made merry, kidding the actors,
"Shame";
Olympic,
"Don't
Tell the Strahley property
the first halt
gave
good
balance
to
In East LibEverything";
Alhambra,
"Inner erty, a h,uge site near
turn.
the Liberty Just before the Myers dancing
Chamber";
Cameraphone, "Hush theatre. Mr. Harris stated
apthe pur- Three Chums and Miss Bronson
Money" and "First Love"; Lyceum, chase was made
as a rental invest- peared in tho order named, and
••Fir* Love-;^ B^ckBto^Exlt, the mcnt at lcast t
Clayton and Lennie, with the mucht
Vamp" and
abused hat and original gags, proSamuel Waldon, erstwhile man- vided 15 minutes of fun Just before
Meredith,
Charles
native Pitts- ager of the Palace, Clarksburg, General Pisano and Co. came on to
burgh, well known as "Chuck" when W. Va., has given up his position to close with his sharp shooting,
a few years ago he starred on local go into the mercantile field.
scenic background helped to keep
school teams in many pports, is the
most of the patrons In.
latest draw in the various movie
Jean Ormsby and Caroline Ross
houses, where he has been playing are two new additions to George
Davis (Keith's)
leads opposite Ethel Clayton and Jaffe's
A slight depression in attendanco
stock
burlesque
troupe.
other film stars.
Wrestling on Friday nights is help- was noted here over the usual Mon«
ing attendance.
Leo Dltrlch8teln, forced to a
The Irish Players, at the Nixon,
speech by a disappointing crowd at
his last showing of "Toto" at the are drawing fairly well with their
Pitt last Saturday, explained that "White-Headed Boy."
More than
A company's flvo-year less© (with -BO
he'd go broke if he had to play an- usual advertising in the outlying
porHonnl liability) on largs thcatrs !•
other week here to such slim results. districts brought many in.
"Two city of St. John. N. H. population !•>
The week opened well, but fell off Little Girls in Blue" next.
000;
low rental;
excellent
location;
steadily.
Tho Avenue, under lease bv Sam owner unabls to Rive It personal attention
In the past,
has
ouccessful
Chambers,
been
very
showing
films in' upper
The Gayety, Columbia burlesque
All

STREET

10th

la

J*ai

from Orpheutn Theatre
Opposite New Parthenon Theatre,

Sunday Dinner. $1
A

i

Very Modern.

5 to 8:30 P. M.

$18

'

i

Rooms

—

PHILADELPHIA

CIRCLE HOTEL

and

~»

i

REX HOTEL

gle;

11:30 A. M. to 3 P. M.

917 Pine Street

i

SAVOY HOTEL

Table d'Hote Dinner, $1

THE STANWLX

1477-8

X
LOW BATES
THE HOME OF THEATRICAL FOLK

Single

TO

i

81-30 So. Dearborn

Club Breakfasts, 25c to
$1 Lunch, 65c

3333

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
WEST 48th 8T„ N. Y. CITY

1

Formerly

City

310

Now Open.

207 W. 40th St.—Off B'way
Phonet

Hew York

Phone

$10

ROOMS NEWLY RENOVATED.
Vacancies

RATF9'

St.,

"

EVERYTHI.Na
Rooms

For two person*
UPand up. For 3
*x ^*> * *•*** • persons, large room. 3 single beds. $4.50. For$3 4 persons,
extra
large room. 4 single beds, $8 per day. Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, two persons,
$.", and
up. No extra Charge for Rooms with Twin Beds.
Every sleeping room has a private connecting bathroom, with Forcehun Tub.
Booklet, map and weekly rates on request.
The only No- Tip Hotel Dining and
Check Rooms In America.

APIS.

i

NEW TREMONT

CATERING TO THE THEATRICAL PROFESSION

1473

Furnished Apartments
AND BOOMS
1—2—3 ROOM APARTMENT8

Manager

CHANDLER

BOSTON, MASS.,

rooms. 'Complete housekeepIn every apartment.

6

i

•68 North Clark St.

EIGHTH AVENUE

COR. ARLINGTON, TREMONT,

St.

CIRCUIT
BY ORFUEUM
ACTS
J —
~ ~
~a J

~i_ n~ _

TIIKATKICAL HOTEL

6640

HOTEL ARLINGTON

MRS, RILEY, Prop.

HOTEL
DOUGLAS
BEN DWOESTT,
•

and
ing.

THEATRICAL

AJl Conveniences.

1

UP

_—a_

Five minutes' walk to the Theatre and Shopping Centre.

R

SOL

Circle

/?

Msnager.

Phone t Columbus 8878-4

NOTICE

Up-to-Dato EuMpean

156 Wert 35th

GRAHAM.

A.

up double.

Hotel

Blocks from Pena. 8 tat Ion

aJSFSn*

MARTIN

Phone

—

Newly Renovated,
with Kitchen Privileges.

PHILADELPHIA

Streets.

EUROPEAN PLAN

Between 48th and 47th Streets
One Block West of Broadway
Three, Four and Five-Room High-Class FurnUhed Apartments $10 Up
Strictly Professional.
MRS. GEORGE HIEGEL. Mgr.
Phones: Bryant 8850-1

—

-—

«

lit*

at

Near sll the Leading Vaudeville Theatres?
Beautiful suites of two rooms sad bath. AS
rooms bars running water or private bath.
s weak sad up single, in .S
Rates $10.

CITY

THE ADELAIDE
754-756

Address All Communication*- to M. CLAMAN,
Principal Office Yandls Court. 241 Weat 43d Street, New York.
Apartments Can Be Seen Evenings.
Office In Each JJullding.

0AVI0 KRAU8E. Mr.

HOTEL STRATHMORE
Walsvt

J. A. Delhsler,
Telephone: Superior €318

elevator, fireproof building of the newest type, having every device and convenience.
Apartments are beautifully arranged, and consist of 8. 3 and 4 rooms,
with kitchen and kitchenette, tiled bath and phone.
$17.00 Up Weekly.
Address all communications to Charles Tenenbaum, Irvlngton Hall.
No connection with any other house.

adults.

Up Weekly

$18.08

Rates: Kindle wt
Double. $16. 00 p<* w
$11 OS per week.
private bath. $13.00 singletlLSa
^*
,m»
'
Telephones In all rooms.

Rooms with

An

$80 and 388 West 43d St.
Phone Bryant 8181-4283
West 43d St.
Phone Bryant 7818
Three nnd four rooms with bath, furOne. three and four room apartments, nished to n degree of modcrnness that
with kitchenettes, private bath and tele- excels anything In this type of bnlldlng.
phone.
The privacy these apartments These apartments will accommodate four

anted for

NEW YORK

335 to 359 West 51st Street

84 I -84 Y

PHI LA DEL

St*..

double-

CLEAN AND AIRY.

IRVINGTON HALL

HENRI COURT

HILDONA COURT

Chestnut

HOTELS EEC0MMENDEB

APARTMENTS

Private Bath* 3-4 Rooms* Catering; to the comfort and convenience of
the profession.
Steam Heat and Electric Llajht • • - 90.50 Up

are the largest mslntalners of hoonekeeplna furnished apartments speelaUsWe are an the ground dally. This alone lnsares prompt
•errlee and cleanliness.
Baa- to theatrical folks.

«•

~

i

HOTEL COLONNADE

lUu>t located hotel In city.

•Jrih.

FURNISHED

THE BERTHA

(Of the Better Class— Within Reach of Economical Folks)
Under the direct ftup*rvl«ion of th«? owners. Located In the heart of the city, Jnst
•ff Broadway, clone to all booking offices, principal theatres, department stores,
traction linen, "L" road and mjHwst.

A

15th

M

Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

Phone Bryant 1044

500

23, 1921

Hotels Catering to Profession

Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotels
AND

December

Friday,

D

FOR SALE
:

house here, wheih
its worst seasons

is

in

will

having one of
a decade, is

GuerrinPA Co.

starting big advertising displays in
the dallies and on >^Mbo\rds, besides introducing lowest lates in its
history, with 50 cgnts top matinees,
63 cents nights.

Tha Leadlna ant

the Unites' 8tatai.
Dia rnij
Knctorv
tli it
!"nkr« any n, |
«f lt"><-il.«
nu.Ie t»

—

announcing John Charles
as headline a week ago,
the Shubert gave Ernestine Myers
After

h.vi'l

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

Avenue

Inc.

WARDROBE TRUNKS
HOTEL NORMANDIK BLDG.,
3 K. cor. R8tH A IT way, N. Y.
PHONE FIT/ HOY :i8«8
l

277-279 Col urn but

Sas

C.

Francises

for

reasonable

flRiirft

to cover

equipment nnd renovations; follf
equipped and suitable for vaudeville,
mart t||n«i, s*oc!c company, nvt'on pictures or any amusoment whatever. T«
i

Largest

ACCORDION
FACTORY
In

Thomas

sell

rout of

*

purchaser will leavo part of pu r
chase price tor payment one year after
nale.
Only pnrlloa ablo to rut up $13,000
In cash n< cd apply.
rt-liuhlo

Write to MR. ROY, 144 Queen

HALIFAX,

Cal.

St,

N. S.

ARE YOU GOING TO ElPPE?
accommodation*

Sleiiiiii.blp
I

rices.

arrmuted on all Lines, nt Main Offlee
Bonis are roIi.« %PP y fnllt nrrniifre early. Foreign Monet
nought ami sold. Liberty llonds bought nnd sold.

PAUL TAUSIG A

SON. lot Knst 14th St..
Phonrt Sttiyvcnant
30-0 l.'i7.

THE STUDIO OF UNUSUAL STAGE SETTINGS.
BEAUMONT WAS THE FIRST PERSON TO CREATE A REAL VOGUE FOR
SILK. SATIN AMI VELVET STAGE SETTINGS. HE ALWAYS WAS AND
ALWAYS WILL HE A LEADER. NOVELTY DEC ORATIONS AND I MULE
IDEAS ARE HIS CRITERION— ALWAYS. It VOL NEK IIEAI MONT FIRST
YOU'LL HE FIRST IN UNUSUAL STAGE SETTINGS. NOVELTY CREATIONS IN UNIQUE FABRICS. PLAIN OR DKCOR ATED IN MO-ART, DYTONE, OR RINEART METHODS. GET OUR IDEAS AND t IGtltEh ON
YOUR NEXT SEASON'S STAGE NETTINGS—SOME AS LOW AS $100.00. ATTBACTIVE SETS TO RENT— RENTALS APPLYING ON PURCHASE PRICE.
V. A.
230 W. 46th ST., N. Y. CITY Bryant 9448 ?K B N.
HOUSE

Now

York.

1

BEAUMONT
COLLEGES,
TIONS and

EXHIBIDISPLAYS,
SUPPLIED ON

CLUBS,

WINDOW

TO ORDER OR
RENTAL BASIS.

STUDI

°

-

December

Friday,

ALBEE,

g, F.

VARIETY

23, lt21

President

J. J.

MURDOCH,

33

General Manager

F. P.

PROCTOR,

Vice-President

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville Exchange
(AGENCY)
•

(Palace Theatre Building,
EDWARD F. ALBEE

KEITH

B. F.

New

York)
PAUL KEITH

F. F.

PROCTOR

Founders

can book

Artists

by addressing

direct

S.

HODGDON

K.

The GEO. H. WEBSTER

VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

AMALGAMATED

301-303 Hulet Block

ORPHEUM

VAUDEVILLE

BOOKING
New

York,

12

CHARLES

E.

BRAY

BENJ.

FRANK W. VINCENT,
GEORGE A. GOTTLIEB,

B.

S.

and Counsel

LAZ LANSBURGH

JOHN POLLOCK,
Press Department

McMAHON,

O. R.

GENERAL OFFICES
BLDG., NEW

St»3

PALACE THEATRE

WEEKS

CI TIJLiLidiv
I CD
rVJ

AUSTRALIAN

1006

CIRCUIT

MARKET

ST.

Phone

PARK

J.

Nash, Business Manager.

Thomas

J.

Suite 912-915—1540
4332

CHICAGO,

BALTIMORE
FORD'S—FriU

Broadway (Loew Bldg.)

TELEFHONX BRYANT MSO

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

ILL.

ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,

SAN FRANCISCO

rounded out a neat program.
The Suratt turn impressed at once,
tad the snappiest dialog of any oneacter seen here this season helped
the star score one of the triumphs
•t her career.

Shadowland, an original, classical
set with Ave girl dancers, shifted
from last to first, unlike all others, the boards, played to a moving
does away with any sensual appeal house.
by shrouded lighting.
Mme. Juliette Dika took three hows in No. 2.
JajkVelle, with four young lassies,
topped the show with their brilliant
By ARTHUR B. WATERS
Mignonette," from the pens of
owanstrom and Morgan.
An interesting experiment is being
Edwin George muffed his Juggling tried here this week by the officials
ouring bis wise cracks, some of of
Academy of Music, who run
"MB old, but his style Is 100 per thethe
destinies of the Philadelphia
Jjnt Bert Erroll has the best fe- Orchestra and the so-called Forum.
act of his career, his semi- It is nothing more or less than a
program of Chaplin pictures being

PHILADELPHIA

™»

MINERS
MAKE UP

bvelyn BLANCH ARD c. m.
1493 Broadway, New York City

g»t Henry C. Miner. Inc.

Acts Rewritten, Rehearned and
Openlnsrs Arranged.

See Ua for Biff Time
Material. Sketches, Comedy Acts.
Restricted

3 lne;lea. Etc.

pictures included are "Shang- dren after the Christmas pantomime
"A Dog's Life and "Shoulder style, are scaled at 60 cents to $1.50
Arms." A big orchestra has been admission.
engaged for the showing of the pictTwo big pictures are scheduled to
ures.
open at Stanley company houses
for
beginning
Christmas Day. One is
houses
Pictures at downtown
the current week are: "Little Lord "Peter Ibbetson," at the Karlton.
week;
it
listed for a "limited
where
is'
second
Fauntleroy," Aldine,
"Fool's Paradise," Karlton, fourth run." "Fool's Paradise" at this same
Stanley;
house
completes,
this week, a fourHome."
week; "A Man's
"Queen of Sheba," Stanton, fourth week stay, and has done well. The
"The
coming
and
other
feature
is "A ConVictoria,
week; "Intrigue."
necticut Yankee In King Arthur's
Sheik," Palace.
Court" at the Stanton, where "The
Queen of Sheba" is completing a
Desiree Lubovska, danseuse, Is an surprisingly short run of four weeks,
added attraction this week at the with good houses prevailing. The
theatre.
I Stanley
advent of the Independent Aldine
here has resulted In an influx of
Three fairy spectacles will be pre good pictures at almost all the
Isented at matinees next week by downtown houses, and long runs are
the rule, not the exception, now.

The

1

hled,"

'

|

Besutify

Klein's Restaurant

:

l)

642 Smithfield Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

have ••talari and r«tain* a«H«- aarta by havlaa
m« earr*et thalr featural laaarfaetlaat aatf rtmavt Mam*
Ithat. Caatwltatlaa fraa. Faas
raataaaala.

HICKS & SON

VM S

V-

\
t

B. F. Keith's— Harry Carroll's revue (voted one of the most elaborate
and Interesting ever seen here in

vaudeville) was the hit of the bill.
It was far and away above the previous Carroll revue and had more

and pep to it. The Uennett
twins were so well liked that they
stopped the show. For a while it
looked almost as if they would be
called out for a speech. Harry Miller
and Ann Sands also added to the
E. Oalizi & Bro.
act's excellence and the chorus was
Jrettcrt ProffMlooA-l. The reft of the bill showed a
il Accordion Manubit vvrrtk in i:uin|iMi 'inoii except fur
n«facturer* and
Miss Juliet's, whose Impersonations
palren.
Incomparable *T> e
Kurpri.Hed everyone by their cleverNew ness, and Irving and Jack Kaufman,
rial Work*.
Idea patented «hi't
whose songs went big.
*ey«.

8MITH, M. D.
347 Fifth Avenue
N. ¥. City Opp. Waldorf

F. E.

Where All Professionals Eat When in Pittsburgh
NEAR DAVIS, NIXON AND 8AM 8. 8HUBERT THEATRES

H.

Your Faee

Y*U «M«t iMfc to* t« Wll
Mtiy of thi "ProfM-

tood.
ilon"

Business," La Rose aai Adams, Rfcr*
ereide Trio, Hurley and Hurley, and
"Blind Hearts,** film attraction.
The Vandeervilis,
Silvers and Fuller, "Havana,** Joel*
Rooney and Co. and "Where Mas
Are Men." feature picture.

GARDEN—

CENTURY— "Enchantment"

satirical masculine asides still regEASTERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS THEA. BLDQ.. CHICAGO
istering heavily.
Next came Miss
Suratt, more impressive than ever,
with the sophisticated sapience tick- shown matinees and evenings in the the Peerless Juvenile Extravaganza
ling front -row patrons, the homely Academy at prices scaled to 75 cents company at the Broad Street theaplot sure fire for the mob.
Tom at night. Nobody seems to know tre. On Tuesday, Dec. 27, "Sleeping
Smith next-to-c}oaed very silently just what the idea is, but Edward Beauty" will be the show; on Thurson his part, very enthusiastically on Bok and others connected with the day, the 28th, "Snow White," and on
the part of the crowd, and Loyal's orchestra and Forum are making Friday, the 80th, "Little Red Riding
Dogs, one of the best canine acts on quite a play on the so-called revue. Hood." The shows, played by chil-

others

AUDITORIUM—
Dark.
PALACE — "Jingle- Jingle" (burGAYETY—•Tomes of New Tor*"
(burlesque).
LOBW8 HIPPODROME.—''Cotting a Woman in Two," "Business Is

lesque.

PAUL QOUORON
say night throng, though Valeska
JJuratt,
Jay Velio and a couple

*

I*lb«r, play*

LYCEUM—Dark.

NEW YORK

Carmody, Booking Manager

State-Lake Theatre Bldg.,

non-Jazz part

of the audience, which always welcomes a personality like hers. Her
songs were well encored.
There
were too many "song" acts, and tne
bill waa a bit lengthy, but the high
spots made up.

Shakespeare*

Managers' Association
5th Floor

I

THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES
BOOKING VAUDEVILLE ACTS

The Western Vaudeville
John

enthusiastically received,

and the general consensus was that
she is away above ordinary vaude*
vllle dancing caliber.
Bard and
Pearl's comedy waa liked, and Rojr
Cummlngs was welcomed back with
open arms. Nancy Qibba was espe-

Feiber&Shea

MELODRAMA AND PANTOMIME
Representative, A. BEN FULLER

SAN FRANCISCO

was

[here,

cially appealing to the

VAUDEVILLE,

American
OELQER BLDQ.

J

YORK CITY 1

Baltimore

and intermediate towns

BEN and
JOHN

house seemed pleased with the
Shubert experiment of a condensed
Winter Garden show. A lot of people probably would never have realised the difference without the accompanying publicity, as there waa,
after all, little difference between It
and an ordinary vaudeville array.
All things considered "The Whirl
[of New York** went over well. Kyra,
the dancer, although she has little
[added to her danoee with the last
Winter Garden show that played

Associate Counsel

FLOYD B. SCOTT
Publicity and Promotion

.

city

KAHANE,

Sec'y, Treas.

Managers' Booking Dept.

Washington,

Philadelphia,

PLAY OR PAY CONTRACTS

General Western Representative

Manager Auditing Department

PHONE BRYANT

Consecetlve lioatea tor f taaeUurt
Acta

H. SINGER
General Manager

President

New York

Broadway,

222

MORT

MARTIN BECK

AGENCY
1441

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

artistry

"A Sailor-made Man"

NEW— "Miss

Lulu

and

(pictures).
Bett" (pic-

ture).

RIVOLI— "R.

S. V. P."

and *Tao

Boat" (pictures).

PARKWAY— "The

White House*

(picture).

STRAND— "Camllle"

(picture).

Msrylsnd (Ksith Vaudeville)
sister teams divide honors
here this week the Courtney Sisters snd their Jazs Band and the
McConnell Sisters, both equally
pleasing, and as an extra feature
the teams doubled and formed a
These numbers
splendid quartet.
dwarfed the rest of the bill deeplto
It included
its
apparent worth.
Conroy and Yates, Pletro, Alma
Nellson and Co., Boye and Bennett;
Raymond Wilbert and Sager Midgly
and Co. in a condensed version of
"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath."

Two

—

Academy (8hubert Vaudeville)
The shortest and without doubt
the worst bill that the new circuit
has presented hero hold the boards
the current week. Individually and
If placed differently some of the acts
are of a high calibre, but as a
whole wowl
Belle Storey is the
featured attraction and splits applause honors with Callahan and
Bliss and Charlee T. Aldrlch. Mile.
Olympla Desvall and Co. as a return
Hhuberts should take a bint
date.
from the Wm. Morris, Inc.. fate
about repcatera Others on the bin
are the Mae sees, Josephine Davis

—

and

Co.,

EqullU Brothers and Mul-

and CorellL Business is nothing extra at either ei these big-time
houses.
len

r.

'

'

675 Fifth Avenue,
Have a

little

at

53d Street

your home or
to your week-end outing

fruit delivered to

your friends— take

it

Buhpus & Lewis

:

New Yark

City

IN

CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
VELVET, SILK, SATEENS AND OTHER MATERIALS
enenennnnnna

—

Live

Chestnut 8treet O. H. (Shubert)
A good though by no means capa-

SOME OF THE ACT8 WE HAVE EQUIPPED WITH SCENERY:
SKELLY AND HEIT REVUE, "FORTUNE QUEEN''

W.

46th St., N. Y.
Bryant 2695

Fraaklia 528.
215 Canal Strut

Tai.

DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT

SCENIC STUDIOS
245

i

Managers Wanted
2 Up-to-Date

Vaudeville Managers
A:

or.rr,

for real theatres.

Must

and know
'!:<• YnudcviUe and picture game.
Writo fun particulars. Addreaa
Variety, N« w Tork^
V. \\". X

)>•

young,

full of pep,

.,

December

Friday,

VARIETY

23, 1921

3C

Rom & Curtis

BACK

THE KENNELS

IN

FOR THE WINTER

NEW YORK THEATRE

FARES ail AVET
In "SOME SIMP**

Represent
Pauline 8axon
and "Sit"

Originator of the Fafco Telescope

My

have to go to

ULIS

m CLARK

THE
Loow Time

Solid,

J.

MORWITZ

HOTEL JOYCE

ATLANTA THEATRE.—

"I Icnov ahe

caoaa

CENTRAL PARK WEST

I

sow

linger."

dark. Last half Walter Hampden in
repertoire to unusually good busi-

ture, in

I

Now

HOWARD

•

IV

I

N

KLAW

Two

small film houses, Alpha and
Alamo No. 2, are showing small time
vaudeville in connection with the
picture.

most

of

last

week,

DETROIT, MICH.

A

YEAR't.

Eva La

Gali.eant

B R O A D

\V

A

and Forty-alith
Mats. Wed. and Sut.

nrADIC

T,
St.

•::

Preaeot*

with a cut

I^CanlVllL

N

T. Favaril'aa

LNA CLAIRE
THE GAT FABCC

IN

ii

BLUEBEARD'S
8th WIFE
TTIBATRE W.

Eva. at *:15.
Mata. Wed. and Sat. at 2:15.

ft 6t/

Mats. Sat.. Mon.. W»*V

T. Boadero ef VARIETY--

Headed by Otto Knaiar. Eanaaott CeeMarvale GlUmoro, Mary Boiaad

I.

In

continue with the
burlesque until

Wheel

CHARLES DILLINGHAM'S

Paul Armstrong** Famooe Play

The Orpheum Players closed in
Henry Moss, house U)Vi
will

the stock Saturday.

.

WB RECOMMEND

rigan.

'•*
With almost spring weather pre-

8:30.

St.

r

NEW

BIGGEST CAST OF THE SEASON

"THE MUSICAL FLOWER GARDEN**
Permanent Address, 16 Packard Awe., Lymanaville, R.

amusement fans must have spent manager,
their money for gasoline and used it American

1:3*

AND SMARTEST
cast IN TOWN

Frederick Peiry
B'*« »y A 48

loAIFTY
Ultlbl I

M-

aod

'GOOD MORNINGn

"LILIES of the FIELD" "waBr

PAUL PETCHING
vailing

MATS. TUBS, and 8AT..

1

•* B'*ay. Cv» f rj§.
We-<
8at r itt^
*

CHARI.KS DII.MXC.HAM

MERLIN'S

(I

MARIE DORO

A REAL VAUDEVILLE NOVELTY

.

GLOBE—
Evenings

With u Cant of MetropolHan FaTorttea.
TIIK.V. W. 4Sth ST
Rr*. 8::v».

Appearing in a New Act
by HUGH HERBERT

aj

"LILIOM"

Mats. Wed. and SaL at

MUSIC BOX REVUE
A VER8ATILE COMEDIAN

w

4St *'

lU
EXTRA MAYS.: XMAS.

MUSIC BOX "rnSl^'Xi
*:15

—

THEATRE.— First anniversary week. Film. "Don't Tell
Everything." A "Peach Apotheosis,"
with five dancers, added attraction.
METROPOLITAN.—"Pilgrims of
the Night."
FILMS— "Black Panther's Cub,"
with Florence Reed. Forsyth; Tom
Mix in "Rough Diamond/' Strand;
Richard Barthelmess In " Toi'able
Dave," Criterion; May McAvoy in
"Morals of Marcus," Rialto.

Theatre Guild Production

ERNEST TRUEX

Moalrn! Show Ever Blade la
America.**—Globe.

Madge Kennedy screen fea"Oh. Mary. Be Careful."

vorce."

"MY BOY"

Fnl
tnn
uuon
t

sad Sat. at t:«S

"BmI

THEATRE—Keith vaudeshowing remarkable Increase.
THEATRE. Loew's
vaudeville. All Rajah first half>fea"Marriage vs. Dihalf.
ture. Last

HlunLN*

,

STSAND SlUfHOM OKC Ml Mi:,
C'ARI. EDOUARDB. Conductor

Floy

Thrrtra. !?f«t IS St.
Tel.: BRTAXT 6314.

Mots. Wed.

Eves. 8:16.

B'wa

Institution"

iioo

With Ja-eah Schlldkraut

LYRIC

GRAND

New

Six Cylinder Love

ness.

ville,

«

A N
—

R

"A National
Dir.

A new comedy by ffm. Anthony McGu're

comes from Arkanui, bethe Little RocU on her

—MARK—

s
in

Evea. 8:20.

with

31 West 71st Street
First half

Circuit

Presents

"THE QRANO OUKE*»

in

"THE VARYING SHORE"

Deeds

45th St

DAVID BEf.ASCO

Attraotions

Announees

7.0E A KIN'S

in

PK'AtS.

Eva. 8:30. Mata.
Thura. and Sat.

FERGUSON JACKIE C00GAN

ELSIE
%CiE>

WK8T

LIONEL ATWILL

FIRST TIRE

8AM HARRIS

ANDRE

Character Study ay

LfCEUM

S:30.

NEW YORK-

HUDSON ~Xjg%g% T SSS
R0NOAV. OECERSEA FIFTH.

Sam H. Harris

-

IN

HOPWOOD

SAhVH. HARRIS

XMAS WISHES

Interstate

Wad. and SaL.

Mata.

A Xaw

8:30.

DEMI-VIRGIN

•

McGrath

ATLANTA

IPIuL

Br AVERY

—
——Ma—————

You Keep Your Turkeys,
We'll Take the Chickens.
(E\CC8K THE FOWL 1.ANGI

Comedy

THE

UTTUC 8A1LOR CLOWN

^——

LAURIE ORDWAY

.

rtJNNV

Graatatt

-TBI MOST FAMOUS FLAY

Assisted by

Room and Bath
$1* to $25 Wotk
Room and Shower, $14 to $17 Wk.
Suites
$18 to $40 Week

IRENE FISHER. At Piano

JEaLa.1

Theaki to Mr. Laala

AL GROSSMAN

Miss Elsie and Eddy FAHLO
-TOT AT THS BEACaa"
— PAJfTAGES CIBCF1T

o

Agents.

BOOTH TABKTXCTON'B

E»I •P1BJ4**17 THBA.. W. 41dBL En.

PIPIFAX

ELDRIDGE

GENE DELMONT

CO.,

C*wM

Dlreetlea:

ARTHUR

Direction,

atre, Toronto, hare been retained
for a second week, minus Griff, who
was sent to Washington, D. C, to
strengthen the program there, no
doubt. (Ahem!)

WIRTH, BLUMENFELD

Playiaa Lot*

DON'T CARE"

Booked

ada with their companies would
wipe up. The company headed by
Hetty King at the Alexandra The-

la

Fraaants

LENOREULRIC

•Tlie Intimate Strangers"

LITTLE

GRIFF HARRY
in -I

B1LLIE BURKE

Personality and Songs

AND

often wrote that the circuit which
aent one or two British acts to Can-

PERKINS

—MINKRVA

PAUL MOHER

WOODSIDE KENNELS

B&'ftU1 *^; |»
BELASCO

BVX8.

HKKMAN—

"Tew Funey Buoy"

Oswald

&

EARL

Direction

work now.

a\

T -« g
T " «
4M seen BELASCO
MILLER'SWU
HENRY
BAT. IM.
0AVI0
I.M. MATIXEBS THUBN. A

Astrorainlsta

folks will

Sixth Aaaaal ttondrr

— NOW — NOW — NOW
TIMES SQ. J^T&^ral

Shaw

GET TOGETHER
and FOKINA. CHAR-

JIMMY VALENTINE'

with FOKINK
LOTTE aad aiaaj

ather Internatioaaf

atara.

STHIPPODROME'SX

on the boulevards, as not many of May 1, 1922.
HIP
in Tw<
appearing them spent very much with the box
onices.
"Miss Lulu Bett." at the
The Princess (Keith) celebrates
Shubert, heavily played up by the Its fourth Montreal anniversary this
leading papers and having the bene- week. Abble Wright, manager, has la ••TBI BICATCBT PLAY OP TNI VIAB**
JOBLN GOLDEN ATTRACTIONS
fit
of Mr. Pemberton'a local ac- arranged several Innovations for the
to festive occasion.
Bill of Divorcement"
Socotul week of the Follies to ca- quaintance, did not come up
expectations.
Play
and
financial
Staged ay WINCHELL SMITH
Only
noticeable
vacant seats
pacity.
With JANET BEECHER
Lucinda, the little dancer who
are in the balcony, which is one of company were well liked, but failed
draw.
thing
that
hurt,
acto
One
captivated
Montreal
with
terpslher
]
L0NGACRE
countryNext,
the largest in the
to the company manage- chorean display at the Claridge, has
"Bringing
Up father in Wall cording
ment, was the presentation of the returned to New York.
Street" at $1 top.
film of the play at the Royal at 3S
The Initial effort of th© American
Michigan Shubert is dark this and 50 cents, and more heavily adA ComadT a? Hours. Smith and Cuahiaf,
vertised than the spoken play.
At Wheel In this city resulted in fair
week. Next, "The Night Boat."
the
Grand, George Sidney with business. Some enterprising genius
•+
AND
"Welcome
Stranger"
was
enthusispread
report
that
the
doughty
the
Next,
Ilairv louder at Garrlck.
Evea %'M.
astically received and business held Jack Johnston was with the show,
I ITT1 C Weat 4 4th 8t.
"I J aclios• Nicht."
LI I I LC Mata. Wed. A Sat
up nicely all week. At the vaude- and one paper even carried the iffTioiota oar oa uJa far Xaiaa A Maw Yaar Mat*.
i
Majestic, which has been playing ville and burlesque houses "Just story, all of which gladdened the
fair"
told
the
although
the
story,
agent
IIS.
"Hurly-Burly's"
press
heart
of
40th
F»ea.
St
R'ni a
1st
five acta of Shubert vaudeville and
EalflaTlIVEa
Matiooaa Wad. A Sat. 1:18.
David Mainstreet, the new Junior Or- until explanations were demanded
first-run film, has closed.
By ana With FRANK CRAVEN
Nederhtnd has not decided on the phcum. reported that things were by some irate patrons.
the Increase and the managenew policy. Some talk of leasing it on
ment most cptimistic.
The usual holiday week drop has
or putting in dramatic stock.
hit the local theatres and rftports
IN HIS NSW PLAT
aj.
Broadway and 43d Stnd
from
all the managers show that
For
in
many
weeks
the
first
time
Kddle Powllng is the hit of the
Combined
Shubert-Detroit vaudeville bill this Variety was on the stands here business is only fair.
Mats. Wed. and Sa
Eves. S:15.
Sunday
regarding
the
mix-up
with
Monday
morning,
demuch
to
the
week. He does a slnglo in addition
Bawri on a Story by HOWARD B. alOBTON.
to playing the leading part in Mabel light of Its many regular readers, closings, the effect on the box office
DIRECTION JOHN CORT
Withee's act. Lillian Fitzgerald is who have become accustomed to receipts is noticeable.
Bway, 69 8t Bra. t:S0 Sharp.
well liked: Mason and Keeler have waiting until Tuesday for it.
PADfcf
a
/\t\IV
Mata. Wed. and Sat. at xat.
an entertaining skit; Joe Boganny'sl
Billposters go big; Bernard and!
Manager Cliff Work of the MalnTHE MLRICAL SENSATION
Jack street Is sending out 1.000,000 cards
popular;
proved
•Townes
MU8ICAI RIOT
HIS
A, E. Fair, formerly president
Strouse was a hit; Taflan and bearing a picture of the new house
Newell have splendid opening act. in the territory surrounding Kansas Enterprise Distributing Corporation,
E»p«
Waat
«Sth Street.
Wid
York
with
Time*.
Jan. t goes to New
sc
and William Horlick and Sammpa CK>. fiom which business
Gunning, Inc.
XRAB. AND NEW YEAR*.
iSisters have artistic dancing act.
cured.
$2.00 EXTRA RATS.:
Pop" Mat. Wed.

By JACOB 8MITH

Beach, author,

"Box

is

ALLAN POLLOCK

at the Madison in person this week
In connection with his first picture
lor United Artists. "The Iron Trail."

—

—"A

S&V^SI

HOftOSCO-^

Thank You

THE BAT

.

— —

— — —

"The

FMPIRF

Year"

WilliamGillette I

COHAN

The Dream Maker

OKLAHOMA

"The Perfect Fool"
NEW
thwluTHE WILD CAT
DHHTU
'"Sff'
GEORGE
Saturday Mntlnee
Seat*

CITY

I

How

This is the last week of vaudeville
and pictures at the Orpheum. Jimmy
•Hodges in musical comedy stock
opens indefinite engagement on
;

ChriKtmas Day. Policy is to be three
matinees and one *how every night.

MONTREAL
dark;

next week, the Dumbells in
Bing! Bang!
1

Frank Tinney read

In one of the
dailies about the eviction of a poor
family for the non-payment of rent
That night he stationed the chorus
girls at the rear of the throatre
when the performance ended and

collected

some

$300 for

tin rn.

"Biff!

'

PRINCESS— Ivan Bankoff. Harry
Watson, Jr., Sylvia Clark, Denny
and Barn'. Walter Newman and Co.,

Royce.

Ttiza

the

chorus

Follies

to
objected to a fine

New

GAYETV —

girl,

show and has returned

York. She
for being late for the opening per-

formance.

Frolics."

KANSAS CITY
R.

HUGHE8

SHUBERT— Dark.
GRAND— Dark.
OATETY— Lew Kelly's

"The

aaaaami

1

>

al

.

l>l iii^

Must
)

i

Jv' ve

..^

-"

V

Okla.,

1

ST.
local

Concert Co. Film.

1

DENIS- Pop

vaudeville; five
Picture, "The Trans-

TM PERT AT.

Orchestra.
sion

mm

at

nHflLTTaB

s
r

\\v\

—

'

!ihp*f tat
Concert
"Fire*" of Pas-

Film,

IDCDTV
GEORGE

M.

/ARL1SS
The Green Godd

!

AlHAMBRA

SKMVYNS PRESENT
80MERBRT MAUr.IIAM'8 Conoedf j

Anniversary Week
All - Star Program

CIRCLE"
"THE
AMKRK
UKST CAST

Frank Oeaaon 4 Siraaa: fioa.
MacFarlaat: Chat. Abaara aa«
«!«. 'La* tat Moat
Co.: athj.
Live" with Betty Camaraa.

wllb

•on«

:

CLAYTON

wtf.

Guy A

A

itronf <iup!iortin«

bill.

H«tad;tna BMI: Rae
Lifhtner Girli A AlaxRr/u'
Johnay Barka:
Wa!draa 4 Ca.; attar*.

III,

o«tw

—

IB

urns

imit

"?{'.

SELWYN SSKT.*^

Maatcv; Mareor A Jaaia*
A Tha V<rutile Sev-

aH

?analata«
t«»a:

I

In

NG MONDAY

.1:
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acts.

I

THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE

'

L

g?s

(CTEfiil

Bell,

Scoffer.'

w

ALACE

by Mrs. Ellrn Molt-

Queens,"
"Fortune
and Co, Zolar and Knox,
Ponca City. Okla., opetu'tl a
T Myal Trio.
theatre for Nop rocs only.
CAPITOL Capitol Opera Co. in
"La Forxa del Destlno."
Feature
Thon. VT. 4*
K
f
picture. "Ladies Must Live."
LlDCil\ 1 I Mats. Wed. Pt.
A Sat

'

—"Ladies

The Savoy theatre was opened

"World Prague,

LOEWS —

Of Travesty/*
gressor."
£fiKN?URT-r-:'Gj-9V>'JK .t'P Rabies.';

oplays

B.F KEITH
BEG N N

backer.

Al-LEN— Allen

"Carnival

NE.W YORK

H. I. Smith and R. E. Dunn, of
Dallas, are erecting a new $50,000
theatre at Wortham. Texas, which
will be named the Palace. The. seating capacity will be 600.

Billy Hall

Lehr and

By WILL

Burlesque,

$*.R0

B*»*t

Bernard and Garry. Eary and Eaty,
The American Legion theatre war
Jack Hanley.
ORPHEUM— Burlesque, "Hurly- opened at Medford, Okla., last week.
Burly."

left

oil booms a town Is shown
Mexla, Texas. Only a few months
Its population was near 1,000.
Today it* exceeds 25.000. There are
nine theatres.

in

ago

By JOHN M. GARDINER
MAJESTY'S— This week,
HIS

ED WYNN

alATIVF.rS

WKD.

(POP.)

an.t

S aT

-

Otatfruffli;

Samuft
tvdzr
i

COHANS

LAST rRODtCTION

"The O'Brien GirlM
THS ENTIRR PRODUCTION UNDafJI
THE SUPERVISION OF MR. C

Marfa
Firrt

;

:

Mall

Ruth

Royc:

Raul

Orekcr A Ca: North A Hatl.day.
Wllroa Bra*.; A cthv, 4 Mm.

'BLACK JACK BARGAINtR
la!

Va; Tha tMalaaramat^c Saa

"TMt STdRM": JOE
LAURIE ACS.; atka^ 4 «lai.
THE tlNSLE TRACK

rattan.

i

NEW AMSTERDAM
.1

SJ.*-*

\riNKKS U'Rr»NF.SHAY A SATl'I
50c to $2.50 ->o nwJHt»

ZIEGFELD TRIUMPH
MARILYN MILLER, LEON ER0°Lj

SALLY M
I

--— ->*^^

aYBiiiiti

ii

December

iday,

PICTURES
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There

NEWS OF THE FILMS
Board of the State
H The Executive

Labor

of

•^deration

last

week

a resolution asking the reof the censorship of pictures
pledging organised labor ta

Looted
i

JJork for

that repeal.

fund of

$:'0,000

and

his pertonal effects.
He created similar trust
funds for his mother and son, the
whole to go eventually to the son.
He left $20,000 to his friend, Richard W. McFarland, and $1,000 to his
nurse, Ethel Hieber. The will states

Wid Gunning never was TuckOn the ground that no such sov- that
er's partner, but his agent, and as
-reisnty as the soviet government
such entitled to 50 per cent, of the
wimw*... inter«i«
exist without
w'«
can
gsia
Russia
of
Appellate profits of the contract with Maynational recognition, the Appel
aet aside the
receiver for Jean
Dinting a rec
lar appointing
the Soviet's film
the
Cibrarlo,
Cibrario,
acaues
racques
The soviet had
Jurchasing agent.
receivership.
this
for
Seed

N.

Mvision.,

Y..
Y.,

woman a man was
Loew's 83d Street last
He said he was John Gon«oek
sent to the workzales,' and was
house for »0 dayH
For annoying a

flower.

A restraining order last week prevented the police i: New Haven,
Conn., from closing picture houses
there still open.
The state police
had already closed two houses.

arrested In

said she was
arrested for
a film actress,
smuggling $15,000 worth of wearing
said they
She
apparel last week.
were all gifts from friends.

who

Muriel Spring,

was

has anConstance Talmadge
nounced she will seek a divorce from
John Pialoglou and continue her ca-

Lois Wilson

Nell Corniah

MUton

Bett

Bobby Lark In
Station Acent

Bills

Theodore Roberta
Helen Ferguson
Mabel Van Buren

Nlulan Deacon....

Grandma

.•

May Qiraol
Claresce Burton
Ethel Wales
.Taylor Graves
Charles Ogle

The only Just way in which to
pass judgment on the William ,Derter.
Mille film production of "Miss Lulu
Bett" would be to forget having read
As the result of her criticism of the book
or seen the pla>. From
•Star Dust," In which Hope Hampthat viewpoint Famous Players has
has
Hurst
been
Fannie
ton appears,
turned
out
a flrst-rate, non-sensamod for libel by Hope Hampton tional, program
feature, from a
Miss Hurst is the auProducers.
scenario
of
the
Zona Gale novel, prethor of the novel on which the film
pared by Clara Beranger.
Kelly
Anthony
is
Paiil
based.
is
As is the custom in Aim adaptaauthor of the scenario and Is undertions of literature, the psychology
stood also to resent Miss Hurst's
has
been so distorted as to be encriticism.
tirely lost, but there is no longer,
any
doubt
but that such a procedure
At a meeting of the Kansas City Is deemed to be*
Film Board of Trade, this week, with the mental essential to come
scope of the general
branch manager for public. While
~3urt King,
the minority may pro/itagraph, Inc., was elected presitest at 'such "defilement," picture
ient to succeed Marty Williams,
producers will tell you it reduces the
jrmer branch t manager of
the percentage
of
business gamble.
>neer Film Co., which has been
They add (generally with an admonicen over by Superior Pictures,
resigned.
R. J. McManus, of
has been
Louis,
appointed
branch manager there for Famous
ic,

St.

Players-Lasky
ceeding F. B.

Corporation,

suc-

McC.-cken, resigned.

The Tribune Productions, Inc.,
was granted two Judgments by default last week in the New York
[Supreme Court against the Zlegfeld Cinema Corp., W. K. Ziegfeld
?t al., as a result of its failure to
itlsfy two notea for $2,200 each.

Famous Players

Is

getting ready

resume

activity at its Long
iland studios shortly after the first
the year. Arrangements are now
being made for the installation of a
staff of mechanics during the first
two weeks in January.
»

"Sherlock Holmes," will
*e place there. The exteriors for
»e picture were made abroad while

Jjature,

the star

was vacationing.

It Is not for publication)
that they are not in the business for
art's sake.
Judging "Miss Lulu
Bett,"
therefore, as an original
scenario, it is a well-wrought, close-

ly-knit,
straightaway, cumulative
domestic drama of rural life, wclf
acted throughout, carefully produced and vividly atmospheric.
Lois Wilson in the name part is
as nearly perfection as one could

Singer la opening a new
dependent exchange.
The comnow In process of incorporaTwo Mollie King features,
tion*
pany is

Women Men

~:>rget

M

and

"Her

Majesty are to be the initial pictwin release. A number of
ftort subjects will also
be handled

ures they

y

the organization.

Huntly Gordon and Blllic Dove,
|fno were together in "At the Stnge
JJoor,' will be featured in the next
J-abanne R-c special, "Beyond the
rainbow," over a cast Including
wry Morey, Macey Harlam, Marguerite Courtot, Virginia Lee, Diana

and Maurice Costello.

•alien

Capitol,

Cumberland. Md., forEmpire, has opened under
oe management of
Charles Charu17061 man ager of the Liberty.
Ik
*ne S
Empire was purchased by the
resent owner from Mr. Burke, and

JThe

merly the

*

J»s been closed for

several weoks,

Jjaergolng

repair and alterations.
rne policy will be
pictures.

th n Rob bins, president of the
nl£i
£
*uiea Rohhin*
into r
<«t-d°l'ghtjnf
a.

*»«ts

thousands of kiddles' In" and near
by inv ltlng about 100 at a time
SJ

uesta at his local theatres,
Z-^r
,?
specially
the Avon.
.

I

in his mill at

VENDETTA
Marlanna Paoll

Pola NsstI
Antonio Pmolt, her brother. . . . .Fred Xmmler
Count Mono Danslla, bar guardian....
Magnus BtlfUr
Lieutenant Gladwin Irving
smll Birron
Lieutenant Bdwla Aleott
Harry Lledtke
Lady Crawford
Margaret Kupfer
Tomaaso
atoll Jennings

baa been wholly identified

and Canada.
Although "Vendetta"

Is

playing

the Strand this week, the picture is
far below the standard set by the
three previous Pola Negri starring
features, and while the name of the
star may draw, this production will
hardly satisfy expectations.

Preston

Humphrey

Barbara Thorndyke
John C. Thorndyke
Taylor
Sheriff Greene
Minnie Stubba

Edward Flannagan

Hodges

Gale Henry
William H. Brown

Bet
"Lulu

n VcPhopcin
lVter Panning
Mary Panning
Marlon Panning
Sandy MrPherwon
Mother McPherson
PiiMlcrlok Wharton
Daddy Whipple

*

1

h

ISaadSj

X:

brother.

unsatisfactory story on the

laid

is

character role. Harry Liedtke plays
the lead opposite Negri in a rather
matter-of-fact fashion and with an
eye on the camera. A secondary
lead by Emil Birron Is fairly well
handled, although both men are entirely too Germanic to suggest the
English officers they portray.
James A. Creelman edited and
titled for the American market, leavFred.
ing much to be desired.

low in a

after

riot

being-

stabbe' with a poisoned krisc. One
of two powders Is the antidote. The
old captain pastes one to determine
whether it is the antidote or a deadly poison. This la the climax and a

good one.

Farnum was good both as the
fist-swinger and aa the old man,
and Durnlng bly seconded him.
The rest of the cast did well.
Leed.

both the masses and the classes*9 '
AT*u> York Tmlmgraph

—

"If you want to see a good photoplay*
go to see 'Miss Lulu Bett*9 One of the most
hopeful of American photoplays* 99
—Nmw York Pat

"One

of the most interesting pictures
99
in quite a while.

have seen

"One

we

—New York Sun

of the finest, sincerest creations

William de Mille ever made* Grips the
interest instantly and holds it absorbed to
the end."

—Now York Mail

"The most successful picture in William de Mille9s career* A masterpiece of
screen adaptation* 99

—New
"A
and

Margaret Mann
Walt Whitman
Alice Smith
Arthur Stu.irt Hull
Walter Perkins

York Globe

splendid picturization of a fine book

fine play*

99

—New

York Journal

"A

.

delightfully convincing picture. Will

win new adherents to the screen. 99
—New York American

ADOLPH ZUKOR

Presents •

William de Mille

a

Production

(paramount
Qicfure
.— mmwImw»

1

1

wrote

Alfred Allm
Norrls Johnson

about it. Ollie Sellers' direction was
without inspiration, and the story
n Hi.inpn of vc:;i|i' to tli"
t*A
by John Arthur Nelson Isn't conJjMerai court, C'harl.-s rhnpKr,, in
*• Nint hi-might against him by a vincing. What he attempts to pn»vc
ait Lake law firm. <inpliasiz# -1 the is fh.it the relations between capital
an labor leavo much to be desir^l
•Ct that he was
a subject ,,f King by tho laboring man.
He goes back
Veorge V.
to wartini' for hH yfting and then
drags in "The New Freedom." by
0r ^ e ^ oano Tuck. ts will w;»
Woodrow Wilson, as tho bible
d»iti
BaVjIarch 22 last. He dir-d Jun» offering a solution.
*• Epi hlsMvlddw .he
hit* a trus
The story itself. Is ncalty* Jofned.
.

George Allan England
It, Arthur J. Zellner made the
scenario and Bernard Durnlng directed. He also played a part, but
his direction In particular shows a
nice feeling for- successive effects.
Starting off with heav action, he
ends up with the tale running along
Christian Science and regeneration
lines sure to bring money to the box
office.
^
Capt. Brlggs is a fiend at sea, an
old-style, fist-swinging captain, but
a Malay witch puts a curse n him.
After he has retired and settled
down the curse works itself out in
his beloved nephew and heir, who le
up to all s ts of deviltry before he
besides.

"Has the same quality that made *Mam
Street9 a best seller* An entertainment for

R king

1

feature with Dustln
starred Is c^lock full of
notion, and carries - n unusual story

on his unnamed
Her guardian makes a pact

Poll Trenton

material.

.1

Fox

Farnum

»

Jolo.

16 complaint
of Fannie Hurst J< lining*
^J
Charles Prlndk-y
"|ainst the film version of her novel,
ojjr Dust." was
answered this
"Tho New Disciple" Is a feature
wseK by \v. A. Hampton, head of
Ha ™pton Productions, and picture offered at the Lyric by Feda«Pi?
hony Paul Kelly, who wrote the eration Film Corporation and list?d
to stay two weeks.
There was only
a
Tne Producer contends a sprinkling of people in the orchesiho? u
contrac t with Miss Hurst tra at the opening, Dec. 18, and the
iiv him
il?
tho right to make any
ranges in the story he fo- nd neces- film shows nothing calculated tu
draw them in. It h;is little enterand that tho nim would be tainment
value and even less value
lin eti
not as the work of Fannie
»
as propaganda.
To say two plUH
jui t but as suggested
by Iut novel. two makes four is a very different
scenario writer claims that the
tiling
proving
from
it interestingly.
ovei did not p rescnt
su jt a b]o. scn.-.-n The photography is tho best thing

v

This

Selble

Haael Dean

The Unanimoui Verdict:—

THE NEW DISCIPLE
,T,,n

Ev«,lyn

Juvenllo Witch

Bett"

Harry Loralne

wherever exhibited.

Charles Gorman
Otto Hoffman
..Kirk Incas

.

is

ie Munch" was idapted for the
screen from a magazine story by
Percival Wilde.
It is a SawyerLubi.i film production, distributed
ly Metro, directed by George D.
Baker. It has all the ingredients
tho
o to make a good st _«2 farce,
and Director Baker has ma*** of t! 2
story a corking fllmlzation.
There
is a scene in a county jail that is
screamingly funny on the sheet and
sufficient action in it to make for an
equally ludicrous third act. of a
ridiculous dramatic absurdity.
It
would be unfair to attempt a summary of the tale, but as acted before
the camera It is ludicrous in the extreme and makes for good screen
entertainment.
Gareth Hughes has the stellar
role and sustains it well. His supporting cast is fully equal to the demands put upon them, the direction
is of the best and the photography
of a high order. "The Hunch" will

satisfy

Bovine
Ezra
Cabin Boy

Your One Best

Qareth Hughes
Ethel Orandln
John C. Steppllng

cieorire

VVnni»l«>y

avenged

A very

Bernard Durning
;. .Jim
Farley
?orft O'Brien
, .Bob
Perry

Scurlock

of this feature is
credited to George Jacoby and Leo
The former also directed
the production.
The story, in brief, Is that of a
young Corslcan noblewoman who, on
her brother's death In a duel, swears

ization

with the foreign market sales, and
as such handled the entire First National product outside of the U. 8.

Hal

Crovay

Witch

Farnum

Virginia Valll
Nigel Ds Brulier

Dr. Phillol

Lasko.

to be
slayer.

Dentin

L^ura

The authorship

screen, and the star docs not appear
to advantage. Emil Jannlngs as the
old servant managed to score in a

releases, variously entitled
"Passion," "Gypsy Blood.'* and "One
Night.**
The current production la not released by that organization, but marketed In this
country by the Howell's Sales Co.,
Inc.
Heretofore the Howell's organ-

tional

THE DEVIL WITHIN
Capt. Briggs

Corelli.

Arabian

Here is another Pola Negri picmaking the fourth that has
been shown in this country in a
year. The first throe were First Na-

THE HUNCH
J.

Goldwyn makes a claim that "Venis really "Mr. Barnes of New
York." There does not seem to be
anything In the picture that would
suggest this. As far as the Initial
location of action is concerned, the
picture would rather seem to be an
infringement on the story of the
same title written in 1886 by Marie
detta"

with her to the effect that if he discovers who the slayer was she shall
marry him. Later she meets a young
Englishman
whom she nurses
through a fever during an epidemic
and loves. After she has married
him the guardian discloses that the
man she married was the man that
killed her brother.
But Instead of
his receiving the knife Intended for
the husband it is the guardian who
is slain at the end of the picture by
the former servant of the countess'

imagine. She brings to the role just
the requisite pathos. A younger man
cast for Dwight Deacon might have
been more in keeping with the Zona
Gale story, and an older, less vigorous woman, than Ethel Wales for
Grandma Bett might have been selected, but both these players sustained their respective characterizations satisfactorily.
All the others
qualified pleasurably.
Jolo.

Julius

H

buy

auction. The united farmors outbid
the trust and the business goes on,
co-operatively run.
Leed,

tion that

_John Barrymore started work on
Wednesday at the Tiffany studios.

The filming of the interiors for the

situation, try to

ture,

MISS LULU BETT
Lulu Bett

Dw:ght Deacon
Diana Deacon
Mrs. Dwlsht Deacon
Manoni Deacon

is purpose and counter-purbut the acting la statlo and
without inspiration. There Is some
good, homely sentiment
That's
about alL Peter Fanning tries to
squeeze tl-.e last penn> out of his
workers, but is caught himself when
they strike, and he can't fulfill a
time contract.
Going broke, his
competitors;, who brought about the

pose,

"Miss Lulu Bett"
with Lois Wilson, Milton Sills, Theodore
Roberts and Helen Ferguson
From the Novel and Play by Zona Gale
Scenario by Clara Beranger
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PICTURES

Uff
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Friday,

with certain sentimental sidelights

on American society. Business at
the Capitol Sunday night was big
and the crowd snowed plainly It
was more than ordinarily interested

FILM REVIEWS
THE FOX
OP

0an'a F>
Mart Kraaer
•UllA Kroner
AjUtotte Kraaer

Nichols

(Jeortct>

Cenrude Olmbted

of her.

Summed

up. the picture is "a bet-

ter than usual Universal."

Fred.

Hetty Koaa Clark

Wok FarweH
Ml*. Farwell
Bmtm B. Coulter

KM

1

Harry Carey

Sheriff

JC C.
P»fd

dience would have liked seeing more

Johnny Harron
Gertrude Claire
Alun Hale
George Cooper
Breezy Knson, Jr.
Chaa. Lemoyne

.»

Black Mike
Rolllna

C.

UsMm

K.

Harley

Arfideraon

Chambera

A MAN'S HOME
Frederick Oaborn

Francaa Oaborn
Lucy Oaborn
Mrs. Sarah Hawkina
Arthur Lynn
Cordelia Wtlaon
Jack Wilson

Harry T. Morey
Kathlyn Wllllama
Falre Binney
Hart* ret Seddon
Matt Moore
Grace Valentine
Roland Bottomley

"The Vox," a Universal production, story by Harry Carey, its star,
Ralph Ince has made an interestscenario by Luclen Hubbard, direeled by Robert Thorn by. Is about ing picture out of the stage plajr by
even reels in length. It runs aa If Edmund Breese and Anna Steese
it had been cut from still greater Richardson, bearing the trade-mark
footage after being finished, at of Selsnlck and current at the Capiwhich time it probably was decided tol. It is a modified crook drama.
that it was not destined to. be much
better than the usual run of "westerns'* turned out by the U factory.
It Is a good straightaway story,
•specially suited to the magnetic
personality of the star, and with a
higher calibre of direction and
more liberal production expenditure,
might have qualified as a big spe-

'

by occasional applause at the dramatic high spots.
A first-rate cast has been assembled for the picture version of the
work, containing half a doien film
names of importance. Probably the
cast was the Item that caused the
The picture ought to
initial draw.
prosper by word -of -mouth advertising, for It has strong drama even
if it is theatrical and obvious and

elements of sentimental appeal to
the women fans.
Its defects are Innate in the play
script snd belong to the particular
period of Its stags production. At
that Urns there was a wave of
"crook? dramas, and in most the
crook was the hero.
If memory
serves, ths erase was started by
"Alias Jimmy Valentine." which. J
oddly enough. Is Just now In a re-

vival.
Because of ths temporary
fad for underworld heroes ths lady
crook of this story Is the "sympathetic character." white ths respectable wife and mother of the tale Is
made to appear in a rather unworthy light.
The story revolves about the butterfly wife of the self-made Frederick Osborn, who goes gadding
about New York and Atlantic City
and makes ths acquaintance of Cordelia Wilson and her supposed
brother Jack, an underworld partnership which plays upon the new
rich.
Frederick summons his wife
home to Toledo when he hears of
her spectacular friends and at the
same time has Plnkerton look up
the Wilsons' records. Mrs. Osborn
insists that her new friends visit her

December

83, 1921

the house. This is the basis offamily row, made worse by th*
husband's stubbornness In the
Cordelia is touched by the passtbjl
ties of the situation wrecking
th
girl's life, and bows out without
shaking down 'the family, as she
had intended. As she departs Cor.
delta preaches a sermon to the head*
strong husband about sympathetic
understanding of his wife, and at
the end the prospect is that he will
build a real home based on love and
trust, the philosophy of the gift
fine

(

lady crook.

sounds rather stagey

It

telling,

but the

in the
tale Is craftily bulk

and becomes almost plausible as It
develops bit by bit. The big dramatic passage
Cordelia's

Is

a olash between

brother,

in Toledo.

who

tries

to

blackmail Mrs. Osborn.
It could
When it appears that Cordelia had nave been made into a furniture,
Arthur smashing fight, but is allowed to
practically
blackmailed
Lynn, the fiance of Osborn's daugh- pass with a minimum of physical
ter Lucy (nicely played by Falre action but good dramatic tension,
Binney), Osborn ordere them from an effective climax.
Rusk.
•

-:•.

But when It came to big "mob"
scenes and a battle between outlaws and cavalry troops there was
aa apparent skimping that left it
in the general category of U recial.

leases.

The producer was given rare opportunities for exceptional heart interest situations between Carey and
little "Breezy" Bason. Jr., the latter
a wistful-faced urchin of no mean

.

screen talent.
There Is presented
the situation of an ostensible hobo
rescuing the kid from the abuse of
a gypsy animal trainer and adopting the child, the "hobo" sent to
jail and taking the child with him,

and so

So

on.

little is

made

of this

opportune, tliat it is small wonder
that Chaplin saw in the same elemental idea enough to make of it a
feature that appealed to the entire
film-going world.
In the end it is revealed that the
"hobo" is in reality a U. S. Secret
Service man sent to the desert town
to clean up a gang of outlaws, the
head of which is the local bank

.,,

president.
But U resorted to its conventional
of utilizing rhetorical subtitles, as "frowning walls, bleak and

N\

policy

v\

and employing .a handful
Western riders to depict
the cavalry troops. Perhaps the director was not to blame. It is just
possible he was not permitted to
spend the few additional pennies
baffling."
of their

to make the battle .fith the outlaws
look sufficiently pretentious. That,
however, did not interfere with the
excellent photography supplied by
Jolo.
Willjam Fildew.

in

CHEATED HEARTS
Herbert Rawtinaon

Barry Gordon
Tom Gordon
Muriel B«-eknian
Kitty Vannos*
Nathaniel lt.ckman
Ool. Fairfax Gordon
Iblahlm

Warner Baxtar
,.MarJor!e

Dorla

Daw

Pawn

Winter Hall
Joaef Hwlckard
Murdock McQuarrta
Anna Lehr

Naomi

cCittie

<£ord cJaunt Ceroy"

Roria KarlorT
Al McQuarrie

Nil Hame.l

Haaaam

Hector Sarno

Achmc;

a

rotn

Universal
feature directed by Hobart Henley,
for
responsible
undoubtedly
is
who
all that there is good about it. Herb-

This

is

a pretty

Rawlinson

ert

is

fair

starred,

and

TQANCCwT MODGJTON DUftNETTjr

.

Jatnouj* story

in this

Instance the U. again has made the
mistake of not giving thin star maThe
terial that is worthy of him.

SCENARIO 0/ BERNARD MCCONVHIE
pUOTOGRADUY DY CUARLES ROSUER

combination of Kawlinson and Henley shouM. with picked stories, turn
But som»" really worth while pictures.
•'Cheated Hearts" is founded on
the story "Harry Gordon," by William Payson, the screen adaptation

having boon made by Wallace

DIRECTION DY JACK PkCKPORD

AND

ALrRED E GREEN

Clif-

with Virgil Miller behind the
camera.
In direction, photography and lightton,

ings the picture is far and away
ahead of the usual run of Universal
pictures.
The scene of action is laid in this
country and Northern Africa. This
gives opportunity for society and

Arabian
atmosphere
picturesque
that lends itself nicely to sets and
The studio exteriors are
exteriors.
particularly good, and some of the
night scenes done wonderfully well.
The story relates of two brothers
both in love with the same girl. The
father of the boys has been a liquor
addict, and while the girl loves one
of the hoys, she Is afraid that he has
Inherited his father's love for the
cup that cheers, and so becomes engaged to the other brother In a
moment of pique. Some time later
her fiancee is held for ransom in
Africa, ltedouln bandits and drunken
brother go to his rescue and save
The girl changes her mind
him.
and breaks off her engagement and
throws her lot as her heart dictates.

Q/f supremo
of an
loux?

pzcturizatiori

alT-sacriJituf matBev-

—

* tSio perfect dttafro/o
that charms ~~* a £oy cutio
wins tFiQ hearts ofalt

SJm

UNITED ARTUT/ CORPORATION
MABW OKXrOQO
CMAQLIC CUADUN
DOUGLA/ TAJROANK/ Q »/ GQICTITU

Rawlinson
Herbert
plays
the
brother that wins out in the end, and
handles it nicely. Warner Haxier
plays opposite him, and seemingly
Is a newcomer before the camera;
that supposition Is ventured because
Of his work in this picture. Marjorle
Daw, as the heroine, is all that the
picture required, and more, too.
l>orls Pawn, however, did not appear to advantage; her make-up

UI4AM AOOAMS

OOC/IOCMT

seemed bad.
In lesser roles Winter Hall, Anna
Murdock MacQunrrie acquitted
themselves creditably. As a matter
Anna Lehr did not have
•fft fact
B^ftugb; to do In the picture; the aulVshr,

.

Op

/*

^^JLJ.
•

BBBBBBBBl

TSAC.

Dcccsftbcf ys*
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1W1

Their original netting, It Is sal J,
occurred in the grill room of the
Hotel Emerson.
The men were
casually introduced by a mutual
acquaintance.
"What business are you in?"
Wiley is said to have asked Buck.
"Movies," he said, "and yours?"
"I'm a promoter," replied Wiley.

jury rowers judge
AND CODNOLNAN IN SCANDAL

97

WANT TO PAY LESS FOR MORE
FROM PICKFORD & FAIRBANKS

"How much money hfive you?"
"Just about $100," Buck answered,
Ultimore Investigation Into Alleged Bribery Con- and Wiley said that he possessed Exhibitors Make Their Views Known to Both Stars—*
exactly $15.
"With my experience
Four a Year from Each with Chaplin's Four They
tinues Scheme to Put Up Theatre Started with and your knowledge of the movie
Assets
game,
Indicates
and
a
little brains," Wiley
Feel Business Will Be Assured Their Houses
Receiver
|100
proposed, "there is no reason why

—
—

'

we

shouldn't

make a

When Puck
Baltimore, Dec. 21.
the
The Grand Jury Investigating
which It
Boalvrard theatre case,' in
Illegally used to
***
i« hlteged IM00
ordinance** pasjlrart the theatre
returned
mMe m the city council,
20 against the
Dec.
presentments

•

following:

Harry W.

N»<*«.

Judge of the Ap-

asked

fortune."
hir.i

how

this

A directors' meeting of the United
That
was held Monday.
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford were in New York at the time
brought up the discussion regard-

could be done he related how the
other new theatres of Z'altimore
had been financed, stock sales
promoted, and how the new places

yesterday appeared before the hearing resumed by Referee Ellis Myers
In the bankruptcy proceedings. He
announced that he bad no further
witnesses to car. but asked the referee to continue the hearings until
such date as the referee might set.
The. proceeding? were postponed until Jan. 27.

were

meeting

Artists

phenomenal

with

ing future productions.
A number ot exhibitors talked to
Fairbanks prior to the meeting and
presented him with their views regarding his productions and those of
Miss Plckford. The exhibitors are
strong for a switch in the production policy of the two stars.
Instead of making one special production a year with a cost of
$800,000, as in the case of "The
Three Musketeers," or a $600,000
production, as with "Little Lord

success.

That same night the new theatre
was proposed, and the Arm was
formed.
Within a few weeks the
financing enterprise had been organized and stock was being placed
on the market.
The combined
business acumen and courage of
the two resulted in the realization
of the theatre, but their ideas were
too broad for the locality, and the

How' It Began
Tax Court, defeated Republiformer
S„ candidate for Governor^
While no investigation has been
the
of
member
and
State's attorney
started officially by the motion picNice.
law Arm of Dickerson &
ture interests In Baltimore, it has
Edwin T. Dickerson. secretary of been revealed to many of the exMaryland Law hibitors that Buck and Wiley
the University of

Fauntleroy," the exhibitors are ask*
ing the stars to make four productions a year with a division of the
cost of the special on the quartet
of pictures. This would make each
of the four Fairbanks cost $200,000
and the like number of Mary
Plckford pictures $150,000 apiece.

Charles Chaplin with four productions a year on a like basis Is also

Included in the exhibitor plea.
It would figure 12 pictures a year
from the United Artists of the stars
that the public want to see and on
the basis of one production a month
would be a sure fire box office at^
b*>
the
for
candidate
traction for the theatres. This one
gchool. former
grand scale on which It was opened
and
I
Baltimore,
of
Bench
production a month the exhibitors
Supreme
Dinea capital oi less man iivu. only hastened the crash.
say is certain to put their business
partner of Nice.
over by giving them a virtual guarWilson J. Carroll, member of the
developed
represaid
to
have
into
an antee of one good week out of the
be
Council,
First Branch City
actress of any sorts, but month.
emotional
ward.
Twelfth
senting the
she runs about Glshishly and when
The exhibitors are figuring that
Alfred G. Buck, president of the
she stands still she has only to ope
Company.
Theatre
her luscious orbs and the thing is with the cut in the cost of producAmerican
tion on the star features they will
done.
By C. Hooatr Trask
Bernard H. Dundon, treasurer of
Th« film Is playing simultaneously profit by reduced rentals and that
the American Theatre Company.
the
at
and
Richard
Marmorhaus
the
accepting
with
of Plckford, Chaplin and
charged
Carroll is
First fruits of the Efa-Famoua- unknown should be hanging poised Oswald Ltehtsplele- to very high the names
potent at
bribes on three different datesr- Players.
above us;, solve this mystery before prices (50 marks top) and drawing Fairbanks will still be as
And
this
in
"Indlsche
the box office.
the last reel and you leave only anti 'sellouts nightly at both houses.
Oct 5, 1920; Jan. 31. 1921. and May Grabmal" Joe May, director,
has
charged
are
others
climax for your stuff.
The
28. 1921.
burled some 23 millions of marks!
Uh conspiracy to acquire with inThen too the direction of Joe May
Is the film worth it? Decidedly, no! cannot exactly be termed an asset;
ent to defraud certain moneyj of
on
To
begin
with
indeed
the present film Is an exthe
scenario
Company
from
he American Theatre
Buck and the popular novel by Theo von Har- ample of the fact that the mere
arch 1 of this year.
spending
of money does not produce
undon are also charged with bou lacks, so far at least, the very a superfeature. Although many of
larceny of $1,500. E. J. Wiley, who qualities on which it alms to build: the sets are very fine (particularly
whole , investigation, mystery and suspense.
the
•tarted
prologue in the Temple of
The first six-reel part (premiere the
acquires immunity under the MaryDurgha Is a credit to Martin Jacoby*Ufa Palast am Zoo, Oct. 22) calls
and otto Hunter, the designers)
land law by testifying before the .»-«»# ..Th. x*i.«i nn n t th*'VA-».« »
*
Grand Jury.
Another councilman, Dr. Edwin
Broadway at 47th Street
groupings, or. by lack of sense for
Downes, has been accused by Eu- liglous trance, has .KSkii
therefore Si
the !he> contrasting value of simplicity.
gene 0*Dunne, counsel for Wiley, of right to command him to carry out oversatiates.
For example, at one
demanding payment- -wi a personal his, the awakener's, wishes So he point he gives some three minutes
ote from Wiley, under threat of sends the Toghl to England to Her- of
marching soldiers, elaborately
bert Roland, a famous architect, to costumed,
and
with
elephants,
illing the ordinance.
offer him a commission to design camels, etc., but as this has no conDownes today admitted that he and superintend the building of a
'made such demands, but abso- monumental tomb. Roland at first nection whatsoever with the requirements of the scenario it merely
tely denied that be had sought to hesitates (for Ayan has stipulated
bores and disgusts by its tasteless
timidate Wiley by threatening to that nobody, not even the archl* pretentiousness.
May lacks almost
He admitted, tect's fiancee, Irene, shall know of wholly that forward pushing draIt the ordinance.
wever, that he had talked roughly his whereabouts or his object), but matic urge which characterizes the —dishes to wash?
finally, as the Idea Is very enticing master director.
to Wiley and thereby precipitated
to him, he accepts and sets out for
Of the csst the best work is the
flght between the two men.
spuds to peel?
India on Ayan's yacht. Irene clev- Yoghi of Bern hard Goetzke, with
After he had left the grand jury erly tracks out her fiance's destinathe Prince Ayan of Conrad Veldt
room, following his testimony, Wiley tion and follows him on the next
rheumatics to rub?
and the Roland of Olaf Foenss folwas arrested on a warrant secured steamboat.
On Roland's arrival , 4
respectable distance.
t
al- n ,.» ;£- i~
in« »ito
vu the
takes him
n
Prince Ayan uKe«
by Mrs Anna M. Cook, one of the rTuice
a May (featured)
But the lren^ of
rent to dodge?
Boulevard
charging most inaccessible V a ley of Silence muBt
stockholders,
se t down as one of the
to *» erected. fllfn
MrB May
a cnlef han(tlcap8;
him with false representations in where the tomb Ishimmies to shake?
gra\e
the
that
hero Roland learns
wa8 ^
a
p^ rhap9 gome ten yeara
the sale of stock. She alleges Wiley
Is not to be for a dead woman, as
made offers of percentages lmpos- he had believed, but for Ayan's wife, passable soubrette of the Blllle
|
Burke type, but today It Is no longer
I stole of realization, in view of the
Savltri, who is alive but has be- possible to conceal the fact of a
ftfact that the theatre project
s trayed her husband's honor with ripe "kittenish" middle-age.
iheavily In debt while the stock was MacAllen. an English army officer.
The lilm is not drawing up to
That evening appears Irene, who expectation*.
being sold.
her lovers desout
fathomed
has
This indebtedness,
she alleges, tination; Ayan allows her to stay
LADY HAMILTON
eiceeded $75,000 borrowed from a
This 111m, which Richard Oswald,
on condition that she promises not
financing company, organized for to let Roland-know that she is there; its producer, claims to hava sold to
the sole purpose of backing
the the prince will not have him dis- America for $176,000, is probably
worth most of that. Mr. Oswald
deal, and demanding large bonuses, turbed by Occidental influences.
That night Savitri sends a mes- deserves credit for having divined
besides its interest. With the instito a large extent the United States
a
that
her
tell
to
Irene
senger
to
tution of bankruptcy
proceedings
whito mans life is in danger; taste, especially in the choice of his
several weeks ago, against the theIs meant, of course, but heroine, Lliane Haidt.
MacAllen
atre, the
financing company was Irene believes it to be Roland and
The scenario by Oswald from the
dissolved.
goes wandering out through the novel by Heinr. Vollrath SchuWiley was arraigned before Mag- vast palace in a vain attempt to macher is, taken by and large, a
however, well handled job. The main theme
Roland,
istrate Standford in the Central Po- reach
him.
moves on with comparatively little
lice Station, but in view of the fact chances to see her and follows, but
concerns Emma
It
runs sidetracking.
She
with
her.
catch
up
cannot
fiat he was a voluntary witness
underground cellar Lyon, a poor country girl, who, after
an
•fore the grand Jury, and in effect through
where the yoghis arc mortifying being outraged by a brutal sea capSol Letter pretest*
State's witness. State's Attorney their flesh, and Roland, following, tain, becomes Romney's model and
J
fcach recommended that Wiley be is cursed with leprosy by one, into then the mistress of CJreville, whose
British
the
Hamilton,
Lord
uncle,
'•leased on his own recognizance whom
he inadvertently stumbles.
•ending further developments In the Then Irene enters by mistake a commander at Gibraltar, she later
There 9he meets Nelson,
lion's den, from which she is saved marries.
ease.
Yoghi then at the height of his fame, and
Last night at hi home' Wik-y de- by the intervention of the
heeomes
her lover. Lord Hamilhe
of
account
on
Kamiganl. Next day
clared that he realized ho had been
her escapade Ayan confines her to ton dies, having known this all
ruined us a result of the turn of
leaves npthlng to his
and
along,
and
palace,
the
a limited section of
flairs involving the theatre, but Roland is made to believe that Irene wife.
Nelson dies at Trafalgar and
Hamilton
Lady
that when the
is trampled to death
had
he
that
but
near
smoke has cleared is not really
away he will have shown the pub- dreamed' the whole of the preceding hy the crowds rejoicing at the
victory.
lic what
means are necessary to get night's adventure. trap for MacAllen.
on the whole
Oswald's direction
Ayan has set a
legitimate legislation through the
who is off hunting, but the English- unobtrusive; his only vital weak'•*» Council.
man escapes. Savltrl's messenger ness ln-ing in the handling of
To Sell Theatre
now comes to Roland and asks help, erovds, his ehief strength in his
The United States Court has de- which he promises. Ramlgani ap- casting. The interiors designed by
dp d finally upon the sale of the pears and Roland; 'is about to tell l'aul Leni achieve much beauty and
tomb jean even compare with the exteriors
oulevard.
Myer Rosenhusch has him that he will complete thelife
he taken on the historic locations in
named trustee and is alreaily on condition that MaeAMen's
The photography is
spared, when the Yoghi revciN to Italy iis^lf.
ovldet' with the court order.
The him that the curse of leprosy has £en«:.illy
someJimes
eh-ar
and
Perty will bo advertised, and the
eome tree. "Yon will never live to pr.'ti: ev.ortililv delicate,
Joeeeds of the sale will provide lniild the tomb, (> Master!'
The •;,s: is practically all-^lar
the recelvor's fee, ihcn the
Now tnis scenario has en the t'.e.e ...,d mo^t of the high salaried perpeal
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PUT JACKIE ON
THE JOB

JACKIE
COOGAN
My Boy

:

i.

j

^

3

;
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:
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Anton
's
:.v n. idr to tell.
1. -»r.<
an 1 finally a ;>ercen1- of it two grave weaknesses: Fir:Savitri -[ i'o;v« r. Tie odor. .,oos, Hugo Docbindebtedness to creditors the introduction ot the
l-.hdrt-M Kuhic all dr ser\ e
1;.j and
audithe
which
subplot
MacAllen
in
has been calculated ih.it these
in
pi.iise !<c
w.-ll coo •eived work
.•nee feels and can !•.• made to fiM ho fortunate if they r. •<< \ e
S<doien/el
I<< mh »ld
ml.no interest, j. e.. th-- ti^un » nn«* tn;n
Ctftts on
\«.'
ihe doll
role.
comedy
a
er.-dits.
!l
.nt
in
of iheir
-h:-douy or they would dijnu.^
rer,i:.:n
Th is "'"Veals that the .^ocl.holders. the leading roles. Si rondly. tin v. ay V>
Kiaus as Lord Hamilton
uh o have
in o:i'..mi Coi.k.u Y« id: as Nelson divided
handed toge her with <=uf in which the audience is
Hut the
.iclimr honors.
hi< '
'" ,,Rrs to n.-intain eo-i»i-»l the mystery after the s-cond reel: !fii-'
:«
of the
M> -n o-' Liana Ilaidt for Lady
>w.i
property pending ih.« -olc. I'rin'-.- Ay.vi'.s project > imm> rs d
v>o Hamilton \\n-< u stroke of aenius;
a\;uin.si
revenge
tiiwihy
to
a
n
to lo.vo practically cveiy rent
^*
of the <.)ji\»- Thomas
In M.e is a stu.on
uninteresting j»ersans.
totally
,l Ml
«n
the project.
lV.-m< r mich a film it is absolutely esr.eallal brand and will jo-t hit the American
u J2J
'e.
Morris /
y-.-t.
it
is true, she «::''»
'"ivcr.
th*
;.
As
re
S »pesci:i«'thins terrifying from
;i: ;t
Stee's fee,
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You remember Jackie from 'The Kid" and "Peck's
Bad Boy." This is Jackie's best and the kind of picture that makes the exhibitor glad he's got an Asso-
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JERSEY STAGE HANDS

WANT PICTURE JOBS
City

Jersey

Local

ABSORBING METRO

POSSIBLE

UPSETS UNIVERSAL C

AS ECONOMY MOVE BY FAMOUS

Asks Ex-

hibitors for Extra

NOW

NEW GENERAL MANAGER

Rank and

Man

Position
Jersey City, Dec. 21.
The picture theatre throughout
this section and the local I. A. T.
B. S. are on the verge of a clash.
80 many of the members of the
local are unemployed through the
dearth of shows on the road the
local Is trying to compel all the picture houses to put on an extra man,
to be known as a maintenance man.
His duties are to do general utility
work about the house, such as repairing the broken seat~ and odd

Steam

Julius

in

Charge

File in

Arms

Against Him
the effect the executives of Universal have something In the fire.
combination
a
Affair"—
of
Just
what
sort
"Family
to
Next Affiliation Said
Los Angeles, Dec. H.
that they have in mind is being
Things are rather topsy turvy at
to kept under cover at this time. The
Marriage Universal Said to
rumors of a week ago anent Vita- Universal City with the realignment
Something Trip to Washington
graph and Pathe have given rise to of the general managership there.
the possibilities that there would be Toung Irving Thalberg has been rea combination of all three of the placed by Julius Stearn on the U.
only serial producing companies lot at the head of the works and the
and file at the studio are up n
The absorption of Realart by Zukor at the time that outside left for the combining of their dis- rank
arms since the change took place.
Famous Players has led to specula- financial Interests were getting an tribution facilities at least.
Eddie Polo and Eileen Sedgewick
Carl Laemmle, R. H. Cochrane
tion as to the next move in the way upper hand In Famous. He decided
have quit the company and Harry
of amalgamations in the film field. to plant an outside affiliation where and Harry Herman of Universal,
Carey
is on strike, refusing to work
Those keeping tabs on the condi- he would step in the event Famous spent several days of last week in
Washington on a mission that is a under the new O. M.
tions in the picture industry predict slipped from his grasp.

Zukor

—

—

Loew-

Be

Be Up

l

What is meant that the next
affiliation is to be "a family affair"

secret as to detail as their amalgamation talk. The U. heads are said
is being guessed at by the wise ones to be in some measure responsible
along the street with the Metro men- for the initial steps taken to form
tioned as the only out. The inter- a new association in the industry.
marriage of the Loew-Zukor families But while they are said to be fathis the basis for that deduction.
ering the project the Fifth avenue
Atop of the Famous amalgama- hand is said to be behind all of their
tion activities there are stories to rtloves in the matter.

that within a few weeks there will
At the Academy of Music here be another move on the part of the
the man is used to fire the boiler Famous that will absorb still anAt the Lyceum. other film producing and distributof the house.
Bayonne, where the management ing organization. All that Is stated
to the union's at this time by those on the inside
accede
to
refused
has
demand to put another man on. the is that it will be in the nature of
local has threatened to call out the a family affair.
musicians.
Realart was projected by 'Adolph
Jobs.

•

REALART EARNINGS
Adolph Zukor Makes Correction—

^irm Made Money
"You must have misunderstood

me

Adolph

last w«fcc," Bald

Zukor,

"when you •noted me as sayin^
make money after
What I meant to convey
Sept. 1.
was that conditions in the industry

Realart ceased to

"ORPHANS OF THE STORM
Opsns

Hartford— Last

in

»»

WINSTON BETTER

CREDIT FOR TAX CUT

Minute

Retake

U.

8.

8enator 8moot 8ays
Was Chief Worker

showing of D. W.
of "The Two
The National Association this
Orphans," which has been renamed week gave out a letter from U. S.
"Orphans of the Storm," took at Senator Reed Smoot to William A.
Parson's Opera house, Hartford, Brady in which the Senator declares
Conn., Tuesday evening, and opens that all credit ^or the removal of
ln Boston next Monday. The New the 6 per cent, film tax is due to

The

first official

fllmlsatlon

Griffith's

York, premiere will take place at the
Apollo, Jan. 2.
'
A private 'dress rehearsal" of the
picture was given at the Apollo,
New York, Monday, at which the
producer expressed himself as dissa .sfled with one of the sc nes ln
which 3,000 people were employed.
He promptly ordered a retake and a',
daylight he assembled the company
and supers at his Mamaroneck
studio and grounds, finished it in
time to take the four o'clock train
for Hartford, where the revised picture was shown that night.

TO DROP MUSICIANS
Indianapolis

Exhibitors

Orchestra

Men's

President

Brady, Saul E. Rogers,

chairman of the taxation committee,
and Jack S. Connolly, the association's Washington correspondent.
"The assistance I received from
you and your associates," says SenNEW MT. VERNON HOUSE
ator Smoot, "was invaluable, and
Mt. Vernon, N. V., Dec. 21.
the facts and convincing reasons
A 2,000 seat motion picture house
you set forth assisted greatly in to be erected on South Fifth avenue
winning the very close fight ln com- adjacent to the Westcl.ester themittee."
atre (stock) was a reported project
The Senator calls attention to the here last week. George Keister, of
fact that one of the several hundred New York, Is said to be the
archiformal letters he sent out acknowl- tect and A. Wicks, of Hazelton, Pa.,
edging communications thanking the operator. No plans have been
him for his part in the tax reform filed as yet The report was also
"Is being given wide publicity, ap- had that
the project will entail a
parently for personal advantage or total cost of $80,000.

80 Charges

Can't Be Tried

The Appellate Division last week
unanimously reversed a previous order of Justice McAvoy, which had
placed the effects of Jacques Roberto Cibrario in receivership as a
result of a million dollar action be-

gun against him by the Russian
Soviet Federation.
The Appellate
Division

held

Ployinq

The Crystal theatre, a small motion picture house on State street,
was ordered closed this week by
Fire Marshal Perkins. "Inadequate
exits" was given as the reason. The
theatre is the second picture house
to be closed since the Rialto Are.
the other being the Globe on Chapel

'

Street.

*

HIS /MBS"

JOE LEE IN NORTHWEST
Minneapolis, Dec.
Joseph P. Lee was here last
to make arrangements for

dender

manaoer of %e

21.

Slippery

\iA-

distribution of Swedish Blograph Co.'s
f'ms, This city will be distribution
headquarters for Swedish films in
the United States.

Craw <joe$ to see
the*movies'end listen to
Wallu

COAST PICTURE NEWS
Dessie Teed, village organist ,*

accompany the singing of

"Brothers Under Their Skin," the.
b<< n
which Peter B. Kyne story, which hasGrant
adapted for the screen by

the "Affairs of Anatol."
$3,694.57, of

was paid and a note issued Carpenter.
balance.

E.

Mason Hopper

reelee Gear,

wlil

direct.

FRENCH FILM NOTES
Paris, Dec; 12.

"A Blind Bargain"

IT
is

the

title

Paulette Duval, a dancer, is now
Rome playing Poppie in "Nero,"
being screened for Fox. after which
she will create a pnrt in a m«w reel,
Mary Stumt. Quern of Scotland."
la

hn« bopn selected for the Lon
Chaney starring picture which was
made on the Goldwyn lot under the

wit

of

tfocommunihL while

V

Richard Walton Tully has arNew York to film "The

Masqueradcr." Guy Bates Post will
appear i.» the role which he made
famous on the epeaklng stage.
James Young will direct, with Wilfred Bucklin as art director.

Frank Lloyd will direct Norma
Talmadge's first feature on the
I runton
lot.
It is to be a screen
version of a Balzac novel, whieh
Lloyd and Frances Mai ion me

Elmer bender, moves the

n

and watches

put on

scenenj

j

rived from

L. and J. Edel ten (Frka Films, adapting.
Goldwyn pictures in
controlling
Holiurt P.vsworth's next starring
France) offered a special view of
will be hased on "Scottish
Basil Kinr's "Les M " :j N'oiim Fro- vehicle
will ho commenced in
It
Chiefs."
«• P" it Jourlent" in the salon r.r
at Mic I' villi- Studios, San
scif'HJanuary
nal for the l. meat «'i' It n li
Muti-o.
tlsta
i

Jk

that

Alfred de Musset's "ttargot" Is title of "The Octave of Claudius."
being prepared for the screen by
Ouy de Fresnay, with Glna Palermo
Delmar J. Edmonson has been
In the lead. The work of another added to the Goldwyn scenario deFrench poet, "Jocelyn," by Lamar - partment. He wrote the one-act
tine. Is also being filmed by Leon plays In which Hilda Spong and
Poirier for Gaumont.
Marie Cahill appeared last seasons

La Natlonale, the new Paris journal edited by Tardlcu and Georges
Clemenceau. appearing Dec. 10, runs
a cinema serial as a dally feullleton.
"L'Avlateur Masque," episodic reels
by Robert Feguy (Aigle mark), released simultaneously by Pathc.

known ds *His Nibs'
Elm Picture Palace' where

better

week

Los Angeles, Dec. 21.
Rupert Hughes has completed the
Sues Exhib. for "Anatol" Balance filming
of "Remembrance" for GoldFamous Players Is suing Philip wyn and is now cutting the feature.
Smith, an exhibitor and owner of
the Crescent, Syracuse, for $3,410.45,
Claire Windsor has been selected
representing a balance due on the by Goldwyn for the leading role la

was

plaintiff

distinct roles

us is Theo.
New Haven Film House Closed
New Haven, Dec. 21.

total fee

"the

Charles
(Chic) Sale
seven

tribute the equivalent of S per cent,
tax for one month to the organization in recognition of services in the
tax fight.
A letter from Senator
Smoot was used in this campaign.
manager ssald.
Senator
Smoot's
letter to Brady
South Bend orchestras have run
from eight to seventeen players at and a brief statement have been
,an average reported scale of $75 sent to every exhibitor ln the country by the National Association.
t»er wck.

mum

$284.12
for the

that

are so uncertain that I feared to
take any more chances than art
absolutely necessary for the future,
I should like to make this correction in justice to Morris Kohn, president of Realart, and to his executive
staff, which has labored so loyally
for the best Interests of the concern.
"As a matter of fact, Realart will
show a profit for the last quarter
of the current year greater than
ever before."
Efforts are being made by Famous Players to absorb as many of
the Realart employes as possible
The managers of the Boston, Buffalo

never having been recognised as a
sovereignty by the executive or and
Louis exchanges have
St.
legislative branches of the U. 8. already been taken care of and the
Government, has no capacity to sue Omaha man was offered a post but
in this state."
is considering an attractive positioi
Cibrario was appointed by the with another film concern.
Soviets as their representative to
negotiate a gigantic film deal with
The opening of the new B. 8
$1,000,000 placed at Clbrarlo's dis- Moss house on West 42d street too)
posal in the local National City place last night. The name finallj
Bank. Their agent Is accused of decided on for the theatre was tb
appropriating certain moneys ln Cameo. It has a seating capacity
excess of his agreed commissions of 540, but up to Tuesday night Us
Initial feature for the house had not
and fees.
been decided on.

Refuse for the purpose of furthering factional advantage by one of tho sev-

this week. Demands of the musicians'
union, both as to scale and mininumber of men employed In
each orchestra, led to the decision,

rental of

Film Deal

in $1,000,000

Demands

eral hundred individuals to whom
the same letter was sent"
South Bend. Dec. 21.
This apparently refers- to the move
South Bend flint houses will depend upon organs entirely for their of the Theatre Owners of America
music a.'ter Jan. 1, It was announced to have the exhibitor members con-

The

CANT SUE HERE

SOVIET

Boston, Dec. 21.
"Charley" Winston, formerly Fox
representative at the Academy of
Music, New York, and the / emarle,
Brooklyn, has been pronounced out
of danger by his physicians in Boston after a two months' siege of
carbuncles at the base of the* brain.
The attack was attributed as an
aftermath to being gassed while in
overseas service.
Winston came
back to Boston, which Is his home
town, to manage the campaign of
Charles O'Connor for mayor.

Brady
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,
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The Weekfu Bee"comes to review.
m

EVERY CHARACTER PORTRAYED BY MR.SAlE

AN EXCEPTIONAL PICTURE.
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UNIVERSALE "FOOLISH WIVES"

hot in
i

^

NEW ORLEANS ROW

ADS RAISE STORM OF PROTEST

*-

u.

*

IINITFD ARTISTS SATISFP)

"

"L^i. r .„ ,m

nn n.„ .-«,
WITH CLEAN-UP OF PIRATES

*.

They Cost Him Money

—

Represent Cost of $100 a Foot Ex'As Cut Would
to Know if They Have to Pay for
Want
hibitors

New Orleans, Dec. 21.
peculiar situation has developed
here with tho filming of "My Old
Kentucky Home" by tho Pyramid

$750,000 Mistake— Effect on Taxes
The Universal'* advertising of
as
heir ."Foolish Wives" production

$1,000,000 picture" is
'•Vhe first real
protest within
raisins a storm of
Not only are other
the industry.
air regarding
the
in
up
producers

waged, for the
exhibitors are
the milagainst
protest
making a
dollar" statement at this time.
the campaign being
production, but the

lion

being cut in

out for the momentous
O. S. Leo, in charge of the

turned

CHICAGO MANAGERS

sprint.

company, thought it would be a
good Idea to get* real society folk of
New Orleans in the picture, and offered to donate $250 towards the reFailed to Account for Total building of the French opera house
if a sufficient number of ladles and
Admissions, the Governgentlemen of the exclusive set would
pose for the "shooting" of ^he race
ment Charges

nent in Chicago cinema affairs.
making of the picture.
Jacoby at one time operated the Alof
cost
hambra theatre.
It Is xnown that the actual
Wives" was something
•'Foolirh
over $960,000 late in tho summer,
THEATRES PROJECTED
just before the cutting started on
West Haven, Conn.— DeWaltoff
Von Stroheim has
the production.
been employed on the making of Engineering Co., 185 Church street.
the picture since March, 1920, at Location, Savin Rock, $150,000.
8outh Bend, Ind. Large dance
which time he finished his "Devil's
Pass Key" production. Just about hall., Palace Theatre Corporation.
in
J. S. Aroner Co., 25 E. Jackson
21 months have been utilized
Chicago, architects.
writing, filming and cutting "Fool- boulevard,

NEW

—

Universal

Birmingham,

believe that it Is a mistake to flaunt
a million dollar figure in the face of
the legislators at this time, when

theatre.,

why

is it

necessary

Harrisburg, pa. t Dec. 21.
The Regent theatre, a picture
nouse with a capacity of 1,800 and
located in the central business secof the city, opened Monday.
Many of the officers of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Penn-'
sylvania were In attendance as a
tion

(Mociatlon.

The theatre occupies the site of

Magaro house, known by
its capacity is
the old place.
closed in July

new house was Locw

interests in their

li:

years.

BRITISH EXHIBITORS

first

;,

l

|

|

visitors

were guests

Kd wards, manager

2r^ cl: "«-d First National
l

^ortl... r „

California.

ihe
Pictures
«»f

Co.,

of
It

unit of its studios.

director of
the company, stat»s that within a
few weeks work will start on tin-hurst picture, "Three Black Suitcases" Tlis stars thus far ecu red
are Marie Walcamp and Diana
»»mjhes.

Charles Stewart,

,

I,.

"Marcus

Loew,"

was

guess.
"Correct," said Locw.

OPERATORS'

the

first

,

OWN FILM

I

i

4

e

s-

of

The intensive campaign against
the film pirates which the United
Artists'

WAY OUT

Corporation has conducted

the pafit.slx months has borne considerable fruit, Judging by the num-

ber of arrests of late made of the
guilty parties, all of whom have
pleaded guilty.
Although making
no claim to have cleaned up what
Chicago, Dec. 21.
appears to be a national piracy ring,
William Fox has tired of the the U. A. is satisfied with
its reWoods theatre, according to report.
A large variance between the ex- sults thus far in securing the"arpense of the theatre and the gross rest and arraignments of several
weekly is said to have caused Fox's persona who are known to have 11weariness. Last week Fox's "Queen licity exported the "Big Four" proof Sheba" played to $3,600 there, ductions
to Japan and South Amerwith the rental of the house $6,000 a
ica
week, besides other overhead.
Richard Baron, doing business aa
Fox holds a lease on the Woods
until next April at the same weekly the Progressive Motion Picture SupThe Btory here says - is un- ply Co., located atr727 7th avenue.
rate.
likely A. H. Woods will consent to
New York, was Indicted Tuesday on
a termination of Fox's leuse.
the charge of receiving s .len prop"The Queen of Sheba," the only erty with his arrest scheduled
for
special film in the "loop" is to|be Wednesday afternoon.
The "stolen
withdrawn and "The Connecticut property" specifically Is a copy
of
Yankee" substituted this wee':.
"The Uut," which* waa niched from
The Fox local office, which has the Buffalo exchange of the U. A.
had r~nd shows of "Sheba" and by Morris Taitus from whom It was
"Over the Hill" touring aro md this received. Taitus, so the Burns Desection, has withdrawn these shows tective Agency operatives aver, is
during the Yuletide.
an old hand at this game. He is at
present in custody'kwaitjng arraignment for sentence, having pleaded
STARS TOUR FOR
guilty. He oi Iglnalry secured a poSan Francisco, Dec. 21.
sition as shipping jclerk with tho U.
Viola Dana and Bert Lytell, Metro A. Buffalo exchange, and after restars, will leave Hollywood around signing it was discovered nine difChristmas for personal appearance ferent films were missing which reptours of the Loew theatres through- resents a million dollar loss pracout the country.
tically to tho producers.
He was
Viola Dana will make her first traced to Sweetwater, Texas, and
stop at Oakland Dec. 28 and will fol- arrested.
IPs confession implicated William
low with three and four-Cry stays
at San Jose, Stockton, Sacramento. Pearson of Chicago,, who is looked
Salt Lake City, Kansas City and upon as the "master" mind in this
through the South to New Orleans piracy ring.' Pearson is out on
and then New York. Lytell's tour $25,000 bail, and has waived extradibegins at Kansas City on Christ- tion, stating he will come to Buffalo
J
mas Day, going from there to St. whenever wantedT" He confessed reLouis and then direct to New York. ceiving a print of "#ay Down East,"
Their pictures will be run by the a D. W. Griffith production released
various theatres simultaneously with through the United Artists. Harold
E. A. Schiller, Goldberg, who worked for Pearson,
their appearances.
general representative of Loew's, was also arrested recently, and has
tho tours for the been extradited ^Pittsburgh from
Inc., arranged
Chicago. He also pleaded guilty.
stars.
The Japanese angle is covered by

House Costing Picture Men $6,000 Weekly

'

^

'

two Japaneso pirates, Joseph Kubey
o^i Frank Sara, v.'ho opera; cd-oii
making a the Coast, exporting the stolen films
plcturizatlon of a Bex Beach utory, to Japan after they were locally
directed by Kenneth Webb, entitled edited and retltled. Both have been
"The Net."
arrested and released in $20,000 ball
Leo Kugel produced a play In each. They, too, Were working with
New York a couple of seasons ago Pearson. Laurence L. Cassidy, of
with the same name. It was writ- O'Brien, Malevinsky & Drlscoll, who
conducted the entire campaign for
ten by Maraveno Thompson.
the U. A. these past few months, is

"THE NET," BY
Whitman Uennett

BENNETT

is

appealing to the Japanese consul to
stop the circulation of these Illicit

UPSTATE THEATRES
The

Bijou, Wolcott, N. Y., operated

by Charles

BULLITT RESIGNS

William C. Bullitt, tho present
Famous Players
the
of
head
scenario department In the cast, and
who was scheduled to bo tho connecting link between New York and
Los Angeles for tho company, has
resigned. He will leave the organi/ation Jan. 1 and Harry Durant
wili again resume as the ohief of the
script division of the company.

MAY FILM "BETSY B0BBETT"

21.

procured IS acres of the F. M.
Smith estate at Park
(Borax)
boulevard and 2Sth street, has announced that, it ha* completed the

.

1'i'itish

give you two guesses," he re-

plied.

READY

Stewart Motion Picture

which recently er'c.ed the field
film making in Oakland, where

(

'

CO.

San Francisco, Dec.
Tiro

:

oft
Sam

,

STEWART

San Francisco, Deo. 21.
fpresentatives of the Provincial
Wlnatogiapli Theatres, Ltd., of
Britain, were visitors here
week. In the purty were V. K.
*«»», managing director of the
l;
<:
Robert Atkins. n, its arehi1
M. S. Tutle. tin* contractor.
rjj
ho announced
the concern would
u.ld s V(
.,.,i
)ow t i,,. atrrH U pon his
J^U.n.
M ,i Stanley Pa!!, hooking
** n ''"\ all of London.
|

"I'll

Pearson

LOEW

Loew.

Washington

occurred the past week
W. I*. Fahdy, who for the past when Mark Gates succeeded E. J.
»ve years has been connected with Stutz as manager r.f the Columb'a.
jne staff of Keith's
dates comes here from Loews Still1 (roadway thcamantre, Broadway
and 41st street, New man, Cleveland, where he was
"k.
is
the house manager and ager for two years.
manager,
retiring
Stutz,
the
Mr.
Magaro Is the managing director of
resigned after being with Locw for
tnefr.Oiitri'.
theatres

started.

1

.

Wm.

Chicago

—

tompllment to the theatre's owner,
reter Magaro, vice-president of the

:

k "Who is going to be the new
president
Metro ?"•
of
asked
a
Variety representative of Marcus

LOOKING FOR

—

HEW HARRISBUBG HOUSE

;

of

—

— Implicates

Latin- American Difficulty-

FOX TIRES OF WOODS;

,

u

greater than
The old theatre wa
whefTworK on the

President

—

4

same name, but

Mew
Metro

(

undoubtedly thought that they
might Just as well spend this tremendous amount of money out of
their profits in making a picture so
that they would not .iavc to give it
to, the
government in surtaxes.
With the producers having this attitude n mlr.d the legislators will
figure that they might Ju~- as well
heap or taxes to s great an extent
the traffic will bear.

1,000

Loew,

W

tion

toe

IT'SLOEW

Marcus

Chicago, Dec. 21.
The Chicago Motion Picture Ma$200,000.
chine Operators have released the
8t. Louis, Mo.— H. M. E. Pas- first of a series of reels regarding
megoglu, 302 Chestnut street, St. the moving picture operator, the
Louis, Mo.
Mauran, Russel and conditions he works under and liv.s
Cornwell, Chemical Building, # same under.
city, architects. Location,
Delmar
It is captioned "The 600 Men You
boulevard and Aubert avenue, $1,- Never See."
It is an interesting
200,000.
subject and shows what the men do
8t. Louis, r^o.— C. E. Thlmmig, during the audiences' amusement
1662 South Jefferson avenue, same hours. Tom Malloy, business mancity.
P. J. Bradshaw, International ager for Local No. 110, is sponsor
Life Building, same city, architect. for tho film.
Location, Grand and Washington
avenues, $1,500,000.
Canton, O. Hotel, bank and the- TOURNEUR'S "10RNA D00NE"
atre., Cal-Brun Finance Co., ZlnLos Angeles, D:r. 21.
ninger Building, Cleveland avenue
Maurico Tourneur has started
F. Swirsky, work on "Lorna Doone," to be his
N. W., same city.
Heberich Building, Akrou, O., archi- initial release through First NaLocation, Third street and tional. Frank Kccnan, Madge Beltect.
Cleveland avenue N. W., $1,662,000. lamy and John Bowers have been
Red* Bank, N. J. P. Coleman, care chosen for the leading roles In an
Francisco and Jacobus, 611 Fifth i I-star cast.
avenue. New York, architects. LoJudging from the preparations
cation, West Front street, $350,000. made at the Ince studios, where
Lockport, N. Y.— Lock City The- the production will be shot, it is
atre Corporation, same city. H. L. going to 'be one of the most preSpann, 52 West Chlppeawa street, tentious of the year. Tourneur Is
Buffalo, N. Y., architect. $250,000.
to personally direct and is going
Braddock, Pa. B. Burke, Crystal to try to rush tho picture through
Amusement Co., same city. H. S. in ten weeks. The adaptation of the
Blair. Yandorgrift Building, Pitts- story was made by tho director and
Location, Wyndham Gittens.
burgh, Pa., architect.
Braddock avenue, $250,000.
Scott B. Peal is Tourncur's asand Milton Menasco is
sistant,
again with him as art director.
Bates succeeds stutz
Washington, Dec. 21.
The first change made by the

cut the taxes.
They will also point out the fact
that the producers of the produc-

* former

and
and

Co. M. H. Finkel, 333
Majestic Building, Detroit, architect.
Location,
oo d war d
avenue,

to

l

Mich.— Hotel
Birmingham Hotel

Amusement

the industry has Just been aftking
They feel
for a reduction in taxes.
that the Washington law -makers
and say
picture
will pglnt to the
that if the industry can afford to
turn out productions at an expenditure of this sort,

*

$350,000.

ish

than

Chicago

INDICTED IN TAX CASES

New

Wives."
Other producers

Taitus Arrested

Film Company.
There is a race sceno in the picture and society is supposed to have

Wives" is
scene.
York, and Eric von Stroheim,
The elect of the town condescendproduction, is
tho
directed
Chicago,
Dec.
21.
•who
ed, there were several "takes" and
the cutting room.
Charged with failing to pay war they thought they had given thembarred from
of- taxes on
admissions, three Chicago
Arthur Ripley is doing the Job
The produc- theatre managers were indicted by selves the ever welcome publicity (for
editing and cutting.
them), and aided* a good rause.
about
be in
tho United States Grand Jury in the Comes now Lee who
tion when finished will
states they did
Federal Court this week. They are not comply with his. requests,
nine reels.
ruined
placed at Fred Linick and Ray
Jacoby, tl i scene completely and did not
This, with the cost
that the who operate the Zlegfeld theatre,
mean
would
000,000,
$1
would and Edward J. Arnold, who operates wait when told to remain, adding
footage shown on the screen
the attempt to screen local society
$100 the Harmony theatre on East
total at something more than
33d has set his company back $3,000,
The street.
a foot, an impossible figures
and he positively will not gh e the
Linick and Jacoby were the spon- $250 promised.
exhibitors state that at the best the
Several of the «ocial
of sors of the Jack
screen value In that amount
Dempsey road tour, leaders aver the Pyratfnld Film Comfootage could be Is in the neighbor- organized after Dempsey had de- pany WT11 be sued unless Lee
makes
hoot of $250,000 and want to know feated Willard. Linick is a brother good with his
proffered donation.
have to of Adolph Linick, of Jones,
If they and the public will
LInlsk
pay for a -*750,000 production mis- & J3chaeffer, and has been promitake that the Universal made in the
•Foolish

Baron of Progressive M. P. Supply ^Co./Jndicted—

A

I

I

films in the Orient.

Hammer, has been

Latin-America Difficult
sold to Hammfcr by Joseph LauThe biggest stumbling block are
rence, possession to pass on April 1. the Latin -American countries. BeThe new owner will remodel and will cause of the fact no reciprocal copydouble the capacity of the theatre.
right exists between
the South
American countries and the United
States,
the
American
producer
has
Elmlra,
Regent,
the
Reports that
N. Y., here would change hands no redress. And because of the fact
vanished Into thin air when an- tho Douglas Fairbanks' typo of ac-*
nouncement was made of the exten- tfon appeals so much to the excited
sion of the present lease, held by tho Latin temperament, the United ArIlarton Theatre Company of Pitts- tists Corporation- has been the prime
The Ilarton company, ac- victim of tho film pirates. "The
burgh.
cording to George H. Tooker, sec- Mark of Zorro" and "The Three
retary, will enlarge tho houso to ac- Musketeers" and other's, with their
commodate rapidly increasing bus! rip-snorting and SWord-pulllng hist| 10 |, l(S ent picture policy trionics are just the' kind of stuff tho
noss
South American film, fans take to.
wi |j b( continued,
It Is for this reason that tho U. A.
The Avon, Watertown, N. Y., carne was compelled to start an Intensive
across with a $'>00 check via Presi- campaign on its own-4feltiativc, at
dent Prank A. Krnpsall of the Avon considerable 'Xpehse, although tho
corporation to assist In wiping out a N. A. M. P. I. takes care of such
shortage in funds of the Watertown matters for all the jproducers. Tho
Community Chest. Tho donation United, however, wanted to show
was in nddition to Kmpsall's per- these pirates they will not countenance any such practices and It is
sonal pledge.
II.

,

'

Watertown, N. Y, Dec. 21.
Negotiations are under way between Miss Marietta Holley, celehumor st.
authoress and
brated
whT)se fame, was born with the
"Samantha and Josiah" scries, for
the filming of

their intention to combat it strenuThe Olympic, largest of tho three ously righi along.
From one print these pirates have
Watertown houses Just taken over
her "Betsy Kohbett." by Nathan L. Bobbins, of Syracuse been known to photograph a nega-

widely r»ad during the late
throughout the entire country.

70s

tive from It d.rect and then make
any number of other prints. This
nieth'd is not of the high standard
demand* d by American film fans,

and Utiea, henceforth will be the
Bobbins-Olympic. In directing that
his

name be

linked with the

title of

Gorman newspapers received in the house, Bobbins follows the
New Voile contain an :innnni .."'m ample he sot in Syracuse where
Ki.nl>. ill
the death
of Clara
of
They must have
things muddled up a hit.

Young.

ijof.cn

Mel;,

1.

c«me

i

purchase by
Bobbins -T->k*-I.

>on

l'ie

exthe
him, be-

nit
the foreign countries it
for
.selves the purpose, much to tho proI

i
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THE QUEEN OF THE SCALPERS
Chicago, Dec.

24.

Remarkable
Empress

—From Hotel Cigar Stand to
Shows—The City Ordinance That

Chicago's legitimate theatres have
Career of Mrs. Couthoui of
over 10,000 seat*. They give on the
of Speculators
to
average of nine performances a
week. Fifteen per cent .of all these
seats are given to the _Queen of the
oalpeis," Florence Cdbthoui. Mrs.
.Couthoul does not pay the theatres
a premium as New York brokers are
She makes the instead of increase.
compelled to do.
The other stated that she had slipped one
local theatres pay her a commission brokers were giving her a battle and over and that the managers had
on every ticket she sells and as a a costly one. They entered into their hands tied; if they attempted
result the theatres of Chicago enrich open competition with her for the to do business with tho scalpers
Mrs, Couthoul to the extent of $5,000 choicest of seats on a premium they were subject to loss of their
* week, or about $200,000 a rear, basis, outright buy, with the result license, but with her it was differwithout compelling her to lay out that in some instances she was com- ent
They could do business, as
or sacrifice any of her money.
pelled to pay a much larger pre* she was a broker and working on
father remarkable feat, especially mlum than she could actually af- a commission basis. The ordinance

— Loans

Chicago

—Her Methods

Gave Her Her Chance

B

A

•o for a woman.
Mrs. Couthoul is past middle age.
Tears ago she entered this business
in a small way when conducting a
cigar stand in the Congress hotel.
AH of her business was cigars, periShe reodicals and newspapers.
ceived numerous requests for theSftrs tickets, from patrons of the
She
hotel. An idea came to her.
went to Frank Scott, who at that
time was her husband and conducting a railroad ticket office in the
hotel and asked him to call at the
theatres and see if he could make

some arrangements whereby tickets
would be supplied her. Scott, who
well acquainted with the man*
was able to induce a number
to do business with his wife, giving
her tickets at box office prices. She
charged whatever premium agreeable, according to the demand.
This business developed into a
most lucrative one. With the returns Mrs. Couthoul started to expand. She leased other stands in
hotels, until at the present time
"The Queen" has stands located In

•very

At

class hotel in Chicago.
of course, the newspapers,
and cigars wer her main

first

first,

Periodicals
source of

profit,

—

t

•»

>!'

a

source

of revenue, gave those
calpers the choicest of seats and
Mrs. Couthoul what was left over,

no she was compelled to
Proposition of a premium

margin of

profit

make a

most

influential, politically, finanwill take 200 tickets a night, and cially and socially inclined patrons
on a sure-fire show with a reputa- of the theatres. You can only reach
tion behind it, will even go as far Miss Morgan if you are on that list
as to give four weeks' money In ad- Miss Morgan is called "The Court
vance. The producing managers see of Last Resort" When she says no,
this four weeks' bank roll, and their you know the tickets are not obargument against tilting the scale tainable. The second list held by

'

incidental.

from 25 cents to $l.;,b a ticket, according to the attraction. The
managers, naturally toeing that this wan

(Mrs. Couthoui's confidential secreabout 40 names of the

tary), carries

Charles Cole (Mrs. Couthoui's genbecomes weaker and weaker.
eral mrnager). is a little larger, havMrs. Couthoul does n » want $2.60
ford, while the other brokers as well did not prohibit this and that she shows in Chicago, because at $2.50 ing around 100 names. Miss Frawwere not getting the returns they would only want 10 per cent, com- the producers must get the entire ley (Mr. Cole's assistant) has what
mission or brokerage fee for all amount, but at $3 and $3.50 he can is left over, and her list carries 1.000
had in the past.
clients.
Finally Mrs. Couthoul consulted tickets she sold.
afford to give the "Queen" a comIf the buyer knows the system,
Still the manager was obdurate. mission for selling his tickets.
her attorneys. She told them what
The
the proposition was with respect to He decided to take up the matter reason Mra Couthoul holds out for he first calls Miss Frawley, then
the sale of tickets and stated she with the other theatre managers. high prices is because her exclusive Mr. Cole and then Miss Morgan, but
thought they could devise some legal A conference was called and the customers are willing and can af- the buyers, that is the public buyers
means of putting an end to the deal- matter was discussed. One of the ford to pay those prices and are and not the favored few, who are
ings the theatres were having with managers, said to have been very always willing to pay any price for not listed are not accommodated
scalpers in selling them tickets at friendly disposed toward Mrs. Cou- the choicest locations.
She also in any way, which cuts Mrs. Coua premium. She was rather frank thoul, advanced the argument that knows she has enough of these cus- thoui's influence below the prestige
doing
tomers to cover a four weeks' buy. given her by the -theatre managers,
in her statement and declared they the woman had means of
proving she does not take care of
could draft some sort of an ordi- away with the so-called scalping She keeps her records and names,
nance which would put an end to evil through her method of doing and knows that for standard pro- the real buyers of theatre tickets.
If her traveling public or society
the evil of theatres selling tickets business and that she would act ductions she will have Just so many
to scalpers at a premium. That was as a clearing house for all the the- calls and from whom. A safe out- folks are not In town, Mra Couthoul
atres.
He enumerated the many let for her to figure on is the out- cannot buy, and doesn't buy, and
two years ago.
The firm submitted the rough hotel ticket stands which she was side broker who at all times is will- after every four weeks* buy rhe
draft of an ordinance to the Cor- operating and showed figures of the ing to take half, or SO per cent, of Still obtains her same allotment, but
poration Counsel. He took out the amount of business the various her buy at her box office price and on assignment In most cases, and
defects and jokers which might stands had been doing and were a quarter more, giving her a profit this is especially true of the ttrcapable of doing.
averaging 25 cents from the theatre langer-Powers theatres here, ;he is
prove to be stumbling blocks.
But the wise and astute manager and 25 cents from the outside not limited for returns, being able
Ordinance Passes
broker. The theatre is not let In to return as many as she wants.
and
public
his
without
The ordinance provided that no reckonedtaking Into due considera- on the latter. For a long time the and although the time limit for rewithout
theatre could do any business with
tion of the times. During the war outside brokers thought they were turns is set at 7:30, she usually rescalpers in providing them with
Couthoul was the putting something over When they turns them at 8 o'clock to the box
Mrs.
period
tickets at a premium or otherwise.
means of getting rid of a lot of bought tickets from her stands, but office.
In case the theatre was to accept
Time after time
and no one complained; since they have found the "Queen"
have I e n
any amount of money in excess of tickets, was grabbing and profit- had given orders to her employees turned away from people
everyone
box offices, whthe face value of the tlcki* the ordi-

but nance prescribed that the theatre
Everyorc would forfeit its license. The ordicf the hotel stands is just as busy, nance was introduced and passed
If not more so, selling theatre tickthrough the Council in a rush.
ets than they are the commodities.
After this had been accomplished
.As the business began to expand Mrs. Couthoui went to the theatre
Mrs. Couthoul began to realize what owners and told {hem that now as
•» big proposition it was and calcuthey were not permitted to do busilated It was one that she must get ness with the scalpers, she had a
Within her grasp; not allow other most interesting brokerage proposicalpers to get a foothold.
tion to tr.akc to them. She told them
Tho other brokers in the mean- that she would be in a position to
time saw the ••swath" Mrs. Couthoul handle a certain number of scats —
was cutting in the disposal of the- about 200 for each performance of
atre tlcketn and they commenced to every attraction and that sltr would
get after her in earnest. Kveryonc sell the.ve tickets a*, box oilice prices,
Went to the uir.erojs theatre man- but she must get a profit for doing
agers with flattering propositions this. This profit, h stated, would
'or the handling of soaifl.
They have to come from tin theatre* and
offered to and did pay premiums
not the pnti-on.

income and

now they arc

they can obtain tickets at box ofCouthoul stands,
cannot obtain them If their name
Isn't on tho "blue Ust"
There are
throe lists in tho Couthoul office.
The first list, held by Miss Morgan
flee prices at all

One

of

the
idea

riviii.rvr.s

told

her

was

jnost audacious
and that he couid not thl'il; of
such a thing. She replied that as
the thcatrcH of Chhago did ;ihout
busings*
JiO
of
their
per cent,
through the scalpers It might be a
good idea for him to give the matter

that

tile

and her
began to dwindle more consideration.
*

"The Queen'

eering, so

why

not she.

'71th the

to

sell

the tickets

to the

outside at 8 o'clock as

slump of show business, starting broker.
with the season of 1921, things took

a different angle.
The press agents of the managers
and producers in New York gave
out statements theatre tickets would
be sold at a lower s le. The dally
papers looking after this kind of
copy picked it up immediately, running editorials and news items
lowering of theatre
about tht
prices.
The producers reckoned
without the "Queen." They would
start out from New York i»nd play,
coming into Chicago at the newseason's prices, but

when they came

Chicago, in a conference between the theatre manager, the
show's representative and a repreinto

sentative of the "Queen':;" office
they would he shown the error ol
The prices would then
heir way.
no up for their Chicago run.
Ke«ps Prices Uo
Mrs. Couthoui and her employees
are well versed in their arguments
of why prices should be high In
She sets forth that she
Chicago.
I

Preferences Given
The theatre managers' argument
always has been, and especially
with Mrs. Couthoul, that they would
not sell that 15 per cent, and that
she has the necessary means of unloading to her clientele. This has
been proven to be wrong time after
time, but the man *ers have closed
their eyes.
Mrs. Couthoul cannot
make or break a show here. The
fair and the poor shows Lave all
failed, while the good shows have
been hurt through hor methods. The
managers know it is the people of
Chicago who support their chows,
not the transients or the buyers
that infest New York. In this town
it
is the home folks and not the
traveling public who are the thea-

many

as 150

have been dumped back.
With the Shubert forces

tic!

u

a
they trying to
limit her dump at sharp 7:30 and
up to 25 per cent, but these rules
are usually broken on a perpo i
phone call from the "Queen." Tho
"Queen's" attitude on prices is very
simple and her general argument i.i
to charge $3.50. knowing that at this
price the outside broker will personally have to pay $4.40, what,
with "digging," which gives the digger from 10 to 25 cents on each
ticket he can dig, Including an exlittle

more

it

is

difficult,

tregoers.

25 to someone In the theatre,
plus a CO cents profit ov
this,
forces the outside broker to charge
prohibited prices, while if the best
seats were scaled at $2.50 it would
allow the independi
broker to sell
all the way from $3.30 to $3.85 and

Mrs. Couthoui's stands are all located in hotels.
She must give
prefcren e
to
the
hotel guests.
Other preference is given to her
society clientele.
Tho public, al-.
though Informed by advertisements

customers to unload on.
Tho question has often arisen
from the New York producers why
has Mrs. Couthoui so much influ*
ence and how does she control the}
(Continued <m* rage I*
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pa|gn of stock sales In the Loew
tnoatre loobies wa^j undertaken, but
was only mildly successful. Immediately
thereafter
the
stock
dropped from between 21 and 28 (it
was; sold, to the public at $20 cash
it

on installments) to 19 and
The record of 19lM In the group of stock came into the new year or
amusement stocks listed on the New quoted at about 46 and has held lower, buyers in the theatre beYork Stock Exchange is a story of above that level continuously with came sellers on the exchange and
readjustment.
Drastic
marking the exception of a short period last brought new pressure to bear on the
down of quoted values has taken summer when it dropped back to price. Meanwhile box-office takings
place, but it has been a painful
process. As the year nears its end
the outlook is that the bottom has
been reached, and observers believe
that the spring of 1922 will see the
beginning of progress, slow, but

44 and a fraction, probably due to
a combination of tax selling, prof> j,sional
short operations and one
otper consideration.
This last influence is probably the Important
element in .a survey of the amusement leader and It goes back to the

fundamentally round.
In common with the whole com- flotation of the preferred.
mercial structure of the country the
The senior Issue calls for redempamusement business went off its tion in annual quotas at par of $100
balance during the three years of and a premium, and it is underwild Inflation up to and for the 12 stood that the company is. buying
months following the armistice. the stock In the open market and
What economists called "the silk cancelling It. The design of the
ahirt epidemic" swept the land. company officials naturally is to get
Average earnings mounted to un- the stock as low as possible, and
heard of heights and reckless spend- one way of making it cheap is to
ing developed into a carnival of ex- bear down on the common.
The
travagance. America was off on a two Issues obviously move together.
theatre spree.
Pressure on the common forces out
A public that was absorbing $18 the preferred and when the senior
•ilk shirts faster than the mills Issue is pressed for sale- the comcould turn them out made nothing pany can acquire it at low prices.
of sky-rocketing box office scales. But It can.be acquired only slowly
Money poured into the theatres. by this method and from time to
Any kind of a show could pile up time ma^Jor buying campaigns are
profits in spite of the staggering undertaken, always with a sharp
cost of doing business. The ques- upturn In the preferred and minor
tion was how to employ swelling advances in the common.
In one
surpluses. In addition to the profits session during the second week of
•

of the showmen themselves, outside
capital came in looking for an outlet.
Show business was up to its
neck in money, satisfaction and

last July the preferred m6ved up
from 79 to 86 on purchases of 1,200
shares, while the same day_the turn-

over in

optimism.
This was the situation up to November, 1919, when the greatest bull
market of the generation reached its
peak, the situation that set

common was

12.Q00 shares

declined in the Lpew houses as. In
the other theatres. The summer

all;

slump had come by early May, two
months earlier than In 1920 and a
month- earlier than- during the T>re
1

war

ing
for
every available dollar.
previous, emergency of the same
sort had been met by an additional
issue of, common slock (the company has no preferred outstanding),
but the investing market was in no
condition to absorb new issues last
June.
Resides, the first additional
issue had broughf up the question
whether or not the company could
issue new stock at will, a question
that disturbed the confidence of
shareholders.
*:*.
Discussion of all these clrcumV
stances made a new issue improve tltftl; theatre attendance continued
to drop in June and it presently became apparent from the steady decline of the stock that a passing of
the dividend was imminent. In one
session about the middle of June
prices crashed from 15 to 10 'anda few. days later announcement was
made that the third quarter payment would be omitted. The Xbevr
position was generally believed tS be.
.

A

'

and the price moved only two points
up.
Something of the same kind
happened- in April "when. 85,000 much more grave than
shares of common changed hanJs
the stage in one week with a minor advance,

most of the ills* that have, descended upon the amusement corporations in 1921. Under the impetus of easy profits the big companies like Loew's, Orpheum and
Famous Players embarked upon exThe
alted plans of enlargement.
stream of credits looked abundant
Inc.,
and. eternal. At one time Loew,
had about 50 theatres building or
under negotiation for purchase or
for

'

while

dealings

in

the

preferred

reached 2,500 and the quotations cot
within a fraction of 90. The inference might* be drawn "that an
inside pool was aiming to acquire
preferred uiTder; cover of* selling

It

•

-' (Continued* from

Page

1)

-

—

point is that the com- situation to tell the theatres what to
~
pany has apparently laid out a pro- charge.
for wiping out. the $19,000,090
Worth 1800,000

obligation as economically as poaeible

and

thus' undoing

the

evil

'~
;
Players, which had stood at 123 for business.
'."
the common, suffered severely in Its
Dividends Passed
preferred
flotation
of
$10,000,000
stock, which the common shareThe other two stocks, Leew and
holders declined to take up, throw- Orpheum, have been forced to the
ing it into the hands of the under- expedient of suspending dividends,
writers. The common had cased to Loew in June when the third quararound 65 about this time last year, ter dividend of 60 cents was passed
and when just before Christmas a and Orpheum in December when
tremendous wave of tax selling the last quarter disbursement of
came into the whole list, it broke 50 cents was withheld by vote of
disastrously to 40, the first of the the board.
In the case of Loew
amusements to disclose its situa- the company heads discovered, early
financial
men
in the year business was decreasing
tion in trading. Many
attribute the break directly as a and the now memorable campaign
consequence of the new senior issue, of theatre stock sales was underalthough the necessity of marking taken. At first It looked like a good
down inventories from war-time in- "business move to secure the goodflated levels played a part.
will and continued patronage to the
Famous l'layers was fortunate in Loew neighborhood houses by makbanking connections and ing the local public participating
strong
weathered the squall without being "partners" in the enterprise as
The stockholders.
force 1 to suspend dividends.
whirlwind cam-

A

Premfere^Danseuse, Capitol Theatre, New York.
Personal Direction: 8. L. ROTHAFEU
-Now 80th consecutive Week.

Ordinarily the passing of the dividend would have been discounted
earlier and a recovery would have
followed promptly on" the ne#s coming out. But in the «ase of Loew
(Continued on page, 3) ..
really was"

gram

Orpheum committed itself to brought about by wartime inflation.
the building of six costly new the- This movement probably is the most
atres Involving an ^investment of Interesting one in amusement stock
and
Famous Players dealings. That the company treas$6,000,000
floated a new issue of $10,000,000. ury la able to stand the strain of
This was the Inheritance the amuse- taking up the obligation without
ment stocks carried over into 1921. suspending, dividends.\ speaks volFamous at 123
umes for the favorable condition of
The year started badly. Famous its resources and the state of its

MLLE. MARIA GAMBARELLI

THE QUEEN OF THE SCALPERS

common. The

lease.

1

period.

Loew faced a- double embarrass:
ment Earnings were falling off
Just at ths time when the circuit's
theatre building program was call-

Mrs. couthoui is : independently
wealthy, rated at around. $800,000.
She has always found It to her advantage to have plenty of cash
money and is never afraid to gamble for influence, but never gam r
Dies on aV-show.
She has wormed
her *ay, by her financial means,
in, to the' majn. office* of uiittDst every
big manager, producer and theatre
owner who could, possibly mean
anything for her own end. Treasurers have been bribed outright,
treasurers have been, gifted until
they retired, treasurers have been
loaned money and treasurers have
been "Jobbed." Theatre managers
were gotten in the same way. Her
tips on the stock market have been
found 100 per cent, sure and her advice on investments is looked upon
as infallible. Several stories, which
'

•

.

dous profit to Mrs. Couthoui -for the
first six or eight weeks, but after
that,
with all the, independent
brokers combining, not allowing her
to sell them any tickets whatsoever,
she was caught with a -white elephant on 'her hands;
The first
couple of days her "dump" back
was accepted by the theatre, whereupon Houseman started a little Investigation and called a halt. Mrs.
Couthoui immediately- called Nat
Royster, the Cornstock & Gest representative and house manager,' into
her private office, btit Mr. Royster
could do nothing for' her. She also
failed in an appeal to Mr. Houseman. She threatened, cajoled and
humored. Then she < took a train
*

for-

New

York, and in

M

t

W

"Her BeysMrs. Couthoui never overlooks aa
opportunity to take care, as she
calls it, of "her boys." meaning the
treasurer and house manager. Bhe
never fails to see that they get a
fat Xmas check, and one year she
gave every house manager for the
Erlanger- Powers houses a $1.0*9
check for Vacation money, besides
having several independent dealt
with each house manager for side
investments.
She is the largest
contributor to the Treasurers' Club
annual ball and* program, and It has
been said that a treasurer who is

working can always borrow up to
$5,000 for almost any purpose, or
any plausible excuse.' -Her

with

charities are unlimited In taking
care of the underpaid treasurers,

sion with Mr. Cornstock. who used that is soon enough.
his good offices with the Selwyns,

Mrs. Couthoui is said to be tare/
some arrangement was made.
largest
and wealthiest business'
With the Erlanger forces here she woman in Chicago, conducting, be*
put over her deal direct with Harry entire business herself.
She has

Powers, who is really the backbone also made the people with her, -dl#
her Influence.
Mr.
rectly or morally interested, inde«
pendently wealthy, this list taking
In treasurers, house managers andj

of

..

\^l£ $

i

Selwyns. A deal was also put over
for Florence Reed, another Selwyn
show, but it is said that the Selwyns
were shown the error of their ways,
especially with building their own
theatre here, as they are now doing."'

and many times she has even forced
loans on them without a scratch of
a pen, with a little pat on the shoula private ses- der, and if they never pay it backy

Powers, .in
have been checked up and con- conjunction with Mr.
Erlanger, confirmed, have been told about the trols several
of the best theatres in
way the "Queen" has found entrance the city. There is said
to be a writinto several theatres.
ten agreement between Mr, .Powers
and
Mrs.
Co
ithoui
that forces all
Her Meant of Entry
shows playing his theatres Into acThe one generally circulated is cepting her propositions. Her inabout Cornstock & Gest.
During fluence with this office is said to
the influenza panic this Arm had date back many, many years ago,
several shows coming into this ter- when Mr. Powers was not an Inritory with New York reputations, fluential in show business as
he Is
but money was needed to tide them today.
over.
A loan was arranged with
The Ghost Stalks
Mrs. Couthoui for $21,000, to be paid
With the Shubert forces money
back by turning over all the tickets also figured
for influence, namely,
of the show that came into the a 50
'°°0 loan, according to report.
*
ou received her
t n Salle
««n theatre.
»H An
v
i
La
She
and often the ghost of this loan has
tickets, the show was a success,
[.talked into the. arguments
shj got her money back, and no cam « to llirht ,i,,Hn«T t!«"xVi i Thh
hi
™* n w.
tickets were available outside, only
r
t
ft
through her agencies.
This loan clty
T
he star's^ Edde Cantor)
was said to be arranged' through contract Is said
to call
™
for
a
12 50
°™
* ^50
Mr. Cornstock
considered a per- top
TnIs prIce
&
%ogue dm
sonal favor Jo hjm, but when his lng
tnc
3t port
portion of his run.
partner, Mr. Gest, wanted the same
when it is said this show averaged
favor he was told ""fchat it was imaround 125,000 fcross weekly for
possible, as mon.ey^was_fCArce, but
their first 20 weeks.
Upon coming
she would arrange "jo" negot fate his
into Chicago a raise was talked
notes or give him predated
*

pendent houses (La Salle and Cort)
and both shows belonging to the

™g^*

.

.

.

i

™

^

circuit representatives.
She con,*;
ducts her own cigar and .ospidy fac*r
tories and clearing house for period,*'
icals.
She intimated to this paper.
that she was Influential enough t*>:
throw Variety off of her stands, an4.
informed the paper that she was thSr
largest distributor of Variety i»
Chicago, which she Is.
/
As far as making or breaking
shows, there is one theatre in Chi*
cago that has had as many hits
and long runs as any theatre in.'
this city, and withstands all persuasion and threats and does not
do business with her. This is the
Cort theatre. It has been impossible for Mrs.
Couthoui to take
credit for .any of its successes and
at the present time it is playing
"Nice People" to the biggest nonmusical business in Chicago, wKh.
•

the
public
clamoring for seats,
without the aid of Mrs. Florence
Couthoui, "Queen of the Scalpers,".

checks. about.

The star, who owns 25 per
cent, of the show besides 10 per
cent, of the gross, rebelled, claimof Mr. Ge£Ts^ ing
high prices would injure th«-

Tills offer was turned* down^'wlth a
fight
ensuing , between* Gest and

Couthoui. When one
spectacles came to Chicago "ptfge
ads were run to announce to* tho
public the scalpers wouldn't be
allowed to handle the Tickets, bat
on a personal appeal frqm Mrs.
Couthoui to Mr. Cornstock, Gest rescinded his orders, and Mrs. Couthoui got her tickets.
This should
have evened up favors, but not with
Mrs. Couthoui; sho must have nix
for one or it is a bad Investment.
When "Tea for Three." the Selwyn
production, came into the Cornstock
& Cost house (La Sallo) she bought
out for a certain number of weeks
the lower floor, but through the

business and not allow him to play
to capacity and to the public. It is
said that Mrs. Couthoui was closeted
with J. J. Garrity, the Shubert representative here, from 11 at night
until 3 in the morning, thrashing
the matter out. The argument was
not settled until 12 o'clock of tinday that ths show opened Mrs.

—

Couthoui winning and putting into
effect

The

the price of $3.30
first
day. of the

and -$3.Sf>
show hen

tickets were sold for $2.50 and som<
at $3.85, with several people siuin

in the first live rows for one pri<
and people sitting behind them
maneuvering of Lou Houseman, the
a higher price.
Selwyn representative, it became an
It is said that there are only tw<
outright buy. This was a tremeninstances where Mrs. Couthoui was
forced into a direct buy and made
to live up to her agreement— the
ALL.
shows are "Tea for Three" and
l"Smllln' Through," both at indeJ"..;
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THE CABARET

NAME AUTHORIZED AGENTS
and Keith's (Western) Post

Association

—

List

Acts Imposturing
Notice,
Chicago"
Confusion
in
Created
Protect

to

Chicago, Dec. 28.
Unprecedented in vaudeville, a llet
agents was Issued
•f authorised
of tne Western
hy J. J- N» 8n
Association,
Managers*
Vaudeville
of the B. F.
gna C. S. Humphries,
week. It inKeith (Western) this
of,a 11 agents percludes the names
on the asoobusiness
do
to
mitted

'

'

clatlon's floor.

Among the agencies mentioned
the Advertising
tod announced in
of Variety are
acction of this issue
Billsbury,
John H. B.ntley. John H.
Cortelyou,
Burt
Duscy.
Cohen &
Perkins.
Eurl
&
Goldsmith,
&
Eag'e

they were unable

compared with New York
there's an officer stationed in
haunts;
where even the
illusive "speak-easies" have to come
across
for
protection.
The Canaawful the cabaret and restaurant
business has been. Out of town and dian job is really the Mecca of all
up in Canada it is another story. cabaret performers these days. They
There they are making money, prefer to get to a country where
everybody is prospering, cabaret they can get a drink for something

and

Agents

acts,

where

public

artists are getting twice as much
for their engagements as they do
in New York and things are wider
open.

do business with
the imposters
were offering more money, to cause
confusion or desertion.

own

their

dom

In New York the cabaret situation the past season has been terrible.
There is no appellation in
the lexicon to describe just how

to

as

Whore girls a couple years ago
would never think of le ving New
York for Philadelphia or Baltimore

When

the list was posted acts
were cautidfled to make certain they
business
do
only with the authorized
V. M. T». A. and Keith
Western
agents,
otherwise
those
circuits
would not be in u position to afford
acts protection.

WALMAN
FLYNN & KENNY

Direction:

ple who In former months would
have laughed at a cabaret engagement, that are now haunting the
agencies for openings which are not
'

to be had.
Many of the cabarets have been
forced to shut down. All that remains in New York really worth

Lew M.

Young.
rear.cn for the

The

How-

for all their willingness to
their native Broadway the
prime obstacle now is that so manyothers are just as willing.
Billy Curtis, one of New York's

job,

Goldberg.
Max Holpcrir.. Dilly Jackson. Powell
Simon
Powell.
Tom
Danforth.
&
Agency, Hurry AY. SpingoUl. Ernie

Freeman,

Jesse

than a king's ransom.

leave

leading cabaret bookers, estimates
that there are tw
ty applicants for
they clan. or to
one position. This situation has beleave town and paradoxically prefer
come
more
stringent the past few
Montreal or some other Canadian
weeks, what with the tlgh. vaudemetropolis to appear in than here.
ville situation.
It is surprising the
Out of town, oven in these "dry"
cabaret
agents the number of
Tinted State , there is a little fre'.vaudeville and musical comely peofor a cabaret

THK INTERNATIONAL WH1HTI KB
Now Playing Keith Circuit.

less

ever,

while are Belsenweber's, Healy's.
Shanley's. the Cafe de Pa.is, Little
Club, Palais Royal, Folles Bergero.
and a couple others, where a score
or more attracted the natives formerly. The lodestone employed to
attract the patrons ranges from engaging leading dance orchestras to
elaborate "impromptu" vaudeville
entertainments.
The patron is
"nicked" heavy for couvert, the food
and the thrill are lacking and patronage slack. Why? Prohibition.
The summer resorts suffered similarly.
In Atlantic Ci.y many an
evening at the leading cabarets, say
the Blacks tone or elsewhere, there
were barely four parties in the place

announcement

or more of unreliable
a the score
independent agents around here who
about Chicago,
going
have been
performeis
for
promising routes
through the B. F. Keith (Western)
and W. V. M. A. offices. These men
have represented themse'.vcs as connected wilh the two circuits, and
most instances promised acts
in
blanket contractu from 20 to 25
weeks, and usually at salaries in
c.:ceas of those offeree by author-

l

ized agencies?.

Complaint after complaint came
above oftlccs regarding the
dltuatlon from acts and agents. The
infrequently said that they
not
acts
refused to accept engagements, as
the agents represented themselves
as emissaries of these circuits, and
had promised to deliver contracts by
9 certain time and had failed. As a
result, the acts said they had lost
considerable- work.
The regular
agents said that on many occasions
into the

at one time. It was ".isastrous.
Prohibition has been the curso
of the cabarets. It Is now confining
people to their homes or to clubs
where they can indulge in "locker"
i

plrits.

Volstead tho Answer

Admittedly prohibition has been
a Joke, but certainly no laughing
matter as far as the cabarets are
concerned.

Out of town the cabaret has
proved rather prosperous, particu-

MYHARRY
AGENT
BREEN

.

Baltimore, Boston, PhilaPittsburgh, Chicago, ftt.
Louis and New Orleans. Everything
is more or less wide open and business continues favorably propor-

larly

in
delphia,

By

See him

As

like Hermis
He hurries up
The Palace stairs;
The Palace
Well named, I own,
For there
The King

EDWIN GEORGE BEAT JAMES J. CORBETT
Not at fighting but at playing

•

And Cabinet
Bit enthroned.

speak not from envy,
Only idleness;
Lo; how he flys to them,
Sighs to them,

I

to them;
is wise to them,
Goes to them,
Shows to them,
With open book,
How much -they are
In need of
Iiies

He who

A

v

Jester.

Here, there.

Everywhere
Bills are $llcd;
Well, somewhere
In this sad land

They must need a
Jester.

v

Not one of Kcstcr-jV
icars,
But of today,

A

friend like

knew—

Hamlet

A

He's alone

Head and heart
And funny bone.
No sense, nonsense;
Buy a fool for

ter
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"Krcrpthit'Q i n Attnr
for the
Theatre"
40(1, Street.
York Vitj
Brooklet So. I J

VW*i

»w

lied to

<

New

and
high

1 1

la!e in
(I

::ti

:,
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Apnl got up to t'e- m ir's
when tlieie was •'Vii''

y.

tad; of an e\:ra dividend
<d ^.raoi ahy.
e
The' i-i !
i:
'

i

>

;

bat.

ered, with their entertainment idea.
As far as the future is concerned,
the
it all depends on liquor and
Otherwise it's not so coed
prices.
as
same
the
remain
will
things
and
Abel.
during the past year.

between eight and
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cline has since progressed further,
to five and below. No one knows
much about the inner situation. But

the stock never has paid a dividend
and has no following. Its only upward move was based on potent, a!
movements In Triangle, which went profits from "Theodora." which
through all the ground betweei. 20 proved a draw at the Astor, \v-v
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than 27 dining January.

amply justified early
in February, when tin* annual slatement covering the business for 1920
came out. It showed a highly favor-

T «»ke

of tho smaller places in

to 10 was attributed to a conflict
The quotations slumped to below within the company, but this was
seven when the film was released to settled as far as surface Indications
the plct-jre houses as a means of went nearly a year ago, and the de-

meet adversity.

optimism

net ?

Some

HOPPK.

writers put out the Issue at 15 and
it held thereabouts in the, outside
market on the strength of big profits secured from the exhibition of
"Way Down East," which is said to
have earned several years' dividends.

the hist of the group
It entered the
year in excellent shape, ruling bet-

Last hid, who did
I hear say

<

floating

Orpheum was

to

Fifty cents

s «'"d him to Phillv.
it. will he?
The William Penn Kot that again!
Pour on Saturday.
Thanks, amen.
How's Toronto?
Continued on pam

advance of the

stock to around the 15 level. Company insiders are reliably reported
to have bought to the limit of their
resources around 14. Theatrical gossip puts an extremely favorable aspect on the future of the company.

Uu.v him, try hlrn,

Willie

York that cannot be termed strictly
cabarets still keep a few struggling
The above match was played in Grand Rapids,
agents alive and kicking. These inMR. GEORGE DEFEATING MR. CORBETT 10 TO 9.
clude a number of Chinese restaurants that book a cheap show put
income
the
no
intimation
in
of anything the matter out in September
together by some gambling producer
AMUSEMENT MARKET
with the situation came out. As late profit and loss statement, which dis- for the 20 or 30 cents couvert he may
(Continued from page 2)
as the middle of June the price held closed an operating deficit for the get.
;he crash came too suddenly to be to better than 26. The market had six months to June 1 of about 1137,As a solution to this acute probmet by the usual procedure. The not begun to discount a reverse un- 000.
lem, a cabaret circuit idea is being
price held below 11 until the end of til well Into July. In the third week
The president did not specify the experimented with by a few comthe summer.
of that month quotations had gotten probable period during which the panies. The wholesale producing of
The market heard nothing encour- into new low ground at 20, and from circuit would omit payments, the cabaret attractions evidently is
aging and many believed the stock there progressive weakness devel- vote being "to pass the dividend on looked upon as something of a
would go to eight before it started oped until in August the bottom of the common stock for the present." worth -while idea. Henry Fink is
upward ynder inside buying to dis- 16% was established. Dec. 1 the ex- The situation is not entirely clear trying it So is Hie Walter Windsor
count betterment Meanwhile orders treme low of 14 was reached.
in detail to the trading world, but Attractions Co. and a minor comwere placed with brokerage houses
This decline apparently discounted the balance sheet as of Dec. 30 will pany it controls caters strictly to
This into execute at eight or nine. By the in advance the situation which came supply all data, although probably the Chinese restaurants.
end of the summer it had not fallen
the complexion of that statement terchange of shows among* three
below 10, but remained below 12.
will be forecast in the* movement of or four affiliated restaurants thus
gives each place a new show every
With the opening of the new season
prices before It comes out
theatres
bethe Loew metropolitan
The interesting developments on few weeks,, and has proven quite
gan to show a healthy demand at
the Curb were the beginning of feasible in a small way.
All of the big Broadway resorts
the box office- and while the houses
trading in IX W. Griffith, Inc.
throughout the country were "spotGriffith had declined to accept the have been none too strong finanmeet
this year, although some have
sufficient
to
cially
was
business
ty,"
terms of the bankers to finance his
the situation. This betterment is reproductions and took the method of caught on nicely, all things considflected in the gradual
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HAVING DEFEATED MB. CORBETT, MR. GEORGE would like to meet
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47TH STREETS CURE

JUST
OM

0MTM,

3.

K.

tat

Hla charity aarvad aa a staff.
artist ha was, and hla talanta
A favorita mada him for yaara
With a pub is whoas avsry amotion
Ho swayed botwaon taughtor and tear*.

An

I

to."

"It's enough to make an anarchist out of anyone the way they run
things up-slairs and around the corner," continued the first speaker,
"and it's about time they got hep to themselves and started givin* real
acts a crack at the big-time houses."
"They talk about this Joint next door, but to me It's softer than the
there Monday and of all the April fool
Strand, Watertown.
I went
humpty-dumpty audiences, that's them. They're laughing when they buy

But God, what a crenkl He was always
In turmoil and etWfe without and;
Tomparamont mada him obnoxious
Not only to fas but to friend.
Hia rush through tha stags door on Monday

HOLIDAY CiRKETINGS
TO ALL MY HUENDN

their tickets.
"The old bladder and hoke cripples them, and then the booker will tell
If they can show
you that you ain't classy enough for the Palace.
me a softer mob to make good in front of, they can have my script and
I'll wash up.
"Every time they get a guy in there who ain't smothered under a eye,
and is doln* real comedy, they wear out three pencils tryin' to move him
around somewhere that he can't break up the show.

Seared dieeipfine into tho

Hs

FROM
In

j

''BAD

"But what can you expect when they take some shoe clerk In the
give him a job as«istin' one of them bookers who is too lazy to get!
off his stool, and then send him out to catch acts and sign the entrance
book at the houses the booker is supposed to catch. Them giboneys
wouldn't know a good act if it jumped up nnd bit them. This season, they,
tell me to go and get a new act and 1 would have no trouble grabbln'
the New York houses. I have played the one I got all over the Orpheum
and everywhere else, always gettin' good reports and keepln* goin', but
I want to crash in around here, for makin* good in Denver don't mean a
thing.* You might just as well be out of the show business when you're
away from this burg.
"Well, I fall for their spiel, get myself an author and a new drop; put
the big shoes In camphor and break it in. Then they hand me a lot of
cans to play where 1 ruined them with the old hoke. but where the wise
line of chatter I brought sounds like the constitution of Egypt, -and what's
One of them grocery clerks is out front and dashes back
the result?
to his booker, tells him I flopped, and when my agent offers me to a guy
slab they send for the report from the clam shell, and
regular
who books a
there you arc.

and Co.

Jr.,

Circuit

WEEK" GOOD

j

office,
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THEATRES

loudly insisted thst his

Alono should appear

Managers Over There Cheerful Last Week
Only One
Loser Openings Jan. 9

—

for you, one of them guys on the Variety
catches you and says you have ability but you need material. I always
figured them babies got a kick back fiom the authors, for every time
one of them need-material notices hit me some author's runner would
it

nsms

ths

lights.

my

Tho course ho had followed so longBut somehow he just couldn't stop it,
Applauss had got undsr his akin.
So he threw good resolvss in the discard
And played up the swell head to win.

Philadelphia. Dec. 28.
Philadelphia theatre managers did
not have to wait until Christmas to
get cheerful this year.
Much to
everyone's surprise the week before
the holidays was one of fine money
for all the houses except one. This,
with the almost assured big business of Christmas and New Year's
week, has put everybody in an optimistic frame of mind here.
The one loser during the notoriously bad week was "Afgar," which

THE VARIETY GUY8

in

children, this bird .was
Tos wiss not to know hs was wrong,
In the depths of his soul hs regretted

But, listen,

—

~

Ha had ts bs first at* rohssrsst.
With orohostrao wont to tho mat.
His drsssing room had to bo changed, or
He'd walk out and loavs tho show flat.
Ho would not mako cuts whon roquostod,
Hio plaooo on bills cslkd for fights,

"HUNTING"

Playing Orpheum,

fliee,

fumad and hs rsvsd absut

blustorod* ha

Evsrything undsr ths skisa.

ANNA VIVIAN

|

in order to cinch

)

wu m big ao Ms bankroll,
Ha Mattered his money rile* chaff.
To thtss wha wara needy and troubled

Hum

"Then

a*tar

fib*

HODGDON

Hit heart

1

'Me

«f

By

'Hello, baby, wliai's new," said the 47th street regular as he inhaled
his morning Java.
"New York. New Haven, Nc w London," responded his actor-pal, moving over from a side table, taking bis caffVne with him.
"Are you workin'," said the li.-Ht knight of the grease paint.
"No; what're you doin?" was ihc~re«-ponsive erack.
"Im on tlie bill with you." «li.-.vi.»u.- t»Lit*'ly r< plied the vacationist, "and
if they keep on sendin'
olllcc boys out to report on act.», it don't
look like I'll ever work again."

A TYPE

Came a day when suddenly strick-sn.
And brought low with anguish and pain
To hospital cot, grim reflections
Of mieery surged through his brain.
His ego slipped off like a garmont,
Hit vision through suffering cleared;
He csneed all the joys ho had micced throw:

The wall that

I-

his selfishness reared.

The docto:s prepared

to explore him,
nurse held a sponge to his nose,
oblivion
he
s'lid
into
'ere
The faintest of whispers arose;
And this was the softly breathed message
That came from the surgical couch
"Say, Doc, whon you'vs fixed that appendix*
You may as well cut out my Grouch."

never caught on 'at all and dropped
to a scant $10,000.
On the other
hand, "Bull Dog Drummond," at the
dash back the next day and tell me about the length of the route I could Garrick, maintained its unusual
cop with an act written by so and so."
record of pulling up every week of
"That's right," said his pal, "and I think they use them pans to put the Its four here, and ended with a gross
razor on your salary, for every time you ask for more sugar they tell close to $16,000. It has all the earmarks of an exceptional hit. "The
you your lucky your workin'."
Yes, and that ain't all," continued the monolo^lst. "Them critics don't Broadway Whirl," which also startdoubtfully at the Forrest, cleaned
know any more about this racket than the law allows either. Most of aed neat
$21,000 during the boforethem aro cx-actors that couldn't get by, po they turned around and Christmas week, and "The Bat" restarted guessin what's the matter with the guys who are workin* and covered from Its brief slump and
get paid for it. Can you imagine anything softer than sittin' out front did nearly $13,000.
Ethel Barrylook in nt you, and me hoppln* a buck with the sweat runnln' out of our more in 'Declasse" did the expecteyes, talkin' to a swell moll that they crash in with them without even ed by cleaning up in its opening
week with $14,000. not much under
payin* war tax, and then goin' ba^k to tho office and writln', 'Get Up
capacity. The Shubert and Walnut
Napoleon, Small-Time Bound.'
were both closed.
"I know a coupla them eggs and they're hard boiled. They ride around
Of the Christmas week openings
In their own cars, wear Mack clothes, and then tell you you can't buy a "The Passing Show" and 'The Bad
I'd hate to leave a century under their pillow. Man" (Walnut) look the best.
notice in their paper.
The
former, at the Shubert, has a credFor that much kale they would O. K. Ben Shaffer playin' 'Hamlet.'
itable
advance
sale
and
the
latter
is
"They talk about too many acts, too many acts, but when you go in
figured to pLk up nightly, as it has
and look at some of these acts that play around here season after neason in
other cities, and should get a tine
without ever goin' west of Philly, you begin to figure that they're all first running start with the holidays and
cousins. They don't tell them babies to go and get a new act. They take out some clever advertising.
"Broadway Rose" and put in another one that's been plugged, and the
The Famous Mrs. Fair." playing
agent sells, them the next season for a brand new act. It's a wonder a second engagement here, is figure,
some of tho people in this burg don't get ordered away for a change to be a money-maker during its two
weeks on the strength of the stars,
of scenery after watchin' ?ome of them year after year.
"Another thing that gives me a pain in the ear in these guys writin' although "Declasse" will probably
get the cream of the elite trade.
to the artists' Forum about stealin' material and gags. Why, if I started "Mrs. Fair'' is at the Garrick this
reciting the 10 Commandments tomorrow night from the stage, in a week time. This house has had some of
there would be ten of them writin* letters to the artists' Forum that I the ...ye.'ir's best shows, but so far is
copped the dialog while they played on the bill with me ut Pine Bluff, Ark. a good bit behind last year's money.
"The Wandering Jew" the last
"The last time I met my agent ho cracks about goin* West again, and
about all tho acts wantin' to play in New York. I tod him I wouldn't go legit show at tho Forrest, which
goes
over to pictures, with Griffith's
out of New York again if I take the old banjo out of hock and go diggin' "Orphans of the Storm'*
Jan. 9 is
sewers. If that bird ever played some of them towns and spent an ex- also in for two weeks. With an ex(Continued on page 97)
pensive show like this big houses
will be needed, but the management
figures that this show, like "P»enHur," is a good holiday draw, with

A

But

•

—

—

i

the probability of pulling some people who are not regular theatregoers.
"Red Pepper," at the Lyric, the
only straight musical comedy in

town, has Mclntyre and Heath to
draw for it, but is a comparatively
new show and may not get the holi-

day regulars. It is also in for only
two weeks.
These three short engagement
shows will result In a number of
openings Jan. 9* In addition to the
Griffith picture, there will be the
Ziegfeld -Frolic," with Will Rogers.
This is coming to the Garrick (because of the picture at the Forrest)
and will have a $3 top, the first to
come here since early in the fall.
The Garrick Is not regularly a musical comedy house, but will probably be played as such for the rest
of the season or until the syndicate
people get their new house here
built.
This will leave only the
Broad for straight nnn -musical
shows. The other openings Jan. 9
are "Only 38," with Mary Ryan at
the Broad, and "Ladies Night," at
the Lyric.

In

BOBBIE TREMAINE

Her Newest Dance Creations With Santos nnd Hayes Kevue.
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SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL

Lawrence Schwab
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par at Mt. Vernon, N.

Marie Gas-
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Win

it.

go

he

plc.yir.v.

Island.
set-

it,

Kd—

No. next summer.
Ait m still open,

do yon do?

Cant make

re's

He's a hummer;
(Jo tcnighl,

Agent hoping

Fine,

a nut?
All booked, but Second spot?
Sure, why not?
He'll take it,

llddle.

beguiling.

J'o

I'll

higher
ready

smiling

Coney

floldie,

How

m-i-

I'dtiic

Arc soon parted;
Agent do\vnh< arted?
Not he.

how are you?
Busy suwing a v.il.:ry

Act*!- all
I'll

his route

Want

Majestic, Utica, Changes Policy
The Majestic, playing dramatic
stock-since July, with the Majestic
Players as the attraction, will switch
to pop vaudeville Jan. 2. The stock
closes Saturday.

He comes

(Continued from ;»v,c
Won't do there;
Strange he went pood
In Montclair

ii.

<•.

Something falls
OJ Hidiol.cn.

How

he tears

.lust

an Agent

No one cares.
Tempua fugit, ~
N.

He'll

Wait around
Another day.
llokey pokey

fit

in

it

nifty.

Wire him Newark.
Last half;
Sixty-two

Waste

\
fifty.

of wire,

•.

.

I'p and down
The Palace stairs
Sec him hurry.

Prico too high.
Can't buy.
Wait a minute,

Nice and

•

V. A.

My

black hen;

get work,
But nod knows when
I'll
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'THE JAP"
By TAMEO KAJIYAMA
Having received a request to prepare an article dealing with the atAmerican public in general toward the Japanese, as I have
titude of the
with an explanation of the process by
learned in my travels together
which I train myself in my stage work and how I keep myself in condition
herewith
to
give
a brief account of my experience as a
for it, I am pleased
Japanese in this country.
When a foreigner living in the United States attempts to describe the
people towards him and the manner in which
attitude of the American
la being treated, the task is not an easy one.
be has been or
Those who hare never lived In a foreign country (and there are so
not be able to understand just how it feels
* ew that have) would

proper authority and filed a oomplalnt with a specific understanding that
v boy waa not t be punished; but that he was to be given advice not
t
to do it again.
The following day the boy's sister came to my studio to apologize
for what her brother had don* to me the previous day. When I told her
that her apology was accepted, she called the boy, who was accompanied
by a dosen other boys, all of whom had taken part In the pursuit. I
welcomed and greeted them with hearty handshakes. Then, all of us
marched to the City Hall and withdrew the charge. On our way back
I took all of them to a drug store and treated them to all tho ice-cream
they could eat. After the festivity we shook hands and parted.
Thereafter I became very popular among the newsboys of the city, because the boy was the leader of the gang. Every time I encounter one
of them he would offer me a paper. To them I was no longer the Japanese
that they read about on the first page of their newspapers; for then the
so-called anti-Japanese propaganda was at its height on the Pacific Coast.
When we learn to know a person Intimately he is seldom as bad or as
good as we expected. Morally our inmost thoughts are almost the same.
We are, to some extent, more or less selfish In our desires. But all hearts
beat alike.
Some day when our souls are liberated from the grip of
physical bondage we shall at last be able to see others with unbiased
eyes and Judge them justly and unerringly.
Perhaps some of the readers may think that if I could have my own
way I would rather had been born an American than to have been a
Japanese, so that I could enjoy the liberty, privilege and opportunities
of an American. But such is hot really the case. Although I admire the
frankness, enthusiasm, progresslveness and blg-heartedness of the Amerlean people, and fully recognize the wonderful opportunities and incentives that the people of America can find in their country, I am perfectly content with what I am. and have no desire to be other than that
which Qod had intended me to be. For I am a firm believer in the powers
of God and know that he never makes a mistake.
I know that as a
Japanese I can best fulfill my duties to the society as a man.
I admit that because I am a Japanese and happened to be living in a
foreign country I experienced some disadvantages.
But, at the same
time, I have also found a great deal of advantages that would have been
Impossible had I been an American. Justice is indeed the ultimate judgment of God! (When I mention God in this article I do not speak of Him
religiously, but as an omnipotent, omnipresent, omniscient and Almighty
psychical being which governs and controls all things that exist in the

very
be in a strange land where they are unknown and may be regarded
as intruders.
Nowhere In the world are Japanese regarded as Intellectually inferior;
as racially, though not nationally or diplomatically,
but socially as well
the peoples occupying secondary position in the
they are classed among
of the races.
So when I found myself for the first time in America, the odds were
being unable to speak the language the I
already against me, besides
greatest disadvantage that anyone could have when in a foreign land.
Besides, when one goes to a foreign country, his Individuality ceases
He is generally called not by his name, but by his
to be recognised.
nationality. If an American happens to be on a street of London and
becomes entangled in a quarrel, he will not be Identified as so and so;
From
but as an American. So It is with every Japanese in this country.
among
the viewpoint of the Americans in general there is no individuality
to
otherwise,
bad,
good
educated
or
Japanese,
or
Every
Japanese.
the
Tokugawa
the American people. Is Just a "Jap." His name may be Prince
is
difference.
He
of
or Tameo Kajiyama, it does not make a particle
just a "Jap." and is treated as such until he becomes well known among
those with whom he associates. Then, and only then shall his personality
be identified and measured for comparison and consideration.
universe.)
It is for this reason that, although I have lived in this country ever
As Tameo Kajiyama I have never been insulted or treated discrimsince I was a boy of 15 and have constantly associated with the Amerinate ly, which Indeed is a source of great satisfaction and pleasure. But
ican people, adapted American customs and ideals, and today I think and
a "Jap" hardly a day passes without encountering an embarrassing
as
from
depart
American,
as
soon
as
I
live absolutely the same as an
American friends and acquaintances and enter into a community of situation or coming in contact with some person or persons deliberately
showing their discriminatory and narrow-minded views of racial prejudice
strangers I at once become one of the "Japs"; although It Is not at all
and speak or act accordingly toward me. Some seem to take a delight in
difficult for any Japanese to become assimlliated with all things AmerInsulting,
being unkind and contemptible to others.
sentiment
public
and
the
condition
time,
the
present
ican; at least, at the
I think in justice to the American people In general it is not Inapare, to a great extent, the vicrefuse to accept that assimilation.
propriate
to mention here that all the insult and the ill-treatments
are not as yet strong enough in our contims of public opinion.
Instead, we submit to the which I received since I came to America came not from the thinking
viction to free ourselves from its bondage.
commanding voice of public opinion and regulate our actions accordingly, class, or even the ordinary type of the Americans. The mischiefs were
usually enacted either by irrepressible boys, intoxicated persons or some
whether we wont to or not.
sojourn in America in the past 20 years as a "Jap," of the selfish and narrow-minded elements that evidently have no conSo, during
sideration for welfare or feeling of others.
I have had various experiences that can be termed as having been quite
The story of the mischievous boy in Tacoma shows beyond all doubt
adventurous; some pleasant and some otherwise. Here Is one from among
that the expression of racial hatred and prejudice emanate from mlsunthose I described as being "otherwise":
( Continued on page 17)
I
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my

We

We

my
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AN INCIDENT WITH 80ME "PATRIOTIC" BOYS

was one afternoon in the year 1908 I was walking through the main
street of Tacoma, when I noticed six or seven boys of mischievous age
standing by a telephone pole whispering to each other as I passed. When
I was about five yards away from them I felt a sting or cut on the
back of my neck, and in feeling it with my hand, to my great astonishment, I found that my neck and collar were covered with blood.
I quickly turned around and looked toward the group of the boys I
had just passed. They were also looking at me, not laughingly, but in
perturbance, for the boy who allng-shotted at me really did not anticipate
I stood there looking at them trying to
that he would hit the mark.
And as I began to walk toward them, one
determine the guilty one.
went after him. As I crossed the street
once
started to run away. I at
in my pursuit of the boy the rest of the boys followed me and soon a
mob was behind us, After a chase of about three blocks I finally captured him. Holding his arms behind his back I quietly told him that
I was not going to hurt him; but that I was going to take him to the
police station end have the captain give him a few words of advice. He
refused to listen and began to shout at the top of hla voice, "Let me go,
However, as I was leading him toward
let me go, you are hurting me!"
the station a mob of boys, led by the boy's elder brother, surrounded me
and helped the boy to escape. I chased him again, but he finally managed
t
disappear.
Then, the crowd gathered about me, some expressing
sympathy while others helped to clean the blood which by now had
Many came around and asked what the
covered my neck and collar.

"Maids of America"

New York

Albany.
"Mischief Makers" 2 Star Brooklyn 9

BURLESQUE ROUTES
(Jsnusry 2-9)
2 Gayety Baltimore
9 Capitol Washington.
"Bathing Beauties" 2 Lyric Newark 9 Olympic New York.
"Beauty Revue" 2 Garrlck St
Louis 9 Century Kansas City.
"Big Jamboree" 2 Gayety Omaha
9 Gayety Kansas City.
"Big Wonder Show" 2 Gayety
Washington 9 Gayety Pittsburgh.

"Baby Bears"

Broadway"

"Bits of
sas City

9LO.

2

Gayety Kan-

"Bon Ton Girls" 2 Hurtlg ft Seamen's New York 9 Empire Brooklyn.

"Bowery Burlesquers"
Jersey City

ILO.

2

Majestic

"Broadway Scandals" 2 Empire
Cleveland 9 Penn Circuit.
"Cabaret Girls"

2 L. O. 9

Academy

Buffalo.

"Chic Chic" 2 Avenue Detroit 9
Engelwood Chicago.
tt able
"Cuddle Up" Gayety Buffalo 9
In explaining the incident to the crowd, I emphasized the fact that Gayety Rochester.
"Dixson's Big Revue" 2 Gayety
the boys were not to bo blamed, because they are boys and did not know
Chicago.
any better. In fact, I said that I admired them as being patriotic. Being Milwaukee 9 Haymarket
"Flashlights of 1921" 2 Star ft Garthe
day
about
every
newspapers
American boys, reading the headlines in
ter Chicago 9 Gayety Detroit.
possibility of
war between the United States and Japan, it waa only
"Follies of Day" 2 Gayety Detroit
natural that the heart of young America be embittered toward the Japan- 9 Gayety Toronto.
"Follies of New York" 2 Allen
ese. While I was thus speaking, an old gentleman came to me and, shaking my hand, advised me to make a charge against the boy, whose name town 2 Easton 4 Reading 9 Lyric
and address he happened to know. The old gentleman and I went to a Newark
Brooklyn

A.

FRANK VAN HOYEN

MKE

Empire Hoboken.
New York Jr.- 2 Howard
-11 New London 13-15 Aca-

"Miss
Boston

demy

I)

Fall River.

.

.

"Monte Carlo Girls" 2 Empire
Hoboken 9-11 Cohen's Nowburgh
and Cohen's Poughkeepsle.
"Pace Makers" 2 Gayety Louisville 9 Empress Cincinnati.
"Parisian Flirts" 2 Haymarket
Chicago 9 Park Indianapolis.
"Passing Revue" 2 Park Indianapolis 9 Gayety Louisville.
"Peek a Boo" 2 Palace Baltimore
9 Gayety Washington.
"Pell Mell" 2 Empress Cincinnati

ILO.

"Puss Puss" 2 Bijou Philadelphia
Long Branch 12-14 Van Curler
Opera House Schenectady.
Reeves Al 2 L. O. 9 Palace Balti-

9

more.
"Record

New York

Olympic

20

Breakers'*

9 Star Brooklyn.

.

Reynolds Abe 2 L. O. 9 Empire
Providence.
Singer Jack 2 Gayety Montreal f

Gayety Buffalo.
"Social Follies" 2

csgo 9 Gat-rick

Englewood Chi-

St. Louis.

"Some Show"

2 L. O. 9

Empire

Cleveland
"Sporting Widows" 2 Empire New*
ark 9 Casino Philadelphia.
Gay"Step Lively Girls"
ety St Louis.
"Strolling Players" 2 Lyric Dayton 9 Olympio ClnclnnatL

ILO.)

"Sugar Plums" 2 Hyperion Hew
9 Miner's Bronx New York.
"Sweet Sweeties" 2 Gayety Brook-

Haven

lyn 9 Fifth Ave. Brooklyn.
"Ting a Ling" 2 Fifth Ave. Brooklyn 9 Bijou Philadelphia.
"Tlnney Frank Revue" t Columbia Chicago 8-10 Berohel Des Moines.
"Tit for Tat" Casino Brooklyn 9
L. O.

"Town Scandals"

Empire Prov-

2

idence 9 Casino Boston.
"Twinkle Toes'* Lyceum Columbus 9 Star Cleveland.
Watson Billy 2 'Olympio Cincinnati 9 Columbia Chicago.
"Whirl of Gayety** Miner's Bros*
New York 9 Orpheum Paterson.
"Whirl of Girls" 2 Century Kansas
City
"Whirl of Mirth" t Plasm Springfield 9 Howard Boston.
Williams Mollis 1 Casino Boston

ILO.

9

It

Columbia

fl

Casino Brooklyn.

9

Marion Dave Show 2-4 Bastable
Syracuse 5-7 Grand Utica 9 Empire

Columbia

New

York.

"World of Frolics" 2 Gayety Rochester 9-11 Bastable Syracuse 12-14
Grand Utica.

SCOTTS APPRECIATION

New York City. Dec 14. 1921.
show business and Its people:
There la no man, no matter how big his bankroll may be, that could
give you Variety a more hearty wish, on this, my 67th year and 19th

To

all of

the

anniversary of the date
on its 16th anniversary.

I

landed In America, than I do for Variety

I havo lived them all out as I am the oldest clog, also reel dancer.
do it as It should be done. Now, at 67, I am still there with
the dancing goods.
Any one who would have said to me Dec. 6, 1902, at Liverpool, that
I would make the mass of friends in America that I have made here,
I would have thought him crazy. I did not have a friend In America
that I knew of when I landed, Dec. 14, 1902, with the weather cold
that day and a severe snow sttorm.
Now In the best of health, I am happy to say, I want to tell you
all In rhyme. In the "Dublin Rover's Poem" below, what I think of

left to

you

all:

Your kindness

to

me

for 19 years

is

written around

my

heart.
port|

And shall remain there until the time comee for mo to
May the bright sunshine pour down on you when tho

daylight

it it

dawning,

And God

give you

all

the best hsalth on this coming

New

Year's

morning.

.

"Folly*

9

Town"

From

Dublin's

Champion Dancing Irishman,
Tour favorite,
Mike

Boott.

Empire

2

Empire Newark.
"French Frolics"

treal

Orpheum Mon-

2

9LO.

"Garden Frolics" 2 Casino Philadelphia 9 Hurtig ft Scamon's New
York.
"Girls de

Looks"

2

Orpheum Pater-

9 Majestic Jersey City.
"Girls from Joyland" 2 Penn Circuit 9 Gayety Baltimore.
"Greenwich Village Revue" 2 Star

son

9 Empire Toledo.
"Grown Un Babies" 2 Gayety Min-

Clevelund

neapolis 9 Gayety Milwaukee.

"Harum Scarum" 2 Long Branch
Van Curler Opera House Schen9 Orpheum Montreal.

5-7

ectady

"Harvest Time" 1-3 Berchel Dea
Moinea 9 Gayety Omaha.
"Hc!!o 1922" 2 Grand Hartford 9
Hyperion New Haven.
Howe Sam 2 Gayety Toronto 9
Gayety Montreal.
"Hurly r.urly" 2 Academy Buffalo
9

Avenue

Detroit.

"Jazz I tables" 2
Minneapolis.
"Jingle Jinplo"

L

O.

9

Gayety

Gayety Pittsburgh 9 Lvi't'iim Columbus.
"Kainly Kids" 2-3 New London 5-7
Academy Kail Kiwr.
"Keep Smiling" 2 Gayety Boston
9 Grand Hartford.
Kelly Lew 2 Gayety St. Louis 9
Star

&

2

Carter- t'hirngo.

"Knick Knacks"

2

Umpire Albany

flavety I'.oston.
"Lid Lifters" 2 Capitol Washington 9 Allentown 10 Huston 11 Kead-

9

incr.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

LaDORA
littly

bit of

and

BECKMAN

everything very Piiocessfully on Kfith Cirrult.

Direction:

MORRI8 6 FEIL

"Little Ho Peep" 2-4 Cohen's Newbui'Kh f»-7 Cohen's 1'oughkcopsie 9
Plaza Springfield Mass.
"London Holies" 2 Umpire Toledo
9

Lyrle Dayton.

FRANK VAN HOVEN

3ERT
V.

and

BETTY WHEELER
DANDY' SEASON.

i.-JlLNU l-;VKUYJlOl)Y

Di.e.imn,

A

"J. TOSS

LEW FITZGERALD

.
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THE LAW AND THE
By

ARTHUR

(OF O'BRIEN,

F.

DRISCOLL

Friday, December 30, 1021

accom plished within the foreign country through the Department of
State and other channels.
Recently an employee of one of the distributing concerns stole a
number of copies of films out of the corporation's vault and shipped
them to San Francisco, from which point they were to be transshipped to Japan. The individual who stole, the film was afterwards
taken Into oustody'ra the west, and after a severe grilling at the hands, ol
the police authorities. Implicated a number of other Individuals In the
undertaking, as a result of which two Japanese were arrested on the Pacific Coast, indicted for conducting a clearing house for stolen films, and
are awaiting trial.
The foregoing are a few of many illustrations that could be given of the
extent to which the evL has grown. It reached Its peak perhaps during
July or August of this year, nnd it is hoped that in the very near future
the entire situation will be well in hand on the part- of tho big distributors.
,

MALEVINSKY £ DRISCOLL)

Ptihapi' never before in the history of the amusomer.t world has
there been a^ much demand lor iLe services and talents of lawyers as
during: the year 1921.
That theatrical and motion picture activities are becoming more and
more involved and complicated is an admitted faet. Apace with that
Increased complication is the necessity for the guidance and assistance
of legal advisors. It is regarded as pound business to secure the services
of a lawyer as soon as you make your entrance into the business of the
amusement world.

DISHONESTY
One sometimes hears the query as to whether or not there Is much
dishonesty connected with the amusement business.
One hastens to
assure the questioner the amount of dishonesty Is no greater in proportion to the volume of business than is found in almost any other line
of activity. The theatre man points with pride, for illustration, to the
fact that in the many thousands of contracts made and actually carried
on annually between authors and producers, the author receiving a royalty on the gross receipts, instances where an author has
.

.

(

PLAY PIRACY
Another matter that has been giving work to the lawyers for the past'
year Is play piracies. Play pirates, like other pests, seem to be more
prevalent in some seasons than others. The last season has been a bad
There seem to be in the United States and Canada a few wellone.
defined localities where play pirates operate. Certain States in the Union
are and always seem to have been free from play pirates. Other States
never seem to be entirely free from them. Each locality seems to center
about one particular offender. The most prominent of these offenders
are a few operators of traveling stock companies playing small towns
Eccentric Dancer
at popular prices. The play pirate gets his manuscript in one of several
NO
I'M HAPPY!
ways, but usually from some individual or concern in New York city, that
1918-19
makes a business of dealing in stolen manuscripts of popular Broadway With MitziSeason
"Head Over Heels" Co.

WONDER

questioned the statements or box office count-ups are almost' unheard of.
However, during the past year certain forms of dishonesty in con- successes.
nection with certain lines of the amusement business have become conSome,1 play pirates, bolder, than ethers,, will produce the stolen play
spicuous.
without change of name or manuscript. v Others "tf.ni Change '.th*- name
FILMS
STOLEN
*
of ttfb play, thereby making less t^v chance df^oJisc£vjpryj o£ (he ^ use of
The matter of stolen motion picture films has become very serious and the manuscript Still others will change the name of the play and the
one that demands strenuous methods to eradicate. .In the. past it has names of the characters, and use the manuscript otherwise unchanged.
been rather a, simple matter for a thief to get possession of a picture
From the point of view of criminal prosecution, the difficulty usually
film through trick, deceit or misrepresentation practised upon the theatre met with is that performances of the stolen play have terminated before
owner who might be showing the film, the messenger or express company the piracy is discovered. In that case it Is hard to secure eye-witnesses
or other carrier that might b* transporting the film, or even upon an em- who can prove the People's case.
The various schemes used by the
ployee of the distributing concern.
thief vary from elaborately worked -out impersonations, to breaking and
Within the last few months, however, a conviction was had hi Hamilton,. Ontario, of the owner of one of these stock companies that played
entering, or burglary, in the middle of the night
The stolen films are usually sent to Mexico, Japan or South America, "Lightnin"* ,under the title "Foolish Wives." The piracy was diacovr
but sometimes into other foreign countries. They are sold outright or ered Tuesday night. .Wednesday a member of the cast^of'Xightnln'"
are used for the purpose of making duplicate negatives and positive was on his way to Hamilton to see the offending performance. Thursprints, and then the pictures are distributed /very generally.
The dis- day night a warrant was sworn out for the manager of the stock comastrous effects on the distribution of the original film in that particular pany, and Friday the. offender was tried and convicted under the criminal
market are immediately apparent.
section of the copyright law.
When an attempt was, made to sell the rights to the Dempsey-CarThe whole matter of play piracy has been given considerable attention
pentler fight pictures for the British Isles, it was found that a picture In the last few months by a committee appointed by the Producing
entitled, "Official Pictures of the Dempsey-Carpentier Fight," already Managers' Association under the leadership of Mr. John Golden as chairwas being shown' in parts of the British Isles. Someone had stolen part man. This committee is now endeavoring to secure the co-operation of
of the real fight pictures and faked the rest, collected a little dishonest
(Continued on Page 126)
money by exhibiting his film wherever he could, and spoiled, to a great
extent, a good market for the real picture and created some work for the
lawyers.
Many of the biggest picture productions of the year have faced the
same situation. The extent to which the stealing of films progressed has
been alarming, but heroic measures have been taken by most of the big
producers which are beginning to show results. The various distributors
and their legal representatives have been working through protective
The old Argonaut days of '49 and eral other Intermediary executives
associations and independently as well.
the more recent on»s of the Yukon or employes have first done so. It's
have nothing on play placing by considered an exhibition of poor
Through the efforts of the legal representatives of one of the large authors for hardships endured, cora- acumen for a manager to give any
distributing concerns, a combination dealing in stolen films and oper- bativeness required, patience de- part of his time to so uncertain a
ating in Cleveland was broken up. After much trouble and clever detec- manded, despair postponed and time -absorber. Others, on the difThe ferent rungs of the managerial, ladtive work, films stolen In New York were traced to Cleveland. It was riches or poverty the prize.
found that three Spaniards were operating under the name of "Cleve- story about a playwright sleeping der from the office boy up, get a
in Bryant Park who a few weeks whack
at
the submissions first.
land Film Company," with headquarters in a tenement house In Clevelater was the lionized author of the This isn't deliberate in the case of
land. They caused it to be known among a class in New York that they
town
the
Is one of many pages.
Walter
office boys, but to other interwere In the market to pay cash for a copy of any one of the popular
Brown carried a single thumb-worn ranking employes of producing
picture productions.
From their Cleveland headquarters they kept In copy
of "Everywoman" about for a managers the reading of plays and
touch with various cities in Mexico, where they readily found bidders
year
vainly seeking Interest. The passing of judgment on them is
anxious and willing to buy the films outright. The Cleveland" concern
copy
finally was smudged and obligatory.
was so progressive it actually took orders for films', and then caused soiledread
from the exposure it got in
And it goes without saying that
them to be stolen and delivered. Indictments were secured and trials Brown's
coat pocket as he jour- the requirements of vision, drama,
are yet to be had.
neyed wearily from office to office. and the experience and training
It's all or nothing with playwrights. that make for judgment upon the
Mexico some months ago offered a particularly attractive market for The most difficult of all forms of most delicate of all fabrics is by no
Vtolen films, but after considerable effort <\1ong various lines the situation writing, the last ones to encourage means presupposed. If you're workas to Mexico has been greatly improved. The most popular markets for struggling aspirants for places on ing for the boss, that's enough.
stolen films at the present time are South America and Japan.
Now I the payroll and roll of honor are
Some of the big producing manthere are being exhibited in South America nearly all of the leading j the producing managers.
agers employ producing directors
the
rights
show
those
pictures
In South Amer- I
pictures, even though
to
Two. thousand is a conservative and these read plays for their firms.
ica have not yet been disposed of, Tho situation in Japan is not as bad. estimate of the number of untried In these instances the author gets
It has been the experience of lawyers and detectives who have been I plays now littering the stocks
of a better run for his Investment of
active in this work, that efforts are better spent in detecting the thieves play bureaus, play readers' desks endeavor if his play ever reaches
I
In this country and taking them into custody, thereby stamping out the and theatre store rooms.
Perhaps that far, because at any rate he will
evil at its source, than attempting to remedy the situation once the films 10 per cent of these reach the eyes get a craftsman's opinion of his
have gotten into the foreign country.
of the New York managers.
The wares if not a production.
To proceed criminally against the parties showing the films in the for- others remain In states of suspended
One Play Reader
eign country offers many -complications. It becomes a question of conflict animation, to come in for attention,
One of the syndicates has a play
between copyright Taws, conflict ^between criminal 'laws; Identifying perhaps, when they are mouldy with reader whose job is exclusively that.
the particular film that maw be shown, and .uauaJly jsending witnesses time and the. subjects they cover It is only after plays go through
from New York or other cfcUes in the United States into the foreign are outworn. None of the managers the several sieves or hoppers until
Much good can be reads plays, that is, not until sev- they reach the man highest up that
country to testify against the accused parties.
:
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PICKING PLAYS

Season 1919-20,
Toured B. F. Keith Circuit.
Season 1920-21
Causing a Sensation in Cabarets.
NOW finishing an 18 week contract
at (Ike Bloom) Midnight Frolic,
Chicago.

...

,,

•

NOT KNOCKING THEM DEAD
BUT CARRYING THEM OUT ON
STRETCHERS.
Always lends
comedy offers.
the author

is

his ears to musical

at all in the running.

While his material Is one of the
2,000 he might as Well consider himself a thousand miles frbm nowhere.
There are about ten play brokers

New York, exclusive of screen
scenario agents, which is another
business:
With theatres never so

in

many

in America and with theatre
managers and play producers organ-

i

many ways, the business ©t
play producing is still wholly haphazard.
Someone happens to read
or hear of someone who has read a
play with attractive angles and a
first step is taken that may reveal
an author's work or months or years
to the observation of the man who
will present it to the public. This
ised in

someone may be this, that or another of the employes of a play bureau or a producing ^manager or
someone else who has the mana*
gerial'ear.

managers

Producing

singly. excepi ion in

New

without

York

a

will

1

-!!

—

•

J

<

'

-

I

I

FRANKLYN

and VINCENT

Brightly shining at the

MAJESTIC

THEATRE, CEDAR RAPIDS.

Th«
'cause BURT CORTEL*
YOU is their Guiding Star.
Routed solid for Keith Western

reason

is

and Orpheum.
not produce a play upon their own

judgment. Always someone la
whose Judgment they have soma

sole

confidence Is called In. This some*
one may not be related to the play*
house in any way, but be someone
with whom the producing manager j
is in some way en rapport.
No account is taken that the world is a
complex thing and the human emo*
tlons in the tangles of

human

in

sensation.

it

any

singH

a vast amphitheatre oL

The person who happenr

to possess the confidence of a par*
tieular manager may be wholly Dal

hare and arid of the. subject the]
plays he reads attacks, but th»j
opinion explodes from the reader.)
just the same, in positive non-'
compromising terms of approval orj
condemnation..
That a manager
under these circumstances would
be affected by a judgment ho solicited goes without saying.
Tho pl»7
may go os, after going through
other minds, for co-endorsement,
go back to its dark abiding P^ aC
Who are the men at the top whos«
money goes to bring thp author froo1
obscurity or keep him thelc? Time*
—'
(Continued on Pag e 11!*)
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A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL

I

*

HOWARD LANGFORD
in

"SHOPPING,"—Written and

and INA FREDRICK

Staged by

HOWARD LANGFORD

,

PLAYLNG FOR

\

B. F.

Direction:

KEITH IN AND AROUND NEW YORK ALL SEASON.
CHARLES ALLKN and.M, S..tlNTHAM

fMU

VAN HOVE

:

,
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-
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bra and Coliseum, Hanley Gnin.i.
Hull Palace. Kingston Empire, Lecds
Smpire, Liverpool Empire and Olym-

ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN GULLIVER AND GILLESPIE
FOR VARIETY CONTROLLING, SYNDICATE AND MOSS
j

Now

The London Theatres

drome, Brighton Hippodrome, Liv-

of Varieties

Left as Single Competitor in Eng- (Gulliver tour), with the Palladium, erpool Hippodrome, Manchester PalHolborn Empire and Kllburn Empire ace, Newcastle Hippodrome, PortsMeans Grading of Salaries and practically in the heart of London, mouth Hippodrome, Sheffield HippoVaudeville
lish
drome, Southampton Hippodrome,
Include the following outlying halls
Causes Considerable Excitement Among British Lewisham Hippodrome, Hamnu - Southend Hippodrome, WolverCircuit

Stoll

Artists

—

—Houses Embraced

in

New Combine

smith

Palace,

Camberwell Palace. hampton Hippodrome, besides the

Junction Grand, Ilford Alhambra in Paris.
Directly the working alliance with
Hippodrome, Shoreditch Olympla,
Croydon Empire, Islington Empire, Mcj8 Empires for combined booking
placed in effect, as reported in last
is
Woolwich
HipPoplar
Hippodrome,
given
present
over to Charlct CochLondon, Dec. 26.
Hippodrome. week's Variety, there will be InWillesden
ran's productions. The "Syndicate" podrome,
in
conversation
of
topic
main
The
balls on the outskirts of London Putney Hippodrome,- Collins', Isling- cluded In the combined tour the
consumma- playing turns twice nightly arc ton Green, Penge Empire and Bed- Moss houses, as follows: Birmingmusic hall circles is the
ham Empire, Grand and Summcrhlll
'beagreemer.
Chelsea
Palace, Euston, South' Lon- ford Camdentown.
working
tion of the
From the same offices are booked Pnlace. Bradford Alhambra, Cardiff
managing don, Walthomstow, East Ham, Tottween Charles Gulliver,
tenham. Metropolitan and Brixton the Voriety Controlling country Qlympia, Finsbury Park Empire,
Theatres of Vadirector of London
halls, as follows: Boscombe Hippo- (tateshead Empire, Glasgow AlhamEmpress.
Controlling Co.,
rieties and, Variety
alao|is practical arbiter of the;
bookings of the ''Syndicate Halls,"

Clapham

W ho

R

and

H. Gillespie, managing di-

NONWTY

SHOWS OF

matlc touring companies. The business done by the organization on
the Pacific coast during the early
fall season was very large.
The Touring Managers' Association, which started the Beason as an
organization distinct from the P.
M. A., has since become affiliated
with the latter. It appeared early
In- the season that this organisation
would line up and give the Equity
forces a decided battle on the question of the closed shop, but road
conditions and other difficulties of
it bad season made it necessary for
them to affiliate with the older or-

1921

rector of Moss Empires.
By the arrangement of Interlock
the booking of acts
tog directorates
office, with
Only three high-class non-Equity developed Into a play at the hands
will be made through one
Stoll productions on the legitimate stage of a skilled playwright, the star and
no competitor other than the
and the few scattering during the last half of the season of Horace Fish, who wrote the novel,
Circuit
Of these, two closed after decided that they would turn out a
houses here and there that book in- 1921.
This
dependently, but are barred for a short seasons in New York and dis- dramatisation of the book.
to*do. Scenically and
year to artists playing what now banded and the other went under they faiied
but
not
delight,
the protection of one of the mem- artistically It was a
practically amounts to a trust.
the bers of the Producing Managers' as well acted ae it might have been,
It can mean but one thing
and the public did not respond.
grading of salaries through the Association and thereby was enThe cast supporting Miss Freeelimination of competitive bidding abled to recast with actors from
man Included Reginald Pole. Bea.h Equity and Fidelity.
for artists, which can be partially
As a record that does not sneak trice Wood, H. Ellis Reed, Martha
made up through the ability of the
Mcsslnger, Charlotte Granville, Monew alliance to offer performers en- glowingly of the caliber of casts roni Olsen, Eva Benton. Ysobel Pel
gagements that will cover the entire recruited outside the union ranks,
Rey, Kraft Walton, Max Rossi, Juan
considerainto
takes
but whe.i one
year.
been made de la Cruz. Marian Marcus Clarke,
All that Stoll has to offer in the tion that no noise has
Duval Dalzell, J. C. Hyde. This
West End of London now is the Col- about an all-Equity cast, the non- likewise was not an all-Fidelity
fence must be
iseum. The only other house he con- union side of the
given all the credit for at 'east cast, but the company was assemthat for
trying to put over something that bled under the same plan as
registered their loyalty to a cause. "The Fan."
The only all-Fidelity production
If there were any complete Equity
"In the
casts that fact was not told any of the season was the play
which Louis Mann preMountains,"
one in general publicity, so outside
September.
Baltimore
in
sented
In
three
were
there
that
of the fact
first
non-Equity, it must be taken for As a matter of date it was the
of the non-Equity attractions to
I granted that other casts of the seaoccurred
opening
as
the
open,
but
possibility
Ison were mixed ones, a
out of town and the existence of the
I quite likely under the contract between the P. M. A. and Actors' attraction as an a.l-Fldellty show
was short lived [two weeks], It canEquity Association.
as
Seemingly the trouble with the re- not be placed In the same class
productions. They
cruiting of a cast entirely non- the two foregoing
end,
the
non-Equity
to
remained
Equity is that the Actors' Fidelity
League holds in its membership a but "In the Mountains," after closunder the protection
.majority of players of tho star ing, was placed
Brady
name of William
caliber rather than of the support- of the
into
New York after it
and
brought
make
would
itself
ing type. This in
had been recast with both Equity
It a difficult task for a producer to
in the comgather a company, other than an and Fidelity players

—

ganization.

Holiday Greetings to All
Friends from

My

MR. JEAN BARRIOS
a Successful
Itorpheum Tour
Op«nng Interstate Tour
January 2. 1922

Just Completed

,.

\L

T

»

ROSE A CURTI3

Direction:

of non -Equity
cast that stand out this season are
the Moun"In
of
the productions
as the
tains," with Louis Mann
star, presented for the first time at
; o Lyceum in Baltimore, Sept. 13;

"The Fan," by Wallace Munro, at
the Punch and Judy, New York, Oct.
4, and "The Great Way," with Helen
Freeman as the star, opening at the

Alham- Park, New York, Nov. 7.
The latter two productions are
whlch is given over to revues,
^tc. In the outskirts he has. for no longer with us. "The Fan" lasted
jaudeville turns, Shepherd's Bush exactly four weeks at the Punch and
Empire, and his rmaller houses on Judy and thus must be accorded the
the outskirts ©f London are Hack- crown of success of the nonney Empire, Chatham Empire, Lei- Equity endeavor. In the cast of the
cester
Palace, Chlswlck Empire, production were Hilda Spong and
Wood Green Empire, with Manches- Ian Maclaren as the featured playter, Brighton. Bristol, etc., to com- ers, supported by Rosalie Matheu,
pete his vaudeville circuit. Sir Os- J. Jackson Dunn, Edward H. Weavin that district is the

>1*

wald

however, plays a lone
constantly importing nets
the continent, and creating
them, for the Coliseum. He- plays
bills there that have
an aggregate
Payroll as hiph as £2.000 a we<K.
with no act too expensive if he
thinks it will draw.
Stoll,

hand,

from

Charles Gulliver's acquisition of
the "Syndicate" "halls,
u fev weeks
a £o.
placed
him in control of
the Pavilion and Oxford
in
theatres

London, should they revert to varibut both these houses are at

€ t>'.

A KI'ROPEAN
»n

/I

TRKtT

ANDRIEFF TRIO
I'belr

Fnntastie and Spectacular
I>*ince Creation
Ti
'nip Season. H. F. Keith Circuit

l

i

••&

'

il

oc tio11
:

PAUL DURAND

Cross

its

n-

Now

Newport Empire.
Nottingham Empire and Grand, SalEmpire,

ford

Palace,
Sheffield
Empire,
Southsca Kind's. South Shields Empire.
Stratford Empire, Swansea
Empire, Victoria Palace, West Hartlepool Empire.
Not mentioned in the above are
three halls on the "Award Circuit,"
half a dozen bouses in the Bostock
Tour, about a dozen theatres comprising the Broadhead Tour, with
about half that number of them
playing what you call In America
"big time vaudeville"; three or four
houses comprising the Kennedy
Tour; eight theatres are the sum
total of the MacNagrt n Circuit,
which were at one time affiliated
with the Gulliver Circuit, and less
than 20 miscellaneous music halls
booking independently.

CABLES
Several Plots

•

-

London, Dec. 2f.
"The Thing That Matters" was
produced at the Strand Deo. 21 and
met with an excellent reception.' It
is
a drama composed of several
plots. Lady Tree. Arthur Bourchler
and Kyrle Bel lew made individual
successes.

John Hare III
London, Dec.
Martin Harvey

2f,

seriously ill and
an operation is necessary.
Sir John Hare is also seriously .in
and his condition grave.
.

la

A

from the Fi- pany,

The three examples

(for hucli

acts as may be required for
vues),
Newcastle
Empire.

Need for Minor Players
There are still several managers
who were members of the T. M. A
remaining on the outside of P. M.
Allendale Found Dead
These continue producing
ranks.
London, Dee. 26.
and presenting attractions that are
Fred Allendale, popular revue
non -Equity as far as their players
arc concerned with seeming suc- comedian, was found dead in bed by
But the question of their his wife Dec. 21. He was rehearsing
cess.
companies is one that concerns the for a Birmingham pantomime.

A

all-star aggregation,
delity ranks.

London Hippodrome

pla,

"In the Mountains"
"In the Mountains" opened
Baltimore the company was a
good one, with two or three excepThese exceptions, however,
tions.
were so bad the entire play and cast
suffered.
At that time supporting
Mr. Manr were Louise Beaudet, Arthur C;»r< w, Frances Stirling Clark,
Hans Hansen, Eva Randolph, Wanda
Carlyle. William Holden. Dola Adler. Earl J. Gilbert, Jr.. John W.
Cowell. Kenneth Lee. Frances Har-

When

in

smaller players only at this time.
No doubt but that the even negligible success attained^by the nonEquity plays of first degree of importance and the greater success of
the touring companies that have
managed successfully without union
players this' season have been food
for thought In the Equity organizaIn witness thereof It is onrjT
tion.
necessary to point to the reported
departure from the steadfast rules
shop maintained
the closed
of
by the Equity until the last few
weeks, when It was intimated members of the organization that found
It possible to secure contracts with
non-Equity companies presented by
managements not affiliated with the
P. M. A. might secure a "friendly"
ranks of the
suspension ----from the
.-—
-^
organization for the period played
with such organizations.
As to the future possibilities of
non-Equity players and companies,
there is only one solution the
building up of an all around memThat seems,
bership by Fidelity.
from reports of late, to bo receivof.
consideration
thoughtful
ing the
many high-grade players, some of
whom are now Equity members.
Fred.
-

—

-

,

'

—

ABBEIX* STOMACH TB0TTBLE
New

Orleans, Dec. 26.

Franklyn Ardoll closed his sketch,
"King Solomon, Jr./' here after the
performance at She Orpheum last
(Sunday) night The layoff Is an
enforced one due to ill health on the
part of Ardell, who has been suffering from an aggravated case of
stomach trouble for over a month,
during which time he has been living on crackers and milk.
Ardell attempted to have the act
continue without himself, to All Immediate bookings, but the Orpheum's booking^ office refused to consent unless he secured someone
equally prominent to replace him.
In which event the remuneration for
the act would remain the same.
Dr. Gail, the most eminent stomach specialist In the South, is attending Ardell and has advised him
that he will be able to effect a cure
In about five weeks if the actor re^
mains here, warning him that serious complications will ensue in the
event he continues playing without
treatment.

land.

But five of these players remained
the play was presented In New
York under the title of "Nature's
They were Mr. .Mann,
Nobleman.'
Miss Beaudet, Hans Hansen. Kenneth Lee and Frances Harland. The
latter two played but minor roles
From the sweeping
in the piece.
made In the cast it must
changes
er,
Eva Leonard -Boyne, Harold
Heaton, Beatrice Millar, Frank Syl- not be gathered all of the ptayers
their
vester, Margaret Dumont, Horace replaced were unworthy of
roles, for, as said before, there were
James, J. A. Osborne.
but two or at the most three — that
Mixed Affiliations
While this cast wasnon-Kqulty.it required elimination.
"Nature's Nobleman" came Into
».iust not be assumed it was allthe Apollo, New York, Nov. 14 and
It was a cast reFidelity either.
cruited without regard to either remained there three weeks, then
Wallace Munro, the moved to the 48th Street. The piece
organization.
producer, refused to issue Equity did not in any sense become a real
contracts, and as he was not a mem- hit. but It was a delightful vehicle
f"f tho whimsical comedy of Louis
ber of the P. M. A. it was entirely
within his right to issue whatever Mann, dnd as such it appealed to

when

*

—

contract he pleased as lonj, as the
players signed them. As a matter
of fart, there were quite a number
of former Equityites in the cast,
they having resigned at various
tirm'S. sonv prior to the strike, others during the trouble and some
following the closed-pimp conflict
with.n the union rganizulion.
The second of the non -Equity
shows to reach New York was "The
(In at Way," also sponsored to a cerlie was
tain extent by Mr. Monro.
the buMness representative for Miss
Freeman, who was the star, co-aup!ay.
thor and produeer of the
Tills attraction lasted but a single
week at the 1'ark.
Miss Freeman in presenting the
play made the mistake of tHking
too niui-b on her own shoulders.
While tie- !>'.•, mi^ht have been

his

followers as a

fine

entertain-

ment.

Of

the all-Fidelity 6rKanlzatlons one cannot overlook the company which is so successfully headed by Henry Miller nnd Hhinchi-

Kate*

all

prvatMiliiig

"The Famous

M::;.

Fair" on tour.
Last season when the attraction
phiyed New York the company presenting it was organized without
regard to nssociation alliliations,
but before the opening of the cm
rent season the closed-shop Equity
edict made it imperative Mr. Mill< v
organize with players outside of tinEquity .ranks. This he did. and thu.^
far tho company has l*een orte o
tho greatest successes of all dra
-
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LAUGHING AROUND THE WORLD

s'vnt

.N»\v
iiirninp
Yoik'T, Miio- 1SD-1, lind*
f'ipflop-i up .Hid down the l.'.roadwuy
that I had writt« n about all
-t

i'lii i.sini;is

;is

:i

my

life.

Though

:i

child of

l«'ph<Kic

Man-

hattan long before 1 ever inhaled
Chicago stockyards
Ihe glorious

"One inch of Joy surmounts of grief a span,
Because to laugh, is proper to the man."

of the fol-

was enabled to seo more
From this observation and
ence I now set down, as it

-^Rabelais.
Yet, I have always
had a sentimental inclination that The Tear la Little Sister to The Smile.
They lie so very close to one another In the emotions, and are often
linked by a scarce dlscernable line. Tears of Joy are not uncommon.
thrill or shock" of my Hf*?
I was onco asked, what was "the greatest
native town of Sydney, AusIt was when, as a youngster living in my
were swimming in Sydney
tralia, with a group of boys of my own age we
Harbor. Some of the boys were cutting up comical dldos on the abutting
swimming about and
while
audience
playing
us
of
rest
sea-wall, the
were in shallow water at
laughing immoderately at the clowning.
felt a clammy slimy
Suddenly
I
the time and with no sense of fear.

Old Rabelais was right— I quite agree with him.

clearly.

experiapplies
theatre
the
of
realm
edifying
the
to
and its people, a local decalogue for

had grown up In the midWest, and had thereafter come to
New York as an observer, a visitor,
an outsider looking in; now I have
for some months been an insider
on the lookout, taking in the outlook.
In consequence I beg to retract

what

many

point in front of

zephyrs,

numbers

lowing: a bootlegger, a straw bondsman, a loan shark, a blonde, a gorrilla and a third lawyer to keep
cases on the other two.
I then breathed more easily, and

me

adult

t«

I

We

Times Square:
1 — Take
every man's word for
with a decimal
it's worth,

nasty things that 1
wrote about New York as a Chicagoan. It Isn't what I said it was,
at all— it's twice as bad. Now I am
in position to appreciate New York
more, not only by virtus of more
Intimate and continuous contact,
but through a deeper and finer understanding, since I, also, am twice
as bad.
A half year In New York has already made me a professional coroner, go-getter, grouch, slicker and
wise-cracker. On Randolph street
the very waitresses in Hen r id's
of the

it,

arm entwine

less 10 per cent,

commission.

THE SMATXKST BIO ACT

2— Say "No" to everything, and
stamp yourself at once as a keen
one and a success.
3 If you have a proposition to

VAUDEYUJJB

CHARLM

and

IN

CHARLOTTE

ARRENS

—

per cent, of it, but rethe Four Arrens
increment Wish the Children and Orown-Ups In
controlling
the
double-cross.
in the Show Business
against a
4—Rent a safety deposit box, then
A HAPPY NftW YEAR
have a padlock put on it.
Doing a double in Chicago and
6
Never get on your knees to leading picture houses, and meetanybody unless you know you'll get ing with wonderful success.
P. S. Dad and mother join us in
up a winner.
• Never demand anything unless our holiday greetings.
U8 GROW!
you've had a peep through a tranwould cut me socially for what I do
som, or can back up your Just debroadly on Broadway in open nightmands with a certified check.
light.
7 If you've done a man a favor,
When I came east I brought with let him forget it lest he'll hold it
me a lot of good wishes, a Chicago against you.
bankroll, my Chicago family (and
8 Don't let anybody who has
that's taking a banquet to a sand- ever done you a favor take any unwich!), my guardian (Nat Phillips) fair advantage of that fact; better
Maddock Asks Dissolution of
and a sense of security in the pos>- deny that he ever did it.
sesslon of one friend (Sime) as far
9 When asked
about another
Partnership in Act With
as show business radiates. Forty man, place the thumb and foreminutes after I had landed I was finger tightly about the tip of your
Charles Withers
arrested for blocking the sidewalk nose; this does the work and can't
at the apex of all Manhattan affairs go on record.
Charles B. Maddock 1ms Instituted
Broadway and Forty -second by a
10 Don't trust to "honor among
policeman who said he had been thieves" they're no better than the Supreme Court proceedings in New
York county against Garland C.
watching me for five days when I rest of us.
hadn't been in town an hour. AnyIt took me 27 years to become a Davidson, known professionally as
body who couldn't take a cue like typical Chlcagoan. But, you see, I Charles Withers,
arising from the
that doesn't deserve the blessing of mastered the secrets of New York
becoming a New Yorker. I got the in as many weeks. The elevator partnership interest in For Pity's
angle, and the rcat was simple.
boy in my apartment gives me tips Sake" existing between the litigants.
on horse races, which shows he Maddock's complaint, llled through
I immediately added to my menage on things I had forgotten to thinks I'm a regular home sucker; Nathan Vidaver, asks that the
bring in fact, had never before I am beginning to say "goil" and partnership be dissolved, an achad I got me a lawyer. I talked to "bold," my bank account is between counting rendered and a receiver
him an hour and; then got another eppes and neblch, I get my finger- appointed, charging that Withers
lawyer to watch the first lawyer. nails manicured (shades of the Red has not rendered him any statement
After which I set out to acclimate Lantern!) and I know where to drop of the profits since Aug. 10.
Mr.
I
myself. Oh, I was nobody's chump, the jit in the subway slots.
Maddock wants himself appointed
though I did wear clothes made in a New Yorker? Hail, brothers. By as the receiver. Motion on the inthe State-Lake Building. I got me spring I'll sneer at Chicago with junction and receivership has been
a little red book and compiled the you.
adjourned to Jan. 11.
Mr. Maddock's personal affidavit
sets forth several details about the
history of "For Pity's Sake," which
has grown to be known as a vaudeville classic, stating that originally
it was called "All WroiiK From the
Start." Maddock and Withers entered into a live years' co-partnership agreement, commencing Feb.
12, 1917, whereby each was to receive $100 weekly salary and share
the net profits 50-50.
Maddock as
general manager and booker conceived
the
Idea
of
eliminating
royalty payments to Everett Shinn,
the author thereof
(who, incidentally, is a portrait painter) by
buying it outright. To assure accurate accounting to Withers, who
would be constantly traveling on
tho road, they engaged the performer's father to act as bookkeeper.
Maddock continues that during the
war, when Withers was drafted,
they engaged Tom Duray to continue the vehicle in vaudeville. His
particular grievance now is that
since Aug. 1, 1921, when Withers reopened with the vehicle, he has
rendered no accounting of the profits
float, sell 161
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TOR PRY'S SAKE"
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BROADWAY -A CLOSE-UP
My

December

—

—

—

itself

ubout

my

left leg.

The

though

grip,

tight,

was

not

crushing, but an instant later the sensation was one of the flesh being
Instantly, I realised that I was in the
punctured in several places.
That ended our
death-dealing embrace of an octopus, or devtl-flaa.
to my companions as I struggled, "Devilwildly
shouted
I
aquatic circus,
Fortunately they understood and Quickly ran for asAsh, Devil fish."
fisherman, who. armed
sistance, which came in the person of an Italian
with an axe, fearlessly waded out to where 1 was struggling for my life
and dispatched the monster with his keen weapon. That was. many
years ago, but I still bear clx large, white scars on my left limb, where the
demon of the deep enfolded me In his blood-sucking tentacles.
That was one instance where the comedy and tragedy, the smile and the

crowded each other.
be boys, and a warn'.n j +
while a good swim is life especially is made very
advice,
is only
delighta Joy. Sydney Harbor is infested ful for those who are "taken up"
by
with sharks as well "as an occaspeople. Such has been my pleasional octopus, and when 1 recalled the
how one of my little playmates me*, ant experience, and this was parhis death attempting to elude one ticularly true on ths occasion of my
I cannot s:y too
of these vicious man-eaters 1 was last visit there.
amased on my first visit to Hono- much for the treatment acco. ded me
lulu to see with what fearlessness by the Hippodrome mana3em?nt.
the kiddies there inhabit the warm then under the personal direction of
Hawaiian waters which swarm with Mr. Do Courvllle, managing director cf the Moss Empires, and a so
I have seen these brown
sharks.
youngsters sporting in the water on that charming gentleman, Mr. Gilone side of the steamer, divlnj f jr lespie, who succeeded him. Th.rs
coins thrown overboard by passen- are no finer nor more appreciative
gers, while on the other side of tho audiences anywhere than are to be
ship a schcol of shirks was attack- found at the London Hippodrome.
ing and rending tho carcass if a Cf course, the ••stranger in' iho
dead horse not 50 fe r t a way. Hut strange lai o" is bound to encounter
perhaps the Ha\ ciiVn :lmk:i Co no! occasional Jealousies and a anoyances, but as I look back on mine
like dark meat.
When visiting the S:.inr>in Isl- they now seem more funny than
ands I first leirncd thut s'.iarl: ki.i- serious. I have especially in miad
lng was a sport, ye», a nitior.al (he "post-war pe?ve" continually
sport. A shark, you know, in orde.- carried by that hlgr'y capable bu:
artist,
Mr.
George
to use his terrible Incisors mrst first ill-tempered
turn upon his back before strikim;. Hobey. who wus on the same bill
but the alert Samoans seem not to with me during my Hippodrome enPerhrps my thoroughly
fear him even in hand-to-hand .^n- gagement.
tear, rather
Boys will

—

.

•

'

Am

and abandoned

Maddock
booked

it

it

avers
until

Nov. 13, although
he could have

June

1,

1.922.

He

says the act does not require
Withers in the leading role, as was
evidenced during Duray's portrayal,
and fixes a cash value on the propincluding scenery at from
erty
$8,000 to $10,000.

I

LEACH WALLIN TRIO
HAPPY NEW YEAR

NOW

PLAYING 8HUBERT CIRCUIT

JENIE JACOBS

Representative,

ISADORA DUNCAN IN RUSSIA

Into Pictures

The players

in

Gus

Hill's

Fargo, N. D., Dec. 26.
Larry C. Moen, photoplay editor
"Bring- of the Fargo Forum, returned from
to the a hurried trip to the east, to pack

The American dancer who took up ing Up Father" appealed
in Europe many years manager to play week before Christago Is now In Moscow at the invi- mas, stating they would rather ac-

his belongings, and will be established in Boston the day after New
Year's.
Roger Babson, the statistician, Is
going into film production and Moen
will be in charge of the undertaking.

her residence

tation of Krassfne, the Soviet rep- cept half salary than lay off.
resentative in London. She appears
Hill agreed to book the week proto have founded a school witli 300 vided
the stags hands and musicians
pupils in a palace requisitioned by
the Soviet government, formerly be- made a similar concession, saying
longing to a tea meivh.'int who Is he,did not seo why he should disnow a refugee in ttngland. Isadora riaminatu against the actors. The
is converted to the religion of the
instrumentalists and stago. hands
Third International, and deci.u.s in
refus-d to accept the proposition.
Moscow journals It jm h»j on'y
ml the .--how did not play.
religion that will last.
1-

1

Babson Is the man who has statison everything imaginable, specializing in stocks and bonds as re-

tics

I

*

•

ROGER BABS0N

and Chart Expert Going

STAGE HANDS BLOCK ACTORS

Paris, Dec. 27.

t

IT'S

Ststistical

i

•

.

!

lated to the speculative market.
Just how he will link statistics with
the film game in not made clear on
present information, >nn Larry Moen

Knows.

GRHE7ING8 FROM

EMMA

LINDSEY

Presenting
Touring Orpheum Circuit.

SULTAN
Direction:

JERRY HITCHCOCK.

counter. Armed with a long, sharp {American brand and sense of humor,
knife and stout stick about 18 inches which he failed at all times to com-j
In length and sharpened at either prehend, may have contributed toj
end they attack him in his ultra- his grouch in my presence. How-|
marine lair. It Is when the shark ever that may, one little Jest affectturns for his deadly strike that the ing his dignity did not help matglint of the upturned white belly ters.
Mr. Robey was one of those
signals his intention to the hunter, patriotic Britishers who did yeoman
who at the psychological moment service In the way of aiding the
plunges his fist and pointed stick various war activities of the govdeep down in the cavernous gullet ernment and the people at large,
and simultaneously carves the keen and he confidently aspired to the
blade deep Into the body. The stick distinction of knighthood.
Greet
prevents tho closing of the Jaw and and Ingrowing was his disappointrenders the shark harmless until the ment when upon the announcement
knife has done Its deadly work. It of the King's awards to the faithis not uncommon when touring the ful instead of being knighted he
Pacific for passengers and crew to was made only a "C. B. E. "—Comindulge In the luxury of an ocean mander of tho British Empire.
bath, protected from attacks of
Comeg now the poignant Jest.
sharks by an Improvised cradle They have in London a very splenbathtub made of four long nets.
did consideration of the actor in t" e
(Continued on page l-i>
London 8ocisty
I have always had very happy experiences professionally and socially
in London, where the social side of

FRANK VAN HOVE

-

,

December
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KEITH REPRESENTATIVE ABROAD

LOCKING FOR FEATURE TURNS
Maude, V/ill Fife and Others of Like Calibre
Approached by Harry Mundorf for Keith's
Formerly
Vaudeville
Over Here Mundorf
Keith's New York Booking Man

Cyril

—

London, Doc. '26.
an American
booking representative over
IN
PICTURES here who is proceeding quietly to
seek feature turns for Keith's vauStockholders Investigate After deville in America. The representative is Harry Mundorf.
Officers Disappear
Film
So fai Cyril Maude has been approached to appear fn Keith's
Agency in Buffalo
vaudeville with ft sketch. Another
to have received an offer is WU1
lJuiialo. Dec. D(i.
Fife,
a lately established Scotch,
Gardiner Pictures, Inc., u loeal comedian. Others of similar calibre
distributing agency with oinces at and standing have received Keith
L57 Franklin street, became the sub- offers.

$150,000 GONE

WRONG

The Keiths

circuit has

GARDINER

—

ject of legal investigation this

when

it

officers

of

the

week

that

the

concern

had decamped, leaving the stockholders
and the investors holding the bag
for about $160,000.

m

\

was ascertained

Harry Mundorf

is

an attache of
New York

the Keith booking office,

He has been a booking man.
Lately It was reported Mundorf had
left New York on a secret traveling
mission for the circuit. It was supposed at the time he had gone on a
roving trip in this country. That he
had gone abroad was not surmised.

City.

lawyers representing the stockholders have requested a complete
investlg .ion of the activities of the
concern with a view to saving whatever possible from the wreck.
NOTHDIO
T. R. Gurdiiitr, organiser of the
company, left Buffalo some months
Rome, Dec. 26.
ago and is said to be In Los
The Italian tragedian MoissL who
Featuring Naomi Hunter, Waddell Thompson, J. C. O'lhyant. Low Henry. A. Major ar.d :.'<» i.*a Thomas. Mgr. Angeles.
was a naturalised German after beVARIETV. Dec. 2, 1921:
Charges of fraudulently issued ing msny years In Germany with
cheeks, false statements of divi- Max Ilelnhardt.
recently offered his
*A MODERN COCKTAIL" (3); Jazz Band Combination; 14 Mine; Full 8t«3e; Fi.'th Avenue.
dends, mlrrepresentatlcn of tales services In hie
native country. No
This turn may have emanated from another * colored ja::n turn called "A CYcole Cocktail." There
and
other
features
gal
brown
doinj
the
sonjj
numbers.
arc
and
handoome
being
boys
the
band
a
hish
in
five
looked
however,
manager here so far has been found
are.
who will engage Molssi.
The girl was out In one for a prolosucd explanation of the "cocktail." vwhich she raid was made up into.
Into full, with the band In full blast, three of the men u:ed saxaphones, there being
of jaxz*aif& dressings.
a pianist and drummer. The lattrr'n many stunts caught the attention of the house utmost us soon as the
While she exited for a change, the musicians changed instrumentH,
girl started warbling "Baby Band."
with clarinet, cornet aDd trombone the main aids in wattcrins jar./, all over the rta*;c.
Back again, the girl certainly looked nifty for a high br:>\vn. Sho started "Strut. Miss Lizzie." and
ended with the loosest kind of shimmy shaking. Several of the musicians {jot into the goin;?. the drummer
darting forth for some hoofing.
The others were in constant action, and the curtain dropped at the 10:*»*

A MODERN
"SIZZLING

COCKTAIL

DODO

WITH PEP"

xninute mark.
It was a sure fire for an encore.The band a;,ain in action had the drummer with more tricks,
and so had the others. The combination may have con? fr.?m <>me c-ahr.ret. and there eertainly is some
action with the jazz.
I be.
brown
is sure 'enough la *es cm.ly.
high
But that
.

;

Personal Direction:

LEO FITZGERALD.

Opened on Orpheum .Circuit, Dec.

Variety's only

25,

Marinclli oniee.

SEACON'3 GREETINGS TO ALL

Orpheum, Minneapolis.

phone number now

presents

the

New York

office of

all

lines

person

gave

on

Chrh'tma's
Day to the;,r>0 children in St. Joseph's lie me.

8153 Bryant
The new number has been secured to cover

men

rection. Other than_dining the
Shanlcy's, Mi:-s" Da vies
at

is

coming

in

into

Variety
%r

MAS IN TIMES
Christmas

Day

in

SQUARE

Times Square

brought good cheer to
temporarily depressed.

many

of the

^

^Marion Davies contributed about
••• Shan ley dinners in that restaurant to as many former service
ton and others who applied. Col.

Ruppert donated

1,000 bottles
neai beer foi-the Da vies diners.

of

At the Elks' Club hundreds of
children and needy families were
supplied with presents or food. The
Elks' clubhouse on West Forty
third street was besieged all day by
a crowd that necessitated police di-

vr.

THE HAPPIEST OF HAPPY NEW Y^ARS
VITTORIA

CLOT1LDE

•

GALLARINI SISTERS
The

SE ALO
Almost
Human

Booked

"MU8ICISTE
IN VAUDEVILLE

Dl

MILANO"

WITH THE MESSRS. SHFBKKT

Seal

Solid.

CAPTAIN TREAT
Direction: PAUL DURAND.

Manager:

FELT BEOS.' SHUBEET
Pittsburgh, Dec. 26.
will be operated by Felt Hrotheis of Philadelphia as a pop vaudeville house,
commencing Jan. L'. It will play
six acts and a lealure twice daily
for n full
week, hooked by the
Shecdy agency in New VorU.

The Shubert theatre

In e\« hange for the Shubert the
Felts have turned over to the Shubert concern the Duquesne, into

which

tht»

Shuherts

will

move

their

big time vaudeville policy from
house the Felts have taken.

ih<-

have a pop vaudeville
house. Aldine. jn Wilmington. Del.,
also booked by Sheedy. P.esjdeH the
Philadelphia brothers have the AlTin- Felts

JEANNE LaCROSSE
&^*n<ling the Holidays
in

Los Angeles.

Returning East

GREETINGS TO ALL

in

January

dine, Philadelphia, a picture house.
There are said to be six or seven
Felt brothers, and their investments
in theatricals have been their own
money. The brothers are real estate

men.

CKKKTINGK FROM

ED.
Now

FORD

and

TRULY

Playing Shubert Circuit
.Direction:

OAVIOOW

e\

LeMAIRE

Holiday (wee;
from

IRVING AND JACK
Ph

»im^ia

;»li

.

r.^.;

KAUFMAN

Singers

FRANK VAN HOVEN

—
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SHOWS

AT THE BROADWAY BOX OFFICES

1

.

December

j-V-'r
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AND COMMENT

IN N. Y.

!

The

tment of
within tin

hu>ir.ess <b pai

leglt-

standing

its

managers around

$1,-

(No

paM 000.000. Following the failure of the
Jmaio Broadway
\ear has Item almost, as sperta'ular public to fall for the other $"»
shows and in the face of a general
;.«?
vents them " lv
the lcadir.g
Box office pri'/es have gone up and downward movement in theatre
rices,
the Music Box managers
existscat
fought lor
down. The $5
ence and wis ilnally planted as a opened the revue at $1 top. Ticket
That brokers were known to be getth .;
fixture for mo attraction.
happened this fall. At the same fancy prices for the attraction, and
time a manager announced a musi- the ma nag nent called them in for
Thoi.^h it
nothing
cal production for the holidays at a confab.
$1.50, the lowest scale propof.ed for but a smart trick, the brokers adBroadway In many years. The show vised a boost of $1, which they
was not an actuality up to the holi- ventured would come from the
days, though recently going into re- prices they asked.
After the fl jt ten weeks the
hearsal.
Three times the managers went to Music Box price was af. .anced to
Twice it failed. $5, the brokers taking all the tickets
Ihe $5 top thing.
and
First it was tried with a drama. the house would give the
"Clair de Lune." which had John guaranteed the Music Bo.: for anand Ethel Barrymore at the Empire other sixtee.i weeks. Prices asked
Record for the show arc repo.t.
common
in a limited engagement.
business attended the opening week, at $15 each for the good locations.
But the At holiday times prices were resomething like $33,000.
show's takings went into steady de- ported as high as $25 per ticket.
cline. At the end of the engagement The excess rates wore figured to be
the box office was taking in a little foisted on visitors to Broadway.
over a third of the Empire's money The doubters were set at rect reShowmen knew- that a garding the possibility of the new
capacity.
reduction in scale after the first two venture to make money.
With
weeks would have held the attend- always evident standing room, the
management
held
first
ten- weeks grosr-d
$26,800
ance up, but the
i

..

week

figures for business last

since Thanksgiving. Figures to b*
right with leaders this week.
"Bought and Paid For,* Plavhouss
(4th week). Is the sixth uttra<
tlon offered in this house sin<
mid-July and is one of the revival
flock with name cast.
Ruslnei
up to this week under expect

used; pre-Christmas slump worst on
record, with shows getting 50 per
cent, of normal.)
"Alias Jimmy Valentine," Gaiety
One of the fall re(4th week).

.;.

:

which have come earlier

vivals,

In

the season than ever before and
which furnish evidence of a
This one
dearth of successes.
started off well and looks good for

wn

moderate

stay.

tlons.

"Bull Dog Drummond," Kniekbocker (1st week). An English melodrama produced here by Dining
ham. Brought In Monday night

"Salomy Jane" re-

vival likely to follow.

HOLIDAY GBEETDtGS

,

from

DOLLY CONNELLY
AND
PERCY WENRICH

'.

Playing Shubert Vaudeville

DAMAGES FROM

R. R.

THROUGH LOST DATES
Rose" Mentions $6,890
As Amount Wanted
Fire Caused Loss

succeeding "The Wandering Jew**
"Ambush/* Belmont (12th week).
also an English shpw, which dl«*
Final week here. £how was proappointed 1n business attracted.
duced by Theatre Guild and moved
up from Garrick last month. Suc- "Captain Applejack/' Cort (lit
week).
Another English piece
ceeding attraction New Year's
produced here by Sam H. Harris!
will be "Steamship Tenacity."
Opened Thursday night this week
"Anne Chrietie," Vanderbllt (9th
succeeding "Her Salary Man*
week). Eugene O'Neil drama that
which ran four weeks.
has provoked a good deal of interest
and which has shown "Chocolate Soldier," Century (34
,,

strength in the draw. Figures to
land for run, with pace $9,000 and
over weekly.
"Bill of Divorcement," Times Square
(12th week). A fall dramatic surprise. English show began inauspiciously, but made fine spurt
starting second week and went up
among non-musical money leaders. Was moved here from Cohan
after three weeks. Normal pace

One

week).

of the six revivals'

which were put on befpre the holidays and reputed one of the best.

Still management hardly expects
over six' weeks here and figures
the road better. "Rose of Stamboul" due In February. "Soldier"
got little over $14,000 first week.
"Demi -Virgin," Eltlnge (11th week).

A farce that was promoted to capacity by publicity attendant Its
attack on morality grounds in

and over.
"Blossom Time," Ambassador (14th
$14,000

courts.

Went

and over

to $15,000

''Villa
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What

probably Is the first case of
kind filed ioea::y was disclosed
in the County Clerk's office of a
$6,890.C2 damage claim by Charles
Frohman, Inc., against the Ches-

B&L

its

apeake

fcfc^

forth* the

railroad

^

1

Ohio Railway Co. for loss
of scenery, properties, etc., by fire
on March 9 last.
The props appertained to Otis Skinner's "At the
Villa Rose," the complainant setting
&.

1
frJBTVr
HI^Bx9%

'•

BK'

.

BHk^.

*^

"'-^mW

'U
^

'

JJt

---

Bw

*

J
•

was entrusted

with

its shipment from Louisville
and that because
of the destroyal they wore compelled to cancel engagements at

to Lexington, Ky.,

Lexington, Lima,

O.,

and Ann Arbor,

Mich., which had been extensively
advertised, all to their damage of
$6,890.62.

I

HAZEL

VIVIAN

railroad for its defense generally denies the allegations and
interposes two separate defenses.
One is to the effect the fire resulted
through carelessness and negligence
of the plaintiff, its agents and its
employes. The other Is that a contractual stipulation placed a $1,000
maximum indemnity pn the properties in case ef fire or wreck and
that on Aug. 31 Charles Frohman,
ln<v,
accepted a check for that
amount in full settlement of Its
laims.

Direction
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"A RECORD BREAKING BABY"

VIRGINIA LEE CORBIN
World-famous Child Screen Star— Breaking House Records
Everywhere She Plays.

SEASON'S
uni Circuit

sSa!

hhbib

•

FOLLIS
GIRLS
GREETINGS TO EVERYONE

'"+'

f

The

BIERBAUER

A BABY'S WISHES FOR A HAPFY

NEW YEAR
ar

out to the end, witji a probable loss
the result.

Next

was

weekly, and that in spite of the
high priced cast, permitted a weekly

line

Zlegfohl's
attraction was a

profit of

'

accepted all returns of unsold buythe agencies.
out" tickets f mi
Complaints at the theatre proved
The
the -cale too high, however.
balcony was consta...ly failing to
sell out, and a rearrangement of
K* "n tb«-n
prices there r Mjltcc\
desired results were not secured
Tho finish came when the show announced a reduced scale for the
load, the "Follies" now being out
with a $3.Ti0 top, which is 50 cents
under last season's road prices. The
management contended the "Follies"

drew a.i much and nmiv in actual
money at the (Jlobe than at the New
Amsterdam last season, but admitted the show Mlayed to a givatly
kss number of patrons.
Music Box Winner
The apparent winner of the ?o
*eat conies wltlT the "Musie Box
Revue" at the handsome Music
Box, both house and show sponsor*
m! Irving Berby Sam H. Harris
lin.
Tho show is the musical smash
of the season. The house is limited
Rroadway looked
to 1.000 seats.
upon the investment as dangerous,
the total cost of show and house
<1

opened

when it bowed in here
off smartly at around
weekly.
Has declined
since Thanksgiving, but demand
after holidays will give line on
length of continuance.
"Bombo," Jolson (13th week). Al
Jolson's new show in th<- theatre
named after him by* Shuberts.
Blackface star responsible for
draw rather than show, demand
for which was «tff in agencies
interest

$17,000

and went to- $1
For the Thanksgiving
which took in the Army

at

weekly.

Marie Lohr named

ceding "Beware of Dogs"
"Dream Maker," Empire (Oth

listed to succeed.
"Dulcy," Frazee (20th wc^k). Started early and has been doing prof-

average gross running between $9,000 and $10,000
weekly. Figures to stay.
"Face Value," 49th St. tlst week).
Stars Leo Ditrlchstein. l'ler-o was
given on road by him. coupled
with
"Toto"
eng»K< nienta
in
itable business,

(Continued on page

111))

.1

top for that evening^L Anion,:
those attractions several wirVget $11

$C

Amsterdam,

has

kept

changing the $3.50
Year's eve and

top,

Amy

S

E T T E
U ZAeeordionist

away from The Famous
with

and

New
Navy

night excepted. It too has consistently kept awn/ from extra performances.
Theatre admissions for the other

N. V. A.

Formerly of The Peerless Trio.
Wishes the very best of everything
to my friends, along with a prosperous New Year.

BUFFALO'S

DAY AND DATE
Buffalo,

Rroadway shows and houses havV

Deo.

26.

The Elm wood theatre, a community picture house, will be operated after Jan. 1 by the Shea Amusemalcy" scales. The real winners at ment Co. The Elmwood and Shea's
the price are "Tangerine," holding North Park arc to be operated Jointconsistently around $20,000 weekly ly on a day and date policy with
at the Casino, and "The O'Brien Shea's Hlppodromj?.
Girl,
.the George M. Cohan show
th:.t started off with a run of the
(Continued on Page 127)
r.oved down.
A flock of musical
shows topped at $2.50 came in and
some lanJed because of the "nor-

*

FRANK VAN HOYEN

, CHICK

YORK

week).

William Gillette's detective play,
which lias been getting between
Will
$10,000 and $11,000 weekly.
probably remain until February*
"Czarina,"
with Doris Keane,

and Xavv football niirhr prices here
were $5, as too they were at Olson's for "Bombo"' and the Ambassador for "Rlo:-som Time."
The
Music Rox topped thrm^ill with a
for New Year's eve.
That is certain at the Music Rox and will probably attain at the ('.lobe. "Sally,"
now in its second year at the New

for

house in February.
"Danger," 39th Street' (2d weelO.
Opened Thursday last week, sue*

$3..">0

'

FRANK VAN HOYEN

Was

and started

attraction to raise prices after o; ining.
"<Jood Morning, Dearie," the
Dillingham smash at the Globe,
regularly.
holidays,

One

cesses.

of the musical sucproduced last spring,
but held over from this season and
has been getting excellent business since opening, with the weekly normal draw around $19,000.
Better this week, like all others.
"Bluebeerd's Eighth Wife," Ritz
(16th week). Publicity upon out-oftown showing aided in promoting

around $S,000, with the rent
"Follies."
That
charged off and all expenses paid.
fixture at the New Amsterdam but At the $5 scale the house is now
so remarkably has tho business of normally
playing around $29,500
"Sally" held up, no chances cZ mov- weekly, fo that the profit would ri.n
ing it were taken, and the dlobe, a. to $10,000 and over each week
house of less capacity, was .selected. Since the show will run for a year,
Tho management elected a scale according to tho demand for it, the
with a $5 top. Within three weeks "Music Box Revue" should conit was evident the price was wrong.
servatively net its managers a half
Ticket agencies started getting from million for Rroadway alone.
under and tnV; ironical result was
Tho history of the Music Rox thus
The shunting of unsohl "Follies" far
demonstrates
thu
theatrical
That was axiom that "they will pay for whet
tickets into cut rat>\s.
"stopped when the Globe box nlliee they want."
It was not the only
in

week).

ROSE

and KING

"THE OLD FAMILY TIN TYPE

»»

Wishes E e.ybody "Turkey and Cranberries"—
Orpheum Ci rein:

Friday,

December
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VARIETY'S 16TH ANNIVERSARY
Mapfr Ntw Y*frl
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Trade-Mark BsglsUrea
fSBSfc+d Weskry e*
YABTJETY. toe.

Thla is
srs again about Variety and Its anniversaries.
Variety's 11th, and Mike Scotfa 16th. Funny how MlUe hss stuck just
one year behind us, but time is the one thing' that doosn't double in the
SIMS BILV1IRMAN. President
New York Clly show business.
W«»t 4ltn Street

H4

gUBSCRIPTION
..$?
II
••••••
Blhffle Copies

Annuel

.

Perhaps you don't know Mike Scott. Mike is a "hoofer," but not oC
the ballroom type.- lie's about 66, wears a soft peaked cap his friends
CenU kid him about and has a "poem" in this issue. Mike says Variety must
run that bit of poetry about Mike Scott and Variety because he has
No. t told every one Variety would. Mike has a complaint; It Ig that when
he sent us anything to print about him he would tell every one to buy
Variety, that week so they could read it, and then wo didn't- print it. Mike
says he knew why, because we thought they would buy the paper and
not finding anything about Mike Scott in It would buy the nexf, -issue.
So, says Mike, we made the people be knew bby the. paper twice.
.

Foreign

$1

«

80

Join in) than that Variety will go on forever as it Is bow, and has 1»< i
going since its creation, a subject of no one's, an lntruraent of no one s
(not even its publisher) and as perfectly fair a reflector of theatrical
as that may be accomplished once a week— that it will meet on its pat'i
the White Rats and the Equitys as they arise, und that it will meet ther.i
in the same manner in the days to come that it has In the days gone by.
And that the actor wiJl never see the day when he can be fooled by a selfish agitator or a publicity seeker into believing Variety la ever anything else than what it says it is. And we say now that Variety
for
Variety, only; that its ownership has not chunked; that its, publisher
owns and holds In his possession every share of stock ever Issued by
Variety, Inc.; that Variety i.i under no obligation?, of any kind to any
-one in the show business, and that when any change in the ownership
or direction of Variety ever ha:»re.:i:.5 it wi.l be announced i.i this paper
when ii occurs.

U

ACTORS' FIDELITY

LEAGUE

&*?

The Actors' Fidelity League was
organized August 23, -ltlt, during
the strike the Acthe third week of

Equity Association was then
conducting against members of the
Managers* Asaclatlon.
^Producing
Founded by a group of some* 400
former Equity * members. whoso
withdrawal from tlie Equity wan
brought about through opposition

tors'

.*

the Fidelity league
has consistently advocated the same
principles as regards the welfare of
the actor the older organisation is
supposedly dedicated to, with one,
exception—the Fidelity is diametrically opposed to any type of affiliation With unionised Tabor, a view in'cjdenlally vigorously maintained by
many high In the Equity;; councils
miring and following thr* strike, and
even to the present time.
Not that the Fidelity League is
opposed to unionlrfn In itself with
respect to those engaged in kmc* t>C
endeavor Outside of the profession
of acting, for the League- has. recorded itself specifically on tpis
point ueveral times— it pimply takes
the sta ad that fl»* actor, and organised labor have nothing in common;
that the "open shop" pre: ^nta a far
better system for the nctcr to work
and develop under than the union-

to the sttMfte,

"closed shop" idea,

ised

which

its

opposing organization, the Equity, is
operating, under.
Without making a great hurrah
over its activities in -behalf of its
membership, the Fidelity*, League
regularly
since its inception has
taken care of any. member in need

New

of financial aid, whether in
York or osWlhe road. Likewise the
Fidelity League has furnished transportation and money to any of Its
members stranded in a distant city.

Legal aid has also been forthcoming immediately tree of charge to
any Fidelity member requesting It.
Upward of two years ago, before
the Equity thought of the humiliating "meal ticket" scheme (sign
twice for one ticket) for indigent
members, the Fidelity League established a dally luncheon feature In
the attic of its headquarters, 122

West 43d street, New York.
Here the prosperous star and
struggling player Of minor parts,
the latter possibly disengaged at the
moment, are catered to, exactly
alike.
No one knows whether the
disen gaged member, who may or
may not be-there because of crippled
resources, has not dropped in for a
social chat, the
affluent brother.

.

same as

his

mors

Which was Mike's ideal Our idea is bow or why r.they have bought.
for 16 years, not Mike's friends, but^ those two :or -three readers Who
don't know us well enough to be on the free list arrd actually pay cash
for It. That is a pusele. Variety Is called "tne" actor's bible" and Equity,
which is supposed to represent the actor, says "Variety Is the enemy of
tho actor," a favorite statement often employed by the agitators who ran
'.r \'*
the White Rats 'nto an inglorious finish.
'.

The "closed shop" or "Equity shop" as It Is termed by the Actors*
Equity Association was pfeWd in 'operation Sept. 1, against all managers not holding membership In the Producing Managers' Association.
In a year that will go down in history as unprecedented for theatrical
'bloomers" of all sorts, the Equity's "closed shop" Idea stands out as the
champ flop of them all. Since its Inception the net results of the> "closed
tihop" in the legitimate has heon the driving out off show business In
Variety, if standing for 16 years, (as it -seems ten have done, regardless, America of Qcprge M. Cohan, with a consequent loss of employment for
of how Impossible it doos feecm or why. must have stood for something.* hundreds of Equity members weekly, the defection of some 2,00# former
And what do you suppose Variety stands for? For Variety, "l lew could; Equity members, some "of whom resigned, others not even taking the
any one who reads the paper think Otherwise?
trouble to resign but playing for non-P. M. A* members, and simply
stopping the process of paying their Equity dues; end the non-employ
The legit managers inquire .why we give any a{teniiqn to. the .sectors lucnt of thousands of Equity members, who might have secured engageThe Shuberts want to know why we^can't tluow our whole weight to. ments with non-P. M. A. managers, but who refused, through a sense
support their vaudeville opposition. The Keith people want to know of loyalty, to the rules of their organization.
why we should pay any attention to an' opposition as against" estabPerhaps the most striking feature of the Equity's ^closed shop" flop
lished vaudeville circuits like Keiths and the Orpheum, that have been
has been Its entire lack of effectiveness in the* popular-priced road show
in the business for years and intend to stay in It. The N. V. A. wants field.' Conceded to be directed principally
against the road show proto know why we don't boost tho X. V. A.; It being an* 'artists' ^organisa- ducers of
the one, two and three-night type, who took the stand they
tion. The Equity Wants to know why we print. "lies," about Equity. And
could not afford to belong to the Producing Managers' Association, bethe actors and the manager* and those ullled' with the theatrical business cause of the ~ $606 Initiation fee and $25 -weekly
fee for each show
read Variety because they want to know about each other and what is operated/ the "closed shop" failed- to even occasion a ripple
of excitegoing orf.
ment when it came time. for casting the 100 or more shows. Which the
pop men started to get ready during August* s
What Vaf'ely want to know, now that It is the Yulotide when good
A few weeks previously the r.oad managers had organised under the*
will toward ki$ Yhou'.d enlst, Is why the Equity can't give a 1'ftle more
thought to Its little numbers. The Equity, as ever, with Its Lambs' name of tho Touring Managers' Association. Several conferences were
held
by the managers' association and the Equity. Nothing cams of the
Chib branch ofllee, can't get down to the level of the rank and file of
Equity's Council holds names famous on the confabs, the T. M. 4% setting forth definitely tfjjjfct It desired the abandonthe Equity membor^hii.
American stage, but Equity, alone with its class members, couldn't be ment of the closed shop by .the Equity,- The ijauityrwaa willing to make
some concessions in the matter of conditions* so waa the T. Je> A., but
Equity. The, little fellows make it possible; made it possible. Equity
makes the little fellows pay dues; it makes the little fellows take In- both were unyielding on the closed, shop question, with the T. M. A.
finally giving up the idea of talking it over with the A.J3. A. and getting
structions.; It makes the little fellows refuse work, if it suits Equity to
to the business of preparing its shows foe the coming season.
do so^ it insists the little fellows be loyal to Equity; it fines the little down
Two or three Of the 110 T. M. A. producers, with interests that
-fellows if they don't promptly pay dues; Equity suspends the little
brought
them In ro/t he* higher r priced 92 to %? rpad company field, Joined
fellows if they, don't do" what they are told to do, but what does Equity
the P. M. Aw The r«*t of the 110 T. >L A/s went ahead, cast their prodo for. the little fellow? It doesn't lend him money when he's, broke;
ductions and de6Ide^.ty forget the Equity. ;/ '; V.;
It doesn't give hira an engagement when asking him to leave a nonA point that favored tl)* T. M. A* jpenasda^ probability that the
Equity cast; It doesn't give decent attention to his complaint or plea,
and for what It doesn't do Equity had evidently overlooked woa> that the stage hands end muthitre- fs a request 'for a loon connected
sicians'
unions deeded tq take no pert .fjd jthje, Equity's "closed shop"
loyalty.
obedience
and
dues,
expects
for the little {ellow Equity
plan. Another was the early closing of many of jtbe higher-seeded road
r
companies and the cutting down, of the usual number of road shows
lt s asking too much to ask Equity members not to read Variety and
Where else can the members find any informa- sent out this year by P. M. A. members', v.tfhia naturally made for a
ira "lies" About" Equity.
tion about Equity that Equity doesn't edit before it is published? market over supplied with actors with consequent advantage to the T.
\'.l
"Equity." that monthly house organ of Equity, published and circulated M. A. In securing peoolo" fjjr. their casts..
feeds the members such propaganda as pleases the paid officers of
A couple of months ago, the Producing Managers' Association adopted
their
holding
down
in
officers
paid
a resolution creating;
Equity, and thereby aids those tame
^ ajipecial class of menshe^ehlp with greatly reduced
salaried Jobs, besides their extravagant expense accounts that the recent initiation' and fees expressly to provide a* m£$ftjjr of membership In the
But the T. M. A. had
"financial statement" announced by Equity's rpecial meeting did not I\ M. A. for the Touring Managers' producers.
reveal. But the little fellow U told by Equity if he is hungry to come up discovered shortly after the reason started it .did not need P. M. A. memrestaurant
the
there,
to
go
for
ticket,
sign
it
meal
bership as a method through which to evade the Equity's "closed shop"
to the office* and get a
he Is told to go to and get the meal— and sign again for it there— asking edict; in fact it did not need the Equity at all, and the consensus of
a starving man to twice put himself on record In Writing that he had to opinion among the T. M. A. people was, that as long as things Were proaccept a charity meal ticket from his own organization, the one that gres.-drtg' satisfactorily and tho T. M. A. hod so easily beaten the Equity'*
takes dues from him, the one that demands loyalty from him, and the first attempt to inaugurate the "closed shop," whv not let matters stand
one that does nothing for him In return. Equity seems to expect it can as they were?
tell a member who has not worked for weeks, who needs money to pay
The T. M. A. announced It would issue a call for a meeting to d sfor board or room or both, that it can't give him work; that it can't give cuss the P. M. A.'s reduced membership fee offer, but the meeting was
a
must
be
It
outcast
will
loyal
he
be
must
he
or
he
that
hut
him money,
abandoned after It was ascertained the T. M. A. people displayed no infine understanding of the rudiments of human nature hanging around terest.
1
New York headquarters of Equity which foresees a shining future for
The Equity "closed shop" has not affected Henry Miller, the only
an organization that appreciates actual conditions no more than that
other producer of prominence besides George
Cohan not bclon^c'lff
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We
member and a manager. have expense
memThe League has been called upon bership can have their Variety to read. If Equity has the 11,000
what Equity is doing, not to
numerous times since organized to bers claimed they have the right to know
"Equity"
or
published
in
as
statements
self-written
Equity
Jdjuat differences and has satisfac- take the
the form circular letters and such other means of communication as the
torily settled all
tween a

disagreements.

be wholly sufficient to allow the Equity
know only what Equity wants them to know. And if
Equity need not He to its members about
Equity,
about
lently waged
campaign by
them that as Variety is not admitted Into the Equity
opposing It the Fidelity has that; Instead, tell
offices it cannot obtain reliable information
Joubled its strength
since

Despite a

it

was

*"

..

And while the attic luncheon has
iMver been thought of nor advertised in the light of a means of reUsf for the Fidelity's financially
crippled members, it Is there for
whoever cares to partake of it,
whether of necessity or by choice.
The Fidelity through the contract
It holds with the P. M. A., haying
•soared the standard agreement,
identical with that awarded to the
other salary he collects through his. Equity
Bqulty nine days before the A. E. Glllmore to also say what
his expense accounts every week and by the
A. received theirs, acts as arbitrator connections and how much
other paid officers of Equity, all of whom
the
and
in any dispute that may arise be- year run up to—he
think It's a good thing the Equity memaccounts.

Fidelity has been self-sup-

.,

:

And that's all about Equity, in the week of good will toward all men
who are on the level, excepting Equity's lies about Variety's "lies." In
a denial of Variety's report of Equity's meeting at the Hotel Commodore,
the Equity's home-office- written -story was to the effect Variety had
"lied" all through that story. Specific statements were made of Variety's
They resolved into one direct contradiction—that it was not
"lies.**
Ethel Barrymore who left tho platform and the hall In the middle of that
meeting; it was Florence Reed. Even Oillmore said the amount of his
salary ($150 a week) as reported was correct, and he was glad of it, as
"they" had been saying he was getting $26,000 a year, rode about In
Rolls Royces and had a good time generally. It wag a great opening for

ig since it started.

EQUITY'S "CLOSED SHOP"

v»

Equity paid

membership

officers believe will

to

Variety 'lies"

or-

ganized.

M.
and through that subject to the closed shop. Mr. Miller
Is now touring with his own company In "The Famous Mrs, Fair," having done record road business wherever playing. The high -salaried member of the Equity has not been greatly affected by the closdd shop, but

M.

to the P.

1

the little fellow has felt It keenly, with resultant resentment against
ths Equity.
That the Equity plans to make the closed shop general in the legitimate field when the P. M. A. Equity peace pact expires In September.
1924, is generally accepted by A. E. A/s In the know. Just what effect
the A. E. A/a failure to put the closed shop over with the road managers of the T. M. A. this season may have, on a vote taken in 1024, to
make the closed shop general. Is problematical. The Equity's flop with
the small road showmen concededly will not create any too favorable
sentiment toward the closed shop for all legitimate producers, P. M. A.
Included, unless the next two years should find the A. E. A. a victor over
the minor producers a condition that appears unlikely in the light of ihe
T. M. A.'s success in its battle with the Equity this season.
In Chicago the Equity's closed shop, according to well-informed r.howmen, has cut the number of pop show producers down from 100, mere or
less formerly active, to a minimum of three or four. The laying off or production activities in Chicago has resulted in even greater unemploynn at
in that city than in New York.
About the only fields where the Equity has been able to make a showing with its closed shop plan are In the very small hall and tented repertoire shows, playing at a low admission scale, with proportionate \>*w
salaries for equity members employed, and the low-priced permanent
stock companies located throughout the country, In towns and cities seldom visited by a first-class road show. The Equity, recognizing the
fact of a number of its members of the rank and file type being unemployed this season, established a plan of issuing meal tickets, making it
a condition that those desiring them must sign for them when issued at
the Equity office, and again at the restaurant where the food was provided. The meal ticket, possibly because of the double signing arrangement or through pride of those needing them, have been in but very little
demand, but three Equity members applying for the food tickets during
the first four weeks of their Issuance.
Many of the unemployed Equity members hold that the A. E. A. shouM
provide for them In their stress of unemployment, a member pointing
out at a recent meeting that benefits could be held by the A. E. A. in
a 'd of its needy members as a means of supplying the necessary fundi.
The !-ui?gcstion, however, was quickly steam-rollered without discussion
i»y a motion to adjourn.
Although a peneral sentiment anions the lower-salaried Equity memhei s bus existed for some time toward the estahli.-di'ment by the A. K. A.
•of a relief luireau though whi<h a si< !< and indigent member might
ccv« tiu:incial aid. the A. I' A has st'-adta-l^y rei'used to consider the
ni.^M'-r. as.-.uming the uttilud* that the Actors' fund was ''iv.i'nl for tho

—

Variety has a young man on its staff. Ho knew nothing of Equity
having posted a notice that Variety representatives could not walk into
an Equity office. He had a news item relative to Equity, and in his
natural quest, as all Variety reporters had done before that notice was
posted, called at the Equity offices in New York where he saw Frank
Fortune Ryan, has filed an account
He told Gillmore his mission. The Equitys Czar replied;
Oillmore.
,nf of the property, placing
a value
nothing and we don't want any Variety man in this
184,178 on it, of which $41,004 is "We tell Variety
JJ
came back to Variety, told the other members
The deceased willed the office." So the young man
Jjgjash.
»*a ef the estate to Dorothy Lu- of the staff and laughed through having blundered into the situation. So
organization with a pinhrad of that description running it
Whltford, the actress.
Mrs. how can an
be expected to think of the little follow?
ir.Ie Morse Ryan, who was sepncr llUBl)an( l for some
first
Mtf^ fl0m
Variety, In its lGth y^ar. is pursuing tin- same poJi-y it did in
WjJ'.ls contesting the will. Meanencountering the same obstacle* >»;ir
fle^Administrator Cuvliii has paid year. It goes alons just the sum'
dictate
posi;ion
to
ate
:i
they
in
hi
ve
li<
who
in and year out. of those
$*,9fi8 due her under a separahave
tho policy of this paper. Th»y I'ud cut their unmake a'ler they
a^rotrnent.
th".v
so unmistakably committed th«-m-« -Srs th. > cant slide nut of the jam
ss
n.
de.•.rn-.s
m;--.iit
Scott
Mil<«"
Which.
8ol Grcsn was sucr.-« -.vful in hav- jumped into with ;;>e.
mg a roccivor appointed last week plorable—lor them.
in hi a
accounting tuit against Edgar
Dud ley for the purpose, o! having a
we of the pri s- ni will i;o with tli- in.
The y%Mr% may cyme and .y<\
"t her
is
!-..
take over the assets of the^ but If there is a Variety Hum e.nd aft.-i- we l:.iv.- ^n:--. v.
w!i
lid A ioIic\
impose.
l^dgar
Ya:ui., .-.:afL' a ho 1>.»j
ih-j
oi
those
vw.di
Dudley Vaudeville Agerioyt wiah (and that is a
C. A. Curtin, temporary administrator of the estate of the late
JOeeph J. Ryan, son of Thomas
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expert in motives would argue that Molnar had committed
some injustice, or put some slight upon someone of whom he was fond, and
out of the twinge of conscience grew dramatization of an entirely fictitious
Whether Molnar did all
set of circumstances that would Justify him.
this knowingly is beaide the question. The vital element is, that the play
unmistakably works out convincingly to that conclusion.
So much for Molnar. It is apparent on this theory that Molnar has
TJic theatre ou^ht to hasten to make friends with the psychoannalist.
it Is his personal soHe could tell the m:inagers and the playwrights, too, a lut about what's evolved a play that is interesting to him, because
It follows, as a matter of
the matter with the theatre. The popular view that the practitioner of lution of his personal spiritual problem.
going to be the extent
the new science Is a mildly unbalanced weaver of queer fancies out course, that the breadth of the play's appeal is
He is an intensely practical realist, to which the same problem or a substantially similar one exists in the
of dreams Is far from the mark.
working in a complicated technique that probably is more definite and mental state of the generality. There are few among us who have not, at
some time or other, been troubled by thought of sins of omission or comaccurate than that of a physician.
mission against someone to whom we are sincerely attached, and to such
Molnar's elaboration of father's bromide to Willie is unconscious balm.
Here Is a pertinent example of a practical analysis of a business situation, where a psychoannalist out-gucs,sed a group of specialists in a
problem of the theatre, for the accuracy of which the writer vouches.
Accepting this Intriguing theory, it would appear that one of the
Thomas Dixon last winter produced in Chicago his own play, "General foundatlona of a popular play would be to discover a human problem, or
the
Lee." It was written by a Southerner with a sympathetic regard for
a human wish that is practically universal, and put it into dramatic form,
With and the psychoannalist declares that this is almost inevitably true. Aside
South, and he was anxious that the South should flee it first.
this end he conferred with the booking men who Fupnlied the the- from the universal theme involving the infinite manifestations of sex,
atres of that section. They thought well of the idea. One of New York's probably there is no play material so sure of appeal as the Cinderella
HOLIDAY GREETINGS from
leading psychoannallsts, at that time a visiting specialist in the fabric which has as its essence our basic dissatisfaction with things
neurological department of a large metropolis hospital, pointed out to as they are, and the human wish that some fortuitous circumstance (the
And her intimate animal circus,
his associates that here was an experiment that would bear watching. Fairy Godmother in whatever guise) might wave a mystic wand and
featuring "Dynamite" and "Man o*
This expert was at the time engaged upon a piece of writing which dealt set all right.
War" the Unrivaled Mules.
with certain phases of social and political life in America, and the atPlaying W. V.
A. and all
titude of the South to Mr. Dixon's Civil War play had special interest
Affiliated Circuits.
It does not follow that all persons will react to the same dramatic
for him.
Direction:
the
down
set
Tarkington
Booth
situation in the same way. Somewhere
PANFORTH o\ POWELL,
Before the play left for the South, he made the prophesy that It would idea that 'interpretative music" does not affect everybody identically.
fail there, because, as he put It, "The South is busy forgetting the Civil
A
stirring march might inspire In a schoolboy the vision of himself
War, and a play about General Lee will be aa welcome aa the raking riding at the head of a circus parade on a white charger; a man might
up of a bitter family quarrel."
see himself leading a crusade, and a young woman might imagine herself
aa waving a handkerchief to a column of marching soldiers. All these
Aa It turned out "General Lee" failed disastrously. The point is, that emotions might be aroused in different persons from the same source
theatre
popular
reactions,
looking
the
purely
student
at
of
scientific
the
in the musical composition according to their age, individuality and state
problem Impersonally, came nearer to hitting the nail on the head than of mind.
Dr. Dixon, who was dealing with his own people and the theatre bookers,
Show Held Up Over Dismissed'
who would be supposed tq know intimately the prejudices and affinities
The same thing might as well apply to a play. Henri Bernstein's drama,
Chorister; 10 Per Cent. Sal- ,
of the section they served. Even after his play had failed. Dr. Dixon "The Claw," as played this season by Lionel Barrymore under Arthur
did not know why. His own view was that the South was changing— Hopkins* direction, illustrates the point.
It tells of a rich and highary Cut Ordered
that the war industries had brought to the big cities a flood of aliens principled Frenchman of 49 destroyed by a designing woman 20 years his
that swamped the South of traditions reaching back to the war.
Junior. Take two people witnessing the same performance, one a man of
As an offshoot of the arbitration
SO and the other a man of 30 (Bernstein is said to have written the play
several weeks ago, when it was deAs a matter of fact, the psycho men are intensely Interested in the the- when he was 28). The older man would be likely to say, "Well, here is a cided that Zlegf eld's "Follies" chorseeking a new
atre. It Is safe to say that the Broadway theatres do not hold a success man in middle life who tried the fatal experiment of
What he isters must he paid an extra eighth
that these experts do not study and take apart. Human emotions and contact with youth by marrying a vigoroua young woman.
salary for each performance over
crowd reactions are the things they deal in. If the people flock to some should have done was to find comfort in sympathetic companionship eight per week, regardless of
whethoutstanding successful play it is their business to learn what its appeal with his own daughter." The older man probably would react satiser they are regularly paid more than
la Usually they can put a steady finger on the heart of the matter, but factory (to himself) by the thought, that he was living a normal family
minimum
of
the
chorus
$35
weekly,
life himself, and was immune from the perils and disaster of the stage
it is difficult to learn their method or get an understandable blue-print
Flo Ziegfeld. following an incident
figure,
of their conclusions.
f
The younger man, if he pondered deeply enough, would likely accept at the Chicago premiere of the
Willie.**

The

PSYCHOANALYZING PLAYS

MISS

HAPPY HARRISON

muES" cm w5~

mmkjmoff shoot

the ruin of the play's hero with calm satisfaction. "It served the man
A woman's reactions to the play might be
right, the cradle robber!"
One wonders what
entirely different, or either, probably, the latter.
Had he been bested in
situation Influenced Bernstein at the moment.
some competitive relation in business, politics or society by an older,
wiser or richer man?
,

As

nearly as a layman can get it, the broad theory goes something like
this: A play in its genesis and growth under the playwright's hand has
in it something of the development of a dream a waking dream like a
day dream. That, is to say, it is a more or less fictitious working out of
a mental or spiritual problem of the playwrights in a aelf-satlsfying way.
For the accomplishment of his task the psychoannalist has an enormous
amount of data at his command observations endlessly checked up and
established, laboratory experiment, elaborate research and personal experience in the clinic and consultation room and he uses them with something akin to wizardry.

"Follies"

Sunday

night, declared he

would quit producing here and prob-

ably locate in London after the expiration of .the Producing Managers'
Association -Actors' Equity AssociaIn statetion agreement in 1924.
ments carried in Tuesday's dailies
the manager also ventured he might
The old dictum that a play Is a, confession here takes an interesting cut out theatricals and huy a ball
twist, when it becomes apparent that the individual auditor makes a conclub.
Also that he is tlfinking of
fession in the way he describes his personal reactions to the play. Apply
forming a league of professional
Scarcely
it to the next morning reviews published in the newspapers.
football teams.
any two of the New York reviewers coincide on their interpretation of a
The Chicago Incident held up the
play. One finds it interesting and true to life. Another sees it as a faiee
third finds it boresome and commonplace. The same sit- first night curtain, the dismissing of
distortion.

—

—

—

Probably no modern play has Inspired more guessing or more fanciful
Interpretation or misinterpretation than "LlUom." One ingenious playgoer wrote a column or so to the "Times," explaining it as a brilliant
dramatization of spiritualism. Proceeding on his formula of the "dream
solution of a problem" the psychoannalist goes straight to the point and
calls it a "play of Justification."

A

uations and emotions have reacted upon the individuals according to their
individual affinities and resistances.

If some of the current Broadway plays are unwholesome under the
Writing his play Franz Molnar, so argues the expert, goes through all Freudian searchlight, if some are startling and some nauseating, the
the mental processes of an impatient, quick-tempered father, who has printed observations of some of the metropolitan commentators are no
punished a child unjustly and, then to ease a disturbed conscience, less quaint as intimate revelations.
evolves the bromide. "It hurts papa more to punish Willie than it does

Chatterton causing the
trouble.
The principals were reported having declared for the show
girl, who has been with the revue
for five years. After holding up the
curtain half an hour Edward Rosenbaum, company manager, gave la
and the girl was re-engaged.
One-eighth salary was paid the
entire chorus for a performance;
Thanksgiving. Six of the "Follies'*
girls belonged to Equity and made
the claim.
When the arbitratiott
was decided against Ziegfeld's contention the girls were all paid over
the scale and that the bonus In eaea
case more than coverecT-Uhe extra
eighth. t'i? manager ordered all the
chorus be paid pro rata for extffc
performances. Following a trip t#
Detroit last week Ziegfeld ordered a
10 per cent, cut in the chorus sal«
aries, but only in cities where an
extra performance is scheduled, and
Elizabeth

If some of the Broadway plays are odd In their revealments, some of
the moving pictures are hair raising. Their sex angles are naive to the
last degree. But sometimes they have fresh viewpoints. Marshall Neilan's
four short pictures grouped under the title, "Bits of Life," were capital
bits of dramatizing spiritual problems, particularly the final chapter
conceived by Neilan himself. Here, in a cheerful bit of nonsense, the
clever Neilan, with his peculiar oblique sense of satire, made fun of the
crude "movie" melodrama. It requires no strain of imagination to see
Marshall Neilan, deft worker in delicate materials of humor and feeling, looking with impatient disgust upon the makers of infantile melodramas and, at the same time, pretending to lofty art. So he expressed
his disdain by bulldng an uproarous melodrama and then turning it off
in a burlesque the heroic adventures were all the dream of a patient
in a dentist's chair having hia tooth extracted.
Something of the same
thing was behind the satirical story of "The Lotus Eater," Neilan's perthat aroused some objection.
sonal back-handed slap at the sloppy South Seas Island romance. The
The minimum wage paid ••Follies"
trouble with Neilan's laughable travesties is. that they go before too many
girls this season was $45 weekly, but
unsophisticated film fans, who love their romance, their loves, hates,
the average was $50, some girls readventures and sentiment laid on with a trowel, or preferably a scoop
ceiving $60 and a few $75, one drawshovel. Their attitude probably Is utter puzzlement or angry objection.
ing $100. It is said that none had
The fun is over the heads of the average cinema attendance.
Rush.
contracts.

—

r

IRWIN'S SETBACK
Justice Burr in the New York Su
prcme Court handed down a the;
slon late last week vacating the older for the examination before tri;.

Sam S. Scribner and J. llcrher
Mack arising from the $100, (M.
damage suit brought by Fred Irwi.

of

against the Columbia Amuspincn
Corporation.
Justice Hurr's opin
ion reads: "Motion to vacate i-x
amination before trial is granted fo.
the reason that at the time of th
issuance of such order the time o.
the defendant to servo an amende.
answer as of course had not expired.
Until there is an issue oi
fact to be tried It cannot appear
that the testimony of any p;iri x-ulai
witness would be material and nec-

•

essary."

GULLIVER MAY HAVE
\

SEASON'S GREETINGS
Direction:

ROSALIE STEWART

OPTTOIm

not known whether Colli
r
was after I-andru in the event of an
acquittal, but a Variety man nolieed~-hl8 hustling I'aris representative, Joe Itrooki'. at the Versailles
tri 1 of the Freneh I'.luehenrd.
It
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THE YEAR IN LEGIT
—

review of this legitimate year Is out that the speed in production
It has been dazzling.
That meant
with the spectacular.
witnessed the collapse of post-war blow-outs for a number of legitinrosperity, the bunting of the bub- mate machines, often "sent to the
keen thus far repair pits," and some managers
ble being particularly
saw Equity step tato early announced withdrawal from
this season. It
with a cloaed the theatrical race until spring or
the slippery going;
That brought about next season. Some turned to refDep program.
M. Cohan vivals. There has not been a week
George
of
withdrawal
tB4
and resulted in his thus far this season, starting from
frosa producing
Mutational decision this fall to em- late July, but that at least one and
often two new shows have been
theatricals.
bsrfc in London
Tbe tip-off on the fairs stormy suddenly withdrawn after showing
bufness fluctuation is now seen to one, two or three weeks.
By early December there had
the production
hire been made by
ways keenest man- been 100 new plays presented on
of two of Broad
who opened the season with Broadway and six revivals. The

A

fruited

!

agers,

ANNE SANDS

PRIMA DONNA
HARBY CABBOLL RKVI K
KxtcnJs Season's Greetings

to All

counted as gone to seed, llroadway
votes 20 per cent, of the new plays
successes, and the proportion on
the road is about the same. Managers having tasted the profits of

CHICAGO

DICK SHEPPARD

the big grosses cf the past several
seasons have not adjusted themselves to reduced takings.
The
IKE
MIDNITE FROLICS"
movement to reduce the box office
scale* has been partly effective. In
New York moat all the dramas are
Belting 5-.">0 top, some musLai build state's rights and other sale:, a safety valve permitting any independent management to operate
shows are scaled similarly, but ex- methods for the road.
Managers contended, and with with freedom. It was supposed that
ceptional attractions'* are charging
top meney, an:l getting it. with the reason, that an actual return to the several Broadway Independent manre.'.ult
that grosses a:e as big for old "two-dollar" admission was Im- agers would be excepted. By June
the smashes as eve:-. General con- possible because of the steadily ris- it war; patent the Council intended
ditions arc naturally reflected in the ing theatre costs, that including the closed shop as a whip* for all Inbusiness of the theatres, but show- ados' salaries, labor scales, sus- dependents, though the main argumen have advanced a numb?r of tained nig'., rail rates and boosts in ment for the idea was protection oi
theories m, to Ilroadway's limited costs nil along the line, with no ap- members against the small man*
number of successes. It is perti- preciable reduction anywhere. Con- agers from stranding shows.
nent that the increase i:i the num- ditions throughout the country were
Cohan's Answer
ber of houses culls for sp »e 1 in pro- considered serious, and the longGeorge M. Cohan was the promiduction to keep tliem operating, and proposed plan, for a national man- nent independent manager, with
rpeed in putting on leg'.timate at- agerial association, was grasped as Henry Miller also classed an Indetractions is a hazardous factor In a bright chance for a solution. In pendent.
Neither was exempted.
the ch.-inces of success.
Also the August a call was answered, bring- Early in June it became certain that
larger the number of theatres, the ing to New York representatives of at Mr. Cohan would be aimed the
smaller the percentage of hits. all legitimate theatrical interests, closed shop.
He immediately orWithin the Inst year the Shuberts the out-of-town men being mostly dered all productions called off.
have built five theatres, all above theatre controllers. The Interna- The Cohan producing machine had
42d Ftreet.
They have announced tional Theatrical Association, Inc.. put out 14 attractions In one season.
a conclusion of their building pro- was the result, this association ab- That number was to have been Ingram for the time bein.rr. and it is sorbing the United Managers' Pro- creased for this season. Everything
The new or- was swept overboard, Mr. Cohan
unlikely the coming season will And tective Association.
any more legitimate theatrej erected ganization will not have reached stating that his withdrawal was
thorough functioning until next sea- forced through the mandate which
in the Eroadway district.
Prediction that business in theat- son. This month it opened execu- meant he must engage none others
tive
offices and settled down to work. than Equity members. Being an ofricals would see a decline throughficer in the Actors' Fidelity League,
out 1921 was faithfully made as
" Equity ShopIn March, the Actors' Equity As- he refused to comply.
early as January last.
But paraProducers
then felt that the signs for the fu- sociation, against the signs of the mount was his contention that he
ture were not as encouraging as the times which spelled a bad season for was entitled to conduct his business
1921-22, voted in "Equity Shop." re- as he saw fit.
"With regret" was
garded inside the organization and the way he expressed his withdrawal,
operated
shop.
is
and
closed
It
he
out as a
coolly tossed off $1,000,000
against all shows produced or con- profit that the season should have
trolled by managers not members of meant for him, despite the bad
the Producing Managers' Associa- going.
Through the Cohan withdrawal
tion, with which Equllty has an
agreement (the strike settlement something like 800 actors were
agreement of September. 1919). thrown out of work. How imporguaranteeing open shop to all its tant that was was not fully recogEquity's nized until now, when many profesproductions.
members'
Council was granted discretion in sionals arc reported in dire distress,
to and Equity offered meal tickets to
exceptions
noting
the matter of
the closed shop principle, that being
(Continued on page 119)

ECCENTRIC COMEDIAN
BLOOMS

...

LAWRENCE WEUZi;

aid WILLIAM
PRESENT

B.

FRIKDLANDRR

JOE N1EMEYER and GIRLS
SEASON'S 01EET1N08
••rivals

—three in

number.

May time seven more had

By hoiarrived,

and announcements of others indicated there would be a score before
the arrival of spring, a time general
used for revivals, never more
than two or three as a rule. Some
•I the oldest plays will be tried, and
II is likely the current season will
he marked in theatrical annals as
-

the "great revival year."

The slowing up at the box office
provided the reverse for production.
The regularity with which new of.

ferings

were "knocked down"

—and

season then was 90 days old. Some
houses had tried the new shows
with such frequency that one house
had changed its bill six times or
an average of two weeks for each
show. That a more rapid change
was not true for some other the-

—

atres lies in the judgment of their
managers, who hesitated to remove
a piece drawing fairly though not
to profit for a new attraction which
might not do half as well, which
would have meant increased loss.
The first half of the legitimate
year of 1921-1922 is not to be

'

SEASON'8 GREET1NG8 from

*.

DALLAS WALKER
"The

Girl

From

Texas'*

Playing Keith Time.
Direction:

CHA8. BIERBAUER

seasons following the armistice.
Curtailment of production was annoumrd, though vaguely in general.
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Summer Slump
Hut a summer slump started in
April. ;md showmen were convince.!
that the

boom summers

.**£#• •****

•••

of the w.ir
for a spill.

*vffL

and afterward were in
Temperatures of the spring and
summer were high and deadly f<u
theatres,

p.y

July the survivors on

Uroadway numbered
all told,

for the

HAPPY NEW YEAR
'"iino

GERTRUDE VANDERBILT
DAVID BKLASCO'S "THK GOLD DKJCKKS

i-ndy

with

Direction,

JENIE JACOBS

•»"*««**.

16

attraction*

as against 24 to 30 ;md over
two preceding summers. A

feature of the summer try-; c.mie
with the like fortunes of the sp''<-:al
moving picture showing.
Two
made a splurge of it. but n-ith'-r
measured to the success of the previous summers.
The other special
pictures rated Just fair business and
several were kept on exhibition to

KEITH'S PA:.ACC THEATRE. FT.
Thank

the

ments during
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manv

win* an-

.

•

i
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A Happy New Year
Diraction:
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conseciif
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ATHLETES AS ENTERTAINERS
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vaudeville and burlesque dates on
the strength of bis real entertainCoulon bas a weight
ing ability.
resistance stunt in which he defies
to lift him off the floor. He
in demand in the vaudeville
houses but played several weeks for
burlesque attractions as an
tiiu
added starter.
The Baseball Pair
Nick Altrock and Al Shack, the

anyone

was not

When Eabe Ruth announced an ""uuUville circuit, for she not only
Intention of playir.g vaudeville at draws them in but entertains them
the end of the past baseball season after they are there.
The average vaudeville fan doesn't
there was an immediate scramble
for his services by the vaudeville crave a Ruth or a Dempsey on a
managers. The Shuberts made Ruth vaudeville bill. After watching the
a flattering offer, but he was finally efforts of the "stars" to stagger
induced to sign a Keith contract, through a 14-minute routine the
because the offer came through a vaudeville fan feels he has in some
boyhood chum of his who had since measure been a contributor toward
become a Keith agent. The signing a benefit to tide the athlete over the
of Ruth was hailed as a ten-strike winter months.
This is an age of specialization
by the vaudeville people. Even the
The
"opposition," that lost out in the and the day of specialists.
race for Ruth's services, admitted baseball bug will cheerfully give up
that he would be a wonderful draw- $1.65 for a grandstand seat at the
ing card, who should pack the Polo Grounds to see Ruth crack one,
or from $15 to $25 to watch Demphouses he appeared in.
The Ruth act's salary was set at sey flatten a challenger in the ring,
Wellington Cross but the same human will yell mur$3,600 weekly.
was placed in the act and the great- der when he pays the usual admisest home run hitter and interna- sion to a vaudeville show and wittionally famous athlete in the his- nesses either one of the pair trying
tory of sport opened In Mt. Vernon, to work at another man's trade.
If the athlete, because he is a
N. Y.
To the amazement of the shrewd champion ball player or a champion
bookers and older theatrical men, fighter, is booked in a vaudeville or
Ruth failed to become a magnet at burlesque theatre, it's logical to
the box office. His engagement at suppose he is booked on account of
the Palace, New York, where It was hi. drawing power and not for any
freely predicted he would break all entertaining ability he may have.
previous attendance records, failed The public go to the theatres to be
Obviously the public
to show anything above the regular entertained.
are the victims of a flim-flam when
weekly returns.
his
made
they pay their money for entertainBoston, where Ruth
reputation and where he broke in jment and are^asked to accept the

Washington pair who have made
millions laugh by their antics on
the big league ball parks of the
country, offered a vaudeville turn
that has only played one or two
weeks. The booking -den report no
demand for the act because neither
Altrock nor Shack is taken seriously
as athletes and are known chiefly
for their efforts as baseball clowns.
This pair have more entertainment
crammed into their 16 minutes of
hokum than all the rest of the
sporting and freak acts combined,
yet they cannot get bookings because neithe is actively engaged in
striking out opponents or hitting

home

runs.

•

Waite Hoyt, the youthful hero of
the world's series, opened as a
vaudeville artist at a house in
Brooklyn, his home town, and failed
to better the usual weekly business
at the theatre.
Hoyt was considered an even better "draw'' in and
around New York than his slugging
team mate. Ruth, but failed to "pull"
and was passed up after a week or
two as a* metropolitan possibility.
Professional skaters have entered
vaudeville and champion swimmers
have taken the plunge from time to
time, with a real demand for their
services because they invariably
stick to their specialties, which are
adaptable to the vaudeville stage.
This is an entirely different proposition from the other athletic stars
who come into vaudeville and attempt to sing, dance or read lines
when their only qualifications for
the attempt is an ability to hit a
baseball farther than the next guy
or sock an opposing' pug on the
chin harder than he can sock back.

HOLIDAY GREETINQ3

in

and

DOLLY

"ON THE BOULEVARD"

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL
Direction H.

a major leaguer from Jack
Dunn's Baltimore club, did not
respond to the big slugger's engagement and did less business on the
week than the "opposition" housi
with a straight vaudeville bill as

as

i

ho attraction.

All of which Is more or less of a
preamblo to the belief among show
people that the engagement of Ruth
was in the nature of an experiment,

and

his inability to carry the thou-

sands of baseball fans and admirers
the vaudeville theatres has
in,to
sounded the death knell for future
lengthy appearances of athletes in
the big-time vaudeville houses of
the east.

Jack Dempsey, heavyweight
champion of the world, is reported
as doing business for the- Pantages
Dempsey is
Circuit in the West.
surrounded by a road show and has
circuit
/The
in.
packing
them
been
must play capacity to take a profit
from the Dempsey engagement, for

BART McHUGH

cumbersome

efforts of an athlete as
such. Why not book the champion
bricklayer or the champion bootblack!
If Ruth can't "draw" what
is he doing in vaudeville and why is
he paid $3,500 a week?
Sport stars have been invading
vaudeville from time to time for the
past decade with very, very few
ever qualifying from an entertainment angle. One of the notable exceptions was Mike Donlin, who
broke in with bis wife, the late
Mabel Hite. Mike and Mabel did a
vaudeville turn in which Mike good
naturedly was the butt of the fun
making.
Donlin elected to follow
the stage as a career and developed
into a first-class actor.
Rube Marquard also invaded
vaudeville with his wife, Blossom
Seeley, but could never make much
of a go of it.
Both of t !.<•.->« men
were ably assisted by their better
halves, who were artistes of ability
and considerable drawing cards
themselves. Any lack of entertainment created by the presence cf the
ball players was supplied by the
talents/und efforts of their partners.
Eor^years it has been the custom
of fighters to ally themselves with

with

GREENWICH VILLAGE FOLLIES OF

—

see vaudeville actors. Any deviation
it. the future from this logical conclusion will be discounted at the
box office by the gent who refuses
to buy his lamp chops at the corner
newsstand.
Con.

THEATRE PROMOTION METHOD

The stock selling method of theThe history of the sport star in atre promotion is largely responsible
vaudeville or any other form of en- for the over-abundance of theatres
tertainment as a feature or an ac- of large capacity which have been
quisition has convinced the powers erected in the outlying sections of
in the booking circles that regard- big cities and in small towns withless of whether he can draw or not, in the past few years. Innumerable
he is a mighty poor investment for theatres of tremendous seating caa circuit. The rest of the vaudeville pacity have been erected in districts
bill carries the brunt of the battle, of
but small population by this
for if the patron be a regular who method.
Many more were planned
doesn't know Ruth from a Disney which never materialized, notwithhat or the pop-eyed ball fan who standing a certain amount of stock
has commuted over from Jersey to was sold, from which nothing was
sc his idol before the footlights, he realized by the investors.
will leave the hpuse with a grouch
The war-time salaries, which
when his hero develops clayness of placed the working man far above
the feet In an alien profession, un- Iris former financial level,
brought
less the balance of the bill is strong
forth
the theatre promoters in
enough and contains enough plain droves. It was largely to the workeveryday honest-to-Pete vaudeville man with the inflated
war-time
acts to take the curse off the headbankroll to whom they sold their
line attraction.
wares.
The theatre, invariably a
The Athlete's End
mint In the minds of the unknowing
The athl?tu fulfills his end of the public, proved a powerful weapon
contract when he affixes his signa- in the hands of the stock sellers,
ture to the document. He isn't ex- with which they mowed down their
pected to entertain. Why go to all prospects with apparent ease. The
the bother of placing him in a mod- small shopkeeper in a neighborhood
ern up-to-date vaudeville house locality was their best asset.
A
where he will only interrupt the small salt- to a man of this typo
orderly sequence of the regular acts proved a business builder of the
and destroy the atmosphere so nec- biggest order. Conversation regardessary to the development of a ing the building of the new theatre
vaudeville show?
in the vicinity was strongly worked
If ho can "draw" them— and this up
with carefully
mapped out
is
the only legitimate reason or propaganda, the storekeeper being
alibi that the public should stand used to drive home the telling tales
for by the purveyors of their fav- to his many customers of a day.

The mouth-to-mouth publicity
cured in this manner became
borhoods covered

manner

so

(

coming

rich.

A

popular method employed by a
promoter of theatres was the issuance of tickets, the face value of
which equaled the amount of purchase of stock. This was followed
to a large degree in the sale of 100
shares, for which tickets amounting
to $100 were given free, which were
to be used at the rate of $1 per'
week. With tho .$100 shares two
tickets valued at 50 cents each were
presented to the purchaser for 60
weeks. It was necessary, however,
for the stockholder to use the tickets every week after the house
opened, with no doubling up on any
special week.
The ticket angle
proved a strong feature of the selling talk of the stock salesmen, the
purchaser being told in colorful
language that they were being presented with $100 in addition to all
of the profits which they would
gain from the investment.
A Long Island town has a theatre
still under construction backed by
local capital .secured by the sale of
stock from house to house.
The
original plans called for a theatre

seating 2,800. With the recent bad
times the sale of stock was noticeably affected and the ohan< .s of
finishing the house were small. The

promoters decided to get. their
project underway, regardless
f the
lack of ready cash, and are .-ngnged
at the present time of fitting up
on!y_the lower floor of the building.
The roof is already on and the balcony included, bu'. the latter a ill
not be used until a later date
hen
more stock sales can be made, with
the theatres to be opened as a
ground floor proposition with a seating capacity of 1,700.
This proposition continued to live after the
falling oft* of stock sales by the buying in by a local theatre man. who
.»:ec:iired a very satisfactory contract
for himself which practically gives
him control of tho house for .^veral
years with but a Mnall la.\.,nt In
comparison to the erection of »
house with his own funds.
In the avalanche of thontn building has arisen many le^al l-attlc*
and much local scandal.
In the
promotion schemes local politicians
have become involved, with tlie r
affairs aired by the opposing P ar "
ties, all of which has helped to cut
down on this style of false promotion at present,
which. ti.g»-ther
with the general tightening >;|> uf
business, has greatly nd
"''
earning powers of the fly-i^
theatre promo* era.
*

j

j

i

*

J
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In this

that not a single prospective investor could escape without learning of the "wonderful development**
to be made in his or her own locality in which each and everyone
had a chance of becoming interested in and the possibility of be-

;

Interest among the fighting fraternity and followers aroused by the
ex-champ'a recent release from
penal servitude and curiosity as to
his chance of once more becoming a
factor in pugilistic circles. Johnson

n comparison, Miss Tanguay is entertained them because he briefly
worth twice as much money to a to n lied on these matters in a short
speech and because he donned the
tools of his trade and boxed.
.lo'nnny (,'oulon. the ex-bantamwr'tlif chsmpion, a No pUtyed some

se-

the

biggest booster of sales of any of
the methods employed, with neigh-

'

The Question Is
they have most times proven worthThis Is a question that showmen while added attractions. Jack John:ire beginning to answer in the neg- son this season has been a big card
The engagement of a na- for burlesque shows because of the
ative.
tional athletic idol like Dempsey or
Ruth may draw a certain clientele
of strangers through the turnstiles
but statistics don't show where it
has manufactured any "good will"
for the circuit playing the athlete.

1920.

Ruth has taught the vaudeville
moguls that the public goes to the
Polo Grounds to see ball players, to
Madison Square Garden to see
boxers and to vaudeville theatres to

if he
orite form of entertainment
can draw them in, why don't. they
put him in a tent?
Unless the athlete can entertain
them and "draw" them simultaneously he is no more entitled to a
engagement than the
vaudeville
champion checker player of the
A. E. F., and less if the checker
player brings his board with him.
This season's experience with

high priced attraction.
is
JOva Tanguay recently toured the
Tan Circuit and has been offered a
return engagement at the same sal-Can Ruth or Dempsey repeat
•-try.
around the houses they have ap- burlesque shows and when they conpeared in?
fined themselves to their specialties
iie

*
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tenor, looked askance c
(he defendant's
relatione
with
Emily
Drango of the "Follies.'' Herbert
Stothardt, composer, earned considerable unwilling newspaper space
in the metropolitan dallies In a separation action b, hie wife, which'
aleo involve
Frances W* its, the
star of "Jiramle"
(a show Mr.
Stothardt composed), as defendant
in an alienation suit. Both actions
were
dropped
eventually,
the
Stothardts settling their differences.

Talk about thair making up

and national court rec- twain.

The California courts
last month awarded Ruth B. Mason
$500 alimony in her suit against E.
Mason Hopper, the Ooldwyn director.
They both sued and counter
sued for divorce, but the court is
always
kind to the female of the
ware the principals occupied con- species, 'so Mr. Hopper hat to pay.
rable of the judicial bodies' atHelen Darling of picture fame has
the country, at a divorce action
all over
pending against
considerable John Darling.
precipitating
Evidently Darling
muHt
be
their
real
respect
monlcas, althe
newspaper comment In
though It listens very "stagey."
Uve; sections.
The Li. Lawrence Weber divorce
W
R. I., fQr instance,
;H1 Providence,
suit against Edith Ha 11 or comes unthere was considerable agitation at der.- the screen world category by
the\time when ,.Crane Wilbur and proxy. a> it were, iuasmucl
» John
Pearl White, both' picture stars, be-' J. Dillon, the Fox film director", was

^rda for th* paat year disclose an
Interesting variety of domestic prowhich professionals
Jn
ceeding*
were conoerned. Separation and
4tvorci suits in which theatre folk

gib' individuaPsuits' mode easy because of the flexible' ^deposition*'
T$fe
clause M? the city's stat Jtea.
i

other
Providence ministers and
leading citizens raised considerable
fuss, likening their town to Reno as
an easy divorce center and ^disclosing some details about Miss White's
"residence" there being l ore or less
of the present in spirit, but absent
In body kind, through the medium of
a house maintained by maids.
Stage, screen, vaudeville, "t:n pan
alley" and cabaret celebrities are
Included in this year's grist of the
The
divorce and separation mills.
Lou. TeUegen -Gerald ine Farrar suit
-

and counter

suit,

still

pending,

is

is

still

rife.

Ethel Barrymore and Russel G.
came to the parting of ways
without any legal action because of
Miss Barrymore's religious scruples'
and the fact she wanted her children to reap the benefit of their inheritance and not invalidate their
claims against the rubber and
Colt

man' j estate.
Amellta Gall -Cure! upon securing
her decree immediately married
Homer Samuels, her accompanist.
H. H. Frazee, legit producer, is currently being sued by Elsie Frazoe
for divorce.
Th« Peggy HopkinsStanley Joyce wrangle was another
textile

co-respondent and became
Miss HaJIor'a 'next spouse jvhen the
nanped..'

lfgit produce!* was awarded a decree.
Harry E. A it ken',' ex-presi-

dent of the Triangle Film Co. and
a prominent figure in the picture Industry, disclosed

the' fact

all

was

merry in--,Ms household when feature of the theatrical world's diGladys B. Aitken started civil suit vorce actions, the young millionaire
on some notcsnnd automobiles. Al- charging M is j Joyce with bigamy,
though not legally separated, the cruelty and misconduct and she
Aitkcns have been living apart for parrying she married him to get rid

riot

of him.

some time.
James Young,

Betty Pierce, of musical comedy,

thj picture director, for the third time lost his wife
(not the Fame one, but the third

was sued by Louis Silver, the composer, who named Maxim Karmln-

almost life mate). Clara "VVhlppie
Young, scenario writer and author-

ceedings

ess,

is

the

plaintiff.

skl,

w

•

$6,200

annual

alimony.

Rudolph

of his own, with Jean Acker as the
original plaintiff. Miss Acker's real
name is Harriet M. Guglielmi; Rudolph's, according to the records,
reads Antonio V. Guglielmi.
The Charlie Chaplin -Mildred Hartta court* tilt was an interesting bit
-of new* to the whole world while it
lasted during the middle of the year.
f

whom an

*
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N. Y., Supreme Court, and later
Jennie Messman (Yancst Dolly) sestefc
cured her decree from Harry Messman (professionally Harry Fox). ( Emerson and Baldwin), the decree
Both divorces were by default, the going by deiauff; r eirnT undefended;
Dolly Sisters testifying by deposi- Hermose Jose (Burns and Jose)
tion from Lcndon where they are brought suit against Nat Burns (real
now appearing in "The League of name Nathan Birnbaum) .and MidNotions.''
gle Millet divorced Charles S. CalJohn Paul Jones, now with the lahan, also a vaudevilhan; suit unProvincetown Players, is suing Mar- defended..'
The vaudeville t roster
tha Coon Jones for a divorce. Flor- complete^ itself with ttie'f&Sii& Ljeeence Rosenquest's suit against J. dom Tight action against Harry
Wesley Rosenquest was settled pri- Tighe, na'rping Mabel ^Ifcley (Four
vately, the plaintiff (professionally Haley Sisters); Elizabeth R. Alder
Flo Darling) waiving all alimony separation "from Joseph Bennett
claims for the custody of their four- Aldert (professionally <Joe Bennett,
year-old son, J. Weslej Rosenquest, formerly of Bennett and Richards);
Jr.
Eva PucM divorce from Aaron KeeIn Vaudeville
sler, booking agent; MaUdo GoldThe vaudeville field of show busi- man sep^rjitlon^ and later divorce
ness, too, had an auspicious array of suit against Abraham "Goldman (p*r5-*
participants, that with Harry Car- fessionally Eddie Kane, of Kane and
roll, the Billle Shaw and William
Herman); Blanche Taylor divorce
Seabury mutual separation; May from Tell Taylor, Chicago music
Stanley's suit against Stan Stanley; publisher and .Margaret D'Ziubia's
Al Siegal's suit against Bee Palmer divorce action against Franklin Arnaming Jack Dempsey, the heavy dell in which $200 weekly alimony
weigh champ, and the quarter-mil- was allowed Mrs. Ardell.
lion-dollar alienation suit against
This about completes the show
_____
Dempsey;
__
Mrs. wJack Collins
_____
__.....„
In business divorce and separation re"g
D rt"n ln g a bigamy" charge^" Collins, sume, excepting for Al G. Barnes'
who is a vaudevllllan, stated to the divorce In Las Vegas, Texas, some
court her suspicions were aroused months ago.
Mr. Barnes is the
when her husband ad libbed in his wealthy circus owner, his wife bavact one time to the effect he was in* been his business as well as life
lucky to have more than one wife in mate. He made a $10 ."00 settlereserve. Another funny one devel- ment on her and immetl.ately maroped when Harris Walman and ried Jane Hartlgan, a circus rider.
Irene Berry separated legally but
Jack Singer, burlesque Impresario,
continued doing their double act toge ther on the stage to complete some
bookings. Oscar Lorraine, who sued
Marion Stillman for a divorce on
grounds of desertion also continued
doing a double act with his wife for
a little, while, although two months
after the final decree, Miss Stillman
remarried taking unto herself Ray
Rivers, the California lightweight.
Rosa Fischer (Princess Rajah, in
vaudeville) and Clifford C. Fischer,
a foreign vaudeville agent, were
among the wedded and parted this
year, as were Etta Bell Conley who
named Harry J. Conley's vaudeville
partner, Naomi Ray; Madge Hart,
who for the third time began and
dropped divorce proceedings against
Max Hart, the agent, although they
are living apart. At several times
this year they engaged in legal tilts
about possession of property.
When Winnie Llghtner (LIghtner
lyn,

I

.

LARRY COMER
agreed to disagree witn bis wife,
Goldie Singer, this year also when
they executed a separation agreement. They had previously been
separated, for 15 years, Mrs. Singer
sojourning in California most of the
time.

.:'

\

.

,

Combining the legitimate and mu-

r—~—~*~*

pal and manager, and myself, wish to express our thanks and appps*
elation io ALL. booking managers and house managers for courtesies
extended during the past year.

*

;

ingenue, and now with "Good Morning
Dearie,"
divorcing
William
Harrigan, another legU. Miss Groody
is reported saying recently she Is
off marrying Americans, but that
British subjects have a chance on
the eligible list Marie Goff, formerly of the "9.46" cast, is also suing
John Cromwell, William A. Brady's
stage manager, for divorce.
Mrs.

BILLY JACKSON
My

Dolly
Rozslka
divorced
Jean
Schwartz, composer. In the Brook-

sical comedy field as the next classification, there is Louise Groody,

,

in the pro-

of affections suit is still
pending. Both of the Dolly Sisters
obtained divorces this year. First

_„

j

Willard Mack Again
Willard Mack pops up with do- Frank Tlnney (Edna Davenport)
mestio trouble, this time Pauline began proceedings against her husFrederick as the other half of the band the early part of this year, but

a^—

a wealthy importer,
and against

They were alienation

yet fresh in public memory. Alice married In 1919. Trior to that Rida
divorce
charge against Johnson Young, the author ss and
Brady's
James A. Crane, legit actor and son librettist, shared Mr. Young's home
Crane. Methodist and hearth, followed by Clara Kimof Dr. Frank
preacher and editorial writer, lately -ball* Young, picture star. There is
"*—--'•* in **»
~„ %.*>
the *
film ^ia*.,
coidny en
the
"thV rumprc «•»
a}so^ featured in the dallies.
talk of Constance Talmadge and her West Coast about Clara and Jimmy
also
doing
the
klss-and-make-up,
husband,
millionaire
John
Greek
Plagalou, being on the outs, will but there the matter rests.
In
New York City recently
lead to the courts, according to Miss
Talmadge. As has been cited, Pearl Florence Harlan (professionally Flo
White and Wallace McCutcheon Hart) sued the handsome Kenneth
came to i.*t parting of the ways. Harlan for a separation on charges
who played of cruelty. He counter sued, ditto,
Edna Wheaton,
••Beauty" in Famous Players' "Ex- but the court believed her and Mr.j
perience/* Is being sued by Irving Harlan has been ordered to pay hisl
Mrs.
Stark, naming George Uffner, a wife $100 weekly alimony.
Universal' film sales manager. Miss Harlan is the widow of the late
Wheaton was formerly a "Follies" Frederick E. Belcher, former secregirl.
Another Zlegfeld coryphee tary of Jerome H. Remick & Co.,
features in a divorce action with music publishers.
Gloria Swanson's domestic difJessie Reed, plaintiff, against Dan
Caswell, a 22 -year-old Cleveland ferences with her husband, which
youth of prodigious inherited in- has as yet not reached the cou~t.
but has been quite widely circulated,
come.
Samuel Goldfish (Goldwyn), head about completes the screen worid
of the Goldwyn Pictures Corpora- list as far as the better known partion, last February was ordered by ticipants are concerned.
the Court of Appeals to pay his wife
Troubled Legits
Valentino, flicker hero, is also in a
divorce and counter divorce skit

15

slnce haa been reported withdrawing them. Sidonle Steel in bringing suit against John Steel, stellar
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Sisters

and

Newton

MY RINCEREST WISHES

DOROTHEA SADLIER

Now

playing Win. C. DeMllIe's
Satire, "In 1999"

Direction:

ALF. T.

WILTON

Alexander)

divoi^cd Richard Pyle of the "Mary"
company, it developed that she and
Mrs. Newton Alexander were not
"oistrrs" at
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Let-
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Two months

after

LILLIAN ST. LEON
Now

America's i'rnnier Lady Equestrienne
appearing in -OSTOCK'S RIDING SCHOOL, one of Vaudeville's

ormer Mnrinn Morgan Dancer)

I

T

Inow

all.

her divorce Miss LIghtner married
William Harold, her musical director.
Senator' Francis Murphy's
domestic troubles flnaHy culminated
in bringing annulment action against
his wife. Kitty Letraunik. on charges
of misrepresentation.
The "Senator's" real name is Samuel Letraunik.
Wcnonah M. Tenney this summer
secured a decree from Allen Sponeer
Tenney, vaudeville author; Gertrude
Allman was awarded a separation
from .Tack Allman: Dora Ford (Ford
Sisters) divorced Edward Em_rson

,i

Mr..i.i.

ciimpany with t!i»> assistance of tinTouring \V. V. M. A. and Orpheiim,

Direction:

WILLIAM JACOB3 AGENCY

greatest eoni'Mly acts
SinttTS
Circuits.

';i.-lle
1..

!

(WEI
1FRANK VAN HAVEN

Opening December 2Cib

at the Rtnte-T.ike The:itr«\ Chicago, for second

tour of tho Ofpheimi *Mreuill

A

*

A*.

i\

t\*

'

r

(

•

RIRTYi^

«*»

*

Friday,

December

80, 1021

c

BEN BERNIE
"NOT A MOVING PICTURE"
Who has finally decided to take

Greeley's advice and is
opening on the Orp^heum Circuit at
Minneapolis, Christmas week, armed
with two pinochle decks, four gold
balls and five clubs that don't talk
to each other and two strange bottles from Reisenweber's, under the

Horace

HERMINE SHONE
Eack
Specially re-engaged for
York, Dec. 2G. To be rtarrtd n«»xt
agement of A. H. Woods.
*

Pay," open in;.;
a new

ini'.ig in

v

X

tl:c

pi. y.

Kivit'ia.

New

direction of

MORRI8 &

FEIL.

under the man-

MOSS' CAMEO

B. S.

\

GETS UNDER

jM

IIAF?Y

WAY

NEW

PROM

YC.'-r.

ANN PENNINGTON
with Geo. White's "Scandals'

Located on 42d St. near B way
—Seats 600—Feature Policy with $1

Top

George M. Cohan is well started on
the revue which he will produce in

The Cameo, B. 8. Moss' new picture house, which opened to the
public Sunday, is all the advance
notices asserted it would be. Intimate and cosy, with a seating capacity of 600, all on the ground floor,
the Cameo, through its interior decorative scheme, carries an air of
refinement and dejicacy that suggests a music room rather than a
theatre. The new house is located
in and adjoining the ground floor of
the Bush Terminal Building, 42d
street, between Broadway and 6th

[
i

:•

i

I

HEEHAff GOES WITH COHAN
London during the winter with

C.

Cochran. He repaired to the
country home of his mother for two
weeks, returning to New York for
Christmas. The Cohan party will
not sail for London until the second
week in January, but rehearsals of
"The Tavern," which will be the initial offering of the Messrs. Cohan
and Cochran, will be well on by the
time he arrives.
John Meehan, former stage director for Cohan, sailed this week to
B.

start rehearsals. It is likely MeehtB
will also appear in one or more of
the Cohan shows. He is the otHf

whom

America* professional
is

CchaS

taking \aaros3.

HONORABLE TREATMENT
Paris, Dec. 27.
authorities

The French customs

appear disposed to admit positives
on approval, the films being eon*
fided to renters to examine without
a deposit of the 20 per cent, ad valorem duty. The inspector of the
customs has informed the Syndicate
he is disposed to make a trial.

—

avenue.

MAY WIRTH
with "PHIL"
THE OBPHKIM

-..

HKADI.DiENG

CIRCUIT.

HELD OVER ORPHEUM, SAN FRANCISCO

CALDt

"For this woek's headllner the Orpheum went to the
biggest of all Circuses and took the Greatest of all Equestrian acts, that
of May Wlrth with Phil and other members of the Family and associates,
the latter Including four horsea, and they fittingly top one of the longest,
as well as one of the most entertaining, of this season's programmes.
The Wlrth act In a general sense is known to most amusement followers. Apart from Its excellence as an exhibition, it is interesting tc
study the way in which a feature designed for the big top is adapted to
the necessarily limited area of a theatre stage. Even with little room to
work, Miss Wlrth is able to furnish thrills and "Phil" to crown it The
8. F.

act

is

beautlfullv staged."

COMPI.IM I'ATS OF TI1K SEASON TO ALL
Direction "LIL"

ALF WILTON.

Nothing has been overlooked that
would make the house exceptional
as regards comfort. The aisles are
unusually wide, and the spaces between the 20 seat rows the same.

The

lighting arrangements combine
of mellow effects, all
blending artistically with the toft
toned coloring of the auditorium.
Richly carpeted and with the seats
upholstered In the finest of old rose
damask, the Cameo Is luxuriousness
personified.
The lobby Is 70 feet long, constructed of marble and ornamental
plaster work. It has 11 panels alternating with bronze frames for
photographs and nine-foot mirrors.
Between the lobby and theatre
proper there Is a beautiful foyer
for

a number

DARBY

done in black walnut and decorated
with handsome wall tapestries.

The policy of the Cameo will be
Cvitinuous, noon until midnight,
feature pictures, with concert features, the present plan calling for
indefinite runs, with $1 top scale
till
over the house. The indefinite
run idea and the dollar top are
tentative and subject to change.
Both will be given a test.
A well-lighted marquee over the
entrance, easily seen from Broadway, carries a decided advertising
advantage.
The 16-piece orchestra Is a firstclass
musical
organization
that
should be an asset to the theatre.
Gerald Carbonare is the conductor.
The four-manual organ, In addition
to regulation reed tones, has a piano
ndjunct, operated by the organist,
that n\ake8 for novelty.

CHAM.

BROWNnewand BARROWS
Comedy Romance,
in their

THE LOVE BOOK,"

IV

Wishing you

all

hy Wilhur Mack
New Year.

a Prosperous

To our Wildwood

Pals, Ed. Morton, Mr. Joe Dougherty. Ray Wolf.
Ole Olson and the whole darn .JAVA
(50 strong) we wish you
every success the coming year. May we all meet on that 'great strip of
sand in July.

CLUB

WORKING EXCLUSIVELY FOR KEITH and ORrHEUM
NEXT WEEK—COLONIAL, ERIE, PA.
Thanks
Our

for

your kindness, Mr. Frank Wolf.

Little Pilot.

MR.

OFFICES.

Sr.

AARON KE8SLER

The auditorium has a width
43 feet

and

is

of
85 feet in length, Trom

stage to last orchestra row. The
screen is prettily curtained with
silken drapes. Among its,
many
unusual features the Cameo has a
crystal chandelier that is a work
of art

The opening bill ran as follows:
Overture, orchestra; "Star Spangled
Runner," Leonara Plelka;
News
Weekly; vocal selection, Leonara
Pielka; James Aubrey in the Vitagraph comedy, "The M^s.vrngor,
up- "Peacock Alley," a Mi-tro-distr United

CHARLOTTE irARRY

picture.

The Moss booking

of a Metro
featur* ns the opening picture attraction suggested to the lllni peop
that the Cameo might become th.
1

CANTORS BROADWAY SHOW

ing February. At present the Shuicrt theatre is the choice.

The Shubcrts will shortly present
Cantor Js now out in "The MidEddie Cantor, one of their blackface night Rounders," in which he has
stars, in a new production. It is to been starred, with .Win Halpcrin
ptooofVln a Broadway fcpuie. dur- feature*** < •• »

WAYNE

--

BEEMAN

regular Metro show house for Tim*
Square.

FRANK VAN FOYEN

Presenting
Mu:-i

,

yvr.<:.

ALMA

and

GRACE

"YOU'LL BE- SURPRISED
HARRY
NEW

>»>
1

Direction
WED'IR
IIAl'l'V
YEAI: To ALL
Talk, Dancing and RensnUonal Ro^r Skating

u

ccember

VARIETY

30, 1921

THE

17

JAF*
I

(Continued from page
m

I)
i

derstanding and Ignorance of each other's thought* and ideals. It \
therefore, without a real foundation. It also shows that the thoughtf
Americans, such as the old gentleman who came to my assistance, have'
sympathy and are kind-hearted and just-loving. Generosity, fairness and
frankness are the inborn characteristics of the American people in
general
Recognising, therefore, that to enjoy the advantages of being a Japanese and ayoid as much as possible the opportunity of encountering
Insulting tongues and discriminating treatment, I aimed to elevate myaelf
and endeavored to Bee and frequent places and communities where education
j

was

In

began

abundance.

my

career as a student In an American school.

Having

learned all the elemnetary subjects, such as geography, history, physics
and arithmetic, as well as the easy lessons In geometry and algebra in
the grade school of Japan, although I knew only about 50. words in Engunable to apeak or understand it, I braved myself
lish and was totally
and enrolled as a student in a business college. All I could then do was
and battle with the English-Japanese dictionary
listen
and
to Just sit
books. The only words I could use easily,
for every word in my tc*t
though not always correctly, were "yes" and "no." I usually used "no"
As, for instance, If a teacher should say
"no."
"yes"
for
for "yes" and
how to spell the word, 'success'?" Instead of
to me, "Don't you know
saying "no," I would say "yes," to convey the meuning that I could not
spell

ifc*<

ONCE MORE OR LES8 OF A NOVELTY

v?>

I wan the only Japanese in the college and more or less
to the teachers as well as the other students, everybody was
and willing to help me. Teachers took a special interanxious
always
Delighted with the affecest and devoted moro time to teaching me.
tionate consideration of the fellow-students and inspired and encouraged
the
interest
and
shown
by
the
teachers, I studied laby the enthusiasm
boriously. Preparing the lessons for the morrow always meant a sleepless
night for me. While walking, riding in a street car, eating, there was
not a moment that I could spare from searching words in my worn-out
English-Japanese dictionary that has been my constant companion in
those early days of my schooling.
After one year of this strenuous and Intense study I was pleased
to realize how my English vocabulary had increased and how much
easier it became for mc to use those words.
It was while I was attending this college that I began my lessons in
My prcgress in this particular study was exceptionally
penmanship.
rapid, so much so that in about two months the principal voted me the
Because I was a Japancpx boy, the prlncipul
best writer in the college.
who was also the instructor of penmannhip, took a special Interest and
effort in teaching mo. All of these advantages
time
and
devoted additional
which I enjoyed because of being a Japanese, helped me to make rapid
progress in every branch of my studies.
At 19 I had learned enough English to enable me to pass the examination to enter the Stale College of Washington. While there, although
I was studying to be a mechanical engineer and much of my time had to
be devoted to mathematics, mechanical drawing, pattern -making and castEvidently I was destined
ing, my craving for calligraphy never ceased.
to enter into the activities of life with the art of penmanship aa the

However as

a novelty

foundation of

my

SEASON'S GREETINGS
— MYHTI.K
JIMMY—

CONIIN and GLASS

HELEN

and JOSEPHINE TRIX

"Four 8easons and Four Reasons"

The Trlx Girls went to England a year sgo with John Murray Anderson
for C. B. Cochran's "League of Notions" and arc now starring in Andre
Charlott's revue "A to Z" at the Prince of Wales's Theatre.
American Representative JEN IE JACOB8.
leased by

FRENCH STATISTICS

Gaumont,

2, '.'50

m.; Para-

mount,

Paris, Dec. 27.

During the week ended Dec. 24
there were presented at the Paris
trade shows 33,370 meters of Alms
(compared with 39,230 meters the
previous week and 32,300 meters for
the corresponding week in 1920). re-

L\720 m.;
Fox, 2,150 m.;
Pathe, G.200 m.; Phocea, 2,710 m.;
Harry, 1,903 m.; Grand Film Artlstique, 1,660 m.: Soclete Francalso
de Films Artlstiques, 3,700 m.; Select,
1,565 m.: van Goitsonhovcn,
1,795 m.; Mcric, 1,660 m.; Agencc
Generate Cinema, 2,007 nr; Harry,

HARRY HRKEN

By

TOMMY FIT2PATRICK

Direction,

1,903 m.; Grande Productions, 2,000
m.; Super Film, ?,?50 m.
M. Labourlt, chief of the tocal W.
Fox renting section, has resigned
from that company.

profession.

During one of the tummer vacations, the Hand of God, working In
that mysterious and yet purposeful way, had brought an acquaintanceship between an old American gentleman a.iu this wandering son of old
Japan. The old' gentleman was an ardent student of penmanship. My
ability at handwriting attracted his interest, and his gentle manner, his
wisdom, his knowledge of the Bible, his American philosophy and his

WILLIAM HALLEN
"William Hallen Is an eccentric
comic, with a style that is noticeable
away from the general run of singles
of he present day. With his competent way of handling material and
distinctive style should step right
into the biggest bills and make more

(Continued on Page 20)

than good."— VARIETY,
Direction

'PINS

niTGHBS *

If

& NEEDLES' FOR

Albert de Courville,

week,
fttition after Winding*

MARTIN
and

MOORE

N. Y.

arrived

of last
for Vancouver, Canada,

left

the next day to Join his production,
''Hello Canada," now playing In the

Dominion.
It is planned by de Courville to
play the production back east by

L*t Us All Start This Year With Mind Pisarmcrv.
"Do not look for wrong and evil,

MACKLIN

MENLO

MOORE

and

who

New York Wednesday

in

"DEMAND THE ORIGINAL!"

Bell.

ANWABINO.

You will find it if you do.
As yon measure to your neighbor,

MEGLEY

Producers for the B. F. Keith and Orpheum Circuits, whose several
attractions are headlining in these houses the current seasjon.
—
—
*~-

He

Direction:

will

measure back

LEW QOLDER

to you."

-

RALPH—

—8AM

ASHE and HYAMS

TWO

SQUARE ROUNDERS"

A couple of wise crackln* eggs
with a line of nifty chatter manufactured by Johnny Hyman that
hasn't
been rewritten from the
bible.
We feed It to 'em without

the aid of an interpreter.
A real
novelty
In
th» Hebrew-straight
combinations.

Our

fixer.

JOE SULLIVAN.

HAPPY NKW YI3AR

to all the

Java hounds.

mean*

of a tour through the States,
winding up the extended route Home
time in March in New York. Tim
English manager will also have another production on thin Hide when
his London company of "Pins and

Nordics" sails for this country early
in January.
The stat. incut given

was to the effect that only the
principals in the cast and eight of
the girls from the show would bo
Imported for the American premiere,
the remainder of the company to be
secured on this side. Harry Pllcer
Included among the principals
Is
coming over.

out

JIM BOOTH, JR.

Says:

I,

Xew
!'•

|> ;i ,iri\

jh.i1

Mnmma

wish everyone

ever had.
S.— Kveryone Umovvh my Daddy and
V.-u,-

that

in

the v.nld

ill •>

Mamma,

BOOTH AND NINA
Management.

ARTHUR GOLDSMITH,

Benth&m

llw

1

1

FRANK DOBSON

'|>|ti<

Starring with hie "Sirens'* under Mr. C. P. Maddocks direction until
June 16, 1922. After this date will entertain production and vaudeville
offers.

Addresto. care of
Office.

Aladdock, 141

West

Max

48th

VI Hayes, 1564 Broadway, N. Y. Citv\or C. B.
^*
N. Y.

St.,

U

FRANK VAN H6VEN

)

.

VARIETY
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NEXT WEEK

Indicated

week with Monday

the

for

-.
Mrlva.SUtera
Texas- Corned t 4.
FTsher A Hurst
Claudia Colemaa*
Wilbur A Adams

2)

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

IN

(AH houses open

(JAN.

NEWARK,

)

The

below ere grouped

bills

mannr

according to booking

in divisions,

supplied

offices

In

before name denotes act Is doing; new turn, or reappearing after absence
vaudeville, or appearing in city where listed for the first time,

*

from

Lord

(Two

Ella Hradna Co

Keith's Riverside
Ella Retford

Glenn A Jonklns

Marcelle Follette
SaranofT A Sonia
Ted Lorraine
Leo Beers
Keith's Royal

Mankin
Ryan A Ryan

Eva Shirley Co
White & Leigh

(Others to

"Honor

The Nagafys

Hilly

Colonial

Rev

Keith's Altuunbra
Anatol Frledl'd Co

Moor* A Jayne
Wilaon Bros
Stephens A B'rd'i
Ben Harrison
(Others to nil)
2d half (5-8)
Joe Laurie Jr

Swor Bros
"Tango Shoes"
Wayne A Warren
Vaughn Comfort
Daisy Neilis
t Blus Demons

Walmaley

Clinton

M

(Two

in

Mill! cent

Willie Solar

(Roanoke

Monks

Ander Girls

3

RJalto .
Hart A Francis

Valerie Bergere
Anderson A Burt
Bernard A Garry

F A E Carmen
nil)

Trixle Friganza
Irene Castle Co
Leavltt A Ix>ckw'd
Elao A Paulsen

Midgets
Joe Laurie Jr
Casey A Warren
(Others to fill)
2d half
Singer's

Mabel Burke Co
Singer's Midgets
Welch Mealy A M
(Others to fill)
Keith's Hamilton
Bert Erroll Co
Ida
Chadwlck

M'C'm'k A WalUwe
Mor'ey A Chesleigb
P Bremen A Bro
Lew Cooper
Claude A Marlon
Seamon A Boehr

M

Osterman

(Others to nil)
Keith's Jefferson

half

1st

Mosconl Dros
Mabel Durke Co

(2-4)

Tamakts

2d half (6-8)
JAB
Morgan
Ryan

A O Duncan

Johnson Baker A
Brownleo Co

A Ryan

(Others to nil)
Keith's Prospect
2d half (29-1)
Stan Stanley

J

(Others to nil)
Moss' Regent
Victor Moore Co
Sabbott

McOonntll Sisters
Herbert Corthell Co
Williams A Taylor

(Two

McLaughlin A E
L'ttjn Jim

Julia

Dean Co

A Brooks
John McGowan
to

nil)

2d half

Dotson
Bud Snyder Co
(Others to nil)
Keith's II. O. II.
2d half (29-1)

A Kane

Shields

"Pcdestrianlsni"

Cook Mortimer A
lf«t

II

to fill)

half

(2-4)

Walmshy A

K'ting
Ilynn

Ityan A
(Others to riii)
2d half (6-8)

Moore A Jayne

•Two

(fi-8)

I

CumherTd Co

(Two

ti>

mi)

2.1

half

Julia

(Others

nil)

Mnnronl Bros

Dean Co
The Faynes

Brown Glrla
Van Horn A Inez
7

Mabel Blondell
Hazel llaslatn Co
(One to nil)

to

1st half

McCool A Rarlck
Miller A Bradford

A O*

lolly

BALTIMORR

half (2-4)
Bud SnydflT Co
Stephens A B'nelle
I'ebert A Robert

Maryland
Arena Bros

(Othera to nil)
2d half (8-8)

Oreat

•"B'ld

Own Homo"

Aeroplane Glrla
I<ew Cooper
race Leonard Co

<

Val

to

mi)

Proctor's

M*h

Jack Root Co

Mm a

ttui

A K Stanton
J .eon

Powers A Wallace
Bessie Clayton Co

BIRMINGHAM
Ljrrlo

I

(Two

(Atlanta spill)
1st half

SI.
-

BAB

OW

a

Lorays

||

(Two
i

Bro

(Two

tQ

Musical Huntors
Australian Stanley
Mabel Berra

Girle

A Gorman

Carroll

"LeVs Go"

HARTFORD
Kanb

•Spirit

fill)

Four Acea
(One to fill)

FX

fill)

fill)

2d- half

;

Babeock A Dolly
A Haynes

Nestor

to

liyrfo

Ifaystaka Bros
Maufi Allen
Fred Elliott

BEN

•

to

fill)

2d half

Mullen A Franels
Four Aces
(Three to,JU)

ADDRESS:

<

ERIE. PA.

WOODS THEATRE
RANDOLPH

Phone:

Palace
Wurn-ll^
Howard A Atkins

BLDG.,

GRAND RAPIDS
P.mpre*a

* N oiniH
Kay Hamlin A K
Weaver A Weaver
C * F I'sher
Gene Greene

Townsend Sisters
DeWltt Burns A T
Sophie Tucker Co

(T*o

Gllfoyle

All)

Palace
Mcftae A Clegg
Conn A Albert
Sullivan A Meyers
Con*be A Nevina

1st half (2-4)

Jack Norworth
J. A
B Morgan
(Others to
2d half

All)

(6-8)

A Clark
"Dancing Shpea"
Horn A In^z
HAMILTON, CAN, Van
(Othera to fill)

Story

Lyrle

Pmter A Hartwell
Oertruda Dudley Co
Morgan A Moran
"Shadow la Nd"

Spirit

of

'

Alexander Co

CHICAGO

Fi'rhttC

William Hallen
Stars Record

WATKRRI -RY
Poll

Thrpp Martens
Amlr'ws A I irrt"
J'

"New

let

NEW HAVEN

half

B*»

jyUAN
/

SIEGEL

(Pot nam Bid*.)

IT.

|

Singer Glrla

Mardo A Rome
"Lets Go"
Carrol

T.

A Qormao

id salt
Iny Bayaond

l-rstt-r

fill)

NEWPORT, B v
Nestor * Haynes
2d half

Co

Elliott

to

Mil)

Cecil
(

Gr;«y

others

to

(111)'

LM half
II.inI<y

Jo

"

Jo

A Hiiwaid
till)

O.

Keltli'H
"voniln mju
I

Cunt'in

At

Youth"

W^'S-IIA'RE. PA.
PollV -.."

(ScraaUn

split)

Lydyll A Macy
Five Avallons

A Capman
to fill)

Legal

Nifty

Tro
Hoyle

a-

Four C.'imeronS
Y;in1ato

Duo

Mm rion Cihney

Itoon^y

A

S\\

I-'

Hayes Rev
Johnson
On en # Parker
\-

Moodv * liunran
Ford

A

McKay A Ardine
t.'hahut A Tortnnl
VincM.nt

(i'Donned
Carlet„n A Hnllew
Nea| Ahel
JuKglin,: N.lsons

MINNEAPOLIS
Hennepin
II

Enst A West
FoIIJm C:ils
l're»s K. Ii. ar»:il
Th«.- Itosellaa

Alleen

MAY
i

and HILL
Wj-a«ct.od
PotMetaiUe Week
ARTIltH HOBBITZ

PAl L

:st.

Orphenm

Jack
Ford

^t.in.i

y

lt(i»i>

I/a

SALT LAKE
Orpheum
Drown A O'Donnel

TUernleia

* Fsim'ns

Meblingor

A

Llppard

Mnttiln

A Hayes

Stone

M'y'ia

Monkeys

flallettie's

Heyer

Marshall M'tR'mery

Cordon

Kit tie

SAN FRANCISCO
Orphenm
F.ddje
1?:«rrv

Foy Co
Ilidmnn

A For
* Schram
A Inez
Worden Dro*
Moss A Frye
Kd J an is' Revue
Ituckwell

llaym'nd
I-ueas

SEATTLE
'"lark

Orpheum
A H'TK'm.in
A Campl"

Morris

II

Tarza n
Umli ro Marcoiil
l,illi;»n

Shaw

Nihla

l»un<-< rs

Ori>heiim
Carlyle Hlaekweii

Shilner

A Wyde

Wooil

lien

Sterling

Orphenm
Von A Coibett

Hull

Noel Lester
Daniels A Walker

Howard's Ponies
Gordon A Ford
Leo Zarrell
O A M L« Fevre
Felix Adlcr ft Co

ci in arts

Tayl'ir Marey A
(Otli-TM I., (ill)
I'd half
Krne.si Jliait

Rlalto

i

Harry For
Kanpn Welsh
Jack Inglls
Rolls A Royce
Corlne Co

Kd Morton
Toney A Norman
Pohbie Gordon
The Uloa
Mrs Gene ll.lghea

MEMPHIS

I'm luce
7

1

i

Dave Harris Co

Margaret Taylor
Doner

Marin Cortdll Co
FT. WAYNE, IN P.

Eddie Leonard
The ShaTraeka
.Bobby I*a Salle
Flashes"
'Rawing a Woman"
Torn Smith
Barbette

Corlne Tllton Rev
Joe H«-nnett

Kitty

Wood
ms A llw'id
F A \V D.Mont

Fresno)

bill

Orphenm

;

LINCOLN, NEB.
Orphenm

I.ohsu

,V

(1-4)

'

O'Nell

Palace
Carpett A Hill
Hal Johnnon Co

Oeorjr-'

'

Bob Hall
Orphenm

I'M

Si -ii II
Willi;,

;

Hal Skelly
Crawford A Rrd'k
Bedford A Wch'tT

J Hosm'nri

I

Orphenm

.

St. loiis

Street^

Wll^am Ebs
Ruby Norton

San J os

I.ordon Sisters
^'ainatu l>u<»
L'l half

j

Kennedy
Maylwirth Co

Palermo CJrchS
Princess Kalartta
Howard A Fields

Hal .Johnson Co

O K Ley a

SACRAMENTO

,

LOS ANGELES
Orpheum
[

hair

-*d

T-kl/nAB

Jacki

KANSAS C1TT

!

Gardens

O K

Kelllm A 0"Daro
Prink Farron

M'fdOon

•Fred Idndaay

A A F Stedrrrait
F.Aj M Brlttssi'
T.AfK O'Meara

Anderson 'A Yvcl
Wilbur A M'nsncld

(Others to (ill)
2d half
Miller

.

Dugin A Raympni

'

Raeso

Av.ey

A Cranston
Chas King Co

IfarriMin

>ihcrs !o

Claudius A Scarlet
Camleron Slaters

A Jordan
Anderson A Graves
Pearl Regay Co

Lee

Ornhenni

i

De Haven A Nice

Claude Golden

Clifford

A Meyr*

•'Spirit of

•

DANVILLE.

p.-rry

It

'Comhe A Navlna

'•

Five

DAYTON.

Proilueir"
2d h;i|f
"M>R:n. * Cl.-KS

O A

I.

Colonial
Babeock A Dolly
>

(One

C

Sail IS Fisher

(Sarfie

Gaatoh

Main
.

Hob llurdy

Klta Could

(iol<li»»

Sullivan

DerUle* to tho N. V. A.

i

F & T SaMnl

(Two

split)

'

ILI H
Terrace
Mlnsinl Monar'hs

Princess
(Louisville

1

Henry Lewis * O
Marry Iterenford Co,

Jack

fill)

I.loyd

A.

"Cozy Ilevuu
Princi-ton

Klrkamlth Staters
Flynn Co''
to

FishiT

2d hair
Thre«> Martells

Josle

'

WaUlo Ac Owens
FLINT, MICH.

Anthony A Arnold
Montagu Lovrt
Kitty Francis Co

NASHVILLE

BIJou

DR.

Hicl(man Brps

B-l>

•'

1

"Spirit Mardi. Qras"

Johnny

Roller Skaters.

Calgary

bill

Wohlman

Wmi

2d half.

I'.nto

178&

Yotrth"

2d half

Andrews A

X

93

d».o

fill)

Montagu Love
(Two to mi)

A Lang

(Othera to

»o

2d hnlf
Patrice A Sullivan

Wilaon Broa

Beeman A Grace

J

Band

Moore'a

'

A)

(Thoee to fill)
N» 9'DF'D. CONN.
Gordon's Olympla

to

DALEY

and

Orphonsa

1

DETROIT

Colonial
•

edm:onton. c Ak.
(Same

•

"Not Yet Mario"

Liiaulle

C Mark Co

Darcoy
Be vain A Flint
<lrac# Doro
Brown A Barrows

fill).

CINCINNATI

SPEClALrziNG IN THEATRICAL LAW
HAVE DEVOTED MY ENTIBE CAllEER TO THE THEATRICAL PlutFESSION

.

OJaaelal

to

MAC

it-it

CHICAGO—KEITH CIRCUIT

EHRLICH

H.

N, H.

Arthur Whltelaw
"Not Yet Maxlo"

(On^

Griffith

POBTLAND. ORB.

NatHane. Bros
Barnet
Adapts
Hsr«ey A Pat arson
Holljduy A WlU'to

Chas K*tHn».,

fill)

PITCHBG. MASS.

:

Maurice Diamond
Ray A Emma DetB
Geo vamerai Co

A

-

2d Jiali
RIVER, MASS.
8argent A Marvin

Empire

Whiting A Burt

TJTJLTJTH
OrphevjBA
Palenberg's Bears

Hickman Bros

PRACTISING IN ALL STATES

Tempi**

A B

.

MTHESTKB,

(Others

L A J Archer
Jack Hnnley
Bobby Pender Co
Herschbl Henlere
Jean Adair Co
Rae Samuels
Valda Co
Cnrlialu A LaMel

Joe

fill)

•'

(Thtce to

"Indoor Sports"

Kelly

Bushman A Bayne.
Word Brps

Old Roae"

to

(Two

A

OrpheusA
Mlchon Broa

Adama A

'

DETROIT

J

A

Cunningham
(One

A C
OMAHA, NEB.

Demareat

ClifTord

Mardi Graa"

"Gray

;

Rose:')

Jose ff son's Ireland

Week Jan. * Kolth^s, Washlngtan. D.
Arramed by ALT T.i WALTON

2d half

.Maud Allen
Gray A Old

Lyona A Yoaco
Sam Mann

Jordan Glrla
Sophie Kaaelmlr

Comedy and Spectacular

MASS. Hayataka Broa

Cunningham A B

to

A

"Jav'ehlllty"

GAR

Sisters

OAKLAND. CAL,
Orphenm
Howard A Clark

Danao Fantasies

DALEY,

MASS.

Rowland A Mechan
SP'GF'IJJ, MASS.
Palace
Perry

Capitol
De Voe * Statzer

Proctor's
half (29-1)

split)

Swart »

A Van D

l.onlon'M Cent. S^.

(Two

PoU's
1st half

2d halt

The Rectors

Ben Beyer

fill)

WNN,

2d half

(Two

(W'kes-BVre

Vernon

MT. VERN'N, N.Y.]
2d

,

Edna Keir
Ed Sloan .

SCRANTON, PA.

to nil)

'Rlrljrer

York's Animals

rj

Patrice A Sullivan
(Othera to Oli>
2d half

Josie Flynrt Co'

D D HT

Dorin Humphrey Co
Ford A Cunnlng'm

BAnd

Orphovm

Wm

A Haynes

Gordon's Olympla
Bexarl a White
Bradley A Ardine

fill)

Winlncke

to All)

(Three to

Johrlny Elliott Co

Norton A MelnottS
Frazer A Bonce..
Hawirm'n's Ah'm'ls

'

(Twb to mi) '
Plaza
Jay Raymond

Shlreen

B. F. Keith'*

GoJdle

'Iffoore**

The' Flivertons

Herman A Shirley
Halg A La Vera

MelnOtte

2d half

Jack

,

A

to

M

2d half
Bezatl A White
JVeator

Strand

fill)

Palace

•

F A T Bablnt

.

The Cromwejla
Gold A Edwards
Hamilton A B'rnea

O.

A

"'

'

..

Ball

M

(One

Kami a Bros
Barnes A Worsley

(Three

"New Producer"

Frazcr A Bunco
Haverm'n'a Anlm'ls

Princess
(Sunday opening)

Ray B

Chaa Tobiaa
McCartone A

BROCKTON. ME.

A Kyo
Bradley A Ard(ns

(Three to

Edna Kelr
Bd Sloan

MONTREAL

Llddell A Glbiton
B A J Crcighlon

COLI'MBITR,

;

Brook a A Morgan
$ Fitch Minstrels

105th Street

IlcCartone A
(Three to fill)

C'Mlt'DGF.

poire meprc
BRIDGEPORT

NEW ORLEANS
Sarah Faddea
Seabury
Flanagan A Mor's'n

Cellos

Swift

A Anthony

Miller

2d halT

.

.

fill)

Rcko

-

Florence Brady
Lewis A Norton

Oer*'rd

Wheeler

.Tho Sterlings

Lynn

Lawjon

A

Laura Devlpe
LOrlmer Hudson
Sully A Jennedy
Eaher A Mcflowan

nil)

Lyrle
(Blrmlnith'tn split)

1st

Hippodrome

Bert Baker CoA Austin

ATLANTA

S(.

(29-1)

Lewis * Dody

'

Mnale Hall
Major Jack Allen

Major Jack Allen
Miller A Anthony

(Two

MORE SALOONS"

'.'NO

.(N'w Orleans split).
Norton
1st hair

Three Lees

>otson

John

(Others to

12fltli

'
'

(Others to nil)
Moss' Rlverin
Arnnin Kallis Co
Marry Dolf

Little Pals"
I'.uskctte A Ellis
Arthur Hill Co

Froctor'a
2d half

nil)

CLEVELAND

Bohhy

Langford A Fr'd'ks
"Dancing Shbca**
Ben Meroff
Van Horn A Tn*«
(Othera to
2d half

Lyrle

Senna

RENEE PIERCE

Poll

mobile;

Harry Kahno.

MJIIcrsh'ip

i

Angel A Fuller
El Clove
Meepari's' Animals
Kuter Trio
Rusaell A Devltt

Josephine Victor
Ruth Burtd

Valeska Buratt
Rogers A Alien
Wrothe A Martin
T^onla

Hanaka Japa

Dooley A 8torey
Crawford A Br'dFk
Helen Keller

LEWI8TON. ME.

2d half

A Durkln

Burke

AND

B. F. Keith's'

Burns Bros

split)

B. F. Keith's
Sealo
Harry Jolson
M'Clellan A Carson

to

Van

W

Haekett A Delmar
Benpatt Slaters
Tula A Richards
Marks A Wilaon

Orphenra

fill)

t

Palace

DES MOINES

Worsley

(Three to

A Neiman
A Haynes
Moonday A D
(One

A

llarnea

8mlth

BOB. ROBISON

0'b'rk«

Franklin Chas Co
Spencer A Williams

Rome A Gaul

Nestor

,'

LOWELL'

J J Morton'

(2-4)

Claude A Marlon
Morlcy * ChoalHgh

Ouinn A Caverly
(Other.-*

half

1st

Roanoke

Beraac's Clrcua

Reed;

Billy Giason
Princeton A Wats'n
'Build Own Homo"
(Others to nil)

(Others to ni)
2d half
Victor Moore Co

Mazla Lunette
Mason A Owynhe
Walter Fishier Co
Ren Smith
Lady Alice's Pets
B. F. Kelth'a

Big Frlscoe
LoyaJ's Dogs

Deka

fill)

Mra Eva Fay

The McBanna

Mitchell

to

2d half

BUoo

Fred' Elliott

Kecgan

CINCINNATI

(Others to n;i)
Keith's Greenpolnt
2d half (29-1)

ROANOKE. VA.

Weston A Marlon

Flatboah

A Bloom

Jean La Crosse Co
Ned 'Norworth Co

Baxlcy

Dave Roth
Baraban A Groha
"Young America*'

aloea'

1st half

(Charlotte

JAB

(Two

BANGOB. ME.
O.

WASHINGTON

Lyrle
{Norfolk split)
Sternle

nil)

Sargent

fill)

Joe Allen
Norton A Noble

Juliette

RICHMOND

.

(Three to

Hippodrome

Norwood A Hall

A Porter
Fargo A White
Brown G'rdner A T Stephens
A HTat.-r
2d half

A

(Othera to

Clifford

Silvia Loyal
Jack Joyce
Rltter A K nappe

A Marvin
Mra Eva Fay

Herman Tlmbfrg

Howard
Wayne

('inra:

Mary Haynea

Inman A Lyona

YOUNGSTOWN.

Ernest Ball

Sharkey Roth A
Harry J Conley Co

DENVER

to nil)

DeJ^oy

Mel Xlee

Orphensa
Leo Kida
Charles Harrison
Kramer A Boyle

2d half

A

Avon Comedy Four
Rlggs A Wl tenia
Watson Sisters

Manikins

George Morton
Watt* A Hawley
Wallace Galvln

Phono Bryant 1067

Taylor

A Bill
May A Hill

Courtney Sisters
M'F'rlane A Palace
"Pronteering"

(Nashville split)
1st half

Devor A Dayton
Roht Rellly Co

(Two

Arlington
A Nelaon

Sandy

NEW YORK

4

Top Shop

Majestic

Venita Gould

Bldg.

245 West 47th Street

H

Hill

MILWAUKEE

Daphne Pollard
Henry Santry Co
II A A Seymour
The Canalnos
Zuhn A Drleo
Moran A Mack
Kara
State Lako
Gus Edwards

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS

Hill

Unusual Duo

Pearson N*wp't A P
Healy A Croaa
Clbaon A Connelll
Kelth'a National

CHATTANOOGA

NOVELTY SENSATION

Johnny Burke

L0171HVILLB
Mary Anderson
Dolly Kay
Pago Hack A M
Hope Eden

Aanett
Hans Robert Co
Edwin George

ROSS WYSE and CO.

(One to

split)

Bergman McK A N

•

Aeroplane Glrla
Baakctte A Ellis
(Othera to All)
3d half (6-8)
Florence Nash Co
Powell A Adair
(Others to fill)
Wilaon Broa

1st half

Orphenm

"Two Little Pals"
Lew Cooper

E. F. Alboo
Sylvia Clark

P Bremen A Bro

Lyrlo

A Sawn

w*

2d half

Regan Co

CHARLOTTE

A A
A Drayton

Cbas Ahearn Co

Jack Norworth
Casey A Warren
I A J Connelly
Frank Browne
Allen A Donegan
(One to nil)
Moss' Franklin

Seal

(2-4)

A

Wllllama

Gautler's
Patricola

•

Florence Nash Co

PROVIDENCE

fill)

half

1st

Deway A Rogers
Lane A Harper
Adonis A Dog

81s
Lalghtners 81s

Keith's

M

Joa

Beaumont

fill)

(Othera to

CHICAGO

BOOKING WITH ALL

Romax

A

Oarnett

Washington Trio

ORPHEUM dBCTJIT

J.

OFFICES

N. Y.

Green A La Fell
Monarch Comedy
Cook Mortimer A

Lordon Sisters
Pinto A Boyle
Paul jBrody

,

Proctor's

Corradlnl'a Animals
Josle O'Meers

A Z

Cornell Leona

Pollard

Frank Gaby

Berk

Annabelle
Bon Meroff

2d half

Id half
McConneli Sisters
(Others to fill)

Dlaa'a

A Jayns
M A A Clark

McConneli A West
Mary Marble Co
Lloyd A Rubin

Wanda A

B. F. Keith's
Adler A Dunbar
Lois Bennett
Maxon A Morris
Mine Besaon Co

D. F. Keith's
2d half (29-1)

MoorO

Victory
Martin A Moore

to Oil)

PORTLAND. ME.

Williams A How'r4
2d half

.

Wilton Slatera
A Marlln
Palaeo

8uit« 417,

A Thome

Verabell Co
Darling's Mules

Millard

L A P Mordock

YONKERS,

Lawrence Johnson
Rose

Mmo

Geo O
Hanson A B S|s^
Four Camerooa
Eugene Bros

Hilly

The Lamplnla

Chic Sale

Amoros Co
J'RSEY CITY. N J.

Jeffraa-Straad

Halt

Schctl's

Carnival of Venice

fill)

SAGINAW, MICH,

A Dean
A Ward
2d hall

Bobbe

La Cardo Bros

Ture
Frank Mclntyre
Doyle A Cavan'ugh
Gallagher A Shean

(Others to

fill)

LANSING, MICH.

Babe Ruth

Amaranth Sisters
Hippodrome

A Bro

(Others to

Majestic
Edith Taliaferro

Lcrralne Slaters
Preaaler A Klala

M

<

Bob Hardy

D'n'g'n

John Steele

City Four

Da via

J'a'p'pe

CHARLESTON

BROOKLYN"
Keith's Raahwlek
Trials Frlganza

Greenlee

Mower

Jack Benny
Florence Walt'n Co
Fenton A Fields
Three Donolse Sis

CHAS.

urrx,

Murray

L'FAlfETTE, 1ND. Johnny Coulon
(Others to fili)
Now Mara
half
Monarchs
Sslson A Madlaoa
Copley A Jrxon
J Moore
Sullivan A Mack

L'WR'NCE. MASS.
Empire
Gordon A Gates

fill)

Sutllegn A Mack
Al RSymond

Washington Trio
Marie. Corwlll Co

T

Shea's
Merle's Cockatoos
Mason A Cole
Burt A Roaedale
Walter Kelly

Rehearsal"

Miss Juliet
Willie Hale
Foley' A La

Shubert Vaudeville

to All)

(Washington -St.)
Rucker A Wlnfred

i?o

MlCH^IOND.

Girls

Minstrel

Scott

Perlo Girls
(Three to All)

fill)

Ovondjo Duo
Cllntoh A Roonoy.
Leo A Cranaton

Chaa RTing
Others to

'

Roder

Gates

TORONTO

PITTSBURGH

The Mental Marvel

K't'ng

Frank Browns
Allen A Donegan
(Two to HID

Keith's Fordhasa
Grant Mitchell Co
MoConnoll Sisters
Frank Mullens
The Faynes

Elm

A

•

Strand

2d half

Ali

9d hair

M'Carver A R'b'son
Rose A Thomas

to nil)

El Ida Morris
El I no re A Williams

Harry Langdon Co
"Dress

(Two

Gordon

Gordon's Olympla

A

Reynolds

Margaret Padula
Burna A Freda

KAJIYAMA

Grant Mitchell Co
Habbott A Brooks
Mehllnger A M'yers
Frank Mullane

Moos' Coltsonm
Mehllnger A
Kay Laurel Co

B. F. Keith's
Casting Melloa

*

Elly

Mme Herman

FantellA A Cecil
La Dora A B'kman (Others to fill)
Moss' Broadway
FAB ROOKAWAY
B A Rolfe Rev
Colombia
Ruby Darby Co

CAT Harvey
Beatrice Morg'n Co

PHILADELPHIA

(2-4)

A

Dietrich

iETTH

F.

Berlo Girls

A Willa
Burna A Lynn
Mullen A Francis

O.
B. F. Keith's
Brent Hayes

Ethel I^evey

Aeroplane Glrla
"Dulld Own Home"
O Meredith A Dro
(Others to All)

Ames A Wlnthrop

A

v

Boyle A Daughter
Wlnlocke A Van D

.

Herrla

TOLEDO,

spilt)

fill)

llama

,

r^B

.-.

(Othefa to

A Dean

Roder

LEXINGTON. R ¥
Nelaoa .AvMAdlaoa

MUlerJA Chaproa*
Jim McWlllianiar^

Nifty .Trio
3

-

Colonial

(Three to fill)
Gordon's Olympla
(Scollay Square)

(Two

Raymond Bond Co

Wild A Hollls

Wright

Moran

Polly

to

i

2d half

HAVERHILL

•Boston
Black. A O'Donnell

Jlegedua Sisters
Williams A Wolf as

Chong A Moey

PRESENT

Proctor's 23d St.
2d half (29-1)

half

A V

(Richmond

4

fiil)

Dot son

1st

Bryant 841-84?

DAVIDOW and
RUFUS R. LeMAIRE

B. F. Keith's

Horace Goldln

Valdo Mcera

ED.

Lang ford A F'd'ks
Muudn Mrlntosh
(Others to

Tel.

SYRACUSE
Willie Rolls

1st half

(5-8)
Cl.iRon

Morgan A Binder

• Five

A Mack

Johnston

(One

.

BOSTON—B.

,

r

Regent
Eugene Bros
Marlon Gihney
Hanson A II Hig

.

De
Mardo A Rome
"Color Scheme"
Conn A Albert

(

BOSTON-

JAG

fill)

(Qjheis to itN
J
kAl.%,»ZOO, M1COT

-

to nil).
Slaters.

to

,

30, 1921

\

--

..

Demont
FAQ
Knorrt-Rella Co

2d .half
Vpe A- Statser

2d halt

BUou

B A E Gorman

Academy
Broadway

1493

nil)

Lynn A Smyths
Sybil Vane
Daly Mack A D
The Erforda
(Two to fill)

>

I

(Two

,

Beresford Ca
Hallen.

(Two

Kaus

(Jacksonville split)
1st half
Will Crutchneld
Gllfoyle
Columbia A Victor
Duffy A Keller
Bcrrlck A Hart

'Little Revue''

NORFOLK

A Marlon

20lh Century

Mabel Ford Co
Davis A Darnell
Dufor Boys

Jack

Harris

nil)

(Others to
2d half

M'Farlane A Place
Morton A Jewell Co
Scotch Lads & L

to

A

Stewart

Matthews A Ayers
Co

H

Kltner A Reaney
MeLnotte puo

A Pfean^
Manning A Lee

.

k

Heney Lewis A O

WUllam

Grace; Huff Co

Doherty

.,.

Plass),

Vernon

KJrksmith Sisters

SAVANNAH

Talace

Colt Albertson

Hhea'a

W'ts'n

*•!>.

1

J Mandell

Bailey A Cowan
Mr A Mrs J Barry'

to nil)

(Mobile spilt)
1st half

1st haif

Kltt/ Francis'
(Oqa to.nu>

Stars Rsuoni

Ivan Bankoff Co

'

NEW ORLEANS

I

Arcade
(Savannah split)

BI'FFALO

(2-4)
Clifton
Children"'

ClaUrio

Dandy

(Two

Hollls

A Parker
JACKSONVILLE

Fr.tzi Srhi-fT

half

1st"

Terry Co
Martha Pry or Co
Doole A Sales

A

Kenny A
Dillon

Olsen A Johnaon
Mra Sidney Drew
Thaleio'a Circus

Han Ion A

Sheila

Blgftlow

J

Hurry Tl«hc

Pour Mortons

Keith's

A

Margod Waldron
Will Mahoney

Wm

Ben Welch

Jesa

Johnson liaker
Doolcy

Alexander Co
Anthony A Arnold

,C. o

4

Beaala! Clifford

(Others to nil)
2d half (5-8)
C, tr de Hoffman Co
(Others to nil)

Patricola

Jed.

2d half (2D-1

Mabel Burke To
Hyanis A Mr-lntyre
Edmonds Co

The Harringtons
Sanaooe A Delilah

B. F. Keith's

A

Margaret Young
1» Bremen A Bro

Calts Bros

Seville"

Temple

W

1st half (2-4)
G'tr'de- Hoffman Co

B. F. Keith's

Zarrell

BOSTON

fill)

W

•Houdinl

^

to

2d half
Oortrudo Morgnn
11 A T Linton
Veils Vlrgln'a A
Cook Mortimer A II
(Others to nil)
Proctor's 5th Ave.

Peggy Carhart
Alex Bros A Eve
(Two to nil)

'

A Lyons

Ionian-

Sophie Tucker Co
Joe Cook

Kramer A

(Two

INDIANAPOLIS

'Rico Pudding"
Coogan A Casuy

Eddy A Miriam
A Fuller

CITY

Keith's Palace
Harry Carroll Rev

A

Princeton

KEITH CIRCUIT

NEW YORK

1

>

A "K,

k

Fom

Dial* Hamlltqn,
Travis A Douglas
Oliver A Nerritt
"Stop Llrely"

ROCHESTER

MuBef A Stanley
Greenwood Kids
Joe Towle
'Honor Children
Big City Four

which these hills are printed does not denote the relative
Importance of sits nor their program positions.

The

1st half

Blgelow

,

.

Jaryl
St John

Allen A Caorteld
Jos 8| Ong Trio

N. J^

Proctor's
2d half (29-1)

from.

A
A

"Berber of
,

I

when not otherwise

matii.ee.

1st half;

.

Marti S
Cornel)

December

Fri<fcv.
rtf-A.

=

BILLS

'

.

.

Klan< he

STuruM Co

SIOl X CITY

Orpheum
Kenneily

A

Knapp A

Coiiial'-T.

l»av'-i

,

December

Friday.

Lane

Larry Corner
A Tria
oiua
gtagpole * npior
Haley Sister*

vw*,*,*

Bally Hoo Tria
jennler Bros

A

Flanders

Orpheons

Butler

Innis Bros
La Pllarlca S

Nmrrt

Lydle Barry

State

e A B Frabel

Forrest A Church
Phil Adams Co
Elsie

B A

White

Annie Nelson

Santoro

A

J«ck Walah Co

(One to

Elsie White
Rose Revue

A

Pardo

to All)

(One

AJ1>

II

''Mysterious Music"

(One

Ail)

to

FRESNO. CAL.

State

Hippodrome

(1-2)

'The Poster

Donning A
Wnrwirk

Weston A EMne
(On** to

fl'l

Girl
B Sis

•Ijeonl William*
Turike-r
Jos*, lyn

Royal Harmony
Sd half

?.

.",

4

fi,

:,

n

Aastla, Tex.
4eth ST.. *J. Y. CITY.

Brown A Elaine

Eddie Clark Co

A Larson

Wijauii

Sally

A

Fo-Idw

B A Mlchielma Co

2d half
Valentine A Bel!
Four Brown Girls
-JValler Feriner Co

Bernard

Tex

(•rand. Gnlvr«ton,

(One

to

(ill

Gntre
A R

Rus.so Ties

Butler

Jack Roddy
Golden Bird

Shop"
Lincoln Square

•Trill

Weston A
"Frill

Melody Festival
Murray Voelkr

HI InShop''
2d Jialf

Gaby

liros

Brostu* A Brown
2d half
"Just Friends"
Rita Shirley

Sam

Melroy Sisters
Brown A Elaine

ATLANTA

Bennett & Lee
A»hley A D'rney Co
M'K'y's Scotch Rev
Greeley square
•Juat Friends"

(•rand
!.«

"Business Is Bus"
Riverside Trio

Armstrong A Tyson
Makarenko Duo
Heim A L'kw'd Sis
Herman Berrens
Four Bellhops

2d half

King Bros
King A Roue

2d half

Martin

Hippodrome
Margot A Francois

Hodge A Lowell
"Betty Wake Up"

De Vine Co

Bartlett Smith A S
Lovett's Conc'tr't'n

Rev

Morley A Chesleigh
Three Walters
(One to ryi)
2d half

BIRMINGHAM

Cody A King
Frank Mansfield
Armstrong* A Tyson

Adams A

Girls

Cameron A Meeker

A Brown

Brosius

A Kenny

La Rose A Adams

Mankln
Kennedy A Kramer
Grinded A Esther
Ralph Whitehead
2d half
Les Pe ret too

Woman"

"Sawing a

BOSTON
Curry

Herman Berrens
A Bingham

Billy

Pisano

Morley A Chesleigh
Melody Festival

Orpheum

A Oraham
Hall Co
A Greene.

S

Tabor
(One

2d half

Harvey De Vora
Criterion Four

JOHN

State
Trio

Royal
Zolar

t

J.

Helt

Rev

Flying

Chas
Lehr

(One

to All)

2d half

Wain's Animals
Itanl-y A Wlnth'p
iry Royce
\ *
"»rsh a Williams
I'nes Thornton
Her Klint

A K

Dftni-i*

&•

Metropolitan
Bros
A Ann Carter
Dorothy Burton Co
Z.-i.la

1,'lav'iv

l

l

ualC

<

A F.«\
Ueo Tom Four
2d half

Sis

Nunlev A El\a
ir«:ion
I'fHlte A

BROOKLYN

w*hi.?V A Dornev
l »*
R.-.ue

State
(1-3)

Co

A Blum

Mllo

A Maek

Wheeler

2d half
Blcknell

Douglas Flint

A

'

Kaiaiuhi

<

Mal»-v

I

'

<'»

I>;0

A

Wm

Morey Senna A D
Quinette Hughes Co

Cortes

(1-3)

Blcknell

Ooforth

A Dunbar
A B Co

"Girl In

Basket"

Collins

.

LONDON, CAN.
Loew

Loew

2d haif

Wilbur A Girlie
Morton r? r os
Willing A Jordan
Jimmy L>ons
Fred La Heine Co

MONTREAL
Franz Co

SALT LAKE CITY
State

lthsit

McCoy
A Lusby
A Alien

Clu/

l.niK

(1-3)

Three Cliffords
Du Ticl A Covey
Oulliana Trio
Baycs A Fields
Stanley Tripp A
2d half

Hippodrome
(1-3)

Margy Duo
M'Kenna A

Tripoli Tr-o
2.1 hy.f

Kennedy A

.s'-lson

Dugal A Leary

Rnwls A Von K
Mills A Sm.th
La Sova A Giui ore

A

R'n'lds

A llalitllt.'li
Endl« A Rnmvden
Conr>»y A <» I'nnell
I'ooli

!£..-a

F..

II

EMM ENDING ER.

Inc.

Q
A ajB/YRfraC KCMOUNTH
IVlAlYllJlYLlD
RCMOUCLINO

PLATINUM rkl
/'CWELRY

Yel. 071 John.

43

JOHN ST..

CHAMPAIGN.

ILL.

Houlton
Tom Davies Co
Fisher A Lloyd
Gilbert
2d half

Co

A Germalne
MADISON. WIS.

Gordon

Cook

Rlsevere

Ham't'a

N. Y.

(

1TY.

VERE

'HE
ALSO THROWINO Keith's
Royal.
Week (Dee. tf )
Season's Greetlogs te AU

N.Y.

LEW BROWN

Five Troubadort)
The Wltitons
McMahon B 1st era
2d half
Joe Martini
Austin A Delaasy

La

2d hair

OKMULGEE, OK.

Larry Harktns Oa
"Smiles"
(Threo to AID
2d half
Billy Doss Revue

A Dowry
Furman A Naah

.Cleveland

(Three to

All)

Empress
Herbert

Embs A

A Danls
A Buret
Alton

La France A
"Melo Dance"

H

2d half
Edler A Clark

Henry Moore
(Others

».c

All)

Harper
2d half

Manley
"Melo Danse"
Kcdtle

Two Kawanas
Maxwell
Hall

Quintet

A Dexter
2d half
Sisters

A Dunlap

IA.

Calaaiaas

A

Bowers Walter

"Patches"

OMAHA, NEB.
Ross

A
A

Foss
Conrad

7'cgerald

A

"Dreams"

Stuart Girls

Jimmy Dunn

M

2d half

Novelty
Charles Ledegar

Wlntergarden Four

Ray A Fox

(Two

Oeorgla Howard
Fisher A Lloyd

Lulu Coates Co

to All)

Id half
Alex Melford Trio

Chamberlain A
Larry Harklna Oo
BUI Robinson
York A King
Lutes Bros

DECATUR. ILK
Empress
Alfred Powell Co
Gordon A Gordon
Black A Dunlap
Evelyn Phillips Co
Coley A Jaxou
Capt Botts* Seals
2d half
Shatluck
RAW
Harry Haw A

Sis

Rubevllle"
(Three to All)

'

DL'BUQUE.

Wills

A

Gilbert

Co

PEORIA. flX.
Orpheum
Cliff Bailey Duo
Bill

to

TULSA, OKLA.
Orpheum

fill)

2d half

CM*

Majeslte
Lutes Bros

K A n Kuha

Bally Hoo Trie
td half

Finloy A Hill
Cranilall's Clr

Cleveland

Chamberlain A

R

A Do#ry

2

Wanser A Palmer
Jim Cullen
BekeA Dancers

WORTH, TEX

•Taxis"

FT.

Harry A Whitledge
Greenwich v»:i'gcrs

Tyler

BOB

Chas Mcamnn

Brown A Harris
Tom Brown Co

Cottage"

INTERSTATE dECUIT
Majcnllr

XA.

A Delmar
Vsn A Vernon

Gordon
'Little

DALLAS, TEX.
Hughes Musical

Earl

Ray

A

Majestic

A

S: Clair

CAHHI

AUSTIN and ALLE
"BHOADWAY TO THE ORfKl

Eldr'ge

Nordstrom Frances)
Norton A Nobis
Norwert Ned
Payer Delia
Sevell Ines

Shannon Ray
Shermer Joe
Sllber A North
Smith* Fay
Smith Joe
Sonna Mr L
Sparks Mabel
Stiles Vernon
St John Dolly

Red

Blslng Nell
Ergottl A Herman

Tomson Joe

Esterbrook Richard

Travllla Bros
TransActd Sfaler*.

Fagg A White

Tush

Fairbanks Jack

Tully

May

Unltt

Edward

Fisher Albert
Fletcher Edna

B Mr

Usher Claud

Flynn J
Ford Dora
Four Jacks A Qu'n
Francis Alan
ryne Jane
Frawley A Famlty

\ernon Hacel
Vert Hazel

Gardner Mrs J

WakeAeld Wild*
Walton Buddy
Weber Laura
Weinberg Gus

A

j

Van Billy
Vance Mark
Van Dyke Paul

Whllberg Mr
Whipple Clarenos
Wlltard Mre A
Wild A Sedalia
Wllkens A WiikenR
Wlrth Family
Wirth Charlotte

Betty

Golden Mabel
Oordon Robbie
Gordon Bert
Gordon Gene
Orace Frank
Graneau Estell

CHICAGO OFFICE

Mang A Snyder

"Abrah'm Lincoln"
Sampson A. Do'glas
to

Dumont Frank

2d half

Deszo Retter
Hall A Doxter

(One

Harr'gton

Konny Mason A B

Robinson

"On Fifth Ave"
(One

A

Murray Lola
Mush Rawleo

Dolan Betty
Dougherty Frances
Douglas Walter
Du For Bros

Gibson

A Rainbows

Fields

Noble Brooks

i

2d half
Sigsbee's Cantnea
Helene Coline Co

Rings

Mr A

Morrissey Lew
Mumford A Stanley

Frailer A Buncs
Fredericks Wra
Frescott Norman

Minstrels

Allen's

Moeller

Fanchon Bells

Kono Keys A
"Sawing a Woman"
(Ons to All)

Norrls Frolics

Merrow Will
Meyer Sam

Moran Helen
Moran Sisters

Wm

split)

Doris

Merrlok Walter

Darling Gertrude
Darling Glen

Elliott

HATE. IND.

May

Mayer Fred
Meyer Lottie

Darry John
Davies Nina
Dean Cliff
Ds Mont Evelyn

Eldrldge

TOPEKA, KAN.

Carroll

Mason A Cole

Edwards Jack
Edwards Ralph
Edwards

Gordon A Gordon
Ford A Ooodrldgs
Evelyn Phillips Oo
Clay Crouch
Capt Belts' Seals

Rose Kress Duo
At Rlpon A Jlfrgs
Princess Oo

Mack' A Stanton

Fox

Ooodrldgs

A C

2d half
Alfred Powell Co

(Bvansville

Edwards

Julia

Sis

Mils Marrlone
Ernest Hiatt
Whitfield A Ireland

Hippodrome,

2d half

"Oa Fifth Ave"

Ford

RAW
Shattuck
Harry Haw
A

Magalis Mrs B
Marsh Mildred
Marshall James
Marston Rom

Dempsey Geraldine
Devlne Anna
De Wolf Stanley

Majestls

A

2d half

DAVENPORT.

"Doll Frolics"

Ths Gellts
(Two to All)
SPB'OFIELD, ILL.

LAV Doherty
TRR
Bdw'rds
Bronson

Russell
FAB
Watts A Ringgold

CHICAGO
Amerlaaa
McShane A H

Bad Walker

France Bros

Block

to All)

'

Margaret Ford
A Rogers
Russ Loddy Co
Ottalls Corday Co

Mr

Dale Chas
Dancing Davey

2d half
Roberts A Demont
Maxwell Quintet

to All)

Langton Hal
Lawrence Ray
Lewis Ann
Llttlejohn Frank

'

Verdi

Clark

.

Songs by

A

Cameron Grace

Cook A Hamilton
Cort Harry
Cortelll Toney
Courtney Fay
Cotter Frank
Craig A Co

Orpheum

Coacla

Keppie V Misa
King Helen
King A Loved

Cole Alice
Cole Vera

Fred llughes Co
J T Ray Co
"Pinched"

(Two

"Abraham Line* in" "Modern Cocktail"
Sampson A Do'glas (One to All)

and LE

Caok A Valdare
Gardner A Aubrey
Larry Comer
"Sawing a Woman"
SO. BEND, IND.

Orphoaas

Tilyou

A

A

2d half

PAP

Kennedy A Burt
Kent Mr S
Keo Emily

Clarke Don
Clarke Hasel
Chester Nellie
Chrysler VI

to All)

'

Kelly Thersa
Kellog Edna

Brown Nick

Challies

School"

"District

A

Carey Bens
Casson Jim

A Bro

Wlntergarden Four

(One

F A C La Tour

Miss

Burke A Lelletto
Burt Vera

Trio

All)

Orpheum

Liberty

(Two

Orpheum

Hoo
to

SI'UX FALLS, S.D.

Lee Co
Marston A Manley
"The Wonder Girl"

Molllyar

Haley Sisters
"The Storm"

3

Petty Reat

A

Spier

Ifarry

Height Peart
Hltner Ouy
HirschAcld Milton
Holms Fred
Horelick Andree
Horter Bob
Hurter Margie
Duster Nora
Hutchlns R

Bolton Doris
Boydell Jean
Briscoe Lottie
Brown Al

2d half

Young A April

'

Heaton Fannie
Henning Leo
Heney A Adelaide
Hewitt Harry

Beate Leon

Butters

I

Hays Sid

Haywood

Beck Hal

M

.

Haw Harry

Belford Mervla
Bayard Victor
Beardsley Vlr
Belford

Ircue

Hall Cora
Halifax Dan
Huskell Mr L

Cliff

Bolndamour Ooo

(One

ScoAeld

Grass Ethel

Harlow Billy

Larry Comer
Reynolds Trio

Bally

A

Grose S

Barrett Jean

"Dance Voyage"

A

OKU.

Majestic

.

Bell Jessie
Bentley Alice

A Vernon

Cliff

All)

ThJa

McMahon

'.Men

!«•>•

Houlton
Davies Co

Sammy

THE ORIGINAL BOX PARTY
IN ONE
mnM^rm
-DirMMT-

Da\«»

(i-:»

Chalfonte Sisters

Stnio

2d half

Al Abbott

ELL,

K A E Kueha

Wigwam
Bo'HnK'-r

Cj

Nr\V\RK

McShayne A H
Ona Munsoa Oo

Stuart Girls Oe

Kenny Mason A S

to All)

Bailey

Rogers

Knapp A Cornalla

I

Pries

•Popularity Q'ns"
Warren A O'Brien
Billle Gcrber Rev

Stagpoole

TULSA,

(Okla. City split)
1st half

Griff en

Applegate Win
Anderson Stefi
Aronson Lester
Ashley Herbert
Astor May
Auhle Mr

The Wintons
Grand
The Hennlngs
Nippon Duo
Jim Fulton Co

Orpheum

KAN. CITY. MO.

Jack Hedley Trio

"The Question"

Akin Edgar
Akron Oeo

Kennedy A Davies

Three Regala

Else Ryan Co
Leedom A Gardner

Pierlot

Abbott Edith
Abbott Arthur
Adler Harry

Five Troubadon
Al Raymond

A

T
Conrad
BAB
McOrath A Deeds

LETTERS

Sisters

Lewie

Cottage"

"Little

When sending for mnll to
VARIETY nddreas Mall Clerk
POSTCARDS. ADVERTISING or
CIRCULAR LETTERS WILL
NOT BE ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN
ONE ISSUE ONLY.

Jennler Bros

Petty Rest Co
Knapp A Corhatla
Kennedy A, Davies

Majestlo
Rlnebart A DoS

Donoycr
p'trTt

1'

Williams D'r win Co
Salle A Roblcs

Davis A

l-'i-o

M

A Gray

SAN FRANCISCO

(iosslar

Iidcala

Columb'a
Monroe Bros
Watts A Rmgold
Billy Lightelte Rev

Hamlin A* Mack
Tcsa Sherman Co
SIOUX CITY. IA.

A V Doherty

Wills

Crandall's Circus

HOLMES

Malta

Lubin A I«ewls
Roof Garden Trio

MEMPHIS

Sijj

A

A Inmana
A Ryaa

Hilton Sisters
Lester Bernard Co

Anselsmiths
The McXauirhtons
Herbert Denton Co
Bryant A Stewart
Jad.son Tavlor 8

to All)

Lulu Coatea Cs
BL'M'GTON, ILL.

CUR Bailey Due
Jimmy Dunn

Duff

LINCOLN. NEB.

Wilson

(Three to

A

••Dreams"

2d half

(Ono

I,

Cook

Furman A Nash

Ben Nee Ono

Edith Clifford
Alex Melford Trio

PAP

Walmsley A L'ton
"Act Supreme"
(Ono

Gamble Co

Tom

A
Hartt
LAM
Dave Manly

Yip Yip Yapbankors
2d half

Al

Orpheaas
Mang A Snyder
Gordon A Delmar
Van A Vernon
"Little Cottage"

Sinclair

Goets A Duffy
Variety d'Pance
(One to All)

JO LI FT, ILL.
Orpheum

2d half

Lone Star Four
Burrell Bros
Dancers
Anger A Adelon

A

Carroll

F A C La Tour

Collni's

Belle

A

Mang A Snyder
Gordon A Delmar

Van A Vernon

Max Bloom Co

A Parker
Wise Co

L Browning

Jos

(Dec. 20). Keith's Flatbush. Bklyn

F'r.gerald

Majestic
(Tulaa split)
1st half

Clifford

Butler

Tom

dress

"A

la

Globe
Sigsbee's Cantnea
Helen Coline Co
Rings A Rainbows
Fields A Harr'gton
N.Y.

Clark
Lee Co
Marston A Manley

Cliff

ELLIS
FRANKREHEARSAL"
Week

OKLAHOMA CITY

IN POLITE VAUDEVILLE
HERBIE HEW80N, at the Piano

2d half

Gordon

T

BOB NELSON

fill)

GEO. CIIOOS Prcacnts

(1-1)

Gruett Kramer A O
Jim Reynolda
J A C Nathan
Holland D'cbnll Co

A Nickerson

"Tid-Blts"

Shank
Fo8H

OKLAHOMA CITY

"Snappy Bits"
2d half
Harry A L Steveas

Janet Adler Ca

Earl A Mullen
Prince A Bell
Jack Case
JazzolQgy

Allen's Minstrels

CENTRALIA,

W

A

Ross

State

Flagler

Smith

o

1>\YT<»N
3ian:,\

2d half
Obala A Adrlsnns
Casson Bros
Morris Co

Le Roy Bros

LOS ANGELES

Weston A Young

Ford

Orpheasa
Chas Ledegar

SPR'GF*LD, MASS.
Broadway
White Bros
Henderson A H
"The Celebrities"
Orace Cameron
Denno Sisters Oo

Collins

Rialto
Pauline A Francis

to

Rica

A Bothwell
Jean Mlddleton

Majestic
Sultan

ROattino A Barrett
2d half

Mujestir

Al Jerome
Pete Curley Co
2d hair

TOLEDO

ATCHISON, KAN.

SACRAMENTO

Janet Adler Co

l/oew

G.-hriic
Mad; o

Laiulx-rt

Melroiiolltan
Jl'i'"-r Klint
A K
*<»ur llro-.vn Ctrl*

BEACH, CAL.

L'O

Bron

Charles

R.-il.ly

A

Fa her

Adams A

2d half

"•I'm,

J Byron Tottsa Co
Grace A Edge
Frances Ross A D

fill)

Electric

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE
Ray A Fox

Liberty

Si'niey

l-'diiio^

T »* Radios
is

C'LKYELAMt

Yanuis

Mumford

•''»'

Foley A C»Neil
Five Pionoers

Moore A Fields
Fred Gray Tr o

IrMno Tr.vett^
J'liree

mates"

Tr-ss

Avenue B
rial De Groffi

ECCENTEIC DANCER
With B. A. ROLFB A CO.

Hippodrome
Pauline A Roy
Monroe A Mae
Skip Kennedy A B,
Chase A La Tour
Ford A Vtctorine
24 half

ILL.

JOPLIN, MO.

Avoa

HT'GTON, W. VA.

JACK HEISLER

MeVlckrr's

Monahan A to
Marva Rchn
"I'la>

2d half
A Osal

Murphy A Klein

to

Mme

2d half

WTBTOWN.

Nord A Belmont
Conn A Hart

(One

Yip Yip Yuphankers

Anger A Adclon
Colini Dancers

ILL.
Palace
Margaret Ford
Tilyou A Rogers
Russ Lcddy Co

Corday Co
"Modern Cocktail"

Ben Nee One

Vlrtery
A Wilson
"Act Supreme"

Playmates

Slay All Troupe

Norton A Wilson
Pearl Abbott Co
Arthur Deagon
Jack Martin Trie

Kerville Family

Bell

4

Prevost A Goelet
2d half
Les Sylvas

A Lewis
Worth A Willing

CHICAGO
Co

"Marr'ge vs Div'ce"

Viola

"Fortune Queen"

Howards

Reed A Lucy
Gordon A Healy
^leh'las Dunaew
Jaineg Thornton

A

2d half
Taylor Triplets
Fields A Stone

Boardman

Lillian

Slrassle's Seals

Borry

Co

Gill

Sully

SAN ANTONIO
Raymond A Lyte

Murray A Lane

KEMP

McCarthy A Gale
A Mayo Sis
Jones A Crumbley
Harry Fisher Co

A Herron

American C'm'dy

M'M'h'n A Ad'l'ds
Arthur Lloyd

Phone: Bowling Green 8100

&

KANSAS CITY
Harry Bentell
Boyd A King
"Innocent Eve"
Holden A Herron

A Zimmer

Perlott

Strassle's Seals

Money"

2d half

A Knox

Theatrical Insurance
JOHN STREET. NEW YORK CITY

Boulevard

J A A Keeley
.Harry Gilbert

Zlg Zag Trio
Joe De Kos Troupe

<;l'ns f-lls, n.y.

'Empire

Boyd A King
"Innocent Eve"
Holden

"Girl In Basket"

Charles Gibbs

2d half
Harry Bentell

(One

LITTLE ROCK

ROCKFORD,

Otallle

A Tide
Gygi A Vad'.e

Rlnehart

Belle

Holly

Alton
"Cotton Pickers"

2d half

ROCHESTER

Bernard A Meyers
"Summer Eve"

Duo
Maek A Castleton
A Lester Co

Pesci
I

2d hair

A

Harris

Eddie Canaidy
"One. Two. Three"

taew

2d half

BUFFALO

Thre> Waiters---^

•

W

Chas Delghan

l4>eur

F'rgerald

Columbia
Moore
Geo
Weiser A Reiser
Marion A Shirley

Orpheum

LOUS

ST.

Rmbs A

Lady Tsen Mel
Sully A Houghton
David Schooler Co
Tony A George

W

A

"Wonder Girl"
(Two to fill)
ST. LOt IS

DETROIT

COLIMBIS

De Mario Five

HOUSTON

to All)

Les Perettos
Taylor A Browa
Frank Mansfield
Allen A Cantor
Sossman A Sloane
Johnson Bros A J
Ada Jaffe Co
Murphy A Hewitt
Cameron A Meeker Kuma Co
(One to AID
j^Qae-to All)

A Graham

A

Curtis

Speaker Lewis
Keefe A Lillian
Carolyn

Mlf/.l

N. Y.

Strand
Lone Star Four

Fields A Wells
"Inspiration"
2d half

Billy S Hall Co
Tabor A Ore«*ne

Les Sylvas
Norton A Wilson
Pearl Abbott Co
Arthur Deagon
Jack Martin Trio

Hashl

half

Curr>

White Bros
Henderson A II
The Celebrities
Grace Cameron
Denno Sisters Co

Is

fill!

I'd

Leon A

half

"Money

to

OSWEGO.

Tiller Sisters

Follctte Pearl

"Storybook \lc\'
(One to fill)

Bird Cabaret

Clinton

Two Kawanas

Sammy

Co

Adrlart

A Zimmer
CLINTON. I NO.

Co

(One

A Mayo Sis
A Crumbley

2d half

A

2d half

Tracey Palmer A
Jerome A Franee
Tom Wise
Joe Rolley
(One to All)

Majestic
Wilfred Dubois
Taylor Howard A

Majestic
Hugh O'Donnell Co
Connotfy A Frances
Norton A Nichols'n

Troupe

Gellis

Gordon

SAN ANTONIO

HOUSTON. TEX.

Adams A Thomas

Orpheum
Mellon A Renn

Meyers
"Corner Store"

Perlott

lor

Kuma

Lee it
Obala A Adrenae
Casson Bros
Win Morris Co
Morey s«*nr.a A D
Quinette s A H Co

A Dunbar
Geforth A B Co

De Mario Five

Jones

Rtelto

Browning A Davis
Fred Bowers Rev
Joe Browning
Gordon A Rlcca

Irene

M'Carthy A Gale
Sully

Emery
\; Brown
Alien A Cantor
Juek.-ou Bros A J
HOLYOKE. MASS. Murphy A Hewitt
Ta\

Leila Shaw A Co
Roblnson-MoCabe •
"Dancing Surprise"

Leon A Mltsl

2d half
Harry Fisher Co

PROYIDKNCE

Bertha Rurke Co
Ash A Ilyamn
Topics A Tuii»'»

Lyric

Johnny Slncer C°
Mowatt A Mullen

•

Th iiif Co
A Powniug

I.ea.'h L:i C/Jinlan «

2d hhlf

Wahl A Francis

INDIANAPOLIS

linrt

Taylor Triplets
(Ono to fill)

Will

Henry & MoAatt

"Business Is Bus"
Riverside Trio

Tom McKay's Rev

Skelly

Friend

'

Wilbur A Girlie
Morton Bros
Willing A Jordan
Jimmy Lyons
Fred La Rein.. Ca
2d half
AI*in

National

M

Manning A Hull

A Young

Conn A

EY'NSVILLE. IND.

Henry A Moore
Tom Brown Co

G'D ISLAND. NEB.

fill!

Sully A Thomas
Julian Eltinge
Le G rohs

Peak's Blockheads

GALESHl RG.

Lerue A Dupre
Marie Dorr
Alexander A Fields
Hugh Herbert Co

All)

to

Austin

biii

6-8)

RACINE. WIS.

Tile

Maud Ryan
Mr A Mrs D Clark
(Two \o

(One

2d half

Monte A Carlo

Majeatlc
A Stone

Fields
Miller

Marco Co
J Evans

St Clair

Bijou

.

Fhll

Courtney

BALTIMORE

.

Charles Qibbs
Skelly A Heit

A*

ALBANY

PITTSIIIRGH
Lyreum

Loew

Hudson A Jones
Bernice La Bar Co

A Lucy

Small A Sheppard
"Holiday in Dixie"
Sossman A Sloans
(Ons to All)
Delaneey Street
Claire

Woman"

"Sawing a

Flying Howards

Reed

A Kenny
Ro»e A Adit in*

Alvin

OUS SUN CIRCUIT

Elhel Giimort* Co

'

A Lee Bell
Card i* A Archer

Forrest A Church
Llebert Co

Ralph Whitehead
Dance Follies

Standard Arte Wanted at All Times

"The Cr sis"
Fox A Brilt

Lm>tv
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affiliated circuits.
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l\o*»
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OTTAWA, CAN.
Ziegler Duo
Allen A Moors

Variety Four

HUGH—HERBERT

rtione Centra (64
Booking with Keith. W. V. M. A. and

(2-4)

(Same

2d half
Whltefteld A Irel'd
Roattino A Barrett
Sternard's Midgets

"Sultan"

177 N. State St
all

Jo Jo Harrison
Sternard's Midgets

Jole
2d half

AGENCY (CHICAGO)

Majestlo

Tide

2d half
Mellon A Renn
"Storybook Revue"

Co

FT. SMITH. ARK.

JACK GARDNER

Macks
Lambert
Glenn A Richards
Kennedy A Martin
Molera Revue

hoiio:;f.v

To iv or A Davre!i

(Two to nili
Swain's Animal*
2d half
DeVlne A Williams
Manki:i
"The Coster Girl"

Mud*

Kervllle Family

nappy Jack Gardaer

rorsaerly

S

Aerial

Chapman A Ring
l.an»» A Fr.^irnn
Mumc:»!

Worth A Willing

2d half

O'Brien
Luckey A Harris

ok Sy tunnd*

A

i

V let oris)

Jan.
Jan.

J::

A Lewis

Viola

A

Vadle A Oygi
(One to All)

Blossom Seelcy Co
J C Nugent
3 Melvln Bros

A

Hall

I

All)

to

Tllo

E. ST. LOUIS, ILL.
Krbers
Billy Miller

ILL.

Orpheum

Roberts A Demont
Hall A West

2d half

'

Tallman A Kerwln

Ad'l'dc

Arthur Lloyd
Murray A Lane
B«rry A- Xickcrson

(One

A King

York

A C

(Terre Haute split)

Goets A Duffy
Variety d' Dance

(1-3)

M'shall

New Grand

Loew

State

Kennedy A Nelson
Dugal A Leary
Raw is A Von K
Mills A Smith
La Sova A Ollmore

Ernesto

M'Mah'n A

WINDSOR, CAN.

STOCKTON, CAL.

OARLAND. CAL.

Plsano A Bingham
Pulton
"Tid-ltits"
Bennett A Lee
Lynch A Zellcr
2d half
Downing A B 81s
A A Mary Royoe
Ernesto
Stanley A Wlnth'p Baldwin Blair Co
Tallman A Kerwln
Walter Fenner Co
Cullen A Cantor
Hall
O'Brien
A
Sherman Van A H
"Holiday In Dixie" Luckey
A Harris
Cross A fantoro
2d hsTt
Royal Harmony Z
Sd half
HAMILTON. CAN.
Kennedy A Kramer Dusse's DOS'*
Makarenlio Duo
King Ktreet
Leona Williams
Grlndell A Esther
Ed Glrjrrns (\»
Frur Bellhop*

Eddie Clark Co
Claire De Vine Co
Baldwin Blnlr Co

Chalfonte Sisters

Jackson Taylor 3
Bryant A Stewart

LloyoY

(1-2)

Archer

Sherman Van A

Asserieaa

Eadle A Ramsden
Conroy A O'D'nnell

2d half

Hacel Green Co

-2d hair
Aerial De Groffs

Cody A Kin*
Jean Boydell

A

Cook A Hamilton

Money"

Is

Strand
Alvin A Alvin
M'Intyre A Halc'b
Homer Miles Co %
Burns A Klein
Virginia Belles
1

Sd half
Bollinger A R'yn'ds

The Anselsmlths
The McNaughtons
Herbert Denton Co

Mason

Billy

Fields

Sally

"Money

Mcintosh

Kennedy A Martin
Molera Revue

J A A Keeley
Harry Gilbert

DETROIT
Hayes

Burke A Burke

Sd half

Al Lester Co
Eddie Cassidy
"On. Two Three"

A Maids
WASHINGTON

A Richards

Glenn

NEW ORLEANS

Howard A Brown

•

Macks
Lambert

Wayne

C'LVESTON. TEX.

QUNCY,

Gardner A Aubrey

Herman A Rrlsooo
'Linen H'wym'n"
Ward A Wilson

Aerial

M'tha Hamilton Co
L Wolfe Gilbert Co
Musical Queens

Colonial
Aerial La Vails

The Rackoe-

Machielina Co

Cross

Reiff Bros

2d half

-Palate

•

Douglas Flint Ce
Maley A O'Brien
Kalaluhi Co

INVENTOR and ORIGINATOR
OF THfl-WALKING DOLL
Touring PANTAOEB CIRCI'IT

Bits'*

Les Pierrots
(1-3)

Jeaa Barrios
Scanion D Bros A S
Wilbur Mack Co
Toto
Jack Inglls
Four Lamys

Harry H. 'Coleman

TORONTO*

BAN JOSE, CAL,

Amoroa A Obey

Fallon

Duo
Mack A Castleton

Melroy Slaters
DeVlne A Williams
Wilson A La r sen
(One to All)

CITT

A

Fisks

St.,

New York

Pescl

LOEW CIRCUIT
new iobk

Week

This

"Snappy

Salle
Roblea
Tripoli Trio

's

Lang A Vernon
Four Marx Bros

B.C.

A

Greetings te All
(Dee. 26 >. Keith's Slit

19

2d half '
La Roy BTbs
Margy Duo
Flagler A Malta
M'Kenna A F'p'r'k 8mlth A Inmaam
Williams D'rwiaCo Cortes A Ryaa

Bar

Garclnettl Bros

Wright Dancer*

BILLY GLASON
•wTO* SONGS and HAYINGS*

WINNIPEO

•The Storm"

Cliff

Hendridu

ft

Fink's Mule*
Beatrice Sweeney
Eddie Buszell

Rey nolds

YANCOUBEB.

VARIETY

30, 1921

Australian Dclsog
Abey Charlotte
Allard R M
Andrews Cecil Miss
Albert Gene

Adams Geo

Andnrson Hlisa
Arnold Billy
Arnold Du k
Archibald Jack

Edna

Alien

Armstrong WIK
Alfred

B'.llio

Anders
Aubrey

>n

i

I.ur.llte

A B

Flo
(C(.

Bekefl Thee
Bcadtly Gens
Bell Jessie

Borent Aaron
Black Kathcri'-e
Burton Richard
Burnette A Lo«*

Buchanan Mallie

Birch Stella
Blrin!ngh'm V'g'o'A

n

I'.-mnctt Chas
Bulmsln Raymond

Braaae Si el la
Bradley C A
Blake Helen
Rail Lconett*
Barrett Lililaa

inurd on PAL'* "*>

VARIETY

20

17)

my

attention,

and soon

HENRY MILLER'S
EV1
•Jt. MAXTf

-

T "
* T
124 W. sis Street

*

THUBA.

&£4&?*fS!3E .BOOTH
EXYRA

BELASCO

SAT. 1 Jt.

enthusiasm and eagerness for education arrested
ihrough mutual respect and admiration, there grew a warm friendship
between us. He was a man of great knowledge, and though aged, remarkably enthusiastic, studious and Industrious. We found each other an
excellent companion. We lived in the same hotel and often we sat up
IB BOOTH TABEINQTON'B Greats*
Soon we became almost insepall night long practicing penmanship.
ft
arable.
He would take me to his church every Sunday afternoon and "The Intimate Strangers
mysteries
evening. At other times gently he would explain to me the
THBS.. W. 4*1 St. Era. 1:3*.
FI TINaPl?
1 IIIUL n, u Wed tnd 8tt< , :S#
of the Bible. For to him, it seemed to me, tho Bible was a text book. Eta*
We ate together, studied together, practiced together, constantly day and —THE HOST FAMOUS PLAY IN NEW YORK—
r.ight. Never a moment did we waste our time in idleness. Indeed, to me,
his friendship and companionship was a liberal and most valuable educa-

•AVIV BELAAt*

LENOREULRIC
BILLIE BURKE
.

was during

THE SECRET OF CALLIGRAPHY
my companionship with this old gentleman,

and while

we were in heights of enthusiasm in our attempt to master the secret of
calligraphy, that an idea dawned upon me to learn to write upside down
and backward as well as with either hand. I suggested the idea to him
and he agreed. That very moment the old gentleman and I commenced
the process of reversing the English alphabet. It was not at all an easy
task. Firstly, we had to relearn the alphabet, letter by letter; secondly,
to spell every word backward, and thirdly, to read and visualise different
sentences upside down and backward. For hours and hours we practiced. Although both of us started at the same time, the old gentleman
rinding it too trying for his aged brain, discontinued his attempts and
decided to give his time in helping me to master it. Night after night,
almost forgetting to eat or sleep, we confined ourselves in a little room,
the old gentleman reading to me now a difficult and long word, and then
a sentence from a book, which I would try to write upside down and backward. The manner and rapidity with which I learned and executed this
unique and somewhat uneasy process of writing amused as well as delighted and sometimes surprised him. He praised me and rejoiced in my
every success. He encouraged and inspired me*. He made It a pleasure for
me to study and practice. Soon I became quite proficient in this new art
of topsy-turvy calligraphy.
Then I began my training for ambidextrous writing. Having no blackhoard in our room we lifted the carpet off the floor, and by bending
down, I covered the whole floor with chalks, scribbling with both hands
When morning comes, down came the carpet. No
at the same time.
one but the old gentleman and myself ever suspected the condition of the
floor beneath the carpet. Even today I often wonder if those white chalk
marks that I left uncleaned could still be there undisturbed? It waa in
that little room that the first idea, which is the foundation of the act
that I am now showing on the vaudeville stage, was given its birth. How
quickly the time passes! It was in 1907 that I met the old gentleman for
the first time. Mr. Cauplan was a thoroughbred American, born in Indiana, but lived in Tacoma the later part of his life.
Although in the beginning my act was merely an exhibition of a new
and unique style of calligraphy, I have since then developed it into a demAnd as the process of mental aconstration of mind concentration.
tivity became increasingly complicated, the importance of keeping my
brain in a proper and fitting condition became a serious question with me.
The necessity compelled me to interest myself in the welfare of my brain,
which resulted in my taking up the study of psychology.
Today it is my purpose to show the public an entirely new perspective
of mental possibilities. My work is no longer a mere means of earning my
livelihood, nor is it an instrument for amusement. To me it Is the means
of applying myself to the experimenting and examining the nature, tendency and the characteristics of the brain, thereby I am hoping to penetrate into the realm of the unfathomable and solve the mysteries of
the mind.
Through my experimentation I have thus far found out that the
delicacy and the minuteness of the working of the brain cannot clearly
be detected unleps the brain is subjected to a very severe test. The decree of efficiency is not measurable while the brain is performing an
ordinary task, such as reading a daily paper.
A man of an average
intelligence, while reading a newspaper, a little disturbance or even a
defect in his brain would be undiscernable, because the task would not
demand the concentration of his unspared and undivided attention. His
ability to read is far above the task of reading mere news items that it
would not be necessary for him to exert every ounce of his mentality.

THE ONLY EFFECTIVE WAY
So, the only effective way to determine the real quality as well as the
strength of a brain is by subjecting it to some mental gymnastics which
the brain had never performed before, but could be accomplished by concentration of the mind to the utmost.
Since in doing so, it would
require the entire capacity of the brain, any defect or weakness in the
brain will show their effect and interfere with the activities of the mind.
The shortcomings of the brain then becomes recognizable to its owner.
I have discovered this while performing some of the difficult mental
feats included In my demonstration. In "quintiple concentration" In which
1 show the possibility of reading, writing, talking, listening and extracting
cube, root simultaneously, the brain is taxed to its entire capacity.
In
this process both physical and mental eyes must be kept wide open.
I
must see, think, act, decide, move properly, visualize and lmgalne quickly
and almost at the same time. During such strenuous concentration there
is no inactive cell in the brain that a tiniest disturbance, or entering of
a foreign thought upsets the mental equilibrium and at once renders the
necessary concentration impossible. In such Instances it is the mind's
eye, or the power of visualization, that usually becomes weak and makes
it very difficult to mentally direct and follow the hand that is writing
sentences backward and upside down behind my back. Strangely, however, while every cell in the brain is being employed and the entire attention of the mind is concentrated, a noise made or disturbance that may
take place about me never seems to distract my mind, for the simple
reason that there is no defused attention to be involuntarily attracted.
Therefore, the thing that which weakens the power of concentration
is not so much the material condition that Is without, but it is the quality
of the brain and the attitude of the mind wihin.
When I speak of the quality of a brain I mean its health, its habits,
its training and its tendencies.
And, by the attitude of a mind, I mean
the thoughts, ideas and feelings that happen to be occupying that mind
Accordingly, the attitude of a mind is not always
at a certain time.
the same.
Therefore, to master the secret of concentration, the first requisite Is
to have a healthy and active brain. A healthy brain cannot dwell within
a sickly and dissipated body. Good habits, temperance, clean living and
moderation in all things constitute the recipe for building of a healthy
brain. A busy, w< 11-trained and highly-developed brain is always active,
practical and efficient.
A real concentration is impossible for an idle

brain.

The second requisite is in Warning to maintain a proper attitude of
the mind at all times. The mind must always bo calm and inexcltable.
It mup.t be free from anger and worry. Good temper, cheerful and happy
thoughts act like lubricating oil to the mechanism of the mental engine.

L,

A New

Confidence, determination, ambition, willingness and Interest are the
force* which strengthen the powers of concentration.
It is by constantly applying and practicing these well-proven psychological theories of my own that I manage not only to keep myself fit
for the strenuous mental activities on the stage, but intend further to
subject my mind to the very limit of its possibilities.
However, in conclusion, I wish to jffbngly emphasize that it is my
unalterable belief and conviction t ha/the most important thing I must
always bear in mind, especially wl)fc undertaking to accomplish a difficult task, either on the stage or *>\ynrher*. Is to have confidence In myself
and faith in Ood. For I know, n Emtter how difficult a task, If it must
be done, that God will always
eto it.
*%
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W. V. M.

A., B.

AND

No Other Agent

or Agenices Are Allowed or Privileged to Book You
with These Circuits

*~*l1s

xrr

m

'

!7

LEW

A HI » T

^

,Y,

"•»

T" •

^

'

Friday,

v..

Pecouber

30, 1981

GOLDBERG

M.

AGENCY
a.

Vaudeville
'*

Suite 305,

Woods Theatre
•

'

"

Bldg.
.

i

,.

HARRY

!

»

Manager and Producer
*

ii

Phone Randolph 660

\

* j

n

^,
':'

•

AGENCY

;

B
•I

l

I

Suite 405,

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

Phone Central 3228V

•

2

The

.

FERD MAYER

JOHN SIMON

IRVIN SIMON

Suite 807,

•

•

*

SIMON

AGENCY

Woods Theatre Bldg. Private Exchange Central 8652

PAUL

HARRY

POWELL & DANFORTH
AGENCY,
Suite 302;

INC.

Loop End Bldg. Phone Randolph 3170

5=

YOUNG

ERNIE
1312-1313,

Masonic Temple Bldg. Phone State 5893

PRODUCER OF
Century Roof Garden Revue (Baltimore, Md.)
Marigold Garden Revue (Chicago, 111.)
Little Club Revue (Chicago, 111.)
Terrace Garden Revue (Chicago, 111.)
BIGGEST PRODUCER OF REVUES IN THE UNITED STATES
->

»

J

These Are the Only Authorized Agents Booking with the

W. V. M. A.; B.

F.

KEITH (WESTERN) AND

THEIR AFFILIATED CIRCUITS
NOTICE!
No Other Agent*

Are Allowed or
You with These Circuits

or Agencies

Privileged to

-/

1

Book

*j t'~i

r

Friday,

December

VARIETY

80, 1981

23
T-

-1- »

SEASON

I

LEW

GUY

EARL & PERKINS
'

Suite 302,

AGENCY
SYNONYMOUS WITH SOLID BOOKINGS
Woods Theatre Bldg. Phone Rand olph 740

•:

TOM

•

AGENCY

n

Suite 304,

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

Phone Randolph 3115
•

1

f

FREEMAN

JESSE

AGENCY

\

I

1413 Masonic

Temple Bldg. Phone Central 246

& GOLDSMITH

E AGLE

AGENCY
Suite 504,

Loop End

Bldg.

Phone Randolph 3302

BURT CORTELYOU
AGENCY
Suite 1607-08, Masonic

Temple Bldg. Phone Randolph 3191

These Are the Only Authorized Agents Booking with the

W. V. M.

A., B. F.

KEITH (WESTERN) AND

AFFILIATED CIRCUITS
NOTICE/
No Other Agent

or Agenices

with These Circuits

Are Allowed or Privileged

to

Book You

VARIETY

Friday,

December

:!

30, 1921

THE

JOHN BILLSBURY
AGENCY
«

(FORMERLY THE HELEN MURPHY AGENCY)
Suite 306,

Woods Theatre

JOHN

Bldg.

•

Phone Randolph

1965

BENTLEY

H.

VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS REPRESENTATIVE

Room

600,

Loop End

Bid.; 177

MAX

North State Street. Phone Central 8932

HALPERIN
AGENCY

Suite 403,

Woods Theatre

Bldg.

MIKE

Y.7.

1786

VINCENT

&

COHEN
Suite 904,

Phone Randolph

DUSEY

AGENCY
Woods Theatre Bldg. Phone State 8577-8

Kcou^h

Charles Crowl
Jack Gardner

Billy Jackson

\i

Win. Jacobs

3

TheMe Are the Only Authorized Agents Boohing with the

W. V. M.

A., B. F.

KEITH (WESTERN) AND

AFFILIATED CIRCUITS
NOTICE!
No Other Agent

or Agenices

with These Circuits

Are Allowed or Privileged

to

Book You

Friday,

December

VARI ET Y

SO, 1921

25

SEASON
FROM
»

•

•

THE CHICAGO OFFICES
'

i

OF THE
<

•
.

v

r

V
*

!

'

[I
•

/

-

FOUNDERS
KEITH

B. F.

EDWARD

F.

A.

ALBEE

PAUL KEITH

F. F.

PROaOR

STATE-LAKE BUILDING

CHICAGO
C. S.

HUMPHREYS, Manager

Agents and Agencies on the preceding pages 21-22-23-24
Are only authorized and privileged

B. F.

KEITH (Western) W.

V. M. A.

to

book with

AND AFFILIATED CIRCUITS

<

k

n

"

VARIETY

26

December

Friday,

30, 1021

SSESesefiBE6BSB6ESS6EffiEEBBSBS^ISSB:-S6

inn"

SEASON'S GREETINGS

i

SHERMAN

ROSE

and

M
m Playing B. F. KEITH CIRCUIT

KAUFMAN & MONROE

Direction

IsiHH«^^^

:^v

MAY NEW YEAR'S BE HAPPY FOR ALL
JAS. B.

DONOVAN

Present.

IN

DAISY DEAN and CO.
I

"THE
A

CRISIS"
a Punch

Playlet with

THANKS TO MR.

BOOKED CONTINUOUSLY ON LOEW CIRCUIT

J.

H.

LUBIN

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

Chody and Dot
"RHYME WITH LITTLE REASON

19

Still

Touring

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
FROM

PAL

WfiNZER and
HAPPY NEW YEAR

WATTS

ernest
Solid

W. V. M.

A. and

and RINGGOLD

muriel

"The Blushing Bride and Groom"

in
Booked

'

ORPHEUM,

BILLY JACKSON

Personal Direction

Jr.

—

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO EVERYBODY

PALMER

FRED
In

LOEW TIME
A HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM THE

"HAS-BEEN ALBERT"

TWO

Touring B. F.

HUSTON

and

in

KEITH and ORPHEUM CIRCUITS

JACK POTSDAM,

Agent

"A MUSICAL STEW"
Direction

CHAS. BIERBAUER

HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM
STILL SCALPING 'EM
Eastern Representative

HARRY FITZGERALD

Western Representative

>

EARL & PERKINS

HAPPY NEW YEAR

TWO MARVELOUS

FROM

TRAINED SEALS

—FLOYD

—WILLIAM

STOKER

Eastern Representative

Western Representative

PAUL LOCKE

PRODUCING AND APPEARING

IN

THE REVUE AT MARQUARD'S CAFE, SAN FRANCISCO,
NEW YEAR

JACOBS AGENCY

CAL.

WISHES ALL HIS FRIENDS A HAPPY
Fraii' Is

Don« gan

lUlmont Delia
Coultnr Joseph
Cavanaugh Earl

W

Deslys

Mr Dam

Lunbar

Cosrla

A

Clifford

Mr«
•

J a in

Edwards

Jack

Josrphlne
Curran Hazel
"hue I Joshua Dr
•alvert Marlrarfet
Clinton Fred A
•

Duftlap Franclns

I

Fern Hen
Ford Elsa

;ish

L»'0

Crandy

%'i

L*>e

Mrs

Orejr Patricia

Oleamer Sylvia
Gilbert Bobby
Gardner Frank
(illl Juno
l

Jas
Hale Bros Will ;"n
Hath burn Max
Harris Joseph
Ho»-ei

•

J alia

Francis Marie

Karmlno O O

Jack

H end crick son

Hammond

Ttljly

ClbHon Myrtle T.
•ilmore Florence
Oannon Betty
<Jenung Oitip

is'

](a!ph

Karl Kiine.
Elton J Vernon
Ellne Marl** Miss
Elliott Will 11

r'alre

A

Kalania
King Nick
Kfnnisnn Jesale
Kuhn Hlanche

Howard Edna
Creen

Verdi

Cook A Vernoo

ine

(SuHtave

ranii Jimmy

v
All's

Howards

A

A Con
May

r

Ki»ir*'tfl

''iirls

iiiK

DvC'rsey

Ccneven Josephine

K«"U»

I'r'iiM

Durant Hobby

A Mrs

Hammond

Fr«ar Fred

LETTERS
(Continued from page 10)
Davis A M''!<
H.irnea Stuart

Hubert

Howard

Florence.

llaK'n Fred

Hushes
Holm»s

A

Mm

Ilolden

Dance

Bill!"

W

F

J

Mr

H T

Iverson Frlf^e
Jarvls

A

Harr!< en

Leonard A] Mrs
Le Vero Veata
Leslie Ethel
L* Roy Mervyn

I.orralne

Flo

Larkln Chas
Utile Joe

l4m)»y Jack
Leonard Al Mrs
Long Clifton Hob'
Laaerus

Haw Harry

J Inks <Jeo

Hosts

Klnc Lorctta

Lyons Oeo
Louis Fred

Blllle

W

A

Lealle Ethfl

Jameson Harry

9

I

Ja< k

Greta
'

W

Leskell'nrs
Lester lit 11

The

Mudto

Lelar.d

A O

H

McN'aliy S Mrs
Miller & Murphy
Milton Hay

Murphy Gene Miss
Marston A Mnnlty
Manley D»vp Hon
Mitchell A M'rkh m
Maaon. Jacqueline.
Morrell Frank
McDougal Mies
Mason Jackie MIfs

Mack A)
Moody A Duncan
M'C'nnll Grace K E
Morgan Jean M1*js

Murray Helen

Nelrllc i)t:s

i

Patton Jeanetto

Palmer Fred J

L

Nifty Trio

Naah henn*
N'orris Jr c

th

B

Norris Kathleen

Oliver

A

Nee.
L» *»

Olsmith Mary
O'Nell

Eva

Patton Joan M(*s
Paul Tr«mper D
Paulyer George
Palermo's CarT.es
Ferettos The

Sailor

Keilly

Vordon A Furry

Smith

It

Van A B. Ho
Van A York
Van Hovfn Fr.u.

Tom

Know Ray

Voltaire

Trado Twins
Thelss Norn. an Q

Walker Frank
Wanzcr A l'alm»r
Walsh Dilllo Mr
Walker A Te-sa*

Reyn Grac* Miss
noztllun

Two

A Duff
Bel) Helen
Roatlna Addle
Rlnehart

Rupp
One Ben

Staff* rd Edwin
Stuart Biiile

Mr

Pelli Phil
Prlnco /.)

Ni«h Oeorge*

Raym«r A Whlt«
Ring Blanche Miss
Rharrocks II
Smith Eddie
flearls

A B

Twyinan A Vincent

Thornton Estelle
Turner Dolly
Turner Walter

Mne M

*•

Thornton Arthur
Tenor

Warner Doris M'"«
Wolf H'ward C Mr*

Arthur
Vert Haael

Van Harold

W

Win Mis*

Whits Joe
Whitfield

Smith Dottle
CtoMlns BJUle
flierrar* Del

Wilson

Tims Alfred

Sherry Barney J

Shaw

M

Harry

VsudevlDe

Williams Dean

U

Wilbur A Manatltld
White Jr Billy
Weir Poll
Leader

Vcm Valentine

Zambonl Tb«o

Vd

)

— December

Friday,

-

9P»

IW

VAR

-<:

a

i

i

I

ETY

\

27

HOLIDAY GREETINGS
<

\

i

PLAYING! KEITH TIME
=¥=

«r

:

-i -

*

li
=*»?*

:_!

\

IRENE FISHER

/

!

"ttf'H

i

Bt

1

at Piano

"> '
.*

MYRTLE

-'

'

n"--*

GEORGE

and
WISH EVERYBODY A HAPPY NEW YEAR
PLAYING

JR.

ORPHEUM and INTERSTATE CIRCUITS
35=

SEASON'S GREETINGS
RENE

GEO

A
N

D
SERVING PANCAKES AND FLAPJACKS TO THE CUSTOMERS
Booked Solid, JOHN BENTLEY OFFICE
Ml,

/

<

THE USUAL SEASON'S GREETINGS

WITH UNUSUAL SINCERITY

TOURING ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Direction

FRANK EVANS

HOLIDAY GREETINGS
FROM

PHIL FABELLO'S
f

ORCHESTRA

(VIOLINIST)

SAN FRANCISCO

TAITS CAFE

HAPPY NEW YEAR

TESS and ANN
JUST

A BLONDE AND BRUNETTE

CARTER

IN

HARMONY

Direction

LOEW CIRCUIT

SAM BAERWITZ

EXPOSITION JUBILEE FOUR
IN

A SOUTHERN BLEND OF HARMONY AND COMEDY
Personal Direction

GREETINGS OF THE SEASON

AL STRIKER
—

FOUR BALMAINS

CLASS

v

THE SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL

-WIZARDS OF THE WIRE
y
i

i

.

SPEED

'

1

I.

,

!...,. -i

t

Ti

m

'

r

./..,:

1

}

I.

..

I

TT

vxsr ?*

C8

+*

FrtiTay,

December

3u, 1921

.

,

KEITH'S

ORPHEUM

and

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

TONY AND
"WATCH THEM WALK

J J

WISH THEIR FRIENDS A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS
Direction

NEW YEAR
M.

CHAS. H. ALLEN

S.

BENTHAM

Office

SEASON'S GREETINGS

WILLIAMS

and
IN

<

THE PASSER BY

99

Direction H. B.

YULETIDE GREETINGS TO

MY

BURTON

FRIENDS

MURIEL
UNDER MANAGEMENT

WITH

OF

EDDIE CANTOR'S
"MIDN1TE ROUNDERS

LEE & J. J. SHUBERT

it

A HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM

IRIVNG
COM1C1NG WITH THE "BIG PARISIAN FLIRTS

LEWIS

»»

SECOND SEASON, THERE'S A REASON
CHAS. ROBINSON

ASK

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

WISHES YOU

A HAPPY
NEW YEAR
(THIRD SOLID SEASON IN JACK LAIT'S

COMEDY

HIT, "HELP")

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

Direction:

JAMES "FAT" THOMPSON
WM.
"THE

HARRY WEBER

And

PETRIE,

CAMOUFLEURS"

Friday,

December

VARIETY

X>, 1311
*ii

i

HAPPY* HEW, YEAR TO ALL

KE

EY

DIRECT UNTO. JULY

:<•:#

BY

B. F.

MAY

KEITH VAUDEVILLE EXCHANCE
15th

OUR CLOWN NIGHT AT

CLIFFORD WA YNE TRIO
THE INDIAN IN FILL

HOLLI

and
A

DEEM AND TOE TWENTIETH CENTUBY SQUAW

N. V. A.

CLUB

Spectacular Novelty Featuring

MASTER

Karl

Way

Clifford
THE POCKET EDITION OF FRED STONE

THE TALK OF THE

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO EVERYBODY

M. TEUBER'S

"SHADOWLAND"
a
EDGE OF WORLD

ff

THE SEASON'S SCENIC NOVELTY
COLORED SHADOW SCENERY, CHEMICAL STAGE EFFECTS

PLAYING KEITH TOUR
Studio: 301

Phone

West 37th
Fits

Representative:

Street

Roy 5207

MORRIS & FEIL

HOLIDAY GREETINGS FROM

HATTIE ALTHOFF and SISTER
Management:

LEE &

J. J.

SHUBERT

Personal Direction:

DAVIDOW & LeMAIRE

SEASON'S GREETINGS

KEITH

AND ORPHEUM CIRCUITS

"A THRILL AND A LAUGH"
HOLIDAY GREETINGS

Direction

MATTHEWS & MILLER

TANLEY

KEITH and ORPHEUM CIRCUITS

VARIETY

30

Friday,

December

30,

1T1

a mi

GREETINGS FROMJEWEL

BOBBY

m

rn

and
In

ORPHEVM TOUR BEGINS AT WINNIp£g,

"PERSONALITY PLUS"

JAN.

9,

MANAGERS AND AGENTS, ATTENTION

1922

WE HAVE THREE PAYS OPEN, JULY 7,

1922.

WHAT HAVE YOU TO

"Buzz" and "Sol" are responsible

'A the wit, he ideas.' 9

OFFER.

for us laying off so

much. Thank you.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

a SCOTCH"

"A BIT
Return Engagement at B. F. Keith's Palace,

New York (March

Direction

13)

MAX GORDON

SEASON'S GREETINGS

AND
Direction

HUGHES & MAN WARING

COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON

WATSON

fanny
B5

**

KITTY

MANUEL ROMAIN t?
P

Minstrel

GREETINGS FROM

AND

Thomas Romain

Twin Sons

Raymond Romain
v*

*te

THAT TRIO
THAT TRIO

Vaudeville's Sweetest
Singers.

The Singing Act That
Never Has Failed

Comedy,

Character

Change,

Singing and Dancing

HOLIDAY GREETINGS FROM
EDGAR

V*

NADIA

MURRAY POPKOVA

Managers

i

In "WHAT'S
S0O Seconds of Fun

LEW COLDER

THE IDEA"
By EDGAR MURRAY,

BOOKED SOLID

Jr.

B. F.

KEITH'S

Will Be Glad to

Booking Offices

Recommend

This Act

HOLIDAY GREETINGS
v*

FROM

GILL

BROWN

A Happy New

Year

to All

Oar Friends

in

America and Europe

!

Friday;

December

VARIET Y

1921

80,

31

;

i

IT

-•

j
»*•»•;

>

•

w

•

I

S

rr*

!•••
t
>

-v

v
t

.>

•"•

*•

-j-

*

'w

Playing the Ltad'ng Role in the

44

The Knight
All

*

L

of the Season

BOOKED SOLID

AL

t

in

the Road"

of the

'

•

7^(jw

of

COMPLIMENTS

Miller Semi- Annual Sale
*

Miniature Comic Opera

Her Friends and Enemies The Compliments

<w
iA Feature

New

Trognss

•

AND COMPANY

•

TYLER

Patent Leather and Black Satin

Id

Formerly $14.50

LOEW

$10-95
Direction

CIRCUIT

THE

LITTLE SHEPHERD OF BARGAIN

WISH EVERY ONE A PROSPEROUS

ROW"

NEW YEAR

SAM BAERWITZ

Other Sale Opportunities
59 Style.
$ 6- 85

47 Style.
*8- 95

A HAPPY

Direction

1922

MILLER

I.
1

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

554 Broadway
New York

State anci

Monroe

MAX HALPER1N AGENCY
TO ALL FROM
PHIL

LILLIAN

>

SIEGER

Streets

Chicago
World's Largest Producer of Theatrical Shoes

AUSTIN
AND

RALPH
*.\

ii ii

DELANEY
"SYNCOPATED

Season's Greetings
"FIVE MUSICAL BUDS"

FROM

WILL BRADSHAW

ALWAYS
WORKING
31

112TII

EDWARD

J.

ADER

WILLIAM

F.

ADER

ADER and ADER
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW
1424 Otis Building
CHICAGO

a

THANKS TO
MR. LEW M. GOLDBERG

COMING EAST SOON

Went 34th 8treet

SKMI ANSI AL

HOTEL"

In the

DIVIDEND

The Hoard of Ti'iiateoa has declared
St mi-annual dividend at the rate of

PER CENT.
FOUR
annum
on

!>cr

$5,000

ont.tled

all

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL

depoglti from 16 to
payable en

thereto,

and aftT January 16th, 192%.
De poult *•» Made On or Before
will

January 13th
Inter eat from January
BANKING BT MAIL

draw

Sketches, Monologues to Order
l*t

r'HARI.Ba noilfe. rrnaldent.
C.KOKdH T. CONNKTT, Sec A Tretn

EDDIE (HAYDEN) O'CONNOR
\**

1531

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

CITY

.

Fn

VARIETY

32

—«.

.—

BOB KARNA'S CROW

— BOB

\—

-,

CROW—BOB

KARNA'S

'ay,

KARNA'S

December

30, 1921

'

CROW

8
CO
I

w
u

E
CO

a:

o

I

CI
uj

w

(M

(0

•c

Ul

S

0)

I

CO
8
03

O
U

u

€Si
AiOHD

S«VNHV5I

808

— MOHD

SiVNH>Oi HOH

— MOHD
i

S<VNHV}i 808

&

Friday,

December

VARIETY

30, 1921

33

LEE SHUBERT

J. J.

SHUBERT

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE
BOOKING EXCHANGE
LESTER BRYANT,

of

DAVID BEEHLER,

General Manager

1009

ILLINOIS

WOODS THEATRE

BLDG.,

Business Manager

CHICAGO

Phones Central 1497-8-9

Your patrons shop where they get the most for
their money. Do likewise! Why show shopworn
goods? Why try and sell material the grist mill
sends you? Be your own buyer. Come to the
Shubert market it is open to all a new trademark on attractive merchandise an advertised

—

specialty.

You

—
—

are not dealing in Fords, East-

man Kodaks

'

I I

or Standard Oil; therefore, do not
let the bosses tell you what, how and how much
to buy and the selling price. Get what you want

and when you want it. Be an independent
spoke on an independent wheel which revolves
independently. Obtain the backing of the most
influential theatrical

concern in America.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS OR CALL

pet connections. Get your own agent. We:
do not pick one for you. Bring your goods here.'
We have the distributing agency. No.showing
several times in dumps where no agent or booker
visits. No double showing in these theatres controlled by a knife king. New material encouraged. No impossible promises. No routes off
because certain cuts are rejected. No barring of
acts because certain bookers forgot they worked
for less a few years ago. Our managers want the
stuff. If you have it get in touch with this office.
No tickets sold or ads solicited before contracts
are issued. A free-born artist working for an
independent agency not bossed by a managers'

No

association.

Send

in

your open time.

Inc.

•

VARIETY

34

Friday,

The PLAYHOUSE
THE PETITE HOME OF THE DRAMA

BLDG
CHICAGO

FINE ARTS

t£>

LESTER BRYANT
and Manager

i

T

mt

December

30, 1921

T

Frid»y.

December

$0,

ltM

w

.-

TAIIITT

THE GARRICK
VAUDEVILLE'S LATEST, SENSATION

SHUBERTS*

MILWAUKEE
UNIT

LESTER BRYANT
«4

*

#

•

r

i-»

-

VARIETY
=c=

t

:,

Friday,

December

SO, 1921

rs

->..

.3. v..

FRANCIS, DAY& HUNTER
THE ENGLISH PUBLISHERS, WITH AN INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION,

SEND HEARTIEST GREETINGS TO ALL THEIR AMERICAN FRIENDS

American Representatives

LEO

FEIST,

Inc.,

New York

.

•

LONDON— 138-140

Charing Cross Road, W. C.

2

CELUI aUI TIENT LA LAMPE
Paris, Dec.

7.

This operetta In three acts (one
by J. Hanswlck and Mine. Rex,
music by Louis HilHer, is of a dark
blue color, written in verse, which
causes the story to drag or such
In its present
story as there is.
form at the Theatre Albert I it is
unfit for exportation, and, like "Afgar," would require Judicious pruning for American consumption. The
action passes in a brothel in ancient
set)

—

Among

1-gypt.

<&>

the rich frequenters

a young merchant, who falls in
iove with the niece of the owner.
The girl Is innocent, having visited
h«=r aunt that day with her uncle,
an old dog who resides in the
ountry far from his wife's sharp
tongue. The aunt has been told she
will become a mother (the wish of
h^r heart) if she meets a lover who
has Just previously .married a
maiden. So she plans to unite her
niece with a potter, a former apprentice of her husband and a perYou guess what Is
fect simpleton.
This marriage is ofin her mind.
ficially announced, and to make it
]»>gal a municipal lamp bearer must
attend as witness the nuptial ceremony.
The merchant threatens the pre-,
sumptive husband with death if he
insists on the marriage and constrains him to replace. the lamp
is

<

bearer,

taking

the

place

of

Holds the lamp.

a series of broad situations, where the governor's wife
claims the merchant as her lover
and compels him to enter a sid«»
room with her, being surprised in
the act. Then the aunt persuades
the potter to make love to her, and
afterwards learning of the substitution prevails on the merchant to
accompany her, bring detected by
her husband and niece. I/iter the
governor's wife dotes on the potter
after having been mistaken for the
This mix-up terminates
real wife.
with the reconciliation of the niece
It is very hot stuff,
potter.
the
and
and excepting for the catchy music
of Hillier would be unworthy of a
notice. The same might have been
said of "Afgar" and other effusions
in

"If

you believe

it.

is

dress, but in the
instance an entirely new
be required for the
>
Kendrcvo.

their original

present
tiook
scoro.

\

the

bridegroom unknown to the bride.
it is the rightful husband who

Thus

There

THOMAS

would

It's

so."

PARAMOUNT

.
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»
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CABARET
restaurant oa 41st
7th avenue. Is

Joel's unlquo
of
Street. Just we»t
drawing its

Sll

own

clientele,

mostly professionals and newspaper
because It is
men. Joel's is unique
It's not a blaze of phony
Joel's.
decorations, there is no "flash" and
that goes with
the check robbery
Broadway places, but
It in other
of comfort
there is an atmosphere
other New York cabaret
In Joel's no
mixed
of.
6** now boast
orchestra of four pieces is oompoied of entertaining* musicians
who play different instruments and
rather nice to get
ling &s well. It's
of
%Wij from the blare and blaze
restaurants, with
the high scaled
universal
and
bands
their expensive
charges
sic, besides their couvert
prices the
along with the stlffest
print,
to
to
'printer has the nerve
where one can be
be in Joels,
natural in a natural place, enjoy
themselves as they wish, get anyreason withthing they want within
when the
out the knowledge that
check arrives fhey will swear they
for
again;
there
never will go
from the
there's nothing in Joel's,
that doesn't
place itself to the check
The chances
Invite a second visit.
has
auctioneer
the
after*
•re that
brigands,
done his duty with the

A

1

keep right on its placid
has beeh doing for years,
is not
directed by Joel himself, who

Joel's will

way, as
the

it

least

of

his

restaur* nt'a it-

tractions.

>

new "Blue Hour"
Anselmo's
room on the first floor of his reswill
taurant on West 49th street
formally

open

next

Wednesday

Sherbo's orchestra has
evening.
been installed there, and Mile.
French interpretative
a
Bonee.
dancer, will be the premiere attrac-

The "Blue Hour" title
was chosen by contest among the
Betsy Ross of the
patrons,
Anselmo
•'Music Box Revue" winning the $60
tion there.

prise,

#

Herry Yerkes will place a new
orchestra in Commissioner
Harriss' Flotilla restaurant, opening

dance

Wednesday night. The combination
Lou Shurr
will comprise 11 men.
acted for Yerkes iq the transaction.
Theodore Zarvis,

I
I

who was manag-

ing the Flotilla, has returned to
the Rltr, whence he had left to Join
•The Ship." He has been replaced
oy Mr. Johnson;* who; will hereafter
have complete charge of the restaurant.

.*.
""

iftfcim's on West 38th street, is
to be reopened as a restaurant Atlantlc City cabaret men are said to

taken the stripped Interior."
empty for months, since
Maxim's operating company gave up, when the equipment

'have

•

It has been
the former

was

sold at auction.

The "Christmas rush" from Can-

-

"A

ada is now in full force. Despite
the assertions of prohibition enforcement authorities as to present
aridity, caravans of booze cars are
dally crossing the border and making their way down the state. No
less than seven cars were seized in
and about Plattsburgh, N. Y„ one
day last week. They apprehended
12 men, all with Jaw-breaking foreign names.
Increased activity In
the law enforcement has not resulted In a decrease of the r
ber violating It
Those in a position to
know say that there are more bootleggers smuggling In and peddling
liquor than there have been at any
time in the past The whiskey boys
are rolling up big profits, as practically none of the stuff sold Is high
grade, despite the "Johnny Walker,
"Green River" and other wellknown labels on the bottles. The
only resemblance to the" "real thing"
Is the price.
Plain alcohol and
water (particularly the itter) are
the main Ingredients used, and care
is not even taken to color the concoction properly.
Tests by government chemists of liquor seized
by prohibition agents show that lit'

tle of it

r

has gone through the pro-

cesses necessary for beverage purposes.
There is, however, a large
upply of Canadian ale at $1 °5 a
bottle which is said to be "the good
old stuff."

is

Contrary to report. Sophie Tucker
*'ll not appear at Reisonwc>er's
until around the first of I
rch. It

was fnrller stated that Miss Tucker
would enter tho restaurant establishment within the near future.
However, she will not until her
vaudeville contract has been ful"^d. It is for at least the next
eight weeks.

A
^

Indications are that Chicago is to
becf.fp.,. i,
| le
<i ry
a ('cording to an
^lirt
issued by Chief of Police
Charles Ittzmorrls to the G.300
ml>. s
*>
f t ie p () ii ce* department to
«

i

j

rivet the lid

down

"until

it

squeaks."

Acting under orders of Mayor William Hale Thompson, Chief Fitzmorris passed word to the police
that henceforth the policy of tho
police department Will be shaped by
the Illinois prohibition act. On this
point tho order says:
"Section 3 of this act provides
that 'all provisions of the act shall
be liberally construed, to tho end
that the use of intoxicating liquor
as a beverage may be prevented,'
and this statement of the law defines
the attitude of this department."
Fitzmorrls announces that all the
teeth of the state dry act, accounted
even moro drastic than federal prohibition laws, will be utilized "to
make Chicago so dry that a sponge
can be wiped across it without picking up a drop of liquor." Kinds, arrests, suits to enjoin property owners, and revocation of licences are
tho weapons put in the hands of the
police by the dry order.

"And once a

license has been re-

voked, I will never recommend that
it be restored either to its former
owner, or to anyone else," Fltsmorrls declared.

The

chief declares he will close

every place in Chicago where liquor
is sold, kept, or given away.
That
includes, he says, the places known
as respectable, where young couples
go to dance.
"The trouble with this town," said
the Chief, "as far as liquor is concerned, is that the young poople
have lots of speed and no control.
If my children were 1C years old I
would not sleep nights until they
were in bed. I am not worrying
about dives.
There will be no
trouble in nailing them. It is the
so-called respectablo places which
need attention.

"No place

in Chicago is Immune.
anyone wants to try and sell
booze from now on, let him not only
If

tie his

hat on but wire

it

on."

"The Place," on West 4Uh

street,

opened with a new show last week
produced and written by Walter
The
Windsor and A. II. House,
revue is entitled "Hooking Up with
Pleasure," with the following cast:

(good— but bad ryj bringing as
'much), $100 a case; gin, $60 (inside
price on good gin); sherry, $$4940 a
case (according to quality); sauterne, $35.

Fred Carson, Vec and lice, Montford
Peer In barrels appears to be more
and Lang, Lillian l'e.rl and Ruth plentiful than heretofore, with hesiMerrill and i chorus of twelve.
tancy on part of truckmen to transport It

Liquor prices, ranging comparatively high f"r some weeks now, did
not ascend as expected with the approach of the holidays. Kven champagne held to its price of $105 a
case for rerula: and up to $130 a
case for vintage (not later than
1911), but these figures are quoted
for lot; of not less than 10 cases.
Dealers do not care as a. rule to
bother with case lots or two cases
of*any liquor. Five-case deliveries
may be had of friendly dealers. This
still further sends up the pri<e i'<>r
the (single case buyers.
Current liquor quotations for delivery In New York arc-:
S< teh
(good), $115 a case (1- bottles), rye
• f
..>>..
.

•

Devious ways have been devised
to

briii£

liquor

into

the

country.

The various means have been so
perfect d that to talk about "border" or "smuggling It through" now

means nothing excepting
of running

are

dealers

traffic in

LT»

In

matters

cases or less.
plying a

now

New York who

Th

e

liquor

will accept

any order frcm.sor -one they know
for unlimiN d quantities of any kind
of booze, to be ID" asurcd by gallon
or cas«", and guarantee delivery as
well as quality.
These orders are
aec»-ptcil prior to shipment.

Broadway heard

late

(Continued on page

last
40).
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Best wishes to all
«*«»

•-

and

my Brother, HARRY, DELF, who
all of my material

writi

-

Miss

Accompanist

MISS JULIET

DUANE

R.

4

BASSETT

HARRY

DELF,
»»

SEASON'S GREETINGS

POWER'S
PROJECTORS
ARE USED BY

OUT OF 12
THEATRES ON BROADWAY
11

The

NAGYFYS
I

A PYROIECHNKAL NOVELTY"

LOS ANGELES
HEART OF THE WORLD'S FILM INDUSTRY

Direction

POWER'S PROJECTORS

AARON KESSLER

FEATURED WITH

HAVE THE SAME TREMENDOUS LEAD
IN ALL THE THEATRES, STUDIOS, LABORA-

TORIES AND PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS
LOS ANGELES AND VICINITY
NICHOLAS

NEIL O'BRIEN'S MINSTRELS

OF,

LILLIAN

ALMA
j

PJWER COMR

COWARD CARU

NtNETY Gold St. New York, N

Y

SEASON'S GREETINGS

JIMMIE COOPER
AND

BELL

AND

Wish All Our Friends a Happy

Cook

COMPANY

To All

My

Friends In and Out of the Profession

EDDIE LEWIS

Year

FROM

"BEAUTY REVUE"
HAPPY NEW YEAR

New

GREETINGS TO EVERYONE

HIS

WISH YOU ALL A HAPPY NE W YEAR

ARLISS

WITMARK & SONS
1562 Broadway, NEW YORK

Prof. Mgr.

M.

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

HERBERT'S
(THE PLACE TO EAT)

BACHELOR HOTEL AND GRILL
151-159 Powell Street, SAN FRANCISCO

r

Friday,

.

I

December

VARIETY

30, 1981

ski»&^

JV-J'-W-Ji+L
iiliUBiMia^':

John

.

Leslie

»

DREW

CARTER
ERNEST

ESTELLE

LAWFORD

Is

JOHN

ROBERT

HALUDAY

RENDELL

13

PRESENTED BY

la

ftl

The SELWYNS
m

NOW BREAKING ALL RECORDS AT THE
SELWYN THEATRE, NEW YORK

m

m
la

I"
"!.»;
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CABARET

costume.

The "Pain" or "Hayloft,"

used exclusively
for private dancing parlors. On the
of the champ restaurant cherk of third floor arc private dining rooms
the season In one of the band-dane«> and a largo ball room which Is
ym^eM.
A party arrived at the called the "Dance de Luxe." The
restaurant at one o'clock In the place can accommodate about 750
morning, remaining there until 11, persons on the three floors.
e> space of 10 hour?, during which
time the check was run up to $ 1,500
Harry Murray, George Byer. Al
r-and paid!
Sater and Virginia Roach have been
added to the revuo on the Capitol
The Casino. Centrai Paik, New Hoof, Baltimore. #
Tork, now managed by Zit, with one
Pauline Corbatt and Medeline
of the SuhrtkJinlH interested, allows
no dancing. It is city property. As Spangier have joined the cabaret at
Central Park lias been closed to the Little Club. Baltimore.
vehicles and pedestrians at midnight for two or three years, the
Murray Cooper has been Appointclosing regulation may also affect
the Casino, which is on the east ed assistant to Manager Ben BaJrin
of
the Sea Grill.
Teddy Segrist,
side of the park, at about Seventy.'
formerly at Whyte's, baa been
ninth street.
placed In charge of the floor.
if
as

(Continued f:om page

it

:s

'jailed,

is

37).

The enforcement flare-up of a
Tho newly formed Theatrical
night last week on Broadway died
away even more quickly. The same Agents and Representatives* Assoevening the raids were made several of the places stopped selling
for a couple of hours when "the
word" must have arrived, for they
opened up once again. It may have
the effect, though, of shutting off a
voluminous collection of New Year's

Eve parties

ciation

had

nr

Friday,

.=

An enrollment of 12 erty behind.

members at the

meeting, held
Friday of last week. The new association, which consists mainly of
cabaret agents, alms to eliminate
several existing evils in tho business, one of which is bad accounts.
The agents estimated that $47,000
was outstanding as uncollectable
accounts.
last

The staging of club parties is geta regular thing during the
!(*• f*w weeks.
In fact, the club
thing about Broadway has grown to
such an extent that Ted Lewis la
ting to be

There was a prise

party at his establishment last Monday night and Tuesday morning at
which David Lamar, noted as "the
Wolf of Wall street," was the host.
Lamar is said lb have parted with
14.000 for his entertainment from
the time that he entered the club in
the wee sma" nostra of Tuesday until
he and his friends left there when
the clock was neiaring the noon hour.

December

30, 1921'

The Casino, Miami, Fla uiii
be
managed during its winter tern
.,

that starts about Jan. 15 by
bh
Kurth, who has been manage a£
the Pavilion Royale on the Merriefc
Mr. Kurth leaves tU r iv*u
road.
Ion immediately after New Year's
to start South. The Casino in the
Florida winter resort Is the place of
the city. Kurth is under agreement
with the Salvln group to be back
at the Pavilion by April, when id
Al Jolson put over a lot of fast summer season opens. It is not
yet
talk at the Little Club one night decided whether the Pavilion
wiH
recently In an evident effort to try* to remain open after New
Ytar'a.
"square himself' with somebody.
Everyone at the neighboring tables
got a full line of the Jolson chatter,
Tho syndicate headed by Max
which was principally about late
rehearsals. It was instructive If not Spiegel, which purchased the Fits,
gerald
building*
containing
the
illuminating.

trying to effect an arrangement -4th
the m anagem ent of "The Greenwich
Village Follies" whereby he will be
enabled to get out of his contract
with them so that he will not have
to go on tour with the show when
it leaves.
Lewis' plaint Is that his
Tho price per plate that seems to
dance dob Is coining money so fast have been set by tho Broadway
It would be a loss for him to travel
places for a New Tear's Eve meal
with the show and leave that prop- is $10. There has been no rush.

M.

George

Cohan

.theatre,

takes

possession May I next, and has already re-engaged tho present executive staff of the playhouse,
it
will continue under the booking direction of A. L. Erlanger.

A HAPPY, NEW YEAR TO YOU

As

in the restaurants.

most of the places have decided to
charge $33 a quart for wine that
evening and from $25 to $30 a quart
for. Scotch <plus water), a house
party New Year's won't be so expensive. The house flarty thing is
getting all the conversational play
those days among those mentioning.
where they expect to spend the

.;

holiday eve.

Paul Salvin returned to New York
week, minus mustache and

last

just In time to note the activity of
the rev< nue agents.
Mr. Salvin

looks and fe«'ls much better for his
vaoat i.iiiing trip.

Dave Clark says he is going to
Europe, by invite of the Fifty Fifty
CJub that ^ias agreed to furnish
Dave transportation.
Dave says
that once over on the other side he
will get the inside of everything
and send it over here. Dave expects
to start the trip late in January,
and is depending upon the dub
to

make

good.

Scphie

Tucker

assumed

charge

of the Reisfnweber's top floor, Dec.
LI, probably going In there on a

sharing arrangement as previously.
She expects to continue her Keith
vaudeville contracts around New
York durirg the cabaret engage-

FAMILY

ment.

Ted
of

ihe

Lewis

Club.

contributes

most

tC'M

his

list

popular

dance
Lewis
They are "Yoo-Hoo," "Ka-

."I'lections

at

his

Ted

Lu-A,"
"Blue
Danube
Blues,"
"Marie" (a number privately exploited by Otto Motzan, the author),
"When Buddha Smiles." "In Old
Cranada," "Tahiti (Ty-Tee)," "Give
Me My Mammy," "April Showers"
and "Say It With Music."
M.\ Lewis and Jack SI llkret, who
conducts tho other orchestra at the
Ted Lewis Club, have found that a
good snappy one-step occasionally
meets with favor, and the waltz also
as spasmodically. Most often, however, when they oblige with a waltz

DAD, MA, KIDDIES

upon" request, several of the regular
patrons come up with long faces,
saying "Can the morgue stuff." It
looks like novelty, "blues" and
straight fox trots are the most in
popular favor.

?

AND DOG

VAUDEVILLE'S CLEVEREST FAMILY ACT

Oscar and Helen Hallenbtck have
opened a dance studio at Albany,
N. Y.
Several of the millionaire element
of Pittsburgh, who staged an elaborate social function at the Pitts-

burgh
Country
were rather harsh
of

a

r.

recently,
Club
in their criticism

flftcen-plece orchestra hired as

Art Hickman's for the occasion, for
a fee something like $1,500 or over.
The complaint was that perhaps
only a few of Hickman's regulars
were on tho job, with about half the

men

flllers-ln.

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE:

Bert Kelly of College Inn and Red
Lantern Cafe fame is back in Chicago operating a new establishment.

The

place

Is

Lantern and
street, which

HARRY WEBER

the Now Red
located at 431 Rush

known as
is
is

most convenient

NEW YORK

located
floor
On the
basis.
the main dining room, where specialty entertainment is furnished
throughout the evening. There Is
also a small space on this floor for
dancing. On the second floor is located the "Barn." Here rural at-

HOME ADDRESS:

CHICAGO

'•

30

*

& PERKINS

Wood* Theatre

CITY

Is

nosphere and environment prevail,
all of the attendant! in rural

.with

EARL

Palace Theatre Bldg.

to

the "loop" patrons. The place is being operated on a most pretentious
llrst

WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE

CUNTON STREET; NEWARK; OHIO

Bldg.

V ARI

'V— '-
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CARL NIXON IN TURPLE MINSTREL REVUE"

EVELYN PHILLIPS AND COMPANY

HXTURES"

MELODY FESTIVAL

VIRGINIA BELLS

ONE, TWO, THREE

C

FIVE MUSICAL QUEENS

COMPANY

WESLEY JOHNSON AND COMPANY

SONG AND DANCE REVUE

BERNICE LA BARR AND BEAUXS

FORTUNE QUEEN
IN

PREPARATION

LARRY CEBALLOS,

NEW PRODUCTIONS

JACK GREEN,

Stage Director

Producing Office: 160 West 46th

10

Scores

St.,

Suite 506

JOHN HYMAN,
Librettos

NEW YORK CITY

Telephone: Bryant 9496
113
^'"'niiiiiAandBiiiiififlffi
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HENRY W. SAVAGE, Inc.

OFFERINGS

ARTHUR HAMMERSTEIN
PRESENTS

An

Entirely

New

Production of Lehar's World-Fainou* Operetta

THE MERRY WIDOW"
JOSEPH URBAN, Costumes by PEGGY HOYT
WITH AN INCOMPARABLE SINGING CAST

Scenes by
••

IN

SUPERB DANCING CHORUS AND GRAND OPERA ORCHESTRA

"THE BLUE KITTEN

Now on

•f

a Transcontinental Tour Following Its Triumph at the
Knickerbocker Theatre, New York

THE CHARMING PRIMA DONNA COMEDIENNE

WITH

ITZI
ii
Lady Billy

LILLIAN LORRAINE

HER GREATEST SUCCESS

IN

SELWYN THEATRE

ii

A MUSICAL ROMANCE BY ZELDA

SEARS, WITH MUSIC BY
HAROLD LEVEY. LIBERTY THEATRE CAST AND CHORUS
On Tour Following Its Six Months9 Broadway Success

-

ON TOUR

THE LOVELY YOUNG AMERICAN COMEDIENNE

MADGE KENNEDY

Frank Tinney

IN
IN

(HERSELF)
DODSON MITCHELL'S COMEDY-DRAMA

-CORNERED"

"TICKLE ME"

V

I

WITH THE ORIGINAL ASTOR THEATRE CAST

On Tour Following a Five Months? New York
Henry W. Savage 9 * Success Available

for Stock Release:

DRAMATIC PLAYS AND COMEDIES

Max

arcm

'Announces the Forthcoming Produ ction of

At
A

Comedy by

Home

GUY BOLTON
AUo a Road

and

HEAD OVER HEELS
POM POM
HAVE A HEART
THE GAY HUSSARS
KING DODO
LITTLE BOY BLUE
THE LOVE CURE
MAIDS OF ATHEN8
THE MAN FROM NOW
PEGGY FROM PARIS
THE PRINCE OF PIL8EN
SARI
THE SHO-GUN
SOMEWHERE ELSE
THE STUDENT KING
SULTAN OF 8ULU
TOM JONES
WOODLAND
THE YANKEE CON8UL
A YANKEE TOURIST

WHAT

AIL8 YOU?
MISS PATSY
O' TH' MORNIN'

TOP

MAX MARCIN

tor terms apply through your broker or direct to
Stock Dept., 226 West 42d Street.

HENRY W. SAVAGE,

Tour of

FIRST

The Nightcap'

ii

APPEARANCE

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

AMERICA

THE KNIGHT

and
ft

The Youthful Hercules and the International Comedian

(KURT JACKISCH)
WM. CU1LIANI—MABEL BAKER—MAE LALONDE EUROPEAN NOVELTY
|

LEW CANTOR

IN

HIS KNAVE,

NOW PLAYING CHICAGO

Direction

MUSICAL PLAYS

CORNERED (In restricted territory)
SHAVINQ8
EVERYWOMAN
MADAME X
EXCU8E ME
ALONG CAME RUTH
THE COLLEGE WIDOW
CON & CO.
THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN
THE DEVIL
EASY DAWSON
THE FLORIST 8HOP
THE GALLOPER
THE GREAT NAME
THE LITTLE DAMOZEL
MARY JANE'S PA
THE MILLION

(RUD WAGNER)

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT SEASON'S GREETINGS
Direction HARRY WEBER
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L H. HERK,

,

~

GEORGE W. GALLAGHER

Predient

Secretary and General

Manager

AMERICAN BURLESQU
REAL

,\

BETTER BURLESQUE
THE BEST BURLESQUE
General Offices:

*

COLUMBIA AMUSEMENT CO. BUILDING
'

*

•

.

Broadway and 47th

*

Street

A

l»

1

,

NEW
*=

'=3W

GREETINGS!
"Twinkle Toes

ft

-»•»•»-.•

'

'•'*

-

r

#>;

"Jingle Jingle

"Harvest
<«

ft
».,.

Time

Cuddle
«

Up

ft

PeeK-A=Boo

ft
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YORSKA

Wv'

GRATEFUL HOLIDAY GREETINGS
- - -

*

FROM

«

.

m
,

'Take

WILL

WILL
T»k©

It

'Up In the Clouds'

From Me'

It

BY
JOHNSTONE

B.

WILL

AND
ANDERSON

TOM

B,

From Mr,

B.

BY
JOHNSTONE

AND
JOHNSTONS

A.

TJp In the Cloud* Corp., Prop*.

Inc., Props.

•

Ml

•

TWIN

.

*

.

Record - Breaking Musical Plays
AFTER

BEFORE

of All

'Madame Yorska, famous French

fitted

PRODUCED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

many

ive

GAITES
West 42d Street, New York
JOS. M.

have

140

for the screen.

We

•

Actress,

and Edna Wallace Hopper, Great American
Stage Favorite, are but two of the

Time

City
IS

correct Outstanding Ears, Thick Lips, Sagging Faces,

itringy and baggy necks, puffy eyelids, wrinkles, withered skin,
pittings, scars, freckles, moles, birthmarks, pimples, receding chin,

hollow cheeks, ill-shaped noses.

The work

is

done painlessly by

V

local anesthetic.

GERTRUDE STEELE

DR.

—Skin

Cosmetic and Plastic Surgeon for Both Sexes

and

Feature Specialist

18 Years' Practice in California

Cons. Realty Bldg., 607 S. Hill

Rooms

Hours

302-3.

1

St.

to 5

ii

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

ON TOUR
THE PROVINCETOWN PLAYERS
IN

Management

of

ADOLPH KLAUBER

GREETINGS FROM

THREE COMPANIES ON TOUR
Direction of the

Gruet,

Kramer

A CIRCUS DAY

IN

and Gruet
GEORGIA

SEASON'S GREETINGS

DAVE MALC0IV3
COMEDY JUGGLER
SECOND SEASON WITH

DAVID.

WARFIELD

CO.

VANDERBILT PRODUCING CORF
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MEW YEAR

AND

A HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM

THE AUSTRALIAN DEXSOS
A WHIRL, A TWIRL, A BOY AND A GIRL

r««oUtrr«:

SIMON AGENCY

BOOKED SOLID

1921-1922

Eastern Represent* tiyc t

PETE MACK
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WITH LOVE AND KISSES
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JOLSON'S
59th Street
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BOOKED BV

JENIE JACOBS
A HftPW NEW vjEAR TO ALL
BOTH SIDES OF THE POND

MANAGEMENT

MESSRS. SHUBERT. SEASON 1927-2
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DA- DA* DA
LESLIE & MONACO'S
NOVELTY FOX TROT SONG

THE FAVORITE
FOX TROT BALLAD

STILL

figHEHIMi
OUR BEAUTIFUL H/GHCMff
BALLAOHIT

7HEM0ST7UNEFUL FOXTROTNUMBER
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a heart full of thanks*
glorious motherhood and

Heartfelt holiday wishes frohi
giving for restored health,

splendid success

<<,.#*•

t-sr"

Wealthy Beyond Compare
WITH

Her

priceless treasure,

her son,

HERBERT ABRAHAMS

m^^^^wMmm^mm^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m^m^^
GREETINGS FROM

TESS SHERMAN
and CO.
FEATURING

DAN SHERMAN

and

MABEL DeFOREST

IN
»

"A RUBE CIRCUS"
The

NOTE:

Performers

oldest

Hoakum

wishing cottages

in

show

for the

business.

summer

at

Now

playing B. F. Keith (Western) Circuit.

SHERMAN LAKE, New York—Write Dan

Sherman, Sherman Lake,

Davenport Center, N. Y.

COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON FROM

AND
assisted
in

by

PEGGY BURKE

"SURGEON LOUDER,
"A

U.

S.

and

A. M

RAY DUNG

By ROGER IMHOF

HORSE STEP-PED ON ME CHEST"

:
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to All Vaudeville

B. F.

FOUNDERS OF

THE

B. F.

KEITH

ALBEE

E. F.

KEITH VAUDEVILLE

KEITH CIRCUIT OF VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

B. F.

\
IS

NOW

CELEBRATING

ITS
*

Third of a Century Anniversary
Leaders of American

-Makers of the Nation join in congratulations

HERE ARE A FEW TELEGRAMS AND LETTERS:

I have Juat mwob* twin of the fact
tka eoldiers and •alloc* during ttaa
laaaaa rooognlUoa or appreciation of any
aad although I hare no longer
I aa wondering If you will
reee ay admlraUoa of those
data, ta
.
aad devoted
spirit la which they
.
The admlraUoa la old: It la only Um
to

chagrin,

R

Uut tout many

gensroag
at Um Umt without
Tola has cauaad bm great
connection with tho
not permit me. even at tans lata

war went
kind.

any

November
P.

regular Keith patron for assay aanmn I want ta congratulate
you oa Um third of a century jubilee celebration. Clean vaudeville la aw
favorite diveratoa and Uut is what I hsve always found la Um Keith
Accept my bast wl*b«a and sincere congratulations.

MRS.

WOODHOW

C

Washington. D.
October 1th. 1ML
the anniversary af your
.
Um others la wishing you svery good thing.
WILL BL
Sincerely fours.

I have

R

R

Um

me

to

Ton

•

Rector.

NATHAN

I

am

say congratula Hone.
particularly impressed by

Governor of

I

.

B\.
St.

am

York.

to the

Um

GRACE HanBlafaE
\RRDf

(Mrs

.
R

_

ALBEE:

T.

E

P.
Congratulations on Um third of a century anniversary of the
Keith Vauderile Circuit,
Ohio la fortunate to have your theatre*. Ta»
dignity of your performancos and the community spirit of your organisations are an asMt ta any stats ta Um Union.
I watch with great interest
Um construction of your new theatre In Cleveland which I understand wIR
be one of the moat beautiful playhouses in this country.
May you ouaUnoa your good work of making people happy.
HARRY L. DAVIS,
Ooveroor af

If.

hen

R

P.

Harrleburg.
October ll.

ALBEE:

C.

R

P.

ALBEE:

New York

Dear Mr. Albee: Congratulation*. Yen not only have
Um millions upon millions of Ameticaa people to whom yoa have
hspplnsse and pleasure during these psat decades, but you have UM
a (miration and esteem of your confreres who have watched Um
and artistic expanatoa of your distinguished branch of the theatre wttis

DAVID BELASCO.

PleaM accept my

heartiest congratulations

P.

upon the third of a eontary

annlversary of Keith Vaudeville In America.
The anniversary Is part Ma
isrly significant In the city of New York, for thers is scarcely snntaar
In which the theatre is a social force of such vital importance.
Mot alone baa the theatre spread the gospel of good cheer and wholeaocaa
amusement, but has heipad to hislii-r standards In civic life.
Ta yen
personally I wish to add my appreciation to row active partlclpaUoa and
sld in civic matters and to a mure you that a list of your always g eneroaa
•nd eager contributions of time, talent and money, particularly in patrtotte
srttvltlea. Is an endearing memorial of genuine and pure philanthropy.

community

JOHN

Naw

City.

1ML

P.

RYLAN.

York.
October ath

ALBEE:

I Just want
Keith Circuit aa you
your personal friends
to have been one of

as

It

la

possible for a person to be.
I
Tot
Yoa d
deserve all

your early helpers.
1

October

If.

October

MY_ DEAR MR ALBEE
.

New York

21 Us.

E

I know I am a little late, but I csnnot forbear writing you a Una af
"ongrstulsUo'is ot\ toe arrival of
Keith Vaudeville" at lta Third af a
*Vnt<iry Anniversary.
Its work bat l«cen Inspiring and during tho
war under your capable direction It Ifnt a powerful assistance to keep ap
the (Iror.pinK spirits of our soldier* aud ssll-«rs.
Wishing you all future
'

UU

Toun

pis.

very

truly.

J.

11.

GLEN NO*.

Reir AloV.ral. U. S. Navy. Bid.
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P.

October
P.

am

also

Um

£3

wonderful

lttl

ALBEE:

ERLANQEB

City.

It.

ItSL

ngratulaUone upon your third of a century celebration af the Keith
Circuit.
Your organisation baa developed some admirable
singers aad a nsw and constantly growing musical public and Um lyrto
theatres af your country are already Indebted to your organization for both
artists aad sudlenres of permanent value to mnslr.
Your ambitious plans
for the futnre sre worthy of your past history aad I in heartily In accord
with your pita to commemorate both.
GATTI C ASSAZZA,
<

Vaudeville

N. Y. Evening Journal.

New York

City.

November

la.

lttL

ALRER:

leaving for England that yam are eelebrat
thirty third anniversary of your circuit.
Allow me to sincerely uingTt
yoa oa a wonderful amusement Institution yoa hare dona as
crea te far American people: tho great compliment X caa pay you to the
continued civility and healthy, clean-minded conditions of yoar child,
despite its having reached man's aetata.
May R continue to thrive, aad
yoa. ato. enjoy good health to wltneat lta offspring gran until yoa
a great, great grandfather.
BUTT.

Now

York.
October 14. lttL

DEAR MR. ALBER:
I learn from the current reports that thla season marks Um third of
a century of Um occupation of the Keith houses la Um vaudeville Said.
I wlah ta congratulate you as the representative Of Uut enterprise upoa
the successful conduct of the enterprise to Its present perfection.
recollections go bach ta
old days of Deagle'a and other variety ho uses
la St Louis, aad that branch of the profession ta lta formative period
undesirable fea tures
with aB the faults of immaturity and many of
that Its character Invited: the time when the patronage was almost oatlrely masculine and when the surroundings made It difficult to expect
muck elan. To have reformed it In the extent Umt Mr. Keith with your
assistance did reform It. and to mske it a resort so attractive and eo safe
and so diverting for all member* of tho American families, la aa accomPlease accept say conplishment of which one may be truly proud.
gratulations and beet wishes. Sincerely yours.

My

Um

New York

R

P.

City.

October 14.

ALBEE

1921.

Let me congratulate you on vour third of a century annivrrmry.
Y*u
have contributed greatly to the intelligent entertainment of the Americea
t»eople and your public spirited ness In patriotic activities Is most praise continued
success.
worthy.
I Wlah JOU
CHARLES BL SABDM.
President. Boys' Club of

P. ALBEE:
Rest congratulations on the great safiilnmn yoa have displayed darksg
tbe third of a century thst you have been fa charge of high clam vaudeville
sad for all concerned. I sincerely hope yoa will make it a fun

Ctsw.

lttL

AUGUSTUS THOMAS.

know that I am as proud of Um
are yourself, aad aa proud af being numbered

monuments you have built. That God amy bless you aad give
and strength to carry on your wonderful nark for at least another thirty
years la my sincere and honest wish.
OEOBOB ML COHAN.

R

'

City.

October tt.

ALBEE

ta

A. L.

New York

P.

Um

of

Governor of Pennsylvania.

October 8th,

City.

October «Ut lttl.

wonderment.

SPROUT*

R

ALFRED

1

ANNE MOROAR.

New York

third of a century celebration of the Keith Circuit to aa
aocaslon of importance to us all.
Pleas* accept our congratulations upon the splendid service for patriotism, charity and good citizenship which the clsau amusement Mr. Katun
and your good self hare organised has given our people and Um country
at large.
With erery good wish. I am. Very sincerely,

WILLIAM

If.

ALBER:

your confreres are eongratalatkeg yoa apoa grw
sihlsrsaaants during tola "Third of a Century" of Um Keith Circuit.
Pund for Devastated Prance in whloh I am aa vitally Interested
a debt af gratitude for your notable activities for this aad
worthy charities during these decades af aaeftUnsss.

Pa.

ItSL

VICTOB HERBERT.

While

1WI

The

*

It

York.

December
P.

City,
a.

Hare Just read yoar proposed plan to encourage local
throughout America as a part of your Keith third af a century
ary.
Permit bm to congratulate yea and thank you for year
'
and interest In tutu directum. It is not surprising Uut tka
Providence where the Brat movement was Inaugurated should pin
approval upon tka plan.
This will ba true everywhere aa thla eo
ruB of budding geniuses which with such encouragement aa yoa .
win Bad an opportunity for public expression, aad I venture to
many far whom yoa produce a beginning wBl add to the pleasure aad
history of musts la America.
Yoa are alwsys a pioneer along lines of

1BBL

your organisation
which he* been
gen'
W. K. VANDEBBTLT.

Naw

R

November

York,

December

development
humanitarian.

M

ALBEE:

ARTHUR BRISBANE.

P. ALBEE:
arriving at at
Keith tnetlt
be particularly proud, not
af Its whot
standards, but mere particularly af those spiritual Ideals for which
Tka Big Sisters are especially min
mindful Mr. Albee.

af a
both pa

P.

Editor.

i

Columbus. Ohio.
October M. 191L

R

Oil*

New

MR R

Vow York

—

IBM.

yaatk af
aumianous atUtado toward
I

have

ary glad Indeed to congratulate yoa, Mr. Albee. aad all steers
I ai
helped to carry the Keith enterprise through a third af a
century.
It Is a hard-working and tired nation what It realty needs Is
relaxation, amusement, cheerfulness.
The tilings that help to rata*, tka
mind aad relieve the strain, yoa and your Institution have added ta Eta
af Um human race and aa greater service could be rendered.

Keith Boys'
and my owa
wish yon every blearing
g aad many yearn af activity.
musicians.

MILLER,
Now Tee*.

L.

Yoa
Heartiest congratulations on yoar anniversary.
aaeoaas appealing to the decent Instincts of the American
have given hearty and Innocent entertainment ta millions.

New York

D

ERR

ALBEE:

A atept

ALBER:

deserved.

P.

R

1

IT.

E

ME.

M. A.

af Ttaaaflgurattan,

Raw

f

I wish ta contra tula to yon on UM third of a century annll
Rettk vaudeville la America. In providing a high form of amusement tar
tka people of many communities, your circuit has brought honor ta MasaY
aad reaped a suitable reward la material prosperity which has bean
luetly

faithfully yonaa,

OEOBOB CLARKE HOUGHTON.

City.
lttl.

la.

ALBEE:

real constructive helpfulness.

MM

Albany. N. T.
October 11 lfttL
P.

October
P.

_

i

RCRD SMOOT

H

lttL

Um

smh

congratulate yoa upon your groat work fct Um rag*
and Um promotion of team work among manegi
third of a century anniversary Idea la gam. bwt
the puhUe ulbuta yam should receive.

Senator

York.
It.

GENERAL ARMANDO MAS.

U. 8.

R

#

ry of the
af i
I take great ph ases! ka loaning with your
eongrmtuUtlng yea ta yoar wonderful aak
institution.
WIB yon allow me ta
av%ii«swse to yon fee your servtoea ta tale great work of this great
and I bops Umt R may be my lIlllBIl aad the pleasure of tho A
4
Finals to greet your success along Um Rasa which you have
dear Mr. Albee,

af

Washington. Dl «L
October 11.
i

Now York

WALTER DAMROSCRL

JOHN QBIMEB.
Maw

oration af variety
and players. The
feden far short af

DAY.

Bishop af Syracuse.

tU thirty third anniversary
for the soldiers by associating art

a,.

MCOBMACE-

high moral tone aad master
highest attractions for ear

continue.

ALBEE:

taw

ALDER

ALBEE:

P.

City,

October ML lttl.
ESQ.:
P.
Please let me congratulate you aa Che third af a oenturj
The splendid work of entertoln aag
af the Keith Vaudeville Circuit.
American people which Is done by your organisation is well known all
Um United States. Too much prams cannot be given you far tka ai
elation of Um beautiful In the art of musk which yoa am laotUUa
your patrons by the engagement of singers and Instrumentalists af
Long may Keith Circuit grow and prosper
national reputation.
JOHN
on titis great work.

R

Syracuse. N. Y,
October 11. lttl.

HAT*.

Washington, D. 0.
October It, lttL

To the association
tka bahonrUl work
humanitarian aa
af approval and

R

JAMES

Postmaster

P.

Y.

Chancellor Syracuse Unlvorattr.

Vary

with

ta

Women'e

N.

November L lttL

Permit a • to unite with Um cltlaena af Syracuse la cordial
Um Third of a Century Anniversary of your
. In aba country Illustrated by the great Keith structure which
oar atty ta which you maintain the highest standards aad whloh
generously placed at tho disposal or the Christian churrhsn tar

Cordially and sincerely yours,

K

GORDON BATTLE.

Syracuse.

EDWARD P ALB KB:

at

J.

President af Ohio Republican

and particularly of the

were performed.
expression of It that

1M1

14,

ALRER:

Aa a

official

services,

New York

Columbus. Ohio,

2340 S. Street, N.
Washington. D. C.
October ir. 1ML

MY DEAR MR. AIBU

New York

DEAB

MR

December

ALBEE:

New

York.

City.
13. 1921.

Yoa hare been

a powerful factor In cleansing and dignifying pu?>i'ar
priced amusement: you hare glren thrills and laughter and tears to
millions and yet no mother has rrer had a moment's anxiety because
Keith Vaudeville waa a fixture in the life of her little family. Apart from
the artist's growth of the great amusement circuit wlw.se de.stinlee you
control whose policy reflects your personality, it must be a great satisfaction to yoa fa this sordid age to know thst your grest chain of theatres Is synonymous with cleanness in popular priced amusement.

Very sincerely,

Z. TORRES.
New York Commercial.

11.

Dramatic

r.lltor of

Jg
gf=

,

sipjpujww^w*
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A BIGGER SUCCESS THAN EVER
'«»»n

VOKES
the
Returning on the S. S. Carmani* After a Successful Tour of
Leading British Vaudeville Houses to Play This Route:

MANCHESTER

Colonisl, Erie, Pa.

9

Jan.

Jan.

1

Jan.

4

it—Hippodrome, Yonngstown
13—B. F. Keith's, Toledo

—Empress, Grand Rapids

Jan. 30

OXPORD STREET. —-

CE3

MONDAY. OCT.

24th. 1921

|a»36|
al

2 IS

VOKES

F. Keith's,

Dayton

Feb.

J

F. Keith's,

Columbus

Feb.

27—S.

F. Keith's, Minneapolis

Mar.

6—B.

F. Keith's, Louisville

13—B. F. Keith's, Cincinnati
Mar. 20—B. F. Keith's, Cleveland
Mar. 27—Shea's, Buffalo
Mar.

DON

—

May Your
Date Book Be As
Full As Ours

Shea's, Toronto

Apr.

3

Apr.

9—Princess's,

Montreal

Hamilton
—
Apr. 24—Temple, Rochester

Apr. 17

On August 4th DON demonstrated

Lyric,

May 1—
May 8 B. F. Keith's, Syracuse
May 15 B. F. Keith's, Boston
May 22—B. F. Keith's, Portland, Me.
May 29—B. F. Keith's, Lowell
June 5—Keith's Palace, New York

—
—

»fore the Special Committee, in the
House of Commons, that HE IS a
Born Actor (not Trained.)

Sample of the

Detroit

13—B.
ID—B.

Feb.

MOMDAV AMP TUESDAY

A

6—Temple,

Feb.

Billing in Britain

>

ALL COMMUNICATIONS

E. K.

Nadel

PAT CASEY AGENCY
i

NEW YORK

The Dog That Made the House of Commons Laugh!

AMALGAMATED VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
SABLOSKY
FRANK KEENEY

A.

JOHN J. McGUIRK
C. E WHITEHURST

M. HEJRSHFELD

JULIAN BRYLAWSKI

THE SEASON'S BEST WISHES

GREETINGS FROM

Director:

1SHAM JONES' ORCHE STRA, COLLEGE INN, CHICAGO

RECORDING FOR BRUNSWICK

J

December

,

30,

V A R I ET

1921

WITS MTOCHDI
Charles Marti* hM connected
professional stsJL
frith the Berlin

Harry DeCosta is now staff writer
Watereon. Berlin * Snyder.

jrlth

;«>••«*

western representative for

Norman

J.

i

•

-#i»t^i»

.?

tamnjrv: «»«*>•

Fox.

#-oy- • %wv^

T&fO+vp-wpKimi

4

^%,-rs.wn

Vansa has connected

Jack

the

with

Sam

Mllla

professional

'

SB*
The Broadway commenced movits fixtures this week in the

ing

Hobertson-Cole building.

Lew Brown, staff writer of the
Broadway Music Corporation, is
confined

a

with

serious

pneumonia.

case

of

^

Louis Silvers, who composed the
•core for Griffith's "Way Down
Bast," has gone into the motion
picture score composing; business.

Eddie Shiverlck Is back with the
Remlck professional staff after several weeks' absence through the re*
cent Remlck shake-up.

I

The Triangle Musio Co. will open
l Chicago office Jan. 1 with Bob
La Page in charge. Will Collins is
now managing t£e Triangle Detroit
branch.
Shapiro,

Berniteii}

A

Co.

will

Ebllsh "The Two Orphans," a waltz
Had by Eugene West, which will
be the theme eong of D. W. Griffith's

forthcoming picture production of
the similar same.

Edward N. Burns, formerly viceColumbia Grapho-

president of the

phone Co., has organized the Cameo
Record Corporation, capitalized at

The new company will
$1,900,000.
Jiarket a ten-Inch disk to retail at
cents.

I

The Remlck Co. has taken over
rights to Maurice Richmond's
Too Hoo," by Al. Jolson and Buddy
De Sylva. In exchange the Richmond company: will exploit a new,
number by Jolson entitled "An OldGirl,"
which Remlck
Fashioned

j

originally controlled.

all
:

-

I

J

M. Wltmark

&

Sons are suing
Indiana Fedthe unlicensed use
Machree."
The de-

Van Borssum

B.

in the

eral courts for

"Mother

of

fendant controls a number of picture houses in Terre Haute but does
not belong to the American Society

a

Composers, Authors and Pubhers.

The Remlck company

R

fs

also suing A.
Nelson of Kokomo,
Ind., arising over "Avalon," which
the complainant alleges was performed for profit In violation of the
copyright law In the defendant's
Star theatre.

r^*^e*v

When the case of Jerome H.
ds Co. against Alfred Bryan,
the lyric writer, came up on the
Supreme Court calendar before Jus-

Remlck

m

it was marked setThe suit was adjusted some
time ago when Remlck dropped its
Injunction and accounting action
against Bryan and Fred Fisher, Inc.,

Donnelly

tice

tled.

begun on the allegations that
had written the words
which Fisher published, while he (Bryan) was under

Iras

the lyricist

for "Dardanella,"

contract to the Remlck firm. Bryan
Senerally denied the charges as did
Isher. _
j

Anthony John Stasny, head of the
J. Stasny Musio Co., Is plaintiff
a Federal Court action against

A.
in

Jack Mills, Inc., charging that the
letter's song titled, "They Needed a
Song Bird in Heaven (So God Took
Caruso Away)," infringes in melody
•n a former Stasny song .publlca-

i

•

tlon,

"It's

Never Too Late To Be

Sorry," authored

by John A. Demp•ey and Joseph A. Burke and published July, 1918.
The Mills song
Js a recent publication.
The petitioner asks for an Injunction rethe further publication of
Jhe Caruso" song and an/ account
°.f the profits, besides the costs
?*
and disbursements of the action and
any such further damages the court

ADA FORMAN

™nlng
«;.-»

"GREENWICH FOLLIES

1920*

award.

«najr

Bernard Grossman,
the
lyric
writer, has consulted counsel on a
contemplated suit against Oliver
Morosco arising over the forthcoming "Let 'Er Go Letty" production,
or ^hlch Grossman was supposed
f
€0 write the lyrics. George E. Stodrd has submitted the book and
-.SJ
jjerner Jennssen the score. Grossnurn s grievance is that Morosco is
endeavoring to "cut in" James F.
Jianley and Ballard Macdonald on
jno lyrics and music composing.
j*ross man claims tho commission to
«o the lyrics by virtue of a previous
arrangement with the producer
wn.cn he wrote the words of the former Charlotte Greenwood musical
Production, "Linger Longe- Letty."

.'"

(

•

Ortentifi

tf>c

beat o! all gooti totsJ)tg ant) $?ulfttt»c joy* to etwrpone.

S*

«.

urossman received no actual royalty
Remuneration, Morosco promising
{bat the money would come
™*
vWJth his next show. Alfred Goodan wno composed the score for
Vvine
Jv
"Linger Longer Letty" show,
ai8o worked on a similar agreement,
v
*s \vas proved when he began suit
against Morosco for accrued royal«•'«. asking for
some $18,000. Morosco answered at
time Goodman was only a $50 that
a week rehearsal
Pianist, being permitted to compose
a rull srore for the prestige
It might
'

:

'

"..

the professional

field- extensively.

Behim
They have engaged Arthur Harm"
as professional manager.

strictly
heretofore has been almost
music.
associated with production
remain
The popula? Held* wiU still
c
WB
the
to
subsidiary
r a »f?oa S!!J

but

V
made a more important

feature.

month a

For the second time. this
meeting of
scheduled reorganization Composers
?he Lyric Writers and
materialnot
did
Guild of America
attendance.
ize owing to the sparse
only
lacked
meeting
This Sfest
constitute the
two members to
sonpsm ths

quoVum

of

2S.

™ose

n °* *? ° rt
wU h
a wun
amalgamate the songwriters
th c
B n

prominent

In

this

amilated labor are * cJ cr« | «to
writers of catering
fellow

l

tne
l nJ

pub-

the music
likes and dislikes of
alleged to be
shers. The latter are
organizeoDDOstd to any efforts of

ongwrlters.
afford him. that to
be his sole re- Son on the part of the
muneration,
Another meeting of the
after
shortly
Guild Is schsduled for
Harms contemplates going after the new year.
i

^"K^™

while on her way from the music
Association secured a re-indictment office to the Regent theatre to deHhe
of Augustus H. Sullivan and Al liver a set of orchestrations.
Feldman in Boston, Dec, 17, after was removed to tho Harlem Hosthey were dismissed several days pital, with subsequent examination
before on a first indictment on sim- by the physicians disclosing that
ilar charges, that of selling coun- both her legs v^ere fractured and
A new she would probatly be laid up sevterfeit copies of "Humming."
consignment of 8.000 spurious copies eral months. She Is 20 years old
found
in and has been with the Berlin consong
were
of this Harms
their possession stored in a Boston cern since Its establishment.
the
warehouse.
A hearing before
Max WInslow, accompanied by his
grand jury Is scheduled for Jan. 3.
The first indictment was dismissed wife, left on a vacation trip to Beron a technicality, when one of the muda lust week.
witnesses testified that Harms, Inc.,
The "Mr. Gallagher and Mr.
owned the copyright on the song,
when In reality T. B. Harms & Fran- Shean" song used by that act in
for
cis, Day A Hunter, the old corporate vaudeville has been acquired
name of the publishers, controlled publication by Jack Mills, inc.
it The presiding district judge held
After Fred Mayo, Edward C, Nelit to be a faulty indictment.
son and Harry Tobias, song writers,
Frances Kahn, connected with the had consulted H. S. Ileehheimer
professional department of the Ber- with a view to bringing bankruptcy
lin concern, was seriously injured proceedings against the A. J. Stasny
Monday morning as a result of he- Music Co, Mrs. Stasny <>" Wednesing run over by an automobile day agreed to indemnify the writers

The Musio

Publishers' Protective

53=
3
by settling with them an soon ae
possible. Ths writers accepted the
offer. The trio had contributed
several numbers to tho Stasny catalog,
but allege they have not received
any royalties for several months.
Nelson and Buddy Cooper, another
9
rlt r ! ave Previously
brought
iZWf X ?
^
'

individual suits against the firm
for
CC

U d
108 °n "Pretty Kitty
t
n M .J?/*"
Kelly
"My Gal." "County Kerrjr

Mary

and other songs. Mr. Mayo
claims royalties on "Can You Imagine' and Tobias on "You Are
the
Rose."
Mrs. Stasny has agreed to settle
with the writers. A. J. Stasny at
present is touring Europe on business.

An a result of JucV Hodgdon revealing superior cue work over the
majority of Keith office contestants
in the dally pool matoh, he has been
nominated to represent thd bOokere
in a titular contest with Arthur Willie, who will represent the agent*

rra

Si

VARIETY
A HAPPY NEW- YEAR

Friday,

3=t:

=3=

itti

=

December

30, 1921

FROM

Direction

CHAS. BIERBAUER

MASON

HOMER
WHO WITH

MARGUERITE KEELER
IS

PLAYING SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL
»

FROM

GUY

and

PEARL

MAGLEY
NOW PLAYING WITH

BESSIE

CLAYTON

GREETINGS TO ALL

>

Frank LeDent and Partner
IThe world's greatest

comedy

who

show at the London
Hindu pictures in his
new act. The Juggler of Mecca has played 38 weeks in London this year— a record of
any juggling act. Frank is booked in Europe for several years. Thanks to Mr. Earl
Saunders for Orpheum tour opening at the Palace Theatre, New York City. Owing to
present bookings we were unable to accept offer.
Permanent Address: GORRINGE'S SHIPPING AGENCY, 17 Green Street

Coliseum,

Frank

is

jugglers,

are easily the hit of the

the only juggler in the world juggling 7

Leicester Square, London,

ENGLAND

HAPPY NEW YEAR
FROM

WORLD'S FAMOUS CLOWN
Direction

JAMES M. ALLISON,

Palace Theatre Bldg.,

New

York, N. Y.

Friday,

December

80,

VARIETY

1W1
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HenricVs
CHICACO
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.

Wishing

all

the happiness of the

>

»

\

season

to

its

hosts

of

friends ajnong theatrical

good
follcJ

HENRICrS
WM. M. COLLINS, President
67 West Randolph S«J
Betwtn Dtarbora aad ClarE
Op- (nm

7

A. M.

A

t»

AAM*.

W*t

St*,

I

\
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Corbial

Friday,

December

30, 1921

J

#oob Wi&tyti
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FROM

W

LADDIE

i

a-*»..-.
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ii

A CO-OPTMIST"

«Bf

>

J&e^d-

V-

WILFRID DUBOIS-JONGLEUR
»

THOSE WHO
DON'T READ

•

.

JkM \T press comments and reports are naturally not
IVJL m. convinced as to the justification of my receiving
what

I

ask for, namely a better position

oti

the

than opening and closing a show. It is impossible to
convince a person of anything if they turn a deaf ear to the

bills

consensus of opinion. No matter what any person's attiis towards a matter, it is wise for them to heed the
trend of public opinion. If the bookers realize that what
I say is true, for it must be true, then they must guide their
placing of acts according to what the public want. Comtude

petitors often beat the other fellow just because they are

enough to ever so often feel the pulse of the
where they care to see acts placed. The pulse
of the public is the press, and the press joins me in my
far sighted

public, as to

stand of asking for a better spot.

LEARN
to choose criterions that chroniclize
else could be

more convincing than

show

—

business.

What

•

PRESS COMMENTS

—
\

8ITKPARD BUnJOfc,
TRIBUNB. CHICAGO

•

"Wilfrid DuBols. aa umaommoaty deft J a trier whe

dow uuitnr

•

thlnga.

coins,

HAPPY

•

la la
la

a claaa to

one that

la

la

»

a Jug-

whose art
Itseir, and

WORTHT

OF A GOOD POSITION
any blU ."

®J
W

CLIPPER

"It aeema to ha the gaaerally adopted cuetom to

of euch high

quality aa to be

YEAR
•

NBW YORK
ATLANTA JOURNAL
Wilfrid DuBola

•

NEW.

*

glaaare

plauaa."

gler on the bill

*

-

with

and
Though ha
what not.
opeaad the'ehow. a dreary
taak for any performer, he
la good enough to wia a
thumping round of ay-

tell*

•

•

on

opea a ahow with a Joggllng act when there la one
on the bill. For that reaaon. moat probably. Wil-

Diroctrwti of

frid DuBola waa aaalgned
to the number one position.

IT

WOULD HAVB HBKN

KA8T FOR HIM TO HAVB
HBLD DOWN A LOWER

for DuBola la a
thorough master In hla lino
of work, and gtvea a moat
atlsfactory exhibition."

AI. T.

SPOT,

.

Wioo

VAR1E T.Y
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"NATURAL," "NOVELTY"

Friday,

December

V, ',

COMEDY SONG OF THEM

30, 1921

-4«

ALL!!

k

*

Catch Linss and
Choruses Full of
C • a n Laughs,
and Oh! What a
Danes Tuns.

There's More Music in a Grand Baby

MALE AND
FEMALE

(THAN THERE iS

VERSIONS

AND DOUBLE

IN

A BABY GRAND)

WORDS AND MUSIC BY

VERSIONS

JACK STIRN. CLARENCE

J.

MARKS

and

NORAH LEE HAYMOND

We

are prepared to make manuscript orchestrations of "There's Moi*c Music in a
Grand Baby" for the following artists who have heard it and liked it so well

GET

SOPHIE TUCKER

RUTH ROYE
MARGARET PADULA

DOLLY KAY

"Start Use

MAE WEST
AILEEN STANLEY
KRANZ and WHITE
BERNARD and TOWNES JACK NORWORTH
LEW COOPER
MARGARET YOUNG

by learning
Don't

HURRY BACK
A

Novelty Song Fox-Trot

now being

off in

the Right Way,

99
this great song, today!!

Delay!

—

DON'T DELAY!!

DON'T DELAY!!!

OUR OTHER BIG

•

>

NOW!!

IT

New Year

HIT!!

HOME!!

featured by leading orchestras throughout the country, pronounced ike
big song-dance success of 1922

•
•

AISO READY FOR THE PROFESSION:
-YOU'RE

A BEAUTIFUL ROWER TO

ME," -NO ONE," "JUST FOR US TWO," "DO

Ben Schwartz Music
issmsst

YOUR STUFF'

Co., Inc.
NKW YORK

St.

CITY

LOUIS COHN, General Manager

jy

SEASON'S GREETINGS

HERMAN
TIMBERG
'^m^mm,

''mtWSXyA

THE LAST OF THE MICKHIGGANS

FINNEY
Upholding the honor of the

Irish in

CHAS. H.

Burlesque under the management

WALDRON
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VALESKA SURATT
In

By JACK LATT

"THE WHITE WAY"

.
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Friday,

80, 1981

GREETINGS

$

EMILY
EARLE

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL
FROM

J

^Pccembcr

AM ES WATTS

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE

4:

NOW PLAYING KEITH TIME

i

COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON
FROM

*

SEASON'S GREETINGS
FROM

CHARLES

DONAL BRIAN MINSKY
\

"CHOCOLATE SOLDIER"
Management MESSRS.

NATIONAL WINTER GARDEN
Second Ave., at Houston

SHUBERTS

NEW YORK

PRESENTING

America's Foremost Stock Musical Burlesque Revue

With a

Girls

AND

Brilliant Cast of

15 Principals and 30 Chorus Girls

"Several of Minsk?** etar dtalogueets have rone from under
that upper heaven of Broadway." N. Y. HERALD.

—

In

tola

wlnaa t*

"The Mlnaky Brother** ahow la unique in New York and flndu a counterpart
lonte of the European capltola, but not In America." N. Y. TIMES.
•The Moulin Roug-e *f America."—8. Jay Kaufman. GLOBE.

—

Newton Alexander
IT'S

St.,

AN INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTION

GREETINGS FROM

The Leightner

BROS.

Dave Fox

A WONDERFUL WORLD AFTER ALL

SENDS HOLIDAY GREETINGS
..

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

EDUARDO
GEORGE

THE CANSINO

W. HERDLICKA, Musical Director

;>*.

ELISA

KEITH AND ORPHEUM CIRCUITS

Friday*

December

30,

VARIETY

1981

61

<

•

A FTER a tour of Europe
gest success of
his

my

my

big-

entire career with Mr. Eddie Cantor

and

and the Orient meeting with

"Midnight Rounders."

ALMA
ADAIR
PRIMA DONNA

..

DIRECTION

MESSRS.

SHUBERT

HOLIDAY GREETINGS
FROM

MAX

IRENE

AND

RICARDO

PLAYING KEITH TIME IN THEIR

"WHATS

IN

THE

Direction

GRIP," by

NEW ACT

JOE YOUNG

ROSE & CURTIS

Fantino Sisters and Co.
Now

Wishing a Happy

This week (Dec.

26)-B.

F.

Playing B. F.

New

Year

KEITH'S, CINCINNATI

KEITH'S CIRCUIT

to All the

Managers, Agents and Friends

Direction IXHflS

SPIELMANN

VARIETY

\
,TV \

\

toniv OAJfTOK

December

90, 1821

HARRVMECARR
REVUES
With "KISS
Direction FRANK RICH

Not. 19, 1921.

r*

Friday,

HOUDAY GREETINGS

*-

I.

D. Bloom.

•Ute-Lake Bldg..

m&*&o, in.
COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON TO ALL

Wf dear Mr. Bloom: I

want to thank you from

the bottom of my heart for your kindness to

sm during our stay here In

tihleatfft.

Tour

photos vhleh are the bast X have ever had taken

*• given me the greatest satisfeotlon*

Tour

large frame of photograph*, whl oh we are Being
1a the lobty le the most at tract ire thing
I hare eeen in

years

Wishing you continued success
add hoping to be able to thank you in person
before I leave,

I

am
Very sincerely,

M/IB.
*

"PEG (T LONDON'S

HAKKY

WATSON,

HEARf

IN

"PADDY THE NEXT BEST THING"

Jr
Savoy Theatre

Happy New Year
GREETINGS TO ALL
Wherever They

MY

LONDON, ENGLAND

FRIENDS

May Be

ROCCO YOCCO

KEITH

ORPHEUM

HARRY FITZGERALD
HOLIDAY GREETINGS

HAPPY NEW YEAR
FROM

HOUDAY GREETINGS TO EVERYBODY

BILLY DIAMOND, Mgr.

CLAUDE

AND

WEBSTER VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT
3« Weet Randolph St

Phone State 7210.

CHICAGO

December

Friday,

VARIETY

30, 1921
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Greetings
/•.
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To the Profession
FROM

.

\-';i :>

„• -.-,-*

m
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•.
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>

)
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)

..)i

I;

<::

INC.

NEW YORK OFFICE

»*-

1

JACK McCOY

.

i

>•

»

SAM WARD
RAY WALKER
•

»

FRANCES KAHN
LEW CARWELL

MAX WINSLOW

MAURICE RITTER
HARRY TENNEY

CHARLIE ROSOFF
JACK RYAN
MAX RICH
JERRY WHITE
CHARLES GRANT
JACK LANDAUER

JOE YOUNG
SAM LEWIS
GEORGE W. MEYER

CLARK
ARTHUR JOHNSON

...-

.

.

•TAPS"

CHARLIE MARTIN

NANCY FINE
EDDIE VAN

Boston Office

Philadelphia Off*

MILTON WEIL
Manager

Pitttbttrgh

HARRY PEARL
Manager

<SEORGE~CORNELL-"-

BOB GHARTY
HANNAH SCHMUCKLER
MOLLIE SCHRAGER
BEN BLOOM
AL MOQUAIN

*

i

Chicago Office

_«i

JACK CARROLL

•

JIM

REO BRODEAU

•

BRENNAN
EDDIE SOMMERS
ED.

HARRY PEARSON

ARCHIE LLOYD

Manager

Manager

San Francisco Office

Detroit O&ie*

HARRY HUME

JOHNNY FINK

Manager

Manager

Cincinnati Office

CLIFF BURNS
Manager
i

Located

NEW YORK CITY

I

"V

/

:w«aKSK«*£3£«ciS£«£a
U
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VARIETY

Friday,

December

30, 1981

UBLICITY
FOR THE PROFESSION ONLY

HENRY MILLERS
J HEA 7 RE

DIXIE HINES
INTERNATIONAL
PRESS BUREAU
1400

NEW YORK

BROADWAY

PHONE FITZROY

5132

HAPPY NEW YEAR

JACK REID
AND HIS
RECORD BREAKERS

MOLLIE WILLIAMS
Wishes Every One

A Happy New

Year

CY PLUNKETT
A

in

THOS. DIXON'S "A

MAN OF THE PEOPLE*

Dark Cloud with a
Silver Lining

Direction JOS.

JOHNNY

EDWARD

PHILUBER

KIRBY

JEAN
STEELE

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL

GREETINGS FROM

LSOBEL

BLACKBURNE

v

JERRY
ROSS

SALVATOR

HART OFFICE

PERCY

ELSIE

CHAPMAN » RING

zrro
in

VIVIAN

PUNY

WEST

RUTLEDGE

"A MUSICAL COMEDY GEM"

Booked Solid—Direction

HARRY

LON

LEYTON

DUMAS

Leader

Manager

GOOD LUCK

ARTHUR HORWITK

ri

HAPPY NEW YEAR
From Across

the Sea

Lilian Leitzel

'

.

Friday,

VARIETY

30. 1921

December
{

i

'
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"

•
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HRISTMAS

Bells will jingle

And we hope

Kris Kringlc

Left you with a smile.

We hope

Santa brought you

Lots of pretty things to

Make your

worth while.

life

Nineteen Twenty-two will

Soon be here and you
Find

tears out of style.

When
As

will

you

raise

your glasses

the old year passes

Leave

it

with

a-

smile*

GREETINGS VttOM

WATERSON, BERLIN & SNYDER CO

VARIETY
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,

December

Friday,

80,

1|

W

JJL-i-g

••We, Wash,

Eastern Representative:

Xa

MR. PAUL GOUDRON
Woods Theatre Bide*
CHICAGO, ILU

Empraaa

Bide.

RILKY, Manaaer

IfeWP* CoW* Tabor Opera

Wr MTTMAN,

Hi

Manase*

Vaudeville
ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDG.
>

»

i

SAM FRANCISCO, CAL.
?
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DROME

MANAGEMENT * CHARLES DILLINGHAM

Nffl

L*

Presenting the greatest series of entertainments
ever seen on this planet
STAGED BY RH-BURNSIDE.

MVJ'f
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Friday,

December

VARIETY
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ELSIE FERGUSON

YORK
CYLINDER LOVE"

"SIX

WITH

IN

ERNEST TRUEX

"THE VARYING SHORE"

By WILLIAM

By ZOE AKINS

AT THE SAM

AT THE HUDSON THEATRE
IRVING BERLIN'S

IN

WALTER HACKETTS

Barnard, Florence
Moore, Wilda Bennett, Joaaph 8antley, Ivy
Sawyer. Irving Barlin and many other*
Staged by HA88ARD 8H0RT
Collier,

MRS.

FBKE
IN

"Wake
By

TOUR
MARY RYAN

IN

"Only 38"

IN

and

"Nice People"
A. E.

Direction,

By

HARRISON QREY FISKE

29

FRANCINE
LARRIMORE

Up, Jonaftan"

HATCHER HUGHES
ELMER L. RIOE

Camady

"CAPTAIN APPLEJACK"
AT THE CORT THEATRE DEC.

AT THE MUSIC BOX

OJS

HARRIS THEATRE

WALLACE EDDINGER & MARY NASH

REVUE"
"MUSIC BOX
Sam
With William

ANTHONY McQUIRE
H.

"WELCOME STRANGER"
AARON HOFFMAN'8 Com.dy

THOMAS'

New Comedy

RACHEL CROTHER8

"LITTLE OLD

NEW YORK"

RIDA JOHNSON YOUNG'S Camady

With

and

GEORGE SIDNEY

GENEVIEVE TOBIN

THjaATRUS*
SAM

H.

HARRIS THEATRE

New York

I*

SAM

H.

HARRIS THEATRE
Chicago

Now

in

aauraa af construction

THE MUSIC BOX

BRONX OPERA HOUSE

Now York

New York

GEORGE M. COHAN'S THEATRE

COHAN'S GRAND OPERA HOUSE

•aeeeiatien with
A, L. Erlano»»

M
fkw
new

York
%nm

association with
C\\l^tkrrr\
V^nicafiTO
Q#orae M# Cohan
,n

S'SAM TOURiST CENKRAL 5TAOil T31REdTOP_
/Keriuoi

6

VARIETY

68

Friday,

December

30, 1921

3C

UNDER THE SOLE MANAGEMENT OF

*

Tom Wise

Edith Taliaferro

DAVID BELASCO
SEASON

Wilfred Clarke

1921-22

Aaalated by Ortct

Elsa

DAVID BELA8CO

Adapted by

Geo. Drury Hart

"Abraham Lincoln"

fa

a*

AT TH1

tm

-Any Old PartBy Allan Uvraaae

-A Mas of tae PeopleT

By Thomu Dixon

Ryan

By a Jay Kaafma*

Cos Yorkc

ENTERPRISES

(London Production)

"Ptg-Tttr-Shorf

"Meraortaa"

By Dion Tltheradga

By Roy

The Playhouse

UONEL ATW1LL

W.

137

TUB
,

48th St

Bryant #431

IN

CARRIE DE

City

BtaaUo 4

MAR

FRED.

P.

Tl

New York

BIOOB8T
VAUDBVIf.I.l

WHIiam Gaxtoo

JOSEPH HART

In

BELASCO THEATRE

Flati

Frederick Barton

Me

KIKI

ANDRE PICARD

Harry Beresford

la

Faal

"Now What"
By Mr. Clarke

A CHARACTER STUDY BY

tarrla*

Kenaeta and Re* WabO

In

LENORE ULRIC AS

Bosworth

Hobart

la

by Nlla 1ft*
In "Memoriae"
By Roy Brlaat
iBted

E.

HAND

Briaat

KEITH

ORPHBUM
and AFFILIATED

CIRCUIT8 ONLY

—INii

m

THE GRAND DUKE"

COMEDY BY SACHA QUITRY

A PARISIAN

English Veraion by

Achmed Abdullah

AT THE

Columbia Amusement

LYCEUM THEATRE

Company

'

ON TOUR

DAVID WARF1ELD
—IN—

"THE RETURN OF PETER GRIMM"

BURLESQUE

BY DAVID BELASCO

FRANCES
STARR
—IN—
"THE EASIEST WAY"
BY EUOCNS WALTER

Columbia Amusement Company Building

Broadway at Forty-seventh

Street

NEW YORK

'THE GOLD DIGGERS"
A COMEDY BY AVBRV MOPWOOO
After Its

Two Yean* Run

In

Now York

SEASON'S GREETINGS

"THE WANDERING JEW"
(IN

CONJUNCTION WITH
The Wondarfal

BY

E.

A. L.

ERLANQER)

Leseieai Saeeeae

FROM

TEMPLE THURSTON

BELASCO THEATRE
City of

ED.

New York

PRESSLER ami BLANCHE KLAISS

CHR1STMASING THIS WEEK AT SHEA'S, BUFFALO
MR FRANK EVANS

>

Season's Greetings to

Preterit*

SAM

J. P.

ADAMS and GRIFFITH
rtemier Purveyor! of Melodious Mirth.

in

i

"A MUSIC LESSON"

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

GENUINE HIT

My Friends All Over the

World

JULES JORDAN
Just Returned From Australia After One Year's
Starring Season with
At the

J.

C.

"WELCOME STRANGER"

WILLIAMSON, LTD- THEATRES

SEND SEASON'S GREETINGS

HOLIDAY GREETINGS
HAZEL

SYDELLE

CARLTON and BURKE
"THE MELODIOUS SONG MAIDS"
BIG SUCCESS
Direction

ON LOEW

CIRCUIT

MAN DEL & ROSE

GEORGE F. MOORE
EXTENDS

SEASON'S GREETINGS
TO ALL

Y
Friday,

December

V AR ET

80, 10S1

69
.I

i

.'.

MM l»

,m >-..#»%

-

^»« - «**•«#»«** *^

THE BABY GRANDS"

and

*'•

KATHERINE

WISH ALL THE

WORLD'S CHILDREN
(YOUNG AND OLD)

THE COMPLIMENTS

Of]

THE SEASON

HEADUNING
Keith's-Orpheum Circuits in
44

THE NEW DIRECTOR
By

THOMAS

))

S

GRAY

J.

<

STILL

v

VAMPING BOX OFFICE RECORDS
/

• 0*::

.•"•

'.;

.A. .A. .A. .A. ,*.

>- v>\;' ^. "\;« '"v *v V' vv'

VO V

V
V
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^
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>
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VARIETY

TO

Friday,

December

SEASON'S GREETINGS

FROM

DIVISION

MANAGEMENT
..

C. Williamson Co., Ltd. ACKERMAN.
r'

AUSTRALIA and NEW ZEALAND

i

X

and HARRIS, General Representatives
.-:

r

•i

Waller

i.

WISHES A HAPPY

30, 1921

NEW YEAR TO ALL

Season's Greetings to All

The HOTEL SANDERS
SEASON'S GREETINGS

OF DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Wishes a Happy New Year to All Performers
I wish to announce that this Hotel -has reduced its rates for performers to $2.00 ner day for a single room and bath, and $2.60 per day
doable. These prices will stay as long as the performers patronize this
Hotel, regardless of any conventions or meetings.
are catering to
the performers, therefore, whenever you are In Detroit, don't miss the
Hotel Banders, at the corner of Cass and Columbia, which is only a few
blocks from the theatrical district.
The performers who have ever
stopped at this Hotel will not hesitate in recommending It as giving th«
best value for your money. A visit to our Hotel will convince you of
our above statements.

We

KELLY

Management HOTEL SANDERS
J.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

DAN

VIOLA

NEWMAN,

C.BJADDOCK

CREEDON AND DAVIS

PRODUCER OF

HEADLINE VAUDEVILLE ACTS
141

West 48th

Street

Playhouse Studios

Direction

H.

BART McHUGH

NEW

HOLIDAY GREETINGS
FROM

ERCER

Proprietor.

and JA

YORK' CITY

«

Friday,

December

VARIETY

30, 1921

_* «.

v»

Season's Greetings

a

1

BOOKING AGENCY
LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

m
160 West 46th Street,

J.

H. LUBIN, General

CHICAGO OFFICE
North American Building
J.

C.

MATTHEWS,

New York

in

charge

Manager

<»

•

ar

1

72

1

ty

'

t

VAKfBTV

»

'"

*'

Friday,
-

-

-

f

December
'

••

30, 1921

FLYING ALL OVER THE

COUNTRY

IT'S

A BIRD

WILL LIGHT IN LONDON

JANUARY
Hope the Public

will

not blame

me

23
for the

"Black Face

Dopes/' "Dancing Dopes" and various other "Dopes"

I

A HAPPY NEW YEAR
To All With

Schichtl

Whom We

»

Are Connected

in

BUSINESS and FRIENDSHIP

oyal-Wonderettes

AT PRESENT PLAYING THE ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

1921-22
LB

SAM

MURRAY

P.

AND
in

"THEIR FIRST REHEARSAL"

WISH ALL THEIR FRIENDS A HAPPY NEW YEAR—GREETINGS TO MR.

J.

H.

LUBIN

AND MOE SCHENCK

...

Friday,

December

VARIETY

30, 1921

73
arc

'

.

I

-

FRANK
•

•

.

•

•

•

-

HOVEN
.

•

«

.-

-

VAIIBTT

Mrs

Friday, December 80,

=»

4 1

B*

EVA TANGUATTS
Om

FACE

$5,000

of the Marvels of the Plastic Surgical Art
That Has Lately Startled the World

The Troth About

It,

What

It

Can Do and What

It

Cannot

Do

W. AUGUSTUS PRATT

Dr.

The Master Hand Thai Hat Trantfonned Eva Tanguay's Face Says:
Plastic surgery hat not always accom-

plished die beit result*, for the simple

reaaoa that

it is

operators of

too often attempted

by

sense,

artistic

inefficient

and judgment
In the hands of a classical or master
operator

it is

never disappointing.

Fay

much

said lately for

surgery that

what

and

against plastic

people hardly know

many

All know that most

to believe.

of the leading actresses throughout the

world do something to keep

*Wk* Hem Many

Imitator*,

OH THE KEITH CIRCUIT

like everything

Plastic

surgery,

Has

limitations,

its

We

drawbacks.

pleased to give any
facts

The
Tew sft Season'* Greeting* to

licity
it

Everybody

Art

amount of newspaper pub-

has stimulated unusual

will

and

No

GREETINGS FROM

be best

so

interest,

phone

to save time to

POTTS

will

be pleased to give you

all

the

information desired.

Not a

EVA

Line Left.

I*

or man, the
truth about

Pennsylvania 25 for an appointment,

Crow*feet

Th«r«

woman,

scientific

present

else.

and perhaps some
will be more than

and the whole

Direction Frank Evans

Everybody

attractive

and young looking. And many a woman would give considerable to know for,
a certainly just what can and cannot
be

M No

JWW«

It is

There has been so

never a failure.

Write, Call or Phone

Pennsylvania 25

No Bulky
Chin

DR.

PRATT

*g~

T

40 West 34th

St

Go**

HAPPY NEW. YEAR

Only

1

THAT
!

>

IS IN

CHICAGO
BLAN CHARD cm

The Pickfords

teee Broadway. New York City
oo Om for Bt« Time Restricted

SUPREME NOVELTY ACT

notorial. Sketckeo, Comedy Aeto,
Singles, Etc.
Rewritten, Rehearsed aod

PLAYING SHUBERT CIRCUIT

Opening* Arranged.

ss

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL
LOU

ANN

LOGKETT
PRESENTING THEIR

AND
NEW

LINN

OFFERING

"At The Charity Bazarr

55

By AL VON TILZER and NEVILLE FLEESON
FLAYING KEITH TIME EXCLUSIVELY

Direction

ALF. T. jy-tLTON

Y

V A RI ET

au, iwsi

December
3S3B

OUDAY GREETINGS FROM

-Jt:^jL>^L,J3L

f

MR. and MRS.
•
.

•
.

•.

•.

«

i

•

Little* Hungarian

for Ladiee
Entrance

THROUGH LOBBY

t<y

PROCTOR

F. F.

Restaurant and Dining Room
and Gentlemen

a

8econd Floor

117 North Dearborn Street
(OPPOSITE CORT TdBiOTRB)

PROCTOR'S
PROCTOR'S
F. F. PROCTOR'S
R F. PROCTOR'S
F. F. PROCTOR'S
F. F. PROCTOR'S
F. F. PROCTOR'S
F. F. PROCTOR'S
F. F. PROCTOR'S
F. F. PROCTOR'S
F. F. PROCTOR'S
F. F. PROCTOR'S
F.F. PROCTOR'S
F. F. PROCTOR'S
•F.F. PROCTOR'S
F. F. PROCTOR'S
F. F. PROCTOR'S
F. F. PR0CT0R'8
F. F. PROCTOR'S

CHICAGO
Veal* Served

from 11

'4. A*. *o *;30 P.

PPEN SUNDAYS.

CENTRAL 5W1 Mid 1MB;

4

M.

«i4ppy jv£w itak ro all

ALCAZAR THEATRE
rica's

Oldest and Greatest
Organization

F.

F.

FIFTH AVENUE THEATRE

F.

F.

23rd STREET THEATRE
58th STREET THEATRE
1 25th STREET THEATRE

THEATRE, MT. VERNON
THEATRE, YONKERS
PALACE THEATRE, fclEWARK
PALACE ROOF THEATRE, NEWARK
EAST JERSEY STREET THEATRE, ELIZABETH
BROAD STREET THEATRE, ELIZABETH
THEATRE, PLAINFIELD
THEATRE, SCHENECTADY
fNEW THEATRE, SCHENECTADY
NEW THEATRE, TROY
GRISWALD, TROY
GRAND THEATRE, ALBANY
LELAND THEATRE, ALBANY
HARM ANUS BLEEKER HALL? ALBANY
.

BIG

STOCK COMPANY

.

Stock

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Under the Personal Direction

iont Produced
ier

Hugh Knox
Management of LIONEL B.

of

4

SEASON'S GREETINGS

SAMUEL

I

FROM

I

ilmont Theatre

i
i

NEW YORK CITY
Direction

RICHARD HERNDON

ON TOUR

WHO

\NCY O'NEIL

IS

MAKING ALL LONDON LAUGH
AT THE

IN

LYRIC THEATRE

'THE PASSION FLOWER"

IN

Direction

lETINGS

RICHARD HERNDON

J

i

FROM GOD'S COUNTRY

WELCOME STRANGER
SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL

.

A,

RUSCO

CATED IN SAN FRANCISCO
DOING NICELY

AND

FROM

JANE

JIM

GREEN and BLYLER

VARIETY

76
f

'

r

Friday,
mm.

--i—

—

,

December

30,

'lSEASONXm-22
~~—

Known by

Is

(JAMES

the Company-*'

He Keeps

THE

in

BIRD OF PARADISF

New York:
'The First Year"

S

HUNTER BOOTH

,-

(Sixth Season)

ENGLAND

IN

THE

BIRD OF PARADISE"
(Two

nearing 600 consecutive

(Third Season)

times at the Little Theatre.

IN PREPARATION

A New Play by Richard Walton Ti#y

In Chicago:

1L

mmmm\

"Iightnin"

GREETINGS FROM

FRANK BAGON

in "Lightnin" at the Blackstoac
Theatre since leaving the Gaiety, New York, where
the world's record was established, and now passing
200 times in Chicago.

On

WALTON TULLY

GUY BATES POST
"THE MASQUERADER"
By JOHN

passed the 100th consecutive performance at the
Longacre Theatre.

FRANK CRAVEN,

4

(Eleventh Sea$oa)

New York:
'Thank-IT

By

PEE0E, Om. Mgr.)

By RICHARD

The Winchell Smith-Tom Cushing comedy, now

In

a

PRESENTS

John Golden
In

WALTON TU

RICHARD

'AMANoyer

JOE

MORRIS

Tour:

"3 Wise Fools"

One company— original

Criterion

Theatre,

York, production of Austih Strong's

New

comedy— now

FLO

in fourth season.

On

CAriPBELL

Tour:

"Lightnin"
Special company with Milton

TOURING THE ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Nobles.

On Tour:
"Dear Me"

Direction

Starring Grace

One company

its

third successful season.

In Stock:

>

The Winchell Smith-John Hazzard comedy which ran
seven seasons.

MAUDE

W1NFELD

BLAKE

'Turn to the Right"
I

SEASON GREETINGS

La Rue and Hale Hamilton.
in

ROSE & CURTIS

and

AMBERS

AMUSEMENT AGENCY
Wilson Bid*, 973 Market

St.,

SAN FRANCISCO

BOOKINQ8 FOR
All These Staged by

Dramatic and Musical Comedy Companies, Cabarets,
Clubs and Private Entertainments

Winchell Smith

WILLIAM

CAMPBELL

<x*x*s*s*^^

and

ROSE

SYDELL

CLAUDE and FANNIE

USH

S.

A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALE
r

GREETINGS FROM

"THE B1DE-A-WEE HOME"
SEASON'S GREETINGS TO EVERBODY, EVERY WHERE
3rd Season of

Direction

TOM FITZPATRICK

WILL CUNNINGHAM
And PALACE, THEATRE CO.

of Detroit, Mich.

f,

«H W«o* Th##tr# M4e* CbUago; Piwn) St*t§ 73«4

Friday,

December

30,

VA

1M1

ITY

>.»._>

COCHRAN
A

NEW OXFORD THEATRE
LONDON PAVILION
GARRICK THEATRE
PRINCESS THEATRE
APOLLO THEATRE
ALDWYCH THEATRE
PALACE THEATRE

I

ENGLAND

•

•-

AMONG THE COCHRAN PRODUCTIONS ALREADY SEEN

IN

AMERICA ARE.
*

"THE BETTER 'OLE"
"IN THE NIGHT WATCH"
"DEBURAU"
"AS

YOU WERE

•

»r

"AFGAR"
REVUE IDEAS, COMEDY
SCENES, COMEDY SPECIALTIES
AND ARTISTS ALWAYS WANTED
PLAYS,

»

i

^"»

'

OFFICES:

49,

OLD BOND
Cablegrams:
Sole

New York

ST.,

"COCKRANUS,"

Representative:

LONDON, ENG
Piccy,

LONDON"

ELIZABETH MARBURY,

33 West 42nd Street

VARIETY

*>, 1921
.>=a

*=?

TOM PATRICOLA
THE DANCING FOOL"

•

Minneapolis, December 25, 1921,
Orpheum Theatre.
»

Dear

Sister Pat:

Believe in Santa Claus?

I

Why

do.

shouldn't I?

Mr. Claus has been very good to me, and from what I hear
the critics in the towns where you played report you are
doing

-

well.

^
•

Critics have been mentioning "Tom Patricola should
be in musical comedy ." What a wonderful thing it would
be to have both you and myself in the same musical comedy.
That's just a sweet dream of mine, Pat. Maybe it will come
^
true.
Some day, eh?
.

•

.

Well, Sis, I hope your Christmas presents don't keep
a special staff of postal clerks working. Remember me to
your friends, my pals, whom you meet, and the whole worlcL

Oceans of love

arid brotherly Yuletide greetings.

BROTHER

•

TOM PATRICOLA
PLAYING THE KEITH

AND ORPHEUM
SEASON

CIRCUITS.

1921-22.

•

i

REYNOLDS DONEGAN
V

WITH

HELEN AND MAUDIE REYNOLDS
WISH ALL A HAPPY NEW YEAR
REPRESENTATIVES

MISS G.

F.

BROWN,

Hennessy Agency, Palace,

New York

AIR.

ERNEST EDELSTON,

5 Lbfe Street, London, England

/

SEASON'S GREETINGS

Jack Joy and

FROM

His

Orchestra

MARQUARLVS CAFE, SAN FRANCISCO
SIG

APPELMAN
(Violin)

/CHARLES RUSHTON
(Drums)

ERNEST WHALEN
(Banj.)

GEO. HALL
(Sax)

RALPH CANNING
(S*k)

JACK JOY AT PIANO
HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM

LaFRANCE BROTHERS

WORLD'S GREATEST HEAD BALANCERS

Western

ive

CHAS NELSON

.

£ liday,

D
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•

•

•
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VARIETY

-

1

S>

r:

J.

r-

Friday,

December

80, 1921

d

GREENWICH

Greetings

VILLAGE
FOLLIES"

/

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

Shubert Theatre

To 'Ml

NEW YORK

M,

Friends

GREENWICH
VILLAGE
FOLLIES"
Garrick Theatre

CHICAGO

W

GREENWICH
VILLAGE
FOLLIES
4f?

On

Southern Tour

*^p
DIRECTION OF

BOHEMIANS,

Inc.

Two More Western

Hits

By HENRY

R. COHEN
WRITER OF

"WHY, DEAR?" "CANADIAN CAPERS"

"LET'S
DANCE"
THE SENSATIONAL FOX TROT SONG

OF VIEW"
"ISLE
THE GREAT WALTZ BALLAD
Professionals

ELL
.

&

and Orchestrations

Now Ready

ELL PUBLISHING CO.

MINER'S MAKE-UP
GREASE PAINTS
LINING COLORS
FACE POWDERS
COLD CREAM
NATURAL BLUSH AND UP ROUGE, ETC

JUST OFF THE PRESS
Our new

Illustrated Catalogue sent free

upon request
Contains information which should be of interest
to every performer.

est.

205-6 Superba Theatre Building

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

HENRY C
NEW

YORK,

MINER;

INC

N. Y.

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL
FROM

ANNA CHANDLER

The

Girl

1,000

\/'i.

EYES

'.-

Friday,

December

"

^^f -?*-!

-~

"^*»»

1

VARIETY

30, 1921

81

I

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR JO ALL
From

BERT

SAVOY

and

JAY

BRENNAN
u

Greenwich Village Follies

'ANSWER: No, Jack

BECAUSE:

If

Lait; you're

wrong.

We

think all

»

Female Impersonators should gel married.

they feel ihe a^t flopping they can pull the

WIFE

instead of the

WIG.

BERLIN PAPERS PLEASE COPY

m&?&m*&zi

;

mmjiMJii vnej^aapssa]

VARIETY

82

Friday,
f

De

IN PARIS

Koven

Opera

Co.;

same;

Rexmore Motioir Pioture Ce.j City
Dislocated Honeymoon Corp*) V.
of N. T.; $43.18.
Segal; $6217$.
_
Max
R. Wilneri J. *. MuUer
Community MotJoa Pioture BuCo.; $267.70.
reau; L. Singer; $$$.$•.
$.4W, Amua. Co.} City of N. T.;
Wendell McMahillj Nordon Elec-

International Theatrical Co* Inc.;
Paris, Dec. 14.
An operetta of Tcheco-Slavalc same same.
American Cinema Corp.; R, I*.
Origin is to be the next show at the
Apollo, adapted by Pierre Veber. Davis; $1,664.10.
tr > Sign Co., Inc.; H.S7S.70.
Stmt; E. Weinberg: $723.20.
to urr««£j.«!&A..J ]R£llft d> Paris."
Meyer Cohen Muaio Pub. Co.;
••The Blue Masurka," from VfennaT —J. Tim Brynr.mj P. W. Hager; Robert Teller Bona eV Dorner; $2,$114.65.
la also mentioned as coming here,
634.3$.
Clef Club 8ingers e\ Player* Mag.
but the house has not yet been
8. W. o\ W. Amus. Co.; L AbraCorp., Inc.? Charles
Co., $360.03.
named, so put the two together.
Peggy Marsh Johnson} B. Altraan hams; costs, $111.71,
8nydsr 8ona Service Syndicate,
Co.; $103.77.
&
Robert de Flers and Francis
Internet.
Church Film Corp.; Ino.; Underwood Typewriter Co.;
CrolHset are furnishing a book for
?
$13.70.
United Theatre Corp.; $1,674.18.
a musical comedy, music by ReyHarry Tighe; J. Seldenfrled;
Ben Ali Haggin and Helen Hagnaldo Ilahn, which is due at the gin; J* Homann;
$157.30.
$732.92.
Theatre de Paris next April. Jean
Hsrbert Brenon; M. Rosenthal et
Joe Horwits; II. Rosensteln, $53.20.
,

&

Perier and

Mme. Edmec Pavart

are

listed as principals.

J.

Joseph Horwitz Productions,
A. Cantor Printing Co.,

Inc.;
Inc.;

al.;

Si.043.BS.

Wirber«ftomberg Corp,; N. Y. Tel.

*

'

$43.18.

Zieafeld Cinema Corp. et al.; Tribune Productions, Inc.; $2,266.10.
Panthlon Pictures Corp.; Tremont
Film Laboratories Corp.; $818.20.
Theatre Ticket Coupon Co.; City

of N. Y.; $70.74.
Goldwyn Distribution Corp.) O. H.
Cobb et aL; costs, $60.60.
Irwin Rosen; V. Denier, $2,423.27.

<*1$?41

General Amua. Co.,

Inc.;

30, 1921

TribUD# Proda In*
-

^

*«Hfc| Vaudeville Cu-ouit.
nM,K»

ln
%
City otf N. Y.; $43.18.
Sirre^n Al"ua. Co.; same; same.
•aco Amua. Co.; aame; same?

ATTACHMENTS
Inc.;

"*

$6,774 .2$.

B-1

5K8i
r
S?*>*«»
Inc.;
$2,00LS6.

***

BrachfeU
"*

BANKRUPTCY PETITION

Colum-

••«*-. -4
«*
same.
To follow "Sin" by Magre at the
8upreme Pictures, Inc. (a DelaTho* R. Dftwley (Btratton Studio)
Norman Trevor; ..J. M. De «BerTheatre Femlna the management is ware Corp.); London Guarantee & Oscar Schmidt, inc.; $66.47.
mingham; $101,20. "
f
arranging to revive "Mr. Beverley," Accident Co., Ltd.; $1,110.42.
Butler Davenport; Stokea Coal
Amelia Sfone and ArmaifeT* D.
with Tirmin Gemler in the title
Mecca Feature Film Co., Inc.: City Co.; $12.76.
Kaliei; A. 8. Werblin. trustee; $2,role.
Meanwhile the steeplechase of Now York: $81.37.
Wendell McMahill; Abraham Bros.; 646.76.
for the director's chair of the Odeon
Broadwell Productions, Inc.; In- $112.43.
John Cort; H. Robert Law Scenic
Is still running, with Gemier as the dustrial Comm'rs, etc.; $246.16.
Preston Gibson; Rita Carlton Rest. Studios; $206.97.
most fitting candidate.
John P. Kirwan; Marcus Loew A Hotel Co.; 4i.0S6.60.
Olympio Diso Record Corp.; P. L.
Realty Co.; $450.15.
Harry Revier; H. Silverman; Andrews Corp.; $530.30.
Jules Von Tilzer; C. Stagg; $282.70. $676.
Ziegfeld Cinema Corp. and Walter
"Quand on Aime" (When One
Loves) is the title of the new work
by Baron Henri de Rothschild to be
'

Under the direction of ReVnoM,
Deanlson, the Rupert DrumiibJ stocl
lnTTlsco has been organized and
booked Info the Modesto theatre
Modesto, for a season. Many wel
known Pacific coast players an
numbered In the cant ane> u a
planned to produce the latest stock
]

plays.

Gymnase.

at the

Natacha Trouhanowa has reappeared here, giving a series of
dances in the program at the Nouveau Theatre (Musee Gravin).

Tho comedian Cazalis has been
appointed stage manager of the Marigny (Champs Ely sees), and .he
will also hold small parts.

k"7

,•

"4?H

Max
actor,
Paris.

French

Dhartlgny,

died sudddeniy Nov.
'

•

"'.'

screen
in

23,

«

A curious legal point has beofl
raised by the dispute between P. L.Flers, author of '"Lee Bijopjc In«
discrets," and M. Danlderff, who
wrote the score. Flers Is also actor
manager of the Theatre Marjol,.'!
where this light operetta is still
being presented, and he recently

'

gave orders the composer was not
be admitted Into the house.
Danlderff applied to the Arbitration
to

Court for a ruling, alleging certain
modifications were being nfb.de in
his operetta, and he demanded the
right of controlling the changes.
The magistrate ruled the musician
could not be barred, but was unable
to decide whether the manager had
the right of charging her admission.
To secure a further Judgment it
will be necessary for the composer
to sue again, proving some material changes caused by the action
of the manager. However, it Is anticipated the Society of Authors will
decide the case, there being a
clause in all contracts between the
society and managers that authors have the privilege of attejroV
lng rehearsals and performances^ '

W0HLMAN

\

now

decided Leon Volterfa
will not reopen the Eden with the
revue, but transfer "La Chaste SuIt

Is

IN

zanne" from Lyons by arrangement'
with Montcharmont. The operetta

THE

•

was

created at the Apollo in 1913,
being a musical version of "Fils a

Papa." by Anthony Mars and

Mau-

rice Desvallleres. It will occupy the
stage of tho Eden about Dec. 21.

with

Max

Dearly,

Henry Defraync,

Kerny and Nina Myral

(title role).

Tamar Karsavina has gone

•

j

•

!

"GRADUATE"

I

'

to

Sofia. Servia, to Join her husband,
Bruce, an English member of the
reparations commission.
She will
play for a British film this winter.
SerKe Dlaghileff tried to secure her
services for the Russian ballets at
the London Alhambra, but Tamar

OPENS DECEMBER 26

declined.

Maria Kousnezoff, appearing

FOR A TOUR

at

the London Gaiety, will probably
hold a part with Luclen Guitry and
Masnine in a sketch by Sacha Guitry

next March.

OF THE

Alex. Dcmidoff and Tamara Gamsakourdin were listed to open at
the Paris Eden in the Christmas
revue after their engagement at the
London Coliseum, but tho show has
been switched off, according to

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

•

present plans.
Fischer's Eight Empire Girls from
Manchester are dancing for two
months in classical operettas at
Municipal theatre of Angers, booked
by Welter and Paul Isaacs.

The musical comedy by Jacques
Pousquet, Henri Falk and Bene
Peters, music by Marcel Lattes, to
ho created at the Mogador early in
February, will be entitled "Monsieur
l'Ainour."

The

.

is
the day
whether Firmln Gemier, appointed
director of the o«lpon by the government, will play his contract with
B. Plateau for the winter revue at
There Is a forfeiture
the Cigale.
clauso of 40,000 francs, and Flateau
now says he must play or pay.
Gemier will take charge of the
Odeon Feb. 1, on which date Paul
Gavault quits the manager's chair.

of

Direction

of

JUDGMENTS
The following
has been

filed in
first

list of Judgments
the County Clerk's

LEW GOLDER

name Is that of the
judgment debtor; name of creditor
and amount follows:
Kelwyn Amus. Corp.;
Potlck
offlci

Tho

Const. Co., Inc., $138.20.

Northesstern Amus. Co.; City of

nmm

*

WOHLMAN

k

question

;

vti»r)*f»**43r. Muimute.

Iiwl

bia Amua Co.; $400.
Edward Clark, of 226 West Fort*
Incorporated Photoplay Thestres fourth street; liabilities, $10,142 m
Companies; City of N. Y.-; $&7j09.
asset*
Kineto Film HTradere, inc.; 'same;

Co.; $208.05,

$179.20.

mounted shortly

K

"

181.37.

December

u4

.

4
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A HAPPY NEW YEAR
FROM

SIR

HARRY LAUDER
WILLIAM MORRIS
WILLIAM MORRIS. Jr.
^9B

FROM THE LAND OF OMAR KHAYYAM

KH ARUM

W.E.RITCHIE<C0
THE ORIGINAL TRAMP CYCLIST
ASSISTED 'BY SIDNEY -CLARENCE" PHASER

THE PERSIAN PIANIST

m*d

MICHAEL P. WHELAN In
TWISTS—WHIRLS—TWISTS and TUMBLES

(STEINWAY PIANO U8ED)

THE NOVELTY CLINTONS

CLEO GASCOIGNE

HARRY MOORE

FEATURING EXTRAORDINARY JUMPING

THE DIMINUTIVE PRIMA DONNA

TEARING HI8 WAY"

S

WILLIAM MORRIS STAFF
**
HENRY BERLINGHOFF
MISS

B.

SILVERMAN

FRANK GOLDEN
JOS. SWEENEY

COWAN
MARTIN M. WAGNER
JAMES

ABELASTFOGEL

R.

COXEY
ARTHUR WEDEL
WILLARD

D.

LUKE SOUTHERN
TOM VALLANCE

—

M

*mm

*rwr>

VARIETY

04

—

Friday, December 30, 1921

GREETINGS FROM
JAMES

HERMAN

Reddington
In

Direction H. B.

and

Grant

"BOUNCE INN"

MARENELLI

Personal Representative

TOURING B.

F.

AL STRIKER

KEITH and ORPHEUM CIRCUITS

AST KIDDIES
HtH;illlll1IIHHIllMiMH-lll'

n mi*

Mimii

m

aiiiiiaii

— —— —————
TO ALL OUR FRIENDS
UiMumii[u>uiiiiii<>iMi.iiiiHi:iiiiiiiiiHiu>uiii.<iMiiiii>ii.

minHMMMilM'UNNUIMWMIIUUHItfUMN
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SEASON'S 'GREETINGS
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ROSALIE

JOSEPHINE

ELSIE

imn mm* iimnh n mi ihi m »* Hiinm
i

t.iUiutniiHiiitiimiiHiiiuiimiMuMitTmiMn'Hih
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ENJOYING SUCCESSFUL SEASON OVER PANTAGES CIRCUIT
WEEK

DEC. 19—SAN DIEGO

Tom

with

"A NIGHT IN DIXIE"

Powell's

DEC. 2&-LONG BEACH, CAL.

SEASON'S GREETINGS
FROM

AND

HARRY

and

ANNA SEYMOUR

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR FRIENDS
From

MASTERS OF THEM ALL
Eastern Representative

C

PAUL DURAND

Western Representative

JOHN BILLSBURY

GREETINGS

STILL AT

LOEWS CASINO THEATRE

SAN FRANCISCO

Management
!.•.•

.»

i

5

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
^
•

:

\»

'

i

i

If

**;'*<

»?. .;*.

;

*

;

M

*
>

•

»

>>•

Friday,

December

VARIETY

30, 1921

Happy and Prosperous New Year

to

Everybody

•

WILLIAM

K.

WELLS,

General Manager
•

RAY PEREZ,

•

•

Dancing Producer

BERT WESTON,

»

in the Office

'

Columbia Amusement Company Building,

Broadway and 47th

Street,

New York

"Hello 1922"

"Keep Smiling"

"Big Jamboree"

Town
JOHNNIE WALKER

FAY
Wiskes a Happy, Happy, Happy to Everybody

Wish Everybody the Compliment* of the Season

Ruth Rosemond

Cantor
Wishes Everybody a Happy

New

LEDA ERROL

and

Year

Season's Greetings

MR. and MRS.

VIRGINIA
A Happy New

A

Happy

to All

WARE

Year

to All

My

Friends

LESTER DORR
Wish Their Friends a Happy

New

^»5»»^a*aK-»5»»

Year

i
1
&7&%&ffi7ZK7&

VAKXBTY

Friday,

December

30, 1921
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TO

•

EVERYONE

\

EVERYWHERE

**

•

anb

ilappp
•

^Prosperous

iBteto

-

•

*

I

.

v

•

>

•
•

.

>

.
i

-

WARREN

B.

-

ARTHUR

IRONS

A.

CLAMAGE

-

t

SEASONS GREETINGS TO ALL
GAUDSNITH BROS.
WITH

THEIR SPANISH POODLES
U. S. A. Direction, JENIE
•>'-«

European

Direction,

JACOBS

WILLIAM MORRIS

L'B.-

Friday,

December

VARIETY

30, 1921
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ONLY

THEATRE TICKETS AT

80c

FOR

BOX OFFICE PRICES-PLUS

SERVICE

With

PAUL HAGGERTY

at the Piano

EXTEND SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL
OUR VERY BEST WISHES TO GLADYS CLARK AND HENRY BERGMAN

=T
HOLIDAY GREETINGS
REUNITED

GILROY, HAYNES and

MONTGOMERY

PLAYING

it

THE GOOD SHIP NANCY LEEn

.E.MUrn R»r«»entativ«, H. B.

BURTON

*:v ."':::• *ku*

Alto
TWO STANDARO VAUDEVILLE ACTS
m:?;»:

PLAYING

THE DEPUTY"
W«»t»rn R.pr«««nUtiv.,

?::;» : ;)?5i' t!!n':;<iij?::ji •:;•? 5:1:11

.;.

i

EAGLE * GOLDSMITH

!i:H.»{;ii!. :jl,rj
t

Vk*tBT*f
WWffr

w/SM///Ssw;sAmmm

December

90, 192!

1

-
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SEA9Q9TS

V

V

FftOirl

EUGEN

and

WILLI

f

i

Show Of 1921

Stars Of "Passing
.

.

Management MESSRS.

-

SHUBERT

.

»5^^^^^^^i^^^i^^^^^^^^^e^P^^^^^^^^
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PAULINE FREDERICK
'

J>*

till

SEASON'S GREETINGS

EDMUND DORS
y/Ul Be Featured

in

a

New Act by

Now Playing Orpheum Circuit with "INDOOR SPORTS"
HARLAN THOMPSON After Jan. 21, 1922. A*ti»ted by GRETTA LITTLEFIELD

and

JIMMY HUNTER

tFriday.

December

VARIETY

30, 1021
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The Actor
AND

Pete Soteros
Anybody you ask, who has been

in Chicago, will talk of

Pete's "13th Chair"
Every

restaurant.

headliner and famous actor, has at

star,

tor's

Rendezvous."

proudly wishes

New Year

Pete Soteros, whose picture

store.

greeting he takes this

among

of friends

Soteros

Pete

in

Chicago

accept

will

signed Tabs
I

"Santa Claus"

in

is

Chicago

I

His

Pete Soteros.

naiiie is

•

Pete conducts the "13th Chair," one of the most popular
eating establishments in Chicago, right in the heart of the
loop.

Pete has always had a big heart, and that heart,

is

*

BENNIE FIELDS
TRIXIE FRIQANZA

DOOLEY and SALES
VAN and 8CHENCK
WILLIAMS and WOLFUS
CHARLE8 GRAPEWIN
JOHN STEELE
FREDDIE (BONES)

especially

devoted

to

the

The

actor.

has

actor

always

-

reigned supreme with "Pete."

Last week Pete returned from a two- week stay

He

York,

had a general survey of conditions
the actor was concerned.

cially as far as

from observation and contact that

rammer

for the actor

it

and the person

the past to po»ae*s a "grand"

Xew

there, espe-

Pete ascertained
a long and "lean"

was

whom

was glad

in

he had known

in

to be able to fondle

• "gUneyiT

This started Fete flunking.

wanted and desired

He

always had what he

in the culinary line.

Pete has never gone

without a meal, and does not want the actor to go without
it either.

So when the Chicago "Boniface" returned home

he devised a plan whereby the actor should always be well
fed and is soliciting the assistance of other Chicago

and restaurant

men

to co-operate along the

has announced that the

first

same

20 deserving actors

line,

who

hold
lie
visit

.-

his establishment

when they have

can sign "tabs" for their meals and pay
the wherewithal to do so,

established any time limit or

amount

Pete has not

of credit for the per-

former, as he feels that the deserving actor will not take his
offer

as one of charity, but as a convenience during aq

embarrassing period,

(Rmpnnt from Variety—AuguH

BACHMAN
FANNY BRICE
GEORGE WHITE
LESTER ALLEN
LEW HOLTZ
MAX HALPERIN
J.J. ROSENTHAL
ALEX PANTAGES
ARTHUR HOUGHTON
GARRETT CUPP
FREDDY SHAEDER
ROCCO VOCCO
EDDIE LEWI8
J.J. NASH

VAN
JAMES J. CORBETT
JACK OSTERMAN
BURT CORTELYOU
GEORGE KELLY
GEORGE SIDNEY
BILLY

"FRISCOE"

AL RAUH
EDDIE COX
LORETTA McDERMOTT
VAN and VERNON
CHAMBERLAIN and EARL

1921)

and

PERRY

JAKE ELIAS

GEORGE VAN
LEON FRIEDMAN
ELI ABELSON
ETHEL LINTON
CLIFF

WORK

DAVE ED8EL
"BUZZ" EAGLE
SOL GOLD8MITH
RUBY COWAN
SOPHIE TUCKER
ALMA ADAIR
LEW GRESSE

BERT HANLON
MQRT LEVY
ED KIRCH
ROLLO TIMPONI
CHRI8

5,

B.

VARDON

BROWN

JIMMY O'NEIL

To

those he cannot wish a personal

means of wishing his ever widening drele

OTTELLI COR DAY
SO L 8 AX

HOWARD
HELEN McKELLAR
HAZEL DAWN
EDDIE CANTOR
NAN HALPERIN
LEW HEARN
BLOSSOM SEELEV

opposite,

the profession, holiday greetings.

WILLIE and EUGENE

CREDIT FOR FOOD

is

of his clientele, the happiest happiness the

all

has in

some

named "The Ac-

time been served at this restaurant rightly

DWIGHT PEPPLE
JOE and AGNE8 RILEY

RAE 8AMUEL8
DAN BACHMAN
ONA MUN80N
ANN PENNINGTON
EMILY ANN WELLMAN
BE88IE McCOY DAVIS

CHARLE8 RICHMAN

WAT80N 8I8TER8
BOBBE and NELSON
CHARLES IRWIN
CAMERON SISTERS
BILLY GAXTON
MILLICENT

MOWER

MABEL BURKE
REGAL and MOORE
CHARLE8 KING
LILA RHODES
DILLON and PARKER
NONETTE
)$>
EMILY DARRELL
FRANK TERRY
FLANDERS and BUTLER
MARK8 and WIL80N
MARIE DRES8LER

WANZER

and

PALMER

EVELYN PHILLIPS
JANE SHIRLEY
CHABOT and TORTONI
FI8HER and LLOYD
LEE and CRANSTON
DENA COOPER
SYLVESTER and VANCE
REX ADAMS and VERA

THOMAS

FORD and CUNNINGHAM
VINCENT O'DONNELL

WARD

BROS.

JEAN BARRIOS
BRONSON and BALDWIN
JIMMY REYNOLDS
KATHRYN WILLIAM8
JOE ROBERTS
FAY and THOMAS
BERNARD FAYE
FRED LEWIS
LARRY COMER
GUS EDWARDS

MARX BROS.
JIM MoWILLIAMS
MR. and MRS. JIMMY BARRY
4

DAVIS and DARNELL
FILLI8

FAMILY

EMMA LIND8EY
H ATT IE ALTHOFP
GEORGE WALSH
GORDON SISTERS
MANQ and 8NYDER
TOTO
GERTRUDE HOFFMAN
NORA BAYES
R08A KING
DON VALERIE
BETH BERRI
POLLY WALKER
GRACE VALENTINE
BENSE and BAIRD
2IEGLER TWINS
COURTNEY SISTERS
HILL and ROSS
WILLIAM NASH

MAUDE CLARK
ROBBINS FAMILY

SAMPSON and DOUGLAS
BENNIE ONE
BOOTH and NINA
CHAS. GILL

NUGENT
VALESKA 8URATT
OL8EN and JOHNSON

ORVILLE STAMM

DAPHINE POLLARD

IVY ROSE

MILLERSHIP and GERARD
MARION HARRIS

TYBELL SISTERS
MACK and STANTON
RUS8ELL SISTERS

C.

HARRY JOLSON
PRINCES8 JUE QUON TAI
DORIS DUNCAN
ELINOR and WILLIAMS

BARD

and

FURMAN

PEARL
ROSE

and

KAJIYAMA
GEORGIE PRICE

ANNA VIVIAN
WILLS-GILBERT

BLANCHE SHERWOOD
KAVANAUGH and EVERETT
"BILLIE" GERBER
PAT ROONEY and MARION
BENT
GEORGE MORTON
JIMMY LUCAS

|

JACK INGLIS
BOBBY ROBERTS

RUS8 LEDDY
BLOCK and DUNLAP
J.

„

RAY

and

EMMA DEAN

DAN HOLT

-SMILING" BILLY

MA80N

JACK DcWINTER

BUDDY WALTON
RYAN and LEE
JENNIER BROTHERS
LLORA HOFFMAN
ETHEL DAVIS
JOHN T. MURRAY
WALTER BROWER
BELLE BAKER
FIELDS and HARRINGTON
ARTUR CLIFFORD UNGAR
FRANCINE DUNLAP
JACK LAIT

NAT PHILLIPS

VAIIBTT
1

<^>^<WJ><>^><><>^>^
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"My Mammy"
A

My

Professional Friends

HAPPY, NEW,

YEAR

SAM

JOE

YOUNG and LEWIS
WITH

IRVING BERLIN,
es this opportunity of exheartiest Yuletide greet-

hndmg

fey* i»
flvMcft

the

m

amusement world

splendidly

"luck

Me

To

Sleep In

My

Inc.

OidTucky

Home"

supported

shop standards for the past
it ?«"*.

SEASON'S GREETINGS
I

PRESENTING

A NEW ACT

By BLANCHE MERRILL

^^nkjS^<jft^ft^jS\»^stAj^t\j!ttKjtt^jft^tt^tft*

4

HOUDAY GREETINGS
Happy New

1

Year.

FROM

YOWEFUa
Wmtiom S&aiE A GOLDSMITH

IN

"WHAT THE CRITIC SAID," BY GUS KAHN
Direction

RAT HODGDON

and CHAS.

MORRISON
yte

DAWN

JSORMAN
DIRECTOR
FOR

ROBERTSON-COLE
CURRENT RELEASES

"FIVE DAYS TO LIVE"
"THE VERMILION PENCIL*
With SESSUE

HAYAKAWA

Friday,

VARIETY

December

91

i
>

i

.4

YONKERS,

N. Y.
r

W. O. HURST, Manager
«
i

THE HOME OF ARTISTIC PRODUCTIONS

DEVOTED THIS SEASON EXCLUSIVELY
TO SPECIAL RELEASES FOR THE
f
p

UNITED ARTISTS

r

PAUL POWELL
DIRECTOR

LASKY-FAMOUS PLAYERS

ARTHURS. KANE
DIRECTOR

MEMBER

M.

P. D. A.

CURRENT RELEASES
1

DOUBLING FOR ROMEO"
"HONEST HUTCH"
"POOR RELATION"
"CUPID INCOG"

Klein's Restaurant
642 Smith field

Where
NEAR

Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

All Professional* Eat

DAVIS, NIXON

AND SAM

S.

When

in Pittsburgh

8HUBERT THEATRES

VARIETY

92

December

Friday,

30, 1921

<0x0xXx$<^
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INC.

presents

THE
POWER WITHIN
Story by Robert

Norwood

WHAT IS THE POWER WITHIN?
IS

IT

LOVE?

IS

IT

BRAIN POWER?

STRENGTH OF WILL?

IS IT

A

stirring

enable a

drama

man

to

that tells of a secret force that will

accomplish anything.

PAT HE
Distributors

.

TO ALL OUR FRIENDS
Our Best Wishes and Season's

Greetings

FURMAN
and
"SCORING

NASH

TOUCHDOWNS ON THE

GRIDIRON

OF SONG"

son

NOW TOURING THE

B. F.

KEITH CIRCUIT

ALSO "EXCLUSIVE ARTISTS" FOR THE COLUMBIA

GRAPHOPHONE
Representative,

CO.

JACK LEWIS

Famous Players-Lasky

Florence
VICTOR

MOORE #*

EMMA

LITTLER ELD

WISH EVERYBODY A HAPPY NEW YEAR

Walton
Wishes Her Friends a Happy and Prosperous

New

Year

AT HOME, BALDWIN, LONG ISLAND, XMAS WEEK
BOOKED SOLID ALL OTHER WEEKS, KEITH TIME

HARRY WEBER,

Representative

Direction

HARRY WEBER

w
--

Friday,

December

VARIETY

1H1

30,

EXTENDS TO EVERYONE BEST WISHES FOR

The

Company

of America takes this occasion to wish the world a full return
ot prosperity and unalloyed happiness. To theatrical enterprises the dawn of a new year
Stanley

be an augury of greater and better business, and the Stanley Company will rejoice in
good fortune which will come to all its associates. Photoplay standards, moral, artistic,
commercial, are higher than ever, and the producers are releasing films which surpass any

will

the

made

In competition with the foreign made film, there is
nothing to be feared, for the American studio has set and held the pace for the entire world.
Here we find the greatest directors, the most consummate actors, the best trained and most
ingenious photographers. American men and women of letters are devoting themselves
unselfishly and whole-heartedly to an understanding of the intricacies of screen technique
with the gratifying results that the photoplay is rapidly attaining the zenith of literary
effort.
Their creative genius applied to the construction of cinema stories is giving the
fullest scope to the fertile imagination of the spectator.
since the inception of the art.

us rejoice with the dawn of 1922. The past is gone with all that it may have
stand in the rising sun of the new era, and as we
^Hotted to us either joy or sorrow.
exchange the seasonal amenities in which we delight let us do so with hearts filled with
the warmth that the promise of the new year holds forth.

So then

let

—
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MASTBAUM

E.

President
*

Vice-Presidents

ALEXANDER

R.

BOYD

JOHN

D.

BEGGS
Secretary.

McGUIRK

Assistant Treasurer

^Treasurer

L.

J.

L. SABLOSKY
MORRIS WOLF

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
SABLOSKY, Chairman
GEORGE H. EARLE,
MASTBAUM
JULES E.
L. D. BEGGS
ADOLPH ZUKOR
JOHN J. McGUIRK
ALEXANDER R. BOYD
JOHN J. McCARTHY
WALTER VINCENT
FRANK W. BUHLER
LEWIS SABLOSKY
A.

FRED

G.

JOSEPH

N1XON-NIRDLINGER
E.

COHEN

IRVING

ABE

L.

D.

JR

ROSSHEIM

EINSTEIN.

Publicity Director

VARIETY

By Beulah Marie Dix and
Sada Cowan.
Leonard

Fri<i*7,

Ct Qammouni Qicture

NOW PLAYtNd

CRITERION
NEW YORK

Suggested by

Merrick's

VfcljeT"

story,

"The Laurels and the Lady."

—

PIAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
FAMOUS
AOOtPM
JtSM IASKY «••.
fUKOM Mat

L
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December
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W. GRIFFITH
ANNOUNCES

I

HIS FOREMOST PRODUCTION FOR

1922

I

-

>

-
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ORPHANS
OF THE

;*.
.-

•

1

tft

STORM
With the Compliments
•

Appreciation of All

Share to

i

of the Season

and Sincere

Who Contributed
Its

Creation

Their

.

»

—
VARIETY
AJ^*.^*JJL*. JL »~jL *

/A.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

MAE MURRAY
Is Distinctive for

As

a matter of

Let us say three

For her
clubs

—

For a
stories

fact, for

more than

one must include her provocative beauty.

in addition to that.

who make Broadway mean

ability to represent the sort of girls

something.

The

girls

you

see in the nine-to-nine

danc*

white-shouldered, strikingly gowned; arrogant and alluring.

and

particularly wistful

fanciful

and

elusive quality

—a something

suggestive of tales' in the nursery at twilight; goblin

before tucking-in time.

For her

vital

One

grace as a dancer.

audience, forgetting for a

Small wonder, then, that
it

three, for

Three Reasons

must be superb

to

dance

for a scene

on the screen and hold attention.

moment the film, has called for encores from the silver sheet.
Miss Murray has scored her most enviable triumph in her latest

screen play,

More

than one

"Peacock Alley/*

fof

gives full opportunity to her distinctive brilliance.

'And never more so than

in

i

A romance of the

night places of Paris and

ness, her defense against

men who

PEACOCK ALLEY

New

York;

*
'

the story of Cieo. a grisette from Montmartre, of her hunt
for happi-

desire her beauty.

*
,

i

"PEACOCK ALLEY"
By Edmund

Goulding.

Based on

a story

by Ouida Bergere.

A TIFFANY PRODUCTION
Presented by

ROBERT

Z.

LEONARD

>>.

Distributed by

Metro Pictures Corporation

$&&&&®&®®$® :0«K>^K^ v^>&® $<8H^$#^i*;H><^^
I
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HOBART HENLEY PRODUCTIONS
.

STARRING

•

PRISCILLA

DEAN

UNDER THE PERSONAL DIRECTION OF HOBART HENLEY

*

r

"Yen! It's all fish cakes," said his enthralled listener, as ha slid bis
check in under the nomologist's nose, "but It's better than drlvhV & mail
wagon, so I think I'll hop over and do my four frolics."
"So long," said the first philosopher, "and while we're on the subject, cut
out usin' that gag of mine about the wooden whistle, for I don't want
to follow you into that can and get the ha! ha! from the harmonica play(Continued from page 4)
ers when I flop with it, and if nothing else can't atop you, maybe a
ting afternoon look In' out of a hotel window at an expectorathV contest
punch
In the nose wiU."
Con,
tween two of the village's champion whlttlers, he wouldn't wonder that
e want to stick to little old N. Y. Some of them Western managers sit
the roof of the theatre and keep a spyglass on the railroad station. If
ore than five people get off any train, the manager runs down back
e and pulls an extra show, tellin' us there's a convention in town.
en if you hit a burg where they ain't hep to the wise cracks and you
ke a few remarks about it would be a great thing for the town if they
night schools, some janitor Is sure to duck back stage and bawl
out for inaultin' his audience. Tou couldn't insult them if you threw
pper in their eyes, for they don't know what you're talking about

'ORTY-SEVENTH STREETS CURE

BOOKED SOUS

HAL

yway.

A SY8TEM HARD TO BEAT
"You play all them tanks and. figure how the good reports is pllin*
and how much fun you're goin* to have when you get all them New
rk houses laid out, and when you get back East your agent is playln'
Utalre with your photos and tella you you'll have to show before you
,

get Into the

New York

slabs.

Then you start showin' it and by the time you're through the season
over, and it's back to the death trails or lay off around these corners.
"You know there's a lot of guys gettin' out of this racket and makln'
od long enough in this game by usin* the same amount of energy and
rve at anything else is bound to get rich. If they would let me use my
dice I would pass it up myself, but I don't know nothln' else and it's

>

late to learn.
here was a time when a guy who knew the combos could go out and
y one of the Western circuits, and grab himself enough Jack rollln'
«m on the bed to retire in one season, but those happy days Is past,
e chumps have been takin' so fast and often that they all turned out
be cheaters themselves, and the new crop of suckers ain't collected
ough Jack to make it worth while to tackle them.

"I remember one guy about four years ago who got such a good
l*ak with the strippers and the dice, that he let his agent keep his
flary as long as he kept him goin', so he could grab the saps around
ese hotels and have a legitimate racket to alibi himself with In case
squawk. You know there's a lot of suckers that will gamble with a
llplayer or an actor or any other celebrity, when they would holler
PPer right off the reel if any other stranger was to suggest the same

DHL! WE
WISH EVERY ONE A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

GRADY

\

Direction

MAX HALPERIN AGENCY
ROOM

Paris, Dee. 27.

making the use of uninflammable

it

from me, and

903

Palace Theatre Building

OBnUABY

XJHINELAMMABLE FILMS

The compulsory use of acetold
of work tomorrow I would right away hop down to Wall films, known as uninflammable. Is
There ain't
treet and try to get a Job sellin* railroad stocks to actors.
again being considered by the auactor In the country who con understand why the railroads ain't paythorities, and the Mayor of Lyons
P BO per cent, dividends, when they figure what it costs them to make
has announced celluloid will not be
Jump.
war
"The hotels on the road are Just as bad; half don't know that tho
tolerated in his district after 1922.
confor
go
in
over.
and
sandwiches
They still serve you butterless
The exhibitors claim two years'
servation of sugar. The rates are Just as high as they were durin* the
proposed
*&r, but evcrytimo I pick up a paper I read about tho cost of scomn* grace and protest at the
regulation on the ground that tho
'roppin' 25 per cent. In the past six months.
"If I ever get hold of another bank roll I will invent a pair of one- French
uninflammable film, com*ay pockets that Houdini couldn't get «ut of and save my Jack. You
posed of acetold, has not the same
tno-w my ambition is to get into the other end of this and get me a
present celluloid
Bab of my own. I can grab enough acts off this corner who are willln' pliability as the
consequently of much
film and
|° take coffte and cakes to show it, to give me a 10-act bill for a nickel.
know a guy in Brooklyn who grabbed a dump and fixed it up, in a phorter life.
anticipated the
It
is, however,
*%hborhood whore they think Tanguay is a too dancer, and cleaned
a lot of kale. He used to give acts carfare, and if they didn't use a government may introduce a bill
that's

DISCOVERER'

BILLY

films obligatory in all public entertainments in France and colonies.

NEW YORK

MKMOK1AM
TO
MY DKAK MOTHKR
IN

was out

Ifiadder after the first show he closed th<m.
"That's the end the sugar Is In, you can take
^here 111 wind up If I ever get a break.

TROM THE

VIVIAN

big to them.
"If I

Happy New Year

Who

Entered Into Eternal Rest
January «th. 1*21

MARY M. BUNZ
Mia* Tou
Oh. Mother Dear.
I

The Voioe

A

CITY

I

Loved

That Nerer Tan Be

Holiday Greeting*' From

Bo,

la Stilled;

Place la Vacant in

My

EUGENE COX

Heart

Pilled.

SCENERY

VICTOR BURNS

1 734

Ogden Ave.

Phone
IN

SEELEY

S*tl

CHICAGO

LOVING MEMORY OF
my darling; daughter

VEN1TA
FITZHUGHl
——
——IDA
r

ANDY RICE
Vaudeville Author
46th

I.OKW BUILDING
8treet and Broadway

NEW YORK

CITY

t

»•'.

•'VA*t-tf-TY

^

H^PF iVE/P

'

F£3/J 70

Friday,

DeAimhef

30,

J:

YOU

wonderful treatment of the Orpheum Circuit'
Managers, of which I have been one of the season's big hits, including
Lincoln and Kansas City.

And many
I

lhanks

for

JIMMIE STEIGER

1

ASSISTED BY
3f

JACK ROSE

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

FROM THE FAR WEST

FROM

CO.
706-708

Pannes

Theatre Building

1

OUR fOUR BIG SONG

i

THAT HAUNTING
"WHISTLE THE BLUES

WALTZ"

"AT THE MUMMIES BALL"

AWAY"

SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL.

HITS
I

'•WHAT

WOULD YOU

DO"

.•*

WITH

AND COMPANY
"IN

A

PEST HOUJ5E"

YULETtDE GREETINGS
TT

OS

/?=*

MESSRS. SHUBERT

>

Present

KINDEST SEASON'S GREETINGS

Mclntyre and

LARRIMORE
IN THEIR LATEST

AND GREATEST SUCCESS

Management

SAM

u

RED PEPPER"

To Our Friends
We

FLORENCE REHAN
PAULINE SHELTON

(4)

FLORIAN

Girls

HARMONY PATSY
SONGSTERS
SMITH
Personal Direction

JO KING

RUTH BELMONT

HARRIS

^

THE BIGGEST LAUGHING SHOW ON EARTH

The

H.

in the Profession

extend our heartiest greeting and best wishes
the

f<

New Year

SAMUEL NATHANS
1<W. Broadway, N. Y. C'ity.Brt. Bint and R'»d Htreclv
Ml Seventh Ave., N. Y. C. ll*|. 381 h and 19 th Hit.

&&£'%\SZ\Vs
lMione Cirri* 1H7S
Fit* Hoy 0619

Thone

Friday,

December

80, 1991
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Friday.

December

*>,

lWl

CARLE CARLTON
PRESENTS

THE SEASON'S TWO SENSATIONAL SUCCESSES

JULIA

SANDERSON

WARNER

H. B.

IN

ii

IN

Tangerine

n

u

Danger!"

PLAYING TO

By

COSMO HAMILTON

A DRAMATIC SMASH

CAPACITY HOUSES

4

1921-1922

AT THE

CASINO THEATRE

39TH STREET THEATRE

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

From *Way Down

Texas to Friends From

in

Coast to Coast

eagon'g
•

A

Prosperous

New

Year

to

my

individual

RYAN

patrons for their past favors, and to the Pro-

ducers and Managers of Productions

I

outfitted, a

Prosperous

New

I

have

|

Year.

I

;3&g£-g&?3

Sends Season's Greetings

1

i

^

«

I

1

THE NEW

A GRILL

THE SHOP ACCOMMODATING
1

I
i

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS

1

1

41 -3-5
r...

1580 Broadway

NEW YORK

CITY

HA

WEST 45th
.„:„ SI

<II1II

:

T,|,

Vi

ST.. Bet.

o„

„,.

.

v

Broadway and 6th Ave

srjAKs ,«,,,„„,,

linns,

„,.,,- #

IS

<IMI „ OA , IMOII.I

/
l'~

^d

Friday,

December

V ARl'riT Y

30, 1821

10*

•
•
.

•-

DODD ACKERMAN
DESIGNER
-

•

P.

Dodd Ackerman Scenic
140 West 39th

Street,

Studios, Inc.

New York

•

m

p

'PHONE FITZROY 3009

&&t.*b'-
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HAPPY NEW YEAR
A Happy and

Prosperous

New

Year

TO EVERYBODY FROM

MR.

AND

MRS.

GREETINGS FROM
ARSCEOLA

LEONARD

HARPER and BLANKS

IN

SMART SET ENTERTAINERS
CO.

Direction WIRTH-BLUMENFELD &
TOURING SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT

a

>>

MISTAKES WILL HAPPEN

ANNOUNCEMENT

DR. W.

I

Prominent Facial

BALSINGER
Surgeon of CHICAGO

CLARK, LOS ANGELES, JAN.
Will be at the
many P^*"* 5 for four weeks, to take care of his

HOTEL

190 No. State Street

MAJESTIC, CHICAGO,

(JAN. 2)

15th

CH1CAUU

LUCAS
^^^

NEXT WEEK

and INEZ

AND BABY JACK

EXTEND SEASON'S GREETINGS TO THE PROFESSION

•-•at

'

VARIETY
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Friday,

December

30, 1921

SEASON'S GREETINGS

-

-

ELKINS FAY
1

/'

•

"MINSTREL SATIRISTS
ENORMOUS SUCCESS

.

IN

EUROPE

•
.

TOPPING BILLS FOR MOSS, STOLL, GULLIVER AND AFFILIATED CIRCUITS
,
'

•

•

....

•

.

—*m

f^^wKfyT—^H*"—

GREETINGS FROM
THE

HANNEFORD
AND

POODLES
SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE
GREETINGS OF THE SEASON
FROM

L~

HEADLINING LOEW CIRCUIT
Next Week

2)—STATE THEATRE,

(Jan.

NEW YORK

My Friends
THE VERY BEST THE NEW YEAR CAN BRING
Here's Wishing

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

WILL

HARRY

HARRIS

VAUDEVILLE PRESENTATIONS
State-Lake Building,

CHICAGO

GREETINGS FROM

GUS SUN.

President

NEER,

H. H.

THE GUS SUN BOOKING EXCHANGE

Gen. Mgr.

CLAIRE

CO.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
WISHES THE PROFESSION

A Most Happy and
r.i:

\V\YHr CH2IJTY

PAUL GOUDRON
HARRY MILLER

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

Prosperous
\\i

ill

New

Year

"<

j

W T00O

HOWARO ROYER

BUFFALO

PITTSBURGH

CONSOLIDATED AMUSEMENT CO.

KANSAS

CITY, MO.
ATLANTA, 'GA.

VIRGINIA-CAROLINA MGRS. CIRCUIT.
•

/

>

>

•
-

,
i

;

i

I

STILL

WITH WILL KING AT LOEWS CASINO
THEAJJtE,

SAN FRANCISCO

Friday,

December

VARIETY

30, 1921
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FIRST NATIONAL'S BEST NEW YEAR'S
GIFT TO EXHIBITORS
•

.

-

ASSOCIATED

seen

Buster's

new

series,

A corking comedy, full
•ten for this one.
new business that will get hundreds of
A Joseph M. Schenck presentation,
ughs.
written and directed by Buster Keaton and
ddle CHne.

rresonts 2-recl

and exhibitors a bigger and better

chise holders

"The Paleface"
you haven't

MACK SENNETT

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES,

INC., offers to franlist of pictures
for 1922 than it has ever offered before. Some of these we have seen
and can speak from absolute knowledge. Others in the hands of such
capable producers, stars and directors, and the stories are so strong,
that we can give positive assurance of their worth, both in entertainment value and artistic production. Here is just a few of the big
things to start off the year . Watch for the other big ones.

BUSTER KEATON
2-reel comedies—Next

SENNETT-COMEDIES
and

2-recl

SEWNETT-TURPIN
comedies
That's just about enough said/ except that
>ve have seen the first four and you can take
it from u.i they're as funny two-reelers as
any on the boards. Released on ths open

nmrket.

*

'.

In

John Emerson- Anita Loos

•

•

"The Masquerader"
have something really worth whll* to offer ycur patrons
when you present this famous aetor in the screen pro<T%<Mio-» of
Mr. Post
»he fomoui dramatisation by Richard Walton Tully.
!• one of the most outstanding players cf the AmTican stage
and Mr. Tully one of Its greatest dramatists. Tou can bank on

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

Frothingham
l>re«eute

4*

a

Here
background.

mo.it
It

SHATTERED IDOLS

»»

unusual uory with the mystical Ke^t as its
deals With the ct range right-: cf the'Hndoo

released en the open market.

NORMA TALMADGE

R. A.
a KINDRED

Through

Tomes the nio at popular star of the

si*

rem

1

«

•

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
tn

-

Walsh

<t

presents

OF THE DUST"

We

best.
It's a John Emerson-Anita Loos production, presented by
*
Joseph M. Schenck.

The John M.

precepts
in
ir>

the great
es

tin-,

ste.ge

fine

emo-

iV'tnticrful histrionic
n t. ii»i«i Adapted i>.v
i>:r.
td by .Si'iney
•

"PENROD"

it

i

up for this one. Here's a rurc-flre direetor ir!iti a
story that every one has read and loved, written by Booth TarliAnd Just guess who's going to piny in it. Why. none
Ington.
oMier than our famous Freckles Barry. A picture full of humor,
pathos and whimsies and bunches and bunchea of laughs.

Whoop

Polly of the Follies''

Yes. the winsome, mischievous, lovable Connie become* a Follies
r-horua girl, but only in the picture.
Bven If they're dried up on
top they'll laugh at thin one. And there's a delightful romance
thrown In.
can promlss you that this Is one of her very

MARSHALL NEILAN

1

jangdnn Martin. A rote that
tionhl Bftr. % jin opportunity to u*< .ill h>r
ph M. R?h
It is presented by .!o
ability.
James Cre«):n as snd s:d:;..y a. Franklin.
Frank !:n.

h! by All^n

>»

Here's a gripping picture taken from Peter B. Kyne'a masterly
wlory in the Saturday Evening Pout, a story that five million
readers have thrilled to, and every one of whom will be anxious
It's got the action and the heart pull.
to see it on the screen.
They'll talk about this one and tell their friends to r*c? l».
Miriam Cooper takes the leading role. Directed by R. A. A\ alsh.

in

« SmilirV

Wi:i 'il you see Jackie in this one. The popular little
ftar cf "Peck's lh*d Boy" who sprang to fame with "Th« Kid"
will sure knock 'em dead in this one.
He's the sunniest, most
lovable little fellow you ever did see. The women will go craxy
about him and ro will the men.
There'll bo a sob In every
one's throut— and how they will laugh. A delightful picture that
will bring home the bacon.
A Sol Lesser presentation.

Oh Boy!

After you have teen "Our Dick" in .'Tol'able David'* there won't
be any question in your mind about Richard Darthelmej-j being
one of the greatest stars of today. And he's Jun as fine In thii
It's a utory
picture as he was in his first starring vehicle.
they'll all thrill to from the pen of the famous writer, Porier
Emerson firowne. Presented by Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

-

fanatics In a way that will make the hair curl. Including the
attempted sacrifice of a heaottful young girl en an a'tnr of
flames as the bride of a god. The story of her wonderful rescue
is one that will thrill every Iovt of romance a"nd adventure.
From the story ty I. A. R. Wylie; dire ted by Edward Soman,

In

"My Boy"
—

in

"All at Sea

is

Production

is

us being one of the big pictures cf J922.

J. L.

Own

9

one of the most unique pictures ever created. It is one
that every class of patrons will enjoy, for it has all the Cohan
fique flag waving, thrills and romance, but dished up in euc'i
clever style that ths most blase theatre-goer will get a big
luugh while the others will eat it up. We'll say Its a winner.

This

You'll

this

JACKIE COOGAN

"RED HOT ROMANCE"

GUY BATES POST

it

Stahl Production

THE SONG OF

LIFE"

Here's another <f thore uteTling productions by Mr. Stahl. It's
>i
slice of real life, with sirong dramatic moments, tense situations, jjitho'i iind romance, every element of a great audience
picture,
directed l>> John M. Sfahl and presented by Ijouls B.
•
nayer.

First National Attractions

Hherell be a Franchise everywhere
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HANS BARTSCH
PLAYJ"
EMPIRE THEATRE BUILDING*
BROADWAY
143 3

•

NEW YORK
•

I

SEASON'S GREETINGS

ANTONIO MORENO

MAX

B.

HASSE
When

VICTORY THEATRE, SAN JOSE, CAl.

MEET AND EAT

in

SAN FRANCISCO
With

DAVE LERNER

HIT

\

ECONOMY LUNCH
24

ELLIS

No. 2

STREET— NEXT TO CENTURY THEATRE

IK MOOfcEIt-

-M. C.

Aladdin Studio Tif fin
34.1

^LAYING PANTAGES VAUDEVILLE AND
ROAD ATTRACTIONS

I

Matter St.

Phone

MOOSFR

Room

Desjfflas 1974.

SAN FRANCISCO'S
Or;<it{i!

Shote

Tlrre and

HeadMuartera

for tho I\oft**ftn.

^^H
VARIET

104

Friday,

80, 1821

*IM APPLAUSE HE

YOUTHFUL COMEDI At*
WINS SUCCESS BY _,

flILIGEIT

December

EQUALS ANYTHING
OH ANY BILL, NO

MAGNETIC PERSONALITY
AND BRIGHT MATERIAL"

MATTER HOW

STRONG THE BtUT

SAM. AfS/C£E
T£l£f*AP#

Now

Appearing oo the

Keith Circuit in

THE
*

SPIRIT

OF

MELODY
Dir.

FRANK EVANS

Wishes Everybody the Same
Happiness She Is Enjoying

DEAR JACK:
WITH YOUR ASSURANCE,

Now, New Years and All the
Time

PERSONALITY, VOICE

KEEN SENSE OF

COMPLIMENTS
OF THE
SEASON

AND

HUMOR

YOU CANT HELP BEING A
BIG STAR.

HALSEY

EDDIE CANTOR

AND

|j

DE KALB

FOR WHICH

J. O.

THANKS

E.C,

JACK OSTERMAN

THEATRES
BROOKLYN

3**.

FRANK GABY

>

FRANK GABY
SEASONS GREETINGS

Material by

JOHN IIYMAN

REPRBSENT.Vn \ F:S
TO EVERYBODY

:

RAY HOGDON & CHARLES MORRISON
FRANK GABY

FRANK GABY

WE WISH ALL A HAPPY NEW YEAR

LOEW CIRCUIT

Direction

JOE MICHAELS

HAPPY NEW YEAR

THE ROYAL PEKIN TROUPE
MYSTERIOUS CHINESE WONDER WORKERS

Just returned fr:wn Pekin with a Wealth of Costumes and a Magnificent Array of Colorful Scenery

Now HEADLINING PANTAGES' CIRCUIT

F. L.

SUN, Manager

Friday.

December

VARIETY

30, 1921

REUBEN SAMUELS,

MILTON BLUMBERG,

I'RKH.

MDCY &

ARTHUR W. STEBBINS.
Uiitt.

PHONES BEEKMAN 9091-9092-9093-9094
-

>

9C^

•

•-.

«#.

k

i;-i'Ki>.

&

tkf

x*.

+mm—
.

AEAL

•

SEVENTH FLOOR
1

19 FTJLTON

STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
S*

To

the Theatrical

and Motion Picture Industry

ASK ANY OF THE FOLLOWING PRODUCERS OR EXHIBITORS:

LOEWS,

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.

INC.

METRO PICTURES CORP.
NORMA TALMADGE FILM CO.
CONSTANCE TALMADGE FILM

SELZNICK PICTURES CORP.
REALART PICTURES CORP.
SELECT PICTURES CORP.

CO.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
ERBOGRAPH COMPANY
BENNETT PICTURES CORPORATION
CATHOLIC ART ASSOCIATION
PREFERRED PICTURES, INC.

THOMAS H. INCE, INC.
WARNER BROTHERS
•

NEW YEAR
BADALI

JOYS
NATALIE

8

E

A

DOROTHY

B

O
O
K

8

O
N

SHERMAN'S

1

t

2
2

CAMEO REVUE

RUTH MOORE

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

TOE DANCER

RUSSIAN BALLET

E

D
S

Rae Eleanor

Ball

O
L

AND BROTHER

I

D

MME. ARLINE

VIOLINI8TE

80PRANO

HOLIDAY GREETINGS
FROM

Dorothy
Morris

ZUHN

and

DIMENTUS-AMERICANUS
HABITAT NORTH AMERICA
Direction

WM. S. HENNESSY

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

and Co.

THE FAYNES

DONHABELLE AND WILSON
MUSICAL CHARMERS

SIDNEY and VERL
Extend Season** Greetings
Direction

to All

HUGHES & MANWARING

I.OEW CIRCUIT

Directhn

LEW CANTOR

.

VARIETY

106

2WE

>.(*<•-
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•»

Friday,

December

30, 1921
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•
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—
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PIONEER AND
1922
tf£W; y£AI?'5

GREETINGS

Mr. A. E.

LEFCOURT,

PIONEER

President

FILM CORP., Announces

the Completion of

Plans for the Release During 1922 of

Many New

Feature Photoplays of Assured Merit.
>

Two

»
ft

AARON
HOFFMAN

Super-Specials Head the List

"SHADOWS

of

"THE MASKED

M
An American

Classic

>

»
A

WITH

RUSSELL SIMPSON

European Production
OF

Remarkable Strength

^.

#

Pioneer Film Corporation
t*

A. E.

130
28 Exchanges

WEST
in the

U.

LEFCOURT.

46th
S.

Pres.

STREET, N. Y. C.

A

A.

National

Institution

tOCK PEMBERTON'S

PRODUCTIONS
In conjunction with Frank
Curzon and
Dennis Eadie, Mr. Pemberton will present
"Enter Madame" at the Royalty Theatre,
London, on Feb. 16. Gilda Varesi will play

SEASON'S GREETINGS

her original

role,

Mr. Eadie will be seen in
and several of the

the leading man's role,

character

parts

will

be

acted

bv

their

creators.

Two

companies of "Miss Lulu Bctt" arc on

tour.

»

»#.

>•»»

-»»»*

Direction

HARRY WEBER

Upon his return from London Mr. Pemberton will announce his plans for the Spring
and early Fall.

107
*

«

*

crc

PERMW&&&O -TWANK

VANE

:

I

FOR HER BEAUTIFUL RENDITION
«

OF

'.'*<.

>\

'

i

'-;r

€•*
.<**•-

BELIEVED IN YOU?

<

1

1

\

A

The 1922 Sensational Song

L

Sincerely,

SfyiSOAPS GREETINGS

»»»»»»»»»)»«»»«>»»>»»«*««»
I have seen millions better than I am, and still I have seen millions
than I am so what arc you going to do about it?

—

SAM

and BEATRICE

SUMMERS

worse

SEASON'S GREETINGS

FRED STEGER
PtfOFESS/OATAIiy

Juvenile, Sporting

Business Address,

GREY and

Widow*

BLUFF ALLEY, 47TH AND BROADWAY

Holiday greetings to my dear little sister, MARGARET ELLIS. As we are
both in the same show (Sporting Widows), it may seem funny to advertise
this.
But she's worth it.

DICK JACKSON
P.

S.— GREETINGS

FROM MY JAZZ BAND

It's not what you do, but it's how you do
where on the Columbia Circuit.

it,

and

to prove

it.

me any-

See

GERTRUDE BECK
Widows
SEASON'S GREETINGS

Soubrette, Sporting

COMEDY SWEETMEATS

NOTICE

We

shows, and should we happen
show it would go on just the same — but we would be missed a
LOT." Season's Greetings.
are not a

riot,

nor do

\vc stop

WALLACE
Business Address,

YOU LAUGH? THEY ALL DO

If

you want

a

FOR U.

S.

AFTER TOUR DOC BREED'S
CIRCUIT

Direction

HUGHES & MAN WARING

MAY

CARE OF THE "AUTOMAT"

good laugh, then go and sec

of him«-lf

SAILING

and

to miss a

"WHOLE

my Papa make

when Sporting Widows come

to

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

ALK. HALL; JR.
++++»++++++++
»#»»

»»»»»

a

your town

damphool

VARIETY

106

Friday,

December

80,

*

TWO NATIONAL

ITS

GOOD WISHES

INSTITUTIONS
FOR

Ziegfeld Follies
HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO ALL
1907-1921
Are

as

Genuine as

Its

Policy

•

'

ZIEGFELD
MIDNIGHT
FROLIC

G

REE TINGS
FROM

Thompson
Buchanan
^^^^^^4^^4^^^^^^<^^^4^4^^^<^^^^4H^

CLEANEST ACT ON THE BILL

Friday,

December

VARIETY

30, 1921

109

RAY HUGHES
Asst.

WHATS

In

PLAYING
KEITH CIRCUIT

by "PANT

THE- BIG IDEA-?-

PERSONAL

REP., AL. STRIKER
MARINELLI OFFICE

H. B.

NOEL LESTER and CO.
a

In

COMEDY VARIETY OFFERING

PLAYING

PERSONAL

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

H. B.

GEO. and

RAY

REP., AL. STRIKER
MARINELLI OFFICE

F»E

"JAZZ BANJOISTS"
PERSONAL

PLAYING
KEITH CIRCUIT

•

REP., AL. STRIKER
MARINELLI OFFICE

H. B.

.

RUTH

HiLYT^XTARID

Asst. by ELVA IRENE
"A MUSICAL COMEDY MISS"

PERSONAL

PLAYING
KEITH CIRCUIT

REP., AL. STRIKER
MARINELLI OFFICE

H. B.

MOROK SISTERS
VARIETY GIRLS DE LUXE
PLAYING
KEITH CIRCUIT

¥

PERSONAL

REP., AL. STRIKER
MARINELLI OFFICE

H. B.
i

SEASON'S GREETINGS

A Happy New

BOBBY

Year

to All

My Friends

A

"Ik" HENSHAW

Assisted by

Direction

VERA VAN ATTA

ALF

WILTON

T.

TRUNKS
PROFESSIONAL
MEI8EL
Can now

Prices
Mail Order. Filled F. O.

B.,

516

N

aS

Street

City

Communications H. B.

«sr«rtL5%.
IN

8 '-

EXCHANGE

EMIL

MARION

HOTELS
CHICAGO

505 W. Madi.on

St.

.

INEZ de VERDIER

.

WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE

NEW YORK COSTUME
COSTTTMI?«
V,UOllJMl!<b
137 N.

LARGEST COSTUME

MANUFACTURERS

WABASH

AVE.,

IN

WEST

CHICAGO

CASPER

(JAZZ)
STARRING

CHANGE OV BATES.
».0© N*"ly fnn.Uhed
*8.00 and
without Bath. .«i0.ftO and *i£°°conTenlent to nil theatre..
.

MARINELLI

A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

»SS^
Tgw"-*^

RATES
PROFESSIONAL WEEKLY
Thoroughly modern.

»ln*le. without bath
I»onl»le t

New York

Send for C^logue.

N. Y. City

OLD TRUNKS TAKEN

CT
T Drric

KEITH THEATRES

Reduced, $55 Up

SAMUEL NATHANS
l««l Broadway, N. Y. City.
531 Seventh Ave.,
... .......
N. Y. «'.

Return for short season with B. F.

of St. Loo1»

HKKKEBT *
be bought in

Made by

FEATURED

CO.

WITH

GOWNS

DAVE MARION'S OWN COMPANY

Central 1801 Direction
I

BOB TRAVERS

Business Manager

NAT GOLDEN

VARIETY

110

Friday,

December

90, 1921

^

3C

... .1

STARTING THE NEW YEAR RIGHT

o
WEEK

WEEK

KEITH and ORPHEUM CIRCUITS

JAN. 2nd
KEITH'S

ROSE

CITY

&

•

JAN. 9th
KEITH'S

DIRECTION

COLONIAL,

NEW YORK

s

I

I

ROYAL,

NEW YORK

CURTIS

CITY

HOLIDAY GREETINGS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

-

and

CARL.

IN
Xmas Week, Oakland.

DORA

NEW ORIGINAL SONGS AND
NOW

ECCENTRICITIES

DOING VERY NICELY FOR MR. PANTAGES. New

Years Week, Los Angeles

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

NcGrath

-

Interstate

Deeds

Circuit

LEE LAIRD

in the "Chair"

BOOKED SOLID KEITH CIRCUIT

_

Direction

SEASON'S GREETINGS

_

SIR ALFRED BUTT

^
-A

Fur Coat*
25% Saving on Purchases Made Now
We

are ottering Fur Coat values
that cannot be duplicated anywhere.
A call will convince you.
A small deposit will secure a Fur

Coat

OPEN CVCMINfiS
SUNOAV IM. M

to 19 P.
tt I P

.

EVEREST'S
PLAYING SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE

M.
M.

THEATRICAL FUR CQ

SEASON'S GREETINGS

MAPCUS LOEWS ANNEX

160

WW 46

STREET OPEN EVENINGS

1*

IN

BOSTON

H &M
TRUNKS
At

St.

Louis Factory Prices

Trunks Repaired or
Exchanged

M.
II

A

BEST WISHES FROM

SUGARMAN

M New

FniUnri Agency
453 Washington Street

BOSTON, MASS.

WARDROBE PROP.
TRUNKS,

HARRY

$10.00

A!*o a
Bargain*. Have bean uin-fl.
few So "n nil Hand Iruuival U<n nnd lihre
Wardrobe Trunks, $20 nnd $25. A few
Also old
eitre. large Property Trunks.
26 West fist
Taylor and Hal Trunks.
Street, nelwven liroadway and 6th Ave.,
n'.f

New York

ANO

EMMA

City.

Guerrini
.

A.

T«e Lcasir
'

Co.

me

Lerieit

ACC0«OIUN
FACTORY
In the United State*.
TUe onl» t'tctury
tdat make* any ' set
oiads tv
of Itoeds

SIXTH TOUR

OF

THE

—

Send.
177.27* CsIumsm
Avesut
Frsaelue. Ctl.

lu

Direction

PETE MACK, CASEY AGENCY

ORPHEUM

CIRCUIT

»

z»

,

gecenibej

ijq»

i

VARIETY

lj»l ,"t :.0i

111

As*

/
»

I
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THE SEASON'S GREETINGS

(

i
i

FROM
>

<

<J

!*
'.

IRENE FRANKLIN

fr

AND

BURTON GREEN

••

<<

GREENWICH VILLAGE FOLLIES

f>

Shubert Theatre

NEW YORK
$&%>&%>^

CITY

&&<$$><ffi

A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL

'

.\

FROM
<

'J.

Leo

ABE

«

*

BURLESQUE'S MOST POPULAR COMEDIAN

Thank the Most Talented and
Delightful Little Leading Lady

Desires to Publicly

Read what Con, VARIETY, said—

"Mr Reynolds, as usual, scored
)hroiiRh the show with his
Hebrew character and quiet, lepitimate methods. The comed\an rolled
up a stnfcpcring total of legitimate

all

laughs with his characterization.
Reynolds' methods have mellowed
with; experience until he has. developed into one of Burlesque's best
and surest-lire comedians."

VARUCTY—

77//: SKIIiT in
••Mr itoynoldM does a Hi

a most amusliiR
never offensive."

"XZ&gi

a

'•X*J?x

nvow

manner and

in
la

*X* Z^ggfi

£)nppp i*eto Star

^o *W

WAT SON

MAY CONCERN:
MYCONTRACT WITH MR. BARNEY GERARD
HEREBY ANNOUNCE THAT
TERMINATES AT THE END OF THIS SEASON.
P

S—TO WHOM

IT

For Helping So Nobly Toward His Vaudeville Success

1

HAZEL
RENE
— GOWNS —
COSTUMES

HATS

Slnlr l.nbe Ilii^ldlnfr, ChlraKo

:iO(I-.lOS

I

IMHKHi:
U4NUIS

Hi: Ml

ll.\/.i:i.
1

.

Tel. (inf.

Formerly with

1

»;<Mtb Htrirklan*

1

'"

O P PO S
C,TAT,ON
STATION
"

1

1

DLOOiVI S"

||\t

STREET

I

•L"
L
'

MID-NITE FROLIC"
RFV V
FOLK DIFFERENT CH>
VJ

I

»i

'

!

Hf-T

\

I

^

h
i

-i

<

i.

.ip.

i

.•

s'i

r,

M

vi

(

\i

i

>

m

XH.IIT-M
><\

ii

\

i

\

i

ai;o

-

\U<i

i
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VARIETY!

Friday,

December

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

MARK

GREATER NEW YORK
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
CORPORATION

THEATRES

B. S.

MOSS,

30,

11

J3

I

"A NATIONAL INSTITUTION**

President

MOE MARK,

President and General Manager

EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

Palace Theatre Building

*

GREETINGS

NEW YORK
BRYANT

I

1921-1922

9200

AFFILIATED WITH

•

May the

recollections of the happy hours spent
Strand be but a reminder of the many bi[
things we have to offer you during the gla<
New Year.

THE
-

at the

B. F.

KEITH CIRCUIT

Broadway

at 47th Street

NEW YORK

CITY

JOSEPH PLUNKETT
Managing Director
*

Wm. HARRIS

m

»

Fulton Street and Rockwell Place
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

EDWARD

HYMAN

L.

Managing Director

presents a* his success of this season

a

ALBANY,

U.

S.

N. Y.

HILL

Managing Director

CLAIRE
IN

Compliments of the 8cason to tho Entire Proftttion

ACME SCENIC tfRTI5T BTUDID5
SUITE

THE FAMOUS FRENCH FARCE

308,

36

W. RANDOLPH STREET

OPPOSITE APOLLO AND WOODS THEATRES
Phone

CENTRAL

4188

\

CHICAGO

YOUR LAST CHANCE
OUR SPECIAL OFFER ON A
GOLD GAUZE DROP
FOR
ONLY $235.00 ONLY
21x45',

"BLUEBEARD'S 8TH WIFE"
AT THE RITZ THEATRE, NEW YORK
Following "East

la

West," "Abraham Lincoln" and "The

Bad Man"

Size
with Beautiful Design,
as Advertised Last Week, Closes

JANUARY

2d

CASH OR PAYMENTS
WIRE. WRITE OR PHONE

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO THE PROFESSION

— NOW

COMPLETE STAGE EQUIPMENT
SCENERY
PAINTED OR IN FABRICS
"Just a Little Better at a Utile Lesser Costi»»
MODKRATE PRICKS
RENTALS
PWMENTS
WATCH THIS SPACE EACH WEEKTIME
FOR SPECIALS
1

A REAL VAUDEVILLE NOVELTY

RESTAURANT
711 7th Avenue;

PAUL PETCHING
Naw
l^W

Ynrlr
OTK
1

"
THE mus, cal flower garden-'
Permanent Addreaa, 16 Packard Ave., Lymansville,

R.

I.

ySHIBTY

DISPLAYING

A HALF MILLION JEWELS
VAUDEVILLE'S MOST GORGEOUS OFFERING
WISH HEALTH AND PROSPERITY TO ALL

B MARINELLI, Ltd., Inc.
THE LATEST EUROPEAN IMPORTATION
Direction H.

.

MERIDIA'S

Mile.

CONSISTING OF

_

DOGS, CATS, RATS, CHICKENS

....

...Human Auittance on

t
Performing
Without
.

.

IN

.

A COMEDY PLAYLET

the Stage

MARINELLI, Ltd.,

Direction H. B.

Inc.

GREETINGS

ELLA RETFORD

iss

ENGLAND'S FAMOUS STAR IS ALSO AMERICA'S
ALL GOOD WISHES TO ALL WHO HAVE BEEN SO KIND TO ME
Direction H.

B.

MARINELLI.

Ltd., Inc.

ENGLAND'S SKATING SENSATION

HE DOES

WILLIE

HE DOES

WISH YOU ALL PROSPERITY AND HEALTH FOR
Direction

H. B. MARINELLI,

1922

AND EVER

Ltd., Inc.

THE HAPPY ATHLETES

WISH ALL THAT'S GOOD TO EVERYBODY
LEO FITZGERALD, MARINELLI OFFICE

Direction

EDDIE

CLAIRE

BLACK and
offering

9

"A CHARACTERIZATION OF

ALSO OFFERING

Sincere

Good Withes

DONNELL

A VILLAGE NUT'

Our Friend* A Merry Christmas and a Prosperous New Year
Direction H. B. MARINELLI, Ltd., Inc.
to

GREETINGS

FOLETTE

MONKEYS

f

AN UNUSUAL ACT

The Best of Everything We Wish to All
Direction H. B. MARINELLI, Ltd., Inc.

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

..

SHIREEN

TT

A PSYCHOLOGICAL MYSTERY
J. J.

The Only Performance of
BRUTTELL, Personal Manager

Its

Kind

in the

World

— Not Merely an Act, But a Box Office Attraction
Direction H. B.

MARINELLI,

Ltd., Inc.

The JOHNNYS
SHADOWGRAPHISTS SUFREME
WORLD'S TOUR
HAPPY YV LETIDE GREETINGS TO ALL
Direction H. B. MARINELLI, Ltd., Inc.

ANIMALS
PLAYING KEITH— ORPHEUM TIME
HOLIDAY GREETINGS TO ALL
;>ii

('.;<ir.

K. B.

MARINELLI,

Ltd., Inc.

VARIETY

114

December

Friday*

30, 1921

xac

HOLIDAY GREETINGS
FROM

y

LEW FIELDS
CELEBRATING OUR TENTH CHRISTMAS TOGETHER AND NEVER THREW

A SHOE AT EACH OTHER

»

AND

LEO

&L

With EDDIE CANTOR'S

Second Season Under Management pf

THE "MAN-0-WAR"

"MIDNIGHT ROUNDERS"

MESSRS. LEE
:

i,

—

JIMMY LUCAS

JIMMY

LUCAS — JIMMY

LUCAS

.

u

s

For Your ItupectionU
j

I

i

THE NEW

M
M

M
M

TAYLOR

WISHES

Y

EVERYBODY
A VERY HAPPY
NEW YEAR

L

U

Y

at

U

SEVENTY
DOLLARS

C

C

A

A

S

S

— JIMMY

JIMMY LUCAS

LUCAS — JIMMY

FROM
EARL*.•

To

RAY

c
>

AND

TRUNK MOSSMAN

L

SHUBERT

J.

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

Ready
J

& J.

Messrs. Lee

and
our

J. J. Shubert,

many

Arthur Klein and

iriendt

(war tax tl)

LIGHTER IN WEIGHT
ADDED CONVENIENCE.
LOWER IN PRICE

Playing Shubert Vaudeville
Direction:

JENDS JACOBS

1

Send for Catalog

LUCAS
C.

A. TAYLOR TBUKK WORKS
W. 44th RLItlK. Randolph St,
NBW TOBK..I. CHICAGO
_.

tlO

...

THE MOUNTAIN MAN

—

at the

Max-

Theatre "Clare Kummer
has composed another love song,
'Through All the World'—the most
ine

Elliott

pleasing

outcry of its kind since
'The End of a Perfect
Day* It provoked unequivocal admiration as did 'Sidney BlackmerV*
—Percy Hammond, Tribune.

'Dearie*

or

—

On

..

Gorringe's Shipping and American News
Agency, Ltd., 17 Green Street, London,
34th Street

A RATKOWSKY
INC.

FURS
A chance
in the

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

to

stylish pelts for the

coming season at below the

Special Dlflcoont

U

the rrofesulon.

1TRS REPAIRED and REMODET.En

AND
In

By

"MR. LARSON"

JOHNNY HYMAN

V London

"Variety?

^

Office:

"Convey best wishes to their numerous
clients for Xmas and the New Year. Record
year in 'Variety? sales and theatrical pas*
ages booked"

buy advance models

most

wholesale prices.

FROM

W. C, 2, cabled through

MADAME BOGAR
Exclusive Styles in
123 West

Gowns and Millinery
AT MODERATE PRICES
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ROSY WISHES FROM A BLACKFACE FRIEND

VERY HAPPY— VERY SUCCESSFUL— VERY GRATEFUL
•

NEXT WEEK, KEITH'S 105TH

ST.,

CLEVELAND

COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON

CHURCHILL BUILDING,

607

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Opening

The D£ DIOS
New

Year

New

and Pals:

Dear
York

Dodc and Irving wish

Soon

greetings,

to

and we also wish you

thank you
all

for

kind Christmas

a

JAMES

NOVELTY ANIMAL ACT
Wishes Everybody a Happy

in

Phone: 5261 Bryant

VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR

SILVER

IRVING

NEWHOFF
DUVAL
HELEN

REEDER » ARMSTRONG
WISH YOU A HAPPY

NEW YEAR

GATES AVENUE, BROOKLYN,
•

AND

NOW
AND

(December 29*1)

DODE

Playing Loew Circuit

GEORGE

Personal Direction:
J.

H.

LUBIN

KIRBY
New

Frank Wolf ,Sr

New. Act;

Faces;

New

H tLP

r

SEASON'S GREETINGS

Scenery

FROM

j

18 Minutes

in

One

BOOKING REPRESENTATIVE
Ask

FRANK EVANS

Nixon Nirdlinger Vaudeville Agency

PHILADELPHIA

L

THE LOOSE NUT
HOLZWASSER &

CO.

1421-23 Third Ave.
NIC All 80th

GREETINGS OF THE SEASON
To

i

CharlieWilson

My Friends and Enemies

Milton Weil

8TIIKKT

NEW YORK

FURNITURE
For the Profession
America's finest designs
for dining room, bedroom,
library and living room.

CASH

or

CREDIT

Wm.

Russell

Meyers

VAUDEVILLE AUTHOR
202 Palace Theatre Bldg.,
References

— Harry
May

and Pollock. Al Williams and
and Numerous Others

Jolson, Kelly
Field
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A HAPPY WELCOME ALWAYS AWAITS YOU

REEVES

>y

AT HEALTS

With the Beat Shout of

Featuring

GOLDEN GLADES ROOF

HARRY (Drunk) COOPER

Wishes Everybody a Happy

New

Broadway

Year

at 66th Street

AND ALWAYS—
Holiday

s to All

The Snappiest of Sensational Shows
The Danciest Dance-Music Ever

Our Friends

The

KRESS

»

Finest of

Fixin's

The Only Restaurant Ice-Rink in America
The Most Gorgeous Ballroom in New York

DE SYLVA
***•

STEPPERS'

Food and

The Rendezvous of the World's Notables

1
^

DANCING and ENTERTAINMENT

CHAS.

WALDRON

REISENWEBER'S

AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES

VODVIL
DANCING
NIGHTLY FROM 7:M TO CLOSING

COLUMBUS CIRCLE A

DINNER

sflUM

58th St.

$2

TNCI.UDINr:

FOR STAGE AND STREET AT MODERATE PRICES
J. GLASSBERG 225 w « d st
?.*,£?.. Vi.^
Cataloiru*

AFTER THKATRF

RENDEZVOUS
IN

FARADISK

\

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS

WALDRON'S CASINO
BOSTON, MASS.

KENNARDS

SUPPORTERS

FOR

I.

AIM K.N

144

W. ?tth St. N. T.

Hione nti

Tloj

03M

MM

•***%* N #w York TUMrtn-BoT
R»Uab.> M ail

si- To*.
Or.l"^^'" 1;

or

GROTTA'S COLD CREAM
."
OJor
Witfc ***

Made

AND

<iF.NTI.KMKN

T Tr—

by

Stein

of Roses -"

STEIN'S

16 cw. 51.00

8oz.60c

S MAKE-UP
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Marguerite Keeler
i

••«»« -**

WHO WITH

HOMER
IS

E. F.

ALBEE,

President

J. J.

MASON

B.

PLAYING SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE

MURDOCK, Ceneral Manager

PROCTOR,

F. F.

Vice-President

B. F. Keith's Vaudeville Exchange
(AGENCY)

New

(Palace Theatre Building,
B. F.

EDWARD

KEITH

F.

ALBEE

York)
PAUL KEITH

PROCTOR

F. F.

Founders'

Artists

can book direct by addressing

S.

HODGDON

K.

EAR.LE
JOSEPHINE
PUT AND TAKE'*
in «

QUEENS THEATRE, LONDON
vi^^MN^X^^^^ v^^MH0*XKM^
7

^<H>4f^H^>^<^HH^><^^

COMPLIMENTS
A VER8ATILE COMEDIAN

OF

Appearing in a New Act
by HUGH HERBERT

How

HICKS

H.

& SON

675 Fifth Avenue, at 53d Street

ALONG

Have a

»

little fruit

your friends

—take

home or

delivered to your
it

to your

week-end outing

Service and Rate* to the Profession

HOTEL TURPIN
Near Market, SAN FRANCISCO
One Block from All Theatres

17 Powell St.,

WITH AND BY

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
Stenm«hl|t nrcomntudiitloni arranged on all Lines, at Main Ofllca

Koala are nolng very falli arranae early* Forelan Money
bought and sold. Liberty Uonda bonvkt and aold.
PAUL TA.LS1G A SO*. 104 Eaat 14th St., New York.

l'rlcra.

SISSLE and BLAKE

MILLER and LYES

I'honei «tiiyv»»«aiit
D

TTER

F.

THAN THE BEST SHOW

CLARK
(jTHIlk

NEW YORK

Creator of Stage

Now

located

at

163

WEST

Gowns and Dancing Dresses
47TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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HOLIDAY, GREETINGS
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KITTY

Sam

&

FOUR MORTONS

MARTHA

Direction
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JOE

THOS. FITZPATRICK
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JACK
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HOLIDAY GREETINGS
FROM

«
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M

Miss 1922
-

We extend the season's greetings to
the

many

artistes

we have

gowned,-

and to those we have not a cordial
invitation to inspect the wonderful

array of

GOWNS

and

WRAPS now

on display.

W.

57th

St.,

HOLIDAY GREETINGS
FROM

AMELIA CAIRE,
102

Jack
Wilson

New York

City.

Phone

Inc.
Circle 8840.

Costume and Millinery
Stage

Wear

Street

Individuality

Wear

Our Aim

Special Note:

This establishment has no connection with any shop operating under
a similar name.
,

fcTC 1U^!

jrjssgKS:

EJPS

"THE FAMOUS MRS. FAIR"

v«

GREETINGS FROM
Greetings to All

BILLY

My

Friends

STONEHAM
m?$m
;Jb

HARRY ROGERS
ENTERPRISES
404 Woods Theatre Bide.

CHICAGO

;t*
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or that certain kind of play at this wrights in the legislature planned in
or that certain period of a decade the original prospectus for the meet-'
is an absolute factor in guiding the ings was made taboo soon
as the
business men of the theatre
the congress opened.
Hamlet without
selection of their wares. Emotion Hamlet, but no one seemed to
may not be considered generally as know it.

PICKING FLATS
(Continued from Page 6)
upheavals have left little to choose
from between America and the men
of play producing
in the business
France has degenerated
abroad.
during the past score years in this
regard, England may be said no
longer to possess artistic discernment,

Germany

is

too racial,

m

a

and

Ireland too concerned with her inular squabbles to be bothering
about human expression in a land
merely of make-believe. It isn't a|

survey,

an in-look at

stimulating
the men now dominating the stage
of America.
*

New York the Mecca
New York is the mecca of

this

as of all other activities, and New
York's list of intrepeneurs Is a motley one of many hues, compositions
and substances. It is a common
manner of the professed cognoscenti to sneer at the men who put
on New York's plays. Only in part
In New
Is this attitude warranted.
York the theatre is a business, not
an art. Every man engaged in play
producing in New York is first, last
and all the time a business man.
Occasionally there is a glint of
something finer in the ventures offered by one single man among the
many, but the impression
city's
made thus is as quickly extinguished by another production of
the same hand that betrays behind
the product the familiar itching
palm, with art relegated to the cobwebbed shadows up behind the
eaves of the theatre's dome where
few of the publje ever find her.
Of the list of legitimate producing
managers now active in New York,
four originally were counter salesmen, one a real estate operator, two
newspapers men, several promoters
of professional sports of varied
stripe, others occasional offshoots
from box office positions in theatres,
one a ticket speculator, one an attorney and several others aggressive
men of other callings. An author
unfamiliar with his chances of getting his play read or produced begins his experiences perhaps by
sending his manuscript in by mall
Marvelng, as a |
for consideration.
rule, that he gets no acknowledgment of the receipt of the manuscript, after a reasonable lapse of
time he sends an Inquiry. He may
and may not get an answer to this
lost child alarm, but if he'dofs. it'll
be an encouraging evasion in which
his hopes are buoyed by a message
that bespeaks cordial interest in his
play.
This balm comes from the
secretary of the 'manager or some
subordinate assigned to such correspondence.
The weeks go on, the months pass,
» and again the author's speculation,
and again a soothing missive, explaining in detail why it is that his
particular play would be better if
left some time longer with the manager, who wishes some one to read
It to see if 'the Judgment
of the
original reader is endorsed.
Again
the hiatus, again the hanging on.
Some day the author "or some one
commissioned by him finds his way
to the office of the manager in possession of the play.
After delays,
spurred activities of lethargic olllce
boys, Impatience and contumely of
intermediate office help of ono sort
and another, the play is handed
I

•

strictly marketable commodity;
but that's Just what the manager
alms to self at a profit, even though
he himself by temperament, constricted experience, and prejudice be
wholly deaf, dumb and blind to the
sensibilities an author may be trying to express in his work.
For those caring for such reports,
the stories of plays submitted to be
turned down by manager after manager and finally to be seen, appreciated, and successfully produced
through the influence of some one
who know some one would make a

still

members who were without funds.
Unrest among members was plainly
evident at the Equity meeting early

The

closed shop

man-

1

.

of what
prises public taste in play fare

mere book knowledge

commust

be brought to the matter of play
selection, despite the opinion of those
who decry the paucity of the New
York producing managers dramatic
art

genius,

talent,

predilection,

or

whatever one wants to term it.
Meteor Flashes
It isn't as easy to say just what
may and what will not go on the
stage of New York or elsewhere as
Few
the average layman thinks.
men have cOme to New Y.ork and
started to

i

the capacity of the New Amsterdam,
as successor.
but if they had the seats would "Music Box
Revue," Music Box (15th
doubtless g«t as much or more
w<;k).
A mu.;i'-'l sensation
money.
"Bombo," the Al Jolson
coupled
with
"Good
Morning
Deirie'' and "Kiki" in popularity.
show at t lie new theatre named
Only attraction getting $5 top
after him, is also counted a big sucnightly.
Playing ro over $29,000
cess though its demand is not up to
weekly.
Like
"lK-arie,"
will
that of the leading pair. There are
charge $10 New Year's eve. Should
three $2.50 musieal sucivhsph, they
stay a year.
being •Tangerine," at the Casino,
"Nature's Nobleman," 48th Street
"The Perfect Fool," at the Cohan,
tTth week).
Opened at Apollo,
and "The O'Brien G1H." at the
moving here after a month. TakLiberty.
One operetta Is a hit—
ings have failed to provide prom"Blossom Time," at the Ambassador.
ise of landing.
This show was opened last spring on "8ally," Amsterdam (54th week).
the road but saved for Broadway
Last season's musical sensation,
which throughout the season
this season.
drew, $30,000 and over weekly. PreDramas

Three outstanding dramas
led the non -musical field.
a late fall entrant at the

Chrlstmas slump hurt, but expectations are show will remain until

have

"Klki,"
Belasco,

Total

next "Follies" are ready.
gross is over $1,800,000.

leads the Held in demand and tak- "Shuffle Along/' «8d St. (32d week).
ings
vith $16,000 weekly.
A surprise holdover. All -colored
"The
Circle' at the Selwyn led from the
revue put on for summer run and
caught on so well run is still inopening date until the advent of
definite.
"Kiki" and war getting $19,000
weekly In the early stages. It is an "Six Cylinder Love" Sam Harris
(19th week). A comedy hit that
English success, successfully pre«h6uld run through season. Startsented here. That is true also for
ed excellently but not at capac"A BUI of Divorcement" ,at the
ity which it figured to have rated
Timea Square. This English piece
season.
Average between
last
started weakly, then spurted to big
$14,000 and $15,000.
money
in
sensational
fashion, "Squaw Man" Astor (1st week).
"bluebeards Eighth Wife'," at the
Seventh of the old shows rushed
Bitz. got away to a fine start,
on. in the revival wave. House has
been in pictures since last spring.
though panned by the dailies,' and
Opened Monday matinee.
is rated well among the hits. ."8ix

Cylinder Love" was regarded a* a "Tangerine," Casino (21st week).
Leader of the musical shows
wow at the -Sam H. Harris. It. led
topped at $150. Got over $ 19,000
for a time and Is
till
with the
weekly right through fall and
leaders, figured to remain all seaought to stay until spring.
son.
"The Deml-VIrgln." a farce, "Thank U," Longacre (13th week).
f

was pushed

into notoriety bjr workinto the courts on the allegation It was immoral, and that resulted in the box office doing sell-

ing

it

.

'

|

NEW

show the old-time pro-

ducer what was what and succeeded.

A

sporadic success or two of the
sort is in recent records, but in these

two cases the men

smash. It too is getting more than "Liliom,'* Fulton (.17th week). Ho'.dthe accepted top scale for musical
©ver drama produced by Theatre
Guild, opening at Garrlck and
shows, the top being $1 nightly. It
moving here during spring. Lei
is
beating
$27,000
weekly;
the
field for a time.
Goes to Chicago
"Music liox Revue" is beating $29,aft«r another we»>!t.
'The Circ e'*
000 weekly. Both houses are under
named to move ov» r from Selwyn

Has been tried with. Takings $7,000 to $8,000 weekly, with perhaps
a little over even break for show.
"The Bat," Morosco (71st week).
Mystery piece that la tsr In tho
out business.
lead of the non -musical MAovers.
Throughout the fall there have
Averaged $14,825 weekly for first
always been several dark houses.
52 weeks, and went as high as
have made a difference.
There, has been no talk of "house
$28,000 last New Year's week^_!
However, Mr. Cohan went abroad shortage" which had been evident "The Circle,* ttelwyn <16th week).
Was
the dramatic smash of tho
and associated himself with C. B. for the past three seasons.
The
early fall: pace up to ThankagiT*
Cochran, they to produce in Lon- new houses and the failures modi^
Ing
around
$r0,000 weekly. Dropped
don shortly after the first of the fled conditions.
Yet high stop
lately but has good chance for
year. The famous "Yankee Doodle limits have not been eliminated nor
fine profit In smaller house. Move*
Boy" switching his theatrical ac- have guarantees. House manageto Fulton Jan. 0.
tivities to England was one of the ments contend that to try with a "The ClaW," Broadhurst (11th week).
Won attention at start, gettiag
autumn's sensations. He has one new show is too hazardous because
around $12,000, dropped to $10,000,
attraction still going here, "The ot high operation expense.
They
and lately has been getting $7,600
O'Brien Girl," which was produced claim If the show 13 a flivver, the
weekly
loss
to
the
house
is
just ahead of the "official" start of
greater than if
"The
Dover Road," Bijou (2d week).
the closed shop. Run of the play kept dark.
Jbee.
New show has new producer
contracts Issued to Equity members
(Guthrie McCllntock). ' Opened
in the company were declared enlast Friday at matinee.
SHOWS IN
YORK
"The Great Broxopp/* Punch ft JUdy
tirely all right, though Equity fought
(Continued from pag* 10)
(7th week). An English comjsdy
for months to disrupt the show
Opened Monday night, house begetting moderate draw in one of
through doubting the contracts.
ing newest Shubert theatre.
the smallest houses in town.
"First Year," Little (62d week). Has
Broadway Records
Green Goddess/* Booth (48th
averaged over $10,000 for more "The
week). Melodrama that has keen
The year saw the making of three
than a year, and that gross is virwhich
consistent
winner, and
tual capacity.
Broadway records.
Off prior to holi"Lightnin'
passes 62-week mark Jan. 19. <
days,
but looks easy to run "The Married Woman/' Princess (2d
finally ended a three years' run at
through season.
Matinee every
the Gaiety late in August, having
week). Now produced with hew
day this week.
producer ( Norman Trevor) Opened
played
1,291
performances.
Its
"Qet Together," Hippodrome (18th
Saturday night last (Christmas
stay was exactly measured at 163,
week). Hip made a de'ayed start,
eve). 'House has been dark .moat
the missing three weeks accounting
Anally revising style of show and
of fall, berthing several flops.
for the time the show was dark
opening at $1.50 top. First weeks "The Mountain Man/' Maxlne Elliott
over $45,000; declined to around
during the actors' strike of 1919.
3d week). Opened In least ad*M-'
$32,000 or under after Thanks"Irene" ended a 90-week stay at the
„ tageous time, so elose to Christgiving.
Vanderbilt, establishing a run recmas. Some changes in play after
opening. Strength better judged
ord for musical shows, while "The "Good Morning Dearie," Globo (9th
week). Not even the pre-holidny
after holidays.
Oold Diggers" closed at the Lyceum,
slupio eoulri pton t.hi-< smash
T«»
•The O'Sricr. GiH," Liberty (!3th
also with 90 consecutive weeks to
one of the four shows that held to
week).
The George M. Cohan
its. credit.
capacity last "week.
Four matlmusical piece which ran through
Broadway at present has three *nees this week and $10 top New
summer in Boston and could have
Year's eve should push takings to
shows which are now in their secremained longer. Average better
$34,000. Weekly pace $29,000 plus.
ond year. "The Bat" is in its 71st
than $18,000, fine at $2.50 top.
"Grand
Duke," Lyceum (9th week). "The Idle Inn,* Plymouth (2d week).
week at the Morosco and should
First Belasco Production this seaPresented
last week, with business
last
another two months.
"The
son after two revivals "Easiest
up to Christmas not expected to
First Year" is In its 62d week at the
Way" and "Peter Grim." Has
anything. Piece Is adaptashow
Little and is figured to remain
averaged around $11,000 and over
tion from Yiddish, where it .was
throughout
the
second
and rates a run to March.
season.
^i success
"Sally" is !n its 54th week at the "Greenwich Village Follies/' Shubert "The Perfect Fool," Cohan (10th
(18th week).
Has been under
New Amsterdam and continuance
week). Coupled with the four demarks of first two revues of this
mand leaders, none of which has
until the next "Follies" is being
series. Has gone as high as $24,pre-hollday
by
affected
been
claimed for it. "Sally" counts as
600 for holiday weeks, with averslump. (Others nre "Music liox
the greatest of musical runs on
age gross around $18,000; claimed
Revue." "Good Morning Dearie."
Broadway, since its gross business
to be bettef than even break.
and "Klki.") "Fool" getting $18.has been so consistently held around "Intimate Strangers," Miller (8th
000 weekly; capacity at $2.50 top.
week).
Comedy bringing Blllie "The Varying Shore," Hudson (4th
$30,000 weekly, that no other atBurke back. Has. drawn smart
week). Standing up much better
traction has approached it in total.
audiences, with average business
than other new shows brought 1n
At this time, more than $1,800,000
going to $12,000 weekly.
after Thanksgiving.
has been drawn by "Sally."
A "Just
Married," Nora Hayes (35th "The White Peacock," Comply (1st
.

who became

meteoric successes as pickers of
plays over night have since sunk to
obscurity with successive failures
to their discredit. It's an unknown
sea. this mind mess of the country's
public in its attitude toward what it
wants in the playhouse. No one nas
consistently scienced the thing of

.

selection.

Managers of New York's earlier
regimes proved just as unable to sus*
tain success acquired as tho men
who are battling at the works today.
Every time the informed start a play
contest and get the men whose
critical opinions are supposed to

in-

.

tact.

.

month.

date was claimed costly by Equity
heads, ai*d one-eighth of a week's
salary was asked as a contribution
at Thanksgiving Day.
Tho failure
or Inability of members to pay dues
led to Equity establishing a system
of $1 per month fine for members
fat book.
The present season is no excep- not paying as required.
There is an important factor in the
tion, and last season the discarded
plays that proved successes were Cohan withdrawal that has been
many. "The Tailor Made Man' was completely reversed in application.
Equity devised a special form of
one hit that besides making a star,
for independent
shows.
made a fortune that was passed up contract
This instrument in its 18th clause
by one of the syndicates with somestipulated that members are at all
thing like contempt.
Every one times under the control of Equity.
knows the story of "Enter Madame." It was the notorious "superseding
"Three Faces East" would never clause" interpreted
to mean that rehave been produced but that some gardless of what the actor agreed to
one who knew some one contrived do, he must follow the orders' of
to get the piece officially read. An Equity.
That made such contract's
author with four big successes be<: impotent In an important sense, so
hind him within the past ten years far as the independent manager who
said to the writer less than two issued them was concerned. Cohan
months ago that he had a new play felt that even though he continued
but expected to die of old age be- producing under the usual standard
fore getting a. manager to read it. form of contract, which be originally
An itemized list of Just what man- demanded from the managers when
agers read what and when for the a member of the P. M. A., the existguide of authors would consist, if ancft. of the clause might bVlng
truthful, of the inelegant "Forget troubles and agitation from Equity
it!" A producing manager believes officials.
he has his hands stuffed with activiClause 18
ties if he have three plays going a
During the fall the obnoxious
season. One*or two producers attempt more than this number, but clause 18 was ouletly eliminated by
they are exceptions, and when they Equity, doubtless because of the difdo exceed the rule of three they do ficulty that the closed shop was
so because the plays they first p'ck meeting. Had the clause been taken
are failures. Something more than out earlier in the season it might

represent the best that is in the art
of living and the theatre, the Juries
so chosen fail to hit popular taste
Authors who have had hits on the in almost every Instance. Ono of the
stages of the country often shy the
most pronounced failures of this
broker and the Intermediate bulsort of recent memory was "Chilwarks put up to protect the producdren of Earth" that had everyone
ing managers' time, and dive in
who was any one among the highjnilitantly to get audience with the
brow exclusives down hard and fast
producing manager In person. Once
on tin records In the pronouncement
In a while they succeed In getting
that it was the best play ever, etc.,
the sort of hearing they are after,
"Mamma's Affair" was another
etc.
a chance to explain briefly what the
peach
prize-picked
intelligcnzia
Play is about that they are promotthat proved a quince. What you going.
What happens after that may ing to do with the subject? May
depend upon the producing manconditions be improved if the manager's plans for the season involved,
agers agree singly or en masse to
also what the state of the theatre
give at least a reading to every play
business is in New York or out of
submitted? Imagine tho time retown at the time.
quired for any one person to read
Auspicious Time
One producing man2,000 plays.
I'or, amour; other reasons that exager of some place in the native
Plain the periodic apathy of produc- playhouse declared recently that he
ing managers toward plays is that read three plays every night before
°f judgment regarding an auspicious retiring.
The statement stands untime for venturing.
More than a qualified, just as he mnde it.
hundred new plays lia\v Ik on offered
The managers of the country' pro°n the stages of Nmv York since the ducing and otherwise got together
new season started last August, an several months ago and organized
excess of 100 per cent, over that of. an international combination of the"ay, 10 years ago.
For three day*
Of the hundred atrical directors.
offered but 10 per cent, remain as this body numbering more than 300
attractions.
The others are in the men of the theatre from all parts of
storehouse, save in a few instances the country sat In session and diswhere a road tour and its vicissi- cussed the theatrical business, with
tudes this doleful season is its for- a view to bringing order to Its contune or misfortune.
duct. Every subject under the moon
Over $2,000,000 has been lost by but one was talked about during the
Producing managers and their back- trinity of meetings. Every producers so far this season, with the sum ing manager of New York and many
only partly representative of what from outside were present and took
the final accounting must be when activo part in the congress.
The
only subject neglected was plays.
JJie season ends and all the mortalities and
casualties are recorded. The word was never uttered during
The publio disposition to see this the meeting*. A place for play-

back—its original wrapper

TEAR IN LEGIT
(Continued from page 13)

this

•

no

—

fourth attraction current is sure of
a year's run, that being "The Green

Goddess" which

49th week
at the Booth.
Three other attractions have held over from last season. They are "Liliom" at the Fulton, "Just Married" at the Bayes,
and "Shuffle Along," a colored
revue, at the tiSd Street.
is in

its

One of half .a dozen attractions having hHd over from
last season.
Opened at Shubert
'for summer stay. Has •• n making a prollt lately via <-ut rates.
"Kiki," Belasco iolh week). Queen
of the dramatic attractions, with
agency demand landing tho list.
Bemarkable call dates from premiere.
Has been beating $16,000
(all
house can hold) straight
week).

week). Has been on tour in central
west and south all fall.

Hrought In Monday after Boston
showing; a matinee premiere.

1

Musical Comedies
through pre-holidav slump.
There are two outstanding musical "Lilies of the Field" Klaw (13th
'smashes *>f the fall.
week).
Leading Is
Started fairly and cleverly promoted to paying business;
"The Music Box," the oniy attracthough not a sm.ish has chance
tion to date that has been successfor run. Average between $10,000
ful in maintaining a $5 top. At the
and $11,000 weekly.
|r:e\v Music Box theatre, tho revue
expected to stay a year.
is
The
house was considered a risky ven-

"The Wild Cat," Park (6th week).
Spanish operetta which opened to
considerable interest.
Has been
doing good business, takings $15.000 to $16,000 weekly. Is expen-

,

sive to operate.
Players,

National
week).

National

|

I

jturo and showmen did not believe
lit could be made profitable.
Indications are that it will net its managers $500,000 for Its first year.
"Good Morning, Dearie" is the other

Variety's only

phone number now

FRANK VAN H0YEN

is

8153 Bryant
The new number Has been secured
the

New

York

(2d

This is an organization of
well-known
Broadway players
(headed by 4Vllton Lackaye and
George Nash), who are pres ntlng
stock, with well-known revivals
the main idea. "Trilby" first attraction; opened last Friday.

to coter all lines

office of

Variety

coming

into

«*
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McDermott

Billy

ARMY

SOLE SURVIVOR OF COXEVS

John Tierney

ASSISTED BY

Direction

DA VI DOW & LeMAIRE

#<M><HK*X*(MWHMk^^

$xXx£<0xX^^

**

44
c>

The year 1921 is ushered out with no regrets.
Some have been fortunate enough to work continu-

1

ously during the year, but to those, and they are in tfre
majority, who have found the going hard, the
is a time for new hopes and ambitions.
To AH My Friend* and Acquaintances
Accept the warmth of my well wishes for a brighter, better and

NEW YEAR

—

STILL STARRING fN

...

THE LOVE SHOT

EDDIE VOGX
bigger season

"A

Musical

THANKS TO MY

"BOSS"

GEORGE CHOOS

Comedy Comedian''
St.

Ili*!!'

*y vf *v *^w

v *v *v

«v

.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

MR. and MRS.
Actresses STJSF*
McK&R Albolene not only re»
moTet

grease-paint in a

it leaves

jiffy*

but

the skin as »oft and

smooth aa a

babT*a>

in 1 and 2 ounce tubes for the
tnakeup box,and half-pound and

JOE

pound cans for the dressing table.
on Mel. fc E Afbottn* at
_

your druggist's or dealer's.
Apos* card brine* a tret satopU.

EAST— E.

ALBOLENE

L.

THOMAS SAX-O-TETTE

STRIKER

With

WEST—HARRY

W. SPINGOLD

THE SEASON'S GREETINGS
mlle.

McKESSON A ROBBINSjnc

VALLAL and ZERMAIN

yvonne

MANUFACTURERS
C5TABUSHED 1831

JEANNE MAT and ARONIE NICHOLSON

mons. roland

DIVERTISSEMENTS CHARACTERISTIQUE

NEW YORK

Direction

BURT CORTELYOU,

FOR SALE
A company*! five-year lenne (with no
personal liability) on large theatre In
cltr of St, John. N. B.
population C5.excellent
location;
009;
low rental;
owner unable to (ire It personal attention ha* been rery successful In the past;
will oell for reasonable figure to cover
cost of equipment and renovations; fully
equipped and suitable for vaudeville,
road shows, stock company, motion picTo
tures or any amusement whatever.
reliable purchaser will leave part of purchase price for payment one year after
*ale.
Only parties able to put up 9l5,t*0
in cash need apply.
:

Write to MR. ROY, 144 Queen

HALIFAX,

Bourns & Lewis
245 W. 46th St, N. Y.
Bryant 2695

$18 to $25 Week
Room and Bath
Room and Shower, $14 to $17 VVk.
$1S to $40 Week
Suites

YULETIDE GREETINGS
FRED

in

& Shea

Feiber

KITTY

SWIFT and DALEY
"ONE FOR NOTHING"

THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES
BOOKING VAUDEVILLE ACTS
Suite 912-915—1540

Broadwav (I^ocw BIdg.)

NEW
BEN and
john

Real Agents—JESS

FREEMAN, JACK FINE

WEST

SCENERY BY EDWIN

H.

&.-..10

Q AUSTRALIAN
Cf Tf
rULLLK
MELODRAMA AND
I

VAUDEVILLE,

Two

YORK*

TKI.F.PHOXI; IIRYANT

ALWAYS WORKING

HOTEL JOYCE

t

CANTOR & YATES PRODUCTIONS
SATEENS AND OTHER MATERIALS

IN VELVET, SILK,

St.,

GENE DELMONT

CENTRA!* PARK

SOME OF THE ACTS WE HAVE EQUIPPED WITH SCENERY:
8KELLY AND HEIT REVUE, "FORTUNE QUEEN"

SCENIC STUDIOS

N. S.

31 West 71st Street

DROP CURTAINS FOR SALE AND RENT

17

CIRCUIT
PANTOMIME

American Representative, A. BEN FULLER
1005 MARKET ST.
phon€ pARK 4332

LGER BLOC,
cam ppaa
J o,oJ?Jf
SAN
FRANCISCO

FLAGG STUDIOS

December
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(Continued from page 8)
salary by
-av of paying his week's
Friday evening (a
!hftck every

THE SENSATIONAL

inspires thrift) in
hlblt that also
deposit it in the
arder that he
each check
JTqIc on Saturday, and

may

vLri an internal revenue stamp,
which the recipiAcross the face of
initials aa *t
ent must write his
receipt. It was
legal
Guarantee of
always add
to
habit
vain
Robey's
>*neath his monogram signature the
This
B.
E."
"C.
Sbreviated title,
became the subject of much Jocuamong the members of the

PLAYING SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE

larity

imitacompany, and in humorous
by using the
tion I followed suit
Its inidded initials, "C. B. W."
terpretation was carried to him as
Week."
Every
"Collecting
meaning
He was much incensed at what he
his
chose to assume was a slur upon
The situation was not
pttty title.
at
helped any when one afternoon
Savoy Hotel bar a mixed crowd
profesAmerican
and
of English

when this subject was
referred to. One of the
upon

THE STORM*'

laughingly
Americans,
the

story

the

hearing

MOTMACK

LANGDON

and tourists were present

ilonals

first

time, queried:

"But what does Robey's C. B. E.

HAPPY NEW YEAR

ALL OVER THE WORLD

stand for?"
"Can't Bear Enrol,"

was the witty
our own Broadway pundit,
the laugh.
again
and
Gray,
Tommy
Eut this harmless
went round.
spoil
the tembaClnafre reemed to
per of the great Robey to the extent
thct he even forgot all the ethics
and amenities which would ordlmrconsidlly hive been the courteous
n 1
eration of a visiting follow star
which h.:d been denied in this solistay
during
my
only
tiiry instance
The entire English p:oin London
feason soon learned of th's r\v!:-

GREETINGS

retort of

HERMAN

:

|

!

.

;

eomm

trcrd situation and per. oral
in "ublic hihI through the p:*e~a
But the rest cf
rf en crust ic.

Our Customer* and
Friend* a Happy New Year

Extend

to All

SCENERY PAINTED

FABRICS

Our New Shops and Studios in our own building are the most
In the country and embrace the following department*:

:i!

w*

complete

i*ft

our l:u?hs Just the .same.

l:atl

We

Calty S'.ufJ
One of the quaintest tlraiact vva
ever met in my Thespian peregrinations about the country v.vs ih?
stage manager and general factotum of a theatre in a «mail western
town where we played a week of
Although he had all the
repertoire.
personal characteristics of an old
—
manner and
appearance.
salt
it is on record, that he never
spc-tvh

'

1

THE JAZZ MANIAC

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

STILL

WITH WILL KING

LOEWS CASINO THEATRE, SAN FRANCISCO
THE SEASON'S GREETINGS

—

This

Not "Orisinal Material"

Is

was further than 100 yards seaward

— But

Up My

from the town dock.
In tiiis theatre the male members
of the cast were compelled for lack
better accommodations to all
dress in one large room below stairs.
This he had dubbed the -fo'castlc,"

Plenty of

It

for

You

&

Sawlelle.

Ada

Carter,

MENT.
With such an organization, we are able

MODERNISTIC DESIGNS and

in

McCormick and

and 57 others of

Winehill,

you

AND SATISFACTION

.

the highest degree

THE FABRIC STUDIOS;

"VARIETY"

Inc.

177 North State Street
OPPOSITE STATE-LAKE THEATRE

NORMAN STADIGER

CHICAGO

Associated with JO PAIGE SMITH
1562 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

-x

to offer

ideas perfectly executed.

and absolutely assure you

QUALITY, SERVICE

Sleeve

Charles Wilson, Maurice Costello,

Knight

and when it came time to make our
appearance on the stage he would
pipe "All hands on deck."
One day
at rehearsal a girl member of the
chorus who had co. imitted
breach
of discipline approached him on the
stage, crying bitterly.
"What's the matter. Messmate?"

Have

SUPPLY What the MANAGERS "CRY FOR"—
LAUGHS FOR YOUR ACT—Ask

I

of

I

SCENERY PAINTING STUDIO — DRAPERY MAKING SHOPS —
UPHOLSTERING SHOPS — CARPENTER SHOPS — PROPERTY MAKING SHOPS — PAPIER MACHE SHOPS — LAMP
AND LAMP SHADE STUDIOS — FIRE PROOFING DEPART-

OFFICIO and STIDlOi
.

he inquired gruffly, shifting his quid.

40 BROADWAY, FLUSHING,

L.

I.

EDDIE

been 'fired* by that fresh
manager of yours," was the saucy
"I've

MACK TALKS:

No. 63

retort.

Ts that all?
Well, let me
you if 1 was commodore of this
ycu'da gone ashore long ago."

"H'.;h?
tell

WE HOPE THAT

1922 WILL FIND YOU ON
OUR ROSTER OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

brig,

A New One
It

is

IIHat

T

not with
c-., .•

;

i

and

created

any sense

.,. »

told

t

.

.
.

...

more

v

of
y. .

TIMES BUILDING

allegedly

humorous "souse" stories pieturizing the funny aftermath of an overindulgence in spirits frumentl and
portrayed mere similar situations on
the stage than any other person, and
have for all those years of impersonation of the happy, harmless,
laughter creating "tipsy" been the

i

LOUIS MARTIN LEVY
COUNSELOR AT LAW

ego
.......

receptacle and target for
every reminiscence of gentle stimuever was conceived. Hut
I recently heard
one at the Lambs
Club that got a laugh from even
blase me.
Jiere it is, and rather

TIMES SQUAML

desire to extend to my friends and
rlicnts my be>t \vi>lies for a Happy

j

I

j

and

SUITS

NEW YORK

Prosperous Xew

Year.

OVERCOATS
TOP COATS

'

for stage

and

street

wear

recipient,

I

Subtle:

m
!

Two Englishmen were
London tube

the

in

traveling
the early

jnornlng,

apparently
homeward
bound. They had looked upon the
liquor while it was most potent and
*ere in that blissful stage of semlintoxicatlon known as "several seas
over."
They staggered into the
trein and hung
limp and listless
upon neighboring straps, although
there were plenty of empty seats,
finally one rf them, after an acrobatic effort to
thickly:

"Oh,
is

I

aay,

face his friend, said

Old Thing, what time

it?"

"Old Thing" hesitated a time before

replying,

in his left

m

meanwhile, fumbling
vestcoat pocket— the one

which his watch wasn't—and
awkwardly drew fofth
a gold
njatchbox attached to his watchJhain, and holding It to the uncertain

1582-1584 Broadway

GRANT-Sf&^-LORRAINE
BEAUMONT
VELVET, SILK, 8ATEEN 8CENERYf PRODUCTIONS, REVUES
and ACTS? THEATRE and STAGE

DECORATIONS.

STUDIOS
NOVELTY
SCENIC

STUDIOS

^ood-hic-Gawd-I-hlc-must-hlc-get
here-

Opp. Columbia Theatre

Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotels

eyo f his questioner, stuttery but seriously observed: "Ish
Jl?
Bhursday."
ne ot »er stared blankly at the
ft .f
obJ^t for an Instant, and then as he
5jado a sudden serpentine move™nt toward the door, hiccoughed, 220
off

722-724 Seventh Ave.

Opp. Strand Theatre

W.

46

St.
•611

THE STUDIO OF UNUSUAL STAGE SETTINGS.
TO CREATE A REAL VOGUE FOR
BEAUMONT WAS THE FIRST PERSON
HE ALWAYS WAS AND
AND VELVET STAGE SETTINGS.
DECOKATIONS AND UNIQUE
ALWAYS WILL BE A LEADER. NOVELTY
FIRST
IDEAS ABE HIS CRITERION— ALWAYS. IF YOU SEE UKAUMONT
NOVELTY CREAYOU'LL BE FIRST IN UNUSUAL STAGE SETTINGS. IN
NUO-ART, DYTIONS IN UNIQUE FABRICS. PLAIN OR DECORATEDAND
FIC^RI* ON
TONR, OB RINEABT METHODS. GET OCR IDEAS
Ah.LOW AS1$1W^ATYOUR NEXT SEASON'S STAGE SETTINGS—HOME
TRACTIVE BETS TO BENT—RENTALS APPLYING ON PURCHASE PRICE.
230 W. 46th ST., N. Y. CITY Bryant 9448 S&.wJfewi
SILK SATIN

'

BEAUMONT
COLLEGES, CLUBS, EXHIBITIONS end WINDOW DISPLAYS,
TO ORDER OR SUPPLIED ON

RENTAL

^

*

FOR YOUR ACT— REVIEW OR PRODUCTION— WE MAKE SPECIAL SCENERY AND
STAGE SETTINGS ON A RENTAL BASIS. ALL RENTALS APPLIED TOWARDS
PURCHA8E PRICE. SEE US FOR NEW IDEAS, CREATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR NEW SETTINGS. VAUDEVILLE, PRODUCTIONS, THEATRES, ETC.
SILKS, 8ATEEN8, VELVETS, ETC., AND SCENERY IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

BASIS.

U

D.

I

O

S

NOVELTY
SCENIC

STUDIOS
220

W.

46 St.

Opp. Rtmlrb'*

V A RI E
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HOP WOOD
GREETINGS

LUCI
THE

ORPHEUM

MARTIN BECK

WHERE?

CIRCUIT

1

HERMAN DAREWSKI

MORT

H. SINGER
General Manager

President

CHARLE8

E.

BRAY

General Western Representative

FRANK W. VINCENT,
GEORGE A. GOTTLIEB,

BENJ.

KAHANE,

B.
Sec'y. Treas.

Managers' Booking DepL

FLOYD

JOHN POLLOCK,

B.

8COTT

SENDS

and Counsel

LAZ LAN8BURGH

8.

NEW

YEAR'S GREETINGS

Associate Counsel

Publicity and Promotion

TO ALL

Press Department

O. R. McMAHON,
Manager Auditing Department

GENERAL OFFICES
BLDG., NEW

PALACE THEATRE

J

YORK CITY J

HIS

AMERICAN FRIENDS
AND WISHES THEM

PROSPERITY FOR

SEASON'S GREETINGS

1922

MELNOTTE DUO
in
Direction

"A NIGHT OUT"

MORRIS &

FEIL, Eastern

BURT CORTELYOU,

Western

Happy New Year

JACK WISE
Still

Herman Darewski
Music Publishing Company
122-4 Charing Cross

LONDON, W. C,

2

Road

ENGLAND

With Will King Co.

SAN FRANCISCO «

LOEWS CASINO

A SHOW IN ITSELF

COFFEE DAN'S
FOR ANy THEATRE

SAN FRANCISCO'S FAMOUS MIDNIGHT PLAYGROUND

IN

The Western

PARISH

Vaudeville
Managers' Association

John

J.

Thomas

Nash, Business Manager.

5th Floor State-Lake Theatre
Ml
> A

i

J.

AttePEH
ARE A GIFT

Carmody, Booking Manager

UWs, CHICAGO,

THE WORLD

ILL.
•

•
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WALTER

JULIA

and
To My Father
The Late Pat Kooney

PRESENT

Who

u AFTER

AWAY

DARK"

T cannot lay, and I will not tar
That he Is dead. Ha la just away!
With a cheery smile aad a ware of thi
hand
He has wandered Into an unknown land
Aad left ns dreaming how very fair
It needs must be, since ho lingers thorn.
And yon—oh yon. who the wildest yearn
For the old-time step and the glad

\

return

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

!

BOOKED SOLID UNITED

Think of him faring

on* as dear*

In the love of There, as the love of Here.
Think of him still as the same, I
Ho Is not dead he is juat away.
Tour loving daughter,

—

FRANK EVANS

Direction
,-*••

Died 1894

Bat Never Has Been Forgotten*

mtssj

-•*-,

SEASON'S GREETINGS

•

BILLY COLLINS
'

LATE OF

JUVENILE LEAD.

"Flo Flo," "The Royal Vagabonds" "Little Miss Charity"

"OK Boy!"

Managements
+

i

>

•

CHAMBERLAIN BROWN

i

V«t

'-'4!

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS

500

(Of tho Better Class— Within Roach off Economical Folks)
Under the direct aupervtelea of the owaers. Located to the heart of tho city,
Broadway, close to

off

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

booking

all

offices,

principal theatres, department si

"L" road and subway.
are the largest a
mafotatners of housekeeping furnished apartments tpimlnlls
ins to theatrical folks. Wo are on the ground dally. This alone

traction lines,

We

and

service

>

ALT,

cleanliness.

BU1LD1NOS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS*,

HILDONA COURT

GEORGE

V

HENRI COURT

S41 to 347 West 45th St.
Phono Longnere 8560

A

fit, 814 and' 816

West 40th

Si.

Phone: Loagacre 8880

do luxe. Just completed;
An np-to-the minute,
elevator apartments arranged in suites building, arranged hi
of one, two and three moms, with tiled and four roewto nKh kH
bath and shower tiled kitchens, kitchen- bath. I'hoac m each a
ettea.
These apartments embody every
817.00 Up Weekly
luxury known to modern science, f 18.00
weekly up, foo.00 monthly up.
building-

.

THE DUPLEX

YANDI3 COURT
241-347

acFARLANE

West 48d

St.

SO* and 886 West did St,
Phono Bryant 6111-4203

••

Phone Bryant 7012
Three and four rooms with bath,
One three snd four room spartments, nlshed to a degree of moaernnesa
with kitchenette*, private bath and tele- excels enythlng In this tjpe of Imlldlnr.
phone.
The privacy these apartment! Thess apartments win accommodate four
or more addlts,
are noted for fe one of Its attractions.
\
$15.00 Up Weekly
$0.50 Up Weekly
Address All Communications to M. CLAVfAN,
Principsl Office Yandls- Court, 341 West 43d Street. New York.
Apartments Can Bs Seen Evenings.
Office la Each Building.
'

'

—

=
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HOTEL ARLINGTON
COR. ARLINGTON, TREMONT,

HERBERT LOWE, Accompanist

CHANDLER

BOSTON, MASS., U. 8.
KUROPHAN PLAN
Five minufog* w;.ik to the Theatre
:

nr.c!

and

BERKELEY

8T8.

A.
Shopping, Centre.

CATERING TO THE THEATRICAL PROFESSION
For on * P rrs °n *2 and up. For two persons $8 and up. For t
D ATES*
*^*^
* ** M * persons, large room. 3 single beds. 04.110. For 4 persons, extra
large room.
$5 and up.

Hotels Catering to Profession

HOTEL COLONNADE
PHILADELPHIA.

ft Chestnut Sts.,
Rates: Simla, without
Bast located hotel In city.
Double, tie.00 per week
bath, tia.OO per week.
Booms with prlfste bath. 115.00 stogie; $21.00
Telephones s>_ all moms.
double.

15th

HAPPY NEW, YEAR

OAVIO KRAUSE. Mr.

CORINNE

HOTELS BECOMMEHDEB

HEADLINING ORPHEUM

Nenr Randolph

St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

No. Clark and Ontario Streets, Chicago
FIVE) MINUTBS PROM LOOP

BATES

11.00

AND UP

SAVOY HOTEL

•T.

17th

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

DON VALERIO and

I'.ooniM

CO,

ITALY'S PREMIER WIRE DANCER
Assists* by YHERE8A ond ESTELLE
eysr
Thanks to bimon Agsnry aid Booking. Htnggers for our sa«csssful tour
'** W. v, m. A. tit Orpneum, Jr., Circuits.

gle;

Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

THE BERTHA

Cafe

HAMMOND.

...

IRVINGTON HALL

1ND.
Running Water

In

All

from Orpheum Theatre.
Opposite New Parthenon Theatre.
'

THRO. GC8COIY,

Prep.

HOTEL BALTIMORE
IsJUnort. Are.

ma t with ma
without

dai*

A Uts

Phone

Circle

6640

having every devlee and eon2, 3 aad 4 mesas*
§17.00 Up Weekly.
with hltchen nnd hltohenotto, tiled bath and phone.
Address all communications to Charles Tenenbanm, Irvlagtoa HalL
Na connection with any other house.

Baths; Rate: $l.2& Sin— Shower
One Minute Walk
Double.

PES

CITY

and consist of

Hammond and

03.01

CLEAN AND AIRT.

Private Bath, 3-4 Rooms, Catering to the comfort nasi ee)swen fence of
the professions
St en in Heat and Flectrlc Marat
fv.80 TJ§>

$2 00

12.00

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS

NEW YORK

335 to 359 West 51st Street
elevator, fireproof building- of tho newest type,
DENVER. COLO. An
Apartments are beautifully arranged,
venlenee.

and Broadway.

Very Modern,

(FORMERLY R08A KING TRIO)

-.

$2.00 and Up Without Bath
04.00 and Up With Bath
G. NICHOLS, Mgr. «nd Prop.

Hotel

FROM

12 to 8:30 P. M.
carte— 7 A. M. to 11:30 P. M.

323 West 43rd Street

HOTEL CLARENDON

"CHa4MELON REVUE"

la

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.

Rates $1.60 Per Day and Up.
One Block from Palace Theatre.

WITH

A

i

'*

HOTEL ASTOR
176 N, Clark St..

5 to 8:30 P. M.

Sunday Dinner, $1

Phono Bryant 1044

BY ORPHEUM CIRCUIT ACTS

CIRCUIT

—

Table d'Hote Dinner, $1

Walsut st 12th Sweats, PHILADELPHIA
Near all the Leading Vaudeville TbaaUss.
Beautiful suites of two rooms sad hath. Au
rooms bare running water or prlTate hoik
Rates $10.50 s weak snd up tingle. $15 and
dp double.

_m'>_pe''Xas~~w*r~*sr'~>*r

Club Breakfasts, 25c to
$1
Lunch, 65c
11:80 A. M. to 3 P. M.

HOTEL STRATHMORE

TILTON

4 single beds, SO per day.
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, two persons,
No extra Charge (or Rooms with Twin Beds.
Every sleeping room has a private connecting bathroom, with Porcelsin Tnhw
Booklet, map and weekly rates on request.
The only No-TIp Hotel Dining nnd
Check Rooms In America.

St.

1AH0AS CITY. MO.

WEEK
WPER VP

DAAMC

1A1
1U1 t\\J\JlwKj

la ths Heart ef the Theatrical District,

MARION HOTEL
WARTJN

Twe

n^TTSi*
A.

GRAHAM.

Nowly Ronovatod,
with Kltchon Priv Hones,
Blocks from Pean. Station

158 Wert 3Sth
Mansger.

St.

VARIETY
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Theatre, N. Y. C.

OLIVER BAILEY
Leuee and Manager

PRESENTING

He

A THEATRE GUILD Production

will

be seen shortly

in Vaudeville in

an act

entitled

'John P. Medbury

with

Joseph Schildkraut and Eva Le Gallienne

A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO EVERYBODY

PRIMOSE SEMON
WITH

ARTHUR CONRAD CO
:

in

Annoyed by

Phyllis Eltis
His material i9 fully
copyrighted and if anybody steals any of it, it
serves them right.

"MUSICOMICAUTIES"
Our Santa

Playing Keith Vaudeville Exclusively

Claus,

ROSE & CURTIS

Will start working Jan-

uary 2nd for the Pullman
SEASON'S GREETINGS
MR.

FROM

Company, Hotels and

AND MRS.

Restaurants.

WVILLIL

ROLLS

MANTELL and CO.

The

act

is

designed to

play 2 shows every 24

hours and the collect telegrams will be sent by

AND THEIR MANIKINS OF

"La Petite Cabaret"
MR. FRANK EVANS
Wish You All the Joys of the Holiday Season

Alt

T.

Wilton

Friday,

December

VARIETY
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a.fWHEN FRANCIS DANCES WITH ME"

r
BEN

HARIETTE

AND
EXTEND SEASON'S GREETINGS

Greetings

Wcum ^J^fuJLj/
XMAS

HOUDAY

GREETINGS

1921

THE

H & M TRUNKS
AT FACTORY PRICES

FROM

Front the Folloirlns Agent*

3 Original Regals

NATHANS

T»»l

BEULAH

BILLIE

S.
7tk Ave.,

New York
New York

1IW4 BriMdwaFi

SUGARMAH
Boitoa

M.

453 Waaalmartaai

St..

AS

BARNES TRUNK CO.

KENNEDY and DAVIES

72 W. Randolph.
Amos.

FT.

East

12th

W. V. M.
Direction

A. and

ORPHEUM

JR.

CIRCUIT

TOM POWELL

IIIO

Strwt,

Ks*«s»

City.

THE VILLAGE BLACKSMITHS

«•.

TRUNK
CO.
WORTHFt.
Worth, Tex.

11«5 Main

Herkert
Books:! Solid:

X32 FVtfe AS*.. Pfttssorfb

Kansas City Trunk Co.
19-21

TUNINOIC

Cktauro

SCHWEIG

M.

J.
F.ftH At*.

St.-

St.,

& Heisel

Waahlnjrt

BACK

in a Novel, Artistic

T. Co.

Send Greeting

Loots

St.. St.

Direction

THE KENNELS

IN

and Sensational Athletic Display

FRANK EVAJfS

FOR THE WINTER

My

YOURS WITH

folks will

hnTe to

iro

HOUDAY GREETINGS!

to

mofk aow,

"SIX

CYLINDER LOVE"

TO OUR

Oswald
WOODSIDE KENNELS
E. Galixi

1000 CUSTOMERS
AND TO THE
300 NEW ONES
WE

& Bro.

EXPECT THIS SEASON

Jreatcit Proffwrtonil

Acrprdlon Manu-

facturer*

William Anthony McGuire

and

!(•-

aalfcra.

larompsrebls
cisl Works.

9pe-

Ides patented

sliift

UNIVERSAL SCENIC ARTIST STUDIOS, he.

BuMm*
CHICAGO

626 State Lake

New

toy*.
TtJ.: Frssklls SM.
IIS Caasl Strsst

New

To Oar Friendt

in the

SAFFIE BADALI
DANCER
RUSSIAN BALLET
an

L. P.

Hundred*

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

n

rilONEi

Vsfft City

LARSEN

DEARBORN

— — — —

177S

MGR, ART DIRECTOR

The GEO. H. WEBSTER

VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT
301-303 Hulot Block

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
ConxecotlTO Rootea tor Standard
Aeta

PLAY OR PAY CONTRACTS

NATALIE

Beautify

PREMIERE TOE DAN8EUSE
i

With Dorothy Sherman's "Cameo Revue"

|;

Your Face

You Butt losh food to mako
Mssy •» t*« "Proloo•*•*.
•Ion" *av« sfctalaad sod rotaiaad fecttar aa/la by Mvlaa
no csrrsct tsofcr feat oral ImMTfsettoa* sfed raaiovt bltmFeaa
i»s>«a. Cssssttatlaa Ires.
rtsMsasIs

F. E.

SMITH, M.

HOUDAY GREETINGS
FROM

JEFFERSON
CECIL COMEDIENNE
AND MANAGER
PRINCESS MINSTREL MISSES

FEATURED

Direction T.

DW1GHT PEPPLE

D.

347 Fifth Avenue
N. ¥. City Opp. Waldorf

Mr. and Mrs.

HARRY HASTINGS
WISH EVERYBODY

A HAPPY NEW YEAR
!«-«•»

;•••'•*•

Rote & Curtis
Represent
Pauline Saxon
and "Sis"

COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON

WoTo^f aCS\ THE
Ba

1 1 yHONEY
y^\ KIDS

"SWEET SWEETIE GIRLS"

'

:
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B*WAY

By Tarkington Baker
Booze

is still

30, 1921

LAW AND THE THEATRE

:<: ZEON

PICTURES IN THE ORIENT

December

Friday,

parties In various Sparta of the country
piracy.

and Canada

In suppressing pi tt

THE WORK OP THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

the king of the caba-

The activities of the Federal Trade Commission, in its endeavors
Manhattan Isle.
suppress dishonesty In competition, particularly between motion pictures,
that,
Ameri- As a matter of fact, Manhattan is, are interesting.
An illustration of its work is its proceeding against Joseph SImmonds,
can motion pictures, there is a gl- since the advent of prohibition, a
Sa:itic field. It is undeveloped, but strong runner-up with England for doing business under the trade name and style of W. H. Productions
Company.
In July, 1917, William 8. Hart, with Thomas Ince, organized
it is developing.
the title of "the tight little isle."
Let me take India as an example. This remains, despite the. activities the corporation known as William 8. Hart productions. Inc., for the pur* J
pose of producing Hart's pictures. In September, 1917, one Joseph Sim* j
Today, in India, there are a hundred of
the
enforcement
prohibition
motion picture theatres. Fifty more agents and the State law against the monds formed a corporation and named it W. H. Productions Company,
SImmonds then bought 21 old Hart pictures which had been distributed
are building and will be opened sale and carrying of liquor.
and exploited some time before, gave new names to the old pictures ant]
shortly. At least a hundred more will
No
longer
is it a question in New
put
them out in competition with Hart's new pictures, without any notice
be added to this number before anYork of "where to get it." but rather, to the public that the pictures were old pictures, renamed. After going
other eighteen months have rolled
"Who
haa
got
the
'realstuff'?"
thoroughly into the matter the Federal Trade Commission made and
by. And that will be but the beThere isn't a restaurant, cabaret or entered an order directing SImmonds to stop such practices, and directginning.
Now, strangely enough, all this dance place of any description ing him that the pictures must show in unmistakable language that they
development has been practically where a drink isn't obtainable if are old pictures renamed.
The Federal Trade Commission decided, however. In the case of Fedwithout encouragement. It has been you are known, and there are a
practically without guidance. It has great many places where one does eral Trade Commission vs. Eskay Harris Feature Film Company, where
the charge was a similar one, that there was no unfair competition, in
been absolutely without what we call not have to be known.
This latter is particularly true of that case the Eskay Harris Feature Film Company.Tin good faith and
"exploitation."
You can count the
the
bigger hotels, where the bell- without knowing of plans being made by the Vltagraph Company to
bill hoards in India on the Angers of
one hand. Picture show advertising hops and the waiters are carrying picturizc Anna ScweU's book, "Black Beauty," took an old plcturizatlon
was unknown two years ago. Today, on their own bootlegging system. In of that book which had bcc.ii made, released and distributed under the
though advertising is used, it is one of the biggest of the Broadway name. "Your Obedient Servant," added to it additional scenes and new
Crude as forbidding, oftentimes, as places within the last few weeks titles, and renamed it "B!aek Beauty."
it
is enticing.
About the same time the Vltagraph Company released a new picture
Program arrange- the waiters at the dinner hour
ments is a haphazard affair. There made it a special point to pick out of "Black Beauty" and sought to have the Federal Trade Commission
is only one thing certain about it,
issue
an order against the Eskay Harris Feature Film Company, on the
the strangers as customers. They
and this is that it is bad invariably were afraid the regulars would in- grounds of unfair competition. The Federal Trade Commission rightly;
bad.
Musical accompaniment is form the hotel management. The held that the Eskay Harris company was not guilty of unfair competition*
scarcely known. The older houses assortment of cocktails offered ra\"n and was not trying to deceive the public, but had, in good faith, changed
are uncomfortable, poorly ventilated, to Martini, Manhattan, Bronx or the name of the picture prior to knowing that another picture was to be
poorly
lighted,
poorly arranged. Bacardi, take your pick, and the made by the Vltagraph Company.
ret belt in little old

comparatively few
business men of broad vision in this
country the Orient lies as a sealed
book a mere name, vaguely designating some place "East of Suez."

Except

a

to

—

And a good many

of

them would be

where Suez is!
That the Orient is vast In territory and dense in papulation they
are willing to admit. Beyond that
hard put to

to state

it

information runneth not. It stops
short because interest—-curiosity— is

and

lacking,

.

interest

and curiosity

are lacking because ignorance of the
Orient and Oriental is colossal. To
a majority it is as though there
were no Orient at all. Back in the
days of Isabella no one evinced any
interest in the New World because
the

New World was

unknown. Thus

The simple truth

visedly.

Or

in the

Is

?nt, especially for

s

j

'*

—

today with the Orient.
I have been more than once "East
of Suez" often enough to note as
an observer changes in the Orient
as vast as the Orient itself. I have
a basis of comparison. I have seen
the changes that have come about.
The other day I talked to an ex-^, Titles ure projected without being
porter who had been in China and translated in English, now; occasionally even in German.
the Straits and Japan and the PhilipObstacles Overcome
pines twenty years ago. I was there
Yet. despite these handicaps
also twenty years ago. I knew what handicaps that, if prevailing in this
he had seen I had seen what he country, would have operated to
saw. But nothing that I could say check the growth of the industry
could convince this man that the completely the theatres in India
Orient is not today precisely as it have multiplied. They have multiwas when he visited it twenty years plied, too. in the face of the strictest sort of restrictions prevailing as
ago.
regards building long after the
He is carrying around with him armistice
was signed and, in somo
a mental visualization gained two
decades ago, and this conception in- sections, still prevailing. And, today,
the
demand
for theatres exceeds
terferes with his business judgment.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Every time he contemplates a business transaction with the Orient he
conceives it on the basis of information that is twenty years behind the
times. To argue with this man or
men like him is impossible. And
He knows
it is also a waste of time.
what he knows, and he'll be hanged
as a
insignificant
if anything as
' demonstrable fact is going to change
his opinion or his concept.

the supply.

I am Importuned by nearly every
to "assist in selecting motion
picture theatre equipment." These
requests reach me from Arabia and
Persia, as well as from India particularly from Persia. From China
In
come many similar requests.
fact, in the Orient there is a field
of such vast possibilities for the
motion picture industry that I hesitate to give true expression to their
significance. If I did, the men who
know nothing at all about the Orient,
the men who were sent over to "investigate" it, and those few who
knew It years ago. would rise In
unison to denounce my simple facts
as gross exaggerations. They know,
of courser. Wherefore, then, should I

mall

—

—

—

The Wrong Scout
Once in a while some progressive
business man gets an idea that
there may, after all, be something
worth looking into over in the
however,
Unfortunately,
Orient.
he's not convinced. He's uncertain.
Therefore he at once*plcks out some
incompetent employe who can readily be spared from the home office

speak ?
It is a foolish man who ventures
a prediction. Yet I am impelled to
say that, before three years more
have passed, every producing and
distributing concern of any importance will be conducting Its own
Oriental headquarters. The American motion picture induetry has enjoyed what Is practically a monopoly of the Orlen'.al motion picture
market. None, tiipugh. stops to consider why. Some are foolish enough
to suppose it has been because
American pictures were superior.
Not at all. It Is because American
pictures and only American pictures
were obtainable. And that was another handicap against which motion
picture development In the Orient
has striven in the last five years.
The Orient cares little where its
pictures are made. In fact, It cares
not at all. It will buy of England,
and of France, and of Italy, and not
a w hit less of CJermanv. And con-

—

because he. is incompetent and
Bends him forth as an investigator.
What happens is obvious. The investigator, having no background,
as often as not uneducated, and.
worse than this, supremely satisfied
with himself and what he thinks he
knows, sallies forth.
He comes
down the gangplank, say, at Bombay, India, and thereafter he hits
the "high spots" and only the high
spots, sees little, sees that little
with vision that is uncomprehending, learns less because he knows
nothing and will learn, nothing of
Oriental character hastens home
and "reports." God save the mark!
That report in ninety-nine cases out
of a hundred is adverse. Why not?
Isn't it a thousand times easier to
"bash" something you don't know
anything about than to get dojvn
tooth and nail and dig out the facts

.

—

—

from hard bedrock?
India, the Straits, the Dutch Indies, .China, Persia, Arabia— these

cerns producing pictures in these
countries arc making the most of
this fact. Japanese studios also have
an eye on tl»i«? vast territory and its
vaster opportunities.

have been overrun In the last two or
three years by "investigators" of
this

type.

And

here

business

at

home lias been throttled and choked
The producing company that Is
and confined by their reports. They wise will lose no time in establishwent to see, yet saw nothing. The ing Oriental hedquarters. I need not
Orient does not deliver itself utterly dwell on what advantages would
over a cup of tea. It has a strange accrue therefrom. They are obvious,
habit of telling the traveler what it or, at least, they ought to be obvious.
thinks the traveler wants to hear. If they ure not, I am willing to
If the investigator, therefore, subspend half an hour any day with
mits his native source of informa- any producer or distributor who is
tion to a preface that rccit* s the really in earnest and set them forth
overwhelming advantages of New in detail. 1 say that the company
York as compared with the condi- that does this first, on the proper
tions encountered in Jaipur, the po- scale, by means of men who have
\

i

|

I

native forthwith falls in line.
agrees almost with tears in lucres and, being exceedingly courlite

—

—

teous, assists his inquisitor in

mi-

nifying the glories of Ni-w York and
consigning to the depths of Hades
the drawbacks of Jaipur.
Tint the Orient Is not inscrutable
save to those who do not know how
to scrutinize.

They

find
baffling,

it

baffling

take the
and, finding it
easiest way and report against it.
1
wrong.
rtre
reports
thei
And

speak emphatically but
,

1

speak ad-

:

can see and Intelligence
understand, will reap a
golden hi:\ast that will be big the
first >e::i, hi^cr the second year,
oyi s
•

th.it

nouuh

to

bigger the third year, and
then after growing steadily and
surely — and I hazard another prediction-- it will be greater than the
returns from the European field.
There is a great future for our picIt rests with
tures in the Orient.
us whether we turn the opportuniunderrate them or
ties to account o
ignore them.
still

k

waiter was ready to deliver

In a tea
$1 a cup.
dollar seems to be the prevailing price in the majority of
places where booze is sold across
the fable by the single drink. In
some of the places the pint is the
smallest quantity sold. The price
runs anywhere from $8 to* $14, according to the establishment visited, while In some instances a quart
of Scotch is available at from $25

cup at

The

to $28.

The majority of these places are
run for the chumps and they arc
the babies that keep the price up.
The salesmen In the mercantile field
also have to "kick In" with the visiting buyers. While a great many of,
them stock up with hip artillery, it
is usually impossible for them to
carry enough to last through dinner
and supper after the show, so they
have to givo up the price asked in
the Broadway places where all the
buyers want to go after the theatre.
One salesman complaining stated
ho had had a woman buyer out for
three nights running, dinner, theatre
and a dance place afterward. His
check on the three nights ate up
$160, not' counting the booze he furnished personally, and his commission on the bill of goods she bought
was exactly $180, and then he had
to slip the buyer a quart to take
home with her.
Five Out of Two

At some of the places they manfive pints out of two

age to get

quarts, which, at the rate of $12 for

a short^pint, brings a revenue of $60
for two quarts. That is heaping the
tariff pretty high.
It is the speak-easy that is

ting the big play now.
girls that

get-

All of the

hang around the cheaper

dance places know Of three or four
places of that type generally, and in
those the tariff is tny where from
60 to 75 cents for rye and $1 for
Scotch.

The Times Square

a-ction

is

just

nested with places of the speak-easy
type on the side streets leading in
both directions from Broadway.
There is a particular form c * applying the house number of the establishment in front of the building
that to the Initiated Indicates liquid
refreshment is obtainable. Some of
these places really, maintain restaurants on the side for such of their
patrons as desire food, but the majority are just out and out booze
places.
In addition to the

basement places,
are any number of apartments in the same section of the
town where liquor is to be had.
They usually require an introduction by one of the regulars. In most
thcro

RESTAURANT COUNT UP
Contrary to the honest dealing which prevails as a general rule between uuthor and producer, In the matter of box oftlce count-ups, is
the charge made by Dorothy Dickson and Carl Hyson against the management of the Palais Koyal restaurant. New York. Dickson and Hyson
were under contract to appear nightly at the Palais Royal, and the restaurant contracted to charge each one admitted thereto after ten o'clock
in the evening a minimum couvert charge, of which Dicfeon and Hyson
were to receive 50 per cent. Dickson and Hyson placed a docker outsido
thc^oor who kept an accurate count of every one admitted. They claim
that the restaurant was not accounting for all persons admitted, and
after protesting without avffll, sued the restaurant company to recover
$10,000. The ease is now awaiting trial.

INJUNCTIONS
Another side of the business that has given some work to the law-*
yers during5 the year has been applications for injunctions against performers for violations or alleged violations of their contracts. The Messrs. I
Shubcrt and their receqtJy acquired vaudeville interests have featured,
in a number of these cases.
They sought to secure injunctions against 3
Gallagher and Shean, the Rath Brothers and Smith and Dale (two
members of the Avon Comedy Four). Another similar application for
injunction was* the attempt o! John D. Williams to prevent Lionel
Barrymore from playing "Hamlet" for Arthur Hopkins.
These cases contain little that is new or unusual; they simply sen
to emphasize the fact that the courts will compel a performer to car
<

out his contract

if

the contract

is

fair

and equitable, and

former is one whose services are unique.
not unique or extraordinary, the manager
to recover damages.

if the per
however, the services are
relegated to his suit at law

If,

is

UNPOPULAR LAW
The Dcmp8ey-Carpentlcr fight films have afforded an instance of ths
reluctance of public authorities to enforce an unreasonable law that has
outlived ita usefulness.
At the time of the Johnson -Wlllard fight ths
Congress of the United States passed a law making it a crime to carry
from one State to another films of a prize-fight or boxing exhibition.
After the Dempsey- Car pen tier fight in Jersey City it became very evident
that the motion picture rights were worth but little if the Federal authorities were going to enforce this law to its full extent
film of the
flfc'it was brought into the State of New York. Charges were made against]
Tex Rickard and Fred Qulmby for violating the provisions of that
statute. Rickard and Qulmby appeared in court, pleaded guilty and were
each fined $1,009. The film was then distributed generally throughout
the entire State of New York. It is not unlawful to have or exhibit a
fight film within a State, but it is unlawful to earn* the film from oneState to another. The exhibitors were wholly within their rights to show
the film once it was inside the State of New York.
It is generally recognized that the statute as it appears upon the
Federal statute books was put thcro for the purpose of preventing the
showing of .ho films of the fight between Jack Johnson, the negro, and
Jess Wlllard, a fight which took place just outside the United States at
a time when Johnson was a fugitive from justice, having been indicted
in Chicago on the charge of white slavery.
Johnson had fled from the
country, the papers had given the matter considerable publicity, and
popular feeling against Johnson, particularly in Chicago and the State
of Illinois, ran high. The passage of the statute by Congress followed.
It is well known that the statute was never intended to cover the han-1
dling of the films of any fight except the Johnson-Wlllard fight, and the
strict enforcement of the statute is not now a desirable or a popular J

A

.

*j

j

thing.

OTHER LITIGATION
not possible, within the limits of this article, to even mention all
of the important litigation in the umusement business during the last
year.
It covcrj a wide variety: injunctions to compel the carrying out
of contracts, breach or .contract actions, negligence suits to recover
for personal injuries, accounting suits by authors and others, copyright
infringement suits, puits under the Civil Rights laws because of the
unauthorized use of a name or photograph, milts to prevent the use of
a name to which a property right has been established, suits by negroes'
and others for alleged discrimination, and other suits. While the litigation Is spread over the entir; country, the major part of It la centered
It is

Now York

in

city.

This mass of litigation shows the extent to which the amusement world
instances furnished flats are concontributes to the butlli ess of our court*.
ducted as the home of those operating the. place. Here the tariff also
runs about the same as in the base- there Is ore place that manages to fortune during the last two years,
ment places, with 75 cents about the get real Stout, which it sells in a consulted his lawyer the other day
Tom Collins glass at }1.
regular rate.
to ascertain if it wasn't possible to
The old corner saloon is still operget the courts to issue some sort of
Bueiness With Each Other
ating around the town, but is more
Bootleggers* arc so thick about restraining order which would preparticularly given to catering to old- Times Square at present that they vent
intet feriflo
Yellowley from
time patronage of pre-prohibition are trying to do business with each with his business.
d.»ys, and In some oJ these places as o
er. Kven in this tremendous
.ew
It
is
the bootlegger who is tn *
low as 50 cents a drink is charged. industry
lass
diflincttons
have darby spender along the bright a " e *
Here and there along the line In been arrived at. The "high t lass" at present,
so It may be gathered
these places beer Is obtainave — bootleggers will have nothing to do
the big money is just # woikii!^ i" an
beer with the o'd-time hick.
In with the 'gyps," as the sellers of endless chain, from the n-iaiirant
some instances it is home brew, eolored high proof spirits nr? calkd. n.an to
the bootlegger's a :• -nt, to
while in others it is the near-beer and there is a constant feud among
the bootlegger and right back to t
that has been charged up with ether the various branch.-, of the "trade."
restaurant man, with the «.< asl
or high proof spirts. From fifteen
One of the "high class" boys, who outside spender contrlhutin.' i" '•'"
ctnt:* to two-bits is the tariff while has cleaned up comiderab'c
of a Jackpot the boys arc .•putting.
I

r

,
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Extend Season's Greetings to All
Keith Circuit, Direction Harry

Rose

&

Ward

Curtis Office

"The main bid for fame that this particular pair make is their
closing trick" . . . "That one trick will open or close a show
in any of the big time houses."
Skig, VARIETY.
AT THE BOX OFFICES

HAPPY NEW YEAR

(Continued from Page 10)
summer In Boston. These
two musicals are evidence that the

entire
$2.50

FROM

price

$3

AULASH
and

his

"ATMOSPHERIC ORCHESTRA"
SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND
SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL
FROM

usfon Ray
Direction

HARRY WEBER

agement reconsidered and

M. Goldstein
the

Loew Building

after January Fifteenth

"HAPPY" GOLDEN
MAMMY CHARACTERIZATION
Direction

the piece to another house.
Among the holdovers only "The
First Year" has been able to hold
its scale to the original
$3 top.
Parked in the 620-seat Little theatre is one reason why the comedy
can make its scale stand up. "The
Bat," a remarkable success at the
Morosco, dropped to $2.50 during the
summer and is holding to the scale,
after attempting for one week to
revert to the high prices.
"The
Green Goddess'* aldo fell into line
lately, although it maintained its $3
top at the Booth throughout the

SILVER
NOVELTIES
Theatrical start and other
discriminating buyers oj
rich and beautiful jewelry, eome to us because
we carry in stock, or
make up from 1 eir own

designs, ordinal
quisite pieces at
able cost.

and

ex-

reason,

1584 Broadway
Near 48th Street

4*ON03 BOUGHT

PAUL DURANO

MYSTIC GARDEN
PREVETT,

summer.

MISS

CH-AS.

Two attempts during the fall to
establish the old $2 price on Broadfailed, not so much because of
any lack of confidence the public
might have regarding the attractions thus priced but the merit of
"A Bachethe plays themselves.
it

was not wanted

at

W. NELSON AGENCY

Direction C.

"Miss Kitty Brown Says the Shiny Ball"

HOLIDAY GREETINGS FROM

any

AND

ferently. A number of reports show
that at $? attractions have drawn
Most of the road's offerheavily.
ings, regardless of scale, have had
a New York reputation and the
road figures they have some merit.
Managers of such attractions can
better afford the lowered scale on
the road, perhaps than on Broadway, for the theatres out of town
average a greater capacity and the
sharing terms are more favorable to
Ibce.
the attractions
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JU3T HAPPY, DATS ALL
New Yaar

3— Love

P.

and a Happy and Healthy

THE CAMEO REVUE

754-756

EIGHTH AVENUE

One Block Wast of Broadway
Betweea 40th and 47th Streets
Th re* Four and Five-Room High-Claud Furnished Apartment*—II* Up
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EC;
Professional.
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Results
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Standard lobby
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Photo postals, up
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Lettering photos 6c. per word.
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paintings and mounted photos for prices.
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Compliments of the Season
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RAINES and AVEY
In "SOME SIMP"

LAURIE ORDWAY
IRENE FISHER,

Fitzgerald
AND

Fifth Avenue, l'4tm»r 4ltli 8tre#>t.

l.h

V. M. A.

FROM

CIRCLE HOTEL

1 1

\M)

CHA8. NEL80N

TOURING W.

OF THEATRICAL FOLK

rilK 1IO.MF.

IIIO EST REFERENCES
MILLER, Room »05. Ilnrriman

Hank

Direction:

Y.

LOW RATES

TAV HIOIIKST PRICK
ArrilATSlNO FUEE OF CIIARCE

;>?7

Different Things' 9

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

—III*' AND 8KI-I/—
DIAMONDS and IMlEt'IOL'S STONES.
Do Not Sacrifice Before Serin* Me

National

IN

"A Few

CO.,

Oswego, N.

N.

PAUL SAVOY

$10 per 100.

IMione I.ON(iA(Ri: 3333

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING
310 WEST 48th ST., N. Y. CITY

NELLIE REVELL

preserved

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
119 WEST 42d STREET
NEW VORK CITY
Furnished Apartments
AND ROOMS
1—2—3 ROOM APARTMENTS

to

THE ADELAIDE

z\

PRIMA

AVERY

CARRIE

"MADAM

in

Whether Broadway regards admission scale cutting with suspicion
pr not, the road has viewed it dif-

1922

RUTH
MOORE
DONNA

CO.

CAROL DIXON,

MISS BILLIE MERRILL

way

PAYNE
WELCOME,

DIRECTION!

HOLIDAY GREETINGS FROM

BABE ITOMMY

HERMAN BACH
THE TIMES
SQUARE JEWELER

MANAGEMENT:

ALFRED EM1LON

corrected.

TOM POWELL

DIAMONDS
PLATINUM
JEWELRY,
WATCHES,
GOLD and

AMERICA'S BEST

moving

price.
"Nature's Nobleman," similarly scaled, bowed into the Apollo
After a month It
In November.
moved to the 48th Street, which was
dark and had no production in
sight.

extend to their professional friends the best wishes
of the season
in

is

Trio

Night" entered the Park as a
$2 show but lasted only one week,

ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
S.— Will be located

Dramas Few

lor's

Jules Kendler

P.

pa.,

Last season had quite a number
of dramatic attractions topped at $3.
Only three thus far ha-e risked that
scale.
"The Circle" has held the
scale and up to the holidays is the
money leader of the. non-musical
group. "The Silver Fox" lasted a
little more than three months at
the Maxine Elliott and does not
count a success.
The recently
opened "The Varying Shore'* at the
Hudson is the other new show at $3.
"The Circle" planned to drop to
$2.60 after the holiday^ and the
agencies offered a long term buy
based upon the cut. But the man-

indicating

lonroe

Chandon

comedy again

musical

can be made to

At Piano

Originator of the Fake Telescope
Astrominist.
j

Direction

EARL & PERKINS

Camuel
Uchwartzberg
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VAUDEVILLE ATTRACTIONS
CHICAGO

PRODUCTION DEPT.

HARRY W. SPINGOLD

1402-3-4

Max Gordon

405 Woods Theatre Bldg* CHICAGO, ILL.
LONDON

Al Lewis

MILTON LEWIS

ERNEST EDELSTEN

Times Bldg.

LONDON, W.

5 Lule St,

BOOKING DEPT.

*

C.

1104 Palace Theatre Bldg.

2

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH B. T. KEITH VAUDEVILLE £XCH ANGEand its A FPiLI ATIONS

GRACE HUFF & CO.
"THE TRIMMER"
JOHN

'

B.

SOLLY
WITH

TOR

WARD CO.
MARION MURRAY

STAGED BY AL LEWIS

"HOME MADE JUSTICE"

PAUL BURNS & CO.

ANDY RICE

—IN—

"ANY HOME"

Pearl Franklin

C

ogs

l*»

t

ROMAN* /<*«**>*£

j/l cu™, «*

BY

tu
AH*

«,

and Mildred Barker

— IN—

"!

.Ay

"A TOUCH

IN TIME"

ce^

WMR and

PAUL

S^SOT^

Aaron Hoffman

AARON HOFFMAN
—WITH—
JACK DELMAN & CO.

AMD

UPHAN ^/
am
%
V5

c^

-BY—

'

«0R66J6SSa

™

"The Honeymoon

EDWIN BURKE

LEE KOHLMAR & Co,

BY EDWIN BURKE

— IN—
"TAKE IT EASY"

Jack Arnold and Edwin Burke

LEROY CLEMONS

GEORGE JESSEL

A COMEDY

CO.

HEARD"

"GOOD MEDICINE"
— BY—

—AND—

—BY-

IN PREPARATION

"THE ROGUE'S GALLERY"
AARON HOFFMAN

"THE MOVIE MANIACS'
PHILIP BARTHOLOMAE

MANAGING

THE VAUDEVILLE TOURS

PEARL FRANKLIN

GRANT MITCHELL

OF

—BY—

BARNEY BERNARD
LEW DOCKSTADER
JACK LAVIER
BURT and ROSEDALE
TUCK and CLARE

SAM

H.

HARRIS

ELIDA MORRIS

SULLY and HOUGHTON
HARRY LESTER MASON

NORTON and MELNOTTE
AND MANY OTHERS
ASSOCIATED WITH

SAM

PRE8ENT3

BY ARRANGEMENT with LEWIS and GORDON

IN

H.

HARRIS

PRODUCTION, OF

I

HAVENT TIME

1

—BY-

JOHN

B.

HYMER

MILT COLLINS

HUGH HERBERT & CO.
OLIVER and OLP
EL CLEVE

"WELCOME STRANGE1
—WITH—

HARRY GREEN
LYRIC THEATRE

"SIX CYLINDER LOVE"
— BY—

AARON HOFFMAN'S.

LONDON

COMEDY

INDEFINITELY

WM. ANTHONY McGUIRE

"WELCOME STRANGER"

NOW PLAYING

SAM
L

!

A COMEDY

THE QUESTION
—BY-

McNally

J.

or&ii. * ~&4¥a
JgN 5^^^(wcht^vown6%Na,

*JOLIBT

EDWIN BURKE
*

J.

u.

"SUMMERHMir \< aopteo*

T*

—BY—

^BEVERLY 6<tfNElL>

—WITH—

Benny Sweeney

•PKEDtSTINATION* LjS§& VI

h* Q$y*\H

—BY-

Jean Adair and Co.

—BYFRED BALLARD

w»oo.

CO.

—WITH—

"Young America"

*

SAM MANN &

AARON HOFFMAN

"BABIES

HYMER

BETTER OR WORSE"
—BY-

H.

HARRIS THEATRE

NEW YORK

CITY

—WITH —

GEORGE SIDNEY
NOW EN TOUR

"WELCOME STRANGE! A
— WITH—
JULES JORDAN

JOHN

D.

O'HARA

AUSTRALIA

VARIETY

Season's Greetings, Gratitude tor Health,
Success and Happiness,
Fondest Wishes to all Friends trom
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Photo by Hlxon Connelly.

RAE SAMUELS
"The Blue Streak of Vaudeville," enjoying prosperity, content
ment and gratifying appreciation over the splendid
B. F.
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NEW YORK
LOhW ANNKX

Arthur

HI IM.

160 \\. 46th si
Bryant 557-558

J.

Horwitz

-..

CHICAGO
LOOP KM) III II l>l\<.
177 N. MTATK 8T.

Vaudeville Acts

HARRY SHAFTER

-

Central ftSl*

SAM R0BERT8

•

New

York, Dec. 25th, 1921.

DEAR FRIENDS,
EVERYWHERE
^

Mr. Arthur

Horwitz takes this means of wishing the entire theatrical profession
and the
following acts whom he is representing a Happy and Most
Prosperous New Year:
J.

KATHLYN WILLIAMS
LOVETT'8 CONCENTRATION
THE FRILL SHOP
MME. RIALTO'S PRODUCTIONS
TZIGANE TROUPE

KERVILLE FAMILY
LYNDALL, LAUREL A
SIX JOLLY JESTERS

CO.

BILLY SWEDE HALL A CO.
KLUTING'S ANIMALS
WOOD SISTERS & FOLEY
GIRL IN THE BASKET
JEANETTE ADLER A JAZZ GIRLS
HARVEY DE VORA TRIO
JACKSON, TAYLOR A CO.

PARDO A ARCHER
WESTON & ELINE
SWARTZ A CLIFFORD
TOWER A DARRELL
MORRIS A SHAW
MARSDON A MANLEY.
CLAYTON & LENNIE
LEHR A BELL
CAMERON A MEEKER
GOSLAR A LUBSKY
BOBBIE HEN3HAW A 8ISTER
BOBBIE HEATH &ADELE SPERLING
HALL A DEXTER
SHEA A 8HIRLEY
STEIN A 8MITH
DAVIS A M'COY

WAHL A FRANCIS
NIOBE
"FASCINATION"
WILD A 8EDALIA
MONTI A PARTI
A LANE
HA8LAM A WILSON
ANNIE KENT
VIOLA A LEE LEWIS
GOFORTH BROCKAWAY A
COOktrt

CA8TLETON & MACK.

CO.

WALSH
MELROY 8ISTER8
GEORGE A LILY GARDEN
DANCER A GREEN
MARVA REHN
AERIAL MACKS
WEISER A REISER
PAUL A WALTER LAVARRE
MASON A BAILEY
MAHONEY A CECIL
CHARLES GILL A CO.
BILLY

GEORGE WALSH
8TUART A LAWRENCE
LOTTIE MAYER A GIRLS
BEATRICE MORELLE SEXTETTE
SIX ROYAL HU88AR8
DE MARIO FIVE
DENNO 818., THIBAULT A CODY
SEVEN MUSICAL SPILLERS
MclNTOSH & MU8ICAL MAID8
FOUR RENNEE GIRL8
MERLES COCKATOOS
FOUR MUSKETEER8
THEO AND HER DANDIES
TORELLI'S CIRCUS

ARTHUR SULLIVAN & CO.
GAYLORD, LANCTON A CO.
JAMES GRADY & CO.
KEATING & ROSS.
YORKE & MAYBELLE.
CRAIG A CATTO.

HOWARD A BROWN
8TANLEY A WINTHROP
MORRI8 A TOWNE
WARD A WIL80N
MOORE A FIELD8
FABER A BURNETTE
GORDON A HEALEY
CRADDOCK A SHADNEY
LYLE A EMERSON
THREE HARMONY BOYS
FRANKIE JAAME8
HARRY A LOLA STEVENS
FOUR JACKS AND A QUEEN
FRED 8CHWARTZ A CO.
LAMBERTI

THREE FLYING MILLERS
OWENS, WHITE A CASTLE
MACK A DEAN
CHARLES LEDEGAR
WILLS A ROBBINS
HARRY LATOY
GIB80N A BETTY
BOND, BARRY A CO.
WELLS A DEVERRA
MURRAY A LANE
ROBERT GILE8
BERRY A NICKER80N
CYCLING NEWMANS

GENE A KATHERYN KING
WRIGHT A WIL80N
COLLIN8 A DUNBAR
JACK LYLE

M'MAHON A ADELAIDE

ODIVA A SEALS

LONEY NACE
GOETZ A DUFFY
FUTURI8TIC REVIEW
RESISTA?

CHOY LING FOO TROUPE
"LINCOLN HIGHWAYMAN"
LESTER BERNARD A CO.
RUBETOWN FOLLIES
LONE STAR FOUR
MARTHA RUSSELL A CO.
SWAIN'S CATS A RATS
BOBBY JARVIS REVUE
HONG KONG MYSTERIES
CAMILLA'S POMERANIANS
FRANK DIXON A
MARGARET MURPHY
JEAN GORDON PLAYERS
"SWEETIES"

RATHBURN FOUR
OVERHOLT A YOUNG
CHARLE8 BURKHART A
BEN MEROFF
SIG FRANZ A CO.
FRED GRAY TRIO
GREEN A BURNETT
LUBIN A LEWIS
MACK A MAYBELLE
HARRI80N A WARREN
HAL A FRANCIS
DE WITT A GUNTHER
LOCKHART A LADDIE
CLIFFORD A LESLIE
MAY A HILL
VAN CAMP'S PIGS
GEORGE GIFFORD
AERIAL BUTTERS
LACOSTE A BONAWE
"MY8TIC GARDEN"

CO.

JUGGLING FERRIER
JACK A EVA ARNOLD
PLAY A DUNEDIN
DAVE KINDLER
FIELDS A LADELLA

BUEHLA PEARL
MOHER A ELDRIDGE
CATO S. KEITH A CO.
SWANN'S NOVELTY
FLETCHER A TERRE
FULLER A VANCE
ROSE GARDEN
COLLINS A HILL
COOK, MORTIMER A HARVEY

Sincerely yours,

BOSTON
tSt

TKEMONT

ST.

Henrli 2503

FRED MARDO

VAUDEVILLE

ACTS
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
COLONIAL TKL'ST BUM,
13TII & M \KKLT STS.
Spruce

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA
BOOKING
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FRANK WOLF,

JR.
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